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Announcements and News
This article lists information about conferences, community events, and product news:

New! Crowd-Sourced OPS/MVS OPSLOG Navigation Training Now Available
In November 2021, we went to the OPS/MVS and Mainframe Education Communities, and said, "Here's what
we're thinking for OPS/MVS OPSLOG training. What do you think?" Including messages that were received
privately, we heard from customers at five different companies and were able to implement multiple suggestions,
early in the planning process.
The result is a new, 30-minute web-based training course: OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation
Version 14.0: OPSLOG Navigation 200 (06OPS20230).
Remember, our mainframe web-based training is provided at no cost to customers on active maintenance. Unsure
how to access the training? Our Quick Reference Guide is here to help you out.

New MRI OPS/MVS Solutions Assessment
MRI features a new Solutions Assessment, the OPS/MVS Software Solutions Report. This report provides OPS/
MVS administrators with valuable product information in a graphical, browser-based format. See what features
of OPS/MVS you are not exploiting, what recommended OPS/MVS best practices you have not implemented
and what installed level of the product you are running. This information helps you to maximize the value, utility,
and efficiency of your OPS/MVS automation solutions. For current customers, use of the OPS/MVS Software
Solutions Report is available at no additional cost. For more information, refer to the Getting Started and
Solutions Assessments topics in the  MRI documentation.
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Release Notes
This release notes article explains the key features and details for OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation
Release 13.5.

New Features
This article describes the new features available in OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) Release
13.5.

TIP
Use this link to view a list of new feature PTFs for download (login required). We recommend that you use SMP/
E Receive Order to automate the download of PTF maintenance for mainframe products.

MTC-A New validateServerHostname Parameter (LU03941)

The validateServerHostname parameter has been added to the Message Service Hub section of the MTC-
A conf.yaml configuration file. This new parameter controls whether the specified hostname of the Message Service Hub
server is verified against the hostname specified in the server certificate received during the TLS connection attempt.

If you are using self-signed certificates generated by the ZMSSSL utility to connect to the Message Service hub, set
this parameter to "false" so that hostname validation is not performed. Otherwise, when using certificates signed by a
Certificate Authority, set this parameter to "true" so that hostname validation is performed to prevent potential man-in-the-
middle attacks, as described in Apache ActiveMQ security advisory CVE-2018-11775.

For more information, see Configure the Web Application.

Installation and Configuration Using z/OSMF (SO12679)

You can now install and configure OPS/MVS using the IBM z/OSMF web browser-based user interface to automate
and streamline many of the required tasks. This benefits both experienced systems programmers and those with less
expertise.

For instructions on how to SMP/E install OPS/MVS from a Portable Package using z/OSMF, see Install Products Using z/
OSMF.

For instructions on how to configure an OPS/MVS installation using z/OSMF Workflows, see Configure an OPS/MVS
Software Instance Using z/OSMF Workflows.

OPSBCPII Verifies User of ADDRESS HWS has Access to IBM BCPii SAF Resources (SO11445)

Access to IBM BCPii SAF resources is used to control what BCPii operations a user can perform using the OPS/REXX
ADDRESS HWS host environment. The BCPii Server will verify that the user of ADDRESS HWS has access to the
specific SAF resources of class FACILITY for the operation that is being attempted. For a list of required resources, see
Install and Configure OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS).

CCS Mainframe Connector for z/Linux Replacement (SO11214)

The Common Components and Services (CCS) Linux Connector reached end-of-service as of 31 AUG 2019 and is
not shipped with CCS Version 15.0. The OPS/MVS Linux Connector Interface (LXC) component and the OPS/REXX
ADDRESS LXCON host environment use the CCS Linux Connector. Both of those OPS/MVS components will continue to
be supported, but are now considered deprecated. There is no direct replacement for those components.
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New sample REXX execs, AOF rules, VM:Operator rules, and accompanying documentation have been added that
demonstrate how to integrate the existing OPS/MVS z/OS to z/VM Client/Server sample application with VM:Operator.
This new sample application demonstrates how to route messages from z/Linux guest systems running under z/VM to z/
OS so that OPS/MVS can continue to perform cross-system automation.

For more information, see Integrating with z/Linux.

Mitigate Process Block Shortage at End-of-memory (SO10926)

Special handling for terminating z/OS INITIATOR started tasks has been added to AOF end-of-memory (EOM) event
processing to prevent a shortage of internal OPS/MVS Process Blocks that may occur when many INITIATORs are
stopped at the same time.

This recommended action may be disabled by using the new BYPASSINITEOM parameter.

OPSBCPII Issues Generic API Events CASTATE and CAHEARTBT (SO10672)

The status of the OPSBCPII Server can be monitored by the AOF and SSM. For more information, see OPSBCPII Server
API Events.

New Sample AOF Message Rule OPRCMSG to Record Messages (SO10552)

New sample AOF message rule OPRCMSG continuously records message events for a specific message ID in an RDF
table that is periodlically offloaded to a sequential data set.

For more information, see the sample itself and Sample AOF Rules.

CCS Hardware Interface Service (HISRV) Replacement (SO10262)

The Common Components and Services (CCS) HISRV component reached end-of-service as of 31 AUG 2019 and is not
shipped with CCS Version 15.0. The OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS) component uses HISRV. That implementation
of HWS continues to be supported, but it is now considered deprecated. The replacement implementation of HWS uses
the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII), which communicates directly with the IBM BCPii.

For more information about the new OPSBCPII, see Install and Configure OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS).

The new OPS/MVS security event OPSBCP is generated by an attempt to use the OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS host
environment. The new sample AOF security rule OPSECBCP demonstrates how to use the AOF to restrict the use of
ADDRESS HWS to certain users. For more information about using OPS/MVS security events, see the Securing.

Mitigate Process Block Shortage at End-of-task (SO10241)

Serialization has been added to AOF end-of-task (EOT) event processing to prevent a shortage of internal OPS/MVS
Process Blocks that may occur when an address space with many subtasks terminates abruptly.

This recommended serialization may be disabled by using the new SERIALIZEEOT parameter.

Manage SYSPLEX Variables Using OPSVIEW Option 4.8 (SO09449)

OPSVIEW option 4.8 can now be used to manage SYSPLEX variables in addition to OPS/MVS Global variables.

For more information, see Control SYSPLEX Variables (Option 4.8).

Updated OPS/REXX Sample OPRXHTTP uses HTTPS (SO10050)

OPS/REXX sample in OPRXHTTP hlq.CCLXSAMP generates a RESTful HTTP or HTTPS request to call OPS/MVS Web
Services.

For more information, see the sample itself and Sample OPS/REXX Programs.
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Send Alerts to the AP Alert Manager (SO08478 and SO08614)

A new command, ALERT, has been added to the OPS/REXX ADDRESS AP host environment to sends alerts from AOF
rules and OPS/REXX execs to an OPS/MVS Automation Point machine running Alert Manager.

For more information, see ADDRESS AP Commands.

Display AOF Rule Source Code from OPSLOG Browse Point-and-Shoot (SO08829)

From OPSLOG Browse Event Detail panels OP100005 and OP1000S5, placing your cursor on an AOF ruleset.rulename
(other than NONE.NONE) in fields RulesetN.RulenameN and pressing ENTER displays the source code of the rule in new
ISPF VIEW panel OP10SRCL. In effect, this feature acts like an ISPF point-and-shoot field.

For usage information, see How to Display Event Information in One Window.

Send Alerts to the IBM NetCool Product (SO08651)

A new command, NCREQ, has been added to the OPS/REXX ADDRESS USS OPS/REXX host environment to send
alerts to the IBM Netcool Omnibus Object Server. Use of ADDRESS USS requires that you install OPS/MVS UNIX
System Services.

For more information about this feature, see Sending Alerts to the IBM NetCool Product.

For more information about the NCREQ command, see ADDRESS USS Command.

For an example of how to use of the NCREQ command, see the sample OPS/REXX program in member OPNCREQ of
data set hlq.CCLXSAMP.

OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI (SO06379 and SO06380)

The OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you interact with OPS/MVS through a single command-line interface. As an
automation or system administrator, you can use OPS/MVS resources directly from your PC by issuing the plug-in
commands. As a DevOps administrator, you can integrate the commands into workflows/scripts.

To learn more about the Zowe CLI and this plug-in, see Integrating with Zowe CLI.

Open a Ticket in a Service Management Product (SO06166 and SO06167)

A new command, SMREQ, has been added to the OPS/REXX ADDRESS USS host environment to open a new ticket in a
Service Management product that is supported by NIM SM. Currently supported Service Management products include:

• Service Desk Manager
• ServiceNow
• ServiceAide
• BMC Remedy ITSM
• HP Service Manager
• SAP Solution Manager
• Salesforce Service Cloud.

This new feature adds an interface to NIM SM through a new client REST API added to OPS/MVS. This feature installs a
re-packaged copy of the NIM SM web application as file ca-nim-sm.war, which must be deployed and configured to run in
an existing Web Application Server such as a Common Components and Services (CCS) Apache Tomcat.

For installation instructions, see Set Up Client REST API to Interface with NIM SM.
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Replacement for CCS Event Managment for z/OS component of NSM

NSM and it CCS Event Managment (EM) component have reached end-of-service. CCS EM is not shipped with
CCS Version 15.0. The OPS/MVS Unix System Services (USS) component uses CCS EM. That implementation of
USS continues to be supported, but it is now considered deprecated. The following two new features replace that
implementation.

For instructions on how to install this new implementation of USS, see Install the UNIX System Services.

Unified Infrastructure Manager Interface (SO01859)

The Unified Infrastructure Manager (UIM) component of Common Components and Services lets you route WTO, WTOR,
REPLY, and DOM events to the DX Unified Infrastructure Management. A new command, UIMEVENT, has been added to
the ADDRESS USS OPS/REXX host environment to interface with UIM to enable the functionality.

For more information, see ADDRESS USS UIMEVENT.

NOTE

Before applying this update, you must apply CCS PTF SO07863 to CCS Version 15.0 to upgrade the UIM.

For more information, see the "Deploy and Configure CSS Based Services" in the CCS documentation.

USS Syslogd Server (SO01859, SO05619, SO05661, SO06212, and SO06526)

The new USS Syslogd Server forwards USS Syslog Daemon messages to OPS/MVS as USS events. AOF USS rules can
be written to process these messages. A sample z/OS PROC and USS environmental variable file can be tailored to your
needs.

OPSVIEW Option 5.3 FTP Documentation to Broadcom (SO04680)

The OPSVIEW option 5.3 assists the user in sending documentation to Broadcom (such as OPSLOGs, SVC dumps,
OPS/REXX execs, or AOF rules) for resolution of a problem Case opened on https://support.broadcom.com. The
OPSVIEW ISPF dialog creates batch JCL to upload the files to the directory on the Broadcom FTP site for the associated
Case.

For more information, see FTP Documentation to Broadcom (Option 5.3).

ARCHREST Command in OPSLOG Browse (SO01320)

New primary command ARCHREST has been added to the OPSLOG Browse ISPF display dialog. The ARCHREST
command is used to restore and browse an archived OPSLOG based on a timestamp.

For more information, see ARCHREST Command - Restore and Browse an OPSLOG Archive.

SSMGAV2 Support for Same-named Movable Resources (SO08386 and SO13070)

This feature adds support for managing same-named resources within an SSMplex. The original design of the SSMGAV2
application used only the table.resource name in the SYSPLEX variable naming convention.

This did not allow for multiple movable resources with the same name that run on a different subset of systems within
the SSMplex. With this enhancement, you can define a resource named STCTBL.RESOURCEA that runs on SYSA
and SYSB, and a different resource with the same name STCTBL.RESOURCEA that runs on SYSC and SYSD.
The PRIMARY_SYSTEM name is now used in the SYSPLEX variable naming convention to allow for this scenario.

OPS/MVS Web Services Upgrades (SO04296 and SO07231)

Web Services code dependence on Jersey was upgraded to Jersey 2.27 to avoid known vulnerabilities.
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Web Services code dependence on Jackson was upgraded to Jackson 2.9.8 to avoid known vulnerabilities.

New OPSLOG Archive Method (SO05934)

The allocation of an OPSLOG Archive file using the new method that is introduced in OPS/MVS Release 12.2 has been
changed.

For more information about this new archive method, see Archiving and Merging OPSLOG Data.

Instead of requesting the full amount of space that is required to store the OPSLOG as the primary size with a secondary
size of 0, a smaller primary size, and a non-zero secondary size are used. This enhancement provides the following
changes in behavior of the allocation:

• The file is allocated in multiple extents.
• The file can be allocated to SMS classes that are enabled for SMS Space Constraint Relief (SCR).

Users of the OPSLOG Archive feature, including those using SMS SCR, who have experienced problems allocating
archive files may have better results when running with this enhancement.

NOTE

If you developed customized procedures to invoke JCL PROC ARCHPROC installed in hlq.CCLXSAMP,
this enhancement changes the expected value of the TRACK= parameter from TRACK='space1 space2' to
TRACK='(space1,space2)'.

New Default Values for Parameters MSFPOOLSIZE, SQLPOOLSIZE and SUBSYSDEFAULT (Base)

The following parameters have these new default values:

• MSFPOOLSIZE = 2048K
• SQLPOOLSIZE = 2048K
• SUBSYSDEFAULT = 0

Prerequisite SSM Resources are Hyperlinked in MTC-A (SO11596)

The SSM Resource Detail page contains a tabbed Prerequisites section. This section displays a table of SSM resources
that are prerequisites of the currently selected SSM resource. Normally, a prerequisite resource name in the table is a
hyperlink that opens the Resource Detail page for that resource, though there are exceptions. For more information, see
View Resource Detail.

Various Enhancements to MTC-A (SO11437 and SO11438)

Enhancements to MTC-A SSM:

Display Refresh
SSM displays have a manual refresh button (circled arrows icon) located in the upper right corner. A drop down
menu to the left of the icon is used to set the frequency of automatic refresh.

Ability to Filter Resources
In addition to searching for SSM resources by name, you can now filter resources displayed in the resource
accordion based on their characteristics. You can restrict the items displayed in the SSM resource accordion
using the following criteria: the OPS/MVS instance hosting the resource, the name of the table in which the
resource is defined, the associated resource type, the relationship between current state and desired state, the
resource mode, the prerequisite resource mode, the reference mode, and whether or not the resource is movable
to another system.

Identify Movable Resources
When viewing a list of SSM resources in the SSM accordion, a truck icon is displayed next to those resources that
are movable.
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System Detail Display
The following SSM summary information will be displayed in the right detail pane when an OPS/MVS system is
selected (expanded) in the SSM resource accordon and an SSM resource is not selected:
View SSM Mismatched Resource List

The right detail pane shows a list of resource names that are defined to the selected system that have a
Current State value different from the associated Desired State value.

View Matched Up/Up Resource List
The right detail pane shows a list of resource names defined to the selected system that have a Current
State value equal to the Desired State value, and this matched value is also equal to the "UP" value
defined for those resources.

View Matched Down/Down Resource List
The right detail pane shows a list of resource names that are defined to the selected system that have a
Current State value equal to the Desired State value, and this matched value is also equal to the "DOWN"
value that is defined for those resources.

View Matched Other Resource List
The right detail pane shows a list of resource names that are defined to the selected system that have a
Current State value equal to the Desired State value, but this matched value does not equal either the
defined "UP" state or the defined "DOWN" state for those resources.

Automatic User Timeout

Users are automatically logged out of the MTC-A website if no activity is detected on their connection for a specified
period of time. This inactivity timeout period can be configured using the session timeout parameter located underneath
the session area of the security section in the conf.yaml file. The default value is 30 minutes.

Web Application Security Enhancement:

The single z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) call made by MTC-A is replaced by multiple calls that mimic the
same authorizations that a user needs to use OPS/MVS OPSVIEW to view AOF rules and SSM resources, when
running with OPS/MVS parameter EXTSECURITY=YES. The existing safResourceName parameter in the conf.yaml is
replaced by the new safResourcePrefix parameter. For complete details about configuring security, see Configure the
Web Application. For specific information about required changes for an existing installation of MTC-A, see Migration
Information.

NOTE
You must apply CCS PTF SO07863 to the CCS Message Service and start the Message Service Server
address space before starting OPS/MVS with the OPS/MVS PTFs applied.

MTC-A Integration with Automation Point Alert Manager (SO08614)

A navigation bar icon has been added which launches the AP Alert Manager application in a web browser window. For
more information, see Access AP Alert Manager

To take advantage of this enhancement, you must update the MTC-A conf.yaml file. For more information about the
conf.yaml file, see Configure the Web Application.

MTC-A System State Manager (SSM) (SO08474 and SO08475)

The SSM component of the MTC-A web interface lets you view SSM resources on multiple OPS/MVS systems. The SSM
component provides these capabilities:

View System List
The navigation accordion lists the participating OPS/MVS systems.
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View Table List
Selecting an OPS/MVS system expands the navigation accordion to show the SSM resource tables on that
system.

View Resource List
Selecting a table expands the navigation accordion to show the resources in the table.

View Resource Detail
Selecting a resource shows the resource detail in the main body of the SSM page. Resource detail can include
Current State, Desired State, multiple modes, Type, IPL State, and Prereqs.

SSM Table and Resource refresh
Most SSM updates that are made on z/OS are automatically picked up by MTC-A at the time of the change. For
deatails on what SSM changes are automatically detected, see SSM Data Refresh.

NOTE
You must apply CCS PTF SO08532 to the CCS Message Service and start the Message Service Server
address space before starting OPS/MVS with the OPS/MVS PTFs applied.

For information on how to use the SSM component of the MTC-A web application, see System State Manger (SSM).

MTC-A Bug Fixes (SO07596)

Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTCA) rule analysis failed to recognize REXX program calls prefixed by an
ADDRESS statement on the same line. MTCA rule analysis will correctly recognize REXX calls after applying this fix.

Sometimes, Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTCA) did not display icons and images when viewed with Internet
Explorer 11. MTCA is now displayed properly when viewed with Internet Explorer 11.

MTC-A Enhancement for Future Multiple Security Domain Exploitation (SO06920)

This enhancement is a compatibility update for working with Version 3 of the Common Components and Services (CCS)
component ESM Microservice. Version 3 of the ESM Microservice includes support for authentication and authorization
against multiple mainframe security domains. This functionality will be exploited by future releases of OPS/MVS.

NOTE

Before applying this update, you must apply a CCS PTF SO07047 (or greater) to upgrade the ESM Microservice
component to version 3.

MTC-A Rule Analysis (SO05192)

The Rule Analysis feature introduces a new section of the Rule Details page. This section allows you to see, in graphical
format, how a selected rule interacts with other automation components. For a complete description of this feature, see
Rule Analysis. 

A corresponding New Feature Training video is available on YouTube: Performing Rule Analysis using OPS/MVS
Mainframe Team Center Automation. 

Resolve DOM4J XML Injection Vulnerability (CVE-2018-1000632) in MTC-A (SO06327)

The DOM4J third-party component is upgraded from version 1.6.1 to version 2.1.1.

MTC-A Automatically Detects Rule Changes (SO04411 and SO04412)

Most updates to AOF rules that are made on z/OS are picked up automatically by MTC-A at the time of the change. For
details on what rule changes are automatically detected, see Rule Data Refresh.
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NOTE

Before applying this update, you must apply a CCS PTF SO07863 (or greater) to upgrade the Message Service
component.

MTC-A Rule Comparison (SO00873)

Rule Comparison introduces a tabbed section on the Rule Details page which lets you compare the selected rule to rules
with the same name on other OPS/MVS instances. For a complete description of this feature, see Rule Comparison.

MTC-A Hover Help (SO00235 and SO00236)

Hover help is now available for various fields and controls in the MTCA user interface. Hovering the mouse over these
elements causes a short description of that field or control to appear. To dismiss the help, simply move the mouse to a
different area of the screen. 

MTC-A Displays Source and Metadata for Disabled Rules (SO00235, SO00235 and SO00236)

Rule source and metadata appear on the Rule Details panel for both enabled and disabled rules.

MTC-A Rule Filtering (SO00873)

Functionality for the buttons that apply, clear and hide filters were modified:

• The Apply Filters button now automatically closes the filter panel to make it easier to view filtered rules after applying
a filter.

• The Clear Filters button now automatically removes the selected filter and clears the selection on the filter panel.
There is no longer any need to select Apply Filters after selecting Clear Filters. The filter panel remains open.

• The Hide Filters button is unchanged. It does not apply any selected filters.

An additional Clear Filters button was added:

• A new Clear Filters button is now next to the Show Filters button at the top of the rules panel. Select it to remove all
active filters. Clear Filters was added to make it possible to clear all active filters without needing to open the filter
panel.

Removed Features
This section contains information about modified or removed features in OPS/MVS Release 13.5.

Streamlined TOD Rule Processing
PTF SO04989

has removed the multi tasking  for AOF rules due to stability issues .

Obsolete Parameters

The following parameters are now obsolete in OPS/MVS Release 13.5 and may be removed in a future release:

• JES2OFFSETSUFFIX

Removed Parameters

We have removed the following obsolete parameters in OPS/MVS Release 13.5:
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• ARCHIVELIMIT
• DEBUGWME
• INITAWS
• CAUNICONNECTWAIT
• CAUNICONFIGSET
• CAUNITRACE
• CAUNIALLOWSET
• CACPMTABLE
• CAUNIUSERCURRENT
• CAUNIUSERDESIRED
• INITCPM
• INITWME

Removed LMP Keys 

The following features no longer require an LMP key for activation in OPS/MVS Release 13.5:

• IOF
• COF
• ESI

CONSOLEID On the OPSSEND Function 

 The OPSSEND function no longer supports the CONSOLEID parameter. The value for this positional argument is
obsolete. However, you MUST specify a value only conditionally if the positional argument seven (7) is being used  to
specify a CONSOLENAME. A valid value for the placeholder would be to code consecutive commas (,,).

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• OPS/MVS Maintenance Solutions List (login required)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• OPS/MVS Release and Support Lifecycle Dates (login required) or search for other Product Lifecycle Details (login

required)
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• OPS/MVS Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• OPS/MVS Community
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SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Maintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a
remote Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended and Preventive service

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Documentation.

Migration Information
This article includes information useful for migration to the current release:

  

Migration from Version 13.0 to Release 13.5

Consider the following information when migrating from version 13.0 to release 13.5.

Changes to SSMGAV2 to Support Same-named Moveable Resources (SO08386 and SO13070)

Support for same-named movable resources is accomplished by adding the primary system name to the GLVPLXTS
sysplex global variable names used by SSMGAV2. The new format of variable names becomes system.table.resource.

NOTE
PTF SO08386 must be applied to all systems in the SSMPLEX before this feature can be enabled. PTF
SO13070 adds the new parameter SSMGAV2PSYS to control when the enhancement is enabled. The default
value is YES which enables enhancement. Set the parameter to NO to disable the enhancement until all
systems are upgraded.

Follow the conversion steps below based on the value of your SSMPLEXAPP parameter.

Conversion steps when parameter SSMPLEXAPP=NONE:

1. Copy the following updated rules into your production library and enable/autoenable them on all systems in the
SSMplex:
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– GAV2GLV 
– GAV2GLVU
– SGBLPLVA
– SGMOVRS1
– SGUPPLVA
– SGXSCOMM
– SSMBEGIN

2. Run OPS/REXX OPGAV2CV on one system in your SSMplex passing a system list and table list.

Example: OI OPGAV2CV TABLES(STCTBL,CICSTBL) SYSTEMS(SYS1,SYS2,SYSA,SYSB)

1. The system list should contain all the systems in the SSMplex. All systems must be active and MSF-connected.
2. The table list should contain all the SSM tables that have moveable resources or cross system prereq resources.

Conversion steps when parameter SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2:

1. Copy the updated SSMBEGIN rule into your production library and enable/autoenable the rule on all systems in the
SSMplex.

2. Issue the F OPSS,RESTART(STATEMAN) command on all systems in the SSMplex to reload the new SSMGAV2
rules.

• Reply to the SSMBEGIN WTOR, following your site's normal recycle procedures.
3. Run REXX OPGAV2CV on one system in your SSMplex passing a system list and table list.

Example: OI OPGAV2CV TABLES(STCTBL,CICSTBL) SYSTEMS(SYS1,SYS2,SYSA,SYSB)

1. The system list should contain all the systems in the SSMplex. All systems must be active and MSF-connected.
2. The table list should contain all the SSM tables that have moveable resources or cross system prereq resources.

HWS Migration from CCS HISRV to OPS/MVS OPSBCPII (SO10262)

OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS) support for Common Components and Services (CCS) Hardware Services
(HISERV) is now depracated. The new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) replaces the use of HISERV by HWS. This
enhancement contains the following updates and deprecations.

Parameter Updates 

• New parameter HWSTYPE was added to specify which Hardware Services interface will service BCPii requests from
the ADDRESS HWS REXX host environment:
– HWSTYPE=HISERV indicates the deprecated HISRV interface. (Default.)
– HWSTYPE=OPSBCP indicates the new OPS/MVS BCPii server.

• Existing parameter HWSRULES has no effect when using the new OPSBCPII. When running with OPSBCPII, the
generation of hardware events by the server through the Generic Event API is controlled by the server command SET
OPSs.BYPASSENABLEEVENTS=[ON|OFF]. 

Command Updates

WARNING
In order to avoid OPS/REXX errors, existing OPS/REXX execs and AOF rules must be updated to accomodate
the following changes.

• The following ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD commands were updated. For more information, refer to the syntax for
each command:
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– The PROFILE option was removed from the ACTIVATE command. It is replaced by the new command
ACTWITHPROF.

– The IPLTOKEN option was removed from the SYSRESET command. It is replaced by the new command
SYSRESETIPLT.

– The TYPE option was removed from the LOAD command. It is replaced by the new command SCSILOAD.
• The following LPAR attributes on the ADDRESS HWS GETATTR|SETATTR commands were removed: 

OPSYSCODE, OPSYSNAME, OPSYSVERS
• The ENTITY type ENSEMBLE on the ADDRESS HWS GETATTR|SETATTR commands was removed.

Sample Updates

Sample rule APIHWSV was updated to accommodate the new OPS/MVS BCPii Sever. The primary purpose of this
sample HWS API rule is to demonstrate the handling and output of data associated with hardware events.

• Copy this sample rule from the hlq.CCLXRULS dataset into a production OPS/MVS ruleset.
• Customize the rule logic as needed to meet site-specific results.
• Enable/auto-enable the rule within a production OPS/MVS ruleset.

Rule Updates

• There are notable differences between the deprecated HISRV and the new OPSBCPII related to the set of OPS/REXX
rule variables when an OPS/MVS API Hardware Event is generated:

WARNING
In order to avoid AOF rule failures, all references to the following uninitialized OPS/REXX variables must be
removed from existing AOF API rules.

– The variable API.SYSTEMFLG is never created.
– For system level events for no specific entity, the variables API.EVLEVEL, API.NUMENTRIES, API.ELEVELx,

API.ETYPEx, and API.ENAMEx are not created.
• The following system-related hardware events are not generated when using the OPSBCPII:

– Toplology Complete (API.ID=HWSTOPCOMP)
– The Topology Error (API.ID=HWSTOPERR)

Security Updates

• The following SAF resources used by HISRV (assuming default HISRV parameter setting HWISAFPF=HI$RV) are not
used by the OPSBCPII and may be removed:
– HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT
– HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME
– HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER
– HI$RV.USER.AUTH

• The new OPSBCP security event replaces SAF resources used by HISRV. New sample AOF security rule OPSECBCP
demonstrates how to use the AOF to restrict the use of ADDRESS HWS to certain users. For more information about
how to restrict the use of ADDRESS HWS to certain users, see Securing.

ESM Microservice Prerequisite for MTC-A (SO06920 and SO07047)

For users of Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A), the enhancement for Future Multiple Security Domain
Exploitation delivered by PTF SO06920 requires you to update the ESM Microservice to Version 3.

Apply PTF SO07047 (or greater) to CCS 15.0 to upgrade the ESM Microservice to Version 3.

MTC-A Web Application Security Changes (SO11437 and SO11438)

The single z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) call made by MTC-A is replaced by multiple calls that mimic the
same authorizations that a user needs to use OPS/MVS OPSVIEW to view AOF rules and SSM resources, when
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running with OPS/MVS parameter EXTSECURITY=YES. The existing safResourceName parameter in the conf.yaml
is no longer supported and the SAF resource whose name it specified is no longer used by MTC-A. In its place, a new
safResourcePrefix parameter is used to construct the names of the following SAF resources that MTC-A uses to authorize
access to the its web interface, all of which require READ access:

• safResourcePrefix.OPSVIEW is required to logon to MTC-A.
• safResourcePrefix.OPSAOF is required to use Rules Management.
• safResourcePrefix.SQL.table is required to use SSM to view SSM resources in the SSM resource table named table.

The purpose of parameter safResourceClass has not changed; it specifies the SAF resource class that is used. Best
practice is changed to set the MTC-A parameters safResourceClass and safResourcePrefix to the same values as that of
the OPS/MVS parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX, respectively.

For complete details about configuring security, see Configure the Web Application.

Migration from r12.3 to r13.0

Consider the following information when migrating from release 12.3 to version 13.0.

Changes to OPSVIEW Option 4.11 SSM control 

The SSM utilities have been consolidated under the Utilities suboption and the SSM Global Application suboptions have
been consolidated based on which version of the application is running.

For more information, see Use the System State Manager Control Option (Option 4.11).

SMP/E Installation of HFS Elements

A new SMP/E Target DDDEF CCLXHFSM is defined for the mountpoint of the installed zFS, which defaults to the path
name /cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS. The existing target DDDEF CCLXHFS is now defined as a new folder named /CA under
the mount point, and defaults to the path name /cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS/CA. SMP/E elements of type HFS, JAR, and
SHELLSCR are installed into the target DDDEF CCLXHFS path as files named using the 8-character uppercase SMP/
E element names. Hard links to those files with more user-friendly mixed-case names are installed into the "root" target
DDDEF CCLXHFSM path.

Update to SAMPJCL for Manual ESD SMP/E Installation

The UNZIPJCL job now downloads only the SAMPJCL data set. Member names in SAMPJCL have been changed to
reflect the order in which they are submitted. Updated SMP/E receive job CLX20RCB in the SAMPJCL data set reads the
SMPMCS and relfiles from the unpaxed USS directory by way of command RECEIVE SYSMODS FROMNTS(CLXD5G0).

OPJ2CBxx Modules and the JES2OFFSETSUFFIX Parameter

Module OPJ2DF for all supported releases of OPS/MVS now contains default JES2 offset tables for all supported
releases of JES2. Updates to OPJ2DF to support any new releases of JES2 are delivered as PTFs. Therefore, Broadcom
expects that users no longer build their own JES2 offset table in module OPJ2CBxx using sample jobs JES2ASM and
USERJ2CB. 

By default, OPS/MVS uses the appropriate JES2 offset table from module OPJ2DF.

In release 13.0: 

• Sample jobs JES2ASM and USERJ2CB have been removed from installed SMP/E target library hlq.CCLXCNTL
• Assembler macro OPJ2CB has been removed from installed SMP/E target library hlq.CCLXASM
• Existing OPJ2CBxx modules that are built with previous releases of OPS/MVS will not be used and will be flagged as

incompatible at startup by modified message OPS0049E

In a future release, parameter JES2OFFSETSUFFIX may be removed.
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WARNING

Contact Broadcom Support if your shop has modified JES2 and you believe that you need to build a custom
module OPJ2CBxx.

Product Accessibility Features
We are committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with OPS/MVS:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume

Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Third-Party Software Agreements
The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software ("OSS") distributed with the OPS/MVS®

Event Management and Automation product (the "Licensed Product"). The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all
the OSS referred to below and may also only use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom Inc. and/or its corporate affiliates ("Broadcom")
will make source code available for applicable OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com
including your name, address, the product name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
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WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESSFOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom disclaims all warranties and liability arising from
or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License ("GPL") or the GNU
Lesser General Public License ("LGPL"), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license, download the attached zip file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Authorized Program Facility (APF)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Automation Point AP)
• Brightside
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Address Space Shell (CASRV)
• Common Communications Interface (CAICCI or CCI)
• Common Coomponenets and Services (CCS)
• Common Variable Service (CAVARSRV)
• Datacom®/AD (CSM)
• Data Content Discovery
• ESM Microservice
• Examine
• Global SubSystem (GSS)
• CA Health Checker
• Jobtrac
• License Management Program (LMP)
• Multi-image Manager for z/OS (MIM)
• Multi-image Allocation (MIA)
• Multi-image Console (MIC)
• Message Service
• Netman
• Netmaster
• Netspy
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (MIC)
• PDSMAN® PDS Library Management (PDSMAN)
• Remote Console
• Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
• Scheduler
• Spool
• Service Desk Manager
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (MIC)
• TLMS Tape Library Management System (TLMS)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• VM:Operator™
• Trusted Access Manager for Z
• DX Unified Infrastructure Manager
• CA 7® Workload Automation (CA 7)
• Workload Automation ESP Edition (WAEE or WA ESP or ESP))
• XCOM Data Transport for z/OS (XCOM Data Transport)
• Customer Information Control System (CICS)
• Event Notification Facility (ENF)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• IBM Information Management System (IMS)
• IBM z File System (zFS)
• IBM z Series Operating System (z/OS)
• IBM z Systems Integrated Information Processor (zIIP)
• IBM z/OS Security Server RACF® (RACF)
• Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF)
• Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
• NETCOOL
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
• System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
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This documentation references the following components and abbreviations of OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation:

• Automated Operations Facility (AOF)
• Automation Measurement Environment (AME)
• CA OPS/MVS REXX (OPS/REXX)
• CICS Operations Facility (COF)
• Enhanced Console Facility (ECF)
• Expert System Interface (ESI)
• External Product Interface (EPI)
• IMS Operations Facility (IOF)
• Multi-System Facility (MSF)
• NetView Operations Facility (NOF)
• Operations Server Facility (OSF)
• Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC)
• Relational Data Framework (RDF)
• System State Manager (SSM)
• SSM Global Application (SSMGA)
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Getting Started

About OPS/MVS
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) manages critical resources by status across systems
and includes automated applications that simplify the deployment of powerful and complex automation to manage
the environment. The product is a critical component for automating the disaster recovery process and end-to-end
automation.

OPS/MVS provides efficient synchronous automation, including user efficiency tools and utilities that help you create
and deploy automation of complex systems and processes. OPS/MVS integrates with our automation, performance
management, and workload automation products.

OPS/MVS Architecture

The following illustration presents an overview of OPS/MVS and how it fits into the z/OS operating system:

NOTE
For information about other products that integrate with OPS/MVS, see Integrating.

Overview

The following list includes installation target libraries and a brief summary description of each.

When properly allocated the product can run from these libraries. Best practice is to copy the information to run-time
libraries from which to run the product and TSO User ID ISPF allocations for OPSVIEW accessibility.

ops.CCLXASM – Assembler source and macros

ops.CCLXCLS0 – TSO CLISTs

ops.CCLXCNTL – Sample JCL PROCs, REXX, data, and scripts

ops.CCLXEXEC – OPS/REXX not Compiled

ops.CCLXHENU – MVS Help members

ops.CCLXHFS – Mounted zFS

ops.CCLXLOAD – Executable load library

ops.CCLXMENU – ISPF messages

ops.CCLXMIB – SNMP MIBs

ops.CCLXOPEX – OPS/REXX compiled

ops.CCLXPENU – ISPF Panels

ops.CCLXPLD – Executable load library

ops.CCLXRULB – BASE AOF rules

ops.CCLXRULM – STATEMAN AOF rules

ops.CCLXRULS – SAMPLE AOF rules

ops.CCLXSAMP – Sample REXX
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ops.CCLXSENU – ISPF skeletons

ops.CCLXSIDE – LE side deck files

ops.CCLXTENU – ISPF tables

ops.CCLXXML – CSM/SDS and CSM/SCS XML metadata

The OPS/MVS Product and Component Pieces

Address Spaces

OPSMAIN

• Primary address space which controls the OPS/MVS product
• Provides a unique REXX implementation for OPS/MVS which is the OPS/REXX programming language. OPSMAIN

can be utilized by AOF Rules and REXX, allowing the end user to create event traps and write automation script
procedures

• OPSVIEW is an ISPF-based UI for providing end users with the ability to interact with the OPS/MVS product for tasks
like writing automation and controlling or monitoring OPS/MVS.

• OPSLOG is an interactive logging facility which gathers z/OS system event information log record data into a file. The
OPSLOG allows an end user to manipulate the log record data file with unique filtering and display field capabilities.

Components

• AOF – the Automated Operations Facility (AOF) is a programmatic means to trap/react or initiate a z/OS system event
through a structured OPS/REXX program that is known as Rules.

• COF – the CICS Operation Facility (COF) is an interface between OPS/MVS and a CICS region primarily for obtaining
CICS transient data queue traffic which otherwise is not available for automation.

• ECF – the Enhanced Console Facility (ECF) allows you to create session access to a console for line editor mode
interactions. ECF is used primarily as a repair tool when TSO is not available. ECF also allows you to execute Clists or
OPS/REXX programs.

• EPI – the External Product Interface (EPI) lets any VTAM 3270 supported application interact with OPS/MVS where
EPI appears as a 3270 terminal. EPI emulates a user typing keystrokes.

• HWS – the Hardware Services (HWS) bridges information through the OPSBCPII Server address space between
the z/OS BCPii and OPS/MVS. Used to set or get HMC configuration attribute information and obtain hardware event
information by way of AOF/API event traffic.

• IOF – the IMS Operations Facility (IOF)( pacronym) provides an interface between OPS/MVS and IMS data base
product

• MSF – the Multi-System Facility (MSF) allows OPS/MVS facilities to be extended into a multi-system environment to
communicate between local or remote copies of the OPS/MVS product.

• OSF – the Operator Server Facility (OSF) allows users to schedule work in the form of OPS/REXX programs or
commands to an OPSOSF server address space. Various components of OPS/MVS use this facility including AOF for
asynchronous automation tasks when needed.

• POI – the Programmable Operations Interface (POI) is a class of TSO Command Processors and REXX functions
that provides an interface to z/OS console services and OPS/REXX capabilities in the form of a line command or
programmatic executable Clist or REXX script.

• RDF – the Relational Data Framework (RDF) is the backbone of our defined SQL Relational tables. RDF lets you use
OPS/MVS subset or SQL commands to gather, create, or update this SQL Relational Table data. RDF is how SSM or
System State Manager is defined and utilized.

• SOF – Switch Operations Facility (SOF) is the interface between the OPS/MVS product and the z/OS system switch by
way of the SOF server address space. This interface allows OPS/MVS to control elements of the ESCON/FICON z/OS
Switch directly through a command interface where you can get information or update data. SOF information includes
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CHPID’s, Control Units, and other hardware device-related objects. The SOF can be controlled programmatically or
through an OPSVIEW UI control point.

• SSM – the System State Manager (SSM) is a tool to monitor and control the states or statuses of objects that are
defined on z/OS. The primary use is to maintain the proper intended state of a group of z/OS subsystem resources.
The resource information is maintained as RDF relational table. Each resource as a monitored row of table data within
the resource table. An OPS/REXX SQL command or POI command can be used to get or update table or resource
information programmatically. SSM can also be used to set or update an AOF Rule event through an OPSVIEW UI
panel.

Other Address Spaces and Servers

AP (Automation Point)

Automation Point provides a supplemental means for Outboard Automation utilizing some OPS/MVS functionalities. AP
runs on a distributed platform in an IBM compatible workstation that is attached to the mainframe.

OPSECF

OPSECF is an optionally used address space that is used to process ECF requests on demand.

OPSLOG WebViewer

OPSLOG WebViewer provides the end user with a web-based UI view of the 3270 based OPSLOG with all the
functionality. OPSLOG WebViewer is an optionally installed and used server address space.

OPS/OSF Operator Server Facility

• The number of active servers are controlled through OPS/MVS parameter values
• The OPS/OSF is composed of multiple classes of servers
• Each class of servers has an independent set of OPS/MVS parameter values to control its own server class values
• Only the OSF class is required to be implemented all others are optional

Classes

OSF – part of the OPS/MVS product. OSF is the primary OSF class of server z/OS address space and is started on behalf
of the OPSMAIN address space. You must have at least 1 running but can run up to 30 of these independent address
spaces depending upon the need. The OSF permits the end user or automation procedure to schedule an OPS/REXX or
TSO/e REXX program to run. OSF also allows a CLIST or TSO Command.

OSFTSL – optionally implemented OSF class of server z/OS address space to accommodate longer running programs

OSFTSP – optionally implemented OSF class of server z/OS address space to accommodate higher prioritized running
programs

OPSUSS - optionally implemented z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) class of server z/OS address space to
accommodate USS request running programs

HiSRV

HiSRV provides an interface to the z/OS BCPii address space interacting with the z/OS complex HMC. HiSRV is a
separately installed and optionally used server address space.

The HiSRV server discovers all the BCPii/HMC elements in hierarchical format which can be obtained or set
programmatically from OPS/MVS. HiSRV does functions in the form of a GETATTR or SETATTR Address HWS OPS/
REXX host command and other staging types of functions. Event traffic from the BCPii through the HiSRV address space
is presented to the OPS/MVS in the form of an internal API system event. The internal API system event can then be
automated through AOF API type rules.

SOF
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Switch Operations Facility (SOF) server address space provides an interface between the OPS/MVS product and the z/
OS system ESCON/FICON Switch. SOF is an optionally implemented and used server address space.

The server performs a discovery of all hardware objects and caches the information for quick retrieval while keeping the
information current through checkpointing the data regularly. The available switch information data includes available
SOF servers, connected systems, switches, CHPID’s, Control Units, and other devices. The SOF can be controlled
programmatically or by way of OPSVIEW UI SOF Control panel.

Basic OPS/MVS STC Startup Flow

Start command for the OPSMAIN proc is Issued

The CLIST OPSTART1 is executed

• CLIST OPSTART1 a PDS member of a data set concatenated to the OPSMAIN proc SYSPROC DD
• This CLIST allows for any TSO command to be executed for product initialization in a TMP

Invoke the OPSSPA00 (PARMLIB member default name)

• The end user should have edited this member to point to a PARMLIB member
• Recommended that the PARMLIB member should be written as an OPS/REXX program
• OPS/REXX program can use the OPSPRM() function call to set product parameters
• LOGOFF command that is required to terminate the CLIST in the TMP (TSO Terminal Monitor Program)

The OPSSPA00 REXX program gets control from OPSTART1 initial CLIST

• This program sets installation options for entire product startup configuration
• Parameter settings that are written to OPSLOG
• Initially set up REXX variables for processing and WTO message commands
• Recommended to allocate OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets in early steps
• Setup globally used OPS/MVS parameter settings when sharing across multiple OPS instances
• REXX environment flexibility allows you to implement logical decision making

– Use SELECT/WHEN/OTHERWISE or IF/THEN/ELSE syntax logic
– Syntax ERROR checking

BEGINCMD parameter; processing first OSF TSO command/transaction

• Default to run OI OPSTART2 (optionally used process)
– Other usages call MSFINIT to set up MSF Environment
– Setup COF definition parameters

About OPSVIEW
OPSVIEW is the operations interface for OPS/MVS. Administrators and automations personnel use OPSVIEW panels to
perform various z/OS system functions and is the primary vehicle for controlling OPS/MVS itself.

Typically, to interact with a computer system, you must type a long series of cryptic commands at a console. In response,
the system returns terse messages that usually do not contain all the information that you need to manage the system.
Such an environment can be difficult to understand and use and is often error-prone.

With OPSVIEW, OPS/MVS combines the variety of the OPS/MVS facilities, the familiarity of the TSO CLIST language,
and the power of ISPF in an easy-to-use interface.
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Navigating the OPSVIEW UI

This section highlights some of the UI feature areas available with OPSVIEW.

You can access the OPSLOG interactive browse data set

• Setup filtering
• Display static record-related fields
• Find and locate events
• Set labels
• Print output to data sets

Access AOF rule and REXX programs

• Create functional AOF rule code with EASYRULE
• Edit, execute/test and control AOF rules and REXX programs
• Interface to RDF Table Editor API

– Browse, edit, insert, copy, transfer and delete RDF tables locally and across systems

System activity

• Monitor other address spaces
• Manage IMS Resources
• Interface to SOF (Switch Operations Facility) UI

Component controlling for OPS/MVS

• Viewing and setting controlling product parameters locally and across systems
• Controlling the MSF (Multi System Facility)
• Controlling OSF (Operator Server Facility) TSO and all other classes
• Controlling AOF (Automated Operations Facility) Event Rules

– Edit and control rule sets and individual rule instances locally and across systems
– View and maintain in-storage, compiled and dynamic rules

Product Start and Stop commands

Edit and maintain OPS/MVS Global Variables

Control access to the EPI (External Product Interface) Virtual Terminal panel

SSM (System State Manager) Control and Maintain

• Control SSM Monitored Tables
• Status control at the SSM Resource level of SSM Monitored Tables
• SSM Global Resource Manager
• Administrative SSM Policy Manager

– Discovery of SSM Policy data
– Resource definition of SSM Policy
– SSM Utilities

COF (CICS Operations Facility) to monitor and control CICS TDQ resources

View, define or modify Multiple OPSLOG data spaces

Support lookup information

Command processor for JES and z/OS commands

Run and access OPS/MVS Utilities
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OPSLOG Utilities

• Browse, Archive, Restore, and Merge OPSLOG Utilities
• Automation Analyzer for OPSLOG events
• Global Variable Backup

SYSCHK1 Allocate and Restore

• Restore SYSCHK1 from a backup
• Restore Global Variables from SYSCHK1 backup
• Restore RDF Tables from SYSCHK1 backup
• OPSVIEW UI ISPF Tutorial

About WebCenter
The WebCenter component provides an infrastructure for monitoring z/OS alerts and resource statuses. The interface is
hosted completely.

The component provides two user interfaces (UIs):

• A web UI for monitoring
NOTE
The uniform resource locator (URL) of the web UI is made available in a OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS) global variable named GLOBALW.OPS#.WEBCENTERURL. You display these
variables using the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW Control option, Global Variables (Option 4.8).

• A 3270 UI for administering the component, and customizing monitor filters and formats
Access the 3270 UI by using the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW Control option, WebCenter Control (Option 4.14).

WebCenter comprises the following entities:

Knowledge Base (RAMDB)
Is a Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) database that maintains the resource information. The information is
stored with the following hierarchy: system image definition and resource definitions.

Alert Monitor
Enables you to monitor alerts. You can customize this monitor and configure how alerts are delivered. Monitoring
is through the web UI; configuration is through a 3270 UI.

Status Monitor
Enables you to monitor resource statuses. You can customize this monitor. Monitoring is through the web UI;
configuration is through a 3270 UI.

About Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy (PPRC)
Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) lets you replicate primary disk storage onto secondary storage to support your
disaster recovery or planned outage strategy.

WARNING

Your storage group must manage this strategy, as misuse of the PPRC feature harms your production volumes!

We suggest the following steps to help you get started with the PPRC in OPS/MVS:

1. Create an empty text file with the record length =80 as a member of a PDSD.

This file is allocated to DDNAME PPRC in the SOF proc.

This file is also populated with the PPRC discovery if you select option 3 in the PPRC menu.
2. After you start the OPS/MVS and SOF procs, you can log in to OPSView and the PPRC main menu through option

3.6.1.
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3. Ensure that OPSView points to the SOF server that you have chosen to manage your PPRC environment.
You should only use one SOF for this activity, although you may need other SOF servers to manage your full switch
environment.

4. You can view all your active PPRC paths through option 1 of the PPRC menu.
You can deactivate some of these paths through this menu if your storage group advises you to do so. You can
also activate new PPRC paths through the "Create Path" wizard.

5. The last step of the Create Path wizard requires you to specify the hardware information for the path links, the Fiber
Channel Adapters (FCA). If you are trying to create a path where the Primary SSID is remote, you must specify the
device number (DEVN) for any device that is located in the corresponding storage controller.

You can view all your active PPRC mirror volumes through option 2 of the PPRC menu. You could deactivate some
of these volume relationships through this menu if your storage team advises you to do so. You can also activate new
volume mirrors through the "Create Volume Mirrors" wizard.

The PPRC feature discovers all your active paths and volume mirrors automatically. As already stated, you can
modify your environment by activating/deactivating paths and volume mirrors. At any point, use option 3 to save your
environment to the name "DDNAME PPRC" file to signify that this environment is the one to preserve and compare
against.

• Option 4 lets you view the environment as you last saved it. This option shows you the status of the file that is
compared with the "last updated" environment. The environment is updated as a result of you entering activate/
deactivate commands or running a rediscovery (Option 5).

• Option 5 rediscovers the current PPRC environment.

PPRC Help Screens

Panel 3.6.1 Help
--------------------------- O P S V I E W   P P R C --------------------------  

The PPRC Metro Mirror primary menu provides a starting point for the ISPF PPRC dialog and sets initial values for shared
variables used in subsequent dialog components.  Some of the displayed elements are described in greater detail on
additional tutorial panels.

The following fields are common to all panels in the PPRC dialog:

Subsystem
Identifies the OPS/MVS subsystem servicing this session, and cannot be changed.

Wait
Identifies the system timeout value, and is described in more detail by requesting HELP from the option 0 Change
Server panel.

Sysname/Applname
This identifies the CCI server which this ISPF PPRC session communicates with, and is described in more detail
by requesting HELP from the option 0 Change Server panel.  A server selection can be made by entering a
question mark (?) in the Server Sysname field, then choosing from the displayed list.

NOTE

A single server is required to support PPRC.  You can run multiple servers if you have deployed SOF, but there
is no other reason to do so.  Controlling your PPRC environment from more than one CCI server concurrently is
not supported

Select the option to view additional information about any of the following topics.

 PPRC Configuration

The following fields are common to all panels in the PPRC dialog: 
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Subsystem
Identifies the OPS/MVS subsystem servicing this session, and cannot be changed.

Wait
Identifies the system timeout value, and is described in more detail by requesting HELP from the option 0 Change
Server panel.

Sysname/Applname
Identifies the CCI server which this ISPF PPRC session communicates with, and is described in more detail by
requesting HELP from the option 0 Change Server panel.  A server selection can be made by entering a question
mark (?) in the Server Sysname field, then choosing from the displayed list.

NOTE

A single server is required to support PPRC.  You can run multiple servers if you have deployed SOF, but there
is no other reason to do so.  Controlling your PPRC environment from more than one CCI server concurrently is
not supported.
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Installing
Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, we recommend that your team use our Installation Checklist or Upgrade
Checklist. Upon completion of the installation, use the Day 1 Task Checklist under Getting Started. Doing so can help you
start using the product and can help you get acclimated to the customer documentation as well.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.
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NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Hardware Requirements
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation can be installed on hardware that supports the software described in the
section Software Requirements.

Software Requirements
This section lists the software required to install OPS/MVS Base (FMID CCLXD50) and other optional OPS/MVS FMIDs.
For supported levels of the required software, see the OPS/MVS Compatibility page. If a required software product is not
listed on the compatibility page, OPS/MVS supports any level that is supported by the vendor of that product.

For a list of software required by each OPS/MVS feature that you elect to install, see the appropriate sections below:

Software Required by OPS/MVS Base (FMID CCLXD50)

• IBM z/OS
• IBM Time Sharing Option/Extensions (TSO/E)
• IBM Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF)
• One of the following IBM Job Entry Subsystems:

– JES2 (FMID HJEnnnn)
– JES3 (FMID HJSnnnn)
– Phoenix Software JES3plus (FMID QJPnnnn)

• One of these security software products:
– IBM z/OS Security Server (RACF)
– ACF2
– Top Secret

• Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) Component of Common Components and Services (CCS)
• JAVA
• (Optional) IBM WebSphere MQ-Series

NOTE

During installation, you must specify the name of your installed WebsSphere MQ-Series load library
(MQM.SCSQLOAD):

• When installing using CSM, specify this name during Step 5/3 Target Zone/Parameters.
• When installing using SMP/E batch JCL, specify this name in place of default name MQM.SCSQLOAD in

SAMPJCL member CLXSEDIT.

If IBM WebSphere MQ-Series is not installed at your site, you must specify the name of the OPS/MVS
sidedeck SMP/E Target library hlq.CCLXSIDE that is installed by OPS/MVS; you will not be able to use the
OPS/REXX ADDRESS MQ host environment.

Software Required by Optional OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51)

• IBM Cryptographic Services Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
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NOTE

During installation, you must specify the name of your installed Cryptographic Services (SSL) sidedeck
library (SYS1.SIEASID):

• When installing using CSM, specify this name during Step 5/3 Target Zone/Parameters.
• When installing using SMP/E batch JCL, specify this name in place of default name SYS1.SIEASID in

SAMPJCL member CLXSEDIT.

Software Required by Optional OPS/MVS CICS Operations Facility (COF) (FMID CCLXD53)

• IBM Customer Information Control System (CICS)
OPS/MVS supports running any combination of CICS levels.

NOTE

During installation, you must specify the name of your installed CICS load library (CICSTS.SDFHLOAD):

• When installing using CSM, specify this name during Step 5/3 Target Zone/Parameters.
• When installing using SMP/E batch JCL, specify this name in place of default name CICSTS.SDFHLOAD

in SAMPJCL member CLXSEDIT.

Common Components and Services Requirements
The following Common Components and Services are used with OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS):

NOTE

• If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed.
• For information on Common Components and Services FMIDs, see CCS for z/OS Component

Requirements.

CAIRIM
Prepares your operating system environment for all Broadcom applications and starts them. The common driver
for a collection of dynamic initialization routines eliminates the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and
other installation requirements commonly encountered when installing systems applications.
Integral parts of CAIRIM are CAISSF and LMP.
CAISSF

Provides an external security mechanism for controlling and monitoring access to all system and
application resource processes. CAISSF is integrated into many Broadcom enterprise applications and
is also used by other CCS for z/OS services. CAISSF provides security services for user logon, resource
access control, process use control, and recording and monitoring of violation activity.

LMP
Provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software and is provided as
an integral part of CAIRIM. After CAIRIM is installed, you have access to Technical Support for all LMP-
supported products.

CAICCI
Provides Broadcom enterprise applications with a common communications software layer that insulates the
applications from dealing with protocol specifics, error recovery, and system connection establishment.

GSS
GSS is part of Common Components and Services and is installed with it.
To make full use of some of your product features, you must have GSS installed at your site.
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CA Health Checker
Provides a simple and consistent method for Broadcom products to create health checks to run under the IBM
Health Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS
environment by checking system or product parameters and system status against recommended settings.
Broadcom has joined other vendors in creating checks for Broadcom z/OS products. OPS/MVS health checks
are automatically activated on the target system when the product is started on a system where the following
components are installed and configured:

• CA Health Checker Common Service
• IBM Health Checker for z/OS

For more information about the IBM Health Checker for z/OS, see the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User Guide.

Security Requirements
Tasks in this section require updates to your External Security Manager (ESM) that are performed by your Security
Adminstrator.

Define Started Task User IDs

OPS/MVS uses a number of address spaces. At a minimum, you must define user IDs for the OPSMAIN, OPSECF, and
OPSOSF started tasks (STCs).

Define Data Set Access

Define access rules so that your OPS/MVS STCs can use the data sets they need.

The following table summarizes the access requirements for OPS/MVS. If you develop applications that update your own
databases, then they also need access. After you have started to use the product and written your own applications, you
also need to provide access to your own REXX, CLIST, OPSEXEC, and possibly user ISPF data sets.

Data Set Name Access User IDs

OPS.xxx.RULES Read, Write OPSMAIN and authorized TSO users

OPS.CCLXLOAD Execute OPSMAIN, OPSOSF, OPSECF, and all
TSO users

OPS.CCLXEXEC Read OPSMAIN, OPSOSF, OPSECF, and all
TSO users

OPS.CCLXCLS00 Read OPSMAIN, OPSOSF, OPSECF, and all
TSO users

OPS.OPSLOG Read, Write OPSMAIN

OPS.SYSCHK1 Read, Write OPSMAIN

Logical Parmlib Concatenation Read OPSMAIN

OPS.CCLXHENU Read All authorized TSO users

OPS.CCLXPENU Read All authorized TSO users

OPS.CCLXMENU Read All authorized TSO users

OPS.CCLXSENU Read All authorized TSO users

OPS.CCLXTENU Read All authorized TSO users

OPS.CCLXOPEX Read All authorized TSO users and possibly
OPSOSF
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NOTE
If you are using SSMGA, you must also allocate the OPS.CCLXOPEX data set to the OPSMAIN procedure.

WARNING
Running OPS/MVS without giving its various address spaces enough authorization to access their data sets is
the most common installation problem.

Secure OPS/MVS Operational Features

Out-of-the-box, OPS/MVS operational features are secured using TSO OPER Authority. Best practice is to use SAF Calls
to Process External Security Rules.

Provide an ACF2 Command Limiting List

If your site uses ACF2 and you use a command-limiting list, you need to add some entries to allow OPSVIEW and other
product components to function.

If you are not running ACF2 or do not use a command-limiting list, then skip this section.

OPS/MVS uses SAF (RACROUTE) for most security interface calls. Specifically, this affects ACF2 sites that use the
OPSECURE('R',....) function to perform generic resource checking. You may need to translate the SAF resource classes
by creating one or more ACF2 CLASMAP records. CLASMAP records translate eight-character SAF resources into three-
byte ACF2 resource-type codes.

For more information, see the ACF2 Administrator Guide.

Member OPA2CMLS of OPS.CCLXASM provides a sample command-limiting list. It includes the commands shown in the
following list, which should be integrated into your list. For more information, see the ACF2 Systems Programmer Guide.
The following table summarizes the access requirements for OPS/MVS. If you develop applications that update your own
databases, they also need access.

OPAAMAIN
OPS/MVS Automation Analyzer.
Alias: None

OPADDRUL
Dynamic Automate-format rule (ADDRULE).
Alias: None

OPBIND
EPI session enqueue (BIND).
Alias: None

OPBOMD
Internal interface used by OPSBRW/OB to invoke OPSLOG Browse. This command should never be directly
used by an end-user.
Alias: None

OPDELRUL
Delete a dynamic Automate-format rule (DELRULE).
Alias: None

OPGETSCR
EPI screen image fetch (GETSCRN).
Alias: None

OPPARSE
CLIST/REXX parse command (PARSE).
Alias: None
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OPRXCMAP
Compiled REXX manager.
Alias: None

OPSBRW
Browse the OPS/MVS message log.
Alias: OB

OPSCMD
Issue z/OS/IMS/VM/JES operator commands (OSCMD, CPCMD).
Aliases: OC, OPSOSCMD

OPSDELV
Delete global variables (DELVAR).
Alias: None

OPSDOM
Delete retained console messages (DOM).
Alias: None

OPSESS
EPI screen entry (SESSCMD).
Alias: None

OPSEXEC
Explicit OPS/REXX interpreter.
Aliases: OX, OXDB, OXSCAN

OPSGETV
Obtain global variable value (GETVAR).
Alias: None

OPSGETVL
Obtain global variable name list (GETVARL).
Alias: None

OPSHFI
Shared file I/O command (READVAR, WRITEVAR).
Alias: None

OPSIMEX
Implicit OPS/REXX interpreter.
Aliases: OI, OIDB

OPSMODE
Provide alias entry points for former Automate users that still use the Automate command processors. Required to
use the External Product Interface (EPI) Record and Playback feature.
Aliases: ADDRULE, BIND, CLIST, CPCMD, DELRULE, DELVAR, DOM, GETSCRN, GETVAR, GETVARL,
MLWTO, OSCMD, PARSE, READVAR, REPLY, REXX, SESSCMD, SETVAR, SQL, STATETBL, TSOCMD,
UNBIND, WAIT, WRITEVAR, WTL, WTO, WTOH, WTOR

OPSPARM
Display/modify OPS/MVS parameters.
Alias: OP

OPSQL
Issue SQL commands from TSO (SQL).
Alias: None

OPSREPLY
Issue reply to WTOR (REPLY).
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Alias: None
OPSREQ

Issue an end-user operation request.
Alias: None

OPSRMT
Issue remote TSO commands (REXX TSOCMD, CLIST).
Alias: OR

OPSSETV
Update global variable value (SETVAR).
Alias: None

OPSSMTBL
Maintain System State Manager resource directory table (STATETBL).
Alias: None

OPSWAIT
Wait for a specified time (WAIT).
Alias: OW

OPSWTO
Issue WTO or WTOR messages (WTL, WTO, and so on).
Alias: None

OPUNBIND
EPI session dequeue (UNBIND).
Alias: None

OP310000
OPSVIEW Address Space Resource Facility.
Alias: None

O332TBLD
OPSVIEW Printer Resource Facility
Alias: None

OPSVIEW
Invoke OPS/MVS Interactive Services.
Alias: OPSV

Storage Requirements
This section describes storage that is required to install and run OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS).

ECSA Usage and Storage Requirements

OPS/MVS uses a minimal amount of below-the-line CSA storage; at most, the main OPS/MVS address space uses about
2 KB of storage below the 16-MB line. OPS/MVS achieves this low CSA usage by using z/OS cross-memory services
extensively, so the extended private area of the main OPS/MVS address space can store globally used data areas.
However, much of the OPS/MVS code and some data areas reside in extended CSA (ECSA) storage.

We strongly recommend that you reserve 600 KB of ECSA for the use of OPS/MVS. Most sites have enough ECSA
allocated that earmarking 600 KB for OPS/MVS does not require you to increase the amount of ECSA. However, if your
site runs with a limited amount of ECSA, increase it by 600 KB before you install OPS/MVS.

NOTE
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• The bottom of ECSA is rounded to a 1 MB boundary, so you may have more ECSA than you think.
• If OPS/MVS terminates abnormally, there may not be enough ECSA to load all necessary modules and

restart OPS/MVS. If this abnormal termination occurs, IPL your system to free an appropriate amount of
common storage. If you think that issue can happen at your data center, ensure that the second value of
your IEASYSxx CSA parameter is sufficiently large (for example, CSA=(x,40000)). If you use the OPS/MVS
module reload facility to reload ECSA resident modules, you find that ECSA usage of OPS/MVS increases.
Replaced modules are not deleted until product shutdown.

DASD Space for Distribution, Target Libraries and Data Areas

OPS/MVS requires DASD space for a variety of purposes, including SMP/E distribution and target libraries, and various
data areas such as those for OPSLOG, global variables, and RDF and System State Manager variables.

The following outlines the amount of DASD space to allocate for these purposes when doing a full installation of all FMIDs
of OPS/MVS:

• SMP/E-controlled distribution and target Libraries
Number of 3390 cylinders: 1,348

NOTE

487 cylinders of this total is allocated by optional feature OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51).
• Default size of data areas, which is sufficient for initial product users

Number of 3390 cylinders:270

NOTE
For information about calculating how much DASD you need, see DASD Calculation Chart.

USS Space Requirements
Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I.

Concurrent Releases
This article describes concurrent release requirements.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Tailor Installation of OPS/MVS for Your Site
OPS/MVS is installed as four separate SMP/E functions, or FMIDs.
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Installation of OPS/MVS Base (FMID CCLXD50) is required. Installation of these other functions is optional:

1.  OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51)
2.  OPS/MVS CICS Operations Facility (COF) (FMID CCLXD53)
3.  OPS/MVS OPSHMC REXX (FMID CCLXD54)

During Step 4 of the CSM installation, choose Custom Installation to select the functions to install. A Full Installation option
is provided as a convenience to install all functions.

During native SMP/E JCL installation, manually edit the SAMPJCL members to SMP/E receive, apply, and accept only
those functions which you select to install.

When installing using z/OSMF, all functions are installed.

Tailor External Library Names for Your Site
Installation of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) can require the use of libraries that are
installed by other products at your site. Customize the names of these "external" product libraries for your specific
environment. These library names are defined to SMP/E as DDDEFs.

During Step 4 of CSM installation, provide the name of any "external" product library that is required to install the functions
you have selected.

During Native SMP/E JCL installation, manually update the SAMPJCL member CLXSEDIT with the name of any
"external" product library that is required to install your selected functions.

A list follows of the default "external" product library names that can be required, with the associated OPS/MVS function
that requires that library for installation. Specify the actual name of the library at your site when you select the listed OPS/
MVS function for installation.

MQM.SCSQLOAD
IBM WebsSphere MQ-Series load library
OPS/MVS Base (FMID CCLXD50) requires this library

WARNING
If IBM WebSphere MQ-Series is not installed at your site, you must specify the name of the OPS/
MVS sidedeck SMP/E Target library that is installed by OPS/MVS (for example, hlq.CCLXSIDE).

SYS1.SIEASID
IBM Cryptographic Services Secure Sockets Layer sidedeck library
OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51)) requires this library.

CICSTS.SDFHLOAD
IBM CICS load library
OPS/MVS CICS Operations Facility (COF) (FMID CCLXD53) requires this library.

/user/dll/
IBM Hardware Management Console Application API DLL USS directory
OPS/MVS OPSHMC REXX function (FMID CCLXD54) requires this USS directory.
Download the DLL file named HWMCAAPI from the IBM website into the file HWMCAAPI of this USS directory.
The file is available for download from http://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink; click Services, then API, then z/
OS. For more information, see IBM manual System z Application Programming Interfaces (SB10-7030).

USER.HWMCAEXP
IBM Hardware Management Console Application API sidedeck library
OPS/MVS OPSHMC REXX function (FMID CCLXD54) requires this library.
This library must be RECFM=FB/LRECL=80.
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Download the sidedeck file named HWMCAAPI.x from the IBM website into the member HWMCAAPI of this
library. The file is available for download from http://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink; click Services, then API,
then z/OS. For more information, see IBM manual System z Application Programming Interfaces (SB10-7030).

OPSLOG WebView Server Terminology and z/OS Compatibility

Terminology and Compatibility Tables

Review the following tables that provide information about your z/OS and web server options for when you install and
configure OPSLOG WebView:

OPSLOG WebView Server Terminology Table

Official Name Our Abbreviation Description Compatibility Encoding Requirements
IBM WebSphere
(Domino)

WebSphere The IBM web server that
we used before z/OS 2.2.

z/OS 2.1 EBCDIC

IBM HTTP Web Server IHS The new IBM Apache-
based HTTP Web Server
that IBM introduced in z/
OS 2.2.

z/OS 2.2 ASCII (opslog.jnlp file).
The PTF installs one file
in ASCII and the other file
in EBCDIC for IHS.

Apache Tomcat Tomcat The web server that
Common Components
and Services provides.

z/OS 2.1 and 2.2 EBCDIC

OPS/MVS and z/OS Compatibility Table

To add support for IHS in z/OS 2.2, OPS/MVS 12.1, 12.2, and 12.3 require an APAR. Refer to the following table for any
requirements:

Product Version z/OS Version Requirements
OPS/MVS Release 12.1.00 z/OS 2.1 RO84404
OPS/MVS Release 12.2.00 z/OS 2.1 RO84402
OPS/MVS Release 12.3.00 z/OS 2.1 and 2.2 RO84044

z/OS Web Server Configurations

The following diagrams show your configuration options with z/OS 2.1 and z/OS 2.2. For example, z/OS 2.1 lets you
use IBM WebSphere (Domino), Apache Tomcat or IHS, while z/OS 2.2 only lets you use Apache Tomcat or IHS for your
OPSLOG WebView Web Server.
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Figure 1: zOS Web Server Configurations 13.0
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Tailor OPS/MVS Web Components zFS Mount for Your Site
Installation of OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51) allocates and mounts a zFS at your site. Customize the
high-level qualifier of the allocated zFS, as well as the USS mount point created. The zFS name and mount point are
defined to SMP/E as DDDEFs.

During Step 4 of CSM installation, provide the high-level qualifier of the zFS to be allocated and the USS mount point to
be created.

During Native SMP/E JCL installation, manually update the SAMPJCL member CLXSEDIT with the high-level qualifier
of the zFS to be allocated (USSFSHLQ), the storage parameters for the zFS to be allocated (USSVOLINF) and the high
level pathname for the USS mount point to be created (@pathprefix1@).

Installation Method
The following installation methods are supported:

• IBM® z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• CSM
• Native SMP/E JCL

Next steps: Go to the procedure for the installation method you choose:

• Install Products Using z/OSMF
• Install Products Using CSM
• Install Products Using SMP/E JCL

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:
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• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for Common Components and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed CCS
library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation for the data set name of a
load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL
data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary source of
information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM documentation in a
separate browser tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF
Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to enable z/OSMF Software Update
for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related maintenance before you begin the installation
process.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable to
authorize users and resources. To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing
product information into z/OSMF, make sure that you have added the Digicert
Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF keyring. For information, see Import Product
Information into z/OSMF.

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS.
Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are
used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV
class, access to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or
UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security administrator
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Task Role

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to receive and download maintenance on
a regular cadence or build custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical,
recommended, all, or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when
installing maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
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3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
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or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>
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The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.
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Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
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target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
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• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.
You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.

• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount
points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/CCLXHFS.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:

Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.
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Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance. You can import product
information for the Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/OSMF. After retrieving the
information, you can use the Products page in the z/OSMF Software Management task to obtain a list of products that are
contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have reached
end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning for future installations and
upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, use the following procedure to
enable secure downloads:

1. Download the certificate from the following URL: https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/
digicert_intermediate_2031.crt Note the location on your workstation where the certificate was downloaded.

2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use
the following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.mvs.dataset.name'

quit

3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.
For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

To load the contents of this file into z/OSMF, you can:

• Load the file from the Broadcom URL
• Load the file from your local workstation
• Load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file

After the file is loaded, you can then retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software
Management task (see Displaying a list of your products in the IBM documentation).
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NOTE
If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file
again so that you have current information that is displayed about your installed products. We recommend that
you repeat the following procedures on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that you have current
Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all product
packages as they become available. For more information, see Retrieving product information from product
information files in the IBM documentation.

Load the File from the Broadcom URL

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF directly from the
Broadcom FTP directory.

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
2. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

3. Select Products. The Products table list is displayed.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service Information

button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete the following steps:

a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from the
Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files. The Add Product Information File page is displayed.

b. Select URL and then specify the following URL in the URL field.
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

c. Specify a description in the Description field.
d. Select OK. The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

6. Select the new URL and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.

Load the File from Your Local Workstation

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from your local
workstation.

1. Download the product information file from the following Broadcom FTP directory to your local workstation using your
Web Browser or an FTP client:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
3. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

4. Select Products. The Products table list displays.
5. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu. The Select Product Information File page

displays.
6. Select the option to Select a file that resides on your local workstation, enter your file name and description, and

select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.
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Load the File from a z/OS Data Set or UNIX File

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from a z/OS data
set or UNIX file that the primary z/OSMF host can access.

1. Use FTP to download the product information file directly to the mainframe.
NOTE
Upload the file with binary in the FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

Sample JCL follows that you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP  EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT=08' 

//SYSTCPD  DD DSN=your_TCP/IP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=* 

//INPUT    DD * 

ftp.broadcom.com 21 

anonymous youremailaddress 

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/ 

dir 

asc 

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0 

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY 

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt 'z/OS_data_set' (REPLACE

your_TCP/IP_data_set_name
Specify the TCP/IP stack for an external network.

email_address
Specify your valid email address.

z/OS_data_set
Specify the z/OS data set name where you want to save the product information file. If the specified data set does
not exist, it is created during the download process.

2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
3. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

4. Select Products. The Products table list displays.
5. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service Information

button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
6. Complete the following fields:

a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from the
Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files. The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system and specify the z/OS_data_set_name in the Data set or UNIX file field. The
primary z/OSMF host system must be able to access the specified data set or UNIX file.

c. Specify a description in the Description field and select OK. The product information file table is updated with
the new URL.

7. Select the new URL and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/
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mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *
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//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job as described in the
following procedure to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:
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• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a
unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.

The UNZIPJCL job is edited.
3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.

The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro CLXSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type CLXSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the CLXSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
CLXAREAD member, and submit the CLXEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX00ALL in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command line.
CLX00ALL is customized.

3. Submit CLX00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX03ALU in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLX03ALU is customized.

b. Submit CLX03ALU.
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This job allocates your zFS data sets.
c. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX06MKD in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command

line.
CLX06MKD is customized.

d. Submit CLX06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX10CSI in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command line.
CLX10CSI is customized.

6. Submit CLX10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX15CSU in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLX15CSU is customized.

b. Submit CLX15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the CLXSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
CLXAREAD member, and submit the CLXEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX20RCB in an edit session, and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLX20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit CLX20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX30APB in an edit session, and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLX30APB is customized.

4. Submit CLX30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
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Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.
5. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX40ACB in an edit session, and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command

line.
CLX40ACB is customized.

6. Submit CLX40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
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apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
 

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order, create a service order request online, or the following procedure during product installation and for
ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.

You can use the Create Service Order request from Broadcom Support to submit requests to download and receive
maintenance from the secure Broadcom download servers.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs and
build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance (see Configure SMP/E Internet

Service Retrieval).
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After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. To do so, go to
Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Use the Create Service Order online interface (see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface). To apply and
accept maintenance, go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

6. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

7. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

8. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

9. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

11. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the CLXSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

12. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX60RCH in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update CLX60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

CLX60RCH is customized.
13. Submit CLX60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
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The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX80APM in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLX80APM is customized.

2. Submit CLX80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member CLX90ACM in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the
command line.
CLX90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit CLX90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX50CAR in an edit session, update CLX50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command line.
CLX50CAR is customized.

2. Submit CLX50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command line.
CLX70RCM is customized.

4. Submit CLX70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.
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5. Open the SAMPJCL member CLX80APM in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the command
line.
CLX80APM is customized.

6. Submit CLX80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member CLX90ACM in an edit session and execute the CLXSEDIT macro from the
command line.
CLX90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit CLX90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the

message compiler for each language.
MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.
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External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After OPS/MVS installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure OPS/MVSfor execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target libraries, which are then configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. Deploying a copy of the SMP/E target libraries keeps the SMP/E environment clean and isolates
the SMP/E environment from the deployed runtime environment that is used in the day-to-day operation of the product.
Subsequent maintenance activities update the SMP/E target environment without affecting the active product runtime
environments. For maintenance to take effect, you must redeploy the updated SMP/E target libraries to your runtime
environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system. 

Choose Your Deployment and Configuration Methods

You can deploy and configure your product using IBM® z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF), CSM, or manually using
ISPF or batch JCL.

NOTE
When deploying using CSM, you can choose to deploy OPS/MVS checkpoint files as custom data sets.
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The following combinations of methods may also be used to deploy and configure.

IMPORTANT
Please read the following information carefully. There are numerous possible scenarios for deploying and
configuring.

• You can use z/OSMF to deploy and configure SMP/E target libraries that were installed using z/OSMF.
• You can import an SMP/E environment that was installed using SMP/E JCL or CSM into z/OSMF for subsequent

deployment and configuration using z/OSMF.
• You can import an SMP/E environment that was installed using SMP/E JCL or z/OSMF into CSM for subsequent

deployment or configuration using CSM.
• You can use CSM to configure directly from the SMP/E target libraries, in which case the resulting set of configured

libraries effectively becomes your deployment.
• You cannot use CSM to configure from a deployment that was created using manual methods.
• You can use manual methods to deploy and configure SMP/E target libraries that were installed using SMP/E JCL,

CSM or z/OSMF.

See the appropriate articles to deploy and configure your product using your desired method(s).

IMPORTANT
Regardless of the method(s) used to deploy and configure, you must Complete the Required Manual
Configuration Tasks afterwards.

Configure an OPS/MVS Software Instance Using z/OSMF Workflows
Configure an OPS/MVS software instance using z/OSMF workflows

As a systems programmer, security administrator, or someone responsible for managing the configuration of your z/OS
systems, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure a product software instance with less effort, time, and mainframe
expertise. The workflows guide you through the configuration process and help automate configuration of a product
instance. This approach significantly reduces the time that is required to perform configuration tasks.

During installation of your product using z/OSMF Deployments, you can execute z/OSMF configuration workflows
to configure the product software instance. Alternatively, you can execute the product configuration workflows after
installation from the Workflows page or software instance in z/OSMF Software Management as shown in the following
procedure. You can also use this procedure to configure a software instance that is installed using native SMP/E or CSM
or to re-execute a workflow that was initially executed during installation using z/OSMF Deployments.

NOTE
If you installed using CSM or native SMP/E JCL, register your SMP/E environment (CSI) as a software instance
in z/OSMF first. To do so, see Adding software instances in the IBM Knowledge Center documentation.

To configure a software instance using z/OSMF workflows:

• Address prerequisites
• Register z/OSMF workflows
• Execute z/OSMF workflows

When these tasks are completed, you must Complete the Required Manual Configuration Tasks.

Address Prerequisites

Before you begin this process:

• Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Appropriate permissions are required to
register and execute workflows and add software instances in z/OSMF.

• Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance to ensure all defined workflows are available for use. Workflows are
acquired as part of installing using z/OSMF Deployments or by applying PTF maintenance.
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Register z/OSMF Workflows

Before you can execute a workflow that you acquired through PTF maintenance, register it in z/OSMF. Experienced
system programmers typically perform this task.

NOTE
If you installed your product software using z/OSMF Deployments and no additional workflows are available,
skip this task.

NOTE
For more information about registering the workflows, see Create a workflow in the IBM Knowledge Center
documentation.

Register Workflows from the Workflows Task

Use the following procedure to register the OPS/MVS Configuration Workflow from the Workflows task in z/OSMF.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Workflows in z/OSMF.
2. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
3. Specify the following values:

– For the Workflow Definition File, specify your SMP/E target PDS member name hlq.CCLXXML(OPZOSMFW).
– Select the system where the workflow resides. This system is where the workflow steps are performed.

4. Select Next.
5. Complete the following fields:

– Specify a unique name for the workflow.
– Select or enter an Owner user ID for the workflow, and select Assign all steps to owner user ID.

6. Select Finish.
The workflow is available for execution. Go to Execute z/OSMF Workflows.

Execute z/OSMF Workflows

The following procedure describes how to execute the workflow steps to complete the configuration of your product
software instance. z/OSMF presents the workflow customization steps in sequence and guides you through the required
steps and changes. When you complete all workflows, the product is ready for use.

You can execute z/OSMF workflows from an existing software instance or from the Workflows task.

NOTE
Before you execute the workflow steps, provide a valid JOB statement that includes your ACCOUNTINFO and
MSGCLASS information. To prevent errors, do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete either of the following steps:
– Select the software instance that you want to configure from the Software Instances page in z/OSMF (Software

Management, Software Instances). Right-click the software instance, and select Perform Workflows from the
Actions menu.
The registered workflows for the software instance display.

– Select Workflows to display the existing workflows for your installation. Sort the workflows by product using the
Configure Columns action to display product information (name, ID, and version).
The available workflow instances display.

2. Select the workflow that you want to execute.
The required execution steps display.
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3. Execute the steps in order. Select Refresh until the job completes. A return code of zero (0) is expected.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each required workflow.

When all workflows are executed, you must Complete the Required Manual Configuration Tasks.

Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.

Configure OPS/MVS Using CSM
Perform these tasks to configure your product using CSM:

1. Understand OPS/MVS Configuration Using CSM
2. Configure Using CSM
3. Deploy the JCL PROCs Configured by CSM
4. Customize the OPSSXP00 Parameter File
5. Complete the Required Manual Configuration Tasks

Understand OPS/MVS Configuration Using CSM

Configuration using CSM produces only a partially configured OPS/MVS. Further manual configuration is necessary. For a
list of data sets created by CSM, see Data Sets Created by CSM.

NOTE
Broadcom strongly advises that you perform the initial installation and configuration of OPS/MVS and its
components in a test environment as a precaution. This testing lets you detect any possible conflicts with other
vendor products.

 OPS/MVSConfiguration Options Using CSM 

You must configure the OPS/MVS Base installation.
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You may optionally select the following components to configure:

COF
CICS Operations Facility

HWS
Hardware Services

MSF
Multi-System Facility (a separate license code is required)

USS
Unix System Services

  

NOTE
Other components and facilities not shown are unavailable for configuration using CSM, and must be configured
manually.

OPS/MVS Simple Configuration Example

This example shows a simple OPS/MVS environment that you can configure with CSM. This environment has a single
copy of OPS/MVS running in one LPAR and two defined OPSLOGs.

NOTE
You cannot configure OPS/MVS parameters files for multiple deployed systems using CSM.

This environment would be useful for testing the initial implementation of OPS/MVS in a situation where the user has little
or no experience implementing and configuring OPS/MVS.
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Deploy the JCL PROCs Configured by CSM

If you specified a user proclib in CSM for the PROCLIB, you supplied a value for the PROCLIB variable in CSM, the
PROCs were generated and are ready to the specified user proclib by the implementation step of CSM.

If the user proclib was specified in variable PROCLIB during CSM configuration, the value for the PROCs were generated
and are in the specified user proclib.

If the user proclib was not specified because the value NONE was selected, copy the CSM generated PROCs to a user
proclib of your choice.

To deploy the JCL PROCs configured by CSM

NOTE

• @OPSPFX@ is the value of a variable that you supply during the CSM configuration.
• You can rename all of these JCL PROCs.

1. Copy SCSMAIN to OPSMAIN
Copy @OPSPFX@.CCLXCNTL(SCSMAIN) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS
START command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB(OPSMAIN)..

2. Copy SCSECF to OPSECF
Copy @OPSPFX@.CCLXCNTL(SCSECF) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS
START command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB(OPSECF).

3. Copy SCSOSF to OPSOSF
Copy @OPSPFX@.CCLXCNTL(SCSOSF) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS
START command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB(OPSOSF).

4. Copy SCSUSS (optional - if it exists).
Copy @OPSPFX@.CCLXCNTL(SCSUSS) to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS
START command processing, such as SYS2.PROCLIB(OPSUSS).

NOTE
The SCSUSS PROC is not created unless the USS option was selected.

Customize the OPSSXP00 Parameter File

OPS/MVS parameters configured and maintained by CSM are contained in the OPSSSC00 member of data set
@OPSPFX@.CCLXCNTL. Do not modify file OPSSSC00.

Specify additional parameters or override those set in OPSSSC00 using member OPSSXP00 in
@OPSPFX@.CCLXCNTL. Any parameters that are documented to work in file OPSSPA00 work exactly the same in file
OPSSXP00.
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Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.

NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
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The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.

Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
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When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.
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Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.
NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.
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Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:
Set Automatic

Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.
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The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.
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Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed

configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Data Sets Created by CSM
The following table lists the data sets created by CSM after successfully completing installation, deployment, and
configuration.

• POST SIS column
SMP/E installed data sets created by the Software Installation Service (SIS). High-level data set name qualifier
SMPEHLQ is customizable.

• POST SDS column
Deployed data sets created by the Software Deployment Service (SDS). High-level data set name qualifier SDSHLQ is
customizable.

• POST SCS column
Configured data sets created by the Software Configuration Service (SCDS). High-level data set name qualifiers
OPSPFX and RULEPREFIX are customizable.

POST SIS POST SDS POST SCS
SMPEHLQ.ACLXASM   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXCLS0   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXCNTL   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXEXEC   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXHENU   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXHFS   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXMENU   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXMIB   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXMOD0   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXOPEX   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXPENU   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXRULE   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXSAMP   
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SMPEHLQ.ACLXSENU   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXSHSC   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXSIDE   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXTENU   
SMPEHLQ.ACLXXML   
SMPEHLQ.CCLXASM SDSHLQ.CCLXASM OPSPFX.CCLXASM
SMPEHLQ.CCLXCLS0 SDSHLQ.CCLXCLS0 OPSPFX.CCLXCLS0
SMPEHLQ.CCLXCNTL SDSHLQ.CCLXCNTL OPSPFX.CCLXCNTL
SMPEHLQ.CCLXEXEC SDSHLQ.CCLXEXEC OPSPFX.CCLXEXEC
SMPEHLQ.CCLXHENU SDSHLQ.CCLXHENU OPSPFX.CCLXHENU
SMPEHLQ.CCLXHFS.ZFS SDSHLQ.CCLXHFS.ZFS OPSPFX.CCLXHFS.ZFS
SMPEHLQ.CCLXHFS.DATA SDSHLQ.CCLXHFS.DATA OPSPFX.CCLXHFS.DATA
SMPEHLQ.CCLXLOAD SDSHLQ.CCLXLOAD OPSPFX.CCLXLOAD
SMPEHLQ.CCLXMENU SDSHLQ.CCLXMENU OPSPFX.CCLXMENU
SMPEHLQ.CCLXMIB SDSHLQ.CCLXMIB OPSPFX.CCLXMIB
SMPEHLQ.CCLXOPEX SDSHLQ.CCLXOPEX OPSPFX.CCLXOPEX
SMPEHLQ.CCLXPENU SDSHLQ.CCLXPENU OPSPFX.CCLXPENU
SMPEHLQ.CCLXPLD SDSHLQ.CCLXPLD OPSPFX.CCLXPLD
SMPEHLQ.CCLXRULB SDSHLQ.CCLXRULB OPSPFX.CCLXRULB
SMPEHLQ.CCLXRULM SDSHLQ.CCLXRULM OPSPFX.CCLXRULM
SMPEHLQ.CCLXRULS SDSHLQ.CCLXRULS OPSPFX.CCLXRULS
SMPEHLQ.CCLXSAMP SDSHLQ.CCLXSAMP OPSPFX.CCLXSAMP
SMPEHLQ.CCLXSENU SDSHLQ.CCLXSENU OPSPFX.CCLXSENU
SMPEHLQ.CCLXSIDE SDSHLQ.CCLXSIDE OPSPFX.CCLXSIDE
SMPEHLQ.CCLXTENU SDSHLQ.CCLXTENU OPSPFX.CCLXTENU
SMPEHLQ.CCLXXML SDSHLQ.CCLXXML OPSPFX.CCLXXML
SMPEHLQ.CSI   
SMPEHLQ.CSI.DATA   
SMPEHLQ.CSI.INDEX   
SMPEHLQ.SMPHOLD   
SMPEHLQ.SMPLOG   
SMPEHLQ.SMPLOGA   
SMPEHLQ.SMPLTS   
SMPEHLQ.SMPMTS   
SMPEHLQ.SMPPTS   
SMPEHLQ.SMPSCDS   
  RULEPREFIX.BASE.RULESUFFIX
  RULEPREFIX.SAMPLE.RULESUFFIX
  RULEPREFIX.STATEMAN.RULESUFFIX
  OPSPFX.USER.REXX
  OPSPFX.SMFID.SYSCHK1
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  OPSPFX.SMFID.SYSCHK1.DATA
  OPSPFX.SMFID.OPSLOG

OPSPFX.SMFID.OPSLOG.DATA
OPSPFX.SMFID.OPSLOG2
OPSPFX.SMFID.OPSLOG2.DATA

Deploy Manually
You use ISPF or batch JCL to manually deploy a runtime copy of the SMP/E-installed OPS/MVS target data sets.

The following table lists the SMP/E target data sets that are created during installation. SMP/E installs the OPS/MVS base
product and maintenance into these data sets. You may customize the installation to use a high-level qualifier other than
'CAI' for the data set names. You may not change the low-level qualifier.

You should deploy a runtime copy of these data sets for configuration and execution of OPS/MVS. You may choose to
deploy a runtime copy on each system where OPS/MVS will run, or share a single deployment (if possible).

WARNING
Do not directly edit the OPS/MVS SMP/E installed target libraries. Do not execute OPS/MVS directly from the
SMP/E installed target libraries. You should deploy a runtime copy of the SMP/E-installed target libraries for
configuration and execution.

DSNAME SMPE Element Type Contents
CAI.CCLXASM ++MAC Assembler source and macros
CAI.CCLXCLS0 ++CLIST TSO CLISTs
CAI.CCLXCNTL ++SAMPENU Sample JCL PROCs, REXX, data, and

scripts.
CAI.CCLXEXEC ++EXEC OPS/REXX (not compiled)
CAI.CCLXHFS.ZFS  Mounted zFS
/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS  Mountpoint of zFS for OPSLOG WebView

and Web Features.
Contains hard links (with user-friendly
mixed case names) to 8-character
uppercase file names in /CA directory

/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS/CA ++HFS
++JAR
++SHELLSCR

OPSLOG WebView and Web Features files
with 8-character uppercase SMP/E element
names.
Hard links to these files (with more user-
friendly mixed case names) are installed in
the root /CCLXHFS  mount point.

CAI.CCLXLOAD ++MOD Executable load library (may be PDS)
CAI.CCLXMENU ++MSGENU ISPF messages
CAI.CCLXMIB ++DATA SNMP MIBs
CAI.CCLXOPEX ++USER5 OPS/REXX (compiled)
CAI.CCLXPENU ++PNLENU ISPF panels
CAI.CCLXPLD ++MOD Executable load library (must be PDS/E)
CAI.CCLXRULB ++USER3 BASE AOF rules
CAI.CCLXRULM ++USER3 STATEMAN AOF rules
CAI.CCLXRULS ++USER3 SAMPLE AOF rules
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CAI.CCLXSAMP ++SAMP Sample REXX
CAI.CCLXSENU ++SKLENU ISPF skeletons
CAI.CCLXSIDE ++UTIN LE sidedeck files
CAI.CCLXTENU ++TBLENU ISPF tables
CAI.CCLXXML ++PRODXML CSM/SDS and CSM/SCS XML metadata

Configure Manually
This section describes the manual tasks you perform if you do not configure your product using CSM or z/OSMF.

After completing these tasks, you must Complete the Required Manual Configuration Tasks.

Tailor the Start-up JCL

The SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set contains four JCL members that required to run the OPS/MVS started tasks:

• OPSMAIN (main OPS/MVS address space)
• OPSOSF (TSO server address spaces)

For more information, see Regulate the OSF Servers.
• OPSECF (Enhanced Console Facility address spaces)
• OPSUSS (UNIX System Services server address space)

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the OPSMAIN, OPSOSF, OPSECF, and OPSUSS members into your started task procedures library (which
must be SYS1.PROCLIB if you intend to start OPSMAIN under the master subsystem).
These members can now be tailored as described in the following steps.

2. Change the OPSMAIN Member JCL as follows:
– Change the LOADLIB parameter in the PROC statement to the name of the deployed runtime OPS.CCLXLOAD

library. If you place the OPS/MVS load library (hlq.CCLXLOAD) into the linklist or LPALST, remove the STEPLIB
statement and the LOADLIB parameter from the PROC statement.

– Change the SYSPROC data set name to the name of the deployed runtime hlq.CCLXCLS0 data set.
– Change the SYSEXEC data set names to the name of the deployed runtime hlq.CCLXEXEC library, along with your

hlq.USER.REXX library.
– If your installation does not support VIO data sets, change the UNIT=VIO in the SYSTSPRT DD statement to a

valid unit name. Ensure that VIO OPSPARM has a defined, esoteric name such as SYSDA, or properly allocate
your OPSTSO DD.

– If use of above the bar 64-bit storage is automatically restricted by your installation using SMFPRMxx parmlib
members or the SMF exit IEFUSI, then you may have to add the parameter ‘MEMLIMIT=4G’ to the OPSMAIN
EXEC JCL statement or verify that OPS/MVS is not subject to any MEMLIMIT restrictions.

NOTE
The CAHBEXCL DD statement prevents the Hyper Buf product from interfering with VSAM processing
requests within the OPS/MVS address space.

3. Change the OPSOSF and OPSECF JCL as follows:
– Change the DSN parameter in the STEPLIB statement to the name of the deployed runtime hlq.CCLXLOAD library.

Remove the STEPLIB statement completely if you place the OPS/MVS load library (OPS.CCLXLOAD) into the
linklist or LPALST.

– Change the SYSPROC data set name to the name of the deployed runtime hlq.CCLXCLS0 data set.
– Change the SYSEXEC data set names to the name of the deployed runtime hlq.CCLXEXEC library, along with

your hlq.USER.REXX library.

The startup JCL members are tailored and ready to run the OPS/MVS started tasks.
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Tailor the Start-up Execs

At startup, OPS/MVS invokes customizable CLIST and OPS/REXX execs that control startup and set the OPS/
MVS parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Tailor the OPSTART1 initialization CLIST.
The OPSTART1 initialization CLIST resides within the deployed runtime hlq.CCLXCLS0 data set that is allocated
within the //SYSPROC concatenation of the OPSMAIN procedure. This CLIST executes within a TMP that is internally
created during product startup, and its primary purpose is to invoke the OPS/REXX program that sets up various OPS/
MVS parameters. The OPSTART1 CLIST invokes this OPS/REXX program using the following statement:
OX 'SYS1.PARMLIB(&SUBSYSNAME.PA&MEMBER)'

If the residing location of SYS1.PARMLIB is not desired, then change this statement accordingly. Additionally, the
SUBSYSNAME and MEMBER substitution variables are set within the OPSMAIN procedure or can optionally be
overridden with the START command of OPSMAIN (S OPSMAIN, MEMBER=99).
Default SUBSYSNAME setting: OPSS
Default MEMBER setting: 00
Thus, the default start-up OPS/REXX program that is called by the OPSTART1 CLIST is named OPSSPA00. For new
installations of OPS/MVS we recommended using the default SUBSYSNAME and MEMBER settings.

2. Copy and tailor the supplied startup OPSSPA00 OPS/REXX program.
Copy member OPSSPA00 of the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set into the data set that was specified within the OPSTART1
CLIST (Step 1).
This sample provides the logic to set various control parameters within OPS/MVS and also allocate the SYSCHK1 DIV
data set and any OPSLOG DIV data sets that were created using the DEFDIV utility during installation Step 1. Follow
the detailed implementation steps located within the beginning comments of this member to allocate these DIV data
sets successfully, and to override default values for these specific OPS/MVS parameters:

RULEPREFIX
Prefix name of the AOF rulesets

RULESUFFIX
Suffix name of the AOF rulesets

OSFCHAR
Override default command character of '!' for OPS/MVS servers

OSFSTC
Name of JCL procedure for OPS/MVS servers if not using the default of OPSOSF

For first-time users, the default settings for the remaining OPS/MVS control parameters let you quickly start and begin
using the product. In the future, specific automation and environmental requirements may have you updating the
default values of other OPS/MVS control parameters. Some of the most commonly updated parameters include the
following:

GLOBAL* parms
Sets global variable parameter control.

OSF*
Controls all aspects of OPSOSF.

OCCONSOLENAME, EXTENDED*, EXTRA*
Controls the count and names of consoles that are used from within automation to issue commands to the
system.

SSICMD, SSIMSG
Determines how command and WTO hooks are to be set.
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STATEMAN, SSM*
Controls the System State Manager Component.

For specific details on these common parameters as well as all other OPS/MVS control parameters, see
the "Parameter Reference". Also, this reference describes how to set these parameters outside of installation using the
programmatic OPSPRM() OPS/REXX function, or manually using the OPSVIEW facility.

3. (Optional) Tailor the OPSTART2 OPS/REXX program
When the main OPS/MVS address space completes its internal initialization (this does not mean that the AOF is
active) and before any OSF address spaces are started, OPS/MVS schedules the OPSTART2 OPS/REXX program
for execution in the first OSF TSO server that is ready by sending the following command to the OSF TSO execute
queue:
OI OPSTART2

The command OI OPSTART2 is the first OSF TSO server command that is executed. The distributed OPSTART2
program is designed to run only as an OPS/REXX program. If it is invoked as a TSO/E REXX program, it issues a
highlighted warning message and terminates. The OPSTART2 OPS/REXX program must be in either the SYSEXEC
(source) or OPSEXEC (compiled) concatenation of the OPSOSF procedure.
The OPSTART2 program can include any OPS/REXX functions, host commands, or TSO commands that you want
to execute after OPS/MVS startup. OPSTART2 calls an external procedure, MSFINIT, which then calls the InitMSF
internal procedure. The InitMSF procedure contains sample ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF control statements to start
sessions between the current copy of OPS/MVS and two remote OPS/MVS copies.

4. Copy OPSTART2 from hlq.CCLXSAMP to your hlq.USER.REXX.
NOTE
 You can define the MSF in the OPSTART2 program; however if you do, ensure that VTAM is running before
you attempt to start it.

OI OPSTART2 is the default initial OSF server command. You may change it using the BEGINCMD parameter during
product initialization. You may also set the BEGINCMD parameter to execute a different OPS/REXX program or even
a CLIST or TSO/E REXX program.
For example:
T = OPSPRM(“SET”,"BEGINCMD","OI FIRSTPGM")

5. (Optional) Implement an AOF initialization OPS/REXX program.
Using the AOFINITREXX product parameter, you can specify the name of an OPS/REXX program to be executed
during AOF initialization. This special OPS/REXX program executes before the product enables all auto-enabled rules,
allowing you to logically control your AOF rules environment. You can use OPS/REXX language facilities to control
your AOF environment based on SMF ID, time of day, or whatever criteria make sense for each system.
Almost all host command environments, like ADDRESS AOF, are available in this program. The only exception is
ADDRESS TSO, where TSO commands are not allowed in the main product address space. ADDRESS TSO host
commands are treated like ADDRESS OSF host commands -they will be queued for execution in a server. At this
point in OPS/MVS startup, the servers have not been started; the queued commands execute later when the servers
are started. Access to existing global variables and relational tables is also available, which is useful for retaining
information from a previous IPL or to pass information to automation routines that will execute later.

NOTE

• Any function call or host command that causes a WAIT will cause the AOF initialization of the product to
be delayed. The OPSWAIT REXX function is an example.

• If the REXX program whose name you specify as the value of AOFINITREXX RETURNs or EXITs with
a value of 8, the automatic enablement of all rules during AOF initialization is bypassed. All other return
codes allow automatic enablement.

6. (Optional) Tailor OSFSTART OPS/REXX program.
The OPSOSF procedure, which creates an OPS/MVS server address space, always invokes the OSFSTART TSO/E
REXX EXEC as its first command. You can customize this REXX EXEC, which is found in the hlq.CCLXCLS0 data set.
OPS/MVS can preallocate the data set used to capture the output of commands addressed to TSO in a server through
the ADDRESS TSO host environment of OPS/REXX. To do this use the OPSTSO DD allocated in the OSFSTART
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REXX EXEC. After you specify this DD, the preallocation is used for all commands instead of allocating a data set for
every REXX program. The ALOPSTSO subroutine in the OSFSTART REXX dynamically allocates a uniquely named
OPSTSO data set for each server.
A typical use for the OSFSTART REXX EXEC is allocating ISPF data sets for use by the server. ISPF requires a
unique profile data set name for each server, which you can revise the REXX EXEC to provide.

Define OPSLOG and Checkpoint VSAM Linear Data Sets

The OPSLOG component and the global variable checkpoint facility require the allocation of unique VSAM linear data
sets, which are also called data-in-virtual or DIV data sets.

How You Place the DIV Data Sets

The placement of the DIV data sets for the OPSLOG Browse function and REXX global variable checkpoint facility should
be as though they are page data sets.

WARNING
To avoid cross-system lockouts, never place SYSCHK1 and OPSLOG DIV datasets on a shared DASD. Also, do
not place SYSCHK1 and OPSLOG datasets on volumes that have page data sets or other data sets with high
levels of I/O, RESERVE activity, or both. For a single system both data sets can reside on the same volume. In
some cases it is preferable to have them on separate volumes because of the size of the OPSLOG.

NOTE
For more information, see DASD Requirements for OPSLOG Messages.

Following is a diagram of correct placement of the DIV data sets:

Following is a diagram of incorrect placement of the DIV data sets:
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WARNING
Disregarding the above may result in degraded performance for the entire system, the eventual need to re-IPL
the system, or both!

Allocation for New Users

If you are a new user of OPS/MVS, then perform the following steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Review detailed comments and then tailor member DEFDIV of the deployed runtime hlq.CCLXCNTL data set. This
member contains the IDCAMS DEFINE commands that are needed to create a primary OPSLOG DIV data set, an
optional secondary or backup OPSLOG DIV data set, and the SYSCHK1 DIV data set, which is used for the global
variable checkpoint facility.
If you are installing OPS/MVS on multiple systems, then incorporate either the SMFID or the system name of the
system into the data set names as the sample JCL illustrates. This action lets you share a common OPS/MVS startup
member. For more information, see Tailor the Startup Procedures.
The DEFDIV member is tailored.

2. Use the tailored DEFDIV member either as a SYSIN statement in a batch job or execute it as a REXX program under
TSO. To execute DEFDIV under TSO, enter the following command from ISPF option 6 or at the TSO command
prompt:
EXEC 'hlq.CCLXCNTL (DEFDIV)'

3. If you are not using DFSMS, define these data sets in the master catalog to allow OPS/MVS to start under the master
subsystem.

4. Note the names that you created for the OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets because you refer to them when you tailor
the OPSSPA00 REXX program.

The OPSLOG and checkpoint VSAM linear data sets are defined.
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Allocation for Existing Customers

If you are an existing OPS/MVS customer and you are installing a new release of the product, then do one of the following
tasks:

• Review the migration issues in Release Notes. Address any issues that pertain to your site. You can then use the
current OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets that you created in a previous release of OPS/MVS with this release.

• Create new OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets by following the steps for new users of OPS/MVS described in the
previous topic. Use the same allocation specifications for the new data sets that you specified in your current ones.
Also, determine if the allocation size of your SYSCHK1 data set has to be increased. For more information about how
to increase it, see DASD Calculation Chart.
If you have implemented the global variable backup utilities, invoke OPSSGVRS after starting this release to copy data
into your new SYSCHK1 data set. If the utilities are not implemented, copy your existing SYSCHK1 data set to the new
SYSCHK1 data set before starting this release. You can use a system utility such as IDCAMS REPRO to copy the data
set.

NOTE
You cannot run two releases of OPS/MVS concurrently while allocating the same VSAM linear data sets.
Additionally, you may be unable to convert to a new release of OPS/MVS from an older release.

Implement SYSCHK1 Back Up and Restore Procedures

We recommend that you implement procedures to back up and restore the SYSCHK1 DIV data set. For instructions, see
Back Up and Restore the SYSCHK1 VSAM File Data.

Complete the Required Manual Configuration Tasks
You must perform the following configuration steps manually, even if you used CSM or z/OSMF to configure OPS/MVS®

Event Management and Automation.

1. Provide APF Authorization for the Load Libraries
2. Place License Keys in the Common Components and Services PPOPTION Data Set
3. Set Up Product Licensing
4. Grant Data Set Access
5. Complete the Configuration Tasks for the Base Component.

Provide APF Authorization for the Load Libraries
There are two OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) load libraries:

.CCLXLOAD
Contains the majority of the product modules. By default, this is a standard PDS and must always be APF
authorized.

.CCLXPLD
Contains those load modules that must reside in a PDSE. This load library must also be APF-authorized if you are
using the Switch Operations Facility (SOF), OPSLOG WebView, or OPS/MVS Web Services. It is recommended
that you give this library permanent APF authorization regardless of the features that are currently installed.

As stated above, the OPS/MVS .CCLXLOAD load library must be APF-authorized. When you put it in your LNKLST
or LPALIB, the OPS/MVS load library automatically has this authority if LNKAUTH=LNKLST is specified (or allowed to
default) in your appropriate IEASYSxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation. If not, assign the load libraries
APF authority by putting their names, and the volume serial number of the disk on which they reside, in the appropriate
IEAAPFxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation. Next, IPL your system to make the change effective.
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If you do not want to IPL to authorize OPS/MVS, you can use either of these z/OS commands to dynamically APF-
authorize libraries:

SET PROG=xx

SETPROG APF,ADD...

You can also use an existing authorized library or use any one of the major online z/OS performance and operations
enhancement tools such as SYSVIEW, Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS, or RESOLVE/MVS to add an entry for a new
authorized library.

Place License Keys in the Common Components and Services PPOPTION Data Set
During startup, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) license validation is performed by calling
LMP service of the CAIRIM component of CCS. For information about installing CAIRIM, activating LMP, and coding LMP
keys, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Place LMP keys for each of the OPS/MVS components (MSF, USS, and so on) that you intend to activate in the KEYS
member of the PPOPTION data set, found in the CAS9 JCL procedure.

Set Up Product Licensing
This section shows you how you use LMP to set up your license key and unlock the features for your product.

LMP Key Certificate

Examine the License-Managed Program (LMP) key certificate. Your certificate contains the following information:

Product Name
Defines the trademarked or registered name of your product as licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Product Code
Defines a two-character code that corresponds to the product.

Supplement
Defines the reference number of your license for a particular facility and has the following format:
nnnnnn-nnn

This format differs slightly inside and outside North America and, sometimes, the reference number is not
provided at all.

CPU ID
Defines the code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of this product is valid.

Execution Key
Defines an encrypted code that LMP requires for installing your product. During the installation, it is referred to as
the LMP code.

Expiration Date
Defines the date when your license expires and has the following format:
ddmmmyy

Example: 21Mar16
Technical Contact

Defines the name of the designated technical contact at your site who is responsible for the installation and
maintenance of your product. Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.
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MIS Director
Defines the name of the Director of MIS or the person who performs such a function at your site. If the title but not
the name of the individual is indicated on the certificate, supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the
certificate.

CPU Location
Defines the address of the building in which the CPU is installed.

How LMP Statements Are Coded

Before you start this product, code LMP statements for product license authorization.

To code LMP statements, take the following steps:

1. Install CAIRIM.
2. Activate LMP.
3. Add your product license codes to the LMP statements.
4. Place the LMP statements in the KEYS member of the CAW0OPTN data set.

NOTE
The KEYS member of the CAW0OPTN data set is specified in the CAS9 JCL procedure. For more
information, see Common Components and Services Administration documentation.

KEYS Member -- Add Execution Key

You must add the LMP execution key, provided on your product key certificate, to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure
proper initialization.

To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify the KEYS member.

This sample parameter structure for KEYS member has the following format:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/sssss)

LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

Parameter definitions are as follows:

PROD(pp)
Specifies the two-character product code. This code agrees with the product code already in use by the CAIRIM
initialization parameters for any earlier releases (if applicable).
Valid values for pp are as follows:
A0 - OPS/MVS JES2
CG - OPS/MVS JES3
CJ - OPS/MVS Switch Operations Facility (SOF)
CU - OPS/MVS Multi-system Facility (MSF)

DATE(ddmmmyy)
Specifies the LMP licensing agreement expiration date, for example, 13MAR12.

CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss)
tttt

Specifies the CPU type on which LMP is to run, for example, 3090.
-mmmm

Specifies the CPU model on which LMP is to run, for example, 600.
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NOTE
If the CPU type and or model require fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the
unused characters.

LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)
Specifies the execution key (kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk) required to run LMP. The key certificate that is shipped with each
LMP software solution provides this LMP execution key.

Example: Add LMP Execution Key

The following example shows a control statement for the LMP execution software parameter:

PROD(<productcode>) DATE(27JUN12) CPU(2096-E26 /370623)

LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

In this example, with your product running on the specified CPU, the LMP licensing agreement will expire on June 27,
2012. The product code and execution key values are different when you install your product at your site.

NOTE
For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters and
further details about the features and associated utilities of CAIRIM, see Common Components and Services
Administration documentation.

Grant Data Set Access
Before you start the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) startup JCL PROC, make sure that it
has the required security access to OPS/MVS product libraries created in previous installation steps.

The OPS/MVS startup JCL PROC requires UPDATE access to the following data sets:

• OPSLOG files created
• Checkpoint files created

The OPS/MVS startup JCL PROC requires READ access to the deployed runtime copies of the following data sets:

• opspfx.CCLXCNTL
• opspfx.CCLXLOAD
• opspfx.CCLXPLD

NOTE
The OPS/MVS startup JCL PROC will fail if it is not granted appropriate mainframe security access to OPS/MVS
product libraries.

Configuration Tasks for the Base Component
The following sections describe tasks that you perform before starting OPS/MVS.

Define z/OS Consoles

To enable OPS/MVS to issue z/OS (and subsystem) commands and receive responses, specify some combination of
subsystem and extended consoles.

OPS/MVS controls extended consoles using the following initialization parameters:

• EXTENDEDCONSOLES
• EXTCONSPREFIX
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If you are running a product that does not support extended consoles, then you may need to use subsystem consoles to
issue commands to that product. If you have no subsystem consoles defined in your CONSOLnn members of the Logical
Parmlib Concatenation, then you must add them.

How many subsystem consoles you allocate determines the maximum number of concurrent z/OS commands that OPS/
MVS can issue on behalf of its users.

Follow these steps:

1. Tailor the following sample console definition in the member CONSOL00 of the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set:
CONSOLE DEVNUM(SUBSYSTEM),AUTH(ALL),NAME(OPSSSC01)

2. Perform an IPL.
Your subsystem console is defined.

WARNING
Automation that is dependent on specific subsystem console IDs may fail in a sysplex environment because the
IDs are dynamically assigned by z/OS and they may change from IPL to IPL.

Ensure Availability of a System Linkage Index

OPS/MVS requires a system linkage index (LX) in the system function table. If OPS/MVS terminates normally or
abnormally and you restart it, it reuses this system linkage index. If you plan to run multiple copies of OPS/MVS, then you
need a system linkage index for each copy.

Typically, the system linkage index should contain enough entries to accommodate OPS/MVS. If it does not, then increase
the number by modifying the NSYSLX value in the appropriate IEASYSxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

NOTE
You can determine whether the system linkage index contains enough entries to accommodate OPS/MVS if you
are running the SYSVIEW product. For information about how you can do this, see the LXATABLE command in
the SYSVIEW command help. Conversely, without SYSVIEW, you cannot determine whether such a condition
exists before OPS/MVS startup because the z/OS operating system does not provide the capability to check for
this data.

For more information about the system linkage index, see the IBM documentation.

Replace ASVT Entries

Because OPS/MVS owns space switch entry tables, z/OS marks the ASVT entry used by the main product address space
as nonreusable after the product terminates. If OPS/MVS is stopped and started repeatedly, there is a small chance that
you might run out of usable address spaces.

To allow for the replacement of these non-reusable ASVT entries, increase the RSVNONR parameter in the appropriate
IEASYSxx member in the Logical Parmlib Concatenation by a small number (5 for example).

Add Command Processors in LPA with ISPF

If you run OPS/MVS out of LPA and you use ISPF, you must add the names of the OPS/MVS command processors to the
ISPF TSO command table module.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the sample in member OPISPTCM of the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set of the modifications that you need
to make to ISPTCM.
For details about adding names to ISPTCM, see your ISPF installation guide.

2. Enter the names in the ISPTCM module, which contains a list of TSO command names.
The modifications to this table module are complete.

3. Reassemble it and link it into an appropriate load library.
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The command processors are added.

The ISPTCM module that contains the OPS/MVS command processors can be loaded from a STEPLIB, linklist, or
LPALIB. However, if your OPS/MVS command processors are loaded from a STEPLIB or a linklist, they must not also be
in the ISPTCM load module used by the system.

However, different scenarios could exist, specifically for testing a new release of OPS/MVS. For instance, you could
establish the following scenarios:

• An ISPTCM load module without  OPS/MVS command processors in a STEPLIB, and new OPS/MVS command
processors in a STEPLIB for testing.

• The ISPTCM module that your system actually uses, in a linklist, and the OPS/MVS command processors in an
LPALIB.

NOTE
Because the ISPTCM table can be in a STEPLIB, a linklist, or an LPALIB, a different version of it could exist in
each of these places at the same time. If this occurs and you attempt to load a TSO command processor under
ISPF, then the ISPTCM version that is found first in a search will be the controlling ISPTCM.

LPA Usage Efficiency

To achieve the most benefit from LPA usage, copy OPS/MVS module OPSAEX into an LPALST library. By doing this, you
are enabling OPSVIEW and all of the OPS/MVS command processors to execute more quickly and to share common
code. This can reduce the overall demand for real storage and paging.

If you decide to place the OPSAEX load module in the LPA, you can allow the main address space to share many of the
modules that OPSAEX contains. If you choose to do so, add the following DD card to the OPSMAIN JCL:

//OPSAEX DD DUMMY

Doing this reduces the amount of ECSA used by the main product address space by approximately 400 KB when
OPSAEX resides in the LPA. If you omit this ddname, then the main address space makes no attempt to share OPSAEX,
even if it resides in the LPA.

Provide Access to the ISPF Interface Modules

OPS/MVS request rules can use ISPF services, so make the ISPF interface modules, ISPLINK and ISPEXEC available
to the OPS/MVS main address space. If they are already in the LPALST concatenation or an APF-authorized library in the
LNKLST concatenation, do nothing. Otherwise, copy these two modules or link-edit them into the OPS/MVS load library
or an APF-authorized library concatenated to it, as a STEPLIB, in the OPS/MVS procedure. Member ISPFLINK in the
SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set contains sample JCL to link-edit the ISPF interface modules into the OPS/MVS load
library.

Create a User REXX Library

User modifiable programs are contained within the installed hlq.CCLXSAMP library. The user modifiable programs support
various sample automated applications as well as specific OPS/MVS components that are customized by the end-user
(System State Manager, OPSVIEW command option, and so on).

WARNING
OPS/MVS programs contained within the hlq.CCLXEXEC library are needed for OPS/MVS base component
functionality and should never be modified without the direction of Broadcom Support.

Follow these steps:

1. Using the same allocation attributes as the hlq.CCLXEXEC or hlq.CCLXSAMP libraries, create a hlq.USER.REXX
data set.
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2. Copy the sample application programs and user specific component programs from hlq.CCLXSAMP library to your
hlq.USER.REXX library when needed.

This hlq.USER.REXX library will also contain all REXX and OPS/REXX programs needed to support user created
automated applications.

Names for Rule Sets

Rule sets are partitioned data sets, which store the OPS/REXX programs (called rules) that the OPS/MVS Automated
Operations Facility (AOF) uses to automate system operations. Rule set names follow the z/OS data set naming
requirements, as described in section "Data Set Naming Rules" of the IBM manual z/OS TSO/E User's Guide
(SA32-0971-40). Rule set names are in the following form:

ruleprefix.rulesetname.rulesuffix

At OPS/MVS startup, the AOF looks in the catalog for its rule sets.

The OPS/MVS RULEPREFIX parameter specifies the ruleprefix of the data set names for your rule sets and has a
default value of SYS1.OPS. The RULESUFFIX parameter specifies the suffix of the data set names for your rule sets
and has a default value of RULES.

For example, a rule set name using the default prefix and suffix might be SYS1.OPS.SYS1IEA.RULES.

Note that the rule set name SYS1.RULES.HASP.RULES is invalid because it has a different second-level qualifier.

The RULEPREFIX value can have as many as 10 levels and be as long as 26 characters. Use a multilevel RULEPREFIX,
especially if the leading qualifier is SYS1, to speed processing as the AOF scans the catalog looking for its rule sets. The
RULESUFFIX value and the rule set name, however, must have only a single level. The rule set name identifies the rule
set in OPSVIEW displays.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you use a unique high-level qualifier for OPS/MVS rule data sets. Failure to heed
this warning may result in failures during OPS/MVS initialization, degraded performance, or both.

Alternative Rule Naming Conventions

If the above rule set naming conventions do not meet your needs, use one of the following two alternative naming
conventions created for sites that must use different high-level qualifiers for different groups of rule sets. You cannot use
both alternative naming conventions.

NOTE
OPS/MVS supports a maximum of 70 rule sets.

Use the RULEALTFIX Parameter

The RULEALTFIX parameter lets you use different high-level qualifiers for different groups of rule sets.

To use this alternative naming method, specify a list of alternate highest-level qualifiers using the RULEALTFIX parameter
as follows:

var = OPSPRM("SET","RULEPREFIX","SYS1.OPS")

var = OPSPRM("SET","RULEALTFIX","SYS2,SYS3,SYSX")

var = OPSPRM("SET","RULESUFFIX","RULES")

The following rule sets will be used:

SYS1.OPS.*.RULES

SYS2.OPS.*.RULES

SYS3.OPS.*.RULES

SYSX.OPS.*.RULES
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Take these facts into consideration:

• While the highest-level qualifiers may be different, all subsequent qualifiers must be the same.
• All of the highest-level qualifiers must be the same length.
• If you use this support, the rule set names must all begin with a high-level qualifier so that you do not accidentally

define two rule sets with the same name.
The following are examples of good rule set names:
SYS3.OPS.SYS3MSG.RULES

SYS1.OPS.SYS1MSG.RULES

The following is an example of a bad rule set name:
SYS1.OPS.MESSAGE.RULES

• The quotation marks in the example are required.

Use the RULEPREFIX2Parameter

To use this alternative naming method, specify a single alternate prefix with the OPSPRM function of OPS/REXX as
follows:

var = OPSPRM("SET","RULEPREFIX","SYS1.OPS")

var = OPSPRM("SET","RULEPREFIX2","SYS2.OPS2")

var = OPSPRM("SET","RULESUFFIX","RULES")

The following rule sets will be used:

SYS1.OPS.*.RULES

SYS2.OPS2.*.RULES

Consider the following:

• Parameter RULEPREFIX2 is ignored if parameter RULEALTFIX is specified.
• RULEPREFIX2 requires more overhead than RULEPREFIX alone, or RULEPREFIX used with RULEALTFIX.
• The high-level qualifier specified by RULEPREFIX2 is totally independent of the high-level qualifier specified by

RULEPREFIX and can be up to 10 levels and a maximum of 26 characters in length.
• A duplicate rule set found using RULEPREFIX2 is ignored if a rule set with the same name is found using

RULEPREFIX.
For example, if the following data sets existed:
SYS1.OPS.MESSAGE.RULES

SYS2.OPS2.MESSAGE.RULES

The SYS2.OPS2.MESSAGE.RULES data set would be ignored.
• The quotation marks in the example are required.

Add the Subsystem ID to the Logical Parmlib Concatenation

OPS/MVS runs as a z/OS subsystem. Such subsystems are defined at IPL time through statements in the appropriate
IEFSSNxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation. However, in reality, most subsystems are added dynamically.

If OPS/MVS is not defined in your IEFSSNxx member, then OPS/MVS uses the standard z/OS interface to add its SSCT
dynamically. So, whether you update your IEFSSNxx member depends on the policy of your site.

Member IEFSSNOP of the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set contains the following example statements that you can insert
in your production IEFSSNxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation to define the standard production and test
subsystem names for OPS/MVS:

OPSB        OPSLOG BROWSE ONLY OPS/MVS

OPST        TEST OPS/MVS

OPSS        PRODUCTION OPS/MVS
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Your production OPS/MVS should be listed last, as in the example above. However, if you have another subsystem that
must be last, your production OPS/MVS should be listed just before that last system.

The parameters SSICMD and SSIMSG affect when OPS/MVS processes messages and commands relative to other
subsystems.

Optional Configuration Tasks for the Base Components
The following sections describe tasks that you can optionally perform when configuring the base component of OPS/MVS.

Place Load Modules in the Link Pack Area

Running OPS/MVS out of the link pack area (LPA) can significantly reduce your ECSA requirement. To attain this
reduction, add the name of the load library to an LPALSTxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

WARNING
You should not copy the following OPS/MVS load library modules into the LPALST concatenation libraries
because they may cause errors during a z/OS IPL.

ASOEDIT, ASOEDPAR, and ASOEDSYS
These are used by the Automate rules editor. These modules are not reentrant.

OPARSX35
This is the SORT exit used when archived OPSLOGs are merged. This module is not reentrant.

OPII*
Modules whose names start with 'OPII' are used by the OPSBCPII server. These modules are not reentrant.

CAIXNYI@
This is a data-only module that gets dynamically updated to provide information for Auditor.

If you run OPS/MVS out of your LPALIB, note that most OPS/MVS modules are not used from the LPA (that is, if you
follow the recommendation in the following paragraph). In fact, less than 10 KB of OPS/MVS are actually loaded into LPA.
Most load modules are loaded into ELPA.

We strongly recommend that you copy the following modules into a linklist or STEPLIB instead of the LPA because they
are RMODE 24:

• OPAME010 module, used by the AME reporter
• OPSQTETB module, used by the RDF table editor

Provide TSO Command Authorization

You do not need to authorize any TSO command processors, because OPS/MVS provides authorization service while it
is running. The only exception to this rule is when any OPS/MVS command executes in the address space of a TSO user
while OPS/MVS is down.

The following table lists the TSO command processors that can be authorized. Both their primary names and their aliases
must go into IKJTSOxx.

Command Alias Description

OPSCMD OC Issue z/OS, JES2 or JES3, VM, and IMS
operator commands

OPSDOM None Delete a highlighted message

OPSREPLY None Reply to WTOR

OPSWTO None Issue WTO or WTOR messages
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The method used to authorize these TSO commands varies with the release of TSO/E you have installed.

You can set TSO command authorization from the appropriate IKJTSOxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.
For an example, see member IKJTSO00 of SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL. You need to restart the system to make these
changes effective unless you have SYSVIEW. If you have SYSVIEW, then you can use it to dynamically add these names
to the TSO command tables without restarting the system.

Authorized programs or commands that are directly invoked from a REXX program can access variables created by
REXX only if the variable names begin with SYSAUTH. This TSO/E restriction is only applicable if you use the TEXTVAR
parameter of the OPSWTO command processor. For more information, see the IBM documentation.

Provide Access to the Load Modules

All address spaces that access any OPS/MVS facilities must have access to all OPS/MVS load modules. You can place
the library where the load modules reside in your LNKLST or LPALIB, or you can add STEPLIBs to the started task JCL
for OPSMAIN, OPSECF, OPSOSF, and any TSO users that will use OPS/MVS facilities such as OPSVIEW.

WARNING
Do not include SYS1.OPS.CCLXLOAD in the ISPLLIB concatenation for ISPF users because OPS/MVS
command processors that run authorized cannot be loaded from ISPLLIB.

Install OPSMODE Command Processor

If you are a former Automate user that still uses the Automate command processor, you must install the OPSMODE
command processor.

If you are going to use the External Product Interface (EPI) Record and Playback feature, you must install the OPSMODE
command processor.

To install OPSMODE, you can use the provided SMP/E USERMOD in member USERMODS of the OPS.CCLXCNTL data
set. This member is a sample for installing OPSMODE under SMP/E. We recommend that the USERMOD be received
and applied but not accepted.

Install UNIX System Services Interface to Event Management Component of CCS for z/OS

The UNIX System Services (USS) component of OPS/MVS provides a class of OSF servers that execute UNIX shell
commands and direct API calls to the Event Management component of CCS for z/OS.

For OPS/MVS USS to interface with z/OS Event Management, the Event Management component of CCS must be
installed on the z/OS system, in addition to several other z/OS CCS components.

NOTE
For a complete list of the CCS for z/OS components, by FMID, see CCS for z/OS Component Requirements.

USS Interface to Event Management

The OPS/MVS USS interface to z/OS Event Management does the following:

• Lets Event Management console messages be available in OPSLOG
• Lets USS rules take action on the Event Management console messages
• Lets OPS/MVS send commands and messages to z/OS Event Management or any other CCS Event Management

connected platform

Tailor and Run INSTUSEX

The OPS/MVS USS interface to z/OS Event Management requires that a message exit be copied into the z/OS Event
Management HFS or zFS directory in compatibility mode. The INSTUSEX job is provided in the OPS.CCLXCNTL file for
this task.
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Follow these steps:

1. Change the job statement to meet installation standards.
2. Set the DISKPFX parameter to the data set name prefix of your deployed runtime libraries.
3. The data set is allocated after the job runs.
4. Set the USRPATH parameter. You need to know the directory where the CCS for z/OS module TNEMEVT2 is stored.

The default directory is /cai/tngfw/lib. You can verify this by issuing the OMVS or ISHELL command from TSO. If the
Event Management component of NSM has not been installed, then run this job when it is available.

5. The INSTUSEX job is tailored and ready to run.
6. Run the INSTUSEX job.
7. The message exit is copied into the z/OS Event Management HFS or zFS in compatibility mode directory. Verify the

return codes are 0.
Stop and restart the caiopr process of CCS for z/OS.
The copied version of the message exit becomes active.

Summary of System Preparation Tasks
The following list summarizes the system preparation tasks for OPS/MVS. Review it to see the impact of each item on
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) operation.

LMP Key Certificate
Contains the information that you need to initialize OPS/MVS.

Compatible software levels
Incompatible levels could be a problem. Contact Broadcom Support.

z/OS subsystem consoles
Limits concurrent z/OS commands. If you have no subsystem extended consoles, OPSCMD, OPSRMT, and
OPSVIEW will not function.
Default: 2

Extended consoles
Number of extended consoles without MIGIDs.
Default: 8
Recommended: 8

Enough ECSA available
Could be a problem if you do not have enough available ECSA. Circumvent or reduce by putting
SYS1.OPS.CCLXLOAD into LPA/ELPA.
Recommended: 500 KB

DASD space for program libraries, OPSLOG Browse messages, and global variables
For information to help you calculate how much DASD space you will need to install and run OPS/MVS,
see DASD Calculation Chart.

Data set naming standards
You do not need to catalog data sets in your z/OS master catalog.

Access to OPS/MVS load modules
Has to be STEPLIB, LINKLST, or LPALIB. Installation usually goes faster using the STEPLIB method.

APF authorize load library
Can circumvent need for IPL by copying to LINKLST library, or by dynamically authorizing
SYS1.OPS.CCLXLOAD.

TSO command authorization
Required only to execute OPS/MVS TSO commands (for example, OPSCMD) when the product is down.
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Security user IDs for OPSMAIN, OPSECF, OPSOSF, and OPSUSS, and data set access if you have a security
system, you need them.

Provide TSO OPER authority to user IDs.
This authority must be provided to all user IDs that issue z/OS commands from ADDRESS OPER, OVEVIEW 6,
or OPSVIEW 1 panels, run the OPSIVP OPS/REXX program, and so on.

ACF2 command limiting list
If you run ACF2 and you use a command limiting list, OPSVIEW will not work unless its subsidiary commands are
included.

Subsystem ID
The subsystem ID (that is, OPSS) is inserted dynamically if not in the parmlib library.

VTAM definitions for the MSF optional component
Required for the MSF, although the rest of OPS/MVS does not need them. The definitions can be added without
recycling VTAM if you use separate members.

VTAM definitions for the EPI optional component
Same as above.

IMS AOI exit use of the UEHURSVD field
Could be a problem. Contact Broadcom Support.

CCS for z/OS installed
Required.

Post-Installation Considerations
Now that you have successfully installed and started your OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
started tasks, you should consider the following points:

• It is important that you tune OPS/MVS to ensure it is optimized to handle your unique workloads and processing
requirements.

NOTE
For more information, see Administrating  and Parameter Reference.

• After the web and server applications are installed and configured, you can access the OPSLOG WebView GUI from
your web browser by initiating an OPSLOG WebView session with a URL of this form (see Resource 5):
http://hostname.domain:port/applname

hostname and domain
Are IP addresses. If you know the numeric IP address, then you can use it instead.

port
The IP port number that you defined for HTTP (browser) access. If you define the default port of 80, then it can be
omitted from the URL.

applname
Is defined in the PASS statement, as described in How You Install and Configure Optional Base Components.

Customize Parameter Library Members
If you used CSM to configure OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS), the REXX file OPSSXP00
(found in your CCLXCNTL data set) can be used to manually specify additional parameters or override existing ones.
Do not modify file REXX OPSSSC00 (also found in your CCLXCNTL data set as this file is maintained automatically by
CSM).

OPSSSC00
Contains parameters as specified in CSM. Do not modify by hand.
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OPSSXP00
Contains skeleton code to allow specification of additional parameters when CSM was used to configure the
product

If you did not use CSM to configure OPS/MVS, the member OPSSPA00 in your CNTL data set will contain all the
customization parameters.

OPSSPA00
Contains all parameters for configurations of OPS/MVS that did not use CSM for their configuration.

For more information about customizing the OPS/MVS parmlib members, see Parameter Reference .

Make OPSVIEW Facilities Available Under TSO
 

You must make OPSVIEW available to at least the people who are responsible for maintaining and administering OPS/
MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS). Also, you will probably want to make it available to everyone who
currently has access to a console.

Follow these steps:

1. Concatenate the libraries with (or copy into) the standard distribution libraries for ISPF/PDF, as you do with all ISPF-
based applications.

2. Provide dynamic access to OPSVIEW data sets by either of the following methods:
– Allocate the OPSVIEW ISPF-related data sets when the OPSVIEW user logs on to TSO
– Dynamically when the user invokes OPSVIEW
The OPSVLBDF member in the hlq.CCLXSAMP data set contains a customizable example to dynamically allocate the
OPSVIEW ISPF-related data sets at the time OPSVIEW is invoked. This REXX EXEC may be invoked either from the
TSO/E READY prompt or from within ISPF as either an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX EXEC. This REXX EXEC uses
the ISPF LIBDEF service to allocate the following ISPF-related DDs:

DDname Data Set Name Description

SYSHELP hlq.CCLXHENU TSO help members

ISPMLIB hlq.CCLXMENU Message library

ISPPLIB hlq.CCLXPENU Panel library

ISPTLIB hlq.CCLXTENU ISPF command tables

ISPTABL Either a unique table output data set or your ISPF
profile data set name

ISPF table output data set

ISPSLIB hlq.CCLXSENU ISPF file tailoring skeletons

STEPLIB hlq.CCLXLOAD (See warning.) Program load library

SYSEXEC hlq.CCLXEXEC
hlq.USER.REXX

Base REXX programs.
User modifiable OPS/MVS REXX programs.

SYSPROC hlq.CCLXCLS0 CLIST library

OPSEXEC hlq.CCLXOPEX Compiled OPS/REXX programs. (Not required;
however significantly improves OPSVIEW
performance.)

WARNING
For OPSVIEW to be fully functional, the OPS/MVS load library must be in a STEPLIB or in the LINKLIST.
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• If you use the TSO/E calling sequence for OPSVLBDF, you can also perform the following functions in the EXEC:
– Allocate and free the OPS/MVS compiled REXX data set to the OPSEXEC ddname.
– If you use the OPS/MVS REXXDDNAME parameter to provide a ddname for OPS/REXX other than SYSEXEC, you

can also allocate and free the OPS/REXX source program data sets.
• Copy member OP6UEXIT from hlq.CCLXSAMP to your hlq.USER.REXX.
• (Optional) Add OPSVIEW as a selection on one of your existing ISPF menus. Add the following line to the &ZSEL

translation section of your ISPF panel to invoke OPSVIEW:
&ZSEL = TRANS(TRUNC(&ZCMD,'.')S,'CMD(OPSV)'

Your OPSVIEW facilities are made available under TSO.

OPSVIEW Data Sets Usage Notes

The following list provides usage information for the OPSVIEW data sets:

• If you concatenate libraries, then the RECFM of all the libraries for a given ddname must match.
• The SYSEXEC ddname is searched to invoke REXX programs implicitly. You may want to concatenate installation

or user REXX libraries to this ddname. If you have set the REXXDDNAME product parameter to a value other than
SYSEXEC, use that value instead of SYSEXEC.

• The STEPLIB ddname is not required if you include hlq.CCLXLOAD in the system linklist.
• If you move the OPS/MVS CCLXLOAD library into LPA and remove it from STEPLIB or LINKLIST, update the ISPTCM

table to include the OPS/MVS TSO command processor names with the variable pool flag turned on.
• The OPSVIEW CLIST OPPRIMOP contains the name of the default allocation device SYSDA. You may need to

change this device.
• The table output data set, allocated to the ISPTABL ddname, must also be included in the ISPTLIB concatenation.

Start the Product
After you check the above items, start OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) using the following
command:

START OPSMAIN,SUB=MSTR

Things to Check after Starting the Product

After OPS/MVS becomes active, do the following checks:

• Make sure that OPS/MVS started at least one OPSOSF address space by issuing a DISPLAY ACTIVE command:
D A,OPSOSF

• Test the OSF by entering the following command from a console. This command assumes that you are using the
default value for the OSFCHAR parameter, which is an exclamation point (!):
!OI OPSIVP

– The user ID running the OPSIVP requires TSO OPER authority.
– The OPSIVP OPS/REXX program is located in the REXX library. If OPS/MVS returns a Program Not Found

message, the REXX library is not concatenated under the SYSEXEC ddname of the OPSOSF STC.
– The OPSIVP program tests the OPS/MVS WTO and WTOR capabilities, so be sure to monitor the console for any

messages or prompts. A reply to the WTOR is not required. The OPSIVP program also tests the ability of OPS/MVS
to issue console commands using the OPSCMD TSO command. Any errors in the OPSCMD command will trigger
debugging messages that indicate the OPSOSF security authority.

– If the !OI OPSIVP command returns no output to your console, the Operator Server Facility (OSF) is not working.
This situation usually results when OPSOSF address spaces cannot be started because of insufficient security
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authorization; that is, they do not have the authority to access their own data sets. Remember to scan console
messages to check for additional problems.

• Verify your security authority by executing the OPSIVP program from your TSO user ID. To do so, issue the following
command from the TSO READY screen:
OI OPSIVP

• Test some of the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW capabilities using one of the following options:
– Enter this command from your TSO session at the TSO READY prompt:

OPSV

– Enter this command from your TSO session under ISPF:
TSO OPSV

WARNING
The above command with the TSO prefix can only be issued under ISPF. Entering the command with the
TSO prefix from the TSO READY prompt will result in the error message COMMAND TSO NOT FOUND.

• From the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu, select option 1 to view the OPSLOG. You should see a display log similar
to your SDSF LOG or SYSLOG. If your display is blank, the OPS/MVS main STC may be inactive or error messages
may be displayed on the console. You should also access OPSVIEW option 4.1.1, which displays all of the OPS/MVS
parameters.

• Access OPSVIEW through the procedures implemented during Make OPSVIEW Facilities Available Under TSO.

Disable Rules in the Sample Rule Set

We ship sample rules with the auto-enable flag set to OFF so that the AOF does not enable them automatically at OPS/
MVS startup.

WARNING
Because they are examples, the rules in the sample rule set will not necessarily work on every system. Many of
the rules must be customized before they are enabled. Before you start OPS/MVS, make sure that you have not
enabled any sample rules that may conflict with your system setup.

Enable the Sample OPSAOF Command Rule (Optional)

Member OPSAOF of the installed SMP/E target library hlq.CCLXRULS contains a sample command rule that you may
find useful.

The OPSAOF command gives an operator at a console control of the AOF when TSO is not up. OPSVIEW option 4.5
usually controls AOF operation. For example, to list all active rule sets, enter the following command at an MCS console:

OPSAOF LIST

To enable OPSAOF, copy it to one of your own production rule sets. The OPSAOF rule is shipped with the auto-enable
flag off so that the AOF does not enable it at OPS/MVS startup. Therefore, use the OPSVIEW option 4.5 to turn this flag
on to complete the installation of this rule.

NOTE
For more information on enabling rules, see Lesson 5 How to Enable and Disable Rules and Rule Sets.

Installing and Configuring Optional Components
This section contains instructions on how to install and configure optional components of OPS/MVS. Install and configure
only those components that you choose to use. You may choose not to use any of these optional components. Some of
these optional components require a seperate license.
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Tasks for Separately Licensed Components
This section contains instructions on how to install and configure optional components of OPS/MVS that require a
seperate license. Install and configure only those components that you choose to use. You may choose not to use any of
these optional components.

Configure the Multi-System Facility (MSF)

Configure the Multi-System Facility (MSF)

The OPS/MVS optional Multi-System Facility (MSF) feature provides communication between multiple OPS/MVS copies
running on different z/OS machines. It also provides communication between copies of OPS/MVS and AP.

If you have licensed the MSF, you must set the INITMSF parameter to YES in the OPS/REXX startup EXEC.

If you used CSM to configure MSF, some of these parameters will have already be generated for you in the parameter file
OPSSSC00 in the CNTL data set. If you need to customize MSF parameters further, put them in file OPSSXP00 in the
CNTL data set.

 CSM configuration does not generate the system defines (MSF DEFINE) automatically.

If you did not use CSM to configure OPS/MVS, the parameters are kept in file OPSSPA00 in the CNTL data set.

Sample MSF Parameters
INITMSF

Initializes the MSF interface.
INITCCI

Determines whether the CAICCI interface is to be activated when a remote MSF is defined as a CCI type.
MSFLOGMODE

Specifies the default VTAM LOGMODE name for all MSF APPC sessions.
MSFRESTARTREXX

Specifies the name of an OPS/REXX program that you have written to set up your MSF environment after the
MSF has been restarted.

MSFSYSWAIT
Specifies a default wait time for OPS/MVS components that use the MSF.

SYSID
Defines the name of the local system in a MSF or MSF network.

Set up Session Protocols

There are two types of session protocols to use for communication between copies of OPS/MVS:

• The logical unit (LU) 6.2 set of session protocols (APPC)
OPS/MVS native MSF uses only the LU 6.2 set of session protocols.

• The communications services that CAICCI provides. CAICCI provides session protocols for LU2, XES, XCF, and TCP/
IP.

The following sections discuss setting up MSF to use LU 6.2 and to use CAICCI.

WARNING
We do not recommend that you use the LU2 protocol of CAICCI.
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Setting up MSF to Use LU 6.2 (APPC) Session Protocols

To install the MSF, you complete the following steps:

1. Define OPS/MVS to VTAM on each z/OS system by adding an application definition (APPL) statement to
SYS1.VTAMLST.

2. Define the VTAM cross-domain resource environment on each so these applications can conduct communication
sessions with each other.

VTAM APPL Statement -- Define OPS/MVS to VTAM

On each system, OPS/MVS needs only one APPL statement that uses the following format:

netname APPL  APPC=YES,

               AUTH=ACQ,

               AUTOSES=1,

               DSESLIM=3,

               DMINWNL=1,

               DMINWNR=1,

               MAXPVT=512K,

               MODETAB=modetab,

               PARSESS=YES,

               PRTCT=vtampswd

NOTE
 For information about valid values for the parameters in the above APPL statement, see the VTAM
documentation.

The following example APPL definitions are provided in member OPSAPPL of the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set. They
assume that you have a network with z/OS systems (A, B, and C) that can all support cross-domain sessions to each
other.

 Example 1: This APPL statement appears only in the SYS1.VTAMLST of system A. 

OPSMAINA APPL  APPC=YES, 

               AUTH=ACQ, 

               AUTOSES=1 

               DSESLIM=3 

               DMINWNL=1,

               DMINWNR=1,

               MODETAB=MTLU62,

               PRTCT=OPSMVS,

               MAXPVT=512K,

               PARSESS=YES

 Example 2: This APPL statement appears only in the SYS1.VTAMLST of system B 

OPSMAINB APPL  APPC=YES,

               AUTH=ACQ,

               AUTOSES=1

               DSESLIM=3

               DMINWNL=1,

               DMINWNR=1,

               MODETAB=MTLU62,

               PRTCT=OPSMVS,

               MAXPVT=512K,

               PARSESS=YES
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 Example 3: This APPL statement appears only in the SYS1.VTAMLST of system C 

OPSMAINC APPL  APPC=YES,

               AUTH=ACQ,

               AUTOSES=1

               DSESLIM=3

               DMINWNL=1,

               DMINWNR=1,

               MODETAB=MTLU62,

               PRTCT=OPSMVS,

               MAXPVT=512K,

               PARSESS=YES

Define the VTAM Cross-domain Environment

To use the cross-system services, you define cross-domain resources for the systems to which you are connecting.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Find the cross-domain member name for the system to which you want to connect.
2. Create a cross-domain resource member or modify an existing one for the system to which you want to connect. In

this member, use a cross-domain resource macro to specify the system where OPS/MVS resides.
For example, suppose the copy OPS1 resides on SYSTEMA and another copy that is named OPS2 resides on
SYSTEMB, then SYSTEMA should have the following cross-domain resource:
OPS2  CDRSC  CDRM=SYSTEMB,ISTATUS=ACTIVE

3. Repeat the previous step for each system.
The VTAM cross-domain environment is defined.

Define the LU 6.2 VTAM Mode Table Entry

If you are using APPC sessions for the MSF, you must create an LU 6.2 mode table entry.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Find an existing VTAM mode table that already contains a mode table entry with LU 6.2 session parameters.
2. If you find no such entry, select an existing mode table to contain a new LU 6.2 mode table entry.
3. Add a new mode table entry to the mode table that is associated with the LU definition.
4. Assemble and link-edit the mode table and add the load module to SYS1.VTAMLIB.

The LU 6.2 VTAM mode table entry is defined.

 Example 1: The following sample mode table entry contains a set of session parameters used for an LU 6.2
session 

LU62MODE MODEENT LOGMODE=LU62MODE, Mode Table Entry Name

                 FMPROF=X'13'      Function Manager Profile

                 TSPROF=X'07'      Transmission Services Profile

                 PRIPROT=X'B0'     Primary Logical Unit Profile

                 SECPROT=X'B0'     Secondary Logical Unit Profile

                 COMPROT=X'50B1'   Common Logical Unit Profile

                 RUSIZES=X'8989'   Sec/Pri RU sizes 4096/4096

                 PSNDPAC=5,        Primary Send Pacing Count

                 SRCVPAC=5,        Secondary Receive Pacing Count

                 SSNDPAC=5,        Secondary Send Pacing Count

*                                  Presentation Services Profile

                 PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000000000'

 Example 2: If you are using dynamic cross-domain resources, you may need to define and use the following
table entry in place of the one shown in Example 1 
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LU62MODE MODEENT  LOGMODE=LU62MODE, Mode Table Entry Name 

                  FMPROF=X'13',     Function Manager Profile

                  TSPROF=X'07',     Transmission Services Profile 

                  PRIPROT=X'B0',    Primary Logical Unit Profile

                  COMPROT=X'78A5',  Common Logical Unit Profile

                  RUSIZES=X'8989',  Sec/Pri RU sizes 4096/4096

*                                   Presentation Services Profile

                  PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000122F00' 

Setting up MSF to Use CAICCI

CAI Common Communications Interface (CAICCI) is a communications facility that OPS/MVS uses to let Broadcom
solutions communicate with one another. It provides a layer that isolates application software from the specifics of the
communication environment. CAICCI is one member of a group of routines that comprise CCS for z/OS.

To use the CAICCI cross-platform communications services for communication between copies of OPS/MVS, follow the
procedures that are described in this section.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE - Set Up MSF Connections Using CAICCI

When using CAICCI, there are special rules for specifying the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE command for remote
system definition. For the value of the APPLID keyword, you must specify the CAICCI system identifier (sysid) of the
remote system.

For example, if the sysid of the remote system is CCI0B on a system that has an MSF ID of OPSS0B, your ADDRESS
OPSCTL MSF DEFINE command would be:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0B) APPLID(CCI0B) CCI"

CCI0B
Identifies the sysid of CAICCI on system B.

The MSF checks to make sure that the value you specify is valid.

NOTE
 In ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE commands, the keyword CCI can only be used for remote systems.

The following examples illustrate several scenarios for defining an MSF connection.

 Example 1: Definition of CCI as a Local System 

In this example the CCI keyword is not used. The APPLID keyword is used to specify the local system ID to CAICCI.

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0A) APPLID(CCI0A)"

 Example 2: Using VTAM and CCI Simultaneously 

• Local definition:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0A) APPLID(OPSAPLID)"

• Remote definition to an APPC connection:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0BVT) APPLID(OP2APLID) APPC"

• Remote definition to a CCI connection:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0B) APPLID(CCI0B) CCI"

 Example 3: Using CCI Only 

• Local definition:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0A) APPLID(CCI0A)"

• Remote definition:
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ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0B) APPLID(CCI0B) CCI"

CAICCI Enables Communications

CAICCI employs cross-system communication, in which it enables Broadcom solutions to communicate with other
Broadcom solutions across any system capable of supporting the CAICCI protocols. This enables Broadcom solutions to
quickly and efficiently adapt to new network platforms without requiring extensive application changes.

Through CAICCI, OPS/MVS becomes a subscriber of CAICCI services, enabling all communications to be handled
through CAICCI. After OPS/MVS becomes a subscriber on the local system, all other OPS/MVS systems on this system
and the remote systems can use the cross-system functions.

CAICCI routines are grouped under the Broadcom z/OS service code W411. For information about installing CAICCI and
for further details about its features and functions, see your CCS for z/OS documentation.

Specify CAICCI-related Parameters

To use the CAICCI cross-platform communications services, follow these guidelines for setting parameters:

• Set the value of the INITCCI parameter to YES. The default is NO.
• Set the value of the MSFDELAY parameter to at least 10.

If you want to communicate between systems through MSF CCI links before VTAM is active in the system, set the value of
the MSFNONVTAMONLY parameter to YES during product initialization.

After OPS/MVS is initialized, you can change the MSFNONVTAMONLY parameter so you can set it to NO after VTAM
starts. Then you can connect to other systems using APPC (in addition to the CCI connections that were established
earlier).

If you use CCI protocol before VTAM is active (with the intention of using VTAM later), you must specify a valid VTAM
APPLID in the MSF DEFINE statement for the local system. The APPLID is not active at the time OPS/MVS is started,
and communication is established through CCI. However, after VTAM is active, other systems can connect to the specified
system through APPC connections, so in these cases you need the VTAM APPLID.

NOTE
For more information about these and other CAICCI parameters, see Parameters for Optional Interfaces for
Separately Licensed Features.

Install the IMS Operations Facility
This article describes how to install the optional IMS Operations Facility (IOF).

 Contents 

  

INITIMS Parameter Settings

The OPS/MVS INITIMS parameter controls the activation of the IOF. The default value of the INITIMS parameter is
NO. If your data center is an IMS/DB-only shop, leave INITIMS set to NO to prevent IMS SVC recognition problems at
startup. When the INITIMS is set to NO, IMS parameters do not appear in the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function output, the
OPSPARM command processor output, and the OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 displays. This characteristic is by design and was
implemented to reduce storage and improve performance.

To activate the IOF, set the value of the INITIMS parameter to YES. The INITIMS parameter can be set only at product
initialization. If you have z/OS images on which IMS is never used, you can gain a CPU and storage performance
advantage by setting the value of parameter INITIMS to NO on those systems. When INITIMS is set to YES, IMS
parameters appear in the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function output, the OPSPARM command processor output, and the
OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 displays.
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By accessing the OPSVIEW option 7.4 Identify IMS function, you can create the parameter cards necessary for the IMS
Operation Facility. A batch version of this function resides in member BATCHPRM of the installed SMP/E target library
hlq.CCLXSAMP.

IMSnINSTALLEXITS Parameter Settings

The optional IMS Operations Facility (IOF) obtains IMS commands and unsolicited messages from the IMS AOI exit
points. OPS/MVS dynamically inserts AOI exits into each IMS that you start. There are sample AOI exits in IMS that you
may need to install. The OPS/MVS AOI exit does not preclude you from using your own AOI exit.

The OPS/MVS IMSnINSTALLEXITS parameter can be set to YES (the default value) for each IMS system to install the
IOF exits at IMS initialization. Setting this parameter to NO before starting IMS bypasses the installation of the IOF exits.

NOTE

• If the IOF exits were installed during the last initialization of IMS, setting the IMSnINSTALLEXITS parameters
to NO does not uninstall the exits. A recycle of IMS is required to remove the exits. If IMS was previously
initialized without the IOF exits installed, setting this parameter to YES while IMS is up automatically installs
the IOF exits on the next message event from that IMS system.

• The use of the IOF batch message processing (BMP) for issuing IMS commands without using the IMS
WTOR is not affected by whether the IOF AOI exits are installed. There are two AOI exits. The original IMS
AOI exit, DFSAOUE0, which is now designated as a TYPE 1 exit, was invoked only on a DB/DC or DCCTL-
only system. A second AOI exit type, DFSAOE00, which is designated as a TYPE 2 exit, is invoked in all
IMS system types (DB/TM, TM-only, and DBCTL-only). Currently, DBCTL-only IMS systems are not fully
supported by the IOF. It is recommended that the OPS/MVS parameter, IMSnCHAR, for that IMS, be set to a
character that is not equal to the CRC (command recognition character) of the DBCTL region.

If you do not have your own AOI exits (either a TYPE 1 or TYPE 2 exit) installed, then you must install the sample
exits provided in the installed SMP/E target library hlq.CCLXASM. Browse your IMS RESLIB to check whether any
AOI exits have been installed. If the exits are not in the RESLIB, you must install the corresponding sample exits.
In the hlq.CCLXASM library, the sample TYPE 1 exit member name is OPSAOUE0, and the sample TYPE 2 name
is OPSAOE00. These sample members must be assembled and link-edited into the RESLIB. The proper link-edit
statements are provided at the end of each member. The OPSAOUE0 and OPSAOE00 members in the installed SMP/E
target libraray hlq.CCLXCNTL contain JCL and related usage instructions.

In an IMS Transaction Manager (TM) environment, the possibility of multiple exit types adds a level of coexistence
complexity of which an OPS/MVS user must be aware.

Rules to Address Complications

The IOF uses the following rules to address the complications:

Exit Combinations
Because IMS can have a combination of TYPE 1 and TYPE 2 exits, use the following guidelines. Remember, the
TYPE 2 exit has complete control over whether the TYPE 1 exit is ever invoked.

• You have a user or OEM TYPE 1 exit but no TYPE 2 exit. The OPS/MVS supplied TYPE 2 exit must be
installed.
 
If your user or OEM TYPE 1 exit is called even when OPSMAIN is not running, the supplied OPSAOE00
assembler source code requires a minor modification. The instructions for making this modification are
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included in the source code. Make this modification before assembling and link editing the program into your
IMS RESLIB.

• You have a user or OEM TYPE 2 exit but no TYPE 1 exit. In this case, the IOF TYPE 2 exit dynamically inserts
itself into the IMS system you want the IOF to automate. It does not preclude you from using your own AOI
exit, and your existing exit is still called.

• You have a user or OEM TYPE 2 exit, and you also have a user or OEM TYPE 1 exit. In this case, the
IOF TYPE 2 exit monitors the reply code of your TYPE 2 exit. The reply code determines whether your
TYPE 1 exit obtains control. This allows you to control your own TYPE 1 invocation of the exit. For a
multisegment message, the IOF does not see the secondary segments if your TYPE 2 exit relinquishes control
to your TYPE 1 segment.

To summarize, if your TM environment has neither a TYPE 1 or a TYPE 2 exit installed, the IOF requires the
installation of its own TYPE 2 exit. The OPS/MVS supplied TYPE 2 exit, OPSAOE00 in OPS.CCLXASM, must be
assembled, linked, and installed. If you have either one of the exits, IOF does not preclude you from using your
own or OEM AOI exit (see the following restrictions).

Exit Restrictions
The IOF TYPE 1 exit has one restriction. The IOF uses the last 4 bytes of the UEHURSVD field in the IMS UEHB
(User Exit Header Block) control block. You must, therefore, make sure that the AOI exit of your site does not also
use this area. The sample AOI exit that ships with IMS does not use this area.
The IOF TYPE 2 exit has a restriction that is related to the IMS supplied AOE0WRKA AOI exit work area. The
IOF uses the first 72 bytes and the last 20 bytes of this 256-byte work area. If you modify these areas in your
own TYPE 2 EXIT, IOF overlays it and may cause your exit to fail. The IOF TYPE 2 exit always takes control first
before any of your own or OEM TYPE 2 exit.
The OPS/MVS hooks for the IOF do not permit the user/OEM TYPE 1 or user/OEM TYPE 2 exits to suppress or
delete IMS messages. Suppression, deletion, or both of IMS messages should be done in OPS/MVS message
rules.
If you have your own TYPE 1 exit and need to install the OPS/MVS supplied TYPE 2 exit, OPSAOE00,
do not install it ahead of time in your IMS RESLIB, unless OPS/MVS is operational and the INITIMS parameter is
also turned on. Otherwise, it causes the user TYPE 1 exit to not be called.
If you have a conflict with our restrictions, contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE
 For more information, see the IBM manuals IMS Customization Guide and IMS Application
Programming: Transaction Manager.

Other IOF Installation Parameters

For information about other parameters that may need to be set to IMS control regions, see IMS-related (IOF)
Parameters.

IOF Operations

After IOF is installed, it is only apparent as a set of extensions to the other facilities of OPS/MVS.

IMS Commands Issued from a BMP Region

The IOF can use a BMP region to issue IMS commands and retrieve command responses. This ability provides an
alternative to requiring that OPS/MVS use the IMS WTOR method whenever it needs to issue an IMS command.

The IOF use of a BMP region for IMS commands has these advantages:

• The IOF can issue most IMS commands without waiting for the IMS WTOR.
• Command responses are more reliable and more efficient, because command output is neither automatically routed to

the consoles (as it would be if the commands were issued through the IMS WTOR) nor routed through the subsystem
interface (SSI).
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NOTE

• The ADDRESS OPER keyword BMPCMDOUT can be used to echo the current command output optionally.
Possible values are OPSLOG, WTO, or NONE.

• The OPSCMD and ADDRESS OPER keyword IMSREPLY forces the current command to bypass the BMP
and to issue the command through the IMS WTOR.

Set Up a BMP Region

For OPS/MVS to take advantage of the ability to use a BMP region to issue IMS commands, you set up a BMP region.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Set the IMS parameter AOIS to a value other than N, which is the default value. For a list of possible values, see the
IMS installation guide.

2. Define the BMP TRAN to IMS.
You run a PSBGEN to define the OPS/MVS BMP transaction and application to IMS. Sample control statements are
provided in member OPSINBMP in the OPS.CCLXCNTL data set.

3. Authorize the BMP TRAN to issue all commands.
Authorize this transaction through your security package, as required by IMS. If you are still using the IMS Security
Maintenance Utility (SMU), then you run SMU to authorize the BMP transaction to have authority to issue all
commands. Sample control statements are provided in the OPS.CCLXCNTL member OPSINBMP.

4. Create a batch BMP started task JCL.
Use the IMS PROCLIB member IMSBATCH, and make sure the RESLIB that it is using matches the RESLIB of the
control region that you want to target. Add the OPS/MVS load module library to the STEPLIB concatenation.
 
Set the OPS/MVS IMSnBMPSTC parameter to the member name of the BMP started task JCL.

5. Specify OPS/MVS parameters.
For information on OPS/MVS parameters that control the activation or deactivation of the BMP region that the IOF
uses to issue commands, see the IMS-related (IOF) Parameters.

BMP Versus WTOR Output Displays

There are two minor differences in the way the IMS presents the output of IMS commands when using the BMP instead of
the WTOR:

• When a command is issued from the WTOR, its output has the IMS ID appended to the end of each line. Using the
BMP, the IMS presents the output in the same manner, except the IMS ID is not appended to the end of each line;
rather, a period, which is used as a placeholder, is appended.

• The IMS BMP handles the following command output in a different way:
"DFS058I hh:mm:ss cmd COMMAND {COMPLETED|IN PROGRESS EXCEPT....}"

When a command results in a DFS058I message with no exceptions (for example, COMMAND COMPLETED or IN
PROGRESS), the IMS presents a blank line to the BMP; the blank line forces the BMP to return the message DFS058I
COMMAND IN PROGRESS.
 
When there is an exception (for example, START COMMAND COMPLETED EXCEPT PROGRAM XYZ), the output
message is identical, except it does not have the IMS ID appended to the end of each line.

IMS Type 2 Message Considerations

IMS Type 2 message protocol is used for communicating from an OPS/MVS system to any IMS system that is a member
of an IMSPLEX. The communication can be local, that is, from OPS/MVS to an IMS system on the same LPAR with the
ability to contact an active IMSPLEX. It may also be cross-system, where OPS/MVS can send the IMS command using
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an MSF connection to another OPS/MVS system, and then to the IMPLEX from there. The issuing OPS/MVS does not
communicate with IMS directly, and the target OPS/MVS is the one with the requirement to contact an IMSPLEX manager.

If this facility is used, two IBM-supplied modules, CSLSDR00 and CSLSRG00, must be available to the OPS/MVS system
that is in contact with the IMSPLEX. IBM provides the modules in the IMS RESLIB, and various choices are available:

• Make them LNKLST resident
• Copy into the OPS Loadlib
• Leave in the original IMS RESLIB and concatenate to a STEPLIB chain
• Isolated into a separate Loadlib, then concatenate

The modules are downward compatible down to IMS 9. The modules from the highest IMS release should be used, and
are able to service a site with a mixture of IMS systems at different release levels.

 OPS/MVS has no requirements for any specific or unique IMSPLEX configuration or startup options. The IMSPLEX itself
is tailored according to site standards, and the name is provided to the OPS/MVS commands at execution.

IMSPLEX security considerations for Type2 messages and commands are described in the IBM manual IMS
admininstration under IBM IMS vv.r documentation. The specific area of interest is the OPS/MVS interface with the
components SCI and OM of the Common Service Layer (CSL).

NOTE

Only if you plan to use IMS 14.1 Dynamic Exit Services, you must follow the following guidelines to set up the
OPS/MVS type-2 exit. If you do not have your own type-2 exit, you do not have to install the OPS/MVS sample
exit OPSAOE00. However, one of the following steps must be taken to allow IMS to load the OPS/MVS exit at
startup:

• The OPS/MVS load module, OPIMAOEH, must be copied from the OPS/MVS CCLXLOAD library into the
IMS RESLIB.

• The OPS/MVS CCLXLOAD library must be added to the IMS control regions STEPLIB.
• OPIMAOEH must be copied to another authorized load library that is included in the IMS control region

STEPLIB.

In addition, you must take the following steps:

• OPIMAOEH must be specified, optimally first, in the IMS DFSDF000 PROCLIB member as shown below:
– EXITDEF=(TYPE=AOIE,EXITS=(OPIMAOEH))

• No other type-2 exits are required, but other user or OEM exits may be specified as shown below:
– EXITDEF=(TYPE=AOIE,EXITS=(OPIMAOEH,USEREXIT))

• If multiple AOIE exits are specified, all exits are subject to reply codes returned by any one exit. For example,
if any user or OEM exit suppresses a command or message, it’s possible that OPS/MVS may not be
presented subsequent segments. For this reason, it is recommended that messages or commands only be
suppressed in OPS/MVS rules.

Install the XTDOUT COF Interface for CICS/TS
The following list pertains to the CICS/TS interface:
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• It uses the CICS global exit (XTDOUT) to intercept all transient data write requests. OPS/MVS matches a transient
data queue name against a list of designated queue names for AOF processing.

• Messages sent to the matched queue names are forwarded to the AOF for rules processing, which also allows for
message suppression and rewording. Messages sent to unmatched queue names are ignored by the exit.

• You build and maintain the designated queue name list with the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF command.
• No changes to the standard CICS DCT are required to intercept transient data messages and the selection of specific

destinations can be dynamically altered.
• You can build a distinct queue name list for each CICS region, and a general default list for undefined CICS regions.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy load module OPCITDCN from SYS1.OPS.CCLXLOAD to a library in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation.
The module is linked AMODE=31 and RMODE=ANY.

2. Define the transaction and program to CICS using the CICS RDO facility:
DEFINE GROUP(OPXTDOUT) PROGRAM(OPCITDCN)

   DATALOCATION(ANY) EXECKEY(CICS)

   LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) RESIDENT(YES)

   DESCRIPTION(OPS/MVS XTDOUT GLOBAL EXIT)

DEFINE GROUP(OPXTDOUT) TRANSID(OPTD) PROGRAM(OPCITDCN)

   TASKDATAKEY(CICS) TASKDATALOC(ANY)

   DESCRIPTION(OPS/MVS XTDOUT EXIT CONTROL)

INSTALL GROUP(OPXTDOUT)

ADD GROUP(OPXTDOUT) LIST(DFHLIST)

The XTDOUT exit code is contained in the OPCITDCN program, and it is enabled as an entry point address in this
module using the name OPCITDEX. The exit program does not need to be defined to CICS.

3. Enable the XTDOUT exit by invoking OPTD from a CICS terminal or with a MODIFY command from a z/OS console.
OPCITDCN may be added to the CICS PLTPI stage 3 for automatic exit enablement at CICS initialization when
desired.

4. Activate the AOF processing of CICS messages by setting the INITCOF and CICSAOF parameters to YES and define,
at the least, the default transient data queue name list.
X = OPSPRM('SET','INITCOF','YES')

X = OPSPRM('SET','CICSAOF','YES')

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEFINE JOBNAME(DEFAULT)",

     "DESTIDS(CSMT,CSSL,CADL,...)"

The XTDOUT COF interface for CICS/TS is installed.

NOTE
 For information on permitting the suppression of transient data queue messages by AOF rules, see the
description of the CICSDELETE parameter.

The OPTD transaction may be used to disable and re-enable the exit at any time by invoking OPTD with a single
character command code as follows:

• OPTD E-Enable the XTDOUT exit (default command)
• OPTD D-Disable the XTDOUT exit
• OPTD S-Display the status of the XTDOUT exit
• OPTD T-Issue a test message to the transient data queue
• OPTD H-Issue the periodic CICS status message, OPS3420O

Configure the Expert System Interface (ESI)
The Expert System Interface (ESI) allows access to some OPS/MVS facilities from an application written in a high-level
language or in assembler language.
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You must set the INITESI parameter to YES if you are licensed for and are using the ESI.

How You Install and Configure Optional Base Components
This section contains instructions on how to install and configure optional components of OPS/MVS that do not require a
seperate license. Install and configure only those components that you choose to use. You may choose not to use any of
these optional components.

Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView
OPSLOG WebView lets you view an OPS/MVS OPSLOG from a Windows workstation. The client side runs as a Java
application that you launch from a web browser. This application downloads and installs automatically.

  

The following diagram shows how communication works between z/OS and the end-user who accesses OPSLOG
WebView through a web browser:
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Figure 2: How OPSLOG WebView Communicates Between zOS and the End User Web Browser

You can install and configure OPSLOG WebView (OPSLOGSV) on more than one OPS/MVS system in your environment.
You can use MSF to access the other systems that do not have OPSLOGSV installed. We recommend that you install
OPSLOG WebView on two or more systems in your environment, so that a single system outage does not close all
WebView access.
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NOTE

 Access through MSF is slower than direct access through a server, but it is easier to access OPSLOG
WebView through MSF for a short time compared to logging off one server then connecting to another server.

Installation and Configuration Overview

OPSLOG WebView has the following setup and configuration on the client and server sides:

Client Side - Workstation Java Application
This Java application provides end users with access to view the OPSLOG and its associated documentation in a
web browser.

NOTE

We recommend that you use Internet Explorer.

Server Side - Web Application Server (Apache Tomcat, IBM WebSphere, or IHS)
This server provides connectivity to the internet.

• Apache Tomcat
• IBM WebSphere (Domino) runs on z/OS as an STC address space.
• IHS runs as a z/OS USS process

Server Side - OPSLOG WebView Server (OPSLOGSV)
This server provides connectivity to the target OPS/MVS data.
OPSLOGSV runs on z/OS as an STC address space.

Client Configuration

Consider the following configuration options before you install and configure OPSLOG WebView:

 OPS/MVS Installation Libraries

CCLXHFS
File-system files that the installation mounts.

Index.html
HTML and Javascript file that you use to launch the opslog.jnlp file

opslog.jnlp
Configurable file that launches the Java client
codebase=URL/servername definition
<property name="jnlp.connPort" value=unique_port_number"/>
TLS (optional)
<property name="javax.net.tls.trustStore" value="*user"/>

browser.jar
File that downloads the Java client on the end-user web page

Web Server Configuration

You install the appropriate web server applications and web server on your z/OS system to run the server side of
OPSLOG WebView. The following list provides a summary of tasks for each web server:

(Recommended) How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on Apache Tomcat
A web server based on the basic Apache Tomcat that Common Components and Services (CCS) provides.

• Common Components and Services provides Apache Tomcat to provide connectivity access to the OPSLOG
WebView application. Follow the installation directory path to the location of the httpd.conf configuration file.
The httpd.conf file configures the application to allow the OPSLOG WebView functionality.
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OPSLOG WebView configuration and customization changes: 

1. a. Copy the opslog.war file from the installation HFS.
b. Copy the opslogwv.prop file from the installation HFS.
c. Restart the Tomcat server so the server recognizes and uses the deployed opslog.war file.
d. Edit and modify the opslogwv.prop file as needed.

How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on IBM WebSphere (Domino)
The original implemented web application server that provides connectivity access to the OPSLOG WebView
application. The installed and active STC should provide a pointer or directory path to the location of the
httpd.conf configuration file which is configured to allow OPSLOG WebView functionality. You update the
httpd.conf file for the application to function.

WARNING

You can only use IBM WebSphere (Domino) on z/OS 2.1 because z/OS 2.2 does not support Domino. If
you have z/OS 2.2, you must use Apache Tomcat or IHS.

• Installation configuration and customization changes:
Hostname     hostname         The DNS host name 

Port         port             The Web connection port assignment number specified in URL 

Welcome      pagename.html    The Initial HTML page 

• TLS Installation configuration and customization changes: 
TLSmode     off/on            Turn TLS mode off or on 

TLSport     443               Secure port assignment number if TLS is being used

• OPSLOG WebView configuration and customization changes:
PASS /applname/* /usstargetpath/ *

 applname                     The name that users specify on the URL to open the OPSLOG WebView

 Client 

 usstargetpath                The name of the path to the OPSLOG Webview installation server files 

ADDTYPEfiletype MIME major/minor             encodingtype version comment

AddType .jnlp    application/x-java-jnlp-file ebcdic       1.0     # JNLP – Java Web Start

AddType .css     text/css                     ebcdic       1.0     # CascadeStyle Sheet

AddType .js      text/javascript              ebcdic       1.0     # Javascript

How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on IBM HTTP Web Server (IHS)
A new Apache-based web server in z/OS 2.2 that is also supported in z/OS 2.1 for OPS/MVS 12.1,12.2, and 12.3.

NOTE

If you want to use IHS, you must install the appropriate PTF for your release of the product.

OPSLOG Server Application (OPSLOGSV)

You also require a server application (OPSLOGSV) on the same z/OS system where OPS/MVS runs.

NOTE

You install the OPSLOG WebView (OPSLOGSV) server application on the production system where OPS/MVS
runs. However, you can install OPSLOGSV on a system that is not running OPS/MVS.

OPSLOGSV has a common STC procedure for all web servers.

 JCL specifications 

 PROC statement 

 Load library - Provide access to OPS/MVS .CCLXLOAD and .CCLXPLD load libraries (in JCL STEPLIB or Linklisted/
LPA).
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 Standard system DD SYSOUT=* statements 

 EXEC PGM=OPSLOGSV – The executable OPSLOG WebView program (pass LEPARM and configuration parameter list
information)

Pass configuration information – You can use both of the following methods in conjunction with each other. However, a
duplicate defined parameter value takes precedence from the SYSIN DD data set defined. The values set in the PARM=
are defined in a single concatenated character string whereas within the SYSIN data set each parameter must be stored
in a separate record.

 EXEC PGM=OPSLOGSV, PARM= 

100 character or less method to provide/pass configuration information to the Opslog Webview server when the server is
initiated

 //SYSIN            DD        DISP=SHR,DSN=pds.dataset.name(member) 

This method provides and passes configuration information to the OPSLOG WebView server when the server is initiated.

• This method avoids the z/OS 100 character limitation for a PARM= statement.
• Can be PDS member name or flat file containing fixed or variable length records.

Parameter Value Description
-c {./CCLXHFS/cfg} Configuration file
-i {nnnn}

 
Idle time

-m {nnn} Maximum connections
-n {no value} No security
-p {6001} Port number
-t {n} Trace level between 1 and 9
-u {no value} Unencrypted

TLS (optional) - Defined in the SYSIN data set

Parameter Value Description
-s PATH {path} Set the TLS mode to on, and specify the

path to the TLS Keyring.
-s PASS {password} The password to open the Keyring
-s LABEL {label} TLS searches the Keyring for a key that has

this label.

 Additional Information 

The following section provides some additional information to help you complete the configuration.

 Use the Text Editor to Edit Configuration Files 

Completing this process requires editing configuration files (opslog.jnlp and httpd.conf) with a text editor.

1. Enter ISH from the TSO Ready prompt.
This command starts the I Shell user interface to USS files.

2. Near the center of the screen, ISH displays an input area where you enter the USS path name for the HFS or zFS in
compatibility mode directory containing the file that you want to edit. For example:
/sys/usr/lpp/opsmvs
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3. Leave the command line as blank and press Enter.
The directory containing the desired file displays.

4. Scroll as needed using the PF7 and PF8 keys to find the file to edit
5. Enter a question mark (?) beside the file name and press Enter.

The pop-up box displays
6. Enter 5 in the pop-up box.

The editor initiates, which behaves like ISPF edit, and you can edit your file.

 ASCII/EBCDIC Conflicts 

OPSLOG WebView stores several types of files in your HFS or zFS in compatibility mode. Some of these files are
distributed in binary format, and some are distributed in EBCDIC. Some examples are:

 File type  Code 
.html EBCDIC
.jpg binary
.png binary
.gif binary
.js EBCDIC
.css EBCDIC

By default, HTTPD treats files as ASCII. However, by using the Addtype configuration statement in the HTTPD
configuration file, you can override the ASCII default. Many sites configure .html files to be EBCDIC coded. You can
explicitly associate a file type to ASCII too, and although it is not necessary to do so, the explicit assignment serves to
inform other maintainers of the configuration file that the file type is already in use.

It is possible that the character sets we have used to define WebView-related files could differ from the file formats used
by other software that is already installed at your site. The .js (Java Scrip) and .css (Style Sheet) are the most vulnerable.
If any of the OPSLOG WebView help files are in a different format than that already in use by other software, the most
convenient fix is to translate the new OPSLOG WebView help files from EBCDIC to ASCII. You can do this by using FTP
to transfer the file to a PC with conversion from EBCDIC to ASCII, then resending the file to the host as a binary format
file. This establishes an ASCII instance of the file on your mainframe system. We recommend renaming and saving the
EBCDIC version of the file for easy reference to its contents. You may have other ways to convert files to ASCII.

Files that are binary in nature, such as .png files, are neither ASCII nor EBCDIC. They are binary, and should be
transmitted as such.

 

How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on Apache Tomcat

As a system administrator, you want to install and configure OPSLOG WebView on the Apache Tomcat that is delivered
with Common Components and Services (CCS). The following diagram shows you how complete the installation and
configuration:
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1. Review the Apache Tomcat Server Resource Checklist
2. Deploy the opslog.war File on Apache Tomcat
3. Deploy and Configure the opslogwv.prop File on Apache Tomcat
4. (Optional) Configure Secure Network Communications on Apache Tomcat
5. Configure the OPSLOG WebView Server (OPSLOGSV)

Review the Apache Tomcat Server Resource Checklist

You require the following resources before you install OPSLOG WebView:

Resource 1:
You must know the high-lever qualifier (HLQ) of SMP/E Target datasets installed by OPS/MVS Base (FMID
CCLXD50), and you must have read access to this dataset:
hlq.CCLXCNTL

Resource 3:
You must know the USS path name of the SMP/E Target DDDEF CCLXHFSM installed with OPS/MVS. The
path name is the mount point of the hlq.CCLXHFS zFS installed with OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID
CCLXD51). The mount point path name always ends with the qualifier /CCLXHFS. You must have read access to
the mounted zFS. This is the default path name of DDDEF CCLXHFSM, but it may have been changed for your
particular installation:
/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS

Resource 4:
You must know the USS path name {catalina_base} of the deployed instance of the CCS Apache Tomcat web
server where you will deploy the OPSLOG WebView web application. You must have write access to these
directories:
{catalina_base}/tomcat/webapps

{catalina_base}/tomcat/conf
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Resource 5:
Determine the URL that is used to open an OPSLOG WebView session.
The URL has the following general format:
http://hostname.domain:port#/opslog

hostname
Specifies the host name and is defined in the Logical Parmlib Concatenation and is usually the same as the JES2
or JES3 node name.
domain
Specifies the IP domain of your company. For example, the Broadcom domain is broadcom.com.
port#
Specifies the IP port to use. This is the port number that is specified on the port attribute of the Connector element
in the server.xml file, located in the {catalina_base}/tomcat/conf directory of the Apache Tomcat server.

NOTE
hostname and domain are not case-sensitive, but the application name /opslog must be lowercase.

Deploy the opslog.war File on the Apache Tomcat Web Server

You deploy the OPSLOG WebView web application under the deployed instance of the CCS Apache Tomcat web server.

1. Copy the opslog.war file from directory /path/name/CCLXHFS of the mounted hlq.CCLXHFS zFS (see Resource 3) to
directory {catalina_base}/tomcat/webapps of the Apache Tomcat server (see Resource 4).

2. Restart the Apache Tomcat server. It will recognize the deployed opslog.war file and create a new directory named
{catalina_base}/tomcat/webapps/opslog.

Deploy and Configure the opslogwv.prop File on the Apache Tomcat Web Server

You deploy and configure the OPSLOG WebView web application properties file under the deployed instance of the CCS
Apache Tomcat web server.

1. Copy the new opslogwv.prop file from new directory {catalina_base}/tomcat/webapps/opslog to existing directory
{catalina_base}/tomcat/conf of the Apache Tomcat server (see Resource 4).

2. Use a text editor to modify the opslogwv.prop file to configure the OPSLOG WebView web application properties used
by the Apache Tomcat web server. Follow the instructions in the file.
The value of property jnlp.connPort is the default port number used by the client web application to communicate with
the OPSLOGSV Server when port# is not specified in the Host Name field of the Connect to a Server dialog of the web
application:
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NOTE
You may need to modify this property if the default port number 6001 is already in use on your z/OS system.

(Optional) Configure Secure Network Communications on Apache Tomcat

Apache Tomcat is an Open-source third-party product. Apache provides documentation to help you configure TLS/SSL
for Tomcat with the Apache Tomcat SSL Configuration HOW-TO. You can use the Apache Tomcat HTTP Connector
Reference to look up the definitions of the configuration properties that the HOW-TO document utilizes. You can also
find other web tutorials that describe the configuration. Locate and follow the steps that are appropriate for the version of
Apache Tomcat that your OPS/MVS release installed.

NOTE
To avoid using potentially compromised encryption, we recommend that you configure CCS Apache Tomcat to
disable SSLv3 and other such older protocols.

NOTE

For more information about SSL, review the OPSLOG WebView Security Overview.

Configure the OPSLOG WebView Server (OPSLOGSV)

To continue with the installation and configuration of OPSLOG WebView, see section How to Configure the OPSLOG Web
Server (OPSLOGSV).

How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on IBM WebSphere (Domino)

As a system administrator, you want to install and configure OPSLOG WebView on IBM WebSphere (Domino). In this
example, your environment includes OPS/MVS and z/OS 2.1 because z/OS 2.2 no longer supports IBM WebSphere
(Domino). The following diagram shows you how complete the installation and configuration:
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Figure 3: How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on IBM WebSphere (Domino)

1. Review the IBM WebSphere (Domino) Server Resource Checklist.
2. Configure the opslog.jnlp File for the IBM WebSphere (Domino) Web Server.
3. Configure the httpd.conf File for the IBM WebSphere (Domino) Web Server.
4. (Optional) Configure SSL on IBM WebSphere (Domino).
5. Configure the OPSLOG Web Server (OPSLOGSV).
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Review the IBM WebSphere (Domino) Server Resource Checklist

You require the following resources before you install the OPSLOG WebView application:

Resource 1:
You must know the high-level qualifier (HLQ) assigned to the following data set that was installed from the OPS/
MVS distribution media, and you must have update access to it:
[HLQ].OPS.CCLXCNTL

Resource 2:
You must know the HLQ assigned to the following two data sets that were installed from the OPS/MVS distribution
media, and you must have update access to them:

• hlq.OPS.CCLXLOAD
• hlq.OPS.CCLXPLD

Resource 3:
Determine the USS destination path (HFS or zFS in compatibility mode directory) where you want to install the
OPSLOG WebView server files. This path is an example of a typical path, but you can designate any path that
you want:
/sys/opsmvs

NOTE
The OPSLOG WebView installation does not create this HFS or zFS in the compatibility mode directory.
This directory must exist on permanently allocated storage or a mounted file system before you install
OPSLOG WebView. About 5 MB is sufficient.

Resource 4:
You must have write access to the httpd.conf configuration file on your web server. The following example shows
a sample location, but the location depends on your web server configuration:
/sys/http/etc/httpd.conf

This file is an HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file, so you can use superuser permissions to provide write
access to httpd.conf.

Resource 5:
Determine the URL that users need to access to open an OPSLOG WebView session.
The URL has the following general format:
http://hostname.domain/applname

hostname
Specifies the host name and is defined in the Logical Parmlib Concatenation and is usually the same as the JES2
or JES3 node name.
domain
Specifies the IP domain of your company. For example, the Broadcom domain is Broadcom.com.
applname
Specifies the name users enter to access OPSLOG WebView and is specified during the installation.

NOTE
hostname and domain are not case-sensitive, but applname is case-sensitive.

Configure the opslog.jnlp File for the IBM WebSphere (Domino) Web Server

The opslog.jnlp file contains properties that you modify based on your deployment.

1. Set the jnlp.connPort property for the OPSLOG WebView server (OPSLOGSV) as the default port for all clients.
Default: 6001
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NOTE

If this port conflicts with another port on your mainframe system or on a target client machine, then you can
change the default port by modifying the jnlp.connPort property.

2. Set the jnlp.GoModeRefresh property for the default GO-mode minimum refresh value for all clients using the
OPSLOG WebView client.
Default Minimum Refresh Interval: 10 seconds
Minimum Refresh Interval: 10 seconds.

WARNING

The Options/Settings dialog does not honor any setting less than 10.
3. Set the jnlp.GoModeDflt property for the default GO-mode default value for all clients using the OPSLOG WebView

client.
Default Refresh Interval: 30 seconds
Possible Refresh Interval: Minimum value of GoModeRefresh.

WARNING

The Options/Settings dialog does not honor any setting less than the minimum interval.
4. Set the jnlp.SocketReceiveBuffer property for the default Socket buffer receive size to match the socket buffer send

size specified with the OPSLOGSV –B option. Generally, you do not modify this parameters unless you experience
TCP segmentation issues.
Default Refresh Interval: None; default setting from TCPRCVBUFRSIZE is taken.
Possible Values: 256-256K

5. Customize the opslog.jnlp file with a text editor, which is located in the USS/HFS or zFS in compatibility mode
destination path:
codebase="http://hostname.domain/applname">

hostname.domain/applname
Provides the hostname and domain where your web application is installed.

(Optional) Set up the TCP receive buffer size to support the TCP segmentation offload. Use the following statement:

        <property name="jnlp.SocketReceiveBuffer" value="n" />

n
Specifies the size of the buffer in bytes.
Limits: 256-256K

Examples: Customized opslog.jnlp File

If your web server runs on host USILXXX and domain broadcom.com:

codebase="http://USILXXX.ca.com/opslog">

<property name="javax.net.ssl.trustStore" value="*user"/>

<property name="jnlp.connPort" value="16001"/>           

<property name="jnlp.SocketReceiveBuffer" value="" />    

<property name="jnlp.LookAndFeel" value="OpsLogLAF"/>    

<property name="jnlp.GoModeRefresh" value = "10" />      

<property name="jnlp.GoModeDflt" value = "30" />

• If your web server uses an alternate port, then follow this example:
codebase="http://USILXXX.broadcom.com:4080/opslog">

• If your web server uses an alternate applname, such as webview, then follow this example:
codebase="http://USILXXX.broadcom.com/webview">
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NOTE

• For concerns about older SSL protocols that may leave your web server vulernable to cyber-attacks, search
IBM’s web sites directly.

• We recommend that you configure your IBM web server to disable SSLv3 and other such older protocols to
avoid using potentially compromised encryption.

Configure the httpd.conf File for the IBM WebSphere (Domino) Web Server

You configure the httpd.conf file to add definitions to an existing server.

1. Customize the httpd.conf configuration file in your web server with a text editor.
Include a PASS statement similar to the following example:
PASS /applname/* /uss_target_path/*

applname
Provides the application name of the OPSLOG WebView server that users specify on the URL used to open an
OPSLOG WebView client session.

uss_target_path
Provides the path name where you installed the OPSLOG WebView server files.

2. Verify that the following AddType statements are included to direct the web server to recognize particular file types
used by OPSLOG WebView:
AddType .jnlp application/x-java-jnlp-file ebcdic 1.0 #JNLP - Java Web Start

AddType .css text/css ebcdic 1.0 #Cascade Style

AddType .js text/javascript ebcdic 1.0 #Javascript

(Optional) Configure SSL on IBM WebSphere (Domino)

IBM provides documentation to help you configure SSL for WebSphere (Domino) with the Configure SSL for WebSphere
Application Server.

Configure the OPSLOG Web Server (OPSLOGSV)

Review the How to Configure the OPSLOG Web Server (OPSLOGSV) section.

How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on IBM HTTP Server (IHS)

As a system administrator, you want to install and configure OPSLOG WebView on the IBM HTTP Server (IHS). In this
example, your environment includes OPS/MVS and z/OS 2.2.

NOTE

The IBM HTTP Server (IHS) is a new web application in z/OS 2.2 that is also supported in z/OS 2.1.

The following diagram shows you how complete the installation and configuration:
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Figure 4: How to Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView on IHS

1. Review the IHS Server Resource Checklist.
2. Deploy and Configure the opslog.jnlp File.
3. Deploy and Configure the httpd.conf File.
4. (Optional) Configure SSL on IHS.
5. Configure the OPSLOG Web Server (OPSLOGSV).
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Review the IHS Resource Checklist

You require the following resources before you install OPSLOG WebView:

Resource 1:
You must know the high-level qualifier (HLQ) of SMP/E Target datasets installed by OPS/MVS Base (FMID
CCLXD50), and you must have read access to this dataset:
hlq.CCLXCNTL

Resource 3:
You must know the USS path name of the SMP/E Target DDDEF CCLXHFSM installed with OPS/MVS. The
path name is the mount point of the hlq.CCLXHFS zFS installed with OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID
CCLXD51). The mount point path name always ends with the qualifier /CCLXHFS. You must have read access to
the mounted zFS. This is the default path name of DDDEF CCLXHFSM, but it may have been changed for your
particular installation:
/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS

Resource 4:
You must have write access to the httpd.conf configuration file on your web server. The following example shows
a sample location, but the location depends on your web server configuration:
/sys/http/etc/httpd.conf

Resource 5:
Determine the URL that users need to access to open an OPSLOG WebView session.
The URL has the following general format:
http://hostname.domain/applname

hostname
Specifies the host name and is defined in the Logical Parmlib Concatenation and is usually the same as the JES2
or JES3 node name.
domain
Specifies the IP domain of your company. For example, the Broadcom domain is Broadcom.com.
applname
Specifies the name users enter to access OPSLOG WebView and is specified during the installation.

NOTE
hostname and domain are not case-sensitive, but applname is case-sensitive.

Configure the opslog.jnlp File for IHS

The opslog.jnlp file contains properties that you modify based on your deployment.

1. Copy file opslog.jnlp to your IHS web server deployment directory and edit it as follows.
2. Set the jnlp.connPort property to the default port number used by the client web application to communicate with

the OPSLOGSV Server when port# is not specified in the Host Name field of the Connect to a Server dialog of the web
application:
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Default: 6001
Possible Values: A valid port number that does not conflict with another port in use on your z/OS system.

NOTE
You may need to modify this property if the default port number 6001 is already in use on your z/OS system.

3. Set the jnlp.GoModeRefresh property for the default GO-mode minimum refresh value for all clients using the
OPSLOG WebView client.
Default Minimum Refresh Interval: 10 seconds
Minimum Refresh Interval: 10 seconds.

NOTE
The Options/Settings dialog of the client web application does not honor any setting less than 10.

4. Set the jnlp.GoModeDflt property for the default GO-mode default value for all clients using the OPSLOG
WebView client.
Default Refresh Interval: 30 seconds
Possible Refresh Interval: Minimum value of GoModeRefresh.

NOTE
The Options/Settings dialog of the client web application does not honor any setting less than the minimum
interval.

5. Set the jnlp.SocketReceiveBuffer property for the default Socket buffer receive size to match the socket
buffer send size specified with the OPSLOGSV –B option. Generally, you do not modify this parameters unless you
experience TCP segmentation issues.
Default Refresh Interval: None; default setting from TCPRCVBUFRSIZE is taken.
Possible Values: 256-256K

6. Customize the codebase="http://hostname.domain/applname">" with the hostname and domain where your
web application applnameis installed.
If your web server uses an alternate port, then follow this example:
codebase="http://USILXXX.broadcom.com:4080/opslog">

If your web server uses an alternate applname, such as webview, then follow this example:
codebase="http://USILXXX.broadcom.com/webview">

Configure the httpd.conf File for IHS

You configure the httpd.conf file to add definitions to an existing server.

1. To launch OPSLOG WebView from the IHS, you add Alias statements which map the URL name to an actual USS
path. For example:
Alias /opslog123 "/SYSnn/sys/usr/lpp/opsmvsc/ops123"
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/SYSnn/sys/usr/lpp/opsmvsc/ops123
The absolute USS directory path that contains the index.html and opslog.jnlp files from the OPS/MVS distribution.

2. Customize the httpd.conf configuration file in your web server with a text editor.
Verify that the following AddType statements are included to direct the web server to recognize particular file types
used by OPSLOG WebView:
AddType .jnlp application/x-java-jnlp-file ebcdic 1.0 #JNLP - Java Web Start

AddType .css  text/css                     ebcdic 1.0 #Cascade Style

AddType .js   text/javascript              ebcdic 1.0 #Javascript

(Optional) Configure SSL on IHS

To configure SSL on the IHS web server, see the IBM web page Guide to properly setting up SSL within the IBM HTTP
Server.

NOTE

• For concerns about older SSL protocols that may leave your web server vulernable to cyber-attacks, search
IBM’s web sites directly.

• To avoid using potentially compromised encryption, we recommend that you configure IHS to disable SSLv3
and other such older protocols.

Configure the OPSLOG Web Server (OPSLOGSV)

To continue with the installation and configuration of OPSLOG WebView, see section How to Configure the OPSLOG Web
Server (OPSLOGSV).

Review the OPSLOG WebView Security Information

OPSLOG WebView Security Overview

Consider the following security topics before you install and configure OPSLOG WebView:

Digital Certificate Protocol

TLS encryption uses public key technology to establish an encrypted link between a client/server pair. It is possible,
using a very simple protocol, to establish an encrypted link between a client and server without first having to make any
agreement between the communicating partners. Unfortunately, a link made under such conditions is vulnerable to a third-
party attack, in which a person maliciously intercepts communications intended for the host, and either gains access to
passwords, or even to all the communications for the duration of a session.

NOTE
SSL is optional.

To thwart the man in the middle attack, Broadcom chose to use a digital certificate protocol, in which a digital certificate
containing the public key of the intended server is delivered by conventional mail or any other reasonably secure
method to the client systems that uses TLS encryption. A related digital certificate is available to the host. This technique
guarantees that the client can only link up with the intended host.

The WebView client is written in Java, and therefore uses native Java sockets. The digital certificate:

• Is sent to the client machine from a Certificate Authority
• Should be installed in a file named .keystore (dot-keystore) under the Documents and Settings\userid directory in a

Windows system
• For multiple users of the PC, can have a separate .keystore file that is installed for each user

Use Java's keytool program to install the certificate on each machine.
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It is possible to install the same certificate for all users, any group of users, or only one user. For security reasons, We
recommend using a different certificate for each user. For example, if an employee quits, you can revoke his certificate
independently of all others, causing minimum disruption.

The management of digital certificates includes at the least creating them and distributing them. It may also entail a
relationship with a Certificate Authority, which is a commercial enterprise that specializes in creating certificates. You can
create your own Certificate Authority, or can use a commercial one. There are advantages to either approach.

NOTE
The details of certificate management are beyond the scope of this manual. For more detailed information,
contact your Certificate Authority (CA) Support team.

How Security Affects OPSLOG WebView

Review the following security information.

Web Server
The OPSLOG WebView server retrieves a security environment from the System Authorization Facility (such
as RACF or Top Secret) for each client. The security environment controls, for each user, whether the user can
perform certain actions, such as issuing host commands. To obtain the security profile for clients, the server must
have UPDATE access to the BPX.SERVER. If the server runs z/OS 1.7 or later, the server must also have access
to BPX.CONSOLE. Otherwise, the server must run as UID=0.
In addition, check if your Web Server (HTTPD or WebSphere) is secured with the program-controlled attribute of
your security package. If so, then the OPSLOGSV program, which resides in OPS.CCLXPLD, and the OPMFSB
program, which resides in OPS.CCLXLOAD, needs to be program-controlled. See the documentation for your
security package for information on setting this attribute.

Data Authentication and Encryption
Secure the OPSLOG WebView data in transit using the TLS protocol for authentication and encryption.

NOTE

When you specify the S option, all data communications between the OPSLOG WebView server and the
OPSLOG WebView client takes place using a secure protocol such as TLS1, TLS1.1 or TLS1.2. Since
the OPSLOG WebView client code is initiated via a web server, we recommend that you disable SSLv3
in your Internet browser and on your web server before launching the client.

Enable TLS for the OPSLOG WebView server by specifying the S options for the OPSLOGSV started
task. Transport all data unencrypted, except password data, by not specifying the S option and specifying the U
option for the OPSLOGSV started task. If neither the S option nor the U option for the OPSLOGSV started task is
specified, OPSLOG WebView server, by default, bypasses client and server authentication and encrypts data in
transit using the XOR encryption scheme.

System
To enable OPSLOG WebView users to issue commands on a target system when OSFSECURITY is set to
CHECKUSERID, a security rule must be enabled on the target system.
If no security rule is enabled on the local system, then default permissions apply on both local and remote
systems.
If OSFSECURITY is set to CHECKUSERID and a security rule is written on both the local and the remote system,
the OPSLOG WebView user must have permission to issue commands on the local system before the security is
checked on the remote system. In other words, the OPSLOG WebView user must have permission on both the
local and the remote system to issue commands on the remote system.

NOTE
If you fail to supply a security rule on the target systems, then commands sent there are not executed
and you cannot see any indication of an error unless the DEBUGOSF parameter is set to a value of ON.
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Security Rules
You can control access to OPS/MVS facilities from OPSLOG WebView through security rules by specifying which
users can:

• View OPSLOG messages
• Issue host commands

If there are no pre-existing security rules for controlling access to the OPSLOG, then default security permissions
apply: from OPSLOG WebView, all users are permitted to view the OPSLOG but are not permitted to issue host
commands.
To override default permissions to display OPSLOG messages, create a security rule to permit a user or list of
users to view the OPSLOG. This authorization also enables the host command area, while enabling authorized
users to enter host commands from OPSLOG WebView.
The following sample rule allows only users in the allow_users list to view OPSLOG messages:
)SEC OPSBRW

)PROC

allow_users = “TSOUSER1 TSOUSER2 TSOUSER3”

user = sec.opauusid

if  WORDPOS(user,allow_users) = 0 then return “reject”

else return “accept”

To override default security restrictions to issue host commands, create a security rule to permit a user or list of
users to issue host commands.
The following sample rule allows users that are listed in the allow_users list to issue host commands:
)SEC OPSCMD

)PROC

allow_users = “TSOUSER1 TSOUSER2 TSOUSER3”

user = sec.opauusid

if  WORDPOS(user,allow_users) = 0 then return “reject”

else return “accept”

Members SECWEBV1, SECWEBV2, and SECWEBV3 of the distributed sample rules library provide examples of
providing this security. For more information and a list of the steps that are required for granting security access,
see the samples.
If you are currently using OPS/MVS security rules to secure these operational functions, then view these samples
to determine the logic changes that you need to incorporate into your existing rules.

Login IDs
Before establishing an OPSLOG WebView session, OPSLOG WebView prompts each user to log in using a valid
user ID and password for the target z/OS system. You can choose to use existing TSO user IDs or define new
user IDs for this purpose. The only requirement is that the user ID be authorized to log on to the target system.

NOTE
You must define an OMVS segment to the user IDs that require OPSLOG WebView access. These user
IDs need to log on to the system where the OPSLOGSV STC is running.

How to Configure the OPSLOG WebView Server (OPSLOGSV)

This section describes how to configure the OPSLOG WebView Server. The default name of the server started task (STC)
is OPSLOGSV.

How to Pass Parameters to the OPSLOGSV Server

When you initiate the server, you can use the JCL EXEC PARM=value field or SYSIN ddname statement methods to pass
configuration information to the OPSLOG WebView Server:

JCL EXEC PARM=value field
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This method has a 100-character limit that z/OS imposes, which could be inadequate to support all the required
parameters.

SYSIN DD name statement

This optional method is in the OPSLOGSV started task and it can:

• Accommodate an unlimited number of characters
• Used in addition to the PARM=value field, or in place of it
• Name a PDS member or flat file containing fixed or variable length records

Every parameter that you can assign in PARM you can also assign using the SYSIN DD file. Any parameter that you
define in both places is set from the SYSIN file.

WARNING

Consider the single difference between the two methods. The PARM field has all options in a single
concatenated character string, whereas each parameter must be stored in a separate record in the SYSIN file.
SYSIN must be a DASD-resident file.

SYSIN records have three types, which are distinguished by the character in column 1.

-
(minus sign) or / (slash, virgule, diagonal, or solidus)
Indicates a parameter line. Both the / and - perform the same function, and they mark the lines that you want to
parse for parameter settings.

*
(asterisk)
Indicates a comment line. Use asterisk comment lines to keep detail information about settings, or any other
general information. Asterisk comments are not sent to the SYSPRINT file.

;
(semicolon)
Indicates a comment line that prints in the SYSPRINT data stream.

The following example shows a sample procedure:

//OPSWEBVW EXEC PGM=OPSLOGSV,TIME=NOLIMIT,REGION=0M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*           <=== For server console messages

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*           <=== For error/debug messages

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*           <=== For error/debug messages

//CEEDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*           <=== For z/OS LE reports

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*           <=== Dump dataset

//SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PDS(SYSIN)

The following statement is not acceptable because the JES Spool system is not available to a started task:

//SYSIN    DD *

How to Configure the OPSLOGSV Server

Perform these steps to configure the OPSLOG WebView Server, including security considerations:

1. A sample started task procedure, OPSLOGSV, is provided in the installed SMP/E target library
named hlq.CCLXCNTL. Copy this procedure to a system PROCLIB, and then tailor it with the appropriate HFS or zFS
in compatibility mode path name (see Resource 3) for user configuration data storage and OPS/MVS data set names
(see Resource 1 and Resource 2).
You can eliminate the STEPLIB DD if these data sets are already in the link or LPA lists.
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2. (Optional) By default, the OPSLOG WebView server communicates with the client program through TCP/IP sockets
using port 6001.

3. If this port conflicts with another port on your mainframe system or on a target client machine, then you can change the
default port as follows:
a. Using the text editor, open the opslog.jnlp file, which is located in the USS/HFS or zFS in compatibility mode

destination path (see Resource 3), in your web server and replace 6001 in the line <property name="connPort"
value="6001"/> with the new port number.

b. To apply this change, stop your web server, and then restart it.
c. Modify the startup PROC OPSLOGSV by replacing 6001 in the PRT=6001 statement with the number of your new

port.
d. To apply this change, stop OPSLOGSV, and then restart it.

NOTE
Unlike OSF TSO and USS servers, which OPS/MVS manages automatically, external automation,
scheduling, or system facilities must be used to manage the OPSLOG server. The OPS/MVS System State
Manager component can be used to control the starting and stopping of the server.

Specify security access permissions or restrictions to the OPSBRW and OPSCMD command processors. If the
OPSLOG WebView server (OPSLOGSV) is enabled for network security, you must specify keystore information
about the deployed web server. If you deployed the WebView client (opslog.war) on an Apache Tomcat-based Web
server, see Configure Secure Network Communications on Apache Tomcat for instructions about where the keystore is
located on the client side.

WARNING

Only if you deployed the WebView client (Browser.jar) on an IBM HTTP Web server does the rest of this
section apply.

Use the text editor to customize the opslog.jnlp file by specifying the location where the OPSLOG WebView client can
expect to find the private keystore. On the OPSLOG WebView client workstation, store the imported keys, certificates,
or both, at the location that the opslog.jnlp file specifies.
Java defines at least two default key stores for storing the keys and certificates. The store that holds commercial
trusted certificates defaults to a file named cacerts and is stored in the file node $java_home\lib\security\. $java_home
represents the value of environment variable java_home. The fully qualified name of the file might be similar to the
following example:
\Program Files\Java\jre1.8.0_31\lib\security\cacerts

You can use the keytool utility that is provided by the Java Runtime Environment to import your own certificate to this
file and make it available to all users who log on the PC. A private keyStore is also provided for each PC user. The
store default location is at $user.home\keystore and is called .keystore. The fully qualified name might be similar to the
following example:
\Documents and Settings\username\keystore

There can be as many such files as there are users of the PC system. Your opslog.jnlp file is located in the /sys/
opsmvs directory. Use the property javax.net.ssl.trustStore in the file to tell the client where to find the private keystore
and trusted certificate.
 
The following settings are valid for the property javax.net.ssl.trustStore:
 
*USER stands for PC file node, $user_home\username\ and automatically supplies a file name of .keystore, unless
another name is given. For example:
value="*USER"           ==> \User\username\.keystore

value="*USER\mykeys.kdb ==> \User\username\mykeys.kdb

*SYSTEM stands for the PC path $java_home"\lib\security\" and automatically supplies a file name of cacerts, unless
another name is given. For example:
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value="*SYSTEM"          ==> \Program Files\Java\jre1.8.0_31\lib\security\cacerts

value="*SYSTEM\OPScert" ==>  \Program Files\Java\jre1.8.0_31\lib\security\OPScert

A complete path can be supplied:
value="C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.8.0_31\lib\security\cacerts”"

Default: *SYSTEM
4. (Optional) Change the minimum and default refresh interval. These settings apply to all clients.

Default refresh interval: 30 seconds
Default minimum refresh interval: 10 seconds. The Options/Settings dialog does not honor any setting less than the
minimum interval.
To set new minimum and default values, the system administrator must add the following lines to the opslog.jnlp
file, which is in the HFS or zFS in compatibility mode, either before or after similar “property” lines already in the
sample .jnlp file.
These sample lines set both minimum and default to 15 seconds:
<property name="GoModeRefresh" value="15"/>

<property name="GoModeDflt" value="15"/>

NOTE
The minimum cannot be set to less than 10, and the default cannot be set to less than the minimum.

5. To start the server, issue the z/OS start command S OPSLOGSV.
6. To stop the server, issue the z/OS stop command P OPSLOGSV.

Set the SYSIN Parameters

You can find the following SYSIN DD statement in the OPSLOGSV started task:

//SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PDS(SYSIN)

Set the following parameters in the file specified by the SYSIN DD:

-B buffer
Sets the TCP send buffer size. This parameter can be used for TCP segmentation offload.
Limits: 256-256K

-C path
Sets the HFS or zFS in compatibility mode node where you want to store user configurations.
Example: /sys/usr/caops/cfg. There is no default.

-G 0|DISABLE or 1|ENABLE
Allows a system administrator to deny the ability of users to activate GO mode in WebView.

NOTE
0 and DISABLE are equivalent to each other and 1 and ENABLE are equivalent to each other.

0|DISABLE
Disables GO mode for all users. The GO option in the OPTION menu of WebView is “dimmed” which
makes it unavailable to the users.

1|ENABLE
Enables GO mode for all users. When GO mode is enabled, the GO option is enabled, and not dimmed.
GO mode is only active if it is activated by the user. Specifying enable is optional because this condition is
the default condition.

Default: 1|ENABLE
-I minutes

Specifies the number of minutes that a client can be idle before the server forces the client to disconnect. The
default is 120. 0 is a special case that prevents forced logout.
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-M maxcons
Specifies how many clients the server permits to log on at one time. The default and maximum are 50.

-P port#
Specifies which TCP/IP port the server and client use to communicate with each other.

-S PATH name
Selects TLS/SSL as the encryption manager, and specifies where the keyring can be found. PATH must be
specified verbatim, as shown. If name begins with a slash, the keyring is assumed to be stored in a USS file. If
name begins with any other character than slash, the keyring is assumed to be stored by MVS in a SAF-protected
stash.

-S PASS password
Specifies passwords that are used for keyrings that are stored in a USS file. Each keyring has its own password.
Omit this line if you store your passwords in a SAF-managed stash.

-S LABEL label
Specifies the label, which is a property that is related to a specific key in a keyring.

-T level
Trace level (formerly debug level) specifies the level of detail that is sent to SYSPRINT.

WARNING
The -T level replaces the former -d (debug) level. The JCL fails if you specify -d.

-U Unencrypted
Specifies that all communication between host server and client is to be unencrypted, except for passwords,
which are always encrypted. Option S overrides this option.

Configure OPSLOGSV for Network Security

If the OPSLOG WebView server (OPSLOGSV) is enabled for network security (TLS/SSL), you must supply a certificate on
the client workstation in a private keyStore. On the client workstation, store the imported keys, certificates, or both, at the
location:
%JAVA_HOME%\lib\security

For example:
C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.8.0_31\lib\security\cacerts

1. Use the startup option, S, to specify that you want to use secure socket layer (TLS or SSL) communications for
WebView communications. You must specify the S option three times, as shown in this excerpt from a SYSIN
configuration file:

2. Set secure mode on and specify the path to the TLS/SSL keyring.
-S PATH /sys/usr/lpp/opsmvsc/cpp/skeys.kdb

3. Use this password to open the keyring.
-S PASS password

4. In secure mode, the server searches the keyring for a key having the following label.
-S LABEL label

Secure mode uses these settings to configure access to a digital certificate and then instruct the WebView server to use
secure sockets.

WARNING
Java Run Time Environment 7.0 minimum is required to run SSL in the WebView clients.

The server runs in a USS environment as an MVS started task. The server uses IBM GSKSSL, and therefore uses IBM
implementations of the keyring, keyring password, and key label. The IBM key management program is gskkyman,
located in /usr/lpp/gskssl/bin. For more information, see section "Installation Information" in the IBM manual z/OS
Cryptographic Services System SSL Programming (SC14-7495-40).
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Operate the OPSLOG WebView Server

The commands that are described in this section allow you to control various aspects of an OPSLOG WebView Server
session. These commands can be issued by using the MODIFY command. The following example shows the OPSLOG
WebView server command syntax:

F OPSLOGSV,APPL=TRACE 5

NOTE
APPL= is always necessary when issuing commands to the server.

The response from these commands is JESMSGLG and SYSPRINT for the OPSLOG started task; these responses can
also be found in the system log or in OPSLOG.

In the following list of commands, uppercase letters indicate the minimum number of letters that are required when typing
the command.

CANcel SOCKET nnn
Immediately terminates the connection to the client using socket nnn. Use the USERS command to determine
which session you want to terminate.

GOMODE=0, GOMODE 0, GOMODE=DISABLE, GOMODE DISABLE | GOMODE=1, GOMODE 1,
GOMODE=ENABLE, GOMODE ENABLE

Changes the GO mode option status “on the fly.” The four variants in the first row are all equivalent to each other
and disable the Go mode option. The four variants in the second row also have identical effects and enable the
Go mode option. These commands take effect immediately for new client connections, but an existing client
retains status, either disabled or enabled until logging off the server and reconnecting.
Example Syntax: F OPSLOGSV,APPL=GOMODE=ENABLE

STATistics | STATS
This command reports a statistical profile of server activity. With various settings, reported information includes:

• Number of current logged on clients
• Peak number of clients
• Number of logon failures (caused by a password failure)

TIMEout nnnn
Sets the maximum idle time, in minutes, that a user can remain idle before the server terminates their session.
Valid settings range from one minute to 1440 minutes (24 hours). The time-out defaults to 99 minutes. The -i
parameter in the startup procedure can also be used to set this value.

TRACE YES|NO|ON|OFF|n
Controls whether the server generates trace output messages, and controls the level of detail of trace information.
YES enables trace output, but does not change the numeric level of detail. NO suspends trace messages. ON
and OFF are equivalent to YES and NO, respectively.
The numeric argument n sets the level of detail to be reported in the trace output, with 1 being the least detail,
and 9 being the most. A numeric argument of 1 through 9 enables trace output and setting the level. A numeric
argument of 0 suspends trace messages without changing the level, and is equivalent to TRACE NO.

USERS
Lists the currently active user table, including the name of the user, the socket to which the user is attached, the
amount of time the user has been logged on, and the amount of idle time.

Configure JES2 Environmental Functions (No Longer Required for JES2)
To use the JES2 environmental OPSINFO/OPSJES2 functions, you no longer are required to assemble the OPJ2CB
module. All supported releases of JES2 control blocks are delivered with the product,  and any new releases of JES2
control blocks are delivered in the maintenance stream.
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When you start OPS/MVS on a JES2 system and OPS/MVS detects that the default (null) OPJ2CB module has been
loaded, it locates a default offset table for the version of JES2 running on your system. Since the default offset tables that
the product supplies may not match your maintenance level of JES2, if the version of JES2 is released after the release of
this version of OPSMVS, look for a PTF in the maintenance stream of OPS/MVS for support of the new JES2 release.

Enable Library Sharing Among CPUs with JES2OFFSETSUFFIX (JES2 Only)
The JES2OFFSETSUFFIX parameter lets you share a common OPS/MVS library among multiple CPUs that have
different versions of JES2. It lets you add a two-character, alphanumeric suffix to the name of your OPJ2CB module. You
can change this parameter anytime to load a new JES2 offset module.

WARNING

JES2OFFSETSUFFIX is obsolete and should default to a blank. The OPJ2CB and OPJ2DF modules are
supplied with the maintenance stream and should no longer be modified.  Use this parameter only under the
guidance of support. We might remove this parm in a future release.

Use the following OPSPRM REXX function to specify a suffix for the OPJ2CB module. Set this parameter as follows:

 var = OPSPRM("SET","JES2OFFSETSUFFIX","xx")

xx is the suffix desired.

To use JES2OFFSETSUFFIX, assemble and link the OPJ2CB module with its suffix. Member JES2ASM in
OPS.CCLXCNTL contains assemble and link job JCL. To implement the new suffix, modify the NAME linkage editor
statement in the JES2ASM member with the desired suffix:

MODE RMODE(ANY),AMODE(31)  SET ADDRESSING/RESIDENCE 

ENTRY OPJ2CB

NAME OPJ2CBxx(R)     (<--suffix required)

If you want to use the JES2OFFSETSUFFIX, then the OPJ2CB load module must be the default load module that is
distributed on the tape.

NOTE
A reassembled OPJ2CB takes precedence over an assembled OPJ2CBxx.

Set Up the JES3 Interface
The JES3 command support is separate from the z/OS console support. The IATUX18 exit controls JES3 commands that
are issued at JES3 RJP consoles. The subsystem interface (SSI) handles JES3 commands issued on z/OS consoles. If
you have no JES3 RJP consoles, then IATUX18 provides no additional support.

OPS/MVS interfaces with JES3 for intercepting commands through the standard JES3 IATUX18 exit mechanism.
The OPS/MVS exit code is a module (OPJS18PR) that you can link-edit with your existing IATUX18 load module. The
created load module, named IATUX18, contains both the user exit and the OPS/MVS exit, with the OPS/MVS exit entered
first during JES3 execution.

Install the IATUX18 Exit (Required for JES3)

OPS/MVS interfaces with JES3 for intercepting commands through the standard JES3 IATUX18 exit mechanism.

To install IATUX18 Exit, link-edit the OPS/MVS exit code module (OPJS18PR) with your existing IATUX18 load module.
The created load module, named IATUX18, contains both the user exit and the OPS/MVS exit, with the OPS/MVS exit
entered first during JES3 execution.
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Install OPJS18PR

The OPS/MVS exit code module OPJS18PR link-edits with the existing IATUX18 load module.

To install OPJS18PR, link-edit it with the IATUX18 module at your site using member LINKUX18 of the
SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set, which contains the following sample job to do this:

MODE       RMODE(24),AMODE(31)

INCLUDE    OPSLOAD(OPJS18PR)

INCLUDE    SYSLMOD(IATUX18)

ENTRY      OPJS18PR

NAME       IATUX18(R)

You can also do the link-edit with SMP/E if your installation policy requires its use.

Define the Shared File VSAM KSDS

Define the Shared File VSAM KSDS

The shared file facility allows for the permanent storage of global variables and their values on an external VSAM KSDS
that can be shared (through shared DASD or VSAM RLS) between different systems. This data set is totally independent
of the global variable checkpoint data set. Records are read from or written to the shared VSAM data set only through the
OPSHFI command processor. One possible use for this file is the common initialization of a large group of variables that
would otherwise require an extensive number of OPSVALUE() calls.

For example, the following command reads the VSAM data set and creates global temporary variables for all records that
match the specified variable name prefix:

OPSHFI READ GLVTEMPO.DEVICE.*

To use the shared file with the OPSHFI command processor, examine and set the GLVSHAREDFILE, GLVSHAREDDD,
GLVSHAREDRESERVE, and GLVSHAREDRLS product parameters accordingly.

Define the Sysplex Variable Backup VSAM KSDS
Permanent sysplex variables that begin with the variable name prefix node GLVPLXPx are implicitly permanent and must
be backed up in a dataset. Otherwise, when all the instances of CAVARSRV in a sysplex terminate, the variables cease
to exist. The provided backup medium is a sysplex shared VSAM KSDS that OPS/MVS maintains by subsystem name. A
backup subtask in OPS/MVS receives notification of sysplex variable value changes through the CAVARSRV notification
system exit. The permanent variables that have been created, updated, or deleted are processed accordingly in the
VSAM KSDS. When a sysplex restart occurs, the first instance of OPS/MVS restores the permanent variables during
product initialization. Subsequent systems that restart in the same sysplex recognize that the restore has already been
completed.

The shared backed up VSAM KSDS file can be is serialized by either hardware reserve or record level sharing (RLS)
provided by the SMSVSAM address space.

A permanent sysplex variable is created by the OPSVASRV TSO command or Rexx function. The first node of the
dataset name determines whether the variable is permanent or only for the life of the sysplex. For example, the following
command creates a permanent sysplex variable that is backed to the VSAM shared file and restored when the sysplex
restarts.

OPSVASRV CREATE NAME(GLVPLXP3.TEST.VARIABLE) DATAVAL(‘I am a permanent variable’)
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To use the shared backup file for sysplex variables examine and set the PLEXVARBKUP, PLEXVARDSN, PLEXVARDD,
PLEXVARRLS, and PLEXVARRESTORE parameters and define the VSAM KSDS dataset as described in DASD
Calculation Chart.

Install the UNIX System Services
This section includes the following topics:

  

The base installation of OPS/MVS contains the UNIX System Services feature. This section explains the parameter
settings, JCL changes, and other customization tasks necessary to activate the feature.

How the UNIX System Services Feature Works

The UNIX System Services (USS) feature enables OPS/REXX programs and AOF rules to perform various functions.

The USS feature enables you to:

• Use the Address USS USSCMD command to issue UNIX shell commands and receive command responses in REXX
variables

NOTE
NOOUTPUT mode is implied from AOF rule types that cannot wait, such as MSG, CMD, and so on.
Command responses cannot be retrieved from the nowait rules.

• Record the creation and termination of USS processes in OPSLOG as special USS message events that are
processed by AOF USS rules

• Use the Address USS UIMEVENT command to communicate events to DX Unified Infrastructure Management
• Record z/OS USS syslogd messages in OPSLOG as USS message events that are processed by AOF USS rules
• Use the Address USS NCREQ command to to send alerts to the IBM NetCool product
• Use the Address USS SMREQ command to open issues in various Service Management products

If the CCS for z/OS NSM Event Management (EM) component is installed, you can also:

• Record all messages appearing on the z/OS NSM Event Mangement console in OPSLOG as USS message
events that are processed by AOF USS rules

• Use various ADDRESS USS commands to issue commands and messages to NSM Event Management on z/OS or
any other NSM connected platform

The combination of these facilities lets OPS/MVS expand its scope of automation to the z/OS UNIX domain and other
networked platforms.

The USS feature provides a USS class of servers to execute UNIX shell commands and optionally direct API calls to the
Event Management component of CCS for z/OS.

USS Feature Parameters

The following parameters control the initialization and function of the USS features in OPS/MVS:
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• INITUSS—Must be set to YES in the OPSSPA00 initialization REXX program
• USSSTC—Must contain the name of the started task procedure for the USS server when it is not OPSUSS
• INITUSSPROC—Must be set to YES in the OPSSPA00 initialization REXX program to activate the USS process

monitoring component
• USSCCSEM—Can be set to YES to route USS commands (DOM, REPLY, WTO, WTOR) to the existing CCS Event

Management API functions
• USSUIM—Can be set to YES to route USS commands (DOM, REPLY, WTO, WTOR) to the Unified Infrastructure

Manager
• INITSYSLOGD—May be set to YES to activate the optional USS Syslogd Server, only if Event Management is not

installed
• USSSWAPPABLE—Can be set to NO to make the USS servers non-swappable
• USSALLOWRESTART—Can be set to YES to allow failed USS servers to be restarted
• USSRULES—Must be set to YES for USS message events to occur
• BROWSEUSS—Can be set to YES to display USS messages in OPSLOG
• USSACTIVE—Must be set to ON to use the ADDRESS USS REXX host command to send USS commands to the

USS servers for execution
• BROWSEUSSPROC—Can be set to YES to display USS process creation and termination messages in OPSLOG
• USSPROCRULES—Must be set to YES for USS process creation and termination events to occur
• USSSECURITY—Can be set to CHECKUSERID to modify the security environment dynamically to the authority of the

command issuer

Activate Process Monitoring Component

The monitoring of USS process creation and termination events requires only the installation of a dynamic system
exit module at the exit points, as documented in the IBM publication: z/OS V1R4.0 UNIX System Services Planning
(GA22-7800-03).

To activate the process monitoring component, set both the INITUSSPROC and USSPROCRULES parameters to the
value YES. AOF USS message rules may then be written to automate USS process creation and termination events.

Security Issues

The USS servers can dynamically modify the security environment to match the authority of the command issuer. Activate
this feature with the USSSECURITY parameter.

The security check runs in one of two modes, depending on the value of the USSSECURITY parameter:

USSSECURITY=CHECKUSERID
In this case, the USS servers must have superuser authority and have read access to the BPX.DAEMON
resource (if defined) to  modify the security environment dynamically to match the authority of the command
issuer. The command issuer must have sufficient authority in the USS segment of their security profiles to perform
the types of USS commands required by automation applications.

USSSECURITY=NOSECURITY
In this case, the USS servers execute all commands with the current authority of the server. AOF security rules
are the only way to restrict the types of USS commands that a particular user issues. The USS servers must have
sufficient authority in the USS segment of their security profiles to perform the types of USS commands that are
required by automation applications. Otherwise, you may encounter failures due to a lack of execute authority for
that command or because the directory that contains the command is inaccessible. The authority that is required
may range from basic user to superuser.

NOTE
Consult your security administrator before you attempt to activate the USS feature.
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OPSUSS JCL Changes

Member OPSUSS of hlq.CCLXCNTL contains the JCL PROC for the OSF USS Server started task. If you rename
OPSUSS, you must specify the new name as parameter USSSTC. You must customize the OPSUSS member:

• Change the STEPLIB data set names to the names specified during installation. If hlq.CCLXLOAD is in the linklist or
LPALST, then you can remove it.

• The TCP/IP client data set must be allocated to the SYSTCPD DD if the following three conditions apply:
– TCP/IP is installed on the system.
– The TCP/IP client data set is not automatically allocated to every task.
– The TCP/IP client data set name does not follow the dynamic allocation search sequence of TCP/IP.
Otherwise, this DD statement may be eliminated.

NOTE
If you are unsure of the correct action to take, consult your TCP/IP Network Administrator.

• The ENVFILE data set must point to a sequential data set or PDS member that contains the names and values of
environmental variables that are set in the USS server address space and the UNIX shell that is attached by the
server. Member USSENV00 of hlq.CCLXCNTL contains a sample of these variables. Certain environmental variables
must be set for commands to DX Unified Infrastructure Management and API calls to CCS NSM Event Management to
function properly

NOTE
Variable values on each z/OS system may vary. Instructions for determining the correct variable values are
contained in sample member USSENV00.

• The COMMAND keyword in the PARM field of the EXEC statement may contain an initial ADDRESS USS command
to execute when the USS server starts. Specify the command syntax without the preceding "ADDRESS USS". The
default command "USSCMD printenv" executes the UNIX shell command printenv to display the values of the current
environmental variables in the server shell after the ENVFILE has been processed.
Do not alter the SERVER and SUBSYS keywords in the PARM field. 

Install the CCS NSM Event Management Component [Deprecated]

WARNING

NSM and its CCS Event Managment (EM) component have reached end-of-service. CCS EM is not shipped
with CCS Version 15.0. The UIM Interface and the USS Syslogd Server (OPSSLGP) replace deprecated
functionality that is provided by CCS EM.

Installing the CCS NSM EM component enables you to:

• Use Address USS commands to issue EM API calls: CMD, WTO, WTOR, PING, REPLY, and DOM
• Record EM console messages in OPSLOG as USS message events that are processed by AOF USS rules
• Record z/OS USS syslogd messages in OPSLOG as USS message events that are processed by AOF USS rules

 Follow these steps: 

1. Activate the USS-based z/OS Event Management component to provide these USS message events to AOF. A
sample started task for starting the z/OS Event Management component of CCS is provided by that component.

NOTE
For a list of the CCS for z/OS components that are required to run the Event Management Component,
see Interface to the Event Manager Component . 

2. Run the INSTUSEX member of hlq.CCLXCNTL.
The OPS/MVS USS message exit is copied to the z/OS Event Manager HFS or zFS in compatibility mode directory
and replaces the dummy version of the message exit that is installed by z/OS Event Manager.
Follow these steps:
a. Change the job statement to meet installation standards.
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b. Set the DISKPFX parameter to the data set name prefix of your deployed runtime libraries.
c. The data set is allocated after the job runs.
d. Set the USRPATH parameter. You need to know the directory where the CCS for z/OS module TNEMEVT2 is

stored. The default directory is /cai/tngfw/lib. You can verify this by issuing the OMVS or ISHELL command from
TSO. If the Event Management component of NSM has not been installed, then run this job when it is available.

e. The INSTUSEX job is tailored and ready to run.
f. Run the INSTUSEX job.
g. The message exit is copied into the z/OS Event Management HFS or zFS in compatibility mode directory. Verify

the return codes are 0.
Stop and restart the caiopr process of CCS for z/OS.
The copied version of the message exit becomes active.

WARNING

Run this job whenever either CCS for z/OS or OPS/MVS maintenance changes the message exit module

 USS Server ENVFILE Requirements 

To execute Event Management component of CCS for z/OS commands as shell commands or as direct API commands
from the USS server, you must set several environmental variables in both the shell and the server address space. To
Execute the Event Management component, the USS server reads the file pointed to by the ENVFILE DD statement at
USS server initialization. In this file, environmental variables and their values are defined. You must set the PATH variable
to include the appropriate CCS for z/OS directories containing the CCS for z/OS commands. You must set the LIBPATH
variable to point to the CCS for z/OS dynamic link library for CCS for z/OS direct API commands. The PATH variable may
also be expanded to include the command directories for other frequently used USS-based applications. To ensure that
the ENVFILE remains as simple as possible, we recommend that you use shell commands or scripts to add directories to
the PATH variable.

You must also specify the CCS for z/OS variables that begin with CA in the ENVFILE. You can obtain the names and
values from the PROFILE file in the base CCS for z/OS directory. Do not use $CAIGLBL0000 in the CA variables as a
symbolic substitution value in the variable definitions in ENVFILE. Replace any occurrences of $CAIGLBL0000 with its
actual value. The member USSENV00 in SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL contains a sample ENVFILE with variable definitions
and comments that are tailored for the default CCS for z/OS directory name (/cai/tngfw).

Troubleshooting the Interface to CSS EM

If a USS server command receives a command not found return code, verify the path designation on the command
and the value of the PATH variable. You may use the USS command echo $VNAME to display the value of a specific
environmental variable. You may also use the TSO ISHELL command to navigate the HFS or zFS in compatibility mode
structure to confirm the existence of a command in the expected directory.

If all USS server direct API CCS for z/OS commands abend, verify the LIBPATH environment variable value that is defined
in ENVFILE and confirm that the file TNEMEVT2 exists somewhere in the directory paths that are specified by LIBPATH.
Verify the other CA variable values that contain directory name values and verify those values too. USS file names are
always case-sensitive.

Enable the Interface to DX Unified Infrastructure Management

NOTE

The UIM Interface replaces deprecated functionality that is provided by CCS Event Management which is no
longer shipped with CCS Version 15.0.

 OPS/MVS provides routines to handle the WTO, WTOR, DOM, REPLY, PING, and CMD verbs for the ADDRESS USS
OPS/REXX host environment. Currently, these routines call corresponding functions in a DLL delivered with CCS Event
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Management (EM). Alternatively, or in addition to, routing the events to CCS EM, new OPS/MVS parameters allow a
subset of these events to be routed to DX Unified Infrastructure Management.

 USS Server Parameters 

The following parameters control the initialization and behavior of the CCS EM and DX Unified Infrastructure Management
interface and should be set during OPS/MVS initialization by adding them to the OPSSPA00 OPS/REXX startup program.
For example

var = OPSPRM_Set("USSUIM","YES")

var = OPSPRM_Set("USSCCSEM","YES")

For a description of each parameter, see UNIX System Services-related Parameters in Reference Information. The
parameter settings can be viewed from the 4.1.1 OPSVIEW panel.

 USS Server ENVFILE Requirements 
#******************************************************************************************#

# CA OPS/MVS UIM Interface defaults                                                        #

#******************************************************************************************#

CA_OPS_UIM_PIPE=/tmp/ops2uim

CA_OPS_UIM_DEBUG=N 

• CA_OPS_UIM_PIPE=your_name - Full path name for the named pipe that is used to send events to DX Unified
Infrastructure Management. Default is “/tmp/ops2uim”. The pipe is created when the USS Server initializes. The Server
writes events to the pipe and they are read by the CCS UIM component.

• CA_OPS_UIM_DEBUG=Y in the ENVFILE produces many diagnostic messages.

Install the OPS/MVS UNIX System Services Syslogd Server

NOTE

The UIM Interface replaces deprecated functionality that is provided by CCS Event Management which is no
longer shipped with CCS Version 15.0.

WARNING

Do not install the OPS/MVSUNIX System Services (USS) Syslogd Server if you have Common Components
and Services (CCS) Event Management (EM) for z/OS installed and configured to route USS messages to
OPSLOG. Doing so causes duplicate USS events to appear in OPSLOG. If CCS EM is installed and configured
to route USS messages to OPSLOG, the OPS/MVS INITSYSLOGD parameter should be set to NO.

The OPS/MVS USS Syslogd Server routes z/OS USS Syslog Daemon log records to OPSLOG as USS message events.
When OPS/MVS UNIX System Services are also installed, AOF USS rules can be written to perform automation on those
USS events.

 How the USS Syslogd Server Works 

• The USS Syslogd Server communicates with the z/OS USS Syslog Daemon by a named pipe that is created by the
server at startup. The pipe name is added to the Daemon configuration file, the Daemon is recycled and begins writing
the messages to the pipe.

• The USS Syslogd Server reads the messages and directs them to OPSLOG as USS events. AOF USS rules may be
written to act on these USS events.
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 USS Syslogd Server Parameters 

The following parameters control the initialization and function of the USS Syslogd Server and should be set during OPS/
MVS initialization by adding them to the OPSSPA00 startup REXX program. For example:

var = OPSPRM_Set("INITSYSLOGD","YES")             

var = OPSPRM_Set("SYSLOGDSTC","OPSSLGP")         

var = OPSPRM_Set("SYSLOGDALLOWRESTART","NO") 

var = OPSPRM_Set("USSRULES","YES")

NOTE

Setting parameter USSRULES to YES enables the OPS/MVS Syslogd Server to route USS messages to
OPSLOG and AOF USS rule processing to occur. If multiple OPS/MVS subsystems are active in the LPAR,
parameter USSRULES should be set to NO in all but one of them to avoid duplicate USS events being sent to
OPSLOG.

 Authorization and Security Configuration 

The user ID assigned to the USS Syslogd Server started task must have Superuser authority or must be assigned UID(0),
and have READ access to the UNIX KILL process. 

• Superuser authority is required to allow the OPS/MVS USS Syslogd Server to switch to the user ID of the z/OS Syslog
Daemon. Superuser authority also allows the OPS/MVS USS Syslogd Server to update the z/OS Syslog Daemon
configuration file and restart the Daemon properly.

• The UNIX KILL process is used during the shutdown of the OPS/MVS USS Syslogd Server started task.
Example z/OS security command syntax:

UNIXPRIV(SUPERUSER.PROCESS.KILL) ACCESS(READ)

Deploy Load Module OPUSSLG1

The OPUSSLG1 load module must be copied from the hlq.CCLXPLD data set to a mounted zFS file system. Sample job
OPINSTSL in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set can be used to do the copy.

 Start-up PROC OPSSLGP JCL Changes 

The OPS/MVS SYSLOGDSTC parameter must be set to the USS Syslogd Server started task procedure name (STC
PROC). A sample STC PROC named is provided in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set. To customize the OPSSLGP member:

• Change the STEPLIB DD data set names to the names specified during installation. If hlq.CCLXLOAD is in the linklist
or LPALST, then you can remove it. The hlq.CCLXPLD load library should not be in the linklist or LPA because it is only
used by the USS Syslog Server and is an unauthorized PDSE.

• The PARM field on the EXEC statement must contain the following command, where SUBSYS should match the OPS/
MVS subsystem ID (SSID), typically OPSS:
'SYSLOGD SUBSYS(OPSS) COMMAND(OPSLOGD OPUSSLG1)'

• The ENVFILE DD must be a sequential data set or PDS member that contains the names and values of USS
environmental variables that are set in the USS Syslogd Server address space and the UNIX shell that is attached by
the USS Syslogd Server. Member OPSLGENV of data set hlq.CCLXCNTL contains a sample ENVFILE environmental
variable file.

 USS Syslogd Server ENVFILE Requirements

You can find the following sample ENVFILE environmental variable file in member OPSLGENV of data
set hlq.CCLXCNTL.

#***********************************************************************       
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# Specify environment variables for USSCMD shell and the OPS/MVS Syslogd       

# Reader.                                                                      

#     Format: variable=value                                                   

# Examine /etc/profile and any user logon profiles for correct values          

# For descriptions of variables, see "Install the UNIX System Services"

# in the CA OPS/MVS documentation.

#***********************************************************************       

PATH=$PATH:/opsmvs/syslog/bin                                

CA_OPS_SYSLOG_DEBUG=YES                                                         

_BPX_SHAREAS=NO                                                             

SYSLOGD_DEBUG_DATASET=/tmp/syslogd_debug                                    

CA_OPS_SYSLOGD_CYCLE_TYPE=RECYCLE                                           

CA_OPS_SYSLOG_MSG_PRIORITY=*.info                                              

CA_OPS_SYSLOG_PIPE=/tmp/syslogd2ops                                

CA_OPS_SYSLOG_PID=/etc/syslog.pid                                              

CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CONF=/etc/syslog.conf                                            

CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMD=/usr/sbin/syslogd                                            

CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS='-f /etc/syslog.conf &'                               

#******************************************************************************#

The following USS environmental variables may be specified in the ENVFILE file.
For information about z/OS USS Syslog Daemon environment variables and configuration statements, see section
"Syslog Daemon" of IBM manual z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration Reference (SC27-3651-40).

• PATH
Specifies the location of OPUSSLG1 load module which was copied to the location by the OPINSTSL JCL in
the hlq.CCLXCNTL dataset.

• CA_OPS_SYSLOG_DEBUG
Determines if tracing is enabled (YES or NO). The default is NO.

• SYSLOGD_DEBUG_DATASET
Specifies the location and name of the debug output file for the z/OS USS Syslog Daemon. Required when the -d
(debug) option is specified by the CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS environment variable and environment variable
CA_OPS_SYSLOGD_CYCLE_TYPE=RESTART.

• CA_OPS_SYSLOGD_CYCLE_TYPE
Controls how the USS Syslog Daemon is recycled when the OPS/MVS Syslogd Server starts. Specify one of the
following values:
– RESTART

The USS Syslog Daemon is stopped and restarted it using the values specified on the CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMD
and CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS environment variables. RESTART is only needed when the
CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMD or CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS values are modified, to allow the Daemon to start
using the updated arguments.

– RECYCLE
The USS Syslog Daemon is recycled, not restarted. In this case, the CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS value is
ignored and the current USS Daemon's arguments retained. This is the default.

• CA_OPS_SYSLOG_MSG_PRIORITY
Determines the priority of messages that are routed to the USS Syslogd Server. This value is added to the z/
OS Syslog Daemon configuration file, with the path and pipe name specified on the CA_OPS_SYSLOG_PIPE
environment variable.

• CA_OPS_SYSLOG_PIPE
Specifies the path and pipe name that is used to communicate between the USS Syslogd Server and the z/OS Syslog
Daemon. In the sample, /tmp is the directory name that specifies the location of where the pipe is created and
OPSMVS_SYSLOG_PIPE is the pipe name. The pipe is allocated during Server initialization. The directory portion
must be created before initialization and must reside in a zFS. The directory is not created by the Server. The path
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and pipe name, with the priority that is specified on the CA_OPS_SYSLOG_MSG_PRIORITY environment variable, is
added to the z/OS Syslog Daemon configuration file at initialization. In addition, the pipe is deleted and removed from
the Daemon configuration file when the Server terminates. The default is: /tmp/syslogd2ops

• The CA_OPS_SYSLOG_PID environment variable specifies the name and location of the z/OS Syslog Daemon PID
file. The PID file contains the z/OD Syslog Daemon PID. The default is: /etc/syslog.pid . The PID is used to
restart the z/OS Syslog Daemon after the configuration file is updated.

• The CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CONF environment variable specifies the name and location of the z/OS Syslog Daemon
configuration file. The default is: /etc/syslog.conf

• CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMD
Specifies the location and name of the z/OS Syslog Daemon executable.

• CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS
Specifies the command arguments that are specified when the z/OS Syslog Daemon is started. The
CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMD environment variable and the CA_OPS_SYSLOG_ARGS environment variable are used to
create the command that is used to start the z/OS Syslog Daemon if it is not started before Server initialization.
Notes regarding the use of CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS:
– The CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMD and CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS are ignored when the USS Syslog Daemon is

restarted by the OPS/MVS Syslogd Server unless the CA_OPS_SYSLOGD_CYCLE_TYPE=RESTART.
– If the -d option is specified the IBM Syslog Daemon environment variable SYSLOGD_DEBUG_DATASET must be

specified.
– If the USS Syslog Daemon is not started prior to the OPS/MVS Syslogd Server startup, the Daemon is started

using the values specified by the CA_OPS_SYSLOGD_CMD and CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS environment
variables. The CA_OPS_SYSLOG_CMDARGS should be updated to reflect the options typically used when starting
the Daemon following an IPL.

 USS Syslogd Server Messages

The USS Syslogd Server issues the following messages that describe the state of the server.

• OPSLG001I - OPS/MVS Syslog Server process OPUSSLG1 starting
The OPS/MVS Syslogd Server OPUSSLG1 process is in the process of initializing.

• OPSLG002I - OPS/MVS Syslog Server process OPUSSLG1 up
The OPS/MVS Syslogd Server OPUSSLG1 process is up.

• OPSLG003I - OPS/MVS Syslog Server process OPUSSLG1 terminating
The OPS/MVS Syslogd Server OPUSSLG1 process is in the process of shutting down.

• OPSLG004I - OPS/MVS Syslog Server process OPUSSLG1 down
The OPS/MVS Syslogd Server OPUSSLG1 process is down.

Common Troubleshooting

If the USS servers are started using SUB=MSTR and they fail to initialize completely after the startup of the system,
change the start command for EZAZSSI in the COMMNDxx member of the system parameter library to start EZAZSSI
SUB=MSTR too. Cancel or force (if cancel fails) any uninitialized USS servers.

The USS process monitoring component installs module OPUSPREX as a dynamic system exit at exit names:
BPX_POSPROC_INIT, BPX_IMAGE_INIT, and BPX_PREPROC_TERM.

Use the z/OS commands D PROG,EXIT,… and SETPROG EXIT,… to display and manage exit modules at these exits.
The dynamic exits are created by the OMVS kernel at initialization and may not exist at the time that OPS/MVS starts.
The dynamic exit install module of the product waits in a subtask until OMVS defines the exits. The exit module is installed
when the names of the exits are detected.
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Create VTAM Terminals for the EPI Component
The EPI component lets you create screen scraping automation scripts against any VTAM application that has LU2
access capabilities. Configuration of this component is determined by the automation applications that you create.
Perform the following customizations to your VTAM configuration if the EPI component of OPS/MVS is needed.

Follow these steps:

1. Define EPI virtual terminals to VTAM by adding application definitions to SYS1.VTAMLST. The EPI requires one or
more VTAM application definitions to be available to emulate real 3270 terminals.

2. Use the following statements to create a new member in SYS1.VTAMLST. Specify one APPL statement for each
terminal.

majname   VBUILD  TYPE=APPL

xxxxnnnn  APPL    EAS=1,

                     PARSESS=NO,

                     MODETAB=modetab,

                     DLOGMOD=logmode,

                     PRTCT=vtampswd

xxxxnnnn  APPL    ...

          .

          .

          .

In the above statement, the DLOGMOD option specifies the name of the logmode table entry to be used when this
terminal logs on to an external product. Use the name you would use for a real 3278 model 2, 3, or 4 type terminal that
does not support structured fields. The logmode should not have the query bit on. EPI can override this name if you
specify the LOGMODE keyword when issuing the EPI DEFINE or CHANGE command. EPI can override this name if
you specify the LOGMODE keyword when issuing the EPI DEFINE or CHANGE command.

NOTE
For information on valid values for other options in the above APPL statements, see the VTAM
documentation.

3. Make the EPI VTAM APPLIDs active in VTAM when the EPI tries to enable virtual terminals. Usually, you activate
APPLIDs at VTAM startup. If you defer activation until after VTAM becomes fully active, you can use the following
VTAM operator command when you want to activate the EPI virtual terminal definitions:

VARY NET,ACT,ID=majnode

majnode
Specifies the name of the member in SYS1.VTAMLST where the EPI APPL statements are stored.

You can use the OPS/MVS AOF component to issue this command at the end of VTAM initialization, or use OPSVIEW
to issue it.

Install the NetView Interface
Perform these steps to install the OPS/MVS NetView interface:

1. To gain access to the NetView unsolicited message stream, module OPNVEX11 must be relinked with a NetView exit
alias name of DSIEX11. To add the DSIEX11 alias using SMP/E, apply USERMOD(OPUM003) contained in member
USEREX11 of your installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library. Copy exit DSIEX11 from your installed hlq.CCLXLOAD library
to a library in your NetView STEPLIB concatenation. If you already have a DSIEX11 exit in NetView, then modify it to
include the logic in the OPS/MVS-supplied exit.
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DSIEX11 resides, in source format, in member OPNVEX11 of your installed hlq.CCLXASM library. The exit sends
unsolicited messages to the master console, which in turn routes them through the subsystem interface where OPS/
MVS can access and automate them.

WARNING
If you decide to no longer use the DSIEX11 exit, then you can safely delete the alias name from the load
library. The DSIEX11 exit is only an alias name of the OPNVEX11 module.

2. Copy member OPSALERT from your installed hls.CCLXEXEC library to a data set in your NetView DSICLD
concatenation. This program is a NetView REXX EXEC.

3. Establish a connection between NetView and your MCS master console. The interface to issue NetView commands
from OPS/MVS rules or REXX programs is the same interface that IBM provides to enable NetView commands to be
issued from z/OS consoles.
Use a NetView AUTOTASK command to create an association between the MCS master console and a NetView user
ID. You can issue this command at a NetView terminal, or in the NetView initial CLIST member. 
The command has this syntax:
AUTOTASK CONSOLE=consolenumber,OPID=operatorid

consolenumber
The MCS console number.

operatorid
The NetView operator ID to be associated with the MCS console. NetView operator IDs are defined in the
DSIOPF member of the NetView parameter data set.

The OPS/MVS NetView interface assumes that you have established an association between a NetView operator ID
and your MCS master console. Consider modifying your NetView start up CLIST to issue the AUTOTASK command
for you when NetView starts.

4. Modify your NetView startup CLIST to issue the following command:
OPSALERT NOTIFY

This command issues a series of NPDA set recording filter (SRF) commands to give OPS/MVS access to NetView
alert information. You can issue this command without restarting NetView after you complete step 2 of this NetView
installation process.

5. Copy the message table entry OPSAUTO from your installed hlq.OPS.CCLXCNTL librbary to your NetView
automation message table. If you do not have a NetView automation message table, copy the OPSAUTO member to a
data set in the NetView DSIPARM concatenation and issue the following command:
AUTOMSG MEMBER=OPSAUTO

To have this command invoked automatically at NetView startup, place it in the NetView start up CLIST.
If you already have a NetView message table, copy the message table entry to the bottom of your existing message
table and reactivate it with the AUTOMSG command.

6. Copy member ALERT from your installed hlq.CCLXEXEC library to a library that OPS/MVS rules can access (that is, a
library in the SYSEXEC concatenation). Doing this enables OPS/MVS rules and programs to use the ALERT function.

7. OPS/MVS message rules can set or reset a bit in the MSG.AFLAGS variable.

NOTE
For more information, see Message Rules.

8. To use the subset of POI command processors that can run as NetView command processors, define each command
processor in the DSICMD member of the NetView parmlib. 
For example:
*-------------------------------------------------*

*     OPS/MVS NETVIEW CAPABLE POI COMMANDS  *

*-------------------------------------------------*

OPSGETV  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSGETV,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSGETVL CMDMDL  MOD=OPSGETVL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N
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           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSSETV  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSSETV,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSDELV  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSDELV,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSQL    CMDMDL  MOD=OPSQL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

*-------------------------------------------------*

*        AUTOMATE/MVS COMMAND ALIASES OF OPSMODE  *

*-------------------------------------------------*

GETVAR   CMDMDL  MOD=GETVAR,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

GETVARL  CMDMDL  MOD=GETVARL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

SETVAR   CMDMDL  MOD=SETVAR,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

DELVAR   CMDMDL  MOD=DELVAR,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

SQL      CMDMDL  MOD=SQL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSMODE  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSMODE,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

           CMDCLASS=1,2,3

If the load modules defined in the example above are not available in the system linklist or LPA, you must add a STEPLIB
for the OPS/MVS load library to the NetView procedure JCL and the library must be APF-authorized.

Since multiple OPS/MVS subsystems may be active on one system, default routing of all command requests to a desired
subsystem name can be accomplished by allocating a dummy data set with a ddname of OPS$xxxx, where xxxx is the
subsystem name; you may use JCL or the NetView ALLOCATE command. OPSS is the default subsystem name. For
example:

ALLOC FILE(OPS$OPST) DUMMY

//OPS$OPST DD DUMMY

The OPS/MVS security rules do not currently have access to the NetView user ID for security checking of global variable
access. To permit global variable access to NetView command processors, you must enable a generic security rule for the
NetView address space. For example:

)SEC OPSGLOBAL*

)PROC

  If Opsinfo('JOBNAME') = 'netview job name' Then

    Return 'ACCEPT'

  Else

    Return 'NOACTION'

)END

Install the NetView Operator Facility
Installing the NetView Operator Facility (NOF) requires you to make changes to both your OPS/MVS and NetView
environments. You may want to consult the NetView systems programmer at your site for help with installing the NOF.

The NOF resides on the OPS/MVS distribution media. It uses the following installed libraries:

• The OPS/MVS sample rules library, hlq.CCLXRULB
• The OPS/MVS NetView CLIST library, hlq.CCLXCLS0
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NOTE
 We also provide this library in variable block format.

• The OPS/MVS load library, hlq.CCLXLOAD
• The OPS/MVS control library, hlq.CCLXCNTL

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a rule set to house the sample rules supplied with the NOF by performing one of the following steps:
– Create a new rule set.
– Copy all of the members from hlq.CCLXRULB into an existing rule set.
If your site uses the OPS/MVS SECURITYRULESET parameter, copy OPNFSEC into your security rule set.
OPNFSEC is a security rule that gives NetView access to OPS/MVS global variables. You can use the OPNFCPYR
job in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set to copy OPNFSEC and other NOF rules.

2. Copy the NetView REXX programs from hlq.CCLXCLS0 to a library in the DSICLD concatenation in NetView. You can
use the OPNFCPYE job in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set to do this.

NOTE
 If you only concatenate the OPS/MVS load library to the NetView STEPLIB concatenation, then the OPS/
MVS DSIEX11 module of the OPS/MVS NetView interface gets control.

3. Make the OPSCCLXLOAD library available to NetView. If your OPS/MVS load library is in the z/OS LNKLST, NetView
already has access to it. Otherwise, you need to copy the following load modules named from OPSCCLXLOAD to your
NetView STEPLIB library. You can use the OPNFCPYL job in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set to accomplish this.
OPNFSGLV enables NetView to set OPS/MVS global variables.

4. Include the entries from the OPNFATBL member of the hlq.CCLXCNTL data library in your NetView message
automation table. These entries trap events that OPS/MVS is interested in. We recommend that you use the NetView
%INCLUDE feature to include the OPNFATBL entries, because this method enables you to maintain the OPS/
MVS table entries separately.

5. Configure a user ID called OPSMAIN on NetView so that OPSMAIN is a task that starts automatically when NetView
starts. You can use an existing autotask if you change the OPNFATBL member to route messages to it.

NOTE
 Using a new autotask is preferable, because doing so enables you to use the NetView TASKUTIL command
to track NOF resource consumption. The easiest way to create the autotask is to copy the autotask definition
for AUTO1, which is a standard NetView autotask.

6. (Optional) If you want to use the NetView STATMON interface, modify the DSICMN member of the NetView parameter
library (typically, DSIPARM) by removing comments from the statements that begin with the text SENDMSG. Activating
these statements will cause the NetView status monitor to issue CNM094I messages whenever a managed resource
changes state. You can control the volume of CNM094I messages by determining which types of resources should
generate these messages.

7. Make sure that the NetView subsystem address space is active. This is required to generate NetView alerts. You can
use the OPS/MVS System State Manager feature to manage this address space.

NOTE
 You can use the OPSNETV function of OPS/REXX to determine the status of the NetView subsystem
address space.

8. Use NetView LOADCL commands to load the NOF REXX programs into storage. This enables NetView to use the in-
storage copy of the program instead of having to get it from disk for every message and alert.

9. Modify the NetView startup procedure to issue the appropriate alert filtering commands. These commands are:
NPDA SRF (set recording filter)
Specifies which alerts you want to keep and filters out alerts you do not want. To enable all alerts to flow to NPDA, to
be displayed on the NPDA screen, and to be automated by OPS/MVS, you must issue the following command in your
NetView startup CLIST or after NetView is active:
NPDA SRF AREC PASS DEFAULT
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 NPDA SVF (set viewing filter)
Specifies which alerts you want to see. To enable all alerts that OPS/MVS generates to appear on the NPDA display,
issue the following command in your NetView start up CLIST or after NetView is active:
NPDA SVF PASS DEFAULT

After you have completed the steps listed above, the NOF is ready to operate. When you activate your new NetView
message automation table, the NOF will behave like your existing DSIEX11 module (that is, if your DSIEX11 module
echoes unsolicited VTAM messages to the console, so will the NOF). At this point, you use the OPNOF command to
Activate the NOF.

Set Up Interfaces to Tivoli OMEGAMON XE
The OPS/MVS AOF component can respond to exceptions detected by any or all of the Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS
products. Currently, this means that OPS/MVS can interact with the following products:

• Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS
• Tivoli OMEGAMON for IMS on z/OS
• Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for CICS on z/OS
• Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for DB2 Performance Monitor/Expert on z/OS.

The Exception Analysis Process

One function that all Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS products have in common is exception analysis. Every n seconds,
a Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS product analyzes the system that it is monitoring to detect exceptional situations,
then reports these exceptions as messages on the OMEGAMON terminal. Exception analysis commonly detects many
exceptions in a system that is running with no problems-so many, in fact, that they will not all fit on the physical screen.

Interface to Exception Analysis Process

The AOF cannot directly automate OMEGAMON exception messages because they are not routed through z/OS console
support. Fortunately, all Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS products support a log file onto which they write a copy of their
logical exception screen at the end of each analysis interval. The size of the OMEGAMON logical screen is one of its
startup parameters (LROWS), and users typically set it to a size much greater than the number of lines on the physical
screen. Thus, while important exception messages may not appear on the physical screen of an OMEGAMON for lack of
room, they will fit on the OMEGAMON logical screen and therefore are written to the log file.

Interface to OMEGAMON

To establish an interface between OPS/MVS and OMEGAMON, insert an OxREPORT DD statement in the OMEGAMON
JCL procedure that uses the SUBSYS keyword to identify OPS/MVS as the target of that file.

SEND OMEGAMON MVS EXCEPTIONS TO OPS/MVS

//OMREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,MVS),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

               SEND OMEGAMON CICS EXCEPTIONS TO OPS/MVS

//OCREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,CICS),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

               SEND OMEGAMON CICS EXCEPTIONS TO OPS/MVS;

               IDENTIFY SOURCE CICS SYSTEM

//OCREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,CICS,CICSTEST),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)
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               SEND OMEGAMON IMS EXCEPTIONS TO OPS/MVS

//OIREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,IMS),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

               SEND OMEGAMON DB2 EXCEPTIONS TO OPS/MVS

//ODREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,DB2),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

The format for the JCL examples above is as follows:

//ddname DD SUBSYS =(ssid,OMEGAMON,type{,reportid})

ddname
Specifies the ddname associated with the file.

ssid
Specifies the four-character OPS/MVS subsystem ID to which these messages are routed (usually OPSS).

type
Identifies the specific Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS product. The type must be MVS, CICS, IMS, or DB2.

reportid
(Optional) Specifies a unique report ID you can use in a rule to identify the source of the message.

Potential Concerns

If you try to start a JCL procedure that has a DD card specifying SUBSYS=name and the subsystem name is not active,
the START command fails with a JCL error. This should not be a problem because OPS/MVS generally comes up early in
the IPL and stays running for the life of the IPL.

You can take OPS/MVS down and back up without stopping the OMEGAMON tasks that are feeding exceptions to OPS/
MVS. OPS/MVS will continue handling the exceptions when it comes back up.

Provide OMEGAMON Exceptions

Ensuring that the correct output is being written to the OxREPORT file requires some OMEGAMON customization.
Customization includes choosing thresholds and options to create and define a profile. Use the OMEGAMON User Profile
Facility to customize these parameters.

When using the AOF to automate OMEGAMON exceptions, note the following:

1. OPS/MVS must be started before OMEGAMON.
2. An OMEGAMON session must be active to feed the exception event process. If you have a dedicated mode terminal

next to the console that is always left on the exception analysis screen, use that terminal to provide the exception data.
If that terminal often displays other screens, then you risk missing important exceptions when the operators use it for
other functions. OPS/MVS can monitor exceptions only while the exception analysis screen is active.
The simplest way to configure the interface is to have a dedicated session with exception analysis always active.
However, this solution has two drawbacks, the first of which is mentioned in the previous paragraph. The second
drawback is that it requires a locally attached 3270 device.
An alternative solution is to use the OMEGAMON VTAM interface with an EPI logical terminal. This solution is more
complicated to configure, but it eliminates both of the problems associated with a dedicated 3270 terminal. The EPI
session is hidden, so no one can walk up and change the screen. No real 3270 terminal is required, since the EPI is
used as a virtual 3270.

3. Check the LROWS parameter of the OMEGAMON started task JCL to ensure that all exceptions fit on the logical
screen that is written to the OxREPORT file. The default value for the LROWS parameter is two times the physical
screen minus one; the maximum value is 999.
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4. All exceptions must be unboxed, either by setting the BOX parameters to NO for all exceptions or by turning boxes off
in the installation or user profile. You cannot alter the default profile. You can set some control options with the .SET
command and you can set some exception thresholds using the XACB command, the XSET command, or both. Use
these commands on the actual exception analysis screen for testing, but for production usage, place them in the
installation or user profile so that they execute at OMEGAMON startup.

NOTE
OMEGAMON installation procedures and actual commands can vary from one platform to another. The
commands referenced above may be specific to OMEGAMON for MVS. Consult the appropriate installation
guide for the IMS, CICS, and DB2 releases.

5. Set the page limit for the OMEGAMON OxREPORT file to a high number. To do so, either specify .PLM 999999999 in
a screen space or preferably use the PAGELIMIT option in the user profile.

6. The OMEGAMON logging facility must be turned on. You need to issue the LOGON command to OMEGAMON to tell
it to write screens to the OxREPORT file.
OMEGAMON 7.1.0 and OMEGAMON II Configuration for dedicated terminals:
Create an initial screen space and enter the following commands on separate lines following the rules for creating
OMEGAMON screen spaces (commands should start in column 2):

OUTP REPORT 

DDNM OPREPORT      (or whatever DDNAME is used in proc) 

.LOGOUT 

.LOGON

.FGO exscrn

exscrn
Specifies the name of the screen space containing the exception analysis command.

OMEGAMON II Configuration for OMVTAM:
a. Create an initial screen space and enter the following commands on separate lines following the rules for creating

OMEGAMON screen spaces (commands should start in column 2):

OUTP REPORT

DDNM OPREPORT       (cannot be OMREPORT)

.LOGOUT

.LOGON

.FGO exscrn

b. Log on to OMVTAM:

LOGON APPLID(OMVTAM) DATA('FSCR=yyyy')

yyyy
Specifies the name of the screen space containing the commands described above. The purpose of the initial
screen space (in either dedicated or VTAM mode) is to configure the logging facility when OMEGAMON starts.
The .FGO command then transfers control to the exception analysis screen space, which then remains on the
screen and drives the exception analysis process on a regular interval (the OMEGAMON session must be in auto-
update mode).

7. Invoke exception analysis through one of these commands: LEXSY (for OM), LXIMS (for OI), or LCXSY (for OC).
Place the command in column 1 and be sure to prefix it with an L. The L tells OMEGAMON to label the exception by
putting its four-character name on the screen in addition to the message. These exception names are the message
IDs that OPS/MVS uses to invoke its OMEGAMON rules.

At this point, you should see OMEGAMON messages appearing in OPSLOG, and you can enable rules to execute in
response to them. Each exception generates a message each time the screen is refreshed, so you may want to review
your exception thresholds and your refresh time to ensure that you do not flood OPSLOG with unimportant messages.
Use the OPS/MVS BROWSEOMG parameter to keep OMEGAMON messages from appearing in OPSLOG. If you set
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the BROWSEOMG value to OFF, you can audit the occurrence of OMEGAMON messages that execute OMEGAMON
rules by including a SAY statement or an ADDRESS WTO host command that reports the text of the exception message
processed in the rules.

NOTE
If you are licensed to use the OMEGAMON Exception Logging Facility (XLF), then you may want to consider
using the XLFLOG DD as an alternative to the OMEGAMON report file. The XLFLOG has the advantage that
it does not repeatedly generate exception events to OPS/MVS every OMEGAMON cycle. If you choose to use
XLF, then you must customize the OMEGAMON exception analysis values for persist and limit.

Install the MVS/QuickRef Interface
For OPSVIEW users who want to also use the ChicagoSoft MVS/QuickRef product interface under ISPF, you must
provide access to the MVS/QuickRef load modules. To do this, place the modules in the LNKLIST, LPALIB, STEPLIB, or
ISPLLIB concatenation.

It is strongly recommended that you specify the MVS/QuickRef database name in the MVS/QuickRef options
module (QWIKOPTS). If you do not, then specify the name of the MVS/QuickRef database through the OPS/
MVS QUICKREFDBASE parameter. For instructions on modifying the MVS/QuickRef options table, see the MVS/
QuickRef documentation.

You can use a different MVS/QuickRef database for any user by allocating the desired database in the LOGON procedure
of that user. Or, you can accomplish this dynamically through the TSO ALLOCATE command. For more information, see
your MVS/QuickRef documentation.

NOTE
OPSVIEW users must have access to the MVS/QuickRef load modules. To provide this, place the load modules
in the LINKLIST, LPALIB, STEPLIB, or ISPLLIB concatenation.

The QUICKREFTYPE product parameter should be allowed to default or be set to TSOHELP so that current OPS/
MVS message information is extracted from the OPS/MVS help file rather than from the MVS/QuickRef database, which
most likely will not match the version of the product you are running.

Verify the Availability of the OPSQW Command

If desired, verify that the OPSQW command is in the OPBOCMDS command table on the OPS/MVS distribution media. To
add the OPSQW command, use ISPF/PDF option 3.9 so long as you are not using OPSLOG Browse at the same time.

NOTE
You can assign the OPSQW command to any appropriate PF key by using the ISPF KEYS command while you
are in OPSLOG Browse.

Set Up the Interface with CA 7
The interface between OPS/MVS and CA 7 allows OPS/MVS to send commands to CA 7 and to process messages
destined for the CA 7 Browse log.

Send Commands to CA 7

There are two methods in which OPS/MVS can send commands to CA 7. Following is a description of these two methods:

Method 1
-Issuing Commands through the ADDRESS CA7 Host REXX environment
This method allows for a two-way interface where an OPS/MVS OPS/REXX program can issue a command to CA
7 and receive the command responses. Perform the following steps to implement this type of command interface:
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• Verify that CA 7 is at Release 3.3 or higher.
• Ensure that GSS is active. This can be installed from the CCS for z/OS tape.
• Add the ADDRESS CA7 IMOD to the GSS procedure. Contact CA 7 Technical Support to verify the following

IMOD statement:
ADDRESS CA7 CAL2X2WR 15 DETACH TYPE 0

After all of the above requirements have been met, you can issue and receive command responses from an
ADDRESS CA7 host REXX statement coded within OPS/MVS OPS/REXX programs. For an example of this, see
member ADDRCA7 in the hlq.CCLXSAMP data set that is created during OPS/MVS installation.

Method 2
-Issuing Commands Through the OPS/REXX OPSCA7 Function
This method uses the U7SVC routine to issue commands from OPS/MVS to CA 7. With this method, command
responses are not returned to the issuing OPS/MVS OPS/REXX rule or OPS/REXX program. No additional
installation requirements are needed to use this method.

Access the CA 7 Browse Log

You must add a data control module (DCM) to the ENF database to access the CA 7 Browse log.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install CA 7 Release 3.3 or higher.
2. Set the OPS/MVS CAIENFRATE parameters.
3. Add the DCM to ENF. Verify with CA 7 Technical Support that their SAMPJCL contains an L232DCM1 job.

This job installs the CA 7 browse event. An ENF EVENT command listing all of the DCMs that are installed should
display:
DCM module name: CAL2DCM1 Description: CA 7 BROWSE EVENT Installed

 date: 01.010 time: 11:25:20

Configure OPS/MVS Web Center Monitor

Configure OPS/MVS WebCenter Monitor

The OPS/MVS WebCenter Monitor provides a web user interface into System State Manager and an Alert Monitor. The
Alert Monitor shows alerts that are generated by this product’s ALERTMON REXX environment. For information about
installation, configuration, and operation of this component, see WebCenter Installation.

Install and Configure OPS/MVS RESTful Web Services on Tomcat
The OPS/MVS RESTful Web Services server application provides an API that lets you access Relational Data Framework
(RDF) tables and start REXX programs on Operator Server Facility (OSF) servers from any web-enabled client
application.

You will require update access to the following installed OPS/MVS data sets before you install OPS/MVS Web Services.
You should know the data set name high-level qualifier (hlq) of the installed or deployed copy of these data sets: 

•  hlq.CCLXCNTL
•  hlq.CCLXHFS

Data set hlq.CCLXHFS is a zFS file system. You need to know the /path_name of the mount point that is
named /path_name/CCLXHFS where this zFS was mounted when it was installed.

 To have access to OPS/MVS Web Services API on your z/OS system, follow these steps:

1. Install an Apache Tomcat Web Application Server on the same z/OS system where OPS/MVS is running.
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2. Configure the OPS/MVS Web Services server application in that Tomcat region.

NOTE
Common Components and Services provides a prepackaged Apache Tomcat server. However, you can deploy
the server application to any Apache Tomcat regions that already exist.

WARNING
Currently, you must install the server application (and Apache Tomcat) on all systems that you want to target
with the OPS/MVS Web Services API.

Using the Common Components and Services (CCS) Apache Tomcat

The OPS/MVS Web Services API is delivered as a Web Archive File (WAR), and this component requires a configured
Apache Tomcat server. These instructions describe how to configure the OPS/MVS Web Services API using a Common
Component (CCS) Apache Tomcat. However, if you want to use your own Apache Tomcat server, see the z/OS V1R11.0
DFSMSrmm Implementation and Customization Guide (SC26-7405-10) for information about installing a WAR file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install CCS Tomcat.
For information about how to install the Common Components and Services Tomcat, see the Common Components
and Services Installation Guide.

NOTE
OPS/MVS web services requires the Tomcat Version 7.0.40 Update. To update Tomcat to the appropriate
version, see the support document for RI59832.

2. Configure the Started Tomcat task.
a. In the [hlq].OPS.CCLXCNTL dataset, customize and submit job ALLOCTOM. This job allocates a new zFS dataset
and mounts it. This zFS dataset must be added to the auto-mount table. Alternatively, if you have an existing file
system, bypass all steps (delete or comment) except the final step, CR8TDIR, which creates the tomcat folder for the
instance.

NOTE

Carefully follow the instructions under the INSTRUCTIONS label in member ALLOCTOM.

Make note of the PRODDIR value because you require this value in subsequent steps (referred to as
PRODUCT_HOME), and review the results of the job. A new USS folder should have been created, PRODDIR/tomcat
where PRODDIR is a folder of your choice.

WARNING

This zFS file system must be mounted. This job mounts this file when created. However, this mount is a one-
time mount that does not persist following an IPL. If this Tomcat is used for production, the zFS dataset must
be added to the system's auto-mount table.

b. In the [hlq].OPS.CCLXCNTL dataset, customize and submit job CR8TOMIN. This job copies the CCS Tomcat
installation to the PRODDIR/tomcat folder created by the ALLOCTOM job. 

NOTE

Carefully follow the instructions under the INSTRUCTIONS label in member CR8TOMIN.

Review the results of the job. Under the USS folder that was created in the prior step, there are several new sub-
folders and files. This is a copy of the CCS Tomcat installation, with the /lib folder removed and /bin with only one file.
The [hlq].OPS.CCLXCNTL(OPSWS) member contains the sample STC that start OPS/MVS Web Services under CCS
Tomcat. You must customize this STC to include the following values:

SET PRODDIR
The full USS path to the CCS Tomcat installation product directory.
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SET VERSION
Enter either 70 or 76. 70 indicates that you want to run the 32-bit version of JVMLDMxx (JZOS startup module).
76 indicates that you want to run the 64-bit version of JVMLDMxx.

SET LIBRARY
(Optional) The dataset on your local host that contains the version of JVMLDMxx indicated by SET VERSION. If
JVMLDMxx is loaded in LPA/Linklist, you do not need SET LIBRARY. In this case, you can comment out the SET
VERSION, and you can comment out the STEPLIB statement that follows.
You must also update the following DD statement: Verify that STDENV DD points to the opwebsvc.env
environment file.

3. Set the configuration parameters.
For Common Component Tomcat users, a configuration application is provided. The JCL job is located in
[hlq].OPS.CCLXCNTL(OPWBSVCT). This JCL, which runs the configuration script OPWBSVCG, must be updated to
include:
– A valid job card
– If applicable, a valid SYSAFF value
You must set these values in the STDENV ddname statement:

CACCSDIR
The USS path to Common Components and Services Component

CCLXHFSD
USS Path to mounted zFS for OPS/MVS installation of OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51)

JAVAHOME
Explicit full USS path to the IBM JDK home directory where you want to run CCS Tomcat

NOTE
JAVAHOME is expected to point to a 64-bit JDK. If you select a 32-bit JDK, you must make additional
changes to the opwebsvc.env file. For more details, see the comment section at the top of the
opwebsvc.env file.

OPSUBSYS
Specify default OPS subsystem for web services requests.

OPREXXLIB
Specify the OPS CCLXEXEC library associated with the default OPS subsystem.

4. When submitted, the OPWBSVCT JCL runs the configuration script OPWBSVCG. The OPWBSVCG configuration
script completes the following actions:
– Creates and populates /distrib directory under CCS Tomcat.
– Sets the CCS install path and Java JDK path into the environment file.

Verify the following values are present and set correctly in opwebsvc.env, located in the distrib directory under CCS
Tomcat.

BASE_INSTALL=/path/to/ccs/

Base install is the parent directory of tomcat and ops web services                        

INSTALL_HOME=${BASE_INSTALL}/CCS/tpv   

Install home is the directory where the running tomcat instance resides                      

PRODUCT_HOME=${BASE_INSTALL}/OPS  

Product home is the directory where ops web services information resides                  

PRODUCT_CONFIG=${PRODUCT_HOME}/distrib  
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Product config is the directory created by the config script, containing opwebsvc.conf, opwebsvc.env, opwebsvc.prop, and
OPWShttp.rex, among other files.

OPS_SITE=${PRODUCT_HOME}/distrib

Troubleshooting OPS Web Services Installation: 

1. Make sure that the STDENV ddname points to the correct file or dataset containing OPS Web Services environment
information. Typically this is distrib/opwebsvc.env.

2. Make sure that all parms and directories in opwebsvc.env are present and accurate.
3. Make sure that OPWSGC, OPWSGCRL, OPWSGET, OPWSLKUP, OPWSOUT, and OPWSPOST are present in the

dataset listed as OPS_REXXLIB.
4. For OPS Brightside compatibility, make sure OPWSAOF, OPWSSSM, and STATESET are present in OPS_REXXLIB. 
5. Make sure that OPS_REXXLIB is allocated to your running OPS started task.
6. Make sure that opwebsvc.conf, opwebsvc.env, opwebsvc.prop, and OPWShttp.rex are present in the distrib folder.
7. Make sure that opsmvs.war is present and updated in the webapps directory of your desired Tomcat instance. To

verify this, it should have an updated date of equal to or later than the last time you applied maintenance to OPS/
MVS RESTful Web Services. If it is old, you will need to copy in an updated copy of opsmvs.war which is included with
OPS/MVS RESTful Web Services PTFs under hlq.CCLXHFS.ZFS. After copying in this file, you will need to restart
your Tomcat instance to deploy the changes. For safety, please follow any change control procedures you may have,
in addition to saving a copy of your previous opsmvs.war file to copy back in case there is a problem.

Using a Self-Configured Tomcat

If you want to load the OPS/MVS Web Services into your own Tomcat region, which is not a Common Components and
Services Component, see the Apache Tomcat download and install instructions.

You must perform the following tasks manually:

1. Create a /distrib directory under the Apache Tomcat base installation directory.
2. Copy the following files under the /distrib directory from the USS-mounted files from the OPS/MVS Web Services

CCLXHFS.
– From OPWBSVCF to opwebsvc.config
– From OPWBSVEN to opwebsvc.env
– From OPWBSVPR to opwebsvc.prop
– From OPWBSVRX to OPWShttp.rex.

3. Copy the WAR file under the Apache Tomcat webapps directory from OPWBSVWR to opsmvs.war.
4. Set the Tomcat path and Java JDK path into the environment file
5. Specify the USS path to the environment file in the STC PROC of your Tomcat region.

Configure Tomcat for HTTPS (HTTP Secure)

You can optionally configure your Tomcat server to use HTTPS instead of HTTP for user access. Because HTTPS
includes SSL encryption, this option alleviates concerns about exposing the data in clear text on the network.

Apache Tomcat is an open source third-party product. Apache provides documentation to help you configure SSL
for Tomcat with the Apache Tomcat SSL Configuration HOW-TO. You can use the Apache Tomcat HTTP Connector
Reference to look up the definitions of the configuration properties that the HOW-TO document utilizes. You can also
find other web tutorials that describe the configuration. Locate and follow the steps that are appropriate for the version of
Apache Tomcat that your OPS/MVS release installed. There are three methods that you can use for your keystore file.

Method 1: Use an existing trusted certificate 

Use the keytool program to create the keystores, truststores, and certificates to achieve your desired security
configuration.
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NOTE
For more information about trusted certificates, see the Apache Tomcat 7.0 on the Web (Apache Tomcat 7.0
SSL Configuration HOW-TO).

 Method 2: Create and use your own self-signed certificate 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the appropriate method to create a keystore that contains a self-signed certificate:
2. Execute the sample scripts that are provided in the {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib directory.

For example:
– Execute makeks script from USS command line (TSO OMVS).

How to use OMVS (enter the following commands under TSO or ISPF):
OMVS

cd {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib

makeks

– Execute the listks script to verify that you created keystore successfully.
– (Optional) Execute "ls -la" to view that keystore file.

3. Copy file .keystore file from {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib to your {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/tomcat/conf.
4. Save the full path to the keystore file under {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/tomcat/conf. You have to specify this path later

on the keystore File keyword that server.xml specifies.

NOTE
The JCL job [hlq].OPS.CCLXCNTL(OPWBSVMK) lets you execute the makeks and listks scripts in a batch
environment. You must customize this JCL before it is submitted at your site.

 Method 3: Complete the following steps to generate a keystore containing a self-signed certificate manually 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following command from the USS command line (OMVS):
cd {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib

$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -keystore .keystore

A series of prompts appears:
2. Specify a password, press Enter, and answer the following questions:

– Remember the password that you specify here.
– We recommend that you use the z/OS hostname where Tomcat runs for the CN value (common name), so that if

you are prompted to accept the certificate, it is clear which server sent the prompt.
– A keystore is created in your keystore directory with one self-signed certificate inside. The actual filename

is .keystore.
For example:
Enter keystore password: tomcat 

Re-enter new password: tomcat

What is your first and last name? 

  [Unknown]:  localhost

What is the name of your organizational unit? 

  [Unknown]:  CA
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What is the name of your organization? 

  [Unknown]:  CA 

What is the name of your City or Locality? 

  [Unknown]:  Pittsburgh 

What is the name of your State or Province? 

  [Unknown]:  PA

What is the two-letter country code for this unit? 

  [Unknown]:  US 

Is CN=localhost, OU=CA, O=CA, L=Pittsburgh, ST=PA, C=US correct?

After you use one of the three methods, continue with the following steps and complete the Tomcat configuration:

1. (Optional) Enter the following command from the USS command line (OMVS) and verify the contents of your keystore:
cd {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib

$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -list -keystore .keystore

The results appear like the following example:
Enter keystore password:

Keystore type: jks

Keystore provider: IBMJCE

Your keystore contains 1 entry

Alias name: tomcat

Creation date: Feb 3, 2014

Entry type: keyEntry

Certificate chain length: 1

Certificate[1]:

Owner: CN=tomcat, OU=CA, O=CA, L=Pittsburgh, ST=PA, C=US

Issuer: CN=tomcat, OU=CA, O=CA, L=Pittsburgh, ST=PA, C=US

Serial number: 114822b8

Valid from: 2/3/14 8:15 AM until: 5/4/14 9:15 AM

...

2. Within the Tomcat server.xml configuration file, modify the Connector element which has port="8443".
This port is the TLS connector. Specify a keystore file and a keystore password.
a. Update the Apache Tomcat configuration parameters in the server.xml file as follows:

• If you use the Tomcat that Common Components and Services distributed, you can locate the server.xml
configuration file under {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/tomcat/conf.

• If you use your own Tomcat server, you can locate the server.xml configuration file under {tomcat_home}/conf.
• Understand that server.xml is an ASCII file. As such, you must use ISPF 3.17 to edit server.xml.
A typical connector element for an SSL port appears like the following example:
Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" SSLEnabled="true"

    maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"   

    clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" />
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WARNING
You must uncomment this connector element if it is commented. Comment blocks are defined in this file
by a starting token of “<!--“ and an ending token of “-->

b. Add the keystoreFile and keystorePassword keywords as follows:
Figure 1 
Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" SSLEnabled="true"

    maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"

    clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"

    sslEnabledProtocols=”TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1″

    keystorePass="tomcat"

    keystoreFile="{CCS_installation_dir)/OPS/distrib/.keystore"

/>

WARNING

To avoid the potential for cyber-attack, we recommend that you disable SSLv3 in your Apache Tomcat
web server. Specify the sslEnabledProtocols attribute (see Figure 1) with only the TLS protocols listed.
This step will avoid usage of the older SSL protocols.

If you want to use client certificate authentication, follow these basic steps:
• Generate a self-signed server-certificate on the server (Tomcat host).
• Download the server-certificate to the client.
• Import the server-certificate to the Java-keystore of the client.
• Generate a self-signed client-certificate on the client.
• Upload it to the server.
• Import the client-certificate to the Java-keystore of the Tomcat server.
• Configure Tomcat to use this keystore.
• If you want to ensure that the client connections are also authorized by certificate, set clientAuth="true" in

server.xml.

NOTE
For specific details about accomplishing these tasks, see the Apache Tomcat 7.0 SSL Configuration
HOW-TO Java™ Secure Socket Extension (JSSE) Reference Guide.

3. Add the following lines before </web-app> at the end of the web.xml file that is located in {tomcat_dir}/conf:
security-constraint>

    web-resource-collection>

        web-resource-name>Tomcat /web-resource-name>   

        url-pattern>*.html /url-pattern>   

    /web-resource-collection>

    user-data-constraint>

        transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL /transport-guarantee> 

    /user-data-constraint>

/security-constraint>

4. After you restart Tomcat, you now have access to your URIs over both a Secured connection and with an unencrypted
connection.
– Test your secure connection by specifying URIs with the HTTPS network scheme and the 8443 port.
– For example, use this format: https://your-host:8443/opsmvs/web/tables (substituting your own hostname for your-

host).
This test assumes that you retained the default TLS port number of 8443.

5. (Optional) After you tested your secured connection successfully, you can disable (comment out) the unencrypted
Connector element, which has port 8080. This procedure prevents Tomcat from serving any requests over the
unencrypted connection.
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Complete the Conversion for ASCII/EBCDIC Conflicts

OPS/MVS Web Services store several types of files in your HFS or zFS in compatibility mode. Web Services distribute
some of these files in binary format, and it distributes some files in EBCDIC. The following table provides some examples:

 File Type  Code 
.war binary
.zip binary
.txt EBCDIC
.rex EBCDIC
.conf EBCDIC
.sh EBCDIC
.env EBCDIC
.prop EBCDIC

OPS/MVS Web Services distributes its configuration files in EBCDIC to ease viewing and editing in the USS environment.
Apache Tomcat can recognize either format.

If you want both configure Tomcat and keep all the configuration files in ASCII, you first convert the files that OPS/
MVS distributes from EBCDIC to ASCII. We recommend that you rename and save the EBCDIC version of the file for
easy reference to its contents.

You can use the following methods to complete the conversion:

1. Enter iconv -f IBM1047 -t ISO8859-1.

NOTE
For syntax and usage, see the USS help in man iconv.

2. Use FTP to transfer the file to a PC with conversion from EBCDIC to ASCII. Then, resend the file to the host as a
binary format file.
You may have other methods to convert files to ASCII. Use the best method for your environment.

NOTE
Files that are binary in nature, such as .zip files, are neither ASCII or EBCDIC. They are binary, and you
transmit these files as binary.

Complete the Post-Installation Steps

To test and make sure that you configured OPS/MVS Web Services properly, go to the following location in your web
browser:

http://mvshostname:port/opsmvs

This URL displays a splash page with links pointing to downloadable zip files containing sample client applications.

NOTE
For more information, see How to Utilize OPS/MVS Web Services.

If you plan to use the web services osfrexx resource to execute REXX commands on your OSF servers, modify the
statement “export OPS_REXXLIB=<opshlq.CCLXEXEC>” to point to your OPS/MVS Deployments SYSEXEC library. Use
of the osfrexx web resource requires that this library is set correctly.

Applying Maintenance

After a  PTF is applied to your OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51), you will need to copy the updated OPS/
MVS Web Services components to Tomcat. 
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Follow these steps:

1. Set the configuration parameters.
For Common Component Tomcat users, a configuration application has been provided. The JCL job is located in
[hlq].OPS.CCLXCNTL(OPWBSVCT). This JCL, which runs the configuration script OPWBSVCG, must be updated to
include the following:
– A valid job card
– If applicable a valid SYSAFF value
You must set the following values in the STDENV ddname statement:

CACCSDIR
The USS path to Common Components and Services Component

CCLXHFSD
USS Path to mounted HFS for OPS/MVS installation of OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51)

JAVAHOME
Explicit full USS path to the IBM JDK home directory where you run CCS Tomcat

NOTE
JAVAHOME is expected to point to a 64-bit JDK. If you select a 32-bit JDK, you must make additional
changes to the opwebsvc.env file. For more details, see the comment section at the top of the
opwebsvc.env file.

OPSUBSYS
Specify default OPS subsystem for web services requests.

OPREXXLIB
Specify the OPS CCLXEXEC library associated with the default OPS subsystem.

2. When submitted, the OPWBSVCT JCL runs the configuration script OPWBSVCG. The OPWBSVCG configuration
script completes the following actions:
– Creates and populates /distrib directory under CCS Tomcat.
– Sets the CCS install path and Java JDK path into the environment file.

Install and Configure Hardware Services (HWS) [Deprecated]
WARNING
This feature requires the deprecated Hardware Interface Service (HISRV), which reach end-of-service 31 AUG
2019. HISRV is replaced by the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII). For information on installing and
configuring the Hardware Services feature that uses the new OPSBCPII Server, see Install and Configure OPS/
MVS Hardware Services.

To activate OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS) initialization parameters must be appropriately set. Also, since HWS
interfaces with the Hardware Interface Service , the Hardware Interface Service, must be available on the system where
OPS/MVS is running.

HWS Parameters

To activate HWS, set the INITHWS parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','INITHWS','YES')

Setting INITHWS to YES activates the general OPS/MVS Hardware Services component. This component includes both
the use of address HWS host command environment, and the processing of HWS hardware events. In order to activate
hardware event notification, parameter HWSRULES must also be set to YES:
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OPSPRM('SET','HWSRULES','YES')

When HWSRULES is set to YES, HWS provides hardware event notifications in the form of API events. These events can
be automated through )API rules.

HWS can be activated and deactivated at anytime through the initialization parameters.

For detail information on hardware event types and associated variables that are available through HWS event
notification, see Hardware Event API Rules.

NOTE
For the address HWS environment, INITHWS is the only required parameter. We recommend that HWSRULES
is set to YES as the response to actions taken through this address environment are returned as event
notifications.

NOTE
If you are changing the value of INITHWS from NO to YES after OPS/MVS initialization, you must issue the z/
OS command: MODIFY OPSS,RESTART(HWS) for the new value to take effect (where OPSS is the OPS/MVS
subsystem name).

Since hardware events are presented as OPS )API events, the OPS API interface must also be activated to receive the
hardware events. To activate the OPS API interface, set the OPS APIACTIVE parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','APIACTIVE','YES')

For general information on coding API rules and specific information for coding hardware event API rules, see Generic
Event Application Program Interface .

To have OPS/MVS generate HWS-related trace messages, set the DEBUGHWS parameter to ON:

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGHWS','ON')

Setting up the Hardware Interface Service

HWS utilizes the Hardware Interface Service. The Hardware Interface Service provides products with a common interface/
API for accessing hardware functions. OPS/MVS interfaces with the Hardware Interface Service to implement its HWS
functions. Therefore, the Hardware Interface Service must be configured and started on the system where OPS/MVS is
running in order for HWS to provide services such as hardware event notification.

Install and Configure Hardware Services (HWS)
Install and Configure Hardware Services (HWS)

This article describes how to install and configure OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS):

 

TIP
This feature uses the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) that replaces the deprecated Hardware Interface
Service (HISRV), which reached end-of-service 31 AUG 2019.

How the OPS/MVS BCPII Server Works

The Hardware Services interfaces with the OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII). The Server:
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• Runs as an instance of the Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) that is installed as part of Common Components
and Services.

• Communicates with the z/OS BCPii Server (HWIBCPII) through the z/OS BCPii APIs.
• At start-up, discovers the System Z topology and establishes connections to the current interconnected CPCs and

images.
• Allows users to query and set BCPii attributes and issue BCPii commands from the OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS host

environment.
• By default, registers to receive BCPii ENF68 hardware and software events. These events are sent to OPSLOG and

the Automated Operations Facility (AOF) as Generic API hardware events, which can be processed by AOF API rules.

Hardware Services (HWS) Parameters

To activate the Hardware Services (HWS),OPS/MVS parameters must be set appropriately.

INITHWS Parameter

To activate HWS, set the INITHWS parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','INITHWS','YES')

HWSTYPE Parameter

The HWSTYPE parameter determines whether the product activates the Hardware Services interface to the deprecated
Hardware Interface Services (HISRV) or the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server:

OPSPRM('SET','HWSTYPE','OPSBCP')

BCPIISTC Parameter

The BCPIISTC parameter specifies the name of the OPS/MVS BCPii Server started task (STC). If INITHWS is set to YES
and HWSTYPE is set to OPSBCP, the server starts automatically during initialization. The default value is OPSBCPII:

OPSPRM('SET','BCPIISTC','OPSBCPII')

Authorization and Security

You must configure security for users of the OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS host environment, the OPSBCPII STC, and the
OPS/MVS region.

Users of ADDRESS HWS

Two levels of security are used to control access to the ADDRESS HWS. You must configure both of these levels of
security for users of ADDRESS HWS:

1. OPS/MVS Security
An attempt to use ADDRESS HWS will generate the OPS/MVS security event OPSBCP. Sample AOF security rule
OPSECBCP demonstrates how to use the AOF to restrict the use of ADDRESS HWS to certain users. For more
information about how to restrict the use of ADDRESS HWS to certain users, see Securing.

2. System Authorization Facility (SAF) Security
Access to specific IBM BCPii SAF resources is used to control, specifically, what BCPii operations a user can perform
using an ADDRESS HWS command. The BCPii Server will verify that the user of ADDRESS HWS has access to the
following specific SAF resources of class FACILITY:

NOTE
ADDRESS HWS may be used in AOF request rules, which run under the authority of the issuer of the
OPSREQ command processor. ADDRESS HWS may not be used in any other type of AOF rule.
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– ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD requires:
• READ access to:

• HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV
• CONTROL access to:

• HWI.TARGET.netid.nau for a CPC or Image Group connection
• HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.imagename for an image connection

– ADDRESS HWS GETATTR requires:
• READ access to:

• HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV
• HWI.TARGET.netid.nau for any CPC, activation profile, or user-defined image group queries
• HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.imagename for image queries
• HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.caprecid for capacity record queries

– ADDRESS HWS SETATTR requires:
• READ access to:

• HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV
• UPDATE access to:

• HWI.TARGET.netid.nau for a CPC related or activation profile-related values
• HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.imagename for setting image-related values

In the above resource names:

• netid.nau represents the 3– to 17–character SNA name of the particular CPC
• imagename represents the 1– to 8-character LPAR name
• caprecid represents an 8–character capacity record name

The OPSBCPII STC

The SAF ACID of the OPSBCPII STC requires:

• READ access to the SAF resource FACILITY(HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV) for general authority to use BCPii services
• Authority to connect to and list BCPii entities, and register for BCPii events

NOTE

Standard BCPii security profiles may be used to grant the required access to the OPSBCPII . For detailed
information about authorizing access to BCPii, see the “Setting up authority to use BCPii” section in chapter
19 of the IBM manual z/OS: MVS Programming: Callable Services for High-Level Languages. Also, review the
“Authorization” sections of the HWIQUERY, HWISET, HWICMDS and HWIEVENT sections of the document. As
documented, higher levels of authorization, such as CONTROL or UPDATE authority, are required for issuing
commands and setting attributes against CPC’s and IMAGES.

The OPS/MVS Region

The SAF ACID of the OPS/MVS main address space (OPSMAIN by default) requires CONTROL access to the SAF
resource named stcname.STOP.SRV of class OPERCMDS, where stcname is the name of the OPSBCPII STC.

JCL Changes to OPSBCPII Start-up PROC

A sample OPSBCPII started task PROC named OPSBCPII is provided in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set.

To customize the OPSBCPII member:

•  Review the EXEC PARM= Settings 
•  Modify the DD Statements 
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Review the EXEC PARM= Settings

Some of the parameter settings on the EXEC PARM= statement may be customized as follows:

Parameter Required? Description

SERVER Yes Identifies the instance of the OPSBCPII being started. It is required for directing
commands to this server. Leave this parameter set to the value &SSID. It will be set
automatically to the subsystem ID (SSID) of the instance of OPS/MVS that starts the
server.

PARMDD No Specifies the DD name of an optional initialization command file.
MEMBER No Specifies the name of the parameter member in the optional initialization command data

set specified by parameter PARMDD.

Modify the DD Statements

The DD statements may be customized as follows:

• Change the data set names on the DD statements to those specified during installation.
• If hlq.CCLXLOAD is in the linklist or LPALST, you can remove the STEPLIB DD statement.
• (Optional) If you modified the PARMDD= and MEMBER= settings on the EXEC PARM= statement, update the

BCPPARMS DD statement to reflect those changes.
• (Optional) Code an initialization command file. The default initialization command file used by the sample OPSBCPII

STC PROC is member OPIICMDS of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL data set. Member OPIICMDS contains sample
initialization commands. Modify it for your instance of the server.

NOTE
For a complete list of commands that control the server and instructions for coding them in an initialization
command file, see Hardware Services (HWS).

The BCPPARMS DD and the BCPATCMD DD contained in the OPSBCPII PROC must be PDS data sets (as opposed to
PDSE data sets).

The BCPATCMD DD defines the file that contains the list of BCPii attribute names and commands supported by the
OPSBCPII. It is read at startup, stored internally, and referenced as requests are processed. By default, the BCPATCMD
DD is set to member OPIIINPT of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL data set. While the data set and member names may be
customized, the contents of member OPIIINPT should not be altered unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

Hardware Event Notifications

By default, the OPSBCPII registers to receive BCPii ENF68 hardware and software events. These events are sent
to OPSLOG and the Automated Operations Facility (AOF) as Generic API hardware events, which be processed by
AOF API rules.

To disable this feature, place the following command in the OPSBCPII initialization command file:
SET.OPSs BYPASSENABLEEVENTS(ON)

If you do not disable this feature, verify that the APIACTIVE parameter is set to YES (the default) to activate the Generic
API feature.

For general information on coding AOF API rules, see Generic Event API Rules. 
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Configure Linux Connector Interface (LXC) [Deprecated]
WARNING
This feature requires the deprecated CCS Mainframe Connector for z/Linux, which reached end-of-service 31
AUG 2019. It will continue to be supported, but is now considered deprecated. There is no direct replacement.
Some of its functionality may be replaced by using the OPS/MVS z/OS to z/VM Client/Server sample
application. For more information, see sections "Integrating with z/VM" and "Integrating with z/Linux".

The OPS/MVS Linux Connector Interface (LXC) provides the ability to automate unsolicited VM and Linux messages.
These messages are forwarded to OPS/MVS through the Linux Connector Component product running on the same
system. The Linux Connector Component also provides command and response processing to the connected VM and
Linux systems. LXC does not directly communicate with the VM and Linux guest systems.

Linux Connector Component Set Up

See Hardware Interface Service and Mainframe Connector for information about installation, configuration, and operation
of the Linux Connector Component.

NOTE
 The OPS/MVS main address space must have read access to the TCP/IP data set (hlq.TCPIP.DATA) to
determine the correct TCP/IP started task with which it will communicate. The data set must be allocated to
ddname SYSTCPD automatically by the system, explicitly in the OPSSPA00 REXX program that is run at OPS/
MVS initialization, or through a JCL statement in the OPSMAIN started procedure.

LXC Parameters

To activate LXC, set the INITLXC parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','INITLXC','YES')

Setting INITLXC to YES causes the LXC subtask to connect with Linux Connector Component and begin to receive
unsolicited messages from connected VM and Linux systems.

The parameters LXCONMSG and LXCONCMD must match the values of the Linux Connector Component parameters
MSGTOKEN and CMDTOKEN respectively. These parameter values are the name portion of z/OS Name/Token pairs that
contain the IP port numbers for the unsolicited message and command processing IP servers. When the default OPS/
MVS parameter values, do not match the Linux Connector Component values set the parameters using statements like:

OPSPRM('SET','LXCONMSG','CAMSGTOKENVAL:’)

OPSPRM('SET','LXCONCMD','CACMDTOKENVAL:’)

In order to activate the unsolicited message AOF API rule events, set the parameter LXCRULES to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','LXCRULES','YES')

Implement automation and tracking of VM and Linux systems by coding one or more AOF API rules with the special
message ID values attached to the VM and Linux messages. For more detailed information about the Linux Connector
API event types and associated variables, see "Linux Connector API Rules".

Set the BROWSELXC parameter to YES to include the Linux Connector Component unsolicited message events that are
passed to OPS/MVS in OPSLOG. Set the parameter as follows:
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OPSPRM('SET','BROWSELXC','YES’)

To have OPS/MVS generate LXC-related trace messages, set the DEBUGLXC parameter to ON:

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGLXC','ON')

LXC can be activated and deactivated at any time through the initialization parameters.

NOTE
When changing the value of INITLXC after OPS/MVS initialization, issue the z/OS command: MODIFY
OPSx,RESTART(LXC) for the new value to take effect. OPSx is the OPS/MVS subsystem name.

For more information on the INITLXC, LXCRULES and other LXC parameters, see "Linux Connector Interface Related
Parameters".

Define Generic Data Set Interfaces (GDI)
You can use the Generic Data Set Interface (GDI) to route data from other sources, such as application log files, to the
Automated Operations Facility (AOF) as message events. The AOF sees each record written to the generic data set as a
single message event, which is processed by AOF message rules.

Define a Generic Data Set

To establish a generic data set interface with OPS/MVS, specify JCL that identifies the OPS/MVS subsystem as a target
for the output. Specify this JCL as follows:

//ddname DD SUBSYS =(ssid,OPSDSN{,color}{,reportid}{,posmgid})

ddname
The ddname associated with the file.

ssid
The four-character OPS/MVS subsystem ID that receives generic interface messages (usually OPSS).

color
(Optional) Specifies the color in which generic data set messages appear in OPSLOG.
Valid values: GREEN, BLUE, RED, WHITE, PINK, YELLOW, or TURQ

reportid
(Optional) Specifies a unique report ID that an AOF rule can use to identify the source of the message.

posmsgid
(Optional) Specifies either of the following:

• The numeric starting position in the text of each record at which OPS/MVS is to begin its scan for a message
ID.

• A character string that is to be used as the message ID for all the records in this data set.

When the numeric starting position is longer than any particular record in the file, the message ID scan starts at
the beginning of that record.

Example 1: Display PERFRPT messages as blue in OPSLOG Browse
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• MSG.COLOR is BLUE (message color in OPSLOG)
• MSG.REPORTID is PERFRPT
• The AOF starts scanning for the message ID in the first column of each record.

//DD1     DD    SUBSYS=(OPSS,OPSDSN,BLUE,PERFRPT)

Example 2: Display ESPLOG messages as pink in OPSLOG Browse

• MSG.COLOR is PINK (message color in OPSLOG)
• MSG.REPORTID is ESPLOG
• MSG.ID is ESPMSG

All messages from this data set are given a message ID of ESPMSG.
NOTE
This message ID is not inserted into the actual message text in MSG.TEXT.

//DD2   DD  SUBSYS=(OPST,OPSDSN,PINK,ESPLOG,ESPMSG)

Example 3: Display MYLOG messages as red in OPSLOG Browse

• MSG.COLOR is RED (message color in OPSLOG)
• MSG.REPORTID is MYLOG
• The AOF starts scanning for the message ID in column 22 of each record.

//DD3   DD  SUBSYS=(OPSS,OPSDSN,RED,MYLOG,22)

Example 4: Sample JCL batch JOB

This sample JCL batch JOB in member GDITEST of your installed hlq.CCLXSAMP library may help you understand how
to use the GDI.

//GDI     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER                     

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                          

//SYSUT1   DD  *                                 

MSGID1 Hello OPS/MVS #1                          

MSGID2 Hello OPS/MVS #2                          

MSGID3 Hello OPS/MVS #3                          

/*                                               

//SYSUT2   DD  SUBSYS=(OPSS,OPSDSN,TURQ,RPTID1), 

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY                             

Generic Data Set Interface Guidelines

Consider the following guidelines before using the generic data set interface:

• An OPS/MVS security event occurs every time a subsystem data set directed to OPS/MVS is opened. You can write a
security rule to allow or disallow the opening of the data set.

• Started tasks, batch programs, or TSO programs can use the generic data set interface.
• The OPS/MVS subsystem specified as ssid must be active when the job or started task is started.
• The application writing to the data set must use either standard QSAM or BSAM.
• There are three possible techniques for selecting message IDs from each file:

a. If you do not specify the posmsgid parameter, the application must place a message ID as the first token of each
record. This token can contain from one to ten characters.

b. If you do specify the posmsgid parameter and it is a non-negative numeric value, OPS/MVS begins scanning the
message ID at or immediately following that position in each record.
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c. If neither of the above techniques is practical, you can assign a unique one to eight character non-numeric MSGID
for all records from the file in the posmsgid parameter.

The examples above demonstrate each of these three techniques.
• Messages exceeding 128 characters are truncated.
• If OPS/MVS terminates, generic data set interface messages are no longer automated. If you restart OPS/MVS, the

messages will again be sent to the AOF. You do not need to stop and restart the application if you use the same OPS/
MVS subsystem ID when restarting OPS/MVS.

Set Up Interface to MIC
The interface between OPS/MVS and MIC provides the following capabilities:

• The OPS/MVS subsystem can issue cross-system commands through the MIC subsystem by using the OPSCMD
command processor or the ADDRESS OPER OPS/REXX host command environment to any system in the MICplex.
The solicited command response messages are returned to the command issuer and may optionally be recorded in the
OPSLOG.

• The OPS/MVS subsystem can receive unsolicited messages from any system in the MICplex and record them in the
OPSLOG.

• AOF rules can recognize and interrogate fields from solicited and unsolicited MIC imported messages and take action
based on the message data presented.

The MICplex can consist of up to 128 systems configured in a single sysplex, non-sysplex systems, systems in multiple
sysplexes, or VM systems where MIC for VM is running as a service machine. Messages from up to 128 systems can now
be forwarded through MIC to any OPS/MVS subsystem.

When all of your systems are in a single sysplex, you can use sysplex services to perform most of these functions.
However, the MIC message filtering criteria are superior to those provided by sysplex. If you have licensed the Multi-
System Facility (MSF), you can perform these functions by using the SYSTEM keyword of OPSCMD and ADDRESS
OPER and by writing AOF rules to forward messages from one system to another.

Configure the Interface

For instructions on how to configure MIC to do the following, see the MIC Message Sharing Systems Programmer Guide:

• Use the LINK command to enable the cross-system command and response feature
• Use the COLLECT command to have MIC import unsolicited messages to local OPS/MVS subsystem

If you only intend to use the MIC cross-system command interface and do not want to automate the command responses
or have them displayed in OPSLOG, then no OPS/MVS configuration is required.

If you intend to display MIC imported messages in OPSLOG, you must set the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter to
MVSGLOBAL. If you intend to have MIC imported messages automated by AOF rules, you must set the AOFMESSAGES
parameter to MVSGLOBAL.

NOTE
Changing this parameter may have a major impact on your automation.

In most sites that run both products, OPS/MVS is usually started prior to MIC. However, if MIC is started before OPS/
MVS and the OPS/MVS SSIMSG parameter is set to a value of YES, you will find that the MIC internal encrypted
messages (all of which have message IDs that start with GCM/) appear in the OPSLOG. We recommend that you always
start OPS/MVS before MIC. However, if that sequence does not fit into your automation scheme, use the following sample
rule (which has also been included in member GCM of the OPS/MVS sample rules library) that demonstrates how to
exclude all the GCM messages from the OPSLOG.

NOTE
You should not attempt to suppress these GCM/ messages or you will impact the functionality of MIC.
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)MSG GCM/* NOOPSLOG 

)PROC 

return

Identify Messages Received from MIC

When writing AOF rules you need to be aware that MIC imported messages have the following attributes:

• The MSG.MIC environmental variable is set to 1.
• The MSG.REISSUE environmental variable is set to 1.
• The MSG.SYNA environmental variable contains the name of the system from which the message originated.
• The MSG.JOBNM environmental variable contains the job number of the task that originally issued the message. This

field contains a value of NONE when the originating task was a z/OS subsystem or a VM application, which did not
have a job number.

• The MSG.JOBID environmental variable contains the job number of the task that originally issued the message. This
field contains the MVS subsystem name or the VM application name when the originating task was a z/OS subsystem
or a VM application, which did not have a job number.

• The MSG.JOBNAME environmental variable contains the name of the task that originally issued the message.

MIC presents imported messages to OPS/MVS using the above standards, regardless of any MIC message editing
parameter values in effect on any system. In other words, MIC consistently presents OPS/MVS with original message
data regardless of the MIC message editing that may have taken place on a given system based on the MIC MIMINIT
EDITMESSAGE, SYSNAME, SYSTYPE, and JOBID parameters.

When the local MIC subsystem is directing imported messages to the local OPS/MVS subsystem, it is important that
AOF rules interrogate the MSG.SYNA, the MSG.REISSUE environmental variables, or both to identify the systems from
which messages are originating. Otherwise, these rules may misinterpret MIC imported messages as being from the local
system, which may result in unpredictable or incorrect actions.

The following sample AOF MSG rule allows imported MIC messages to be easily identified in OPSLOG. Filtering on the
USER column with a value of MIC limits the display to MIC imported messages. The display can also be limited to those
messages imported from a particular system by filtering on the COLOR column.

NOTE
This logic colorizes all imported messages from systems XE13, XE12, and XE07. If you only want to colorize
the MIC imported messages, the select statement needs to be subject to the MSG.MIC = 1 condition. If you
decide to implement this rule, we suggest that you merge the rule logic into any existing MSG * rules that you
may have.

)MSG * 

)PROC

if MSG.MIC = 1 then 

  MSG.USER = "MIC"  

select 

  when MSG.SYNA = "XE13" then 

    MSG.COLOR = OPSCOLOR("TURQ") 

  when MSG.SYNA = "XE12" then 

    MSG.COLOR = OPSCOLOR("YELLOW") 

  when MSG.SYNA = "XE07" then 

    MSG.COLOR = OPSCOLOR("PINK") 

  otherwise 

    nop 

end
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Install the Optional CA 7 Browse Log Messages Feature
The optional CA 7 Browse Log messages feature allows you to perform automation on CA 7 messages that would
typically only appear in the CA 7 log.

In the OPS/MVS OPSLOG, CA 7 messages appear as MSG-type events and may cause MSG rules to execute. These
MSG-type events have an exit type of CA 7.

How to Install ENF Services

 OPS/MVS can monitor and automate messages from CA 7 that are destined for the CA 7 Browse Log data set through
the Common Services portion of Event Notification Facility (ENF) services of CCS for z/OS, or CAI ENF.

You must install the ENF services to activate this feature. For details, see the CCS for z/OS documentation.

NOTE
For information on the CCS for z/OS component required to run the CA 7 Browse Log, see CA 7 Browse Log
Interface.

Parameter for Use with CAI ENF

You need to set the following parameter for CAI ENF:

•  INITCA7
Enables OPS/MVS to detect CA 7 browse ENF events.

Multiline CA 7 Messages

Some CA 7 messages are multiline and may present problems in the message rule specification process. Because the
primary line of a CA 7 message is the only line that has a valid message ID, CA 7 cannot ensure that the secondary lines
of a multiline message will always follow the primary line. Therefore, OPS/MVS assigns the message ID CA7BRWSE to
all secondary lines, ensuring that you will not receive invalid information when message lines intermix. The automation
rule or program determines and validates secondary lines through the use of temporary and permanent global variables.

Adding a Browse Event DCM

 OPS/MVS requires the addition of a DCM to CAI ENF for CA 7 Browse Log events.

For information about adding a browse event DCM to CAI ENF for OPS/MVS, see the CA 7 Workload Automation
Interfaces Guide.

Set Up the z/OS Automatic Restart Management Facility
z/OS systems include a feature called Automatic Restart Management (ARM), which-in the event of a system failure-
provides automatic restarting of jobs and started tasks on the same system or, optionally, across any system in a sysplex.
To use the ARM facility, a job or an STC must register with ARM using a sysplex unique element name and it must notify
ARM when it is fully initialized and ready to perform work. If the task terminates without issuing a deregister call, ARM
restarts the task using policy guidelines defined by the installation in the ARM couple data set. The policy can specify
the order of the restarts for the tasks that depend on other tasks as well as the frequency, time, and system resource
constraints for restarts. For a detailed description of ARM, see the IBM documentation.

The use of ARM by OPS/MVS is limited to restarting the product on the same system on which it was running when
it unexpectedly terminated due to a severe error condition such as excess message rate. The STOP command
causes OPS/MVS to deregister with ARM as part of the normal shutdown. If OPS/MVS is canceled or forced from the
system, it will not restart unless the ARMRESTART operand is also specified on the z/OS CANCEL or FORCE command.
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ARM rules for the AOF are available to control the restarting of other jobs or started tasks. Using the dynamic exit facility
of z/OS, OPS/MVS installs an ARM restart event exit at the IXC_ELEM_RESTART exit point. Using the data from the
parameter list that was passed to this exit (IBM macro IXCYERE), an ARM event is created and passed to the AOF. For
AOF ARM rules to execute, the INITARM and ARMRULES parameters must be set to YES.

Tailor AOF ARM Rules

You can enable ARM to let OPS/MVS restart itself after a failure by tailoring the AOF ARM rules.

Follow these steps:

1. Consult with the systems programming group at your site to determine how ARM is being used. At a minimum, an
ARM couple data set with at least a default policy must exist and be accessible to all sysplex systems on which ARM
is to be used. The following command, which starts ARM, must be issued during system initialization:

SETXCF START,POLICY,TYPE=ARM

To display the status of ARM, use the following command:

D XCF,ARMSTATUS,DETAIL

If OPS/MVS is to use ARM to restart itself after a failure, you should determine a sysplex unique element name and,
optionally, an element type. Tailor the ARM policy based on the restart criteria you desire.
OPS/MVS will only restart on the system on which it is running since other copies of the product are already active on
the other sysplex systems.

2. Set the required ARMELEMNAME parameter and optional ARMELEMTYPE and ARMELEMASSOC parameters to the
desired values in the OPSSPA00 REXX program. These parameters can only be set at this time.
Example:

var = OPSPRM('SET','ARMELEMNAME','OPSMVSSYSA')

3. Set the INITARM and ARMRULES parameters in the OPSSPA00 REXX program.
Examples:

var = OPSPRM('SET','INITARM','YES')

var = OPSPRM('SET','ARMRULES','YES')

NOTE
ARMRULES can be changed at any time.

When OPS/MVS starts, the message OPS0311I/OPS0312E is issued to indicate the status of each ARM call for the
product. For the return codes and error condition descriptions, see the IBM documentation.

4. If the INITARM parameter was set to YES for AOF ARM rules, the message OPS0310I is displayed for the installation
of the OPMVAREX dynamic exit module at the IXC_ELEM_RESTART MVS exit point. This exit remains active even
after the product terminates, and, when the product restarts, it will be reclaimed by the original product subsystem that
loaded it. To display the status of the exit module, issue this z/OS command:

D PROG,EXIT,EXITNAME=IXC_ELEM_RESTART,DIAG

You can also control the exit manually with this z/OS command:

SETPROG EXI,ADD/MODIFY/DELETE,EXITNAME=IXC_ELEM_RESTART,MODNAME=OPMVAREX,...
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If the OPMVAREX exit module is not properly installed, AOF ARM rule events will not occur. If the exit module is
modified by maintenance and a new copy must be reloaded, the following OPS/MVS command will deactivate the exit
module, reload the new version of the module, and reactivate the exit:

F OPSS,RELOAD(OPMVAREX)

If the exit fails to install, set the DEBUGDYN parameter to YES in the OPSSPA00 REXX program and examine the
messages in OPSLOG to determine the reason for the failure and the return codes. The codes are explained in the IBM
publication Authorized Assembler Services Reference ALE-DYN in the section about the CSVDYNEX macro.

Set Up Client REST API to Interface with NIM SM
NIM SM is a solution that is built to consolidate and standardize the way Broadcom products integrate with various
Service Management products. NIM SM provides a normalized generic API to create incidents in Service Management
products. Currently supported Service Management products include: Service Desk Manager, ServiceNow, ServiceAide,
BMC Remedy ITSM, HP Service Manager, SAP Solution Manager, and Salesforce Service Cloud.

The OPS/REXX host environment command ADDRESS USS SMREQ implements a client REST API to interface with
NIM SM. Use of the ADDRESS USS SMREQ command requires communication with at least one deployed instance of
NIM SM. For a customer that is already using NIM SM in a distributed product, OPS/MVS may use one or more of those
distributed instances. Alternatively, NIM SM may be deployed on one or more z/OS LPARS.

Deployment of NIM SM on a z/OS LPAR requires a Web Application Server running on a z/OS LPAR. You may use an
existing Web Application Server running on a z/OS LPAR. Alternatively, you may choose to deploy a re-distributed copy
of Apache Tomcat, which is provided as part of Common Components and Services (CCS), referred to as CCS Apache
Tomcat.

You deploy NIM SM on a z/OS Web Application Server as file ca-nim-sm.war that is installed with OPS/MVS Web
Components (FMID CCLXD51). This file is located in the directory with the USS path name that is defined by SMP/E
DDDEF CCLXHFSM. For example, /your/opsmvs/directory/CCLXHFS. For information about deploying NIM SM, see NIM
SM.

Use of the ADDRESS USS SMREQ command requires that you install OPS/MVS UNIX System Services (USS).

Default settings for options on the ADDRESS USS SMREQ command are set using USS environmental variables that are
coded in the ENVFILE of your OPS/MVS USS Server. A sample PROC named OPSUSS and a sample environmental file
named USSENV00 are in the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library.

Sending Alerts to the IBM NetCool Product
Setup to interface with the IBM NetCool product by sending alerts from a new Address USS NCREQ OPS/REXX host
environment command.

Setup to interface with the IBM NetCool product by sending alerts from a new Address USS NCREQ OPS/REXX host
environment command.

Use of the ADDRESS USS NCREQ command requires that you install OPS/MVS UNIX System Services (USS). For
information about installing OPS/MVS USS, see Install the UNIX System Services.

Default settings for options on the ADDRESS USS NCREQ command can be set using USS environmental variables
that are coded in the ENVFILE DD of your OPS/MVS USS Server (in sample PROC named OPSUSS). For a list of the
USS environmental variables that are used by the ADDRESS USS NCREQ command, see ADDRESS USS NCREQ
Command Syntax.

An additional requirement is to specify a new data definition (DD statement) assigned to the OPS USS server proc, the
OPNCSCHM DD should point to a dataset which specifies the configuration file for the NetCool Alert Status table. A
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sample/default schema definition configuration file for the Alert Status table is distributed in member OPNCSCHM of data
set hlq.CCLXCNTL.

For an example of how to use of this new host environment command, see the sample OPS/REXX program in
member OPNCREQ of data set hlq.CCLXSAMP.

System Preparation Checklist
This checklist provides an easy way for you to record and check off tasks that you perform before installing OPS/MVS®

Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS).

• Valid C LMP Key Certificate
Yes_____ No _____

• TSO/E-any IBM-supported release
Yes_____ No _____

• IMS (if installed and the IOF optional component is licensed)
Yes_____ No _____

• CICS/TS  (if installed and the COF optional component is licensed)
Yes_____ No _____

• ACF2 or Top Secret (if installed)-any Broadcom-supported release
Yes_____ No _____

• z/OS subsystem consoles generated
__________________

• Enough ECSA available (500 KB)?
Yes_____ No _____

• DASD space for program libraries (270 cylinders)
Volser: __________

• OPSLOG Browse data (435*BROWSEMAX)

NOTE
Calculate this number after you have installed OPS/MVS. For more information about the BROWSEMAX
parameter, see also OPSLOG OPSLOG Initialization.

Volser: __________
• Global variable checkpoint (10 cylinders)

High-level qualifier: __________
• Data set naming standards

High-level qualifier: __________
• Rule data set prefix

High-level qualifier: __________
• Program access

STEPLIB/Linklist: __________
• APF authorization

Yes_____ No _____
• TSO command authorization

Yes_____ No _____
• Security IDs for started tasks

__________________
• TSO OPER authority

Yes_____ No _____
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CCS for z/OS Component Requirements
This section describes the Common Components and Services (CCS) components and their corresponding FMIDs that
are required by OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) to perform various functions.

LMP (License Management Program)
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to validate base product licensing.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component

Interface to IBM Health Checker
The following CCS for z/OS component is required for the interface to the IBM Health Checker.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CA Health Checker Common Service component

NOTE
 For information on additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the CCS for z/OS
documentation.

ADDRESS CA7
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run ADDRESS CA7.

The FMIDs based on CCS for z/OS r12:

CCF3E00
Specifies the GREXX component

CBYSE00
Specifies the GSS component

ADDRESS CASCHD
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run ADDRESS CASCHD.

CCF3E00
Specifies the GREXX component

CBYSE00
Specifies the GSS component

ADDRESS JOBTRAC
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run ADDRESS JOBTRAC:

CCF3E00
Specifies the GREXX component
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CBYSE00
Specifies the GSS component

Automation Measurement Environment
The following CCS for z/OS component is required to run the Automation Measurement Environment (AME).

CAF3E00
Specifies the CA-C Runtime component

Interface to AP
The following CCS for z/OS components are required for the interface between OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation and AP.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF/DB2 component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component

NOTE
For information about more setup and configuration steps that you must complete, see the CCS for z/OS
documentation.

CA 7 Browse Log Interface
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run the CA 7 Browse Log interface.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF/DB2 component

Service Desk Manager Interface
The following FMIDs are required for the interface between OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation and Service
Desk Manager.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF component

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAISDI/med and CAI/soap components
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CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component

NOTE
For information on additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the CCS for z/OS
documentation.

OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility Using CAICCI
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run the Multi-System Facility (MSF) using CAICCI.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF/DB2 component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component

NOTE
For information about more setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the CCS for z/OS
documentation.

OPSCAWTO OPS/REXX Function
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run the OPSCAWTO OPS/REXX function.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF component

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAIENF/DB2 component

NOTE
For information about more setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the CCS for z/OS
documentation.

Interface to the Event Manager Component
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run certain ADDRESS USS commands.

The following specific commands communicate with the z/OS Event Console:

• ADDRESS USS WTO
• ADDRESS USS WTOR
• ADDRESS USS REPLY
• ADDRESS USS DOM
• ADDRESS USS PING
• ADDRESS USS CMD
• CD5IB30
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Specifies the Event Management component
• CAS9C00 or CAS9E00 or CAS9E10

Specifies the CAIRIM component
• CAW1C00 or CAW1E00 or CAW1E10

Specifies the CAIENF component
• CAW5C00 or CAW5E00 or CAW5E10

Specifies the CAIENF/DB2 component
• CAW4C00 or CAW4E00 or CAW4E10

Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component
• CAF3C00 or CAF3E00

Specifies the CA-C Runtime component

Switch Operations Facility (SOF)
The following CCS for z/OS component is required to run SOF.

CAW1F00
Specifies the CAICCI with SSL component of CCS for z/OS

NOTE
For information on additional setup and configuration steps that must be completed, see the CCS for z/OS
documentation.

OPSVASRV OPS/REXX Function
The following CCS for z/OS components are required to run the OPS/REXX function OPSVASRV.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAIRIM component.

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAVARSRV (Common Variable Service) component

CAS9F00
Specifies the CAMASTER (CA Master) component

Interface to Hardware Interface Services
The following component is required to use API HW* Events and the OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS command.

CC2D770
Specifies the Management Services Assembler component that is utilized by Hardware Interface Service 2.0

Hardware Interface Services is packaged with Mainframe Connector as a separate PAX file that can be downloaded with
OPS/MVS from Broadcom Support.

Interface to Mainframe Connector (Linux Connector)
The following components are required to use API LX* Events and the OPS/REXX ADDRESS LXC command.

CC2D770
Specifies the Management Services Assembler used by Mainframe Connector

CC2D771
Specifies the Management Services Other used by Mainframe Connector
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CE2J200
Specifies the Operations Services used by Mainframe Connector

Mainframe Connector is packaged with Hardware Interface Service as a separate PAX file. The PAX file can be
downloaded with OPS/MVS from Broadcom Support.

DASD Calculation Chart
This section contains the following topics:

•  DASD Requirements for Program Libraries 
•  DASD Requirements for OPSLOG Messages 
•  DASD Requirements for Global Variable Checkpoint DIV Data Sets 
•  DASD Requirements for a Sysplex Variable Backup Dataset (optional) 
•  DASD Requirements for a Shared VSAM Database (optional) 
•  DASD Requirements for the RDF and System State Manager 
•  Providing Global Variable Database Control (Optional) 

DASD Requirements for Program Libraries
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation requires 60 3390 cylinders, either in your libraries or as private libraries.

DASD Requirements for OPSLOG Messages
Default: 790 3390 cylinders

Recommended: Messages from one week; dependent upon your console traffic

# OPSLOG Messages Device Type Events Per Cylinder Required Cylinders
400000 3380 845 474
400000 3390 1014 395
600000 3380 845 712
600000 3390 1014 592
800000 3380 845 947
800000 3390 1014 790
1000000 3380 845 1184
1000000 3390 1014 987
1500000 3380 845 1776
1500000 3390 1014 1480
2000000 3380 845 2368
2000000 3390 1014 1974
2950000 3380 845 3552
2950000 3390 1014 2960
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DASD Requirements for Global Variable Checkpoint DIV Data Sets
For restrictions on shared DASD, see How You Place the DIV Data Sets.

 # Global
Variables 

 Length of Each
Global Variable
(in Bytes) 

 Device Type  Blocks (256
Bytes) Per
Cylinder 

 # Blocks per
Variable 

 Calculated
Cylinders 

 Required
Cylinders
Including Extra
20% 

5000 44 3380 2400 1 3 4
5000 44 3390 2880 1 2 3
5000 100 3380 2400 2 5 6
5000 100 3390 2880 2 4 5
5000 200 3380 2400 2 5 6
5000 200 3390 2880 2 4 5
5000 500 3380 2400 3 7 9
5000 500 3390 2880 3 6 8
5000 1000 3380 2400 5 11 14
5000 1000 3390 2880 5 9 11
5000 2500 3380 2400 11 23 28
5000 2500 3390 2880 11 20 24
10000 44 3380 2400 1 5 6
10000 44 3390 2880 1 4 5
10000 100 3380 2400 2 9 11
10000 100 3390 2880 2 7 9
10000 200 3380 2400 2 9 11
10000 200 3390 2880 2 7 9
10000 500 3380 2400 3 13 16
10000 500 3390 2880 3 11 14
10000 1000 3380 2400 5 21 26
10000 1000 3390 2880 5 18 22
10000 2500 3380 2400 11 46 56
10000 2500 3390 2880 11 39 47
25000 44 3380 2400 1 11 14
25000 44 3390 2880 1 9 11
25000 100 3380 2400 2 21 26
25000 100 3390 2880 2 18 22
25000 200 3380 2400 2 21 26
25000 200 3390 2880 2 18 22
25000 500 3380 2400 3 32 39
25000 500 3390 2880 3 27 33
25000 1000 3380 2400 5 53 64
25000 1000 3390 2880 5 44 53
25000 2500 3380 2400 11 115 138
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25000 2500 3390 2880 11 96 116
50000 44 3380 2400 1 21 26
50000 44 3390 2880 1 18 22
50000 100 3380 2400 2 42 51
50000 100 3390 2880 2 35 42
50000 200 3380 2400 2 42 51
50000 200 3390 2880 2 35 42
50000 500 3380 2400 3 63 76
50000 500 3390 2880 3 53 64
50000 1000 3380 2400 5 105 126
50000 1000 3390 2880 5 87 105
50000 2500 3380 2400 11 230 276
50000 2500 3390 2880 11 191 230
100000 44 3380 2400 1 42 51
100000 44 3390 2880 1 35 42
100000 100 3380 2400 2 84 101
100000 100 3390 2880 2 70 84
100000 200 3380 2400 2 84 101
100000 200 3390 2880 2 70 84
100000 500 3380 2400 3 125 150
100000 500 3390 2880 3 105 126
100000 1000 3380 2400 5 209 251
100000 1000 3390 2880 5 174 209
100000 2500 3380 2400 11 459 551
100000 2500 3390 2880 11 382 459

DASD Requirements for a Sysplex Variable Backup Dataset (optional)
The OPAMBKUP member in the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set contains the IDCAMS DEFINE commands and the JCL
to create and initialize the sysplex variable backup VSAM KSDS. Tailor and run this JCL to create the file. Information
needed to determine the DASD requirements for the VSAM backup file, such as setting the key size, the average and
maximum record size for the file, and the primary and secondary record allocations, is contained in the comments of the
JCL. Note that each record holds a single sysplex variable name followed by the variable meta data and value. You must
set the dataset volume name or the optional SMS dataset CLASS parameters.

DASD Requirements for a Shared VSAM Database (optional)
The OPAMSVDB member in the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set contains the IDCAMS DEFINE commands and the JCL
to create and initialize the shared VSAM KSDS. Tailor and run this JCL to create the file. Information needed to determine
the DASD requirements for a shared VSAM database, such as setting the key size, the average and maximum record size
for the file, and the primary and secondary record allocations, is contained in the comments of the JCL. Note that each
record holds a global variable. The volume parameter must be set.
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DASD Requirements for the RDF and System State Manager
To determine the DASD requirements for the RDF and System State Manager, Calculate the DASD space you need
based on the number and size of the tables you have.

Providing Global Variable Database Control (Optional)
So that you can closely monitor your global variable databases, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) issues warning messages as the database becomes full. OPS/MVS provides parameters that enable you to closely
control and monitor these database indicators. They should be set when you install OPS/MVS.

The following OPS/MVS parameters control the levels and frequency of the warning messages:

GLOBALWARNTHRESH
The threshold percentage of global variables at which warning messages start to be issued.
Default: 80

GLOBALWARNINTVAL
Specifies, in minutes, how often the warning message for global variables is reissued. This parameter prevents
the message from being reissued too frequently.
Default: 5

GLOBALTEMPWARNTH
The threshold percentage of temporary (life-of-OPS/MVS) global variables at which warning messages start to be
issued.
Default: 80

GLOBALTEMPWARNIV
Specifies, in minutes, how often the warning message for temporary (life-of-OPS/MVS) global variables is
reissued. This parameter prevents the message from being reissued too frequently.
Default: 5

Usage Warning Messages

OPS/MVS also issues warning messages each time database usage increases by 5 percent above the threshold
(for instance, at 85 percent, 90 percent, and 95 percent of capacity), even between GLOBALWARNINTVAL intervals.
The usage levels triggering the warning messages are not reset in an OPS/MVS life cycle unless you change the
GLOBALWARNTHRESH parameter to a different value. In this case, the high-usage level is reset to the threshold value.

The warning message OPS4290O, which can apply to either the permanent global variable database or the temporary
global variable database, contains the following information:

• Whether the warning is for the temporary or the permanent global variable database
• Current percentage of the database that is full
• Number of blocks currently in use
• Total number of blocks in the database (determined by the value of the GLOBALMAX or GLOBALTEMPMAX

parameter)
• Name of the program or rule, once executed, that caused the threshold to be met or exceeded. This program or rule

may or may not be responsible for filling the database.

NOTE
OPS/MVS checks for the threshold being exceeded only when a new global variable is allocated or an existing
global variable is extended. Therefore, the interval between the messages may be greater than the defined
interval.

If either the permanent or the temporary global variable database fills completely, OPS/MVS issues the OPS1093I
message. If this occurs, your automated operations will probably cease to function properly. Because of this, you should
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make use of the OPS/MVS threshold warning message that can alert you to the imminence of such a situation before a
failure.

WebCenter Installation
WebCenter Installation Overview
Readers of this book require knowledge in the following areas:

• Job control language (JCL)
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• Your IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

You work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS, VTAM, and TCP/IP definitions
• Security administrator, for library and started task access authority
• Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) or storage administrator, for direct access storage device (DASD) allocations

How the Installation Process Works

We have standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition -- This task transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- This task optionally creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and

ACCEPT steps. The software is not tailored.
• Deployment -- This task copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration -- This task creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM automates and simplifies many mainframe product installation activities on z/OS systems. This application also
makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface enables you to
install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. As a best practice, we recommend that you install
mainframe products and maintenance using CSM. Using CSM, someone with limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can
install a product.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at Broadcom Support. Follow the
installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that are downloaded from Broadcom
Support.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Verify that you acquired the product using one of the following methods:

– Download the software from Broadcom Support using CSM.
– Download the software from Broadcom Support using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (Pax ESD).
– Order a product DVD. To do so, contact your account manager or a support representative.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:
– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used Pax ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:
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• Install the product manually.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CSM.

– If you used a DVD, install the product manually.

NOTE
If a Recommended Service (CARS) package is published for your product, install it before continuing with
the deployment.

4. Deploy the target libraries using one of the following methods:
– If you are using CSM to configure your products, a CSM deployment is required.
– If you are using a manual configuration process, a manual deployment is an optional step.

5. Configure your product using CSM or manually.
6. Set up user security.

Preparing for WebCenter Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

WebCenter Software Requirements
Verify that your system is set with the requirements described in this section.

Operating Environment

Ensure that you have the appropriate operating environment. Your system must have the following software:

• A currently supported version of z/OS.

• For implementing Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the web interface:
– SMP/E V3R5.0.
– IBM 31-bit SDK for z/OS, Java 2 Technology Edition for the libjvm.x side deck. IBM 64-bit SDK is not supported.

User PC Requirements

The WebCenter users require the following minimum levels of third-party products that are installed on their PCs:

• Internet Explorer: 8.0 or Firefox: 13.0
• Java Runtime Environment (JRE): Version 7 Update 51

NOTE
If you are using a 64-bit browser, review the JRE support and minimum system requirements for 64-bit
browsers on the java.com website.

WebCenter Common Components and Services Requirements
Your system must have a currently supported version of Common Components and Services. The Common Components
and Services load libraries must be accessible to the WebCenter and the SOLVE Subsystem Interface (SSI) address
spaces through the JCL STEPLIB or system linklist.

NOTE
The latest version of Common Components and Services is included in your package.

The following Common Components and Services are used with WebCenter:
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CA Health Checker
Provides Broadcom applications with a framework for invoking IBM Health Checker routines in a consistent and
easy to implement manner. The health checks of Broadcom products execute under IBM Health Checker for z/
OS. To register the checks successfully, IBM Health Checker must be active.

NOTE
For more information about the IBM Health Checker, including setup and configuration tasks, see the
IBM Health Checker for z/OS User's Guide.

CAICCI
(Optional) Provides Broadcom enterprise applications with a common communications software layer. This
service is required, for example, when forwarding alerts to Service Desk Manager.

CAISDI/soap
(Optional) Is the z/OS Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) client that communicates with Service Desk
Manager. CAISDI/soap manages the communication using TCP/IP to Service Desk Manager. The component
provides the mechanisms that enable Broadcom products to open Service Desk Manager tickets. This component
is required for all Service Desk Manager integration.

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services are already installed.

WebCenter Security Requirements
To complete the tasks in this section, you need the following security privileges:

• If you plan to download the product using ESD or from DVD, you require access to UNIX System Services (USS).
• You have the READ authority to data sets with a prefix of CAI.*.
• You have the UPDATE authority to the following data sets or libraries:

– Started task PROCLIB that stores the run-time JCL job, for example, SYS1.PROCLIB
– SYS1.PARMLIB
– SYS1.VTAMLST or the library that stores VTAM application definitions and VTAM initialization parameters
– Master catalog, a requirement if you intend to define alias entries for data set prefixes

• You have authority to update the following initialization parameter data set members if necessary:
– SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) to add subsystem IDs
– SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx) to APF-authorize your load libraries
– SYS1.PARMLIB(CONSOLxx) if your system does not use extended MCS consoles

WebCenter Storage Requirements
WebCenter has the following 3390 DASD space requirements:

• If you are using CSM, ESD, or DVD, the following z/OS UNIX file system space is required for the downloaded and
unpacked files: 115 MB.

• For the installation and setup, the following spaces are required:
– Installation = 1155 cylinders
– IBM System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E) libraries = 85 cylinders
– Setup = 360 cylinders
– Setup temporary work area = 700 cylinders
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Worksheets
The preparation worksheets help you gather the required information before you install and configure (or set up) the
product.

The post-installation worksheet lets you record the names of the data sets created by the installation and configuration
process for future reference.

How to Install WebCenter Using CSM
WARNING
During the installation, consider using the target and distribution zone names of CAIT80 and CAID80. Do not
use the same zone names as those names used for any of the following software: Chorus, CMDB Connector,
Hardware Interface Service, Mainframe Connector, NetMaster, or SOLVE.

WARNING
During the installation, consider using the low-level qualifier, .OWC2, in your prefix for target and distribution
data set names. If you plan to install using CSM and then to configure manually, use the low-level
qualifier, .OWC2, in your prefix for target and distribution data set names. Do not use the same target and
distribution data set names as those names used for any of the following software: Chorus, CMDB Connector,
Hardware Interface Service, Mainframe Connector, NetMaster, or SOLVE.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and
configuring Broadcom mainframe products on your system.

CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. As products adopt the CSM services, you can install your products in a common way according to industry best
practices.

This scenario describes the steps for a system programmer to acquire, install, deploy, and configure products and
maintenance. Not all tasks may apply to your organization. For example, you may decide not to deploy and configure
products. In this case, do not perform the product deployment task and the product configuration task.

Before you use this scenario, you must have CSM installed at your site. If you do not have CSM installed, you can
download it from the Download Center. This web page also contains links to the complete documentation for CSM.

You access CSM from a web browser.

This scenario is a high-level overview of steps that you perform using CSM. For more detailed information, use the online
help that is included in CSM.

You perform the following tasks to install products and manage them on your system:
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1. Acquire a new product.
2. Install the product.
3. Maintain the installed products.
4. Deploy the product to the destination system.
5. Configure the deployed product.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface

You access CSM using the web-based interface.

You need the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password.
The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your account on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

3. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Boradcom Support.

4. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

5. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of
the actions in a finished task.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.
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Acquire a New Product

Acquisition allows you to download products and product maintenance from the Broadcom Support to a USS directory
structure on your system. The products to which your site is entitled and the releases available are displayed in the
Available Products section on the Products page.

You perform the following high-level tasks to acquire a product using CSM:

1. Set up a Broadcom Support account.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Broadcom Support account. If you do not have an
account, create one.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials that
you use to access Broadcom Support. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Products page to locate the product that you want to acquire.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Products tab.
If you cannot find the product that you want to acquire, update the product list. CSM refreshes the product list through
Broadcom Support using the site IDs associated with your credentials.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the product list, you can download the product installation packages. To do so, use the
Update Product Release action.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from Broadcom Support.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or apply maintenance.

Install a Product

CSM simplifies and manages SMP/E installation tasks. You can browse and install a product that you acquired and that is
available in the product list on the Products page. You can also install the maintenance for the products that are currently
installed in a managed SMP/E environment on the driving system.

You perform the following high-level tasks to install a product using CSM:
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1. (Optional) On the Settings tab, click Software Installation under System Settings, and configure base installation
settings.
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2. (Optional) Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Click the Products tab and select a product that you want to install. Start the installation wizard and review product

information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
8. (Optional) Review pending tasks for the SMP/E environment where you are installing your product. Continue the

installation, if applicable.
CSM installs the product.

After the installation process completes, check for and install available product maintenance. The product is ready for you
to deploy. Sometimes, there are other steps to perform manually outside of CSM before continuing.

Maintain the Installed Products

You can migrate existing SMP/E environments into CSM to maintain all your installed products in a unified way from a
single web-based interface.

You can use CSM to maintain a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to maintain a product using CSM:

1. Verify that CSM recognizes the SMP/E environment where your product is installed. If not, migrate the SMP/E
environment to CSM.
During the migration, CSM stores information about the SMP/E environment in the database.

2. From the Product tab, download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases.
If you cannot find the required release, perform the following steps to download the maintenance:
a. Add the release to the catalog manually.
b. Update the added release.

3. Apply the maintenance.
CSM applies the maintenance to your product.

After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy to systems that are defined in the system
registry.

Deploy the Product to the Destination System

Deployment is a process of copying SMP/E target libraries to a destination system. The destination system could be the
local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, or a sysplex. You identify the destination system, deployed data set names,
and the transport mechanism as part of the deployment process. Deploying a product makes it available for configuration.
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WARNING
Before you deploy a product, set up the destination systems and remote credentials in the system registry.

You perform the following high-level tasks to deploy your products using CSM:

1. On the Deployments tab, set up methodologies.

NOTE
You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment, or use existing methodologies, if you have
set up any previously. If you do so, you can skip this step.

2. Start the New Deployment wizard to create a deployment. Complete each of the steps in the wizard. The wizard
guides you through choosing deployment settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back
to it later.

3. Deploy:
a. Take a snapshot of the deployment.
b. Transmit the deployment to a destination system.
c. Deploy (unpack) to the mainframe environment.
CSM deploys the product to the destination system.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure.

Configure the Deployed Product

Configuration is a process of copying the deployed libraries to run-time libraries and customizes the product for your
site to bring it to an executable state. You can configure Broadcom products that you have already acquired, installed,
and deployed using CSM. You cannot use CSM to configure a product unless you have already used CSM to deploy the
product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to configure your products using CSM:

1. Select a configurable deployment on the Deployments tab to view details and products for that deployment.
2. Select a product in the deployment and start the Configuration wizard to create a configuration. Complete each of

the steps in the wizard. The wizard has multiple levels of detailed instructions and guides you through choosing
configuration settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back to it later. Configurations
where you have partially completed the steps in the wizard are listed on the Configurations tab. The steps in the
wizard include the following:
a. Define a configuration name and select a system for the configuration.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration. If needed, you can
edit the configuration and can build the configuration again. Building the configuration closes the wizard and creates a
configuration with all your settings.

4. (Optional) Validate the configuration. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used when you
implement the configuration.

5. Implement the configuration. You implement a configuration to make your deployed software fully functional.
Implementation executes on the destination system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined
in the configuration.
CSM configures the product.

After the configuration process completes, the product is ready for you to use.
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NOTE
If you deploy and configure regions on multiple systems, you can connect the regions to set up a multisystem
environment.

Installing WebCenter Using Pax ESD
This section contains the following topics:

• How to Install WebCenter Using a Pax File
• Allocate and Mount a File System for WebCenter
• Acquire the WebCenter Pax Files
• Create a WebCenter Directory from the Pax File
• Copy WebCenter Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
• Generate and Run the Installation Jobs
• Clean Up the WebCenter USS Directory
• Apply WebCenter Preventive Maintenance

How to Install WebCenter Using a Pax File
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option, you
acquire a product pax file from Broadcom Support.

The files on the online site always have the most current product updates. To determine if you have the latest updates, go
to Broadcom Support and click Download Center.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

1. Allocate and mount the file system.
2. Acquire the pax files.
3. Create a directory from the pax file.
4. Copy the installation files to z/OS data sets.
5. Run the installation jobs.
6. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory.
7. Apply preventive maintenance.

USS Environment Setup

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:
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• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. You need to complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent
downloads. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING

Important! Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process.

In the file system that contains the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB
pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System for WebCenter
The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the unpack steps. We
recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition and create the directory
in this file system.

You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for product downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,
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// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAPAX  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

Pax ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.
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NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire the WebCenter Pax Files
To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING

Important! Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process.

Also, you must have available USS file space before you start the procedures.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax file , and then upload it to your USS file system.
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before uploading to your USS file system.

• Download the pax files directly to your USS file system.

This section includes the following information:

• A sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support FTP server directly to a USS directory
on your z/OS system

• Sample commands to upload a pax file from your PC to a USS directory on your z/OS system

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the product pax file. If you
do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Products Download window.

Download Files to a PC Using Pax ESD

You can download product installation files from Broadcom Support to your PC.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support, and click Download Center.
The Download Center web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and gen level
(if applicable), and click Go.
The Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire product software package or individual pax files to your PC. If you download a zip file, you must
unzip it before continuing.
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NOTE
For information about download methods, see the Download Methods and Locations article. Go to Broadcom
Support, log in, and click Download Center. Links to the guide and the article appear under the Download
Help heading.

Download Using Batch JCL

You download a pax file from Broadcom Support by running batch JCL on the mainframe. Use the sample JCL job
CAtoMainframe.txt to perform the download.

NOTE
We recommend that you follow the preferred download method as described on Broadcom Support. This JCL
procedure is our preferred download method for users who do not use CSM. We also include the procedure to
download to the mainframe through a PC in the next section.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
The job points to your profile.

3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.
The job points to your email address.

4. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.
The job points to your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the Support Product Download window.
You have identified the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download.

NOTE
We send you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is
available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
Preferred FTP

Uses our worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method, review the
security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.broadcom.com

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.broadcom.com for product files and download cart files, and ftp://ftp.broadcom.com for
individual solution files

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.
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NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* Broadom Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.    *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

 Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory

binary

get FTP_location
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quit

/*

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC

You download the product installation files to your PC and transfer them to your USS system.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the product file to your PC using the following methods:
– Pax ESD. If you downloaded a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files.
The pax file resides on your PC.

NOTE
Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

2. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

3. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:

FTP mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

password
Specifies your z/OS password.

C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.

paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Create a WebCenter Directory from the Pax File
The pax command performs the following actions:
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• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file, and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

Use the sample JCL job Unpackage.txt to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Example JCL File, Unpackage.txt, to Customize
The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*
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Copy WebCenter Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process
uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not
remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Install Utility

The Install Utility guides the installation. The Install Utility installs the product into an IBM System Modification Program/
Extended (SMP/E) environment. The utility collects your site-specific values such as data set prefixes, DASD volume
serial numbers, and JCL parameter values. The utility then uses these values to generate the jobs necessary to install
your product.

Unload the Installation Data Set

The installation utility software lets you generate and run the JCL required to install your product. The installation utility
software is delivered in the pax file.
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The installation software unloads into the dsnpref.CAI.OWC2.CC2DJCL data set; dsnpref is a prefix that you specify for
your product data sets.

After you unzip the data sets, take one of the following actions:

• Rename dsnpref.CAI.OWC2.CC2DJCL to dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL
• Copy the members in dsnpref.CAI.OWC2.CC2DJCL into dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL

Generate and Run the Installation Jobs
The installation process creates the dsnpref.OWC2.INSTDB database to store details of each installation that you
perform.

NOTE
 During this task, the INSTALLATION JCL Library Creation panel lets you specify your installation JCL library.
The default library name is dsnpref.OWC2.INSTALL.JCL, where dsnpref is the same data set prefix that you
used for the dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL data set.

If your installation JCL library exists, take one of the following actions:

• Specify a new data set name at that panel.
• Delete the existing library by issuing a TSO DELETE command.

NOTE
 If you leave the Install Utility at any stage, you can return to it from the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt.
Execute the following command: EXEC 'dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

During the installation process, you provide the site-specific installation information that you previously collected. This
information is used to generate the installation JCL.

 Follow these steps: 

1. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:
EXEC 'dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility panel appears.

NOTE
 On each of the Install Utility panels, you can use the following keys:

2. Press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

3. Enter 1 (Set Installation Parameters).
The Software Delivery Method panel appears.

4. Complete each of the panels as they open. Press Enter at the completion of each panel.
WARNING
During the installation, consider using the target and distribution zone names of CAIT80 and CAID80. Do
not use the same zone names as those names used for any of the following software: Chorus, CMDB
Connector, Hardware Interface Service, Mainframe Connector, NetMaster, or SOLVE.

Complete the parameter panels before you install the product. Take the default options, or specify site-specific values.

NOTE
 For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

5. Enter 2 (Install Products).
The INSTALLATION Primary Menu panel appears.

6. Enter 1 (Select Products to Install).
The INSTALLATION Product Selection panel appears.

7. Enter S next to the product name.
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The INSTALLATION Product Confirmation panel appears, confirming your selection.
8. Press Enter to confirm your selection, and complete each of the INSTALLATION panels as they open.

Complete all the panels. Take the default options, or specify site-specific values.
9. Record the data set name into which the JCL was generated in your post-installation worksheet.

You can submit the jobs from the panel or directly from this data set after exiting the panel.
10. Submit and run the following installation jobs in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has

completed successfully.
I01ALLOC

Allocates the data sets.
The I01ALLOC member allocates CC2DPLD as a load library of the PDSE type.

I02INSMP
Initializes the SMP/E data sets.

I03RCSMP
Performs an SMP/E RECEIVE.

I04AKSMP
Performs an SMP/E APPLY CHECK. This job is listed only if maintenance exists.

I05RSSMP
Performs an SMP/E RESTORE. This job is listed only if maintenance exists.

I06APSMP
Performs an SMP/E APPLY.

I07ACSMP
Performs an SMP/E ACCEPT.

11. Press F3.
You are returned to the Primary Menu panel.

Clean Up the WebCenter USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform the procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files anymore.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.
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The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Apply WebCenter Preventive Maintenance
WARNING
The dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DLINK data set must be in your system linklist before you start the maintenance. You
can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC. If you installed the product using
CSM, use CSM to apply the maintenance.

The product maintenance is provided as system modification program (SMP) fixes. The fixes consist of PTFs applied
using the IBM System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E) tool.

NOTE
If an installed SMP fix contains maintenance for the VSAM data sets, update those VTAM data sets for each
region you have set up.

The RAMDB maintenance is provided as SMP/E PTFs. However, this methodology is only for delivery and recordkeeping.
Apply the maintenance using $RMDB04D.

This section describes how to apply individual SMP fixes using the Install Utility.

NOTE
The individual SMP fixes are only available from the Broadcom Support site.

When you receive the SMP fixes, unload them into one of the following data sets:

• A sequential data set
• A member of a partitioned data set

Multiple SMP fixes can be appended into a single data set or member.

Follow these steps: 

1. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Menu.
2. Select the COMMAND option.

The ISPF Command Shell panel appears.
3. At the command prompt, enter the following command:

EXEC 'dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

4. At the Install Utility title panel, press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

5. At the Install Utility Primary Menu panel, enter 8 (Maintain Products).
The MAINTENANCE Primary Menu panel appears.

6. Enter 3 (Apply individual SMP fixes from a DASD data set).
The MAINTENANCE DASD Fixes Dataset Name panel appears.

7. Enter the data set name that contains the SMP fixes to be applied and press Enter.
8. Complete the fields on the following MAINTENANCE panels as they open.
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9. At the MAINTENANCE JCL Library Creation panel, review your fix JCL library.
The default library name is:
dsnpref.OWC2.FIX.DASD.JCL

dsnpref
Is the same data set prefix that you used for the dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL data set.

NOTE
 Each time when you apply maintenance, use a new output data set. A new data set ensures that the only
jobs in your maintenance JCL library are the jobs that are required for the maintenance. To use a new data
set:

10. Press Enter to proceed with the generation of the maintenance JCL.
When the JCL generation is complete, a list of generated jobs and a description of each member appears.

11. Note the name of the data set into which the JCL was generated.
12. Submit and run the following jobs in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed

successfully.
Each job must complete with return code 0 unless otherwise indicated.

F11RCSMP
SMP/E receives the maintenance and lists existing HOLDDATA and SOURCEIDs that are already applied. If a job
step returns condition code 04, there is no HOLDDATA present.
Review the information. For any held APARs that you want to apply, add the correct BYPASS HOLDx operands
to the corresponding APPLY control statement for those APARs. Add the operands by manually editing the
F12APSMP job that contains the SMP control statements.

NOTE
For information about the BYPASS HOLDx operands, see IBM SMP/E Commands guide.

F12APSMP
SMP/E applies the maintenance.

13. Press F3.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

If the fix contains maintenance for VSAM data sets (as indicated by HOLDDATA), update the VSAM data sets for the
regions you have set up. Otherwise, you have finished applying the fix.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product:

ACTION
Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

AO
Affects automated operations. It changes either the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the
message.

DB2BIND
Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages need to be rebound.

DDDEF
Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
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DELETE
Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE
command.

DEP
Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC
Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD
Indicates that some or all of the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.

DYNACT
Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

ENH
Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement.
If no action is needed to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT
Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF
Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility
Systems.

MULTSYS
Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for either pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.

RESTART
Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine restart.

Code a BYPASS(HOLDSYS) operand on your APPLY command to install SYSMODs that have internal holds. Code the
BYPASS(HOLDSYS) operand only after you have performed the required action, or if you are performing the action after
the APPLY, if that is appropriate.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD DD
statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that
is not applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a
product feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD in conjunction with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status
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SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Configuring WebCenter
The topics in this section describe the manual tasks you perform if you are not configuring your product using CSM.

You use the Install Utility to set up the regions for this product.

WARNING
 You must put the dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DLINK data set in your system linklist before you start setting up regions.

You can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC.

This section contains the following topics:

• How Region Setup Works
• Region Contents
• SOLVE SSI as Common Component
• Specify the SOLVE SSI
• Specify the WebCenter Region
• Create VTAM Definitions and Tables

How Region Setup Works
You can have more than one region on a system. Each region runs as a started task.

The Install Utility uses the site-specific information that you collected during preparing for installation to generate the jobs
that build the regions. If you need more regions, you can reuse the Install Utility to create them.

WARNING
 After you have run a setup job, you cannot alter the results using the setup software. You can use the setup
software to create a region, or you can manually customize the JCL for the existing region.

Region Contents
WebCenter is comprised of the following components:

SOLVE Subsystem Interface (SSI)
Provides the communication between the WebCenter region and other software on a system.

WebCenter Region
Specifies where you log in to administer WebCenter.

On each system that you want to monitor, configure and run both an SSI and a region.

SOLVE SSI as Common Component
The SOLVE SSI is a common component for multiple Broadcom product families and can serve multiple product regions
on a system. If your site has any of the following products and the associated SSI is running, you can share that SSI
region:
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• NetMaster family of products
• SOLVE:Operations Automation family of products

NOTE
If you do not run those products, specify the SOLVE SSI.

The SSI for these products includes the following parameter setting, XEVNT=YES, which WebCenter requires. Do not set
up another SSI for WebCenter. Determine the subsystem ID of the running SSI for use by the product region. You can use
the following commands to determine the subsystem ID:

1. To determine whether a system has a running SSI with XEVNT=YES, issue the following command:

D GRS,RES=(SOLVEEPS,$SYS.SIMPLE.EVENT)

The command returns the job name of the SSI.
2. To determine the subsystem ID of the SSI, issue the following command:

D GRS,RES=(NMSSID,*)

The command returns information about all SOLVE SSIs running on the system, including the subsystem ID.

Specify the SOLVE SSI
NOTE
If you are running SOLVE SSI on the system already, you do not have to perform this task. Record the
subsystem ID of the running SSI for use by the product region.

NOTE
In a multisystem environment with shared DASD, you can configure one SSI and run that SSI on the different
systems. In a multisystem environment where the DASD are not shared, see Multisystem Deployment.

If you do not use CSM to configure the SSI, use the Install Utility to set up the SSI.

This procedure provides the communication between the product region and other software on a system.

Follow these steps:

1. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:

EXEC 'dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility panel appears.
On each of the Install Utility panels, you can use the following keys:
– Enter to proceed to the next panel
– F1 to display the online help
– F3 to return to the previous panel
– F4 to exit and return to the main menu

2. Press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

3. (Optional) If you have installed the product using CSM, perform the following steps:
a. Enter 1.

The Software Delivery Method panel appears.
b. Complete the panel:

• Enter S next to CSM.
• Specify the name of the CSI data set used during the product installation in the SMP/E CSI Used field.

c. Press Enter. Accept the default zones, or specify site-specific zones.
4. Enter 4.
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A panel appears listing several approaches to implement your SSI environment.

NOTE
For more information, press F1 (Help).

5. Press Enter.
The SETUP SOLVE SSI Primary Menu panel appears.

6. Enter 1 (Add a Region).
The SETUP Specify SOLVE SSI Name panel appears.

7. Enter the name (ssiname) and description of the SSI region you are setting up.
The setup software uses the name to generate the started task JCL. For example, if the name is SOLVESSI, your
started task JCL is named SOLVESSI.

8. Complete each of the SETUP panels as they appear. Accept the default values, or specify site-specific values.

NOTE
Install Utility lets you configure an SSI that works with other products, enabling the SSI to be shared.

The Install Utility generates a series of setup jobs into the dsnpref.OWC2.ssiname.JCL library.
9. Record the name of the data set into which the JCL was generated in your post-installation worksheet.

NOTE
 If you are setting up a new SSI, continue with these steps. Otherwise, skip the remaining steps in this
procedure. Verify that the required SSI parameters are present in your existing shared SSI, and update them
as necessary.

10. Submit and run the following jobs:
S01SSIAL

Allocates any local SSI data sets.
S02SSIAS

Allocates any shared SSI data sets.

NOTE
If applicable, this allocation occurs only for the first SSI you set up. For the setup of subsequent SSIs,
this is a dummy job.

S03SSILD
Copies the PDS members to dsnpref.OWC2.SSIPARM.

S04MIGRT
Copies data from earlier releases.
This job is only generated if the value in the Enable the Packet Analyzer field on the SETUP Region Parameters
panel is set to YES. The field applies if you include NetMaster NM for TCP/IP as a client of the SSI.

11. Press F3.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

Specify the WebCenter Region
If you do not use CSM to configure the region, use the Install Utility to set up the region. The Install Utility lets you set up a
region with the product you installed.

NOTE
 In a multisystem environment with shared DASD, you can reuse Install Utility to create the regions for the
different systems. In a multisystem environment where the DASD is not shared, see connect the regions to set
up the multisystem environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:
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EXEC 'dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility panel appears.
On each of the Install Utility panels, you can use the following keys:
– Enter to proceed to the next panel
– F1 to display online help 
– F3 to return to the previous panel 
– F4 to exit and return to the main menu

2. Press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

3. (Optional) If you have installed the product using CSM, perform the following steps:
a. Enter 1.

The Software Delivery Method panel appears.
b. Complete the panel:

• Enter S next to CSM.
• Specify the name of the CSI data set used during the product installation in the SMP/E CSI Used field.

c. Press Enter. Accept the default zones, or specify site-specific zones.
4. Enter 5.

The SETUP Product Region Primary Menu panel appears.
5. Enter 1 (Add a Region).

The SETUP Specify Product Region Name panel appears.
6. Enter the name (rname) and description of the region you are setting up.

The Install Utility uses the name that you entered to generate local data set names and the started task JCL. For
example, you enter REGION01 as the region name. Then, your started task JCL is REGION01 and a local region file,
such as the Virtual File System (VFS), is dsnpref.REGION01.VFS.
The SETUP Product Selection panel appears.

7. Enter S next to the product.
The SETUP Product - Confirmation panel appears, confirming your selection.

8. Press Enter to confirm your selection, and complete each of the SETUP panels as they open. Accept the default
values, or specify site-specific values.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

The setup software generates a series of setup jobs in the dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL library.
9. Record the name of the data set into which the JCL was generated in your post-installation worksheet.
10. Submit and run the following jobs in the listed sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has

completed successfully.
S01LCALC

Allocates the region-specific (local) data sets. If you are upgrading and have increased the size of a particular file,
modify the JCL to increase the space allocation as required.

S02SHALC
Allocates the shared run-time data sets.

S03LDVIP
Populates the MODS, PANELS, and OSCNTL files.

S04LDVSM
Populates the other VSAM files.

S05LDPDS
Copies some PDS members to dsnpref.rname.TESTEXEC or dsnpref.PARMLIB for use by the product region. If
this product is being added to an existing region, the RUNSYSIN and IIAPARMS are overwritten.
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When the region starts for the first time, the values in IIAPARMS set up certain parameter group values. On
subsequent startups, the region uses the parameter group values. The IIAPARMS values are then only used if
INIRESET=YES is specified or if the VFS data set is reset.

NOTE
The member names for IIAPARMS and SXPARMS include the domain ID, so they appear as
IIAdmid and SXPdmid.

NOTE
 The utility also generates the following jobs: S10DUMP and S11REST. The jobs help you deploy the
configuration files for your region to a target system when a shared DASD is not available. The S10DUMP
job creates a backup data set that includes the configuration files for the region, which you deploy to the
target system. The S11REST job, when submitted on the target system, restores the configuration files from
the backup data set. In addition to deploying the configuration files, also deploy the target libraries. CSM can
facilitate this deployment.

11. Press F3.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

Create VTAM Definitions and Tables
The Create VTAM Definitions and Tables facility builds the VTAM major node, which contains application definition
statements for all ACBs required by your product regions. Perform this task initially when all product regions have been
set up. If you change any regions or you add more regions later, perform the task again.

NOTE
You use the major node that you create in this procedure to activate your VTAM applications.

Follow these steps:

1. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:

EXEC 'dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.
2. Enter 7 (Create VTAM Definitions and Tables).

The VTAM Primary Menu panel appears.
3. Enter 1 (Create VTAM Definitions and Tables).

The VTAM Data Sets panel appears.
4. Enter the VTAM major node name (vtamname) and data set names of the requested IBM data sets.

The VTAM ACBs panel appears. The panel displays the prefix for External Interface Package (EIP) ACBs and the
names of all product regions and the ACBs associated with them.

NOTE
 If >>> appears, you can use F10 (right) to display all ACBs.

5. Enter the prefix for EIP ACBs.
6. Complete each of the remaining panels as they appear. Accept the default values, or specify site-specific values.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

The Install Utility generates a series of jobs in the dsnpref.OWC2.VTAM.JCL library.
7. Record the name of the data set into which the JCL was generated in your post-installation worksheet.
8. Submit and run the following job:
V01LDVTM

Copies major node into the specified VTAMLST data set.
Each job returns condition code 0 unless otherwise indicated.
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9. Press F3.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

10. Enter X.
The Install Utility closes.

NOTE
 Press F1 (Help) for information about any panel.

 

 

Preparing to Start WebCenter
Before WebCenter can be started and used, preparation tasks are required.

This section contains the following topics:

• Started Task JCL Setup
• Subsystem Identifier Setup
• Load Libraries
• Enable Access to WebCenter Region by OPSVIEW
• Configure Started Task Security
• Configure User Security
• Activate VTAM Applications
• Assign Consoles

Started Task JCL Setup
The Install Utility places the following SYSIN and parameter members into default data sets:

• SSIPARMS and SSISYSIN -- for SOLVE SSI
• RUNSYSIN -- for the product region

If you move these members into a more secure data set, update the started task JCL and SYSIN members to point to that
data set.

Review the SOLVE SSI Started Task Parameter Member

The installation process generates the SSIPARM data set based on the values that are entered during the installation and
setup process.

SSIPARM specifies the SSI started task parameters.

Review the data set to:

• Ensure that the members meet your site-specific requirements
• Reapply any previous customization that is still required

Review the following members in dsnpref.OWC2.SSIPARM:

SSISYSIN
(Optional) (If you are using an existing shared SOLVE SSI region, you do not have to review this member.)
If SUBS=YES is set, you can update the SSISYSIN started task member to use z/OS static system symbols.
System symbols help in the planning of future deployment.

SSIPARMS
(Optional) (If you are using an existing shared SOLVE SSI region, you do not have to review this member.)
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This member is present only if you created it when you specified the SSI region.

Parameters can be shared with any other products using this SSI. Review these parameters, and ensure that they are set
correctly for the products (these parameters can be in SSISYSIN or SSIPARMS).

Review the Region Started Task Parameter Member

The installation process generates the RUNSYSIN member using the values that are entered during the installation and
setup process.

RUNSYSIN specifies the region parameters.

Review RUNSYSIN to:

• Ensure that it meets your site-specific requirements
• Reapply any previous customization that is still required

If you have set SUBS=YES in the member, you can update the RUNSYSIN started task members to use z/OS static
system symbols. nwm-system-symbols-1623948.dita

If you require the SmartServer RSS Feeds feature, add the following parameter in
dsnpref.rnameTESTEXEC(RUNSYSIN):

PPREF='PROD=RSS'
Includes the feature in the region. The WEBCENTER parameter group enables the feeds.

Review the following parameters in dsnpref.rname.TESTEXEC(RUNSYSIN):

PPREF='XOPT=SDUMP'
Specifies that the ABEND dumps are written to the SYS1.DUMP data set.
If you do not want SYS1.DUMP data sets for dumps, remove the parameter and add the SYSMDUMP DD
statement to the generated task in dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL(rname).

PPREF='INIFILE=????????'
Specifies the INI file that is used for parameter customizations.
To use a migrated INI file, uncomment the parameter and replace the question marks with the name of the INI file.

Review and Copy the SOLVE SSI Started Task

The installation process generates an SSI started task that you must review to ensure that it meets your site-specific
requirements. If necessary, reapply any previous customization that is still required.

NOTE
 If you are using an existing shared SOLVE SSI region, skip this procedure.

This procedure reviews, updates, and copies the SSI started task to a procedure library.

NOTE
 To assist you in the planning of future deployment, you can update the SSI started task to use z/OS static
system symbols.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the SSI started task member dsnprefOWC2.ssiname.JCL(ssiname) for your
site-specific requirements.

2. Copy the reviewed member to SYSx.PROCLIB.

Review and Copy the Region Started Task

The installation process generates a product region started task. Ensure that it meets your site-specific requirements; if
necessary, reapply any previous customization that is still required.
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NOTE
 To assist you in the planning of future deployment, you can update the product region started task to use z/OS
static system symbols.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the product region started task member dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL(rname)
for your site-specific requirements.

NOTE
The features for mobile devices can display information from SYSVIEW data. To enable access to SYSVIEW
data, ensure that the SYSVIEW load library is in the system linklist or in the WebCenter region STEPLIB.

2. The Install Utility places the following SYSIN and parameter members into default data sets:
– SSIPARMS and SSISYSIN -- for SOLVE SSI
– RUNSYSIN -- for the product region

If you move these members into a more secure data set, update the started task JCL and SYSIN members to point to that
data set.

Review the SOLVE SSI Started Task Parameter Member

The installation process generates the SSIPARM data set based on the values that are entered during the installation and
setup process.

SSIPARM specifies the SSI started task parameters.

Review the data set to:

• Ensure that the members meet your site-specific requirements
• Reapply any previous customization that is still required

Review the following members in dsnpref.OWC2.SSIPARM:

SSISYSIN
(Optional) (If you are using an existing shared SOLVE SSI region, you do not have to review this member.)
If SUBS=YES is set, you can update the SSISYSIN started task member to use z/OS static system symbols.
System symbols help in the planning of future deployment.

SSIPARMS
(Optional) (If you are using an existing shared SOLVE SSI region, you do not have to review this member.)
This member is present only if you created it when you specified the SSI region.

Parameters can be shared with any other products using this SSI. Review these parameters, and ensure that they are set
correctly for the products (these parameters can be in SSISYSIN or SSIPARMS).

Review the Region Started Task Parameter Member

The installation process generates the RUNSYSIN member using the values that are entered during the installation and
setup process.

RUNSYSIN specifies the region parameters.

Review RUNSYSIN to:

• Ensure that it meets your site-specific requirements
• Reapply any previous customization that is still required

If you have set SUBS=YES in the member, you can update the RUNSYSIN started task members to use z/OS static
system symbols. System symbols help in the planning of future deployment.

If you require the SmartServer RSS Feeds feature, add the following parameter in dsnpref.rnameTESTEXEC(RUNSYSIN)
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PPREF='PROD=RSS'
Includes the feature in the region. The WEBCENTER parameter group enables the feeds.

Review the following parameters in dsnpref.rname.TESTEXEC(RUNSYSIN):

PPREF='XOPT=SDUMP'
Specifies that the ABEND dumps are written to the SYS1.DUMP data set.
If you do not want SYS1.DUMP data sets for dumps, remove the parameter and add the SYSMDUMP DD
statement to the generated task in dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL(rname).

PPREF='INIFILE=????????'
Specifies the INI file that is used for parameter customizations.
To use a migrated INI file, uncomment the parameter and replace the question marks with the name of the INI file.

Review and Copy the SOLVE SSI Started Task

The installation process generates an SSI started task that you must review to ensure that it meets your site-specific
requirements. If necessary, reapply any previous customization that is still required.

NOTE
 If you are using an existing shared SOLVE SSI region, skip this procedure.

This procedure reviews, updates, and copies the SSI started task to a procedure library.

NOTE
 To assist you in the planning of future deployment, you can update the SSI started task to use z/OS static
system symbols.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the SSI started task member dsnprefOWC2.ssiname.JCL(ssiname) for your
site-specific requirements.

2. Copy the reviewed member to SYSx.PROCLIB.

Review and Copy the Region Started Task

The installation process generates a product region started task. Ensure that it meets your site-specific requirements; if
necessary, reapply any previous customization that is still required.

NOTE
 To assist you in the planning of future deployment, you can update the product region started task to use z/OS
static system symbols.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the product region started task member dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL(rname)
for your site-specific requirements.

NOTE
The features for mobile devices can display information from SYSVIEW data. To enable access to SYSVIEW
data, ensure that the SYSVIEW load library is in the system linklist or in the WebCenter region STEPLIB.

Subsystem Identifier Setup
The setup of your product environment usually requires the following subsystem identifier (SSID) values that were defined
during the setup process:
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• An SSID value for the subsystem identifier for the SOLVE SSI -- The SSI started task automatically identifies this SSID
value to the system.

• An SSID value to enable the use of z/OS commands and messages -- This SSID is named the AOM subsystem
interface ID (AOM SSID). The product region started task automatically identifies this SSID value to the system.

If you want the SSID values to be set permanently and available at system IPL time, you can set them in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member. Ensure that you add the AOM SSID first (after JES) in the list of subsystem names,
because the first region listed in the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member controls the processing of messages by the
subsystem interface.

Load Libraries
Most of the products have their own load library but also require the load libraries of supporting services. The following
load library must be APF-authorized: CC2DPLD.

WARNING
Ensure that you have added the CC2DPLD load library to the region STEPLIB, not the system linklist.

Authorization of the Load Libraries

To APF-authorize your load libraries, add the run-time load libraries to the APF list, SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx).

To dynamically APF-authorize the load libraries, issue the following z/OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,VOLUME=?volser

?loadlib
Specifies the name of the load library.

?volser
Specifies its volume serial number.

To dynamically APF-authorize load libraries that Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) controls, issue the following z/
OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,SMS

Enable Access to WebCenter Region by OPSVIEW
OPSVIEW provides an option to access the 3270 interface of the WebCenter region directly.

To enable the access, make the dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DLMD0 data set available to OPSVIEW using one of the following
methods:

• Include the data set in your system linklist.
• Create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC.

Configure Started Task Security
Ensure that the following conditions are met:

• The user IDs of your started tasks have access to the run-time data sets created by the setup process. UPDATE
authority is required.

• The user ID of the region started task has the following authority:
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– Authority to use UNIX System Services.
– Authority to issue system commands
– Authority to use the following OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) Programmable

Operations Interface (POI) command processors and program:
• The OPSGETV, OPSQL, OPSSETV, and OPSSMTBL command processors
• The STATESET program
To provide authority, use one of following methods:
• Set OPS/MVS parameter EXTSECURITY=ON, and complete the external security package resource definitions.
• Create OPS/MVS Automated Operations Facility (AOF) security rules that grant access to SQL, OPSSMTBL,

OPSGLOBALGLOBALW.

NOTE
For information about the security for OPS/MVS commands, see Securing.

Implement Signon and Signoff with Top Secret

The external security includes the security for signon and signoff. The Top Secret® security administrator must create a
region control ACID, FACILITY, and started task definition for the online STC (OPSWEB).

Follow these steps:

1. Create a region control ACID. Use the following command:

TSS CRE(opswacid) NAME('region_acid OPSWEB') DEPT(opswdept) PASS(NOPW,0) FAC(STC,OPSWEB) MASTFAC(OPSWEB) NOVOLCHK NORESCHK NOLCFCHK NODSNCHK NOSUBCHK

2. Create an OPSWEB FACILITY by placing the following statements into the Top Secret startup parameter file member:

FAC(user15=NAME=OPSWEB)

FAC(OPSWEB=NOABEND,ASUBM)

FAC(OPSWEB=INSTDATA,KEY=8,LCFCMD,LOCKTIME=0,NOLUMSG)

FAC(OPSWEB=MULTIUSER,PGM=NM0,NORNDPW,RES,SIGN(M))

FAC(OPSWEB=SHRPRF,NOSTMSG,NOTSOC,WARNPW,NOXDEF)

3. Define the OPSWEB STC to the Top Secret STC table. Use the following command:

TSS ADD(STC)  PROCNAME(OPSWEB)  ACID(opswacid)

4. For any region control ACID to be used to sign on, authorize it to the OPSWEB FACILITY. Use the following command:

TSS ADD(region_acid) IBMFAC(OPSWEB)

Configure User Security
WebCenter uses a full security exit providing an administrator resource and a user resource. The administrator resource
is for systems programmers who administer a region through the 3270 interface. The user resource is for operators who
access a region through the web interface to monitor system applications. Unless your site has changed the name of
these resources, they are OP$MVS.WEBADMIN and OP$MVS.WEBUSER. You use these resources to configure the
user security. The PARMLIB(SXPOW0i) member defines the resource profiles.

The following examples grant USER1 administrator authority and USER2 user authority using different security products.

Example: ACF2 for z/OS

To define the security resources and grant users access to a region, issue ACF2™ commands in TSO, for example:

[ACF]
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SET RESOURCE(FAC)

COMPILE *

$KEY(OP$MVS) TYPE(FAC)

WEBADMIN UID(USER1) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

WEBUSER UID(USER2) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

STORE

[END]

Example: Top Secret for z/OS

To define the security resources and grant users access to a region, issue Top Secret® commands in TSO, for example:

TSS ADDTO(acid) IBMFAC(OP$MVS)

TSS PERMIT(USER1) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.WEBADMIN)

TSS PERMIT(USER2) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.WEBUSER)

Example: RACF

To define the security resources and grant users access to a region, issue RACF commands in TSO, for example:

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.WEBADMIN UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.WEBUSER UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

PERMIT OP$MVS.WEBADMIN CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER1)

PERMIT OP$MVS.WEBUSER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER2)

Activate VTAM Applications
Activate the VTAM applications for your regions. The Create VTAM Definitions and Tables facility builds a VTAM major
node that contains APPL definitions for all product regions. The member V01LDVTM copies vtamname to your VTAMLST
data set. This data set is the VTAM library that contains all the major node and application definitions that your product
uses.

Follow these steps:

1. Add vtamname to the startup list in your VTAMLST(ATCCONxx) member.
2. Activate the VTAM major node by entering the following VTAM command:

V NET,ACT,ID=vtamname

3. Check that all of the applications are defined to VTAM after the activation. Display the major node by entering the
following VTAM command:

D NET,ID=vtamname,E

Assign Consoles
Your product needs a pool of consoles (either JES or extended MCS consoles) to issue system commands. As delivered,
this product uses extended MCS consoles that are dynamically defined.

To use JES consoles instead of the default MCS consoles, define at least six consoles that other products are not using.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SYS1.PARMLIB(CONSOLxx) member.
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2. Add the following statement for each console you want to define:

CONSOLE DEVNUM(SUBSYSTEM)...

An IPL is required to activate the updated CONSOLxx member. To start using the JES consoles, also update the
$RM CONSOLES Customizer parameter group.

Starting Up
This section contains the following topics:

• Start the SOLVE SSI
• Start the Region
• Verify WebCenter

Start the SOLVE SSI
If SOLVE SSI is not running, start it.

To start the SSI region, issue the following command from the MVS console:

S ssiname,REUSASID=YES

ssiname is the name that you specified for the SSI during the setup process.

NOTE
 If you use cross memory services, specifying REUSASID=YES makes the address space ID of a terminated
SOLVE SSI reusable. Otherwise, the ID is unavailable until after the next IPL.

To stop the SSI started task, issue the following command from the MVS console:

P ssiname

Start the Region
To start the region, issue the following command:

S rname,REUSASID=YES

rname is the name that you specified for the region during the setup process.

NOTE
 If you use cross memory services, specifying REUSASID=YES makes the address space ID of a terminated
SOLVE SSI reusable. Otherwise, the ID is unavailable until after the next IPL.

NOTE
 To stop the started task, issue the following command from the MVS console: P rname.

Access the Region Using the 3270 Interface
After the WebCenter region has started, users can log in to it using the web interface. These users monitor system
resources through the alert and resource monitors. You give them the uniform resource locator (URL) of the web interface
for them to access the login page.
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The region does not require further configuration. However, you, as a systems programmer, can use the 3270 interface to
learn more about the functions available to an administrator. This interface also displays the web interface URL.

NOTE
The uniform resource locator (URL) of the web UI is made available in a OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS) global variable named GLOBALW.OPS#.WEBCENTERURL. You display these
variables using the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW Control option, Global Variables (Option 4.8).

Follow these steps:

1. Select the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW Control, WebCenter Control option (Option 4.14).
The WebCenter 3270 interface appears.

2. Explore the interface, using the menu options. Press F1 (Help) if you require help on a panel.

Verify WebCenter
Your WebCenter user ID and password are used to access WebCenter.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL in the Address text box.
The login page appears.

2. Enter your User ID and Password, and click the Log In button.
The initial page appears, showing a navigational menu on the left pane. Each page has a help link in the upper-right
corner that you can click for context-sensitive online help.

NOTE
For more information, see Using WebCenter.

Multisystem Deployment
If you have multiple systems, deploy WebCenter in a multisystem environment to provide a consolidated view of your
enterprise.

We recommend that you use the CSM Software Deployment Service (SDS) and Software Configuration Service (SCS) to
deploy and configure the software on the remote systems. If you do not use CSM, follow the process in these topics.

You set up and configure the product once, typically on a test system, which becomes the deployment system. After the
product is configured, you create backup data sets for the configuration files. You can then deploy the product target
libraries and the backup data sets. On the remote system, you can restore the configuration files from the deployed
backup data sets.

This section contains the following topics:

• How Deployment Works
• Software Changes
• Create Generic Initialization File and RUNSYSIN Member for Multiple Regions
• Data Set Deployment
• Started Task Deployment
• Software Changes on Target Systems

How Deployment Works
Configure one region properly before you proceed to perform the multisystem deployment.
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Typically, deployment consists of the following stages:

1. Create a generic RUNSYSIN member and a generic initialization file for sharing between regions.
2. Copy the required data sets to and allocate them on the target systems.
3. Deploy started task members on target systems.
4. APF authorize load libraries on target systems.
5. Link regions to create the multisystem environment.

Software Changes
Changes are required to set up subsystem IDs, load libraries, and VTAM:

• Two subsystem IDs are required for the initialization of the required subsystems. The IDs have the following default
values:
– SOLV for the SOLVE Subsystem Interface (SSI), which enables a region to communicate with other software on the

system
– OPWC for the region interface that enables a region to issue operating system commands and receive messages
The SOLVE SSI started task and the region automatically identify these IDs to the system. If you want to set the IDs
permanently, you can set them in the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member. Add the ID for the region interface first
(after the job entry subsystem (JES)) in the list of subsystem names.

• The CC2DPLD load library for WebCenter must be APF-authorized.
• The CC2DLMD0 data set must be made available to OPSVIEW.
• A VTAM major node member, which contains application definition statements for all ACBs required by your region,

must be created and added to VTAMLST. You can use the Create VTAM Definitions and Table option of the product's
Install Utility to perform this task.

Create Generic Initialization File and RUNSYSIN Member for Multiple Regions
Create a generic RUNSYSIN member that points to a generic initialization file. You can use this generic member for all the
regions that are deployed in your enterprise.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the initialization file for a properly configured region. Use the /CUSTOM.G panel shortcut.
2. Replace specific information in the file by region variables and system symbols.

A generic initialization file is created.
3. Replace specific information in RUNSYSIN by system symbols.
4. Update RUNSYSIN with the following statement:

PPREF='INIFILE=xxxxINI'

xxxxINI
Is the name of the generic initialization file.

A generic RUNSYSIN member is created.
5. Start the region using the generic RUNSYSIN member, and verify that it is free of errors.

If initialization errors occur, review RUNSYSIN and the initialization file to correct the errors.
6. Repeat the previous step until the region initializes without error.

The generic RUNSYSIN member is ready for use by other regions.
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Region Initialization File

Region customization parameters are stored in a virtual file system (VFS) data set, which is a virtual storage access
method (VSAM) data set. The data set is not easy to update outside of WebCenter. However, a RUNSYSIN member can
point to an initialization file member in TESTEXEC by using the INIFILE parameter.

An initialization file is a procedure that contains the parameter information.

With an initialization file, the region gets the parameter information from the file at startup and the region updates the VFS
data set. Because the region uses the initialization file each time it starts up, any changes you make manually using the /
PARMS panel shortcut are not retained. To keep the changes, regenerate the file using the /CUSTOM.G panel path.

Even if you do not use the file for startup, you can use it as a backup of the parameters in the VFS data set. Generate it
before updating the parameters using /PARMS.

The initialization file is useful during the deployment to other systems because it is relatively simple to update for different
systems. By using product variables and system symbols, the file can be made generic enough for all the regions you plan
to deploy.

Generic Initialization File

You can modify an initialization file to use system symbols to support its use throughout your enterprise.

Example: Initialization File with System Symbols

The following sample code shows statements for the LOGFILES parameter group using the &SYSNAME system symbol:

.LOGFILES

   &$IAPLOGPR    = &STR $LOPROC            

   &$IAPLOGVW    = &STR $LOBROW            

   &$IAPLOGF1    = &STR NMLOG01            

   &$IAPLOGD1    = &STR NETW.NM.NETM&SYSNAME.NMLOG01

   &$IAPLOGO1    = &STR LSR SIS DEFER      

   &$IAPLOGI1    = &STR SHR                

   &$IAPLOGF2    = &STR NMLOG02            

   &$IAPLOGD2    = &STR NETW.NM.NETM&SYSNAME.NMLOG02

   &$IAPLOGO2    = &STR LSR SIS DEFER      

   &$IAPLOGI2    = &STR SHR                

   &$IAPLOGF3    = &STR NMLOG03            

   &$IAPLOGD3    = &STR NETW.NM.NETM&SYSNAME.NMLOG03

   &$IAPLOGO3    = &STR LSR SIS DEFER      

   &$IAPLOGI3    = &STR SHR                

Generic RUNSYSIN

By building a RUNSYSIN member using system symbols, you can create a generic RUNSYSIN member that can be
deployed throughout your enterprise.

You can identify the symbols that are defined to your system from the response to the following system command:

D SYMBOLS

To enable the substitution of symbols, include the following statement in RUNSYSIN:

SUBS=YES
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Example: RUNSYSIN with System Symbols

The following sample code shows RUNSYSIN statements using the &SYSNAME and &SYSCLONE system symbols:

SUBS=YES -* Required to invoke system symbols

PGM=NM001 

ERROR=U0001 

PPREF='PRI=NETM&SYSNAME' -* if &SYSNAME = "ABCD", PRI=NETMABCD 

PPREF='NMDID=&SYSCLONE.NW' 

PPREF='INIT=NMINIT' 

PPREF='READY=NMREADY' 

PPREF='SSID=NMSS' 

PPREF='DSNQLCL=NETW.NM.NETM&SYSNAME' 

PPREF='DSNQLNV=NETW.NM.VSAM.NETM&SYSNAME'

NOTE
A symbol in the middle of the name must be defined with two periods (..), for example:

DD=VFS,DISP=SHR,DSN=NETW.NM.NETM&SYSNAME..VFS

System Variables for a Region

The following system variables enable you to make an initialization file generic:

&ZDSNQLCL
Contains the local VSAM data set qualifier.

&ZDSNQSHR
Contains the shared VSAM data set qualifier.

&ZACBNAME
Contains the primary VTAM ACB name of the region.

&ZDSNQLNV
Contains the local non-VSAM data set qualifier.

&ZDSNQSNV
Contains the shared non-VSAM data set qualifier.

&ZNMDID
Contains the domain identifier.

&ZNMSUP
Contains the system user prefix.

Data Set Deployment
During the deployment, you copy data sets to the target systems.

One method to distribute data sets is to use a backup utility, such as DFDSS, to create a single data set. You then transfer
that data set to the target systems and restore its content.

When the Install Utility sets up a region, the utility creates the following data set members:

S10DUMP
Creates backup data sets that include the configuration files for the region. These backup data sets are
dsnpref.DFDSS.LOCAL (containing files specific to the region) and dsnpref.DFDSS.SHARED (containing files that
multiple regions can share).
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S11REST
Restores the configuration files from the backup data sets.

After you submit the S10DUMP job, copy the created backup data sets and the S11REST job to the target system. On the
target system, you submit S11REST to restore the configuration files.

Started Task Deployment
During the deployment, you copy the region and SOLVE SSI started task members to SYSx.PROCLIB on the target
systems.

Software Changes on Target Systems
During the deployment, you add the subsystem IDs and ACBs, and APF-authorize the load libraries on the target
systems.

Multisystem Configuration
WebCenter regions can be connected together to form a complex.

In a multisystem environment, operators can monitor the entire complex from a single web browser.

The following diagram provides an overview of the multisystem configuration for WebCenter. On each system for which
you want to monitor data, you have a OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) instance and its
associated WebCenter region running. Select one OPS/MVS instance and its WebCenter as the monitoring region. Use
this region for monitoring, and (if necessary) for defining customized monitor formats and filters. Connected WebCenter
regions pass data to this monitoring region, which provides the multisystem view.

Connected WebCenter regions see the same data. Formats and filters that are created or customized after the regions
are connected are synchronized and available across all connected regions.

Each WebCenter reads the resource data from its corresponding System State Manager (SSM) Relational Data
Framework (RDF) tables. The data is displayed the data on the Resource Monitor.

Each WebCenter also receives alerts from the ADDRESS ALERTMON host environment. The alerts are displayed on the
Alert Monitor.
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Connect Regions

To create a multisystem configuration, connect a stand-alone region to another region to form a complex. Build the
multisystem by adding other stand-alone regions to a region in the complex.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the region to connect with another region.
2. Enter /MADMIN at the prompt.

The Multi-System Support Menu appears.
3. Select Option C.

This option establishes a connection between the local region and another region.
The Remote System Identification panel appears.

4. Complete the following field:
Primary Name

Specifies the ACB name of the remote region to which you want to connect this region.
5. Press F6 (Action) to request the connection.

A confirmation panel appears.
6. Press F6 (Confirm) to initiate the connection process.

A status panel appears. The regions are connected when the status indicates success.

Preparation Worksheets
During the installation and setup process, you enter values that are used to do the following:

• Allocate data sets.
• Set initial parameters.
• Prepare for the use of your product.

You can print out the worksheets in this section to record the values needed for your site when installing the product.

Installation

This worksheet helps you gather information required for installation.

Job Information

Gather the following job information:

Batch job class
Record the value that your site uses here:
Class = ____________________

ESD or DVD

If you plan to download the product using ESD or from DVD, gather the following information:

USS directory
Is where you download the product archive file into.
______________________________________________________
Example: …/CA/CAESD/

Data set prefix
Is the prefix (dsnpref) of the data sets to which you copy the retrieved product files. The data set names have the
following format: dsnpref.CAI.data_set_type.
______________________________________________________
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Installation Parameters

Gather the following information about the installation:

Allocation Parameters
Use these prefixes for high-level qualifiers for the different data set groups.
Record the values that your site uses here:
SMP/E Target

Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Management class = ____________________
Storage class = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________
Unit = ____________________

SMP/E Distribution
Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Management class = ____________________
Storage class = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________
Unit = ____________________

SMP/E Libraries
Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Management class = ____________________
Storage class = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________
Unit = ____________________

SMP/E CSI
Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Management class = ____________________
Storage class = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________

SMPTLIB
Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________
Unit = ____________________

Language Environment Parameters
Record these language environment values:
Language Environment link-edit input 2

Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEEBND2 = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEEBND2

Language Environment link-edit input
Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEELIB = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELIB

Language Environment library
Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEELKED = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

IBM macros
Record the value that your site uses here:
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MODGEN = ______________________
Default: SYS1.MODGEN

Data set that contains the GIMZPOOL member
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SYS1.MACLIB

SSL

Gather the following information about your SSL requirement:

WARNING
The installation of SSL support requires SMP/E V3R5.0.

NOTE
After SSL support is installed, you enable it for a region by updating the WEBCENTER parameter group.

IBM side-decks
Record the path that your site uses here:
GSKSSL.x: _________________________________________________
libjvm.x (31-bit SDK): _________________________________________
Default: /usr/lib/ and /sys/javatm2/v1r4m2/usr/lpp/java/J1.4/bin/classic/

Region Setup

This worksheet helps you gather the required information for region setup.

SOLVE Subsystem Interface Region

Gather the following information about the SSI region:

Name of the SSI started task (ssiname)
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SOLVESSI

Name of the SSI SYSIN member
This member contains control statements for starting the SSI.
Record the value that your site uses here:
SYSIN = ____________________
Default: SSISYSIN

Name of the optional SSI parameter member
This member contains startup parameters for the SSI. If omitted, startup parameters are included in the SSI
SYSIN member previously described.
Record the value that your site uses here:
PARAMETER = ____________________

Subsystem ID for an SSI started task
Record the value that your site uses here:
SSID = ____________________
Default: SOLV

Prefix for SSI data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref
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Region

Gather the following information about the region:

Region started task name (rname)
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: OPSWEB

Region SYSIN member name
Record the value that your site uses here:
SYSIN = ____________________
Default: RUNSYSIN

Primary VTAM ACB name for the region
Record the value that your site uses here:
PRI = ____________________
Default: OPSWEB

Domain ID
Specifies an ID that uniquely identifies the region in a multisystem environment:
NMDID = _________________
Default: OW01

Mixed case passwords
Specifies whether the case is preserved (YES) or whether the case is forced to uppercase (NO):
___
Default: NO

SYSOUT
Specifies the SYSOUT subparameters. You can specify a class, a writer, and a form.
______________________________
Default: *

System authorization facility (SAF) resource names
WebCenter uses a full security exit providing an administrator resource and a user resource. Record the values
that your site uses here:
Administrator: _______________________________________
User: ______________________________________________
Defaults: OP$MVS.WEBADMIN and OP$MVS.WEBUSER

Prefix for VSAM data sets local to the region
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.rname

Prefix for sequential data sets local to the region
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.rname

Prefix for TESTEXEC
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.rname

Prefix for shareable VSAM data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.OWC2
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Prefix for shareable PARMLIB data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.OWC2.PARMLIB

AOM subsystem interface ID
Record the value that your site uses here:
AOMSSID = ____________________
Default: OW01

NOTE
Verify that this value does not conflict with other subsystems. The AOM subsystem interface enables
system message flow to the region.

AOM SSI command prefix string
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:aomssid>
AOM message suppression character
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:/

NOTE
If you use a command string prefix for other tasks, verify that this value is not in conflict with them.

OPS/MVS subsystem identifier suffix
Specifies the subsystem name suffix of the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) instance
that uses this region. The AUTOIDS parameter group in the region stores the resulting subsystem name (for
example, OPSS).

NOTE
____________________Default: S

Web interface port
Specifies the port number for accessing the region using the web interface:
____________________
Default: 8080

OPS/MVS Libraries

WebCenter requires access to some OPS/MVS libraries. You identify the libraries if they are not already in the link pack
area (LPA) or linklist. These load libraries are included in the region started task JCL member.

NOTE
These values can be different for each region you configure.

OPS/MVS Load
Specifies the OPS/MVS program load library, for example, ops_prefix.CCLXLOAD.
________________________________________

OPS/MVS REXX
Specifies the OPS/MVS base REXX programs library, for example, ops_prefix.CCLXEXEC.
________________________________________

VTAM Definitions

Gather the following information that is related to the VTAM definitions:
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VTAM major node name
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: VTAMAPPL

System macro library
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SYS1.MACLIB

VTAM network definitions library
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SYS1.VTAMLST

VTAM macro library
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SYS1.SISTMAC1

Post-installation Worksheet
After you have completed the installation and setup processes, record the data set names that the Install Utility generates
for future reference.

You can print the following worksheet. Record this information as you progress.

Installation data set
Record the generated value here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL

Installation JCL data set
Record the generated value here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.OWC2.INSTALL.JCL

SOLVE SSI setup JCL data set
Record the generated value here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.OWC2.ssiname.JCL

Region setup JCL data set
Record the generated value here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL

VTAM JCL data set
Record the generated value here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref.OWC2.VTAM.JCL

VSAM and RAMDB Maintenance
This section contains the following topics:

• Update VSAM Data Sets
• Individual RAMDB Maintenance
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Update VSAM Data Sets
If an installed SMP fix contains maintenance for the VSAM data sets, maintenance option V of the Install Utility becomes
available. To complete the maintenance, select the option to update the data sets for the regions you have set up.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Menu, and select the COMMAND option.
The ISPF Command Shell panel appears.

2. At the command prompt, execute the following command:

EXEC 'dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility title panel appears.
3. Press Enter.

The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.
4. Enter 8 (Maintain Products).

The MAINTENANCE Primary Menu panel appears.
5. Enter V (Update MODS, PANELS, OSCNTL and NETINFO data sets with installed maintenance).

The MAINTENANCE Shared Region Data Sets panel appears.
6. Review the information, and press Enter.
7. At the MAINTENANCE JOBCARD Information panel, specify your JOBCARD details and press Enter.
8. At the MAINTENANCE JCL Library Creation panel, review your fix JCL library. The library has the following default

name:

dsnpref.OWC2.FIX.VSAMUPD.JCL

dsnpref
Specifies the same data set prefix that is used for the dsnpref.OWC2.CC2DJCL data set.

NOTE
Each time that you apply maintenance, use a new output data set. The new data set ensures that your
maintenance JCL library includes only the jobs that are required for the maintenance you are installing. To
use a new data set, take one of the following actions:

9. Press Enter to proceed with the generation of the maintenance JCL.
10. Submit and run the job F21RFRSH.

The job updates the VSAM data sets.

NOTE
The utility also generates the following jobs: F22DUMP and F23REST. If a shared DASD is not available,
the jobs help you deploy those updates to a target system. The F22DUMP job creates a backup data set
that includes the updated VSAM data sets, which you deploy to the target system. This backup data set is
dsnpref.DFDSS.SHARED. The F23REST job, when submitted on the target system, restores the updated
VSAM data sets from the backup data sets.

11. Press F3.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

12. Press F4 to exit the Install Utility Primary Menu panel and return to the ISPF Command Shell panel, or continue with
the other options.

Individual RAMDB Maintenance
NOTE
 The RAMDB maintenance is available from the Broadcom Support site.
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This section describes how to apply the maintenance to RAMDB and details the command syntax of the $RMDB04D
maintenance utility. You apply this maintenance in each active region.

WARNING
 The RAMDB data set must not be updated with the individual replacement records using the IDCAMS REPRO
command.

You use $RMDB04D OPT=APPLY to apply the maintenance. When applying maintenance, you can use the DIFF operand
to display details of what differences are being added, replaced, or deleted by the maintenance.

Create Backup RAMDB

As a safety precaution, create a backup of your RAMDB, RAMDBd, before applying maintenance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Allocate RAMDBd in the same way that RAMDB was allocated.
The cluster definition is in dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL(S01LCALC).

2. Stop the product region.
3. Copy the data from RAMDB to RAMDBd using IDCAMS REPRO command.

NOTE
 For information, see the example in dsnpref.OWC2.rname.JCL(S04LDVSM).

4. Restart the product region.

Apply Maintenance to RAMDB

Apply the maintenance directly to your RAMDB in each active region. If necessary, you can restore the maintenance using
your RAMDBd as input (if the maintenance has not yet been applied to RAMDBd).

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to your product region and enter CMD.
The command entry panel appears.

2. Check the RAMDB fix by entering the following command:

$RMDB04DOPT=APPLYFIX=fix-name CHECK=YES

fix_name
Is RAM@UPDT for published solutions or TZddddd for test fixes.

When the APPLY CHECK finishes, a report appears. The report shows whether an APPLY of the fix will be successful
and also exactly what changes will result from the APPLY.
You perform this step for the following reasons:
– See what happens if a fix is applied to a RAMDB.
– See whether a fix has been applied to a RAMDB.

3. Apply the RAMDB fix by entering the following command:

$RMDB04D OPT=APPLY FIX=fix_name

NOTE
 If a RAMDB fix does not apply correctly or you want to restore a fix, restore the RAMDB maintenance.

Restore RAMDB Maintenance

(Optional) The RESTORE option can be used to remove an applied fix from the RAMDB by using RAMDBd as input. The
fix is effectively reversed. Any added objects are deleted and any deleted or replaced objects are copied from RAMDBd
back to the RAMDB.
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To restore the fix, enter the following command:

$RMDB04D OPT=RESTORE FIX=fix_name DDBDSN=?RAMDBd-dataset-name DDB=?RAMDBd

?RAMDBd
Specifies the ddname for the backup RAMDB.

?RAMDBd-dataset-name
Specifies the full data set name of the backup RAMDB.

$RMDB04D OPT=APPLY—Apply or Verify RAMDB Fix

This utility option applies a fix to a RAMDB or verify a fix against a RAMDB.

This option has the following format:

$RMDB04D OPT=APPLY

         FIX=fix-number

        [DDNAME=ddname | DATASET=dataset-name]

        [CHECK={NO | YES]

        [DIFF={YES | NO}]

        [FORCE={NO | YES}]

        [CONFIRM={YES | NO}]

        [DB=file-id [DBDSN=db-dataset-name]] 

OPT=APPLY
Specifies that a fix is being applied to a RAMDB.

FIX=fix-number
Specifies the fix number. This number is used as the member name of the input partitioned data set.

DDNAME=ddname | DATASET=dataset-name
(Optional) Specifies one of the following parameters:

• DDNAME parameter if you have already allocated the data set containing the fix to the system
• DATASET parameter if you want to allocate the data set containing the fix and to free the data set after the fix

has been retrieved

These two parameters are mutually exclusive and, therefore, you cannot specify both of them. If neither is
specified, the COMMANDS DD concatenation in the region is used.

CHECK={NO | YES}
(Optional) Specifies whether the fix is checked. If you specify YES, the fix is checked only for compatibility with
the database. The fix is not applied to the database. The verification phase is always performed regardless of the
value specified. However, this parameter determines whether the phase is the only phase to be performed.

DIFF={YES | NO}
(Optional) Specifies whether differences are displayed. If you specify YES, the differences between the target
objects and the new objects in the fix are displayed for each updated object. This report applies to any SET
(update) and CREATE (add) actions in the fix member where the target objects already exist.
Default: YES

FORCE={NO | YES}
(Optional) Specifies whether the fix is applied regardless of the success or failure of the verification phase.
However, if CHECK=YES is specified, the FORCE parameter has no effect.

CONFIRM={YES | NO}
(Optional) Specifies whether the fix is retrieved and the syntax is checked before being presented as a panel for
browsing. The panel enables you to view the fix and confirm the application. After you confirm, the fix is applied,
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and the message log displays another panel for browsing. If you specify NO, the fix is applied without presenting
any confirmation panel. The message log is written to the terminal rather than being displayed as a panel.
The message log is always written to the activity log regardless of the options specified.

DB=file-id [DBDSN=db-dataset-name]
(Optional) Specifies the DB parameter to apply the fix to a database other than the currently allocated RAMDB.
This parameter specifies the file ID of the target database. If you also specify the DBDSN parameter, the specified
data set is allocated a ddname, file-id. The data set is then opened and started. The database is not freed after
the fix is applied. If the database is already allocated, the specified data set name is verified as allocated to the
ddname, file-id. The data set is opened to the same file ID.

$RMDB04D OPT=RESTORE—Restore RAMDB Fix

This utility option reverses the effect of a fix.

This option has the following format:

$RMDB04D OPT=RESTORE

         FIX=fix-number

        [DDNAME=ddname | DATASET=dataset-name]

        [CONFIRM={YES | NO}]

        [TDB=target-file-id [TDBDSN=target-dataset-name]] 

        [DDB=source-file-id [DDBDSN=source-dataset-name]] 

OPT=RESTORE
Specifies that a fix, which has been applied to the target RAMDB, is being reversed.

FIX=fix-number
Specifies the fix number that you want to back out of the RAMDB. This number is used as the member name of
the fix data set. The number is verified against the contents of the member for the correct fix.

DDNAME=ddname | DATASET=dataset-name
(Optional) Specifies one of the following parameters:

• DDNAME parameter if you have already allocated the data set containing the fix to the system
• DATASET parameter if you want to allocate the data set containing the fix and to free the data set after the fix

has been retrieved

These two parameters are mutually exclusive and, therefore, you cannot specify both of them. If neither is
specified, the COMMANDS DD concatenation in the region is used.

CONFIRM={YES | NO}
(Optional) Specifies whether the fix is retrieved and the syntax is checked before being presented as a panel for
browsing. The panel lets you view the fix and confirm the restoration process. After you confirm, the fix is removed
and the original data restored. The message log is presented as another panel for browsing. If you specify NO,
the restoration process proceeds without presenting any confirmation panel. The message log is written to the
terminal rather than being displayed as a panel.
The message log is always written to the activity log regardless of the options specified.

TDB=target-file-id [TDBDSN=target-dataset-name]
(Optional) Reverses a fix in a database other than the currently allocated RAMDB. This parameter specifies the
file ID of the target database. If you also specify the TDBDSN parameter, the specified data set is allocated a
ddname, target-file-id.The data set is then opened and started. The database is not freed after the restoration
process. If the database is already allocated, the specified data set name is verified as allocated to the
ddname, target-file-id. The data set is opened to the same file ID.

DDB=source-file-id [DDBDSN=source-dataset-name]
(Optional) Specifies the file ID of the source database.
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NOTE
Restoration requires the specification of the distribution (source) database through the DDB
parameter.The source database must be a copy of the original database. If you also specify the
DDBDSN parameter, the specified data set is allocated a ddname, source-file-id. The data set is then
opened and started. The database is not freed after the restoration process. If the database is already
allocated, the specified data set name is verified as allocated to the ddname, source-file-id. The data set
is opened to the same file ID.
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Best Practices
 

The OPS/MVS product provides many robust tools and customizable components that are used to automate everyday
system challenges effectively in all z/OS environments. Utilizing the correct automation tools within all  OPS/MVS
applications and properly configuring various OPS/MVS components, is critical in ensuring the most optimal automated
OPS/MVS environment.

The OPS/MVS Best Practices Guide offers a working document that outlines basic setup and usage information. The
guide is based on field practice and practical information that has been developed by stakeholders to implement the
OPS/MVS tools and systems. These sections provide the customer with a business value that is geared toward best
practice functional usage of OPS/MVS and product configuration and tuning recommendations to optimize your OPS/
MVS experience. The articles also explain how to integrate OPS/MVS with other Broadcom products and to use Common
Components and Services when applicable.

 

Best Practices for Installation
Review the following best practices for installation. For example, you can learn how to use CSM to install the product. You
can also install the product on a test system and you can implement a proactive preventative maintenance strategy.

•  Installation Using CSM 
•  Keep Current on Common Components and Services 
•  Install on Test System First 
•  Recompile AOF Rules and OPS/REXX Programs 
•  Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy 

Install Using z/OSMF
Use z/OSMF to acquire, install, and maintain OPS/MVS.

Business Value:

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage their z/
OS software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Additional Considerations:

After you install the product, follow the steps in the OPS/MVS installation instructions. z/OSMF can continue to help you
maintain OPS/MVS.

More Information:

For more information, see Install Products Using z/OSMF.
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Keep Current on Common Components and Services
Make sure you have installed the most current release of Common Components and Services.

Business Value:

The latest release of Common Components and Services contains the most current infrastructure updates allowing
you to use newer features of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation, including licensing changes, service
desk integration, and product health checks. Staying on the current release and maintenance of Common Components
and Services helps you avoid problems encountered by others, getting you up to speed sooner and without as many
problems.

Install on Test System First
Perform your installation and initial evaluations of the product and its components on a test system. New releases of OPS/
MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) are always compatible with previous releases, letting you run a
new release on a test system while still running the older version on a production system.

Business Value:

Evaluating OPS/MVS in a test environment helps you detect any possible problems before you roll out the product to a
production system.

Recompile AOF Rules and OPS/REXX Programs
If you choose to compile your AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs, you should recompile them with each new release.

Business Value:

Recompiling your AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs lets you take advantage of any internal efficiency changes in OPS/
REXX processing that was introduced in the new release.

Also, we conduct extensive high-stress testing on the Broadcom interoperability systems with each new release with AOF
rules and OPS/REXX programs compiled for that release.

Additional Considerations:

AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs compiled with the current release’s compiler are not backward-compatible with
earlier OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation releases.

More Information:

For information about compiling AOF rules, see Using Automated Operations Facility (AOF) Rules.

For information about compiling OPS/REXX programs, see Using OPS/REXX.

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy
Having a standardized maintenance process is a best practice in managing your z/OS environment and ensures that your
system has the latest and best software.

The Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures provide information about a Continuous Delivery strategy and how to
get started with maintenance best practices.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.
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Best Practices - Using

AOF Rules

Overview

Automation with the OPS/MVS product encompasses many things. This section is specific to z/OS event automation
where reacting to system events is crucial to creating effective automation. The AOF or Automated Operations Facility
Rules are the OPS/MVS mechanism for capturing and reacting to these events. The AOF OPS/MVS rules are the ‘eyes’
of your automation policy and are the starting point for much of your automation. AOF rules are special OPS/REXX
programs that are designed with a specific structure which allows them to be triggered by a unique system event. OPS/
MVS AOF has 16 distinct rule types specific to each of these unique system events. The AOF documentation provides
detailed information regarding Using AOF, Rule Structure, Available Tools, Building and Controlling Rules, Coding
Guidelines and Debugging Guidelines. 

For general information related to AOF Rules, see the Using Automated Operations Facility (AOF) Rules Guide 

Parameters

The AOF has a considerable amount of OPS/MVS product setup parameters, most of the default values that are
automagically taken at product initialization are sufficient for running your AOF environment within normal product AOF
rule processing. Product Tuning could eventually be needed for some of the parameter values which would vary from a
site to site basis. In general terms for OPS/MVS parameter types there are INITONLY type which can only be altered prior
to product initialization time, UPDATE type which can be setup for product initialization or dynamically while the product is
actively running, and DISPLAY type which are informational only and not modifiable and a good tool for tuning purposes. If
you have the OPS/MVS product currently up and running and have access to the OPSVIEW ISPF User Interface, you can
access Option 4.1.1 (Control>Parms>Parms) and filter on the ‘Name:’ field for a value of ‘AOF’ to show the available AOF
related parameters or filter on the ‘Name:’ field for a value of ‘RULE’ to show the available Rule related parameters.

For more specific information related to AOF Parameters See the AOF Parameters Guide. 

Also for more specific information related to Rule Related Parameters See the Rule-Related Parameters Guide. 

Considerations 

• Avoid using 'SYS1' for the value of the RULEPREFIXes and RULEALTFIX parameters.
• Use a less common High-level qualifier (HLQ) that is consistent with your data set naming standards.
• Automation applications that use the ADDRESS AOF OPS/REXX command to manipulate rules indirectly trigger

searches and comparisons against the data set name of the rule set.
• Processing to locate a rule set is frequently triggered from OPSVIEW.
• Using a common HLQ, such as SYS1, causes excessive comparisons for the rule set name against many data set

names.

AOF Rule Set Naming

Rulesets are typically named one of two ways – by rule type or by rule function. 

• Rule type would mean rulesets would be name CMD, MSG, USS, etc.  
• Rule functions would be SUPPRESS, CICS, DB2, JES2, etc.

NOTE:  It is highly recommended that the SSM rules be kept in a separate ruleset regardless of the naming convention
followed.

EXCEPTIONS:  SSM rules and suppression rules are typically kept in separate rulesets regardless of what naming
convention is followed.
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Sharing rulesets across multiple systems can cut down on ongoing maintenance.  Use code in the )INIT section of the
rules to govern whether the rule will be enabled or not on a given system.

AOF Rule Coding Techniques

• Whenever a rule is being written, design it in such a way that the decisions on whether to continue execution in the rule
is made as close to the beginning of the rule as possible.  This will improve the efficiency of the rule and cut down on
the time spent in a rule processing an event that has few or no automated actions required.

• Perform all processing for a single event in a single rule whenever possible.
a. Ongoing maintenance is easier since there are less rules being triggered by a single event
b. Use the SELECT-WHEN-OTHERWISE construct to route processing to the appropriate section of the rule code

when needed
c. The sequence of how all processing for a given event is performed can be fully controlled by this method since

multiple rules are not firing for the single event
• Using message prefixes in message rules to perform message suppression and processing can cut down on the

number of required rules and the time required to perform ongoing maintenance.
a. Possible suggested prefixes – IST* $HASP* IEC1* IEC5*  etc.
b. Use the SELECT-WHEN-OTHERWISE construct at the beginning of the rule to determine the disposition of

the message as soon as possible based on the higher occurring messages being processed first in the WHEN
instructions, not by alphabetic order.

• It is recommended that rules should not use an embedded ‘*’ (asterisk) in the message specification statement of the
rule.  The difference in efficiency between coding a message specification with an embedded ‘*’ or coding a message
specification with no embedded ‘*’ and using the SELECT/WHEN construct for selection within the rule would be
negligible. 

• The recommended best practice would be to code the message specification with no embedded ‘*’, i.e. IEF4*
instead of IEF4*I and then in the processing section of the rule use the SELECT/WHEN construct to determine which
messages you want to keep. 

• To handle a situation where the last character of a message ID needs to be examined for some reason, use a
message specification of IEF4* and the REXX RIGHT(msg.id,1) function in the processing section of the rule to
determine the last character of the message ID.

• Use )MSG * rules only if absolutely necessary - REMEMBER:  EVERY MESSAGE WILL BE PROCESSED BY THIS
RULE!

• Make use of dynamic TOD rules to verify that the appropriate action has occurred successfully whenever no event or
command response will be received for a particular action that has been triggered.

• It is a good practice to name rules and REXX EXECs the same as the event that would trigger them.  This makes it
much easier to find them later since they are named the same as the triggering event, and you can quickly tell if there
is a rule or REXX EXEC coded to handle a particular event without doing searches on the rule or REXX libraries. 
However, never give a rule the same name as that of an OPS/REXX function or user-created function, as this can lead
to very confusing results.

REXX and OPS/REXX Coding

Overview

A crucial part of the OPS/MVS product, OPS/REXX is a powerful, SAA-compliant programming language that adds to
standard REXX a set of extensions that automate and enhance the productivity of z/OS operations. We chose REXX
as the programming language for OPS/MVS because it is the most powerful and easiest-to-use command language
available. OPS/REXX provides a simple but capable high-level language to write operating system exits.
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OPS/REXX Parameter Considerations

Routinely updated or modified OPS/REXX parameters for consideration are the REXXDEFAULTADDRESS parameter
and the REXXMAXQUEUE parameter.

• The REXXDEFAULTADDRESS defaults to a value 'TSO' which means that any OPS/REXX program or REQuest rule
will process an unidentified REXX instruction as an ADDRESS TSO host command. 

1. a. Other potential values can be any valid OPS/REXX Host Environment.
b. Typical use could be to set this to a value of 'MESSAGE' where if a situation is encountered and a program has an

undefined command, the parent host environment will default to Address MESSAGE and put out the instruction as
a message.

• The REXXMAXQUEUE defaults to a value of '3000' lines of output.
a. This is the number of output lines that OPS/REXX programs can have in their EDQ or External Data Queue.
b. If the value is found to be inadequate, you can dynamically update the value with an OPSPARM set command or

thru the OPSVIEW =4.1.1 parameters.

REXX and OPS/REXX Coding Guidelines

   Automation code must be maintainable over the long term.

• Document, document, document – this can’t be stressed enough
• Include a documentation block (doc block) in every member.  This doc block should contain information such as: the

function(s) the code performs, modifications to the code, who modified it and when, interfaces with other automation
elements, manual procedures if the automation fails, etc.

• Here is an example of a possible structured programming scheme.  The sections would be:
a. PROLOGUE
b. INIT
c. MAIN
d. EXIT POINT
e. SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS
f. ERROR TRAPS

• The code should be as simple as possible to properly do the job
• The code must be easy to read
• Here is an example of a possible REXX coding style:

a. put labels, keywords, and function names in upper case
b. put variable names in lower case
c. start coding in card column 1
d. indent DO-END and SELECT-END constructs by 2 characters
e. line up END statements with the corresponding DO or SELECT statements
f. avoid using multiple clauses on the same line
g. comment everything so that someone else can understand the code
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h. use meaningful labels, variable names, and global variable names
• Use indenting to make IF-THEN-ELSE, SELECT-WHEN-OTHERWISE, and DO-END constructs easier to read
• Capitalize functions i.e. DATE, TIME, OPSBITS, OPSINFO, etc.
• Use OPS/REXX rather than TSO/REXX wherever possible.  The OPS/REXX interpreter runs many times faster than

the TSO EXEC command for similar programs.
• Use the SELECT-WHEN-OTHERWISE REXX construct for checking multiple conditions.  It is more efficient than using

multiple IF-THEN-ELSE statement to perform the same checking.
• Always put literals in single (‘) or double (“) quotation marks.  This prevents the REXX interpreter from having to try and

first interpret the literal value as a variable.
• Consider using “<>” for a “not equal” condition rather than “¬=” or “\=”.  “<>” can be found on both PC and 3270

keyboards, but the “¬” or “\” may not be.  It is also possible that some emulators may not display the “¬” or “\”
characters properly when editing the code.

• Always use the OPSVALUE “F” function to obtain global variable values. The “F” function is more efficient than using
the OPSVALUE “E” and OPSVALUE “O” functions together.

• To increment or decrement a global variable consider the following two examples:

                      traditional – glvtemp9.foo =  glvtemp9.foo + ‘1’

                      more efficient – rt = OPSVALUE(‘glvtemp9.foo’,’A’,’1’)

                      The second method causes only one storage call versus three storage calls for the first method.

• Don’t use OPSWAITs that are longer than 10 seconds unless it is absolutely necessary
a. Use a dynamic TOD rule to redrive the process after the specified amount of time has elapsed
b.  Use another rule to detect the event that is being waited for and redrive the process once the event is detected
c. Use OSFTSL servers to process events that cannot be done without an extended wait

• Whenever you plan to issue a command or function that will return data to the External Data Queue (EDQ), always
clear the EDQ before issuing the command or function by executing function OPSCLEDQ.  This is done to ensure that
the only data in the EDQ will be data returned by that command of function.

• Clearing the EDQ should also be done whenever you intend to queue data to the EDQ for future use.  One common
practice that uses the EDQ is queueing data to generate a dynamic TOD rule.

Examples:

rt = OPSCLEDQ()

or

CALL OPSCLEDQ

• Store data that will be referenced frequently in global variables (GLVs) or RDF tables rather than in PDS members or
flat files:

1. a.  The required data can be accessed more efficiently in GLVs or RDF tables
b. Permanent GLVs and RDF table entries are backed up in SYSCHK1, and can be further backed up using the GLV

backup process provided with OPS/MVS
c.  Data in RDF tables can be access using SQL and can be stored with all of it’s appropriate relationships
d.  I/O is inherently less efficient than accessing data in memory
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•  Use common rules and REXX EXECs across multiple systems whenever possible.  Use the SYSID or MSFID to
determine if the rule or REXX EXEC should run on the  system where it has been invoked.

• Use OPS/MVS functions instead of operator commands to obtain data wherever possible.
• Use OPS/MVS functions or address environments rather than the TSO command processors since the functions and

address environments are more efficient than the equivalent command processors.
•  The POI REXX commands (OPSCMD, OPSWTO, etc) should only be used in TSO/E REXX EXECs or CLISTs. 
•  To permanently change the REXX environment use the “address environment” instruction.  To temporarily change the

REXX environment, place an expression on the    same line as the “address” instruction.

Example:  ADDRESS environment expression

• When parsing input data, or data from an uncontrolled source, consider using “junk” or “.” (a period) after the last
variable that you expect.  That way if data that you don’t expect is located after the last variable expected, that data
won’t be appended to the value of the last variable expected.

    Example:

Expected string – “this is a parsing template”

String provided – “this is a parsing template – not!”

1. a. a. a. Normal parsing template – parse arg arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 arg5

Argument values after parse – arg1 – “this”

                                                 arg2 – “is”

                                                 arg3 – “a”

                                                 arg4 – “parsing”

                                                 arg5 – “template – not!”

This example could possibly provide unpredictable results when arg5 is   processed by the code

Modified parsing template – parse arg arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 arg5 junk

                                                                 or

                                             parse arg arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 arg5 .

Argument values after parse – arg1 – “this”

                                                 arg2 – “is”

                                                 arg3 – “a”

                                                 arg4 – “parsing”

                                                 arg5 – “template”

                                                 “junk” or “.” – “– not!”

This example would be processed correctly regardless of how many arguments were passed after argument 5.
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• It is a good coding practice to set a default value for all variables being used in a rule or REXX EXEC.  By setting
a default value the number of possible values for the variable would be reduced, thus decreasing the amount of
validation that needs to be done on the variable.

• When coding “IF” statements, if no “ELSE” action is required consider using “ELSE NOP” to enhance the readability of
the code.  This visually reminds whoever supports the code next that no “ELSE” action will be taken for this compare. 
The same consideration should be given to a “SELECT” construct if no “OTHERWISE” action is required.

• When coding nested “SELECT-WHEN-OTHERWISE” or “DO-END” constructs consider placing a comment on each
“END” statement to make the code more readable and define the end of each construct.

• Standardize message IDs and message text so that all messages generated by automation are easily identifiable and
understood by anyone looking at the console, OPSLOG or SYSLOG.

• Don’t generate extraneous messages.  Only issue a message or WTO whenever automation fails or if someone must
informed of the actions that automation took.  One possible method of notification that works successfully in many
cases is to send an email to the appropriate party or parties after the automation code has finished running.

• Provide extensive error handling in all code. Don’t assume everything will always work correctly, because it won’t.
Even OPS/MVS code and functions can sometimes fail.
a.  Always check condition codes from functions and subroutine calls unless it really doesn’t matter if it works correctly

or not (if it doesn’t matter, then why is it being coded in the first place?).  Condition codes to check include, but are
not limited to RC, SQLCODE, RESULT, etc.

b. Verify that any data returned from a function or subroutine call is really the data you are looking for.  Perform
validation actions such as checking the datatype, using the VERIFY function, etc.

c. Always verify that the input you receive from any source (arguments, parameters, global variables, etc.) is the data
that you are expecting

Best Practices - Configuration and Tuning
Tuning OPS/MVS to run at its optimal performance level helps to keep your z/OS systems operating efficiently.  Review
the following suggestions to help you choose the best procedures and settings for OPS/MVS in your environment. 

OPSLOG Data Set

OPSLOG contains all the system activity that is recorded by OPS/MVS. OPSLOG is a facility for troubleshooting system
problems, auditing your OPS/MVS automation and provides a window into the heartbeat of your system.

You can activate the OPSLOG facility without allocating a data set. However, if you do not allocate an OPSLOG data set,
log information is kept in storage. Log information then becomes subject to periodic overlays as the storage fills, or it may
be lost when you IPL your system or restart OPS/MVS. A larger OPSLOG holds more data to let problem research across
days or weeks, depending on the size of the OPSLOG and current message traffic. Having several days of data in the
OPSLOG lets you search further back in time for messages and other events without restoring an archived OPSLOG.

Refer to the DEFDIV member within the ops.CCLXCNTL data set for more information about defining the size of the
OPSLOG data set.

 More information: 

For information about allocating an OPSLOG data set, see:

•  Define OPSLOG and Checkpoint VSAM Linear Data Sets 

View the OPS/MVS Best Practices Video for OPSLOG Data Sets 

Multiple OPSLOGs
OPS/MVS allows you to allocate up to 32 OPSLOG data sets. We recommend allocating at least two data sets. One
data set is for the current system activity, and one data set is used to switch from the primary OPSLOG when the primary
OPSLOG data set is at risk of running out of unique event numbers. The limit of unique event numbers is 2,147,483,647.
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Allocating multiple OPSLOGs lets you:

• Handle message number wraparound
• Enter LOGN to view all OPSLOGs defined from OPSLOG
• Retrieve archived OPSLOG into individual data spaces
• Support concurrent viewing of active and archived OPSLOG from OPSVIEW and OPSLOG WebView
• Multiple OPSLOGs can be used as ‘active’ copies of archived OPSLOG data, which reduces the need to restore

archived OPSLOGs as often and provides quick access to larger amounts of OPSLOG data
• Support merged OPSLOGs

Allocate OPSLOGs for multiple data sets by following the procedure in the OPSSPA00 member

 

OPSLOG Archiving

Ensure that you implement the OPSLOG archive process, which is the process of copying the OPSLOG data before it
rolls off the log data set.

The OPSLOG archive process is critical to maintaining OPSLOGs as the 'flight recorders' for your enterprise. Archiving
your OPSLOGs ensures that critical historical information is recoverable, allowing you to investigate problems that have
occurred with automation or to troubleshoot system problems.  We recommend to use the archiving method that uses the
INITARCH parameter and to use the "number of events" trigger method to ensure that all OPSLOG data is archived.

More information:

For more information, see Archiving and Merging OPSLOG Data.

SYSCHK1 Data Set
SYSCHK1 is the OPS/MVS DDname for a linear VSAM data set (DIV) that contains your automation data in the form of
global variables and RDF tables. SYSCHK1 is a critical piece of your automation policy and you should ensure that you
properly allocate a unique SYSCHK1 data set for each copy of OPS/MVS.  A calculation chart can help you determine the
physical size of this DIV data set in accordance with the number of global variables that you need for your automation. 

Refer to the DEFDIV member within the ops.CCLXCNTL data set for more information about defining the SYSCHK1 data
set.

RDF tables within OPS/MVS are global variables that are stored internally in this SYSCHK1 DIV and must be included in
your sizing calculations.

 

OPS/MVS can run without a SYSCHK1 data set, but it runs at a reduced level and functionality is then impaired. Running
without a SYSCHK1 data set may affect the users of your production systems.

NOTE

 For information about allocating a SYSCHK1 data set, review the following topics:

• The DEFDIV utility and the OPSSPA00 OPS/REXX program
•  Define OPSLOG and Checkpoint VSAM Linear Data Sets 
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SYSCHK1 Backup
 SYSCHK1 dataset has multiple backup methods. You should choose the method that works best for your system and
requirements.

We recommend using the backup procedure that is provided by OPS/MVS that includes a started task OPSSGVBK which
is controlled by parameter settings. This method backs up the entire SYSCHK1 dataset to a generation data group (GDG)
dataset.

• OPSVIEW option 7.5 is used to backup only Global Variables. This method builds an OPS/REXX exec that can restore
the backed-up variables.

• Provided OPS/REXX execs READTBL and WRITETBL can be used to back up and restore individual RDF tables. 

SYSCHK1 Restore
The methods to restore a backup of the SYSCHK1 file depend upon the method that was used to backup the SYSCHK1
data.  The recommended method to restore SYSCHK1 data is to use OPSVIEW option 7.6.  You can restore the entire
SYSCHK1 data or portions of the data, such as an RDF table or certain Global Variables.   If OPSVIEW option 7.5 was
used to backup Global Variables, then the resulting OPS/REXX exec can be executed to restore those Global Variables. 
If the OPS/REXX exec READTBL was used to backup an RDF table, then the OPS/REXX exec WRITETBL can be used
to restore that RDF table. 

 

For more information, see Back Up and Restore the SYSCHK1 VSAM File Data.

External Data Queues
Make sure your AOF rules do not queue a high number of entries in any of the external data queues.

 Business Value: 

AOF rules are intended for maximum performance and small amounts of output. A rule that places a large amount of data
on the external data queues may result in loss of data and performance degradation of the rule.

 More information: 

For more information, see Using Automated Operations Facility (AOF) Rules and the parameters AOFEDQHIGH
and AOFEDQWARNTHRESH.

Global Variable Backup
Make sure you have implemented one of the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation global variable backup
processes.

Business Value:

Implementing a process for backing up global variables allows you to recover your global variables and RDF table values
in the event of a catastrophic failure in the global variable facility.

More information:

For more information, see Back Up and Restore the SYSCHK1 VSAM File Data.

JES2 Offset Table
Verify your product JES2 offset table corresponds to JES2 on this system.
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NOTE
This release of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation has a health check that checks whether the
JES2 offset table module, OPJ2CB, has been assembled and linked with the current version of JES2.

Business Value:

An accurate JES2 offset table ensures that data that are returned by the OPSJES2 REXX function is reliable.

COMMANDMAX Parameter
Verify that your automation applications are optimized to prevent a per-second command generation that exceeds the
value set for COMMANDMAX parameter.

NOTE
 This release of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) has a health check that checks the
current value of the COMMANDMAX parameter and displays a warning message if that command generation
threshold is exceeded.

 Business Value: 

Commands can excessively consume OPS/MVS storage and processing resources, causing risk to the timely execution
of your automation policy.

 Additional Considerations: 

When the number of commands that are issued per second exceeds the value of the COMMANDMAX parameter, OPS/
MVS terminates.

EXTENDEDCONSOLES Parameter and OSF Servers
Ensure that the value of the EXTENDEDCONSOLES parameter is higher than the maximum number of OSF servers that
can be activated in OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation as set by the sum of the OSFMAX, OSFTLMAX, and
OSFTSPMAX parameters.

To determine the command depth on a given OSF server, use OPSVIEW option 4.3.

 Business Value: 

If the EXTENDEDCONSOLES parameter is set to a value lower than the total number of allowed OSF servers, there may
be no extended console available to execute an automation-issued command. The command is never executed, leading
to a failure in the required automation. Making sure that there are enough extended consoles to process commands can
prevent automation failure.

 

OSF TSL Queue Utilization
Make sure the OSF TSL queue does not overflow and commands are executed.

NOTE
This release of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) has a health check that checks the
maximum number of commands that have been on the OSF TSL queue and displays a warning message when
the threshold number is exceeded.

Business Value:

This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in the OSF TSL servers. The OSF execution
scheduler dispatches these commands to OSF TSL servers as the servers become available to process work. The
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key objective of this health check is to provide you with appropriate warnings to prevent the situation where this queue
overflows and TSO commands are never executed.

More information:

For more information, see OSF Parameters.

OPSSPA00

Overview

The OPSSPA00 REXX program is generally known as the program that sets up the initialization and configuration options
for the entire product at OPS/MVS startup time.

In the early stages of the OPS/MVS product startup, this REXX program is invoked or called to run in a special TMP from
the OPSTART1 program.

The program can perform various tasks such as allocating OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets and setting OPS/MVS
parameter values by using the OPS/REXX function OPSPRM.

Additionally, it can produce OPS/MVS startup WTO messages written to the OPSLOG indicating such things as parameter
value setting, OPSLOG allocation, component subtask initialization messages and debugging information.

A sample copy of the program is located in the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library.

Parameters

For parameter value setup information:

Product tuning may be needed for some of the parameter values which would vary from site to site. In general terms,
there are two OPS/MVS parameter types: INITONLY type which can only be altered during product initialization; and
UPDATE type which can be altered during product initialization or dynamically while the product is actively running.

Considerations 

Considerations

• Validate your parameter values are appropriately set in OPSVIEW =4.1.1  compared to the values you have assigned
in your OPSSPA00 parameter values.

Coding Techniques

Updating the OPSSPA00

• Initially setup REXX variables for processing and WTO message commands
• Recommended to allocate OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets in early steps
• Setup globally used OPS/MVS parameter settings if sharing across multiple OPS instances
• REXX environment flexibility allows to implement logical decision making

– Utilize SELECT/WHEN/OTHERWISE or IF/THEN/ELSE syntax logic
– Syntax ERROR checking

PROCESS Blocks
Ensure that there are enough process blocks in the process blocks pool for OPS/MVS events or requests.

A process block in OPS/MVS is an area of storage, extended private storage in the OPSMAIN address space, that is
allocated by OPS/MVS during  initialization. Every event that is processed by OPS/MVS uses a process block. Therefore,
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it is critical to your automation that you allocate enough process blocks to handle concurrent automation. Allocating too
many process blocks could cause storage shortage conditions with the OPSMAIN address space. Allocating too few could
result in missed automation and other detrimental situations.

 Considerations 

The process parameter value is the number of process blocks that are allocated. The storage that is allocated by each
process block is calculated by the following equation, which consists of several other OPS/MVS parameter values:

PROCESS BLOCKS  x  { (2 X (STACKMAIN + STACKERROR)) + (2 X AOFSIZE) +

(2 X (AOFMAXQUEUE X 400)) + (2 X (GLVPENDMAX X 3) X 400) }        

OPS/MVS may increase the number of process blocks allocated during initialization if the value of the process parameter
is too low based on the following equation:

(2 X number of active processors) + OSFMAX + 5

1. Monitor process block usage using the set of parameters that start with SSEXEXIT.  The SSEXEXITHICOUNT
parameter value is the highest number of process blocks in use since the last initialization of OPS/MVS.  If the
SSEXEXITHICOUNT value is equal to the PROCESS value, then your automation had used all process blocks at
the time and date indicated by SSEXEXITHIGHDATE and HIGHTIME. It is a best practice to observe the automation
that was occurring, using OPSLOG, at the time of the high usage and improve the efficiency of that automation. 
For example, if all your z/OS initiators were being drained at the time of highest process block usage, improve that
automation by draining portions or clusters of the initiators, so that the automation work is spread out over time. 

Monitor process block usage in real time by saving the values of the SSEXEXITHICOUNT, HIGHTIME and HIGHDATE
for later review. Save these parameter values by issuing a WTO or by SAYing the values. Or you can store the values
in a global variable from a periodic TOD rule.  

 

NOTE
 This release of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) has a health check that checks
the high-water mark for the number of used process blocks and displays a warning message when the threshold
number is exceeded.

If a process block is unavailable, then OPS/MVS will not capture or respond to the event, which in turn could lead to
undesirable results on your system.

 More information: 

For more information, see PROCESS Parameter.

Consoles
 

z/OS consoles are used by OPS/MVS and your automation policy to issue MVS, JES, or application type console
commands and possibly to interrogate the command response. Having enough consoles allocated to OPS/MVS can be
critical to your automation to issue concurrent commands.  Best practice dictates allocating Extended or ExtraExtended
consoles to OPS/MVS, in place of allocating any subsystem consoles or using any MCS consoles.  Allocate consoles to
OPS/MVS at initialization be setting the value of the EXTENDEDCONSOLES or EXTRAEXTCONSOLES parameters. 
Set the EXTCONSPREFIX and EXTRAEXTPREFIX parameters to control the names of the consoles that your OPS/MVS
allocate.  By using the naming parameters for your consoles, you can pre-define these consoles to any applications that
require consoles to be defined for use. The total number of consoles that are allocated should be greater than the total
number of possible active server address spaces that are controlled by the OSFMAX, OSFTSLMAX and OSFTSPMAX
parameters.
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Set the OCCONSOLENAME parameter to the value of one of the allocated EXTRAEXTCONSOLES. The
OCCONSOLENAME parameter specifies the console name that the OPS/MVS OPSCMD command processor and
ADDRESS OPER commands use to issue commands when the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied or explicitly specified. In
the past, the default was the master console, which may no longer exist in newer releases of z/OS.

Regulating the OSF Servers
An OSF TSO server is a started task that can execute a TSO transaction. You can identify a server by its address space.
OPS/MVS allows you to have multiple, active OSF TSO servers. You can regulate the quantity and availability of these
servers, as well as whether they are active, by specifying values for several modifiable parameters.

Parameters Regulating OSF Servers

The following modifiable parameters relate to your OSF TSO servers.

OSFDORM
Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, which OSF servers can remain dormant before they are automatically
terminated. This applies only if the current number of active servers is greater than the OSFMIN parameter value.
The minimum valid value for OSFDORM is 60 seconds.

OSFMAX
Specifies the maximum number of OSF servers that can be active at any time. When the current number of OSF
servers exceeds the OSFMAX value, OPS/MVS terminates dormant servers. The dormant servers terminate
immediately, regardless of the value of the OSFDORM parameter. Whenever the OSFMIN and OSFMAX
parameters are set through the OPSPARM TSO command or the OPSPRM REXX function, OPS/MVS always
checks to see if OSFMAX has a value higher than OSFMIN.
This check does not occur during OPS/MVS startup, so you can set these parameters in any order in the initial
CLIST or REXX program. After startup, the order is important. For example, suppose that the current values
are OSFMIN=2 and OSFMAX=2. If you subsequently set these values as shown in the following two example
lines, then the OSFMIN setting fails, but the OSFMAX setting succeeds. However, if you reverse the order of the
OPSPRM statements, then both succeed.

OSFMIN
This parameter is the minimum number of OSF servers that can be active at any time. If OSFMIN exceeds the
current number of active servers, then additional servers are automatically started. We strongly recommend that
OSFMIN be set at a large enough value so that, for all your typical operations, there is no need to add servers to
handle server workload.

OSFQADD
This parameter determines when OPS/MVS starts additional OSF servers.
When the number of entries in the OSF execute queue is greater than the value of the OSFQADD parameter, one
additional server is started.
OPS/MVS starts a new server only if the current number of servers is below the OSFMAX parameter value and
equal to or above the OSFMIN parameter value.

OSFQUE
This parameter dictates how many entries the OSF execute queue can hold. All transactions sent to servers
(through ADDRESS OSF instructions, for example) are first queued on the OSF execute queue. The OSF
execute processor extracts these transactions and passes them to the next available OSF server address space
for execution in a TSO environment.

 

NOTE

• The OSF execute processor runs as a subtask in the OPS/MVS address space.
• The OSFMAX and OSFMIN parameters define the boundaries of server usage in terms of number of active

servers possible. As such, use these two parameters to control your servers. There are equivalent sets
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of parameters with the same meanings to control the OSF TSL servers (OSFTSLDORM, OSFTSLMAX,
OSFTSLMIN, OSFTSLQADD, and OSFTSLQUE), the OSF TSP servers (OSFTSPDORM, OSFTSPMAX,
OSFTSPMIN, OSFTSPQADD, and OSFTSPQUE) and the OSF USS servers (USSDORM, USSMAX,
USSMIN, USSQADD, and USSQUE).

Server Termination

Because starting servers uses a great amount of system overhead, OPS/MVS observes the following rules regarding
server termination:

• When any transaction is on the OSF execute queue, OPS/MVS never terminates a server due to actions initiated by
OSFMIN or OSFMAX.

• OPS/MVS performs only one such termination in any 30-second interval.

Generally, OPS/MVS server control is designed to do the following:

• Minimize starts of servers
• Minimize wait time in server queues

If a CANCEL command has been issued for a server and the address space does not terminate in one minute, then
OPS/MVS issues message OPS3716O (which you can automate). A sample rule that handles such a situation is called
OPS3716. It is located in the &hlq.CCLXRULB data set on the OPS/MVS distribution media.

Establish OSF Server Specifications

To regulate the OSF servers, set the parameters described in Parameters Regulating TSO Servers to the values you
want. The OPS/MVS product automatically uses these values, after checking their validity, the next time the OSF execute
processor receives a new server command.

Validity checking of the parameter values occurs every time the OSF execute processor receives a command intended
for a server, to ensure that the parameter values have not changed since the last server command. The first part of the
check ensures that the OSFMAX value is not less than the OSFMIN value. If it is less, OPS/MVS automatically raises the
OSFMAX value to the same value as OSFMIN.

The remaining validity checking observes the following rules:

• When the current number of servers exceeds the OSFMAX value,
OPS/MVS terminates the number of dormant servers that exceed OSFMAX.

• When the current number of servers is less than the OSFMIN value,
OPS/MVS adds the number of new servers required to equal OSFMIN.

• When the current number of servers at least equals the OSFMIN value but is less than the OSFMAX value, and the
number of pending (queued) transactions on the OSF execute queue exceeds the threshold set with the OSFQADD
parameter, OPS/MVS starts one additional server.

• When the current number of servers exceeds the OSFMIN value and is not greater than the OSFMAX value, the
server address spaces that have been dormant for the number of seconds specified with the OSFDORM value are
terminated if no transactions exist on the OSF execute queue. See Server Termination.

NOTE
All of the information about OSFxxx server parameters in this section applies to the OSFTSLxxx and
OSFTSPxxx parameters as well. The USS servers have the equivalents of the OSFRUN and OSFOUTLIM
parameters only (USSRUN and USSOUTLIM.)

When Servers Exceed Their Processing Limits

This section describes what happens when servers exceed their processing limits. The following parameters limit OSF
server transactions:
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OSFCPU
Limits the amount of CPU time that a single server transaction can use. When a server exceeds the time limit
set by OSFCPU, z/OS initiates the cancellation of the server; therefore, OPS/MVS cannot issue a message. The
server is terminated with a 322 abend.
The messages OPS2083W and OPS3706W are issued when the OSF execute processor determines that the
server terminated without completing the current transaction. The OSF execute processor does not, and cannot,
determine why the server was canceled.

OSFOUTLIM
Limits the number of console messages that a transaction running under a server can produce. When a server
exceeds the number set by OSFOUTLIM, OPS/MVS issues the message OPS3082W. The Explanation and
Action sections of this message indicate that the OSFOUTLIM parameter caused cancellation of the server.

OSFRUN
Determines how long (elapsed time) OPS/MVS allows a TSO transaction to execute in a server. When a server
exceeds the time limit set by OSFRUN, OPS/MVS issues the message OPS3709W. The Explanation and Action
sections of this message indicate that the OSFRUN parameter caused the cancellation of the server.

OSFWAIT
Sets the maximum time, in seconds, which a transaction can wait for input while in an OSF server. When a server
exceeds the time limit set by OSFWAIT, z/OS initiates the cancellation of the server; therefore, OPS/MVS cannot
issue a message. The server is terminated with a 522 abend.
The messages OPS2083W and OPS3706W are issued when the OSF execute processor determines that the
server terminated without completing the current transaction. The OSF execute processor does not, and cannot,
determine why the server was canceled.

NOTE

• TLM rules and the system or installation coded IEFUTL exit will receive control for the OSF TSO server
address space when a server transaction exceeds its CPU or WAIT time limits.

• All of the above information about OSFxxx server parameters applies to the OSFTSLxxx and
OSFTSPxxx parameters as well. The USS servers have the equivalents of the OSFRUN and OSFOUTLIM
parameters only (USSRUN and USSOUTLIM.)

Security Methods
OPS/MVS provides security for its operational features (such as TSO commands and OPS/REXX functions and host
environments) by creating security events whenever an attempt is made to use them from a "non-authorized" source such
as batch jobs, started tasks and TSO users. These security events receive "internal" authorization from OPS/MVS AOF
security rules, which you have to write and administer, or "external" authorization from your system security package by
way of resource rules, which you have to write and administer. A "hybrid" approach is to code internal AOF security rules
that use the OPS/REXX function OPSECURE to verify access with your external security product.

Using either internal or external rules to secure OPS/MVS operational features is a best practice. The internal method
of coding AOF security rules in OPS/REXX can provide more flexibility than can be obtained using rules coded for an
external security package. However, the internal method does keep the security of OPS/MVS within itself, the product that
is being secured, and may not meet the requirement of a security audit that an external package be used to secure OPS/
MVS.

Attempts to use OPS/MVS operational features that are made from the OPS/MVS main address space and AOF rules
(except request rules) are considered "authorized" and do not create security events and are not subject to security
processing.
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Address Space Controls

Overview

Any address space can be in a problem condition where it issues too many messages. An example of this could be an
application that is looping in an address space, causing repeat messages. Because of this, and the critical nature of
address spaces, OPS/MVS features a set of parameters that help you to control the flow of messages in them. These
parameters do this by enabling you to take some automated action to limit the flow and they monitor the message flow
based on your set limits.

Considerations

The MSGTHRESHOLD parameter sets the finite number of messages that an address space can hold where the
MSGDRAINRATE parameter limits how fast these messages can flow at a rate of messages per second. To understand
how these two parameters interact in OPS/MVS, consider the analogy of a bathtub filling with water, where the bathtub is
an address space and the water is address space messages.

Scenario

1. The first thing to do in the analogy is create this bathtub with the MSGTHRESHOLD parameter. This parameter is the
finite number of messages that the server can hold; in other words, it indicates the depth of the bathtub.

2. Next, establish how many messages can drain out of the server with the MSGDRAINRATE parameter. This is
analogous to the size of the drain hole for water leaving the bathtub. It actually limits how fast messages are flowing, in
messages per second.

3. When MSGTHRESHOLD parameter value has been exceeded for a specific asid, OPS/MVS issues the OPS4402O
automatable message to let you take pre-defined actions to correct to situation and/or to notify personnel.

4. So, if the MSGDRAINRATE set to the requirements of your installation is not big enough, the messages back up and
spill out of the server. In other words, the number of messages being held exceeds the MSGTHRESHOLD number.
Once this happens, message OPS4402O notifies you.

Note: OPS4402O is not WTOd. It is sent directly to the OPSLOG of the issuing subsystem and, for automation purposes,
to the AOF of that subsystem. It does not appear in SYSLOG.

 

Example:

Message rate control could be as follows:

 

• MSGTHRESHOLD has a value of 50 messages.
• MSGDRAINRATE has a value of 10 messages per second.
• Given these values, an address space that is issuing 11 messages per second would exceed MSGTHRESHOLD in

less than a minute.

Preventing Problems

You can prevent address space message flow problems using AOF message rules. For example, a message rule can
cancel a looping address space or put it in a penalty performance group. For more information about AOF, see Using AOF
Rules.

Note: You can control any address space with parameters. WTOs issued by the OPS/MVS address space are controlled
by MESSAGEMAX and MESSAGERATE.
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Emergency Product Shutdown Scenarios

Emergency Product Shutdown Scenarios

Overview

OPS/MVS provides multiple sets of threshold type parameters that are designed to shut down OPS/MVS to prevent
further degradation to your automation and possibly the z/OS system. The first two scenarios are for Commands and
Messages issued excessively that can consume OPS/MVS storage and processing resources, causing risk to the timely
execution of your automation policy. The third scenario is related to internal OPS/MVS abends attributed to the OPSMAIN
address space. These threshold parameters monitor your automation code so that if your code issues more system
commands, messages, or internal abends than these parameter threshold highest values are set too, then the OPSMAIN
address space will shut down.

Considerations for Excessive Commands or Messages

CommandMax and MessageMax parameter values dictate how many of each that can be issued before OPS/MVS
will shut down.  Parameters CommandRate and MessageRate decrement the CommandCurrent and MessageCurrent
parameter values per second; when the value of the CommandCurrent or MessageCurrent parameters equal the
CommandMax or MessageMax parameters values OPS/MVS will shut down.

Consideration for Excessive Internal Abends

OPS/MVS also monitors for abends that are attributed to the OPSMAIN address space with the  parameters AbendMax
which dictates how many abends can be tolerated, AbendRate decrements the AbendCurrent counter and when the
AbendCurrent counter equals the AbendMax parameter value the OPSMAIN address space will shut down.

When any of these scenarios conditions are detected, OPS/MVS attempts to issue message OPS3146S.  This is known
as an Emergency Product Shutdown.

Monitoring the scenarios

Each set of these threshold parameters also have an accompanying modifiable high parameter value and display only
parameters that list the date, time and count these highest parameter values had received  and when that had occurred.
  The COMMANDHIGH, MESSAGEHIGH and ABENDHIGH threshold high water mark counter parameter values can be
reset  by setting their respective values to zero ‘0’.

Prior to the OPSMAIN Address Space Restart

Under some conditions (for example, there was insufficient storage in the address space when the condition occurred),
the OPS3146S message cannot be issued, and you may not know the reason for the emergency shutdown. In this
situation, you can determine the reason for the Emergency Product Shutdown by executing the program OPEMSHCK.

OPEMSHCK is a pre-compiled OPS/REXX program distributed in the compiled OPS/REXX library on the distribution
media. You can execute the program before the system restarts after an Emergency Product Shutdown, or at any time.

Under normal conditions, OPEMSHCK issues the following message:

No <caops> subsystems have terminated due to emergency product shutdown

Following an Emergency Product Shutdown, OPEMSHCK issues a message similar to the following:

<caops> subsystem OPSS terminated due to an emergency product shutdown

The reason being: MAXIMUM ABEND RATE EXCEEDED

The shutdown may be related to JOBNAME: EVILJOB - ASID: 03B5

The shutdown occurred at: 2017/05/12 12:49:31
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The 'JOBNAME' in the message is the job in which the shutdown condition was detected. It is not necessarily the job that
caused the problem.

After the OPSMAIN Address Space is Restarted

When the product is restarted following an Emergency Product Shutdown, message OPS0042I is issued. This message
provides similar information to that provided by the OPEMSHCK program.

System State Manager
 

System State Manager (SSM) is an application that OPS/MVS provides that can be used to manage a z/OS System’s
resources, such as started tasks, subsystems, JES initiators, and VTAM nodes to insure around the clock availability.
  SSM operates towards the goal of keeping a managed resource at its defined desired state.  SSM uses RDF tables
by way of SQL instructions to maintain resource policy definitions that are defined by you, the OPS/MVS administrator,
or by default policy definitions that OPS/MVS provides.  SSM can provide for easy and quick z/OS system startup
and shutdown and provide for complete monitoring of defined system resources.  It is a best practice for OPS/MVS to
implement SSM.

SSM provides different types of usage models for you to install and use:

• Minimal customization using pre-defined policy – SSMv3 with Policy
• Minimal customization using existing SSM tables – SSMv3 with or without Policy
• Intermediate customization – SSMv2
• Intermediate customization focused on moving resources – SSMGAv2 with SSMv2 or SSMv3
• Expert customization – SSMv2 with Global Exit table and process exits

 

OPS/MVS provides several ISPF panel driven options in the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW ISPF interface that assist in the
administration and management of SSM and its defined resources.

Health Checks
The CA Health Checker enables Broadcom products to create health checks to run under the IBM Health Checker for
z/OS. The IBM Health Checker helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking system or
product parameters, and system status against recommended settings. WebCenter health checks are automatically
activated on the target system when the product is started on a system with IBM Health Checker installed and configured.

The CHECK_OWNER for all OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation health checks is CA_OPSMVS.

Use either SYSVIEW or SDSF Health Checker displays to list and view the checks. View health check messages in the
MVS System Log.

• OPSMVS_ALLOC_OPSLOG
Checks if you have allocated a data set for OPSLOG use. If it detects a possible loss of historical information, a low-
severity Health Check exception is reported and OPS/MVS continues normally. This condition is checked periodically.

• OPSMVS_ALLOC_SYSCHK1
Checks if the SYSCHK1 data set has been allocated. This data set maintains high-impact system components,
such as global variables and RDF tables. Critical system automation will be compromised if these resources are not
available. 

• OPSMVS_OPJ2CB
Checks whether your product JES2 offset table corresponds to JES2 on this system.

• OPSMVS_PARM_AOFHLQ
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Checks if the high level qualifier for the rule data set name is ‘SYS1’. This condition can cause potentially high
overhead. This condition is checked once, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the HLQ ‘SYS1’ is
detected.

• OPSMVS_PARM_AOFMAXQ
Measures the REXX external data queue's (EDQ) use of AOF rules against a threshold percentage. AOF rules are
intended for maximum performance and small amounts of output. A rule that contributes to excessive use of EDQ may
result in loss of data and performance degradation.

• OPSMVS_PARM_CMDMAX
Samples the rate of operator commands issued per second by any automation application. The percentage of the
rate is calculated against the COMMANDMAX parameter, and is measured against the threshold value provided
as the parameter nn. Exceeding the COMMANDMAX value can cause a OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation shutdown, so this health check can contribute to system up-time.

• OPSMVS_PARM_MSGMAX
Samples the rate of messages issued per second. The rate is calculated as a percentage of the MESSAGEMAX
parameter, and compared against the threshold value provided as the parameter nn. Exceeding the MESSAGEMAX
value can cause a system shutdown, so this health check can contribute to system up-time.

• OPSMVS_PARM_PROCBLK
Checks that enough process blocks are available for OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation events or
requests.

• OPSMVS_TSLMAXQUSG
Masures the maximum OSF TSL queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of commands that have
been on the OSF TSL queue is calculated against the OSFTSLQUE parameter representing maximum number of
commands that the OSF TSL queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold value provided as
the parameter.

• OPSMVS_TSOMAXQUSG
Measures the maximum OSF TSO queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of commands that have
been on the OSF TSO queue is calculated against the OSFQUE parameter representing the maximum number of
commands that the OSF TSO queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold value provided as
the parameter.

• OPSMVS_TSPMAXQUSG
Measures the maximum OSF TSP queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of commands that have
been on the OSF TSP queue is calculated against the OSFTSPQUE parameter representing the maximum number of
commands that the OSF TSP queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold value provided as
the parameter.

• OPSMVS_USSMAXQUSG
Measures the maximum USS queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of commands that have been on
the USS queue is calculated against the USSQUE parameter representing maximum number of commands that the
USS queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold value provided as the parameter.

• OPSMVS_WEB_ACB
Checks that the primary ACB of the region is open. This check runs every 5 minutes.

• OPSMVS_WEB_INITIALIZE
Checks region initialization. The check runs once at region startup. If an exception occurs, the check repeats every 5
minutes.

• OPSMVS_WEB_SOCKETS
Checks that the sockets are available to support the IP connections. The check runs every 15 minutes.

• OPSMVS_WEB_SSI
Checks that the SOLVE SSI SSID is defined and connected. The check runs every 15 minutes.

• OPSMVS_WEB_WEB_PORT
Checks that the WebCenter web interface is available. This check runs every 15 minutes.
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OPSMVS_ALLOC_OPSLOG
This health check checks to see if you have allocated a data set for OPSLOG use. If it detects a possible loss of historical
information, a low-severity Health Check exception is reported and OPS/MVS continues normally. This condition is
checked periodically.

Best Practice
Make sure you allocate a data set for OPSLOG use. Otherwise, historical information will most certainly be lost.
You can activate the OPSLOG facility without allocating a data set, but in that case, log information is kept in
storage and becomes subject to periodic overlays as the storage fills up.

Parameters Accepted
No

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For information on allocating an OPSLOG data set, see the DEFDIV utility and the OPSSPA00 OPS/REXX
program. For further documentation, see Define OPSLOG and Checkpoint VSAM Linear Data Sets.

Messages
OPSH115I, OPSH118W

OPSMVS_ALLOC_SYSCHK1
This health check checks to see if the SYSCHK1 data set has been allocated. This data set maintains high-impact system
components, such as global variables and RDF tables. Critical system automation will be compromised if these resources
are not available. If the SYSCHK1 data set is not allocated, a medium severity health check exception is reported and
OPS/MVS continues. This condition is checked once.

Best Practice
Make sure you allocate a SYSCHCK1 data set.
OPS/MVS can run at a significantly reduced level without a SYSCHK1 data set, but functionality is severely
impaired.

Parameters Accepted
No

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For information on allocating a SYSCHK1 data set, see the DEFDIV utility, the OPSSPA00 OPS/REXX program,
and Define OPSLOG and Checkpoint VSAM Linear Data Sets section.

Messages
OPSH125I, OPSH128W

OPSMVS_OPJ2CB
This health check checks whether your product JES2 offset table corresponds to JES2 on this system. It detects the
following three possibilities:
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• The OPS/MVS JES2 offset table module, OPJ2CB, has been assembled and linked with the current version of JES2.
• A default JES2 offset table is being used because the module OPJ2CB has not been assembled using the current

release of JES2 on this system.
• A JES2 offset table for the current release of JES2 cannot be found and automation that relies on the OPSJES2 REXX

function will not function correctly.

This condition is checked once, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded. This
health check will not be activated in a JES3 environment.

Best Practice
An accurate JES2 offset table ensures that data returned by the OPS/REXX OPSJES2 amd OPSINFO functions
is completely reliable. All supported releases of JES2 control blocks are delivered with the product, and any new
releases of JES2 control blocks are delivered in the maintenance stream.

Parameters Accepted
No

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See the descriptions of the OPSJES2 and OSPINFO functions.

Messages
OPSH225I, OPSH226I, OPSH228I

OPSMVS_PARM_AOFHLQ
This health check determines whether the high level qualifier for the rule data set name is ‘SYS1’. This condition can
cause potentially high overhead. This condition is checked once, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if
the HLQ ‘SYS1’ is detected.

Best Practice
Specify a less common high-level qualifier for the value of the RULEPREFIX parameter that is consistent with
your data set naming standards. Avoid the familiar system prefix ‘SYS1’.

Parameters Accepted
No

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For more information, see Setting a Prefix and Suffix for Rule Sets.

Messages
OPSH105I, OPSH108W

OPSMVS_PARM_AOFMAX
This health check measures the REXX external data queue's (EDQ) use of AOF rules against a threshold percentage.
AOF rules are intended for maximum performance and small amounts of output. A rule that contributes to excessive use
of EDQ may result in loss of data and performance degradation.
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This condition is checked periodically, and reports a medium severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded.

Best Practice
Review and improve OPS/MVS automation applications that are queuing a high number of entries in any
of the external data queues. If your applications need additional EDQ capacity, increase the value of the
AOFMAXQUEUE parameter by a reasonable amount.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies the threshold queue percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
Default: 80

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
ops-rexx-execution-limits
For more information, see the description of the AOFEDQWARNTHRESH parameter and section OPS/REXX
Execution Limits.

Messages
OPSH135I, OPSH138W

OPSMVS_PARM_CMDMAX
This health check samples the rate of operator commands issued per second by any automation application. The
percentage of the rate is calculated against the COMMANDMAX parameter, and is measured against the threshold value
provided as the parameter nn. Exceeding the COMMANDMAX value can cause an OPS/MVS shutdown, so this health
check can contribute to system up-time.

This condition is checked periodically, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded.

Best Practice
Review and improve OPS/MVS automation applications that are causing a high number of operator commands to
be issued. If nothing can be addressed in the short-term, increase the COMMANDMAX parameter value.
You can also eliminate this health check exception by increasing the value of the COMMANDRATE parameter.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies a threshold rate percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
Default: 80

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See the COMMANDMAX Paramter.

Messages
OPSH155I, OPSH158W

OPSMVS_PARM_MSGMAX
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This health check samples the rate of messages issued per second. The rate is calculated as a percentage of the
MESSAGEMAX parameter, and compared against the threshold value provided as the parameter nn. Exceeding the
MESSAGEMAX value can cause a system shutdown, so this health check can contribute to system up-time.

This condition is checked periodically, and will report a medium severity health check exception if the threshold is
exceeded.

Best Practice
Review and improve OPS/MVS automation applications that issue a high number of operator messages. If
nothing can be addressed in the short-term, increase the value of MESSAGEMAX parameter value. You can also
eliminate this health check exception by increasing the value of MESSAGERATE parameter.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies a threshold rate percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
Default: 80

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See Building and Controlling AOF Rules.

Messages
OPSH145I, OPSH148W

OPSMVS_PARM_PROCBLK

This health check ensures that enough process blocks are available for events or requests.

This is accomplished through the following process:

1. The PROCESS parameter determines how many process blocks are allocated in the extended private area of the
main address space when the address space initializes.

2. The value of the PROCESSHIGHCOUNT parameter indicates the high-water mark for the number of used process
blocks.

3. The percentage of used process blocks is calculated against the PROCESS parameter, which is then measured
against the threshold value provided as the parameter.

4. When an attempt to allocate a process block from the process block pool fails because no process blocks were
available, the check provides the number of failed attempts and the date and time of the last failed allocation attempt.

This condition is checked periodically, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded.

Best Practice
Allocating the right number of process blocks is critical. The number cannot be too low, because each event
processed by OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation requires its own process block. If a process block
is not available, then OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation will not capture or respond to the event,
which in turn could lead to undesirable results on your system. Furthermore, setting the value too high has its
own implications; the number of process blocks you specify may use so much virtual storage that fails to function
correctly.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies a threshold rate percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
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Default: 80
AGE(nn)

Specifies delay between first exception and message informing that problem has not been fixed. nn is a
number of hours between 0 and 24, inclusive.
Default: 6

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See Process Blocks.

Messages
OPSH165I, OPSH167I, OPSH168I, OPSH169W

OPSMVS_TSLMAXQUSG
This health check measures the maximum OSF TSL queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of commands
that have been on the OSF TSL queue is calculated against the OSFTSLQUE parameter representing maximum number
of commands that the OSF TSL queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold value provided as the
parameter.

This condition is checked periodically, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded.

Best Practice
This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in the OSF TSL servers. The OSF
execution scheduler dispatches these commands to OSF TSL servers as the servers become available to
process work. The key objective of this health check is to provide you with appropriate warnings to prevent the
situation where this queue overflows and TSO commands are never executed.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies a threshold rate percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
Default: 80

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See Regulating the OSF Servers.

Messages
OPSH205I, OPSH206I, OPSH208W

OPSMVS_TSOMAXQUSG
This health check measures the maximum OSF TSO queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of
commands that have been on the OSF TSO queue is calculated against the OSFQUE parameter representing the
maximum number of commands that the OSF TSO queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold
value provided as the parameter.

This condition is checked periodically, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded.
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Best Practice
This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in the OSF TSO servers. The OSF
execution scheduler dispatches these commands to OSF TSO servers as the servers become available to
process work. The key objective of this health check is to provide you with appropriate warnings to prevent the
situation where this queue overflows and TSO commands are never executed.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies a threshold rate percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
Default: 80

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See Regulating the OSF Servers.

Messages
OPSH185I, OPSH186I, OPSH188W

OPSMVS_TSPMAXQUSG
This health check measures the maximum OSF TSP queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of commands
that have been on the OSF TSP queue is calculated against the OSFTSPQUE parameter representing the maximum
number of commands that the OSF TSP queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold value
provided as the parameter.

This condition is checked periodically, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded.

Best Practice
This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in the OSF TSP servers. The OSF
execution scheduler dispatches these commands to OSF TSP servers as the servers become available to
process work. The key objective of this health check is to provide you with appropriate warnings to prevent the
situation where this queue overflows and TSO commands are never executed.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies a threshold rate percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
Default: 80

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See Regulating the OSF Servers.

Messages
OPSH195I, OPSH196I, OPSH198W
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OPSMVS_USSMAXQUSG
This health check measures the maximum USS queue utilization. The percentage of maximum number of commands that
have been on the USS queue is calculated against the USSQUE parameter representing maximum number of commands
that the USS queue can hold. The percentage is measured against the threshold value provided as the parameter.

This condition is checked periodically, and reports a medium-severity health check exception if the threshold is exceeded.

Best Practice
This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in the USS servers. The OSF execution
scheduler dispatches these commands to USS servers as the servers become available to process work. The key
objective of this health check is to provide you with appropriate warnings to prevent the situation where this queue
overflows and TSO commands are never executed.

Parameters Accepted
THRESHOLD(nnn)

Specifies a threshold rate percentage. nnn is a number between 0 and 100, inclusive.
Default: 80

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See Regulating the OSF Servers.

Messages
OPSH215I, OPSH216I, OPSH218W

OPSMVS_WEB_ACB
Description

This WebCenter health check checks that the primary ACB of the region is open. This check runs every 5
minutes.

Best Practice
VTAM is required to access the 3270 interface. If you primarily use the WebCenter web interface to access you
region, you can lower the priority of this health check.

Parameters accepted
None.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
None.

Non-exception Messages
The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• This region's primary ACB, acbname, is open.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time.
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Exception Messages
If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the
SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.

• NMH0106E This region's primary ACB, acbname, is not open.

OPSMVS_WEB_INITIALIZE
Description

This WebCenter health check checks region initialization. The check runs once at region startup. If an exception
occurs, the check repeats every 5 minutes.

Best Practice
To configure your region, use CSM. If you do not use CSM, follow the Install Utility procedure. Ensure that the
parameters are specified correctly.

Parameters Accepted
None.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
See the online help for region parameter groups.

Non-exception Messages
The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• The region has initialized successfully.
• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time

Exception Messages
If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the
SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.

• NMH0104E Initialization errors have occurred in region regionname.

 

OPSMVS_WEB_SOCKETS
Description

This WebCenter health check checks that the sockets are available to support the IP connections. The check runs
every 15 minutes.

Best Practice
To ensure the IP connections, the port number for the connection must be specified and not in use by another
task.

Parameters Accepted
None.
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Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
None.

Non-exception Messages
The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• Sockets are configured and active. HTTP port is nnnn URL is http://nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn:nnnn
• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time

Exception Messages
If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the
SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.

• NMH0110E TCP/IP interface is not active, status is cccccccc.
• NMH0111E No port number has been specified for this region.

OPSMVS_WEB_SSI
Description

This WebCenter health check checks that the SOLVE SSI SSID is defined and connected. The check runs every
15 minutes.

Best Practice
Ensure that the following conditions are met:

• The SSI started task is active.
• The SSI SSID value for the region matches the SSID= parameter for the SSI started task.

Parameters Accepted
None.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
None.

Non-exception Messages
The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• SOLVE SSI SSID correctly defined and connected. SSID is ssidname.
• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time.

Exception Messages
If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the
SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.
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• NMH0108E SSID error, no SSID specified.
• NMH0108E SSID error, ssidname is not connected.
• NMH0108E SSID error, SSID matches AOM SSID(ssidname).

OPSMVS_WEB_WEB_PORT
Description

This WebCenter health check checks that the WebCenter web interface is available. This check runs every 15 minutes.

Best Practice

Set up the region parameter groups by following the installation instructions. During the process, specify the web interface
port.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

None.

Non-exception Messages

The following messages can appear in the health checker:

• The region is initializing. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The region is shutting down. Check is not relevant at this time.
• The WebCenter interface is active. HTTP port is nnnn URL is http://nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn:nnnn

Exception Messages

If an exception occurs, the following messages are issued as WTOs and the messages are written to the SYSLOG:

• CAH0001E The check timed out while waiting for a response to a command.

• NMH0113E The WebCenter interface is not [active | configured].

Best Practices Video Library

OPS/MVS Host Environments - High Level Overview

This video provides a general overview and a list of commonly used OPS/REXX Host Environments and how to customize
the software.

OPS/MVS OPSTATUS() Function

This video describes the use of the OPSTATUS() function, common system-related OPSINFO calls, and common coding
examples.
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OPS/MVS Using the OPSTHRSH() Function

This video demonstrates how the OPSTHRSH() function can be used within OPS/MVS to eliminate issuing duplicate
actions when the same event occurs within a defined interval.

OPS/MVS OPSINFO() Function

This video describes the use of the OPSINFO() function, common system-related OPSINFO() calls, and common coding
examples.

OPS/MVS OPS/REXX Functions Overview

This video provides an overview of many of the OPS/MVS functions that are available within your automated applications.

Miscellaneous

Overview

The following is a list of installation target libraries and a brief summary description of each.

When properly allocated the product can run from these libraries. Best practice is to copy them to run-time libraries from
which to run product and TSO User ID ISPF allocations for OPSVIEW accessibility.

hlq.CCLXASM – Assembler source and macros

hlq.CCLXCLS0 – TSO CLISTs

hlq.CCLXCNTL – Sample JCL PROCs, REXX, data, and scripts

hlq.CCLXEXEC – OPS/REXX Not Compiled

hlq.CCLXZFS – Mounted zFS

hlq.CCLXLOAD – Executable load library

hlq.CCLXMENU – ISPF Messages

hlq.CCLXMIB – SNMP MIBs

hlq.CCLXOPEX – OPS/REXX Compiled

hlq.CCLXPENU – ISPF Panels

hlq.CCLXPLD – Executable Load Library

hlq.CCLXRULB – BASE AOF rules

hlq.CCLXRULM – STATEMAN AOF rules

hlq.CCLXRULS – SAMPLE AOF rules

hlq.CCLXSAMP – Sample REXX

hlq.CCLXSENU – ISPF skeletons

hlq.CCLXSIDE – LE sidedeck files

hlq.CCLXTENU – ISPF tables

hlq.CCLXXML – CSM/SDS and CSM/SCS XML metadata
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The OPS/MVS Product and Component Pieces

Address Spaces

OPSMAIN

• Primary address space which controls the OPS/MVS product
• Provides a unique REXX implementation for OPS/MVS which is the OPS/REXX programming language. AOF Rules

and REXX can use OPSMAIN, allowing the end user to create event traps and write automation script procedures
• OPSVIEW is an ISPF-based UI that allows end users to interact with OPS/MVS for tasks like writing automation and

controlling or monitoring OPS/MVS.
• OPSLOG is an interactive logging facility which gathers z/OS system event information log record data into a file. The

OPSLOG lets end user manipulate the log record data file with unique filtering and display fields

Components – listed are some of the base and optional component pieces.

AOF – the Automated Operations Facility (AOF) is a programmatic means to trap/react or initiate a z/OS system event
through a specially constructed structured OPS/REXX program called Rules.

COF – the CICS Operation Facility (COF) is an interface between OPS/MVS and a CICS region primarily for obtaining
CICS transient data queue traffic which otherwise is not available for automation.

ECF – the Enhanced Console Facility (ECF) provides the ability to create a session access to a console for line editor
mode types of interaction primarily as a repair tool when TSO is not available and allowing you to execute Clists or OPS/
REXX programs.

EPI – the External Product Interface (EPI) provides any VTAM 3270 supported application to interact with OPS/MVS
where EPI appears as a 3270 terminal and it emulates a user typing keystrokes.

HWS – the Hardware Services (HWS) through the HiSrv server address space, bridges information between the z/OS
BCPii and OPS/MVS, through this set or get HMC configuration attribute information and hardware event information can
be obtained by way of AOF/API event traffic.

IOF – the IMS Operations Facility (IOF)(pacronym) provides an interface between OPS/MVS and IMS data base product.

MSF – the Multi-System Facility (MSF) allows OPS/MVS facilities to be extended into a multiple system environment to
communicate between local or remote copies of the OPS/MVS product.

OSF – the Operator Server Facility (OSF) allows users to schedule work in the form of OPS/REXX programs or
commands to an OPSOSF server address space, various components of OPS/MVS use this facility including AOF for
asynchronous automation tasks when needed

POI – the Programmable Operations Interface (POI) are a class of TSO Command Processors and REXX functions to
provide an interface to z/OS console services and OPS/REXX capabilities in the form of a line command or programmatic
executable Clist or REXX script.

RDF – the Relational Data Framework (RDF) is the backbone of our defined SQL Relational tables and allows you to use
OPS/MVS subset or SQL commands to gather, create, or update this SQL Relational Table data. This framework is how
SSM or System State Manager is defined and utilized.

SOF – Switch Operations Facility (SOF) is the interface between the OPS/MVS product and the z/OS system switch
through the SOF server address space. SOF allows OPS/MVS to control elements of the ESCON/FICON z/OS Switch
directly throug a command interface where you can get information or update data including CHPID’s, Control Units, and
other hardware device-related objects. The SOF can be controlled programmatically or through OPSVIEW UI control
point.

SSM – System State Manager (SSM) is a tool to monitor and control the states or statuses of objects that are defined
on z/OS. The primary use is to maintain the proper policy intended state of a group of z/OS subsystem resources. The
resource information is maintained as an RDF relational table and each resource as a monitored row of table data within
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the resource table. An OPS/REXX SQL command or POI command can be used to get or update table or resource
information programmatically or an AOF Rule event or through an OPSVIEW UI panel.

Other Address Spaces and Servers

AP (Automation Point)

Separately licensed product from OPS/MVS runs on a distributed platform in an IBM compatible workstation that is
attached to the mainframe and provides a supplemental means for Outboard Automation utilizing some OPS/MVS
functionalities.

OPSECF

Optional address space used to process ECF requests on demand.

OPSLOG WebViewer

Optionally installed and used server address space. OPSLOG Web Viewer provides the end user with a web-based UI
view of the 3270 based OPSLOG with all the functionality.

OPS/OSF Operator Server Facility

• The number of active servers are controlled by OPS/MVS parameter values
• The OPS/OSF is composed of multiple classes of servers
• Each class of servers has an independent set of OPS/MVS parameter values to control its own server class values
• Only the OSF class is required to be implemented all others are optional

Classes

OSF – part of the OPS/MVS product, the primary OSF class of server z/OS address space and is started on behalf of the
OPSMAIN address space, you must have at least 1 running but can run up to 30 of these independent address spaces
depending upon the need. The OSF permits the end user or automation procedure to schedule an OPS/REXX or TSO/e
REXX program to run and a Clist or TSO Command.

OSFTSL – optionally implemented OSF class of server z/OS address space to accommodate longer running programs

OSFTSP – optionally implemented OSF class of server z/OS address space to accommodate higher prioritized running
programs

OPSUSS - optionally implemented z/OS Unix system services (USS) class of server z/OS address space to
accommodate USS request running programs

HiSRV

Separately installed and optionally used server address space. HiSRV provides an interface to the z/OS BCPii address
space interacting with the z/OS complex HMC. The HiSRV server discovers all the BCPii/HMC elements in hierarchical
format which can be obtained or set programmatically from OPS/MVS in the form of a GETATTR or SETATTR Address
HWS OPS/REXX host command and other staging types of functions, event traffic from the BCPii through the HiSRV
address space is presented to the OPS/MVS in the form of an internal API system event which can then be automated
with AOF API type rules.

SOF

Optionally implemented and used server address space, the Switch Operations Facility (SOF) server address space
provides an interface between the OPS/MVS product and the z/OS system ESCON/FICON Switch. The server performs
a discovery of all hardware objects and cache’s the information for quick retrieval while keeping the information current
through checkpointing the data regularly, the available switch information data includes available SOF servers, connected
systems, switches, CHPID’s, Control Units, and other hardware devices. The SOF can be controlled programmatically or
through OPSVIEW UI SOF Control panel.
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Basic OPS/MVS STC Startup Flow

Start command for the OPSMAIN proc is Issued

The CLIST OPSTART1 is executed

• This is a PDS member of a data set concatenated to the OPSMAIN proc SYSPROC DD
• This CLIST allows for any TSO command to be executed for product initialization in a TMP

Invoke the OPSSPA00 (PARMLIB member default name)

• The end user should have edited this member to point to a PARMLIB member
• Recommended the PARMLIB member be written as an OPS/REXX program
• OPS/REXX program can utilize the OPSPRM() function call to set product parameters
• LOGOFF command required to terminate the CLIST in the TMP (TSO Terminal Monitor Program)

The OPSSPA00 REXX program gets control from OPSTART1 initial CLIST

• This program sets installation options for entire product startup configuration
• Parameter settings written to OPSLOG
• Initially setup REXX variables for processing and WTO message commands
• Recommended to allocate OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets in early steps
• Setup globally used OPS/MVS parameter settings if sharing across multiple OPS instances
• REXX environment flexibility allows to implement logical decision making

– Utilize SELECT/WHEN/OTHERWISE or IF/THEN/ELSE syntax logic
– Syntax ERROR checking

BEGINCMD parameter; processing first OSF TSO command/transaction

• Default to run OI OPSTART2 (optionally used process)
– Other usages call MSFINIT to setup MSF Environment
– Setup COF definition parameters

  

TSO End User Access to the OPSVIEW UI Interface 

Overview

OPSVIEW is a basic component piece of the OPS/MVS product, it is a full screen ISPF based panel UI designed to
access the OPS/MVS product. By accessing the OPSVIEW UI you can perform various tasks related to OPS/MVS in an
End User or Administrative/Product Controlling functional role.

Navigating the OPSVIEW UI

You can access the OPSLOG interactive browse data set

• Setup filtering
• Display static record related fields
• Find and locate events
• Set labels
• Print output to data sets

Access AOF rule and REXX programs
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• Create functional AOF rule code with EASYRULE
• Edit, execute/test and control AOF rules and REXX programs
• Interface to RDF Table Editor API

– Browse, edit, insert, copy, transfer and delete RDF tables locally and across systems

System activity

• Monitor other address spaces
• Manage IMS Resources
• Interface to SOF (Switch Operations Facility) UI

Component controlling for OPS/MVS

• Viewing and setting controlling product parameters locally and across systems
• Controlling the MSF (Multi System Facility)
• Controlling OSF (Operator Server Facility) TSO and all other classes
• Controlling AOF (Automated Operations Facility) Event Rules

– Edit and control rule sets and individual rule instances locally and across systems
– View and maintain in-storage, compiled and dynamic rules

Product Start and Stop commands

Edit and maintain OPS/MVS Global Variables

Control access to the EPI (External Product Interface) Virtual Terminal panel

SSM (System State Manager) Control and Maintain

• Control SSM Monitored Tables
• Status control at the SSM Resource level of SSM Monitored Tables
• SSM Global Resource Manager
• Administrative SSM Policy Manager

– Discovery of SSM Policy data
– Resource definition of SSM Policy
– SSM Utilities

COF (CICS Operations Facility) to monitor and control CICS TDQ resources

View, define or modify Multiple OPSLOG data spaces

Support lookup information

Command processor for JES and z/OS commands

Run and access OPS/MVS Utilities

OPSLOG Utilities

• Browse, Archive, Restore and Merge OPSLOG Utilities
• Automation Analyzer for OPSLOG events
• Global Variable Backup

SYSCHK1 Allocate and Restore

• Restore SYSCHK1 from a backup
• Restore Global Variables from SYSCHK1 backup
• Restore RDF Tables from SYSCHK1 backup
• OPSVIEW UI ISPF Tutorial
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Administrating

Basic OPS/MVS Concepts

Base Product Components

OPS/MVS provides tools that streamline data center operations, which let you unify and simplify the management of your
IT environment for greater business results.

The OPS/MVS base product, which is a formal z/OS subsystem, runs in a number of z/OS address spaces. An
alphabetical list of base product components follows:

Automated Operations Facility (AOF)
Automated Operations Facility (AOF) lets you program a response to a system event, such as a message or the
passage of time. AOF rules are specially structured OPS/REXX programs that support automated operations by
taking advantage of extensions made to the OPS/REXX language.

Enhanced Console Facility (ECF)
The Enhanced Console Facility (ECF) is intended for use when TSO (and therefore OPSVIEW) is down. It lets
you log on to a z/OS or JES console and conduct a line-mode interactive TSO session. From this session, you
can issue TSO commands or invoke TSO CLISTs or OPS/REXX programs, including those that issue prompts
for additional input. By logging on to the ECF, the operator can perform tasks such as repairing members of
SYS1.PROCLIB required for TSO operation.

External Product Interface (EPI)
The External Product Interface (EPI) permits OPS/MVS systems that are running under VTAM to communicate
with any VTAM application that supports IBM 3270 (SLU2) type virtual terminals. The EPI appears to VTAM as a
real 3270 terminal that can emulate any number of 3270 type virtual terminals that are connected to any number
of VTAM applications.
Using EPI, you can automate issuing commands to and fetching data from VTAM applications and you can share
VTAM sessions between OPS/REXX programs.

Operator Server Facility (OSF)
An integral part of OPS/MVS, the Operator Server Facility (OSF) lets users schedule OPS/REXX programs, TSO
commands, and TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs for OPS/MVS to execute. Various OPS/MVS components use
the OSF services, including the AOF, ECF, IOF, and MSF.

OPS/REXX Language
REXX (Restructured EXtended eXecutor) is the standard command language for all of the IBM environments
under its Systems Application Architecture (SAA).
Because a product such as OPS/MVS must be programmable in some language, OPS/MVS comes with its own
implementation of REXX, called OPS/REXX. This provides users with long-term stability for their investments
in OPS/MVS. OPS/REXX provides SAA compatibility with added functions to help you write programs for system
automation tasks.

OPSVIEW Interface
OPSVIEW is a full-screen, menu-driven operations interface that both data processing professionals and end
users can use. OPSVIEW provides panels for performing various z/OS system functions, and it is the primary
vehicle for controlling OPS/MVS itself.

Programmable Operations Interface (POI)
The Programmable Operations Interface (POI) consists of TSO command processors and REXX functions.
The POI provides a programmable interface to both the z/OS console and to OPS/MVS facilities. You can use
the command processors and functions to build custom operations automation and productivity enhancement
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applications. OPSVIEW, the OPS/MVS operations interface, is one example of an application that was built using
the POI.

Relational Data Framework (RDF)
The Relational Data Framework (RDF) facility lets you use Structured Query Language (SQL) statements to
manage the large amounts of system information that are required by automation rules and OPS/REXX programs.
Instead of using large sets of variables, use the RDF to collect system information, organize it into a relational
table containing rows and columns of related data, and retrieve related system information by selecting it from a
particular row or column.
We chose SQL to manage automation data because of the wide popularity of SQL with mainframe and PC users.
The RDF consists of relational SQL tables plus a subset of the SQL language that conforms to American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) standards. If you already know SQL, you can able to use its OPS/MVS subset right
away.

System State Manager (SSM)
The System State Manager (SSM) monitors and controls the status of the hardware and software resources on
your system.
Using information from the RDF relational tables, SSM maintains a model of the proper state of your system
resources. When the actual state of a resource deviates from that model (for instance, when a tape drive that
should be online goes offline), SSM dispatches an OPS/REXX program to restore the resource to its proper state.

VM Guest Support (VMGS)
VM Guest Support (VMGS) lets OPS/MVS issue a CP command to anywhere that a z/OS command could be
issued. This support means that if your site runs z/OS under VM, you can coordinate the z/OS activities with those
of VM.

Optional OPS/MVS Features

OPS/MVS has a number of facilities that are not necessarily applicable to every environment. For this reason, these
facilities are packaged as optional features. A list of these optional features follows:

CICS Operations Facility (COF)
The CICS Operations Facility (COF) is an interface between OPS/MVS and CICS that extends the capability for
AOF rule processing to CICS messages, which are written only to CICS transient data queues. This additional
message traffic expands the number of automatable events that you can use to control CICS subsystems. Events
that are visible to AOF rules using the COF include terminal failures, the logon and logoff activities of the user,
and journal switches.
With the COF interface installed, a single copy of OPS/MVS can handle an unlimited number of CICS address
spaces.

Expert Systems Interface (ESI)
The Expert Systems Interface (ESI) Application Programming Interface, or OPSLINK, accesses selected OPS/
MVS facilities from an application that is written in either a high-level language or assembler language.
Specific uses of the ESI include executing operator commands, executing TSO commands (when running under
TSO TMP interactively or in batch), and accessing and updating the OPS/MVS global variables.

Hardware Services (HWS)
Hardware Services (HWS) provides the ability to automate hardware (HMC) functions. Through HWS, hardware
event notifications are captured as OPS/MVS Generic API events. The Rule-based automation can be designed
for hardware events such as hardware message events, security events, and operating system message events.
An additional host environment is provided to automate responses and hardware interaction through hardware
commands, as well as the retrieval and updating of system attributes.

High Availability (PPRC)
This High Availability Option provides the capability to display and configure Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC)
paths and mirror volumes.
The High Availability Option benefits you in the following ways:
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• Allows your primary DASD volumes to be copied to your secondary volumes.
• Allows your applications to run from secondary DASD without loss of data.
• Facilitates Disaster Recovery or the Planned Outages scenarios, which you could implement through OPS/

MVS functions.

IMS Operations Facility (IOF)
The IMS Operations Facility (IOF) is an interface between OPS/MVS and IMS that extends the OPS/MVS facilities
to IMS. For example, you can write AOF rules that process IMS messages, and you can use OPSVIEW to
operate IMS.
A single copy of OPS/MVS can handle up to 32 copies of IMS. If you run multiple copies of IMS under the control
of one copy of OPS/MVS, the copies of IMS may be any combination of IMS levels that OPS/MVS supports.

Multi-System Facility (MSF)
The Multi-System Facility (MSF) extends the facilities of OPS/MVS into the multiple-CPU and multiple-site
environment. The MSF establishes VTAM, XCF, or TCP/IP sessions between copies of OPS/MVS, permitting any
copy to issue a command to any other copy and to receive its response.
The MSF also facilitates the connection to AP through a TCP/IP connection using the CCI services of CCS for z/
OS.

Switch Operations Facility (SOF)
The Switch Operations Facility (SOF) automates I/O configuration management through the following features:

• Automatic discovery
• Automatic continuous monitoring
• Automatic cross-system resolution
• Single point of display and control
• ISPF interface
• OPS/REXX host environment
• Saved switch configurations.

Manage the Processors
Processor Consoles
Contents

This section explains the interaction of the Hardware Management Console, the Support Elements, and the OPSHMC
REXX program.

Support Elements (SE)

The Support Element (SE) is the box that actually controls the processors within the mainframe complex. The HMC,
however, is a consolidation point that provides a single point of control for multiple CMOS processor complexes.

OPS/MVS can use the OPSHMC REXX program in two ways:

• Indirectly against an HMC configured to control the SE
When the HMC is used as an intermediary, the command goes to the HMC and then is reissued (by the HMC) against
the SE. When the SE responds, the HMC receives the response and then forwards it to OPS/MVS.

• Directly against the SE
Using the OPSHMC REXX program directly against the SE increases efficiency by eliminating HMC as a middle-man
which significantly reduces the network traffic necessary to perform a function.
The SE provides GUI dialogs that perform the same functions as those of an HMC and that look almost identical. The
application programming interface (API) for performing system maintenance activities is identical to that of the HMC.
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Hardware Management Console (HMC)

The Hardware Management Console (HMC) application is used by the current IBM processors on your workstation as
their processor console.

The HMC provides GUI dialogs for hands-on use and an application programming interface (API) for programmatic use, to
be used for performing system maintenance. The OPSHMC REXX program provides a wrapper around the HMC API so
that OPS/MVS users can more easily automate their processors.

The workstation on which the HMC application resides is connected by an 802.5 token ring or an Ethernet LAN to the
Support Element.

SE/HMC API Support Using a DLL

The SE/HMC API is supported through a DLL provided by IBM. This DLL communicates with the SE/HMC workstation
through SNMP over TCP/IP. OPS/MVS provides a set of functions to make these capabilities available from either OPS/
REXX or TSO/E REXX.

For information on how to configure the HMC to use the API, see the IBM System z9 and e-server Application
Programming Interfaces manual (SB10-7030). This manual also provides instructions for obtaining a copy of the DLL,
from the SE/HMC workstation or from an IBM web site.

In the following illustration, each box labeled CPC is a processor complex such as a z800 or z900. Each processor hosts
one or more LPARs (logical partitions).

OPSHMC REXX Program
The OPSHMC REXX program handles the automatic initiation of IPL activities. The OPSHMC program lets you perform
the same operations that you can execute manually on the SE/HMC GUI itself; for example, Activate, Load, PswRestart.

The OPSHMS program can perform actions against a specific CPC or LPAR. The definitions of these terms follow:

CPC
Name of each individual processor box (z800, z900, and so on). This box may contain one or more CPUs
(processors).

LPAR
A logical partition of the processor resources within a CPC where each partition supports one copy of the z/OS or
other operating system

Because z/OS must be active to run OPSHMC, only external LPARs, CPCs, or both can be managed.

Where the OPSHMC Program Runs
The OPSHMC REXX program can be run from the following locations:
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• A TSO/E session
• An OPS/MVS OSF server
• An OPS/MVS USS server

It may be run as either a TSO/E REXX program or as an OPS/REXX program. Normally, the latter is preferable because
of the performance benefits of OPS/REXX versus TSO/E REXX.

The OPSHMC program resides in the standard OPS/MVS REXX library, hlq.CCLXEXEC. The supporting external
functions, and the IBM SE/HMC API DLL, reside in hlq.CCLXPLD, which should be part of the STEPLIB concatenation of
the execution environment.

NOTE
hlq is the high-level qualifier for OPS/MVS.

Initiate an Action through CPC and LPAR Names
The OPSHMC program lets you use CPC and LPAR names (instead of the MIB OIDs required by the SE/HMC API) when
initiating an action.

The OPSHMC program:

• Translates into a MIB object ID the CPC and LPAR names that you specify
• Translates into a MIB action ID the command name (for example, Activate) that you specify
• Issues the command

CPC Actions Supported

The OPSHMC program supports the following CPC actions (or commands):

• Activate
• Activate_Cbu
• Activate_OOCOD
• Undo_Cbu
• Undo_OOCOD
• Deactivate
• GetAttribute

NOTE
GetAttribute is not an action, but is used to retrieve the values of the attributes of the CPC (for instance the
name or status). See the IBM documentation for a list of the attributes whose values you can retrieve.

• SetAttribute

NOTE
SetAttribute is not an action, but is used to set the values of the attributes of the CPC (for instance the list of
acceptable statuses). See the IBM documentation for a list of the attributes whose values you can set and
your own authorization before you use the SETATTR command.

• GetStatus

NOTE
GetStatus is not an action, but is included so that you can easily query the status of a CPC. The return code
from OPSHMC will indicate the status of the CPC or LPAR. For a list of possible return codes, see the IBM
documentation.

• Hardware Message Refresh
• Hardware Message Delete
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LPAR Actions Supported

The OPSHMC program supports the following LPAR actions (or commands):

• Activate
• Deactivate
• GetAttribute

NOTE
GetAttribute is not an action, but is used to retrieve the values of the attributes of the LPAR (for instance the
name or CPU weight). For a list of the attributes whose values you can retrieve, see the IBM documentation.

• SetAttribute

NOTE
SetAttribute is not an action, but is used to set the values of the attributes of the LPAR (for instance the list
of acceptable statuses or the CPU weight). For a list of the attributes whose values you can set, see the IBM
documentation.

• GetStatus

NOTE
GetStatus is not an action, but is included so that you can easily query the status of an LPAR. The return
code from OPSHMC will indicate the status of the CPC or LPAR. For a list of possible return codes, see the
IBM documentation.

• Load
• PswRestart
• ResetNormal
• Send_Opsys
• Start
• Stop
• Reset Clear
• External Interrupt

NOTE

For more information about mapping BCPii attributes from OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation to
IBM, see Mapping OPS/MVS BCPii Attributes to IBM Attributes.

OPSHMC Parameters
Specify the OPSHMC parameters as follows:

keyword(value)

Keep the following points in mind when issuing parameters:

• Keywords and values are not case-sensitive.
• Parameter names can be abbreviated to the minimum number of characters that identify the parameter uniquely.

For example, if LPAR and CPC are the only required parameters, you can specify L(lpar1) and C(cpc1) in place of
LPAR(lpar1) and CPC(cpc1). However, if Action and ActivationProfile are allowable parameters, you must specify at
least ACTIO(pswrestart) and ACTIV(activation-profile-name).

Required Parameters

The following parameters are required:

Action
Specifies the CPC and LPAR actions to perform. See the list of supported CPC and LPAR actions.
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Community
Specifies the community name of the workstation that is running the SE/HMC application.

CPC
Specifies the name of the CPC.

Target
Specifies the IP address of the workstation that is running the SE/HMC application.

OrderNumber
Specifies the order number of the On/Off Capacity on Demand (On/Off CoD) record to be activated. This
parameter is required on the CPC action Activate_OOCOD.

If you have only one SE/HMC workstation or CPC, there are sections at the beginning of the OPSHMC program that allow
you to set default values for the Community, CPC, and Target parameters. If you set default values, you do not have to
specify the parameters; however, you can still override the defaults by specifying the keywords and override values.

NOTE
If you plan to modify the OPSHMC program, we recommend that you make a backup copy of the version that
was shipped with OPS/MVS.

Extra Parameters

Depending on the command you want to issue, you will be required to enter extra parameters.

• For the CPC and LPAR Activate actions:
ActivationProfile-The name of the activation profile that you want to use to activate the CPC. If you want to use the
default value, you can specify ActivationProfile().

• For the CPC and LPAR GetAttribute and SetAttribute actions:
Attribute-The name of the attribute that you want to get or set the value for.

NOTE

OPSHMC is aware of hardware attributes available at the time this release of OPS/MVS was published. To
control newer attributes added since publication, code an optional HWMCAAPI DD that points to an updated
hwmcaapi.h include file provided by IBM. See IBM manual System z Application Programming Interfaces
(SB10-7030) for instructions on obtaining a copy of file hwmcaapi.h from the SE/HMC workstation or from an
IBM website.

• For the CPC and LPAR SetAttribute actions:
Value-The value to be assigned to the attribute.

• For CPC Activate_OOCOD action:
OrderNumber-The order number of the On/Off on Demand (On/Off CoD) record to be activated.

• For all LPAR actions:
LPAR-The name of the LPAR on which you want to work.

• For the LPAR Load action:
ClearMemory(YES|NO)-Specifies whether to clear memory before performing the Load action (no default value).
LoadAddress-The hexadecimal address to be used when performing the Load action. The default value is the
last address that was used when a Load action was performed for the object. To use the default value, specify
LoadAddress().
LoadParm-The parameter string to be used when performing the Load action. The default value is the last parameter
that was used when a Load action was performed for the object. To use the default value, specify LoadParm().
StoreStatus(YES|NO)-Specifies whether the status should be stored before performing the Load action. There is no
default.
Timeout-The amount of time (in seconds) to wait for the Load action to complete (no default value).

• For the LPAR Send_Opsys action:
OpCommand-Specifies the operator command that you want to issue on the LPAR. Sending a blank OpCommand
parameter repeats the previously sent command.
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Priority(YES|NO)-Specifies whether the command is a priority operating system command (no default value).

Activation Profile Group Keywords

The OPSHMC sample REXX program provides the following four activation profile group keywords that retrieve or set
attribute values:

• ProfileReset
Specifies a reset activation profile name that the REXX program uses to match with one of the Reset Activation Profile
names that are defined on your HMC.

• ProfileLoad
Specifies a load activation profile name that the REXX program uses to match with one of the Load Activation Profile
names that are defined on your HMC.

• ProfileImage
Specifies an image activation profile name that the REXX program uses to match with one of the Image Activation
Profile names that are defined on your HMC.

• ProfileGroup
Specifies a group activation profile name that the REXX program uses to match with one of the Group Activation
Profile names that are defined on your HMC.

Example: Set or Retrieve an Attribute Using Activation Profile Group Keywords

• The following sample REXX program demonstrates getting an attribute from each of these profile groups:
/* REXX */

 getat='TARGET(192.168.x.x) COMMUNITY(public) CPC("MFnn")',

        'ACTION("getAttribute")'

  call "OPSHMC" getat 'DEBUG(NO)',

                'PROFILEGROUP("ZVM")' ,

                'ATTRIBUTE("ACT_PROFILE_CAPACITY")'

  call "OPSHMC" getat 'DEBUG(NO)',

                'PROFILEIMAGE("COUPLEI1")',

                'ATTRIBUTE("ACT_PROFILE_IPLADDR")'

  call "OPSHMC" getat 'DEBUG(NO)',

                'PROFILERESET("RESETMFnn")',

                'ATTRIBUTE("ACT_PROFILE_IOCDS")'

  call "OPSHMC" getat 'DEBUG(NO)',

                'PROFILELOAD("LOADVMZ")',

                'ATTRIBUTE("ACT_PROFILE_IPLADDR")'

• The following sample REXX program demonstrates how to call OPSHMC to set an attribute in a profile group:
/* REXX */

 setat='TARGET(192.168.x.x) COMMUNITY(public) CPC("MFnn")',             'ACTION("setAttribute")'

 

 call "OPSHMC" setat 'DEBUG(NO)',

                'PROFILEGROUP("ZVM")' ,

                'ATTRIBUTE("ACT_PROFILE_CAPACITY") value(30)'

Establish Network Connectivity
To initiate the OPSHMC program, you must establish connectivity between the z/OS system and the LAN (either 802.5
token ring or Ethernet) that contains the SE/HMC workstation. This connection lets the SE/HMC API communicate with
the SE/HMC through SNMP.

This connectivity allows TCP/IP connectivity between OPS/MVS and the SE/HMC workstation. Installing and configuring
such a TCP/IP connection requires some communications knowledge and expertise and should be handled by your LAN
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administrator. In addition, you may want to discuss this configuration with your hardware vendor systems engineer. A
successful ping of the SE/HMC workstation from a TSO/E session verifies that TCP/IP connectivity is established. For
successful operation of OPSHMC, you must also verify that any router in the network path or firewall software is not
blocking IP ports 161, 162, and 3161.

NOTE

For information about how to configure the SE/HMC to use the API, see the IBM System z Application
Programming Interfaces guide.

Use the API Directly

The OPSHMC program provides a high-level set of functions for the most common operations that are needed for
managing processors. For more advanced automation, you might want to write your own REXX programs, utilizing the
underlying SE/HMC API.

WARNING
Be cautious, because misuse of the API could cause an outage of an entire CPC.

OPS/MVS provides a set of external functions which makes this possible. However, each of the provided external
functions corresponds to a function in the IBM DLL, and takes the same arguments as the corresponding IBM function.

NOTE
The functions and arguments are documented in the IBM System z9 and e-server Application Programming
Interfaces guide (SB10-7030-07).

IBM Function OPS/MVS Function

RxHwmcaLoadFuncs OphmLoad
Note: Usage and arguments differ. OphmLoad accepts one
parameter, which controls debugging output. Any value other than
NO results in extensive debugging output.

RxHwmcsDefineVars OphmVars

RxHwmcaInitialize OphmInit
Note: Only one session may be initialized.

RxHwmcaGet OphmGet

RxHwmcaGetNext OphmNext

RxHwmcaSet OphmSet

RxHwmcaWaitEvent OphmWait

RxhwmcaTerminate OphmTerm

RxHwmcaBuildId OphmBldI

RxHwmcaBuiltAttributeId OphmBldA

Examine the OPSHMC program for examples about how to use the API functions. If possible, make a copy of OPSHMC
and adapt it to your needs.

Hardware Services (HWS) [Deprecated]
WARNING
This feature requires the deprecated Hardware Interface Service (HISRV), which reached end-of-service
31 AUG 2019. HISRV is replaced by the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII). For information on
administrating the Hardware Services feature that uses the new OPSBCPII Server, see Hardware Services.
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Automating Hardware Functions

Hardware Services (HWS) provides automate hardware (HMC) functions. Through HWS, hardware event notifications are
captured as the OPS/MVS Generic API events. A rule-based automation can be designed for hardware events such as
hardware message events, security events, and operating system message events. An extra host environment is provided
to automate responses and hardware interaction through hardware commands, and the retrieval and updating of system
attributes.

NOTE

For more information about the automation of HMC control functions, see Manage the Processors.

The HWS component of OPS/MVS provides hardware function automation through the following features:

Address HWS Host Environment

Address HWS feature:

Interfaces with the Hardware Interface Service (HiSrv) to retrieve system attribute values, update attribute values, and
execute hardware commands.

NOTE

For more information about available hardware events and detailed information about the coding address HWS,
see Address HWS Commands.

Hardware Event Automation

HWS event notification feature:

• Interfaces with the Hardware Interface Service to obtain hardware events.
• Packages the hardware events as OPS Generic API Events. This packaging lets you develop rule-based automation

for the hardware events.

NOTE

For more information about available hardware events and detailed information about coding hardware event
API rules, see Hardware Event API Rules.

HWS Configuration and Start-up

To activate HWS, set the INITHWS parameter to YES.

OPSPRM('SET','INITHWS','YES')

Setting INITHWS to YES activates the general HWS components, including the ADDRESS HWS host command
environment. To activate hardware event notification, parameter HWSRULES must also be set to YES.

For OPS/MVS to complete a connection to the Hardware Interface Services task OPS/MVS needs an extra dataset
allocation to be done. To be effective, this allocation must be done before you make any API requests. For the main OPS/
MVS address space and its OSF Servers, use a DD statement in the JCL. For TSO, etc., an ALLOCATE command can be
used. The DD statement can be allocated to a dummy data set (DD DUMMY).

It is the actual DDname that is important.

The special ddname must be in the following format:

HWISxxxx where xxxx is:

 SSID           

The ssid that is specified on the Hardware Services initialization SSID=xxxx parameter.
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For example, specify HWISHWIK DUMMY in the OPS/MVS main address space and OSF Server address spaces if the
Hardware Services SSID initialization parameter is specified as SSID=HWIK.

For more information, see the Hardware Interface Service Installation section in the Common Components and Services
guide.

OPSPRM('SET','HWSRULES','YES')

When HWSRULES is set to YES, OPS/MVS provides the hardware event notification in the form of API events that can
be automated through )API rules.

NOTE

For more detailed information about the hardware event types and associated variables that are available
through the HWS event notification, see Hardware Event API Rules.

HWS can be activated and deactivated at anytime through the initialization parameters.

NOTE
If you are changing the value of INITHWS from NO to YES after OPS/MVS initialization, the z/OS command:
MODIFY OPSS,RESTART(HWS must be issued for the new value to take effect where OPSS is the OPS/
MVS subsystem. For more information about the INITHWS and HWSRULES parameters, see the  Parameter
Reference .

Since hardware events are presented as OPS )API events, the OPS API interface must also be activated to receive the
hardware events. To activate the OPS API interface, set the OPS APIACTIVE parameter to YES.

OPSPRM('SET','APIACTIVE','YES')

NOTE

For more information about the APIACTIVE parameter, see Generic Event Application Program Interface.

Setting up the Hardware Interface Service

HWS requires the Hardware Interface Service. This service provides Broadcom products with a common interface/API for
accessing hardware functions. OPS/MVS interfaces with the Hardware Interface Service to implement HWS. Therefore,
the Hardware Interface Service must be configured and started on the system where OPS/MVS is running for HWS to
provide services such as hardware event notification.

Install and Configure the Hardware Interface Service

See the Hardware Interface Service and Mainframe Connector  for information about installation, configuration, and
operation of the Hardware Interface Service.

Hardware Services (HWS)
How to administrate OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS)

This article describes how to administrate the OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) used by the HWS component:

  

HWS Features

The HWS component provides the ability to automate z/OS Hardware Management Console (HMC) functions through the
following two features:
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OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS Host Environment
The OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS host environment interfaces with the OPSBCPII to retrieve system attribute
values, update attribute values, and execute hardware commands.

NOTE
For more information about available hardware events and ADDRESS HWS commands, see ADDRESS
HWS Commands.

Hardware Event Notification and Automation
The hardware event notification feature interfaces with the OPSBCPII to capture hardware events and packages
them as OPS/MVS Generic API events. This packaging lets you develop rule-based automation for the hardware
events using AOF API rules. Rule-based automation can be designed for hardware events such as hardware
message events, security events, and operating system message events.

NOTE
For detailed information about available hardware events, see HWS API Events.

For detailed instructions on installing and configuring HWS, including the OPSBCPII and security, see Install and
Configure Hardware Services (HWS).

The following sections describe the commands that control the OPSBCPII and instructions for coding an initialization
command file:

•  Common Address Space Shell Commands 
•  OPSBCPII Server Commands 
•  Coding an OPSBCPII Initialization Command File 

Common Address Space Shell Commands

The OPSBCPII runs as an instance of the Common Address Space Shell (CASRV). The CASRV is installed as part of
Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS. For descriptions of the CASRV commands, see CASRV Operator
Commands. Normal operation of the OPSBCPII does not require the use of these commands.

To issue a CASRV command, use the following format of the MVS MODIFY (F) operator command, where stcname is
the name of the OPSBCPII started task (OPSBCPII by default), cmdname is the name of the CASRV command,
and operands are the operands for that command:

F stcname,cmdname.SRV operands

For example, this command displays the settings of the CASRV options:

F OPSBCPII,DISPLAY.SRV OPTIONS

Permission to issue the CASRV commands for the OPSBCPII is controlled by access to SAF resource names of the
following format, where stcname is the name of the OPSBCPII started task (STC) and cmdname is the name of a CASRV
command:

stcname.cmdname.SRV

These SAF resources are of class OPERCMDS. CONTROL access is required to issue all CASRV commands except
DISPLAY, which requires READ access.

For example, a user must have CONTROL access to the following SAF resource of class OPERCMDS in order to issue
the CASRV DISPLAY command:

OPSBCPII.DISPLAY.SRV

OPSBCPII Server Commands

Commands to display status information and set parameters for the OPSBCPII are documented below.
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To issue a OPSBCPII command, use the following format of the MVS MODIFY (F) command, where stcname is the
name of the OPSBCPII STC, cmdname is the name of the OPSBCPII command, and OPSx is the SSID of the OPS/MVS
subsystem that started the OPSBCPII:

F stcname,cmdname.OPSx operands

For example, this command displays the settings of the OPSBCPII options:

F OPSBCPII,DISPLAY.OPSS OPTIONS

The following is a list of the available OPSBCPII commands.

NOTE

Syntax diagrams assume OPSBCPII is the name of the OPSBCPII STC and OPSS is the SSID of the OPS/MVS
region that started the server.

CLOSE

The CLOSE command suspends activity on the MSGLOG or TRACE log. Closing the log file tells the OPSBCPII to stop
recording information in that log. To start recording again, issue the OPEN command.

This command has the following format:

F OPSBCPII,CLOSE.OPSS {MSGLOG|TRACE}

• MSGLOG
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the MSGLOG log.

• TRACE
(Optional) Identifies that you are closing the TRACE log.

DISPLAY

The DISPLAY command displays status and activity information about the OPSBCPII.

This command has the following format:

F OPSBCPII,DISPLAY.OPSS {EVENTS|LOGS|OPTIONS|REQUESTS|ATTRIBUTES|COMMANDS|TOPOLOGY}

• EVENTS
(Optional) Displays information on OPSBCPII events.

• LOGS
(Optional) Displays status information about the OPSBCPII MSGLOG and TRACE logs. Each log file is listed
separately.

• OPTIONS
(Optional) Displays information about the OPSBCPII operating values that can be set through the SETOPTION
command.

• REQUESTS
(Optional) Display information about active requests.

• ATTRIBUTES
(Optional) Displays the list of supported BCPii attributes.

• COMMANDS
(Optional) Displays the list of supported BCPii commands.

• TOPOLOGY
(OPTIONAL) Displays the BCPii topology.
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DUMP

Broadcom Support uses the DUMP command for diagnostic purposes. This command is to be used only when you are
directed by Broadcom Support to do so.

This command has the following format:

F OPSBCPII,DUMP.OPSS {EVENTS|OPI0AREA|OPIIAREA|REQUESTS|STORAGE=(addr,len)}

• EVENTS
(Optional) Dumps all OPSBCPII event control blocks.

• OPI0AREA
(Optional) Dumps the OPSBCPII OPI0AREA control block.

• OPIIAREA
(Optional) Dumps the OPSBCPII OPIIAREA control block.

• REQUESTS
(Optional) Dumps the entries in the pending request queue.

• STORAGE
(Optional) Dumps a piece of storage in the OPSBCPII address space .

OPEN

The OPEN command opens a log that was closed with the CLOSE command. After a log is opened, the OPSBCPII can
record information in that log.

This command has the following format:

F OPSBCPII,OPEN.OPSS {MSGLOG|TRACE}

• MSGLOG
(Optional) Identifies that you are opening the MSGLOG log.

• TRACE
(Optional) Identifies that you are opening the TRACE log.

REFRESH

The REFRESH command refreshes OPSBCPII internal control blocks by rediscovering the z/OS BCPii topology. Based
on option settings, it may also re-establish connections to discovered image entities and re-register for BCPii ENF48 event
notification.

This command has the following format:

F OPSBCPII,REFRESH.OPSS TOPOLOGY

SET

The SET command allows you to set the operating values for the OPSBCPII.

This command has the following format:

F OPSBCPII,SET.OPSS {BYPASSAUTOCONNECT(ON|OFF)|

BYPASSAUTOREFRESH(ON|OFF)|

BYPASSENABLEEVENTS(ON|OFF)|

HWICONAME=company name|

HWIDCNAME=data center name|

LOGCLASS=class|

LOGLINELIMIT=limit|

RESETTRACE=({ALL|AWAKEN|ENTRY|EVENTDATA|EVENTHDR|EVENTORIGIN|EXIT|PAUSE|POST|UNPAUSE|WAIT})|
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SETTRACE=({ALL|AWAKEN|ENTRY|EVENTDATA|EVENTHDR|EVENTORIGIN|EXIT|PAUSE|POST|UNPAUSE|WAIT})|

TASKCOUNT=count|

TOPOBUFSIZE=size|

TRACE={ON|OFF}|

TRACECLASS=class|

TRACELINELIMIT=limit|

TRACEMAXDATA=limit|

USERTIMEOUT=limit}

The SET command controls the following operating values:

• BYPASSAUTOCONNECT
(Optional) Determines if the OPSBCPII bypasses automatic connection to image entities during topology initialization
(including refresh) and instead establishs connections on demand (ON). Default is OFF (do not bypass).
Note that once established, a connection remains persistent.

• BYPASSAUTOREFRESH
(Optional) Determines if the OPSBCPII bypasses automatic refresh of the topology when recovery occurs from a
permanent communications event or BCPii restart (ON). Default is OFF (do not bypass).
Note that this setting is ignored and no topology refresh is done if BYPASSENABLEEVENTS=ON.

• BYPASSENABLEEVENTS
(Optional) Determines if the OPSBCPII bypasses registration with BCPii to receive ENF68 hardware and software
events (ON). Default is OFF (do not bypass).
When the OPSBCPII is registered with BCPii, ENF68 events are routed to OPSLOG and processed by the AOF as
Generic API hardware events.

• HWICONAME
(Required) The company name. This name appears in the topology display hierarchy.

• HWIDCNAME
(Required) The data center name. This name appears in the topology display higherarchy.

• LOGCLASS
(Optional) Defines log files as SYSOUT data sets in the class you specify here. Issuing this command closes the
current log data set and opens a new one with the specified class.

• LOGLINELIMIT
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of lines that will be written to a log data set. When this limit is reached, the
data set is closed and unallocated, then a new log data set is allocated and opened.

• RESETTRACE
(Optional) Turns off recording of hardware events in the OPSBCPII internal trace table that were previously specified
using SETTRACE.

• SETTRACE
(Optional) Enables the recording of specific program events in the OPSBCPII internal trace table. You can specify
one or more of the following values to activate different kinds of traces. When you issue multiple SETOPTION OPS
SETTRACE commands, the effect is cumulative.
You must issue the TRACE=ON command to start tracing the events.
– ALL

Traces all OPSBCPII processing
– AWAKEN

Traces all end of WAITs
– ENTRY

Traces all module entry points
– EVENTDATA

Traces OPSBCPII event data
– EVENTHDR
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Traces OPSBCPII event headers
– EVENTORIGIN

Traces the origin of OPSBCPII events
– EXIT

Traces all module exit points
– PAUSE

Trace all internal pauses
– POST

Trace all internal POSTs
– STORAGE

Traces internal storage structures
– UNPAUSE

Trace all unpauses
– WAIT

Trace all WAITs

• TASKCOUNT
(Optional) Controls the number of general worker tasks within the OPSBCPII address space. This can only be set in
the OPSBCPII initialization command file.

• TOPOBUFSIZE
(Optional) The size of the topology buffer area used to store the topology.

• TRACE
(Optional) Activates and deactivates the OPSBCPII TRACE feature.

• TRACECLASS
(Optional) Defines trace files as SYSOUT data sets in the class you specify here. Issuing this command closes the
current trace data set and opens a new one with the specified class.

• TRACELINELIMIT
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of lines that will be written to a trace data set. When this limit is reached, the
data set is closed and unallocated, then a new trace data set is allocated and opened.

• TRACEMAXDATA
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of bytes that are formatted for a single trace entry.

• USERTIMEOUT
(Optional) The time before request timeout. This value is used when the TIMEOUT keyword is not specified on the
original request by the user.

SPINOFF

The SPINOFF command releases the current MSGLOG or TRACE file for printing or purging by JES. The current file is
closed and unallocated, and a new JES file is allocated and made ready for use.

This command has the following format:

F OPSBCPII,SPINOFF.OPSS {MSGLOG|TRACE}

• MSGLOG
(Optional) Identifies that you are spinning the MSGLOG log.

• TRACE
(Optional) Identifies that you are spinning the TRACE log.
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Coding an OPSBCPII Initialization Command File

The location of an optional OPSBCPII initialization command file is controlled by the setting of parameters PARMDD and
MEMBER on the EXEC PARM statement in the OPSBCPII STC PROC. For more information about the parameters,
see Install and Configure Hardware Services (HWS).

When coded in an OPSBCPII initialization command file, CASRV commands and OPSBCPII commands are not issued as
MVS MODIFY (F) commands as documented above. Instead, the following shorthand command formats are used.

To code a CASRV command in the OPSBCPII Server initialization command file, use the following format,
where cmdname is the name of the command and operands are the operands for that command:

cmdname.SRV operands

For example, this command coded in the OPSBCPII initialization command file displays the settings of CASRV Shell
options:

DISPLAY.SRV OPTIONS

To code a OPSBCPII command in the OPSBCPII initialization command file, use the following format, where OPSx is the
SSID of the OPS/MVS subsytem that started the Server, cmdname is the name of the command, and operands are the
operands for that command:

cmdname.OPSx operands

For example, this command coded in the OPSBCPII initialization command file displays the settings of OPSBCPII Server
options:

DISPLAY.OPSS OPTIONS

Stopping and Starting the OPSBCPII

The OPSBCPII is normally started as part of OPS/MVS initialization and shutdown as part of OPS/MVS shutdown.

To manually stop and restart the OPSBCPII, use the following format of the MVS MODIFY operator command, where ssid
is the subsystem ID of OPS/MVS (OPSS by default):

F ssid,RESTART(HWS)

To manually stop the OPSBCPII, issue the following format of the MVS STOP (P) operator command, where stcname is
the name of the OPSBCPII STC:

P stcname

NOTE
The MVS STOP operator command is processed by the CASRV in the same way that it processes
the command F stcname,STOP.SRV . Therefore, the issuer of the MVS STOP command
needs CONTROL access to the SAF resource OPERCMDS(stcname.STOP.SRV). For example,
OPERCMDS(OPSBCPII.STOP.SRV). The OPS/MVS main address space (OPSMAIN by default) uses the MVS
STOP command to stop the OPSBCPII STC, and therefore needs this SAF access.

To manually start the OPSBCPII, issue the following format of the MVS START (S) operator command, where stcname is
the name of the OPSBCPII STC:

S stcname

BCPii Failure Detection and Recovery

By default, OPSBCPII will attempt to recognize BCPii communications outages or restarts and automotically recover from
them.
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Detect BCPii Failure

When option BYPASSENABLEEVENTS=OFF (the default), OPSBCPII registers with BCPii to receive ENF68 hardware
and software events. The OPSBCPII will recognize a BCPii failure when it receives the following combination of ENF68
events:

• The HWCOMMERR_PERM event and subsequent HWCOMMERROR_AVAIL events, indicating a BCPii
communication outage.

• The BCPIISTATUS_UNAVAIL event and subsequent BCPIISTATUS_AVAIL event, indicating a BCPii restart.

Automatic Recovery

When the OPSBCPII detects a BCPii failure and option BYPASSAUTOREFRESH=OFF (the default), it will automatically
refresh its internal control blocks by rediscovering the z/OS BCPii topology the topology and re-register with BCPii for
ENF68 hardware and software events.

When the OPSBCPII refreshes its internal control blocks and option BYPASSAUTOCONNECT=OFF (the default), it will
automatically reconnect to image entities in the rediscovered z/OS BCPii topology.

Manual Recovery

When the BCPii fails and automatic recovery of the OPSBCPII is not attempted or does not succeed, you can try to
manually recover the OPSBCPII by issuing one or both of the following commands, in the order listed:

1. Issue the OPSBCSPII REFRESH command, using the folowing syntax:
F OPSBCPII,REFRESH.OPSS TOPOLOGY

2. Issue the OPS/MVS RESTART command to the server, using the following syntax:
F OPSS,RESTART(HWS)

Monitor the OPSBCPII Server

The OPSBCPII issues generic API events CASTATE and CAHEARTBT so that its status can be monitored by the AOF
and SSM. For more information, see OPSBCPII Server API Events.

Linux Connector Interface (LXC) [Deprecated]
WARNING
This feature requires the deprecated CCS Mainframe Connector for z/Linux, which reached end-of-service 31
AUG 2019. It will continue to be supported, but is now considered deprecated. There is no direct replacement.
Some of its functionality may be replaced by using the OPS/MVS z/OS to z/VM Client/Server sample
application. For more information, see sections "Integrating with z/VM" and "Integrating with z/Linux".

Linux Connector (LXC)

The Linux Connector Interface of OPS/MVS provides the ability to automate unsolicited VM and Linux Syslog-ng
messages and to issue VM and Linux commands with responses. Generic API AOF events are generated for the received
messages. A new OPS/REXX host command, ADDRESS LXCON, provides the VM and Linux command capability. The
Mainframe Connector product provides the VM and Linux agents for communication with the VM and Linux systems and
is a prerequisite for the OPS/MVS Linux Connector Interface.

Automating VM and Linux Systems

The OPS/MVS Linux Connector Interface (LXC) provides the ability to automate unsolicited VM and Linux messages.
These messages are forwarded to OPS/MVS through the Mainframe Connector product running on the same system. The
Mainframe Connector also provides command and response processing to the connected VM and Linux systems. LXC
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does not directly communicate with the VM and Linux guest systems. The Mainframe Connector started task manages all
the communication agents that are installed on the VM and Linux systems. LXC turns unsolicited VM and Linux messages
into Generic API AOF events for automation. A host command, ADDRESS LXCON, provides the VM and Linux command
processing function of LXC.

LXC Features

The OPS/MVS Linux Connector Interface provides VM and Linux guest system automation through the following features:

VM and Linux Event Automation

LXC event notification feature:

• Interfaces with the Mainframe Connector to obtain VM and Linux unsolicited message events.
• Packages the VM and Linux message events as OPS/MVS Generic API events. This packaging allows the

development of rule-based automation for the events.
• The ADDRESS LXCON OPS/REXX host command provides the capability to issue VM and Linux commands through

the Mainframe Connector command server. Like Address USS, the commands are initiated from an OPS/MVS USS
server. Response messages are optionally returned in REXX stem variables.

• ADDRESS LXCON also includes a LIST capability that returns the names and attributes of the VM and Linux systems
that have connected to the Mainframe Connector.

• For more information on available LXC events and detailed information on coding LXC event API rules, see Linux
Connector Event API Rules.

LXC Configuration and Start-up

To activate LXC, set the INITLXC parameter to YES:OPSPRM('SET','INITLXC','YES'). Setting INITLXC to YES causes
the LXC subtask to connect with Mainframe Connector and begin to receive unsolicited messages from connected VM
and Linux systems. The parameters LXCONMSG and LXCONCMD must match the values of the Mainframe Connector
parameters MSGTOKEN and CMDTOKEN respectively. These parameter values are the name portion of z/OS Name/
Token pairs that contain the IP port numbers for the unsolicited message and command processing IP servers.

When the default OPS/MVS parameter values do not match the Mainframe Connector values, set the parameters using
statements like:
OPSPRM('SET','LXCONMSG','CAMSGTOKENVAL:’)OPSPRM('SET','LXCONCMD','CACMDTOKENVAL:’)

In order to activate the unsolicited message AOF API rule events, set the parameter LXCRULES to
YES:OPSPRM('SET','LXCRULES','YES').

Implement automation and tracking of VM and Linux systems by coding one or more AOF API rules with the special
message ID values attached to the VM and Linux messages. For more detailed information about the Linux Connector
API event types and associated variables, see Linux Connector API Rules.

Set the BROWSELXC parameter to YES to include the Mainframe Connector unsolicited message events that
are passed to OPS/MVS in OPSLOG. Set the parameter as follows:OPSPRM('SET','BROWSELXC','YES’)
to have OPS/MVS generate LXC-related trace messages, set the DEBUGLXC parameter to
ON:OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGLXC','ON')LXC can be activated and deactivated at any time through the initialization
parameters.

NOTE

When changing the value of INITLXC after OPS/MVS initialization, issue the z/OS command: MODIFY
OPSx,RESTART(LXC) for the new value to take effect. OPSx is the OPS/MVS subsystem name. For more
information about the INITLXC, LXCRULES and other LXC parameters see Linux Connector Interface Related
Parameters.
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Because LXC events are presented as AOF Generic API events, only an activated OPS/MVS API interface can process
the LXC message events. To activate the AOF API interface, set the APIACTIVE parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','APIACTIVE','YES')

NOTE

For more information about the APIACTIVE parameter, see Application Programming Interface Parameters. For
general information about coding API rules and specific information for coding Linux Connector interface event
API rules, see Generic Event Application Program Interface.

Mainframe Connector Set Up

LXC requires the installation of the Mainframe Connector. The Mainframe Connector provides Broadcom products
with a common interface for accessing VM and Linux unsolicited messages and command processing. The Mainframe
Connector establishes TCP/IP connections with corresponding agents on the VM and Linux systems. These agents trap
and forward messages and process commands on behalf of the Mainframe Connector. The OPS/MVS Linux Connector
Interface uses IP connections to the local system Mainframe Connector for reception of unsolicited messages and for
command functions. Install, configure, and activate, the Mainframe Connector on the system where OPS/MVS is running.
This procedure allows OPS/MVS to provide the VM and Linux message and command services.

Install and Configure the Mainframe Connector

See Hardware Interface Service and Mainframe Connector for information on installation, configuration, and operation of
the Mainframe Connector.

RESTful Web Services

Fundamental Web Concepts

To use Web Services, you must understand the following fundamental web concepts:

• Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
• Representational State Transfer (REST) Interface
• XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
• Basic Authentication

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a standard communication protocol included in a Web platform that interacts with
resources and their representations. HTTP defines a standard set of methods, status codes, and headers for interacting
with resources on the Web.

For example, you have a resource that represents a course description at a developer training web site. You issue a
GET request to retrieve the course description from a particular Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). To modify the course
description, you issue a PUT request to the same URI that supplies the modified course description. If you PUT the
course description to a new URI, you create a new course description resource. You can also delete a course description
by issuing a DELETE request.

Representational State Transfer (REST) Interface

Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style that abstracts the architectural elements within a web-
based system. REST focuses on the roles of components, the constraints upon their interaction with other components,
and the interpretation of significant data elements. The REST API accesses resources by using a Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI), a character string that identifies a name or resource on the Internet. An application that uses the
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REST API makes an HTTP request to a URI and parses the response. This identification enables interaction with
representations of the resource over a network

Developers use the REST API directly to send HTTP requests to the server for the resource that they want to manipulate.
Developers only need an HTTP client library, which most programming languages provide. Because the REST API is
based on open standards, you can use any web-capable language to access it.

Generally, a RESTful web interface follows these principles:

• Stateless web interface; neither the server or client cache anything
• Uses HTTP methods to map the action (GET = display, PUT = update, and so on)
• Uses URIs that mimic the structure of the resources being requested
• Returns the response as an XML or JSON (Javascript Object Notation) document.

XML (eXtensible Markup Language)

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a set of rules for encoding documents in a human-readable and machine-readable
form. OPS/MVS Web Services uses this format to return responses to all its HTTP requests because of its simplicity,
generality, and the ease with which XML displays. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines XML formally in the
XML 1.0 Specification.

Because of confusion between XML Schema as a specific W3C specification, and the use of the same term to describe
schema languages in general, some parts of the user community referred to this language as WXS, an initialism for
W3C XML Schema, while others referred to it as XSD, an initialism for XML Schema Definition. In Version 1.1, the W3C
adopted XSD as the preferred name of the language.

XSD defines the contents of the generated XML output file. Like all XML schema languages, you can use XSD to express
a set of rules to which an XML document must conform, in order to be considered valid by that schema. However, unlike
most other schema languages, XSD was also designed with the intent that determining document validity produces a
collection of information that adheres to specific data types. This post-validation infoset can help develop XML document
processing software, but the schema language has a dependence on specific data types.

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)

JSON is an open-source standard format that uses human-readable text to transmit objects consisting of attribute-value
pairs.

Formal definitions of JSON can be found at https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7159 and http://json.org.

Web Service requests made from a client program (written in any web-capable language but usually Java or JavaScript)
need to specify a media type of “application/json” to specify that the request response of the web server be in JSON and
whether any attached document is in JSON format. Search the comment sections of the web services sample programs
for “application/json” for more detailed information on how to code requests to use JSON.

Basic Authentication (HTTP)

Basic Access Authentication (or HTTP Basic Authentication) is a method for an HTTP (client) request to transmit
a set of credentials (for example, userid and password) to the server. The HTTP protocol includes a standard header
specifically for Basic Authentication.

Servlet

A Servlet is a Java class used to extend the capabilities of a web server. Although servlets can respond to any types of
requests, they are commonly used to extend the applications hosted by web servers, so are like Java Applets that run on
servers, instead of running in web browsers.
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Apache Tomcat

Tomcat (Apache Tomcat) is an open source web server and servlet container. Common Components and Services
redistributes a prepackaged version of Tomcat for the z/OS platform that are suitable for use by mainframe products that
want to provide web services in a relatively straight-forward manner.

Web Services Architecture

Web Services let you make two different types of requests. The first request type retrieves RDF table information. The
second type asynchronously executes an OPSREXX program in an OSF server.

The following diagram depicts the relationships of the components that are involved in implementing OPS/MVS web
services. The new components include the java sample client applications, the OPS/MVS Web Service Processing Servlet
(delivered in opsmvs.war), and the OPShttp.rex REXX program.

Making Web Service Requests for RDF Table Data

Making Web Service Requests for RDF Table Data

You can retrieve a resource by issuing a GET request with its URI. You can specify the URI directly into an internet
browser or can write a web-capable program to make the request.

Example Web Services Calls

The following RESTful Requests table shows these URIs:

URI Description
GET /opsmvs/web/tables Retrieves the list of RDF tables from the OPS subsystem
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename Retrieves the list of columns associated with table tablename

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/table1…table2 Retrieves the list of columns associated with tables named table1
… table2
This list is delimited by a space between table names.

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename/column1 Retrieves data from table tablename and single column column1

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename/column1 … columnN Retrieves data from table tablename and multiple columns
column1 … columnN (space separated)
This list is delimited by a space between column names.

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename/* Retrieves data from all columns of table tablename

Qualifying RDF Table URI Requests

You can refine the request further with query strings. A query string is an optional component of the URI that you can use
to send further qualifying information about the request to the server. The query string is composed of a series of field-
value pairs. If you specify more than one query string field-value pair on the same URI request, you must separate them
using an ampersand “&” character.

For example: ?sub=OPST&system=OPSMSF1

Subsystem Query String

Generally, query strings consist of keyword/value pairs as is the case in the following table:

Query String Meaning
?sub=OPSx Use OPS subsystem OPSx to request table data.

You must specify a subsystem name that runs currently on the
same host as the OPS web services server.
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NOTE

All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.

If the subsystem that you specified does not exist on the server host, you receive the following error:

OPx7800I SQL COMMAND REJECTED - SUBSYSTEM OPSx IS NOT ACTIVE

sqlcode = -7800

The following Qualifying URI Requests table shows these query strings attached to the URI:

URI Description
GET /opsmvs/web/tables?sub=OPST Retrieves the list of RDF tables from the OPS subsystem identified

by subsystem name OPST
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename?sub=OPST Retrieves the list of columns associated with table tablename from

OPS subsystem OPST

MSF SystemId Query String

The following table shows the MSFid SystemId query string:

Query String Meaning
?system=MSFid Direct the URI request to an MSF-connected system id. The

MSFid must be active on the z/OS system where web services is
hosted.

Note: All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.

If the MSF system that you specified does not exist or is not active on the server host, you receive one of the following
errors:

• OPx7588E SYSTEM ID ( sysid ) IS NOT AN ACTIVE MSF SYSTEM

RC=8

AppCode = -7588

OPx7589E SYSTEM ID ( sysid ) NOT DEFINED TO MSF

RC=8

AppCode=-7589

Query String Meaning
GET /opsmvs/web/tables?system=OPS55T Retrieves the list of RDF tables from the MSF system-id OPS55T.
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL?system=OPS55T Retrieves the list of columns associated with table STCTBL from

MSF system-id OPS55T.
GET /opsmvs/web/tables
?sub=OPST&system=OPS55T

Retrieves the list of RDF tables OPS subsystem identified by
subsystem name OPST and from the OPS MSF sysid identified by
MSF id OPS55T.
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Where Query String

The following table shows the where query string:

Query String Meaning
?where="where_clause" Filter the request with the given where clause.

You must enclose the where clause in double quotes, and the
contents within the double quotes must follow the syntax as
defined for WHERE on the OPSQL command.
Note: You must percent-encode the where_clause's on the client
side to replace spaces and other special characters with HTTP
safe values.

Note: The where query string is only accepted on URIs that request table data, for example, URIs that specify at least one
column name. The where query string is not accepted on a table list request (/opsmvs/web/tables) or a column list request
(/opsmvs/web/tables/tablename). The where query string cannot contain semi-colons “;” due to its use as a command
separator.

Query String Meaning
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME
MODE?where=”MODE='ACTIVE'”

Retrieves the data from column NAME but only returns those rows
where the MODE column is ACTIVE.

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/
NAME CURRENT_STATE
?where=”NAME LIKE 'ACTIVE'”

Retrieves the data from columns NAME and CURRENT_STATE
but only returns those rows where the NAME is ACTIVE.

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/COLUMN/*
?where=”COL>=7 AND NAME LIKE 'A%'“
--- Percent-Encoded ---
/opsmvs/web/tables/COLUMN/*
?where=”COL%3E=7%20AND
NAME%20LIKE%20%27A%25%27”

Retrieve data from all columns where the value of COL is greater
than or equal to 7 and value of NAME starts with “A”.

Example TableList XML Response

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<TableList count="13" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/COLUMN">

        <TableName>COLUMN</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/USER1">

        <TableName>EDDMA01</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/USER1_SSMTEMP">

        <TableName>EDDMA01_SSMTEMP</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/EMPTY">

        <TableName>EMPTY</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE">

        <TableName>TABLE</TableName>

    </Table>
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    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE4">

        <TableName>TABLEL4</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE5">

        <TableName>TABLE5</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE6">

        <TableName>TABLE6</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLEA">

        <TableName>TABLEA</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLEB">

        <TableName>TABLEB</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/SSM_MANAGED_TBLS">

        <TableName>SSM_MANAGED_TBLS</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL">

        <TableName>STCTBL</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE">

        <TableName>TABLE</TableName>

    </Table>

</TableList>

The TableList element (delimited by tags <TableList> and </TableList>) indicates that the whole response is concerned
with a list of tables. Inside TableList, Table contains one further element, TableName that contains the actual name of the
table.

Example TableList XML Response with Column Names and Attributes

The column information is arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

The ColumnList element is at the highest level. It contains one or more Column elements. Each Column element has
attributes attached to it which contain various properties pertinent to that column.

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<TableList count="1" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

 

 <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL">

    <TableName>STCTBL</TableName>

   <ColumnList count="14">

     <Column href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME"

      datatype="CHAR" datalen="18"

        properties="UC NN PK">

        <ColumnName>NAME </ColumnName>

 

   <ColumnName href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/INTERNAL_DATA1" 

     datatype="HEX" datalen="32">INTERNAL_DATA1</ColumnName>

        </ColumnList>
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  </Table>

</TableList>

This response is also a TableList XML document. However, it now has additional elements that relate to columns under
the Table element. Like TableList, The ColumnList starts a list of columns. The Column element contains several attributes
that hold properties that apply to the entire column. The ColumnName element defines the column name itself as a data
value, and several properties of the column are returned as attributes.

In the previous XML response document, the NAME column has the CHAR data type, with a maximum length of 18. This
column is a PRIMARY KEY, accepts only UPPER CASE text, and does not accept NOT NULL as a value.

The INTERNAL DATA1 column contains hexadecimal data with a maximum of length of 32.

Example TableList XML Metadata

The response XML returns several pieces of metadata as attributes of the ColumnName element. The following list
describes these attributes:

• datatype
Specifies the type of data that the column can contain

• datalen
Specifies the length of the data that the column contains

• href
Specifies a RESTful URI to the next resource in the table

• properties
Specifies a (possibily empty) list of properties that are associated with this column.

The following table summarizes the possible values for each of the attributes:

Attribute Values and Definition
datatype

datalen

href RESTful URI that points to the next resource in table
properties

Example TableList XML Response with Column Data

The column information is arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

The ColumnList element is at the highest level. It contains one or more Column elements. Each Column element has
attributes attached to it which contain various properties pertinent to that column. Also, if requested in the URI, one or
more ColumnData elements are present, and a count attribute is present to indicate how many data rows exist.

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME CURRENT_STATE

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<TableList count="1"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL">

        <TableName>STCTBL</TableName>

        <ColumnList count="2">

            <Column count="3" href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME" datatype="CHAR"

 datalen="18" properties="UC NN PK">

                <ColumnName>NAME</ColumnName>
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                <ColumnData>OPSMAIN</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>OPSME</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>OPSMISC4</ColumnData>

            </Column>

            <Column count="3" href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/CURRENT_STATE"

 datatype="CHAR" datalen="8" properties="UC DF">

                <ColumnName>CURRENT_STATE</ColumnName>

                <ColumnData>ACTIVE</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>INACTIVE</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>UNKNOWN</ColumnData>

            </Column>

        </ColumnList>

    </Table>

</TableList>

This response is also a TableList XML document. However, it now has additional elements that relate to columns and
column data under the Column element.

Like the previous example, the ColumnList starts a list of columns and the Column element contains a ColumnName
element to define the name of the column. Additionally, there is a count attribute that defines how many rows of data are
present in ColumnData elements within the Column element.

Example TableList JSON Response

The following example shows an excerpt of JSON response document from a GET/Tables URI request, such as:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables

 

 

{

  "count" : 30,

  "schemaVersion" : "1.0",

  "Table" : [ {

    "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/BILLY",

    "TableName" : {

      "value" : "BILLY"

    }

  }, {

    "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/COLUMN",

    "TableName" : {

      "value" : "COLUMN"

    }

  }, {

    "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/DEMOX_ACT",

    "TableName" : {

      "value" : "DEMOX_ACT"

    }

  },

 …

  } ]

}
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Example TableList JSON Response with Column Names and Attributes

The column information is arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

The ColumnList element is at the highest level. It contains one or more Column elements. Each Column element has
attributes attached to it which contain various properties pertinent to that column.

The following example shows an excerpt from a JSON response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL

 

 

  "count" : 1,

  "schemaVersion" : "1.0",

  "Table" : [ {

    "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL",

    "TableName" : {

      "value" : "STCTBL"

    },

    "ColumnList" : {

      "count" : 32,

      "Column" : [ {

        "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME",

        "datatype" : "CHAR",

        "datalen" : 18,

        "properties" : "UC NN PK DF",

        "ColumnName" : {

          "value" : "NAME"

        },

        "ColumnData" : [ ]

      }, {

        "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/CURRENT_STATE",

        "datatype" : "CHAR",

        "datalen" : 8,

        "properties" : "UC DF",

        "ColumnName" : {

          "value" : "CURRENT_STATE"

        },

        "ColumnData" : [ ]

      },

Example TableList JSON Response with Column Data

The column information is arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

The ColumnList element is at the highest level. It contains one or more Column elements. Each Column element has
attributes attached to it which contain various properties pertinent to that column. Also, if requested in the URI, one or
more ColumnData elements are present, and a count attribute is present to indicate how many data rows exist.

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME CURRENT_STATE
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{

  "count" : 1,

  "schemaVersion" : "1.0",

  "Table" : [ {

    "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL",

    "TableName" : {

      "value" : "STCTBL"

    },

    "ColumnList" : {

      "count" : 2,

      "Column" : [ {

        "count" : 8,

        "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME",

        "datatype" : "CHAR",

        "datalen" : 18,

        "properties" : "UC NN PK DF",

        "ColumnName" : {

          "value" : "NAME"

        },

        "ColumnData" : [ "A000", "A001", "A002", "A003", "C000", "OPSMSSM1", "OPSMSSM2", "RCMVS44" ]

      }, {

        "count" : 8,

        "href" : "http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/CURRENT_STATE",

        "datatype" : "CHAR",

        "datalen" : 8,

        "properties" : "UC DF",

        "ColumnName" : {

          "value" : "CURRENT_STATE"

        },

        "ColumnData" : [ "UNKNOWN", "UNKNOWN", "UNKNOWN", "UNKNOWN", "UNKNOWN", "UNKNOWN", "UNKNOWN", "UP" ]

      } ]

    }

  } ]

}

Sample Client Programs

The client samples are distributed with the OPS/MVS Web Services component in the OPSWebSvcAppClientDist.zip
library. The OPSWebSvcAppClientDist.zip provides two sample Java programs named REXXCmdClient.java and
Driver.java. These sample programs demonstrate how to send HTTP requests, and how to parse and interpret the XML or
JSON responses.

These samples can be download from the HFS directly or linked by the sample.html web page.

Sample URL:  https://hostname:8443/opsmvs/samples.html

The following is a screen-shot of the samples.html web page:
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The requests and responses that are defined for OPS/MVS Web Services follow common and standards for any web
services. Therefore, you can use a code from any language that supports HTTP requests, XML or JSON responses to
utilize an OPS/MVS Web Service.

Making Web Service Requests to Generate an API Event

You can generate a generic API event to run in OPS/MVS by POSTing a request to the event web service. The API event
has an event qualifier generated using the web service request begins with WS. Thus, you can write a rule for “)API WS*”
to trigger on events that this web service generates. A sample rule APIWSEV is provided in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set
to demonstrate how the API rule can be coded to fire on web service requests.

The event web service is asynchronous in nature. An HTTP POST request is the mechanism to generate the API event.
No information is returned regarding the execution of the event.

The POST requires the request to include XML data which allows the requester to specify the information needs for your
API event. This information includes: an event code (any string up to a length of 8 bytes) and an event text string - up to
256 bytes in length. This XML is defined with the following schema:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<WSEvent xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.broadcom.com/

automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData WSEvent.xsd"

    xmlns="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

<EvtCode>ID string</EvtCode> 

<EvtText>any string of printable data</EvtText>

</WSEvent>

The EvtCode tag specifies an 8-byte string of your choosing. This value is reflected when the API rule fires in variables
API.ID.

NOTE

The web service request always prepends the string ‘WS’ to this tag to come up with the API qualifier. Thus, the
API event will fires on qualifier: WStag.
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The EvtText tag specifies a 255-byte string of your choosing. This value is reflected when the API rule fires in variables
API.TEXT.

A sample security rule (SECWSEV) to control access to the underlying OPSAPI function is available in the distributed
CCLXRULS library. This rule uses the same user list that is initialized by SECWSGV, so you should enable this rule
concurrently with SECWSGV. However, this rule is merely a sample. You can choose to write your own rules to accept or
reject all web services requests in any manner or combinations that you see fit.

Additionally, a sample rule APIWSEV has been provided to demonstrate firing a rule when a generic event initiated
through the web service “event” request. Note that since this event is “generic”, there is virtually no limit to the automation
that can be initiated by such an event. With an API rule, you can parse the incoming text string (see API.TEXT above) and
determine the automation that you want to invoke.

Example Web Services Calls

The following RESTful Requests table shows these URIs:

XML Meaning
POST /opsmvs/web/event Direct a request to OPS/MVS to create and post an event to the

default OPS/MVS subsystem.

Qualifying Event URI Requests

Subsystem Query String

Any POST request to URI event can include the sub query string to direct the request to a specific OPS/MVS subsystem.

Query String Meaning
?sub=OPSx Use OPS subsystem OPSx to generate the API event.

You must specify a subsystem name that runs currently on the
same host as the OPS web services server.

NOTE

All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.

If the subsystem that you specified does not exist on the server host, you receive the following error:

• OPxnnnnI OPSAPI COMMAND REJECTED - SUBSYSTEM OPSx IS NOT ACTIVE
• appCode = -nnnn

The following Qualifying URI Requests table shows these query strings that are attached to the URI:

URI Description
GET /opsmvs/web/event?sub=OPST Directs the request to create/post an API event to the OPS

subsystem to subsystem name OPST.

Responses from the Web Services

GET responses are HTTP documents that contain the following information:

HTTP status code
This code indicates the success or failure of the request.

HTTP header
The response headers relevant to the request.
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HTTP body
Contains a schema-defined XML document representing the table information requested. In the case of an
error, an XML document containing relevant error information is returned in the HTTP body. This XML document
conforms to the WSResult schema.

NOTE

For HTTP Status Codes, values less than 300 represent success. Any other value represents a failure. See
RFC2616 for a comprehensive list of HTTP codes.

The following table lists common HTTP status codes:

Status Code Description
200 OK - The request was successful and the response body contains

the representation requested.
302 FOUND - the request reached the server but was not processed.

If the request URI was HTTP, that likely problem is that the server
is configured with HTTPS (Http Secure). In this case, the request
should be reissued using HTTPS.

401 UNAUTHORIZED - Authentication credentials are required to
access the resource. All requests must be authenticated.

404 NOT FOUND - We could not locate the resource based on the
specified URI.

405 METHOD NOT ALLOWED - A request was made of a resource
using a request method not supported by that resource.

415 UNSUPPORTED - The requested media type in the Accept
header is unsupported.

500 SERVER ERROR - We could not return the representation due to
an internal server error.

503 SERVER UNAVAIL - We are temporarily unable to service the
request. Please wait for a bit and try again.

12029 ERROR_INTERNET_CANNOT_CONNECT - connect to the
server failed.

NOTE

For a comprehensive list of HTTP status codes, see RFC2616.

Making Web Service Request to Execute REXX in OSF Server

The OSFRexx web service is asynchronous in nature. The first part, a POST, is the mechanism to queue your OPS/REXX
program to an OSF server. The POST executes the OPS/MVS ‘address OSF OI’ function and in return gets a unique
response id. The second part, if you want to use it, is a GET web service call, to retrieve any output from the OPS/REXX
program you have previously initiated. If all you need to do is initiate a REXX program, you merely need to do the POST. If
the target program never calls OPWSOUT, there is no output generated and no additional overhead is incurred.

You can execute an OPSREXX application that already resides on the target Z/OS system using an HTTP POST request.
The POST requires the request to include XML data which allows the requester to specify the target REXX’s name,
arguments and what type of OSF server to run the REXX on. This XML is defined with the following schema:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
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<OSFRexx xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.broadcom.com/

automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData OSFRexx.xsd"

    xmlns="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

 <Program>

   <ProgramName>program name</ProgramName> 

   <Args>arguments</Args>

   <!-- Server accepts one of: OSFTSO, OSFTSL, OSFTSP -->

   <Server>OSFTSO</Server>

 </Program>

</OSFRexx>

WARNING

The tags are case-sensitive. For example, verify that you entered OSFRexx instead of OSFrexx.

The Program tag specifies the name of the target OPSREXX application.

NOTE

The target REXX must be on the system and must be concatenated in the SYSEXEC DD.

Security Requirements

In the case where OSFSECURITY is set to CHECKUSERID, for the underlying OI (OPSIMEX) to execute, the z/
OS credentials you specify with this web request must have READ access to each of the datasets in the SYSEXEC
concatenation of the OSF servers. If OSFSECURITY is set to NOSECURITY, the z/OS credentials from your web request
are not propagated to the OSF server; instead the z/OS credentials associated with the OSF PROC are used.

The Args tag specifies arguments. Arguments are passed to the target REXX exactly as they appear between the Args
tags. If the target REXX application does not have arguments, leave the content between the Args tag blank.

NOTE

The Server tag specifies the type of OSF server to execute the target REXX in. Server can be one of three possible
values:

• OSFTSO - execute in a standard OSF server
• OSFTSL - execute in a long running OSF server
• OSFTSP - execute in a priority OSF server

OSF REXX Web Services Calls

The following shows the RESTful Request URI and sample POST xml:

URI: POST opsmvs/web/osfrexx
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XML Meaning
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<OSFRexx xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/
opsmvs/websvc/msgData OSFRexx.xsd"
xmlns="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/
msgData">
<Program>
<ProgramName>OPWSDEMO</ProgramName>
<Args></Args>
<Server>OSFTSO</Server>
</OSFRexx>

Execute the REXX program OPWSDEMO on an OSF server.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
</Program>
<OSFRexx xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/
opsmvs/websvc/msgData OSFRexx.xsd"
xmlns="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/
msgData">
<Program>
<ProgramName>OPWSDEMO</ProgramName>
<Args>SAMPLE SECWSGV</Args>
<Server>OSFTSL</Server>
</Program>
</OSFRexx>

Execute the REXX program OPWSDEMO on a long running OSF
server (OSFTSL) with the arguments “SAMPLE SECWSGV”.

The POST web request returns one of the following XML documents.

• Schema-defined XML document that conforms to the WSResult schema
• Schema-defined XML document that conforms to the OSFRexx schema

In the case of an error, an XML document containing relevant error information is returned in the HTTP body that
conforms to the WSResult schema.

In the case of a successful OSF REXX start requests, an XML document containing a unique response identifier is
returned in the HTTP body that conforms to the OSFRexx schema. This schema contains a AppCode element and value.
This value is a unique key (response-ID) that can be used on subsequent GET osfrexx requests to track the progress of
the request and retrieve any results explicitly saved by the target OSF REXX application. Also, the Program element has
an attached href attribute that contains a full URI link. You can use this href internally by your managing web application to
provide a clickable link directly to the responses of the OSF/REXX program.

The following example shows the OSFRexx schema returned from a POST osfrexx request:

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>

 

<OSFRexx schemaVersion="1.0" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

 

   xmlns="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

 

   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
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   <Program href="https://myserver:38443/opsmvs/web/osfrexx/OPWSDEMO/1000022">

 

      <ProgramName>OPWSDEMO</ProgramName>

 

   </Program>

 

   <AppInfo>

 

      <AppCmd>OI OPWSDEMO TEST1 GLVSEC</AppCmd>

 

      <AppCode>1000022</AppCode>

 

      <AppRC>0</AppRC>

 

      <Reason>Successfully sent to the OSFTSO execute queue.</Reason>

 

   </AppInfo>

 

</OSFRexx>

In this example, the response-ID for the request is 1000022.

What is expected of the OPS/REXX program?

• You must decide what output you really need to direct back to a web service client. Output is saved in temporary global
variables, and you should evaluate this output carefully for size and volume.

• If you are retrieving the output, ensure that the program is syntactically sound, will not crash, or run indefinitely. Since
the web client GET is asynchronous, you want to be able to detect that the program has completed successfully and all
the output has been received.

• If you want to know that your program has ended successfully, create a marker that your web client can recognize, and
send that marker as output. For example, OPWSDEMO shows the following:
call OPWSOUT "*-*-*-*-*-*End of output: rc="execrc"*-*-*-*-*-*"

Retrieving Responses from OSF REXX Programs

The POST OSF REXX web request described above only initiates the request to the run the specified OSF REXX
program on an OSF server. Depending on OSF parameters, the initiated REXX program can run immediately or can be
queued. Therefore, any results from the REXX program are not returned directly to the web client.

You must complete these steps to retrieve results:

1. Your web client program must retrieve the unique response-ID code (see OSFRexx schema above) from the AppCode
element or the href attribute attached to the Program element.

2. Your web client program must explicitly issue another web request (GET osfrexx/programName/response-ID) to collect
the results and determine whether the program completed.

3. You must determine exactly what results from your OSF REXX program are to be returned to the web client by adding
calls to OPWSOUT to the target program.

A utility program named OPWSOUT is provided to be called from within OSF-executed REXX programs to save the
results you want to be saved for later retrieval. Sample program OPWSDEMO is provided to demonstrate how this can be
easily accomplished.
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Notes:

• OPWSOUT uses global temporary variables to save data. If you use OPWSOUT extensively, you may need to adjust
one or more of the GLOBALTEMP* parameters to allow more storage for the variables.

• The OPWSOUT function has a limit of 500 output lines. If this limit is exceeded, a special response message is
generated and returned to the user to indicate that too many responses were attempted.

OPS/MVS provides a template REXX program named OPWSDEMO which demonstrates how OPWSOUT is intended to
be utilized to send back responses to a web client. The OPWSDEMO program is distributed in the OPS/MVS CCLXSAMP
dataset.

Retrieving OPWSOUT Responses

You can retrieve the responses saved by OPWSOUT by issuing a GET request with its URI. You can specify the URI
directly into an internet browser or write a web-capable program to make the request. OPWSOUT utilizes temporary
global variables to save the responses.

NOTE

Using Temporary Global Variables provides additional information concerning global variable usage by this
service.

The following shows the RESTful request URI:

GET opsmvs/web/osfrexx/program/response-ID

Example Web Services Calls

The following RESTful Requests table shows these URIs:

URI Description
GET /opsmvs/web/osfrexx/OPWSDEMO/1000001 Retrieves the list of responses from a previously initiated OSF

REXX program named OPWSDEMO. In this example, 1000001 is
a unique token which was passed back to the web client by POST
osfrexx.

Example: OSFRexx GET XML Response

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/osfrexx/OPWSDEMO/1000022

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>

<OSFRexx schemaVersion="1.0" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

   xmlns="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <Program>

      <ProgramName>OPWSDEMO</ProgramName>

   </Program>

   <Output count="6">

      <Response>Listing names of rulesets</Response>

      <Response>BASE</Response>

      <Response>SAMPLE</Response>

      <Response>STATEMAN</Response>

      <Response>TEST</Response>

      <Response>>>>>RC:0</Response>

   </Output>

</OSFRexx>
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Using Temporary Global Variables

The GET osfrexx requests utilize global variables for maintaining OSF REXX program responses. Since this is the
case, you should ensure that the maximum limits that are associated with global variables are not reached. Specifying
OPWSOUT with huge numbers of responses or with too many large responses could use up your global variable blocks
and cause problems with existing automation.

A REXX program OPWSGC (Garbage Collection) has been provided to automatically run whenever POST osfrexx
requests are issued to ensure these global temporary variables are deleted in a timely manner. See parameter
GLOBALTEMPWSGCIV for details.

Note: Many OPS/MVS parameters can influence the size and number of temporary global variables. These parameters
include OSFOUTLIM, OSFTSPOUTLIM, OSFTSLOUTLIM, GLOBALMAX, and GLOBALTEMPMAX. When you decide
how much output you will generate by calling OPWSOUT, we recommend that you ensure that the usage of temporary
global variables does not exceed the limits which can cause problems for other automation. If you decide to make
extensive use of OPWSOUT, you may also need to consider increasing the number of OSF servers by increasing the
values of OSFMAX, OSFTSLMAX or OSFTSPMAX.

The global variable name begins with the prefix GLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#. Since there are temporary variables, they
are not preserved across restarts. Thus, responses from OSF REXX programs that are issued through web services are
not available across OPS subsystem restarts.

To provide security for global variable access using OPS/MVS security rules, define security rules for global variable
prefixes GLOBAL0.#OPWEBSVC and GLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#. The following example shows an event definition for
the rule:

)SEC OPSGLOBALGLOBAL0.#OPWEBSVC#*

)SEC OPSGLOBALGLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#*

To provide security for global variable access with OPS/MVS external security, create security definitions for the following
resources:

Resource: OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.GLOBAL0.#OPWEBSVC#

Resource: OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.GLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#

A sample security rule for global variable access is available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The sample rule name
is SECWSGV.

Additionally, a sample rule SECWSRQ has been provided to enable usage of the OPSREQ function when the web
service “osfrexx” function is invoked. This rule uses the same user list initialized by SECWSGV as therefore should be
enabled concurrently with SECWSGV. The purpose of the SECWSRQ rule is to allow web service “osfrexx” callers to
initiate the Garbage Collection program (OPWSGC) which cleans up global temporary variables which were saved by the
OPWSOUT program.

Subsystem Query String

Generally, query strings consist of keyword/value pairs as is the case in the following table:

Query String Meaning
?sub=OPSx Use OPS subsystem OPSx to make the web service request.

You must specify a subsystem name that runs currently on the
same host as the OPS web services server.

Note: All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.

If the subsystem that you specified does not exist on the server host, you receive the following error:
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OPx4300I AOF command rejected - subsystem OPSx is not active

AppCode = 20

The following Qualifying URI Requests table shows these query strings attached to the URI:

Query String Meaning
GET /opsmvs/web/osfrexx?sub=OPST Retrieves responses from a previously executed OPS/REXX

program from the OPS subsystem identified by subsystem name
OPST.

POST /opsmvs/web/osfrexx?sub=OPST Schedules execution of an OPS/REXX program on an OSF server
on the subsystem identified by subsystem name OPST.

How to Utilize OPS/MVS Web Services
 OPS/MVS Web Services lets you remotely access OPS/MVS-managed data. For example, you can use Web Services to
access the RDF tables that OPS/MVS manages or start a REXX program under an OSF server that is managed by OPS/
MVS. OPS/MVS provides the web service API necessary for such access. You can write third-party applications that use
well-known web services interfaces to make requests of your web server, and then receive data from the active OPS/
MVS host. You can write applications that access this API in any programming language. These applications can also
run on any operating system, and can reside on any computer in your corporate network. The API is hypertext-driven,
meaning that all requests are made using a HTTP-based request from a web browser.

The OPS/MVS Web Services Web API is implemented using HTTP and REST principles. This API provides a collection of
resources with the following defined aspects:

• The base URI for the Web API, such as https://mvshostname:8443/opsmvs/web
• The response data returned that the Web API returns is in XML format. XML is a Web industry-standard that self-

defines the content and architecture of the data.
• The XML format for data sent to the server for requests
• The set of operations that the web API supports, which uses industry-standard HTTP methods (for example, GET,

POST, HEAD, OPTIONS).

To use OPS/MVS Web Services, consider the implementation requirements, configuration, and example use cases:

1. Review the information about fundamental web concepts.
This information includes HTTP, REST, XML, and so on.

2. Understand the Web Services architecture.
The architecture describes the relationships of the components that are involved in implementing Web Services.

3. Deploy and configure OPS/MVS Web Services.
Learn about the prerequisites, parameters, and how to configure security and Tomcat for HTTPS.
We provide two client-side java applications as samples both for testing the configuration of Web Services, and as a
starting point for creating robust web service applications.

4. To access these samples open the following URI in a browser.
https://hostname:port/opsmvs

This URI displays a splash page which contains a link and directions for downloading and configuring the provided
sample Java Client applications on both Windows and Linux/UNIX-based distributed machines.

5. Review the following ways that you can use OPS/MVS Web Services:
–  Retrieve RDF table information.

For example, you want to retrieve (GET) a list of RDF tables from the OPS subsystem, or you want to retrieve data
from a specific column of a specific table.

–  Execute an OPS/REXX program to run in any of the OSF server types.
For example, you are responsible for initiating (POST) several OPS/REXX applications that either query data that
you want to display, or initiate a mainframe action.
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6. Review the Web Services XML responses and examples.
The response to OPS/MVS Web Services requests come back to the caller as XML documents. These XML
documents are defined formally and described by XML Schema Definitions, or XSD files. The &hlq.CCLXSAMP
library provides TableList.xsd for verifying the XML response document in a program that is designed to utilize an XML
schema. This library also provides the CmdClient and guiMainFrame sample Java programs which demonstrate how
to send HTTP requests, and how to parse and interpret the XML responses.

Deploy and Configure OPS/MVS RESTful Web Services
Web-enabled applications can interact with OPS/MVS over a local network using RESTful Web Services.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Review the prerequisites and parameters.
2. Review the Web Service configuration file.

The opwebsvc.prop file has the configuration properties for the servlet.
3.  Configure web services security.

You set up TLS/SSL and configure the OPS/MVS web interface using HTTPS.
4.  Configure Tomcat for HTTPS (Secure HTTP).

This configuration prevents Tomcat from serving any requests over an unencrypted connection.

Prerequisites and Parameters

A Java Servlet that runs on a Tomcat server delivers RESTful Web Services. You must first install the IBM Java Runtime
Environment (JRE), a Tomcat server, and the Java Servlet application server on the z/OS host where OPS/MVS runs.
Each Java servlet provides web services to a single host that resides physically on the same host with OPS/MVS.
Therefore, you must enable web services on each host for which you want web services.

NOTE
For more information about installing the IBM Java runtime and the Common Components and Services (CCS)
Tomcat server, see Install and Configure OPS/MVS RESTful Web Services on Tomcat.

Web Service Configuration File

The opwebsvc.prop file contains the configuration properties for the OPS/MVS Web Service Servlet. This file is located in
the following directory:

<installation_directory>/distrib

The following example shows sample contents of this file:

#______________________________________________________________________________

     # Configuration properties for the OPS/MVS Web Sevices servlet.

     #______________________________________________________________________________

     #

     # Should the Listener validate the XML documents that it processes?

     #com.ca.automation.opsmvs.websvc.validateXml=no

     #com.ca.automation.opsmvs.websvc.convertToUTC=no

     com.ca.automation.opsmvs.websvc.convertToUTC=yes

     #______________________________________________________________________________

     # log4j2 Configuration Properties

     status=warn

     name=RollingLoggerConfig

     appender.console.layout.pattern=%m%n

     appender.console.layout.type=PatternLayout
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     appender.console.name=STDOUT

     appender.console.type=Console

     appender.rolling.fileName=${classname}

     appender.rolling.filePattern=target/archive/user-%d{MM-dd-yy-HH-mm-ss}-%i.log.gz

     appender.rolling.layout.charset=IBM1047

     appender.rolling.layout.pattern=%-5p %d{MMM dd yyyy 'at' hh:mm:ss a} | %c%m%n

     appender.rolling.layout.type=PatternLayout

     appender.rolling.name=RollingFile

     appender.rolling.policies.size.size=4MB

     appender.rolling.policies.size.type=SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy

     appender.rolling.policies.type=Policies

     appender.rolling.type=RollingFile

     logger.rolling.appenderRef.rolling.ref=RollingFile

     logger.rolling.level=warn

     logger.rolling.name=${CLASSNAME}

     rootLogger.appenderRef.stdout.ref=STDOUT

     rootLogger.level=info

NOTE
To diagnose problems with the OPS/MVS Web Servlet code, Broadcom Support can direct you to modify one or
more of the properties.

Configure Web Services Security

Security privileges for the OPSWS Server

Generally, the OPSWS task does not need any other privileges if it runs as user ID zero (UID 0).  However, if you do not
want to allow OPSWS to run UID=0, an alternative is defining the server to use thread-level security using BPX.SERVER
and BPX.SUPERUSER. 

 If your site has defined and activated the BPX.SERVER or BPX.DAEMON facilities, you need to define OPSWS to
RACF as follows:  

• TSO PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(OPSWS) ACCESS(READ)
• TSO PERMIT BPX.SUPERUSER ID(OPSWS) CLASS(FACILITY) ACCESS(READ) 

 

 Here are the TOP Secret (TSS) commands for the alternative BPX.SERVER and BPX.SUPERUSER:  

• TSS PER(OPSWS) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACC(READ)
• TSS PER(OPSWS) IBMFAC(BPX.SUPERUSER) ACC(READ) 

If you use Top Secret, you must define a master facility (MASTFAC) for the Tomcat Server started task. If the started task
does not have a MASTER FAC, you need to add one. Once you define the facility facname, add it as a MASTFAC to the
Tomcat Server region acid.

• TSS ADD(acid) MASTFAC(facname)

Also, you must add this FAC as a facility to the users that need access through TSS ADD(acid) FAC(facname) where
acid is the user acid, an attached profile, or the ALL record if all users should have access. 

 The following are the equivalent ACF2 definitions for the alternative BPX.SERVER and BPX.SUPERUSER:  

• SET RESOURCE(FAC)
• RECKEY BPX ADD( SERVER UID (UID string for OPSWS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)
• RECKEY BPX ADD( SUPERUSER UID (UID string for OPSWS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)
• F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)
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 Additional Information:  

  Defining servers to use thread-level security    

  Steps for setting up BPX.SUPERUSER  

Security privileges for Requests

To verify that a user web request is authorized to access the referenced RDF tables, a set of z/OS credentials (for
example, SAF-based userid and password) passes in the header of each HTTP request. Using these credentials, the
server-side Java applet accesses the OPS/MVS data using the security context that is embodied in the given credentials.
Access to requested RDF tables utilizes the existing OPS/MVS security mechanisms (security rules or external security
SAF).

NOTE
 A specific user has the same access to RDF information, which the same security mechanisms govern,
regardless whether they use web services or they access the RDF tables through TSO.

The z/OS credentials that pass in the HTTP header use the standard HTTP basic authentication scheme. The HTTP basic
authentication scheme encrypts the username and password using the BASE64 encryption algorithm.

To secure the transmission of the user ID and password from the remote client to the OPS/MVS servlet, configure your
communications to use Transport Layer Security (TLS). TLS is a secure method of communication between the remote
client and the Apache Tomcat web server. TLS is also known as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). When sending HTTP
requests to a TLS-secured web server, the HTTPS network scheme is required in your URI.

For example, your URI becomes https://localhost:8443/opsmvs/web/tables.

Security-Related Configuration Files

The server-side applet utilizes the JAAS (Java Authentication and Authorization Service) service to implement
the SAF security context login. As such, the provided configuration file (opwebsvc.conf) lets you specify
the login modules that you need. This configuration file should require no modification, as long as the Java
class com.ibm.security.auth.module.OS390LoginModule is available with the installed version of the IBM JDK that you are
using. In Java 1.8 SDK the class name was changed as follows: com.ibm.security.auth.module.JAASLoginModule.

NOTE
For more information about this file, see the installation readme that is provided in the installation package.

Configure Tomcat for HTTPS (HTTP Secure)

You can optionally configure your Tomcat server to use HTTPS instead of HTTP for user access. Because HTTPS
includes SSL encryption, this option alleviates concerns about exposing the data in clear text on the network.

Apache Tomcat is an open-source third-party product. Apache provides documentation to help you configure SSL
for Tomcat with the Apache Tomcat SSL Configuration HOW-TO. You can use the Apache Tomcat HTTP Connector
Reference to look up the definitions of the configuration properties that the HOW-TO document utilizes. You can also
find other web tutorials that describe the configuration. Locate and follow the steps that are appropriate for the version of
Apache Tomcat that your OPS/MVS release installed. There are three methods that you can use for your keystore file.

 Method 1: Use an existing trusted certificate 

Use the keytool program to create the keystores, truststores, and certificates to achieve your desired security
configuration.

NOTE
 For more information about trusted certificates, see the Apache Tomcat 7.0 on the Web (Apache Tomcat 7.0
SSL Configuration HOW-TO).

 Method 2: Create and use your own self-signed certificate 
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the appropriate method to create a keystore that contains a self-signed certificate:
2. Execute the sample scripts that are provided in the {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib directory.

For example:
– Execute makeks script from USS command line (TSO OMVS).

How to use OMVS (enter the following commands under TSO or ISPF):
OMVS

         cd {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib

         makeks

– Execute the listks script to verify that you created. keystore successfully.
– (Optional) Execute "ls -la" to view that .keystore file.

3. Copy file .keystore file from {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib to your {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/tomcat/conf.
4. Save the full path to the .keystore file under {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/tomcat/conf. You have to specify this path

later on the keystoreFile keyword that server.xml specifies.

NOTE
 The JCL job [hlq].OPS.CCLXCNTL(OPWBSVMK) lets you execute the makeks and listks scripts in a batch
environment. You must customize this JCL before it is submitted at your site.

 Method 3: Complete the following steps to generate a keystore containing a self-signed certificate manually 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following command from the USS command line (OMVS):
cd {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib

       $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -keystore .keystore

A series of prompts appears:
2. Specify a password, press Enter, and answer the following questions:

– Remember the password that you specify here.
– We recommend that you use the z/OS hostname where Tomcat runs for the CN value (common name), so that if

you are prompted to accept the certificate, it is clear which server sent the prompt.
– A keystore is created in your keystore directory with one self-signed certificate inside. The actual filename

is .keystore.
For example:
Enter keystore password: tomcat

         Re-enter new password: tomcat

         What is your first and last name?

         [Unknown]:  localhost

         What is the name of your organizational unit?

         [Unknown]:  CA

         What is the name of your organization?

         [Unknown]:  CA

         What is the name of your City or Locality?

         [Unknown]:  Pittsburgh

         What is the name of your State or Province?

         [Unknown]:  PA

         What is the two-letter country code for this unit?

         [Unknown]:  US

         Is CN=localhost, OU=CA, O=CA, L=Pittsburgh, ST=PA, C=US correct?

After you use one of the three methods, continue with the following steps and complete the Tomcat configuration:

1. (Optional) Enter the following command from the USS command line (OMVS) and verify the contents of your keystore:
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cd {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/distrib

       $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -list -keystore .keystore

The results appear like the following example:
Enter keystore password:

       Keystore type: jks

       Keystore provider: IBMJCE

       Your keystore contains 1 entry

       Alias name: tomcat

       Creation date: Feb 3, 2014

       Entry type: keyEntry

       Certificate chain length: 1

       Certificate[1]:

       Owner: CN=tomcat, OU=CA, O=CA, L=Pittsburgh, ST=PA, C=US

       Issuer: CN=tomcat, OU=CA, O=CA, L=Pittsburgh, ST=PA, C=US

       Serial number: 114822b8

       Valid from: 2/3/14 8:15 AM until: 5/4/14 9:15 AM

       ...

2. Within the Tomcat server.xml configuration file, modify the Connector element which has port="8443".
This port is the TLS connector. Specify a keystore file and a keystore password.
a. Update the Apache Tomcat configuration parameters in the server.xml file as follows:

• If you use the Tomcat that Common Components and Services distributed, you can locate the server.xml
configuration file under {CCS_installation_dir}/OPS/tomcat/conf.

• If you use your own Tomcat server, you can locate the server.xml configuration file under {tomcat_home}/conf.
• Understand that server.xml is an ASCII file. As such, you must use ISPF 3.17 to edit server.xml.
A typical connector element for an SSL port appears like the following example:
<Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" SSLEnabled="true"

         maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"

         clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" />

WARNING
You must uncomment this connector element if it is commented. Comment blocks are defined in this file
by a starting token of “<!--“ and an ending token of “-->

b. Add the keystoreFile and keystorePassword keywords as follows:
Figure 1 
<Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" SSLEnabled="true"

         maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"

         clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"

         sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1″

         keystorePass="tomcat"

         keystoreFile="{CCS_installation_dir)/OPS/distrib/.keystore"

         />

NOTE

 To avoid the potential for cyber-attack, we recommend that you disable SSLv3 in your
Apache Tomcat web server. Specify the sslEnabledProtocols attribute (see Figure 1) with
only the TLS protocols listed. This step avoids usage of the older SSL protocols. You can find
documentation about the sslEnabledProtocols attribute in the JVM documentation under method
SSLSocket.setEnabledProtocols(). See the Oracle JDK documentation for Java 7 or Java 8.

If you want to use client certificate authentication, follow these basic steps:
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• Generate a self-signed server-certificate on the server (Tomcat host).
• Download the server-certificate to the client.
• Import the server-certificate to the Java-keystore of the client.
• Generate a self-signed client-certificate on the client.
• Upload it to the server.
• Import the client-certificate to the Java-keystore of the Tomcat server.
• Configure Tomcat to use this keystore.
• If you want to ensure that the client connections are also authorized by certificate, set clientAuth="true" in

server.xml.

NOTE
 For specific details about accomplishing these tasks, see the Apache Tomcat 7.0 SSL Configuration
HOW-TO Java™ Secure Socket Extension (JSSE) Reference Guide.

3. Add the following lines before </web-app> at the end of the web.xml file that is located in {tomcat_dir}/conf:
<security-constraint>

       <web-resource-collection>

       <web-resource-name>Tomcat</web-resource-name>

       <url-pattern>*.html</url-pattern>

       </web-resource-collection>

       <user-data-constraint>

       <transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>

       </user-data-constraint>

       </security-constraint>

4. After you restart Tomcat, you now have access to your URIs over both a Secured connection and with an unencrypted
connection.
– Test your secure connection by specifying URIs with the HTTPS network scheme and the 8443 port.
– For example, use this format: https://your-host:8443/opsmvs/web/tables (substituting your own hostname for your-

host).
This test assumes that you retained the default TLS port number of 8443.

5. (Optional) After you tested your secured connection successfully, you can disable (comment out) the unencrypted
Connector element, which has port 8080. This procedure prevents Tomcat from serving any requests over the
unencrypted connection.

Making Web Service Requests for RDF Table Data

Making Web Service Requests for RDF Table Data

You can retrieve a resource by issuing a GET request with its URI. You can specify the URI directly into an internet
browser or can write a web-capable program to make the request.

Example Web Services Calls

The following RESTful Requests table shows these URIs:

URI Description
GET /opsmvs/web/tables Retrieves the list of RDF tables from the OPS subsystem
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename Retrieves the list of columns associated with table tablename

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/table1…table2 Retrieves the list of columns associated with tables named table1
… table2
This list is delimited by a space between table names.

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename/column1 Retrieves data from table tablename and single column column1
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GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename/column1 … columnN Retrieves data from table tablename and multiple columns
column1 … columnN (space separated)
This list is delimited by a space between column names.

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename/* Retrieves data from all columns of table tablename

Qualifying RDF Table URI Requests

You can refine the request further with query strings. A query string is an optional component of the URI that you can use
to send further qualifying information about the request to the server. The query string is composed of a series of field-
value pairs. If you specify more than one query string field-value pair on the same URI request, you must separate them
using an ampersand “&” character.

For example: ?sub=OPST&system=OPSMSF1

Subsystem Query String

Generally, query strings consist of keyword/value pairs as is the case in the following table:

Query String Meaning
?sub=OPSx Use OPS subsystem OPSx to request table data.

You must specify a subsystem name that runs currently on the
same host as the OPS web services server.

NOTE

 All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.

 

If the subsystem that you specified does not exist on the server host, you receive the following error:

OPx7800I SQL COMMAND REJECTED - SUBSYSTEM OPSx IS NOT ACTIVE

sqlcode = -7800

The following Qualifying URI Requests table shows these query strings attached to the URI:

URI Description
GET /opsmvs/web/tables?sub=OPST Retrieves the list of RDF tables from the OPS subsystem identified

by subsystem name OPST
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/tablename?sub=OPST Retrieves the list of columns associated with table tablename from

OPS subsystem OPST

 

MSF SystemId Query String

The following table shows the MSFid SystemId query string:

Query String Meaning
?system=MSFid Direct the URI request to an MSF-connected system id. The

MSFid must be active on the z/OS system where web services is
hosted.

NOTE

 All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.
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If the MSF system that you specified does not exist or is not active on the server host, you receive one of the following
errors:

• OPx7588E SYSTEM ID ( sysid ) IS NOT AN ACTIVE MSF SYSTEM

RC=8

AppCode = -7588

OPx7589E SYSTEM ID ( sysid ) NOT DEFINED TO MSF

RC=8

AppCode=-7589

Query String Meaning
GET /opsmvs/web/tables?system=OPS55T Retrieves the list of RDF tables from the MSF system-id OPS55T.
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL?system=OPS55T Retrieves the list of columns associated with table STCTBL from

MSF system-id OPS55T.
GET /opsmvs/web/tables
?sub=OPST&system=OPS55T

Retrieves the list of RDF tables OPS subsystem identified by
subsystem name OPST and from the OPS MSF sysid identified by
MSF id OPS55T.

 

Where Query String

The following table shows the where query string:

Query String Meaning
?where="where_clause" Filter the request with the given where clause.

You must enclose the where clause in double quotes, and the
contents within the double quotes must follow the syntax as
defined for WHERE on the OPSQL command.
Note: You must percent-encode the where_clause's on the client
side to replace spaces and other special characters with HTTP
safe values.

NOTE

 The where query string is only accepted on URIs that request table data, for example, URIs that specify at least
one column name. The where query string is not accepted on a table list request (/opsmvs/web/tables) or a
column list request (/opsmvs/web/tables/tablename). The where query string cannot contain semi-colons “;” due
to its use as a command separator.

Query String Meaning
GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME
MODE?where=”MODE='ACTIVE'”

Retrieves the data from column NAME but only returns those rows
where the MODE column is ACTIVE.

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/
NAME CURRENT_STATE
?where=”NAME LIKE 'ACTIVE'”

Retrieves the data from columns NAME and CURRENT_STATE
but only returns those rows where the NAME is ACTIVE.
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GET /opsmvs/web/tables/COLUMN/*
?where=”COL>=7 AND NAME LIKE 'A%'“
--- Percent-Encoded ---
/opsmvs/web/tables/COLUMN/*
?where=”COL%3E=7%20AND
NAME%20LIKE%20%27A%25%27”

Retrieve data from all columns where the value of COL is greater
than or equal to 7 and value of NAME starts with “A”.

Example TableList XML Response

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<TableList count="13" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/COLUMN">

        <TableName>COLUMN</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/USER1">

        <TableName>EDDMA01</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/USER1_SSMTEMP">

        <TableName>EDDMA01_SSMTEMP</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/EMPTY">

        <TableName>EMPTY</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE">

        <TableName>TABLE</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE4">

        <TableName>TABLEL4</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE5">

        <TableName>TABLE5</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE6">

        <TableName>TABLE6</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLEA">

        <TableName>TABLEA</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLEB">

        <TableName>TABLEB</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/SSM_MANAGED_TBLS">

        <TableName>SSM_MANAGED_TBLS</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL">

        <TableName>STCTBL</TableName>

    </Table>

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/TABLE">

        <TableName>TABLE</TableName>

    </Table>
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</TableList>

The TableList element (delimited by tags <TableList> and </TableList>) indicates that the whole response is concerned
with a list of tables. Inside TableList, Table contains one further element, TableName that contains the actual name of the
table.

Example TableList XML Response with Column Names and Attributes

The column information is arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

The ColumnList element is at the highest level. It contains one or more Column elements. Each Column element has
attributes attached to it which contain various properties pertinent to that column.

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<TableList count="1" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

 <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL">

    <TableName>STCTBL</TableName>

   <ColumnList count="14">

     <Column href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME"

      datatype="CHAR" datalen="18"

 properties="UC NN PK">

 <ColumnName>NAME </ColumnName>

   <ColumnName href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/INTERNAL_DATA1" 

     datatype="HEX" datalen="32">INTERNAL_DATA1</ColumnName>

        </ColumnList>

  </Table>

</TableList>

This response is also a TableList XML document. However, it now has additional elements that relate to columns under
the Table element. Like TableList, The ColumnList starts a list of columns. The Column element contains several attributes
that hold properties that apply to the entire column. The ColumnName element defines the column name itself as a data
value, and several properties of the column are returned as attributes.

In the previous XML response document, the NAME column has the CHAR data type, with a maximum length of 18. This
column is a PRIMARY KEY, accepts only UPPER CASE text, and does not accept NOT NULL as a value.

The INTERNAL DATA1 column contains hexadecimal data with a maximum of length of 32.

Example TableList XML Metadata

The response XML returns several pieces of metadata as attributes of the ColumnName element. The following list
describes these attributes:

datatype
Specifies the type of data that the column can contain

datalen
Specifies the length of the data that the column contains

href
Specifies a RESTful URI to the next resource in the table

properties
Specifies a (possibily empty) list of properties that are associated with this column.
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The following table summarizes the possible values for each of the attributes:

Attribute Values and Definition
datatype  
datalen  
href RESTful URI that points to the next resource in table
properties  

 

Example TableList XML Response with Column Data

The column information is arranged in a hierarchical fashion.

The ColumnList element is at the highest level. It contains one or more Column elements. Each Column element has
attributes attached to it which contain various properties pertinent to that column. Also, if requested in the URI, one or
more ColumnData elements are present, and a count attribute is present to indicate how many data rows exist.

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME CURRENT_STATE

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<TableList count="1"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

    <Table href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL">

        <TableName>STCTBL</TableName>

        <ColumnList count="2">

            <Column count="3" href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/NAME" datatype="CHAR"

 datalen="18" properties="UC NN PK">

                <ColumnName>NAME</ColumnName>

                <ColumnData>OPSMAIN</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>OPSME</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>OPSMISC4</ColumnData>

            </Column>

            <Column count="3" href="http://servername:8090/opsmvs/web/tables/STCTBL/CURRENT_STATE"

 datatype="CHAR" datalen="8" properties="UC DF">

                <ColumnName>CURRENT_STATE</ColumnName>

                <ColumnData>ACTIVE</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>INACTIVE</ColumnData>

                <ColumnData>UNKNOWN</ColumnData>

            </Column>

        </ColumnList>

    </Table>

</TableList>

This response is also a TableList XML document. However, it now has additional elements that relate to columns and
column data under the Column element.

Like the previous example, the ColumnList starts a list of columns and the Column element contains a ColumnName
element to define the name of the column. Additionally, there is a count attribute that defines how many rows of data are
present in ColumnData elements within the Column element.
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Making Web Service Requests to Generate an API Event
Contents

You can generate a generic API event to run in OPS/MVS by POSTing a request to the event web service. The API event
has an event qualifier generated using the web service request begins with WS. Thus, you can write a rule for “)API WS*”
to trigger on events that this web service generates. A sample rule APIWSEV is provided in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set
to demonstrate how the API rule can be coded to fire on web service requests.

NOTE

The POST Event web request can be coded to elect to send its payload data in XML or JSON. Additionally, the
client code can be coded to elect to receive the responses in XML or JSON. See the samples supplied with Web
Services for details on how to code these requests.

The event web service is asynchronous in nature. An HTTP POST request is the mechanism to generate the API event.
No information is returned regarding the execution of the event.

The POST requires the request to include payload data which allows the requester to specify the information needs for
your API event. This information includes: an event code (any string up to a length of 8 bytes) and an event text string - up
to 256 bytes in length.

The payload in XML format must be defined in accordance with the following schema:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<WSEvent xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.broadcom.com/

automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData WSEvent.xsd"

    xmlns="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

    <EvtCode>ID string</EvtCode> 

    <EvtText>any string of printable data</EvtText>

</WSEvent>

Example XML payload for Event request:
<WSEvent xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.broadcom.com/

automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData WSEvent.xsd"

    xmlns="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData" schemaVersion="1.0">

    <EvtCode>SAMPLE</EvtCode>

    <EvtText>sample event text string</EvtText>

</WSEvent>

Example JSON payload for Event request:
{

  "EvtCode": "SAMPLE",

  "EvtText": "sample event text string"

}

The EvtCode tag specifies an 8-byte string of your choosing. This value is reflected when the API rule fires in variables
API.ID.

NOTE

The web service request always prepends the string ‘WS’ to this tag to come up with the API qualifier. Thus, the
API event will fires on qualifier: WStag.

The EvtText tag specifies a 255-byte string of your choosing. This value is reflected when the API rule fires in variables
API.TEXT.
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A sample security rule (SECWSEV) to control access to the underlying OPSAPI function is available in the distributed
CCLXRULS library. This rule uses the same user list that is initialized by SECWSGV, so you should enable this rule
concurrently with SECWSGV. However, this rule is merely a sample. You can choose to write your own rules to accept or
reject all web services requests in any manner or combinations that you see fit.

Additionally, a sample rule APIWSEV has been provided to demonstrate firing a rule when a generic event initiated
through the web service “event” request. Note that since this event is “generic”, there is virtually no limit to the automation
that can be initiated by such an event. With an API rule, you can parse the incoming text string (see API.TEXT above) and
determine the automation that you want to invoke.

In the case of an error, an XML or JSON document containing relevant error information is returned in the HTTP body that
conforms to the WSResult schema.  Note: in cases of malformed or incomplete HTTP requests, an XML document body
may be returned in XML format even if the request was made with Content-type:application/json.

Example Web Services Calls

The following RESTful Requests table shows these URIs:

XML Meaning
POST /opsmvs/web/event Direct a request to OPS/MVS to create and post an event to the

default OPS/MVS subsystem.

Qualifying Event URI Requests

Subsystem Query String

Any POST request to URI event can include the sub query string to direct the request to a specific OPS/MVS subsystem.

Query String Meaning
?sub=OPSx Use OPS subsystem OPSx to generate the API event.

You must specify a subsystem name that runs currently on the
same host as the OPS web services server.

NOTE

All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.

The following Qualifying URI Requests table shows these query strings that are attached to the URI:

URI Description
POST /opsmvs/web/event?sub=OPST Directs the request to create/post an API event to the OPS

subsystem to subsystem name OPST.

If the subsystem that you specified does not exist on the server host, you receive the following error:

• OPxnnnnI OPSAPI COMMAND REJECTED - SUBSYSTEM OPSx IS NOT ACTIVE
• appCode = -nnnn

Responses from the Web Services

Responses are HTTP documents that contain the following information:

HTTP status code
This code indicates the success or failure of the request.
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HTTP header
The response headers relevant to the request.

HTTP body
Contains a schema-defined XML document representing the table information requested. In the case of an
error, an XML document containing relevant error information is returned in the HTTP body. This XML document
conforms to the WSResult schema.

NOTE

For HTTP Status Codes, values less than 300 represent success. Any other value represents a failure. See
RFC2616 for a comprehensive list of HTTP codes.

The following table lists common HTTP status codes:

Status Code Description
200 OK - The request was successful and the response body contains

the representation requested.
302 FOUND - the request reached the server but was not processed.

If the request URI was HTTP, that likely problem is that the server
is configured with HTTPS (Http Secure). In this case, the request
should be reissued using HTTPS.

401 UNAUTHORIZED - Authentication credentials are required to
access the resource. All requests must be authenticated.

404 NOT FOUND - We could not locate the resource based on the
specified URI.

405 METHOD NOT ALLOWED - A request was made of a resource
using a request method not supported by that resource.

415 UNSUPPORTED - The requested media type in the Accept
header is unsupported.

500 SERVER ERROR - We could not return the representation due to
an internal server error.

503 SERVER UNAVAIL - We are temporarily unable to service the
request. Please wait for a bit and try again.

12029 ERROR_INTERNET_CANNOT_CONNECT - connect to the
server failed.

NOTE

For a comprehensive list of HTTP status codes, see RFC2616.

Example POST Event in XML Responses:

The following example shows the WSResults document returned from a POST Event request for a request that
specified “Accept:application/xml”:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<WSResult

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

xmlns="http://www.broadcom.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

    <HttpStatus>200</HttpStatus>

    <HttpReason>OK</HttpReason>

    <AppInfo>
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        <AppCmd>OPSAPI(EVTCODE(WSSAMPLE) EVTTEXT('sample event text string'))</AppCmd>

        <AppCode>0</AppCode>

        <Reason>Successfully generated API event: SAMPLE</Reason>

    </AppInfo>

</WSResult>

Example POST Event in JSON Response

The following example shows the WSResults document returned from a POST Event request for a request that
specified “Accept:application/json”:
{

  "HttpStatus": 200,

  "HttpReason": "OK",

  "AppInfo": {

    "AppCmd": "OPSAPI(EVTCODE(WSPOSTTEST) EVTTEXT('sample event text string'))",

    "AppCode": 0,

    "Reason": "Successfully generated API event: SAMPLE"

  }

}

Making Web Service Request to Execute REXX in OSF Server
The OSFRexx web service is asynchronous in nature. The first part, a POST, is the mechanism to queue your OPS/REXX
program to an OSF server. The POST executes the OPS/MVS ‘address OSF OI’ function and in return gets a unique
response id. The second part, if you want to use it, is a GET web service call, to retrieve any output from the OPS/REXX
program you have previously initiated. If all you need to do is initiate a REXX program, you merely need to do the POST. If
the target program never calls OPWSOUT, there is no output generated and no additional overhead is incurred.

NOTE

both the POST and subsequent GET web requests can elect to send their payload data in XML or JSON and
additionally elect to receive the responses in XML or JSON. See the samples supplied with Web Services for
details on how to code these requests.

 

You can execute an OPSREXX application that already resides on the target Z/OS system using an HTTP POST request.
The POST requires the request to include XML data which allows the requester to specify the target REXX’s name,
arguments and what type of OSF server to run the REXX on. This XML is defined with the following schema:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<OSFRexx xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/

automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData OSFRexx.xsd"

    xmlns="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData">

 <Program>

   <ProgramName>program name</ProgramName> 

   <Args>arguments</Args>

   <!-- Server accepts one of: OSFTSO, OSFTSL, OSFTSP -->

   <Server>OSFTSO</Server>

 </Program>

</OSFRexx>

WARNING

The tags are case-sensitive. For example, verify that you entered OSFRexx instead of OSFrexx.
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The Program tag specifies the name of the target OPSREXX application.

NOTE

The target REXX must be on the system and must be concatenated in the SYSEXEC DD.

Security Requirements

In the case where OSFSECURITY is set to CHECKUSERID, for the underlying OI (OPSIMEX) to execute, the z/
OS credentials you specify with this web request must have READ access to each of the datasets in the SYSEXEC
concatenation of the OSF servers. If OSFSECURITY is set to NOSECURITY, the z/OS credentials from your web request
are not propagated to the OSF server; instead the z/OS credentials associated with the OSF PROC are used.

The Args tag specifies arguments. Arguments are passed to the target REXX exactly as they appear between the Args
tags. If the target REXX application does not have arguments, leave the content between the Args tag blank.

NOTE

All tags including the Args tag must be present in all osfrexx POST requests.

The Server tag specifies the type of OSF server to execute the target REXX in. Server can be one of three possible
values:

• OSFTSO - execute in a standard OSF server
• OSFTSL - execute in a long running OSF server
• OSFTSP - execute in a priority OSF server

OSF REXX Web Services Calls

The payload associated with the POST call can be delivered in XML or JSON. The client request makes this decision by
specifying either “Content-Type:application/xml” or “Content-Type:application/json” in the HTTP request header.

See the sample programs supplied with Web Services for details on coding those requests.

The following example shows the OSFRexx schema returned from a POST osfrexx request for a request that specified
“Content-Type:application/xml”:

The following shows the RESTful Request URI and sample POST with XML payload:

URI: POST opsmvs/web/osfrexx

<OSFRexx xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData OSFRexx.xsd"

    xmlns="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData" schemaVersion="1.0">

   <Program>

      <ProgramName>OPWSDEMO</ProgramName>

      <Args>TEST1 GLVSEC </Args>

      <Server>OSFTSO</Server> <!-- Accepts one of: OSFTSO, OSFTSL, OSFTSP -->

    </Program>

</OSFRexx>

Execute the REXX program OPWSDEMO on a long running OSF server (OSFTSL) with the arguments “TEST1
GLVSEC”.

 

Alternatively, a request made with a Content-Type:application/json” header will return a WSResult or OSFRexx document
formatted in JSON.
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The following shows the RESTful Request URI and sample POST with JSON payload:

URI: POST opsmvs/web/osfrexx

{

   "Program": {

      "ProgramName": "OPWSDEMO",

       "Server": "OSFTSO",

       "Args": "TEST1 GLVSEC"

  }

}

The POST web request returns one of the following XML documents.

• Schema-defined XML or JSON  document that conforms to the WSResult schema
• Schema-defined XML or JSON document that conforms to the OSFRexx schema

In the case of an error, an XML document containing relevant error information is returned in the HTTP body that
conforms to the WSResult schema. 

NOTE

: in cases of malformed or incomplete HTTP requests, an XML document body may be returned in XML format
even if the request was made with Content-type:application/json.

In the case of a successful OSF REXX start requests, an XML document containing a unique response identifier is
returned in the HTTP body that conforms to the OSFRexx schema. This schema contains a AppCode element and value.
This value is a unique key (response-ID) that can be used on subsequent GET osfrexx requests to track the progress of
the request and retrieve any results explicitly saved by the target OSF REXX application. Also, the Program element has
an attached href attribute that contains a full URI link. You can use this href internally by your managing web application to
provide a clickable link directly to the responses of the OSF/REXX program.

Example OSFREXX Responses:

 

The following example shows the OSFRexx document returned from a POST osfrexx command for a request that
specified or defaulted to “Accept:application/xml”:

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>

<OSFRexx schemaVersion="1.0" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

   xmlns="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <Program href="https://myserver:38443/opsmvs/web/osfrexx/OPWSDEMO/1000022">

      <ProgramName>OPWSDEMO</ProgramName>

   </Program>

   <AppInfo>

      <AppCmd>OI OPWSDEMO TEST1 GLVSEC</AppCmd>

      <AppCode>1000022</AppCode>

      <AppRC>0</AppRC>

      <Reason>Successfully sent to the OSFTSO execute queue.</Reason>

   </AppInfo>

</OSFRexx>

The following example shows the OSFRexx document returned from a POST osfrexx command for a request that
specified “Accept:application/json”:
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{

  "Program": {

    "href": "http://SYS1:38091/opsmvs/web/osfrexx/OPWSDEMO/10000022",

    "ProgramName": "OPWSDEMO",

 },

  "AppInfo": {

    "AppCmd": "OI OPWSDEMO TEST1 GLVSEC",

    "AppCode": 10000022,

    "AppRC": 0,

    "Reason": "Successfully sent to the OSFTSO execute queue."

  },

  "schemaVersion": "1.0"

}

   

In this previous, the response-ID for the request is 1000022.

What is expected of the OPS/REXX program?

• You must decide what output you really need to direct back to a web service client. Output is saved in temporary global
variables, and you should evaluate this output carefully for size and volume.

• If you are retrieving the output, ensure that the program is syntactically sound, will not crash, or run indefinitely. Since
the web client GET is asynchronous, you want to be able to detect that the program has completed successfully and all
the output has been received.

• If you want to know that your program has ended successfully, create a marker that your web client can recognize, and
send that marker as output. For example, OPWSDEMO shows the following:
call OPWSOUT "*-*-*-*-*-*End of output: rc="execrc"*-*-*-*-*-*"

Retrieving Responses from OSF REXX Programs

The POST OSF REXX web request described above only initiates the request to the run the specified OSF REXX
program on an OSF server. Depending on OSF parameters, the initiated REXX program can run immediately or can be
queued. Therefore, any results from the REXX program are not returned directly to the web client.

You must complete these steps to retrieve results:

1. Your web client program must retrieve the unique response-ID code (see OSFRexx schema above) from the AppCode
element or the href attribute attached to the Program element.

2. Your web client program must explicitly issue another web request (GET osfrexx/programName/response-ID) to collect
the results and determine whether the program completed.

3. You must determine exactly what results from your OSF REXX program are to be returned to the web client by adding
calls to OPWSOUT to the target program.

A utility program named OPWSOUT is provided to be called from within OSF-executed REXX programs to save the
results you want to be saved for later retrieval. Sample program OPWSDEMO is provided to demonstrate how this can be
easily accomplished.

NOTE

• OPWSOUT uses global temporary variables to save data. If you use OPWSOUT extensively, you may need
to adjust one or more of the GLOBALTEMP* parameters to allow more storage for the variables.

• The OPWSOUT function has a limit of 500 output lines. If this limit is exceeded, a special response message
is generated and returned to the user to indicate that too many responses were attempted.
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OPS/MVS provides a template REXX program named OPWSDEMO which demonstrates how OPWSOUT is intended to
be utilized to send back responses to a web client. The OPWSDEMO program is distributed in the OPS/MVS CCLXSAMP
dataset.

Retrieving OPWSOUT Responses

You can retrieve the responses saved by OPWSOUT by issuing a GET request with its URI. You can specify the URI
directly into an internet browser or write a web-capable program to make the request. OPWSOUT utilizes temporary
global variables to save the responses.

NOTE

 Using Temporary Global Variables provides additional information concerning global variable usage by this
service.

The following shows the RESTful request URI:

GET opsmvs/web/osfrexx/program/response-ID

Example Web Services Calls

The following RESTful Requests table shows these URIs:

URI Description
GET /opsmvs/web/osfrexx/OPWSDEMO/1000022 Retrieves the list of responses from a previously initiated OSF

REXX program named OPWSDEMO. In this example, 1000022 is
a unique token which was passed back to the web client by POST
osfrexx.

Example: OSFRexx GET XML Response

The following example shows an excerpt from an XML response document from this URI request:

GET /opsmvs/web/osfrexx/OPWSDEMO/1000022

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>

<OSFRexx schemaVersion="1.0" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData"

 xmlns="http://www.mydomain.com/automation/opsmvs/websvc/msgData" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-

instance">

    <Program>

        <ProgramName>OPWSDEMO</ProgramName>

    </Program>

    <Output count="19">

        <Response>Listing member of ruleset Sample</Response>

        <Response>Sample.APIHWSV</Response>

        <Response>Sample.APIWSEV</Response>

        <Response>Sample.GLVSEC</Response>

        <Response>Sample.GLVSRV</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECAOFRQ</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECAPI</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECLOGM1</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECLOGM2</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECREQ</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECRUL</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECWSEV</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECWSGV</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SECWSRQ</Response>
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        <Response>Sample.SSMBEGIN</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SSMCMDS</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SSMCNTL</Response>

        <Response>Sample.SSMTMOUT</Response>

        <Response>*-*-*-*-*-*End of output: rc=0*-*-*-*-*-*</Response>

    </Output>

</OSFRexx>

Example: OSFRexx GET JSON Response

 

{

  "Program": {

    "ProgramName":"OPWSDEMO"

  },

  "Output": {

    "response": [

      {

        "value": "Listing member of ruleset Sample"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.APIHWSV"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.APIWSEV"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.GLVSEC"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.GLVSRV"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECAOFRQ"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECAPI"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECLOGM1"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECLOGM2"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECREQ"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECRUL"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECWSEV"
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      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECWSGV"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SECWSRQ"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SSMBEGIN"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SSMCMDS"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SSMCNTL"

      },

      {

        "value": "Sample.SSMTMOUT"

      },

      {

        "value": "*-*-*-*-*-*End of output: rc=0*-*-*-*-*-*"

      }

    ],

    "count": 19

  },

  "schemaVersion": "1.0"

}

Using Temporary Global Variables

The GET osfrexx requests utilize global variables for maintaining OSF REXX program responses. Since this is the
case, you should ensure that the maximum limits that are associated with global variables are not reached. Specifying
OPWSOUT with huge numbers of responses or with too many large responses could use up your global variable blocks
and cause problems with existing automation.

A REXX program OPWSGC (Garbage Collection) has been provided to automatically run whenever POST osfrexx
requests are issued to ensure these global temporary variables are deleted in a timely manner. See parameter
GLOBALTEMPWSGCIV for details.

NOTE

Many OPS/MVS parameters can influence the size and number of temporary global variables. These
parameters include OSFOUTLIM, OSFTSPOUTLIM, OSFTSLOUTLIM, GLOBALMAX, and GLOBALTEMPMAX.
When you decide how much output you will generate by calling OPWSOUT, we recommend that you ensure
that the usage of temporary global variables does not exceed the limits which can cause problems for other
automation. If you decide to make extensive use of OPWSOUT, you may also need to consider increasing the
number of OSF servers by increasing the values of OSFMAX, OSFTSLMAX or OSFTSPMAX.

The global variable name begins with the prefix GLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#. Since there are temporary variables, they
are not preserved across restarts. Thus, responses from OSF REXX programs that are issued through web services are
not available across OPS subsystem restarts.

To provide security for global variable access using OPS/MVS security rules, define security rules for global variable
prefixes GLOBAL0.#OPWEBSVC and GLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#. The following example shows an event definition for
the rule:
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)SEC OPSGLOBALGLOBAL0.#OPWEBSVC#*

)SEC OPSGLOBALGLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#*

To provide security for global variable access with OPS/MVS external security, create security definitions for the following
resources:

Resource: OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.GLOBAL0.#OPWEBSVC#

Resource: OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.GLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC#

A sample security rule for global variable access is available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The sample rule name
is SECWSGV.

Additionally, a sample rule SECWSRQ has been provided to enable usage of the OPSREQ function when the web
service “osfrexx” function is invoked. This rule uses the same user list initialized by SECWSGV as therefore should be
enabled concurrently with SECWSGV. The purpose of the SECWSRQ rule is to allow web service “osfrexx” callers to
initiate the Garbage Collection program (OPWSGC) which cleans up global temporary variables which were saved by the
OPWSOUT program.

Subsystem Query String

Generally, query strings consist of keyword/value pairs as is the case in the following table:

Query String Meaning
?sub=OPSx Use OPS subsystem OPSx to make the web service request.

You must specify a subsystem name that runs currently on the
same host as the OPS web services server.

NOTE

All requests are relative to the host to which the request is directed.

If the subsystem that you specified does not exist on the server host, you receive the following error:

OPx4300I AOF command rejected - subsystem OPSx is not active

AppCode = 20

The following Qualifying URI Requests table shows these query strings attached to the URI:

Query String Meaning
GET /opsmvs/web/osfrexx?sub=OPST Retrieves responses from a previously executed OPS/REXX

program from the OPS subsystem identified by subsystem name
OPST.

POST /opsmvs/web/osfrexx?sub=OPST Schedules execution of an OPS/REXX program on an OSF server
on the subsystem identified by subsystem name OPST.

Operations
Before you can operate OPS/MVS efficiently, you should know something about its structure. The next several sections
discuss various aspects of the OPS/MVS architecture, including:

• OPS/MVS address spaces
• The role of TSO in OPS/MVS architecture
• How OPS/MVS communicates with AP
• The relationship of OPS/MVS to the Operator Server Facility (OSF)
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This section provides the following articles:

• Primary Address Spaces
OPS/MVS has a multiple-address space architecture, with the following primary types of address spaces:
– OPSMAIN
– OPSOSF
– OPSECF

• The Role of TSO in the Architecture
As a standard part of z/OS, the TSO facilities play a prominent role in OPS/MVS architecture, specifically Service
Routines and Interactive Services.

• Outboard Automation
AP is an additional automation product that runs in an IBM-compatible workstation attached to the mainframe. AP
supplements the OPS/MVS facilities by performing functions that a program running inside the mainframe cannot.

• Operator Server Facility
As an integral part of OPS/MVS, the Operator Server Facility (OSF) permits users to schedule OPS/REXX programs,
TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs, and TSO commands for OPS/MVS to execute.

• How to Control the Number of OPSOSF Servers
By design, only OPS/MVS can start OPSOSF servers. The number of OPSOSF servers that OPS/MVS starts and
keeps active is determined by the values of the OSFMIN and OSFMAX parameters. Their values can range from 1 to
30. Both parameters have a default of 2.

• How to Display the Statuses of the OSF and Its Servers
You can use the Online or Programmatically methods to display the statuses of the OSF and its servers.

• How to Shut Down OPSOSF Servers
Typically, OPSOSF servers operate witthout the need of human intervention. Instead, they identify the actions that are
most likely to cause a server to be shut down (such as the command procedure of a user inexplicably going into a wait
state), and they correct the problem.

• How to Protect Your System from User Errors in Servers
At times, a request that an OPSOSF server is executing may fail to complete. Read about how to protect your system.

• Restrictions on OSF Processing Requests
Review the certain restrictions that can affect OSF operations. These restrictions apply to OPS/REXX programs, TSO
commands, and TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs that the OSF executes.

• OSF Security Considerations
By introducing OPS/MVS into your environment, you can execute TSO commands from an address space other than
the one to which you are logged on. Typically, these other address spaces, which are OPSOSF servers, are more
privileged than typical TSO address spaces. Since this ability could lead to a security problem, OPS/MVS provides
various safeguards.

• How to Start the Product
Issue the z/OS START command to start OPS/MVS. You may issue the z/OS START command from any of these
sources:
– An MCS or JES console
– Through the OPSCMD command
– From within the appropriate COMMNDnn member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

• How to Stop the Product
After OPS/MVS is in production, you usually stop it only when you want to stop z/OS (for example, for a scheduled
IPL). Typically, sites entrust the job of bringing down all z/OS subsystems and then z/OS itself to OPS/MVS, including
the job of stopping OPS/MVS as its own final action.

• OPSLOG Initialization
OPS/MVS goes through a number of initialization steps, many of which are optional depending upon the parameter
values you supply and the optional features you install. You can initialize OPSLOG in one of the following ways:
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– OPSLOG Initialization
– OPSLOG Browse Initialization

• RELOAD Modules and RESTART Components
You can restart OPS/MVS without restarting the entire product. Use the following component restart command:
MODIFY OPSx,RESTART(componentname)

• OPSVIEW and Operations
In its OPSVIEW feature, OPS/MVS combines the variety of its facilities, the familiarity of the TSO/E REXX and CLIST
languages, and the power of ISPF in an easy-to-use interface. OPSVIEW provides panels for performing various z/OS
system functions, and it is the primary vehicle for controlling OPS/MVS itself.

• Record Problems in Service Desk Manager
Sites using Service Desk Manager can have OPS/MVS automatically open Service Desk Manager requests for a
variety of problems detected internally by OPS/MVS. This provides your organization with an immediately recorded
notification of the identified problem so that it can be quickly addressed before causing more serious problems with
OPS/MVS or your system operations.

Primary Address Spaces
Contents

OPS/MVS has a multiple-address space architecture. The three primary types of address spaces are:

• OPSMAIN
• OPSOSF
• OPSECF

OPSMAIN Address Space

The OPSMAIN address space has the following characteristics:

• It is the central address space for OPS/MVS.
• It is non-swappable.
• It is a formal z/OS subsystem. That is, it puts an SSCT (subsystem control table) on the z/OS SSCT chain. This

permits it to take advantage of the system exit points provided by z/OS.
• With a few important exceptions, it must be running for the OPS/MVS facilities to be operative.

OPSOSF Address Spaces

The OSF uses OPSOSF address spaces as servers that handle asynchronous action requests from various OPS/MVS
facilities.

OPSOSF address spaces have the following characteristics:

• They include the following facilities:
– Automated Operations Facility (AOF)
– Enhanced Console Facility (ECF)
– IMS Operations Facility (IOF)
– Multi-system Facility (MSF).

• They use z/OS cross-memory services to handle action requests.
• They may be swappable or non-swappable, as determined by the value of the OSFSWAPPABLE parameter.
• They are started and stopped by OPS/MVS as necessary, although the number of active servers must fall within the

bounds set by the following parameters:
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– OSFMIN and OSFMAX
– OSFTSLMIN and OSFTSLMAX
– OSFTSPMIN and OSFTSPMAX
– USSMIN and USSMAX

OPSECF Address Spaces

OPSECF address spaces have the following characteristics:

• They support the TSO sessions provided by the ECF.
• They are created by OPS/MVS on demand when an operator logs on to the ECF from a z/OS or JES console.
• They are terminated when an operator logs off the ECF or the session of an operator times out.
• They are swappable.

NOTE
When TSO is down, the ECF permits users to log on to a z/OS or JES console to conduct a line-mode
interactive session that looks like a TSO session. From the session, the user can issue TSO commands or
invoke TSO CLISTs or OPS/REXX programs, including those that issue prompts for additional input.

Address Spaces and JES

You can start OPS/MVS address spaces (and they will operate correctly), even if your release of JES (JES2 or JES3) is
not active.

Typically, the OPSMAIN address space is started by a z/OS START command that appears in one of the COMMNDnn
members of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation. This means that the OPSMAIN address space is brought up before JES.

Additional Address Spaces

In addition to their availability to the OPSMAIN, OPSOSF, and OPSECF address spaces, the OPS/MVS operational
facilities are available to any TSO address space or batch address space. For example, a TSO user can invoke an
OPSVIEW session, and a batch job can include steps that use the Programmable Operations Interface (POI).

The Role of TSO in the Architecture
Contents

The TSO facilities, which are a standard part of z/OS, play a prominent role in OPS/MVS architecture.

TSO provides the following two important features to z/OS users:

• Service Routines
– Invoked by any address space
– Exhibit the reliability and availability characteristics of the address space that invokes them

• Interactive Services
– Invoked by the TSO network solicitor address space
– Reliable for most purposes (for example, OPSVIEW runs under them), but not enough for core OPS/MVS facilities

such as the AOF
– Availability depends upon VTAM, JES, and various z/OS services

How TSO TMP Is Used

One of the TSO service routines is the terminal monitor program (TMP). The TMP accepts, interprets, and schedules
commands that you issue at your terminal.
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OPS/MVS uses the TMP in various ways, including:

• Processes run requests
When requests to run OPS/REXX programs, TSO commands, and TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs are sent to
them, OPSOSF servers use the TMP to process the requests.

• Runs the OPSTART1 initialization CLIST
When OPS/MVS initializes, the OPSMAIN address space invokes the TMP to run an initialization CLIST called
OPSTART1. The OPSTART1 CLIST, in turn, invokes an OPS/REXX program (or optionally another CLIST) that sets
the OPS/MVS initial parameter values.
This approach offers these advantages:
– Ease of programmability. Your site can run more than one copy of OPS/MVS. Typically, 10 percent or less of the

parameter values you specify for one copy of OPS/MVS differ from the parameter values you want to specify for
the other copies. With the capabilities of the OPS/REXX or TSO CLIST language, you can maintain a single set of
parameters with conditional logic that handles the differences among the systems.

– Familiarity. Systems programmers who install and maintain OPS/MVS already know the TSO/E REXX or TSO
CLIST language.

– Interactive access. You can use the TSO interactive facilities to invoke the OPSPARM command just as easily
as it can be invoked from a CLIST. Thus, any parameter that can be changed after initialization can be set from
TSO by issuing OPSPARM commands either directly or from an ISPF dialog that builds and executes OPS/MVS
commands.

Outboard Automation
AP is an additional automation product that runs in an IBM-compatible workstation attached to the mainframe. AP
supplements the OPS/MVS facilities by performing functions that a program running inside the mainframe cannot.

The workstation on which the AP product runs is attached to the mainframe as its z/OS master (software) console. For
CMOS-based mainframes, the AP workstation can be attached to the token ring containing the hardware management
console. For bipolar mainframes, the AP workstation can be attached to the processor console. In addition, it may be
attached as one or more local 3270 displays to run TSO or VTAM sessions.

NOTE
For information, see Integrating.

How to Communicate With AP

OPS/MVS MSF lets you send command and data between OPS/MVS and AP as follows:

• OPS/MVS communicates directly with AP through the OPS/MVS MSF. This connection uses CAICCI to communicate.
• Use the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE host command to define AP to MSF.
• Through this direct interface, initiate a Notification Manager request on an OPS/MVS system with the ADDRESS AP

NMFIND command. This command can request that an acknowledgement be sent back to OPS/MVS.

Operator Server Facility
As an integral part of OPS/MVS, the Operator Server Facility (OSF) permits users to schedule OPS/REXX programs,
TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs, and TSO commands for OPS/MVS to execute.

There are three main features of the OSF:

• OPSOSF servers
OPSOSF address spaces are servers that execute the OPS/REXX programs, TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs, and
TSO commands by using the TSO TMP running in batch mode.

• Control facility
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The OPSMAIN address space contains a facility that controls and monitors OPSOSF servers. You use the ADDRESS
OPSCTL OSF host command environment in OPS/REXX to invoke the facility.

• ECF Support
– Support in the ECF for intercepting z/OS console commands that are prefixed by the OSF command string and

routing them to an OPSOSF server for execution.
– Support for returning output to the z/OS console from which the command was issued.

Various OPS/MVS product components use the OSF services. The following sections describe their relationships to the
OSF.

NOTE
By default, the OSF command string is the exclamation point (!). Use the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function or the
OPSPARM TSO command to change the OSFCHAR string value.

OSF and OPS/REXX

OPS/REXX routes TSO commands to the OSF using the ADDRESS OSF host environment.

OSF and the Automated Operations Facility

When you create an Automated Operations Facility (AOF) rule to process an event, you specify various actions that the
AOF should take when the event occurs. If one of the actions you specify is the execution of an OPS/REXX program,
TSO/E REXX program or CLIST, or TSO command using the ADDRESS TSO or ADDRESS OSF host environment, then
the AOF uses the OSF to execute the request.

OSF and the Enhanced Console Facility

The Enhanced Console Facility (ECF) routes TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs and TSO commands (including OI and
OX) to the OSF for execution.

MCS console operators can issue TSO commands directly (even when they are not logged on to the ECF) by prefixing
them with the OSF command character. Such commands are routed to the OSF, and responses to them are returned to
the issuing console.

OSF and the IMS Operations Facility

The OSF observes each command that is entered at a z/OS or JES console. If the IMS Operations Facility (IOF) is
installed at your site, then the OSF supports direct entry of IMS commands from the console.

OSF and the Multi-System Facility

You issue commands from a copy of OPS/MVS running on one system to a copy running on another system by using
the OPSRMT command. The Multi-System Facility (MSF) routes these commands to the OSF for execution, gathers any
output they generate, and sends the output to the issuing system.

You can also use the OPSRMT TSO command to pass TSO commands directly to the OSF on a single system. If you
choose to do this, then consider the following:

• At your discretion, you can have responses from such TSO commands returned to you.
• Commands that you issue in this way execute with your security access characteristics, rather than those of OPS/

MVS.
• You may want to use this feature to test the OSF or to execute long-running procedures without tying up your TSO

address space. This is possible as long as you request no command output.
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How to Control the Number of OPSOSF Servers
Contents

By design, OPSOSF servers can only be started by OPS/MVS. The number of OPSOSF servers that OPS/MVS starts
and keeps active is determined by the values of the OSFMIN and OSFMAX parameters. Their values can range from 1 to
30. Both parameters have a default of 2.

WARNING
You should never try to start an OPSOSF server manually. OPSOSF servers abend if they are not started
correctly.

Suppose that the values of OSFMIN and OSFMAX are both 1. In this case, all TSO commands that the OSF processes
are routed through a single address space that is always active. When the address space finishes the current TSO
command, the OSF routes the next command in the queue to this server. If the queue is empty, then the server remains
active while waiting for the next request to be queued.

Notes:

• There are two additional parameter values that can affect the number of active servers-the OSFDORM and OSFQADD
parameters. For descriptions of these parameters, see the Parameter Reference.

• The information in this section applies to the OSFTSLMIN, OSFTSLMAX, OSFTSPMIN, and OSFTSPMAX parameters
as well. The only difference is that the values of these parameters can be set to zero.

Implications of the OSFMIN and OSFMAX Parameters

The values of the OSFMIN and OSFMAX parameters have these implications:

• If the values are too low, then TSO commands may incur delays because they must wait in the queue.
• If the values are too high, then there may be many OPSOSF servers doing no work. Although this does not affect

OSF performance, you may incur the minimal real memory cost of having idle address spaces in your system. An
idle OPSOSF server is in a pure OS WAIT; it uses no CPU time. If you are running your OPSOSF server address
spaces as non-swappable address spaces, then there is an additional real storage cost. For a description of the
OSFSWAPPABLE parameter, see the Parameter Reference.

• The value of the OSFMIN parameter can never be higher than the value of the OSFMAX parameter.

NOTE
The information in this section applies to the OSFTSLxxx, OSFTSPxxx, and USSxxx parameters as well.

Change the Values of the OSFMIN and OSFMAX Parameters

To change the value of the OSFMIN parameter, issue this command:

OPSPARM SET(OSFMIN) VALUE(minimumvalue)

To change the value of the OSFMAX parameter, issue this command:

OPSPARM SET(OSFMAX) VALUE(maximumvalue)

OPS/MVS reacts immediately to changes in the OSFMIN and OSFMAX parameter values. At no time can the value of
OSFMIN be greater than that of OSFMAX. Thus to maintain the integrity of these parameters, you must take care when
changing their settings.

For example, if both parameters are set to 1, and you want to change the value of OSFMIN to 3 and the value of
OSFMAX to 5, then you must issue the OPSPARM command to change the value of the OSFMAX parameter first. Then
issue the OPSPARM command to change the value of OSFMIN to 3. Issuing the commands in this order ensures that the
value of OSFMIN is never greater than that of OSFMAX.
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How to Display the Statuses of the OSF and Its Servers
Use either of these methods to display the statuses of the OSF and its servers:

• Online
Use OPSVIEW option 4.3
For details, see  Using OPSVIEW .

• Programmatically
Write an OPS/REXX program that includes an ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF statement.
For details about the ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment, see theCommand and Function Reference.

How to Shut Down OPSOSF Servers
Contents

Typically, OPSOSF servers operate with no need for human intervention. Instead, they identify the actions that are most
likely to cause a server to be shut down (such as the command procedure of a user inexplicably going into a wait state),
and they correct the problem.

What to Do if a Server Hangs

It is possible for an OPSOSF server to hang. If this occurs, then use one of these methods to shut the server down:

• From either OPSVIEW option 3.1 or OPSVIEW option 4.3, use the C line command.
• Use the CANCEL command as you would for any other errant address space. Since all OPSOSF servers have the

same job name (OPSOSF), use the z/OS DISPLAY command first to determine the ASID of the server you need to
shut down. A sample DISPLAY command follows:
D J,OPSOSF

When you know which server you want to shut down, issue the following command, where nnnn is the ASID of the
server:
C OPSOSF,A=nnnn

How to Protect Your System from User Errors in Servers
Contents

At times, a request that an OPSOSF server is executing may fail to complete. A failure may occur for the following
reasons:

• The request (OPS/REXX program, TSO command, or TSO/E REXX program or CLIST) loops.
• The request produces too many responses.
• The request waits for an event that never occurs.
• The request asks for additional input.
• The OPSOSF server is cancelled.

OSF Safeguards

The OSF provides built-in safeguards to protect against runaway commands, programs, or CLISTs. An OPSOSF address
space terminates itself under the following conditions:
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• A request consumes too much CPU time. The values of the OSFCPU, OSFTSLCPU, and OSFTSPCPU parameters
determine the length of time that is unacceptable for each class of OSF TSO servers.

• A request issues too many PUTLINE requests. The values of the OSFOUTLIM, OSFTSLOUTLIM, and
OSFTSPOUTLIM parameters determine the number of PUTLINE requests that are unacceptable for each class of
OSF TSO servers.

• A request is in a wait state for too long. The values of the OSFWAIT, OSFTSLWAIT, and OSFTSPWAIT parameters
determine the length of time that is unacceptable for each class of OSF TSO servers.

• A request takes too much elapsed time to complete execution. The values of the OSFRUN, OSFTSLRUN, and
OSFTSPRUN parameters determine the length of time that is unacceptable for each class of OSF TSO servers.

• A command or program issues a GETLINE request for additional input.
• The OPSMAIN address space terminates.

NOTE
The OPSRMT command and the OPSCMD command with the SYSID keyword are valid on systems that are
not licensed to use the MSF. However, without the MSF you are restricted to specifying an asterisk (*) as the
destination system ID for any command you enter. OPSRMT sends commands only to OSF TSO servers.

Since many of the conditions above are related to parameters, you can use the parameters to trace and resolve the
related problem.

If possible, the OSF writes messages to OPSLOG and SYSLOG to identify the request that it was executing when a
server terminates abnormally.

After an OPSOSF server termination, OSF automatically replaces it by starting another. This is true unless the OPSMAIN
address space also came down or some system problem prevents a new OSF server address space from being created.

Notes:

• Users authorized to send commands to other systems must have security profiles defined for them on all such
systems. Failure to have all the necessary definitions in place when a command arrives results in security product-
dependent error messages.

• OPS/MVS assigns all OPSOSF servers SUBMIT and OPER privileges by default.

Restrictions on OSF Processing Requests
You should be aware of certain restrictions that can affect OSF operations. These restrictions apply to OPS/REXX
programs, TSO commands, and TSO/E REXX programs or CLISTs that the OSF executes:

• Because the TSO TMP executes in batch mode, the OSF ignores TGET/TPUT requests.
• The OSF returns only those PUTLINE requests that typically would be printed to the SYSTSPRT file.
• Any GETLINE request that typically would result in additional input being read from the SYSTSIN file will cause

termination of the TSO command or TSO CLIST that is executing.
• By default, any user settings maintained in the UPT or PSCB are used when an OPSOSF server executes a

command. For example, a PROF LIST command executed by an OPSOSF server will reflect the same settings as the
user who issued the PROF LIST command.
Similarly, authorization for the SUBMIT command is carried over from the user who issued the command to the
OPSOSF server that will execute it.

• Do not include LOGOFF commands in requests that you want the OSF to process. If you do, then unnecessary
termination and restart of the server occurs.
If the value of the OSFGETJOBID parameter is set to YES, and OPS/MVS is running under the master subsystem,
then you may include SUBMIT and STATUS commands in your requests.

• Avoid commands that issue long operating system waits, because this ties up the OPSOSF server. If you have a
problem that calls for a long wait (for example, if you need to carry on a dialog with the operator), then we suggest you
do the following:
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– Create a batch job or started task to run the procedure.
– Log a console on to the ECF and run the command in the OPSECF address space that is associated with the

console.
– Log on to TSO and run the command under the TSO address space.
– Create your own OPSVIEW dialog that runs the command under TSO.
– Use the OPSPARM command in the procedure to dynamically increase the number of OPSOSF servers by one

when the procedure begins executing, and decrease the number of OPSOSF servers by one when the procedure
finishes its execution.

OSF Security Considerations
For information on securing the OSF, see OSF Security.

How to Start the Product
Contents

Issue the z/OS START command to start OPS/MVS. You may issue the z/OS START command from any of these
sources:

• An MCS or JES console
• Through the OPSCMD command
• From within the appropriate COMMNDnn member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation

NOTE
Using this method lets you use OPS/MVS to bring up other subsystems, such as JES.

START OPSMAIN -- Start the Product

The START OPSMAIN command starts OPS/MVS.

This command has the following format:

START OPSMAIN

  [SSID=ssid]

  [LOADLIB='loadlib']

  [SUB=JES2|JES3|MSTR]

SSID
(Optional) Specifies the OPS/MVS subsystem ID; the default is OPSS.

LOADLIB
(Optional) Specifies the name of the PDS that stores your OPS/MVS load modules.

SUB
(Optional) Specifies the name of the subsystem under which you want OPS/MVS to run.
For a discussion of issues associated with starting OPS/MVS under the JES and master subsystems, see Which
Subsystem Should the Product Run.

Specify the Subsystem to Run the Product

The subsystem that OPS/MVS runs under depends upon the value you specify for the SUB keyword of the z/OS START
command.

Typically, you should run OPS/MVS under the master subsystem for the following reasons:

• Availability
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As a subsystem of the master subsystem, OPS/MVS starts before JES. This means that you can start OPS/MVS
earlier in the IPL process, and you can use OPS/MVS to help to bring up the JES subsystem.

• Reliability
When OPS/MVS runs under the master subsystem, it is insulated from JES problems.

NOTE
Even if the OPS/MVS subsystem ID is defined in the appropriate IEFSSNnn member of the Logical Parmlib
Concatenation, OPS/MVS will not be automatically started under the master subsystem.

To make sure that the OPSMAIN, OPSOSF, and OPSECF address spaces run under the master subsystem, you must
specify SUB=MSTR on the z/OS START command for OPS/MVS.

The following shows variations of the z/OS START command:

• To start OPS/MVS under the master subsystem, issue the following command:
START OPSMAIN,SUB=MSTR

• To start OPS/MVS under JES, issue any of the following commands:
START OPSMAIN

OC S OPSMAIN

OC C(S OPSMAIN)

OPSCMD S OPSMAIN

NOTE
You must specify SUB=MSTR if OPS/MVS runs on the JES3 LOCAL system, because the JCL conversion runs
on the JES3 GLOBAL system.

Start the Product Prior to the Security Product

If you use ACF2 or Top Secret, then it is possible to start OPS/MVS prior to the security product. However when doing so,
the OPS/MVS address space will not have a connection to the security system until the OPS/MVS security interface is
restarted after the security product is fully active.

To restart the OPS/MVS security interface, issue the following command:

MODIFY OPSx,RESTART(SECURITY)

OPSx
Specifies the name of your OPS/MVS subsystem.
Default subsystem name: OPSS

If the security product and OPS/MVS are started at the same time and it is impossible to predict which will complete
initialization first, then as a precaution this command should be issued out of a message rule that is triggered by the AOF
initialization complete message (OPS0123O). There is no negative impact to restarting the security interface multiple
times. In addition, this command should also be issued from a message rule that is triggered by the security product
completing its activation. For example, the sample rules library contains the following sample MSG rules:

• TSS9000I MSG rule that demonstrates how to do this for Top Secret
• ACF8A900 MSG rule that demonstrates how to do this for ACF2

NOTE
This is not an issue with RACF (Security Server) because it starts with the operating system and is always active
when OPS/MVS starts.

Specifying Subsystem IDs for Multiple Copies of the Product

Only one copy of OPS/MVS using a single z/OS subsystem ID (SSID) can run under a single copy of z/OS at a time. To
run multiple copies of OPS/MVS (a production and a test copy), then they must have different SSIDs.
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If you start multiple copies of OPS/MVS at the same time and they have the same SSID, then only the first copy you start
executes. The remaining copies hang and wait for the first copy to terminate. This serialization is implemented through the
standard z/OS ENQ facility.

During initialization, OPS/MVS obtains an ENQ with a scope of SYSTEM. The ENQ QNAME is always OPS/MVS, and
the RNAME is INIT, concatenated with the OPS/MVS SSID. This ENQ is held as long as OPS/MVS executes. The ENQ
mechanism allows the first copy of OPS/MVS to finish initialization while forcing all others to wait for the first copy to
terminate.

How to Stop the Product
After OPS/MVS is in production, you usually stop it only when you want to stop z/OS (for example, for a scheduled IPL).
Typically, sites entrust the job of bringing down all z/OS subsystems and then z/OS itself to OPS/MVS, including the job of
stopping OPS/MVS as its own final action.

Although you may issue either the z/OS STOP command or the z/OS CANCEL command to stop OPS/MVS, we
recommend that you use the z/OS STOP command. Regardless of the command you use, address it to the OPS/MVS
subsystem ID rather than to its started task name.

The following table shows variations of the z/OS STOP and z/OS CANCEL commands and the result of each. The
examples use the subsystem ID OPSS.

This command… Has this result…
STOP OPSS Stops OPS/MVS
P OPSS Stops OPS/MVS
OC (P OPSS) Stops OPS/MVS
CANCEL OPSS Cancels OPS/MVS
C OPSS Cancels OPS/MVS
OPSCMD C OPSS Cancels OPS/MVS

OPSLOG Initialization
OPS/MVS supports up to 32 OPSLOG definitions. These definitions consist of a combination of VSAM linear data sets
(also known as DIV-backed data sets) and in-storage logs.

NOTE
We strongly recommend that you store your OPSLOG automation events in at least one VSAM linear data set.

OPSLOG DIV Data Sets

z/OS treats VSAM linear data sets as private paging data sets that belong to an individual user. Their content is mapped
into the virtual storage or data space storage of the address space that uses them. The term for this type of data set
usage is data-in-virtual (DIV). In the OPSLOG case the data is always mapped in a data space.

When multiple DIV-backed OPSLOG data sets are activated and no explicit SETLIVE command is issued to specify the
live OPSLOG to be used for event recording, OPS/MVS automatically selects the OPSLOG with the most recently added
event as the live OPSLOG. This process means that after a product restart, the previous live OPSLOG is selected as the
new live OPSLOG.

Some of the defined OPSLOG DIV data sets are likely never be used to contain live OPSLOG data but rather are used to
contain data restored from archived OPSLOG data sets or extracted during an OPSLOG merge request. The definitions
for these OPSLOG data sets can be done during initialization or at any time later after initialization completes.
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OPSLOG DIV Initialization

You can allocate the OPSLOG VSAM linear data set for use by OPS/MVS in one of the following ways:

1. Using ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG DEFINE and OPSLOG ACTIVATE host commands in the initial REXX exec
2. Through an OPSLOG DD statement in the startup JCL
3. Using ADDRESS OPSDYNAM ALLOCATE or ADDRESS TSO ALLOCATE host commands in the initial REXX exec

Broadcom strongly recommends creating your OPSLOG definitions by ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG DEFINE host
commands. They are dynamic and can be added and removed at any time. The definitions created by the second and
third options are considered static in that they can not be deleted during the lifespan of the OPS/MVS address space.

Operational Implications of Using OPSLOG DIV

The use of DIV data sets for OPSLOG has these operational implications:

• If there is not enough DASD space allocated to the OPSLOG data set, then the OPS/MVS MAP request abends. This
means that OPS/MVS will not complete initialization. If this abend occurs, then take any of these actions:
– Use the OPSPARM command in your initialization parameters to reduce the value of the BROWSEMAX parameter.

The BROWSEMAX parameter specifies the maximum number of automation events OPS/MVS stores in its
OPSLOG.

– Increase the size of the OPSLOG data set by first deleting it, and then re-allocating it through VSAM access method
services. When you re-allocate it, make sure that its size can handle the number of messages indicated by the
BROWSEMAX parameter.

– Remove the //OPSLOG DD statement from the OPS/MVS JCL procedure. As a result, OPS/MVS keeps all
automation event data in the virtual storage of its extended private area. This may cause an ASM slot shortage.

• If OPS/MVS begins using a VSAM linear data set as its OPSLOG data set but the data set is later destroyed, then this
message appears:
OPS0154S ANY EXISTING OPSLOG BROWSE DATA DISCARDED

When message OPS0154S appears, any automation events placed in the OPSLOG data set during previous OPS/
MVS executions are lost. OPS/MVS then treats the data set as though it is newly allocated. Message OPS0154S can
appear when:
– The relative byte address that is used the most in the data set is greater than 0, yet OPS/MVS could not find a valid

OPSLOG Browse header block at the beginning of the file.
– The file has a valid header block, but the block indicates that the size of a message block on the file does not match

the size of the message blocks OPS/MVS intends to create.
– The size of the file stored in the header block does not match the size required by the value you specified for the

BROWSEMAX parameter at OPS/MVS startup. If the value of the BROWSEMAX parameter is less than the size
of the file stored in the header block, then OPS/MVS ignores the BROWSEMAX parameter value and uses the
existing value instead. To reduce the size of the OPSLOG, you must stop OPS/MVS, delete the OPSLOG DIV data
set, allocate a new OPSLOG data set, and then restart OPS/MVS using a smaller BROWSEMAX value.

In-Storage OPSLOGs

An in-storage OPSLOG exists only in a data space associated with the main OPS/MVS address space. You can have
a number of in-storage OPSLOGs. The data in the data space is not automatically saved to disk (although it may be
archived) and its data is discarded when the OPSLOG is deactivated or the product terminates.

You must verify that your paging configuration can support the virtual storage used by the in-storage OPSLOG. This is
usually not an issue if the BROWSEMAX value associated with the in-storage OPSLOG is relatively small. However, for
a large in-storage OPSLOG you may need to add paging space, additional page data sets, or both to support the extra
virtual storage use.
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In-Storage OPSLOG Initialization

OPS/MVS initializes using in-storage OPSLOG if you do not allocate a VSAM linear data set for OPSLOG or a //OPSLOG
DD statement for it in the OPS/MVS JCL procedure.

During OPSLOG initialization:

• All of the main address space allocations are checked.
• Any ddnames that begin with the character string OPSLOG are automatically defined and activated. These definitions

cannot be deleted.
• If no OPSLOG ddnames are found and no OPSLOG was defined in the initial REXX exec using ADDRESS OPSCTL

OPSLOG, then an in-storage OPSLOG is automatically defined through the BROWSEMAX parameter value, activated,
and used as the live OPSLOG.

NOTE
A live OPSLOG is the log currently being updated with new events as they occur in the system. There can be
only one live OPSLOG.

Initialization of the MVS/QuickRef Interface

If you want to use the OPS/MVS interface to the MVS/QuickRef product, then take one of these actions:

• In the logon procedure of the TSO user, supply a //QWREFDD DD statement that points to your MVS/QuickRef
database. Use the TSO ALLOCATE command to allocate the //QWREFDD DD statement.

• Specify the name of your MVS/QuickRef database in your initialization parameter settings.
• Use the OPSPARM command to specify the database name at any time. For example, to use the CLIST format, use

the following command:

       OPSPARM SET(QUICKREFDBASE) VALUE(datasetname)

      

The OPS/MVS interface to the MVS/QuickRef product uses the ISPF BROWSE interface service. This means you can
use any ISPF BROWSE command, such as FIND, when viewing MVS/QuickRef data.

RELOAD Modules and RESTART Components
You can request that OPS/MVS dynamically reload certain modules or restart certain components without restarting the
entire product. These features are not intended to be used as part of normal operations. Their most common use is to
activate product maintenance. You may also find it helpful to restart a component during manual recovery from a problem
situation.

RELOAD a Module

Certain OPS/MVS load modules can be dynamically reloaded from an OPSMAIN STEPLIB or a system link-listed
(LNKLIST) load library without requiring a product restart. To identify modules that can be reloaded, use the OPSVIEW
option 4.1.5 Module Display. The value of column R indicates whether a module is reloadable (Y) or not (N). To reload a
module, use line command R. Alternatively, you can use the following format of the MODIFY MVS system command:

MODIFY ssid,RELOAD(module)

ssid
The subsystem ID of the OPS/MVS subsystem to be modified. (Usually OPSS.)

module
The name of the OPS/MVS load module to be reloaded.
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You cannot reload a module that is not listed in the OPSVIEW option 4.1.5 Module Display, or is listed with a value of 'N' in
column R.

OPS/MVS load modules that reside in the system link pack area (LPA) cannot be reloaded.

NOTE
Reloading certain modules requires that certain components of OPS/MVS be restarted. These modules and
components are listed in the following section.

RESTART a Component

Use the following format of the MODIFY MVS system command to restart a component of the specified OPS/MVS
subsystem:

MODIFY ssid,RESTART(component)

ssid
The subsystem id of the OPS/MVS subsystem to be modified. (Usually OPSS.)

component
The name of the OPS/MVS component to be restarted.

Reloaded Modules That Require a Component RESTART

The following table lists the OPS/MVS components that can be restarted and their corresponding component names
used on the MODIFY command. Most importantly, the first column of the table lists the name of the dynamically reloaded
module that requires the component restart.

RELOAD module RESTART component OPS/MVS Component Note

OPMFEX MSF Multi-system Facility 1
OPINEN ENF or CA7 CAIENF Interface
OPINMN MONITOR Monitor Task
OPINSC SECURITY Security Interface
OPEPEX EPI External Product Interface 2
OPINBO OPSLOG OPSLOG 3
OPINAR ARCH OPSLOG Archive
OPMFCCI CCI Common Communications Interface (CAICCI)
OPINSD SERVDESK Service Desk Manager Integration
OPSYSTZS STATEMAN System State Manager (SSM)
OPINHC HCS Health Checks
OPZSSMMG SSMSUB SSM Subtask
OPINHW HWS Hardware Services

Notes:

1. In the event that MSF is unable to close its VTAM ACB, the restart will not be successful, and you may need to restart
the entire product. The MSF system definitions will not be preserved after an MSF restart. You will need to redefine the
MSF sessions by using the MSFRESTARTREXX parameter to call an OPS/REXX program that you have written to set
up your MSF environment after the MSF has been restarted.

2. In the event that EPI is unable to close its VTAM ACB, the restart will not be successful, and you may need to restart
the entire product.

3. The OPSLOG subtask is only eligible for restart in an OPSLOG Browse-only subsystem.
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Example: RELOAD and RESTART

Assume that your OPS/MVS subsystem ID is OPSS. Assume you have applied a PTF to module OPMFEX and want to
activate it without restarting the product. To do so, perform the following steps:

1. Deploy the updated OPMFEX load module to an OPSMAIN STEPLIB or LNKLIST load libary.
2. Issue the following command to dynamically reload the updated module:

MODIFY OPSS,RELOAD(OPMFEX)

3. Issue the following command to restart the MSF component to use the updated module:
MODIFY OPSS,RESTART(MSF)

OPSVIEW and Operations
In its OPSVIEW feature, OPS/MVS combines the variety of its facilities, the familiarity of the TSO/E REXX and CLIST
languages, and the power of ISPF in an easy-to-use interface. OPSVIEW provides panels for performing various z/OS
system functions, and it is the primary vehicle for controlling OPS/MVS itself.

Much of this section is devoted entirely to OPSVIEW and its options. Because it is such an integral part of OPS/MVS, if
you can use OPSVIEW, then you can use OPS/MVS.

NOTE

For details about all aspects of OPSVIEW, see Using OPSVIEW.

Access OPSVIEW Online Help and Tutorial

To simplify your learning process, OPS/MVS offers online help and a tutorial.

To access Online Help and Tutorial

Take either of these actions to get help:

• From any OPSVIEW option, press your help key (usually PF1/13) or enter the HELP command.
In response, OPSVIEW provides you with context-sensitive help. For example, if you are in OPSVIEW option 6 and
you issue the HELP command, you will get help for option 6, which is the MVS/JES command processor.

• Enter T on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu.
In response, you access the main menu for the OPSVIEW online tutorial. The tutorial is a combination of all of the help
panels for all of the individual OPSVIEW applications.

Record Problems in Service Desk Manager
Sites using Service Desk Manager can have OPS/MVS automatically open Service Desk Manager requests for a variety
of problems detected internally by OPS/MVS. This provides your organization with an immediately recorded notification of
the identified problem so that it can be quickly addressed before causing more serious problems with OPS/MVS or your
system operations. The following types of problems are logged to Service Desk Manager:

• Recoverable product abends
• Shortages of Process Blocks, which are necessary for automation
• Failure to respond to internal MSF (Multi-System Facility) ping requests
• OSF (Operator Server Facility) TSO server transactions that exceed their elapsed time or output line limits
• AOF (Automated Operations Facility) rules that fail to complete due to errors

This functionality requires Service Desk Manager r11 and various Common Components and Services components that
are available with CCS for z/OS r11.

To record problems in Service Desk Manager
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The INITSD parameter controls whether OPS/MVS opens Service Desk Manager requests. Changing the value of this
parameter also requires the recycling of the OPS/MVS internal SERVDESK task. This can be done using the following
operator command:

MODIFY OPSx,RESTART(SERVDESK)

    

x
Specifies the fourth character of the OPS/MVS subsystem ID.

NOTE
For more information on Service Desk Manager, see the Service Desk Manager documentation, including
the Common Components and Services Service Desk Manager Integration Guide. For information on CCS
requirements, see Service Desk Manager Interface.

Application Parameter Manager
The Application Parameter Manager facility enables you to customize OPS/MVS applications to fit your site without
altering actual application code. It allows you to run OPS/MVS from release to release or maintenance tape to
maintenance tape without having to reset most parameters.

It does this by providing a database of settable parameter variables that represent parameters in actual code. Using these
variables and their database, you set or change OPS/MVS parameters by altering your own variables.

Tasks Performed

The Application Parameter Manager facility lets you do the following tasks:

• Display parameter values and descriptions.
The Application Parameter Manager contains displayable, modifiable descriptions of each parameter.

• Load parameters into global variables for fast access by automation applications from Broadcom.
When the OPS/MVS applications execute, they first fetch their parameters from global variables. These global
variables are created from parameters in the database of the Application Parameter Manager on DASD. When a
parameter value changes, the global variable containing the parameter must be updated with the new value. This
updating is called parameter load.
The parameter administration interface allows you to look at the values loaded into global variables; it displays the
current values. The parameter access module, a REXX program that automation applications call internally, locates the
parameter value in global variable storage and returns the value to the application. The parameter access module also
reads that value from the parameter database and loads it if it were not loaded earlier. You cannot alter the parameter
access module.

• Customize parameters.
You can view parameter descriptions and change default parameter values. Broadcom-supplied edits (setting default
field formats) are done on the parameter values after customization has finished.

• Restore default parameter values.
The Application Parameter Manager contains default parameter values supplied by Broadcom. Using the parameter
administration interface, you can replace a customized parameter with the default value from Broadcom.

Applications Available

At this time, only applications from Broadcom are available to be managed by the Application Parameter Manager facility.

Establish the Parameter Database and Interface
Contents
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The parameter database programs associated with the Application Parameter Manager are shipped as part of the OPS/
MVS base product.

Data Set Members

The data set members that contain parameter data are located in the &hlq.CCLXCNTL data set on the OPS/MVS
distribution media. The names of these members always begin with the two characters @P (at sign/capital P).

For performance reasons, we recommend that you copy these members into a separate data set for the sole use of the
Application Parameter Manager.

Ways to Implement

You can implement the Application Parameter Manager by choosing one of the following methods:

• Enter the name of the data set that holds parameter data as the value of the specific global variable you have created
for this purpose.
Use OPSVIEW option 4.8 to establish such a global variable if none exists. The format for this variable is
GLOBAL8.ASOZ9_APPLDSNS.
A sample of the OPSVIEW option 4.8 panel, shown here, indicates how you might set this variable:
AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- S034 --------  ROW 1 TO 2 OF 2

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

        Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify     X Hex Browse  B Browse 

                       D Remove Node    P Drop Node  O Delete One

  System ===> *        Wait ===>

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL8 

  Subnode Name   Nodes Subnode Value

  ASOZ9_APPLDSNS     0 !SMITH.O.CNTL

  Z9_ARCHIVE         6 NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL

  **END**

In this example !SMITH.O.CNTL is the data set that contains members that contain parameter data. Another example
could be !SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL. These data sets, as global variable values for the Application Parameter Manager,
always begin with the ! (exclamation mark) character.
If you use this option, you do not need to edit programs.

• Customize the REXX program of the Application Parameter Manager, ASOPRMIN, located in &hlq.CCLXEXEC on the
OPS/MVS distribution media. ASOPRMIN contains these specifications:
– The LOCAPPL DD data set allocations, allocated to the OPS/MVS address space. This DD, a standard z/OS

partitioned data set, contains parameter values specific to the current OPS/MVS system. Data in the LOCAPPL
partitioned data set is not shared across systems.

– The GBLAPPL DD data set allocations, also allocated to the OPS/MVS address space. Also a z/OS partitioned data
set, GBLAPPL, contains parameter values that OPS/MVS systems share. Data sets in the GBLAPPL DD allocation
share parameter data through standard shared DASD, and the GBLAPPL allocations of multiple systems specify
the same physical data set.

– The GLOBAL PREFIX or GPFX. This is used as the high-level qualifier of global variables. Because individual sites
can customize which variable prefixes designate global variables and which designate local variables, you need to
consider what prefix to use. The default prefix for global variables is the four #AP_ characters. If you cannot use this
default prefix for creating global variables because it has already been assigned, then use an unassigned prefix as
the default.

By using both the LOCAPPL and GBLAPPL ddnames, you reduce the amount of parameter administration. Many
parameters have the same value in all OPS/MVS systems, while other parameters require different values for each
system. You can specify parameters common to all OPS/MVS systems once in GBLAPPL
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Access the Parameter Administration Interface
You can access the parameter administration interface of the Application Parameter Manager facility from the main
OPSVIEW panel.

On the main OPSVIEW panel, enter 2.A on the command line, and the following panel appears. This panel allows you to
administer live parameters:

---------------------- CA OPS/MVS Application Parm Editor ---- Row 1 to 7 of 7

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

  PRIMARY: SAVE   Write to Parm DS           LINE: S Select for edit

           CANcel Exit without saving              R Restore default value

           RIGHT  Display LOADED parms             L LOAD parm for execution

                                                   X eXamine LOADED parm

  FILTERS: Parm: *               Applicatn: *

                   Applicatn

  Parm Name        Name       Parm Value in Parm Dataset

===============================================================================

_ BASENAME         ARCHIVE    GLOBAL0.ARCH_TRACK.

_ GDGMODEL         ARCHIVE    SMITH.OPS.MODLARCH

_ PRIMARY          ARCHIVE    100

_ SECONDARY        ARCHIVE    100

_ SMS              ARCHIVE    YES

_ STORCLAS         ARCHIVE

_ VOLSER           ARCHIVE

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Archiving and Merging OPSLOG Data
Your OPSLOG can be archived on demand using a manual process or periodically using an automated process. Both
processes are described in the following sections.

NOTE
If you set up OPSLOG archive prior to Release 12.2, you can find the documentation for that process in topic
The OPSLOG Archive Creation Program (12.1 and Earlier).

Automated OPSLOG Archive Process

OPSLOG archive is the OPS/MVS facility for automating the archival of OPSLOG data.

OPSLOG archive lets you schedule the routine archiving of OPSLOG data by adjusting parameters. Once these
parameters have been set, OPS/MVS automatically archives OPSLOG entries at intervals that the parameter settings
determine. Automatic archival requires no further work by the systems manager or operators.

You can schedule the OPSLOG archive to perform the archive routine through the ARCHIVETRIGGER parameter with
the following triggers:

• A specific time of day
• The accumulation of a specific number of messages

Once invoked, the archive facility writes all OPSLOG entries that have accumulated since the last archive operation
to a designated data set. The archive facility consists of a supplied started task that is started internally once an
ARCHIVETRIGGER value is reached. The started task is passed information such as the OPSLOG logname and the
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required size to contain the archive data and runs a supplied OPS/REXX program to gather customized parameter values.
The supplied REXX program initiates the copying of OPSLOG data and updates the archive tracking facility for retrieval of
the archived data. The archive facility uses OPS/MVS global variables, with the prefix of GLOBAL0, to store tracking data.
  You must enable the supplied OPS/MVS Security rule to allow the started task access to perform these steps.  

How to Set up the OPSLOG Archive Facility

Use this procedure to set up the OPSLOG Archive Facility:

1. Copy the supplied started task (STC) JCL PROC located in member ARCHPROC of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL data
set to a valid system procedure library (PROCLIB). Update this deployed copy of the STC PROC with a valid JOB card
and data set names as indicated in the supplied JCL.
Your customized archive STC PROC is deployed.

2. Update the ARCHIVEPROC parameter with the member name of your deployed STC PROC.
The ARCHIVEPROC parameter is set.

3. Create the Generation Data Group (GDG) base, with the desired number of generations to be kept, and the model
dataset. A sample job to do this is provided in member ARCHGDG of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL(ARCHGDG) data
set.

NOTE
Any pre-existing OPSLOG archive GDG base and model data sets can be used in place of creating new
ones.

The OPSLOG archive GDG base and model data sets are established.
4. Update the ARCHIVEHLQ parameter with the name of the GDG base and the ARCHIVEMODEL parameter with the

name of the GDG model data set.
The ARCHIVEHLQ and ARCHIVEMODEL parameters are set.

5. Choose a desired trigger method to initiate the OPSLOG archive process and update the ARCHIVETRIGGER
parameter with the appropriate value. The ARCHIVETRIGGER parameter accepts two types of trigger values:
– hh:mm

A Time-of-Day value that causes the archive process to be initiated once daily at the specified TOD.
– nnnnnnn

A numeric value that indicates a number of OPSLOG entries/events. This is an interval value. The archive process
is initiated after every nnnnnnn OPSLOG entries/events has occurred.

6. If you are not using OPS/MVS External Security (that is, the EXTSECURITY parameter is set to OFF), copy the
supplied AOF security rule located in member ARCHSECA of the installed hlq.CCLXRULB data set to a valid AOF
ruleset. If you have a dedicated security ruleset, copy ARCHSECA into that ruleset.
The ARCHSECA security rule is deployed.

7. If you are not using OPS/MVS External Security (that is, the EXTSECURITY parameter is set to OFF), enable and
auto-enable your deployed copy of the ARCHSECA rule.
The ARCHSECA rule is enabled and auto-enabled.

8. If you are using OPS/MVS External Security (that is, the EXTSECURITY parameter is set to ON), update your External
Security Manager (ESM) rules for the following OPS/MVS security event resources to permit access by the userid
assigned to the archive STC, where OP$MVS is the value of the EXTSECPREFIX parameter.
– UPDATE access to resource OP$MVS.OPSPARM
– READ access to resource OP$MVSOPSLOG
– UPDATE access to resource OP$MVSOPSGLOBAL.GLOBAL0
Your ESM rules are updated.

OPSLOG Archive Parameters

The following OPS/MVS parameters control how the OPSLOG archive system works:
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ARCHIVEHLQ
Specifies the dataset name for the Generation Data Group (GDG) base that contains the archived OPSLOG data.
The maximum length of the parameter is 35 characters.
Limits: 1-35 characters

NOTE
The value of the ARCHIVEHLQ parameter is expected to be the name of a GDG. You cannot change
the HLQ while OPS/MVS is running and must restart OPS/MVS to change the HLQ. However, you can
restart the subtask to accommodate other new parameter values by entering the following command:

F OPSx,RESTART(ARCH)

ARCHIVEMODEL
Specifies the Generation Data Group (GDG) model dataset name.
Limits: 1-44 characters

ARCHIVEPROC
Specifies the name of the archive procedure JCL that resides in a valid proclib.

ARCHIVESTORCLAS
(Optional) Specifies the allocation of the storage class.

ARCHIVETRIGGER
Controls the triggering of the OPSLOG archive, which is based on number of messages and time of day.

ARCHIVEUNIT
(Optional) Specifies a default unit type for the OPSLOG archive.

ARCHIVEVOLSER
(Optional) Specifies the allocation of the volume serial.

BROWSELASTARCH
Display-only parameter that contains the OPSLOG message sequence number of the last message that was
successfully archived.

BROWSEARCHNEEDED
Display-only parameter that contains the OPSLOG message sequence number of the message that caused the
OPS4403O message to be issued in order to start an OPSLOG archive process.

DEBUGARCH
Debugs the archival process. To generate archival-related trace messages, set the DEBUGARCH parameter to
ON.

INITARCH (YES/NO)
Initiates the startup and shutdown of the ARCH subtask that controls the archival process.
Default: NO

NOTE
You can stop the archival process by setting the INITARCH parameter to NO. If you restart the ARCH
subtask after setting the INITARCH parameter to NO, the subtask terminates immediately. If no restart is
invoked, the last archive is finished and the subtask terminates automatically. In both cases, there is no
need to restart OPS/MVS.

Manual OPSLOG Archive Process

Use batch JCL such as the following for manually archiving OPSLOG on-demand. This JCL runs program OPARLGGE.

//ARCHCRTE JOB

//CREATEAR EXEC PGM=OPARLGGE                                           

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=hlq.CCLXLOAD,DISP=SHR                              
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//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                               

//*        Code applicable ARCHIVE CONTROL STATEMENTS below

//SYSIN    DD *

ARCHIVE DSNAME(dsn) ...

/*

This section describes the syntax and keywords of the ARCHIVE control statement required by OPARLGGE.

NOTE
As an alternative to manually coding JCL, you may want to use OPSVIEW option 7.1.2 to manually archive
OPSLOG.

Syntax

The ARCHIVE control statement for the OPARLGGE program is placed in the SYSIN of the ARCHCRTE job. The control
statement has the following format:

ARCHIVE keyword1 … keywordN

/*          Keywords              */

           {DSNAME(dsn)}

           [GDGNUM(rel#)]

           [GDGMODEL(modelname)]

           [VOLUMES(volser1,volser2,…,volser6)]

           [UPDATE(YES|NO)]

           [REUSE(YES|NO)]

           [STORCLAS(storageclass)]

           [MGMTCLAS(managementclass)]

           [DATACLAS(dataclass)]

           [LOGNAME(logname)]

           [SUBSYS(ssid)]

           {UNIT(unit)}

           [BLKSIZE(blocksize)]

           [CYLINDERS(primary [secondary]) | TRACKS(primary [secondary]) | BLOCKS(primary [secondary])]

           [START(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm|nnnnnnnnnn|AUTO)]

           [END(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm|nnnnnnnnnn)]

           [DEBUG(YES|NO)]

Keyword Descriptions

The OPSLOG archive control statement for the OPARLGGE program accepts the following keywords:

DSNAME(dsn)
Required keyword. Specifies the name of the data set that contains the OPSLOG archive, either a fully qualified
data set name or a GDG. The data set is automatically created if you do not specify REUSE(YES).

GDGNUM(rel#)
Specifies the relative generation number of the specified data set. The typical value is +1. You can also specify
the fully qualified GDG data set name with relative generation number on the DSNAME keyword and omit this
keyword. Required if the DSNAME keyword specifies a GDG base.

GDGMODEL(modelname)
Specifies the name of the GDG model if the data set specified on the DSNAME keyword is a GDG base. Default
is the value of the ARCHIVEMODEL parameter. Required if the DSNAME keyword specifies a GDG base and the
ARCHIVEMODEL parameter is not set.
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VOLUMES(volser1,volser2,…,volser6)
Specifies the list of volume serial numbers on which to allocate the new OPSLOG archive data set. A maximum
of six volsers can be specified. This keyword is mutually exclusive with the STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, and
DATACLAS keywords.
Default: The z/OS system default

UPDATE(YES|NO)
Controls whether the display-only BROWSELASTARCH parameter is updated with the OPSLOG message
sequence number of the last OPSLOG message that was successfully archived.
YES

The BROWSELASTARCH parameter is updated.
If START(AUTO) is specified, the BROWSEARCHNEEDED parameter is also updated, and the values
of BROWSELASTARCH and BROWSEARCHNEEDED will be the same if the archive completed
successfully.
If message numbers are used for the START and END keywords, the value of the BROWSELASTARCH
parameter can be used as a reference for coding the START keyword for the next execution of the
ARCHCRTE job.

NO
The BROWSELASTARCH parameter is not updated.

Default: NO
REUSE(YES|NO)

Controls whether a new OPSLOG archive data set is allocated or an existing data set is reused.
YES

An existing archive data set is reused.
NO

A new archive data set is created.
This is the required setting when the DSNAME keyword specifies a GDG base.

Default: NO
STORCLAS(storageclass)

Specifies the SMS storage class used for the allocation of a new OPSLOG archive data set. This keyword is
mutually exclusive with the VOLUMES keyword.

MGMTCLAS(managementclass)
Specifies the SMS management class used for the allocation of a new OPSLOG archive data set. This keyword is
mutually exclusive with the VOLUMES keyword.

DATACLAS(dataclass)
Specifies the SMS data class used for the allocation of a new OPSLOG archive data set. This keyword is mutually
exclusive with the VOLUMES keyword.

LOGNAME(logname)
Specifies the name of the source OPSLOG to be archived.
Default: Name of the live OPSLOG

SUBSYS(ssid)
Specifies the OPS/MVS subsystem id OPSx of the source OPSLOG to be archived.
Default: OPSS

UNIT(unit)
Required keyword. Specifies the unit name used for the allocation of a new OPSLOG archive data set. Typical
value is SYSDA.

CYLINDERS(primary [secondary])
TRACKS(primary [secondary])
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BLOCKS(primary [secondary])
Specifies the amount of space allocated to a new OPSLOG archive data set. The abbreviations CYLS, TRKS,
and BLKS are also accepted. You can specify only one of these keywords. Use of these keywords is needed
only if the new OPSLOG archive data set will reside on a DASD device. If the OPSLOG archive data set will not
reside DASD (for example, on tape), omit these keywords. The keyword values can be any valid numeric value. A
secondary value is not required. For a 3390 device, 1 track can store about 90 OPSLOG records.
Default: The z/OS system default (which may not be enough to archive all the requested OPSLOG records)

BLKSIZE(blocksize)
An optimal blocksize will be determined based upon the device type of the new OPSLOG archive data set.
Specify this keyword only when you cannot use the system-determined blocksize.

START(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm|nnnnnnnnnn|AUTO)
Controls where in OPSLOG to start the archive. Specify one of the following values:

• yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm
The date and time in OPSLOG after which messages are to be archived.

• nnnnnnnnnn
The ten-digit OPSLOG message sequence number of the first message in OPSLOG to be archived. OPSLOG
message sequence numbers are displayed in the MSGNO column of OPSLOG Browse.

• AUTO
The OPSLOG is archived starting from the message after the last message that was previously archived. (The
OPSLOG message sequence number of the last OPSLOG message that was previously archived is stored in
the BROWSELASTARCH parameter.) The most current message in OPSLOG is the last message archived.
The END keyword is ignored and is not required.
It is recommended to specify UPDATE(YES) if START(AUTO) is specified.

Default: The entire specified OPSLOG is archived
END(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm|nnnnnnnnnn)

Controls where in OPSLOG to end the archive. Specify one of the following values:

• yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm
The date and time in OPSLOG before which messages are to be archived. Required if START(yyyy/mm/dd
hh:mm) is specified.

• nnnnnnnnnn
The ten-digit OPSLOG message sequence number of the last message in OPSLOG to be archived.

DEBUG(YES|NO)
Controls whether OPS9998I debug messages are created in the job log of the ARCHCRTE job.
Default: NO

How to Merge OPSLOG Archive Data Sets
OPS/MVS lets you merge OPSLOG archive data sets. You use the system SORT program and a sort exit.

You can merge any number of OPSLOG archive data sets, up to the limit supported by the SORT program. Data in the
merged OPSLOG archive is in chronological order by date and time. OPSLOG archive data sets from multiple OPS/MVS
copies can be merged, providing a consolidated OPSLOG for nonconnected systems.

Sample JCL for merging OPSLOG archive data sets resides in the ARCHMERG member of the &hlq.CCLXCNTL data
set.

NOTE
Merged OPSLOG archive data sets are chronologically ordered. If one (or both) of the data sets being merged
contains a time or date anomaly, such as what could occur when your site goes from Daylight Savings Time to
Standard Time, then this anomaly appears in the merged data set.
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How to Merge Live OPSLOG Data from Multiple Systems
OPS/MVS lets you merge live OPSLOG data from one or more systems into a local OPSLOG. To merge live OPSLOG
data, use the OPSLOG Merge OPSVIEW panel (Option 7.1.5). The panel lets you merge live OPSLOG data from
selected systems for a specified date and time range. The merged data is loaded into a local OPSLOG also specified
on the panel. The local OPSLOG that contains the merged data can then be browsed, profiled, accessed through the
OPSLOG built-in function, and viewed with OPSLOG Webview, just like any OPSLOG.

The OPSLOG merge function requires the OPS/MVS MSF facility and MSF license.

NOTE

For more information about how to use the OPSLOG Merge panel, see How to Merge Live OPSLOG Data from
Multiple Systems (Option 7.1.5).

Consider the following information and configuration requirements before you perform an OPSLOG merge:

• Create a local OPSLOG to contain the merged OPSLOG data.
• Verify the allocation and security settings for the extract datasets.
• Choose and configure a merge method.
• Provide the required security.

Create a Local OPSLOG to Contain the Merged OPSLOG Data

The merge process loads the extracted OPSLOG data into a local OPSLOG specified by log name on the OPSLOG
Merge panel. The specified OPSLOG must be read-only and activated, and it cannot be the local live OPSLOG. The
specified OPSLOG can be either an in-storage OPSLOG or an OPSLOG DIV dataset. If the OPSLOG specified on the
panel does not exist and the Create parameter on the panel is set to Y, a maximum size, in-storage OPSLOG is created
automatically with the specified name.

Loading the merged records into an OPSLOG is not required. If you specify a log name of *NONE* on the panel, the
records are sorted into a merge dataset, but not loaded into an OPSLOG. The *NONE* option is most useful when used
in conjunction with a value of Y for the panel Save Data parameter. When you set Save Data to Y, the merge dataset is
saved and can later be loaded into an OPSLOG dataset using the OPSLOG Load OPSVIEW panel (7.1.6).

NOTE

To create a local OPSLOG to contain the merged data, see the OPSLOG-related content in the OPSLOG
Initialization section.

Verify the Allocation and Security Settings for Work Datasets

During the merge process, several work datasets are allocated on the requesting and selected systems. The work
datasets include the following datasets:

Extract datasets
An extract dataset is allocated on each system that is selected for the merge. The selected system writes the
requested local live OPSLOG data to the extract dataset.

Merge dataset
A merge dataset is allocated on the requesting system. The requesting system sorts the records from all extract
datasets into the local merge dataset.

Sort message and control datasets
Sort message and control datasets are allocated on the requesting system during the sort of extracted records
into the merge dataset.
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After the records in the merge dataset are loaded into the specified OPSLOG, all work datasets except the merge dataset
are deleted. Deletion of the merge dataset is controlled by the panel Save Data parameter. If Save Data is set to N, the
merge dataset is deleted. If Save Data is set to Y, the merge dataset is saved.

The dataset names for the work datasets are a combination of the dataset name prefix that the OPSLOG merge panel
specified, the internal request number, and system identifiers for the requesting (origin) and selection (target) system. The
additional qualifiers are automatically appended to the dataset name prefix.

Work dataset formats:

dsnpref.osmfidx.reqnum.tarsys.tarsub - extract datasets

dsnpref.osmfidx.reqnum.SORTMSGS - sort message dataset

dsnpref.osmfidx.reqnum.SORTCNTL - sort control statement dataset

dsnpref.OPLGMGosmfidx.reqnum.OUTn - merge dataset (sort output dataset)

dsnpref
Specifies the dataset name prefix. The prefix allows up to 17 characters and the prefix conforms to standard
dataset naming conventions of up to 8 characters per qualifier.

n
Specifies a number 1 through 9 appended to the .OUT qualifier of the merge output dataset. The number is
appended automatically and provides for up to 10 output datasets with the same prefix and request number.

osmfidx
Specifies the origin (requesting) system smfid and the fourth character of the origin system OPS/MVS subsystem
identifier (represented by x).

reqnum
Specifies the request number in format Rnnn. The nnn indicates the 1-34 digit internal request number.

tarsys
Specifies the target (selected) system sysname.

tarsub
Specifies the target (selected) system OPS/MVS subsystem.

The work datasets are allocated with the following allocation values:

Extract Datasets

• LRECL - internal length of an OPSLOG data record
• DSORG(PS)
• RECFM(FB)
• NEW CAT
• SPACE - based on total number of extracted records
• AVBLOCK - internal length of an OPSLOG data record
• AVGREC - dependent on number of records extracted

NOTE

OPS/MVS calculates the space that is required for the allocation automatically based on the number of records
that are extracted on the selected system. Additional allocation parameters available for panel specification are
UNIT, VOLUME, STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, and DATACLAS. The combination of allocation parameters must
result in the extract dataset being allocated on DASD shared between the requesting and selected systems.

Allocation and security requirements for extract datasets:
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• The extract datasets must be allocated on DASD shared by both the requesting (origin) system and the selected
(target) system.

• The TSO user that initiates the request must have the correct security to read and delete the extract datasets
• The extraction process on the selection system must have the correct security to create/allocate and write to the

extraction datasets. This security is dependent on the merge method that you select for the extraction process.

Merge and Sort Datasets

• LRECL - internal length of an OPSLOG data record for merge/sortout dataset
• LRECL(121) - for messages dataset
• LRECL(80) - for control dataset
• DSORG(PS) - for all sort datasets
• RECFM(FB) - for sortout/merge and control datasets
• RECFM(FBA) - for message dataset
• NEW - for all sort datsets
• CATLG - for sortout/merge dataset if panel parm Save Data is Y
• DELETE - for messages and control datasets and sortout/merge, if panel parm Save Data is N
• SPACE - based on total number of records extracted for sortout/merge dataset
• TRACKS SPACE(2,2) - for messages dataset
• TRACKS SPACE(1) - for control dataset

NOTE

OPS/MVS calculates the required space for the sortout/merge dataset based on the number of records that are
extracted on the selected system.

Allocation and security requirements for sort datasets:

• The sort datasets only need to be accessible to the requesting system.
• The TSO user that initiates the request must have the correct security to allocate and delete the sort datasets.

Choose and Configure a Merge Extract Method

You can use several available merge methods for the extraction process. For each merge request, the OPSLOG Merge
panel specifies the method for extraction. The following list describes the available methods and their associated
configuration requirements:

OSF
The process for extracting the live OPSLOG records into the extraction dataset is performed in an OSF server on
each selected system.
The OSF server must have the correct security to create, allocate, and write to the extraction dataset.

STC
The process for extracting the live OPSLOG records into the extraction dataset is performed under a started task
running on each selected system. The task starts and stops on each selection system for each merge request.
The started task must have the correct security to create/allocate and write to the extraction dataset.

WARNING
The TSO user that initiates the merge request must have the authority to start the task on the selected
systems.

The distributed CCLXCNTL library provides a sample started task that is named OPSLOGXT. Copy the sample
started task to a procedure library that is accessible by each selection system. Update the started task for your
environment.
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NOTE

If you only use the OSF merge extract method, the STC configuration steps are not necessary.

Provide the Required Security

Consider the following security definition and configuration requirements:

• Extract dataset access
• Sort dataset access
• Global variable access
• MSF access
• OPSLOG access
• OPSRMT access.
• Extract Dataset Access

The merge process creates, allocates, reads, writes, and deletes extract datasets. The extract dataset name begins
with the specified dataset name prefix.
The TSO user that initiates the merge request requires access to read and delete the extract datasets on the initiating
system.
If you select the OSF method, and you set OSFSECURITY to CHECKUSERID, the initiating TSO user requires
access to create, allocate, and update the extract datasets on the selected systems. If you set OSFSECURITY to
NOSECURITY, the OSF server user id requires access to create, allocate, and update the extract datasets on the
selected systems. If you select the STC method, the started task user id requires access to create, allocate, and
update the extract datasets.
To provide security for extract dataset access, make sure your system security definitions for the initiating TSO user id
provide the appropriate access to datasets with the specified dataset name prefix as the high-level qualifier.

• Merge and Sort Dataset Access
The merge process creates, allocates, reads, writes, and deletes merge and sort datasets. The merge and sort dataset
names begin with the specified dataset name prefix.
The TSO user that initiates the merge request requires access to create, allocate, read, write, and delete the merge
and sort datasets on the initiating system.
To provide security for merge and sort dataset access, make sure your system security definitions for the initiating TSO
user id provide the appropriate access to datasets with the specified dataset name prefix as the high-level qualifier.

• Global Variable Access
The merge process utilizes global variables for generating the internal request number, cross-system communication
and status. The request number global variable begins with the prefix GLOBAL0.#OPSLOGX#. The request number
global variable is preserved across restarts. The communication and status global variables begin with the prefix
GLVTEMP0.#OPSLOGX#.

NOTE

These variables are not preserved across restarts.

The TSO user that initiates the merge request requires read and update authority on the initiating system.
If you select the OSF method, and you set OSFSECURITY to CHECKUSERID, the initiating TSO user requires read
and update authority on the selected systems. If you set OSFSECURITY to NOSECURITY, the OSF server user id
requires read and update authority. If you select the STC method, the started task user id requires read and update
authority on the selected systems.
To provide security for global variable access using OPS/MVS security rules, define security rules for global variable
prefixes GLOBAL0.#OPSLOGX and GLVTEMP0.#OPSLOGX#. The following example shows an event definition for
the rule:
)SEC OPSGLOBALGLOBAL0.#OPSLOGX#*
)SEC OPSGLOBALGLVTEMP0.#OPSLOGX#*
To provide security for global variable access with OPS/MVS external security, create security definitions for the
following resources:
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Resource: OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.GLOBAL0.#OPSLOGX#
Resource: OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.GLVTEMP0.#OPSLOGX#
Sample security rules for global variable access are available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The sample rule
names are SECLOGM1 and SECLOGM5.

• MSF Access
The merge process utilizes MSF for communication.
The TSO user initiating the merge request requires read and update authority on the initiating system.
If you select the OSF method, and you set OSFSECURITY to CHECKUSERID, the initiating TSO user requires read
and update authority on the selected systems. If you set OSFSECURITY to NOSECURITY, the OSF server user id
requires read and update authority on the selected systems. If you select the STC method, the started task user id
requires read and update authority on the selected systems.
To provide security for MSF access using an OPS/MVS security rule, define a security rule for OPSCTL MSF. The
following example shows an event definition for the rule:
)SEC OPSCTL*
To provide security for MSF access with OPS/MVS external security, create security definitions for the following
resource:
Resource: OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF
A sample security rule for MSF access is available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The name of the sample rule
is SECLOGM2.

• OPSLOG Access
The merge process utilizes underlying OPSLOG functions to access OPSLOG on both the initiating and selected
systems, read records from OPSLOG on the selected systems, define, activate, delete, and deactivate an in-storage
OPSLOG on the initiating system, and load records to an OPSLOG dataset on the initiating system.
The TSO user initiating the merge request requires authority to write records into a local OPSLOG, and potentially
create an OPSLOG.
If you selected the OSF method, and you set OSFSECURITY to CHECKUSERID, the initiating TSO user requires
authority to read records from an OPSLOG on the selected systems. If you set OSFSECURITY to NOSECURITY, the
OSF server user id requires authority to read records from an OPSLOG on the selected systems. If you selected the
STC method, the started task user id requires authority to read records from an OPSLOG on the selected systems.
To provide security for accessing OPSLOG on the initiating system using an OPS/MVS security rule, define a security
rule for OPSCTL OPSLOG.
The following example shows an event definition for the rule:
)SEC OPSCTL*
To provide security for accessing OPSLOG, and to create an OPSLOG on the initiating system with OPS/MVS external
security, create security definitions for the following resource:
Resource: OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPSLOG
A sample security rule for OPSLOG access is available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The name of the sample
rule is SECLOGM2.
To provide security for reading records from OPSLOGs on selected systems using an OPS/MVS security rule, define a
security rule for OPSBRW. The following shows an event definition for the rule:
)SEC OPSBRW
To provide security for reading records from OPSLOGs on selected systems with OPS/MVS external security, create
security definitions for the following resource:
Resource: OP$MVS.OPSBRW
A sample security rule for OPSLOG access is available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The name of the sample
rule is SECLOGM3

• OPSRMT Access
The merge process utilizes the OPSRMT function to launch the extract process in an OSF server on the selected
systems, when you select the OSF method.
The TSO user that initializes the merge request requires update authority on the initiating system.
To provide security for the OPSRMT access using an OPS/MVS security rule, define a security rule for OPSRMT. The
following example shows an event definition for the rule:
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)SEC OPSRMT*
To provide security for OPSRMT access with OPS/MVS external security, create security definitions for the following
resource:
Resource: OP$MVS.OPSRMT
A sample security rule for OPSRMT access is available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The name of the sample
rule is SECLOG4.

NOTE

TSO user ids with OPER authority have access to OPS/MVS functions and they do not require the previously
mentioned security definitions for global variable access, MSF access, OPSLOG access, and OPSRMT
access. You grant OPER authority using your system security definitions.

How to Load Saved Merged OPSLOG Data

OPS/MVS lets you load merged OPSLOG data from a previously saved merge dataset into a local OPSLOG. When you
set Save Data to Y on the OPSLOG Merge panel, the merge dataset containing the sorted, merged records is saved. The
records in the merge dataset can later be loaded into an OPSLOG dataset using the OPSLOG Load OPSVIEW panel
(Option 7.1.6).

To load saved merged OPSLOG data, use the OPSLOG Load OPSVIEW panel (Option 7.1.6). The panel lets you load
OPSLOG data from a specified saved merged dataset into a local OPSLOG also specified on the panel.

NOTE

For more information, see OPSLOG Load panel (Option 7.1.6).

Consider the following information and configuration requirements before you perform an OPSLOG load:

• Create a local OPSLOG to contain the loaded merged OPSLOG data.
• Provide the required security.

Create a Local OPSLOG to Contain the Loaded Merged OPSLOG Data

The load process loads saved merged OPSLOG data from a merge dataset into a local OPSLOG. The specified OPSLOG
must be read-only and activated, and it cannot be the local live OPSLOG. The specified OPSLOG can be either an in-
storage OPSLOG or an OPSLOG DIV dataset.

NOTE

To create a local OPSLOG to contain the merged data, see the OPSLOG-related content in the Initialization
section.

Provide the Required Security

Consider the following security definition and configuration requirements:

• Saved merge dataset access
• OPSLOG access
• Saved Merge Dataset access

The load process allocates and reads records from saved merge datasets. The merge dataset name begins with the
specified dataset name prefix.
The TSO user that initiates the load request requires access to allocate and read the merge dataset on the initiating
system.
To provide security for merge dataset access, make sure your system security definitions for the initiating TSO user id
provide the appropriate access to datasets with the specified dataset name prefix as the high-level qualifier.

• OPSLOG Access
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The load process utilizes underlying OPSLOG functions to access an OPSLOG and load records into an OPSLOG on
the initiating system.
The TSO user initiating the load request requires authority to access and load records into a local OPSLOG.
To provide security for accessing and loading an OPSLOG on the initiating system using an OPS/MVS security rule,
define a security rule for OPSCTL OPSLOG.

The following example shows an event definition for the rule:

)SEC OPSCTL*

To provide security for accessing and loading an OPSLOG with OPS/MVS external security, create security definitions for
the following resource:

Resource: OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPSLOG

A sample security rule for OPSLOG access is available in the distributed CCLXRULS library. The name of the sample rule
is SECLOGM2.

Switch Operations Facility
Manage I/O Operations
OPS/MVS Switch Operations Facility (SOF) simplifies the management of your I/O configuration, particularly the
management of Enterprise Systems Connections (ESCON) and FICON switches.

NOTE
Each switch to be managed by SOF must have the Control Unit Port (CUP) feature installed, and the HCD/IOCP
configuration must include IODEVICE and CNTLUNIT definitions for the switch. SOF uses the CUP to send
commands and queries to the switch.

About I/O Configurations
I/O configurations on the first IBM System/360 machines supported 16 channels connected to 4,096 peripheral I/O
devices. Communication paths were physically dedicated. Connecting the control units directly to the CPU made the
connections obvious. You took a device offline and online by unplugging and plugging the cable. Next, logical partitioning
(LPARs) increased the number of shared devices and the four-digit device numbering increased I/O configurations.

Dynamic channel path management (DCM) replaced physically dedicated paths of communication with logical dynamic
paths of communication that are managed inside ESCON (and later, FICON) directors, or switches, manipulated by
firmware. Switch-to-switch connections, known as chaining and cascading, further complicated I/O configurations.

Today, a single z/OS machine supports four Logical Channel Subsystems (LCSSs), each of which can be configured
with up to 15 LPARs. Combine this with the use of multi-imaging to share channels among LPARs and channel spanning
between LPARs and LCSSs, can result in 1,024 possible channels. Add to this the fact that 336 of these channels can
be configured to support FICON connectivity and there are potentially up to 83,328 switch ports to be configured and
managed.

These I/O configurations, and the potential configurations of tomorrow, are far too large to be managed manually.

For example, to take a control unit offline for maintenance you must identify the control unit, tape devices, and ESCON
director, which all have different numbers on each system. Next, you must identify each port in the ESCON director to
which the control unit is attached and each CHPID from each system attached to the ESCON director.

How SOF Automates I/O Configuration Management
The SOF component of OPS/MVS provides an automated software solution to simplify I/O configuration management.
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The following diagram uses two z/OS systems to show how all of the features of SOF fit together to create the complete
automated solution to I/O configuration management provided by SOF.

WARNING
Run SOF on all z/OS systems that are attached to a shared I/O configuration. This provides SOF with a
complete global view of the shared I/O configuration. Otherwise, the user displays will be incomplete, and I/O
failures will likely occur on systems not running SOF because SOF connectivity control commands will be unable
to execute the required local z/OS VARY operations on those systems.

SOF Features
The SOF component of OPS/MVS automates I/O configuration management through the following features:

Automatic discovery
Running as a separate address space on each z/OS image in your complex, the SOF server performs the
following tasks on each z/OS image:

• Interrogates the channel set hardware and z/OS I/O Subsystem (IOS), and directly queries ESCON/FICON
switches using channel programming.

• Discovers the I/O configuration, identifying all connected hardware devices, control units, CHPIDs, switches
and ports, and the defined connections between them all.

• Records all device numbers and Node Element Descriptors (NEDs).

Automatic continuous monitoring
After initial discovery, SOF continually monitors and records any changes to the I/O configuration of each z/OS
image, always keeping itself up-to-date.
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Automatic cross-system resolution
Using the CCI services of CCS for z/OS, each SOF server running on its own z/OS image communicates with all
other SOF servers running on all other z/OS images to share I/O configuration information.
Using the NEDs of all known hardware devices, each SOF server automatically resolves any differences in device
numbering across systems to create a single, correlated, global view of the shared I/O configuration. This view is
in contrast to the unique, isolated, local view of the shared I/O configuration from each connected z/OS image.

Single point of display and control
Each SOF server can be used as a single global point of display and control of the shared I/O configuration. This
eliminates error-prone manual operations and analysis on multiple z/OS images.
The SOF display commands include information from all connected z/OS images, not just the local system from
which the command is issued.
If necessary, the SOF connectivity control commands automatically build and issue local z/OS VARY commands
on multiple z/OS images.
For easy device identification, SOF displays provide a descriptive 24-character global name assigned to each
ESCON/FICON switch and each port within each switch, which eases SOF end-user operations.

ISPF Interface
OPSVIEW option 3.5 provides an ISPF user interface to an SOF server running on any CCI-connected z/OS
image. This interface lets you do the following:

• Navigate the entire shared I/O configuration, displaying connectivity from the vantage point of any specific
system, device level, or single device, and controlling all connectivity using simple line commands.

• At the level of port devices within a single ESCON/FICON switch, display a port matrix of connectivity between
any individual port and all other ports within the switch.

• Display and control each port-to-port connection using single characters.

OPS/REXX Host Environment
The OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF host environment command lets user-written OPS/REXX programs issue SOF
commands directly to an SOF server running on any CCI-connected z/OS image. Command output is returned in
OPS/REXX stem variables for interrogation by the calling program. This lets you build site specific I/O connectivity
automation.

Saved Switch Configurations
Switch configurations that contain the connectivity status of each port in the switch can be saved in the switch
itself. SOF lets you work with these onboard (local) saved switch configurations, as well as save switch
configurations outboard (external) in z/OS data sets. You can use SOF to save, delete, update, and activate
switch configurations.

SOF Discovery (OPIODIAG) Utility
The OPIODIAG utility is a tool used to diagnose problems encountered during the SOF discovery process. You can run it
any time to obtain a simple summary of the detected switches, or at the direction of support to capture detailed diagnostic
information.

The following JCL captures the switch summary:

//OPIODIAG  EXEC  PGM=OPIODIAG

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=opshlq.CCLXPLD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD    SYSOUT=*

The following JCL captures the detailed diagnostic information:

//OPIODIAG  EXEC  PGM=OPIODIAG,PARM='CAPTURE'

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=opshlq.CCLXPLD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD    SYSOUT=*

//OUTFILE   DD    DSN=output-dataset-name,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),
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//                UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(16384,(1000,500),RLSE),

//                DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=4092,BLKSIZE=16384)

NOTE

For proper operation, run OPIODIAG from an APF-authorized program library.

SOF Server Configuration and Start-up
 Contents 

  

This section describes how to configure and start the SOF server.

Sample Rules and Programs

Sample rules and programs are supplied for your reference to help you use specific SOF functions.

NOTE
 For samples, see the hlq.CCLXRULS and hlq.CCLXSAMP data sets, and Sample Automation.

Update Sample Proc OPSOFSRV

Member OPSOFSRV in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set contains a sample z/OS procedure for starting the SOF server. You
can copy and rename this sample procedure if desired. You must update the sample procedure before using it to start the
SOF server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Add the correct names of the OPS/MVS libraries as they are installed on your system.
2. Check specifications for the following input and output files allocated by the SOF server:
3. MESSAGES file

– LOG file
– INITCMDS DD

NOTE
 These files are described in the following sections.

The sample OPSOFSRV procedure is now updated.

MESSAGES File Specification

The MESSAGES DD is the only DD required by the SOF server. It allocates the SOF message text file that is read by the
SOF server during execution. The SOF message text file is in member OPSOFMSG of the hlq.CCLXHENU data set.

WARNING
 Do not alter the SOF message text file. You may change the message prefix with the MSGPREFIX option of the
SET command.

LOG File Specification

(Optional) The LOG DD allocates a file to contain a historical log of selected SOF messages that are issued by the SOF
server. The level of SOF messages that are written to the log file is selected by the SET LOGLEVEL command. Trace
messages that are controlled by the SET TRACE command are always written to the log file.
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INITCMDS File Specification

(Optional) The INITCMDS DD allocates a file containing SOF commands that are executed by the SOF server during
initialization. A sample initialization commands file is in member OPSOFINI of the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set.

How INITCMDS Are Coded

To allow for comments and SOF command text that spans multiple lines, the INITCMDS file adheres to the following rules:

• Strips leading blanks from each line.
• After leading blanks are stripped, treats any line that starts with * or # or // or /* as a comment line.
• A non-comment line ending in a comma signals continuation of the line on a following line. The trailing comma is

replaced by blank, and the next stripped non-comment line is concatenated onto the line being continued.
• The maximum concatenation length of an SOF command is 1023 characters.

The following example command in the INITCMDS illustrates the use of comments:

// comment 1

      DEFINE,

     /* comment 2

    SYSTEM ,

   # comment 3

  SYSA        ,

 * comment 4

RESET

The following syntax allows commands to be directed to specific systems:

IFSYS systemlist

     ...

     ENDIF

    

systemlist
Specifies a list of one or more system names that are specified as an LPAR name, an SMFID, or a value of the
system variable &SYSNAME. All statements between the IFSYS and ENDIF are processed only by systems that
match a system name in the systemlist.

The INITCMDS DD is not required to start the SOF server, but it is required to make certain definitions to the SOF server.
These definitions are described in the next subsections.

How SOF Uses Checkpoint Files

SOF uses checkpoint files to store information about the environment. There are 3 distinct types of information:

• Hardware configuration for the local system
The information for CHPIDs, devices, control units, and switches is identified during the discovery process. Saving this
information in the checkpoint file provides a significant reduction of initialization elapsed time when SOF restarts. If
SOF determines that the configuration has not changed, it will use the checkpoint information, bypassing the need to
probe each device path for the DEVID info.

• Switch names dynamically added using the WRITENAME command
Without the checkpoint file, the names would be lost at shutdown.

• Status for each known external system
After a restart, SOF restores the status of each system. Any systems that have been previously RESET are marked
as DOWN; all others are marked as Inactive or Pending. Without the checkpoint file information, the DOWN systems
would need operator intervention; more importantly, SOF would not know about external systems until there is CCI
activity from them.
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Use of checkpoint file is optional, but highly recommended. Normally, a single file for each system is sufficient.

Define Checkpoint Files

You may define up to four checkpoint files. The definition of more than one checkpoint file allows for fail-over in the case
of a problem accessing a checkpoint file. When checkpoints are written, the files are examined during initialization and the
most recent checkpoint selected.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Use the SOF command SET CHECKPOINTFILE.
The checkpoint files are defined to the SOF server.

2. Put the SET CKPTFILE command in the INITCMDS file.
This lets the SOF server read checkpoint data during initialization.

Create Checkpoint Files

You must create checkpoint files prior to starting the SOF server.

To create the checkpoint files, use sample JCL in member OPSOFCKP in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set.

Define Systems

All SOF servers using the same CCI application name become members of an SOF complex and share their configuration
information. The SOF server automatically recognizes all active SOF servers in its SOF complex.

To predefine systems in an SOF complex, place a DEFINE SYSTEM command in the INITCMDS file for each known
system in the SOF complex.

Predefining systems in the SOF complex lets the SOF server recognize when an external system has been not been
started or has been stopped.

Define Switches

Normally, the SOF server automatically discovers all switches in the I/O configuration. There may be situations where
the SOF server is not able to identify a switch, or may identify a switch improperly. Those situations results in SOF being
unable to properly correlate the switch among the multiple z/OS systems.

The situations that follow require adding a DEFINE SWITCH command in the INITCMDS file:

• Identify the switch to the local SOF server
On a DEFINE SWITCH command, specify the logical device number of the switch as specified in the IODF of the local
system. This specification identifies the switch to the local SOF server. If this number is different on different systems
in the SOF complex, then a different DEFINE SWITCH command must be directed to each different system. This
procedure can be done by using the IFSYS statements in a shared INITCMDS file, or by using a different INITCMDS
file for each different system.

• Specify a DEVID for the switch that SOF uses to correlate the switch among the multiple z/OS systems
On each DEFINE SWITCH command that is issued for the same switch, specify the same arbitrary DEVID. This
procedure lets SOF know which local switches to correlate globally as the same switch on multiple z/OS systems in the
SOF complex. DEVIDs are further discussed in subsection Hardware Device IDs in section SOF Command Interface.

Use DEFINE SWITCH command in the following situations:
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• A switch is not defined to a z/OS system in the SOF complex. That is, the switch has no device number and no UCB
as an I/O device.

• A switch is sometimes OFFLINE to a z/OS system in the SOF complex.
• The I/O device number does not match the logical switch number. For this case, the LSN keyword must be used to

identify an internal identity of the switch.
• A single physical switch is partitioned as multiple logical switches. Each logical switch presents the same serial number

to a z/OS system in the SOF complex.

For any switch, as long as there is a UCB for the switch on at least one z/OS system in the SOF complex and the switch is
online to that system, all SOF connectivity control commands that are directed to the switch functions normally.

 Example: Switch between Systems 

A two-system SOF complex, follows with definitions:

• A switch is defined as logical device number 0001 in the IODF for SYSTEMA.
• This same switch is defined as logical switch number 0002 in the IODF for SYSTEMB.

The following commands in a shared INITCMDS file would enable SOF to correlate the switch between systems:

IFSYS SYSTEMA

     DEFINE SWITCH 0001 009032.005.IBM.02.FAKESERIAL03.0000

     ENDIF

     IFSYS SYSTEMB

     DEFINE SWITCH 0002 009032.005.IBM.02.FAKESERIAL03.0000

     ENDIF

WARNING
After starting SOF for the first time, we recommend that you verify the switches as discovered by SOF in the
shared I/O configuration. Use the SOF display commands or OPSVIEW option 3.5, to determine if DEFINE
SWITCH commands are required at your site.

Start the SOF Server

Start the SOF server on each system that will participate in the SOF complex.

WARNING
Run SOF on all z/OS systems that are attached to a shared I/O configuration so SOF has a complete global
view of the shared I/O configuration. Otherwise, its user displays will be incomplete, and I/O failures will likely
occur on systems not running SOF because SOF connectivity control commands will be unable to execute the
required local z/OS VARY operations on those systems.

RELOAD Start-up Parameter

During start-up, specify one of the following values for parameter RELOAD on the z/OS START command issued to start
the SOF server. This controls how the SOF server uses existing checkpoint data.

YES
If checkpoint data exists, it will be read and the SOF server will bypass discovery of the I/O configuration.

NO
Existing checkpoint data will not be used. The SOF server will unconditionally perform a full discovery of the I/O
configuration.
Default: YES

 Example: Start the SOF Server and Perform Discovery 

The following z/OS command starts the SOF server and forces it to unconditionally perform a full discovery of the I/O
configuration:
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S OPSOFSRV,RELOAD=NO

Run SOF server in Safe Mode

By default, the SOF server runs as if the command DEFAULTS NOEXEC was issued. This prevents any SOF server
connectivity control command from being fully executed and updating switch connectivity, unless parameter EXEC is
specified on the command. Thus, SOF server will be running in a “safe” mode.

It is recommended that you first familiarize yourself with SOF operations and OPSVIEW option 3.5 while running in “safe”
mode.

Verify the Discovered I/O Configuration

While running in “safe” mode, it is strongly recommended that you verify the discovered I/O configuration.

To verify the discovered I/O configuration, use SOF display commands or OPSVIEW option 3.5. In particular, verify that
the SOF server has properly discovered and identified all switches, to determine if DEFINE SWITCH commands may be
required at your site.

Specify DEFAULTS EXEC

(Optional) After becoming comfortable with operating SOF in safe mode, operations may be made more convenient if a
DEFAULTS EXEC command is placed in the INITCMDS file, so that parameter EXEC does not have to be coded on each
connectivity control command.

Secure User Access to SOF

(Optional) You can secure user access to SOF using the following Automated Operations Facility (AOF) rules:

• AOF Command rules
Secures user access to SOF through z/OS MODIFY console commands. For examples, see the sample command
rules SOFCMDR and SOFCMDU in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set.

• AOF Security rules
Secures user access to SOF through OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF. A new Security event SOF has been added for
this purpose. For examples, see the sample security rules SOFSECR and SOFSECU in the hlq.CCLXRULS data
set. This method will also secure access using OPSVIEW option 3.5, because that dialog is implemented using OPS/
REXX ADDRESS SOF. By default, all users with TSO OPER authority are granted access to SOF through OPS/REXX
ADDRESS SOF, and therefore OPSVIEW option 3.5.

Both sample rules SOFCMDR and SOFSECR use the OPSECURE function to invoke the SAF security interface, and
therefore require security resource definitions. The code within the samples establishes a prefix for the COMMAND series,
and a prefix for the QUERY series, as shown below. The actual resource name is the result of appending the QUERY or
COMMAND target to the prefix. COMMAND DISPLAY and the entire QUERY series are tagged as READ access, and all
others are UPDATE.

 Example: COMMAND and QUERY Sample Rules 

COMMAND RESTORE etc.
Produces the full resource name: OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.RESTORE

QUERY CHPIDS etc.
Produces the full resource name: OPSMVS.SOF.QUERY.CHPIDS

Both sample rules require the definitions listed below. Actual implementation will vary across the different security
products. The syntax is intended to demonstrate functionality, and may not reflect the most efficient usage.
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• Resource Class Name = OPERCMDS
• Resource Name Prefix Query = OPSMVS.SOF.QUERY
• Resource name Prefix Command = OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND
• Commands REMOVE and RESTORE are identified separately to illustrate the capability for special handling

Corresponding Top Secret definitions are as follows:

XA OPERCMDS= OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.*                          OWNER(SYSPDEPT)

     ACCESS  = UPDATE

     ADMIN BY= BY(SECMST  )    SMFID(CA11)   ON(03/17/2008)  AT(11:13:12)

     XA OPERCMDS= OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.REMOVE                     OWNER(SYSPDEPT)

     ACCESS  = UPDATE

     ADMIN BY= BY(SECMST  )    SMFID(CA11)   ON(03/17/2008)  AT(11:13:12)

     XA OPERCMDS= OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.RESTORE                    OWNER(SYSPDEPT)

     ACCESS  = UPDATE

     ADMIN BY= BY(SECMST  )    SMFID(CA11)   ON(03/17/2008)  AT(11:13:12)

     XA OPERCMDS= OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.DISPLAY                    OWNER(SYSPDEPT)

     ACCESS  = READ

     ADMIN BY= BY(SECMST  )    SMFID(CA11)   ON(03/17/2008)  AT(11:13:12)

     XA OPERCMDS= OPSMVS.SOF.QUERY.*                            OWNER(SYSPDEPT)

     ACCESS  = READ

Equivalent ACF2 definitions are as follows:

RESOURCE

     compile * store

     .$key(OPSMVS) type(opr)

     . SOF.COMMAND.-  uid(uid string) service(update) allow

     . SOF.COMMAND.REMOVE  uid(uid string) service(update) allow

     . SOF.COMMAND.RESTORE  uid(uid string) service(update) allow

     . SOF.COMMAND.DISPLAY  uid(uid string) service(read) allow

     . SOF.QUERY.-  uid(uid string) service(read) allow

     .end

Sample RACF syntax are as follows:

RDEFINE OPERCMDS OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.*  OWNER(SYSPDEPT)  UACC(UPDATE)

     RDEFINE OPERCMDS OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.REMOVE  OWNER(SYSPDEPT) UACC(UPDATE)

     RDEFINE OPERCMDS OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.RESTORE  OWNER(SYSPDEPT) UACC(UPDATE)

     RDEFINE OPERCMDS OPSMVS.SOF.COMMAND.DISPLAY  OWNER(SYSPDEPT)  UACC(READ)

     RDEFINE OPERCMDS OPSMVS.SOF.QUERY.*  OWNER(SYSPDEPT)  UACC(READ)

SOF Command Interface
 Contents 

  

This section describes the available SOF server commands.

SOF server commands can be issued as follows:

• From a console, issue z/OS MODIFY console commands for the job name of the SOF server.
• From OPSVIEW option 3.5.6, issue commands to an SOF server running on any CCI-connected z/OS image.
• From a user-written OPS/REXX program using the OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF host environment command, issue

commands to an SOF server running on any CCI-connected z/OS image.
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 Example: Stop the SOF Server 

The following z/OS MODIFY command stops the SOF server running as job named OPSOFSRV on the local z/OS
system:

F OPSOFSRV,STOP

NOTE

• For more information about the OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF host environment command, see the Command
and Function Reference .

• For more information, review the full description of OPSVIEW option 3.5.6.

Hardware Devices

The term hardware device is used generically to refer to almost any hardware device, including control units, CHPIDs, and
switches, but not ports.

Hardware Device IDs

SOF converts the 32-byte NED of each discovered hardware device into a 28-byte hardware device ID, more simply
referred to as the device ID or DEVID. The DEVID is used by SOF to correlate devices among the multiple z/OS systems
in the SOF complex.

The 28-byte DEVID is included in GLOBAL SOF displays as 35 printable characters, formatted as follows:

• Replaces non-printable characters with the character zero
• Inserts a period between the individual fields (type, model number, manufacturer, location, serial number, and tag)
• Converts the 2-byte binary tag to 4 printable hex characters

 Example: DEVID in a GLOBAL SOF Display 

The following is a typical DEVID as it would appear in a GLOBAL SOF display:

002105.000.EMC.06.300000020720.0023

For devices that are genned but do not physically exist, and older devices that do not support a NED, SOF creates an
artificial DEVID, which has the following format when displayed:

@ttttt.---.---.--.NOCDR-------.nnnn

ttttt
Abbreviated device type examples: CTC, 3277, 3390, 3490, and so on

nnnn
Unique serial number assigned by SOF

NOTE

 The first byte of an artificial DEVID is actually x'FF', but is displayed by SOF server and OPSVIEW option 3.5 as
the printable character '@'.

Relative Global Device Numbers

SOF assigns each discovered hardware device a sequential six-digit hexadecimal relative global device number. Think
of the relative global device number as a shorthand version of the DEVID, but they bear no relation to each other. The
relative global device number is included in GLOBAL SOF command displays, and may be used to specify a device on
GLOBAL SOF commands (with leading zeros not required).
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NOTE

 Assigned relative global device numbers are not static. They are dynamically reassigned whenever devices are
dynamically added to or removed from the shared I/O configuration.

Specify Device Numbers

Specify a hardware device on an SOF command as one of the following:

• A hexadecimal local z/OS device number, optionally suffixed with a period followed by the CCI system name, SMFID,
or LPAR name of the owning system.
Examples: 1A, 2B.SYSA

• The hexadecimal SOF relative global device number, optionally suffixed with a period followed by an asterisk.
Examples: 1A, 2B.*

If not suffixed, the common SOF command parameters LOCAL, GLOBAL, and SYSTEM control how a device number is
interpreted.

In all cases, a device number is automatically padded on the left with zeros if less than the expected number of digits is
specified. The expected number of digits for a local z/OS device number is listed for each SOF command parameter.

Assign Names to Switches and Ports

Switches and ports may be assigned a descriptive 24-character device name using the SOF command WRITENAME.
Names assigned to switches are stored in the SOF checkpoint data set. Names assigned to ports are stored in the switch
itself. Port names that have been assigned using a mechanism other than SOF (such as an ESCON director shared
console) and saved in a switch are used and can be modified by SOF.

Use the full name assigned to a specific switch or port to specify a switch or a port on any command.

You can also use a generic name template containing the following wildcard characters anywhere in the template:

• '*' to match one or more characters in a name.
• '?' to match a single character in a name.

 Examples: Generic Name Template with Wildcards 

• Template NAME* matches names NAMEX and NAMEXZ and NAMEXYZ.
• Template NAME? matches names NAMEX but not NAMEXZ or NAMEXYZ.
• Template NAME?Z matches names NAMEXZ but not NAMEX or NAMEXYZ.
• Template NAME*Z matches names NAMEXZ and NAMEXYZ but not NAMEX.

Where specification of a single switch or port number is expected, a generic name template must match only one name.
Where a specification of multiple switches or ports is accepted, a generic name template will cause all of the switches or
ports with matching names to be selected for processing.

Specify a Switch

The term switch is used in SOF command syntax diagrams where specification of a single switch is required or accepted.
You may specify one of the following:

• A four-digit hexadecimal local z/OS device number
• An SOF relative global device number
• The full name assigned to one switch
• A generic name template that matches only one name assigned to one switch

 Example: Syntax to Specify a Switch 

1234, 56.SYSA, 78.*, 'TAPE SWITCH 1A', *SWITCH?1A
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Specify Switches

The term switches is used in SOF command syntax diagrams where specification of one or more switches is required or
accepted. Specify one of the following:

• A four-digit hexadecimal local z/OS device number
• An SOF relative global device number
• The full name assigned to one switch
• A generic name template that matches one or more names assigned to one or more switches

 Example: Syntax to Specify Switches 

1234, 56.SYSA, 78.*, 'TAPE SWITCH 1A', *SWITCH?1A

Specify a Port

The term port is used in SOF command syntax diagrams where specification of a single port is required or accepted.
Specify one of the following:

• A two-digit hexadecimal port number
• The full name assigned to one port on a specified switch
• A generic name template that matches only one name assigned to one port on a specified switch

 Example: Syntax to Specify a Port 

12, TAPE_PORT_B5, *B5

Specify a Portlist

The term portlist is used in SOF command syntax diagrams where specification of one or more ports is required or
accepted. Specify any of the following, enclosing multiple specifications in parenthesis:

• A two-digit hexadecimal port number
• A range of ports, with start port number and end port number separated by a dash
• A full name assigned to one port on a specified switch
• A generic name template that matches one or more names assigned to one or more ports on a specified switch

 Example: Syntax to Specify Ports 

12, TAPE_PORT_B5, *B5, 20-30, (12 *B5 20-30)

Abbreviation of Commands and Parameters

Most SOF commands and parameters may be abbreviated. In the SOF command syntax diagrams, the minimum
acceptable abbreviation for each command and parameter is indicated by upper case, with the remaining optional portion
of the command or parameter indicated by lower case.

 Example: ALLOW Command Abbreviation 

The command ALLOW is described as ALLow and may be abbreviated as ALLO or minimally as ALL; an abbreviation of
A or AL would generate a syntax error.

Command Syntax Format

In the SOF command syntax diagrams, optional command parameters and values are enclosed in brackets, [and], and
mutually exclusive command parameters and values are delimited by a bar, |.
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Set Common Parameter Defaults

The DEFAULTS command sets default values for common SOF command parameters. Each parameter that may be
specified on the DEFAULTS command may also be specified on any other SOF command.

When processing an SOF command, the value of a common parameter specified on the command itself is used.
Otherwise, the value specified on the last DEFAULTS command is used. For values never specified on any DEFAULTS
command, the default values are indicated in the description of each common parameter.

Each common parameter is described in the DEFAULTS command description only. In all other command descriptions,
those common parameters which are meaningful to the operation of that command are listed, but not described. Common
parameters that are not meaningful to the operation of a command may be specified on the command, but are ignored
after their syntax is validated. When specified, common parameters normally should be placed after all command-specific
parameters.

For example, suppose the following command was issued:

DEFAULTS NOEXEC

Then the operation of the following two commands would be identical:

BLOCK 0001 01

BLOCK 0001 01 NOEXEC

And the operation of the following command would override the DEFAULTS setting:

BLOCK 0001 01 EXEC

NOTE
For a description of each common parameter, see subsection Miscellaneous Commands in SOF Server
Commands.

Other Common Parameters

Other common parameters described here have no default value. You can specify these common parameters on any SOF
command. They are described here only. In the command descriptions that follow, those common parameters which are
meaningful to the operation of that command are listed, but not described. Common parameters which are not meaningful
to the operation of a command may be specified on the command, but are ignored after their syntax is validated. When
specified, common parameters normally should be placed after all command-specific parameters.

These common parameters are all keyword parameters that must be specified using the following format:

parameter=value

DEVID and ID Parameters

When used in conjunction with the GLOBAL parameter on DISPLAY commands, these parameters filter the returned
output. Output is returned only for hardware devices whose formatted DEVID matches the specified value. The specified
value may be a full DEVID, or generic DEVID template containing the following wildcard characters anywhere in the
template:

• * to match one or more characters in a DEVID.
• ? to match a single character in a DEVID.

Specification of this parameter causes DISPLAY commands to return data in the GLOBAL format.

 Minimal Abbreviation: DEV

 Example: DISPLAY DEVID 

To display control units manufactured by IBM only, issue command:
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DISPLAY CU DEVID=*IBM*

SYSTEM Parameter

The SYSTEM parameter controls how a hardware device number specified on the command is interpreted. Specify a CCI
system name, SMFID, or LPAR name to cause the command to interpret a specified hardware device number as a z/OS
device number on the specified z/OS system.

 Minimal Abbreviation: SYS

 Example: DISPLAY SYSTEM 

To display the first sixteen switches on the z/OS system with an SMFID of SYSA, issue command:

DISPLAY SWITCH COUNT=16 SYSTEM=SYSA

VOLUME and VOLSER Parameters

For hardware devices that may have a volume mounted on them (tape and DASD devices), these parameters filter the
output returned by a DISPLAY DEVICE command. Output is returned only for hardware devices whose mounted volume
serial number (VOLSER) matches the specified value. The specified value may be a full VOLSER, or generic VOLSER
template containing the following wildcard characters anywhere in the template:

• * to match one or more characters in a VOLSER.
• ? to match a single character in a VOLSER.

 Minimal Abbreviation: VOL

 Example: DISPLAY VOLSER 

The following command displays only devices with mounted volume serial numbers containing the string TSO:

DISPLAY DEVICE VOLSER=*TSO*

SWITCH Parameter

This parameter filters the output returned by a DISPLAY DEVICE command. Output is returned only for hardware devices
connected through the specified switch.

 Minimal Abbreviation: SWI

 Example: DISPLAY SWITCH 

To display only devices connected through switch numbered 0100 on system SYSA, issue command:

DISPLAY DEVICE SWITCH=0100.SYSA

SOF Server Commands
 Contents 

  

This section lists all the SOF server commands. They are categorized into the following command types:

• Connectivity control commands
• Display commands
• Miscellaneous Commands
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Connectivity Control Commands

The connectivity control commands control the status of ports and switches, and device paths connected to them.

Commands that enable new port connections imply that SOF execute z/OS VARY ONLINE operations for any offline
channel path connected to affected ports, and any offline device along each channel path.

Commands that disable existing port connections imply that SOF execute z/OS VARY OFFLINE operations for any online
channel path connected to affected ports, and any online device whose last channel path is taken offline.

SOF does not issue actual z/OS VARY console commands, but instead uses programmable interfaces to perform VARY
operations. The full command response from each SOF command will include the equivalent z/OS VARY command text
(by system) for any VARY operations attempted as part of the command, and the success or failure of the command.

Because of required cross-system communications and the asynchronous nature of VARY processing, each immediate
SOF command response may not be the full command response. Therefore, SOF keeps a historical list of processed
commands, their status, and their response. SOF will asynchronously update each command response as each VARY
operation is executed. Each SOF command is assigned an arbitrary request ID that is returned with the immediate
command response and which can be specified on the DISPLAY RESULTS command to recall the (possibly updated)
command response at a later time.

Limit the Operation of Connectivity Control Commands

In some cases, you may only want to see what VARY operations an SOF command would perform, without actually
executing the operations. For that purpose, SOF connectivity control commands support the NOEXEC parameter, which
prohibits execution of all operations.

SOF connectivity control commands also support the following parameters to control or limit specific aspects of their
operation:

• NOVARY parameter, which prevents all VARY ONLINE processing for both paths and devices.
• BACKOUT parameter, which reverses all VARY processing in case of failure.
• FORCE parameter, which ignores any VARY failures.
• TIMEOUT parameter, which limits the amount of time allowed for the command to fully complete execution.
• MAXDEVICES parameter, which limits the number of devices that may be affected by the command.
• NOVARYDEV parameter, which prevents all VARY ONLINE and VARY OFFLINE processing for devices only.

NOTE

 For detailed descriptions of these parameters, see the DEFAULTS command.

ACTIVATE Command -- Sets Connection Status

The ACTIVATE command sets the connectivity status of each port on the specified switch to match the saved
configuration found in the specified file, and then synchronize the device path status with the new settings of the switch.

This command has the following syntax:

ACTivate  switch filename

  [VARy | NOVary] [VARYDev | NOVARYDev]

  [EXEc| NOExec]  [GLObal | LOCal]  [SYStem=sysspec]

switch
Specifies the switch for which port settings are to be updated.

filename
Specifies the name of the file containing the saved switch configuration.
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ALLOW Command -- Allows Data Transfer

The ALLOW command allows data transfer between one port and other specified ports on the same switch by modifying
dynamic connections. The reciprocal command is PROHIBIT.

This command has the following syntax:

ALLow  switch   portlist   port

  [ALSo | ONly]

  [VARy | NOVary]

  [FORce | NOForce]

  [BACkout | NOBackout]

  [VARYDev | NOVARYDev]

  [EXEc| NOExec] [TIMeout=nn] [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec] [MAXDevices=nn]

switch
Specifies the switch for which port connections are to be modified.

portlist
Specifies the ports to be allowed data transfer with the port specified by port.

port
Specifies the port to be allowed data transfer with the ports specified by portlist.

BLOCK Command -- Prohibits Data Transfer

The BLOCK command prohibits all data transfer through one port on one switch. The reciprocal command is UNBLOCK.

This command has the following syntax:

BLock  switch   port

  [VARy | NOVary]

  [FORce | NOForce]

  [BACkout | NOBackout]

  [VARYDev | NOVARYDev]

  [EXEc | NOExec] [TIMeout=nn] [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec]

  [MAXDevices=nn]

switch
Specifies the switch for which port connections are to be modified.

port
Specifies the port through which all data transfer is to be prohibited.

CONNECT Command -- Establishes a Connection

The CONNECT command establishes a static, or dedicated, connection between two ports on the same switch. The
reciprocal command is DISCONNECT.

This command has the following syntax:

CONnect  switch   port1   port2

  [VARy | NOVary]

  [FORce | NOForce]

  [BACkout | NOBackout]

  [VARYDev | NOVARYDev]

  [EXEc| NOExec] [TIMeout=nn] [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec] [MAXDevices=nn]

switch
Specifies the switch for which port connections are to be modified.
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port1
Specifies the port for which a dedicated connection is to be established with the port specified by port2.

port2
Specifies the port for which a dedicated connection is to be established with the port specified by port1.

DISCONNECT Command -- Cancels a Connection

The DISCONNECT command cancels the definition of a static, or dedicated, connection between two ports on the same
switch. The reciprocal command is CONNECT.

This command has the following syntax:

DISConnect  switch  port1   port2

[VARy | NOVary]  

[FORce | NOForce]

[Backout | NOBackout]

[EXEc | NOExec]

[VARYDev | NOVARYDev]

[MAXDEVices=n]  [TIMeout=nn]  [GLObal | LOCal]  [SYStem=sysspec]

switch
Specifies the switch for which port connections are to be modified.

port1
Specifies the port for which a dedicated connection is to be cancelled with the port specified by port2.

port2
Specifies the port for which a dedicated connection is to be cancelled with the port specified by port1.

PROHIBIT Command -- Prohibits Data Transfer

The PROHIBIT command prohibits data transfer between one port and other specified ports on the same switch by
modifying dynamic connections. The reciprocal command is ALLOW.

This command has the following syntax:

PROhibit  switch  portlist  port

[ALSo | ONly]

[VARy | NOVary]

[EXEc | NOExec]

[FORce | NOForce]

[BACkout | NOBackout]

[VARYDev | NOVARYDev]

[MAXDevices=nn]  [TIMEout=nn]  [GLObal | LOCal]  [SYStem=sysspec]

switch
Specifies the switch for which port connections are to be modified.

portlist
Specifies the ports to be prohibited data transfer with the port specified by port.

port
Specifies the port to be prohibited data transfer with the ports specified by portlist.

REMOVE Command -- Closes a Switch

Use the REMOVE command to close and unallocate a switch. This allows the switch to be taken offline, or to be used by
another system component. Existing port connectivity is not affected.
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This command has the following syntax:

REMove  switch

  [GLObal | LOCal]  [SYStem=sysspec]

switch
Specifies the switch to be closed and unallocated.

RESET SWITCH Command -- Updates SOF

Use the RESET SWITCH command to update the SOF environment for a single switch, without updating device path
status to match the switch settings.

NOTE

 Use the SYNCH SWITCH instead if you want to update the device path status to match the switch settings.

This command has the following syntax:

RESET  SWitch  switch

  [GLObal | LOCal]  [SYStem=sysspec]

switch
Specifies the switch for which the SOF environment is to be updated.

RESTORE Command -- Opens a Switch

Use the RESTORE command to allocate and open a switch.

This command has the following syntax:

RESTore  switch

  [GLObal | LOCal]  [SYStem=sysspec]

switch
Specifies the switch to be allocated and opened.

SYNCH Command -- Synchronizes Device Path Status

The SYNCH command updates the SOF environment for the specified switch, and then synchronizes the device path
status with the current settings of the switch.

NOTE

 Use the RESET SWITCH command instead if you do not wish to update the device path status to match the
switch settings.

This command has the following syntax:

SYNCh  switch

  [EXEc| NOExec]  [GLObal | LOCal]  [SYStem=sysspec]

switch
Specifies the switch for which the SOF environment is to be updated.

UNBLOCK Command -- Allows Data Transfer

The UNBLOCK command allows all data transfer through one port on one switch. The reciprocal command is BLOCK.

This command has the following syntax:

UNBlock  switch  port
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  [VARy | NOVary]

  [FORce | NOForce]

  [VARYDev | NOVARYDev]

  [BACkout | NOBackout]  [TIMeout=nn]  [MAXDevices=nn]

  [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec] [EXEc | NOExec]

switch
Specifies the switch for which port connections are to be modified.

port
Specifies the port through which all data transfer is to be allowed.

Display Commands

The display commands return information about SOF servers and hardware devices in the shared I/O configuration.

The DISPLAY CHPID, DISPLAY CU, DISPLAY DEVICE, and DISPLAY SWITCH command displays have two formats,
with different content, controlled by the specification of the hardware device and the DEVID common parameter:

• LOCAL format
If a local z/OS device number is specified without the DEVID common parameter being specified, the LOCAL format of
the display is returned.

• GLOBAL format
If an SOF relative global device number or descriptive name is specified, or if the DEVID common parameter is
specified, the GLOBAL format of the display is returned.

DISPLAY Command -- Displays SOF Server Information

The DISPLAY command displays information about the SOF server environment.

This command has the following syntax:

Display  [ALL][DEFaults]

  [OPTions]

  [STATistics]

  [STORage]

  [MAXLines=nn]

ALL
(Optional) Displays all available information.

DEFaults
(Optional) Displays current values for all common and default parameters.
For a description of the display, see message OPS5650I.

OPTions
(Optional) Displays SOF operating parameters.
For a description of the display, see message OPS5715I.

STATistics
(Optional) Displays statistics counters.
For a description of the display, see message OPS5655I.

STORage
(Optional) Displays storage utilization statistics.
For a description of the display, see message OPS5690I.
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DISPLAY CHPID Command -- Displays CHPID Information

The DISPLAY CHPID command displays information about one or more managed channel paths.

For a description of the display, see message OPS5680I. For a description of the display, see message OPS5750I.

This command has the following syntax:

Display  CHPid [chpspec]  [MAXLines=nn]  [Count=nn] [DETail=level]

  [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec]  [DEVid|ID=string]

chpspec
(Optional) Specifies the channel paths to be displayed. This may be a single CHPID, a range of CHPIDs, a list of
CHPIDs, or a combination of both. Each CHPID is a one- or two-digit hexadecimal number.
If not specified, information is shown about each managed channel path.

DISPLAY CU Command -- Displays Control Unit Information

The DISPLAY CU command displays information about one or more managed control units. For a description of the local
display, see message OPS5730I. For a description of the global display, see message OPS5720I.

This command has the following syntax:

Display  CU [cuspec] [MAXLines=nn]  [Count=nn]  [DETail=level]

  [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec]  [DEVid|ID=string]

cuspec
(Optional) Specifies the first control unit for which information is to be displayed. The expected number of
hexadecimal digits for a local z/OS control unit number is two. If not specified, information is shown about each
managed control unit.

DISPLAY DEVICE Command -- Displays Managed Device Information

The DISPLAY DEVICE command displays information about one or more managed devices. For a description of the
local format of the display, see message OPS5670I For a description of the global format of the display, see message
OPS5740I.

This command has the following syntax:

Display  Device [devspec]   [SWItch=switch]  [Count=nn]

  [DETail=level] [MAXLines=nn]

  [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec]  [DEVid|ID=string]

devspec
(Optional) Specifies the first device for which information is to be displayed. The expected number of hexadecimal
digits for a local z/OS device number is four. If not specified, information is shown about each managed device.

 Examples: Display Device Information 

• This command displays information about only the device numbered 0B0 on the local host:
Dis  Dev  0B0 Local

• This command displays information about all devices in the shared I/O configuration:
Dis  Dev Global

• This command displays information about 10 devices on the local host, starting with the device numbered C00 on the
local host:
Dis  Dev  c00 C=10 Local

• This command displays information about devices connected to the switch numbered 004 on host ABC:
Dis  Dev  SW=004.ABC
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DISPLAY RESULTS Command -- Displays SOF Connect Results

The DISPLAY RESULTS command displays the results of a recent SOF connectivity command. For a description of the
display, see message OPS5700I.

This command has the following syntax:

Display   RESults  [reqid] [MAXLines=nn]

reqid
(Optional) Specifies the request ID associated with the command response to be displayed. An associated
request ID is returned in each SOF connectivity command response.
If not specified, a status summary for all recent connectivity commands is shown.

DISPLAY SWITCH Command -- Displays Switch Information

The DISPLAY SWITCH command displays information about one or more managed switches. For a description of the
local format of the display, see the message ID OPS5770I. For a description of the global format of the display, see
message OPS5760I.

This command has the following syntax:

Display  SWitch  [switches][portlist][BLocked|DEDicated][MAXLines=nn]

  [DETail=level]  [GLObal | LOCal] [SYStem=sysspec]  [DEVid|ID=string]

  [Count=nn]

switches
(Optional) Specifies the switches for which information is to be displayed.
If not specified, information is shown about each managed switch.

portlist
(Optional) Specifies the ports on the specified switches for which detail information is to be displayed.
If omitted and DETAIL=PORTS is specified, information displays about all ports on each specified switch.

NOTE
You can also use the PDCM attribute when using DETAIL=(PORTS) command to display port
connectivity matrix bytes 0-1F in addition to the port information.

Example: DIS SW DETAIL=(PORTS,PDCM)
BLocked

(Optional) Includes only the currently blocked ports.
DEDicated

(Optional) Includes only the ports that are currently part of a static connection.

DISPLAY SYSTEM Command -- Displays System Status

The DISPLAY SYSTEM command displays status information about one or more systems. For a description of the display,
see message OPS5660I.

This command has the following syntax:

Display  SYStem  [sysname]  [MAXLines=n]  [Count=nn]

sysname
(Optional) Indicates the name of the system to be displayed. This may be a CCI system name, SMFID, or LPAR
name. If omitted, a short summary of all known systems is displayed.
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Miscellaneous Commands

The miscellaneous commands control the operation of SOF.

ALLOCATE Command -- Allocates a Data Set

The ALLOCATE command dynamically allocates a data set to the SOF server started task.

This command has the following syntax:

ALLOCate  DDName=ddn

  [DSName=dsn | PATH=pathname | SYSOut=sysclass]

  [DISP={SHR|OLD|MOD}]

ddn
Specifies the ddname of the data set to be allocated; this is required.

dsn
Specifies the name of a normal z/OS data set to be allocated.

pathname
Specifies the name of an HFS or zFS in compatibility mode data set to be allocated; may be an absolute
pathname, or relative to the home directory for the user ID used by the SOF server task.

sysclass
Specifies the class of a spool data set to be allocated.

DISP
Specifies the normal disposition for the data set to be allocated.
Default: SHR

CHECKPOINT Command -- Saves SOF Environment

The CHECKPOINT command saves the current SOF environment to a checkpoint data set.

This command has the following syntax:

CHeckpoint  [filespec]

filespec
(Optional) Identifies the file to which the checkpoint data should be written. This may be a DD reference of the
form DD:ddname, the partial name of an z/OS data set which will be completed by adding the effective TSO user
ID of SOF as a prefix, the name of a file in a mounted HFS or zFS in compatibility mode, or the fully qualified
name of an z/OS data set in the form //datasetname. The preferred form is DD:ddname, because the other forms
may result in the creation of undesired or unexpected data sets.
If omitted, the checkpoint data will be written to the least recently used checkpoint data set.

DEFAULTS Command -- Sets Default SOF Parameter Values

The DEFAULTS command sets default values for common SOF command parameters. Each parameter that may be
specified on the DEFAULTS command may also be specified on any other SOF command.

When processing an SOF command, the value of a common parameter specified on the command itself is used.
Otherwise, the value specified on the last DEFAULTS command is used. For values never specified on any DEFAULTS
command, the default values are indicated in the description of each common parameter.

For example, if the following command is issued:

DEFAULTS NOEXEC

Then the operation of the following two commands is identical:
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BLOCK 0001 01

BLOCK 0001 01 NOEXEC

And the operation of the following command overrides the DEFAULTS setting:

BLOCK 0001 01 EXEC

NOTE

 Each common parameter is described here in the DEFAULTS command description only. In all other command
descriptions, those common parameters which are meaningful to the operation of that command are listed, but
not described. Common parameters that are not meaningful to the operation of a command may be specified
on the command, but are ignored after their syntax is validated. When specified, common parameters normally
should be placed after all command-specific parameters.

This command has the following syntax:

DEFaults

/* The following are common parameters:   */

[ALSo|ONLy]

[BACkout|NOBackout]

[COUnt=nn]

[DETail=level]

[EXEc|NOExec]

[FORce|NOForce]

[GLObal|LOCal]

[MAXDevices=nn]

[MAXLines=nn]

[TIMeout=nn]

[VARy|NOVary]

[VARYDev|NOVARYDev]

 The following parameters are meaningful only to SOF connectivity control commands. 

ALSo and ONLy
These parameters control how the ALLOW and PROHIBIT commands affect dynamic switch connectivity. Specify
ONLY to allow or prohibit only the dynamic connections specified on the command. Specify ALSO to allow or
prohibit the dynamic connections specified on the command in addition to those that are already allowed or
prohibited.
Default: ALSO

BACkout and NOBackout
These parameters control attempted recovery from implied z/OS VARY operations when the command fails.
Specify BACKOUT to instruct SOF to attempt recovery in the case of command failure. SOF will attempt
to restore the online or offline status of any channel path or device that was altered by implied z/OS VARY
operations.
Specify NOBACKOUT to instruct SOF to not attempt recovery in the case of command failure.
Default: BACKOUT

EXEc and NOExec
These parameters control the execution of the command. Specify EXEC to cause the command to be fully
executed, and if successful, to update switch connectivity. Specify NOEXEC to prevent the command from being
fully executed and updating switch connectivity.
Regardless of which parameter is specified, the full response to the command will include the equivalent z/OS
VARY command text (by system) for any implied z/OS VARY operations. Thus, the NOEXEC parameter is useful
for determining what implied z/OS VARY operations would be executed by the command if it were to be fully
executed.
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Default: NOEXEC
FORce and NOForce

The FORCE parameter causes SOF to ignore VARY failures. When NOFORCE is in effect, SOF will abort an
operation if any VARY OFFLINE fails for a path or device.
Default: NOFORCE

MAXDevices=nn
This parameter limits the number of devices that are affected by the command. If full execution of the command
to affects more than the specified number of devices, the command is not fully executed and proceeds as if the
NOEXEC parameter were specified.
Default value: 256

TIMeout=nn
This parameter limits the amount of time allowed, in seconds, to complete execution of the command. If the
specified number of seconds expires before the command has completed execution, the command fails.
Default value: 60

VARy and NOVary
These parameters control the execution of implied z/OS VARY ONLINE operations by the command. Specifying
VARY causes the command to execute any implied z/OS VARY ONLINE operations. Specifying NOVARY
prevents the command from executing any implied z/OS VARY ONLINE operations.

NOTE

VARY ONLINE processing is affected by the VARYCLASS parameter of the SET command.

Regardless of which parameter is specified, the full response to the command will include the equivalent z/OS
VARY command text (by system) for any implied z/OS VARY operations.
Default: VARY

VARYDev and NOVARYDev
These parameters control the execution of implied z/OS VARY ONLINE and z/OS VARY OFFLINE operations by
the command. It applies only to devices. Specifying VARYDEV causes the command to execute any implied z/OS
VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE operations. Specifying NOVARYDEV prevents the command from executing any implied
z/OS VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE operations.
Default: VARYDEV

 The following parameters are meaningful only to SOF display commands. 

COUnt=nn
Limits the number of objects returned in the command display.
Default value: 16

DETail=level
Controls the amount of information returned for each object in the command display. The level specified may be
any combination of the following values, enclose in parenthesis if specifying more than one value:
DEVices

Returns devices attached to each object
CHPids

Returns CHPIDs attached to each object
CUs

Returns control units attached to each object
SYStems

Returns systems attached to each object
SWItches

Returns switches attached to each object
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PATH
Returns path information for devices

PORts
Returns ports attached to each object

ID|DEVID
Returns the DEVID of each object

ALL
Returns all of the above information

NONE
Returns none of the above information

Most display commands support only a subset of these values. For any display command, non-supported values
are ignored.
Default: NONE

MAXLines=nn
Limits the number of lines returned to an MCS console or extended console.
Specify the MAXLines=nn keyword on any SOF command using the z/OS MODIFY command. Commands issued
from the SOF ISPF panels, either from option 6, or the CMD primary command, are not affected.
Default value: 100

NOTE

Regardless of the specified value, the full command display is always written to the SOF LOG.

 The following parameters are meaningful to both SOF connectivity control and display commands. 

GLObal and LOCal
These parameters control how a hardware device number specified on the command is interpreted. Specify
LOCAL to cause the command to interpret a specified hardware device number as a z/OS device number on the
local z/OS system on which the command is executed. Specify GLOBAL to cause the command to interpret a
specified hardware device number as an SOF relative global device number.
These parameters also control the content and format of the DISPLAY CHPID, DISPLAY CU, DISPLAY DEVICE,
and DISPLAY SWITCH command displays.
Default: LOCAL

DEFINE SWITCH Command -- Identifies a Switch

The DEFINE SWITCH command is used in the INITCMDS file to identify a switch to the SOF server. This command is not
normally needed. For information about situations in which this command is needed, see Define Switches.

This command has the following syntax:

DEFINE  SWItch  devnum  devid  [name] [LSN=lsn]

devnum
Provides the logical device number of the switch as specified in the IODF of the local system. If this number is
different on different systems in the SOF complex, then a different DEFINE SWITCH command is directed to each
different system.

devid
An arbitrary DEVID that SOF uses to properly correlate the switch among the multiple z/OS systems in the SOF
complex. This value should be the same on each DEFINE SWITCH command that is issued for the same switch-
on different systems. Specify the 28-byte DEVID as 35 printable characters, with a period between the individual
fields. The individual fields are type, model number, manufacturer, location, serial number, and tag. Specify the 2-
byte binary tag as four printable hex characters.
Example: 009032.005.IBM.02.FAKESERIAL03.0000
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name
(Optional) The name to be assigned to the defined switch. The name can be up to 24 characters in length, and
can contain the following special characters: space, digits, period, and underscore. Delimit a name that contains
spaces using quotes.

lsn
(Optional). The logical switch number for the switch. The value must be two-hex digits, in the range 00-FF.
Normally, SOF can determine the logical switch number automatically. The LSN keyword is needed only when the
I/O device number for the switch does not match the logical switch number.

DEFINE SYSTEM Command -- Defines a System

The DEFINE SYSTEM command defines a system or host. Although SOF will automatically discover all active SOF
servers, by predefining the expected peer systems, SOF will recognize when the external systems have either not been
started, or have been shut down.

This command has the following syntax:

DEFINE  SYStem  sysname   [RESET]

sysname
Specifies the CCI system name of the system being defined.

RESET
(Optional) Treats the system as if the RESET SYSTEM command has been issued.

NOTE

This has no effect at restart from a checkpoint for a system found in the checkpoint; for such a system,
the status found in the checkpoint is used.

FREE Command -- Unallocates a Data Set

The FREE command dynamically unallocates a data set from the SOF started task.

This command has the following syntax:

FREE  ddname

ddname
Specifies the name of the DD to be freed.

PURGE Command -- Deletes Responses

The PURGE command deletes the saved response to a completed connectivity command. Use of the PURGE command
is optional, since a saved command response is deleted automatically after the amount of time specified on the
RESultsinterval option has elapsed.

This command has the following syntax:

PURGE   reqid

reqid
Specifies the request ID assigned to the command response to be purged. The request ID is assigned when
the command is first accepted. You may also get a list of outstanding requests through the DISPLAY RESULTS
command.
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REDISCOVER Command -- Performs Full Discovery

The REDISCOVER command abandons the current I/O configuration information, and performs full discovery of the I/O
configuration on the local system.

This command has the following syntax:

REDIScover

RESETALERT Command - Disables User Alerts for a Switch

The RESETALERT command disables User Alert mode for the specified switch. When a User Alert mode is enabled, the
Enterprise Connectivity Server (EFC) sends a general warning indication to the EFC user. This warning is sent whenever
the user attempts an action which updates the switch status or parameters. This warning is a reminder that the switch is
being managed by host software, namely SOF.

This command has the following syntax:

RESETALERT switch

switch
Specifies the switch for which User Alert mode can be disabled.

RESET SYSTEM Command -- Resets a System

The RESET SYSTEM command marks a failed/stopped host as inactive. This allows SOF commands to proceed without
acknowledgement from the inactive host.

This command has the following syntax:

RESET SYStem hostname [PURge]

hostname
Specifies the host name to be reset. This may be a CCI system name, SMFID, or LPAR name.

PURge
(Optional) Specified by hostname, and all associated devices and switches known only to that host, to be
removed from the SOF environment.

SET Command -- Modifies Parameters

The SET command modifies the operating parameters of the SOF server.

This command has the following syntax:

SET  [Autoopen={YES|NO}]

  [CCIApplname=name]

  CheckInterval=minutes]

  [CHECKPOINTFile=list]

  [CHECKPOINTInterval=seconds]

  [CmdRespRemoteLog]={YES|NO}]

  [enablePPRC]={YES|NO}]

  [Heartbeatinterval=minutes]

  [LOGFile=logspec]

  [LOGLevel=level]

  [Minccidelay=milliseconds]

  [MSGprefix=prefix]

  [Portsettletime=secs]

  [PprcPrimaryDevices=deviceRange]
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  [PprcSecondaryDevices=deviceRange]

  [RELoadcheckpoint={YES|NO}]

  [RESultsinterval=minutes]

  [RUnopt=opts]

  [SHaredevices={YES|NO}]

  [SToragesize=bytes]

  [TImerinterval=secs]

  [TRace=types]

  [UserAlertMode={YES|NO}]

  [Varyclass=varyspec]

Autoopen=YES|NO
Controls whether the SOF server automatically allocates and opens each discovered switch. Unless a switch is
allocated and open, connectivity changes to the switch are not possible.
Default: YES

NOTE

The status of individual switches may be modified using the REMOVE and RESTORE commands.

CCIApplname=name
Specifies the CCI application name for CCI communication.
All SOF servers using the same CCI application name become members of an SOF complex and share their
configuration information. Multiple SOF complexes can be run simultaneously by using a different CCI application
name for each SOF complex.
Place a SET CCIAPPLNAME command in the INITCMDS file to define an SOF server to an alternate SOF
complex using an alternate CCI application name. To facilitate the use of OPSVIEW option 3.5, the CCI
application name should begin with OPsof. The CCI application name is not case-sensitive.
Default: OPsofServer

CHECKInterval=nn
Specifies the number of minutes between automatic checks for an external modification. Each time this
interval expires, SOF queries each managed switch to determine whether any port or options have been
modified externally. This modification can be either by other host software, or by a user at the Enterprise Fabric
Connectivity Server console.
Default: 15
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60

CHECKPOINTFile=list
Specifies a list of one to four file specifications for the checkpoint files. Each specification may be a ddname
reference of the form DD:ddname, the name of a file within a mounted HFS or zFS in compatibility mode, or the
name of a z/OS data set of the form //dsname.
Abbreviation: CKPTFile

CHECKPOINTInterval=minutes
Specifies the minimum number of minutes between automatic checkpoints.
Default: 10
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60

CmdRespRemoteLog=YES|NO
This parameter controls whether output for commands routed to a remote SOF server is also written to the remote
server log. The response is always logged in the local SOF server regardless of this option.
Default: NO

EnablePPRC=YES|NO
Specifies whether SOF can enable the PPRC functions.
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YES
Specifies that SOF can enable the PPRC functions.

NO
Specifies that SOF cannot enable the PPRC functions.

Default: NO
Heartbeatinterval=minutes

Specifies, in minutes, the amount of time between heartbeat messages.
When SOF detects that a peer has not sent a heartbeat message within the allotted time, the system is placed
into a late state. As long as any system is late, SOF will reject all connectivity commands, until the late systems
send a heartbeat, or until the late system is reset through a RESET SYSTEM command.
Default: 15 minutes

LOGFile=logspec
Specifies the name for the SOF log file, which may be a ddname reference of the form DD:ddname, the name
of a file within a mounted HFS or zFS in compatibility mode, the z/OS data set name of the form //dsname, or
OPS:OPSLOG, which represents the OPS/MVS log.
Default: 'DD:OPIOLOG'

LOGLevel=level
Specifies the level of SOF messages written to the SOF LOG file. This excludes SOF trace messages activated
by the TRACE option, which are always written. Each possible level is listed here from least to most amount of
messages written. Each successive level in the list includes messages written for every prior listed level:
Fatal

Indicates fatal error messages are logged.
CRitical

Indicates critical error messages are logged.
Error

Indicates all error messages are logged.
Warning

Indicates warning messages are logged.
COmmands

Indicates input commands and responses are logged.
Normal

Indicates informational messages are logged.
Verbose

Indicates extra informational messages are logged, mostly details of discovery.
Default: Normal

Minccidelay=milliseconds
Specifies, in milliseconds, the minimum time between outgoing CCI messages. This is necessary on some
platforms, to avoid CCI errors caused by sending messages too quickly.
Default: 0

MSGprefix=prefix
Specifies the three-byte message prefix for all SOF messages.
Default: OPS

Portsettletime=secs
Specifies, in seconds, the amount of time allotted for switch port changes to resolve before bringing dependent
paths and devices online.
Default: 1
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NOTE

If you frequently encounter message OPS5966 after port changes, increase the time.

PprcPrimaryDevices=deviceRange
Specifies, as a hexadecimal device number pair, a continuous range of DASD volumes, which then become the
only allowable primary volumes in a mirror volume pair relationship. This parameter can be used while testing to
ensure that production volumes are not overwritten.
Alias: PprcPDev
Default: 0000:ffff

NOTE
The primary and secondary volumes are reversed during a Disaster Recovery or Planned Outage
situation. Therefore, OPS/MVS does not currently check whether volumes are primary or secondary.

PprcSecondaryDevices=deviceRange
Specifies, as a hexadecimal device number pair, a continuous range of DASD volumes, which then become the
only allowable secondary volumes in a mirror volume pair relationship. This parameter can be used while testing
to ensure that production volumes are not overwritten.
Alias: PprcSDev
Default: 0000:ffff

NOTE
The primary and secondary volumes are reversed during a Disaster Recovery or Planned Outage
situation. Therefore. OPS/MVS does not currently check whether volumes are primary or secondary.

RELoadcheckpoint=YES|NO
Controls the use of checkpoint data at SOF restart. If YES is specified, SOF reloads the environment from the
most recently written checkpoint file. If NO is specified, SOF ignores all checkpoint data. This is normally specified
in the PARM field for the SOF server, not in a SOF PARM data set.

RESultsinterval=minutes
Specifies, in minutes, the amount of time to retain the connectivity command results after command completion.
Default: 15
Note: Use the PURGE command to remove the results from individual commands.

RUnopt=opts
Indicates opts is a string of runtime options which should be passed to all subtasks.
Default: trap(on)

SHaredevices=YES|NO
Controls whether device information is shared among the SOF servers. Specifying NO reduces the amount of
virtual storage used by each of the servers, which makes some of the displays less informative.
Default: YES

SToragesize=bytes
Specifies, in kilobytes, the amount of storage to be acquired whenever additional storage is needed. Each
acquired block is subdivided as needed by SOF.
Default: 1024, which is the minimum amount that may be specified.

TImerinterval=secs
Specifies, in seconds, the length of the timer used to periodically awaken time-driven SOF components.
Default: 60

Trace=types
Specifies the types of SOF generated trace messages written to the SOF LOG file. Trace messages are written
to the SOF LOG file regardless of the setting of the LOGLEVEL option. Specification of any combination of the
following types will turn on the described tracing:
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ALL
All tracing

CCI
CCI tracing

CHECKpoint
Checkpoint read/write routine tracing

COMMands
Operator command processor tracing

CONTROLblocks
Formatted control block tracing
Abbreviation: CB

DATa
Formatted data buffer tracing

Discovery
Configuration discovery tracing

ENF
ENF processor tracing

ENTRy
Module/function entry tracing

EVENTs
Event processor tracing

EXIT
Module/function exit tracing

NONE
No tracing

RETURNcodes
Non-zero return code tracing
Abbreviation: RC

SwitchIO
Switch-related channel programs tracing

Vary
Vary online or offline tracing

NOTE
To turn off an individual trace type, prefix the type with NO. For example, the following command turns
on all tracing except for CCI:

'Set Trace=(ALL,NOCCI)'

The following types may be specified to toggle tracing off or on while retaining all of the previously specified trace
types:
OFF

Toggle tracing off while retaining all previously specified trace types.

ON
Toggle tracing on of all previously specified trace types.

UserAlertMode=YES|NO
Specifies whether SOF can automatically enable User Alert Mode for each switch immediately after completing
configuration discovery. When User Alert mode is enabled, the Enterprise Connectivity Server (EFC) sends a
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general warning indication to the EFC user when the user attempts an action which updates the switch status or
parameters.

NOTE
The message is a reminder that the switch is being managed by host software, namely SOF.

Default: NO
Varyclass=varyspc

Specifies the device classes that are eligible for VARY ONLINE processing. You can specify any combination of
the following, enclosed in parentheses if more than one is specified:
None

Specifies no devices should be varied online.
ALL

Varies all devices online.
CHAR

Varies character devices online.
CTC

Varies CTC devices online.
COMM

Varies communication devices online.
DASD

Varies direct access storage devices online.
DISPLAY

Varies display devices online.
TAPE

Varies tape devices online.
UR

Varies unit record devices online.
Default: None.

NOTE

During VARY ONLINE processing, device paths are varied online unless the NOVARY option is in effect.
Devices are varied online by SOF only if the appropriate device class is enabled. However, an API rule
can selectively bring devices online by acting on the OPSOFVARYxx events.

SETALERT Command - Enables User Alerts for a Switch

The SETALERT command enables User Alert mode for the specified switch. When User Alert mode is enabled, the
Enterprise Connectivity Server (EFC) sends a general warning indication to the EFC user. This warning is sent when the
user attempts an action which updates the switch status or parameters. This warning is a reminder that the switch is being
managed by host software, namely SOF.

This command has the following syntax:

SETALERT switch

switch
Specifies the switch for which User Alert mode can be enabled.

STOP Command -- Terminates the Server

The STOP command terminates the SOF server.
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This command has the following syntax:

STOP  [GLObal RESet]

GLObal
Performs a synchronized shutdown of all SOF servers.

RESet
Specifies that all active SOF servers should be notified. Each of the servers that receive the notification will set
the status of the stopping system to Down. The effect is the same as issuing the RESET SYSTEM command on
one of the remaining servers. This prevents the remaining active servers from issuing the OPS5891W warning
about missing heartbeats from the stopped server and allows execution of connectivity commands without
acknowledgement from the stopped server.

WRITENAME Command -- Assigns a Name

The WRITENAME command assigns a name to a switch, or to a port on a switch. Names assigned to ports are stored in
the switch itself. Names assigned to switches are stored in the SOF checkpoint data set.

This command has the following syntax:

WRitename  name  switch [port]

name
Specifies the name to be assigned to the specified switch or port.
The name may be up to 24 characters in length, and may contain spaces, digits, periods, and underscores. A
name that contains spaces must be delimited by quotes.

switch
If port is specified, indicates the switch containing the port to be assigned the name.
If port is not specified, indicates the switch to be assigned the name.

port
Specifies the port on the specified switch to be assigned the name.

High Availability

High Availability Overview

This High Availability Option provides the capability to display and configure Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) paths
and mirror volumes. PPRC is a hardware solution to the problem of accurate and rapid disaster recovery, and also
provides a workload migration solution.

Synchronous PPRC provides real-time mirroring of logical volumes between two ESSs. The sites using synchronous
PPRC must conform to the following conditions:

• The recovery storage subsystem must be current with the primary system.
• Some level of a performance impact to an application or applications read write I/O operations at the primary location

is acceptable.
• The two are ESSs involved and cannot be more than 103 km apart with a ESCON® connectivity, or 200 km apart with

Fiber, as distances increase the performance impact worsens.

High Availability PPRC features

ISPF Interface

OPSVIEW option 3.6 provides an ISPF user interface which provides the following functions:
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• Create, display, and delete PPRC paths connecting primary and secondary ESSs.
• Create, display, and delete PPRC mirrored volumes pairs.
• Save and view the current PPRC environment definitions in a flat file.
• Offers a wizard style of creating the PPRC paths and mirrored volumes.

OPS/REXX Host Environment

The OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF host environment has been extended with the set of PPRC related commands. These
commands let users write OPS/REXX programs to issue PPRC commands directly. Command output is returned in OPS/
REXX stem variables for interrogation by the calling program.

Saved PPRC Configuration

You can specify the PPRC definitions by manually editing the text flat file. This file is specified in your SOF/PPRC z/OS
starting procedure, or through the OPSVIEW ISPF dialog. This flat file is updated with any changes you made to the
PPRC environment through the OPSVIEW interface.

PPRC Setup Requirements

The High Availability PPRC feature has been developed as an extension of the Switch Operation Facility (SOF). The
correct settings for the SOF server are a prerequisite for using the PPRC. Also perform the following steps:

• Set the enablePPRC parameter to YES in your SOF configuration file that is defined by INITCMDS DD statement in
OPSOFSRV z/OS starting procedure.

• Define the location for your PPRC environment definitions file by setting the PPRC DD statement in your OPSOFSRV
z/OS starting procedure.

Working With PPRC Environment Definitions File

The PPRC environment definition file stores your current PPRC environment. Upon exit from PPRC Main Menu, you are
asked if you changes should be saved. View the PPRC environment content by:

• Using the View Environment OPSVIEW panel under PPRC Main Menu.
• Viewing directly in a dataset you specified in the PPRC DD statement of your OPSOFSRV server z/OS started task

procedure.

WARNING
We highly recommend that you use the OPSVIEW ISPF dialogs to define your PPRC environment, instead of
directly editing the definitions file.

Definitions File Syntax

To define a PPRC path, use following syntax:

PSITE(): PRIM(ssid wwnn lss) SEC(ssid wwnn lss) LINK(X'pfca1sfca1' X'pfca2sfca2' ...)

To define a PPRC mirror volumes pair, use following syntax:

DEVN(devid) PRIM(ssid serial cca lss) SEC(ssid serial cca lss) #VOL(volcnt)

NOTE

For a description of every parameter, see ADDRESS SOF PPRCCMD request types in the  Command and
Function Reference .

Example of defining one path and one mirror volumes pair:

PSITE(): PRIM(8400 5005076308FFC641 02) SEC(8500 5005076308FFC641 03) +

LINK(X'00330233' X'01030303' )
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DEVN(8419) PRIM(8400 0000000MC711 19 02) SEC(8500 7500000MC711 19 03) #VOL(1)

NOTE
You can use the plus sign "+" to continue with the command on to the next line.

Understanding the Interfaces to AP
The optional Multi-System Facility (MSF) feature of OPS/MVS uses a variety of communication protocols to allow multiple
copies of the product running on different z/OS images to communicate with each other. MSF also facilitates a REXX-
programmable interface between OPS/MVS and AP. For details about the MSF, see the  Using  section.

MSF supports more than one communication protocol. The connections between OPS/MVS and AP must use the TCP/
IP sub-protocol of CAI Common Communications Interface (CAICCI). CAICCI is a communications facility that allows
Broadcom products to communicate with one another. CAICCI is one member of the group of routines that comprises
CCS for z/OS.

A set of REXX APIs in both OPS/MVS and AP lets programs on either platform communicate. This general-purpose
interface uses CAICCI as its communication protocol and lets AP act as a remote MSF system.

Send Data and Commands to AP
This section discusses sending data and commands to AP.

ADDRESS AP

The ADDRESS AP host command environment provides one-way communication from OPS/MVS to AP. The ADDRESS
AP commands on OPS/MVS provide the following functionality:

ALERT
Sends an Alert Manager alert to AP.

NMFIND
Sends a Notification Manager command to AP.

PPQ WRITE
Sends a PPQ WRITE command to AP.

REXX
Sends a command to AP to execute a REXX EXEC.

ADDRESS AP commands have a 30,000-byte limit.

ADDRESS WTO

The ADDRESS WTO host command environment, and the OPSWTO command processor, can be used to send
information to AP.

ADDRESS WTO commands have a 124-byte limit.

NOTE
Command requests sent to AP are subject to restrictions on the local AP machine. For details, see the AP
documentation.

Send Data and Commands from AP
The AP ADDRESS OPS host environment provides one-way communication from AP to OPS/MVS. The ADDRESS OPS
command environment lets you invoke LIST, OPER, OSFTSO, and WTO commands. For further information about these
ADDRESS OPS commands, see the AP documentation.
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AP sends data to OPS/MVS asynchronously, without acknowledging that OPS/MVS received the data. You can receive an
acknowledgement by writing OPS/MVS rules to trap the responses from the invoked REXX program and forwarding them
to AP.

NOTE

For more information, see  Using the AOF Rules.

 

Limitations

The following are character length limits for commands sent from AP to OPS/MVS:

WTO
Limit: 124 bytes

REXX
Limit: 320 bytes

NOTE

When a REXX function call is inbound to OPS/MVS and the length is greater than 320 bytes, an error
message is issued and the entire input command buffer is displayed in successive messages. The
default message IDs for these messages are OPS3493H and OPS3494H. If you need to automate
these messages, use the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function to change the message suffix from H to O.

The AP Interface
A REXX API in AP allows it to communicate with OPS/MVS. This general-purpose interface uses CAICCI as its
communication protocol and allows AP to act as a remote Multi-System Facility (MSF).

CAICCI is a communications facility that allows Broadcom solutions to communicate with one another. CAICCI is one
member of the group of routines that comprises CCS for z/OS. The AP CD includes the Windows version of CAICCI. AP
uses the CAICCI TCP/IP option to communicate with OPS/MVS.

NOTE
For more information on the CCS for z/OS components that are used by OPS/MVS, see the Interface to AP.

MSF is an optional feature of OPS/MVS that allows multiple copies of the product running on different z/OS images to
communicate with each other using a variety of communication protocols. The MSF can also be used as an interface for
communication between OPS/MVS and AP.

NOTE
For more information about the MSF, see the  Multi-System Facility .

The following illustration shows the components involved in the communication between OPS/MVS on the mainframe and
AP on Windows:
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Configure the AP Interface
There are three parts to configuring OPS/MVS for communications with AP:

• Setting up the CCS for z/OS CAICCI component. For a list of the FMIDs required to install this component, see CCS
for z/OS Component Requirements.

• Defining OPS/MVS nodes to AP.
• Defining AP systems to the MSF component of OPS/MVS.

To Set Up the OPS/MVS and AP Interface

1. Install AP on the PC workstation following the instructions found in the AP Installation Guide.
2. The CCI component of CCS must be installed on the AP system. Either installing the OPS/MVS interface or the Event

Manager interface from the AP install CD accomplishes this.

NOTE

This step is not required if the Event Manager component is already installed on the PC workstation.
3. On your OPS/MVS system, set up the MSF to use CCI as a means of communication.

NOTE

The MSF requires a separate LMP key. Ensure that your site has this key.
4. Define an AP system to MSF using the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE host command.

The OPS/MVS MSF connection uses CAICCI to let OPS/MVS communicate directly with AP.
The ADDRESS OPSCTL 'MSF DEFINE…' AP keyword, when specified on a remote OPS/MVS system, separates
functions that are allowed to communicate with AP and functions that are not supported. When you use the AP
keyword, the connection automatically defaults to a CCI connection and is internally marked as a special AP-type CCI
connection. Externally, the connection type indicates AP.
To define a remote AP system to MSF, do one of the following on your OPS/MVS system:
– Add your machine definitions to the MSF in either your MSFINIT program or another REXX program. Following are

sample code definitions:
ADRESS OPSCTL

         "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPS44K) APPLID(A44IOPSK) RETRY(30 10)"

         "MSF DEFINE MSFID(PITQA06) APPLID(PITQA06) AP RETRY(30 10)"

         "MSF DEFINE MSFID(JOHN) APPLID(SMITH) AP RETRY(30 10)"
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– Use the OPSVIEW MSF control panel (OPSVIEW option 4.2).
When defining an AP system to MSF, note the following required settings:
– Set MSFID to the local CCI application name configured for the AP workstation. See the CCI settings for the OPS/

MVS interface under the Configuration Manager for AP. The default value for the local CCI application name is the
TCP/IP host name for the AP workstation.

– Set APPLID to the CCI node name, up to the first eight characters, assigned for the AP workstation in the CCI
configuration file, ccirmtd.rc. The CCI node name is specified in the second parameter setting for the LOCAL
statement in the ccirmtd.rc file. The local CCI node name is also the TCP/IP host name for the AP workstation.

– When TCP/IP host names exceed eight characters and the first eight characters do not uniquely identify remote
workstations, use the ALIAS option in the ccirmtd.rc file to specify an alternate CCI node name for the AP
workstation. If the ALIAS option is specified, the APPLID may also be set to the ALIAS CCI node name.

– Set the network transport to AP.

NOTE

• MSF enforces the VTAM limitation on the length of both the MSFID and APPLID values to eight
characters. Keep this limitation in mind when configuring CAICCI on the AP workstation.

• AP uses CCI as a communication protocol, and acts as a remote MSF system. Only a subset of existing
OPS/MVS MSF requests is supported.

5. On your OPS/MVS system, set the following parameters for OPS/MVS initialization:
– Set the INITMSF parameter to YES.
– Set the INITCCI parameter to YES.
– Set the APDEFAULTUSERID parameter to a valid security user ID defined to the z/OS security package (ACF2,

Top Secret, or RACF). For more information, see Command-Level Security.
– Set the OSFSECURITY parameter to CHECKUSERID. For more information, see Command-Level Security.

NOTE

At this point, AP should already be installed. Continue with the following steps to set up the interface
between OPS/MVS and AP.

6. On the AP system, perform the following:
a. Click Start on the taskbar, and then choose Automation Point, Configuration Manager.
b. Expand Expert Interface, and then expand Automation.
c. Double click Session Definition Sets.
d. Expand Session Definition Set 1, click Function Windows, and then verify that the OPS/MVS messages are

enabled.
e. On the Configuration Manager screen, expand Events Interface, and then double click the OPS/MVS interface to

open the CCI Configuration dialog box.
7. Under CCI Remote Configuration, click Edit to modify the REMOTE statements. Following is an example of a

REMOTE statement along with information on how to obtain the values for the parameters designated by (A), (B), and
(C):
REMOTE=MVSHOST MVSHOST 32768 startup PORT=7000

       (A)         (C)                                    (B)

      

a. To obtain the value for the TCP Host Name, go to the ISPF Command Shell on the mainframe and issue the
HOMETEST command. A response similar to the following example appears:
TCP Host Name is: USSYSAMY
where USSYSAMY is the value of the first MVSHOST parameter in the REMOTE statement above.

b. To obtain the value for the PORT parameter, issue the NETSTAT command. Under the USER ID column, look for
CCITCPGW with a state of LISTEN. A value similar to the following will be under Local Socket:
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(0.0.0.0..2323)
where 2323 is the replacement value for 7000 in the REMOTE statement above.

c. To obtain the value for the CCINAME parameter, enter the command
F ENF,DIS,SYSID. A response similar to the following example appears:
CAS9214I - CA-ENF Command: DIS,SYSID

         CAS9720I - CCI SYSID(A44IENF)

        

where A44IENF is the value is of the second MVSHOST parameter in the REMOTE statement above.
The remote definition will look like the following example after you have entered in the values for the parameters:
REMOTE=USILDAMY A44IENF 32768 startup PORT=2323

        

d. Repeat steps A through C for each remote system.
8. To resolve name conflicts, you can also assign an ALIAS name to the local machine:

LOCAL=APPROD1 APPROD1 32768 startup PORT=1721

      

Typically, you should not have to change the LOCAL statement. However, if your AP Windows machine has a name
containing over eight characters or its name conflicts with another name in your network, then you can use the ALIAS
parameter on the LOCAL statement to override the APPLID. For example:
LOCAL=APPROD1 APPROD1 32768 startup PORT=1721 ALIAS=APNEW1

      

To use this ALIAS name, you must change the value of APPLID on the MSF DEFINE command on the mainframe for
the remote system to match. For example:
DEFINE MSFID(APPROD1) APPLID(APNEW1) AP

      

9. Save and exit Notepad.
10. Click OK on the CCI Configuration screen. The Remote service should recycle.
11. On the OPS/MVS Event Traffic Configuration screen under Available MSF Nodes, click the OPS ID that you want to

include, and then click Include. The selected OPS ID appears in the Selected MSF nodes window.
To include all of the OPS IDs, click Include All.

NOTE

The OPS ID appears under Available MSF Nodes once the local MSF system in OPS/MVS is active.
12. Click Save.

If AP is running, then you receive a message stating that the changes will be saved but will not take effect until the
OPS Communication Interface is recycled. To recycle the OPS Communication Interface, click Yes.

Functions Available after Establishing Communication

After communication is established between OPS/MVS and AP, OPS/MVS can initiate the following functions to run on
AP:

• REXX program execution-OPS/MVS can send REXX programs to the AP workstation.
• Write to PPQ (Program-to-Program Queue) functionality-OPS/MVS can issue a write to a PPQ on the AP workstation.
• NMFIND request execution-OPS/MVS can send NMFIND requests to contact personnel to the AP workstation. The

NMFIND requests executed on the AP workstation determine the personnel to be contacted based on time-oriented
and method-of-contact policies specified in the AP Notification Manager database.

• Message line execution-OPS/MVS can use the ADDRESS WTO or OPSWTO TSO command processors to send
single line messages to the AP workstation. The messages are eligible for rule processing by the AP workstation.

AP can initiate the following functions to run on OPS/MVS:
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• Message execution-AP sends messages to one or all of your OPS/MVS hosts. The messages are eligible for AOF
processing and also appear in the OPSLOG.

• REXX program execution-AP launches the execution of REXX programs on one or more of the OPS/MVS hosts.
The REXX programs need to be located in either the SYSEXEC or OPSEXEC library concatenation of the OSF TSO
servers used by the OPS/MVS hosts.

• Command execution-AP sends the z/OS subsystem or pseudo commands to OPS/MVS hosts for execution and return
the command responses to the issuing AP workstation.

Command-Level Security
Command-level security for command requests from AP to OPS/MVS (incoming) is set up through OPS/MVS parameters.
Command-level security for command requests from OPS/MVS to AP (outgoing) is set up through OPS/MVS security
event rules.

This section discusses how to configure both incoming and outgoing command-level security.

OSFSECURITY Parameter

This section discusses how to set up OPS/MVS to receive requests from AP (incoming). There are two ways to issue
commands from AP:

• Through the AP Remote Viewer application. Remote Viewer provides access to sessions that are managed by AP
from a remote workstation.

• Through an AP server console.

The AP server accepts command requests from any user that has access to that AP server from a Remote Viewer. When
a user starts a REXX program with Remote Viewer that issues commands to OPS/MVS, the username of the user is sent
along with the command so that OPS/MVS can accept or reject the commands, based on security parameter settings on
OPS/MVS.

The same security parameter settings on OPS/MVS also control messages and commands sent directly from an AP
console to OPS/MVS.

Security Parameter

When the OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY parameter has a value of CHECKUSERID, the following rules apply:

• All messages and commands sent directly from AP to OPS/MVS are associated with the z/OS user ID defined by the
OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID parameter.

• If you are using Remote Viewer to access AP sessions, all messages and commands are associated with the Remote
Viewer username. The Remote Viewer username overrides the OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID parameter, and must
conform to the restrictions of the z/OS security package.

• The z/OS user ID defined by the OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID and the Remote Viewer usernames should be
granted the proper security access on z/OS.

If the OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY parameter has a value of NOSECURITY, then commands sent from AP to OPS/MVS
execute with the security attributes of the OSF TSO servers.

NOTE

For details about these parameters, see the  Parameter Reference .

Security Event Rules

This section discusses how to set up OPS/MVS to control command requests to an AP server (outgoing).
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To restrict which commands will be sent to an AP server from OPS/MVS, you can write security event rules. The security
event specifier AP designates the security rule for ADDRESS AP security events. The following AP-specific variables
are set in the )PROC section of the security rule: SEC.AUAPVERB, SEC.AUAPCOMM, and SEC.AUAPSYSN. These
variables in conjunction with the common security variables can be used to control outgoing commands.

For example:

)SEC AP* 

)PROC

APcmd = SPACE(SEC.AUAPVERB,0)

if OPSECURE('R','APCMDS',APcmd,'R') = 'ALLOW' then

  return 'ACCEPT'

else

  return 'REJECT'

NOTE

For more information about these security variables, see the  Using AOF Rules.

Communicating with VM/CMS Virtual Machines
z/OS to z/VM Client/Server Application
This client/server application extends control from z/OS to z/VM systems and consists of:

• Server code resides on a z/OS system, as well as the message queue management utility.
• Client code runs on a z/VM system.

The z/VM implementation consists of at least two VM IDs:
– One containing the VM:Operator product
– At least one ID running the client code

NOTE
While the server code relies on OPS/MVS facilities, the VM client code does not, and can actually be any REXX
socket application. In keeping with the original intent of this client/server pair, references to the VM:Operator
product will continue in the documentation, but client code may be any application complying with a compatible
network protocol. Broadcom Support is restricted to this code as distributed, with the approved tailoring as
described in the following sections.

Client/Server Requirements

The requirements for the components, networking, and server are:

• The Components
The source code for all components is written in REXX, so installation tailoring is simplified.

• The Networking
Networking is handled through TCP/IP socket protocol using the REXX socket interface.

• The Server
The server needs a dedicated IP address and a port definition, both of which must be made available to each client.
A single z/OS server can accept multiple connections from one or more clients on one or more z/VM systems. The
number of client connections is limited only by the socket protocol, installation socket set definitions, or both.

How the Client/Server Pieces Work

The following is the normal flow for:

• Server initiated messages to a VM client
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– The server initiated messages are pulled from a message queue identified as an OPS/MVS global variable.
– The message text is formatted and appended to the queue using the provided REXX queue manager program.
– The server code periodically samples the global variable contents and then activates network traffic as required.
– The message text normally contains an automation message to VM:Operator; however, it can contain commands to

the server.
– The server code transmits through a TCP/IP socket connection, so the client VM ID does not have to be known.
– In order to deliver to its VM:Operator destination, the client code forwards the message using the CP SMSG facility.

• Client initiated messages to the z/OS server
– The message text must be delivered to the VM client's ID through the CP SMSG facility.
– Client code reacts to incoming SMSG on a configurable timer interrupt basis with a one-second minimum value.
– The text may be a command, which will be handled locally, or text with the z/OS server as its destination, in which

case it is delivered to the server facility defined in the startup parameter tailoring.
– The client response contains the return code of the WTO.

In addition to messages exchanged between server and client, there are additional facilities to perform certain command
functions on both server and client.

Server Code OPVMSV
The server, OPVMSV, is included in data set hlq.CCLXEXEC.

Install and Execute the Server

The server code interfaces with both TCP/IP and OPS/MVS facilities, and therefore both services must be active prior to
server execution.

To install and execute the server

1. Make the OPVMSV server resident in a library containing REXX members that will be concatenated into filename
SYSEXEC.

2. Prepare the JCL for a start-up Job or STC for the actual execution.
3. Use at least one global variable and optionally two to execute the client/server application. If a rule exists for GLV

security, the FIRELIMIT may need adjustment if set too low.
4. Start the OPVMJCL proclib member, which is in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set, using the MVS START command.

NOTE

• The server code executes using normal z/OS JCL conventions. It does use OPS/MVS services, and
therefore must be associated with the appropriate OPS SSID.

• The sample OPVMJCL JCL includes the OPS$OPSx DD statement in case the default OPS/MVS SSID
name is not appropriate. That statement should be removed or made into a comment if an override is not
necessary. The sample member will need JCL modifications to comply with installation unique naming
standards.

Interface with TCP/IP

In order to interface with the TCP/IP environment, a certain amount of tailoring must be done to the OPVMSV server. The
source is REXX, and easily modified. Some REXX labels require definition, some have usable defaults, and others are
installation unique and must be explicitly coded. Please note the significance of the tcpsvcnm parameter in the following
REXX parameter definitions.

The following REXX parameters require definition:
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vmmsgsnd
Contains the name of the OPS/MVS global variable which contains the message queue to be sent to the client.
Default: GLVTEMP0.MSG.OPVMSV
Note: If desired, you may adjust this default value. However, a different name here will necessitate a
corresponding change to the provided utility OPVMQM which manages the queue.

zosipaddr
Contains the server's IP address in dotted decimal notation; for example, 138.13.162.9.
Default: There is no default.

zosipport
Contains the server's designated listener port number.
Default: There is no default.

tcpsvcnm
Contains an optional service name which can be used at the socket set initialization call if desired.
Default: The default when omitted is the IBM generated value TCPIPnn,with nn as the z/OS system identifier.
The socket call using this parameter is the socket set initialization call INITIALIZE, which preallocates the
number of sockets available for this socket set. The number of desired sockets is another parameter to this
call syntax, and is currently set to 40, leaving 39 available for client connections. If more client connections are
necessary, you can increase this number to 2000. For easier reference, this call immediately follows the REXX
label 'INITIALIZE:' in the source code.

eventtimer
Contains a timer, expressed in seconds, for sampling the message queue for messages to send to the client.
The socket functions related to socket traffic flow are always armed, and need no polling, but checking a global
variable has to be done outside socket protocol. There is no network overhead due to the activity surrounding
timer interrupts.
Default: 2

tcpsocnam
Contains the socket task ID name used at the socket initialization call.
Default: OPVMSV

zosmsgprf
Defines the prefix for all messages displayed as a local WTO by the server code. Messages from clients are not
included here.
Default: OPVMSV

msgtrace (Y, N)
Controls displaying informational SEND/RECEIVE messages to the log. Error messages are always displayed, as
well as output explicitly requested by server commands.
Default: N

zosmode (TEST, ACTIVE)
Determines the disposition of client initiated messages. Use TEST mode to display messages without submitting
them to the WTO services. This mode is useful for initial installation to verify network connectivity.
Default: TEST

zvmmsgid
Defines a prefix (message ID) for WTO messages received from the client. The WTO support code in OPS/MVS
will always append a message ID, and will provide one if not explicitly defined using the MSGID keyword. The
prefix can be up to 10 characters.
Default: OPS1371I

msgtermlist
Contains a candidate list of commands that are eligible to terminate the server. The list can contain a single
command, or any number of space separated words that the installation defined as terminators.
Default: ENDIT QUIT END SHUTDOWN EXIT TERM
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restart (Y, N)
Determines whether the server should restart automatically after an internal error caused a premature shutdown.
It is ignored if termination is requested explicitly.
Default: N

restcmd
Only valid if RESTART=Y. It contains the command string to re-execute the server code. There is no real default
because installation naming conventions vary, but the following general syntax is provided:
'START OPSERVER,JOBNAME=ZOSTOZVM,PRM=OPVMSV'

Data Message Formats

The server deals with several kinds of messages:

• Client text from the server's message queue
• Commands which also originate from the message queue but are intended for local server control and might contain

private protocol exchanges between server and client

The general syntax for any item stored into the global variable message queue is 'header: text'. The header: is identified
by a trailing colon “:”, and is separated from the text by at least one space. Text can be any character string, with
imbedded spaces, which will get uppercased and sent to the client VM system.

The header can contain the following:

• CMD:
This identifies the message as a local command to the server, and is not intended for any client. The associated text
must contain a valid command:
– QUIT (or any of the candidate termination commands)

Closes all active client connections, and terminates server processing
– DISPLAY

Writes a list of active connections to the log. Each line item contains the socket number, client port number, client IP
address, VM user ID, VM node, connection status, and a count of messages sent to that client.

– SEVER n
Explicitly terminates the connection with the client identified by the socket ID n. The socket ID is displayed using
the DISPLAY command. The socket assignments are dynamic, and a client's socket ID should not be considered a
constant unless only one client is expected to connect.

• Client_ID:
Due to the multiple client possibility, each client message contains a destination identifier as the header. The possible
formats are:
– nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn,port:

The destination is a fully qualified IP and port combination. Use when several clients are on one system.
– nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn:

The destination is an IP address only. Normally this would be sufficient.
– VMuserid@Vmnode:

The destination is specified as a user ID and node combination.
– N:

The destination is a socket ID.
– *:

The destination is a broadcast to all connected clients.
The following are several examples:
– This sends the text 'Hi, VM' to the client at IP address 11.22.3.44, port 12345:

'11.22.3.44,12345: Hi, VM'

       

– This presumes only one active client at IP address 11.22.3.44 and sends the same text to the client at that address:
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'11.22.3.44: Hi, VM'

       

– This sends 'Hi, VM' to VM user ID CLIENTA on VM node SYSTEMC:
'CLIENTA@SYSTEMC: Hi, VM'

       

– This sends the same text to whomever is connected on socket ID 3:
'3: Hi, VM'

       

– Every connected client receives the message:
'*: Hi, VM'

       

• REPLY:
This is used internally, but may be visible when tracing is activated. Messages from the client are delivered to the
appropriate service as defined by the disposition option, and the resulting return code is sent back to the client. This is
a one-way message from server to client.

• PING:
Server code monitors connection status. If there is no activity for one minute, a health-check is done by sending a
probe message to the quiet client. If there is no response within another minute, the server will report the condition
as a possible network or system outage. If a series of DISPLAY commands are issued during that two-minute period,
connection status will be seen transitioning from Active to Probe to NoResp. As soon as any kind of input arrives from
that client, the status returns to its normal active status. The low frequency of the probe message and its small size
should not contribute significantly to network traffic.

Server Console Messages

Console messages from 00 to 49 are always issued when certain conditions arise, and additional messages from 50 and
above are displayed only when tracing is active. The general message prefix is zosmsgprf followed by a 2-digit message
number. For example, if the default value for zosmsgprf is OPVMSV, then message 6 would be displayed with header
OPVMSV06.

Server socket code complies with z/OS REXX Socket protocol. In cases where the displayed return and reason codes are
results of socket calls, the reference information can be found in IBM manual TCP/IP for MVS: API Reference SC31-7187.

Example: Server Console Message

The following message descriptions do not contain the prefix.

00  Initialization started on subsystem

    Reason: Notification of the server starting on SSID subsystem.

    Action: None.

   

WTO Message Format

The text string presented to the WTO service has the following format:

zvmmsgid  VMuserid@VMnode  message_text

     

zvmmsgid
Displays the z/VM message ID.

VMuserid and VMnode
Displays the sending client's VM ID and VM node that were collected at connect time.
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message_text
Displays the actual data string received by the client through the VM SMSG facility.

For example, the server receives the message “RECEIVING DOWNLOAD” from VM user CLIENTA at VM node
SYSTEMA. The server uses the default zvmmsgid value. The final submission to the WTO service would be:

"OPS1371I  CLIENTA@SYSTEMA  RECEIVING DOWNLOAD"

   

Client Code OPVMCL
Contents

The client member, OPVMCL, is initially contained in data set &hlq.CCLXEXEC.

Install and Execute the Client

The client runs on a z/VM system and interfaces with the OPS/MVS facilities. TCP/IP must be accessible on the system.

To install the client

1. Transfer the OPVMCL client code member into any read-only minidisk accessible to the VM ID where the client code
will be executed.

2. Set MACHINE to ESA.
3. Set the storage definition to no less than 8M.

The client is ready for execution.

Other adjustments, such as the SMSG setting, are done internally within the EXEC.

Interface with TCP/IP

As with the server code, the VM installation requires some tailoring. In addition to adherence of local site standards,
provide the client code with the IP address of the server, as well as its listener port number. As in the case of the server,
the code is REXX and TCP/IP must be accessible on the system.

The following significant REXX variables must be either coded explicitly, where default cannot be provided, or entered as
parameters:

zosipaddr
Contains the z/OS server's IP address in dotted decimal notation.
Default: There is no default.

zosipport
Contains the server's listener port number.
Default: There is no default.

interval
Contains the timer interrupt interval, expressed in seconds, in the range of 1-300. Client code must rely on an
explicit timer interrupt to poll its message sources for activity.
Default: 2, but for a faster response, reduced to 1.

zvmtargetid
Contains the VM user ID name where the VM:Operator product is running.
Default: OPERATOR

zvmmode
Contains ACTIVE for normal execution, or TEST. The test mode will go through the entire processing flow, but
instead of sending the message to the VM target ID, it will just display it on the console. This is useful for initial
installation and parameter adjustment.
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Default: TEST
zvmtraceopt

Contains Y or N to control the display of information messages.
Default: N

zvmquitlist (required)
Contains a candidate list of termination commands, which must be issued as an SMSG from another VM user ID.
The client will not accept termination commands from the server.
Default: QUIT TERM END RESET SHUTDOWN

zvmprefix
Contains a console message prefix, and may be configured to include optional date, time stamps, or both. The
syntax for the prefix is:
'{DATE(X)} {TIME(X)} prefixword'

The syntax requires that this entire expression is within quotes. You may omit the date, time, or both. All three
components will be displayed in the order of their appearance, and may be sequenced as desired. DATE(X) and
TIME(X) formats are identical to those of the REXX DATE(X) and TIME(X) functions, where the character (X)
designates a formatting option. To avoid introducing a new syntax, the existing REXX definitions were used, and
the descriptions of both can be found in IBM manual z/VM V5R1.0 REXX/VM Reference SC24-6113.
Default: zvmprefix = 'TIME(N) OPVMCL'
Example: To set a message header with date in Julian format, time as hh:mm:ss and a prefixword of CLIENT, use
the following syntax:
'date(J)  time(N)  CLIENT'

If only time is desired:
'time(N) CLIENT'

All the above variables may be coded into the executable EXEC, but only zvmquitlist is required. The first 6 can be
entered as command parameters, or EXEC parameters if desired. The parameters are positional, in the order as the first 6
above - 'OPVMCL zosipaddr zosipport interval zvmtargetid zvmmode zvmtraceopt'. If any are coded into the source REXX
code, they do not have to be repeated as external values, unless an override is desired.

Examples:

• If all 6 are coded, all that is required for execution is the command or REXX EXEC name:
'OPVMCL'

• If mode and trace option were to change from their defaults, the command could be executed with the equal sign (=)
placeholder for the unmodified parameters.
'OPVMCL = = = = ACTIVE Y'

Message formats

Client code is a point-to-point connection with only one server, so destination identification is not necessary. Messages are
exchanged with the server which accepted the socket connection request. As a result, there are fewer message formats
on the client side.

• SMSG VMID text
The VM user ID where VM:Operator is running receives a message from some other VM user on the same system.
The contents of text are sent to the server. The message may contain imbedded blanks. The data is delivered to the
server for disposition, so the actual structure of the message data will be an installation standard with meaningful
contents.
A special format of text allows any client to forward a message to any other connected client. When the first word of
text takes on the appearance of a destination ID, the server will attempt to resolve the destination. If valid, the server
code will treat the text data as if it originated from its global variable queue; that is, the destination ID will be stripped,
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and the remainder will be sent to that client. All methods of destination ID identification are permissible, except the
broadcast '*'. Please note the receiving client cannot determine the original sender.

• SMSG VMID CMD: command
The client supports 2 commands:
– TRACE Y|N
– Use the TRACE command to enable or disable displaying additional informational messages on the console.
– QUIT

The QUIT command or any of the candidate termination commands terminates client processing. The connection
with the server is broken, and the server remains operational.

• PING:
The health-check response is internally generated in response to a server probe, and not received through SMSG.
PING exchanges are visible when the TRACE option is active.

• REPLY:
The server returns either the WTO or GLV update return code to the issuing client as a message type REPLY.
Several examples follow. All are CP commands issued by a VM user on node SYSTEMC. CLIENTA on SYSTEMC is
the VM user ID where the client resides.
– This example sends the text 'Hi, MVS' to the z/OS server:

SMSG CLIENTA Hi, MVS

– This example sends the text 'REPORT' from a VM user, through CLIENTA:
SMSG CLIENTA CLIENTB@SYSTEMA: Report

Client Console Messages

The message prefix is defined as part of zvmprefix followed by a 2-digit message number. For example, if the prefixword
is the default OPVMCL, message 6 would be displayed with the header containing OPVMCL06.

Client socket code is based on z/VM REXX Socket protocol and in cases where the displayed return and reason codes
are results of socket calls, the reference information can be found in IBM manual z/VM REXX/VM Reference SC24-6113.

Example: Client Console Message

The following sample message description does not contain the prefix.

00  Client code is executing in ACTIVE|TEST mode

    Reason: Confirmation of the mode setting.

    Action: None.

Message Queue Manager OPVMQM
The utility OPVMQM is included in data set hlq.CCLXEXEC.

Execution Considerations

The utility OPVMQM is included in data set hlq.CCLXEXEC, and must be made resident in a library containing REXX
members which will be concatenated into filename SYSEXEC. SYSEXEC can then be allocated to an individual TSO User
ID, or contained in the JCL containing the OPSIMEX command.

Calling OPVMQM

The global message queue manager is a REXX program, designed to be executed using the TSO command processor
OPSIMEX (OI). As with any OI command, it can be directly executed as a command, or using batch surrounding JCL.
A batch submission allows the the use of a different SYSEXEC DD definition and target OPS/MVS SSID specification,
whereas the command execution requires that both be predefined. OPVMQM utilizes OPS/MVS services, so OPS/MVS
must be active.
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Each execution will append the text string in its ARG parameter as one message to the queue. Tailoring is limited to the
global variable name which must correspond to the server's definition. The default name, as packaged, is a REXX label
MSGQUE, with the value 'GLVTEMP0.MSG.OPVMSV.'

The execution syntax is that of OPSIMEX:

oi  opvmqm  ARG('text'){,SUBSYS=ssid}

   

'text'
Contains the text string of either a local command, or a message to a client. Text cannot be omitted.

ssid
An optional OPS/MVS subsystem designator if the default is not desired.

WARNING
IMPORTANT This is not the SSID where OPVMQM begins execution, but the designator of another
OPS/MVS system where the message queue is updated.

In the case of a command, the first word of the ARG text string must be “CMD:”. In the case of a client message, it must
begin with a destination ID. For example:

• This produces a server display of client connections:
OI OPVMQM ARG("CMD: DISPLAY")

     

• This sends the text “REFRESH TOGGLE” to the client connected on socket ID #3. The structure of the destination ID
may be any of the valid formats, as described above in the server section, under Client ID.
OI OPVMQM ARG("3: REFRESH TOGGLE")

     

• This performs the same function as the second bullet, but using the OPS/MVS on SSID ABCD:
OI OPVMQM ARG("3: REFRESH TOGGLE"),SUBSYS=ABCD

     

Queue Manager Console Messages

Queue management execution produces some console messages with their corresponding return codes in cases of
failure.

Example: Console Message

OPVMQM: Message text cannot be omitted

A syntax error was detected. Correct and resubmit.

Return code: 8

   

Integration with VM:Operator

VM:Operator rules may be written to issue z/VM commands sent to it by OPVMQMQ and optionally return the responses
to the OPVMSV exec.

For example, this call to OPVMQM sends the z/VM command QUERY NAMES to z/VM where it is processed by
VM:Operator:

OI OPVMQM ARG('*: SMSG OPS0001C - COMMAND: QUERY NAMES RESPONSE: Y')

The following VM:Operator rule to process message OPS0001C will issue the z/VM command and optionally return its
response to OPVMSV if the command keyword RESPONSE is set to Y.
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/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*  Issue the command in OPS0001C message and                  */

/*  send response based on setting of RESPONSE keyword         */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/

Trace Normal

Parse Arg userid msg_class . 'COMMAND:' cpcmd 'RESPONSE:' y_n .

if abbrev('YES',y_n,1) then do

   'TEST CMS PIPE CP 999999' cpcmd '| stem x.'

    do i = 1 for x.0

        'TEST CP SMSG' userid x.i

    end

  /* exit */

end

/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*  Show command on the console                                */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/

'TEST CP' cpcmd

exit

   

Technical Notes
This section describes technical notes for administrators:

• Run Multiple Copies of the Product On a Single z/OS Image
Multiple copies of OPS/MVS can run concurrently in a single z/OS system. Each copy of OPS/MVS requires a unique
subsystem ID, and several other OPS/MVS parameters should have unique values for each copy.

• Creating SMF Records
You can direct OPS/MVS whether to create SMF records. This depends on the values of SMFRECORDNUMBER and
SMFRECORDING. If the value of SMFRECORDNUMBER is 0 (default), then OPS/MVS does not create SMF records.
If the value of SMFRECORDNUMBER is a valid number, from 128 to 255, then OPS/MVS creates a user-type SMF
record of the type indicated.
For example, OPS/MVS creates those user-type SMF records identified by number 128 when the
SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter has a value of 128.

• Server Types
OPS/MVS has multiple server types, such as OSF, ECF, and internal servers.

• Back Up and Restore the SYSCHK1 VSAM File Data
As automated applications begin to create and manipulate GLOBALx stemmed variables and/or Relational Data
Framework (RDF) tables, we recommend that you implement site-specific backup and restore methods for the OPS/
MVS SYSCHK1 VSAM file that stores this data.
This system-unique file is allocated either through a //SYSCHK1 DD JCL statement within the OPSMAIN procedure, or
through allocation statements that are performed within the OPS/MVS start-up member (default name of OPSSPA00).

• Main Product Parameter String
The entire main product parameter string (up to 100 characters) is available through the OPSINFO('MAINPRM') REXX
function. The OPSPRM REXX function and OPSPARM command processor are restricted to setting and displaying the
first 50 characters of this string.

• Command Prefixes and the z/OS CPF
During product initialization, OPS/MVS defines its command prefixes to the z/OS Command Prefix Facility (CPF). The
command prefixes are defined by the following product parameters: OSFCHAR, ECFCHAR, and ATMCMDCHAR.

• Storage Usage
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OPS/MVS was designed to use large amounts of virtual storage. Several product parameters and the number and size
of the AOF rules in your environment control OPS/MVS virtual storage usage. There is no direct relationship between
virtual storage and the size of the working set.

Run Multiple Copies of the Product On a Single z/OS Image
Contents

Multiple copies of OPS/MVS can run concurrently in a single z/OS system. Each copy of OPS/MVS requires a unique
subsystem ID, and several other OPS/MVS parameters should have unique values for each copy.

Subsystem IDs

Almost all OPS/MVS TSO command processors have a SUBSYS keyword. Use this keyword to specify the subsystem ID
of the copy of OPS/MVS on the local system, from where the command was issued, that should process the command.

The only exception is the OPSWAIT command processor. Since execution of OPSWAIT does not require communication
with an OPS/MVS subsystem, it does not support the SUBSYS keyword.

The OPS/MVS default subsystem ID is OPSS. To start an alternate copy of OPS/MVS, include the SSID parameter on
the z/OS START command and specify the subsystem ID of the OPS/MVS copy to be started. To use OPSVIEW with a
particular OPS/MVS subsystem, you can either specify the SUBSYS keyword on the OPSVIEW command processor or,
once in OPSVIEW, change the subsystem ID in option 0.1.

We recommend using OPST as the subsystem ID for your test release of OPS/MVS. If you need more SSIDs, then use
OPSU, OPSV, OPSW, and so on. z/OS limits subsystem IDs to four characters; OPS/MVS requires that the first three
characters must be OPS and the fourth character must be alphabetic.

Parameters That Must Be Unique

The following parameters should have a different value for each OPS/MVS copy you run. The values shown are the
defaults; specify alternate values for additional OPS/MVS copies.

This parameter… Has this default value…

ATMCMDCHAR (

ECFCHAR ?

OSFCHAR !

OSFSTC OPSOSF

RULEPREFIX SYS1.OPS

SYSID @@@@

OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 Data Set Considerations

Besides checking that the above parameters differ for each OPS/MVS copy, you must ensure that each copy of the
product allocates its own copy of the OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 data sets if you want to send OPSLOG and global variable
checkpoints to disk.

OPS/REXX Program and Command Processor Considerations

Use the following techniques when working with multiple copies of OPS/MVS:

• To properly communicate with alternate copies of OPS/MVS from OPS/REXX programs, use the following technique
(SubsysName is the name of the OPS/MVS subsystem):
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ADDRESS AOF "SUBSYS" SubsysName

if RC <> 0 then

    do

     say "OPS/MVS subsystem "SubsysName" is not active"

     exit

    end

• When an OPS/REXX program runs as a batch job or as a started task and you are either running multiple OPS/MVS
copies on one system or the subsystem where OPS/MVS is running is not called OPSS, you can ensure that the
program executes on the correct subsystem. To do so, include the following DD statement when invoking the program
or submitting the batch job (OPSx is the name of the OPS/MVS subsystem):
//OPS$OPSx DD DUMMY

• To ensure that OPS/MVS command processors (including the OPS/REXX command processors OI and OX) execute
on the correct subsystem, modify the OPS/MVS default subsystem ID for each TSO user by allocating a ddname of
the form OPS$OPSx (x is any alphabetic character). The last four characters of this ddname will then be used as the
default subsystem ID for all OPS/MVS command processors invoked by the user.
For example, a TSO user could issue the following command to set the default subsystem ID for his or her session to
OPSA:
ALLOC F(OPS$OPSA) DUMMY

When multiple ddnames of this form are found, the first one that is found in the TIOT is used. This order has no
connection to the order that the TSO ALLOCATE command allocates the ddnames.

Rule Set Sharing

Several copies of OPS/MVS can share rule sets, but sharing causes rules to execute twice (once by each copy of OPS/
MVS) if any rules are auto-enabled. Avoid sharing rule sets if you do not want rules to execute twice.

WARNING
Never use production rule sets for testing purposes. In fact, when testing, always use a separate test rule set.

Creating SMF Records
You can configure OPS/MVS to automatically generate System Management Facilities (SMF) records that are formatted
internally by OPS/MVS.

Once configured, SMF recording can be turned on or off at any time. In addition, you can use the OPSSMF OPS/REXX
function to generate on-demand an internally formatted record or a user-formatted record.

Whether formatted by a user or internally by OPS/MVS, all SMF records generated by OPS/MVS use the same user
record type that is set by the SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter.

SMF Record Subtypes

OPS/MVS continuously records statistical data in real time. Most of this data is stored in OPS/MVS display-only
parameters. This data can also be recorded in SMF record subtypes that are formatted internally by OPS/MVS. These
record subtypes fall into the following two categories:

• Summary data recorded at termination of the product or one of its components:
– Subtype 1: OPS/MVS summary data recorded when the product terminates
– Subtype 4: Global variable data recorded when the global variable subtask terminates
– Subtype 5: SQL (RDF) data recorded when the product terminates
– Subtype 8: EPI data recorded when EPI variable subtask terminates

• Event data recorded when an event occurs:
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– Subtype 2: OSF data recorded when an OSF server terminates
– Subtype 3: AOF data recorded when a rule or rule set is disabled
– Subtype 6: IMSBMP data recorded when an IMSBMP address space terminates
– Subtype 7: OSF transaction data recorded when an OSF transaction completes

NOTE
Subtypes 1 through 999 are reserved for possible future records formatted internally by OPS/MVS.

How to Control SMF Recording

By default, OPS/MVS does not produce any SMF records. To turn on SMF recording, set SMFRECORDNUMBER
to a valid value from 128 to 255. While SMFRECCORDNUMBER remains set to the default value of 0, OPS/MVS
will not produce SMF records. Once set to a valid non-zero value, SMF records of the type specified are written
while SMFRECORDING is ON. SMFRECORDNUMBER may be set at any time, but can never be reset to 0. Once
SMFRECORDNUMBER is set to non-zero, SMF recording is turned off by only by setting SMFRECORDING to NO.

You turn on OPS/MVS recording at initialization of the product by setting SMFRECORDNUMBER to a valid value in the
OPSPA00 OPS/REXX start-up exec.

NOTE
Two or more OPS/MVS subsystems running on two or more z/OS systems can safely use the same SMF record
number. The header of each record identifies both the SMF ID of the system and the OPS/MVS subsystem ID.

Parameters that Control SMF Recording

The following OPS/MVS parameters control the generation of OPS/MVS SMF records:

SMFRECORDING
Controls whether OPS/MVS writes SMF records when the value of the SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter is a
valid number other than 0. When set to the default value of YES, SMF recording is enabled. Setting the value to
NO disables recording. This parameter can be set at any time.

SMFRECORDNUMBER
Sets the SMF record type used by OPS/MVS. By default, the value is 0 and no SMF records are written. When
set to a valid value of 128 through 255 and the value of SMFRECORDING is YES, SMF records of that type are
written. This parameter can be set at any time.

NOTE
This parameter cannot be reset to a value of 0. Once the value is set to non-zero, SMF recording is
turned off only by setting SMFRECORDING to NO.

SMFRULEDISABLE
Controls whether OPS/MVS writes an SMF record when an Automated Operations Facility (AOF) rule or rule set
is disabled. When set to the default value of NO, no records are written. Records are written when set to YES.
This parameter can be set at any time.

OSFTRANSSMFREC
Controls whether OPS/MVS writes an SMF record after each TSO Operator Server Facility (OSF) server
transaction. When set to the default value of NO, no records are written. Records are written when set to YES.
This parameter can be set at any time.

Examples:

The following examples illustrate the use of the SMFRECORDING and SMFRECORDNUMBER parameters.

When coded in the OPSSPA00 exec, the following OPS/REXX command disables SMF recording at OPS/MVS start-up,
regardless of the SMFRECORDNUMBER setting:

var = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDING","NO")
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Assuming that the default YES setting of SMFRECORDING is not overridden, OPS/MVS will automatically generate user
type 234 SMF records after start-up when the following command is coded in the OPSSPA00 exec:

var = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDNUMBER",234)

The OPS/MVS will generate an SMF record when an AOF rule or rule set is disabled, provided that SMF recording is
turned on:

var = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRULEDISABLE","NO")

While the following TOD rule is enabled, OPS/MVS will write SMF type 234 records only during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. on the week days of Monday through Friday:

)TOD MONDAY,1 HOUR,FRIDAY

/*

This rule fires every hour MON thru FRI

*/

)INIT

/*

If rule is enabled from 8:00-17:00 on MON-FRI, turn on SMF recording.

Otherwise, turn off SMF recording when rule is enabled.

*/

tod=TIME  Current time-of-day

dow=DATE(W) Current day-of-week

If WORDPOS(dow,'Saturday Sunday')=0 Then

Do

If (tod <= 08:00:00) & (tod < 17:00:00) Then

x = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDNUMBER",234)

End

Else

x = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDNUMBER",0)

)PROC

/*

Start SMF recording MON-FRI at 08:00.

Stop  SMF recording MON-FRI at 17:00.

Note: In a TOD rule, TIME returns the time the rule fired.

*/

If TIME=08:00:00 Then

x = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDNUMBER",234)

If TIME=17:00:00 Then

x = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDNUMBER",0)

)TOD MONDAY,1 HOUR,FRIDAY

/*

This rule fires every hour MON thru FRI

*/

)INIT

/*

If rule is enabled from 8:00-17:00 on MON-FRI, turn on SMF recording.

Otherwise, turn off SMF recording when rule is enabled.

*/

tod=TIME  Current time-of-day

dow=DATE(W) Current day-of-week

If WORDPOS(dow,'Saturday Sunday') = 0 Then

Do

If (tod >= 08:00:00) & (tod < 17:00:00) Then
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x = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDNUMBER",234)

x = OPSPRM("SET","RECORDING","YES")

End

Else

x = OPSPRM("SET","RECORDING","NO")

)PROC

/*

Start SMF recording MON-FRI at 08:00.

Stop  SMF recording MON-FRI at 17:00.

Note: In a TOD rule, TIME returns the time the rule fired.

*/

If TIME=08:00:00 Then

x = OPSPRM("SET","SMFRECORDNUMBER",234)

x = OPSPRM("SET","RECORDING","YES")

If TIME=17:00:00 Then

x = OPSPRM("SET","RECORDING","NO")

How to Create SMF Reports

You can generate pre-formatted reports of accumulated data from the internally-formatted OPS/MVS SMF records using
the Automated Measurement Environment (AME). For complete information on how to use the AME, see SMF Reporting
Using AME.

The following resources are provided to aid you in creating your own reports, from either the internally-formatted OPS/
MVS SMF records or your own user-formatted records:

• Member OPAMESMF of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library contains batch JCL to execute the IBM utility IFASMFDP
to extract OPS/MVS data from SMF records stored in the system dump data sets.

• Member OPAMESML of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library contains batch JCL to execute the IBM utility IFASMFDL
to extract OPS/MVS data from SMF records sent to the MVS System Logger logstream.

• Member OPSMRC of the installed hlq.CCLXASM library contains the following DSECTs that map the OPS/MVS SMF
records:
– The SMFH DSECT maps the standard 40-byte header used for all SMF records, including user-formatted subtype

records.
– The SMnn DSECTs in maps all of the nn-numbered subtype SMF records formatted internally by OPS/MVS.

How to Write SMF Records On-Demand

You can write one of the internally formatted OPS/MVS SMF summary records or your own user-formatted record on-
demand using the OPS/REXX OPSSMF Function.

Server Types
Contents

OPS/MVS has multiple server types, as described in the following sections.

OSF Servers

There are multiple classes of OSF servers. Each OSF server executes in its own address space.
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TSO OSF Servers

TSO servers execute asynchronous TSO commands under the control of the IBM TSO Terminal Monitor Program (TMP).
There are three sub-classes of OSF TSO servers:

• OSF TSL servers -- intended for long-running TSO commands, CLISTs, and REXX EXECs
• OSF TSP servers -- intended for high priority TSO commands, CLISTs, and REXX EXECs
• OSF TSO servers -- intended for all other TSO commands, CLISTs, and REXX EXECs

OSF TSO servers have certain capabilities and attributes that the OSF TSL and TSP servers do not have, such as:

• Commands can be sent to OSF TSO servers directly from a system console by using the OSFCHAR command prefix.
• Using ADDRESS TSO in a NOWAIT or non-TSO environment results in the TSO command being sent to the OSF

TSO execute queue.
• The OPSRMT command sends transactions only to the OSF TSO server queue.
• The OSFMIN and OSFMAX parameter values cannot be set to zero. The minimum value of these parameters is 1.

USS OSF Servers

USS servers, which are UNIX dubbed address spaces, are used to execute UNIX System Services commands. The
command results are returned to the OPS/REXX program that issued the commands using the ADDRESS USS host
command environment.

ECF Servers

ECF servers provide an MCS console operator with a dedicated TSO session. The main purpose of ECF servers is for
system rescue operations.

Internal Servers

Internal servers do not execute in a separate address space, but in individual subtasks inside the OPS/MVS main address
space. This type of server is used to execute requests routed through the MSF from one system to another.

Back Up and Restore the SYSCHK1 VSAM File Data
  

As automated applications begin to create and manipulate GLOBALx stemmed variables, Relational Data Framework
(RDF) tables or both, we recommend that you implement site-specific backup and restore methods for the OPS/
MVS SYSCHK1 VSAM file that stores this data. This system-unique file is allocated either through a //SYSCHK1 DD JCL
statement within the OPSMAIN procedure, or through allocation statements that are performed within the OPS/MVS start-
up member (default name of OPSSPA00).

You can use various backup-and-restore methods to verify that this critical application data is protected. Consider the
following methods, and select the method that best suits the needs of your environment:

• (Recommended) Configure and use the OPSSGVBK procedure that back up the entire SYSCHCK1 VSAM file, then
use OPSVIEW 7.6 or OPSSGVRS to perform restore operations.

•  Create a backup of GLOBALx variables only (no RDF tables).
•  Back up and restore Specific Relational Data Framework (RDF) tables only.
•  Adapt the current site methods that back up critical system data sets, to back up the entire SYSCHCK1 VSAM file.

Configure and use the OPSSGVBK and OPSSGVRS or OPSVIEW 7.6 Procedures

 OPS/MVS provides a backup and restore utility that you can configure to back up the entire SYSCHCK1 VSAM file. You
might need the OPSSGVBK (backup) and OPSSGVRS (restore) procedures within installations where the automation
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group wants to manage this SYSCHK1 backup process separately from the other system backups, or you want to create
and access backups regularly.  The restore process has been expanded to provide the capability to use the OPSSGVBK
created dataset to restore all or portions of the backed-up data selectively using OPSVIEW option 7.6 such as some
automated application updates variables frequently, and/or RDF tables and you want a more specific point-in-time backup.
The backup process uses generation data groups (GDGs) to store each backup copy, allowing the restore process to
access a specific point in time backup, if needed.

 To implement the OPSSVBK (backup) procedures:  

1. Locate, tailor, and submit member GVBKGDG of your opsmvsHLQ.CCLXCNTL data set. This member allocates the
required GDG pattern and data set names that are used within the backup procedures.
Ensure that the GDG data set name is named uniquely per each copy of OPS/MVS. You use the systems SMFID as
part of the naming convention, such as SYS2.OPSS.smfid.GLOBAL.BACKUP.

2. Locate member OPSSGVBK of your opsmvsHLQ.CCLXCNTL data set. This member is the actual started task that
performs the backup process (copy current SYSCHK1 to a GDG) when triggered.

3. Copy this member into a valid systems PROCLIB in which started tasks reside.
4. Tailor the JCL accordingly. The backup program must be run from an APF-authorized library and must be run at the

highest dispatching priority.
5. Define the required GLOBALBACKUP* OPS/MVS parameters for the backup process. You must define these

parameters within the OPS/MVS startup procedure (OPSSPA00 by default) to verify that the parameters are defined
each time OPS/MVS initializes.
Use OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 to set these parameters dynamically if a restart of OPS/MVS is not desirable to proceed
with this backup configuration. You define the following parameters:

GLOBALBACKUPINTVAL
Specifies the time interval in minutes in which the backup procedure is submitted to generate a backup copy. If
desired, you can omit this parameter setting, and can start the backup procedure (START OPSSGVBK) through
an in-house batch job that a scheduler package submits. You can start this procedure manually from a console
when a backup is needed, or can start it through an OPS/MVS TOD rule.

GLOBALBACKUPPROC
Specifies the name of the backup JCL procedure that you created in Step 2 (default name of OPSSGVBK).

GLOBALBACKUPDSN and GLOBALBACKUPMDSCB
These parameters correspond to the GDG pattern and data set names that you created in Step 1 (GVBKGDG
job).

GLOBALBACKUPSTCLASS
Specifies the SMS storage class that controls the allocation of global variable backup data sets.
Note: When you set this parameter to a nonblank value, the GLOBALBACKUPUNIT and
GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER parameters are ignored.

GLOBALBACKUPUNIT
If GLOBALBACKUPSTCLASS is not set (no SMS), this parameter specifies the generic or esoteric device name
for the backup data set (for example, 3390, SYSDA, and so on). You can either use the GLOBALBACKUPUNIT
on its own to direct the backup data set to any volume in the generic or esoteric group, or you can use it with the
GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER parameter to direct the allocation to a specific volume.

GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER
Specifies the volume serial (VOLSER) associated with the allocation of a backup data set. When you specify this
parameter, you also specify the GLOBALBACKUPUNIT parameter. For example, GLOBALBACKUPUNIT is set to
SYSBK. You can use GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER to direct the backup data set to a specific volume in the SYSBK
group, for example, WORK01.

NOTE

For more information about these OPS/MVS Global Variable backup parameters, see the  Parameter
Reference .
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6. Start the OPSSGVBK procedure.

You must run the backup program while OPS/MVS is active. Review the joblog and/or OPSLOG to confirm the success or
failure of the backup procedure. After OPSSGVBK executes successfully, verify that a GDG backup was created. Future
executions of this job are performed through the defined trigger mechanism (GLOBALBACKUPINTVAL setting, OPS/
MVS TOD rule, scheduled job that issues START OPSSGVBK, or upon a manual start).

 Restore the SYSCHK1 from OPSVIEW (Recommended)  

From the OPSVIEW UI Option =7.6 Panel Menu (Utilities>SYSCHK1 Restore>) provides you the means to Restore and
Allocate a GDG backup of the SYSCHK1 data set. From this, you can then Restore a backed-up Global Variable or an
RDF Table. The following procedural steps can walk you through this process.

Using =7.6.4, (Option 4 "Restore SYSCHK1 Dataset") provides the user with an online capability to restore the entire
SYSCHK1 data set from a GDG data set created from the Global Variable Backup STC Procedure method.

From the newly restored SYSCHK1 data set that is created from =7.6.4, you can use the =7.6.1 (Option 1 "Allocate a
SYSCHK1") to allocate this data set to your TSO session

Once you have the restored data set allocated to your TSO session, you can then use either =7.6.2 (Option 2 “Restore
Global Variables”) to restore a Global Variable or =7.6.3 (Option 3 “Restore RDF Tables”) to restore an RDF Table.

 Execute the OPSSGVRS global variable restore process: 

1. Locate member OPSSGVRS of your opsmvsHLQ.CCLXCNTL data set. This member is the actual started task that
restores the SYSCHK1 VSAM file from a backup GDG data set created through the OPSSGVBK procedure. Copy this
member into a valid systems PROCLIB in which started tasks reside.

2. Customize the OPSSGVRS procedure.
You can customize the OPSSGVRS sample JCL procedure to allocate the desired GDG dataset that the OPSSGVBK
procedure has created, or it can allocate the most recent generation (+0). You must specify a single parameter in the
started task procedure OPSSGVRS. This parameter identifies the OPS/MVS subsystem ID whose global variables you
want to restore (for example, PARM='OPSS'). You must run the restore program from an APF-authorized library, and
you run it at the highest dispatching priority.

3. Start the OPSSGVRS procedure.
You must run the restore program while OPS/MVS is active. All global variables are reset to their backed-up values,
and all RDF tables are replaced with all RDF tables that were part of the last global variable backup. Review the joblog
and/or OPSLOG to confirm the success or failure of the restore procedure. After OPSSGVRS executes successfully,
the global variable tree rebuilds, and if being utilized, the SSM engine restarts to resynch with the newly loaded/
restored tables.

NOTE

 The global variable restores the entire global variable database from the designated backup data set. If
the size of the global variable database (determined by the value of the GLOBALMAX parameter) has been
changed since the backup was taken, then the restore fails. Therefore, we recommend that you take new
backups immediately after changing the value of the GLOBALMAX parameter.

Return Codes for the OPSSGVBK Procedures

The following list provides the OPSSGVBK global variable backup return codes:

 Code  Description 
0 Operation successful
4 GETMAIN/FREEMAIN failure
8 DEQ failed
12 Exclusive ENQ failed
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16 APF authorization failed
20 Invalid subsystem or an inactive subsystem
24 Serious control block error
40 An abend has occurred
44 Local/CML lock failure
48 Invalid/missing data set name
50 No allocation destination has been specified. Specify either the

storage class or the unit/volser combination.
52 Dynamic allocation failed
56 Open failed for data set
60 Error writing the backup data set
64 Error closing backup data set

Return Codes for the OPSSGVRS Procedures

The following list provides the OPSSGVRS global variable restore return codes:

 Code  Description 
0 Operation successful
4 GETMAIN/FREEMAIN failure
8 DEQ failed
12 Exclusive ENQ failed
16 APF authorization failed
20 Invalid subsystem or an inactive subsystem
24 Serious control block error
40 An abend has occurred
44 Local/CML lock failure
48 Invalid/missing data set name
52 Dynamic allocation failed
56 Open failed for data set
60 OPGVRSDD not allocated
64 Error closing restore data set
68 Error reading backup data set
80 Global max size conflict
88 Invalid header record in backup data set

Create a Backup of GLOBALx Variables Only

To take a backup of all GLOBALx variables or a particular stem quickly, use the OPSVIEW 7.5 option.

This online option simply creates an OPS/REXX member that contains the necessary OPSVALUE() instructions that back
up (reset) the desired GLOBALx. Variable values.
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You can also use this method, if you want to transfer some particular GLOBALx variables quickly from one system to the
next. Meaning, you could back up the desired variables (creates an OPS/REXX exec), and then execute this OPS/REXX
exec on another system to reset/initialize these desired variables.

NOTE

For more information about this online option, see  Using OPSVIEW .

Back Up and Restore Specific RDF Tables Only

Use the supplied WRITETBL (creates a sequential DSN backup copy of an RDF table) and READTBL (creates an RDF
table from a DSN backup copy) OPS/REXX programs of the opsmvshlq.SAMPLE.REXX library as backup and restore
procedures for one or more RDF tables.

You can invoke these programs whenever you want a backup of a table, such as making a copy of the SSM STCTBL
before making new changes. Then, you have this backup in the event the new changes were not successful, or need
backing out. Also, you can invoke the WRITETBL exec from within an OPS/MVS TOD rule to create a more specific point-
in-time backup of a specific table.

NOTE

 For execution details, see the comments within the WRITETBL and READTBL OPS/REXX programs for
execution details.

Adapt the Current Site Methods that Back Up SYSCHCK1 VSAM

We recommend that you adapt to current site methods of backing up critical system data sets. We recommend that you
back up the entire SYSCHCK1 VSAM file (RDF tables and GLOBALx variables).

Create system backup jobs that the external scheduler package submits. Alternately, you can modify the jobs to back up
the SYSCHK1 VSAM file, as other critical system data sets are backed up through some in-house backup utility (IDCAMS,
DFDSS, and so on). You can restore the SYSCHK1 data in one of two ways:

 To restore the entire SYSCHK1 file: 

• Stop OPS/MVS.
• Restore SYSCHK1 from a backup file that the in-house backup utility created.
• Restart OPS/MVS.

The RDF tables and global variables restore back to current values based on the last time the system backup job of
the SYSCHK1 file executed successfully.

•  To access and utilize the SYSCHK1 Restore option from within OPSVIEW: 
• Select Option 7.6 within OPSVIEW to allocate a backup SYSCHK1 file.
• Select the RDF tables and/or GLOBALx variables that you want to restore.

If a SYSCHK1 dataset with the required restore data is not available, use the option to restore an OPSSGVBK backup
dataset to an inactive SYSCHK1.

NOTE

 For more information about how to use the SYSCHK1 Restore option, see  Using OPSVIEW .

Main Product Parameter String
The entire main product parameter string (up to 100 characters) is available through the OPSINFO('MAINPRM') REXX
function. The OPSPRM REXX function and OPSPARM command processor are restricted to setting and displaying the
first 50 characters of this string.

OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 cannot be used to modify the entire MAINPRM string. Only the first 50 characters can be
displayed or modified.
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NOTE
The following notes apply to the parameter specified in the product started task JCL procedure:

• The first 7 characters of the parameter string are not considered part of the MAINPRM string since they contain the
product subsystem name, the startup member suffix name, and a comma. Blanks following the comma are ignored.

• The parameter string specified through the MAINPRM symbolic parameter in the product started task JCL is logically
truncated at the first blank character.

• For example, assuming that MAINPRM has not been modified through OPSPRM/OPSPARM and that the product
startup JCL contains:
MAINPRM='FIRSTPART SECONDPART'

OPSINFO('MAINPRM') would then return the string FIRSTPART.

Command Prefixes and the z/OS CPF
During product initialization, OPS/MVS defines command prefixes to the z/OS Command Prefix Facility (CPF). Those
command prefixes are defined by the following OPS/MVS parameters:

•  ATMCMDCHAR 
•  ECFCHAR 
•  OSFCHAR 
•  SYSTEMCPF 

If you define one of these OPS/MVS parameters as a NULL character, then its associated command prefix it is not defined
to the CPF.

The CPF prefix definitions are performed only at product initialization.

Prefixes associated with parameters ATMCMDCHAR, ECFCHAR, and OSFCHAR are deleted from the CPF during
product termination. If you change any of these parameters after product initialization, then your change will not be
reflected in the CPF. The following message is then issued during product termination: 

OPS0100W CPF DELETE OF parameter FAILED, RC=X'00000008', REASON CODE=X'00000004'

Once defined, the prefix that is associated with parameter SYSTEMCPF remains defined and available even if OPS/
MVS is terminated. If you restart OPS/MVS with a different SYSTEMCPF parameter value, the old CPF prefix is deleted
before defining the new one.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you set any of these parameters only at product initialization.

NOTE
In a future release, these parameters may change so that they can be set only during product initialization.

Characters Allowed in Command Prefixes

z/OS command prefixes may only contain the Characters Allowed In z/OS Commands.

Guidelines for Defining Command Prefixes

You can obtain a list of existing prefixes and their owners by issuing the z/OS command DISPLAY OPDATA or by using
the OPS/REXX OPSCFP function.

Do not use a prefix that is an abbreviation for an already defined process. For example, a prefix such as D conflicts with
the DISPLAY z/OS command.

Do not specify the same value for each of these OPS/MVS parameters. Although OPS/MVS allows it, doing so causes
problems.
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Do not use a prefix that already exists for some other OPS/MVS subsystem or some other product.

If you attempt to define a prefix that is already defined, the prefix will not be registered in the CPF registry table. Error
message OPS0100W with return code 8 and reason code 8 will be issued during product initialization:

OPS0100W CPF DEFINE OF parameter FAILED, RC=X'00000008', REASON CODE=X'00000008'

Do not define a prefix that is either a subset or a superset of an existing prefix with the same first character. For example,
if command prefix $ABC already exists, command prefixes $, $A, and $AB are subsets of, and conflict with, the original
prefix. Similarly, prefixes $ABC1 and $ABC$ also conflict with existing prefix $ABC because they are supersets with the
same first character. You can, however, define command prefixes ABC, BC, or C, because they do not start with the same
first character as the existing prefix.

If you attempt to define a prefix that is a subset or superset of a prefix that is already defined, the prefix will not be
registered in the CPF registry table, and error message OPS0100W will be issued with return code C and reason code 10
during product initialization:

OPS0100W CPF DEFINE OF parameter FAILED, RC=X'0000000C', REASON CODE=X'00000010'

 OPS/MVS Command Prefix Owner Names

The format of the eight-character owner name for command prefixes defined to the CPF by OPS/MVS is as follows:

• The first four characters contain the OPS/MVS subsystem ID (for example, OPSS)
• The next four characters contain one of the following prefixes:

– ATM (for ATMCMDCHAR)
– ECF (for ECFCHAR)
– OSF (for OSFCHAR)
– SYS (for SYSTEMCPF)

For example, if the default subsystem ID of OPSS is used, the owner names would be OPSSATM, OPSSECF, OPSSOSF,
and OPSSSYS.

OSFSYSPLEXCMD Parameter

The OSFSYSPLEXCMD parameter allows you to specify whether the OSFCHAR prefix string should be defined to the
CPF with a scope of SYSTEM or SYSPLEX. Valid values are YES and NO.

The default value of the OSFSYSPLEXCMD parameter is NO, which means the OSFCHAR prefix is defined to the CPF
on the local system only. When OSFSYSPLEXCMD is set to YES, the OSFCHAR prefix is defined with a scope of all
systems in the sysplex and should, therefore, be a unique value in the sysplex. Specifying a value of YES on a system
that is not part of the sysplex is meaningless and is equivalent to a value of NO.

The OSFSYSPLEXCMD parameter can be set at product initialization only. If you specify unique OSFCHAR strings on
each system in the sysplex and you set OSFSYSPLEXCMD to YES, you can then use CPF prefixes to issue commands
to the servers on any system in the sysplex from any console, regardless of the system to which it is attached. If you want,
you can also use this capability in your automation procedures.

Characters Allowed In z/OS Commands
Table of the valid characters that can be used in z/OS commands, and in z/OS command prefixes also.

Character Set Description Character 2 Hex Value
in EBCDIC 1

Alphabetic A through I X'C1' through X'C9'Alphanumeric
Alphabetic J through R X'D1' through X'D9'
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Alphabetic S through Z X'E2' through X'E9'
Numeric 0 through 9 X'F0' through X'F9'
At sign 3 @ X'7C'
Pound sign 3 # X'7B'

National

Dollar sign 3 $ X'5B'
Cent sign 3 ¢ X'4A'
Exclamation point 3 ! X'5A'
Not sign 3 ¬ X'5F'
Percent sign % X'6C'
Underscore _ X'6D'
Apostrophe ' X'7D'
Quotation mark " X'7F'
Ampersand & X'50'
Vertical bar | X'4F'
Asterisk * X'5C'
Slash / X'61'
Plus sign + X'4E'
Hyphen - X'60'
Equal sign = X'7E'
Less than sign < X'4C'
Greater than sign > X'6E'
Left parenthesis ( X'4D'
Right parenthesis ) X'5D'
Comma , X'6B'
Period . X'4B'
Question mark ? X'6F'
Colon : X'7A'

Special

Semicolon ; X'5E'

NOTE

1 The hexadecimal values that are shown are accepted by z/OS for use in commands.

2 The characters that are shown are accepted by z/OS when using the English-USA EBCDIC code page with
the Coded Character Set ID (CCSID) of 037. This CCSID is used by legacy MVS terminals and consoles. If the
keyboard on your console, terminal or terminal emulator (PC), is "mapped" to a different EBCDIC code page,
you may need to use keys for different characters to obtain the correct hex values that are expected by z/OS.

3 In particular, the hex values X'7C', X'7B', X'5B, X'4A', X'5F', X'5A' for the respective characters @, #, $, ¢, ¬, !
may be mapped to different character keys when using different EBCDIC codepages. The following table lists
the different characters for these hex values in various different EBCDIC codepages. This list is by no means
complete. For a complete list of EBCDIC codepages, see section Converting Character Sets in IBM guide z/OS
DFSMS Using Data Sets (SC23-6855-30).
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Table of the other possible characters that can be used in z/OS commands when using an EBCDIC code page other than
037:

Characters of these hex values:EBCDIC
Code page
CCSID(s)

Country
X'7C' X'7B' X'5B' X'4A' X'5F' X'5A'

037, 037C,
1140

English-US @ # $ ¢ ¬ !

273, 1141 Germany,
Austria

§ # $ Ä ^ Ü

275 Portugal, Brazil Ã Õ Ç É ^ $
277,1142 Danish,

Norwegian
Ø Æ Å # ^ ¤

278,1143 Sweden,
Finland

Ö Ä Å § ^ ¤

280,1144 Italy § £ $ ° ^ ]
284,1145 Spain @ Ñ $ [ ¬ ]
285,1146 English-UK @ # £ $ ¬ !
297,1147 France à £ $ ° ^ §
322 Turkey $ Ö İ Ç ^ Ğ
410 Russia @ Ö $ [ ^ ]
500,1148 International @ # $ [ ^ ]
871 Iceland Ð # $ Þ Ö Æ
924 Multinational

ISO Euro
@ # $ Ý ^ !

1047 Latin 1 / Open
Systems

@ # $ ¢ ^ !

Storage Usage
This scenario describes OPS/MVS and storage usage.

A Scenario

Upon returning to work after a weekend, you may find that the OPS/MVS working set, the sum of real and expanded
storage, is large. The total working set may even exceed 100 MB. After examining the situation, you will find that the
real storage usage is not excessive but the expanded storage component of the working set is extremely large (it may
exceed 200 MB). At most sites, the largest area of OPS/MVS virtual storage consists of the OPSLOG and is controlled
by the BROWSEMAX parameter. At every OPSLOG checkpoint interval (see the description of the BROWSEINTERVAL
parameter), OPS/MVS explicitly releases all real storage that is used to contain OPSLOG messages that are outside the
current buffer. Doing so keeps the usage of real storage under control; however, there is no equivalent mechanism for
explicitly controlling expanded storage.

Over the weekend, messages and other events continue to be collected in the OPSLOG. However, there is typically a
limited demand for expanded storage and the main expanded storage indicator, which is migration age, rises. You can use
the OPS/REXX OPSSRM('MIGRATIONAGE') function or your performance monitor to determine the migration age. The
operating system continues to build up pages in the expanded storage area that is used by the OPSLOG, even though
the real storage has been explicitly freed. This occurs because there is no other demand for expanded storage. In other
words, z/OS does not take expanded storage pages away from an address space unless there is a demand for those
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pages. Therefore, no overhead is expended discarding unneeded expanded storage pages. Also, because these pages
are already backed by DIV, they can be reclaimed for use without being written to page data sets, indicating that these
pages can be stolen when demand increases.

On Monday morning, you see that as the workload increases, the expanded storage migration age decreases and the
OPS/MVS OPSLOG-related expanded storage pages are the first pages to become eligible for stealing. By the time the
system reaches its normal state, the OPS/MVS working set is back to its usual size.

The OPSLOG Does Not Have to Be a DIV Data Set

The OPSLOG is not required to be a DIV data set. If you keep the OPSLOG in a data space only (that is, you do not
allocate an OPSLOG data set to the OPS/MVS address space), then there is no OPSLOG real storage trimming because
there is no checkpoint cycle. In this case, you must use either the SRM or workload manager mechanism to control the
size of the OPS/MVS working set. You should also ensure that there is enough paging space available on your page data
sets to hold the paged-out OPSLOG pages.

Factors That Control the Use of Virtual Storage

OPS/MVS was designed to use large amounts of virtual storage. Several product parameters and the number and size of
the AOF rules in your environment control OPS/MVS virtual storage usage. There is no direct relationship between virtual
storage and the size of the working set.

NOTE
The OPSLOG area resides in a data space that is owned by the OPS/MVS main address space and is therefore
not a factor.

The following factors (and their related parameters) control the OPS/MVS use of virtual storage; they are listed in order of
most importance to least importance:

• The number of process blocks (PROCESS parameter). Compare the value of the PROCESS parameter to the value
of the SSEXEXITHICOUNT parameter to determine whether it should be reduced. Complex automation loops may
incorrectly lead you to believe that the value of the PROCESS parameter is set too low.

• The size of the external data queue for AOF rules (AOFMAXQUEUE parameter). Compare the value of the
AOFMAXQUEUE parameter to the value of the AOFEDQHIGH parameter to determine whether it should be reduced.

• The size of the OPS/REXX workspace for AOF rules (AOFSIZE parameter). Compare the value of the AOFSIZE
parameter to the value of the AOFWSHIGHUSED parameter to determine whether it should be reduced.

• The number of active APPC (LU 6.2) MSF connections.

Diagnostics
This section contains the following topics:

• Diagnostic Process
Review the process that you should follow if you have a problem with a software product.
For example, you collect the following information:
– Control statements you used to activate your product
– JCL used to install or activate your product
– Relevant system log or console listings

• Access the Online Technical Support System
We provide interactive access to product support information in real time.

• Call Technical Support
For further technical assistance with this product, contact Broadcom support for a complete list of our locations and
phone numbers. Technical Support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

• Product Releases and Maintenance
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Customers are requested to operate only under currently supported releases of the product. Customers with current
maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new release of the system is available, a
notice is sent to all current customers.

• Request Enhancements
We welcome your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered.

Diagnostic Process
Contents

Refer to the flowchart below for a summary of the process you should follow if you have a problem with a software
product. For detailed information, see the following topics.
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Collecting Diagnostic Data

The following information is helpful in diagnosing problems that might occur:

• Control statements used to activate your product
• JCL used to install or activate your product
• Relevant system log or console listings
• Relevant system dumps or product dumps
• List of other IBM or third-party products that might be involved
• Manufacturer, model number, and capacity of your hardware
• Numbers and text of IBM or our error messages associated with the problem
• Names of panels where the problem occurs
• Listings of all fixes applied to all relevant software, including:

– The dates that fixes were applied
– Fix numbers
– Names of components to which fixes were applied

• Short description of problems

Interpreting Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
2. What were the circumstances when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
3. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
4. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
5. Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
6. Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

Access the Online Technical Support System
Broadcom provides interactive access to mainframe product support information in real time. Using the online technical
support system, you can:

• Open new issues
• Browse or update your existing issues and enhancement requests
• Perform keyword searches
• Download solutions and important notices regarding products, maintenance, and documentation

Requirements for Using the Online Technical Support System

The following are the requirements to use the online technical support system:

• You must be a Broadcom customer with a current maintenance agreement.
• You must register through the Broadcom site.
• You must access the Internet with a browser that supports the HTML specification 2.0 or higher.

Browsers that meet the HTML requirement support the following functions, which are required for support:
– Secure sockets layer (SSL) to encrypt your transaction traffic
– Encrypted data records (known as COOKIES)
– HTML tables
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Security

The online technical support system runs as a secured server (SSL). You may need to configure your browser to enable
SSL.

Call Technical Support
Support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

If you are unable to resolve the problem, have the following information ready before contacting Broadcom Support:

• All the diagnostic information described in Collecting Diagnostic Data.
• Product name, release number, operating system and service pack.
• Product name and release number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Release level of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number, and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• A severity code. This is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following to determine the

severity of the problem:
a. A system down or inoperative condition
b. A suspected high-impact condition associated with the product
c. A question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the product
d. A question concerning general product usage or implementation

Product Releases and Maintenance
Customers are requested to operate only under currently supported releases of the product.

Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new release of the
system is available, a notice is sent to all current customers.

Request Enhancements
We welcome your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered. To request an enhancement:

• Enter your request through our support system.
• Contact your Customer Advocate or a Technical Support representative.

OPSLOG Archival (12.1 and Earlier)
This section describes automated OPSLOG archival prior to OPS/MVS Release 12.2, such as 12.0 and 12.1.

Install the OPSLOG Archive System (12.1 and Earlier)
After you install the archive system, you can start archiving routine OPSLOG data.

To install the OPSLOG Archive System

1. Set the data set name and the unit, using either the BROWSEARCHIVEDSN and BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT
parameters or archive request statements in the OPARLGCR program.

2. Build the Generation Data Group (GDG).
3. Access the Application Parameter Manager, which is OPSVIEW option 2.A, and set the appropriate archive-system

parameter variables.
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4. Add your installation job information to the archive job JCL.
5. Modify your security rules.
6. Auto-enable all appropriate rules or ensure that they are always enabled when OPS/MVS starts.

Set the Archive Parameters (12.1 and Earlier)
Three OPS/MVS parameters control how the OPSLOG archive system works:

• The BROWSEARCHIVEDSN parameter specifies a default name for the OPSLOG archive data set. You can specify
any valid data set name; there is no default name.
The OPS/MVS ARCHTRCK REXX program expects the value of the BROWSEARCHIVEDSN parameter to be the
name of a Generation Data Group (GDG).

• The BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT parameter specifies a default unit type for the OPSLOG archive; there is no default unit
type.

• The ARCHIVETRIGGER parameter determines how many OPSLOG messages accumulate before OPS/MVS initiates
an archive job. OPS/MVS uses the ARCHIVETRIGGER parameter to determine when to issue the OPS4403O
message. The default is zero, but you can specify any number of messages up to 1000000000. The number
you specify should be about half the size of the number specified for the BROWSEMAX parameter. Setting the
ARCHIVETRIGGER value this way gives the archive time to complete before the OPSLOG wraps.

If you set no values for BROWSEARCHIVEDSN and BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT, OPS/MVS uses the data set name and
unit type specified in OPARLGCR, the REXX program that creates the archive.

Customize OPSLOG Archive (12.1 and Earlier)
To customize the rules, jobs, and REXX routines included on your OPS/MVS distribution media, follow these steps:

1. Define the generation data group () that you want for your OPSLOG archive. Consider the following:
– You must change the ARCHMSG and ARCHMSG2 rules to include the actual data set name that contains the

ARCHJOB JCL.
– The supplied job, ARCHGDG, uses a default name of SYS1.OPSS.ARCHIVE for the GDG.
– ARCHGDG has a GDG limit of 255; it automatically deletes the oldest entry when a new entry exceeds the limit.
– ARCHGDG allocates the pattern (or model) DSCB for the GDG; for specific information concerning the creation of

generation data groups, see the Access Method Services for Integrated Catalog Facility guide; do not change the
DSORG, LRECL, or RECFM on the pattern DSCB allocation.

– The second supplied job, ARCHJOB, executes OI to run the OPS/REXX routine ARCHTRCK; you may need to
modify the data set names for this job; both the ARCHGDG and ARCHJOB jobs will need valid job cards for your
site.

2. Ensure that you have modified the appropriate variables through the Applications Parameter Manager, main
OPSVIEW menu option 2.A.
The following are example settings, as displayed from option 2.A:

---------------------- CA OPS/MVS Application Parm Editor ---- Row 1 to 7 of 7

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                              

  PRIMARY: SAVE   Write to Parm DS           LINE: S Select for edit          

           CANcel Exit without saving              R Restore default value    

           RIGHT  Display LOADED parms             L LOAD parm for execution  

                                                   X eXamine LOADED parm      

  FILTERS: Parm: *                Applicatn: *                                

                                                                              

                   Applicatn                                                  

  Parm Name        Name       Parm Value in Parm Dataset                      
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===============================================================================

_ BASENAME         ARCHIVE    GLOBAL0.ARCH_TRACK.                             

_ GDGMODEL         ARCHIVE    SMITH.OPS.MODLARCH                       

_ PRIMARY          ARCHIVE    100                                             

_ SECONDARY        ARCHIVE    100                                             

_ SMS              ARCHIVE    YES                                              

_ STORCLAS         ARCHIVE                                                    

_ VOLSER           ARCHIVE                                             

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

For explanations of the data for each parameter name, select any of the names by placing an s to the left of the parameter
name as shown here:

---------------------- CA OPS/MVS Application Parm Editor ---- Row 1 to 7 of 7

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                              

  PRIMARY: SAVE   Write to Parm DS           LINE: S Select for edit          

           CANcel Exit without saving              R Restore default value    

           RIGHT  Display LOADED parms             L LOAD parm for execution  

                                                   X eXamine LOADED parm      

  FILTERS: Parm: *                Applicatn: *                                

                                                                              

                   Applicatn                                                  

  Parm Name        Name       Parm Value in Parm Dataset                      

===============================================================================

s BASENAME         ARCHIVE    GLOBAL0.ARCH_TRACK.

_ GDGMODEL         ARCHIVE    SMITH.OPS.MODLARCH

_ PRIMARY          ARCHIVE    100                                             

_ SECONDARY        ARCHIVE    100                                             

_ SMS              ARCHIVE    YES                                              

_ STORCLAS         ARCHIVE                                                    

_ VOLSER           ARCHIVE                                             

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

These panels scroll right (PF11) for new data in the third column.

• You may need to make these changes to customize the OPSLOG archive rules for your site:
– You must change the pattern on the ARCHSECG rule if you change the global variable base name.
– Modify the ARCHSECG and ARCHSEC8 rules to compare on the correct OPSLOG archive job name.
– Change the job name check in the ARCHSECP rule.
– Define the ARCHFAIL rule so that the SEND command specifies the correct user ID to be notified if the OPSLOG

archive creation fails.
– Change the ARCHMSG rule to specify the correct data set to submit ARCHJOB.

Create Your Own OPSLOG Archive System (12.1 and Earlier)
OPS/MVS is distributed with a working OPSLOG archive system that typically requires that a few parameters be set and a
model GDG defined. This system is built using a combination of OPS/MVS facilities.

For those who want to build their own or modify the supplied system, the following sections describe the OPS/MVS
archive creation and archive information programs.
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The OPSLOG Archive Creation Program (12.1 and Earlier)
The program that creates the OPSLOG archive, called OPARLGCR, runs in various environments. To create the archive,
OPARLGCR enters control statements consisting of verbs and keywords. A set of control statements that refer to a single
archive creation is called an archive request. An archive request can span multiple input records.

The ARCHCRTE member of the &hlq.CCLXCNTL data set contains a sample job that creates an OPSLOG archive.

Format of Creation Program Input Records

Input records for the archive creation program are free form; they support input data that is either numbered or
unnumbered, in either fixed or variable format. To include comments in the archive request, start the comment with the
characters /* and end it with the characters */.

To continue an archive request onto the next input record, place a trailing continuation character (+ or -) at the end of the
first record. The - continuation character places a blank between the last non-blank, non-continuation character on the
current record and the first non-blank character on the next record. The + continuation character does not place a blank
between the two characters. When a keyword and its values are incomplete on a record, use the + character to continue a
keyword and its value across input records.

The following examples show a program input record:

• Using the - continuation character:
ARCHIVE DSNAME(MY.ARCHIVE) -

          UNIT(3390) CYL(10 5)

• Using the + continuation character:
ARCHIVE DSNAME(MY.AR+

          CHIVE) UNIT(3390) CYL(10 5)

The OPSLOG archive control statement has the following syntax:

ARCHIVE

  [DSNAME(datasetname)]

  [GDGNUM(relativegenerationnumber)]

  [GDGMODEL(gdgmodelname)]

  [VOLUMES(volser1 ... volser6)]

  [UPDATE(YES|NO)]

  [REUSE(YES|NO)]

  [MGMTCLAS(managementclass)]

  [STORCLAS(storageclass)]

  [DATACLAS(dataclass)]

  [LOGNAME(logname)]

  [SUBSYS(subsysid)]

  [UNIT(unit)]

  [BLOCKSIZE(blocksize)]

  [CYLINDERS(primary secondary)|BLOCKS(primary secondary)|

   TRACKS(primary secondary)]

  {[START(startdate starttime|startmessagenumber|AUTO))]

   [END(enddate endtime|endmessagenumber)]}

Consider these guidelines when specifying a control statement:
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• If you specify a start value of AUTO, there is no need to specify an END value and it is ignored if specified.
• Each keyword is optional, but if you specify START you must specify END (unless the START value is AUTO).
• All keywords have abbreviations that are the minimum unique characters in the keyword (DSNAME, DSNAM, DSNA,

DSN, DS, or D for example). Specify any additional abbreviations with the description of the keyword.
• Because future additions to OPS/MVS may change control statement syntax, we recommend that you use complete

keywords rather than minimum unique abbreviations.
• If you specify none of the keywords, then OPS/MVS uses the data set name specified by its BROWSEARCHIVEDSN

parameter, uses a GDGNUM of +1, uses the unit specified by the BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT parameter, and takes the
archive for the entire OPSLOG.

• You can specify keywords in any order, but a duplicate keyword will be flagged as an error.

OPARLGCR Keyword Descriptions

The OPSLOG archive control statement uses the following keywords:

DSNAME(datasetname)
Specifies the name of the data set that contains the OPSLOG archive. This data set is automatically created if you
do not specify REUSE(YES).

NOTE
Default: The value of the OPS/MVS BROWSEARCHIVEDSN parameter.

If you do not specify DSNAME and the BROWSEARCHIVEDSN parameter has no value, then an error occurs.
OPSLOG archive expects the data set specified in BROWSEARCHIVEDSN to be a GDG, so if DSNAME is not
specified, OPS/MVS uses a GDGNUM of +1. You can override this value by specifying the GDGNUM keyword.

GDGNUM(relativegenerationnumber)
Specifies the relative generation number of the specified data set. If the data set is not a GDG, then do not specify
this keyword. This keyword can have a value between -9999 and +9999, although the typical value is +1. If you
want a particular generation of GDG and do not know the relative generation number, then specify the actual
generation number in this parameter. You can also specify the fully qualified data set name in the DSNAME
keyword and omit this keyword.

GDGMODEL(gdgmodelname)
Specifies the name of the model (or pattern) DSCB if the specified data set is a GDG. If you have already created
a model DSCB as recommended in the AMS guide under Define Generation Data Group, then omit this keyword.
Default: GDGMODEL has no default value.

VOLUMES(volser1... volser6)
Specifies the list of volume serial numbers that contains the new OPSLOG archive data set. If you omit this
keyword, then the z/OS system default is used.

UPDATE(YES|NO)
Controls whether the OPS/MVS OPSLOG archive trigger control fields are updated. These fields control when
OPS/MVS determines that an OPSLOG archive needs to be taken and whether the OPS4403O message is
issued. Specify this keyword only when used in the OPSLOG archive tracking system.
Default: NO

REUSE(YES|NO)
Indicates that the OPSLOG archive creation program should allocate a new data set (NO) or reuse an existing
data set (YES).
Default: NO

STORCLAS(storageclass)
Specifies the SMS storage class on which the OPSLOG archive data set is to be allocated. This keyword is
mutually exclusive with the VOLUMES keyword.
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MGMTCLAS(managementclass)
Specifies the SMS management class on which the OPSLOG archive data set is to be allocated. This keyword is
mutually exclusive with the VOLUMES keyword.

DATACLAS(dataclass
Specifies the SMS data class on which the OPSLOG archive data set is to be allocated. This keyword is mutually
exclusive with the VOLUMES keyword.

SUBSYS(subsysid)
Specifies the OPS/MVS subsystem that is the source OPSLOG for the archive creation.
Default: OPSS

UNIT(unit)
Specifies the unit name used for the allocation of a new OPSLOG archive. If you omit this keyword, then OPS/
MVS uses the value specified by the BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT parameter. If the BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT
parameter has no value, then OPS/MVS uses the z/OS system default.

CYLINDERS or BLOCKS or TRACKS
Specifies the amount of space allocated to a new OPSLOG archive data set. Additional abbreviations are CYLS,
TRKS, or BLKS. You can specify only one of these keywords. Use of these keywords is needed only if the
OPSLOG archive data set will reside on a DASD device. If the OPSLOG archive data set is not on DASD (for
example, on tape), then omit these keywords. If you specify none of these keywords, OPS/MVS uses the z/OS
system default. The keyword values can be any valid numeric value. A secondary value is not required.

BLOCKSIZE(blocksize)
Specifies the blocksize used for a new OPSLOG archive. The minimum value is 1028. If you omit this keyword,
then an optimal blocksize will be determined based upon the device type that will contain the OPSLOG archive.
Specify this keyword only when you cannot use the system-determined blocksize.

START or END
Specifies the date and time range of the OPSLOG to be archived. If you omit these keywords, then the entire
OPSLOG is archived. If you specify START(AUTO), then the OPSLOG is archived from the message after the last
one in the prior archive up to the current message. If you specify START, then you must also specify END, and
the two keywords must have similar values; that is, if START has a date/time value, END must specify a date/time
value also. The format of the date is yyyy/mm/dd and the format of the time is hh:mm. You can use the message
number value to archive a specific portion of the OPSLOG by message number. To get the message number
values, display the MSGNO column in OPSLOG Browse.

Execute OPARLGCR as a Batch Job

When executed as a batch job, OPARLGCR gets control statement input from SYSIN and writes output messages to
SYSPRINT. OPARLGCR automatically determines if it is in a batch environment. If OPARLGCR runs in a batch TSO job,
then the environment is TSO, not BATCH. Execution parameters from the JCL are validated and ignored.

Execute OPARLGCR Under TSO

When executed in the TSO (not ISPF) environment, OPARLGCR gets control statements from SYSIN or the third
parameter. Output messages are written to SYSPRINT. If you specify the second parameter, then OPARLGCR returns
information about the OPSLOG archive that was created.

Execute OPARLGCR Through ISPF

When executed in an ISPF environment, OPARLGCR alters its input or output depending upon the first parameter. If the
first parameter is NOISPF, then input is from SYSIN and output messages go to SYSPRINT. If the first parameter is not
NOISPF, then input/output is to and from ISPF tables.

The input ISPF table name must be OPARCRIn where n is the logical screen number of the session as set in the ISPF
variable ZSCREEN. This table must be created, or opened, and all entries added before control is passed to OPARLGCR.
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The table must contain a field named OPARCRCS. This variable can have a maximum length of two characters. Each
entry in the table can contain a complete archive request or only part of a request. If the entry contains only part of a
request, then it must end in a valid continuation character.

The output message ISPF table name is OPARCROn where n is the logical screen number of the session as set in the
ISPF variable ZSCREEN. OPARLGCR creates and replaces this table. It will have one field named OPARCRMG, which
can have a maximum length of two characters. Each message that would have been written to SYSPRINT will be in the
table.

OPARLGCR Parameters

You can pass OPARLGCR parameters when it is invoked. Each parameter is a variable length character string whose
format is a halfword length, immediately followed by the character data. This is the format passed by the LINKMVS
ADDRESS environment in OPS/REXX. For more information about LINKMVS, see the Command and Function Reference
or the IBM documentation.

The first parameter can be either ISPF or NOISPF, indicating that ISPF tables should or should not, respectively, be used
if ISPF is available.

The second parameter returns information to the caller about the OPSLOG archives that were created. This parameter
must contain at least 500 bytes, although it can be longer. Upon return to the caller, that variable contains a set of words
with information about the created archive.

The third parameter, if specified, contains an entire OPSLOG archive request. If this parameter is specified, then it is used
instead of SYSIN or the ISPF table.

Returned Data

OPARLGCR returns to the caller a return code and information about the created OPSLOG archives if the second
parameter was specified. The information about the OPSLOG archives that were created is returned as shown below.
Each OPSLOG archive successfully created returns a text string followed by a tilde. The following words are returned:

• The fully qualified data set name
• The date and time when the archive was created (two words)
• The date and time of the first record on the archive (two words)
• The date and time of the last record on the archive (two words)
• The total records on the archive
• The OPS/MVS subsystem of the source OPSLOG
• The SMF ID of the system where the archive was run
• The job name that created the OPSLOG archive and trailing tilde

This information includes a total of 11 words without the tilde. All dates are in the yyyy/mm/dd format. To split this text
string, use the following REXX code excerpt:

do while archive_info <> " "

  parse value archive_info with ,

    data set_name create_date create_time firstrec_date firstrec_time

    lastrec_date lastrec_time total_recs ops_subsys mvs_smfid jobname,

    "~" archive_info

    /*   do whatever is needed with the data   */

end   /*   do while archive_info <> " "   */

OPARLGCR Return Codes

OPARLGCR issues the following return codes:
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0
All archive requests completed successfully.

4
Warning messages were issued.

8
At least one archive request failed.

12
All of the archive requests failed.

16
Archive input/output is unavailable; no archives taken.

The OPSLOG Archive Information Program (12.1 and Earlier)
The OPARLGIF program returns OPSLOG information and runs in various environments. OPARLGIF processes a set of
control statements that instruct the OPSLOG archive operation to return information about that operation.

Format of Input Records for OPARLGIF

Input records for the archive information program are free form; they support input data that is either numbered or
unnumbered, in either fixed or variable format. To include comments in the archive request, start the comment with the
characters /* and end it with the characters */.

To continue an archive request onto the next input record, place a trailing continuation character (+ or -) at the end of the
first record. The - continuation character places a blank between the last non-blank, non-continuation character on the
current record and the first non-blank character on the next record. The + continuation character does not place a blank
between the two characters. When a keyword and its values are incomplete on a record, use the + character to continue a
keyword and its value across records.

Following are examples of continuing a record:

• Using the - continuation character:
ARCHINFO DSNAME(MY.ARCHIVE) -

         GDGNUM(-2)

• Using the + continuation character:
ARCHINFO DSNAME(MY.AR+

         CHIVE) GDGNUM(-2)

The OPSLOG archive information control statement has the following syntax:

ARCHINFO  {DSNAME(datasetname)}

  [GDGNUM(relativegenerationnumber)]

DSNAME(datasetname)
Specifies the name of the data set that contains the OPSLOG archive. This keyword has no default value.

GDGNUM(relativegenerationnumber)
(Optional) Specifies the relative generation number of the specified data set, which can be any number between
-9999 and 0. If the data set is not a GDG, then omit this keyword. If you want a particular generation of GDG
and do not know the relative generation number, then you can specify the actual generation number through
GDGNUM. You can also specify the fully qualified data set name in the DSNAME keyword and omit the GDGNUM
keyword.

The DSNAME keyword is required. All keywords have abbreviations that are the minimum unique characters in the
keyword (for example, DSNAME, DSNAM, DSNA, DSN, DS, D, and GDGNUM, GDGNU, and GDGN). You can specify
keywords in any order, but a duplicate keyword will be flagged as an error. Because future additions to OPS/MVS
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may change control statement syntax, we recommend that you use complete keywords rather than minimum unique
abbreviations.

OPARLGIF Executed as a Batch Job

When executed as a batch job, OPARLGIF gets control statements as input from SYSIN and writes output messages to
SYSPRINT. OPARLGIF automatically determines if it is in a batch environment. If OPARLGIF runs in a batch TSO job,
then the environment is TSO, not BATCH. Execution parameters from the JCL are validated and ignored.

OPARLGIF Executed Under TSO

When executed in the TSO (not ISPF) environment, OPARLGIF gets control statements from SYSIN or the third
parameter. Output messages are written to SYSPRINT. If you specify the second parameter, then OPARLGIF returns
information about the OPSLOG archive to the caller.

OPARLGIF Executed Under ISPF

When executed in an environment where ISPF is available, OPARLGIF alters its input or output depending upon the first
parameter. If the first parameter is NOISPF, then input is from SYSIN and output messages go to SYSPRINT. If the first
parameter is not NOISPF, then input/output is to and from ISPF tables.

The input ISPF table name must be OPARIFIn where n is the logical screen number of the session as set in the ISPF
variable ZSCREEN. This table must be created, or opened, and all entries added before control is passed to OPARLGIF.
The table must contain a field named OPARIFCS. This variable can contain up to two characters. Each entry in the table
can contain a complete OPSLOG archive information request or only part of a request. If the entry contains only part of a
request, then it must end in a valid continuation character.

The output message ISPF table name is OPARIFOn where n is the logical screen number of the session as set in the
ISPF variable ZSCREEN. OPARLGIF creates and replaces this table. It has one field named OPARIFMG, which contains
up to two characters. Each message that would have been written to SYSPRINT will be in the table.

OPARLGIF Parameters

You can pass OPARLGIF parameters when you invoke it. Each parameter is a variable length character string whose
format is a halfword length immediately followed by the character data. This is the format passed by the LINKMVS
ADDRESS environment in OPS/REXX. For more information about LINKMVS, see the  Command and Function
Reference or the IBM documentation.

You can pass the following parameters:

• The first parameter can be either ISPF or NOISPF, indicating that ISPF tables should or should not be used,
respectively.

• The second parameter returns information to the caller about the OPSLOG archives specified. This parameter must
have a length of at least 500 bytes but can be longer. Upon return to the caller, this variable contains a text string with
information about the created archive.

• The third parameter, if specified, contains an entire OPSLOG archive request. If you specify this parameter, then it is
used instead of SYSIN or the ISPF table.

Data OPARLGIF Returns

OPARLGIF returns to the caller one of the following return codes, as well as information about the OPSLOG archives if
you specify the second parameter. Information returned about each OPSLOG archive is a text string followed by a tilde,
including the following words:
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• Fully qualified data set name
• Date/time archive was created (2 words)
• Date/time of first record on archive (2 words)
• Date/time of last record on archive (2 words)
• Total records in archive
• OPS/MVS subsystem of the source OPSLOG
• SMF ID of the system on which the archive was run
• Job name that created the OPSLOG archive and the trailing tilde

The text string contains a total of 11 words without the tilde. All dates are in the yyyy/mm/dd format.

To split this string, use the following REXX code excerpt:

       .

       .

       .

  do while archive_info <> " "

    parse value archive_info with ,

    data set_name create_date create_time firstrec_date firstrec_time

    lastrec_date lastrec_time total_recs ops_subsys mvs_smfid jobname,

     "~" archive_info

     /*   do whatever is needed with the data   */

 end   /*   do while archive_info <> " "   */

Return Codes from OPARLGIF

OPARLGIF issues the following return codes:

0
All requests completed successfully.

4
Warning messages were issued.

8
At least one request failed.

12
All of the requests failed.

16
Input/output unavailable; no requests processed.

WebCenter Administration
Maintain the Region
The Administration and Definition option on the primary menu of the 3270 interface enables you to maintain the region
configuration as the system environment changes.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Access the 3270 interface.
2. Enter the /PARMS panel shortcut.

The parameter groups that affect the region configuration are listed. A parameter group contains parameters that
determine the characteristics of a region. See the WebCenter Glossary.
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NOTE
 For more information about parameter groups, see the online help.

3. Update a group as required.
For example, to change the port of the web interface:
a. Enter U next to the WEBCENTER parameter group.

The parameters in the group appear with their current values.
b. Update the Web Interface Port field, and press F6.

The port number is changed for the current instance of the region.
c. Press F3.

The region saves the changed port number. When the region starts from now on, it uses that port.

NOTE
 Press F6 to apply a change immediately, and press F3 to save the change permanently.

WARNING
 If the region uses an initialization file at startup, any changes you make manually using the /PARMS panel
shortcut are not retained. To keep the changes, regenerate the file using the /CUSTOM.G panel path.

Implement WebCenter Security Using TLS
You can use the Transport Layer Security (TLS) feature to implement WebCenter security. This feature lets you support
encrypted conversations between the WebCenter web server and client web browsers.

NOTE
 Using this feature is an all-or-nothing decision. Either all pages are encrypted, or none of them are.

At the start of a conversation, TLS delivers a server certificate from the server to the client. This certificate identifies the
server, so that the client can be sure that the server is who it claims to be. Take the following actions:

1. Obtain a certificate from a Certificate Authority.
2. Install it on the LPAR where the product is running.
3. Identify it to the product so that WebCenter can access it and can send it to the client.

If WebCenter shares the domain name that an existing server certificate refers to, you can use that certificate.

NOTE
 For information about implementing TLS certificates and key management on z/OS systems, see the IBM
publication z/OS System TLS Programming Manual.

To implement WebCenter Security

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter U next to $NM WEBCENTER in the Interfaces category.
The WebCenter Web Interface panel appears.

3. Press F8 (Forward).
The following panel appears:

PROD-------------------- Customizer : Parameter Group --------------Page 2 of 2

Command ===>                                                  Function=Update  

                                                                               

-- WEBCENTER - WebCenter Web Interface ----------------------------------------

|                                                                             |

| Use Transport Layer Security ........ NO        (YES or NO)                     |

| Certificate Location ............ SAF       (SAF or FILE)                   |
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| Certificate Label................                                           |

|  ________________________________________________________________           |

|  ________________________________________________________________           |

| Keyring Name (SAF) or Key Database Name (FILE)                              |

|  __________________________________________________________________________ |

|  __________________________________________________________________________ |

|  __________________________________________________________________________ |

|  __________________________________________________________________________ |

|  __________________________________________________________________________ |

|  __________________________________________________________________________ |

|  ____________________________________________________________________       |

|                                                                             |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Specify Y in the Use Secure Sockets Layer field, complete the other fields, and then press F6 followed by F3.

NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

TLS support is enabled for the region.

Enable the Displays for Mobile Devices
As an application administrator, you want to provide mobile access by the end users to operations status data and RSS
alert feeds.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /PARMS panel shortcut.
The parameter groups that affect the region configuration are listed.

2. Review the WEBCENTER parameter group:
a. Note the URL in the Access URL field.
b. Ensure that the values of the following fields are YES:

• Enable OPS/MVS Moibile
• Enable RSS Feeds (under SmartServer RSS Feeds)

c. (Optional) Customize the SmartServer RSS Feeds Alerts parameters.
3. Communicate the following URLs to the end users:

NOTE
webcenter_url is your WebCenter URL.

• – Operations status home page: webcenter_url/m/ops/opsMobile.esp
– SmartServer RSS Feeds: webcenter_url/public/nmdata.rss

NOTE
An end user can change the Filter and Limit parameters dynamically. For example, the following URL
filters the alerts using a defined SEV2 Alert Monitor filter and limits the number of listed alerts to 10:
webcenter_url/public/nmdata.rss?channel=alerts&filter=sev2&limit=10

Supported Software

OPS/MVS Mobile has the following requirements:

• The following list shows the minimum release of the supported operating systems:
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– Apple iOS 6
– Google Android 4.0
– Microsoft Windows 7

• The following list shows the minimum release of the supported web browsers:
– Apple Safari 5
– Google Chrome 27
– Microsoft Internet Explorer 10
– Mozilla Firefox 21

SmartServer RSS Feeds is supported on the Microsoft Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox browsers. RSS Feeds on
mobile devices can use any of a number of available RSS readers.

About Alert Monitor
The Alert Monitor provides an integrated, correlated event notification system that indicates to operators that a problem
has occurred and that some action is required.

The monitor refreshes your screen each time an alert arrives. The clock in the title line indicates when the screen was
refreshed last.

The monitor includes a total indicator, which shows the total number of alerts and the total number of alerts of each
severity level. Each severity level appears in a different color.

By default, alerts are sorted in the order of severity, then time. The most severe alerts are listed first, then, in each
category of severity, the most recent of the alerts are listed first.

Alerts

Alerts provide the proactive notification of events.

An alert is generated, for example, through the ADDRESS ALERTMON host environment. This host environment is used
in both OPS/REXX programs and synchronous AOF rules.

You can enable the generation of alerts on resource state changes through the STATECHANGE parameter group.

From the Alert Monitor, you can update, track, and close alerts.

You can also configure the monitor to forward the alerts automatically to other applications and platforms.

An operator can close an alert manually. When an alert is closed, it is removed from the monitor. However, it is still
accessible from Alert History over a defined period (as specified in the ALERTHIST parameter group).

Alerts that were raised before the region was shut down are not displayed on the monitor when the region restarts. These
alerts are available from Alert History. The alert history contains information about all alerts.

Setting Up the Alert Monitor

Access Alert Administration
Alert Monitor administration lets you define Alert Monitor filters that apply to all users.

NOTE
In a multisystem environment, the definitions that are created or customized after the regions are connected are
synchronized and available across all connected regions.

You perform Alert Monitor administration functions from Administration Menu.
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To access Alert Monitor administration functions, enter /ALADMIN at the prompt.

Administration Menu for Alert Monitor appears.

Define Alert Monitor Filters
You can filter the alerts on the Alert Monitor by applying a set of criteria to each of the fields in the alert. The filters that you
create can be named and stored for later use, using the FILTER command.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /ALFILT at the prompt.
The Filter Definition List panel appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The Alert Filter panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Name

Specifies the name of the filter.
Description

Describes the filter.
Filter Expression

Specifies the Boolean expression that determines what alerts the filter selects.

NOTE
For more information about creating Boolean expressions, press F1 (Help).

Press F3 (File)
The Alert Monitor filter is saved.

Alert Forwarding
Alerts are displayed on the Alert Monitor; however, you can also forward them to the following platforms:

• EM Console in NSM
• UNIX platforms as SNMP traps
• NetMaster NM for SNA NetView (TME10) systems, as generic alert NMVTs
• Service Desk Manager servers, as Service Desk Manager requests or incidents

You can apply filter criteria to forward different types of alerts to different platforms.

Alert forwarding does not require manual intervention; it occurs automatically when the alert is created.

Implement Alert Forwarding

You implement alert forwarding by using Customizer parameter groups.

NOTE
TNGTRAP and SERVICEDESK do not have clear (close) alert events.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups list appears.

2. Enter U in front of the ALERTS parameter group in the Interfaces category.
The parameter group opens for you to update.
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NOTE
For information about the fields, press F1 (Help).

3. Complete the following field:
Dest Type

Specifies the type of alert forwarding that you want to use.
Press Enter.
The fields dynamically change to match the specified destination type.

4. Review the fields, and update as required.
(Optional) Press F8 (Forward), and repeat Step 3 for each Definition ID.

NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for information about the fields.

5. Press F6 (Action).
The changes are applied.

6. Press F3 (File).
The settings are saved.

SNMP Trap Definition

The MIB definition for alerts that are forwarded as SNMP traps is provided in the member, $AMTRAP, supplied in the
CC2DSAMP data set. You can download this member to your UNIX system and can compile it.

NOTE
On some UNIX systems, the $ sign has special meaning. When copying this member to your UNIX system, you
can rename it to avoid problems.

The supplied MIB defines two traps with the following object identifiers:

• $AMTRAP = 1.3.6.1.4.1.1126.1.2.1.2 (for an alert)
• $AMTRAPC = 1.3.6.1.4.1.1126.1.2.1.3 (when an alert is cleared)

Forward to Tivoli NetView

To receive alerts in a Tivoli NetView region, the CNMCALRT task must be defined and active. The alerts are formatted as
Operator Notification generic alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the DSIDMN (or DSIDMNB) member in the DSIPARM PDS. The Tivoli NetView started task allocates
DSIPARM.PDS.

2. Ensure that the CNMCALRT task is included and is initialized (INIT=Y). For example:

TASK MOD=CNMCALRT,TSKID=CNMCALRT,PRI=6,INIT=Y

NOTE
 This statement is necessary for the z/OS software alert forwarding function.

Forward to NSM

To format the traps sent to a NSM platform, load the rules to reformat the alert messages for display on the EM Console.

To forward alerts to the EM Console in NSM

1. Download the message definition rules in binary mode from the UNIEMMSG member of your CC2DSAMP data set
created at installation. For example, using the Windows FTP client from the prompt:
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>ftp myhost

Connected to myhost.mycompany.com.

User (myhost.mycompany.com:(none)): user01

331 Send password please.

Password: xxxxxxxx

230 USER01 is logged on. Working directory is "/u/users/user01".

ftp>cd "prefix.ppvv.CC2DSAMP"

250 The working directory "prefix.ppvv.CC2DSAMP" is a partitioned data set

ftp>binary

200 Representation type is Image

ftp> get uniemmsg uniemmsg.txt

200 Port request OK.

125 Sending data set prefix.ppvv.CC2DSAMP(UNIEMMSG) FIXrecfm 80

250 Transfer completed successfully.

ftp: 3200 bytes received in 0.67Seconds 4.77Kbytes/sec.

ftp>quit

2. From a Windows prompt on the destination NSM EM Server, load the message definition rules from the downloaded
file. Enter the following command at the prompt:

cautil -f "uniemmsg.txt"

You defined the rules to event management.
3. Enter the following command:

oprcmd opreload

You loaded the rules.
4. In your region, set the alert forwarding destination to TNGTRAP.

Alert Forwarding to Unicenter Service Desk

Before you can forward alert details to Unicenter Service Desk to create requests, you implement the Integration.

Do not forward any alerts to Unicenter Service Desk until integration is completely and correctly implemented; otherwise,
all alert forwarding requests to Unicenter Service Desk fail.

Enable State Change Alerts
The region can automatically generate an alert for a resource that changes state. The region closes such an alert
automatically when it recognizes that the problem that caused the alert no longer exists. You can enable the alerts for
selected state changes. You can also specify the severity levels of the generated state change alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /PARMS panel shortcut.
The Parameter Groups panel appears.

2. Enter F STATECHANGE.
The cursor locates the STATECHANGE parameter group.

3. Enter U next to the group.
The group opens for updating.

4. Enter a severity number from 1 through 4 in the fields for the states you want to enable alerting. For example, if you
want a Severity 2 alert for state changes to UNKNOWN, enter 2 in the Unknown field.
Press F6 (Action).
The region starts generating alerts for those state changes.

5. Press F3 (File).
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The group is updated with the changes.

Service Desk Manager Integration

The Service Desk Manager Integration feature creates Unicenter Service Desk requests from forwarded alerts.

You can define multiple forwarding destinations to Unicenter Service Desk, with each one pointing to a different Unicenter
Service Desk server.

NOTE
If your Unicenter Service Desk installation is configured with the optional ITIL application, incidents are created
instead of requests.

Many mainframe products use this feature to consolidate their problem notification on a specified Unicenter Service Desk
server. The feature uses W3C SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) to invoke the web services that Unicenter Service
Desk provides.

Software Requirements

Unicenter Service Desk Integration has the following software requirements:

• Unicenter Service Desk
• Common Components and Services, specifically the CAICCI and CAISDI/soap components

How Requests Are Created

To create an Unicenter Service Desk request from an alert, the following internal steps are performed:

1. The Common Components and Services CAICCI component is used to pass the request to the Common Components
and ServicesCAISDI soap component. CAISDI/soap is a z/OS-hosted SOAP client.

2. CAISDI/soap sets up an IP connection with the Unicenter Service Desk server. The client uses HTTP/HTTPS requests
to invoke the necessary web services on the Unicenter Service Desk server to create the new request or incident.

3. The request or incident number is returned and annotated in the alert.

Request Assignment

By default, Unicenter Service Desk requests created by your region appear as assigned requests, with an assignee and
an end user of System_NetMaster_User.

Your Unicenter Service Desk administrator can customize the product templates to change these assignments to suit your
organization.

Request Updating

An Unicenter Service Desk request that is created from an alert is static. The request reflects the alert details that were
current at the time it was created.

NOTE
An Unicenter Service Desk request is not updated with any changes to the alert nor closed when the
corresponding alert is closed.

Requests are intended for initial problem notification to a wider and more general data center audience. Unicenter Service
Desk Integration complements the functions of Alert Monitor; it does not replace Alert Monitor.

Every request (if HTML format is used) contains hyperlinks to various WebCenter pages, including Alert Monitor. Use Alert
Monitor for real-time dynamic alerting functions.

For recurring alerts, a request is created for the first occurrence only.
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Request Description Format

By default, your region generates Unicenter Service Desk request description content in HTML format.

By default, Unicenter Service Desk does not render embedded HTML directives in the request description field. To support
this rendering, customize your Unicenter Service Desk server. This task involves customizing the detail_cr.htmpl form to
add KEEPTAGS and KEEPLINKS support.

Implement the Alert History Function
The Alert Monitor retains data in an alert history file. You can define the time period that alerts are retained.

To specify the time period that alerts are retained

1. Enter /PARMS at the prompt.
The Parameter Groups list appears.

2. Enter U in front of the $NM ALERTHIST parameter group in the Files category.
The ALERTHIST - Alert History File Specification panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Days to Retain Alerts

Specifies the number of days that you want to retain alerts in the history file.
Limits: 999 days
Default: 7 days

Time of Day for Alert Purge
Specifies the time of day (in the format hh.mm) at which alerts older than the value in the Days to Retain Alerts
field are deleted.

Press F6 (Action).
The changes are applied.

4. Press F3 (File).
The settings are saved.

Reorganize Files and Monitor Space Usage

Over time, the alert history file can become fragmented. You can reorganize the file to improve its efficiency.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy (REPRO) the alert history file to a backup file.
2. Delete and redefine the original file.

Use the same attributes that were used when the file was defined at region setup. See the generated S01LCALC member
in your INSTALL.JCL data set; this member has the original VSAM definition JCL for the file.

Monitor the amount of disk space that the data set uses to estimate the optimal file size and optimal frequency of
reorganization.

Example: Back Up Alert History File

This example backs up an alert history file.

//BKALERTH EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//IN       DD   DSN=?prefix.ALERTH,DISP=SHR

//OUT      DD   SN=?prefix.ALERTH.BACKUP.SEQ,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD   *

 REPRO INFILE(IN) OUTFILE(OUT)
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/*

The sequential backup file has the following format:

DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760

Extract Alert Data for Reporting

You can extract alert data from the Alert History database in a character separated values (CSV) format for processing
by external reporting and analysis tools. The default field separator character is comma (,). You can change it in the
ALERTHIST parameter group.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate a sequential data set with the following attributes:
– LRECL is greater than or equal to 300 bytes.
– RECFM is VB.

2. Enter /ALHIST.
The History Menu appears.

3. Type EX at the prompt, and specify the data set name that you have allocated in the Extract DSN field.
(Optional) If you want to limit the extracted data, select an Alert Monitor filter through the Filter Name field.
Press Enter.
The data is extracted to the specified data set.

4. Transfer the data set to your personal computer (PC) in ASCII format, and save it with an appropriate extension. (For
example, if you plan to use Microsoft Excel to process the data, use the .csv extension.)
The extracted data is saved in a text file.

5. Open the text file by using your preferred PC application.
The extracted data is presented in your preferred format for analysis.

6. Analyze your data by applying facilities such as graphs and charts, tables, and macros.

About Status Monitor
The status monitor (or resource monitor) enables you to monitor at the resource level in your environment in real time.
The monitor displays resources line by line, and uses color and highlighting to notify you of changes in their states.

From the monitor, you can enter commands against resources.

The authorized users can define filters that enable the viewing of information about specific resources.

Resources

The resources are discovered automatically and defined in the knowledge base.

Resources are defined to a region as part of a system image. The information is derived from the resource data that is
held in the active OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation Relational Data Framework (RDF) resource tables.

Implementing Status Monitor Filters
You use filters to customize a Status Monitor panel. For example, you can define a filter that displays only those resources
with a problem state, enabling you to monitor by exception. (A NOTOK filter is supplied for this purpose.)

A Status Monitor filter uses a Boolean expression to determine what to display on the monitor. You restrict the display by
using the resource attributes such as name and status.
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NOTE
In a multisystem environment, the definitions that are created or customized after the regions are connected are
synchronized and available across all connected regions.

Access Status Monitor Filter Definitions
The status Monitor filters let you configure your view of monitored resources to suit your requirements. You can selectively
view different groups of resources by swapping filters.

• The Status Monitor Filter List panel displays the list of filter definitions in the knowledge base.
You can take the following actions:
– Add a definition.
– Browse, update, copy, or delete an existing definition.

To access Status Monitor filter definitions, enter /FILTERS at the prompt.

The Status Monitor Filter List appears.

A number of filters are predefined as working examples.

Add a Status Monitor Filter
You add a filter from the Status Monitor Filter List panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Status Monitor Filter List.
2. Press F4 (Add).

The Status Monitor Filter panel appears.

NOTE
 If you decide not to add the filter, press F12 (Cancel) to cancel the operation any time before Step 5.

3. Complete the Name and Description fields in the Filter Definition window.

NOTE
Press F1 (Help) for a description of the fields.

You identified the new filter.
4. Specify a Boolean expression in the Filter Expression window.

You specified the filter criteria.
5. Press F3 (File).

The new definition is saved.

Status Monitor Filter Panel

The Status Monitor Filter panel specifies the details of a Status Monitor filter. The operation that you are performing is
displayed at the top right of the panel, for example, Function=UPDATE.

The panel contains two windows. The Filter Definition window identifies the filter by name and description, and the Filter
Expression window specifies the Boolean expression that defines the filter.

Example: Define a Status Monitor Filter

This example defines a filter, NOTOK. The filter enables an operator to monitor resources that have a logical state other
than OK. The following panel shows the completed filter:

 PROD--------- Automation Services : Status Monitor Filter ------Function=UPDATE
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 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

 . Filter Definition ----------------------------------------------------------.

 | Name ......... NOTOK                                                        |

 | Views ........                                                              |

 | Description .. Resources that are not OK                                    |

 | Last Updated at 15.09.30 on WED 28-MAY-2014 by USER01                       |

 ’-----------------------------------------------------------------------------’

 . Filter Expression ----------------------------------------------------------.

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                  D=Delete I=Insert R=Repeat |

 |      ”(” Field              Opr Value                         Gen ”)” Bool  |

 |          LOGSTAT            ¬=  OK                                          |

 |     **END**                                                                 |

The filter expression causes a Status Monitor to display only resources that have a logical state that is not OK.

How You Define the Status Monitor Filter Expression

Use the Filter Expression window on the Status Monitor Filter panel to specify the Boolean expression that defines the
filter. The expression uses resource attributes as criteria to determine what to display on the Status Monitor.

To display the list of valid values for a field, enter a question mark (?) in the field.

The following action codes helps you enter the expression:

D
Deletes the selected line.

I
Inserts a blank line after the selected line.

R
Repeats a selected line.

Customizing the Status Monitor Display Format
A status monitor display format determines what information is displayed on the status monitor.

Default formats are supplied. You can modify the default formats or can set up other formats to suit your requirements.

From a web browser, users can select a defined format through Options when viewing the status monitor.

NOTE
In a multisystem environment, the definitions that are created or customized after the regions are connected are
synchronized and available across all connected regions.

Create a Status Monitor Display Format

You can create format definitions to customize what information is displayed on the status monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter /FORMATS at the prompt.
A list of the status monitor formats appears.

2. Press F4 (Add).
The List Description panel appears.
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NOTE
You can also use the C action code to open a copy of an existing display format definition that you can
modify.

3. Complete the fields as required.
4. Press F8 (Forward).

The List Format panel appears. The panel provides a text editor window.
5. By using the text editor, enter column headings and variables to specify the information to display on the status

monitor.
a. Specify the headings.

A heading can be up to ten lines. These lines are known as heading lines.
b. Specify the corresponding variables beneath the heading lines. Specify the variables in a single line, which is

known as an entry line.
If the name of a variable is longer than the data to be displayed, create a shorter alias for the name.

NOTE
Each line has a limit of 75 characters. If you require more characters, you can extend the heading-entry
combination over subsequent lines. You can have up to ten such heading-entry line combinations.

6. Press F3 (File).
The format is created.

Example: Definition for a Display Format

This example contains two heading-entry line combinations.

 PROD------------------------ CAS : List Format ---------------------Page 2 of 2

 Command ===>                                   Function=Browse Scroll ===> CSR

 LINE ----+----10---+----20---+----30---+----40---+----50---+----60---+----70---+

 **** ****************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

 0001             Resource                       States              Modes    

 0002 System   Name      Type              Current  Desired   Res Pre Ref ACT

 0003 &SYSNAME &QNAME    &ZRMSTTYPE        &CURRENT &DESIRED  &RM &PM &FM &AM

 0004 Table Name                                                              

 0005 &ZRMSTTABLE                                                             

 **** ***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

Status Monitor Headings

A heading describes the information being displayed under it. Type the headings as you would like them to appear on the
status monitor. A heading can contain up to ten lines of text.

Status Monitor Variables

The variable contains the information that you want to display. You can use the following variables: &ZRMSTrdf_column.

rdf_column
Is the name of a column in Relational Data Framework that OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation provides.

NOTE
For other variables, press F1 (Help) on the List Format panel.
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Create Shorter Aliases for Variable Names

The name of a variable can sometimes be longer than the displayed data. You can enter a shorter name and then make
that shorter name an alias of the actual name.

Follow these steps:

1. From the List Format panel, press F5 (Fields).
The List Entry Line Fields panel appears.

2. The Entry Line Field column contains the variable name that you specified in the display format. Type the
corresponding real variable name under the Real Field heading.

3. After you have created the aliases, you can perform one of the following actions:
– If you want to save the format and to exit the format definition panels, press F3 (File).
– If you want to save the format and to remain on the List Entry Line Fields panel, press F4 (Save).
– If you want to return to the List Format panel, press F5 (Format).

User Profiles
The user profiles set user preferences and tailoring options. The profiles set the working environment for a user.

• At one level, user profiles contain default settings for the operational environment. Users can update their own profiles,
and the system administrator can update any user profile.

• At the next level, the defaults that are set in the user profile record determine the specific environments that a user
sees. A user can, however, change those defaults for a work session.

NOTE
In a multisystem environment, the definitions that are created or customized after the regions are connected are
synchronized and available across all connected regions.

Defining User Profiles
The user profile controls what information a user sees on monitors.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /SSADMIN panel shortcut.
The Automation Services : Administration Menu appears.

2. Select the option, UP - User Profiles.
The User Profile List appears.

3. Press F4 (Add) to add a user profile. The action presents you with the first panel in the user profile definition. The
following sections describe some of the panels. Use F8 (Forward) to scroll to each new panel.

4. File or save the new record.

NOTE
 When you have defined one user profile, you can use the C (Copy) action to duplicate an existing user profile.
You can then change the values for another user in the copied record as required.

User Details

You can specify the user details by using the User Description panel. These details are the same as those details in the
user ID definition.

 PROD------------------ Automation Services : User Description -----------------

 Command ===>                                                    Function=ADD
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 . User Description -----------------------------------------------------------.

 |                                                                             |

 | User ID ............ BROWNP__                                               |

 | Initial Password ...                                                        |

 | Model User ID ......                                                        |

 | User Name .......... Pravin Brown________                                   |

 | User Location ...... Operations__________                                   |

 | Phone Number ....... ext 222_____________________                           |

 | Email .... ________________________________________________________________ |

 | Language Code ......___                                                     |

 | Time Zone Name ....+________                                                |

 |                                                                             |

 | Group ID ..........+ $RMOPER_                                               |

 | Group Name ......... Operator Group                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 ’-----------------------------------------------------------------------------’

Primary Menu Format Control

You can customize the Primary Menu for a user by using the Primary Menu Format Control panel.

The panel enables you to specify defaults for the format of the Primary Menu.

Alert Monitor Display

You can customize the default Alert Monitor display for a user by using the Alert Monitor Profile panel.

The panel enables you to specify the following defaults:

• Alert Monitor filter that restricts the displayed alerts (You can define the filters at the Filter Definition List panel. To
access the list, enter /ALFILT.)

• Alert sort criteria to be applied when the user accesses the Alert Monitor

Resource Monitor Display

You can customize the resource monitor display for a user by using the Resource Monitor Profile panel.

The following information affects the monitor:

• Resource monitor filter
• Display format
• Sort criteria

User Profile Maintenance
User profile records are maintained by applying actions to items on the User Profile list. You can update, copy, or delete
listed profile records.

Update User Profiles

From Administration Menu, you can update a user profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the /SSADMIN.UP panel path.
The defined user profiles are listed.
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2. Apply the U (Update) action to the item you want to update.
The Panel Display List panel is displayed.

3. Select the panel that you want to update.
4. Update the fields on this panel as required. If you want to update further fields on other user profile panels, use the

following function keys:
– F7 (Backward) and F8 (Forward) to move between panels
– F11 (Menu) to return to the Panel Display List

5. File (F3) the updated definition.

NOTE
 You can customize parts of your own user profile from certain associated panels. For example, you can
customize your resource monitor profile from the status monitor by using the PROFILE command.

Users can overwrite their profiles.

Delete a User Profile Definition

To delete a user profile record and its associated security record, apply the D (Delete) action to that item on the User
Profile list.

To delete the user profile record while retaining the security record, apply the DP (Delete Profile) action.
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Using

Using Automated Operations Facility (AOF) Rules
This section contains the following articles:

•  Using Automated Operations Facility (AOF) Rules
The Automated Operations Facility (AOF) lets you develop applications to automate responses to system events.
The ability to react to various system events is mandatory when attempting to build effective automated applications.
The AOF is a base component of OPS/MVS that monitors system events and automatically responds to them. You
determine the system events that the AOF recognizes, and how it responds to those events, by defining special OPS/
REXX programs called AOF rules.

•  Structure of an AOF Rule
AOF rules are classified as special OPS/REXX programs and, like any programming language, require a structured
format. This section discusses the general coding format that you should use in all AOF rules.

•  Available AOF Rule Tools
The purpose of all AOF rules is to perform an automated procedure such as issuing system messages or system
commands, querying system devices, or updating user databases.

•  Building and Controlling AOF Rules
The product provides various ways to create AOF rules. Such flexibility allows automation to be created at your
installation by either a novice or an experienced user. Most of the tools for creating rules can be accessed through the
OPSVIEW ISPF interface of OPS/MVS.

•  Coding Guidelines
The product provides various tools that are designed to help you build effective applications for automating all areas of
your system environment.

•  Debugging Techniques
The product has several tools and techniques you can use to debug problems in your AOF rules.

•  OPS/REXX Host Environment Rule Characteristics
This section discusses the rule characteristics of the various OPS/REXX host environments. The information is
presented alphabetically by host environment.

•  Coding Each AOF Rule Type
The generic event Application Program Interface (API) lets Broadcom products trigger OPS/MVS events directly. OPS/
MVS responds to API-generated events by executing AOF rules. The interface is synchronous, meaning all rules that
execute due to API activity complete execution before control returns to the application.

Using the AOF

What is the AOF?

Through the OPS/MVS Automated Operations Facility (AOF), you can develop applications to automate responses to
system events.

The ability to react to various system events is mandatory when attempting to build effective automated applications.
The AOF is a base component of OPS/MVS that monitors system events and automatically responds to them. You
determine the system events that the AOF recognizes, and how it responds to those events, by defining special OPS/
REXX programs called AOF rules.

AOF rules are classified as special OPS/REXX programs because AOF rules have a unique structure, reside in PDS data
sets called rule sets, and are triggered by a system event.

The AOF can act in response to these types of system events:
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Application Program Interface (API)
An API event occurs when an application program calls the API interface. Typically, the application that calls
the API is a system service provider program, such as a tape library manager, or a network control program.
When these programs detect an event that needs attention, they can initiate automation rules by calling the API.
Applications can also request information from OPS/MVS through the API.

Automatic Restart Management (ARM)
An ARM event occurs when the z/OS Automatic Restart Manager tries to restart an ARM-registered job or started
task after an unexpected termination. The restart may occur on the same system or on another system in the
sysplex if the termination was due to a complete system failure.

Command (CMD)
A command event occurs when any z/OS or subsystem command is issued on the system.

Delete-operator-message (DOM)
A DOM event occurs when any z/OS component issues a DOM macro to remove a highlighted message from an
MCS console; for example, a tape mount message gets internally DOMed when the mount is satisfied.

End-of-job (EOJ)
EOJ events occur when a task such as a batch job terminates and the INITSMF and EOJRULES parameters
of OPS/MVS are set to YES.
EOJ rules have these advantages over message rules:

• Usually, two separate message rules are required to handle both successful and unsuccessful completion
cases. EOJ rules can contain the logic for both cases in one rule.

• Message rules do not work if a software component fails silently (without issuing any messages).

End-of-memory (EOM)
EOM events occur when any address space such as a TSO user or started task terminates.
EOM rules have these advantages over message rules:

• Usually, two separate message rules are required to handle both successful and unsuccessful completion
cases. EOM rules can contain the logic for both cases in one rule.

• Message rules do not work if a software component fails silently (without issuing any messages).

End-of-step (EOS)
An EOS event occurs when a step terminates in a job or started task and the INITSMF and EOSRULES
parameters of OPS/MVS are set to YES.

Global variable (GLV)
A global variable event occurs when the value of an OPS/REXX global variable changes.

Message (MSG)
A message event occurs when a system component sends a message to a console or to a system log. The AOF
recognizes and responds to these types of messages:

• z/OS
• IMS
• CICS (Transient Data Queue messages)
• JES2 or JES3
• WTOs (write-to-operator), WTORs (write-to-operator-with-reply), and WTLs (write-to-log) generated by an

application
• Log file directed I/O (GDI)
• CA 7 Browse Log

OMEGAMON exception from MVS, IMS, CICS, and DB2 performance monitors (OMG)
An OMG event occurs when an OMEGAMON exception is generated from any of these products:
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• OMEGAMON/MVS
• OMEGAMON/IMS
• OMEGAMON/CICS
• OMEGAMON/DB2

End user request (REQ)
A request event is triggered on demand by any end user.

Screen (SCR)
A screen event occurs when the screen or state of an EPI virtual terminal changes. Screen event rules allow you
to automate any VTAM application.

Security (SEC)
A security event occurs when you invoke any OPS/MVS facility (for example, using the OPSCMD command
processor to issue a z/OS command), allowing security for OPS/MVS to be performed by coding OPS/REXX
programs, rather than by complex assembler exits. Security rules can be used to interface with your security
product to provide comprehensive and flexible control of OPS/MVS facilities.

Time limit-exceeding (TLM)
A TLM event occurs when a job or task exceeds the processor time limit that is imposed by the system, either by
default or by the TIME JCL parameter on the JOB or execute statement. A TLM event also occurs if a non-exempt
job exceeds the maximum continuous wait time that is specified in the SMF parameters for the system.

Time-of-day (TOD)
A time event occurs at a specified time or date or after a specified time interval.

UNIX System Services (USS)
A USS event occurs when a local USS syslogd message arrives.

AOF Rules and Rule Sets
This topic describes how to name, allocate and share OPS/MVS AOF rule sets.

The RULEPREFIX and RULESUFFIX Parameters

AOF rules are stored in AOF rule sets. Rule sets are partitioned data sets whose names are defined by the OPS/MVS
initialization parameters RULEPREFIX and RULESUFFIX. You can define from 1 to 70 rule sets, each containing any
number of rules.

For example, take the following parameter settings:

RULEPREFIX = 'OPSMVS.AOF'

RULESUFFIX = 'RULES'

Using those parameters, AOF rule sets have a name mask of OPSMVS.AOF.*.RULES, where * is the rule set name. The
following are examples of rule set names:

OPSMVS.AOF.SUPPRESS.RULES

OPSMVS.AOF.CICS.RULES

OPSMVS.AOF.STATEMAN.RULES

OPSMVS.AOF.DB2.RULES

OPSMVS.AOF.SECURITY.RULES

Each AOF rule occupies a separate member in the AOF rule set.

Examples: Individual rule in the SUPPRESS rule set

In the following example, $HASP100 is an individual rule in the SUPPRESS rule set:

OPSMVS.AOF.SUPPRESS.RULES($HASP100)
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In the following example, IEF403I is an individual rule in the SUPPRESS rule set:

OPSMVS.AOF.SUPPRESS.RULES(IEF403I)

NOTE
Since AOF rule sets are defined by the RULEPREFIX and RULESUFFIX, it is possible to add or remove rule
sets at any time without having to restart the product.

Determine AOF Rule Set Names

Choose a naming convention for your OPS/MVS rule sets that best fits your installation requirements.

To determine your AOF rule set names

Review the following examples of rule set naming conventions:

• Rule sets named for each AOF rule type, for example, MSG for message rules, CMD for command rules, or TOD for
time-of-day rules.

• Rule sets named for a particular automated application or request, for example, a SUPPRESS rule set containing
suppression rules, a JES rule set containing JES-related rules, or an IPLTIME rule set containing IPL-related rules.

• Rule sets named for individual groups or divisions in your operations, for example, a CICSGRP rule set for CICS
personnel, OPERATNS rule set for the operations personnel, or IMSGRP rule set for IMS personnel.

Multiple rule sets allow various groups using OPS/MVS in your data center to work independently of each other. Because
each rule set is a separate data set, your security product can restrict rule set access to specific groups.

Sharing Rule Data Sets

AOF rule data sets (rule sets) can be shared between multiple copies of OPS/MVS that are running on either the same or
different z/OS images that share DASD.

This configuration lets you easily manage your automated AOF application in a multi-system environment and is strongly
recommended by Broadcom. Even in cases where systems do not share DASD; we strongly recommended that you
develop and manage a single set of AOF rule data sets from a central location and distribute these data sets to the remote
systems.

For a discussion of how to implement the OPS/REXX logic to allow or disallow execution of a shared AOF rule on
selected systems, see AOF Rule Tools.

Allocate Rule Sets

Follow standard ISPF/PDF data set naming requirements when creating rule sets.

To allocate rule sets

Use one of the following methods:

• ISPF option 3.2
• The TSO ALLOCATE command
• The OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSDYNAM ALLOCATE host command
• The SELECT primary command on the rule set list panel reached using OPSVIEW option 4.5.1

Use the following parameter values when allocating AOF rule sets:

• DSORG=PO
• RECFM=FB
• LRECL=80

Use these parameters at your discretion:
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• DSN 
• BLKSIZE
• SPACE
• UNIT
• STORCLAS

Additional AOF Rule Set Information

The Installing section contains the following information:

• Security and performance-related information
• Alternative naming conventions

NOTE

For information about the RULEPREFIX, RULESUFFIX, and RULEALTFIX parameters, see the Parameter
Reference.

Structure of an AOF Rule
AOF rules are special OPS/REXX programs and, like any programming language, require a structured format. This article
discusses the required coding structure of any AOF rule.

An AOF rule can contain up to five control sections. A unique section header identifies each control section and logically
controls when the code in the associating section executes. Each section header identifier must:

• Begin with a ) character in column 1 of the line
• Appear on a line by itself

NOTE
The fact that a control section must begin with a ) character in column one imposes a restriction on OPS/REXX
code used in rules. OPS/REXX continuation lines in rules may not start with a ) character in column one.

For example, the following rule will fail to enable:

)MSG BADRULE

)PROC

if (GLOBAL.SUPPRESSIT=1,

) then

  return "SUPPRESS"

Not all of the control sections are required, but they must appear in the following order:

NOTE
A rule must contain an event definition section and at least one other section.

)eventtype eventspec -- Event Definition Section (Required)

The event definition section of a rule identifies the system event that causes the rule to execute. The event definition
section determines if the processing section of the rule is executed.

The event definition section is required and must always be the first section of a rule.

The event definition section has the following format:

)eventtype eventspec

The two parts of an event definition section are:
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• The eventtype represents one of the following events that are recognized by the AOF:
API

An Application Program Interface event
ARM

An Automatic Restart Management event
CMD

An operator command event
DOM

A delete-operator-message event
EOJ

An end-of-job event
EOM

An end-of-memory event
EOS

An end-of-step event
GLV

A global variable event
MSG

A message event
OMG

An OMEGAMON exception event
REQ

A user request event
SCR

A screen event
SEC

A security event
TLM

A time limit-exceeded event
TOD

A time-of-day event
USS

A UNIX System Services event
For more information about the types of system events that the AOF recognizes, see Using the AOF.

• The eventspec is a character string template matching some event identifier (such as message IDs for MSG events,
system commands for CMD events, and time specifications for TOD events).
Each AOF rule type has a different eventspec template.

Examples:

• Example 1: Identifies $HASP100 messages
)MSG $HASP100

• Example 2: Identifies VARY commands
)CMD VARY

• Example 3: Identifies an hourly time event
)TOD ,1 HOUR
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)INIT -- Initialization Section

The intialization section specifies the actions that the rule takes when an attempt is made to enable it. You can use it to::

• Perform one-time initialization for the rule
• Define static variables
• Prevent the enabling of a rule using the OPS/REXX RETURN statement

NOTE
The execution of the )INIT section of any rule type is an enable rule event. The REXX stem variable, ENA., is
reserved for future enable event environment variables. Any use of the ENA. stem in any )INIT section of a rule
will result in a REXX improper variable use error and cause the rule to be not enabled.

The initialization section is optional. If included, it must always follow the event definition section.

The initialization section has the following format:

)INIT

/* Insert initialization section actions */

 Example:

The initialization section in the following example uses the OPS/REXX OPSINFO function to obtain the SMFID of
the current system and determines if this rule is about to be enabled on system SYSA. The rule will reject (not allow)
enabling for all other systems. This example also initializes a static variable called TABENDS to zero, which is used in the
subsequent processing section.

)MSG IEF450I

)INIT

/*This code will fire ONCE when the rule is enabled */

if OPSINFO('SMFID') <> 'SYSA' then

  return 'REJECT'

TABENDS = 0

)PROC -- Processing Section

The processing section specifies the actions that the rule takes in response to the AOF detecting the system event that is
defined in the event definition section.

The processing section is optional. If incuded, it must always follow these sections:

• Event definition
• Initialization (if this section exists)

The processing section has the following format:

)PROC

/* Insert processing section actions */

 Example:

The processing section in the following example uses a combination of AOF tools (REXX, AOF variables, OPS/REXX host
environments) to send an alert message to the sysplex master console if job PRDCICSA abends.

)MSG IEF450I

)INIT

/* This code will fire ONCE when the rule is enabled    */

if OPSINFO('SMFID') <> 'SYSA' then

  Return 'REJECT'

TABENDS = 0
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)PROC

/* This code will fire each time AOF detects an IEF450I */

/*  message event on the system.                        */

TABENDS = TABENDS + 1

if MSG.JOBNAME <> 'PRDCICSA' then

  return

parse var MSG.TEXT . 'ABEND=' ABEND

CONSOLE = OPSINFO('MSTCONSNM')

ADDRESS WTO

"MSGID(OPSAUTO1) TEXT('PRDCICSA ABEND CODE=",

ABEND" at "TIME()" ') HILITE CNNAME("CONSOLE")"

 

)TERM -- Termination Section

The termination section of a rule specifies the actions that the rule takes when an attempt is made to disable it. You can
use the termination section to:

• Re-initialize or reset global variables, RDF tables, or both.
• Record information about the activity of a rule. This information may have been accumulated in static or global

variables.
• Prevent disabling of a rule using the AOF RETURN statement.

NOTE
The execution of the )TERM section of any rule type is a disable rule event. The REXX stem variable, DIS., is
reserved for future disable event environment variables. Any use of the DIS. stem in any )TERM section of a rule
will result in a REXX improper variable use error and cause the rule not to be disabled.

The termination section is optional. If incuded, it must always follow these sections:

• Event description
• Initialization section (if it exists)
• Processing section (if it exists)

The termination section has the following format:

)TERM

/* Insert termination section actions */

 Example:

The termination section in the following example allows the rule to be disabled only at OPS/MVS shutdown. In addition, it
sends a message to the OPSLOG with the value of the static variable TABENDS, which was calculated during the )PROC
section of the rule.

)MSG IEF450I

)INIT

/* This code will fire ONCE when the rule is enabled */

if OPSINFO('SMFID') <> 'SYSA' then

  return 'REJECT'

TABENDS = 0

)PROC

/* This code will fire each time AOF detects an IEF450I */

/*  message event on the system.                        */
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TABENDS = TABENDS + 1

if MSG.JOBNAME <> 'PRDCICSA' then

  return

parse var MSG.TEXT . 'ABEND=' ABEND

CONSOLE = OPSINFO('MSTCONSNM')

ADDRESS WTO

"MSGID(OPSAUTO1) TEXT('PRDCICSA ABEND CODE",

"("ABEND" at "TIME()" ') HILITE CNNAME("CONSOLE")"

)TERM

/* This code will fire ONCE when the rule is disabled */

if OPSINFO('PRODUCTSTATUS') <> 'TERM' then

  return 'REJECT'

MSG = 'OPSAUTO1 total IEF450I ABENDS = 'TABENDS 

LOGTOTALS = OPSSEND('*','B',MSG)

)END -- End Section

The end section of a rule consists of the END statement only, which marks the end of a rule.

The end section is optional and does not affect rule execution. If incuded, it must always be the last line of a rule.

The end section has the following format:

)END

Available AOF Rule Tools
The purpose of all AOF rules is to perform an automated procedure such as issuing system messages or system
commands, querying system devices, or updating user databases.

The following tools are available in AOF rules to accomplish these automated tasks:

AOF variables
Obtains, saves, and shares event data.

REXX programming techniques
Makes decisions about AOF events.

OPS/REXX host environments and built-in functions
Programmatically performs various system actions and queries the status of system resources.

AOF RETURN statement
Suppresses messages.

AOF Variables
When creating AOF rules to trigger on a particular system event, you need to know specific information regarding the
event, such as the job name that issued a message, the route codes associated with the message, or the console name
from which a certain system command was issued. In addition, your particular automated application may require that
data be saved over various executions of an event or shared between different events. You obtain, save, and share event
data by using AOF variables.

AOF variables can be one of the following types:
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• Environmental (event-related)
• Dynamic
• Static
• Address space-related
• OPS/REXX global
• Event-related

Environmental (Event-related) Variables

AOF environmental (event-related) variables provide detailed information about the system event that AOF is evaluating.
Each AOF event rule type (MSG, CMD, EOM, and so on) provides a set of unique environmental variables. For example,
in a MSG rule type, you have access to various MSG.xxxx variables such as the following:

MSG.TEXT
Contains the complete text of the current message.

MSG.JOBNAME
Contains the name of the job or address space that issued the message.

MSG.REPLYID
Contains the reply for WTOR messages.

In a CMD rule type, you have access to various CMD.xxxx variables such as the following:

CMD.TEXT
Contains the complete text of the current command.

CMD.JOBNAME
Contains the name of the job or address space that issued the command.

CMD.CONSNAME
Contains the name of the console from which the command was issued.

Review the following additional facts about environmental (event-related) variables:

• Environmental variables are automatically provided by the AOF engine and are available only in the )PROC
(processing) section of a rule.

• Some environmental variables are modifiable and can affect original event attributes.
For example, changing the contents of the MSG.TEXT variable in a )MSG rule changes the text of the WTO message,
or modifying the CMD.TEXT variable in a )CMD rule changes the original command that was entered.

NOTE
Some environmental variables are designated as read-only; changing the value of a read-only variable is not
allowed and results in an error condition. Because the values of read-only environmental variables do not
change, all rules that execute for a single event get the same environmental data.

• Changes to an environmental variable by multiple rules are cumulative. The first rule to execute receives original event
information. Subsequent rules (executing in response to the same event) receive event information modified by each
preceding rule.

NOTE
Because rules cannot change the values of read-only variables, these variables always contain original
information.

• All rules that usually execute in response to an event do so regardless of how each rule changes an environmental
variable.
For example, if a message rule changes the message ID contained in the MSG.ID variable, then all rules matching the
original message ID still execute (and no rules matching the new message ID execute).

• You can view most environmental variables using the DISPLAY primary command in the OPSLOG Browse facility.
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NOTE
For more information about the OPSLOG Browse facility, see OPSVIEW OPSLOG Option.

Dynamic Variables

Dynamic variables are user-defined variables that are created each time a rule section executes. The dynamic variable
data is available only when a rule section is executing. You use dynamic variables generally as a reference in the logic of
an AOF rule section.

For example, consider the following rule logic:

)MSG $HASP094

)PROC

/************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose :     Hilite I/O Error messages for Line 50 */

/* $HASP094 I/O LNExx SNA ,17,0000,087D0001,JOB NAME        */

/************************************************************/

LINE = WORD(MSG.TEXT,3)              /* Extract line no.    */

if LINE < > 'LNE50' then             /* Is this LNE50?      */

  return

MSG.DESC = OPSBITS('IMEDACTN')       /* Hilite if it is     */

The variable LINE is an example of a dynamic variable and is only available as each $HASP094 message is processed by
this MSG rule.

Review the following additional facts about dynamic variables:

• Simple dynamic variables are used in the )PROC or )TERM sections of a rule but not in the )INIT section. Compound
dynamic variables are used in all rule sections.

• The name of a dynamic variable can be up to 256 characters in length.
• The value assigned to a dynamic variable can be up to 32,000 bytes in length.
• A dynamic variable can be a compound symbol, such as JOB.COUNT.

NOTE
It cannot begin with a reserved stem used by the environmental variables for that particular event type (for
example, MSG.xxx, CMD.xxx, EOM.xxx).

• The value of an uninitialized dynamic variable (a variable that has not yet been assigned a value) is the variable name
itself.

• The following three special variables in standard REXX are always dynamic variables in AOF rules:
– RC
– RESULT
– SIGL

Static Variables

Static variables maintain their value across multiple executions of a single rule, which means that data can be shared
between executions of the same AOF rule.

For example, consider the following rule logic:

)MSG $HASP373

)INIT

COUNT=0

)PROC

/************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose :     Keep a running total of HASP373 jobs  */
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/* $HASP373 jobname   STARTED                               */

/************************************************************/

COUNT= COUNT + 1                         /* Add to counter  */

)TERM

LOGIT = OPSSEND('*','B','OPSAUTO4 TOTAL 373 = 'COUNT)

The variable COUNT is a static variable that retains its value each time this rule processes a $HASP373 message.

Review the following additional facts about static variables:

• Static variables are rule-specific and must be defined (initialized) in the )INIT section.
• The same static variable name used in the initialization sections of two different rules refers to two different static

variables.
• A static variable cannot be a compound symbol (for example, JOB.COUNT).
• The name of a static variable can be up to 50 characters in length.
• The value assigned to a static variable can be up to 256 bytes in length. Any value assigned with a length greater than

256 is truncated.
• A static variable is deleted when the rule is disabled.
• Access to static variables is not serialized. If serialization is needed, then use OPS/REXX global variables and the

OPSVALUE function of OPS/REXX.

Address Space-related Variables

Address space-related variables are compound symbols that begin with a reserved stem of GLVJOBID. They let you
share data between different AOF rules for events that originate from the same address space. This lets you save data
generated during one event created by a job, and then use that data in another event created by the same job.

For example, consider the following two AOF rules:

• Rule #1
)MSG $HASP375

)PROC

/*****************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose : Set a local variable to keep track of the most */

/*                current # of lines exceeded during run time    */

/*                This variable will be checked when the job     */

/*                ending event occurs.                           */

/* $HASP375 jobname ESTIMATE EXCEEDED BY # LINES                 */

/*****************************************************************/

if WORD(MSG.TEXT,5) < > 'BY' then

  return

GLVJOBID.EXCEEDED = WORD(MSG.TEXT,6)  /* # of lines              */

• Rule #2
)EOJ *

)PROC

/*****************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose : Check to see if the batch job that just ended  */

/*                exceeded any output lines during its run time  */

/*                by testing to see if the GLVJOBID variable     */

/*                that would have been set in the $HASP375       */

/*                rule exists. Log info if variable is present.  */

/*  EOJ fires automatically when job terminates.                 */

/*****************************************************************/

if OPSVALUE('GLVJOBID.EXCEEDED','E') = 'N' then
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  return

JOB = EOJ.JOBNAME

NUMLINES = GLVJOBID.EXCEEDED

MSG = 'OPSAUTO1 BATCH JOB ' JOB' LAST EXCEED ='NUMLINES

LOGIT = OPSSEND('*','B',MSG)

Suppose that JOB1 and JOB2 start on the system at the same time. JOB1 begins to exceed expected output lines
and the JOB1 address space produces a $HASP375 message. This event executes Rule #1, which sets a unique
GLVJOBID.EXCEEDED variable for JOB1 only. Both JOB1 and JOB2 end at the same time, thus executing Rule #2.

While Rule #2 is processing the end-of-job event caused by JOB1 ending, the local variable GLVJOBID exists, and the
rule produces the informational message in the OPSLOG that includes the value of the GLVJOBID.EXCEEDED address
space-related variable that was set in Rule #1. While Rule #2 is processing the end-of-job event caused by JOB2, the
local variable GLVJOBID.EXCEEDED does not exist, so no further processing is done in the rule.

Review the following additional facts about address space-related variables:

• Address space-related variables are used only in the )PROC section of a rule and are unique to the address space that
triggered the rule.

• They are automatically deleted by OPS/MVS when the address space or batch job associated with it terminates. Batch
jobs are handled differently than other address spaces. The address space-related variables associated with a batch
job are deleted when the batch job ends, even though the initiator address space in which it ran remains active and
may subsequently execute other batch jobs.

• An address space-related variable name must begin with a stem of GLVJOBID.
• The name can be up to 78 characters in length including the stem of GLVJOBID.
• The value can be up to 32,000 bytes.
• Some messages appear to be issued from a particular job but are actually issued on behalf of another address space.

For example, the $HASP100 message that indicates a job is on the internal reader is actually issued from the JES2
address space and not the address space of the job. Use the OPSLOG JOBNAME and ASID columns to verify that the
message is being issued from unique address spaces prior to selecting a GLVJOBID variable.

OPS/REXX Global Variables

OPS/REXX global variables are compound symbols that begin with a reserved stem of GLOBAL., GLOBALx, or
GLVTEMPx. They let you share data between different AOF rules for events that occur from any address space.
Programs running in OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers, batch, TSO, NetView, and UNIX System Services environments can all
access OPS/REXX global variables used in AOF rules.

A global variable with a stem of GLOBAL. or GLOBALx is permanently saved across IPLs or restarts of OPS/MVS. A
global variable with a stem of GLVTEMPx is saved only while OPS/MVS is active.

Examples: OPS/REXX Global Variables Used in AOF Rules

• Rule #1: This rule will execute for every DFHSI1517 message that is issued when a CICS region initializes.
An OPS/REXX global variable is created using the region name as part of the compound symbol name so that
a unique variable exists for each CICS region, such as GLVTEMP1.UPTIME.CICSA (for region CICSA) and
GLVTEMP1.UPTIME.CICSB (for region CICSB). The variable is set to the current system time.
)MSG DFHSI1517

)PROC

/****************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose : Set a unique OPS/REXX global variable with    */

/*                the initialization times of all CICS regions. */

/* DFHSI1517 cicsregion Control is being given to CICS.         */

/****************************************************************/

JOB = MSG.JOBNAME      /* set JOB to issuer of this message     */

CTIME = TIME()         /* set CTIME to current time             */
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/* Create a unique global variable using the JOB value as a stem*/

/* name to make it unique. Set it to the CTIME value            */

SET = OPSVALUE('GLVTEMP1.UPTIME.'JOB,'U',CTIME)                 */

• Rule #2: This is an AOF request rule (a different event type from Rule #1) that will execute on demand by any TSO
user and be able to access and display the GLVTEMP1.UPTIME OPS/REXX variables set by Rule #1. It is using the
OPSVALUE OPS/REXX function to retrieve this variable information.
)REQ CICSINIT

)PROC

/****************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose : Display initialization times of active CICS   */

/*         regions when requested. Obtain this info             */

/*         via any GLVTEMP1.UPTIME global variable.             */

/*  Invoked when a TSO users issues OPSREQ CICINIT              */

/****************************************************************/

ACTREGIONS = OPSVALUE('GLVTEMP1.UPTIME','L')

if ACTREGIONS = 0 then

  say 'No initialized regions'

else

  do ACTREGIONS

    PULL REGION

    UPTIME = OPSVALUE('GLVTEMP1.UPTIME'.REGION,'O')

    say 'CICSINIT - 'REGION' INIT TIME = 'UPTIME

  end

return

NOTE
For a detailed description of the uses and characteristics of GLOBAL., GLOBALx, and GLVTEMPx OPS/REXX
global variables, see Using Global Variables.

Event-related Variables

Event-related variables are compound symbols that begin with a reserved stem of GLVEVENT. They let you share data
between different AOF rules that are processing thesame event. In a case where you allow different groups (for example,
operations, CICS, IMS) to have their own rule sets, there may be a need to coordinate a process between two or more
rules that execute on the same event. Event-related variables have a life span of the event.

Example: Sharing Data Between AOF Rules

• Rule # 1: This first rule resides in the CICSGRP rule set
)MSG $HASP100

)PROC

/*************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose :  Set a event-related variable to flag that */

/*          the CICSGRP wants to currently request that      */

/*          $HASP100 messages from CICSx jobs get            */

/*          suppressed and deleted from SYSLOG               */

/* $HASP100 CICSxxx ON INTRDR                                */

/*************************************************************/

JOB = WORD(MSG.TEXT,2)             /* get 2nd word of message */

if SUBSTR(JOB,1,4) <> 'CICS' then  /* not CICSx              */

  return 

GLVEVENT.DISP = 'DELETE'

• Rule #2: This second rule resides in the IMSGRP rule set
)MSG $HASP100
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)PROC

/*************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose :  Set a event-related variable to flag that */

/*          the IMSGRP wants to currently request that       */

/*          $HASP100 messages from IMSx jobs get             */

/*          suppressed.                                      */

/* $HASP100 IMSxxx ON INTRDR                                 */

/*************************************************************/

JOB = WORD(MSG.TEXT,2)             /* get 2nd word of message */

if SUBSTR(JOB,1,3) <> 'IMS' then   /* not IMSx               */

  return

GLVEVENT.DISP = 'SUPPRESS'

• Rule #3: This third rule resides in the OPERATNS rule set
)MSG $HASP*

)PROC

/**************************************************************/

/* Rule Purpose :  Operations makes the final call on message */

/*          disposition based on the value of a event-related */

/*          variable that different groups can override       */

/*          at their request. Assume disposition is           */

/*          NORMAL if a group hasn't set the variable         */

/**************************************************************/

if OPSVALUE('GLVEVENT.DISP','E') = 'N' then 

  DISP = 'NORMAL'

else

  DISP = GLVEVENT.DISP

return DISP

Rule #1 and Rule #2 execute on a specific $HASP100 event and will execute before Rule #3 because it is a more generic
message specification of $HASP*. They will set the event-related variable GLVEVENT.DISP accordingly. Rule #3 will then
interrogate this variable to determine what action to take.

Review the following additional facts about event-related variables:

• Event-related variables are used only in the )PROC section of a rule and are unique to rules that execute on the same
event.

• They are automatically deleted by OPS/MVS when the last rule executing on the event completes.
• An event-related variable must begin with a stem of GLVEVENT.
• The name can be up to 78 characters in length including the stem of GLVEVENT.
• The value can be up to 32,000 bytes.

REXX Programming Techniques
Logic commonly implemented in all AOF rules is to manipulate and process data. Standard REXX programming tools can
be used in AOF rules to perform this type of logic, such as making decisions about an AOF event or further breaking down
AOF event data.

REXX instructions, such as the IF..THEN..ELSE statement or the SELECT..WHEN..OTHERWISE statement, let you
make decisions about data in an AOF rule, while the PARSE instruction-or perhaps a REXX function such as WORD(),
SUBSTR(), or POS()-lets you further interrogate AOF event data.

Examples: REXX Programming Techniques

The following examples demonstrate standard REXX programming used in AOF rules:
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Example 1:
Insert REXX comments to provide information:
/* Date Created: 11/11/12                                */

/* Purpose : Configure initiators to handle batch window */

Example 2:
Make decisions through the IF..THEN..ELSE REXX instruction:
JOB=MSG.JOBNAME             /* set JOB to issuer of msg */

if JOB = 'MYJOBA' then

  RETURN 'SUPPRESS'

else

  return 'DELETE'

Example 3:
Break down a data string with the PARSE REXX instruction:
/* Obtain the abend code from this message and put in ABEND var */

parse var MSG.TEXT . 'ABEND=' ABEND .

Example 4:
Break down a data string with the WORD and SUBSTR REXX functions:
/* Obtain the first 3 characters of the job name in this message */

JOBN = WORD(MSG.TEXT,2)        /* job is 2nd blank delimited word */

                               /* in this msg */

MASK = SUBSTR(JOBN,1,3)        /* get the job name mask */

For more detailed information about standard REXX, see any REXX reference guide. An excellent reference is the second
edition of THE REXX LANGUAGE: A Practical Approach to Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw, available through Prentice
Hall publishers. In addition, the OPS/MVS EasyRule facility is a good tool for learning REXX.

NOTE
OPS/REXX is the underlying programming language used in AOF rules. Standard REXX is a subset of OPS/
REXX, so minor operational differences may exist for particular standard REXX techniques that you attempt
to use in AOF rules. For information regarding these differences, see  Using  and the  Command and Function
Reference .

OPS/REXX Host Environments and Built-in Functions
The OPS/REXX language is considered an enhanced REXX language implementation, designed specifically for
automation use, because it provides the tools needed to programmatically perform various system actions and query the
status of a wide range of system resources. You can use these tools, known as OPS/REXX host environments and OPS/
REXX built-in functions, in AOF rules.

OPS/REXX Host Environments

OPS/REXX host environments let you perform common automation and system operations, such as issuing messages
(WTOs), z/OS commands, and UNIX System Services commands. You can also use OPS/REXX host environments in
AOF rules to control various OPS/MVS facilities.

Use the following OPS/REXX host environments in AOF rules:

OPSAPI
Lets you create a Generic Event API OPS/MVS event from any supported REXX environment.

ADDRESS AOF
Programmatically control rules and create dynamic AOF rules.
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ADDRESS EPI
Programmatically interact with any VTAM application.

ADDRESS LXCON
Issue commands to VM and Linux systems that are connected to the Mainframe Connector.

ADDRESS MIM
The MIM product manages and collects this display information.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Open, update, or close records in Netman.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Control COF, ECF, OSF, MSF, and OPSLOG components

ADDRESS OPER
Issue z/OS, JES, VM, subsystem commands

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers

ADDRESS SOF
Provide a user interface for managing devices that are attached through ESCON directors and FICON switches.

ADDRESS SQL
Create and maintain SQL tables in the OPS/MVS RDF component.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Retrieve output from SYSVIEW commands.

ADDRESS USS
Issue UNIX System Services commands

ADDRESS WTO
Issue system messages in the form of WTOs, or WTORs

Note: For complete descriptions and coding guidelines for each OPS/REXX host environment, see the OPS/MVS
Command and Function Reference.

OPS/REXX Built-in Functions

These built-in functions are part of OPS/REXX that gives these AOF rules access to a wide variety of system data for
programmatic actions. In some cases, certain OPS/REXX functions can perform specific system tasks. OPS/REXX
functions can retrieve a system information, such as job status, device status, or JES2-related resource data. OPS/
REXX functions can also perform such tasks as low lighting messages or invoking z/OS Automatic Restart Management
Services.

You can use the following OPS/REXX built-in functions in these AOF rules:

OPSARM
Performs z/OS Automatic Restart Management Services.

OPSARMST
Determines whether a single job or element name is registered with ARM.

OPSCA7
Issues commands to the CA 7 scheduling product.
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OPSCAWTO
Creates an SNMP trap.

OPSCLEDQ
Empties the contents of the External Data Queue (stack)

OPSCOLOR
Changes the color of OPSLOG (or console) messages.

OPSCPF
Obtains z/OS Command Prefix Facility information.

OPSDEV
Obtains device information.

OPSDOM
Deletes highlighted operator messages.

OPSECURE
Returns security package related information.

OPSHFI
Reads or writes variables to a shared VSAM file.

OPSINFO
Returns various system and OPS/MVS information.

OPSIPL
Obtains various IPL parameter library information.

OPSJES2
Obtains JES2 related resource data.

OPSLOG
Retrieves OPSLOG data.

OPSMTRAP
Generates a warm- or cold-start SNMP trap.

OPSPRM
Controls OPS/MVS parameters.

OPSSEND
Sends messages to OPSLOG or other copies of OPS/MVS.

OPSSMF
Creates SMF records.

OPSSRM
Collects System Resource Manager (SRM) data.

OPSTATUS
Obtains active ASID, WTOR, IMS, or WLM information.

OPSUBMIT
Builds and submit batch jobs.

OPSSYSYM
Obtains z/OS system symbol information.

OPSVALUE
Manipulates variables.

OPSVASRV
Manipulates SYSPLEX variables.
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For complete descriptions and coding guidelines for each OPS/REXX built-in function, as well as a list of valid rule types
in which each can execute, see the  OPS/MVS Command and Function Reference.

Example: AOF Rule Using Built-in Functions

The following AOF rule uses OPS/REXX host environments and built-in functions:

)TOD 02:00

)INIT

/* This rule should only be active on SYSA. Use the OPSINFO       */

/* built-in function to get the SMFID of this system to see       */

/* if the rule should be enabled or not.                          */

if OPSINFO('SMFID') <> 'SYSA' then

  return 'REJECT'

)PROC

/******************************************************************/

/* Rule purpose : Set up Z initiators for batch window            */

/* TOD rule spec fires every 2:00 AM                              */

/******************************************************************/

/* Issue info message using ADDRESS WTO OPS/REXX                  */

/* Host Environment to let everybody know of change.              */

msgtxt= 'Initiators configured to handle 2:00 Batch Flow'

ADDRESS WTO                 

"MSGID(OPSAUTO1) TEXT(' "msgtxt" ') ROUTE(2)" 

/* Let's start all drained 'Z' initiators. We'll obtain this info */

/* by using one of the options on the OPSJES2 built-in function.  */

/* Then we'll use the ADDRESS OPER OPS/REXX host                  */

/* environment to issue a command to JES.                         */

ZINITS=OPSJES2('I','INIT','Z','D')            

do ZINITS                 /* Loop for all drained Z' inits        */ 

  pull RECORD             /* Obtain data from the EDQ             */ 

  INITID=WORD(RECORD,1)   /* First word is init id                */ 

  address OPER            /* Switch to ADDRESS OPER               */ 

  "C($SI"INITID") NOO"    /* Issue JES2 $Six command              */ 

end                       /* End of DO                            */

AOF RETURN Statement
You can use the AOF RETURN statement to suppress messages from going to a console or the SYSLOG and to reject
system commands. You can also use it to allow or disallow a rule from being enabled or disabled.

Valid values for the RETURN statement vary according to the rule section that is processing the statement.

)INIT Section -- Enable a Rule

The RETURN statement in the )INIT section of an AOF rule allows or disallows the enabling of a rule. Creating logic to
prevent a rule from being enabled may be necessary in an environment in which you have multiple OPS/MVS images
sharing rule sets, and you only want particular rules to be enabled on certain systems.

The )INIT section of an AOF rule has the following format:

)INIT
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/* This rule should only be active on SYSA. Use the OPSINFO  */  

/* built-in function to get the SMFID of this system to see  */  

/* if the rules should be enabled or not.If this is not SYSA */  

/* then use the AOF RETURN statement with a value of REJECT  */  

/* to cause the rule to not be ENABLEd.                      */

if OPSINFO('SMFID') <> 'SYSA' then

  return 'REJECT'

Valid values for a RETURN statement in the initialization section of a rule are:

ACCEPT
(Default) Allows the rule to be enabled.

REJECT
Prevents the rule from being enabled.

If you do not specify a return value in the initialization section of the rule, the default return value is ACCEPT.

If a runtime error occurs in the INIT section, the return value is REJECT and the rule is not enabled.

)PROC Section -- Valid Return Statement Values

The RETURN statement in the )PROC section of an AOF rule works differently according to the type of event that the rule
is acting upon. Valid RETURN statement values are different in a )MSG rule than a )CMD rule. An unrecognized return
value (for example, a misspelled value) defaults to a value of NOACTION.

WARNING
WARNING! Make sure you use the valid RETURN values associated with each rule type. Using RETURN
values for the wrong AOF rule type does not result in a syntax error and does not default to NOACTION. The
results may not be what you expect them to be.

The )PROC section on an AOF rule has the following format:

)MSG $HASP100

)PROC 

/* Suppress $HASP100 message using the SUPPRESS RETURN value */  

/* available in )MSG rules.                                  */  

return 'SUPPRESS' 

)CMD MOVECICS

)PROC   

/* This pseudo command rule allows operators to enter the    */ 

/* command MOVECICS from the console to initiate the OPS/REXX*/

/* program to move all CICS regions. The RETURN value of     */

/* 'ACCEPT' in a )CMD rule causes z/OS to not process this   */ 

/* pseudo command.                                           */

address OSF "OI P(MOVECICS)" 

return 'ACCEPT'

For a list of valid RETURN statement values for each AOF rule type and an outline of the coding guidelines, see Coding
Each AOF Rule Type.

)TERM Section -- Disable a Rule

The RETURN statement in the )TERM section of an AOF rule allows or disallows the disabling of a rule.

The )TERM section of an AOF rule has the following format:

)TERM
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/* This rule must never be disabled, unless CA OPS/MVS       */

/* is shutting down. Use the OPSINFO function to see if   */

/* the product is terminating. If it is not, then don't   */

/* allow the rule to be disabled by using the REJECT      */

/* value of the RETURN statement.                         */

if OPSINFO('PRODUCTSTATUS') <> 'TERM' then 

  return 'REJECT'

Valid values for a RETURN statement in the termination section of a rule are:

ACCEPT
(Default) Allows the rule to be disabled.

REJECT
Prevents the rule from being disabled.

If you do not specify a return value, then the default return value is ACCEPT.

If a runtime error occurs, then the return value is ACCEPT (assuming that the error occurs while the termination section is
executing).

NOTE
A return value of REJECT stops the disabling of a single rule only. If you disable a rule set, the enabled rules in
the rule set are always disabled regardless of the RETURN values in the individual rules.

Building and Controlling AOF Rules

Ways to Create AOF Rules

OPS/MVS provides various ways to create AOF rules. Such flexibility allows automation to be created at your installation
by either a novice or an experienced user. Most of the tools for creating rules can be accessed through the OPSVIEW
ISPF interface of OPS/MVS.

EasyRule

EasyRule is an ISPF-based application that lets you create AOF rules using a series of fill-in-the-blank panels.

To access EasyRule, use any of the various options of the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW facility.

The AOF rule REXX code is generated in the background in response to the options that you specify on the selection
panels. Little, if any, AOF rule knowledge is required to use EasyRule, so it is an excellent starting place for new OPS/
MVS users.

EasyRule lets you build suppression rules and rules that perform many sorts of tasks, including:

• Issuing WTOs and z/OS and UNIX System Services commands
• Replying to WTORs
• Updating global variables and RDF tables
• Invoking OPS/REXX programs in OPS/MVS TSO servers

EasyRule also provides a series of panels to help you incorporate decision-making logic in rules, such as manipulating
data in a message or querying the status of a job or device. Because some automated applications require greater
complexity and may need to use an OPS/MVS OPS/REXX function or host environment not available in EasyRule, you
may be unable to create some automated applications with EasyRule.

At that point you have the following two options:
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• Add your own code at selected points in the code generated by EasyRule. With this option you can continue to use
EasyRule in the future to modify the EasyRule generated portions of the code.

• Directly edit the generated code or copy the code to a rule that you create outside of EasyRule.

ISPF/PDF Editor in the AOF Test Facility

The AOF Test facility lets you create and test rules outside of the production AOF environment, thus providing you with a
safe method of developing rules. A standard ISPF/PDF editor is the primary tool for creating rules in the AOF Test facility,
but you can also use the EasyRule application.

NOTE
For an overview of the AOF Test facility, see Begin Using the Product. For more information about the AOF Test
facility, see  Using OPSVIEW .

ISPF/PDF Editor in the AOF Production Facility

This facility is the primary way of controlling your production AOF rules. As you become more proficient in understanding
the syntax of AOF rules and the various automation tools that they use, the ISPF/PDF editor of the AOF production
environment will most likely become your primary method of creating rules.

To access the AOF production environment, choose option 4.5 of the OPS/MVS primary OPSVIEW panel.

For details on accessing the AOF production environment, see  Using OPSVIEW .

Automation Analyzer

The Automation Analyzer facility examines and displays a statistical analysis of the message activity of your system, and
lets you directly create suppression rules and invoke the EasyRule facility.

To access this facility, choose option 7.2 of the OPS/MVS primary OPSVIEW panel.

For an overview of the Automation Analyzer, see Begin Using the Product. Additional details can also be found in  Using
OPSVIEW .

MPF Conversion Facility

The MPF Conversion Facility reads the installation Message Processing Facility (MPF) member that is currently being
used to suppress messages and automatically generates OPS/MVS suppression rules.

To access this facility, choose option 7.3 of the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW primary panel.

For an overview of the MPF Conversion Facility, see Begin Using the Product. More details can also be found in  Using
OPSVIEW .

Sample AOF Rules

The OPS/MVS installation tape includes data sets that contain various pre-coded AOF rules. You can use these samples
and the examples in this section as models to create your own AOF rules.

Control AOF Rule Status

You control AOF rule status primarily in the AOF production environment.

To access the AOF production environment, choose option 4.5 of the OPS/MVS primary OPSVIEW panel.

Definition of AOF Rule Status

This section explains the AOF rule control terminology.
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ENABLE
You must enable a rule so OPS/MVS can react to the event that you specified. A rule responds to a system event
only if it is enabled.

DISABLE
A disabled rule is an inactive rule. OPS/MVS does not respond to the specified system event.

AUTOENABLE
An auto-enabled rule is automatically enabled when OPS/MVS initializes through either a system IPL or a
restarting of the product. A reserved area in the ISPF directory entry is internally set when a rule is auto-enabled.
ISPF statistics must be turned on to auto-enable a rule.

RESET AUTOENABLE
The reset auto-enable operation turns off the auto-enable flag, which means OPS/MVS does not enable the rule
when it initializes through either a system IPL or a restart.

COMPILE
A compiled rule is a rule whose compiled version is saved in a predefined data set. Compiled rules expedite
the enabling of auto-enabled rules during OPS/MVS initialization. For details on setting up the required
AOFPRECOMPILED parameters and creating the pre-compiled AOF data set, see the Parameter Reference.
Note: Using AOF precompiled rules is optional. The volume of auto-enabled rules you have determines whether
you need to use AOF precompiled rules.

DELCOMP
Deleting a compiled rule deletes the compiled versions from the AOF pre-compiled data set. For details on setting
up the required AOF PRECOMPILED parameters and creating the pre-compiled AOF data set, see the Parameter
Reference.

How to Control Rules from the Rule Set Level

Most AOF rule control is performed at the individual rule level but it can also be done at the rule set level.

For example, suppose the rule set OPSMVS.PROD.SUPPRESS.RULES contains all of your individual suppression rules
and a situation arises in which you want to disable all suppression rules. Rather than having to disable each individual
suppression rule that resides in the SUPPRESS rule set, you can disable the rule set itself.

To control rules at the rule set level, use the following guidelines:

• Enable an AOF rule set 
Enables only those rules that have the auto-enable bit set in the rule set.

• Disable an AOF rule set
Disables all the rules that are currently enabled in the rule set.

• Auto-enabling an AOF rule set
Sets the auto-enable bit for all rules in the rule set.

Create and Control Rules Programmatically

You can programmatically control AOF rules using the OPS/REXX ADDRESS AOF host environment.

While AOF rules are mainly controlled manually using OPSVIEW option 4.5, the ADDRESS AOF OPS/REXX host
environment provides you with the flexibility of controlling your rules in an automated application. This feature is commonly
used as a tool in the form of a pseudo-AOF command rule that can be invoked from anywhere a z/OS command can be
entered, which eliminates the need to use the OPSVIEW 4.5 option.

In addition to programmatically controlling rules, the ADDRESS AOF OPS/REXX host environment gives you a way to
dynamically create AOF rules. The ADDRESS AOF host environment lets you build an AOF rule in other AOF rules or
OPS/REXX programs. This type of logic is mainly used to trigger automation for events that can occur at any time.

To programmatically create and control rules
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• Suppose your suppression rules are in a rule set called OPSMVS.PROD.SUPPRESS.RULES and you wanted to
create a quick way to disable all suppression rules. You can create the following rule:
)CMD SUPPOFF

)PROC

/* Emergency pseudo command rule to disable all suppression */

/* Enter the command SUPPOFF from any system console to     */

/* trigger this rule.                                       */

/* Send DISABLE command to AOF for SUPPRESS ruleset         */

ADDRESS AOF

"DISABLE SUPPRESS"

• Suppose you want to invoke an OPS/REXX program that performs various checks against VTAM-related nodes and to
trigger this program 10 minutes after VTAM initializes. You can code the following:
)MSG IST020I

 )PROC

 /* This message indicates that VTAM has initialized. We want      */

 /* to schedule our VTAM check EXEC 10 minutes from now. Since     */

 /* we never know in advance the exact time that VTAM will         */

 /* initialize, we create a dynamic AOF TOD rule to wake up 10     */

 /* minutes from the time this message was issued.                 */

 queue ")TOD *+10 MINS"

 queue ")PROC"

 queue "ADDRESS OSF"

 queue "'OI PROGRAM(VTAMCHCK)'"

 address AOF

 "ENABLE *DYNAMIC.VTAMCHCK"

For more information on using the ADDRESS AOF OPS/REXX host environment to programmatically control and create
AOF rules, see the  Command and Function Reference .

AOFINITREXX Parameter

The recommended method for automatically enabling AOF rules at OPS/MVS initialization is to set the auto-enable flag,
which is set in the ISPF directory of each rule in the rule data set. OPS/MVS checks the flag during initialization and
enables those rules that have this flag set.

An alternative is to use the OPS/MVS AOFINITREXX parameter. This parameter specifies the name of an OPS/REXX
program that gets control before the AOF process in OPS/MVS initializes. That OPS/REXX program can use the
ADDRESS AOF host environment to enable your rules. If you are using a product that may modify the ISPF directory
statistics of your AOF rules data set, such as Endevor, then you must use the AOFINITREXX parameter to specify the
name of the OPS/REXX program that enables your rules.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Parameter Reference .

Process Modified AOF Rules

When OPS/MVS enables a rule in the production AOF environment, it validates syntax, compiles the rule, and then loads
the compiled rule into the OPS/MVS address space for execution.

This means that if you edit your rules from native ISPF-that is, outside of the ISPF/PDF editor in OPSVIEW option 4.5-you
need to disable then re-enable the rule to process the changes. Also, when preparing to rename a rule member, you must
first disable the rule, rename it, and then re-enable it after renaming. If the modified rule is auto-enabled, you must reset
the auto-enable flag.
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Execution of Enabled Rules

Protect Against Rule Errors

The AOF provides ways to protect against common programming problems in rules.

To protect against rule errors, you can set limits to protect against runaway (endlessly looping) rules and other
programming errors.

Parameters for Setting Global AOF Rule Limits

The following OPS/MVS parameters affect all AOF rules:

AOFMAXCLAUSES and REXXMAXCLAUSES (REQ rules only)
Limits the number of OPS/REXX clauses that can execute in one rule invocation.
Default: 10000 and 1000000 respectively

AOFMAXSAYS and REXXMAXSAYS (REQ rules only)
Limits the number of OPS/REXX SAY statements in one rule invocation.
Default Values: 1000 and 100000 respectively

AOFMAXCOMMANDS and REXXMAXCOMMANDS (REQ rules only)
Limits the number of host commands that can execute in one rule invocation.
Default Values: 100 and 100000 respectively

AOFMAXSECONDS and REXXMAXSECONDS (REQ rules only)
Limits the amount of elapsed time that a rule has to execute for each invocation.
Default Values: 10 and unlimited respectively

AOFFIRELIMIT
Limits the number of times that a rule can execute in one minute. A value of 0 turns limit checking off (both
globally and at the rule level).
Default Value: 10000

AOFLIMITDISABLE
A YES value disables a rule if the AOFFIRELIMIT limit has been reached. A NO value temporarily disables the
rule until the AOFFIRELIMIT interval has expired.
Default Value: NO

MESSAGEMAX
Limits the number of OPSx messages issued on behalf of some work done by OPS/MVS.
Default Value: 1000

COMMANDMAX
Determines the total number of commands that OPS/MVS can issue per second.
Default Value: 200

Depending on the logic that you implement in your AOF rules, you may need to increase the default values of these
parameters. For details, see the  Parameter Reference .

Set Limits for Individual Rules

You can override some of the AOF rule limit values for any rule section.

To set limits for individual rules

1. Use the OPS/REXX OPTIONS statement in that rule section. 
Since the limit values are only changed when the OPTIONS statement is executed, OPTIONS should be one of the
first statements executed in the rule section.
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NOTE
For more information about the OPS/REXX OPTIONS instruction, see Using OPS/REXX.

How Multiple Rules Execute in Response to a Single Event

You can write any number of rules that respond to a single event. Except for time rules with exactly matching event
criteria, rules execute in a predictable order, as shown:

1. Rules with the most specific event criteria are tested first.
For example, message rules with most specific to least specific event specifiers are tested in this order:
– IST020I (Seven significant characters-most specific)
– IST*I (Four significant characters-less specific)
– IST* (Three significant characters-least specific)

2. Event specifiers containing the same number of significant characters are tested in the order of longest prefix length.
For example, if three event specifiers all contain six significant characters, they are tested in this order:
– IST02*I (Five-character prefix)
– IST0*0I (Four-character prefix)
– IST*20I (Three-character prefix)

3. Rules containing identical event specifiers are tested in unpredictable order. If you want the rules to execute in a
particular order, then combine them into a single rule.

NOTE
However, do not combine unrelated rules because doing so makes applications difficult to manage.

NOTE
If you have to continually rely on the above executing order, you may be developing an ineffective application.
You should incorporate the logic of the multiple rules into one rule.

ABENDLOG Automation

ABENDLOG demonstrates how to collect an event (the logic uses IEF450I abend MLTWOs), store it in an OPS/MVS RDF
table, and then offload the saved data into a sequential data set.

This type of automation creates reports with specific events. Utilization of the RDF table as an initial repository eliminates
the possibility of bottlenecks within the automation, which occur when attempting to write/save each event directly to the
sequential data set.

Coding Guidelines
Contents

The following sections discuss tools, procedures, and other pertinent information to help you create effective AOF rules.

NOTE
For information on how to implement common coding guidelines, see  Using.

Automation Tools

OPS/MVS provides a variety of tools designed to help you build effective applications for automating all areas of your
system environment. Understanding exactly what these tools can do is crucial when you build your AOF rules. Take time
to familiarize yourself with the OPS/REXX built-in functions and OPS/REXX host environments because they are the
primary tools that you use when creating AOF rules.
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NOTE
For complete details of each of the OPS/REXX built-in functions and OPS/REXX host environments, see the 
Command and Function Reference . For an overview of the automation tools provided by the OPS/MVS base
and optional components, see  Using.

How to Add Comments in AOF Rules

Good structured REXX code begins with detailed comments. Comments can assist those who review the rule and can
help in debugging, if necessary.

Create a detailed comment model that can be implemented in all of your AOF rules.

Include detailed comments as follows:

• At the beginning of each rule that fully describe the following:
– The logic of the rule
– The variables
– Any related OPS/REXX programs

• In the logic of the rule.

REXX Functions and Routines in AOF Rules

The  Using   and  Command and Function Reference  sections completely outline the differences of various standard
REXX instructions and functions as they are used in any OPS/REXX environment, such as a program running in an OPS/
MVS OSF TSO server or in an AOF rule.

The following are special guidelines for the SAY instruction, stem variables, and external subroutines.

How to Use the SAY Instruction

The destination of a SAY-generated message is different among rule types and often even among sections of a rule.

The only logical use of the SAY instruction is as follows:

• Direct message traffic to a user from a request rule or an OPS/REXX program running in the address space of that
user.

• Debugging purposes, such as dumping the contents of a variable.

When you need to issue a message to a system console, consoles, or even directly to the SYSLOG, always use the
OPS/REXX ADDRESS WTO host environment-not the SAY instruction. Also, you can use the OPS/REXX OPSSEND
built-in function in rules to directly send messages only to the OPSLOG. These tools are far more effective than the SAY
instruction because you have complete control of where the messages are directed.

Reference a Stem Variable in an INTERPRET Statement or VALUE Function

If a REXX INTERPRET statement or VALUE function references a stem variable that is represented as an OPS/REXX
global variable (for example, GLVTEMP1.SomeName or GLOBAL.SomeName) or an AOF environmental variable
applicable to the current rule (for example, MSG.TEXT or CMD.TEXT), then the stem variable is resolved only if a variable
that has the same stem is directly referenced somewhere else in the rule section, even if that section is never executed.

Example: Stem Variable in an Interpret Statement

The value of the MSG.TEXT variable in the following example is “Test for OPS/MVS”.

• In this rule:
)MSG TEST

)PROC

interpret "say msg.text"
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return "NOACTION"

The result of the SAY instruction in the INTERPRET statement is:
OPS1000I MSG.TEXT

• In this rule, there is a direct reference to the msg. stem (msg.id) in the )PROC section:
)MSG TEST

)PROC

interpret "say msg.text"

return "NOACTION"

NeverExecuted = msg.id

The result of the SAY instruction in the INTERPRET statement is:
"Test for OPS/MVS"

Use External Subroutines

When enabling a rule, any referenced external subroutines called in AOF rules are compiled and placed in memory with
the rule itself.

To use external subroutines

1. Change an external subroutine
2. Disable and re-enable the calling rule.

– The change takes effect.
– The AOF searches for external subroutine references in this order:

a. The current rule set or the data set containing the rule
b. The SYSEXEC concatenation of the OPSMAIN started task

Interactive Automation or Automation that Requires Waiting

A powerful feature of AOF rules is the ability to process inline, or synchronously, as an event occurs. Such realtime
automation is possible because AOF rules execute in the address space from which an event occurred. Furthermore, the
design of the OPS/REXX functions and host environments used in AOF rules not only lets you synchronously issue WTOs
and system commands, but obtain vital system-related data needed to make programmatic decisions as an event occurs.

The only type of automation that you cannot perform in rules is interactive automation or automation that requires waiting.
Examples are:

• Issuing a WTOR to a console and needing to interrogate the reply.

NOTE
If no reply interrogation is needed, then issue the WTOR directly from the rule.

• Issuing a z/OS or UNIX System Services command and needing to interrogate the command output.

NOTE
If no command response interrogation is needed, then issue the command directly from the rule. Also, verify
that no OPS/REXX built-in function exists for the type of command you are attempting to interrogate. For
example, to see if a job is active, you can use the synchronous OPSTATUS built-in function in the rule, rather
than invoking an OPS/REXX program in a server to issue the z/OS DISPLAY ACTIVE command.

• Any type of file I/O.
• A cross-system request through the OPS/MVS MSF facility that causes output to be retrieved.

You can perform automation of this type by scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS server. Use the OPS/
REXX ADDRESS OSF host environment, as shown in this example:

)MSG IST521I

)PROC
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/* React to GBIND failures if the from node is A45PROD.    */

/* The logic of this rule simply interrogates the message  */

/* text to see if this is a GBIND failure for the A45PROD  */

/* node. If it is, then we need to trigger an EXEC called  */

/* IST521I to run in an OSF TSO server. This is needed     */

/* because we need to issue VTAM commands and interrogate  */

/* the command output, and waiting can't be done from      */

/* within the AOF rule environment.                        */

/*                                                         */

/* IST521I GBIND failed for ISTCOS from A45PROD to A04X99  */

FROMNODE = WORD(MSG.TEXT,7)

TONODE = WORD(MSG.TEXT,9)

if FROMNODE ¬= 'A45PROD' then      /* NOT A45PROD          */

  RETURN

/* Trigger OPS/REXX program IST521I in OPSOSF TSO server   */

/* passing it the nodes as arguments. IST521I would be     */

/* located in the OPSEXEC or SYSEXEC concatenation of the  */

/* OPSOSF procedure.                                       */

ADDRESS OSF

"OI PROGRAM(IST52I1) ARG("NODE1 NODE2") "

NOTE
For details on calling OPS/REXX programs, see the  Command and Function Reference .

Logic in Automated Applications

As you design your automated applications, avoid inefficient logic for triggering rules. Specifically, you want to avoid the
triggering of an AOF rule as a result of an action taken by another AOF rule.

For example, do not issue a command in a message event rule (MSG) using the ADDRESS OPER host environment, and
then try to have a command event (CMD) trigger on the command created by the ADDRESS OPER command.

Similarly, do not implement logic to trigger a MSG rule by an ADDRESS WTO host environment instruction that is issued
by other AOF rules or OPS/REXX programs. Attempting to code logic in rule A that causes rule B to execute, and then
having rule C execute on logic performed by rule B is not only confusing to maintain, but may also cause OPS/MVS to use
process blocks unnecessarily. The process blocks are crucial to AOF processing and other OPS/MVS components.

If you have a piece of common logic that needs to be performed by various AOF rules and requires no waiting, then
invoke this code as a REXX external subroutine.

Events Specified with the Wildcard Character

Many AOF rule types let you use the wildcard character (*) to specify events, for example )MSG * or )CMD *.

NOTE
Performance may be degraded in OPS/MVS and the address space that generates the event if a rule:

• Uses the generic specifier (*)
• Contains a )PROC section that references either the OPS/REXX OPSVALUE function or OPS/REXX ADDRESS SQL

host environment
• Contains lengthy programmatic logic
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NOTE
For example, the rule containing )MSG * executes for every message on the system, including hard-copy
messages and any message generated by any OPS/MVS facility (such as IOF) that you may have implemented.

Debugging Techniques
OPS/MVS has several tools and techniques you can use to debug problems in your AOF rules.

For debugging information for each type of AOF rule and additional information on the following parameters, see Coding
Each AOF Rule Type.

OPSLOG Facility

The OPS/MVS OPSLOG facility is a good source of information when debugging problems with your automated
applications.

OPSLOG PROFILE
This command provides you with filtering capabilities that let you drill down to specific events.

OPSLOG DISPLAY
This command lets you view valuable internal data of all events such as the following:

• route codes
• job name
• job ID
• originating consoles
• event types

Depending on the logic implemented in your rules, the values in these columns can be compared to event
variables that you are using in the rule.

The OPSLOG also provides an audit trail of all OPS/MVS activity, including messages that may indicate various execution
errors in your applications. These messages begin with OPx where x is the fourth character of the subsystem ID of your
production OPS/MVS, for example, S for the default subsystem OPSS.

Becoming proficient with these OPSLOG tools will help you to debug your applications quickly.

NOTE
For more information on the OPSVIEW OPSLOG option, see  Using OPSVIEW .

REXX TRACE Built-in Function

Use the REXX TRACE instruction for debugging logic problems in your AOF rules. The TRACE instruction is the primary
tool for determining why a rule is not doing what you expect. Use this statement for debugging purposes only. Having the
TRACE statement in frequently triggered AOF rules will flood the OPSLOG with trace messages.

You can view the trace output in the OPSLOG. Depending on the TRACE setting, the function can resolve expression
results, variable values, results of function calls, and so on. The most commonly used TRACE setting is R, which you can
implement in a rule by coding the REXX statement TRACE R.

Be sure to include the TRACE statement in the appropriate section of the rule you are debugging. For example, coding a
TRACE R statement in the )INIT section causes only the )INIT section code to produce trace output.

NOTE
For more details regarding the TRACE instruction, see any REXX guide.
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How RULETRACE Parameter Works

More than one AOF rule can process a single system event, which can often lead to conflicting logic.

To determine if you have multiple AOF rules executing on the same event, display the following columns in the OPSLOG
facility:

COUNT
Displays the number of rules that executed on the event.

RULESET
Displays the rule set and the rule that executed on the event first (or the only rule that executed if COUNT=1).

By default, the OPSLOG records only the first rule that executed on the event. If COUNT > 1 and you need to reveal all
rules that processed the event, do the following:

1. Set the RULETRACE parameter to ON.
Use this setting for debugging purposes only.

2. Reinitiate the event.

This parameter setting causes the OPSLOG to record each AOF rule that processed the event.

You can set the RULETRACE parameter manually using OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 or programmatically using the OPS/
REXX OPSPRM built-in function.

BROWSExxx Parameter

Many of the AOF rules can optionally record event data in the OPSLOG by setting a unique BROWSExxx parameter.
For example, if you are debugging a particular EOJ rule, you can set the BROWSEEOJ parameter to YES to cause EOJ
events to be recorded in the OPSLOG.

OPS/REXX Host Environment Rule Characteristics
This section discusses the rule characteristics of the various OPS/REXX host environments. The information is presented
alphabetically by host environment.

ADDRESS AOF

ADDRESS AOF uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to OPS/MVS.
• Does not wait.
• No output returned.

REQ
Rule Characteristics:

• Runs inline.
• Waits for output in external data queue.

ADDRESS AP

ADDRESS AP uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:
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• Sent to CMSF to be forwarded to the AP system.
• Does not wait.
• No output returned.

ADDRESS EPI

ADDRESS EPI uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SEC, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Not supported.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality. For details, see Coding Guidelines.

REQ, SCR, TOD
Rule Characteristics:

• Runs inline.
• Waits for output in external data queue.

ADDRESS HWS

ADDRESS HWS uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Not supported.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality. For more information, see Coding

Guidelines.

REQ
Rule Characteristics:

• Runs inline.
• Waits for output in an external data queue.

ADDRESS MIM

ADDRESS MIM uses the following rule types:

• API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS

Characteristics:

• Request sent to MIM
• Output returned in stem variables
• Error messages, if any, returned to external data queue

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

ADDRESS ISPEXEC uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Not supported.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality. For details, see Coding Guidelines.
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REQ
Rule Characteristics:

• Runs inline.
• Waits for output in external data queue.

ADDRESS LXCON

ADDRESS LXCON uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SEC, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to USS a server.
• Does not wait.
• No output is returned.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if command output interrogation is needed.
• LIST function of LXCON always runs inline and returns stem variable output.

REQ, SCR, TOD
Rule Characteristics:

• Runs inline.
• Waits for output in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE

ADDRESS MESSAGE uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SCR, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:
Sent as a route code|WTO.

CMD
Rule Characteristics:
Sent to issuing console.

REQ, SEC
Rule Characteristics:
Sent to TSO user if invoked from a foreground TSO session. Otherwise, it is sent to OPSLOG.

ADDRESS NETMAN

ADDRESS NETMAN uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SCR, SEC, TOD, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait.
• No output returned.

REQ
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Waits for command completion.
• Output returned to external data queue.
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ADDRESS NETMASTR

ADDRESS NETMASTR uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Does not wait.
• Command sent to NetMaster region. 
• Return code indicates whether the command was successfully passed to NetMaster region on the local

system.
• No output returned.

ADDRESS OPER

ADDRESS OPER uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SCR, SEC, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to target console as specified through the OCCONSOLENAME parameters if no CONNAME operands
are present.

• No output returned.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if command output interrogation is needed.

REQ, TOD
Rule Characteristics:

• If NOOUTPUT keyword is omitted, valid command responses are returned to the external data queue. If
NOOUTPUT keyword is present (it should be if you want no output), command is sent to the console as
specified through the OCCONSOLENAME parameters.

• Waiting for output is highly discouraged except in cases where the responses are relatively short and timely.

ADDRESS OPSCTL

ADDRESS OPSCTL uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to specified facility. If facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If facility is MSF, slight wait occurs.
• Output returned to external data queue.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SEC, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Not supported.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

REQ, SCR, TOD
Rule Characteristics:
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• Runs inline.
• Returns output in variables.

ADDRESS OSF, ADDRESS OSFTSL, and ADDRESS OSFTSP

ADDRESS OSF, ADDRESS OSFTSL, and ADDRESS OSFTSP use the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to the relevant OSF TSO server class.
• Does not wait.
• No output returned.

ADDRESS SOF

ADDRESS SOF uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Not supported.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL

ADDRESS SQL uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system.
• Output returned in stem variable.
• Error messages, if any, returned to external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Not supported.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO

ADDRESS TSO uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SCR, SEC, TOD, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to OSF TSO server.
• Does not wait.
• No output returned.

REQ
Rule Characteristics:
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• Runs inline.
• Waits for output in external data queue.

ADDRESS USS

ADDRESS USS uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SEC, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Sent to USS server.
• Does not wait.
• No output returned.
• Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if command output interrogation is needed.

REQ, SCR, TOD
Rule Characteristics:

• Runs inline.
• Waits for output in stem variables.

ADDRESS WTO

ADDRESS WTO uses the following rule types:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, SEC, TLM, USS
Rule Characteristics:

• Does not wait.
• Sends output to specified (or default) destination.
• If you attempt a WTOR, host command is sent to TSO server for execution and response is returned to server.

Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if WTOR response interrogation is needed.

REQ, SCR, TOD
Rule Characteristics:

• Does not wait.
• Output sent to specified console.
• If you attempt a WTOR, runs inline and waits for response in external data queue.

SAY Output

The following describes the SAY output rule types and where the SAY output is sent for each rule:

API, ARM, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, MSG, OMG, SCR, TLM, TOD, USS
Sent as a WTO with OPS1000I as a default message ID, which may result in it being broadcasted to physical
consoles.

CMD
Sent as a WTO with OPS1000I as a default message ID and is directed to the console that triggered the event.

GLV
Destination is that of the SAY destination for the event that initiated the GLV rule.

REQ
Sent as a PUTLINE with OPS1000I as a default message ID to a TSO user. It is sent as a WTO with OPS3092H
as a default message ID (prefixed in front of the OPS1000I) to the hardcopy log if the request originated in any
class of OSF TSO server.
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SEC
Sent as a PUTLINE with OPS1000I as a default message ID to a TSO user. Otherwise, it is sent as a WTO with
OPS1000I as a default message ID, which may result in it being broadcasted to physical consoles.

Note: With the exception of REQ and SEC rules, the SAY instruction should only be used for debugging purposes. Use
the ADDRESS WTO OPS/REXX host environment when WTO generation is needed in your automation.

TRACE Output

The following describes the TRACE output rule types and where the TRACE output is sent for each rule:

API, ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USS
With a default message severity of T for OPS0997, all TRACE activity is sent to the OPSLOG.

Execution Considerations for Each Rule Type

The following describes each rule type and where the processing section of rules execute:

API
In the address space of the application that generated the event

ARM
In the XCFAS address space

CMD
In the address space from which the command was issued (usually CONSOLE)

DOM
In the address space from which the delete operator message was issued

EOJ
In the address space where the job is ending

EOM
In the master address space

EOS
In the address space where the step is ending

GLV
In the same address space in which the REXX program or AOF rule that changed the global variable ran

MSG
In the address space from which the message was issued

OMG
In the OMEGAMON address space

REQ
In the address space from which the OPSREQ TSO command was issued

SCR, TOD
In the OPS/MVS address space

SEC
In the address space where the request that caused the security event was issued

TLM
In the address space that has reached its time or wait limit

USS
In the NSM address space
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Coding Each AOF Rule Type
This section contains the following topics:

• Generic Event Application Program Interface
• Automatic Restart Management Rules
• Command Rules
• Delete-Operator-Message Rules
• End-of-Job Rules
• End-of-Memory Rules
• End-of-Step Rules
• Global Variable Rules
• Message Rules
• OMEGAMON Rules
• Request Rules
• Screen Rules
• Security Rules
• Time Limit-Exceeding Rules
• Time-of-Day Rules
• UNIX System Services Rules

Generic Event API Rules
The OPS/MVS generic event Application Program Interface (API) enables Broadcom software products to trigger OPS/
MVS events directly. OPS/MVS responds to API-generated events by executing AOF rules. The interface is synchronous,
meaning all rules that execute due to API activity complete execution before control returns to the application.

How You Use the Generic Event Application Program Interface

Traditionally, Broadcom software products triggered an OPS/MVS event by issuing a console message, which was
trapped by OPS/MVS in the subsystem interface and processed in a MSG rule. Using the API instead of issuing a console
message reduces some of the overhead associated with messages. In addition, the information passed to OPS/MVS is
not constrained by message restrictions such as message length. Generic events are processed by API type rules.

For each event generated by an application, the application provides OPS/MVS the information needed to create a set
of environmental variables related to that event. There is a set of common environmental variables that are generically
described in this section. However, the calling application may provide more detailed information about these variables in
its own documentation set.  In addition, see the documentation set of the calling application for the details of any unique
application-specific variables it creates for the events it generates.

Install and Activate API Rules

Certain conditions must be satisfied before you can activate API rules.

 To activate API rules 

1. Set the APIACTIVE parameter to ON in OPS/MVS.
The API is enabled. For example, a production image and a few test images.

NOTE
Use caution when enabling APIACTIVE on more than one system. Duplicate event processing could occur.

2. Write and enable the API rules.
OPS/MVS can now process the application events.
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Event Specifier of API Rules

API rules process all events that are generated through the API. To write an API rule, you must know the name of the
event you want to process and the names of the environmental variables that are available to the rule when the event
occurs. The event name can be up to 10 characters long and is used on the API statement. For example:

 )API EVNAME

A rule may or may not be coded for each event name the application creates. Wildcard matches can be used to allow a
single rule to react to more than one event. It is possible for two or more rules to react to a single event. For example,
EVENT1 and EVEN* both match event EVENT1.

You must know the format of the data that the application places in environmental variables that are available to your rule,
whether each environmental variable is read-only or read/write, and the format of the data that the application should
receive from OPS/MVS.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of API Rules

API rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an API Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of an API rule. The return value
has no effect on AOF processing.

Execution Considerations for API Rules

The processing section of an API rule executes in the address space of the application that generated the event.
Therefore, any complex logic or interactive logic that may cause a wait to occur should be done in an OPS/REXX
program that gets scheduled to an OSF TSO server on behalf of the API rule. For a discussion of dispatching OPS/REXX
programs to OSF TSO servers, see Coding Guidelines.

The AOF execution limits apply to the processing section of a rule that responds to a screen event.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an API Rule

The )PROC section of an API rule has the following host environments with the following API rule characteristics. The
AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter specifies the default host environment for the API rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.
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ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MIM
The request is sent to MIM. Output is returned in stem variables. Error messages, if any, are returned to an
external data queue.

NOTE
Within a rule, storage demands are limited to 32 K. QNAME and TAPE requests for all available information can
fail. Therefore, name filtration is highly recommended.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to the specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs.
The external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.
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ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host command is
sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is then returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program
in a server if a WTOR response interrogation is needed.

Common API Event Variables

The following common API event variables are supplied to every API rule:

API.APPLICATION
The application identifier string as defined by the application and registered with OPS/MVS development to
ensure uniqueness
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: PDSMAN

API.COLOR
The color that certain messages will display in OPSLOG Browse
Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '00'X

NOTE

For additional information on setting this environmental variable, see OPS/REXX Built-In Functions.

API.ID
When a rule executes due to a wildcard match, API.ID can be used to determine which event caused the rule to
execute.
The complete event name that the rule is processing
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: XXXXCLOSE

API.LEVEL
A 1- to 8-character string provided by the application. One intended purpose of this variable is to allow the
application to differentiate between multiple copies of the application executing on the same system, if it is
possible to do so. Otherwise, the application may or may not provide information in this variable.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 1

API.USER
Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that executes for
the same API event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before passing the variable to the next
rule for the API event.
The primary purpose of the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be in any format. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG; however,
USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same API event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write

API.VERSION
A 1- to 8-character string provided by the application to identify the version of the application that generated the
API event. Note that different versions of the application may provide different environmental variables. In such
cases, the rule writer can use this variable to determine which application version-specific environmental variables
to use.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 05.01
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API.TEXT
This variable is not usually used by the API rules. Its primary purpose is to provide a readable explanation of the
event in the OPSLOG.
The first 128 characters of data of this variable are displayed in OPSLOG.
Determined by the application
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: XXXX EVENT RECORDED 10MAY2011

API.suffix -- Specific API Event Variables

In addition to the common API event variables, each application that uses the API may define its own unique application-
specific variables.

These variables have the following format, where suffix has a length of 1 to 15 characters:

API.suffix

suffix
Specifies a length of 1 to 15 characters.

The names and characteristics of the specific API event variables are supplied in documentation provided by the
application. There may be a few specific variables or as many as 256. Individual variables may hold up to 4096 bytes in
length, and the total data length allowed by the API is 32768 bytes per event. Specific API variables may be read-only or
read/write variables.

Debug an API Rule

The following are additional API rule debugging techniques:

• To enable error messages from the API processor, set OPSPARM DEBUGAPI YES .
• To view all API events, set the OPS/MVS BROWSEAPI parameter to YES and the API event profile of your OPSLOG

display to Y. To see recorded API events with these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column.
• If OPSLOG is not recording API events, see Install and Activate API Rules.

Broadcom Product API Events

For information about other Broadcom products that generate API events, please see the documentation for the desired
product.

OPS/MVS API Events

This article describes the Generic API events that are generated by OPS/MVS itself.

SOF API Events

The Switch Operations Facility (SOF) generates API events to report status changes to OPS/MVS, which responds
by either logging the information or taking action in response to the information. You can write )API rules that specify
how OPS/MVS responds to API-generated events.

SOF produces the following two events through the API:

• OPSOF001 - Status change for devices
• OPSOF002 - Status change for device paths
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OPSOF001 Event -- Device Status Change

The OPSOF001 event indicates that a switch operation has resulted in a status change for one or more devices. The
API.TEXT environmental variable contains the details of the change.

This event has the following format:

OPSOF001  cmd  

status  

dev1  

dev2

cmd
Identifies the name of the switch command that caused the status change.
Valid Values: BLOCK, UNBLOCK, CONNECT, DISCONNECT, ALLOW, PROHIBIT, SYNC, or ACTIVATE

status
Specifies the new status for the devices, which can be one of the following:

• ONLINE indicates that the device is now online.
• OFFLINE indicates that the device is now offline.
• AVAILABLE indicates that the device is now available, but was not brought online by SOF because either

the NOVARY option was specified or the device does not match any of the device classes specified on the
VARYCLASS option.

dev1
Specifies the device number for the first device to undergo a status change.

dev2
Specifies the device number for the last device to undergo a status change. When only a single device is
affected, dev2 and dev1 will be the same.

OPSOF002 Event -- Device Path Status Change

The OPSOF002 event indicates that a switch operation has resulted in a status change for one or more device paths. The
API.TEXT environmental variable contains the details of the change.

This event has the following format:

OPSOF002  cmd  

status  

chpid  

dev1  

dev2

cmd
Identifies the name of the switch command that caused the status change.
Valid Values: BLOCK, UNBLOCK, CONNECT, DISCONNECT, ALLOW, PROHIBIT, SYNC, or ACTIVATE

status
Specifies the new status for the device paths. The status can be one of the following:

• ONLINE indicates that the device is now online.
• OFFLINE indicates that the device is now offline.
• AVAILABLE indicates that the device is now available, but was not brought online by SOF because the

NOVARY option was specified.

chpid
Specifies the ID of the channel path that changed status.
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dev1
Specifies the device number for the first device to undergo a status change.

dev2
Specifies the device number for the last device to undergo a status change. When only a single device is
affected, dev2 and dev1 will be the same.

OPSOF003 Event -- Connectivity Command Accepted

The OPSOF003 event indicates that a switch operation command, which can alter device or path status, has been
accepted. The API.TEXT environmental variable contains the details of the command.

This event has the following format:

OPSOF003  origin  

cmd  

operands

origin
Identifies the origin of the command, that is, the console or TSO user that issued the command.

cmd
Identifies the name of the command.

operands
Provides the full text of the command operands.

How OPSOF001 Rule Selectively Varies Devices Online

Event OPSOF001 indicates that a switch operation has resulted in a status change for one or more devices.

When SOF makes connectivity changes, the following process occurs:

1. The generic event OPSOF001 is issued for each contiguous block of devices affected by the command.
2. The rule looks for devices which are now available.

This indicates that the one or more paths for the device should now be functional, but the devices were not brought
online by SOF.

3. The rule then examines the device numbers and issues a VARY ONLINE command for only devices falling within a
specific range of device numbers, for example, 8902-8907.

Example: API Rule for the OPSOF001 Event 

The following sample API rule selectively varies online devices affected by an OPS/MVS SOF switch command.

)API OPSOF001

)PROC

  DEVSTAT = word(API.TEXT, 3)

  LOWDEV = x2d('8902')

  HIDEV  = x2d('8907')

  if DEVSTAT == 'AVAILABLE' then

  do

    DEV1 = x2d(word(API.TEXT,4))

    DEV2 = x2d(word(API.TEXT,5))

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    /* If no devices are in our range, we have nothing to do, so quit.  */

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    if DEV1 > HIDEV | DEV2 < LOWDEV then return 0

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    /* Remove device numbers that are too low                           */
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    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    if DEV1 < LOWDEV then DEV1 = LOWDEV

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    /* Remove device numbers that are too high                          */

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    if DEV2 > HIDEV then DEV2 = HIDEV

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    /* Construct the VARY command                                       */

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    CMD = 'VARY ' || d2x(DEV1,4) || '-' || d2x(DEV2,4) || ',ONLINE'

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    /* Issue the command                                                */

    /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

    address oper  "COMMAND('" || CMD || "')"

  end

  return 0

HWS API Events

TIP
This feature uses the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) that replaces the deprecated Hardware Interface
Service (HISRV), which reached end-of-service 31 AUG 2019.

HWS delivers hardware event notifications and their associated data as OPS/MVS API events. You can write AOF API
rules that specify how OPS/MVS responds to these API-generated hardware events. Every hardware API event ID
begins with the prefix HWS. This allows you to write API rules for specific hardware events or a single rule for all events
(example: )API HWS* )

NOTE
 Generally, HWS hardware events should only be received and automated by one OPS/MVS region in the
hardware (HMC) network to avoid duplicate automation of events.

Entity-related Hardware Events

The following entity-related hardware events are available through API rules. An entity is an object within the hardware
(HMC) network such as a CPC, Image, or Activation Profile.

Activation Profile Change
An activation profile has been changed.

Application Ended
An application has ended

Application Started
An application has started

Attribute Added/Updated
An attribute has been added/updated for an entity.

Capacity Change
A capacity change has been detected.

Capacity Record
A capacity record event has been detected.

Command Response
A command response has been received for a command issued against an entity.
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Disabled Wait
A disabled wait has been detected.

Entity Deleted
An entity has been deleted.

Entity Exception
An entity exception has been detected.

Hardware Communication Error
A hardware communication error has occurred.

Hardware Message
A hardware message has been issued.

Hardware Message Delete
A previously issued hardware message has been deleted.

Name Change
An entity name has changed.

New Entity
A new entity has been detected.

Operating System Message
An operating system message has been issued.

Power Change
A power change has been detected.

Security Event
A security event has occurred.

Status change
A status change has occurred.

System-related Hardware Events

The following system-related hardware events are available through the API. A system event relates to the infrastructure
providing hardware events rather than to the entities in the hardware network. For example, system events may indicate a
change in the status of the underlying interface used by the OPSBCPII Server.

Hardware Interface Up
An underlying hardware interface used by the OPSBCPII Server has become active. For example, this event will
be produced when the Hardware Interface Service detects that BCPii has become active.

Hardware Interface Down
An underlying hardware interface used by the OPSBCPII Server has terminated. For example, this event will be
produced when the Hardware Interface Service detects that BCPii has terminated.

OPS/REXX Rule Variables For Hardware Events

All variables listed below are available for all event types. However, some variables are not applicable for all events. If
a variable represents event data that is not applicable for a particular event, the variable will have a zero length for that
event.

API.ALARMMSGFLG

Description
Indicates alarm message.
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Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character.

Values
0

Not an alarm message.
1

Alarm message.
Example

0
Applicable events

HWSOSMSG

API.APPLICATION

Description
Name of application providing the event. This will always be OPSBCPII.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 8 characters.

Value
OPSBCPII

Example
OPSBCPII

Applicable events
All events

API.CAPCHVAL

• Description
Capacity change value.

• Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

• Values
Capacity change value.

• Example
2

• Applicable events
HWSCAPCHG

• Capacity Change Values
0

FENCED_BOOK
1

DEFECTIVE_PROCESSOR
2

CONCURRENT_BOOK_REPLACE
3

CONCURRENT_BOOK_ADD
4

CHECK_STOP
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5
CHANGES_ALLOWED

6
CHANGES_NOT_ALLOWED

API.CAPRECVL

Description
Capacity record value.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Capacity record value

Example
3

Applicable events
HWSCAPREC

Capacity Record Values
0

RECORD_ADD
1

RECORD_DELTA
2

RECORD_DELETE
3

RECORD_ACCOUNTING
4

ACTIVATION_LEVEL
5

PRIORITY_PENDING
6

RECORD_OTHER

API.CMDLASTFLG

Description
Indicates command last.

Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character.

Values
0

Flag is off.
1

Flag is on.
Example

0
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Applicable events
HWSCMDRESP

API.CMDRC

Description
Command return code.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Return Code

Example
12

Applicable events
HWSCMDRESP

API.CMDTYPE

Description
Command type.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters

Values
Command type

Example
5

Applicable events
HWSCMDRESP

API.DWPARTID

Description
Disabled wait partition ID.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters

Values
Partition ID

Example
4

Applicable events
HWSDBLWAIT

API.DWPROCNUM

Description
Disabled wait processor number

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters

Values
Processor number
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Example
1

Applicable events
HWSDBLWAIT

API.DWPSW

Description
Disabled wait PSW.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32 characters.

Values
PSW

Example
00020000000000000000000000009003

Applicable events
HWSDBLWAIT

API.DWSERIALNO

Description
Disabled wait serial number.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 16 characters

Values
Serial number

Example
00001316F574

Applicable events
HWSDBLWAIT

The variables API.NUMENTRIES, API.ELEVELx, API.ETYPEx, and API.ENAMEx describe the hierarchy of entities for an 
entity related  event. For each  entity related  event, the entity level, type and name are returned for the entity directly
related to the event. In addition, the entity level, type and name are returned for each entity in the event entity hierarchy.
That is, the level, type and name are returned for each parent, grandparent, and any other entity of the event entity. There
can be up to 5 entities defined in the entity hierarchy.

Variables API.ELEVELx, API.ETYPEx, and API.ENAMEx where x is 1 through 5 are always defined for each  entity
related  event.

Variable API.NUMENTRIES indicates how many entities are actually returned in the hierarchy.

API.ENAME1, API.ETYPE1, and API.ELEVEL1 contain the information for the entity which is directly related to the  entity
related  event. Starting at API.ENAME2, API.ETYPE2, and API.ELEVEL2, the variables will contain information related to
the parent, grandparent, and any other entity. The entities go up the topology hierarchy.

NOTE
For system level events for no specific entity, the variables API.NUMENTRIES, API.ELEVELx, API.ETYPEx, and
API.ENAMEx are not created.

Example
If API.NUMENTRIES=2, two entities are returned in the hierarchy. Variables API.ELEVEL1, API.ETYPE1,
API.ENAME1, API.ELEVEL.2, API.ETYPE2, and API.ENAME2 will be filled in with entity information.
Variables API.ELEVELx, API.ETYPEx, and API.ENAMEx where x is 3-10 will have a zero length.
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API.ELEVELx

Description
Level of entity in the returned entity hierarchy.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Level of entity in the hierarchy

Example
3

Applicable events
Entity related  events

NOTE
For system level events for no specific entity, this variable is not created.

API.ENAMEx

Description
Name of entity in the returned entity hierarchy

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32 characters.

Values
Name of entity

Example
IBM500EX.SY01

Applicable events
Entity related  events

NOTE
For system level events for no specific entity, this variable is not created.

API.ETYPEx

Description
Type of entity in the returned entity hierarchy.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
See Values under API.NEWETYPE.

Example
15

Applicable events
Entity related  events

NOTE
For system level events for no specific entity, this variable is not created.

API.EVDATE

Description
Event date.
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Data Type
Character, read-only, 10 characters.

Values
Format: YYYY/MM/DD

Example
2011/04/01

Applicable events
All events.

API.EVDESC

Description
Event description.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 60 characters.

Values
Each event has its own description. See the values listed with individual events in the Event ID, Associated Entity,
and Description Table below.

Example:
ENTITY STATUS CHANGE

Applicable events
All events.

API.EVLEVEL

Description
Entity hierarchy level.

Data Type
Character, read only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Level of event entity in hierarchy.

Example
6

Applicable events
Entity related  events

NOTE
For system level events for no specific entity, this variable is not created.

API.EVTIME

Description
Event time

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 11 characters.

Values
Format: HH:MM:SS.TH

Example
10:53:56.97
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Applicable events
All events

API.EXCSTATE

Description
Exception State.

Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character.

Values
0

Not exception state
1

Exception state
Example

0
Applicable events

HWSENTEXC

API.HELDMSGFLG

Description
Indicates held message

Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character

Values
0

Not a held message
1

Held message
Example

0
Applicable events

HWSOSMSG

API.HWIFNAME

Description
Hardware I/F name. This is the name of the underlying hardware interface being used by the application in
API.APPLICATION.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 16 characters.

Values
Name of underlying interface.

Example
BCPII

Applicable events
HWSINTFUP, HWSINTFDWN

API.ID
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Description
Name of the event.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Each event has its own event ID. The event ID is the value used to match API rules. See the values listed with
individual events in the Event ID, Associated Entity, and Description Table below. All event IDs start with the HWS
prefix.

Example
HWSSTATCHG

Applicable events
All events.

API.IMGLIST

Description
Image List

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32000 characters.

Values
List of images

Example
TS03 TS12 TS22 TS30 COUPLEA1 COUPLEA2

Applicable events
HWSHWMSG, HWSHWMSGD

API.ITOPIP

Description
Indicates event was issued while topology initialization was in progress by application in API.APPLICATION.

Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character.

Values
0

Topology initialization not in progress when event issued
1

Topology initialization was in progress when event issued
Example

0
Applicable events

HWSNEWENT

API.LEVEL

Description
Reserved for future use.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 8 characters.
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Values
Text indicating reserved field.

Example
RESERVED

Applicable events
All events.

API.MSGDATE

Description
Message Date

Data Type
Character, read-only, 8 characters.

Value
Format: YYYYMMDD

Example
20110402

Applicable events
HWSOSMSG

API.MSGID

Description
Message ID

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 16 characters

Values
ID of message

Example
187898401

Applicable events
HWSOSMSG

API.MSGTEXT

Description
Message Text.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32000 characters.

Values
Text of message. May include multiple lines separated by the EBCDIC ‘NL’ (X’15’) character. API.MTNUML
specifies the number of lines and can be used in conjunction with the ‘NL’ character to parse into individual lines if
desired. The ‘NL’ character is only present if there are two or more lines.

Example
The reset profile RESETSY01. was changed.

Applicable events
HWSHWMSG, HWSHWMSGD, HWSOSMSG, HWSSECUR

API.MSGTIME
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Description
Message Time

Data Type
Character, read-only, 8 characters.

Value
Format: HH.MM.SS

Example
17.01.50

Applicable events
HWSOSMSG

API.MSGTS

Description
Message time stamp.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32000 characters.

Values
Time stamp

Example
03-28-2011 16:14:03:806

Applicable events
HWSHWMSG, HWSSECUR

API.MTNUML

Description
Number of lines in API.MSGTEXT.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
0 if no message text is included with the event, 1 or more if message text is included.

Example
2

Applicable events
HWSHWMSG, HWSOSMSG, HWSSECUR

API.NEWENAME

Description
New entity name.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32 characters.

Values
Name

Example
SY03

Applicable events
HWSNEWENT
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API.NEWETYPE

Description
New entity type.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
1

Enterprise or Root
5

Installation or Data Center
10

Ensemble
12

Machine
15

CPC
16

zBX
20

LPAR
21

Capacity Record
22

Reset Activation Profile
23

Image Activation Profile
24

Load Activation Profile
30

Sysplex
31

System
32

Coupling Facility
Example

15
Applicable events

HWSNEWENT, HWSNAMECHG

API.NEWMSGFLG

Description
Indicates new message.

Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character.
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Values
0

Not a new message.
1

New message.
Example

0
Applicable events

HWSOSMSG, HWSHWMSG

API.NEWNAME

Description
New name.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32 characters.

Values
Name

Example
SY03

Applicable events
HWSNAMECHG, HWSACTPCHG

API.NEWPMV

Description
New power mode value.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Power mode value

Example
4

Applicable events
HWSPOWCHG

API.NEWPSMA

Description
New power save mode allowed.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters

Values
Power mode allowed.

Example
3

Applicable events
HWSPOWCHG

API.NEWSTATUS
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Description
New status value.

Data Type
Characters, read-only, always 10 characters.

Values
0X00000001

OPERATING
0X00000002

NOT_OPERATING
0X00000004

NO_POWER
0X00000008

NOT ACTIVATED
0X00000010

EXCEPTIONS
0X00000020

STATUS_CHECK
0X00000040

SERVICE
0X00000080

LINKNOTACTIVE
0X00000100

POWERSAVE
0X00000200

SERIOUSALERT
0X00000400

ALERT
0X00000800

ENVALERT
0X00001000

SERVICE_REQ
0X00002000

DEGRADED
0X01000000

STORAGE_EXCEEDED
0X02000000

LOGOFF_TIMEOUT
0X04000000

FORCED_SLEEP
0X08000000

IMAGE_NOT_OPERATING
0X10000000

IMAGE_NOT_ACTIVATED
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0X20000000
IMAGE_NOT_CAPABLE

Example
0X00000002

Applicable events
HWSSTATCHG

API.NUMENTRIES

Description
Number of entries for entity hierarchy.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
A number between 0 and 10.

Example
4

Applicable events
All events, but generally 0 for system related events.

API.OLDENAME

Description
Name of entity deleted.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32 characters.

Values
Name

Example
SY03

Applicable events
HWSDELENT

API.OLDETYPE

Description
Type of entity deleted.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
1

Enterprise or Root
5

Installation or Data Center
10

Ensemble
12

Machine
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15
CPC

16
zBX

20
LPAR

21
Capacity record

22
Reset activation profile

23
Image Activation Profile

24
Load Activation Profile

30
Sysplex

31
System

32
Coupling Facility

Example
15

Applicable events
HWSDELENT

API.OLDNAME

Description
Old/prior name.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32 characters.

Values
Name

Example
COUPLEA1

Applicable events
HWSNAMECHG, HWSACTPCHG

API.OLDPMV

Description
Old power mode value.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Power mode value.
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Example
5

Applicable events
HWSPOWCHG

API.OLDPSMA

Description
Old power save mode allowed.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 10 characters.

Values
Power mode allowed.

Example
6

Applicable events
HWSPOWCHG

API.OLDSTATUS

Description
Old/prior status value.

Data Type
4 byte binary (unprintable), read-only.

Values
See Values under API.NEWSTATUS

Example
'00000004'X

Applicable events
HWSSTATCHG

API.OPSSSNA

Description
Name of OPS/MVS subsystem receiving the event.

Data Type
Character, read-only, 4 characters.

Value
OPS/MVS subsystem name.

Example
OPSS

Applicable Events
All events.

API.OSNAME

Description
Operating system instance name.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 16 characters.
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Values
Name of the operating system.

Example
SY11

Applicable events
HWSOSMSG

API.PERMHWEFLG

Description
Indicates permanent hardware error.

Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character.

Values
0

Not permanent error (temporary error).
1

Permanent error
Example

1
Applicable events

HWSHWCOMER

API.PRMPT

Description
Prompt text.

Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 32,000.

Values
Text of prompt

Example
NULL

Applicable events
HWSOSMSG

API.PRTYMSGFLG

Description
Indicates priority message.

Data Type
Character, read-only, 1 character.

Values
0

Not a priority message.
1

Priority message.
Example

0
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Applicable events
HWSOSMSG

API.TEXT

• Description
Text for event.

• Data Type
Character, read-only, up to 128 characters.

• Values 

Order of text fields:

• Event/Rule ID
• Event Description
• Current Entity type
• Current Entity Name
• Message text (if any)
• Example

HWSSECUR SECURITY EVENT CPC IBM500EX.SY01 The reset profile RESETSY01. was changed.
• Applicable events

All events.

API.VERSION

• Description
Version of OPSBCPII application, identified in API.APPLICATION.

• Data Type 

Character, read-only , up to 8 characters.

Values
vv.r

Example
13.5

Applicable events
All events.

Event ID, Associated Entity, and Description Table

 Event Name  Event ID (API.ID value)  Associated Entity Type Event Description
(API.EVDESC value) 

Activation Profile Change HWSACTPCHG CPC/LPAR ACTIVE PROFILE CHANGED
Application Ended HWSAPPEND CPC APPLICATION ENDED
Application Started HWSAPPSTRT CPC APPLICATION STARTED
Attribute Added/Updated HWSATRUPDT Any ATTRIBUTES ADDED OR

UPDATED
Capacity Change HWSCAPCHG CPC CAPACITY CHANGED
Capacity Record HWSCAPREC CPC CAPACITY RECORD CHANGE
Command Response HWSCMDRESP CPC/LPAR ENTITY COMMAND

RESPONSE
Disabled Wait HWSDBLWAIT LPAR DISABLED WAIT
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Entity Deleted HWSDELENT Any ENTITY DELETED
Entity Exception HWSENTEXC CPC/LPAR ENTITY EXCEPTION
Hardware Communication Error HWSHWCOMER CPC HARDWARE

COMMUNICATIONS ERROR
Hardware Interface Down HWSINTFDWN N/A SERVER HARDWARE

INTERFACE DOWN
Hardware Interface Up HWSINTFUP N/A SERVER HARDWARE

INTERFACE UP
Hardware Message HWSHWMSG CPC HARDWARE MESSAGE

ISSUED BY ENTITY
Hardware Message Delete HWSHWMSGD CPC HARDWARE MESSAGE

DELETED
Name Change HWSNAMECHG Any ENTITY NAME CHANGE
New Entity HWSNEWENT Any NEW ENTITY CREATED
Operating System Message HWSOSMSG LPAR OPERATING SYSTEM

MESSAGE
Power Change HWSPOWCHG CPC POWER CHANGE
Security Event HWSSECUR LPAR SECURITY EVENT
Status Change HWSSTATCHG CPC/LPAR ENTITY STATUS CHANGE
Other (See Note) HWSOTHER  varies  varies 

OPSBCPII Server Status Events

The OPSBCPII Server generates two types of API events to indicate its status: CASTATE and CAHEARTBT.

CASTATE Event

Similar to other Broadcom products, the OPSBCPII Server issues CASTATE events to notify the AOF and SSM of a
change in its current state. Sample rule SSMCAAPI provides a generic example of how to monitor CASTATE events.

OPSBCPII sets the following API rule variables for CASTATE events:

• API.APPLICATION is set to the value "OPSBCP"
• API.VERSION is set to the value "OPSvv.r"
• API.LEVEL is set to the value "00000000"
• API.STATE is set to one of the following values:

– STARTING
– UP
– STOPPING
– DOWN

CAHEARTBT Event

Similar to other Broadcom products, the OPSBCPII Server issues CAHEARTBT events to notify the AOF and SSM of
the health of its operational status. Sample rules APIHRTBn provide a generic example of how to monitor CAHEARTBT
events.

OPSBCPII sets the following API rule variables for the CAHEARTBT event:
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• API.APPLICATION is set to the value "OPSBCP"
• API.VERSION is set to the value "OPSvv.r"
• API.LEVEL is set to the value "00000000"
• API.STATUS is set to the value "NORMAL"
• API.REASON is set to the value "OK"

Automatic Restart Management Rules
An Automatic Restart Management (ARM) rule triggers when the Automatic Restart Manager component of z/OS attempts
to restart an ARM-registered job or started task after an unexpected termination.

The restart may occur on the same system or on another system in the sysplex if the termination was due to a complete
system failure.

ARM rules provide the ability to:

• Intercept ARM restart events before the restart occurs.
• Override JCL or start text by setting the modifiable ARM event variables or by terminating the restart event.

If System State Manager is being used to manage resources that are using ARM for restart, ARM rules provide the ability
to either:

• Suppress the ARM restart if System State Manager has already acted to restart the resource.
• Allow ARM to proceed and prevent System State Manager from duplicating the restart action.

Installation Requirements for ARM Rules

To install ARM rules, set the parameters INITARM and ARMRULES to YES. For more information, see the Parameter
Reference.

)ARM -- Event Specifier of ARM Rules

The following is the format for coding the ARM-event definition section:

)ARM elementnamespec

elementnamespec
Specifies the element name. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify 1 to 16 characters of the registered ARM element name.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example:

– CICS* matches CICSA, CICSABC, CICS123, and any other element name containing a CICS prefix.
– CICS*05 matches CICSD05, CICS205, CICS1105, and so on.
– *05 matches any element name ending with 05.
– * alone matches all element names.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of ARM Rules

ARM rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.
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RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an ARM Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement specifies whether the ARM restart for the element should be prevented or allowed to
continue. This statement may specify the following values:

NORMAL
Continue the element restart in accordance with the current value of the ARM.RESTARTTYPE variable. Other
modifiable event variables may have also changed values.

SUPPRESS
The value of the ARM.RESTARTTYPE variable is set to 1, which tells ARM that a restart should not be performed
for this element.

 Default: RETURN NORMAL

The return values listed here are character constants rather than keywords. An unrecognized return value (for example, a
misspelled value) defaults to a value of NORMAL.

Execution Considerations for ARM Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to an ARM event executes in the z/OS XCFAS address space. Therefore,
any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of an ARM rule should be performed by scheduling an OPS/
REXX program to run in an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an ARM Rule

The )PROC section of an ARM rule has the following host environments with the following ARM rule characteristics.
Specify the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter for the default host environment for ARM rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
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ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. The output is
returned in a stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host command is
sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a
server if a WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in an ARM Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in ARM rules. The following unique AOF event variables are available in the )PROC
section of an ARM rule. It also lists the corresponding OPSLOG display field that you can manually interrogate as an aid
in debugging or implementing rule logic.

ARM.CLONEID
Specifies the z/OS sysplex clone ID of the system on which the job originally registered with ARM.
Data Type: 2-byte character, read-only
Sample Value: 02

ARM.COLOR
Specifies the color that the ARM event message text will use in OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '00'X

NOTE
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• Use the OPSCOLOR function of OPS/REXX to set the ARM.COLOR variable.
• If multiple rules set ARM.COLOR for a single ARM message, OPS/MVS uses only the last value. To

trace the color set by each rule, set the RULETRACE parameter to ON.

OPSLOG Browse Column: COLOR
ARM.ELEMENT

Specifies the ARM element name of the job or started task that is being restarted. ARM element names are
unique across a sysplex. The first 10 characters of the element name are also in the OPSLOG MSGID field.
Data Type: 1 to 16-byte character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSMVSSYSA
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed

ARM.ELEMTYPE
Specifies the ARM element type, which is used in the ARM policy to define restart characteristics for groups of
related resources so that individual definitions are not required for every element.
Data Type: 0 to 8 characters, read-only
Sample Value: OPSMVS
OPSLOG Browse Column: TERMNAME

ARM.EVENTCODE
Specifies a code value that represents the reason that ARM restarted the job.
Data Type: 2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Possible Values:

• 1 (the restart was caused by the termination of the element)
• 2 (the restart was caused by the termination of the system)

Sample Value: 1
ARM.FROMSYS

Specifies the z/OS system name of the system on which the job was last executed.
Data Type: 1- to 8-byte character, read-only
Sample Value: SYS03
OPSLOG Browse Column: DSPNAME

ARM.HOMESYS
Specifies the z/OS system name of the system on which the job originally registered with ARM.
Data Type: 1- to 8-byte character, read-only
Sample Value: SYS02

ARM.JCLDSN
Specifies the name of the data set that contains the JCL that will be submitted to restart the job.
Data Type: 0 to 44 characters, read/write
Sample Value: USER.CNTL

NOTE
If this value is changed, the ARM.RESTARTTYPE variable must be set to 4. If the JCL requires system
variable substitution, variable values from the home system will be used.

ARM.JCLMEM
Specifies the PDS member name of the data set name specified in ARM.JCLDSN, which contains the JCL that
will be used to restart the job. If the data set is not a PDS, the value of this variable will be null.
Data Type: 0 to 8 characters, read/write
Sample Value: USERJOB

ARM.JOBNAME
Specifies the job name of the ARM element that is being restarted.
Data Type: 1- to 8-byte character, read-only
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Sample Value: OPSMAIN
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

ARM.PERSISTJCL
Specifies a value indicating whether persistent JCL is available for the restart of the job.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Possible Values: 0 (persistent JCL is not available) or 1 (persistent JCL is available)
Sample Value: 0

ARM.POLICYSTART
Specifies a value indicating whether the start command text for a restart that is being performed using a start
command (ARM.RESTARTTYPE=2) is from the ARM policy definition or a system-entered start command
(persistent text).
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Possible Values:

• 0-start text is persistent
• 1-start text is from ARM policy

Sample Value: 1
ARM.RESTARTTYPE

Specifies a value indicating the type of restart to be performed.
Data Type: 1-byte binary, read/write
Possible Values:

• 1-Do not restart this job (same as RETURN 'SUPPRESS')
• 2-Restart this started task using the start text value in ARM.STARTTEXT
• 3-Restart this job using the persistent JCL
• 4-Restart this job using the override JCL specified in ARM.JCLDSN and ARM.JCLMEM

Sample Value: 1
ARM.STARTTEXT

Specifies the text of the z/OS start command that will be issued to restart the job. This may be the original start
command text, command text from the ARM policy couple data set, or an override value from an AOF ARM rule.
Data Type: 0 to 126 characters, read/write
Sample Value: START USERJOB, PARM='RESTART'

NOTE
If this value is changed, the variable ARM.RESTARTTYPE must be set to 2. If the text requires system
variable substitution, variable values from the home system will be used.

ARM.TEXT
Specifies the message text generated for this ARM AOF event. The text is constant except for the last word,
which is the ARM element name.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: MVS ARM RESTART OF OPSMVSSYSA
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed

ARM.TOSYS
Specifies the current z/OS system name on which the job is being restarted
Data Type: 1- to 8-byte character, read-only
Sample Value: SYS03
OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSNAME
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ARM.USER
Contains an 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same ARM event. The
variable can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable
through OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write

NOTE

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that
executes for the same ARM event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before
passing the variable to the next rule for the ARM event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data
between the rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for
filtering in the OPSLOG. However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and
displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER

Debug an ARM Rule

The following example assumes:

• A System State Manager resource table for all CICS regions exists on all systems in a sysplex.
• The resource table entries for CICS regions that are not running on each system have a mode of INACTIVE.
• If one of the systems fail, ARM restarts the CICS region from the failing system on one of the other systems.
• The System State Manager on the new system allows ARM to restart the transferred CICS region; however, System

State Manager will handle any subsequent restarts.
• An action entry table for CURRENT=UP DESIRED=UPARM will reset the desired state to UP.

 Example: Debug an ARM Rule 

)ARM CICS*

)PROC

  if arm.fromsys <> arm.tosys then  /* CICS region transfer */

    do

      address SQL "Update CICS_TABLE Set CURRENT_STATE='DOWN',",

        "DESIRED_STATE='UPARM', MODE='ACTIVE',",

        "Where JOBNAME='"arm.jobname"' And ",

        "MODE='INACTIVE'"

      return "NORMAL"                 /* Let ARM do 1st start */

  End

  /* Local system restart */

  address SQL "Select NAME From CICS_TABLE",

     "Where JOBNAME='"arm.jobname"' And",

     "MODE='ACTIVE'"

  if rc=0 & sqlcode=0 then           /* Found in SSM table    */

    return "SUPPRESS"                /* SSM will do restart   */

  return "NORMAL"                    /* Not under SSM control */

  )END

NOTE
For debugging techniques that you can use with all AOF rules, see Coding Guidelines.
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Command Rules
Contents

An AOF command (CMD) rule is triggered by commands that are broadcast through the Subsystem Interface (SSI), such
as z/OS, JES2, and JES3 commands.

CMD rules let you perform the following tasks:

• Disallow commands
• Modify command operands
• Replace commands
• Create new commands

In addition, CMD rules can be used to intercept pseudo (user created) commands, allowing you to trigger some
automated process from anywhere in your environment that allows you to issue system commands through the SSI.

Installation Requirements for CMD Rules

Set the parameter SSICMD to YES to allow OPS/MVS to process commands before any other subsystems. For details,
see the  Parameter Reference .

The OPS/MVS optional IMS Operator Facility is required to process IMS commands that are issued by an IMS MTO.

)CMD -- Event Specifier of CMD Rules

The CMD-event definition section has the following format:

)CMD cmdverbspec

Adhere to the following guidelines when specifying the character string for the cmdverbspec:

• Specify 1 to 10 characters.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• z/OS Command Considerations:

– Specify the full command verb or a mask of the command verb when attempting to trigger on z/OS commands.
For example, when writing a command rule that triggers whenever a z/OS DISPLAY command is issued,
specify )CMD DISPLAY rather than )CMD D, or specify )CMD MODIFY rather than )CMD F to execute on z/OS
modify commands. Although you must specify the full z/OS command verb in the event definition section of the rule,
a command rule recognizes a command event if an operator issues a short form (alias) of the command. Additional
logic can be implemented into the )PROC section of the rule to interrogate the CMD.TEXT event variable to see the
exact command that was entered.

– Z/OS may reissue some commands internally if they do not originate from the CONSOLE address space, that is, if a
program issues the commands rather than a z/OS console.
z/OS reissues such commands so that the processing occurs in the CONSOLE address space, thus causing a
CMD rule to possibly execute twice. z/OS reissues DISPLAY ACTIVE commands and any other command that
creates paged-frame display output on a z/OS console.

• JES2 Command Considerations:
Use these guidelines when you are writing rules that respond to JES2 commands:
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– When you attempt to trigger on JES2 commands, specify the JES2 command character followed by the first letter
of the JES2 command. For example, if $ is the JES2 command character and you want to trigger on the $TI initiator
command, then specify )CMD $T.

– You can add logic to the )PROC section of the rule to interrogate the CMD.TEXT event variable and see the JES2
command that was entered.

– For both JES2 and z/OS, you can use a delimiter character to enter more than one command on a single line.
JES2 uses a semicolon to delimit multiple commands and z/OS uses the character specified by the CMDDELIM
parameter in the CONSOLxx member of the logical PARMLIB concatenation.
The CMD rule specifier needed to trap stacked JES2 commands is impacted by the type of issuing console
(extended, MCS, SMCS, and so on). It is also impacted by the setting of the z/OS CMDDELIM parameter.
Use these guidelines when you are creating CMD rules to process JES2 stacked commands:
• If CMDDELIM is set to a semicolon (;), and the issuing console is a MCS or SMCS console, then stacked JES2

commands can only be issued in the form of: $cmd1;$cmd2;$cmd3. For example, $PI1;$TI1,C=X;$SI1.
Each stacked JES2 command will trigger an associating unique CMD rule, or a wild card catch all JES2 CMD
rule will be executed for each stacked command. In this example, a )CMD $* rule would execute three times
(once for each command), a )CMD $P rule would execute once, a )CMD $T would execute once, and a )CMD $S
rule would execute once.

• If CMDDELIM is not set (there is no z/OS command stacking), or CMDDELIM is set to some value other than a
semicolon (;), or CMDDELIM is set to a semi-colon (;) and the issuing console is not a MCS or SMCS console,
then stacked JES2 commands can be issued in the form of $cmd1;cmd2;cmd3. For example, $PI1;TI1,C=X;SI1.
The entire list of commands stacked together is treated as one command. This command is processed by either
one CMD rule that processes all JES2 commands or a specific CMD rule that processes the first command
within the list of stacked commands.
For example, a )CMD $* rule would execute once for the complete stacked command, or a )CMD $P rule would
execute once for the complete stacked command. In both cases, additional rule logic to interrogate the value of
the cmd.text environmental variable should be coded to process each command accordingly.

If you are attempting to process and automate various JES2 commands, it may be suitable to create a catch all
JES2 rule that rejects command stacking. To implement this type of control logic, see the sample rule JESSTACK in
the ops.sample data set.

• JES3 Command Considerations:
When writing rules that respond to JES3 commands, begin the cmdverbspec event identifier string with the
first character in the JESCHAR parameter string. Only the first character in JESCHAR is meaningful in a JES3
environment. When OPS/MVS processes a command on a JES3 system, it attempts to match the command prefix with
one of the JES3 system or sysplex prefixes. If a match is found, OPS/MVS creates a common command verb (see
CMD.VERB), regardless of which command prefix was used or whether the command was abbreviated. The purpose
of this is to make sure that you have to write only a single command rule for each JES3 command, regardless of how it
was issued.
The command verb (and CMD.VERB) consists of the real command verb with the original prefix stripped off and
replaced by the first character in JESCHAR. This does not affect the command text itself, only the verb used to
execute the rules. For example, assume you have the following:
JES3 SYN prefix =  8

JES3 PLEXSYN prefix = %%

CA OPS/MVS JESCHAR parameter = *

When you issue the JES3 command 8I S, a rule with a command verb (CMD.VERB) of *INQUIRY is executed.
CMD.TEXT will not be changed and remains 8I S (unless CMD.TEXT is changed by the rule itself). The same rule is
executed if you issue the command %%I S; CMD.VERB will be the same as in the prior case but the CMD.TEXT will
be %%I S.
The use of multiple system or sysplex command prefixes is fully supported by OPS/MVS, whether these prefixes are
single- or multiple-character.
If your CMD rule needs to make decisions based on the original JES3 command prefix, then use the following three
environmental variables:
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CMD.JES3PREFIX
Indicates the original command prefix

CMD.JES3SYN
Set to 1 if the original JES3 command prefix is a system scope prefix (SYN)

CMD.JES3PLEXSYN
Set to 1 if the original JES3 command prefix is defined as a sysplex scope prefix (PLEXSYN)

If you set JESCHAR to the same value on all your systems, one rule should be able to work on all your JES3 systems,
regardless of what the SYN and PLEXSYN values are on those systems.
– If the first character in JESCHAR is an * (which is also the wildcard character), you may need to perform additional

checking in the PROC section of the rule. Because the cmdverbspec string in the event definition section begins
with the wildcard (*) character, a rule triggered by an INQUIRY command is also triggered by NOINQUIRY (not a
JES3 command) and INQUIRY (a possible z/OS command). You can solve the problem by coding the processing
section of your rule as shown in this example:
)CMD *INQUIRY

)PROC

 if CMD.VERB ¬= '*INQUIRY' then

 return 'NOACTION'

– A CMD rule can change *START PRTR1 to *START PRTR2 but not to VARY 2F0,OFFLINE.
• Subsystem Command Character Considerations other than JES2 Commands:

Specify the command character followed by the wildcard character (*) to execute on commands issued using a
product-defined command character. For example, assuming the character / is the command character of a particular
subsystem, code a specification of )CMD /* to trigger on commands issued using its command character. Additional
logic can be implemented in the )PROC section of the rule to interrogate the CMD.TEXT event variable to see the
exact command that was entered.

• You can use the wildcard character (*) where applicable. For example,
– ST* matches z/OS START and STOP commands or any pseudo command that beings with ST.
– * matches all command events on the system.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

z/OS Command Guidelines

Specify the full command verb or a mask of the command verb when attempting to trigger on z/OS commands.

Example

This command rule triggers whenever a z/OS Display command is issued.

)CMD DISPLAY rather than )CMD D

This command executes on z/OS modify commands.

)CMD MODIFY rather than )CMD F

Specify the full z/OS command verb which is required in the event definition section of the rule. A command rule
recognizes a command event when an operator issues a short form (alias) of the command.

Logic can be implemented into the )PROC section of the rule to interrogate the CMD.TEXT event variable to see the exact
command that was entered.

Z/OS can reissue some commands internally when they do not originate from the CONSOLE address space. That is, if a
program issues the commands rather than a z/OS console.

z/OS reissues such commands so that the processing occurs in the CONSOLE address space, thus causing a CMD rule
to execute possibly twice. z/OS reissues DISPLAY ACTIVE commands and any other command that creates paged-frame
display output on a z/OS console.
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JES2 Command Guidelines

Use these guidelines when writing rules that respond to JES2 commands:

• To trigger on JES2 commands, specify the JES2 command character followed by the first letter of the JES2 command.
Example
If $ is the JES2 command character and you want to trigger on the $TI initiator command, then specify:
)CMD $T.

• Add logic to the )PROC section of the rule to interrogate the CMD.TEXT event variable and see the JES2 command
that was entered.

• For both JES2 and z/OS, use a delimiter character to enter more than one command on a single line. JES2 uses a
semicolon to delimit multiple commands. z/OS uses the character that is specified by the CMDDELIM parameter in the
CONSOLxx member of the logical PARMLIB concatenation.
The CMD rule specifier traps stacked JES2 commands with an impact from the:
– Type of issuing console. For example, extended, MCS, and SMCS.
– Setting of the z/OS CMDDELIM parameter.

JES2 Stacked Command Guidelines

Use these guidelines when you are creating CMD rules to process JES2 stacked commands:

• When CMDDELIM is set to a semicolon (;), and the issuing console is an MCS or SMCS console. Then stacked JES2
commands can only be issued in the form of: $cmd1;$cmd2;$cmd3. For example, $PI1;$TI1,C=X;$SI1.
Each stacked JES2 command triggers an associating unique CMD rule. Or a wildcard catch all JES2 CMD rule is
executed for each stacked command.
Example
A )CMD $* rule would execute three times (once for each command).
A )CMD $P rule would execute once.
A )CMD $T would execute once.
A )CMD $S rule would execute once.

• When CMDDELIM is not set there is not any z/OS command stacking.
When CMDDELIM is set:
To some value other than a semicolon (;). Or is set to a semi-colon (;) and the issuing console is not an MCS or SMCS
console. Then the stacked JES2 commands can be issued in the form of:
$cmd1;cmd2;cmd3.

For example:
$PI1;TI1,C=X;SI1.

The entire list of commands that is stacked together is treated as one command. This command processes by either
one CMD rule that processes all JES2 commands. Or a specific CMD rule that processes the first command within the
list of stacked commands.
Example
A )CMD $* rule would execute once for the complete stacked command.
A )CMD $P rule would execute once for the complete stacked command.
In both cases, code additional rule logic to interrogate the value of the cmd.text environmental variable.
To process and automate various JES2 commands, create a catch all JES2 rule that rejects command stacking. To
implement this type of control logic, see the sample rule JESSTACK in the CCLXRULS data set.

Respond Rules For JES3 Command Guidelines

When writing rules that respond to JES3 commands, do:

Begin the cmdverbspec event identifier string with the first character in the JESCHAR parameter string. Only the first
character in JESCHAR is meaningful in a JES3 environment.
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OPS/MVS attempts to match the command prefix with one of the JES3 system or sysplex prefixes, while processes a
command.

When OPS/MVS, finds a match it creates a common command verb (CMD.VERB). Regardless of which command prefix
was used or whether the command was abbreviated.

Use these guidelines, to write a single command rule only for each JES3 command, regardless of how it was issued.

The command verb (and CMD.VERB) consists of the real command verb with the original prefix stripped off and replaced
by the first character in JESCHAR. This first character does not affect the command text itself, only the verb that is used to
execute the rules.

Example

JES3 SYN prefix =  8

JES3 PLEXSYN prefix = %%

CA OPS/MVS JESCHAR parameter = *

When issuing the JES3 command 8I S, a rule with a command verb (CMD.VERB) of *INQUIRY is executed. CMD.TEXT
does not change and remains 8I S unless the rule itself changes CMD.TEXT. The same rule is executed when the
command %%I S. CMD.VERB is the same as in the prior case but the CMD.TEXT is %%I S.

OPS/MVS supports the use of multiple system or sysplex command prefixes, whether these prefixes are single- or
multiple-character.

When decision making using a CMD rule-based on the original JES3 command prefix, use the following three
environmental variables:

CMD.JES3PREFIX
Indicates the original command prefix

CMD.JES3SYN
Set to 1 if the original JES3 command prefix is a system scope prefix (SYN)

CMD.JES3PLEXSYN
Set to 1 if the original JES3 command prefix is defined as a sysplex scope prefix (PLEXSYN)

When the JESCHAR is set to the same value on all your systems. One rule works on all JES3 systems, regardless of the
SYN and PLEXSYN values are on those systems.

• When the first character in JESCHAR is a wildcard (*) character. Perform additional checking in the PROC section of
the rule.

• The cmdverbspec string in the event definition section begins with the wildcard (*) character. A rule that is triggered
by an INQUIRY command is also triggered by NOINQUIRY (not a JES3 command) and INQUIRY (a possible z/OS
command).

• This issue is solved by coding the processing section of the rule as follows.
)CMD *INQUIRY

)PROC

 if CMD.VERB ¬= '*INQUIRY' then

 return 'NOACTION'

• A CMD rule can change:
*START PRTR1 to *START PRTR2

But not to:
VARY 2F0,OFFLINE

Subsystem Command Character Guidelines

When using subsystem command character other than JES2 Commands, do:
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Specify the command character followed by the wildcard (*) character to execute on commands issued using a product-
defined command character.

Example

Assume the character / is the command character of a particular subsystem. Code a specification of )CMD /* to trigger on
commands that are issued using its command character. Logic can be implemented in the )PROC section of the rule to
interrogate the CMD.TEXT event variable to see the exact command that was entered.

• Use the wildcard character (*) where applicable.
Example
– ST* matches z/OS START and STOP commands or any pseudo command that beings with ST.
– * matches all command events on the system.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of CMD Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use, apply to CMD rules.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of a CMD Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement specifies the final disposition of a z/OS command.

The following are valid values for a RETURN statement in the processing section of a command rule:

NOACTION
Allows z/OS to process a command (after CMD rule processing, if any)

ACCEPT
Prevents z/OS from processing a command (after CMD rule processing, if any)

REJECT
Causes z/OS to reject a command as invalid, resulting in message IEE707I cmd NOT EXECUTED (after CMD
rule processing, if any)

Default: RETURN 'NOACTION'

The return values listed here are character constants rather than keywords. An unrecognized return value (for example, a
misspelled value) defaults to a value of NOACTION.

Other RETURN Statement Considerations

In a command rule, the return value can affect command processing as follows:

• If multiple rules respond to a single command event, the AOF uses the highest-precedence return value; the order of
precedence is:
– REJECT (highest precedence)
– ACCEPT
– NOACTION (lowest precedence)

• To effectively intercept a command before any other subsystem processes it, perform the following steps:
a. Set the SSICMD parameter to YES.
b. Within the CMD rule logic, set the cmd.text environmental variable to null (cmd.text='') before exiting the rule with a

RETURN 'ACCEPT.' See the AOF rule sample member JES2$TJ for an example of intercepting and processing a
JES2 command.

Other types of commands (such as JES, DB2, NetView, BDT) are not affected by the RETURN statement. In these
cases, you must modify CMD.TEXT to prevent these subsystems from processing the command.
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Execution Considerations for CMD Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a command event executes in the address space from which the
command originated, which is usually the CONSOLE address space. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly
suspend the processing of a CMD rule should be performed by scheduling an OPS/REXX program to run in an OPS/MVS
OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of a CMD Rule

The )PROC section of a CMD rule has the following host environments with the following CMD rule characteristics. The
AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter specifies the default host environment for CMD rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO to the issuing console.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.
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ADDRESS SOF

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if the
command input interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host command is
sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a
server if a WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in a CMD Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in CMD rules. The following unique AOF event variables are available in the )PROC
section of a CMD rule. Also listed are the corresponding OPSLOG display field that you can manually interrogate as an
aid in debugging or implementing rule logic.

CMD.AOFCMD
A value indicating whether OPS/MVS issued the current command from within an AOF rule
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Possible Values:

• 0-The command was not issued by an OPS/MVS AOF rule
• 1-The command was issued by an OPS/MVS AOF rule

Sample Value: 1

NOTE

• When the value of the CMD.AOFCMD variable is 1, the value of the CMD.PRODCMD variable is
also 1.

• When the value of the CMD.AOFCMD variable is 1, it is most likely that the command was issued
through an ADDRESS OPER host command in an AOF rule.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Second bit of OPSFLAGS when the EVENT column indicates a CMD event
CMD.CONSNAME

The name of the console from which the command was issued Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: MASTSYSA

NOTE

For commands originating in the subsystem interface, CMD.CONSNAME contains the console name.

OPSLOG Browse Column: CONSNAME
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CMD.IMSID
The ID of the IMS control region that issued this command, or NONE for non-IMS commands. The CMD.IMSID
variable is available only if the IOF is licensed, installed, and active at your site (that is, the INITIMS parameter
must be set to YES).
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IMSA
OPSLOG Browse Column: IMSID

CMD.JES3PLEXSYN
Indicates whether the command prefix is a JES3 sysplex scope prefix. Set to 1 if the original JES3 command
prefix is defined as a sysplex scope prefix (PLEXSYN).
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values:

• 0-The prefix is not a JES3 sysplex scope prefix
• 1-The prefix is a JES3 sysplex scope prefix

Sample Value: 1

NOTE

This variable is only meaningful for JES3 commands in a JES3 environment.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Eighth bit of OPSFLAGS when the event column indicates a CMD event, and a JES
command prefix was used.

CMD.JES3PREFIX
The original JES3 prefix used on the JES3 command
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values: Any valid JES3 system or sysplex command prefix, which can be from 1 to 8 characters
in length. With the special exception of the character 8, JES3 command prefixes cannot start with a numeric
character.
Sample Value: *

NOTE

This variable is only meaningful for JES3 commands in a JES3 environment.

OPSLOG Browse Column: AUTOTOKN when the event column indicates a command event, and a JES
command prefix is used.

CMD.JES3SYN
Indicates whether the command prefix is a JES3 system scope prefix. Set to 1 if the original JES3 command
prefix is a system scope prefix (SYN).
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values:

• 0-The prefix is not a JES3 system scope prefix
• 1-The prefix is a JES3 system scope prefix

Sample Value: 0

NOTE

This variable is only meaningful for JES3 commands in a JES3 environment.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Seventh bit of OPSFLAGS when the event column indicates a CMD event, and a
JES command prefix was used.

CMD.JOBNAME
The name of the job or the TSO user who issued the command
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Data Type: Character, read-only
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

CMD.MSFID
The MSF system name of the copy of OPS/MVS that issued the command
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSP

NOTE

For all commands issued from sources other than remote copies of OPS/MVS, the value of CMD.MSFID
is the MSF ID of the local copy of OPS/MVS.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSFID
CMD.ORIGINSYS

The system name from which the command originated. This variable enables you to identify the origin of
commands routed to this system through the ROUTE command. CMD.ORIGINSYS can only return the correct
information when the SSICMD product parameter is set to YES. When SSICMD is set to NO, this variable and the
SYSNAME column in OPSLOG are set to UNKNOWN.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Sample Value: SYSA
OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSNAME

CMD.OTEXT
The original text of the command, unmodified by subsequent rule processing
Data Type: Character, read-only

CMD.PRODCMD
A value indicating whether OPS/MVS issued the current command
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Possible Values: 0 (if OPS/MVS did not issue the command) or 1 (if OPS/MVS issued the command)
Sample Value: 1

NOTE

• When the value of the CMD.PRODCMD variable is 1, the command was issued through either an
ADDRESS OPER host command or the OPSCMD command processor.

• The value of the CMD.PRODCMD variable is 1 only if the command was issued through a z/OS
service. Thus, for JES3 commands this value is always 0.

OPSLOG Browse Column: First bit of OPSFLAGS when the EVENT column indicates a CMD event
CMD.SSMCMD

A value indicating whether System State Manager issued the current command
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Possible Values:

• 0-The command was not issued by System State Manager
• 1-The command was issued by System State Manager

Sample Value: 1

NOTE
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• When the value of the CMD.SSMCMD variable is 1, the value of the CMD.PRODCMD variable is
also 1.

• When the value of the CMD.SSMCMD variable is 1 and the value of SSM.AOFCMD is 1, the
command was issued from a System Manager State Manager REQ rule (EVRULE or RULE action
keywords).

• The value of the CMD.SSMCMD variable will be 0 if the command was issued from an OSF TSO
server as a result of an asynchronous System State Manager action (TSOCMD, CLIST or REXX
action keywords).

OPSLOG Browse Column: Third bit of OPSFLAGS when the EVENT column indicates a CMD event
CMD.TERMNAME

The JES3 console name that submitted the current command, or the string NONE if the current JES3 command is
not associated with a JES3 console

NOTE

• If the command was issued from a TSO address space, the terminal name associated with the
logged-on user is available in CMD.TERMNAME.

• If the command was issued from Remote Console, the CMD.TERMNAME environmental
variable contains the name of the terminal with which the RCS user logged on.

Data Type: Character, read-only
OPSLOG Browse Column: TERMNAME

CMD.TEXT
The command text as it will execute, taken from:

• The MGCRTEXT field of the MGCR parameter list or the MGCETXT field of the MGCRE parameter list (z/OS
or JES3 commands)

• An internal IMS buffer (IMS commands)

Data Type: Character, read/write
Sample Value: 'D TS,L'

NOTE

• You cannot change IMS command length, but z/OS commands can be lengthened or shortened.
• z/OS and IMS always process modified command text.
• If subsystems such as JES2 and JES3, DB2, and NetView receive the command text before OPS/

MVS, the changes made by AOF CMD rules are ignored. However, these changes take effect
if OPS/MVS gets the command first. To make sure that OPS/MVS processes commands prior to
other subsystems, set the SSICMD parameter to YES. For a description of the SSICMD parameter,
see the  Parameter Reference .

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
CMD.TYPE

The exit environment where the command was trapped
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values:

• MVS-Subsystem interface exit
• JES3-JES3 IATUX18 exit
• IMS-IMS AOI or command processing exit
• NONE-Command was not obtained from an exit

OPSLOG Browse Column: Not applicable
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CMD.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules executing for the same command event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write

NOTE

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that
executes for the same command event. Each rule can look at or change the variable contents before
passing the variable to the next rule for the command event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data
between the rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for
filtering in the OPSLOG. However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and
displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
CMD.USERID

The security user ID of the command issuer for the security product on your system. This value is usually the
ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF user ID from the UTOKEN associated with the command. If the command was issued
from Remote Console, this value is the user ID of the particular RCS user who issued the command.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TSOID01

NOTE

The CMD.USERID variable may contain the same value as the JOBNAME (which is typical for a TSO
address space). These values need not match; for example, user IDs and the job names for batch jobs
or started tasks may differ.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USERID
CMD.VERB

The command verb as OPS/MVS extracts it
Sample Value: DISPLAY
Data Type: Character, read-only

NOTE

• The CMD.VERB value determines which command rules execute for a command event.
• The variable contains the best verb found in the current command. For example, z/OS command

aliases such as F for MODIFY are converted to the base verb, MODIFY. Likewise, z/OS command
abbreviations and JES3 command aliases or abbreviations also revert to the base verb.

• Except for $ADD, $DEL, $VS, and $TRACE, JES2 command verbs are always the first two
characters of the command. For example, $D is the verb in the JES2 command $DJ1234.

• In cases such as IMS commands, the command verb is the first blank delimited word of the
command text.

• Because the command verb is read-only, do not change it.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSGID
CMD.XCONID

The decimal value corresponding to the 4-byte extended console ID of the console that issued the command. This
field is not set for IMS commands.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 16777253
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NOTE

The XCONID column in OPSLOG displays this value as a hexadecimal value. For example, an
extended console ID of 16777253 will be displayed in the XCONID column in OPSLOG as M01000025.

OPSLOG Browse Column: XCONID

Debug a CMD Rule

For debugging techniques that you can use with all AOF rules, see Coding Guidelines.

Examples of CMD Rules

Example 1: This example show how to have a CMD rule secure that only JES2 initiator control commands ($TIx) can be
issued from the current sysplex master console:

)CMD $T

)PROC

/* Attempting to fire on a JES2 command means we must have a */

/* specifier of the JES2 command character (normally $)      */

/* followed by the first letter of the desired command       */

/* (T FOR TIxxx). Since many JES2 commands begin with a 'T'  */

/* (For example: $TIXXX,TPRTXXX) we must check the           */

/* environmental variable CMD.TEXT to see the exact text of  */

/* the command that was entered. Leave the rule if this      */

/* is not a JES2 initiator control command. SSICMD parm must */

/* be set to YES for JES2 CMD control.                       */

if SUBSTR(CMD.TEXT,1,3) ¬= '$TI' then

  return

/* Use the OPS/REXX OPSINFO function to get current sysplex  */

/* master console value, then compare this value to the      */

/* value of the console that issued the command which is     */

/* contained in the CMD.CONSNAME event variable. If this     */

/* is not the sysplex master, we'll send a message back to   */

/* console and null out the command so JES2 won't see it.    */

PLEXMSTR= OPSINFO('MSTCONSNM')

if CMD.CONSNAME ¬= PLEXMSTR then

  do

    msgtxt = 'JES2 init control not allowed from this console'

    ADDRESS WTO

    "MSGID(OPSMVS01) TEXT('"msgtxt"') HILITE",

    "CNNAME("CMD.CONSNAME")"

    CMD.TEXT = ''

    return 'ACCEPT'

  end

else

  return                                  /* OK to issue */  

Example 2: This example shows how to use a pseudo command rule to cycle a VTAM node:

)CMD VNET

)PROC

/* The purpose of this pseudo CMD rule is to give operators  */
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/* or anyone wanting to cycle any VTAM node, a tool to       */

/* facilitate the issuing of the V NET,INACT and V NET,ACT   */

/* commands with one command. From any console you simply    */

/* enter 'VNET nodeid' and the logic of this rule will simply*/

/* issue a V NET,INACT and then a V NET,ACT command to the   */

/* extracted nodeid using the console that invoke the pseudo */

/* command so that the command responses get routed back.    */

NODEID= WORD(CMD.TEXT,2)         /* get the passed node id   */

ADDRESS OPER                     /* Issue vtam command .     */

"COMMAND(V NET,INACT,ID="NODEID",F) CONNAME("CMD.CONSNAME")"

"COMMAND(V NET,ACT,ID="NODEID",SCOPE=ALL) CONNAME("CMD.CONSNAME")"

return 'ACCEPT'                  /* z/OS won't see pseudo cmd */

Delete-Operator-Message Rules
Contents

An AOF delete-operator-message (DOM) rule is triggered when any system component issues the z/OS DOM macro
instruction to low-light some previously issued action message. For example, when a tape mount has been satisfied, the
associating highlighted tape mount message gets internally DOMed or low-lighted, thus producing a DOM event that could
be trapped through a DOM rule. DOM rules are commonly used in conjunction with other rules, such as MSG and TOD
rules, to create applications such as monitoring tape mounts and performing some type of notification for outstanding tape
mounts. In addition, DOM rules can be useful for console consolidation, allowing you to send DOM macro requests from
several systems to a single system.

Installation Requirements for DOM Rules

None are required.

)DOM -- Event Specifier of DOM Rules

The following is the format for coding the DOM-event definition section:

)DOM *

Because a DOM rule responds to every DOM event on the system, the event specifier will always be an asterisk. Logic
can be added to manipulate the DOM.WTOID event variable (as shown in the following example section) to detect specific
DOM events.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of DOM Rules

DOM rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of a DOM Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of a DOM rule. The return value
has no effect on AOF processing.

Execution Considerations for DOM Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a DOM event executes in the address space in which the DOM was
issued. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of a DOM rule should be performed by
scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.
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OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of a DOM Rule

The )PROC section of a DOM rule has the following host environments with the following DOM rule characteristics.
Specify the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter for the default host environment for DOM rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Sent as a WTO. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.
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ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if the
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO

NOTE
Does not wait. Output is sent to the specified console. When attempting a WTOR, host command is sent
to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program
in a server if WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in a DOM Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in DOM rules. You can use the following unique AOF event variables in the )PROC
section of a DOM rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG display field as an aid in debugging
or implementing rule logic.

DOM.SYSPLEX
Indication of whether this DOM was routed to this system by sysplex processing
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Possible Values: 0 if the DOM was issued on this system; 1 if it was routed to this system by sysplex processing
Sample Value: 1

NOTE
Sysplex reissued DOMs are only processed by AOF rules if the AOFMESSAGES parameter is set to a
value of MVSGLOBAL.

OPSLOG Browse Column: X'0004' flag of OPSFLAGS when the EVENT column indicates DOM event
DOM.TOKEN

The TOKEN value used to DOM one or more messages that were WTOed using the same TOKEN value. For
more information, see the explanations for using the TOKEN keyword with the ADDRESS WTO host command
environment and the OPSWTO command processor.
Data Type: 4-byte binary (possibly printable), read-only
Possible Values: Any possible 4-byte token used by the issuer of the WTO
Sample Value: A009
Notes:

• You can use a token to DOM a group of related messages that were WTOed using that same TOKEN value.
• The token may or may not contain a printable value. If it is not printable, you can display its hexadecimal value

using the C2X(DOM.TOKEN) REXX construct.
• When the TOKEN field is not binary zeros, then the value of the DOM.WTOID variable will be binary zeros and

the value of DOM.WTOIDNUM will be zero.
• When DOM.WTOIDNUM is non-zero, this variable will always contain binary zeros.

OPSLOG Browse Column: TOKEN
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DOM.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules executing for the same DOM event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write
Notes:

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that executes
for the same DOM event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before passing the variable to
the next rule for the DOM event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
DOM.WTOID

The internal sequence ID of the message to be deleted, taken from the DOMCID field of the DOM control block
(WTO or WTOR sequence number)
Data Type: 4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '00004C94'
Notes:

• The DOM.WTOID value provides information that the OPSSEND function of OPS/REXX uses in transmitting
DOM events to other systems.

• Your system assigns sequence numbers to WTO or WTOR messages. You can use these sequence numbers
to delete (using DOM) highlighted, non-scrollable messages. Use the sequence of a message as its unique
token identifier, but do not use the contents of the sequence number itself.

OPSLOG Browse Column: WTOID
DOM.WTOIDNUM

The internal sequence ID of the message to be deleted, taken from the DOMCID field of the DOM control block
(WTO or WTOR sequence number)
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 1694508484
Note: The only difference between this variable and the DOM.WTOID variable is its display format.
OPSLOG Browse Column: WTOID

Debug a DOM Rule

To debug a DOM Rule

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEDOM parameter to YES
2. Set the DOM event profile of your OPSLOG display to view all DOM events.

OPSLOG will now record entries of DOM.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG WTOID column to see the associating message ID.

The WTOID on the DOM event should be that of the WTOID for the associating action message in the OPSLOG in
which the DOM occurred.

Example DOM Rule
The following is an example of a rule that responds to a DOM event. The example assumes that you have
an associating MSG rule that is sending messages to some focal system. This DOM rule would allow those
remotely sent action messages to be low-lighted. This might be a desired application in a non-sysplex OPS/
MVS MSF connected environment, or a normal sysplex.
)DOM *
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)PROC

/* SYSTEM A is our focal system, as to which we are currently */

/* shipping all message traffic. This DOM rule will use       */

/* the OPS/REXX OPSSEND function to ship over this DOM event  */

/* We also need to exclude shipping sysplex generated DOMS    */

/* to avoid a possible rule loop.                             */

 if DOM.SYSPLEX = 0 then             /* locally generated DOM */

   sendrc = OPSSEND("SYSA","D")

 return

Note: The AOFMESSAGES parameter controls whether reissued messages and DOMs are processed by
AOF rules. This includes messages and DOMs that originated on another system and were transported and
reissued on this system by MSF, MIC, or sysplex services. See examples TAPEMNT1, TAPEMNT2, and
TAPEMNT3 of your OPS/MVS data set that contains the downloaded OPS.CCLXRULS file. These examples
demonstrate how to use a DOM rule in conjunction with an MSG and TOD rule to control outstanding tape
mounts.

End-of-Job Rules
An end-of-job (EOJ) rule is triggered when any job or started task ends. EOJ rules facilitate the process of detecting when
a job or started task ends, because one EOJ rule usually replaces several MSG rules that must be coded to detect job
ending states such as abend and normal termination messages. In addition, some address spaces may end silently (no
message notification). An EOJ rule can effectively detect this type of termination.

Often, you can use an EOJ and or an EOS rule to perform the same functionality of any code that your enterprise may
have added to the default IEFACTRT SMF exit, which is written in assembler language.

Installation Requirements for EOJ Rules

Set the parameters INITSMF, EOJRULES, and EOSRULES to YES.

The installation IEFACTRT SMF exits must be implemented and SMF type 30 subtype records must be generated.

NOTE
For more information, see the Parameter Reference .

)EOJ -- Event Specifier of EOJ Rules

The following is the format for coding the EOJ-event definition section:

)EOJ jobnamespec

jobnamespec
Specifies the job name. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify one to eight characters of the job name.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– CICS* matches CICSA, CICSABC, CICS123, and any other job name containing a CICS prefix.
– CICS*05 matches CICSD05, CICS205, CICS1105, and so on.
– *05 matches any job name ending with 05.
– * alone matches all job names.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.
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Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of EOJ Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use, apply to EOJ rules.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an EOJ Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of an EOJ rule. The return value
has no effect on AOF processing.

Execution Considerations for EOJ Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to an EOJ event executes in the address space of the job or task that is
ending. Therefore, schedule an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP serve to perform any type of
logic that could possibly suspend the processing of an EOJ rule.

The active JSCB in the ending address space is the region control task, or the initiator. This causes the ACCOUNT,
EXECPGM, and MODULE operands of OPSINFO to return the values for the RCT or initiator program, rather than the
application program that is ending.

Since SMF may generate more than one type 30 record for reach EOJ event, only the first record containing all the job
data that only occurs once is used to generate the EOJ event. The additional records containing repeatable sections such
as EXCP counts for every data set are not visible to the EOJ rules.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an EOJ Rule

The )PROC section of an EOJ rule has the following host environments with the following EOJ rule characteristics.
Specify the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter for the default host environment for EOJ rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.
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ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Proceed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned in
stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if the
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO

NOTE
Does not wait. Output is sent to the specified console. When attempting a WTOR, the host command
is sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX
program in a server if the WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in an EOJ Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in EOJ rules. You can use the following unique AOF event variables in the )PROC
section of a EOJ rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG display field as an aid in debugging
or implementing rule logic.

EOJ.ACCOUNT
The value of the job card accounting field. This field is a character string where each accounting field is separated
by a comma.
Data Type: Character, read-only
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Sample Value: 12 (Reason code 12)
EOJ.COLOR

The color that the message text has in OPSLOG Browse
Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '00'X
Note: Use the OPSCOLOR function of OPS/REXX to set the EOJ.COLOR variable.
OPSLOG Browse Column: COLOR

EOJ.CONDCODE
The condition code of the last step of the job that was executed. The format is the same as EOJ.MAXCC and is
often the same value. The value for this field is derived from SMF30SCC in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 0008 (Condition code 8)

EOJ.CPUSRB
The amount of CPU time (measured in hundredths of seconds) that was consumed by the job while running in
SRB mode. This is roughly equivalent to the amount of CPU time to service I/O requests by the application. This
value is field SMF30CPS in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 20 (.2 seconds of SRB time consumed)

EOJ.CPUTCB
The amount of CPU time (measured in hundredths of seconds) that was consumed by the job while running
under a z/OS TCB. This is roughly equivalent to the CPU usage of the application program. This value is field
SMF30CPT in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 910 (9.1 seconds of CPU time consumed)

EOJ.EXCPCNT
The total number of data blocks transferred from I/O channel program executions. This is a measure of the
amount of I/O done by the job. This value is field SMF30TEP in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 400 (400 blocks transferred)

EOJ.JOBCLASS
The JES job class for an initiated batch job. This value is field SMF30C18 in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: A

EOJ.JOBNAME
The job name or started task that has ended. JOBNAME is taken from the identification section of the SMF type
30 record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IBMUSER
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

EOJ.MAXCC
The maximum condition code of any step executed during the job. This value is always five characters.
The condition code has the following formats:

• S0XXX-System hexadecimal abend code
• unnnn-User decimal abend code
• nnnnn-Normal decimal return code
• FLUSH-All steps of the job were flushed

System abends are considered the highest values, followed by user abends and normal return codes. FLUSH is
only returned if all steps of the job are not executed.
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Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: S00C7 (system abend 0C7)

NOTE
EOSRULES needs to be set to YES for the EOJ.MAXCC to work properly. The end-of-step cc is tracked
to place the proper data in this variable.

EOJ.NONSPTAPE
The number of non-specific tape mounts for the job. This value is field SMF30PTM in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 2

EOJ.PGMRNAME
The programmer name field from the JOB statement. This value is field SMF30USR in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: JOHN DOE

EOJ.REASCODE
If an abend occurs in the last executed step of the job, the reason code passed in register 15 is sometimes a
reason code for the abend. The value for this field is derived from SMF30ARC in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 12 (Reason code 12)

EOJ.RESGROUP
The WLM resource group name for the job if the system is using the z/OS Workload Manager for system
management. This value is field SMF30GRN in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: ALLCICS

EOJ.SECGROUP
The security group ID taken from the ACEE. This value is field SMF30GRP in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPERS

EOJ.SECUSER
The security user ID taken from the ACEE. This value is field SMF30RUD in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPER1

EOJ.SERVCLAS
The WLM service class for the job if the system is using the z/OS Workload Manager for system management.
This value is field SMF30SCN in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SPEEDY

EOJ.SMF30AD
The address of the SMF type 30 record. This address may be used with the OPSTORE function of OPS/REXX
to access any field in the type 30 record to obtain data that is not provided by the EOJ event variables. The IBM
macro IFASMFR (30) generates the assembler DSECT for the SMF type 30 record.
Data Type: 4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '00702C00'X

EOJ.SPTAPE
The number of volume specific tape mounts for the job. This value is field SMF30TPR in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 6
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EOJ.STARTDATE
The sample value date that the system began execution of this job or started task. The date is in the format
YYYY/MM/DD.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 2000/05/12

EOJ.STARTTIME
The time that the system began execution of this job or started task. The time value is in hundredths of seconds
since midnight.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 3600000 (10AM)

EOJ.SUBSYS
The subsystem name of the job used by SMF for workload accounting. Subsystem names are defined in the
SMFPRMxx member of PARMLIB and extracted from the OUCBSUBN field of the OUCB control block.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TSO

EOJ.TERMNAME
The symbolic name of the TSO terminal for a TSO session. This value is field SMF30TSN in the type 30 SMF
record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSS1
OPSLOG Browse Column: TERMNAME

EOJ.TEXT
The OPSLOG message text that describes the end of a job event including the maximum condition code
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IBMUSER JOB00123 ENDED MAXCC=00000 SUBSYS=TSO
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed

EOJ.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules executing for the same EOJ event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write
Notes:
Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that executes for
the same EOJ event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before passing the variable to the next
rule for the EOJ event.
The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.
OPSLOG Browse Column: USER

EOJ.USERCOM
The value contained in the JMRUCOM of the JMR control block. This field is sometimes used to point to tables or
control blocks used by installation SMF exits.
Data Type: 4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '0A002CFC' X

NOTE
Use the OPSTORE function of OPS/REXX to access any storage pointed to by EOJ.USERCOM.

EOJ.WORKLOAD
The WLM workload name of the job if the system is using the z/OS Workload Manager for system management.
This value is field SMF30WLM in the type 30 SMF record.
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Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: PRODCICS

Debug an EOJ Rule

The following are EOJ Rule Debugging Techniques:

• Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEEOJ parameter to YES and the EOJ event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y to view all
EOJ events. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column to see recorded EOJ events.

• If OPSLOG is not recording EOJ events, see Installation Requirements for EOJ Rules.

For additional debugging techniques that you can use with all AOF rules, see Coding Guidelines.

Example EOJ Rule
Assume that you defined an RDF table containing information on the production payroll jobs. When each
batch job in the processing sequence ends, the start and stop times and the maximum condition codes must
be recorded.
)EOJ PAY*

)PROC

/* Only process productions jobs a by checking EOJ event variable */

if eoj.jobclass = 'P' then

/* Update RDF table with the EOJ data. Call the internal CONVTIME */

/* subroutine to format the start time to HH:MM:SS. This value    */

/* is originally in hundredths of seconds since midnight.         */

 address SQL Update PAYTAB Set

  "Start_date='"eoj.startdate" ',",

  "Start_time='"Convtime(eoj.starttime)"' ,",     /* convert data */

  "End_date='"Date('B')"',",

  "End_time='"Time('N')"',",

  "Cond_code='"eoj.maxcc"'",

  "Where Jobname='"eoj.jobname" ' "

return "NORMAL"

/* Convert binary time from hundredths of seconds since midnight  */

CONVTIME:

 cvtime=Arg(1)%100

 return Right(cvtime%3600,2,'0')':'||,    /* HH: */

   Right((cvtime%60)//60,2,'0')':'||,     /* MM: */

   Right(cvtime//60,2,'0')                /* SS  */

)END

End-of-Memory Rules
An end-of-memory (EOM) rule is triggered when a started task ends. EOM rules facilitate the process of detecting when
a started task ends, because one EOM rule usually replaces several MSG rules that need to be coded to detect job
ending states such as abend and termination messages. In addition, some stated tasks might end silently (no message
notification), and an EOM can effectively detect this type of termination.
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NOTE
EOM rules have similar functionality to EOJ rules. The primary difference is that EOM rules only detect the
ending of an address space and cannot detect the end of a batch job, as do EOJ rules. Also, the amount of
environmental data available in EOJ rules is much greater than in EOM rules. In some cases you may choose
an EOJ rule instead of an EOM rule.

Installation Requirements for EOM Rules

None are required.

)EOM -- Event Specifier of EOM Rules

The following is the format for coding the EOM-event definition section:

)EOM jobnamespec

jobnamespec
Specifies the job name. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify one to eight characters of the job name.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– CICS* matches CICSA, CICSABC, CICS123 and any other job name containing a CICS prefix
– CICS*05 matches CICSD05, CICS205, CICS1105, and so on
– *05 matches any job name ending with 05
– * alone matches all job names

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of EOM Rules

EOM rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an EOM Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of an EOM rule. The return value
has no effect on AOF processing.

Execution Considerations for EOM Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to an EOM event executes in the z/OS master (*MASTER*) address
space. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of an EOM rule should be performed by
scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an EOM Rule

The )PROC section of an EOM rule has the following host environments with the following EOM rule characteristics.
Specify the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter for the default host environment for EOM rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
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ADDRESS EPI

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.
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ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO

NOTE
Does not wait. Output that is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host
command is sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an
OPS/REXX program in a server if the WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in an EOM Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in EOM rules. You can use the following unique AOF event variables in the )PROC
section of a EOM rule. You can also manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG display field as an aid in debugging
or implementing rule logic.

EOM.ABNORMAL
An integer value indicting whether the address space terminated abnormally. This value is derived from the
SSENTYPE flag in the SSOB extension.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Possible values are:

• 0 = normal termination
• 1 = abnormal termination.

Abnormal does not include all abends. S222 abends are not considered abnormal. Abend S069 reason code 4 for
ASCRE failure is considered abnormal.
Sample Value: 0

EOM.ASID
The address space ID of the terminating address space, which is taken from the SSENASID field of the SSOB
extension.
Data Type: 2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '003E'X
Notes:

• To convert this variable to printable hexadecimal characters, use the OPS/REXX C2X function.
• Using this variable, you can check to see if an address space is terminating. For example, suppose that an

automation application keeps a list of critical address spaces and their ASIDs. You can write an EOM rule that
compares the list entries against the ASID of the currently terminating address space. If a match is found,
restarts the address space or takes another recovery action.

OPSLOG Browse Column: ASID
EOM.JOBNAME

The job name of the terminated address space, which is taken from one of these sources:

• TSO users: The OUCBUSRD (user ID) field of the OUCB; the value is the user ID for time sharing address
spaces

• Started tasks: The OUCBTRXN (transaction name) field of the OUCB; the value is the started task name for
started task address spaces

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: VTAM
Note: The EOM.JOBNAME variable determines which EOM rules execute for an EOM event.
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OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME
EOM.TEXT

Description of the terminated address space, which is taken from the OUCBSUBN (subsystem name) field of the
OUCB and from the EOM.JOBNAME variable.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TSO USERA
Notes:

• The type of terminated address space is either TSO for a TSO user or STC for a started task.
• You can extract the first word of the EOM.TEXT string to determine the current address space type use the

OPS/REXX WORD function.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
EOM.USER

An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules executing for the same EOM event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write
Notes:

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. This variable is then passed to each rule that
executes for the same EOM event. Each rule can look at or can change the variable contents before passing
the variable to the next rule for the EOM event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data can be binary or mixed case. The USER field can also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data that is used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER

Debug an EOM Rule

To debug an EOM rule

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEEOM parameter to YES
2. Set the EOM event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y

You can now view all EOM events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column

This lets you see recorded EOM events.

NOTE
If OPSLOG is not recording EOM events, see Installation Requirements for EOM Rules.

Example EOM Rule
The following is an example of a rule that responds to an EOM event. The rule detects a VTAM failure and
displays a highlighted message. This would be a catchall rule to detect if VTAM ended; individual MSG rules
would not be needed.
)EOM VTAM

)INIT

/* Initialize a flag variable to be used in the )PROC section     */

/* to determine if system is being shutdown.                      */

GLVTEMP1.SYSSHUT.STAT = 'N'

)PROC

/* Only do this if we are not shutting down the system. If we are  */
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/* shutting down the system, then our shutdown procedures will set */

/* this flag glvtemp variable to Y so that this code won't fire    */

SHUTDOWN = OPSVALUE('GLVTEMP1.SYSSHUT.STAT','O')      /* get value */

if SHUTDOWN = 'Y' then return                         /* get out   */

address WTO             /* OPS/REXX Host environment to issue msgs */

 "MSGID(OPSAUTO1) TEXT('VTAM HAS ENDED ABNORNALLY') HILITE Route(1)"

)END

End-of-Step Rules
End-of-Step (EOS) rules allow you to monitor and optionally terminate a batch job that is based on any criteria that can be
extracted from the SMF type 30 record that is produced during step termination of a batch job. Because the EOS rule is
matched by a job name specification, it can be used to monitor step completion of jobs that produce no message traffic at
step termination that would be visible to message rules. End-of-Step Rules also provide the option to cancel a job which is
based on completion code, or any other data that is provided in the SMF type 30 record.

EOS and EOJ rules provide you with the option of replacing your assembler language IEFACTRT SMF exit with easier-to-
maintain AOF OPS/REXX rules.

Installation Requirements for EOS Rules

Set the parameters INITSMF and EOSRULES to YES.

NOTE
The installation IEFACTRT SMF exits must be implemented and SMF type 30 subtype 4 records must be
generated.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Parameter Reference .

)EOS -- Event Specifier of EOS Rules

The following code is the format for coding the EOS event definition section:

)EOS jobnamespec

jobnamespec
Specifies the job name. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify one to eight characters of the job name.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– CICS* matches CICSA, CICSABC, CICS123, and any other job name containing a CICS prefix.
– CICS*05 matches CICSD05, CICS205, CICS1105, and so on.
– *05 matches any job name ending with 05.
– * alone matches all job names.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of EOS Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use apply to EOS rules.
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RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an EOS Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement specifies whether the job containing the ended step is allowed to continue or is
canceled. Valid values for a RETURN statement in the processing section of an EOS rule are as follows:

NORMAL
Allow the job or started task to continue processing.

CANCEL
Bypass all remaining job steps and terminate the job.

Default: RETURN NORMAL

NOTE

• The return values listed here are character constants rather than keywords.
• An unrecognized return value defaults to a value of NORMAL.
• Inadvertently coding a RETURN SUPPRESS has the same meaning as RETURN CANCEL.

Execution Considerations for EOS Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to an EOS event executes in the address space of the job or task whose
step has ended. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of an EOS rule should be
performed by scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.

The active JSCB in the ending address space is the region control task, or the initiator. JSCB in the ending causes the
ACCOUNT, EXECPGM, and MODULE operands of OPSINFO to return the values for the RCT or initiator program, rather
than the application program that is ending.

Because SMF may generate more than one type 30 record for each EOS event, only the first record containing all the job
data that only occurs once is used to generate the EOS event. The additional records containing repeatable sections such
as EXCP count for every data set are not visible to the EOS rules.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an EOS Rule

The )PROC section of an EOS rule has the following host environments with the following EOS rule characteristics.
Specify the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter for the default host environment for EOS rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.
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ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO

NOTE
Does not wait. Output is sent to the specified console. When attempting a WTOR, host command is sent
to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program
in a server if the WTOR response interrogation is needed.
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AOF Variables Available in an EOS Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in EOS rules. You can use the following unique AOF event variables in the )PROC
section of a EOS rule. You can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG display field as an aid in debugging or
implementing rule logic.

EOS.ACCOUNT
The value of the EXEC statement account keyword or a null string if no EXEC accounting is specified. This field is
a character string, where a comma separates each accounting field.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: PROD,HR,,05210

EOS.COLOR
The color that the message text has in OPSLOG browse
Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '00'X

NOTE
Use the OPSCOLOR function of OPS/REXX to set the EOS.COLOR variable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: COLOR
EOS.CONDCODE

The condition code of the current step that has ended. The format is the same as EOS.MAXCC and may be the
same value. The value for this field is derived from SMF30SCC in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 00008 (Condition code 8)

EOS.CPUSRB
The amount of CPU time, in hundredths of seconds, that was consumed by the step while running in SRB mode.
This amount is roughly equivalent to the amount of CPU time to service I/O requests by the application. This value
is field SMF30CPS in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 20 (.2 seconds of SRB time consumed)

EOS.CPUTCB
The amount of CPU time, in hundredths of seconds, that was consumed by the step while running under a z/
OS TCB. The amount is roughly equivalent to the CPU usage of the application program. This value is field
SMF30CPT in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 910 (9.1 seconds of CPU time consumed)

EOS.EXCPCNT
The total number of data blocks that are transferred from I/O channel program executions. The value is a
measure of the amount of I/O completed by the step. This value is field SMF30TEP in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 400 (400 blocks transferred)

EOS.JOBCLASS
The JES job class for an initiated batch job. This value is field SMF30C18 in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: A

EOS.JOB NAME
The name of the job or started task whose step has ended. JOB NAME is taken from the identification section of
SMF type 30 record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IBMUSER
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOB NAME
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EOS.MAXCC
The maximum condition code of any step that is executed, up to and including the current step. This value is
always a five-character value. The condition code has the following formats:

• S0XXX-system hexadecimal abend code
• Unnnn-user decimal abend code
• nnnnn-normal decimal return code
• FLUSH-all steps of the job were flushed

System abends are considered the highest values, followed by user abends, and normal return codes. FLUSH is
only returned if all steps, up to and including the current step, were not executed.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: S00C7 (System abend 0C7)

EOS.NONSPTAPE
The number of non-specific tape mounts for the step. This value is field SMF30PTM in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 2

EOS.OESUBSTEP
The Open MVS UNIX sub-step number that is incremented by 1 each time the OMVS EXEC function is invoked.
This field is 0 for z/OS programs. This value is field SMF30SSN in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 25

EOS.PGMNAME
The name of the job-step program that is specified in the PGM keyword of the JCL EXEC statement. For an
OMVS UNIX program, this field may be 16 characters in length. The field reflects the file name that is specified at
the end of the UNIX path specification. This value is field SMF30PGM in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IEBGENER

EOS.PGMRNAME
The programmer name field from the JOB statement. This value is field SMF30USR in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: JOHN DOE

EOS.PROCSTEP
If the EXEC statement invokes a cataloged procedure, this variable is the name of the EXEC statement.
Otherwise, it is a null string. This value is field SMF30PSN in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: ASMHCLG

EOS.REASCODE
If an abend occurs in the terminating step, the value that is passed in register 15 is sometimes a reason code for
the abend. The value for this field is derived from SMF30ARC in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 12 (Reason code 12)

EOS.RESGROUP
The WLM resource group name for the job if the system is using the z/OS Workload Manager for system
management. This value is field SMF30GRN in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: ALLCICS

EOS.SECGROUP
The security group ID taken from the ACEE. This value is field SMF30GRP in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
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Sample Value: OPERS
EOS.SECUSER

The security user ID taken from the ACEE. This value is field SMF30GRP in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPER1

EOS.SERVCLAS
The WLM service class for the job if the system is using the z/OS Workload Manager for system management.
This value is field SMF30SCN in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SPEEDY

EOS.SMF30AD
The address of the SMF type 30 record. This address may be used with the OPSTORE function of OPS/REXX to
access any field in the type 30 record to obtain data that is not provided that is by the EOS event variables. The
IBM macro IFASMFR (30) generates the assembler DSECT for the SMF type 30 record.
Data Type: 4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '00702C00'X

EOS.SPTAPE
The number of volume-specific tape mounts for the step. This value is field SMF30TPR in the type 30 SMF
record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 6

EOS.STARTDATE
The date on which the system began execution of this step
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: YYYY/MM/DD

EOS.STARTTIME
The time that the system begins execution of this job or started task step. The time value is measured in
hundredths of seconds, starting from 12 a.m.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 3600000 (10AM)

EOS.STEPNAME
The stepName of the job step that terminated. This value is field SMF30STM in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: LKED

EOS.STEPNUMB
The step number of the job step that terminated. The first step has number 1, and so forth. This value is from field
SMF30STN in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 2

EOS.SUBSYS
The subsystem name of the job that is used by SMF for workload accounting. Subsystem names are defined in
the SMFPRMxx member of parmlib and extracted from the OUCBSUBN field of the OUCB control block.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TSO

EOS.TERMNAME
The symbolic name of the TSO terminal for a TSO session. This value is field SMF30TSN in the type 30 SMF
record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSS1
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OPSLOG Browse Column: TERMNAME
EOS.TEXT

The OPSLOG message text that describes the end of step event, including the maximum condition code
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: PAYJOB JOB00123 STEP 1 PAYPROC.STEP1 PGM=P
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.

EOS.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules executing for the same EOS event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write
Notes:

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that executes
for the same EOS event; each rule can look at or can change the variable contents before passing the variable
to the next rule for the EOS event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data that is used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
EOS.USERCOM

The value that is contained in the JMRUCOM of the JMR control block. This field is sometimes used to point to
tables or control blocks that are used by installation SMF exits.
Data Type: 4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '0A002CFC'X

NOTE
Use the OPSTORE function of OPS/REXX to access any storage pointed to by EOS.USERCOM.

EOS.WORKLOAD
The WLM workload name of the job if the system is using the z/OS Workload Manager for system management.
This value is field SMF30WLM in the type 30 SMF record.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: PRODCICS

Debug an EOS Rule

To debug an EOS Rule

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEEOS parameter to YES
2. Set the EOS event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y

This lets you view all EOS events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column.

This lets you see recorded EOS events.

NOTE
If OPSLOG is not recording EOS events, see Installation Requirements for EOS Rules.

Example EOS Rule
Assume that the CICS online payroll databases may be reopened after STEP3 of the payroll job, called
PAYLAST, completes successfully. An OPS/REXX program that is called OPENPAYB, running in an OSF
server, reopens the databases.
)EOS PAYLAST
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)PROC

if eos.jobclass = 'P' & ,   /* Only the production jobs */

eos.stepname = 'STEP3' & ,  /* Step3 is the signal      */

eos.condcode = '0000' then  /* Must complete normally   */

  address OSF "OI OPENPAYB"  /* Open the databases      */

)END

Global Variable Rules
A global variable (GLV) rule is triggered when the value of an OPS/REXX global variable, whose stem begins with
GLVTEMPx., GLOBAL., or GLOBALx., is changed. Depending on the logic of your automated OPS/MVS applications,
you may need to react to the changing of a common OPS/REXX global variable that is being processed by many different
OPS/REXX rules or OPS/REXX programs. A GLV rule allows you to centralize this type of processing.

Installation Requirements for GLV Rules

The parameters GLVPENDINGMAX prevent the runaway recursion of global variable events. Depending on the logic of
your applications that triggers the GLV rules, you can increase the default values of these parameters. To allow updates
to CCS Common Variable Service (sysplex variables) to trigger the GLV rules, set the GLVNOTIFYRULES parameter to
YES.

)GLV -- Event Specifier of GLV Rules

The following is the format for coding the GLV event definition section:

)GLV glvnamespec

glvnamespec
Specifies the global variable name. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify one to 50 characters of the complete GLVTEMPx or GLOBALx variable name. The x can be a letter
from A to Z.

• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– GLVTEMPA* matches GLVTEMPA.CICS, GLVTEMPA.IMS.UPTIME, and any other OPS/REXX global
variable name with a stem of GLVTEMPA.

– GLVTEMP*.CICS matches GLVTEMPA.CICS, GLVTEMPB.CICS, and so on.
– *.CICS matches any GLVTEMPx or GLOBALx variable name ending with a tail name of CICS.
– * alone matches all variables.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of GLV Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use, apply to GLV rules.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of a GLV Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of a global variable rule. The
return value has no effect on AOF processing.
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Execution Considerations for GLV Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a GLV event executes in the address space from which the global
variable event originated. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of a GLV rule can be
performed by scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server. For more information
see, Coding Guidelines.

A change in the value of an OPS/REXX global variable triggers a GLV rule. However, a global variable event
does not trigger a global variable rule under these conditions:

• Changing the value of a global variable triggers a global variable event unless that variable has a stem of GLOBALx. or
GLVTEMPx. (where x is a number from 0 to 9)

• During OPS/MVS startup or shutdown
• When a global variable in the initialization or termination section of the rule changes.
• When a global variable is deleted and the GLVDELETERULES parameter is set to NO, the default value.

If a global variable update occurs in the processing section of a rule, the rule can trigger itself. A global variable rule
triggering itself is not true recursion. The AOF maintains such global variable events in a FIFO queue. The AOF extracts
the events from the queue and triggers other rules when the rule that caused the recursion has finished executing. The
GLVPENDINGMAX parameter determines size of the FIFO queue; the default queue size is 100.

To prevent infinite recursion, specify the GLVCHAINMAX parameter to limit the number of global variable events that can
occur from in the original rule; the default limit is 1000 events.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of a GLV Rule

The )PROC section of a GLV rule has the following host environments with the following GLV rule characteristics. Specify
the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter for the default host environment for EOS rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
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ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO

NOTE
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host
command is sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an
OPS/REXX program in a server if WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in a GLV Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in GLV rules. You can use the following unique AOF event variables in the )PROC
section of a GLV rule. You can also manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG display field as an aid in debugging
or implementing rule logic.

GLV.FUNCTION
The OPSVALUE function code that caused the GLV rule to execute.
Data Type: Character, read-only
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• For global variable delete events, the parameter GLVDELETERULES must be set to YES.
• This variable must be used to distinguish between updates and deletes.
• The function codes for deletes are R (remove), 4 (variable mask delete), and 6 (single variable delete).
• For Sysplex variable events, the parameter GLVNOTIFYRULES must be set to YES. The function codes are

one of: CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE.
•  Sample Value: U 

OPSLOG Browse Column: DSPNAME
GLV.JOBNAME

The job name of the address space that originated the GLV event.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSPROD

NOTE
For Sysplex variable events, the value of GLV.JOBNAME is the job name on the originating system on
which the variable value change first occurred.

OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME
GLV.MSFID

The Multi-System Facility or CAICCI ID of the system, either local or remote, that caused the global variable event
to be invoked by setting a global variable to a value.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SYSA

NOTE
For Sysplex variable events, the value of GLV.MSFID is always the local system MSF or CCI ID.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSFID
GLV.NAME

The 1- to 50-byte derived name of the global variable whose modification triggered this event.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: GLOBAL.CICS.ACTIVE
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.

GLV.NEWVALUE
The value of the global variable after modification
Data Type: Character, read-only

NOTE

• The standard REXX definitions apply to variables that have never been referenced before or have
been dropped.

• This value can or cannot be the current value of the variable, since a subsequent update can have
changed its value again.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
GLV.OLDVALUE

The value that the global variable had before the global variable event modified it.
Data Type: Character, read-only

NOTE

• The standard REXX definitions apply to variables that have never been referenced before or have
been dropped.

• For the Sysplex variables, the OLDVALUE is never provided or always null.
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OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
GLV.PROGRAM

The name of the program or rule that triggered the current global variable event rule.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: PROD.VTAM

• If a REXX program running in a TSO address space triggered the global variable event, GLV.PROGRAM is the
member name of the program. If a rule triggered the event, GLV.PROGRAM has the value ruleset.rule.

• For Sysplex variable events, the value of GLV.PROGRAM is set to blanks.

OPSLOG Browse Column: TEXT
GLV.SYNA

The name of the system on which the GLV event originated.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: PRODS1

NOTE
For Sysplex variable events, the value of GLV.SYNA is the system name on which the variable value
change first occurred.

OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSNAME
GLV.TEXT

The message text as seen in OPSLOG Browse, which is taken from these values of:

• GLV.NAME
• GLV.PROGRAM
• GLV.OLDVALUE
• GLV.NEWVALUE.

Data Type: Character, read-only

NOTE

•  OPS/MVS truncates GLV.TEXT at 100 characters. So, in some cases this variable can contain only
part of the GLV.OLDVALUE value and part or none of the GLV.NEWVALUE value of the variable.

• The GLV.TEXT variable is documented here for completeness. Do not use it for automation.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
GLV.USER

An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules executing for the same global variable event. The
variable can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable
through OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write

NOTE

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. This variable is then passed to
each rule that executes for the same global variable event. Each rule can look at or can change the
variable contents before passing the variable to the next rule for the global variable event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data
between the rules. This data can be binary or mixed case. The USER field can also be used for
filtering in the OPSLOG. However, USER data that is used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase
and displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
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Debug a GLV Rule

 To debug a GLV rule 

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEGLV parameter to YES
2. Set the GLV event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y

This lets you view all GLV events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column.

This lets you see recorded GLV events. This record will show the variable name and its old and new values.

Example GLV Rule
The following is an example of a rule that responds to a global variable event. The rule starts CICS if VTAM is
active.
)GLV GLOBAL.STATUS.VTAM

)PROC

 if GLOBAL.STATUS.VTAM = 'ACTIVE' then

   do

     address OPER

     "COMMAND(S CICSPROD) NOOUTPUT"

     "COMMAND(S TSO) NOOUTPUT"

   end

This example shows a rule that responds to a global sysplex variable event. If VTAM becomes active on a
system PLEXA, then this rule starts PLXBPROC on a system PLEXB.
)GLV GLVPLXTA.*

)PROC

if GLV.MSFID = 'PLEXA' then

 if GLV.NAME = 'GLVPLXTA.VTAM.STATUS' then

   if GLV.OLDVALUE = 'DOWN' & GLV.NEWVALUE = 'ACTIVE' then

   do

     address OPER

     "COMMAND(S PLXBPROC) NOOUTPUT"

   end

Message Rules
Contents

A message (MSG) event occurs when a system component sends a message to a console or to a system log. The AOF
recognizes and responds to these types of messages:

• z/OS
• IMS
• CICS (Transient Data Queue messages)
• CA 7 Browse Log
• NetView alerts
• Log file directed messages (through the Generic Dataset Interface)
• Application generated WTOs (write-to-operator), WTORs (write-to-operator-with-reply), and WTLs (write-to-log)
• JES2/JES3
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Installation Requirements for MSG Rules

Most system messages are broadcast on the subsystem interface (SSI) and no additional installation steps are necessary.
However, depending on the product that is issuing the message and how it responds to messages on the SSI, you may
have to set the initialization parameter SSIMSG to YES. This parameter determines how OPS/MVS positions itself on the
SSI.

The general rule to follow is: If the particular message that you are electing to automate using an MSG rule is not
broadcast on the SSI (that is, not recorded in OPSLOG), one of the following additional OPS/MVS installation steps is
required.

IMS Messages

Install the IMS Operations Facility to create MSG rules against IMS messages that are destined to the IMS log or IMS
MTO terminal only, not OPSLOG nor SYSLOG.

CICS TDQ Messages

Install the XTDOUT COF Interface for CICS/TS to create MSG rules against messages that are destined to unique CICS
Transient Data Queues (TDQ) only, not OPSLOG nor SYSLOG.

CA 7 Log Messages

Install the Optional CA 7 Browse Log Messages Feature to create MSG rules against CA 7 messages that are destined to
the CA 7 log only, not OPSLOG nor SYSLOG.

NetView Alert Messages

Install the Netview Interface to create MSG rules against NetView alert messages.

Reissued Messages

The AOFMESSAGES parameter controls whether reissued messages and DOMs are processed by AOF rules. This
includes messages and DOMs that originated on another system and were transported and reissued on this system by
MSF, MIC, or sysplex services.

Log File Directed Messages

Define Generic Data Set Interfaces (GDI) to route data from other sources, such as application log files, to the AOF for
processing by MSG rules.

OPS/MVS Messages

In general, OPS/MVS messages cannot be processed by the AOF. However, OPS/MVS messages that have a severity
code of O or J are exceptions to this rule; you can write message rules for these OPS/MVS messages only. Thus, you can
specify an msgidspec string for any OPS/MVS message having a suffix of O or J. For a list of OPS/MVS messages that by
default have a severity code of O or J, and information on changing the severity code of messages, see AOF Processing.

)MSG -- Event Specifier of MSG Rules

The following is the format for coding the MSG event definition section:

)MSG msgidspec [MLWTO] [AUTO | NOAUTO] [NOOPSLOG] [SUPPRESS]
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AUTO
(Optional) Sets the msg.autoflag variable of a multi-line message to 1. Only valid if the MLWTO optional keyword
is used. AUTO and NOAUTO are mutually exclusive.

msgidspec
Specifies the message ID. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify one to ten characters of the message ID.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• If the MLWTO keyword is not specified, you can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– IEC* matches IEC234, IECTL56, IEC6705, and any other event identifier containing an IEC prefix.
– IEC*05 matches IEC05, IECD05, IECDE05, and so on.
– *05 matches any message ending with 05.* alone matches all messages.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

MLWTO
(Optional) To be specified when interrogating a multi-line message and each data line is needed to be stored
in stemmed msg.text.n variables for further manipulation. Rule will process after the end-line of the multi-line
message is received. Wildcarding is not allowed if utilizing this keyword. Therefore the msgidspec must be that of
the complete message ID of the multi-line message. For more information, see Execution Considerations for Msg
Rules for details about processing multi-line messages.

NOAUTO
(Optional) Sets the msg.autoflag variable of a multi-line message to 0. Only valid if the MLWTO optional keyword
is used. NOAUTO and AUTO are mutually exclusive.

NOOPSLOG
(Optional) Prevents a message (specified by msgidspec) from appearing in the OPSLOG. Specify the
NOOPSLOG option before you enable a rule.

SUPPRESS
(Optional) Only valid if the MLWTO optional keyword is utilized, and causes the multi-line message to be
suppressed.

How to Use the NOOPSLOG Option

You cannot use the NOOPSLOG option to remove all message event records from the OPSLOG. For example,
specifying MSG * NOOPSLOG causes AOF to ignore the NOOPSLOG option. The NOOPSLOG option is ignored
if the msgidspec contains an imbedded wildcard (*) character (for example, IST*I). The NOOPSLOG option is
acknowledged only for complete msgidspecs (for example, IST123I) or for a prefix msgidspec (for example, IST*).

You can monitor and control the use of the NOOPSLOG option using these methods:

• To display the current number of NOOPSLOG messages, check the value of the display-only parameter
MSGNOOPSLOG.

• To tell the AOF to ignore the NOOPSLOG option, set the AOFNOOPSLOG parameter to NO. The default is YES.
• To determine whether the NOOPSLOG option has been specified in enabled rules, issue the ADDRESS AOF LIST

command.

WARNING
 WARNING! Using the NOOPSLOG option in conjunction with a RETURN “DELETE” in the )PROC section
eliminates the message from both the OPSLOG and SYSLOG.
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Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of MSG Rules

MSG rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an MSG Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement specifies the final disposition of a message. The RETURN statement can:

• Allow the operating system to route a message as usual (The message appears both on the console and in the
SYSLOG log file).

• Prevent a message from appearing on the console.
• Prevent a message from appearing in the SYSLOG log file.
• Delete a message (Prevent a message from appearing on both, the console and the SYSLOG log file).

Valid values for a RETURN statement in the processing section of a message rule are:

NORMAL
Allows z/OS to route a message as usual.

SUPPRESS
Prevents a message from appearing on the console. The message appears in the system log.

DISPLAY
Prevents a message from appearing in the system log. The message appears on the console.

DELETE
Suppresses a message entirely. The message appears neither on the console nor in the SYSLOG log file.

FORCENORMAL
Allows z/OS to route a message normally, but overrides any return value that was specified by a prior rule.

The default is RETURN NORMAL. The return values listed here are character constants rather than keywords. An
unrecognized return value (for example, a misspelled value), defaults to a value of NORMAL.

Other RETURN Statement Considerations

Consider the following when specifying the RETURN statement in the processing section of a message rule:

• If multiple rules respond to a single message event, the AOF uses the highest-precedence return value; the order of
precedence is:
– DELETE (highest precedence)
– DISPLAY
– SUPPRESS
– NORMAL (lowest precedence)

• The DELETE and DISPLAY return values work as described only if the AOFDELETE parameter is set to YES (the
default setting). If the AOFDELETE parameter is set to NO, the rule processes a message as though the DELETE
return value is SUPPRESS and the DISPLAY return value is NORMAL.

Execution Considerations for MSG Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a message event executes in the address space from where the
message originated. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of an MSG rule must be
performed by scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server. For more information,
see Coding Guidelines.
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MSG rules execute on both single-line messages (WTOs) and multiple line messages (MLWTOs). Single-line WTOs are
processed once, meaning they enter the rule, and then exit. A )MSG rule with the MLWTO option specified executes upon
the issuing of the end-line of the multiline message.

NOTE
While processing a multiline message, if the MLWTO keyword is omitted, the rule logic executes for each line
of the MLWTO. Meaning, that the primary line is processed first by the rule logic, and then each subsequent
data line and the end-line is processed. Thus a four line multiline message would cause the rule to execute four
times.

Adhere to the following guidelines when attempting to perform automation on true MLWTOs:

1. Using the OPSFLAGS display field in the OPSLOG, verify that the message is a true MLWTO (primary line, data lines,
end-line). Some applications internally issue multiple single WTOs, making them appear as one MLWTO. For details
on this field, see the discussion of the event variable MSG.FLAGS in . Single-line WTOs have an eight in the first byte
of this field and MLWTOs have a 2 or a 3 in the first byte.

2. Identify the complete message specifier for the )MSG rule. To see exactly what OPS/MVS sees as this message ID,
display the MSGID column in the OPSLOG for the MLWTO. Specify the complete message ID. Wildcarding is not
allowed when using the MLWTO keyword. While processing a multiline message, if the MLWTO keyword is omitted,
the rule logic executes for each line of the MLWTO. Meaning, that the primary line is processed first by the rule logic,
and then each subsequent data line and the end-line is processed. Thus a four line multiline message would cause the
rule to fire four times.
)MSG IST663I MLWTO or )MSG IST663I MLWTO SUPPRESS 

Add the SUPPRESS keyword if the suppression of the MLWTO is desired.

NOTE
If you are attempting to modify the route or descriptor codes of a multiline message, then this logic cannot be
accomplished when specifying the MLWTO optional keyword. This is because the MLWTO keyword causes
the rule to process after the end-line has been issued, and disposition alteration logic (change route or desc
codes) must be performed at the time the primary line of the multiline message is issued.

3. The following MSG event variables are available to manipulate multiline messages when the MLWTO optional
keyword is included on the message specifier:

msg.text.0
Shows the number of lines available in the MLWTO.

msg.text.n
Text of individual lines. For example, msg.text.1 is the first line, msg.text.2 is the second line.

msg.linetype.0
Shows number of lines available in the MLWTO.

msg.linetype.n
The line type of each line in the MLWTO. For example, msg.linetype.1 is the line type of the first line,
msg.linetype.2 is the line type of the second line.
C

Control line
L

Label line
D

Data line
E

End line
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DE
Data and end line

Suppose you have the following VTAM multi-line message:
IST663I CDINIT REQUEST FROM A55X99 FAILED, SENSE=08570002 

IST664I REAL OLU=USILDA02.A13IOML0 REAL DLU=USILDA01 

IST314I END 

Using this test rule to dump these environmental variables for this message:
)MSG IST663I MLWTO SUPPRESS

)Proc

say '**Total Number of lines in message='msg.text.0

do l = 1 to msg.text.0

say ' **Line 'l' contents =>'msg.text.l

say ' **Line type of line 'l'=>'msg.linetype.l

do w = 1 to WORDS(msg.text.l)

say ' **Word 'w 'of line 'l' =>'WORD(msg.text.l,w)

end

say ''

end

Resulting SAY output from test rule:
*Total Number of lines in message=3

**Line 1 contents =>IST663I CDINIT REQUEST

                 FROM A55X99 FAILED, SENSE=08570002

**Line type of line 1=>D

**Word 1 of line 1 =>IST663I

**Word 2 of line 1 =>CDINIT

**Word 3 of line 1 =>REQUEST

**Word 4 of line 1 =>FROM

**Word 5 of line 1 =>A55X99

**Word 6 of line 1 =>FAILED,

**Word 7 of line 1 =>SENSE=08570002

**Line 2 contents =>IST664I REAL OLU=USILDA02.A13OML0

                 REAL DLU=USILDA01

**Line type of line 2=>D

**Word 1 of line 2 =>IST664I

**Word 2 of line 2 =>REAL

**Word 3 of line 2 =>OLU=USILDA02.A13IOML0

**Word 4 of line 2 =>REAL

**Word 5 of line 2 =>DLU=USILDA01

**Line 3 contents =>IST314I END

**Line type of line 3=>DE

**Word 1 of line 3 =>IST314I

**Word 2 of line 3 =>END

 

4. If needed, pass the complete contents of a multiline message to an OPS/REXX program in order to perform
asynchronous processing that cannot be performed in an MSG rule by storing the msg.text.n variables in
GLVTEMP variables. For example, to write the message to some data set. Refer to the sample rule MLWTO2 in
the hlq.CCLXRULS data set for an example of calling an OPS/REXX program.
Refer to the other MLWTOn samples in the hlq.CCLXRULS library for examples of other coding techniques that can be
used to process MLWTOs, including altering message disposition.
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OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an MSG Rule

The )PROC section of an MSG rule has the following host environments with the following MSG rule characteristics. The
AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter specifies the default host environment for MSG rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO to the destination the AOFDEST parameter specifies.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs.
External data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.
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ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if the
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host command is
sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is then returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program
in a server if the WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in MSG Rules

The following unique AOF event variables appear in the )PROC section of an MSG rule. Use all variables as an aid
in debugging or implementing rule logic. The corresponding OPSLOG display fields are listed. For more information,
see AOF Rule Tools.

MSG.AMRF
Displays a value indicating whether the message is retained in the Action Message Retention Facility (AMRF).
Data Type

Integer, read/write
Values

0
Do not retain this message.

1
Retain this message.

Example
1

NOTE

• A message must have one of the AMRF descriptor codes to be considered for AMRF. See the
OPSBITS OPS/REXX function for the following AMRF eligible descriptor code values: IMEDACTN,
EVENACTN, CRITEVET. Unless the message has one of these descriptor codes, setting
MSG.AMRF to 1 has no significant effect on the AMRF retention status of the message.

• For messages originally issued with any of the AMRF descriptor codes, setting MSG.AMRF to 0
prevents AMRF from retaining the message. Even when the descriptor codes are not changed in the
AOF rule.

• Suppressing or deleting a message using the AOF rule RETURN statement has no effect on the
AMRF retention status of a message.

Example
The following two lines of code in an MSG rule results in the AMRF retaining the message:
MSG.DESC = OPSBITS("IMEDACTN")

MSG.AMRF=1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Fourth bit of AFLAGS
MSG.AUTOFLAG

The NetView automation flag, which is taken from the WQESAUT bit flag. In addition, the WQEAUTO bit flag is
also used.
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Data Type
Integer, read/write

Example
1, if automation is specified.

NOTE

• Modifying the MSG.AUTOFLAG variable is equivalent to dynamically modifying the AUTO(YES|NO)
parameter in the appropriate MPFLSTxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation. For more
information, see the IBM documentation.

• Modifying this variable determines whether NetView processes the message. Using a rule, you
can change the value of the variable to 0 (equivalent to AUTO(NO)) or non-zero (equivalent to
AUTO(YES)).

OPSLOG Browse Column: The high-order bit in the AFLAGS (AF) column
MSG.AUTOTOKN

The NetView automation token, which is taken from the WQEAUTOT flag in the WQE.
Data Type

8-byte character, read/write
Example

Parm1

NOTE

• Modifying the MSG.AUTOTOKN variable is equivalent to modifying the AUTO(token) parameter in
the appropriate MPFLSTxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation. For more information, see
the IBM documentation.

• Only the first 8 bytes of the modified value are passed to NetView.
• When setting fewer than 8 bytes of the value, the remainder of the 8-byte field is padded with nulls.

OPSLOG Browse Column: AUTOTOKN
MSG.BEWTO

A value indicating whether the current message was issued as a branch entry WTO.
Data Type

Integer, read-only
Values

0
Message is not a branch entry WTO.

1
Message is a branch entry WTO.

Usage Notes:
This variable can be used to determine whether MSG.JOBNAME or MSG.OJOBNAME should be used in your
automation procedure.
Example
The following code can be used to determine which variable contains the appropriate JOBNAME:
IF MSG.BEWTO = 1 THEN

  jobname = MSG.OJOBNAME

ELSE

  jobname = MSG.JOBNAME

MSG.CMDRESPONSE
A value indicating whether the current message is a command response.
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Data Type
Integer, read-only

Values
0

Message is not a command response.
1

Message is a command response
Example

0
OPSLOG Browse Column: Third bit of AFLAGS

MSG.COLOR
The color that the message has in OPSLOG Browse and, optionally, on the console.
Data Type

1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write

NOTE
Write takes effect only if the value of the PROPAGATEATTR parameter is YES.

Example
'00'X

NOTE

• Use the OPSCOLOR function of OPS/REXX to set the MSG.COLOR variable.
• IMS messages use the colors set in IMSnCOLOR parameters.
• MCS descriptor codes 1 and 11 generate red messages; code 2 generates a white message.
• When using multiple rules, set the MSG.COLOR variable for the same message, OPS/MVS uses the

last value set. To determine the color of each rule set, set the OPS/MVS RULETRACE parameter to
ON.

• For messages from the generic data set interface, MSG.COLOR contains the color that is specified
with the optional third parameter in the SUBSYS JCL keyword. If you do not specify this parameter,
the variable contains the text string NONE.

OPSLOG Browse Column: COLOR
MSG.CONSNAME

The console name that is used to get messages from the subsystem interface:

• For messages originating in the subsystem interface, MSG.CONSNAME contains the console name.
• For messages originating in the JES3 IATUX31 exit, MSG.CONSNAME contains the JES3 DSP name.
• For messages originating in the generic data set interface or in the OMEGAMON interface, MSG.CONSNAME

contains the report ID.
•  Data Type

Character, read/write
•  Example

MSTCONS

OPSLOG Browse Column: CONSNAME
MSG.CONTROLLN

A value indicating whether the current message is a control line in a multiline message (MLWTO).
Data Type

Character, read-only
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Values
0

Not a control line.
1

A control line.
Example

1
OPSLOG Browse Column: Fourth bit of OPSFLAGS

MSG.DATALN
A value indicating whether the current message is a data line in a multiline message (MLWTO).
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
Not a data line.

1
A data line.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Sixth bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.DATESTMP

The date when the message was issued.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

20050908

NOTE

• OPS/MVS sets this variable only for messages where OPSINFO("EXITTYPE") returns a value of
either MVS or NIP

• The format of the date value is the same as the format for the REXX standard date function -
DATE("S") - which is yyyymmdd.

• MSG.DATESTMP can return a date one day earlier than the REXX DATE("S") function in a message
rule. This early date occurs when a message is issued a fraction of a second before midnight. Any
such difference reflects the difference in time between when the operating system constructed the
message control block and when OPS/MVS intercepted the message.

Recommended
Use the REXX DATE("S") function because that date always matches the date for the message in OPSLOG
Browse. MSG.DATESTMP is provided for completeness.

MSG.DESC
The descriptor codes of the message, which are taken from the WQEDESCD field of the WQE control block.
Data Type

2-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Example

'0400'X
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NOTE
Use the OPSBITS function of OPS/REXX to set the MSG.DESC variable. For a description of message
descriptor codes, see the IBM documentation.

OPSLOG Browse Column: ROUTE or ROUTEX
MSG.DISP

The current disposition of the message that is set previously in executed rules. For example, SUPPRESS.
Data Type

Integer, read-only
Example

4

NOTE

OPS/MVS sets this variable automatically after each rule processes a message; this variable cannot be
set manually. The next rule always gets the highest return code that is set in all of the previous rules.
The following list shows the correspondence between the MSG.DISP value and the AOF RETURN
values:

•  0
NORMAL

•  4
SUPPRESS

•  8
DISPLAY

•  12
DELETE

OPSLOG Browse Column: DISP

NOTE
This column uses descriptive character strings to display the final, highest return code.

MSG.ENDLN
A value indicating whether the current message is the end line in a multiline message (MLWTO).
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
Not an end line.

1
An end line.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Seventh bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.FLAGS

The message type is taken from OPS/MVS message flags. For example, MLWTO.
Data Type

2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Example

'0010'X
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Message Flags
Many of the bits represented in MSG.FLAGS are also represented by bit-specific MSG variables. We
recommend using the bit-specific variables wherever possible. In all cases, the bit-specific variable takes
on a value of 1 or 0 to show whether the corresponding bit is set.
'8000'X

Single-line message flag.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.SINGLELN

'4000'X
WTOR message flag.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.WTOR

'2000'X
Multiline message (MLWTO) flag.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.MULTILN

'1000'X
Control line of an MLWTO flag.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.CONTROLLN

'0800'X
Label line of an MLWTO flag.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.LABELLN

'0400'X
Data line of an MLWTO flag.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.DATALN

'0200'X
End line of an MLWTO flag. See note.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.ENDLN

'0100'X
Last command output message flag. OPS/MVS sets this variable to mark the last output line.

'0080'X
Urgent attention message flag. Set when the message has descriptor code 1 or 11 set.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.URGENT

'0040'X
Immediate action message flag, Set when the message has descriptor code 2 is set or is a
WTOR.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.IMMEDACT

'0020'X
Message is from a local JES3.

'0010'X
Current message is a z/OS (WTO/SVC 35) message from a global JES3.

'0002'X
Current message is a WTL (SVC 36) rather than a WTO. OPS/MVS intercepts WTL messages
only if its SSIWTL parameter is set to YES.

'0008'X
Current message is from an authorized task.

'0004'X
Current message was originally issued on a different system and is now being reissued on the
current system.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.REISSUE
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'0001'X
MPF has suppressed the current message.
Single-bit equivalent: MSG.MPFSUPP

NOTE
The '0200'X bit is set for the last line of an MLWTO, and usually marks the end of output from
a single command. However, HSM, JES2, and other products can issue multiple MLWTOs in
response to a single command, so this bit is not a reliable indication that output has completed.

OPSLOG Browse Column: OPSFLAGS
MSG.FULLTEXT

The COF feature of the product generates message rule events from the CICS Transient Data Queue. This
variable contains up to 256 characters of the TD queue message text. When the MSG.TEXT variable is reworded,
it replaces the MSG.FULLTEXT value once the message event is fully processed by the message rules. Because
the maximum length of MSG.TEXT is shorter than MSG.FULLTEXT, truncation of the original message text value
can occur. For all other message rule event types, this variable is the same as MSG.TEXT.
Data Type

256-byte character, read-only
Example

DFHTD0101I applid Transient Data initialization has ended.

MSG.ID
The message identifier, usually the first token, or the first blank delimited word of the message text. This variable
has a maximum length of ten characters. If this token exceeds ten characters in length, this variable contains the
leftmost ten characters of the token.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

IEF125I

NOTE
The MSG.ID variable value determines which message rules execute for the current message event.
This variable never contains any special screen characters or leading or trailing blanks.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSGID
MSG.IMMEDACT

A value indicating whether the current message is an immediate action message. An immediate action message
is one that has descriptor code 2 set.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
Not an urgent attention message.

1
An urgent attention message.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Tenth bit of OPSFLAGS
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MSG.IMSID
The IMS ID of the associated IMS control region; or, for non-IMS messages, the value of the IMSNONE
parameter. The default for the IMSNONE parameter is NONE.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

IMSA

NOTE

• The IMS ID is set for all z/OS messages that any IMS-related address space issues; for example,
messages from the IMS control and message processing regions.

• The MSG.IMSID variable is available only when the IOF is licensed, installed, and active at your site.
The INITIMS parameter must be YES.

OPSLOG Browse Column: IMSID
MSG.JOBID

The identifier that JES2 or JES3 assigned to the message issuer.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Examples

• T12345 for a TSO user
• J12345 for a job
• S12345 for a started task
• ACF2 for a started task that is started with SUB=MSTR.

When JOBIDs greater than 100,000 are supported and activated in z/OS, the examples are in the format
T0012345, J0012345, and S0012345.

NOTE

The contents of this variable depend on where the current address space was created:

• When the address space was created using JES2 or JES3 and does not have a job ID, the value
of the variable is a modified job identifier. The job identifier begins with a character identifying the
address space type: T for TSO, J for a batch job, S for a started task.

• When the address space was created using the MSTR subsystem, the variable value is the first five
characters of the job name.

This value can be different than the value OPSINFO('JOBID') returns when used in a message rule. MSG.JOBID
contains the job ID explicitly specified by the message issuer or determined by z/OS. Messages that are issued
by JES2 in response to JES2 commands specify the job ID of the address space to which the message relates
rather than the job ID of JES2. When the WQE does not contain an explicit job ID. OPS/MVS uses the job ID of
the address space that issued the message.
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBID

MSG.JOBLOGSUP
A value indicating whether the message should appear in the JES job log of the job that issued the message or on
whose behalf the message was issued.
Data Type

Integer, read/write
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Values
0

Display the message in the JES job log.
1

Suppress the message from the JES job log.
Example

1

NOTE

• For example, use the OPSPRM function to change the severity of message OPS1000 to J. Keep the
result of SAY statements from rules out of the JES job log by setting the MSG.JOBLOGSUP variable
to 1 in a message rule for OPS1000J.

• The value of the MSG.JOBLOGSUP variable takes effect only if the value of the SSIMSG parameter
is YES.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Sixth bit of AFLAGS
MSG.JOBNAME

The job name of the message issuer, which is taken from:

• The WQE, for IMS or z/OS messages that are reissues of messages that originated on another system.
• Data areas the ASCB points to, for all other IMS and z/OS messages.
• The message text prefix areas, for most JES3 messages.

NOTE
The MSG.JOBNAME value is blank for some JES3 messages.

Data Type
Character, read-only

Example
VTAM

OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME
MSG.JOBNM

The name of the job that is associated with this line of output, which is taken from the WQEJOBNM field of the
WQE.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

VTAM

NOTE

• Set only for z/OS messages, the MSG.JOBNM variable contains the data that is displayed on an
MCS console using the MFORM=J keyword of the Control command. For more information, see the
IBM documentation.

• Usually, the MSG.JOBNM value is a job name string, but is set to a job number for output from some
JES2 commands. For example, MSG.JOBNM contains job numbers for each output line from the
JES2 command $DA.

• When the OPS/MVS SSIMSG parameter is set to YES at startup. JES2 does not put a job name in
MSG.JOBNM because this parameter setting dictates that <projectname> receives messages before
the subsystem.

OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNM
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MSG.LABELLN
A value indicating whether the current message is a label line in a multiline message (MLWTO).
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
Not a label line.

1
A label line.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Fifth bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.LINETYPE.0

Shows number of lines available in the MLWTO. Only valid if the MLWTO option is specified on the message
specifier.
Data Type

Character, read-only
MSG.LINETYPE. n

The line type of each line in the MLWTO ( msg.linetype.1 is the line type of the first line, msg.linetype.2 is the line
type of the second line, etc.). Only valid if the MLWTO option is specified on the message specifier.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

C
Control line

L
Label line

D
Data line

E
End line

DE
Data and end line

MSG.MCSFG
Internal z/OS, IMS, or MCS message flags, which are taken from:

• z/OS messages—The WQEMCSF field of WQE
• JES3 messages—The MSGMASK field of MESSAGE macro PLIST
• IMS messages—2 flag bytes of UEHB or DFSAOE0, and the 1-byte entry code

– UEHBFLG1/UEHBFLG2 for IMS DFSAOUE0 (type 1) exit
– AOE0FLG1/AOE0FLG2 for IMS DFSAOE00 (type 2) exit

• COF messages—The CICS start code.
•  Data Type

3-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
•  Example

'0E0000'X
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NOTE
For information about WQE flags, see the IBM documentation.

OPSLOG Browse Column: FLAGS
MSG.MIC

A value indicating whether the current message is a message that was imported and reissued on this system by
MIC.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
MIC did not reissue this message.

1
MIC reissued this message.

Example
1

NOTE
When the AOFMESSAGES parameter is set to MVSGLOBAL, MIC reissued messages are eligible for
processing by the AOF. Even response messages which are returned to this system as a result of a
cross-system command that is issued on this system through MIC.

MSG.MLWTOMIN
When the message is a minor line of an MLWTO message, the value is 1. When the message is the major line of
an MLWTO message, or the only line of a WTO message, the variable 0.
Data Type

Character, read-only
OPSLOG Browse Column: Second bit of AFLAGS

MSG.MPFSUPP
A value indicating whether the z/OS Message Processing Facility (MPF) has suppressed the current message.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
MRF did not suppress this message.

1
MPF suppressed this message.

Example
1

NOTE
MPF processes messages before they are passed to the subsystem interface where OPS/
MVS processes them.

OPSLOG Browse Column: 16th bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.MSFID

The system ID of the system where the message originated, supplied by the OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility
(MSF).
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Data Type
Character, read-only

Example
SYSA

NOTE
The MSF ID of a message is the local SYSID, for a message that is created on the current system. For
a remote system, the MSFID is the SYSID of that system.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSFID
MSG.MULTILN

A value indicating whether the current message is a part of a multiline message (MLWTO).
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
Not part of a multiline message.

1
Part of a multiline message.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Third bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.OASID

The original ASID associated with the message.
When the message is:

• Issued asynchronously from the CONSOLE address space
• Reissued for some reason

The value differs from OPSINFO("ASID") and represents the ASID in which the message was intercepted.
In the following cases, the value of MSG.OASID is always the same as OPSINFO("ASID"):

• AOFTEST
• The EXITTYPE is not MVS
•  Data Type

2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
•  Example

'003E'X

NOTE

• Use the C2X function of OPS/REXX to convert the value of this variable to hexadecimal characters.

MSG.ODESC
The original descriptor codes that are assigned to a message.
Data Type

2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Example

'0400'X

NOTE
The MSG.ODESC variable is equivalent to the Automate &DESC environmental variable.
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MSG.OJOBNAME
The original job name that is associated with the message.
When the message is:

• Issued asynchronously from the CONSOLE address space
• Reissued for some reason

This value differs from MSG.JOBNAME.
In the following cases, the value of MSG.OJOBNAME is always the same as MSG.JOBNAME:

• AOFTEST
• The EXITTYPE is not MVS
•  Data Type

Character, read-only
•  Example

VTAM

MSG.OMAJORTEXT
The original message text. The value of MSG.OMAJORTEXT does not change from a rule to a rule, even if a rule
rewords the message text.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

For a WTO message, the value is the original message text. For an MLWTO message, the value is the
possibly updated text from the first line of the message.

NOTE

• The MSG.OMAJORTEXT variable is equivalent to the Automate &MSG environmental variable.
• For example, if there are two MSG rules processing a message the first MSG rule modifies

MSG.TEXT, the second rule sees the changed MSG.TEXT but MSG.OMAJORTEXT remains
unchanged and it contains the original text of the message. When an MSG rule changes the text of
the first line of an MLWTO, rules for the minor lines see the changed text in MSG.OMAJORTEXT.

MSG.OROUTE
The original routing codes that are assigned to a message.
Data Type

16-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Example

'100000000000000000000000000000'X

NOTE
The MSG.OROUTE variable is equivalent to the Automate &ROUTCDE environmental variable.

MSG.OTEXT
The complete text of a secondary line of a multiline WTO message; this value is null for a message that is not a
multiline WTO. The secondary line is a line other than the first or primary line.
Data Type

Character, read-only

NOTE
The MSG.OTEXT variable is equivalent to the Automate &MLMSG environmental variable.

MSG.REISSUE
A value indicating whether the current message is a message that was originally issued on another system and
has been transported and then reissued on this system.
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• Data Type
Character, read-only

• Values
–  0

Not a reissued message.
–  1

A reissued message.
•  Example

1

NOTE
Messages can be reissued as a result of sysplex console processing, MSF, MIC, and possibly other
software products. Reissued messages are only eligible to be processed by the AOF when the
AOFMESSAGES parameter is set to MVSGLOBAL.

OPSLOG Browse Column: 14th bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.REPLYID

The reply number that is associated with a WTOR message, which is taken from the OREID field of the ORE.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

01

NOTE

• This variable is valid only for WTORs.
• The MSG.REPLYID variable field is the defined size by RMAX in the DEFAULT statement of the

appropriate CONSOLxx member, which is in the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

OPSLOG Browse Column: First part of the text field when the message is a WTOR.
MSG.REPORTID

The report ID associated with the message. If the message comes from the generic data set interface,
MSG.REPORTID contains the subsystem report ID parameter.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

PAYLOG1
OPSLOG Browse Column: DSPNAME

MSG.ROUTE
The routing codes of the message, that is taken from the WQE control block.

•Data Type
16-byte binary (unprintable), read/write

Example
'10000000000000000000000000000000'X

NOTE

• Use the OPSBITS function of OPS/REXX to set this variable.

• For a description of routing codes, see the IBM documentation.

 OPSLOG Browse Column: ROUTE or ROUTEX
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MSG.SINGLELN
A value indicating whether the current message is a single-line message.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
Not a single-line message.

1
A single-line message.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: First bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.SPCHR

The message special screen character. For example, the + preceding problem OPS/MVS messages.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

+

NOTE
This variable often is blank. For more information about special screen characters, see the IBM
documentation.

OPSLOG Browse Column: SPECIAL
MSG.SUBSMOD

A value indicating whether the current message is eligible for subsystem modification. The value of the
SUBSMOD parameter that is specified for the WTO message determines message eligibility.
Data Type

Integer, read-only
Values

0
Message is not eligible for subsystem modification.

1
Message is eligible for subsystem modification.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Fifth bit of AFLAGS
MSG.SYNA

The system name of the system issuing the message.

•Data Type
Character, read-only

Example
MVS34

NOTE
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• The system name is derived from the SYSNAME parameter that is specified in the appropriate IEASYSxx
member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

• For messages imported through the MIC product, this variable contains the name of the system from
which the message originated.

 OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSNAME or SYNA

MSG.SYSID
The system ID of the system where the message was issued, usually the SMF ID. For JES3 messages, the
SYSID value derives from the MPNAME field of the Active Main Processor Control Table. For JES2 messages,
the SYSID value derives from the SMF ID string.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

S000

NOTE
The OPSLOG Browse column displays two characters of this variable, not the complete field. The OPS/
MVS BROWSEIDFORMAT parameter determines which characters are displayed.

OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSID
MSG.TERMNAME

The name of the terminal that is associated with the message:

• For z/OS messages, the variable has the value NONE unless the message originated from a TSO address
space.

• For IMS messages, the variable contains the name of the IMS LTERM.
• For JES3 messages, the variable contains the JES3 console name.
• For COF messages, the variable contains the CICS intra-partition queue name.
• For messages from the generic data set interface, the variable contains the ddname that is related to the

subsystem data set from which the message was obtained.
•  Data Type

Character, read-only
•  Example

OPSS1

OPSLOG Browse Column: TERMNAME
MSG.TEXT

The message text:

• For z/OS messages, which are taken from the WQE text field and excludes special characters and blanks.
• For JES3 messages, which are taken from a parameter list that is passed to the IATUX31 exit.
• For IMS messages, which are taken from the AOI exit parameter list.
•  Data Type

Character, read/write
•  Example

IEF125I USERA - LOGGED ON - TIME=06.49.05

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
MSG.TEXT.0

Shows the number of lines available in a multiline message. Only valid if the MLWTO option is specified on the
message specifier.
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Data Type
Character, read only

MSG.TEXT.n
Text of each data line of a multiline message. Only valid if the MLWTO option is specified on the message
specifier.
Data Type

Character, read only
MSG.TIMESTMP

The time when the message was issued, as it would appear on an MCS console through MFORM=T.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

12.43.14

NOTE

•  OPS/MVS sets this variable only for messages where OPSINFO("EXITTYPE") returns a value of
either MVS or NIP.

• The format of the timestamp value (hh.mm.ss) is slightly different from the format for the REXX
normal time function - TIME("N") - which is hh:mm:ss. The timestamp format uses a period as a
delimiter, whereas the TIME function uses a colon as a delimiter.

• This variable is related to the MSG.DATESTMP variable in that it represents the point of view of the
operating system as to the date and time the message was issued. MSG.TIMESTMP can return a
time slightly earlier than the REXX TIME("N") function in a message rule. Any such difference reflects
the difference in time between when the operating system constructed the message control block
and when OPS/MVS intercepted the message.

Recommended
Use the REXX TIME("N") function because that time always matches the time for the message in OPSLOG
Browse. MSG.TIMESTMP is provided for completeness.
OPSLOG Browse Column: TIMESTMP

MSG.TOKEN
The variable token set when the MSF receives the message and the originating system specified
OPSSEND('W' ,...).
Data Type

4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Example

'00004C94'

NOTE

• MSG.TOKEN has the same value as the MSG.WTOID variable on the originating system.
• Using MSG.TOKEN, a DOM rule on the receiving system can translate the DOM.WTOID variable

by comparing its value to that of MSG.TOKEN. When the DOM.WTOID and MSG.TOKEN values
match, the DOM has been issued for MSG.WTOID

OPSLOG Browse Column: TOKEN
MSG.URGENT

A value indicating whether the current message is an urgent attention message. An urgent attention message is
one that has descriptor codes 1 or 11 set.
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Data Type
Character, read-only

Values
0

Not an urgent attention message.
1

An urgent attention message.
Example

1
OPSLOG Browse Column: Ninth bit of OPSFLAGS

MSG.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same message event. The
variable can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable
through OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type

User-defined, read/write

NOTE

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. The variable is then passed to
each rule that executes for the same message event. Each rule can look at or can change the
variable contents before passing the variable to the next rule for the message event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data
between the rules. This data can be binary or mixed case. The USER field can also be used for
filtering in the OPSLOG. However, USER data that is used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase
and displayable

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
MSG.USERID

The user ID for the security product on your system. This value is usually the ACF2 user ID from the ACFASVT or
the RACF user ID from the current ACEE. For IMS, the user ID from the CTB is valid only if IMS is generated with
enhanced security.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Example

TSOID01

NOTE
The MSG.USERID value can have the same value as the JOBNAME which is typical for a TSO address
space. These values need not match; for instance, the user IDs and the job names for batch jobs or
started tasks can be different.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USERID
MSG.WTOID

The internal WTO sequence number, which is taken from the WQERTCT field of the WQE-delimited word of the
message text.
Data Type

4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Example

'00004C94'X
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NOTE

• The MSG.WTOID value provides information that the OPSSEND function of OPS/REXX uses in
transmitting message events to other systems.

• Your system assigns sequence numbers to WTO or WTOR messages. Use these sequence
numbers to delete (using DOM) highlighted, nonscrollable messages. Use the sequence of a
message as its unique token identifier, but do not use the contents of the sequence number itself.

• To store a WTO ID, use the C2X REXX function. To use a WTO ID, such as with the OPSDOM built-
in function, use the X2C REXX function.

OPSLOG Browse Column: WTOID
MSG.WTOR

A value indicating whether the current message is a WTOR.
Data Type

Character, read-only
Values

0
This message is not a WTOR.

1
This message is a WTOR.

Example
1

OPSLOG Browse Column: Second bit of OPSFLAGS
MSG.WTP

A value indicating whether the message is set to Write to Programmer (WTP). WTP messages appear in the
JESYSMSG data set. The JESYSMSG data that is set. These data set allocated data set messages appear and
are different from the job log of the job that issued the message or on whose behalf the message was issued. If
the issuing address space is a TSO address space, a WTP message is written (TPUT) to the TSO screen.
Data Type

Integer, read/write
Values

1
Issue the WTP

0
Do not issue the WTP

Example
1

For example, Use the OPSPRM function to change the severity of message OPS1000 to J. Keep the results of
SAY statements from rules out of the JESYSMSG data set by setting the MSG.WTP variable to 0 in a message
rule for OPS1000J.
By default, messages that are issued with a ROUTE code of 11 have MSG.WTP set to 1.
OPSLOG Browse Column: Seventh bit of AFLAGS

Debug an MSG Rule

To debug an MSG rule
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In cases where the )MSG is not executing, verify that you have the correct message specifier defined. You can do this by
displaying the MSGID column in the OPSLOG for the problem message. The message specifier of the )MSG rule should
be the same as the value of this column.

MSG Rules Examples

Example 1

Demonstrates how MSG rules can respond to WTOR events as they are generated:

)MSG $HASP426

)INIT        

/*********************************************************/

/* Verify rule is only enabled on our development system */

/*********************************************************/

if OPSINFO('SMFID') ¬= 'SYST' then

  return 'REJECT'

)PROC

/*********************************************************/

/* Reply COLD to the JES2 initialization WTOR message    */

/* MSGTXT - IDNUM $HASP426 SPECIFY OPTIONS - SYST        */

/*********************************************************/

ID = MSG.REPLYID  /* Get REPLYID from  an event variable */

address OPER      /* Set environment to issue cmds       */

"C(R "ID",COLD) NOOUTPUT"   /* Issues a z/OS REPLY command*/

Example 2

Demonstrates how to incorporate REXX tools and OPS/REXX tools to make various automated decisions about a
particular event:

)MSG IEF450I

/****************************************************************/

/* Manipulate JOB ABEND messages using the following criteria   */

/* -Suppress all IEF450I except those prefixed with P (PROD)    */

/* -Hilite the abend message if JOBNAME = PMNTHEND              */

/* -Invoke ACCTRECV OPS/REXX program for all PACCT* JOBS        */

/* -Start DRECOVER JOB if PDAILY1 ABENDS with S000 & U0004      */

/* IEF450I AMAJA03 CATSO CATSO - ABEND=S000 U0004 REASON=0000   */

/*   TIME=08.00.18                                              */

/****************************************************************/

)PROC 

if MSG.MLWTOMIN =1 then return  /* No need to look at 2nd line  */

JOB = MSG.JOBNAME               /* Get the JOBNAME that abended */

if SUBSTR(JOB,1,1) ¬= 'P' then  /* suppress all non prod jobs   */

   return 'SUPPRESS'

/****************************************************************/

/* Further manipulate the abending production job               */

/****************************************************************/

select

 / *Hilite message if PMNTHEND abended, setting the descriptor  */

 /* code environmental variable using the OPS/REXX OPSBITS      */

 /* function.                                                   */

 when JOB = 'PMNTHEND' then
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   do

     MSG.DESC=OPSBITS('HILITE') 

   end       /*END OF PMNTHEND CHECK*/

 /* If PDAILY1 ABENDs, start DRECOVER JOB only if ABEND code    */

 /* in message is 'S000' with a user code of 'U0004'.           */

 /* Use the REXX PARSE instruction to break down the message.   */

when JOB = 'PDAILY1' then

   do

     parse var MSG.TEXT . 'ABEND=' ACODE UCODE .   

     if ACODE = 'S000' & UCODE = 'U0004' then

       do   

         address OPER        

         "COMMAND(S DRECOVER) NOOUTPUT"

       end                                /*end of code checks   */

   end                                   /*end of pdaily1 check */

 /****************************************************************/

 /* Schedule the ACCTRECV OPS/REXX program to a server if        */

 /* this is a production accounting job (PACCT*). Pass the job   */

 /* to the EXEC. We have to schedule the EXEC to run in a server */

 /* since it will be issuing WTORs to operations and will        */

 /* wait for the operator responses.                             */

 /* Remember that waiting in MSG rules is not allowed!!!         */

 /****************************************************************/

when SUBSTR(JOB,1,5) = 'PACCT' then

   do       

     address OSF                          /* Ship to server     */

     "OI P(ACCTRECV) ARG("JOB")"

   end                                    /* End of PACCT check */

 otherwise RETURN 'NORMAL'                /* NOT A SPECIAL CASE */

end                                       /* END OF SELECT      */

OMEGAMON Rules
An OMEGAMON (OMG) rule allows you to trigger automation from exception analysis data that is generated by IBM®

Tivoli® OMEGAMON® XE on z/OS products and reported to an OMEGAMON terminal.

Installation Requirements for OMG Rules

Installation Requirements for OMG Rules

Establishing an interface between OPS/MVS and OMEGAMON lets you create OMG rules against messages generated
by the exception analysis feature of IBM® Tivoli® OMEGAMON® XE on z/OS products.

NOTE
For more information, see  Administrating  .

)OMG -- Event Specifier of OMG Rules

The following is the format for coding the OMG-event definition section:

)OMG omgexspec

omgexspec
Specifies the exception label. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:
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• Specify one to four characters of the exception label.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– N* matches NVSC or any exception label beginning with an N.
– *C matches any exception label ending with a C.
– * alone matches all exception labels.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of OMG Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use, apply to OMG rules.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an OMG Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of an OMEGAMON rule. The
return value has no effect on AOF processing.

Execution Considerations for OMG Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to an OMEGAMON exception event executes in the OMEGAMON address
space that generated the exception. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of an OMG
rule should be performed by scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.

The AOF execution limits apply to the processing section of a rule that responds to an OMEGAMON event.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an OMG Rule

The )PROC section of an OMG rule has the following host environments with the following OMG rule characteristics.
Specify the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter for the default host environment for ARM rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.
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ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

• ADDRESS OPSCTL 

Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.
Note: If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to <OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO

NOTE
Does not wait. Output is sent to the specified console. When attempting a WTOR, host command is sent
to a TSO server for execution. The response is returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program
in a server if the WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in an OMG Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in OMG rules, as described in AOF Rule Tools. You can use the following unique
AOF event variables in the )PROC section of a OMG rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG
display field as an aid in debugging or implementing rule logic.

OMG.COLOR
The color a message line is used in OPSLOG Browse
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Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '00'X
Notes:

• Use the OPSCOLOR function of OPS/REXX to set the OMG.COLOR variable.
• To change the default display colors for OMEGAMON messages, reset the OPS/MVS parameters whose

names begin with OMG. For descriptions of these parameters, see the Parameter Reference .
• If multiple rules set OMG.COLOR for a single OMEGAMON message, OPS/MVS uses only the last value. To

trace the color set by each rule, set the OPS/MVS RULETRACE parameter to ON. For a description of the
RULETRACE parameter, see the  Parameter Reference .

OPSLOG Browse Column: COLOR
OMG.DDNAME

The 8-character ddname associated with the OMEGAMON report file
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OMREPORT

NOTE
Use this variable to identify the source of an OMEGAMON exception event.OPSLOG Browse
Column: TERMNAME

OMG.JOBNAME
The name of the OMEGAMON address space that caused the rule to execute
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OMEGTASK
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

OMG.NAME
The name of the OMEGAMON exception (for instance, DNSR for DASD Not Responding). Usually, this is a 4-
character code.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: XREP

NOTE
The OMG.NAME variable value determines which OMEGAMON rules execute for the current
OMEGAMON event. For descriptions of the OMEGAMON exception codes, see your OMEGAMON
manuals. For information on setting up the OPS/MVS interface to OMEGAMON, see Administrating .

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSGID
OMG.REPORTID

A unique report ID you can use to identify the source of an OMEGAMON message. This is taken from the
SUBSYS parameter (if specified).
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: CICSA

NOTE
Knowing where OMEGAMON events are coming from can be useful when you monitor multiple CICS
systems from a single address space. The OMG.REPORTID variable enables you to tell to which CICS
system the event refers.

OPSLOG Browse Column: DSPNAME
OMG.SYSID

The ID of the system where OMEGAMON is running. For JES3 messages, the SYSID value derives from the
MPNAME field of the Active Main Processor Control Table. For JES2 messages, the SYSID value derives from
the SMF ID string.
Data Type: Character, read-only
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Sample Value: S000
OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSID

NOTE
The OPSLOG Browse column displays two characters of this variable, not the complete field. The OPS/
MVS BROWSEIDFORMAT parameter determines which characters are displayed. For a description of
the BROWSEIDFORMAT parameter, see the  Parameter Reference .

OMG.TEXT
The text of the exception message
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 'XREP Number of Outstanding Replies = 4'
Notes:

• Some OMEGAMON exceptions generate several lines of output; when this occurs, the OMG.TEXT variable
contains all of these lines concatenated together.

• All sequences of multiple blanks are compressed to a single blank.
• If the exception produces more output lines than the OMG.TEXT variable can hold, OPS/MVS truncates the

lines that do not fit.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
OMG.USER

An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same OMEGAMON event. The
variable can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable
through OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write
Notes:

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that executes
for the same OMEGAMON event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before passing the
variable to the next rule for the OMEGAMON event.

• The primary purpose of the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER

Debug an OMG Rule

 To debug an OMG rule 

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEOMG parameter to YES
2. Set the OMG event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y.

This lets you view all OMG events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column

This lets you see recorded OMG events. This record will contain details for each OMEGAMON exception that is
generated.

Example OMG Rule

The following is an example of a rule that responds to an OMEGAMON event. The rule cancels or stops any job that
exceeds the exception limit.

)OMG NVSC

 )PROC
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 /* Extract the type of address space that generated the */

 /* NVSC exception and the associated JOBNNAME. Issue    */

 /* the appropriate command to terminate the address     */

 /* space based on the type of address space.            */

 ADDRTYPE = WORD(OMG.TXT,2)

 JOBN = WORD(OMG.TXT,3)

 address OPER            /* Send Host commands to OPER env */

 select

  when (ADDRTYPE = 'STC') then

   'P 'JOBN

  when (ADDRTYPE ='BAT') then

   'C 'JOB

  otherwise

   'C U='JOBN

 end

 )END

Request Rules
A request (REQ) rule provides an arbitrary method in which end users (primarily TSO users), can invoke AOF rule
processing. REQ rules allow you to perform any task that you would typically perform with a standard OPS/REXX
program, with these added benefits:

• Because an AOF rule is not subject to security processing, you can distribute a normally authorized task to
unauthorized users (think of a request rule as a kind of authorized OPS/REXX program library).

• Because an AOF rule is preloaded (usually at OPS/MVS startup), it begins executing much sooner than a standard
OPS/REXX program.

• Because an AOF rule is precompiled, you can enhance the performance of a user-written, interactive application by
writing an OPS/REXX program that uses one or more request rules.

• Use ADDRESS ISPEXEC services.
• Get the output of any command from the OPS/REXX external data queue.
• Easily control accessibility by enabling or disabling the rule.

Installation Requirements for REQ Rules

The REQ rule is triggered whenever the OPSREQ command processor executes.

REQ rules can also be triggered through the System State Manager EVRULE and RULE actions.

NOTE
 For more information, see the  Command and Function Reference .

)REQ -- Event Specifier of REQ Rules

The following is the format for coding the REQ-event definition section:

)REQ requestcode

requestcode
Specifies the request code. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify 1 to 10 characters of the request code specifier.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,
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– CANCEL* matches CANCELJOB, CANCELUSER, and any other request code beginning with CANCEL.
– * alone matches all request codes.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of REQ Rules

REQ rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of a REQ Rule

The return value has no effect on AOF processing unless the request rule is invoked as the System State Manager
EVRULE action keyword.

NOTE
 For more information, see Using System State Manager.

Execution Considerations for REQ Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a request event executes in the address space from which the
request originated, which is usually that of a TSO user that invokes the OPSREQ command processor. Automation that
requires waiting, such as file allocation, issuing WTORs and manipulating the reply, and issuing system commands and
interrogating the output can be performed. Therefore, this type of automation suspends the address space that triggered
the REQ rule.

NOTE
Creating this type of automation in REQ rules triggered through the System State Manager EVRULE and RULE
actions suspends the SSM task.

The OPS/REXX batch execution limits as controlled through the REXX* parameters apply to the processing section of a
rule that responds to a request event.

NOTE
 For more information, see Using System State Manager.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of a REQ Rule

The )PROC section of an REQ rule has the following host environments with the following REQ rule characteristics. The
REXXDEFAULTADDRESS parameter specifies the default host environment for REQ rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Runs inline. Waits for output in an external data queue.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Runs inline. Waits for output in an external data queue.

ADDRESS HWS
Runs inline. Waits for output in an external data queue.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Runs inline. Waits for output in an external data queue.

ADDRESS LXCON
Runs inline. Waits for output that is returned in stem variables.
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ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent to a TSO user when invoked from a foreground TSO session. Otherwise, it is sent as a WTO.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Waits for a command
completion. External data queue returns output.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs.
External data queue returns output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Runs inline. Waits for return and reason codes returned in variables.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Runs inline. Waits for output in an external data queue.

ADDRESS USS
Runs inline. Waits for output that is returned in stem variables.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to the specified console. If you attempt a WTOR, runs inline and waits for response
in an external data queue.

AOF Variables Available in REQ Rules

You can use all AOF variable types in REQ rules, as described in AOF Rule Tools. You can use the following unique
AOF event variables in the )PROC section of a REQ rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG
display field as an aid in debugging or implementing rule logic.

REQ.CODE
The current OPSREQ event specifier, taken from the CODE keyword of the OPSREQ command
Data Type: Character, read-only
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Sample Value: CANTSO

NOTE
You can enter the CODE value of OPSREQ either as a keyword (for example, CODE(CANTSO)) or as a
positional parameter. The CODE value determines which request rules execute for the current event.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSGID
REQ.TEXT

A description of the current request
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: CANTSO USERA

NOTE
OPS/MVS creates the REQ.TEXT variable by concatenating the value of the CODE clause and the
value of the TEXT clause in an OPSREQ command. A blank separates the two values.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
REQ.USER

An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same request event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write

NOTE
Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that
executes for the same request event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before
passing the variable to the next rule for the request event.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER

Debug an REQ Rule

 To debug an REQ rule 

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEREQ parameter to YES
2. Set the REQ event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y.

This lets you view all REQ events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column

This lets you see recorded REQ events. This record shows the request rule that was invoked and you can display the
OPSLOG JOBNAME column to see the TSO user that invoked the rule.

Examples REQ Rules
The following examples show the response to request events.

• Example 1: The following is an example of a rule that responds to a request event. The rule allows a TSO
user to cancel any other TSO user who has the same user ID prefix.
)REQ CANTSO

)PROC

/************************************************************/

/* Allow users in the same group to cancel each other's      */

/* TSO ids. Invoke this REQ rule from TSO by entering:      */

/*  OPSREQ CANTSO userid from any TSO command line          */

/************************************************************/

USERID = TRANSLATE(WORD(REQ.TEXT,2))       /* passed userid */

/* See if this users TSO id is the same as the passed userid*/
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if SUBSTR(USERID,1,4) = SUBSTR(OPSINFO(JOBNAME),1,4) then

  do

    address OPER

    'COMMAND(C U='USERID') NOOUTPUT'         /* OK to cancel */

  end

else 

  say 'You are not authorized to cancel user 'USERID

• Example 2: The following is an example of a rule that responds to a request event. The rule obtains and
displays various system-related data.
)REQ SYSINFO

)PROC

/***************************************************************/

/* TSO users can invoke this REQ rule by entering:             */

/*  OPSREQ SYSINFO from any TSO command line                   */

/* This rule will collect and display various system info      */

/* by invoking various OPS/REXX functions.                     */

/***************************************************************/

 SYSPLEX_INFO = OPSYSPLX('I','S')       /* SYSPLEX information */

 say '***Number of systems in PLEX = 'SYSPLEX_INFO

 do while QUEUED() > 0

   pull EDQ

   say 'PLEX info='EDQ

 end

CMD = OPSIPL('IEASYS','CMD')      /* COMMNDxx used in last IPL */

 say 'COMMNDxx members used for this IPL='cmd

say 'CPUID   = 'OPSINFO('CPUID')             /* CPUID          */

say 'DFSMSVERSION  = 'OPSINFO('DFSMSVERSION')/* DFSMSVERSION   */

say 'SYSTEM IPL DATE = 'OPSINFO('IPLDATE')   /* IPL DATE       */

say 'IPL VOLSER NAME = 'OPSINFO('IPLVOLSER') /* IPL VOLSER     */

say 'IPL TYPE  = 'OPSINFO('IPLTYPE')         /* IPL TYPE       */

say 'SYSTEM IPL TIME = 'OPSINFO('IPLTIME')   /* IPL TIME       */

Screen Rules
 Contents 

  

A screen rule (SCR) is triggered when a screen change occurs on an External Product Interface (EPI) virtual terminal.
The EPI permits OPS/MVS to communicate with any VTAM application that supports IBM 3270 type virtual terminals. For
any EPI terminal defined to a VTAM application that can be set up to generate automatic screen updates, an SCR can be
created to process these screen changes.

Do not design SCR rules that trigger from programmatic keystrokes entered to an EPI terminal by the ADDRESS EPI
OPS/REXX environment. The ADDRESS EPI keystroke tools have mechanisms to trap and return the screen image so
that you can programmatically manipulate the screen contents in the OPS/REXX program that issued the keystroke.

NOTE
 For more information, see the  Command and Function Reference .
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Installation Requirements for SCR Rules

The External Product Interface (EPI) requires the use of VTAM virtual terminals, in addition to the issuing of a series of
ADDRESS EPI host environment commands that define and activate the terminals.

NOTE
 For information about EPI terminal implementation, see  Using .

)SCR -- Event Specifier of SCR Rules

Use this format when coding the screen-event definition section:

)SCR termspec

[screencond1]

[screencond2]

[screencond3]

       .

       .

       .

[screencond10]

OPS--item termspec - Screen Rules Terminal Name Specifier

  termspec  

Terminal name specifier:

• Specify one to eight characters of the EPI virtual terminal name.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces.
• You can use the wildcard (*) character.
• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

OPS--item termspec - screen rules Screen Condition Specifiers

  screencond1 through screencond10  

Compares the screen condition of a specified string with a portion of the virtual terminal screen. If you do not specify one
or more screen conditions (screencond1 through screencond10), a screen rule executes when the terminal:

• Becomes enabled or disabled.
• Logs on or off.
• Receives an instruction from a host application to unlock its keyboard.
• Receives data from a host application that causes a screen change.

If you specify one or more screen conditions, a screen rule executes only when:

• At least one of the conditions is satisfied when the screen event occurs.
• A non-screen update (ENABLE, DISABLE, KBUNLOCK, LOGON, or LOGOFF) condition occurs.

Use this format when coding a screen condition:

row column [string]

row and column
Specify any of the following values:

• A positive integer.
• A range, specified by a pair of integers separated by a colon. For example, 5:15.
• The wildcard (*) character (equivalent to the range 1:255).
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string
(Optional) The value of string has these characteristics:

• It is a character string enclosed in double or single quotes.
• It defaults to a null string if you do not specify a value.
• Only strings wholly contained in one row of the terminal screen can match a specified string value. If a screen

string wraps to the next line, it cannot match any screen condition that you specify.

How Screen Rules Are Triggered

The following information concerns how screen rules are triggered:

• Screen update events and keyboard unlocking events occur after the host application sends a VTAM Request Unit
(RU) chain.
– Some applications (such as ISPF) send a full screen of data using multiple RUs
– Other applications (such as native TSO in READY mode) send one line of data per RU.

• A screen rule executes once per screen event. For example, a rule triggered when the word READY appears in a
screen update executes only once even if READY appears three times on the screen.

• A rule triggered by any change, either to an entire screen or to a portion of a screen, executes only once.
• The string contained in the SCR.TEXT event-related variable indicates the first position (row and column) of the

change and the new text found at that location.
• If your rule is concerned with specific screen updates, have the rule check the SCR.TYPE event-related variable for

the SCRUPDATE screen-update value.
• Because SCR rules allow multiple spec lines, they must be followed by a section header before comments can be

used; either a )INIT card must be inserted prior to the comment card or the comment must be moved after the )PROC
card.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of SCR Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use, apply to SCR rules.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an SCR Rule

The RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of a SCR rule.

Execution Considerations for SCR Rules

The processing section of a SCR rule executes in the OPS/MVS main address space. Therefore, any complex logic or
interactive logic that may cause a wait to occur should be done in an OPS/REXX program that gets scheduled to an OSF
TSO server on behalf of the SCR rule. For a discussion of dispatching OPS/REXX programs to OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP
servers, see Coding Guidelines.

The AOF execution limits apply to the processing section of a rule that responds to a screen event.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an SCR Rule

The )PROC section of an SCR rule has the following host environments with the following SCR rule characteristics. The
AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter specifies the default host environment for SCR rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
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ADDRESS EPI
Runs inline. Waits for output in an external data queue.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
Runs inline. Waits for output that is returned in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Runs Inline. Returns output in variables.

NOTE
For possible implications, see Execution Considerations for SCR Rules.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to the server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
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ADDRESS USS
Runs inline. Waits for output in stem variables.

NOTE

For possible implications, see Execution Considerations for SCR Rules.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to the specified console. If you attempt a WTOR, runs inline and waits for response
in the external data queue.

NOTE

For possible implications, see Execution Considerations for SCR Rules.

AOF Variables Available in an SCR Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in SCR rules, as described in AOF Rule Tools. You can use the following unique
AOF event variables in the )PROC section of a SCR rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG
display field as an aid in debugging or implementing rule logic.

SCR.ASID
The ASID of the address space that caused this screen event taken from either the address space of the issuer of
an EPI command or, in all other cases, from the OPS/MVS main address space
Data Type: 2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '003E'X
Notes:

• Use the C2X function of OPS/REXX to convert the value of this variable to hexadecimal characters.
• You can use SCR.ASID to check whether a specific address space is issuing an EPI command.

OPSLOG Browse Column: ASID
SCR.JOBNAME

The job name of the address space that caused the current screen event. This name can beone of the following:

• The name of the job which issued an EPI command
• The name of the address space of the OPS/MVS product

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSMAIN
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

SCR.TERMNAME
The name of the virtual terminal associated with this screen event; taken from the DEFINE command used to
define the terminal to EPI
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IMSTERM

NOTE
The SCR.TERMNAME variable determines which screen rules execute for the current screen
event.OPSLOG Browse Column: TERMNAME

SCR.TEXT
A description of the screen event.
Possible Values:
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• ENABLE-The virtual terminal has been enabled.
• DISABLE-The virtual terminal has been disabled.
• LOGON-The virtual terminal has logged on to an application.
• LOGOFF-The virtual terminal has logged off from an application.
• CHANGE-The virtual terminal characteristics have been changed (the EPI CHANGE, SETMODEL, and

SETUNAME commands only).
• SCRUPDATE row col string-The virtual terminal screen has been updated at the named row and column. The

string reflects the new text on the screen.
• MVCURSOR row col-The virtual terminal cursor has been moved to the specified row and column.
• KBUNLOCK-The virtual terminal keyboard has been unlocked.

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SCRUPDATE 3 2 READY

NOTE
The first word of the SCR.TEXT variable always matches the value of the SCR.TYPE variable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.
SCR.TYPE

A description of the screen event.
Possible Values:

• ENABLE-The virtual terminal has been enabled
• DISABLE-The virtual terminal has been disabled
• LOGON-The virtual terminal has logged on to an application
• LOGOFF-The virtual terminal has logged off of an application
• CHANGE-The virtual terminal characteristics have been changed (the EPI CHANGE, SETMODEL, and

SETUNAME commands only)
• SCRUPDATE-The virtual terminal screen has been updated
• MVCURSOR-The virtual terminal cursor has been moved
• KBUNLOCK-The virtual terminal keyboard has been unlocked

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SCRUPDATE

NOTE
The value of SCR.TYPE always matches the first word of the SCR.TEXT variable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSGID
SCR.USER

An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same screen event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write

NOTE

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that
executes for the same screen event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before
passing the variable to the next rule for the screen event.

• You can store Dialog Manager attribute characters in this variable to control the color of the OPSLOG
Browse column.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
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Debug an SCR Rule

 To debug an SCR rule 

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSESCR parameter to YES
2. Set the SCR event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y.

This lets you view all SCR events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column

This lets you see recorded SCR events. The record shows the screen type that triggered the rule, indicated by the
RULE OPSLOG column.

Examples SCR Rules

The following example screen-event definitions show how to specify screen conditions. In the examples, the rule is
triggered when:

• Example 1: A change occurs anywhere on the screen:
)SCR TSOTERM

* *

or

)SCR TSOTERM

* * ""

or

)SCR TSOTERM

• Example 2: READY appears in row 1, column 2:
)SCR TSOTERM

1 2 "READY"

• Example 3: READY appears in column 2 of any row, on any terminal with a name beginning with TSO:
)SCR TSO*

* 2 "READY"

• Example 4: READY appears anywhere on the screen:
)SCR TSOTERM

* * "READY"

• Example 5: READY appears anywhere in row 1:
)SCR TSOTERM

1 * "READY"

• Example 6: ALERT appears anywhere in rows 3 through 24 in columns 2 through 72:
)SCR TSOTERM

3:24 2:72 "ALERT"

Security Rules
A security rule (SEC) responds to a security event and provides an easy-to-use method for protecting the many OPS/
MVS facilities. Unlike an authorization exit written in assembler language, security rules are easy to write, implement, and
update.

This article describes how to code an AOF security rule:

  

Installation Requirements for SEC Rules

Use the SECURITYRULESET parameter to allocate a rule set containing only security rules, allowing you to easily enable
and disable security-rules.
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To prevent accidental or unauthorized editing of security rules, use the installation security product to allow read/write
access to only those users that maintain security rules.

For example, consider these parameter settings:

• RULEPREFIX = 'OPSMVS.PROD'
• RULESUFFIX = 'RULES'
• SECURITYRULESET = 'SEC'

Using these examples, your security rule set is the PDS named OPSMVS.PROD.SEC.RULES and is the only rule set
from which the AOF allows a SEC type rule to be enabled.

NOTE
 For more information about the SECURITYRULESET parameter and other security parameters that affect rule
security such as SECRULEFAILURE and AOFINITOPEN, see the article Parameter Reference

)SEC -- Event Specifier of SEC Rules

Use this format for coding the security-event definition section:

)SEC facility||eventqualifier

The full security-event specifier is the facility and the eventqualifier concatenated together, with no blanks between them.

facility
The facility portion of the security-event specifier is one of the following character strings that identifies the OPS/
MVS facility that generated the security event:
AP

The ADDRESS AP host environment, used to restrict commands sent to AP.
OPSAOF

An ADDRESS AOF host command issued in an OPS/REXX program.
OPSAPI

The OPSAPI OPS/REXX function, used to create a generic AOF event.
OPSBCP

An ADDRESS HWS host command issued in an OPS/REXX program.
The OPSBCP security event for ADDRESS HWS occurs only if parameter INITHWS=OPSBCP.

OPSBRW
The OPSBRW command processor, used to view entries in the OPSLOG Browse facility.

OPSCMD
The OPSCMD command processor or OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPER command, used to issue operator
commands.

OPSCTL
The ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment, used to control the Multi-System Facility (MSF).

OPSDOM
The OPSDOM command processor, used to delete an outstanding message.

OPSEPI
An ADDRESS EPI host command issued from in an OPS/REXX program.

OPSGLOBAL
An OPS/REXX global variable that is accessed or updated.

OPSHFI
The OPSHFI command or REXX function, used to read, write, or delete variable records from the shared
VSAM file supporting global variables.
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OPSLOG
An OPS/MVS API request (processed by the OPS/MVS Automation Analyzer).

OPSOSF
An ADDRESS OSF, ADDRESS OSFTSL, or ADDRESS OSFTSP host command issued from within an
OPS/REXX program.

OPSPARM
The OPSPARM command processor or the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function, used to change OPS/
MVS parameter values.

OPSREPLY
The OPSREPLY command processor, used to reply to WTOR messages.

OPSREQ
The OPSREQ command processor, used to invoke AOF request rules.

OPSRMT
The OPSRMT command processor, used to issue a command to a remote system.

OPSSMTBL
The OPSSMTBL command processor, used to maintain the directory table that System State Manager
uses to manage tables containing system resource information.

OPSVIEW
The OPSVIEW command processor, used to invoke the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW interface.

OPSWTO
The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host environment, used to send WTO or
WTOR messages.

SOF
The ADDRESS SOF host environment, used to access the Switch Operations Facility (SOF) for
managing the I/O configuration.

SQL
The OPSQL command processor or the ADDRESS SQL host environment, used to issue Structured
Query Language commands.

SUBSYSDSN
An OPS/MVS subsystem data set that is opened.

USS
An ADDRESS USS host command issued from within an OPS/REXX program.

eventqualifier
The eventqualifier portion of the security-event specifier is a character string that identifies a subset of security
events generated by the facility.
Follow these guidelines when specifying the eventqualifier :

• For all facilities, you can specify the wildcard (*) character to identify all security events for that facility. For
example:
)SEC OPSBRW*

or
)SEC OPSCMD*

• For facilities other than OPSCMD and OPSGLOBAL, you can only specify the wildcard (*) character. 
• For the OPSCMD facility, you can specify a full command verb to be more specific. For example, this security-

event definition identifies only z/OS MODIFY (or short form F) commands issued through the OPSCMD
command processor or OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPER command:
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)SEC OPSCMDMODIFY

• For the OPSGLOBAL facility, you can specify up to 41 characters of a global variable name, optionally
followed by the wildcard (*) character, to be more specific. Some examples:
– This security-event definition identifies accesss or updates to only global variables beginning with the prefix

GLOBAL1.VAR:
)SEC OPSGLOBALGLOBAL1.VAR*

– This security-event definition identifies accesss or updates to only the specific global variable named
GLOBAL1.VAR1:
)SEC OPSGLOBALGLOBAL1.VAR1

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of SEC Rules

SEC rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of an SEC Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement specifies the final disposition of a security event. The RETURN statement can:

• Refer a security event to the OPUSEX security exit.
• Force OPS/MVS to deny access to a requested facility.
• Allow access to a requested facility.

Valid values for a RETURN statement in the processing section of a security rule are as follows:

NOACTION
Allows the event to occur with no intervention from the AOF. OPS/MVS passes the event to the OPUSEX security
exit after AOF processing (if any). This is the default.

ACCEPT
Allows access to the requested facility and does not call the OPUSEX security exit.

REJECT
Denies access to the requested OPS/MVS facility and does not call the OPUSEX security exit.

NOTE
 The return values listed here are character constants rather than keywords. An unrecognized return value, a
misspelled value for example, defaults to a value of NOACTION.

If multiple rules respond to a single security event, the AOF uses the highest-precedence RETURN value. The order of
precedence is:

• REJECT (highest)
• ACCEPT
• NOACTION (lowest)

Execution Considerations for SEC Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a security event executes in the TSO users or batch address space
that is attempting to invoke the specified OPS/MVS facility. Any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing
of an SEC rule, such as issuing a command and interrogating the output, or allocating and manipulating data sets is not
practical and therefore is not allowed. The primary logic that should be incorporated in all security rules is to allow/disallow
access to OPS/MVS facilities based on a check against the requester (TSO user, or possibly a batch job) of the facility.

NOTE
 Security rules do not process facilities that are invoked from within other AOF rules.
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The AOF execution limits apply to the processing section of a rule that responds to a security event.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of an SEC Rule

The )PROC section of an SEC rule has the following host environments with the following SEC rule characteristics. The
default host environment for SEC rules is specified by the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. No output is
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster on the local system. Does not wait. No output is returned.

ADDRESS OPER
Sent to target console as specified through the OCCONSOLENAME parameters when no CONNAME operands
are present. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server when a command output
interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs.
Output is returned to an external data queue.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.
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ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality using ADDRESS OSF.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. No output is returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. No output is returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. If you attempt a WTOR, host command is sent
to a TSO server for execution, and the response is returned to a server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a
server if a WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in an SEC Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in SEC rules, as described in AOF Rule Tools. You can use the following unique
AOF event variables in the )PROC section of a SEC rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG
display field as an aid in debugging or implementing rule logic.

SEC.TEXT
A description of the security event. It is the full security event text of the OPS/MVS component that the user is
trying to use. The description consists of:
eventtype||de-aliased-verb|| commandtext

• The eventtype is identical to the facility portion of the security-event specifier on the security-event defintion.
• The de-aliased-verb is present only for OPSCMD events. It is the specific operator command that generated

the event. It is de-aliased, meaning that if a command alias was used, it is resolved to its equivalent non-
aliased command. If present, it is concatenated after the eventtype, with no blanks between them.

• The commandtext is present only for OPSAOF, OPSCMD, OPSCTL, OPSEPI, and OPSRMT events. It is the
full text of the command that generated the event. For OPSCMD events, an operator command alias is not de-
aliased. If present, it is preceded by a blank.

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSCMDSTOP P OPSS
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.

SEC.TYPE
The SEC.TYPE variable determines which rules execute for the current security event.
The type of security request from the OPS/MVS component that the user is trying to access. See the event types
listed in the description of the SEC.TEXT variable.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OPSPARM

NOTE

• If the event type is OPSCMD, OPS/MVS appends the command verb to the event type (for instance,
OPSCMDSTOP). But, because the variable can contain no more than ten characters, some of the
verb may be truncated.

• If the event type is OPSGLOBAL, the SEC.TYPE variable may have the first character of the global
variable name appended to OPSGLOBAL when you append the name of a global variable prefix on
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the )SEC rule specifier. For example, if you specify )SEC OPSGLOBALGLOBAL1.*, the SEC.TYPE
variable has the value OPSGLOBALG.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSGID
SEC.USER

The primary purpose of the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same security event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write

NOTE

Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that
executes for the same security event. Each rule can look at or change the variable contents before
passing the variable to the next rule for the security event.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER

OPAU Control Block Variables

The )PROC section of security rules can also contain variables set to the value of fields in the OPAU control block
that OPS/MVS passes to the user exit. Some OPAU variables are available for all security events, but most are valid for
only one type of security event.

OPAU control block variables have these characteristics:

• OPSLOG Browse does not display them.
• OPAU variables containing bit data become OPS/REXX compound symbols that are either true (indicated by 1) or

false (indicated by 0).
• OPAU variables containing integers become OPS/REXX compound symbols containing numeric data. When modifying

one of these variables, take its significance or its sign into account.
• If an OPAU variable containing character data is set to a value larger than the size of an OPAU field, the variable is

truncated upon return. If the variable value is shorter than an OPAU field, OPS/MVS adds trailing blanks to that value.
• You can change the SEC.OPAURQRC variable only by setting the return value through the OPS/REXX RETURN

statement.

OPAU Variables for All Security Events

The following variables are available for all types of security events:

•SEC.OPAUAUSR
The authorization string of the OPS/MVS installation
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value of the OPS/MVS AUTHSTRING parameter (described in the Parameter Reference)
Sample Value: TRIAL

SEC.OPAUBYSC
Indicates whether security processing should be bypassed.
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPS/MVS component indicates whether security is bypassed.
Sample Value: 1

NOTE
This flag is true for the OPS/MVS main address space and for AOF rules.
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SEC.OPAUECJB
Indicates whether the current address space is an ECF user.
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPS/MVS component indicates the address space type.
Sample Value: 1

SEC.OPAUERMG
The error message text
Data Type: Character, read/write
Source: Other security rules
Sample Value: 'You are not allowed to use OPSCMD'

NOTE

• Security rules can set this variable to create and send short error messages to the current user.
•  OPS/MVS passes this variable to each rule that a security event triggers. Each rule can examine or

reset this variable before passing it to the next rules for the current event.
• If multiple security rules set this variable, OPS/MVS uses only the value set last.

SEC.OPAUGNER
Indicates that the OPS/MVS authorization routine (OPAUCK) can produce error messages.
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPS/MVS component that calls OPAUCK.
Sample Value: 1

SEC.OPAUJBNA
The current job name that the ASCB points to
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ASCBJBNI field for batch jobs, or the ASCBJBNS field for other address spaces
Sample Value: USERA

SEC.OPAUOPJB
Indicates whether the current address space is the main OPS/MVS product address space.
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPS/MVS component indicates the address space type.
Sample Value: 1

SEC.OPAUOSJB
Indicates whether the current address space is an OSF server.
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPS/MVS component indicates the address space type.
Sample Value: 1

SEC.OPAURQRC
The return code from the current access request
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: Set by authorization components
Possible Values:

• 0-Request approved
• 8-Request failed
• 12-Request abended

Sample Value: 8
SEC.OPAURQTX

The type of access request
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Data Type: 1 to 10 characters, right-justified, read-only, padded with blanks
Source: The OPS/MVS component that calls OPAUCK.
Possible Values:

AP
ADDRESS AP Host command

OPSAOF
ADDRESS AOF command

OPSAPI
OPSAPI request (generic AOF event)

OPSBCP
An ADDRESS HWS host command issued in an OPS/REXX program.
The OPSBCP security event for ADDRESS HWS occurs only if parameter INITHWS=OPSBCP.

OPSBRW
OPSLOG Browse request

OPSCMD
OPSCMD/ADDRESS OPER (MVS, VM, JES3, IMS CMD)

OPSCTL
ADDRESS OPSCTL (MSF, OSF, ECF) request

OPSDOM
OPSDOM (DOM A MESSAGE) request

OPSEPI
ADDRESS EPI command or EPI request

OPSGLOBAL
Global or Sysplex variable access/update request

OPSHFI
SHARED file I/O request

OPSLOG
OPSLOG API request

OPSOSF
OPSOSF request (OSF command request)

OPSPARM
OPSPARM (SET PARAMETERS) request

OPSREPLY
OPSREPLY (WTO/WTOR) request

OPSREQ
Attempt to execute a REQUEST rule

OPSRMT
SEND a command to a server request

OPSSMTBL
STATETBL request

OPSVIEW
OPSVIEW request

OPSWTO
OPSWTO/ADDRESS WTO (WTO, WTP, WTOR) request
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SOF
ADDRESS SOF request

SQL
SQL/RDF request

SUBSYSDSN
Subsystem data set open request

USS
ADDRESS USS command

 Sample Value:  

• • SQL. When OPAUQRTY is blank, OPAUTRTX must be checked for a valid security type.
•  SEC.OPAURQTY

The type of access request
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPS/MVS component that calls OPAUCK.
Possible Values: 

• <blank>
ADDRESS AP Host Command, or OPSAPI OPS/REXX function, or ADDRESS SOF Host Command

•  A
OPSVIEW request

•  B
OPSLOG Browse request

•  E
OPSEPI request

•  F
Automated Operations Facility request

•  H
OPSOSF request

•  J
OPSDOM request

•  K
OPSCTL request

•  L
OPSLOG API request

•  M
OPSRMT request

•  N
USS request

•  O
OPSCMD request

•  P
OPSPARM request

•  Q
OPSREQ request

•  R
OPSREPLY request

•  U
SQL request

•  V
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Global and Sysplex variable access/update request
•  W

OPSWTO request
•  X

Subsystem data set open request
•  Y

OPSSMTBL request
•  Z

OPSHFI request
•  0

ADDRESS HWS request

 Sample Value: 

• • A

NOTE

• This variable will be removed with the next release of OPS/MVS.
• In some cases where SEC.OPAURQTX contains a value, this variable contains a single blank.

SEC.OPAUSSNA
The OPS/MVS subsystem name to which the request was directed.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: Subsystem to which the request was directed.
Sample Value: OPSS

NOTE
You can use this variable to create a security rule that works on multiple subsystems (for example, a
production and a test system).

SEC.OPAUUSID
The ACF2/Top Secret/RACF logon ID for this request
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The SAF user ID associated with the current task or address space
Sample Value: USERA

OPAU Variables for OPSAOF Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSAOF security events:

SEC.AUAOBULN
The command buffer length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AOF host command
Sample Value: 4

SEC.AUAOCMBU
The complete ADDRESS AOF command buffer string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AOF host command
Sample Value: LIST IPL

SEC.AUAODSNA
The current verb data set name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AOF host command
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Sample Value: SYS1.OPS.CCLXRULS

NOTE
This variable contains between 1 and 44 characters.

SEC.AUAORLNA
The current security rule name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AOF host command
Sample Value: IEF404I

SEC.AUAORQTY
The type of ADDRESS AOF request
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AOF host command string
Possible Values:

• A-Set Auto-Enable flag
• D-Disable rule or rules
• E-Enable rule or rules
• I-List DSNAME index
• J-List in-storage rules
• L-List rule set or rule
• M-List rule source text
• S-Set or reset subsystem string
• V-Compile a rule or rules
• W-Delete a compiled rule or rules
• Y-List a compiled rule or rules
• Z-Reset auto-enable flag

Sample Value: A
SEC.AUAORSNA

The current rule set name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AOF host command
Sample Value: IPL

SEC.AUAORSSC
The current security rule set name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPS/MVS SECURITYRULESET parameter
Sample Value: SEC

SEC.AUAOSCOP
Indicates that the AOF operation uses the security rule set. Check this variable if your site imposes more
restrictive security for the security rule set.
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AOF command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUAOSYNA
The remote/local system ID of the system on which the AOF request is issued
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value entered using the ADDRESS AOF SYSTEM keyword
Sample Value: SYS4
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SEC.AUAOVBSR
The current verb string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The first blank delimited word of the ADDRESS AOF host command
Sample Value: LIST

NOTE
OPS/MVS converts the verb to uppercase letters.

OPAU Variables for OPSBRW Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSBRW security events:

SEC.AUBODBCD
The browse database ID code
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG Browse command
Possible Values: O-MVS/JES OPSLOG Browse database
Sample Value: O

SEC.AUBODBLN
The length of the database string
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG Browse command
Sample Value: 6

SEC.AUBODBSR
The database string, which provides a character description of the database code
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG Browse command
Sample Value: OPSLOG

SEC.AUBOSSLN
The length of the OPS/MVS subsystem name
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG Browse command
Sample Value: 4

SEC.AUBOSSNA
The OPS/MVS subsystem name
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG Browse command
Sample Value: OPST

SEC.AUBOSYNA
The MSF system name of the remote OPSLOG that a user is trying to access
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG Browse SYSTEM primary command
Sample Value: MSIC

OPAU Variables for OPSCMD and ADDRESS OPER Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSCMD and ADDRESS OPER security events:

SEC.AUOCBULN
The command buffer length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 6
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SEC.AUOCCMBU
The command buffer string
Data Type: Character, read/write
Source: Command text from OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER
Sample Value: P OPSS

NOTE

• Security rules can set this variable. The modified command text buffer then executes the actual
command.

•  OPS/MVS initially sets this variable from the command buffer that the user entered.
• Each rule triggered by the same security event can examine and reset this variable before passing it

on to the next rule executed for this event.
• If multiple security rules set this variable, OPS/MVS uses the value set last.

SEC.AUOCCMLN
The current command verb length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The de-aliased verb string type
Sample Value: 7

SEC.AUOCCMSR
The current command verb
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The de-aliased command verb from OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER
Sample Value: STOP

SEC.AUOCCNNM
Console name, or blank if no console name is specified
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The NAME or CONNAME keywords from OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER
Sample Value: MASTER

SEC.AUOCDLTM
The delay time in seconds
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The contents of the DELAY keyword on the OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER command
Sample Value: 10

NOTE
The SEC.AUOCDLTM value will be a number between 1 and 300 seconds.

SEC.AUOCORSY
The MSFID of the system where the command originated
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: MFSSYSA

NOTE

• If the command originated in the local system, then this variable contains a null value (zero length).
• If the command was sent to this system through MSF as a result of the SYSTEM keyword of

OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER, or if the OPSCMD was imbedded in an OPSRMT command that
was issued on another system, then this variable contains the name of the origin system.

• If OPSRMT is used to run a REXX EXEC on another system, and that EXEC uses ADDRESS OPER
or OPSCMD, then the command is considered to have originated on the system where the OPSRMT
was issued; hence this variable contains the name of the origin system.
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SEC.AUOCRQTY
The type of command OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER is processing
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER determines the command type as follows:

• The command is an IMS command if the IMSID keyword was entered or if the command character matches
the IMS command character

• If JES3 is running and the command starts with an asterisk (*) or the number eight, the command is a JES3
command

• The command is a VM command if it begins with #CP
• If the command meets none of the above criteria, it is treated as a z/OS command

Possible Values:

• M-MVS command entered
• 3-JES3 command entered
• V-VM command entered
• I-IMS command entered

Sample Value: M
SEC.AUOCSYID

The remote/local system ID string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value entered using the OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER SYSID keyword
Sample Value: SYSA

OPAU Variables for OPSCTL Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSCTL security events:

SEC.AUCTBULN
The command buffer length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL host command
Sample Value: 10

SEC.AUCTCMBU
The command buffer string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL host command
Sample Value: MSF ACTIVATE(SYSA)

SEC.AUCTCMLN
The length of the current command verb
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL host command
Sample Value: 2

SEC.AUCTCMSR
The current command verb
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL host command
Sample Value: OK

SEC.AUCTRQTY
The ADDRESS OPSCTL request type
Data Type: Character, read-only
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Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL host command
Possible Values:

• B-OPSLOG request
• C-COF request
• E-ECF request
• M-MSF request
• O-OSF request

SEC.AUCTSYNA
One of the following values:
The MSF system name to which the OPSCTL host command will be routed for execution
ALL if the command will be routed to all active MSF-defined systems including the local system
EXT if the command will be routed to all active, remote MSF-defined systems
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL host command
Sample Value: MSIX

OPAU Variables for OPSEPI Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSEPI security events:

SEC.AUEPAPID
The application ID (if any) used in the command, usually specified with the APPLID() keyword and containing 0 to
8 characters
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS EPI host command
Sample Value: TSO

SEC.AUEPBULN
The length of the command buffer
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS EPI host command
Sample Value: 4

SEC.AUEPCMBU
The complete ADDRESS EPI command buffer string. This variable can contain 0 to 256 characters.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS EPI host command
Sample Value: 'DEFINE OPSS0001 APPLID(TSO) LOGMODE(T3278M3)'

SEC.AUEPRQTY
The request type
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS EPI host command string
Possible Values:
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• '25'X-BIND command
• '01'X-CHANGE command
• '02'X-DEBUG command
• '03'X-DEFINE command
• '04'X-DELETE command
• '05'X-DEQ command
• '06'X-DISABLE command
• '07'X-ENABLE command
• '08'X-ENQ command
• '0b'X-INQINPUT command
• '0c'X-LIST command
• '0d'X-LOGON command
• '0e'X-LOGOFF command
• '23'X-MVCURSOR command
• '10'X-PEEK command
• '11'X-POKE command
• '12'X-RDCURSOR command
• '13'X-RDSCREEN command
• '14'X-RDSCRROW command
• '16'X-SETMODEL command
• '17'X-SETUNAME command
• '1c'X-TRACE command
• '1e'X-TYPE command
• '1f'X-TYPESEC command
• '20'X-TYPETEST command
• '26'X-UNBIND command

SEC.AUEPTMID
The terminal ID (if any) used in the command, up to 8 characters in length
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS EPI host command
Sample Value: OPSS0001

NOTE
OPS/MVS converts the verb to uppercase letters.

SEC.AUEPTMPW
The terminal password (if any) used in the command, usually specified with the PASSWORD() keyword and
containing 0 to 8 characters
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS EPI host command
Sample Value: SECRET

SEC.AUEPVBSR
The current verb string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS EPI host command
Sample Value: LIST

NOTE
OPS/MVS converts the verb to uppercase letters.
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OPAU Variables for OPSGLOBAL Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSGLOBAL security events:

SEC.AUGLDELN
The global variable derived name length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The global variable access/update routine
Sample Value: 24

SEC.AUGLDENA
The global or sysplex variable derived name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The global or sysplex variable access/update routine
Sample Value: GLOBAL.MSG.IEF450I.COUNT

NOTE

• Global variable derived names are 1 through 84 characters long after symbol substitution.
• Sysplex variable names begin with the prefix GLVPLXTx. and can be up to 128 characters in length.

A 32-byte printable hex token value can be substituted for a variable name in some sysplex variable
functions. Additionally the PURGE and QUERY functions of sysplex variables do not allow variable
name operands. For these cases, a constant value replaces the variable name.

 Function  Value 
PURGE CAVARSRV.PURGE
QUERY CAVARSRV.QUERY
Token name CAVARSRV.TOKEN

SEC.AUGLOPCH
The global variable access option byte, which corresponds to the function byte operand of the OPSVALUE
function of OPS/REXX.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The global variable access/update routine
Possible Values:
A

Add an option value.
B

Compare/update without executing a global variable rules option value.
C

Compare/update option value.
D

Drop an option value.
E

Exist option value.
F

Exist/obtain option value.
H

High-level security option value.
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I
Info an option value.

L
List an option value.

N
Obtain or return a null option value.

O
Obtain an option value.

R
Remove an option value.

S
Subtree an option value.

T
Subtree info option value.

U
Update an option value.

V
Value an option value.

Z
Update without executing a global variable rules option value.

0
Obtain or return zero option value.

1
Obtain or return null with an update token option value.

2
Compare/update with a token option value.

3
Compare/update with a token without executing a global variable rules option value.

4
Remove with the name mask option value.

5
Obtain variable names with the name mask option value.

6
Remove a single variable option value.

Sample Value: C
SEC.AUGLRQTY

The request type. You can use this variable in place of the SEC.AUGLOPCH variable.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The global variable access/update routine
Possible Values:
A

Access a global variable
U

Update a global variable
Sample Value: A
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SEC.AUGLSYNA
The MSF system name of the remote system to which an OPSVALUE request has been targeted.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(sysname) command
Sample Value: SYSA

OPAU Variables for OPSHFI Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSHFI security events:

SEC.AUSHDENA
The variable name or name mask specified in the shared file request. The plus sign (+) is a single wildcard
character. A trailing asterisk (*) means match all subsequent characters.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value specified for the variablename operand of the OPSHFI command
Sample Value: GLOBAL0.TEST.*

SEC.AUSHFUCD
The type of file request operation
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The function value (DELETE, READ, or WRITE) specified for the OPSHFI command
Possible Values:

• D-Delete request
• R-Read request
• W-Write request

SEC.AUSHSFID
The SMF ID when the scope value is I
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value specified for the SMFID keyword of the OPSHFI command
Sample Value: TST1

SEC.AUSHSYID
The system name list on which to perform the shared file request. System names are separated by a single blank
for REXX parsing.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value specified for the SYSTEM keyword of the OPSHFI command
Sample Value: SYS1 PROD06 TESTSYS

SEC.AUSHVATY
The scope of the variable records to be read, written, or deleted
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSHFI command
Possible Values:

• B-Both local and shared variables
• I-Variables with a specific SMF ID
• L-Local variables only
• S-Shared variables only

OPAU Variables for SOF Security Events

The following variables are available for SOF security events:

SEC.AUIOCMND
Contains the entire command line as passed to the ADDRESS SOF processor.
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Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The entire ADDRESS SOF command string
Sample Value: QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL SYSNAME(D44ENF9)

SEC.AUIOCTYP
Contains the SOF command.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The specific command type
Sample Value: QUERY
Possible Values for PPRC:

• P-PPRCCMD DISPLAY command
• U-PPRCCMD SETUP/DELETE/FREEZE/RUN command

SEC.AUIOQTYP
Contains the target of a QUERY command.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The keyword specification of the QUERY command
Sample Value: CONTROLUNITS

NOTE
Not used for PPRC.

SEC.OPMOUSID
Contains the TSO user ID issuing ADDRESS SOF or the submitting jobname.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: System provided userid or Jobname
Sample Value: JEDFR03

OPAU Variables for OPSLOG Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSLOG security events:

SEC.AULGFUCD
The function type
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG interface routine
Possible Values:

• END-Terminates access to OPSLOG
• IDENTIFY-Identifies the OPSLOG to be accessed
• RETRIEVE-Fetches data from OPSLOG
• WINDOW-Indicates that a window to carry part of the OPSLOG has been created

Sample Value: RETRIEVE
SEC.AULGLGNA

The log name of the OPSLOG to be accessed
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG interface routine
Sample Value: OPSLOG1

SEC.AULGMXSC
The maximum number of OPSLOG records that will be scanned to satisfy a retrieve request
Data Type: Integer, read/write
Source: The OPSLOG interface routine
Sample Value: 100
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NOTE

A value of 0 means that an unlimited number of records will be scanned.

SEC.AULGSFCD
The subfunction requested
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG interface routine
Sample Value: SUBSYS

SEC.AULGSSNA
The subsystem ID of the OPS/MVS OPSLOG to be accessed
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSLOG interface routine
Sample Value: OPSS

OPAU Variables for OPSOSF Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSOSF security events:

SEC.AUOSBULN
The command buffer length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OSF host command
Sample Value: 5

SEC.AUOSCMBU
The complete ADDRESS OSF command buffer string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OSF host command
Sample Value: LISTA STATUS

SEC.AUOSHOEV
The name specified on the host command
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The host command environment name
Possible Values:

• OSF
• OSFTSL
• OSFTSP
• TSO

Sample Value: OSF
SEC.AUOSVBSR

The function type
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OSF host command
Sample Value: LISTA

OPAU Variables for OPSPARM and OPSPRM Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSPARM and OPSPRM security events:

SEC.AUPAPANA
The name of the parameter requested for change or display
Data Type: Character, read-only
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Source: The contents of the SET or SHOW keyword clauses type
Sample Value: AOFMESSAGES

SEC.AUPARQTY
The type of OPSPARM or OPSPRM request
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: A modification request, if the SET keyword is specified; or a display request, if the SHOW keyword is
specified
Possible Values:

• D-The request includes the SHOW keyword, so the request is a display request
• M-The request includes the SET keyword, so the request is a modification request

Sample Value: D
SEC.AUPASYNA

One of the following values:

• The MSF system name to which the OPSPRM function or OPSPARM command will be routed for execution
• ALL-if the command will be routed to all active MSF-defined systems including the local system
• EXT-if the command will be routed to all active, remote MSF-defined systems

Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS OPSCTL “MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(sysname)” command
Sample Value: SYSA

OPAU Variables for OPSREPLY Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSREPLY security events:

SEC.AURPDLTM
The delay time in seconds
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The contents of the DELAY keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 10

NOTE
The value of the variable will be a number between 1 and 300 seconds.

SEC.AURPFUCD
The reply function code byte
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Possible Values:

• R - Reply to an outstanding WTOR message
• T - Test for an outstanding WTOR message

Sample Value: R
SEC.AURPIMID

The IMS ID string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the IMSID keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: IMSA

SEC.AURPIMKY
Indicates that the IMSID keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
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Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPJBKY
Indicates that the JOBNAME keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPJBNA
The job name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the JOBNAME keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: VTAM

SEC.AURPJNKY
Indicates that the JOBNUMBER keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPJNNM
The JES job number of the WTOR to be replied to
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The contents of the JOBNUMBER keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1406

SEC.AURPMGID
The value of the MSGID or MSGTEXT keyword string used to select matching WTORs. The SEC.AURPMGID or
SEC.AURPTXKY variable determines which keyword was used.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the MSGID or MSGTEXT keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Values: DFS996I (MSGID keyword; maximum length is ten) and DSI803A A44IM (MSGTEXT keyword;
maximum length is 124)

SEC.AURPMGKY
Indicates that the MSGID keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPRIID
The WTOR reply ID to be replied to
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The contents of the REPLYID keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 106

SEC.AURPRIKY
Indicates that the REPLYID keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPRPKY
Indicates that the TEXT keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1
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SEC.AURPRPTX
The text that will be used to reply to an outstanding WTOR message
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the TEXT keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: /DIS A

NOTE
The maximum length is 119 bytes.

SEC.AURPSLCN
The number of criteria a WTOR must match to be eligible for further processing by the OPSREPLY command
processor
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The count of the keywords IMSID, JOBNAME, JOBNUMBER, MSGID, or MSGTEXT, REPLYID,
STEPNAME, and SYSNAME on an OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 3

SEC.AURPSPKY
Indicates that the STEPNAME keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPSPNA
The step name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the STEPNAME keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: NET

SEC.AURPSYKY
Indicates that the SYSNAME keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPSYNA
The system name on which the WTOR to be replied to was issued. This variable is primarily used in a sysplex.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The z/OS system name specified on the SYSNAME keyword of the OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: SYSA

SEC.AURPTXKY
Indicates that the MSGTEXT keyword was entered or that the MSGID keyword was entered with a text string
value greater than ten characters
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPWAKY
Indicates that the WAIT keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSREPLY command processor
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURPWATM
The wait time in seconds
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The contents of the WAIT keyword on the OPSREPLY command processor
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Sample Value: 30
The maximum value is 3600 seconds.

OPAU Variables for OPSREQ Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSREQ security events:

SEC.AURQFUCD
The 1 to 10-character request code
Data Type: Alphabetic, national characters, or both, read-only
Source: The CODE keyword on the OPSREQ command processor
Sample Value: CANUSER

SEC.AURQRQTX
The request text (in most cases, the length of this string cannot exceed 117 characters)
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The TEXT keyword on the OPSREQ command processor
Sample Value: TSOID1

OPAU Variables for OPSRMT Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSRMT security events:

SEC.AURMBULN
The command buffer length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The length of the command verb from OPSRMT
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURMCMBU
The command buffer string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: Command text from OPSRMT
Sample Value: P OPSS

SEC.AURMCMLN
The current command verb length
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The command verb length from OPSRMT type
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AURMCMSR
The current command verb
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The command verb from OPSRMT. OPSRMT doesnot strip aliases from command verbs
Sample Value: P

SEC.AURMDETY
The destination of the command OPSRMT is processing
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: If the value of the SYSID keyword (representing the target system) matches the SYSID for the local
system, the destination is the local system. Otherwise, the destination is a remote system.
Possible Values:

• L-Command destination is the local system
• R-Command destination is a remote system
•  Sample Value: L
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SEC.AURMSYID
The remote/local system ID list that will receive the remote command
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value entered using the OPSRMT SYSID keyword
Sample Value: SYSA SYSB

OPAU Variables for OPSWTO Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSWTO security events:

SEC.AUWTCIKY
Indicates that the CNNAME keyword was entered on the OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO host
command
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 3

SEC.AUWTCNKY
Indicates that the CNID keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTCNNM
The contents of the CNNAME keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO host command
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The CNNAME keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: MASTER

SEC.AUWTDCCD
The WTO or WTOR descriptor codes
Data Type: Binary, read-only
Source: The contents of the DESC keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO host
command
Sample Value: '1000'X

NOTE
This variable contains as many as 16 bytes. To format the variable for printing, use the C2X function in
OPS/REXX.

SEC.AUWTDCKY
Indicates that the DESC keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTDLTM
The delay time in seconds
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The contents of the DELAY keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO host
command
Sample Value: 10

NOTE
This value of the variable will be between 1 and 300 seconds.

SEC.AUWTFUCD
The WTO or WTOR function code byte
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Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The presence of the REPLY keyword determines how OPSWTO or ADDRESS WTO sets this byte
Possible Values:

• R-A WTOR is requested
• W-A WTO is requested

Sample Value: R
SEC.AUWTHIKY

Indicates that the HILITE keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTLOKY
Indicates that the LOWLITE keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTMCFG
The WTO or WTOR MCS flags
Data Type: Binary, read-only
Source: The contents of the MCSFLAGS keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO
host command
Sample Value: '1000'X

NOTE
This variable contains as many as 16 bytes. To format the variable for printing, use the C2X function in
OPS/REXX.

SEC.AUWTMCKY
Indicates that the MCSFLAGS keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTMGID
The WTO or WTOR message ID string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the MSGID keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or ADDRESS WTO host
command
Sample Value: ZRX011

NOTE
The maximum length cannot exceed 10 characters.

SEC.AUWTMGKY
Indicates that the MSGID keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTROCD
The WTO or WTOR route codes
Data Type: Binary, read-only
Source: The contents of the ROUTE keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host
command
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Sample Value: '100000000000000000000000000000000'X

NOTE
This variable contains as many as 16 bytes. To format the variable for printing, use the C2X function in
OPS/REXX.

SEC.AUWTROKY
Indicates that the ROUTE keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTRPKY
Indicates that the REPLY keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTSYNA
The remote/local system ID of the system on which the WTO request will be issued
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The value entered using the OPSWTO SYSTEM keyword
Sample Value: SYSA

SEC.AUWTTXKY
Indicates that the TEXT keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTTXSR
The WTO or WTOR text string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the TEXT keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host
command
Sample Value: 'This is a test message'

SEC.AUWTWAKY
Indicates that the WAIT keyword was entered
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Source: The OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host command
Sample Value: 1

SEC.AUWTWATM
The wait time in seconds
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Source: The contents of the WAIT keyword on the OPSWTO command processor or the ADDRESS WTO host
command
Sample Value: 60

OPAU Variables for SQL Security Events

The Relational Data Framework, System State Manager, and all other SQL-related components of OPS/MVS use the
standard OPS/MVS security exit and AOF security rules. The following variables are available in security rules:

 SEC.AUSQCAID 

A single-character code that represents the environment where the SQL request originated
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 Data Type: Character, read-only

 Source: The environment from which the SQL request originated

 Possible Values: 

• A-ADDRESS SQL (OPS/REXX)
• C-TSO/E CLIST
• D-Remote Automate system
• E-RDF table editor
• O-OPSQL command processor (or SQL alias)
• R-TSO/E REXX
• T-OPSSMTBL command processor (or STATETBL alias)

 Sample Value: A

 SEC.AUSQFTXT  

The complete text of the SQL statement. The maximum size of an SQL statement in OPS/MVS is currently 2048
characters.

 Data Type: Character, read-only

 Source: The SQL statement

 Sample Value: SELECT * FROM STCTBL WHERE NAME=‘VTAM’

 SEC.AUSQFUCD 

The function code returned by the OPSQL command processor. The function code should always be S for SQL.

 Data Type: Character, read-only

 SEC.AUSQHVCN  

The count of host variable references that occur within the SQL statement. This variable can be used as a loop count limit
for reading host variable names and values using the SEC.AUSQHVIX facility for obtaining a specific host variable name
and value.

 Data Type: Integer, read-only

 Source: The SQL statement control block created by the SQL syntax compiler.

 Sample Value: 3

 SEC.AUSQHVIX  

The host variable reference sequence number for obtaining a host variable name or value using the SEC.AUSQHVNA
and SEC.AUSQHVVL variables. The maximum usable value is the value of SEC.AUSQHVCN.

The initial value is 0.

 Data Type: Integer, read/write

 Source: Set by user for host variable name and value retrieval

 Sample Value: 2

 SEC.AUSQHVNA 

The host variable name of the host variable pointed to by the SEC.AUSQHVIX index number. The SQL syntax compiler
creates a table of host variable names in the order they occur in the statement. The index number points to the name
entry to retrieve.

 Data Type: Character, read-only
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 Source: The SQL statement control block created by the SQL syntax compiler.

 Sample Value: VNAME

 SEC.AUSQHVVL  

The host variable value of the host variable pointed to by the SEC.AUSQHVIX index number. Values for host variables are
provided for host variable names in the SQL statement in a separate table at the time that the SQL statement is executed.
In an SQL cursor statement, the values are supplied when the OPEN cursor statement is executed. The DECLARE cursor
statement has no values for the host variables in the SQL statement.

 Data Type: Character/Numeric, read-only

 Source: The SQL host variable input value table (VIL) provided at SQL statement execution.

 Sample Value: CICSAOR

 SEC.AUSQRQTY 

The SQL request type.

 Data Type: Character, read-only.

 Source: The SQL verb of the SQL statement.

 Possible Values: 

• A-Access a SQL table
• U-Update a SQL table

 Sample Value: A

 SEC.AUSQSMTY 

The SQL statement type.

 Data Type: Character, read-only.

 Source: The SQL verb of the SQL statement.

 Possible Values: 

• CA-Alter table add column; AUSQRQTY=U
• CD-Alter table drop column; AUSQRQTY=U
• CL-Close cursor; AUSQRQTY=A
• CT-Create table; AUSQRQTY=U
• DC-Declare cursor; AUSQRQTY=A
• DE-Delete rows; AUSQRQTY=U
• DT-Drop table; AUSQRQTY=U
• FE-Fetch rows; AUSQRQTY=A
• IN-Insert row; AUSQRQTY=U
• OP-Open cursor; AUSQRQTY=A
• SE-Select rows; AUSQRQTY=A
• UP-Update rows; AUSQRQTY=U

 Sample Value: SE

 SEC.AUSQSQST 

The first 128 characters of an SQL statement

 Data Type: Character, read-only
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 Source: The SQL statement

 Sample Value: DROP TABLE TABLE

 SEC.AUSQSYNA 

The list of system names to which the request is being sent. If the request is being sent to the local system, it may be
empty or it may contain the words ALL or EXT.

 Data Type: Character, read-only

 Source: The system keyword on the SQL request

 Sample Value: SYSA

 SEC.AUSQTBLS  

A word delimited list of table names referenced in the SQL statement. Host variable table names are resolved to their
values. Most simple SQL statements have only one table reference that is usually a literal value. More complex SQL
statements such as joins and sub-select clauses will reference more than one table.

 Data Type: Character, read-only

 Source: The SQL statement control block created by the SQL syntax compiler and the host variable value table.

 Sample Value: STCTBL DB2TBL

 Example: Read Host Variable Names and Values into Stem Variable Array 

The following sample code shows how all the host variable names and values in a SQL statement can be read into a stem
variable array for use in:

• Security authorization decisions
• Monitoring of critical table changes from sources outside the OPS/MVS address space.

The host variable names can also be created as simple REXX variables with the correct values.

hvnam.0=SEC.AUSQHVCN             /* Count of host variables */ 

Do ix=1 To hvnam.0               /* Find all the host variables */ 

   SEC.AUSQHVIX=ix               /* Set the host variable index */ 

   hvnam.ix=SEC.AUSQHVNA         /* Get the host variable name */ 

   hvval.ix=SEC.AUSQHVVL         /* Get the host variable value */

   vrc=VALUE(hvnam.ix,hvval.ix)  /* Create the Rexx variable */

End

OPAU Variables for SUBSYSDSN Security Events

The following variables are available for SUBSYSDSN security events:

SEC.AUSSDDNA
The ddname associated with the subsystem data set
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ddname from the JCL
Sample Value: OMREPORT

SEC.AUSSPA01
The OPS/MVS subsystem name
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The first SUBSYS parameter from the JCL
Sample Value: OPSS
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SEC.AUSSPA02
Identifies the interface that is opening the subsystem data set
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The second SUBSYS parameter from the JCL
Possible Values:

• OMEGAMON-OMEGAMON log data set interface
• OPSDSN-OPS/MVS product generic data set interface

Sample Value: OPSDSN
SEC.AUSSPA03

The characteristics of subsystem messages
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The third SUBSYS parameter from the JCL
Possible Values for OPSDSN:

• BLUE-OPSLOG messages are blue
• GREEN-OPSLOG messages are green
• PINK-OPSLOG messages are pink
• RED-OPSLOG messages are red
• TURQ-OPSLOG messages are turquoise
• WHITE-OPSLOG messages are white
• YELLOW-OPSLOG messages are yellow

Possible Values for OMEGAMON:

• CICS-Exceptions originated from OMEGAMON/CICS
• DB2-Exceptions originated from OMEGAMON/DB2
• IMS-Exceptions originated from OMEGAMON/IMS
• MVS-Exceptions originated from OMEGAMON/MVS

Sample Value: RED
SEC.AUSSPA04

A user-defined identifier to uniquely identify the source of messages
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The fourth SUBSYS parameter from the JCL
Sample Value: CICSA

OPAU Variables for System State Manager Security Events

The OPS/MVS OPSSMTBL command processor invokes security rules that have the following variables defined:

SEC.AUSTACTB
The name of the action table specified on the ACTION keyword of the OPSSMTBL command processor
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TSOACTNS

SEC.AUSTFUCD
The function code returned by the OPSSMTBL command processor, which is one of the following:

• A (Add)
• C (Change)
• D (Delete)
• L (List)
• P (Post)
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Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: A

SEC.AUSTMDTB
The first letter of the mode of the table specified through the MODE keyword of the OPSSMTBL command
processor. Mode types are INACTIVE, PASSIVE, ACTIVE, and NOPREREQ.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: P (Passive)

SEC.AUSTNADW
The DOWN state of the table to be operated on, specified on the DOWN keyword of the OPSSMTBL command
processor
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: DOWNSTAT1

SEC.AUSTNATB
The name of the table to be operated, specified on the ADD, CHANGE, DELETE, or LIST keyword of the
OPSSMTBL command processor
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: MYTABLE

SEC.AUSTNAUN
The UNKNOWN state of the table to be operated on, specified on the UNKNOWN keyword of the OPSSMTBL
command processor
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: UNKNOWN1

SEC.AUSTNAUP
The UP state of the table to be operated on, specified on the UP keyword of the OPSSMTBL command processor
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: UPSTATE1

SEC.AUSTOTCR
The name of the table created, if the OPSSMTBL command processor specified the name of a non-existent table
in conjunction with an ADD operation
Data Type: Bit, read-only
Sample Value: 1 (create option specified)

SEC.AUSTSTTB
The name of the System State Manager resource directory table to be read or updated
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SSM_MANAGED_TABLES

SEC.AUSTSYNA
The MSF system name to which the OPSSMTBL command is to be routed for execution
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: MSIX

OPAU Variables for OPSVIEW Security Events

The following variables are available for OPSVIEW security events:

SEC.AUSYCMSR
The OPSVIEW option 6 command string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the COMMAND keyword of the OPSVIEW command
Sample Value: 'D TS,L'
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SEC.AUSYFUCD
The OPSVIEW function code byte
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The OPSVIEW command

NOTE
This variable is not defined at this time.

SEC.AUSYJSNA
The primary JES name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The JESPJESN field of the JESCT
Sample Value: JES3

SEC.AUSYOTSR
The OPSVIEW option string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The option entered with the OPSVIEW command
Sample Value: 3.2

SEC.AUSYSSNA
The subsystem name string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the SUBSYS keyword of the OPSVIEW command
Sample Value: OPST

SEC.AUSYSYID
The remote system ID string
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The contents of the SYSID keyword of the OPSVIEW command
Sample Value: SYSA

OPAU Variables for USS Security Events

The following variables are available for ADDRESS USS security events:

SEC.AUUNFUCD
The server class of the request. Currently, the function code is always U for USS.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS USS host command

SEC.AUUNUNCM
The first 255 bytes of the UNIX command string or CCS for z/OS API request keyword syntax
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS USS host command
Sample Values:

• UNIX Command: ps -a
• CCS for z/OS API Command: Node(UNIPC1) Text('Message for TNG pc')

Note: The case of the text can be mixed.
SEC.AUUNVERB

The verb name that indicates whether a UNIX command or a CCS for z/OS API command is sent to the OSF
server
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS USS host command
Possible Values:
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• USSCMD-UNIX System Services command
• WTO-Framework write-to-operator API
• WTOR-Framework write-to-operator with reply API
• REPLY-Framework reply to write-to-operator with reply API
• CMD-Framework command API
• DOM-Framework acknowledge message API
• PING-Framework ping network node API
• LOGOFF-Command to USS server to shut down
• TRACE-Command to USS server to toggle the command tracing parameter

Sample Value: USSCMD

OPAU Variables for AP Security Events

The following variables are available for ADDRESS AP security events:

SEC.AUAPVERB
The ADDRESS AP command verb
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: The ADDRESS AP host command
Possible Values:

• REXX
• NMFIND
• PPQ WRITE

Sample Value: REXX
SEC.AUAPCOMM

The first 255 bytes of the command text (truncated)
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source:  The ADDRESS AP host command
Sample Value: REXX SYSTEM(APSYS1) PROGRAM(REXXPGM1)

SEC.AUAPSYSN
The 8-byte AP system name as defined in MSF
Data Type: Character, read-only
Source: AP address environment command
Sample Value: MVSSY01

A security rule is required for all AP function calls from OPS/MVS. For example,

)SEC AP*

)PROC

 CmdVerb = SEC.AUAPVERB

 Command = SEC.AUAPCOMM

 Uid = SEC.OPAUUSID

 say "Hello" Uid "using AP command verb: "CmdVerb

 say "Command is:" Command

 return "ACCEPT"

OPAU Variables for OPSAOF Security Events

Only the OPAU Variables for All Security Events are available for ADDRESS AOF security events.
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OPAU Variables for OPSAPI Security Events

Only the OPAU Variables for All Security Events are available for OPSAPI security events.

OPAU Variables for OPSBCP Security Events

Only the OPAU Variables for All Security Events are available for ADDRESS HWS security events.

OPAU Variables for OPSDOM Security Events

Only the OPAU Variables for All Security Events are available for OPSDOM security events.

Debug an SEC Rule

 To debug an SCR rule 

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSESEC parameter to YES
2. Set the SEC event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y.

This lets you view all SEC events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column.

This lets you see recorded SEC events. This record will contain details for each security rule and you can use
additional OPSLOG display columns to further interrogate the event.

Examples SEC Rules

The following security rule example executes for any TSO user attempting to access a RDF table. The rule has logic to
only allow specific users to access specific tables.

)SEC SQL*

)INIT

/* The purpose of this security rule is to allow only specific users */

/* to update specific RDF tables especially SSM type tables.         */

/* Optionally, a GLOBAL.XX variable such as GLOBAL.SSM.USERS could   */

/* contain a list of authorized SSM users. This variable could be    */

/* used in all SSM SEC type rules and can be simply updated via      */

/* OPSVIEW option 4.8.            */

USERS = 'TSOUSR1 TSOUSR2 TSOUSR3 TSOUSR4'   /* List of allowed users */

TABLES = 'STCTBL DASD_TBL MAJORNODES_TBL'

)PROC

if POS(SEC.OPAUUSID,USERS) = 0 then

  do i = 1 to WORDS(TABLES)

    TBL = WORD(TABLES,I)

    if POS(TBL,SEC.AUSQSQST) > 0 then

      return 'REJECT'

  end

The following security rule demonstrates how to limit access to specific OPS/MVS facilities:

)SEC *

)PROC

/*********************************************************************/

/* Variable definitions :                                            */

/* TSOID - Set to current requestor (SEC.OPAUUSID)                   */

/* AUTHUSERS - Set to authorized users as set in global variable     */

/* OPSREQUEST - Set to the attempting OPSMAIN request                */
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/*********************************************************************/

TSOID = SEC.OPAUUSID

AUTHUSERS = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL1.OPSMAINP.USERS','O')

OPSREQUEST = SEC.TYPE

/*********************************************************************/

/* Set the security error message variable and reject any user not   */

/* in the list of authorized users attempting to perform all         */

/* OPSMAIN requests EXCEPT viewing the OPSLOG.                       */

/*********************************************************************/

if POS(TSOID,AUTHUSERS) = 0 & OPSREQUEST ¬= 'OPSBRW' then

  do

    ERRMSG = 'Unauthorized to issue OPSMAIN request -'OPSREQUEST

    SEC.OPAUERMG = ERRMSG

    return 'REJECT'

  end

Time Limit-Exceeding Rules
Time limit-exceeding (TLM) rules provide the ability to intercept events that exceed a time limit when either processor
usage or continuous wait time limits for a batch job or address space are exceeded. An extension to the exceeded time
limit may be granted to prevent the usual termination of the job or address space. The major benefit of TLM rules is the
ability to write the equivalent of an IEFUTL SMF exit in OPS/REXX, rather than assembly language, and to use the power
of OPS/REXX facilities for making time limit extension decisions.

Example: TLM Rule

Assume that a privileged set of TSO users are not subject to the SMF continuous wait time limit when they leave their
sessions unattended. A TLM rule may be installed to extend their session limits each time the wait time limit is exceeded
up to a maximum of ten times.

)TLM *

)INIT

/* Create a STATIC variable with a list of privileged TSO users.*/

/* This variable will be compared against the TLM.JOBNAME TLM   */

/* environmental variable which indicates who just exceeded the */

/* limit.                                                       */

GoodGuys = 'OPER1 SYSPRG1 NETPRG1'

)PROC

/* Verify data from tlm event variables that this is a TSO user */

/* that has exceeded the defined wait limits. If it is, then    */

/* check to see if it is one of the users in the good_guys list */

/* and increase limit if we haven't done it 10 times yet.       */

if TLM.LIMIT = 'WAIT' & TLM.SUBSYS = 'TSO' & ,

 WORDPOS(TLM.JOBNAME,GoodGuys) > 0 & ,

 TLM.WAITCOUNT < 10 then ,

  do

    TLM.EXTEND = 3600                 /* Extend session 1 hour  */

    return "EXTEND"

  end

return "NORMAL"                       /* Let system cancel them */

)END
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Installation Requirements for TLM Rules

Set the parameters INITSMF and TLMRULES to YES.

The installation IEFUTL SMF exit must be implemented.

NOTE
For more information, see the  OPS/MVS  Parameter Reference.

)TLM -- Event Specifier of TLM Rules

The following is the format for coding the TLM event definition section:

)TLM jobnamespec

jobnamespec
Specifies the job name. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify one to eight characters of the job name.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces. You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– CICS* matches CICSA, CICSABC, CICS123 and any other job name containing a CICS prefix.
– CICS*05 matches CICSD05, CICS205, CICS1105, and so on.
– *05 matches any job name ending with 05.
– * alone matches all job names.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of TLM Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use, apply to TLM rules.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of a TLM Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement must specify one of the following values:

NORMAL
Returns without granting a time limit extension. Unless another IEFUTL SMF exit in the system grants an
extension, the system terminates the job or address space.

EXTEND
Extends the time limit exceeded by the number of seconds in the TLM.EXTEND variable.

Default: RETURN NORMAL

The return values listed here are character constants rather than keywords. An unrecognized return value, for example, a
misspelled value, defaults to a value of NORMAL.

If multiple TLM rules are active, and more than one return EXTEND is performed, then the last non-zero value specified
for variable TLM.EXTEND is used as the time extension seconds value.

To nullify the extension granted by a prior TLM rule, a rule may set TLM.EXTEND to zero and return NORMAL.

Execution Considerations for TLM Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a TLM event executes in the address space that exceeded the time limit.
Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of a TLM rule should be performed by scheduling
an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.
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The active JSCB in the ending address space is the region control task, or the initiator. This causes the ACCOUNT,
EXECPGM, and MODULE operands of OPSINFO to return the values for the RCT or initiator program, rather than the
application program that is ending.

The AOF execution limits apply to the processing section of a rule that responds to a time-limit-exceeding event.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of a TLM Rule

The )PROC section of a TLM rule has the following host environments with the following TLM rule characteristics. The
AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter specifies the default host environment for TLM rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MFS LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.
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ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

NOTE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host command is
sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is then returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program
in a server if the WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in a TLM Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in TLM rules. You can use the following unique AOF event variables in the )PROC
section of a TLM rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG display field as an aid in debugging
or implementing rule logic.

TLM.COLOR
The color that the message text will have in OPSLOG browse
Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '00'X

NOTE
Use the OPSCOLOR function of OPS/REXX to set the TLM.COLOR variable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: COLOR
TLM.CPUCOUNT

The number of extensions for CPU time-limit-exceeding that has been granted thus far by TLM rules. This
variable is incremented each time a non-zero extension is granted by TLM rules.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 3 (3 extensions granted)

TLM.CPUSECS
The number of CPU seconds that have been granted thus far by TLM rule extensions. Each time a non-zero
extension is granted by TLM rules, the number of seconds is added to this variable.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 600 (10 minutes of extension)
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TLM.EXTEND
The number of CPU or elapsed time seconds to add to the CPU or wait time limit to allow the job to continue. If
this value remains zero, the job is canceled by the system.
Data Type: Integer, read/write
Sample Value: 120 (2 minute extension)

TLM.JOBNAME
The name of the job that has exceeded the CPU/wait time limit taken. JOBNAME is taken from JMRJOB in the
JMR control block
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IBMUSER
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

TLM.JMRADDR
The address of the JMR control block passed to IEFUTL SMF exit. This address may be used with the OPSTORE
function of OPS/REXX to access any field in the JMR to obtain data that is not provided by the TLM event
variables. The IBM macro IEFJMR maps the contents of the JMR.
Data Type: 4-byte (unprintable), binary
Sample Value: '00ABC004'X

TLM.LIMIT
The type of time limit that has been exceeded by this job
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values:

• JOB-Job processor time limit exceeded
• STEP-Step processor time limit exceeded
• WAIT-SMF continuous wait time limit exceeded
• Sample Value: WAIT (TSO user went home without logging off)

TLM.RDRDATE
The date on which the system input reader recognized the JCL JOB statement for this job. The value is seven
digits long, with the high order four digits set to the year, and the low order three digits set to the day of the year.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 2003023

TLM.RDRTIME
The time at which the system input reader recognizes the JCL JOB statement for this job. The time value is in
hundredths of seconds since midnight.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 3976655

TLM.SUBSYS
The subsystem name of the job used by SMF for workload accounting. Subsystem names are defined in the
SMFPRMxx member of parmlib and extracted from the OUCBSUBN field of the OUCB control block.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TSO

TLM.TEXT
The OPSLOG message text that describes the time-limit-exceeding event for the above JOBNAME
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IBMUSER EXCEEDED WAIT TIME LIMIT
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed
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TLM.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules executing for the same TLM event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write
Notes:

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that executes
for the same TLM event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before passing the variable to
the next rule for the TLM event.

• The primary purpose for the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
TLM.USERCOM

The value contained in the JMRUCOM of the JMR control block. This field is sometimes used to point to tables or
control blocks used by installation SMF exits.
Data Type: 4-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '0A002CFC'X

NOTE
Use the OPSTORE function of OPS/REXX to access any storage pointed to by TLM.USERCOM.

TLM.WAITCOUNT
The number of extensions for wait time limit-exceeding that has been granted thus far by TLM rules. This variable
is incremented each time a non-zero extension is granted by TLM rules.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 3 (3 extensions granted)

TLM.WAITSECS
The number of wait time seconds that have been granted thus far by TLM rule extensions. Each time a non-zero
extension is granted by TLM rules, the number of seconds is added to this variable.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 600 (10 minutes of extension)

Debug a TLM Rule

Debug a TLM rule to intercept and review events that exceed a time limit.

To debug a TLM rule

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSETLM parameter to YES
2. Set the TLM event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y.

This setting lets you view all TLM events.
3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column.

This lets you see recorded TLM events. The column contains details for each time limit-exceeding rule.
You can use additional OPSLOG display columns to further interrogate the event.

Time-of-Day Rules
Time-of-day (TOD) rules let you schedule automation to perform system tasks that must be done at specific times or time
intervals. Additionally, you can use TOD rules to initiate proactive automation, such as probing critical applications to
validate response times or interrogating system resource usage, thus determining potential problems before they occur.
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Installation Requirements for TOD Rules

If you are using the CATCHUPYES or CATCHUPMAN TOD qualifiers as described next, you must have the SYSCHK1
DD allocated to your OPSMAIN task.

NOTE
 For more information on allocating this linear VSAM file for the SYSCHK1 DD, if it was not performed during
your original installation of OPS/MVS, see the Administrating.

)TOD -- Event Definition Section of TOD Rules

Every TOD rule requires the presence of at least one event specifier, with a maximum of ten. You can code the first event
specifier on the )TOD event definition line, as shown in the previous example, or you can code the event on its own line
following the event definition line. If you have any additional specifiers, you must code them one per line, following the first
specifier. Start-time, End-time, Interval, and Max Execs can be declared independently.

Options follow the first event specifier and must be entered in the order that is shown in the previous code sample. Each
of the following options controls the operation of the whole rule, not just the first event specifier.

Use this format for coding the time-of-day event definition section:

)TOD  EventSpecifier1,[MSGALLOW],[CATCHVAL],[SYNCH]

     EventSpecifier2

...

     EventSpecifier10

EventSpecifier
Describes when and how often a TOD rule should execute.
An event specifier has four elements: Start-time, Interval, End-time, and MaxExecs. A comma separates each
element.
Start-time and End-time

(Optional) Start-time and End-time are both defined as a todspec, which may be written in one of several
formats. For example, a todspec can specify a day of the week, a specific date and time, or a delay after
the rule is enabled. End-time must be specified in the same todspec format as Start-time. It is not valid to
specify a day of the week as a Start-time and then specify a specific date as an End-time.

NOTE
Start-time and End-time are optional. You may specify either or both.

Days of the week begin on Sunday at 00:00 and end on Saturday at 23:59. It is invalid to specify a Start-
time that is later than an End-time. For example, you cannot code a rule to begin execution on or before
Saturday and end on or after Sunday.

NOTE
Rules with start and end times that are coded as dates, rather than days of the week, are not
subject to this restriction. Code two event specifiers for the rule, one ending on Saturday and
another starting on Sunday, to avoid this limitation.

WARNING
Start date of 02/29 or 29 FEB is invalid for YEAR interval.

Interval
This element specifies the frequency of rule executions, once Start-time has been satisfied and before
End-time is reached. If interval is omitted, the rule executes only once at Start-time. Interval is the amount
of time, that is, the number of specified time units that the AOF waits between rule executions. It is
expressed as:
n 

interval
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n specifies an integer multiplier indicating the number of interval time units.
interval specifies one of the following time units: DAY(S), WEEK(S), HOUR(S), MINUTE(S) or MIN(S),
SECOND(S) or SEC(S), YEAR.

NOTE

• YEAR does not support an integer multiplier greater than 1.
• You must specify a start date for the YEAR interval.

Example: 2 HOURS, 30 SECS, 1 MIN
MaxExecs

This element is an integer that specifies the maximum number of times a rule executes for the event
specifier. The event specifier no longer triggers the rule once this limit is reached.

MSGALLOW
(Optional) Controls the OPS3900O message, which is an audit trail indicating the next TOD setting for a
rule. Msgallow may be set to MSG to allow the message, or NOMSG to disallow the message. The default
is MSG. Do not specify the Msgallow qualifier more than once in a rule if the TOD rule contains more than
one todspec line.

CATCHVAL
(Optional) Determines whether catch-up processing occurs for the rule. Catch-up processing allows or
disallows a TOD rule to execute if OPS/MVS was not active during its scheduled executing time. Do not specify
the catchval qualifier more than once in a rule if the TOD rule contains more than one todspec line. Valid values
are:

• CATCHUPYES - tells OPS/MVS to perform catch-up processing for this rule.
• CATCHUPNO - tells OPS/MVS not to perform catch-up processing for this rule. This is the default.
• CATCHUPMAN - tells OPS/MVS to ask the operator whether this rule requires catch-up processing.

NOTE

• Timely operator response to a CATCHUPMAN WTOR can influence the executing of subsequent
TOD rules (all of which run under the task that is waiting for operator response).

• Catch-up applies to all event specifiers for the rule in which it is specified.
• Catch-up executing is not considered when OPS/MVS computes whether a rule has reached the

maximum execute-count limit.
• Neither CATCHUPYES nor CATCHUPMAN may be specified on the TOD rule specification when

enabling a dynamic TOD rule. This causes a syntax error and the rule is not enabled.

SYNCH
(Optional) Determines whether TOD rule execution is synchronized on a rounded interval boundary. Do not
specify the synch qualifier more than once in a rule if the TOD rule contains more than one todspec line. Valid
values are:

• SYNCH - Indicates rule execution is synchronized. This is the default.
• NOSYNCH - Indicates that rule execution is not synchronized.

NOTE
The SYNCH value does not apply to TOD rules that specify a time to execute after it is enabled (that is,
rules in which the *+nn value format is used). These rules always execute with a NOSYNCH value.
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Defining the Todspec

You can specify each todspec for TOD rules in the format of a date or time. In addition, you can instruct a TOD rule
to execute at a specified interval after it is enabled. The following syntaxes are available for specifying a date or
time todspec value in TOD rules:

Date
The day, month, year, or day of the week (depending on the format you use to specify the date):

• dd-A two-digit integer (01 through 31) corresponding to a day of the month
•  MMM-One of the following three-character abbreviations for a month: JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL,

AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, or DEC
•  year-A four-digit year (for example, 2002)
•  mm-A two-digit integer (01 through 12) corresponding to a month of the year
•  weekday-The full name of a weekday (for example, SUNDAY, MONDAY)

NOTE
In TOD rules, the week starts on Sunday at 00:00, which implies that Saturday follows Sunday. Start-
time must be before End-time; therefore, it is invalid to start a rule on Saturday and end it on Sunday
if you use the weekday format. For an example, see Start/end order in Rules Governing the Coding of
TOD Event Specifiers.

Format (any of the following):

• dd MMM year 
•  year/mm/dd 
•  weekday

Time
The time in 24-hour military format, as follows:

• hh-A two-digit integer (00 through 23) indicating the hour
•  mm-A two-digit integer (00 through 59) indicating the minutes after the hour
•  ss-A two-digit integer (00 through 59) indicating the seconds after the minute. This value is optional.

Format:hh:mm[:ss]
Start at some interval after rule is enabled

This type of todspec is commonly used in dynamically created TOD rules (explained in Building and Controlling
AOF Rules to initiate automation that needs to be performed at some time interval after a specific event occurs,
as follows:

• nn-a number greater than 0
•  value -DAY(S), WEEK(S), HOUR(S), MINUTE(S) or MIN(S), or SECOND(S) or SEC(S), YEAR. For example,

the following rule executes 1 minute after it is enabled and every 30 seconds thereafter, until it executes a total
of three times:
 )TOD *+1 MINUTE,30 SECONDS,,3

NOTE
This is a special type of TOD rule SPEC that is only eligible to be used one time per TOD rule.

Format: *+nnvalue

Rules Governing the Coding of TOD Event Specifiers

The following rules govern the coding of TOD event specifiers:
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• The number of event specifiers that may be coded is 1 to 10.
• The number of event specifiers allowed per line is 1.
• Uppercase or lowercase letters are acceptable.
• Blank lines are permitted between time event specifiers.
• Any number of blanks is permitted between qualifiers.
• An event specifier may begin in any column, except on the )TOD line.
• An event specifier may use the entire line (72 characters).
• Because TOD rules allow multiple spec lines, a section header must follow them before comments can be used. Either

an )INIT card must be inserted prior to the comment card or the comment must be moved after the )PROC card.
• If your Start-time and Stop-time are exact dates, for example 03 JUN 2002 and 04 JUNE 2002, the End-time must be

in the future. The rule does not enable if End-time has already expired.
• Time defaults:

– If the starting date/time specification contains a time, and the ending date/time specification does not, the time part
of the starting date/time specification is used for the ending date/time specification. For example, given the following
starting and ending specifications, the rule would execute Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday at
08:00 on each day:
)TOD MONDAY 8:00, DAY, FRIDAY

– If the Start-time contains only a time value, with an interval unit of HOURS, MINS, or SECS, and no End-
time is specified, then the default End-time would be midnight each day. For example, given the following TOD
specifications, the rule would execute starting at 15:00 every day, and then execute every 5 minutes until midnight:
)TOD 15:00,5 MINS

– If the Start-time contains a day of the week value, with an interval unit of HOURS, MINS, or SECS, and no End-
time is specified, then the default End-time would be Sunday at 00:00:00. For example, given the following TOD
specifications, the rule would execute starting on Tuesday 08:00, and then execute every 1 hour until Sunday at
00:00:00 and resume again on Tuesday at 08:00:
)TOD TUESDAY 08:00,1 HOUR

– If the TOD specifier contains just a starting specification that contains a day of the week and time value, then the
default End-time would be on a week boundary. For example, given the following TOD specifier, the rule would
execute every Friday at 06:00:00:
)TOD FRIDAY 06:00:00

• Completeness and order of date and time:
Date/time specifications may omit the date or the time, and they may be coded in any order; use a blank to separate
the date and the time, as shown in the following example:
21 JAN 2002 1:20

Omitting the executing date causes the rule to execute every day. If the time is omitted, OPS/MVS assumes it to be
00:00:00, midnight (there is an exception, which is noted in the next rule).

• Start/end order:
The starting date/time specification must indicate a point in time that is before the ending date/time specification. The
following is an example that will not enable because the AOF week starts on Sunday and ends on Saturday:
)TOD FRIDAY,DAY,MONDAY

The correct method to create a TOD rule that executes at midnight on Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday is:

)TOD    FRIDAY,DAY,SATURDAY

        SUNDAY,DAY,MONDAY

• Format compatibility (date/time):
The ending date/time specification must be the same type as the starting date/time specification. For example,
because the ending date/time specification is in day-of-year format while the starting date/time specification is in day-
of-week format, you cannot code:
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)TOD MONDAY,,2002/10/14

• Although you can specify the msgallow, catchval, and synch options only once in a rule, you may specify them on any
line of the TOD-event definition section. You do not have to specify these three qualifiers on the same line with each
other; you may specify them in any combination you wish. The values of these qualifiers apply to all event specifier
values in that rule.

NOTE
 We recommend that you code these options on the first event specifier.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of TOD Rules

The general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various AOF tools that
you can use, apply to TOD rules.

RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of a TOD Rule

The RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of a TOD rule.

Execution Considerations for TOD Rules

The processing section of a TOD rule executes in the OPS/MVS main address space. Therefore, various OPS/
REXX host environments that can cause waits to occur, such as issuing z/OS commands through the ADDRESS
OPER and collecting the command output, can possibly suspend the main address space. The simple rule of thumb to
follow is to keep the logic simple in a TOD rule, and any complex logic or interactive logic that may cause a wait to occur
should be done in an OPS/REXX program that gets triggered to an OSF TSO server on behalf of the TOD rule.

The AOF execution limits apply to the processing section of a rule that responds to a security event.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of a TOD Rule

The )PROC section of a TOD rule has the following host environments with the following TOD rule characteristics. The
AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter specifies the default host environment for TOD rules.

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Runs inline. Waits for output in the external data queue.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
Runs inline. Waits for output that is returned in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a WTO. The AOFDEST parameter specifies the destination.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to an OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.
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ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to the specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, it does not wait. If the facility is MSF, a slight wait occurs.
Output is returned to the external data queue.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Runs Inline. Returns output in variables.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to the external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Runs Inline. Waits for output in stem variables.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to the specified console. If you attempt a WTOR, it runs inline and then the WTOR
waits for a response in the external data queue.

AOF Variables Available in a TOD Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in TOD rules, as described in AOF Rule Tools. You can use the following unique
AOF event variables in the )PROC section of a TOD rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG
display field as an aid in debugging or implementing rule logic.

TOD.CATCHUP
A value indicating whether a TOD rule is executing as usual or in catch-up mode
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values:

• Y-The rule is executing in catch-up mode
• N-The rule is executing as usual

Sample Value: Y
Notes:

• The TOD.CATCHUP variable is similar to the Automate &CATCHUP environmental variable.
• A rule is executing in catch-up mode when it first executes at OPS/MVS initialization and either:
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– The value of the catchup optional TOD qualifier is CATCHUPYES.
– The value of the catchup optional TOD qualifier is CATCHUPMAN, and the reply of the operator to the

WTOR concerning CATCHUPMAN rules is YES.

TOD.FIREMISSED
The TOD.FIREMISSED variable contains 5 pieces, or words, of information. The information in these words
depends on whether the rule that is currently executing is executing as a result of catch-up processing:

• If the rule is executing as a result of catch-up processing, TOD.FIREMISSED contains information about the
last time the rule should have executed but did not.

• If the rule is not executing as a result of catch-up processing, TOD.FIREMISSED contains information about
the current execution of the rule.

Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values: This list explains the contents of the 5 words:

• Word 1-If the rule is executing in catch-up mode, this is the date when the rule was last scheduled to execute
but did not, in the form yyyy/mm/dd. If the rule is not executing in catch-up mode, this is the current date, in the
format yyyy/mm/dd.

• Word 2-If the rule is executing in catch-up mode, this is the time when the rule was last scheduled to execute
but did not, in the form hh:mm:ss. If the rule is not executing in catch-up mode, this is the current time, in the
format hh:mm:ss.

• Word 3-If the rule is executing in catch-up mode, this is the date when the rule was last scheduled to execute
but did not, in Julian format: yyyyddd. If the rule is not executing in catch-up mode, this is the current date, in
Julian format: yyyyddd.

• Word 4-If the rule is executing in catch-up mode, this is the time, calculated as seconds since January 1, 1980
(the date when IBM introduced the PC), when the rule was last scheduled to execute but did not. If the rule is
not executing in catch-up mode, this is the current time, calculated as seconds since January 1, 1980.

• Word 5-If the rule is executing in catch-up mode, this is the day of the week (SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU,
FRI, SAT) when the rule was last scheduled to execute but did not. If the rule is not executing in catch-up
mode, this is the current day of the week.

Sample Value: 2002/08/25 14:29:00 2002237 493828140 FRI
Note: The TOD.FIREMISSED variable was developed to support the Automate &CDATE, &CDAY, &CTIME,
&CJULDATE, and &CCLOCK environmental variables.

TOD.NEXTFIRE
A value indicating the next time a rule will execute
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values:

• The date and time the rule will execute, in yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss format
• NONE if the rule will not execute again

Sample Value: 2002/08/25 14:30:00
Note: The next execute date in automateable message OPS3900O is in the yyyy/mm/dd format. For example:
OPS3900O RULE O.TODTEST FOR TOD 2002/08/25 14:30 SET

TOD.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same TOD event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/write
Notes:
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• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros.
• The OPS/MVS Test Facility shows TOD events both before and after AOF processing.
• OPSLOG Browse does not show TOD events unless one of these conditions is true:

– The OPS/MVS BROWSETOD parameter is set to YES, allowing the event to appear in OPSLOG
Browse before AOF processing.

– The OPS/MVS RULETRACE parameter is set to ON, allowing the event to appear in OPSLOG
Browse after AOF processing.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER

Debug a TOD Rule

For a discussion on debugging techniques that you can use in all AOF rules, see Coding Guidelines.

Examples TOD Rules Event Specifiers

This section contains examples of various TOD rule event specifiers. In the following examples, a week runs from Sunday
to Saturday.

• Example 1: This rule executes every day of the week, every five minutes, on a five-minute boundary from midnight:
)TOD ,5 MIN

• Example 2: This rule executes every day, every five minutes, on a five-minute boundary from the time the rule is
enabled:
)TOD ,5 MIN,,,,,NOSYNCH

• Example 3: This rule executes every 15 minutes on Friday and Saturday:
)TOD FRIDAY,15 MIN

• Example 4: This rule executes every hour, Monday through Friday:
)TOD MONDAY,1 HOUR,SATURDAY

• Example 5: This rule executes every two hours on Saturday and Sunday:
)TOD SUNDAY,2 HOURS,MONDAY

     SATURDAY,2 HOURS

• Example 6: This rule executes every half hour from 12:00 to 15:00, every day:
)TOD 12:00,30 MIN,15:00

• Example 7: This rule executes every day at 8:00 for the next seven days:
)TOD 08:00,,,7

• Example 8: This rule executes every day at 01:00 and it will catch up if OPS/MVS is down:
)TOD 01:00,,,,,CATCHUPYES

• Example 9: This rule executes every hour, on the hour, from 8:00 December 25 through 7:00 December 26:
)TOD 25 DEC 2002 08:00,1 HOUR,26 DEC 2002 08:00

Examples Complete TOD Rules

Example 1:

)TOD 02:00,,,,,CATCHUPYES

)PROC                                                       

/*********************************************************/ 

/* This TOD rule will fire 2 AM every day to simply      */ 

/* set up the initiators to handle the backup period.    */ 

/*********************************************************/ 

/*********************************************************/ 
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/* Send information message to sysplex master console    */ 

/* to indicate that we are configuring initiators using  */ 

/* the OPS/REXX ADDRESS WTO host environment. Use the    */ 

/* OPS/REXX OPSINFO function to obtain the name of the   */

/* sysplex master console.                               */  

/*********************************************************/ 

CONSOLE=OPSINFO('MSTCONSNM')    /* GET CURRENT PLEX MSTR */ 

address WTO                                                 

"MSGID(OPSAUTO5) TEXT('INITS CONFIGURED FOR BACKUPS')",     

   "CNNAME("CONSOLE")"

/*********************************************************/

/* Issue commands to set initiators using OPS/REXX       */ 

/* ADDRESS OPER host command environment.                */

/*********************************************************/ 

address OPER 

"COMMAND($TI1-10,ABC) NOOUTPUT" 

"COMMAND($TI11-20,EFG) NOOUTPUT"

Example 2: The following two rules demonstrate how to use dynamic TOD rules to initiate a programmatic action at a time
after an event occurs. The first rule creates the TOD rule and the second rule deletes the dynamic TOD rule.

For details about the logic, see the comments in the rules.

)MSG DFHPA1108

)PROC 

/**************************************************************/

/* This rule will fire on a very early CICS initialization    */

/* message and simply create a dynamic TOD rule to fire 30    */

/* minutes from now. The JOBNAME of this CICS region will     */

/* be used as the name of the TOD rule allowing these monitor */

/* rules to perform this check for all CICS regions. the logic*/

/* of the TOD rule is to simply issue a notification message  */

/* to the local master console that indicates that a CICS did */

/* not initialize. This TOD rule will be deleted on the       */

/* initialization message, meaning that the region is OK and  */

/* thus no message will be issued.                            */

/* DFHPA1108  A04IC4SL DFHSIT6$ HAS BEEN LOADED.              */

/**************************************************************/

REGION = MSG.JOBNAME        /* GET THE REGION NAME OF MESSAGE */

/* Queue the text of the dynamic TOD rule to the EDQ          */

queue ")TOD *+30 MINS " 

queue ")PROC" 

queue "CONSOLE=OPSINFO('LOCMSTCONSNM')" 

queue "address WTO" 

queue "'MSGID(ALERT:) TEXT(''CICS "REGION" HAS NOT INITIALIZED'')',"

queue "'CNNAME('CONSOLE') DESC(2)'" 

/* ENABLE THE DYNAMIC TOD RULE WITH NAME OF THE REGION        */

address AOF "ENABLE *DYNAMIC."REGION 

)MSG DFHSI1517 
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)PROC          

/**************************************************************/

/* This rule will delete dynamic TOD rule that was ENABLEd for*/ 

/* this region during startup, thus indicating all is well.   */  

/*   DFHSI1517 A04IC4S1 Control is being given to CICS.       */ 

/**************************************************************/ 

REGION = MSG.JOBNAME        /* GET THE REGION NAME OF MESSAGE */ 

MSG.TEXT=TRANSLATE(MSG.TEXT)  /* UPPER CASE THE MESSAGE       */ 

/* VERIFY THAT THIS REALLY IS THE CONTROL GIVEN TO MESSAGE    */ 

if POS('CONTROL IS BEING GIVEN TO CICS',MSG.TEXT) > 0 then

address AOF "DISABLE *DYNAMIC."REGION

UNIX System Services Rules
UNIX System Services (USS) message rules allow you to write automation procedures for messages that originate from
CCS for z/OS.

Message sources in the CCS for z/OS include:

• The USS SYSLOG daemon
• Locally generated CCS for z/OS messages
• NSM messages that are forwarded to the Event Manager component by other platforms and systems (such as

Windows and UNIX servers)

A rule responds to a USS message event when one of the following occurs:

• A local USS application writes a message to the USS syslog.
• A message is created by or forwarded to CCS for z/OS on the local system.

A special USS event type is also provided in USS AOF rules to monitor the creation and termination of every USS
process. These events are created using the USS dynamic system exits which are activated by setting the OPS/
MVS parameter INITUSSPROC to a value of YES at product initialization.

• A USS process event message with the fixed message ID of USSPROCBEG is generated for the creation of every
new USS process.

• A USS process event message with the fixed message ID of USSPROCEND is generated for the termination of every
USS process.

• An extended set of USS AOF rule variables is defined for USS process events in order to provide detailed process
information not normally available in conventional USS message rules.

Installation Requirements for USS Rules

The CCS for z/OS must be active on the system.

The optional USS component of OPS/MVS must be installed.

Set the parameters INITUSS and USSRULES to YES.

Installation Requirements for USS Process Event Rules

The USS process event rule feature does not require any CCS components or the OPS/MVS USS server components.
The BROWSEUSSPROC parameters control the processing of these events.

NOTE
 For more information, see Administrating .
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)USS -- Event Specifier of USS Rules

Use this format for coding the USS event definition section:

)USS msgidspec

msgidspec
Specifies the message ID specifier. Follow these guidelines when specifying the character string:

• Specify one to ten characters of the message ID.
• The string cannot contain embedded blank spaces. You can use the wildcard (*) character. For example,

– IMW* matches IMW234, IMW56, IMW6705 and any other USS event identifier containing an IMW prefix.
– IMW*05 matches IMWCD05, IMW205, IMW67505, and so on.
– *05 matches any message ending with 05.
– * alone matches all messages.

NOTE
 For information on using this specifier, see Coding Guidelines.

• Lowercase letters are acceptable, but the AOF converts them to uppercase for event testing.

)USS USSPROCBEG -- Event Specifier of USS Process Event Rules

USS process events generate the following USS messages for USS AOF rule processing:

USSPROCBEG DENM44SS 03FD 67108949 SPAWN INIT /bin/onetstat

USSPROCEND DENM44SS 03FD 67108949 SPAWN TERM /bin/onetstat

The data elements in these messages are:

• A fixed message ID for begin or end of a process
• The job name of the process.
• The ASID of the process in printable hex.
• The USS process number of the process.
• The USS service that caused the process to be created.
• The word INIT for process initialization events or the word TERM for termination events. If the process terminates

abnormally the TERM word may be replaced by MEMTERM or ABTERM.
• The USS program name associated with the process. This name can be up to 128 characters long. The message

text can be truncated in OPSLOG if the program name is too long. The full message text is available in the AOF rule
variable USS.FULLTEXT.

Because USS process events have only two static message IDs, use the following format for coding the USS process
event definition section:

)USS USSPROCBEG or USSPROCEND or USSPROC*

)PROC

  IF uss.type <> 'PROCESS' Then Return 0

You should code one USS rule for each message ID. In the USSPROCBEG rule, use the program path name and
additional event data to determine if the process is managed by SSM. If so, the current state of the USS resource would
be changed to the UP state and the process ID, job name, ASID, and exit timestamp would be added to the data columns
of the USS resource for stopping the resource when requested. In the USSPROCEND rule, you can use the same
process information to match the USS resource in SSM and set the current state to the DOWN state.

Initialization, Processing, and Termination Sections of USS Rules

USS rules follow the general guidelines for coding the initialization, processing, and termination sections and the various
AOF tools that you can use.
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RETURN Statements in the )PROC Section of a USS Rule

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement has no special meaning in the processing section of a USS rule. The return value
has no effect on AOF processing.

Execution Considerations for USS Rules

The processing section of a rule that responds to a USS message event executes in the address space that is running
CCS for z/OS. This address space varies depending on how the Event Manager process (CAIOPR) is started in a USS
address space of z/OS. Therefore, any type of logic that could possibly suspend the processing of a USS rule should be
performed by scheduling an OPS/REXX program to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO, TSL, or TSP server.

The AOF execution limits apply to the processing section of a rule that responds to a security event.

OPS/REXX Host Environments in the )PROC Section of a USS Rule

The )PROC section of a USS rule has the following host environments with the following USS rule characteristics:

ADDRESS AOF
Sent to OPS/MVS. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS AP
Sent to MSF and then forwarded to the AP system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS EPI
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS HWS
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS LXCON
The VM and Linux command requests sent to USS server for execution. Does not wait. Output is not returned.
The List request runs inline and returns VM and Linux system data in stem variables.

ADDRESS MESSAGE
Sent as a route code|WTO.

ADDRESS MQ
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS NETMAN
Sent to the OPS/MVS internal Netman request queue to issue MGPT commands. Does not wait. Output is not
returned.

ADDRESS NETMASTR
Sent to NetMaster NM for SNA on the local system. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
Sent to a specified facility. If the facility is ECF or OSF, does not wait. If the facility is MSF, slight wait occurs. The
external data queue returns the output.

NOTE
If the command is MSF LIST, no wait occurs.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS OSF
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers.
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ADDRESS OSFTSL
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSL servers.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Schedule TSO commands, CLISTs, or REXX EXECs to OPS/MVS OSF TSP servers.

ADDRESS SOF
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS SQL
Does not wait. Processed synchronously for requests that can be satisfied on the local system. Output is returned
in stem variable. Error messages, if any, are returned to an external data queue.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Not supported. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server to perform this functionality.

ADDRESS TSO
Sent to an OSF TSO server. Does not wait. Output is not returned.

ADDRESS USS
Sent to a USS server. Does not wait. Output is not returned. Schedule an OPS/REXX program in a server if a
command output interrogation is needed.

ADDRESS WTO
Does not wait. Output is sent to specified (or default) destination. When attempting a WTOR, host command is
sent to a TSO server for execution. The response is then returned to the server. Schedule an OPS/REXX program
in a server if the WTOR response interrogation is needed.

AOF Variables Available in a USS Rule

You can use all AOF variable types in USS rules. You can use the following unique AOF event variables in the )PROC
section of a USS rule, and you can manually interrogate the corresponding OPSLOG display field as an aid in debugging
or implementing rule logic.

USS.ATTRIBUTE
The Event Manager console display flag byte for the video display attributes of the message

• '00'X-Default (low intensity)
• '01'X-Make the message blink
• '02'X-Display the message in reverse video

Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '01'X

NOTE
ATTRIBUTE is a bit flag, and bits can be combined. '03'X means blinking reverse video.

USS.AUTOTOKN
The first 8 characters of the platform name on which the message originated. This value is extracted from the
USS.TAG variable for inclusion in OPSLOG.
Data Type: Character, read/write
Sample Value: OS390
For USS process events, this variable contains an abbreviated name for the z/OS dynamic exit that created the
event.
Possible values are:

• POSTINIT
• IMAGINIT
• PRETERM
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OPSLOG Browse Column: AUTOTOKN
USS.CATEGORY

A character string assigned by the issuer of the message for message clarification
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: System error

USS.COLOR
The color that the message text will use in OPSLOG Browse. This message is initially set to the message color in
the Event Manager console display.
Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '00' X

NOTE
Use the OPSCOLOR function of OPS/REXX to set the USS.COLOR variable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: COLOR
USS.DESC

The z/OS descriptor codes for the message. If the Event Manager highlights this message, descriptor code 2 is
set.
Data Type: 2-byte binary (unprintable), read/write
Sample Value: '4000' X

NOTE
Use the OPSBITS function of OPS/REXX to set the USS.DESC variable. For a description of message
descriptor codes, see the IBM documentation.

OPSLOG Browse Column: ROUTE or ROUTEX
USS.DEVICE

A character string that identifies a device associated with an SNMP trap message that was captured by the
CATRAPD daemon and converted to a message in the Event Manager.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: MVS25B (DASD volume)

USS.FACILITY
A character string assigned by the issuer of the message primarily for identifying the application or source of the
message
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SAPR3
For USS process events, this variable contains one of the following:

• The USS program name associated with the process. This is equivalent to the last node of the full path name
of the file.

• A z/OS program name.

USS.FLAGS
The message type, taken from the OPS/MVS message flags described below
Data Type: 2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '8000' X
Message Flags: The OPS/MVS product sets the following flags with the following bits:

• '8000' X-Single line message flag
• '4040' X-WTOR message flag
• '8040' X-Immediate action message flag set (if message is highlighted in the Event Manager)

OPSLOG Browse Column: OPSFLAGS
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USS.FULLTEXT
The complete text (up to 3000 characters) of the message taken from the Event Manager message block that
was passed to the OPS/MVS USS message exit. For USS process events, the value is the complete text of the
USSPROCBEG or USSPROCEND message.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: USR98765 The names of everybody in the company: Joe, Jill, Sam, Sandra, John, Jane, and so
on

USS.ID
The message identifier, usually the first token or the first blank delimited word of the message text
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IEF125I

NOTE
The USS.ID variable value determines which message rules execute for the current message event.
This variable never contains any special screen characters, leading, or trailing blanks.

OPSLOG Browse Column: MSGID
USS.JOBID

The identifier that JES2 or JES3 assigned to the Event Manager address space. If the address space was created
using the MSTR subsystem, the value is the first five characters of the job name.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: S12345
For USS process events, this variable contains the job ID of the address space running the process.
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBID

USS.JOBNAME
The job name of the USS address space that is running the Event Manager. The value of this variable varies
depending on how the Event Manger task is started.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: BPXOINIT
For USS process events, this variable contains the job name of the address space running the process.
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

USS.MSGFLAGS
The Event Manager message flag for special processing display options and handling:

• '01'X-Put the message in the held message display area
• '02'X-Highlight the message
• '04'X-The message was forwarded by the security access facility
• '08'X-Print the WTOR ID number to standard output (stdout)
• '10'X-Bypass Event Manager rules processing
• '20'X-Do not display the message on the Event Manager console
• '40'X-The source of event is the Windows event log

Data Type: 1-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '03'X

USS.MSGUSER
The security user ID responsible for issuing the message. On the mainframe, this value is the user ID from the
particular security package in use. On Windows, the current logon ID is the usual value. A \ may separate the user
ID from other security-related information.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: IBMUSER
For USS process events, this variable contains the process user ID and alias in the format userid/alias.
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USS.NODE
The TCP/IP host name that issued the message. For messages issued from the CCS for z/OS, this is the z/OS
TCP/IP host name. For messages issued from a Windows platform, this value is the Domain\Node name.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SY23TCPN

USS.PROCESS
A character string composed of the process ID number and the program name of the message issuer. It is usually
in the form processid,program. The UNIX command KILL requires the process ID to terminate a USS program.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 000356, OPSAEX
For USS process events, this variable contains the same value as the USS.PRCREATE variable (see the
following section).

USS.REPLYID
The reply number associated with a NSM message generated by the CAWTOR command or API
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: 11Notes:

• This variable is valid only for WTORs.
• The reply ID appears at the front of the USS.FULLTEXT variable; it is enclosed in parentheses.

OPSLOG Browse Column: First part of the text field when the message is a WTOR
USS.REPORTID

The first 8 characters of the facility or application name contained in the message. This value is extracted from the
USS.FACILITY variable for inclusion in OPSLOG.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TAPEMGMT
For USS process events, this variable contains one of the following:

• The first eight characters of the process program name following the last '/'
• A z/OS program name

OPSLOG Browse Column: DSPNAME
USS.SEVERITY

A single character indicating the importance of the message. The issuer of the message assigns severity.
Possible Values:

• I-An informational message
• W-A warning message
• E-A serious error message
• S-Successful completion of a function
• F-Failure to complete a function

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: I

USS.SYNA
The system name of the system issuing the message
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: MVS34

NOTE
The system name is derived from the SYSNAME parameter specified in the appropriate
IEASYSxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSNAME or SYNA
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USS.SYSID
The system ID of the system where the message was issued (usually the SMF ID). For JES3 messages, the
SYSID value derives from the MPNAME field of the Active Main Processor Control Table. For JES2 messages,
the SYSID value derives from the SMF ID string.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: S000

NOTE
The OPSLOG Browse column displays two characters of this variable, not the complete field. The OPS/
MVS BROWSEIDFORMAT parameter determines which characters are displayed. For a description of
the BROWSEIDFORMAT parameter, see the Parameter Reference.

OPSLOG Browse Column: SYSID
USS.TAG

A character string that identifies the type of platform that originated the message

• OS390-CCS for z/OS
• WNT-Windows workstation

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: OS390
For USS process events, this variable contains an abbreviated name for the z/OS dynamic exit that created the
event.
Possible Values:

• POSTINIT
• IMAGINIT
• PRETERM

USS.TERMNAME
The first 8 characters of the network host name on which the message originated. This value is extracted from the
USS.NODE variable for inclusion in OPSLOG.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: NODESY01
For USS process events, this variable contains a system terminal name, if applicable.
OPSLOG Browse Column: TERMNAME

USS.TEXT
The first 128 characters of the USS message, taken from the Event Manager message block passed to
the OPS/MVS USS message exit. For USS process events, the value is the potentially truncated text of the
USSPROCBEG or USSPROCEND message.
Data Type: Character, read/write
Sample Value: WIN 12345 NSM now active on node IPNODE1
OPSLOG Browse Column: Text is always displayed.

USS.TOKEN
The Event Manager token number is a numeric value that can be the reply ID for a WTOR, an internal record
number in the message database, or an offset into the message database. Except for a WTOR, this field is
usually 0.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 3
OPSLOG Browse Column: TOKEN

USS.TYPE
A character string indicating the type of the message issued
Possible Values:
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• WTO-A standard message
• WTOR-A message expecting a reply
• COMMAND-An echo message of a command entered
• PROCESS -- For USS process events, distinguishes USS process events from other USS messages having

the same message IDs
• REPLY-A reply to a WTOR message
• NKNOWN-Type cannot be classified

Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: WTO

USS.USER
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same USS message event. The
variable can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable
through OPSLOG Browse.
Data Type: User-defined, read/writeNotes:

• Before AOF processing, this variable is initialized to binary zeros. It is then passed to each rule that executes
for the same USS message event; each rule can look at or change the variable contents before passing the
variable to the next rule for the USS message event.

• The primary purpose of the USER variable is to provide a method to pass a small amount of data between the
rules. This data may be binary or mixed case. The USER field may also be used for filtering in the OPSLOG.
However, USER data used for OPSLOG filtering must be uppercase and displayable.

OPSLOG Browse Column: USER
USS.USERDATA

Defines an arbitrary character string assigned by the issuer of the message to pass data related to the message
for automation or diagnostic purposes.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TERMERR=100

USS.USERID
The user ID of the security product on your system. This value is always the ACF2 user ID from the ACFASVT or
the RACF user ID from the current ACEE of the USS address space that is running the Event Manager.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: SYSPG01
OPSLOG Browse Column: USERID

USS.WORKLOAD
The name of a workload to which the message is related. This message field is to be used by the Workload
Management application of NSM.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: UNIWKLD
For USS process events, this variable contains the same value as the USS.PRTERM variable (see the following
section).

USS.WORKSTATION
The name of the workstation on which a workload is performed. This could be a computer or a physical location.
This variable is to be used by the NSM Workload Management application.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TAPE BACKUP

USS.WTOID
The Event Manager message number assigned by the issuer of the message. This is usually a number that
appears somewhere in the message ID field, such as 999 in message ID CASH_999_W. This field is usually 0.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
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Sample Value: 1032
OPSLOG Browse Column: WTOID

Additional AOF Variables Available in a USS Process Event Rule

In addition to the normal USS message AOF variables, the following variables are defined for USS process events only.
The variables that begin with 'cr' are for the creating process information when a process creation event has occurred.
These variables are null for a process termination event. The variables that begin with 'pr' are for the process that has
been created or terminated.

The following USS rule process event REXX stem variables are available:

USS.CRALIAS
The alias name of the z/OS security user name associated with the creating process. This value is usually the
same as USS.CRUSERID.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: USSWIZ

USS.CRASID
The z/OS address space number in which the creating process is running.
Data Type: 2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '00AB'X

USS.CRJOBNAME
The z/OS job name of the address space in which the creating process is running.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TESTJOB1

USS.CRPGMNAME
The name of the z/OS program or HFS or zFS in compatibility mode path file name associated with the creating
process.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: /bin/sh

USS.CRPID
The USS process id number of the creating process.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 123789

USS.CRUSERID
The z/OS security user name associated with the creating process
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: USSGURU

USS.PRALIAS
The alias name of the z/OS security user name associated with the process. This value is usually the same as
USS.PRUSERID
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: USSWIZ

USS.PRASID
The z/OS address space number in which the process is running.
Data Type: 2-byte binary (unprintable), read-only
Sample Value: '00BA'X
OPSLOG Browse Column: ASID

USS.PRCREATE
The type of USS service that was used to create the process.
Data Type: Character, read-only
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Possible Values:

• FORK-the USS fork service
• SPAWN-the USS spawn service
• ATEXEC-the USS attach_exec service
• ATEXMVS-the USS attach_execmvs service
• 1STCALL-the process was created when a program called any USS service function. When the task that

caused the process to be created ends, the process ends.

Sample Value: FORK
USS.PRJOBNAME

The z/OS job name of the address space the process in which the process is running.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: TESTJOB2
OPSLOG Browse Column: JOBNAME

USS.PRPGMNAME
The name of the z/OS program or HFS or zFS in compatibility mode path file name associated with the process.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: /u/bin/myprog

USS.PRPID
The USS process id number of the created or terminated USS process.
Data Type: Integer, read-only
Sample Value: 147249

USS.PRTERM
The type of termination that ended the process.
Data Type: Character, read-only
Possible Values:

• TERM-Normal termination
• MEMTERM-the process is being terminated by address space termination.
• ABTERM-the process terminated abnormally

For process initialization events the value is always INIT.
Sample Value: TERM

USS.PRTIMESTMP
The date and time the process was created. Because process ID numbers can be reused by USS, the
combination of process number and create time serve as a unique value to identify the process.
Data Type: 8-byte binary value in z/OS time-of-day clock format
Sample Value: 'B256FC206E6980AB'X

USS.PRUSERID
The z/OS security user name associated with the process
Data Type: Character, read-only
Sample Value: USSGURU
OPSLOG Browse Column: USERID

Debug a USS Rule

 To debug a TLM rule 

1. Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEUSS parameter to YES.
2. Set the USS event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y.

This lets you view all USS events.
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3. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column.
This lets you see recorded USS events. This record contains details of each USS event for which you can use
additional OPSLOG display columns to further interrogate each event.

Example of a USS Rule
The following is an example of a USS message rule that informs System State Manager that the new IBM
Web Server product is running in OMVS:
)USS IMW35361

)PROC

/* Inform SSM component that IBM web server running in OMVS has */

/* initialized (CURRENT_STATE = 'UP'). we'll also extract the   */

/*  USS process id and place it in the STCTBL table. This    */

/* ID will be used in the shutdown procedures of the server.    */

if USS.NODE = USS.SYNA then   /* Be sure msg from our system */

  do

    parse upper var USS.PROCESS PROCID '/' .  /* GET USS PROCESS ID */

                                 /* NEEDED TO STOP THIS PROCESS */

    /* Use OPS/REXX SQL host environment to update SSM table    */

    address SQL "UPDATE STCTBL SET CURRENT_STATE = 'UP',",

    "PROCESSID = "PROCID" WHERE NAME = 'WEBSERV'"

/* send a message to a remote UNICENTER server  */

    MSGTXT = 'OPSAUTO1 IBM WEB server initialized at 'TIME()

    address USS

    "WTO TEXT('"MSGTXT"') NODE(MAINUNI) "

  End

return

Using OPS/MVS
This section contains the following articles:

• Begin Using the Product
You can use several methods to automate your system and test your automation rules.

• Understanding OPS/MVS Messages
Review the format for OPS/MVS messages.

• Using Global Variables
Global variables can contain many types of data. This data can be critical to the proper operation of OPS/MVS itself,
and all its components, or it can be relevant only to one small, user-written application.

• Using EasyRule
EasyRule is a panel-driven rule generator, offering a fill-in-the-blanks approach to building an OPS/MVS rule.
EasyRule not only makes generating rules fast and easy, but it also makes updating them quick and convenient.

• Using OPS/REXX
OPS/REXX is a powerful, SAA-compliant programming language that adds to standard REXX a set of extensions that
automate and enhance the productivity of z/OS operations.

• Using System State Manager
The System State Manager (SSM) facility automates and controls the management of system resources, such as
started tasks, subsystems, JES initiators, and VTAM nodes. SSM supervises system resources, such as running tasks
and peripheral devices. The goal of the SSM engine involves always keeping a resource in its desired state.

• Using SSM Global Application
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The System State Manager Global Application (SSMGA) uses some basic features of SSM, and a new REXX-coded
application, to implement monitoring and control of operations that span multiple systems.

• Using Group Manager
Group system resources under the control of the System State Manager and to monitor the status of resource groups.

• Using Schedule Manager
You can schedule the desired state of one or more resources by date, by day of the week, or by time of day. Being able
to schedule the desired state of resources enables you to automatically configure them at any time, including system
IPL time, when batch job schedules may not be active. The only requirement is that OPS/MVS be active. You can
define many alternate configurations of system resources into one or more Schedule Manager schedules.

• Using the Relational Data Framework
The SQL-based Relational Data Framework provided by OPS/MVS stores system information used by AOF rules and
automation procedures. The OPS/MVS Relational Data Framework facility lets you use Structured Query Language
(SQL) statements to manage the large amounts of data required by AOF rules and automation procedures.

• Editing Relational Tables
These relational tables organize the information about your system that rules and automation procedures collect.

• External Product Interface (EPI)
You cannot start the EPI automatically at product initialization and then leave it alone; this is because the EPI
communicates with other VTAM applications that may be active when the EPI (OPS/MVS) starts. The EPI depends on
VTAM availability, unlike the rest of OPS/MVS. The following discussion assumes that you operate the EPI manually.
However, to automate any EPI operation task that you perform regularly and manually, you should make the maximum
use of the OPS/MVS AOF component.

• Using the EPI Recording and Playback Options
Using the EPI recording and playback options makes designing REXX automation EXECs for VTAM application
sessions easier.

• Enhanced Console Facility
The ECF is part of the OPS/MVS base product, so it requires no separate installation. The ECF is controlled by
a number of product parameters, which are set with the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function or the OPSPARM TSO
command.

• Multi-System Facility
The Multi-System Facility (MSF) allows multiple copies of the product running on different z/OS images to
communicate with each other through a variety of communication protocols. These z/OS images may be in a single
data center, or they may be spread out around the world. Many of the OPS/MVS command processors, OPS/REXX
host command environments, and OPS/REXX functions can perform their operations on any connected system.

• Expert System Interface
Gain access to some OPS/MVS facilities from an application written in a high-level language or in assembler language.

• CICS Operations Facility
The CICS Operations Facility (COF) lets the product control, operate, and administer one or more CICS regions.

• IMS Operation Facility
The IMS Operation Facility (IOF) is an optional feature that lets the product operate one or more IMS Control Regions
so as to seamlessly integrate them with the OPS/MVS operation of z/OS and JES

• NetView Operations Facility
The NetView Operations Facility (NOF) component lets you combine the OPS/MVS system automation capabilities
with the network automation features of NetView.

• SMF Reporting Using AME
The Automation Measurement Environment (AME) collects, records, and reports on the system events that OPS/MVS
reacts to and the actions that it takes to address those events.

• Using WebCenter
WebCenter is a web browser interface that lets you access operations functions such as monitoring and history.

• Sample Automation
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The product distributes sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs that demonstrate various aspects of automating
operations in a mainframe environment.

• Health Checks
The CA Health Checker enables other mainframe products to create health checks to run under the IBM Health
Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by
checking system or product parameters, and system status against recommended settings. WebCenter health checks
are automatically activated on the target system when the product is started on a system with IBM Health Checker
installed and configured.

Begin Using the Product
This section contains the following topics:

• Prepare Your System for Your Lessons
• Automate Your System
• Lesson 1 Creating a Rule Using the AOF
• Lesson 2 Testing and Verifying a Rule
• Lesson 3 Establish More Rules
• Lesson 4 How to Organize Rules into Rule Sets
• Lesson 5 How to Enable and Disable Rules and Rule Sets
• Lesson 6 Solve a Problem Using EasyRule
• Lesson 7 Suppress Messages Using the Automation Analyzer
• Lesson 8 Create Rules from an MPF Suppression List

Prepare Your System for Your Lessons
For the purposes of the lessons in this section, ensure that you have allocated a normal, fully qualified, partitioned data
set without members. Such a data set is used in the lessons to act as a repository for automation rules, each member
of which is a rule, and for testing rules once they have been established. A good name for this test rule set could be
userid.TEST.RULES.

For testing, you should always use a test rule set, rather than a production rule set.

• If a Test Rule Set Does Not Exist
Either proceed to Allocate a Test Data Set to establish your test rules library or ask your systems programmer to do it
for you.

• If a Test Rule Set Exists
Proceed to Purpose of These Lessons.

Allocate a Test Data Set

Begin at your ISPF Primary Option Menu. ISPF is the main user interface for your z/OS operating system. This panel
provides the starting point from which you enter all ISPF facilities and functions.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 3.2 in the Option field.
The Data Set Utility panel displays
Use this panel to enter the name of a data set that you can use for testing rules. Your user ID, with TEST, and RULES,
makes a good name for such a data set.

2. Complete the Data Set Utility panel with the following suggested entries:
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– Enter an A in the Option field.
– Enter your user ID in the Project field.
– Enter TEST in the Group field.
– Enter RULES in the Type field.
The Data Set Utility panel looks similar to the following example:

                                Data Set Utility

Option ===>

    A Allocate new data set                  C Catalog data set

    R Rename entire data set                 U Uncatalog data set

    D Delete entire data set                 S Data set information (short)

blank Data set information                   M Enhanced data set allocation

                                             V VSAM Utilities

ISPF Library:

   Project  . . USERID

   Group  . . . TEST

   Type . . . . RULES

Other Partitioned, Sequential or VSAM Data Set:

   Data Set name . . .

   Volume Serial . . .           (If not cataloged, required for option "C")

Data Set Password  . .           (If password protected)

1. Review your choices and press enter.
The Allocate New Data Set panel displays, similar to the following example:

--------------------------- Allocate New Data Set ---------------------------

Command ===>

                                                              More:      +

Data Set Name . . . : USERID.TEST.RULES

Volume serial . . . . MVSNN0        (Blank for authorized default volume) *

Generic unit. . . . .               (Generic group name or unit address) *

Space units . . . . . TRACK         (BLKS, TRKS, CYLS, KB, MB or BYTES)

Primary quantity. . . 20            (In above units)

Secondary quantity. . 10            (In above units)

Directory blocks. . . 100           (Zero for sequential data set)

Record format . . . . FB

Record length . . . . 80

Block size  . . . . . 3200

Expiration date . . .               (YY/MM/DD, YYYY/MM/DD

                                     YY.DDD, YYYY.DDD in Julian form

 Enter "/" to select option          DDDD for retentions in days

   Allocate Multiple Volumes         or blank)

1. Provide the allocation data using the example panel (Step 3) as an example to enter values for the data that the
operating system requested. Perform the following actions:
– Enter data in the fields as shown on the example panel from Step 3. These values are suggestions only; however,

they can work for a rule testing data set.
– Press your PF3 key twice or enter the END command twice.

Your test data set is allocated and you can proceed to the next section.
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Automate Your System
You can use several methods to automate your system and test your automation rules. The following lessons describe the
various automation methods and the corresponding lessons:

1. Lesson 1: Create a Rule with the AOF.
AOF Edit (OPSVIEW option 2.1) lets you create rules using the OPS/REXX programming language.

2. Lesson 2: Test and Verify a Rule.
You can test and verify your automation rules before they get into a production environment.

3. Lesson 3: Establish More Rules.
You can establish another message suppression rule, and you can establish a test command rule.

4. Lesson 4: How to Organize Rules into Rule Sets.
You can use rule sets to group rules in a meaningful way. These groups are called rule sets.

5. Lesson 5: How to Enable and Disable Rules and Rule Sets.
Enabling and disabling rules and rule sets is how you turn them on and off.

6. Lesson 6: Solve a Problem Using EasyRule.
EasyRule (OPSVIEW option 2.3) helps you create rules that respond to various system events, including system
messages. EasyRule lets you modify the display of system console messages without the need for programming.

NOTE
To create more complex rules, you use the AOF edit facility rather than EasyRule.

7. Lesson 7: Suppress Messages Using the Automation Analyzer.
The Automation Analyzer (OPSVIEW option 7.2) examines and displays a statistical analysis of the message activity
of your system. You can use this information to select the messages you want to suppress. Then, you create message
suppression rules from the panels of the Automation Analyzer directly.

8. Lesson 8: How to Create Rules From an MPF Suppression List
Most z/OS installations use the IBM product for message suppression, named the Message Processing Facility (MPF).
OPS/MVS provides an MPF conversion facility (OPSVIEW option 7.3) that lets these installations migrate without
losing the time that they have invested in MPF. The MPF conversion facility reads messages from the MPF message
suppression list and generates OPS/MVS rules automatically.

WARNING
The MPF conversion facility is limited to simple suppression entries. Messages regarding console colors and
exit information are not automatically processed. If you use the MPF conversion facility, you must modify
parmlib to remove message suppression.

Lesson 1 Creating a Rule Using the AOF
This first lesson shows you how to access the AOF edit facility and how to use AOF edit to create a suppression rule with
the OPS/MVS own programming language, called OPS/REXX.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the AOF from the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu by entering 2.1 in the Option field.
The AOF Edit Entry panel displays:

AOF EDIT - Entry panel --- MSI1 --- OPSVIEW -------------------Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

RULE LIBRARY:

   PROJECT ===> USERID

   GROUP   ===> TEST         (* for all RULE SETs)

   TYPE    ===> RULES

   MEMBER  ===>               (Blank for MEMBER selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

   DATA SET NAME  ===>
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---------------------------  AOF TEST DATA  ---------------------------------

  (Blank all fields below in order to test with temporary data.)

TEST DATA SET NAME:

   PROJECT ===>

   GROUP   ===>

   TYPE    ===>

   MEMBER  ===>

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

1. Specify which rule library to access by typing in the name of your test data set, leaving the Member field blank, and
then press Enter.
The corresponding AOF Test Rule List panel displays:

AOF TEST - Rule List ------ USERID.TEST.RULES --------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

   Line Commands:     R EasyRule    S ISPF Edit     T Test    C Compile   V View

   E Enable  D Disable  A Set Auto-Enable Z Reset Auto-Enable   X Delcomp

        Test Start Date   : 2009/10/12  Test Start Time  : 13:54:00

        Test Current Date : 2009/10/12  Test Current Time: 13:54:00

  RULENAME STATUS  AE TYP VV.MM  CREATED  MODIFIED     SIZE INIT  MOD   ID

  **END**

Because this data set is empty, no rules are displayed. If there had been rules (members) in the data set, they would be
displayed.

Besides using this panel to select rules once they exist, you can also create a rule. OPS/MVS automatically creates a rule
when you select it on the COMMAND line.

• Create a rule that suppresses system message IEF450I by typing S IEF450I on the command line. When you are
finished press Enter.
A rule named IEF450I is created and the AOF test edit panel appears:

AOF TEST ----- USERID.TEST.RULES(IEF450I) - 01.00--------- COLUMNS 000 000

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** *************************** Top of Data ****************************

''''''

''''''

The format of the AOF Test edit panel is nearly identical to the editing display of the ISPF/PDF editor. The two panels also
function similarly.

You use the panel to enter and create a REXX-based message suppression rule.

For more information about rule names, see Using AOF Rules.

• Enter the text of the REXX program that is your first suppression rule. Your program appears like the following
example:

AOF TEST ----- USERID.TEST.RULES(IEF450I) - 01.00--------- COLUMNS 000 000

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** **************************** Top of Data ***************************

'''''' )MSG IEF450I

'''''' )PROC

'''''' RETURN 'SUPPRESS'

''''''

''''''
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This three-line REXX program is actually a rule that suppresses the system message IEF450I. A rule to suppress a
different message would look like the one shown here, except a different message ID would appear in the first line of the
rule.

• Enter END on the command line or press your PF3 key.
Your rule is created.

Once you finish this part of Lesson 1, your rule is ready to test and verify. You accomplish these tasks by enabling it and
applying several different OPS/MVS functions to it. You can do these tasks from the AOF Test Rule List panel as shown in
Lesson 2.

Lesson 2 Testing and Verifying a Rule
This lesson shows you how to text and verify your new rule.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the AOF Test Rule List panel displays.
If not, proceed with the following instructions:
– If the AOF Edit displays, press your PF3 key (or enter END).
– If the main OPSVIEW menu panel displays, select 2.1, and then enter your test library name in the AOF EDIT Entry

panel.
– If the AOF Edit Entry panel displays, enter your test library name.

2. Enable your rule by typing E to the left of the name of your rule and then press Enter.
In response, two fields on the Rule List Panel change, as shown in the following example screen. This example shows
how the panel looks after the changes. Notice that for the rule that is named IEF450I, the value in the Status field
has changed to ENABLED and the value in the Typ field has changed to MSG. In addition, the message AOF RULE
ENABLED appears in the upper-right corner of the panel.
Note: For more information about enabling rules, see Lesson 5: How to Enable and Disable Rules and Rule Sets in
this chapter.

NOTE
If your rule contains syntax errors, the E command fails. If this failure happens, go back to the AOF panel
and ensure that your REXX rule program is exactly like that shown in Lesson 1.

AOF TEST - Rule List ------ USERID.TEST.RULES ---------------AOF RULE ENABLED

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

   Line Commands:     R EasyRule    S ISPF Edit     T Test    C Compile    V View

   E Enable  D Disable  A Set Auto-Enable Z Reset Auto-Enable   X Delcomp

        Test Start Date   : 2009/10/12  Test Start Time  : 13:54:00

        Test Current Date : 2009/10/12  Test Current Time: 13:54:00

  RULENAME STATUS  AE TYP VV.MM  CREATED  MODIFIED     SIZE INIT  MOD   ID

  IEF450I  ENABLED  Y MSG 01.04 09/10/12 09/10/12 18:38   7    5    3 SYSADM

1. Type T to the left of the name of the rule and press Enter.
When you select a message rule for testing, the AOF takes you to the AOF Test MSG panel, which prompts you for
information about the message rule you want to test. A sample panel appears in the next step. At the bottom of this
panel, a portion of the OPSLOG is displayed.

2. Enter the following command in the Command field:
D TIME DISP 

This command tells OPS/MVS to display the following information for each rule:
– Time that the event with which the rule is connected appeared in OPSLOG
– Final disposition of the event as determined by the AOF

AOF Test MSG ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 15:27:24  12OCT2009 COLS 001 070
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COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace ==> N   Live Commands  ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 Msg Id:             Msg Disp:               Hardcopy Log:

 Jobname     ==>                            IMS Id      ==>

 Job Id      ==>                            Exit Type   ==> MVS

 MSF Sys     ==>                            Console Id  ==>

 User        ==>                            Console Nm  ==>

 Sys Id      ==>                            MCS Flags   ==>

 Special Ch  ==>                            Descriptor  ==>

 Route       ==>

 Term Name   ==>                            Report Id   ==>

 Message     ==>

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

15:27:24 ENABLE TESTING.IEF450I

1. Enter values on the AOF Test MSG panel:
– Type any characters in the Jobname field. Although it does not matter for purposes of this lesson what characters

are listed in the Jobname field, a rule test does not run unless that field has been filled. For example, you could type
XXXX into the Jobname field.

– Type the message ID and any text in the Message field. For example, you could type IEF450I SAMPLE MESSAGE
into the Message field.

– Type 0 in the Console Id field.
2. Press Enter.

– A test message is run against the enabled rule.
– The following sample panel shows the results of your rule test.
– The value SUP that appears in the Dis (for disposition) column indicates that message IEF450I was successfully

suppressed.

AOF Test MSG ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 15:27:24  12OCT2009 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace ==> N   Live Commands  ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 Msg Id:  IEF450I    Msg Disp:  Suppress        Hardcopy Log:

 Jobname     ==> XXXX                       IMS Id      ==>

 Job Id      ==>                            Exit Type   ==> MVS

 MSF Sys     ==>                            Console Id  ==> 0

 User        ==>                            Console Nm  ==>

 Sys Id      ==>                            MCS Flags   ==> 000000

 Special Ch  ==>                            Descriptor  ==> 0000

 Route       ==> 0000000000000000000000000000000000

 Term Name   ==>                            Report Id   ==>

 Message     ==> IEF450I SAMPLE MESSAGE

Dis    ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

NON ENABLE TESTING.IEF450I

NON ENABLE TESTING.IEF450I

000 OPR39000 RULE TESTING.IEF450I FOR MSG IEF450I           NOW ENABLED

SUP IEF4501 SAMPLE MESSAGE

1. Examine the results of the test in the OPSLOG and when satisfied, press PF3 or type END on the command line.

Your rule is tested and verified.
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Lesson 3 Establish More Rules
This lesson shows you how to establish another message suppression rule, and how to establish a test command rule.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the AOF Test Rule List panel displays.
If not, proceed with the following instructions:
– If the AOF Edit panel displays, press your PF3 key or enter END.
– If the main OPSVIEW menu panel displays, select 2.1, and then enter your test library name in the AOF EDIT Entry

panel.
– If the AOF Edit Entry panel displays, enter your test library name.

2. Type S IEC233I on the Command line and press Enter.
3. Enter the text of another suppression rule.

Your program should look just like the one shown here. This four-line REXX program is another rule that suppresses
the system message IEC233I.

AOF TEST ----- USERID.TEST.RULES(IEC233I) - 01.00--------- COLUMNS 000 000

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** ***************************** Top of Data ****************************

'''''' )MSG IEC233I

'''''' )PROC

'''''' IF MSG.JOBNAME ='J1234' THEN RETURN 'SUPPRESS'

'''''' ELSE RETURN 'DELETE'

''''''

''''''

''''''

''''''

1. Press your PF3 key or enter END on the Command line.
Your newest rule is created and ready to test and verify as you did in Lesson 2: Test and Verify a Rule.

2. Enter S CMDTEST on the command line of the AOF Test Rule List panel to establish a command rule..
3. Enter the text of a new command rule.

Your program should appear like the following example. This REXX program is a rule that responds to a z/OS
command event.

AOF TEST ----- USERID.TEST.RULES(CMDTEST) - 01.00--------- COLUMNS 000 000

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** ***************************** Top of Data ****************************

'''''' )CMD CMDTEST

'''''' )PROC

'''''' SAY OPSINFO('CPUID') 'FOR THIS CPU'

'''''' RETURN 'ACCEPT'

''''''

''''''

''''''

''''''

''''''

''''''

1. Press your PF3 key or enter END on the Command line.
Your command rule is created and ready to test and verify as you did in Lesson 2: Test and Verify a Rule.
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Lesson 4 How to Organize Rules into Rule Sets
OPS/MVS provides a flexible structure for organizing rules into rule sets, so that each data center can use the
classification system that best meets its needs.

In a well-designed classification system, rules are grouped in a useful and intuitive way, and rule set names describe the
rules they contain.

NOTE

For more information about organizing rules, see  Using AOF Rules .

 

Follow these steps:

1. Choose a rule classification system.
Rules are grouped in a useful and intuitive way. The following two issues are involved in choosing a rule classification
system:
– Reason for grouping rules into a rule set
– Choice of the rule set name

2. Choose rule set names and contents.
Rule set names describe the rules they contain.
The following list describes example rule set names and contents:
– Rules that you group by production environment into rule sets can be named SYSOP for operators and SYSPROG

for system programmers.
– Rules that you group by application/event into rule sets can be named IPL and WEEKEND.
– Rules that you group by type of rule into rule sets can be named ACTION, SUPPRESS, and TOD.

3. Choose where to put your rules.
This scenario discusses placing message suppression rules, which are grouped by the type of SUPPRESS.
– Where to put the first message suppression rules

If you are installing the first OPS/MVS message suppression rules in your system, you must select the classification
system to use. We suggest that you place all message suppression rules into a rule set named SUPPRESS.

– Where to put more message suppression rules
If message suppression rules have already been put into your production system, follow the rules classification
system that has already been established. If an inspection of the rule set list (OPSVIEW option 4.5.1) does not
make the classification system clear, then ask the person who first installed message suppression rules for
guidance.

Lesson 5 How to Enable and Disable Rules and Rule Sets
Verify that you reviewed Lesson 4 about how to organize rules into rule sets. This lesson discusses how to enable or
disable rules using the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu 4.5.1 panels.

Enabled rules respond to system events. Disabled rules do not respond to system events, even if their corresponding
events occur.

The following four line commands control whether a rule is enabled:

A
Sets auto-enable. When auto-enable is set for a rule, the rule is enabled every time OPS/MVS starts running, and
again whenever an Enable command is issued for the rule set in which the rule is stored.

D
Disables the rule.
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E
Enables the rule.

Z
Clears auto-enable

WARNING
Line commands A and Z affect every rule in the rule set, as if you had entered it on every line of the Rule List
panel. Because automation strategy often includes selectively enabling rules, changing the status of all the rules
in a rule data set may have unintended consequences. There is no easy way to restore the distinction between
auto-enabled rules and others once all the rules of a set have been changed.

Line commands A and D sometimes interact with each other to determine whether to enable a given rule. Their exact
function depends on whether they are issued in the Rule List panel or on the Rule Set List panel.

The following table describes how the commands operate on the Rule List and Rule Set List panels, and the effect they
have on rules:

Command On the Rule List Table On the Rule Set List Table Effect on the Rule
Enable Operates unconditionally to

enable rules.
Enables only those members
of the rule set that have Auto-
enable set.

Has an immediate effect on
whether a rule reacts to a
system event.

Disable Operates unconditionally to
disable rules.

Disables all members of the rule
set.

Has an immediate effect on
whether a rule reacts to a
system event.

Set Operates unconditionally to set
Auto-enable.

Sets Auto-enable for all
members of a rule set.

Only controls future enable
events and does not affect the
current enabled status.

Reset Operates unconditionally to
reset Auto-enable.

Clears Auto-enable for all
members of a rule set.

Only controls future enable
events and does not affect the
current enabled status.

 

Enable or Disable a Single Rule

If you have not read Lesson 4: How to Organize Rules with Rule Sets, do so now. Then proceed.

To enable or disable a single rule

1. Access the AOF control facility.
– Access the AOF CTRL panel. Begin at the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu (shown in Lesson 1: Create a Rule

Using the AOF). Type 4.5.1 in the Option field and press Enter. As a result, the AOF CTRL Entry panel appears. A
sample panel is shown here:

AOF CTRL - Entry panel --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------ Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

Rule data sets of the form  OPS.*.RULES:

   Rule sets  ===>              ( * or blank for all rule sets )

       Either specify a specific rules et or request a list of all rule sets.

   Stats    ===> Y            ( Y to list statistics or N to suppress them )

       When listing all rule sets, you can request suppression of cumulative

       statistics and experience faster response by specifying 'N' above.

   System   ===> *LOCAL*                 WAIT ===> 10

       Either specify the name of an MSF connected system or * for the local

       system.  Enter ? for a list of MSF connected systems.
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Access the Rule Set List Panel. On the AOF CTRL Entry panel, type an asterisk (*) in the Rule sets field and press Enter.
Or, just press Enter without making an entry.

• (Optional) Fill in the Stats field before pressing Enter to indicate whether the Rule Set List panel includes the
cumulative statistics.

NOTE
When requesting the Rule Set List panel, place a Y in the Stats field of the AOF CTRL Entry Panel so that
statistics are included.

In response to your entries, the Rule Set List panel appears, as shown in the following sample:

AOF CTRL - Rule Set List ------ MSI1 --- OPS.*.RULES -------------- ROW 1 OF 3

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

      Line Commands: S Select   E Enable   D Disable   U Utilities

      A Set Auto-Enable   Z Reset Auto-Enable   C Compile   X Delete Compile

                           System: *LOCAL*

RuleSet  Status  AE CNT  VV.MM Created  Changed        Size Init  Mod   ID

ACTION   ENABLED  Y 2    01.00 09/02/18 09/02/18 13:17  101  101    0 OPSLCD

CICS     ENABLED  Y 2    01.00 09/01/12 09/02/21 15:59   15   20    1 OPSKED

DB2      ENABLED  Y 25   01.00 09/03/30 09/03/30 08:42  237  237    1 OPSRF

1. Enable or disable an individual rule. Follow these steps to enable or disable a single rule:
a. Select the rule set that contains the rule you want. From the Rule Set List panel, select a rule set by typing S to the

left of the name of the rule set and pressing Enter.
In response, the following Rule List panel appears listing all of the selected rules in the rule set:

AOF CTRL - Rule List ------ MSI1 --- OPS.IMS.RULES             Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

   Line Commands: R EasyRule   S ISPF Edit   C Compile   X Delete Compile    

          V View  E Enable  D Disable  A Set Auto-Enable  Z Reset Auto-Enable

                           System: *LOCAL*                                   

  RuleName Status  AE TYP VV.MM  Created  Changed       Size Init  MOD   ID  

  DFS994I  ENABLED  N MSG 01.00 09/11/14 09/11/14 06:32    3    3    0 USER123

  IMSCTRL  DISABLED N *** 01.00 09/11/14 09/11/14 06:33    3    3    0 USER123

Enable a rule by typing E to the left of the name of the rule and press Enter. To disable a rule on the Rule List panel, type
D to the left of the name of the rule and press Enter.

Enable or Disable an Entire Rule Set

This exercise illustrates the interaction between the Set auto-enable and Enable commands.

These steps use Enable and Disable commands on the Rule Set screen to enable or disable all the rules in a rule set.
Rule sets do not have a group Enabled indicator. The Enable or Disable operations you use change the settings of all the
individual members of the rule data set.

To enable or disable an entire rule set

1. Identify the rule set that you want to enable or disable. Use a test rule set, rather than a production set, to avoid
harmful effects on your system automation. On the Rule Set List panel, look for the name of the target rule set. The
Status field immediately to the right of each rule set name provides information about the rules in that rule set:
– ENABLED means that at least one rule in the rule set is currently enabled.
– DISABLED means that every rule in the rule set is currently disabled.

2. To disable all the rules in the set, type D to the left of the name of the rule set and press Enter.
Disable works unconditionally on all the rules in the rule data set.
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3. To enable all the rules in the set, type A to the left of the name of the rule set and press Enter, then type E to the left of
the name of the rule set and press Enter.
Enable works on rules in the set that have their Auto-enable bit set, therefore, to enable all the rules, ensure that the
Auto-enable bit is set for all rules.

Note: This exercise destroys the auto-enable status of individual rules in the rule set on which you practice. Use a test
rule data set for the exercise to avoid damaging a production rule data set.

Lesson 6 Solve a Problem Using EasyRule
For example, you want to increase the visibility of NOT CATALOGED 2 conditions. These conditions occur when a data
set cannot be cataloged because a data set with the same name already exists on another volume.

Note: Messages with an ID of IEF287I notify you of NOT CATALOGED 2 conditions, while messages with an ID of
IEF285I are related normal messages that do not require action. Be aware of IEF287I messages, because they are
indicative of production problems. However, the presence of IEF285I messages creates visual noise, which can make it
difficult for you to see and respond to the important IEF287I messages.

You can solve the problem by performing these tasks:

• Reword the text of IEF287I messages so that they indicate the nature of the problem, and that OPS/MVS is taking
actions to correct it.

• Highlight the reworded message text.
• Suppress IEF285I messages.

This lesson describes how you can use EasyRule to create two rules to perform these tasks.

• The first rule, named NOTCTLG, rewords and highlights IEF287I messages.
• The second rule, named MNSTATUS, not only suppresses IEF285I messages from displaying on the console, but also

keeps these messages from appearing in the SYSLOG.

Create a Rule to Tailor the Display of Messages

To practice using EasyRule, access OPSVIEW and follow this lesson that shows you have to create a rule that tailors the
display of messages.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the EasyRule Primary panel. You begin at the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu.
2. Enter 2.3 into the Option field.

The EasyRule Primary panel appears, such as the following example:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

        EEEEE    AAAA   SSSSS  YY   YY  RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEEE

        EE      AA  AA  SS      YYYY    RR  R   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEE    AAAAAA  SSSSS    YY     RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEE

        EE      AA  AA     SS    YY     RR RR   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEEE   AA  AA  SSSSS   YY      RR  RR   UUUU    LLLLL   EEEEE

ISPF LIBRARY:

   PROJECT ===>

   GROUP   ===>

   TYPE    ===>

   MEMBER  ===>

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

   DATA SET NAME  ===>
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Do You Wish To AUTOMATICALLY step thru EasyRule? ===> N   (Y/N)

1. Specify a data set and member for the first rule.
Before you can create the first rule, you must tell EasyRule the name of the rule set that you want to contain the rule.
Use the Project, Group, and Type fields of the EasyRule Primary panel to do so. You must also specify a new member
name in the Member field. Each member of a rule set contains a single rule, thus the name of the member is the name
of the rule. To follow along with this example, specify these values on the EasyRule Primary panel:
– Indicate that you want the SYS1.OPS.TEST.RULES data set to contain the new rule. This example assumes that

you have already allocated a data set by this name. You can use another data set if you prefer. Type SYS1.OPS in
the Project field, TEST in the Group field, and RULES in the Type field.

– Name the rule NOTCTLG. Type NOTCTLG in the Member field.
– Do not select automatic step-through for panel navigation. Instead, you use the EasyRule menus to access the

appropriate panels. Accept the default of N for the automatic step-through prompt.
Your panel appears as the following example:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

        EEEEE    AAAA   SSSSS  YY   YY  RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEEE

        EE      AA  AA  SS      YYYY    RR  R   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEE    AAAAAA  SSSSS    YY     RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEE

        EE      AA  AA     SS    YY     RR RR   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEEE   AA  AA  SSSSS   YY      RR  RR   UUUU    LLLLL   EEEEE

ISPF LIBRARY:

   PROJECT ===> SYS1.OPS

   GROUP   ===> TEST

   TYPE    ===> RULES

   MEMBER  ===> NOTCTLG

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

Do You Wish To AUTOMATICALLY step thru EasyRule? ===> N   (Y/N)

After you type in the suggested field values and press Enter, the Rule Type Selection panel appears, a sample of which is
shown next.

• Select the type of rule you want to create by entering its code in the Option field of the Rule Type Selection panel.
To follow along with this example, enter 1 to create a message rule:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===> 1

                    R U L E  T Y P E  S E L E C T I O N

     1   MSG   - Create Message Event Rule

     2   CMD   - Create Command Event Rule

     3   GLV   - Create Global Variable Event Rule

     4   TOD   - Create Time-Of-Day Event Rule

     5   OMG   - Create OMEGAMON Event Rule

     6   DOM   - Create Delete-Operator-Message Event Rule

     7   EOJ   - Create End-Of-Job Event Rule

     8   EOM   - Create End-Of-Memory Event Rule

     9   EOS   - Create End-Of-Step Event Rule

    10   TLM   - Create Time-Limit-Exceeded Event Rule

    11   USS   - Create UNIX System Services (USS) Message Event Rule

Press END to return
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EasyRule provides a main menu for each type of rule. Since you selected option 1 on the Rule Type Selection panel to
create a message rule, the Message Rule Main Menu appears next. A sample follows.

• Select option 1 MESSAGE ID from the Message Rule Main Menu.
Notice that the following example specified the 1 option:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===> 1

               M E S S A G E  R U L E  M A I N  M E N U

  1   MESSAGE ID      -   Specify the ID of the message(s) to be processed

  2   DOCUMENTATION   -   Add comments to this Rule

  3   CONDITIONS      -   Supply additional criteria for this Rule to fire

  4   ACTIONS         -   Take action with respect to the message(s)

  5   INITIALIZATION  -   One-time initialization done when Rule is ENABLEd

  6   TERMINATION     -   Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd

In response to your selection, the Primary Event Specification Panel for message rules appears. A sample follows.

• Supply the primary selection criterion. There is a unique Primary Event Specification panel for each type of rule.
The primary event is the criterion that is used to execute the rule. For message rules, the primary event is always a
message ID. To continue with this example, enter IEF287I in the MSG ID field.
Notice that this has already been done in the sample panel shown here:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===> 

                   S P E C I F Y   M E S S A G E   I D

   MSG ID ===> IEF287I            JUST SUPPRESS ===> N  (Y/N/D)

                                       or

                                    JUST DELETE ===> N  (Y/N/D)

                              DELETE FROM OPSLOG === N  (Y/N)

   MSG ID is used to determine if this Rule should perform an Action.

   It must be 1 to 10 characters in length and may optionally include a

   "wildcard" character '*'.  MSG ID is the only required field.

   If you just want to SUPPRESS or DELETE the message, type Y next to the

   appropriate entry.  Subsequent panels are bypassed if using Step-thru mode.

   DELETE is like SUPPRESS, but also deletes the message from SYSLOG.

   D is the same as Y except that in Step-thru mode, you will be given a

   chance to enter comments about the rule

After you specify the message ID for the rule, EasyRule returns you to the Message Rule Main Menu, which is shown
next.

• Select option 2 DOCUMENTATION from the Message Rule Main Menu. Notice that this sample specifies 2:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===> 2

               M E S S A G E  R U L E  M A I N  M E N U

  1   MESSAGE ID      -   Specify the ID of the message(s) to be processed

  2   DOCUMENTATION   -   Add comments to this Rule

  3   CONDITIONS      -   Supply additional criteria for this Rule to fire

  4   ACTIONS         -   Take action with respect to the message(s)

  5   INITIALIZATION  -   One-time initialization done when Rule is ENABLEd

  6   TERMINATION     -   Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd

In response to your selection, the Create Rule Comments panel appears. A sample panel follows.
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• Document the rule you create. We recommand that you provide comments for a rule. Continue with this example by
entering the comments that the following sample of shows on your Create Rule Comments panel. These comments
provide you with an audit trail of changes in the History section, and a general explanation of the original problem in
the Rule Function section.

EasyRule -------------- CREATE RULE COMMENTS EXAMPLE ----------------- Tutorial

                  C R E A T E   R U L E   C O M M E N T S                     

 Rule Name      ===>  ARC0027I                                                

 Rule Type      ===>  MSG                                                     

 Rule Function  ===>  When the log is switched, submit a job named "HSMLOG"   

                ===>  followed by our 2-character system ID.  For example:    

                ===>  HSMLOGS4 for the system we call "S4".                   

 Author         ===>  CA                                                      

 Support        ===>  CA                                                      

 Related Rules  ===>  ARC0026I,ARC0028I                                       

 Related CPs    ===>  NONE                                                    

 History        ===>  ADA 2009/01/03 Original Implementation                  

                ===>  ADA 2009/02/01 Changed diskrdr name so it is generic    

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  This example will generate the highlighted OPS/REXX statements:             

  )MSG ARC0027I                                                               

   /*  Rule Name:      ARC0027I                                             */

   /*  Rule Type:      MSG                                                  */

   /*  Rule Function:  When the log is switched, submit a job named "HSMLOG" */

 Press ENTER to return, or END to terminate tutorial    

After you enter comments for the rule, EasyRule returns you once more to the Message Rule Main Menu.

• Select option 4 ACTIONS from the Message Rule Main Menu. Notice that 4 has been specified in the sample shown
here:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===> 4

               M E S S A G E  R U L E  M A I N  M E N U

  1   MESSAGE ID      -   Specify the ID of the message(s) to be processed

  2   DOCUMENTATION   -   Add comments to this Rule

  3   CONDITIONS      -   Supply additional criteria for this Rule to fire

  4   ACTIONS         -   Take action with respect to the message(s)

  5   INITIALIZATION  -   One-time initialization done when Rule is ENABLEd

  6   TERMINATION     -   Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd

In response to your entry, the Take Action menu for message rules appears. Use this menu to specify the actions that you
want to take place when the rule is enabled.

A sample Take Action menu appears.

• Select O from the Take Action menu that lets you issue operator commands.
For this example, suppose that you want OPS/MVS to write the IEF287I messages to your job log. To complet this
task, you instruct OPS/MVS to issue two console commands. Before you can specify these commands, select O.
Notice that the following sample panel specifies O in the Option field.

EasyRule ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===>
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             M E S S A G E   R U L E  --  T A K E   A C T I O N

  The actions you specify via these panels will be taken for all messages that

  have the Message ID you specified and pass any additional tests you supplied

  via the "Additional Criteria" panels.

    1  Suppress                         G  Update Global variables

    2  Message deletion                 L  Update Local or Global variables

    3  Re-route to other consoles       M  Issue z/OS messages

    4  Re-word the Message              N  Send a NetMaster Alert

    5  Hilite/Color/Change DESC codes   O  Issue Operator commands

    6  Reply (WTORs only)               P  Page support people

    7  Send to another system (MSF)     Q  Perform SQL update or insert

    8  Throttle Message display rate    S  Send messages to TSO users

    9  Update Environmental variables   U  Issue UNIX commands

                                        X  Run REXX/CLIST program in Server

Press ENTER to step thru EasyRule, or END to return 

After you enter O in the Option field, the Issue Console Commands panel appears.

A sample panel appears.

• Write messages to the job log. You can now enter the commands that you want OPS/MVS to issue when the rule is
enabled. On your Issue Console Commands panel, type the commands as shown in the next example. These entries
cause OPS/MVS to issue two display message commands to record the problem in the job log.

NOTE
These sample entries apply to a JES2 environment only. For JES3 environments, you use a slightly different
procedure.

In the first command, msg.jobnm is replaced by the name of the job that had the cataloging problem, followed by the
text of the original IEF287I message. The second command is a warning to verify the results of the job.

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===>

                   I S S U E  C O N S O L E  C O M M A N D S

  CMD  1 ===> $d m {msg.jobnm},received {msg.text}___________

  CMD  2 ===> $d m {msg.jobnm},verify results________________

  CMD  3 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD  4 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD  5 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD  6 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD  7 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD  8 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD  9 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD 10 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD 11 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD 12 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD 13 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD 14 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD 15 ===> _______________________________________________

  CMD 16 ===> _______________________________________________

After you enter the console commands, EasyRule returns you to the Take Action menu.
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A sample follows.

• Select 5 Hilite/Color/Change DESC Codes from the Take Action menu. Notice that the following sample specifies 5:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===>                                                                  

             M E S S A G E   R U L E  --  T A K E   A C T I O N              

  The actions you specify via these panels will be taken for all messages that

  have the Message ID you specified and pass any additional tests you supplied

  via the "Additional Criteria" panels.                                       

      1  Suppress                         G  Update Global variables          

      2  Message deletion                 L  Update Local or Global variables 

      3  Re-route to other consoles       M  Issue z/OS messages              

      4  Re-word the Message              O  Issue Operator commands          

      5  Hilite/Color/Change DESC codes   P  Page support people              

      6  Reply (WTORs only)               Q  Perform SQL update or insert     

      7  Send to another system (MSF)     S  Send messages to TSO users       

      8  Throttle Message display rate    U  Issue UNIX commands              

      9  Update Environmental variables   X  Run REXX/CLIST program in Server 

Press ENTER to step thru EasyRule, or END to return

After you select option 5, the Hilite/Descriptor Codes panel appears.

A sample follows.

• Specify descriptor code as SYSFAIL. On the Hilite/Descriptor Codes panel, place the letter S in the space in front of
SYSFAIL, as shown in the following example. This action indicates that you want to change the old descriptor code to
a value of 1.

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===>

   M E S S A G E  R U L E  --  H I L I T E / D E S C R I P T O R  C O D E S

Use S to select one or more of the following NEW Descriptor codes:

                               S  SYSFAIL  (1)  - (Hilite, non-scrollable)

                               _  IMEDACTN (2)  - (Hilite only)

   (NOTE:  Codes 1-6 and 11    _  EVENACTN (3)

    are mutually exclusive)    _  SYSSTAT  (4)

                               _  IMEDCMD  (5)

                               _  JOBSTAT  (6)

                               _  APPLPRGM (7)

                               _  OOLMSG   (8)

                               _  OPERREQ  (9)

                               _  DYNSTAT  (10)

                               _  CRITEVET (11)

Other Descriptor code(s)               ===> __ __ __ __ __

Variable containing Descriptor code(s) ===> _____________________________

After you type S and press Enter, EasyRule returns you to the Take Action menu.

• Access the EasyRule Final Options menu. From the Take Action menu, press PF3 until the EasyRule Final Options
menu appears. You use the EasyRule Final Options menu to determine the disposition of the OPS/REXX code
EasyRule built from your panel entries.
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A sample EasyRule Final Options menu follows.
• Review the OPS/REXX code that EasyRule built. We recommend that you review the code EasyRule generated for

your rule. To do so, choose option 3, for BROWSE, on the EasyRule Final Options menu. Notice that 3 has been
specified in the sample panel shown here:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Option ===>3                                                                 

        EEEEE    AAAA    SSSSS  YY  YY  RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEEE          

        EE      AA  AA   SS      YYYY   RR  R  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEE    AAAAAA   SSSSS    YY    RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEE           

        EE      AA  AA      SS    YY    RR RR  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEEE   AA  AA   SSSSS   YY     RR  RR  UUUU   LLLLL  EEEEE          

      1   SAVE    -  SAVE the Rule that was built and EXIT                   

      2   CANCEL  -  EXIT and DO NOT SAVE the Rule that was built            

      3   BROWSE  -  Browse the generated OPS/REXX code                      

      4   ALTER   -  Return to the panels to modify the Rule                 

 DO YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO MODIFY THIS RULE WITH EASYRULE?      ==> Y  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER PROCESSING CODE IN THIS RULE?     ==> N  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER INITIALIZATION CODE IN THIS RULE? ==> N  (Y/N)

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER TERMINATION CODE IN THIS RULE?    ==> N  (Y/N) 

When you enter 3 on the EasyRule Final Options menu, a panel similar to the sample here appears:

BROWSE -- EASY_RULE_BROWSE ------------------------- Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

********************************* Top of Data *********************************

)MSG IEF287I                                                                  

)PROC                                                                         

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

/* The following code is executed each time the rule is fired.        */      

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

  /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

  /* Modify the descriptor codes.  This may cause the                 */      

  /* message highlighting to change on the consoles.                  */      

  /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

  MSG.DESC = OPSBITS("SYSFAIL ")                                              

  /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

  /* Issue MVS/JES/VM commands.                                       */      

  /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

  address OPER                                                                

    "$d m "msg.jobnm",received "msg.text                                      

    if RC ^= 0 then                                                           

    do                                                                        

      address WTO "TEXT('"||OPSINFO('PROGRAM') ,                              

        "issue operator command 01 failed;" ,                                 

        "address OPER RC="||rc||"')" ,                                        

        "MSGID('OPEASYERR')"                                                  

      do while QUEUED() ^= 0                                                  

        pull opererr                           

        address WTO "TEXT('"||opererr||"')" ,  

        "MSGID('OPEASYERR')"                   

      end                                      

    end                                        
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    "$d m "msg.jobnm",verify results"          

    if RC ^= 0 then                            

    do                                         

      address WTO "TEXT('"||OPSINFO('PROGRAM') ,

        "issue operator command 02 failed;" ,  

        "address OPER RC="||rc||"')" ,         

        "MSGID('OPEASYERR')"                   

      do while QUEUED() ^= 0                   

        pull opererr                           

        address WTO "TEXT('"||opererr||"')" ,  

        "MSGID('OPEASYERR')"                   

      end                                      

    end                                        

  return

NOTE
This example is actually two separate screens. We combined them for the purpose of this example.

The panel shown on the previous page presents the OPS/REXX code EasyRule generates as a result of the panel entries
suggested in this sample session. This code exists only in storage; later you save it to the data set and member that you
specified on the EasyRule Primary panel.

The following list shows the OPS/REXX code and the panel entries that correspond to it:

MSG IEF287I
Rule Type Selection panel and Primary Event Specification panel

Comments box
Create Rule Comments panel

Value of MSG.DESC
Hilite/Descriptor Codes panel

Commands in the Address OPER section
Issue Console Commands panel

Return
Primary Event Specification panel

Save the OPS/REXX code as a new rule.
When you finish browsing the generated OPS/REXX code, press PF3 to return to the EasyRule Final Options
menu, shown here:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Option ===> 1                                                                

        EEEEE    AAAA    SSSSS  YY  YY  RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEEE          

        EE      AA  AA   SS      YYYY   RR  R  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEE    AAAAAA   SSSSS    YY    RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEE           

        EE      AA  AA      SS    YY    RR RR  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEEE   AA  AA   SSSSS   YY     RR  RR  UUUU   LLLLL  EEEEE          

      1   SAVE    -  SAVE the Rule that was built and EXIT                   

      2   CANCEL  -  EXIT and DO NOT SAVE the Rule that was built            

      3   BROWSE  -  Browse the generated OPS/REXX code                      

      4   ALTER   -  Return to the panels to modify the Rule                 

 DO YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO MODIFY THIS RULE WITH EASYRULE?      ==> Y  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER PROCESSING CODE IN THIS RULE?     ==> N  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER INITIALIZATION CODE IN THIS RULE? ==> N  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER TERMINATION CODE IN THIS RULE?    ==> N  (Y/N) 
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Select 1 from the menu, as shown in the sample above. As a result, EasyRule saves the rule to the data set and member
you specified earlier and returns you to the EasyRule Primary panel.

Create a Rule to Suppress Messages

To practice using EasyRule, access OPSVIEW to create your second rule, a message suppression rule.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the EasyRule Primary panel. Begin at the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu.
2. Enter 2.3 into the Option field. As a result, the EasyRule Primary panel appears.
3. Specify a data set and member for this second rule. You should now be on the EasyRule Primary panel. You now

tell EasyRule the name of the rule set that you want to contain the second rule. As you did for the first rule, use the
Project, Group, and Type fields on the EasyRule Primary panel to do so. You must also specify a new member name
in the Member field. Specify these values:
– Indicate that you want the SYS1.OPS.TEST.RULES data set to contain the MNSTATUS rule. Type SYS1.OPS in

the Project field, TEST in the Group field, and RULES in the Type field.
– Name the rule MNSTATUS. Type MNSTATUS in the Member field.
– Once again, accept the default of N for the automatic step-through prompt.
Your panel should now look like the one shown here:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

        EEEEE    AAAA   SSSSS  YY   YY  RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEEE

        EE      AA  AA  SS      YYYY    RR  R   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEE    AAAAAA  SSSSS    YY     RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEE

        EE      AA  AA     SS    YY     RR RR   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEEE   AA  AA  SSSSS   YY      RR  RR   UUUU    LLLLL   EEEEE

ISPF LIBRARY:

   PROJECT ===> SYS1.OPS

   GROUP   ===> TEST

   TYPE    ===> RULES

   MEMBER  ===> MNSTATUS

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

Do You Wish To AUTOMATICALLY step thru EasyRule? ===> N   (Y/N)

After you enter the data set and member name for the new rule, the Rule Type Selection panel appears.

A sample follows.

• Select the type of rule that you want to create. From the Rule Type Selection panel, choose option 1 to create a
message rule. Notice that following sample panel already selected this option:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===> 1

                    R U L E  T Y P E  S E L E C T I O N

     1   MSG   - Create Message Event Rule

     2   CMD   - Create Command Event Rule

     3   GLV   - Create Global Variable Event Rule

     4   TOD   - Create Time-Of-Day Event Rule

     5   OMG   - Create OMEGAMON Event Rule

     6   DOM   - Create Delete-Operator-Message Event Rule

     7   EOJ   - Create End-Of-Job Event Rule

     8   EOM   - Create End-Of-Memory Event Rule

     9   EOS   - Create End-Of-Step Event Rule
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    10   TLM   - Create Time-Limit-Exceeded Event Rule

    11   USS   - Create UNIX System Services (USS) Message Event Rule

Press END to return

After you select option 1, the Message Rule Main Menu appears. A sample follows.

• Select MESSAGE ID from the Message Rule Main Menu. From the Message Rule Main Menu, select 1, for MESSAGE
ID. Notice that 1 has been specified in the Option field in the following sample:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===> 1

               M E S S A G E  R U L E  M A I N  M E N U

  1   MESSAGE ID      -   Specify the ID of the message(s) to be processed

  2   DOCUMENTATION   -   Add comments to this Rule

  3   CONDITIONS      -   Supply additional criteria for this Rule to fire

  4   ACTIONS         -   Take action with respect to the message(s)

  5   INITIALIZATION  -   One-time initialization done when Rule is ENABLEd

  6   TERMINATION     -   Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd

When you choose 1 from the Message Rule Main Menu, the Primary Event Specification panel for message rules
appears. A sample follows.

• Supply the primary selection criterion. Use the Primary Event Specification panel to specify a primary event for the
MNSTATUS rule. The primary event for a message rule is always a message ID. To continue with this example, type
IEF285I in the MSG ID field. Also, specify D in the Just Delete field to indicate that you not only want to suppress the
message, but you also want to keep it from appearing in SYSLOG. In the following sample, the MSG ID and Just
Delete fields are completed:

EasyRule ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===>                                                                 

                   S P E C I F Y   M E S S A G E   I D                       

   MSG ID ===> IEF285I            JUST SUPPRESS ===> N  (Y/N/D)               

                                       or                                     

                                    JUST DELETE ===> D  (Y/N/D)               

                              DELETE FROM OPSLOG === N  (Y/N)                 

   MSG ID is used to determine if this Rule should perform an Action.         

   It must be 1 to 10 characters in length and may optionally include a       

   "wildcard" character '*'.  MSG ID is the only required field.              

   If you just want to SUPPRESS or DELETE the message, type Y next to the     

   appropriate entry.  Subsequent panels are bypassed if using Step-thru mode.

   DELETE is like SUPPRESS, but also deletes the message from SYSLOG.         

   D is the same as Y except that in Step-thru mode, you will be given a

   chance to enter comments about the rule.     

When you finish specifying values on the Primary Event Specification panel and press Enter, EasyRule returns you to the
Message Rule Main Menu, as shown in the following step.

• Select DOCUMENTATION from the Message Rule Main Menu. From the Message Rule Main Menu, select 2, for
DOCUMENTATION. Notice that this selection has been done in the sample shown here:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===> 2

               M E S S A G E  R U L E  M A I N  M E N U

  1   MESSAGE ID      -   Specify the ID of the message(s) to be processed

  2   DOCUMENTATION   -   Add comments to this Rule

  3   CONDITIONS      -   Supply additional criteria for this Rule to fire
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  4   ACTIONS         -   Take action with respect to the message(s)

  5   INITIALIZATION  -   One-time initialization done when Rule is ENABLEd

  6   TERMINATION     -   Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd

When you select 2, the Create Rule Comments panel appears. A sample Create Rule Comments panel follows.

• Document the MNSTATUS rule. To continue following along with this example, type the comments that are shown in
the following example onto your own Create Rule Comments panel:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===>

                  C R E A T E  R U L E  C O M M E N T S

Rule Name       ===> MNSTATUS

Rule Type       ===> Message

Rule Function   ===> Monitor status is enabled to get not cat 2 msg.________

                ===> This rule deletes normal disp messages.________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

Author          ===> CA Customer Support__________________

Support         ===> _______________________________________________________

Related Rules   ===> NOTCTLG (IEF287I)______________________________________

Related CPs     ===> _______________________________________________________

History         ===> 93/10/31 - Original Development________________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

                ===> _______________________________________________________

After you enter comments for the rule, EasyRule returns you to the following Message Rule Main Menu:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===>

               M E S S A G E  R U L E  M A I N  M E N U

  1   MESSAGE ID      -   Specify the ID of the message(s) to be processed

  2   DOCUMENTATION   -   Add comments to this Rule

  3   CONDITIONS      -   Supply additional criteria for this Rule to fire

  4   ACTIONS         -   Take action with respect to the message(s)

  5   INITIALIZATION  -   One-time initialization done when Rule is ENABLEd

  6   TERMINATION     -   Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd

1. Access the EasyRule Final Options Menu. From the Message Rule Main Menu, press PF3 to access the EasyRule
Final Options menu (shown next).

2. Review the OPS/REXX code that EasyRule built. On the EasyRule Final Options menu, choose option 3, as shown
here:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Option ===>3                                                                 

        EEEEE    AAAA    SSSSS  YY  YY  RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEEE          

        EE      AA  AA   SS      YYYY   RR  R  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEE    AAAAAA   SSSSS    YY    RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEE           

        EE      AA  AA      SS    YY    RR RR  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEEE   AA  AA   SSSSS   YY     RR  RR  UUUU   LLLLL  EEEEE          

      1   SAVE    -  SAVE the Rule that was built and EXIT                   

      2   CANCEL  -  EXIT and DO NOT SAVE the Rule that was built            
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      3   BROWSE  -  Browse the generated OPS/REXX code                      

      4   ALTER   -  Return to the panels to modify the Rule                 

 DO YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO MODIFY THIS RULE WITH EASYRULE?      ==> Y  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER PROCESSING CODE IN THIS RULE?     ==> N  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER INITIALIZATION CODE IN THIS RULE? ==> N  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER TERMINATION CODE IN THIS RULE?    ==> N  (Y/N)

When you select option 3, a panel similar to the one in the following example displays:

BROWSE -- EASY_RULE_BROWSE ------------------------- Line 00000000 Col 001 080

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

******************************** Top of Data *********************************

)MSG IEF285I                                                                  

/**********************************************************************/      

/*  Rule Name:     MNSTATUS                                           */      

/*  Rule Type:     Message                                            */      

/*  Rule Function: Monitor status is enabled to get not cat 2 msg.    */      

/*                 This rule deletes normal disp messages.            */      

/*  Author:        CA Customer Support                                */      

/*  Related Rules: NOTCLG (IEF287I)                                   */      

/*  History:       93/10/31 - Original Development                    */      

/**********************************************************************/      

)PROC                                                                         

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

/* The following code is executed each time the rule is fired.        */      

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/      

 return "DELETE"                      /* from console and SYSLOG      */

******************************* Bottom of Data *******************************

This panel presents the OPS/REXX code EasyRule generates as a result of the panel entries suggested in the second
part of this sample session. This code exists only in storage; later you save it to the data set and member you indicated on
the EasyRule Primary panel. The next sample panel shows the OPS/REXX code and the panel entries that correspond to
it.

The OPS/MVS base product has the following components:

OPS/REXX Code: MSG IEF285I
Panel Entries: Rule Type Selection Panel and Specify Message ID Panel

OPS/REXX Code: Comments box
Panel Entries: Create Rule Comments Panel

OPS/REXX Code: Return DELETE
Panel Entries: Specify Message ID Panel

When you finish browsing the generated OPS/REXX code, press PF3 to return to the EasyRule Final Options menu. A
sample menu is shown next.

• Save the OPS/REXX code as a new rule. From the EasyRule Final Options menu, select 1, for SAVE. Notice that 1
appears in the following Option field:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Option ===> 1                                                                

        EEEEE    AAAA    SSSSS  YY  YY  RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEEE          

        EE      AA  AA   SS      YYYY   RR  R  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEE    AAAAAA   SSSSS    YY    RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEE           

        EE      AA  AA      SS    YY    RR RR  UU  UU  LL     EE             

        EEEEE   AA  AA   SSSSS   YY     RR  RR  UUUU   LLLLL  EEEEE          
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      1   SAVE    -  SAVE the Rule that was built and EXIT                   

      2   CANCEL  -  EXIT and DO NOT SAVE the Rule that was built            

      3   BROWSE  -  Browse the generated OPS/REXX code                      

      4   ALTER   -  Return to the panels to modify the Rule                 

 DO YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO MODIFY THIS RULE WITH EASYRULE?      ==> Y  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER PROCESSING CODE IN THIS RULE?     ==> N  (Y/N) 

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER INITIALIZATION CODE IN THIS RULE? ==> N  (Y/N)

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER TERMINATION CODE IN THIS RULE?    ==> N  (Y/N)

When you choose 1 from the EasyRule Final Options Menu, EasyRule saves the rule to the data set and member you
specified earlier, and returns you to the EasyRule Primary panel.

Lesson 7 Suppress Messages Using the Automation Analyzer
This lesson shows how you can access and use the Automation Analyzer to create message suppression rules. The
Automation Analyzer helps you analyze and modify the messages displayed by your z/OS system.

The Automation Analyzer uses the record of events stored in OPSLOG to compile a statistical analysis of the message
traffic in your system. This information can help you determine which messages to suppress from the system console
display.

Based on the information the Automation Analyzer gathers, you can ask the Analyzer to generate the rules you need or,
for more elaborate automation, start EasyRule directly from the panels of the Automation Analyzer. You complete the
following tasks:

1. Prepare to use the Automation Analyzer. You allocate a test rule set for the rules you create rather than using a
production rule set.
– To use the Automation Analyzer, you must install OPS/MVS and OPSVIEW on your system, and you must have

access to them.
– For the analysis to be meaningful, sufficient time must have passed for OPS/MVS to collect a representative

sample of events in the OPSLOG.
2. Gather message event statistics using the Automation Analyzer.
3. Suppress messages.
4. Delete messages. Using the Automation Analyzer, you can create a rule that not only suppresses a message, but also

deletes the message from the SYSLOG.
Enter D in the Sel column next to the corresponding message ID to delete a message.

NOTE

OPSLOG still records occurrences of a message that has been deleted.
5. Access EasyRule from the Automation Analyzer.

This option helps only if you want to use EasyRule for something other than message suppression since the
Automation Analyzer lets you generate message suppression rules directly.
a. Access the Automation Analyzer Results panel.
b. Enter either E or R in the Sel column.
You are moved directly from the Automation Analyzer Results Panel into the EasyRule environment.

Gather Message Event Statistics Using Automation Analyzer

Use the Automation Analyzer to process message events only. You can use other OPS/MVS components to gather other
types of system information.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu and enter 7.2 in the Option field.
The Automation Analyzer Specification panel appears. A sample follows:
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Automation Analyzer --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>                                                                 

Enter Automation Analyzer start and end date/time                            

     or leave blank to use entire OPSLOG.                                    

                  DATE         TIME                                          

                YYYY/MM/DD     HH:MM                                         

     Start ===>                                                              

     End   ===>                                                              

     Use * to specify the current date or time                               

Analyze WTORs only?          ===> N  (Y/N)       and REPLIES? ===> N  (Y/N)  

Ignore if: Command Echo?     ===> Y  (Y/N)    MPF Suppressed? ===> Y  (Y/N)  

           Command Response? ===> Y  (Y/N)    Hardcopy Only?  ===> Y  (Y/N)  

Use OPSLOG data from: *

    Use * to specify OPSLOG for current subsystem

1. Select the time range of events that you want to analyze. Type start and end dates, and start and end times in the
corresponding fields on the Automation Analyzer Specification panel.
The date and time range that you specify tells the Analyzer to process that portion of the OPSLOG.

2. Indicate any additional limiting criteria. In the remaining fields on the Automation Analyzer Specification Panel, indicate
any additional ways in which you want to limit the analysis:
– Restrict the analysis to only WTORs, or to only WTORs and WTOR replies.
– Indicate whether the analysis should include echoes of commands that were issued by z/OS or other subsystems.
– Indicate whether the analysis should include messages that MPF is suppressing.
– Indicate whether the analysis should exclude command response messages.
– Indicate whether the analysis should exclude messages that were issued with the hardcopy only attribute.
– Specify the data set name of a particular OPSLOG for analysis.

3. After you complete the panel, press Enter to generate the message event statistics.
The following Automation Analyzer Results panel appears with the generated message event statistics:

Automation Analyzer --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------------ ROW 1 OF 100

Command ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

     Sel options: E - Easy Rule S - Suppress Message D - Delete Message

                  Q - Quick-Ref X - Extract Replies

     Analysis done from 2009/07/13 00:00 to 2009/07/13 23:59

     Total messages found     :     8784

     Total messages suppressed:       72 (    0.81% )

     Message       Action    # of    Percent   IBM     OPS    RuleSet  Rule

Sel  Identifier    Taken     Occr    of Total  Supp    Supp.?  Name    Name

     IST663I                  859     13.00%            0.0%  SAMPLE   SAM

     IEF196I                  815     12.33%    C       0.0%  SAMPLE   SAM

     IST530I                  393      5.94%    C       0.0%  SAMPLE   SAM

     IST314I                  329      4.97%            0.0%  SAMPLE   SAM

     IST664I                  329      4.97%            0.0%

     IST889I                  329      4.97%            0.0%

     OPS1000I                 312      4.72%            0.0%

     OPC4403O                 196      2.96%            0.0%

     READY                    170      2.57%            0.0%

     OPS4320H                 148      2.24%            0.0%

     OPS3724H                 121      1.83%            0.0%

1. Review the Automation Analyzer Results panel. The previous example panel shows a sample scrollable message
event list that the Automation Analyzer produces. By default, events appear in descending order by number of
occurrences. You can view different parts of the list by pressing PF7 and PF8, or by using the TOP, BOTTOM, UP n,
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and DOWN n commands. To change the sort order, use the SORT command. For example, issue this command to
change the sort order to alphabetical order according to message ID:
SORT MESSAGE

2. Evaluate the displayed statistics. Pay particular attention to these columns of data on the Automation Analyzer Results
panel:

Message Identifier
Lists IDs of messages occurring in the portion of the OPSLOG you selected.

# of Occr (Number of Occurrences)
Shows the number of times the message ID appeared in the OPSLOG.

Percent of Total
Shows the percentage of total selected messages that the message ID represents.

IBM Supp (IBM Message Suppression)
Indicates whether the message ID appears on the IBM conservative (C), aggressive (A), or neither (blank)
message suppression list.

OPS Supp.? (OPS/MVS Suppressed)
Shows the percentage of message occurrences in the selected period that was suppressed by OPS/MVS rules.
This field should read 100 percent if the message was suppressed for the entire period.

As you evaluate the statistics, examine the messages that occur very frequently to determine whether it is important
that they appear on the system console display.

NOTE

For more information about the Automation Analyzer, see  Using OPSVIEW .

Suppress Messages

Use the Automation Analyzer to create message suppression rules. After you evaluate the statistics on the Automation
Analyzer Results panel, follow these steps to suppress a message.

Follow these steps:

1. Find the message that you want to suppress and locate the message ID on the Automation Analyzer Results panel.
2. Type S in the Sel column next to the Message Identifier you want to suppress, and press Enter.

The selected message is suppressed.
3. Check the results. Make sure that the message Rule Saved appears in the Action Taken column next to the Message

Identifier that you selected for suppression.
4. Test and verify. Test and verify rules according to the procedures of your installation, the specific needs of your

installation, or both. Use Lesson 2: Testing and Verifying a Rule as a guide.
5. Obtain approvals. Obtain installation approvals for moving the message suppression rule to a production rule set and

for implementation.
6. Implement. Move the rule from the test rule set to an appropriate production rule set.

Your suppression rule is created and the messages are suppressed.

Access EasyRule from the Automation Analyzer

This option is meaningful only if you want to use EasyRule for something other than message suppression since the
Automation Analyzer lets you generate message suppression rules directly.

To access EasyRule from the Automation Analyzer

1. Access the Automation Analyzer Results panel.
2. Enter either E or R in the Sel column.

You are moved directly from the Automation Analyzer Results Panel into the EasyRule environment.
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Lesson 8 Create Rules from an MPF Suppression List
The OPS/MVS MPF conversion facility lets you complete the following tasks:

• Take advantage of the effort that your site has put into maintaining MPF message suppression lists
• Move message suppression into a more available and maintainable location
• Use libraries other than the Logical parmlib Concatenation

Use of the MPF conversion facility is limited to suppression entries. Messages regarding console colors and exit
information are not automatically processed.

Review the following preparation before you can begin creating rules from an MPF suppression list. To prepare to convert
MPF suppression lists to rules:

• Use ISPF option 3.2 to allocate a partitioned data set with sufficient directory space for the OPS/MVS rules that you
want to create. You have one data set member for each MPF suppression list entry that you convert. The term rule set
refers to a partitioned data set containing OPS/MVS rules.

• Use a nonproduction environment for testing.

WARNING
Do not use a live rule set as the initial target for your conversion. The conversion process places the source
code for rules into the target data set. It is safer to use a nonproduction environment for testing.

• Before you can perform the conversion, install OPS/MVS and OPSVIEW at your data center, and you must have
access to them.

• If you use the MPF conversion facility, modify parmlib to remove message suppression.

This lesson shows you how to access the OPS/MVS MPF conversion facility, and how to generate OPS/MVS rules from
an MPF suppression list automatically.

1. Begin at the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. Enter 7.3 into the Option field.
As a result of your selection, the MPF Conversion panel appears:

MPF Conversion ------------ MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------ Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

Specify data sets below, then press ENTER key

Logical parmlib MPF list member:

   Member name  ===>

AOF RULE DATA SET (Do not specify a member name):

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

1. Enter the following data in the MPF Conversion panel and press enter:
– Type the name of the MPF list member that you want to convert in the Member name field.
– Type the name of the test rule set (enclosed in single quotes) in the Data Set Name field.
As a result, conversion proceeds automatically.

NOTE
In recent versions of z/OS, multiple active MPF list members may exist. If this is the case at your installation,
use the Member name field (as described in step 1) to enter the name of the MPF list member that you
want to convert, and repeat the step as necessary. If you are using an older version of z/OS, the panel
automatically displays the currently active MPF list member in the Member field.

2. Test and verify. Test and verify rules according to the procedures of your installation, the specific needs of your
installation, or both. Use Lesson 2 as a guideline.
Your newly created rule is tested and verified.

3. Obtain approvals. Obtain installation approvals for canceling MPF message suppression and enabling the OPS/MVS
rules for production.

4. Implement. Because the conversion process usually introduces OPS/MVS message suppression to an installation that
has not used it before, you probably require a new rule set to hold the generated rules.
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Convert MPF Suppression Lists to Rules

By following the procedures outlined in this section, you can:

• Access the OPS/MVS MPF conversion facility.
• Automatically generate OPS/MVS rules from an MPF suppression list.

To convert MPF suppression list to rules

1. Begin at the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. Enter 7.3 into the Option field.
As a result of your selection, the MPF Conversion panel appears:

MPF Conversion ------------ MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------ Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

Specify data sets below, then press ENTER key

Logical parmlib MPF list member:

   Member name  ===>

AOF RULE DATA SET (Do not specify a member name):

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

1. Enter the following data in the MPF Conversion panel and press enter:
– Type the name of the MPF list member that you want to convert in the Member name field.
– Type the name of the test rule set (enclosed in single quotes) in the Data Set Name field.
As a result, conversion proceeds automatically.

NOTE
In recent versions of z/OS, multiple active MPF list members may exist. If this is the case at your installation,
use the Member name field (as described in step 1) to enter the name of the MPF list member that you
want to convert, and repeat the step as necessary. If you are using an older version of z/OS, the panel
automatically displays the currently active MPF list member in the Member field.

2. Test and verify. Test and verify rules according the procedures of your installation, the specific needs of your
installation, or both. Use Lesson 2 as a guideline.
Your newly created rule is tested and verified.

3. Obtain approvals. Obtain installation approvals for canceling MPF message suppression and enabling the OPS/MVS
rules for production.

4. Implement. Because the conversion process usually introduces OPS/MVS message suppression to an installation that
has not used it before, you will probably need to create a new rule set to hold the generated rules.

Understanding OPS/MVS Messages
This section contains the following topics:

• Message Format
• Message Variable Data
• How Messages Are Routed
• How Messages Are Captured
• AOF Processing
• Changing Message Severity Codes
• Rules for Changing Message Severity Codes
• View Messages Online

Message Format
OPS/MVS messages have the following format:
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xx OPsnnnnc

The following explains the format of the messages.

xx
The reply number (only for WTOR, Write-To-Operator-with-Reply messages).

s
The last (fourth) character of the subsystem identifier of the copy of OPS/MVS that is issuing the message. This
is almost always the letter S (OPSS is the default value of the SSID parameter for the OPS/MVS JCL procedure
member). For more information, see  Administrating .

nnnn
The message serial number.

c
The severity code for the message. The following are possible codes:
I

Informational messages. No action required.
J

Automateable informational messages. No action required. However these messages are also sent to the
AOF where they are eligible to execute MSG rules.

O
Automateable messages. No action required. However these messages are also sent to the AOF where
they are eligible to execute MSG rules. These messages are written to syslog and OPSLOG only.

W
Warning messages. Processing continues, but some assumptions (perhaps erroneous) are made.

E
Error messages. Some product function is lost.

S
Severe error messages. The function for an entire component is lost. These messages are non-scrollable
and highlighted on the system console.

U
Unrecoverable error messages. Most, if not all, product function is lost.

A
Action messages. These messages are related to an associated operator reply message (WTOR) and
provide information on the action(s) that the operator must take.

H
Hardcopy messages. These messages are written to syslog and OPSLOG only.

R
Reply messages. These messages are non-scrollable and highlighted on system consoles.

T
Trace messages. These messages are written to OPSLOG only.

Text
The text of the message. The message can contain fixed and variable data.

NOTE
To maintain consistency in rules you write against OPS/MVS messages, you must always copy and uppercase
the value of the MSG.TEXT environmental variable before using it. This prevents the rules from being impacted
by changes to the case of messages. For example: msgtext = TRANSLATE(MSG.TEXT).
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Message Variable Data
Many messages contain variable data. The two types of variable data are local and built-in.

Local variable data is information specific to a particular message. The definitions for local variables can be found in the
description of each message in the  Message Reference .

Built-in variable data is drawn from information that is always available to messages. The following list provides the names
and definitions of these variables:

ad
The address at which OPSNMG (the message module) was called.
The following format is used:
CSECTNAME+OFFSET

NOTE
This variable is equivalent to cs+of.

a2
The address at which the module that called OPSNMG (the message module) was called.
The following format is used:
CSECTNAME+OFFSET

This variable is equivalent to cs+o2.
cs

The CSECT name of the module calling OPSNMG.
c2

The CSECT name of the module that indirectly called module OPSNMG.
d1

The date in YYYY/MM/DD format.
d2

The date in month day, year format.
jb

The job name of the current home address space.
js

The primary Job Entry Subsystem (JES).
of

The offset in the calling module where OPSNMG was called.
o2

The offset in the callers calling module where OPSNMG was called.
pd

The product name.
ss

The subsystem name.
t2

The time in HH.MM.SS format.

How Messages Are Routed
The destination of a particular message and the method used to send it depend upon the environment from which the
message was issued.
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• Messages originating in the product main address space are issued using the WTO (Write-To-Operator) macro
instruction. These messages are routed to system consoles and to the system log. They also appear in the OPSLOG
Browse component of OPSVIEW. The specific consoles upon which a WTO generated message appears depends
upon routing codes. These are described for the WTO macro in the IBM manual z/OS V1R8.0 MVS Assembler
Services Reference IAR-XCT, SA22-7607-11.

• Messages issued from the TSO-based components (such as the TSO command processor, OPSCMD) are produced
using the PUTLINE macro. The destination of PUTLINE output is dependent on context:
– Interactive TMP output is routed to a TSO terminal.
– Messages issued from within a server address space are re-sent using the WTO macro instruction.
– Batch TMP output is routed to the SYSTSPRT ddname.

How Messages Are Captured
TSO command processor messages may be captured using one of the following methods:

• In CLISTs, messages may be captured by setting the SYSOUTTRAP CLIST variable. For more information
regarding the trapping of command processor output, consult the IBM manual entitled z/OS V1R8.0 TSO/E CLISTs,
SA22-7781-04.

• In TSO/E REXX, messages may be captured by using the OUTTRAP function. For more information regarding the
trapping of command processor output, consult the IBM manual entitled z/OS V1R8.0 TSO/E REXX Reference,
SA22-7790-07.

• In OPS/REXX programs, you can use the external data queue to trap TSO command output from commands run
under the ADDRESS TSO host command environment.

NOTE
In OPS/REXX programs, it is generally easier and more efficient in CPU overhead to use an OPS/REXX
function or host command environment instead of a TSO command processor.

AOF Processing
In general, OPS/MVS messages cannot be trapped by the Automated Operations Facility (AOF). However, messages that
end with a severity code of O or J are exceptions to this rule. Message rules may be written for these product messages
only.

NOTE

For information on the writing of AOF rules, see  Using AOF Rules .

The following is a list of OPS/MVS messages that by default end with a severity code of O or J. This list can change
with new releases of the OPS/MVS product, or even between releases through product fixes. Circumstances triggering
a particular message and the message text itself also are subject to change. For these reasons, carefully consider the
advantages and disadvantages of capturing and processing these OPS/MVS messages using the AOF:
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• OPS0050O
• OPS0123O
• OPS1093J
• OPS1094J
• OPS1095J
• OPS1096J
• OPS1097J
• OPS2000O
• OPS2085O
• OPS3163O
• OPS3187O
• OPS3199O
• OPS3420O
• OPS3440O
• OPS3441O
• OPS3442O
• OPS3477O
• OPS3485O
• OPS3486O
• OPS3487O
• OPS3488O
• OPS3505O
• OPS3519O
• OPS3521O
• OPS3716O
• OPS3719O
• OPS3755O
• OPS3866O
• OPS3900O
• OPS3904O
• OPS4110O
• OPS4111O
• OPS4290O
• OPS4292O
• OPS4402O
• OPS4403O
• OPS5006O
• OPS7593O
• OPS7903O
• OPS7940O
• OPS7941O
• OPS7942O
• OPS8300O
• OPS8320O
• OPS8328O
• OPS8350O
• OPS8568O
• OPS8900O
• OPS8901O
• OPS8902O
• OPS8903O
• OPS9528O
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Changing Message Severity Codes
The severity code of most OPS/MVS messages can be changed by using the OPSPARM command processor or
OPSPRM OPS/REXX function.

Each message description in the Message Reference contains an indicator (Modifiable: Yes/No) that tells you whether the
severity code of the message is eligible to be changed.

You may change message severity codes while OPS/MVS is initializing or after it becomes active.

Use this form of the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function to change a message severity code:

T = OPSPRM("SET","OPSnnnn","c")

Use this form of the OPSPARM command to change a message severity code:

OPSPARM SET(OPSnnnn) VALUE('c')

Reasons to change message severity codes include:

1.  To suppress a message
– Setting the message severity code to H removes an unwanted message from all system consoles. The message is

written only to the system log and OPSLOG.
– Setting the message severity code to T removes an unwanted message from all system consoles and the system

log. The message is written only to OPSLOG.
2.  To reduce product initialization time

You can modify the startup OPS/REXX EXEC OPSSPA00 in the hlq.CLXSAMP library to suppress messages issued
during OPS/MVS initialization.
For example, you could customize the following code and place it in your OPSSPA00 EXEC:
/*********************************************************************

 *                                                                   *

 *   Change message severity levels                                  *

 *                                                                   *

 *********************************************************************/

 T = OPSPRM("SET","OPS0049","T")   /* Avoid flooding consoles       */

 T = OPSPRM("SET","OPS3900","T")   /* Reduce initialization time    */

 T = OPSPRM("SET","OPS4320","T")   /* Reduce initialization time    */

Once initialization is complete, you may want to change the message severity codes back to their original values.
3.  To highlight a message

Setting the message severity code to S makes a message non-scrollable and highlighted on system consoles.
4.  To automate a message

– Setting the message severity code to J allows the message to be automated by the AOF.
– Setting the message severity code to O allows it to be automated by the AOF. The message is written only to the

system log and OPSLOG.

Rules for Changing Message Severity Codes
Review the following rules before changing the severity code of any OPS/MVS message.

• A severity code of T must not be changed. Doing so may result in serious problems.
• A severity code of R must not be changed.
• A severity code of I should only be changed to severity code J.
• A severity code of J should only be changed to severity code I.

If none of the above rules apply, you can generally make a message available to be trapped by the AOF by changing its
severity code to J or O.
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View Messages Online
You can find information about OPS/MVS messages online using only the numeric portion of the message ID.

To view message information online

1. Use OPSVIEW option 5.1 OPS/MVS Message ID Lookup.
2. On the resulting display, enter the numeric portion of the OPS/MVS message ID you wish to review.
3. Choose the display mode (Browse or View) and press enter.

The message information displays.

NOTE
For more information, see  Using OPSVIEW .

Using Global Variables
This section contains the following topics:

• Global Variables Overview
Global variables include OPS/REXX compound symbols and compound symbols that contain a defined, global stem.

• Global Variable Basics and OPS/REXX
At the basic level, a global variable is an OPS/REXX compound symbol that has a unique stem, such
as GLOBAL.xyz. Compound symbols let you establish an accurate and efficient way to address values. 

• Global Variable Database Warning Messages
The product issues warning messages as the database becomes full. It provides parameters that let you control and
monitor these database indicators closely.

• Global Variable Characteristics
Understanding the characteristics of global variables can help you properly use global variables properly. For example,
global variables can be as long as 32,000 bytes. However, global variables containing fewer than 44 bytes operate the
most efficiently and expeditiously. Also, global variables are not declared. A global variable is created when you use a
variable that contains a valid global stem.

• Backup and Restore Global Variables
The product provides various methods to backup and restore your critical GLOBALx stemmed variables that currently
reside in the linear SYSCHK1 VSAM file.

Global Variables Overview
 OPS/MVS global variables include OPS/REXX compound symbols and compound symbols that contain a defined, global
stem. These global variables have the following characteristics:

• Global variables can contain many types of data. This data can be critical to the proper operation of OPS/MVS itself,
and all its components, or it can be relevant only to one small, user-written application.

• You can share these variables globally throughout the entire OPS/MVS architecture. For example, you can share these
variables by TSO address spaces, AOF rules, OPS/MVS servers, and batch jobs.

• You can save global variables across system IPLs and OPS/MVS restarts, as is the case with the nonvolatile, standard
global variables.
You can also decide to have volatile global variables, so that the lives of the product variables are not kept across
IPLs, as is the case with temporary global variables.

This table indicates where you can find more information about global variables:

 Subject  Description  See… 
OPS/REXX and global variables A description of global variables in an OPS/

REXX context
 Global Variable Basics and OPS/REXX 
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Global variables and OPS/MVS installation Things to consider about global variables
before and during the installation of OPS/
MVS 

  Administrating  

Using global variables Tips to help you use global variables  Global Variable Characteristics 
Global variables and OPSVIEW An explanation of how you can manipulate

global variables using OPSVIEW, the menu
driven, OPS/MVS user interface

  Using OPSVIEW  

Global variables and AOF How to use global variables from the
Automated Operations Facility perspective

  Using AOF Rules  

Global variables and ESI How you can access global variables with
the Expert System Interface

 Access and Update Global Variables 

Global variable backup and restore An overview of the OPS/MVS feature that
can backup and restore your global variable
database

 Backup and Restore Global Variables 

OPSVALUE function Information about when you should use the
OPSVALUE function

  Command and Function Reference  

Global Variable Basics and OPS/REXX
This section describes global variables in the context of OPS/REXX.

At the basic level, a global variable is an OPS/REXX compound symbol that has a unique stem. For example:

GLOBAL.xyz

   

 

OPS/REXX Compound Symbols

Compound symbols let you establish an accurate and efficient way to address values. By design, they are a good way to
implement tables or arrays.

An OPS/REXX compound symbol is a named object to which you can assign a value or data. It is a powerful variable
because you can include one or more variables in the name of the compound symbol itself. In other words, what makes a
compound symbol unique is that a portion of the name of the compound symbol itself can be a variable.

Typically, the name of the most simple type of a variable is an identifiable constant; most likely a character string.

On the other hand, consider a variable that is a compound symbol:

• It can have one or more fields of assignable, variable data in its name.
• It is identified first by the constant string portion of its name, the stem, and identified subsequently by the variable

portion of its name, the tail.

Example: Compound Symbols

An analogy is the address system of a city.

In this analogy:

• A one dimensional, simple variable, which has only a constant string for a name, is like an address that consists only of
a street name.

• A two-dimensional compound symbol, one that has a constant stem and a variable as part of the name, is like an
address that includes both a street name and a number.
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For more information about compound symbols, see THE REXX LANGUAGE: A Practical Approach to Programming by
M.F. Cowlishaw (Prentice Hall, 1990).

Compound Symbol Format

All compound symbols have an uppercase stem that is separated from the variable name fields by a "." (period or dot)
character. And all the following, variable fields are also separated by a period (.) character.

Example: Format of the Compound Symbol

GLOBAL.a

GLOBAL.b

GLOBAL.xyz

GLOBAL.abc.xyz

   

NOTE
All of these examples have GLOBAL as their stem portions. This addition is important later in this discussion.

Two or More Dimensions

Compound symbols can have more than two dimensions. Recall the city address analogy again. We have already
considered the two-dimensional street address that includes a street number. In compound symbol parlance, the address
123 Main St. can look like the following example:

MAIN.123

   

What if we put in a third dimension? Consider what 123 Main St., Suite 987 would look like in compound symbol parlance:

MAIN.123.987

   

You can add more dimensions, such as office number 12 in Suite 987. Another dimension can be a particular in-basket in
office 12. You can represent these dimensions in compound symbol parlance as the following example:

MAIN.123.987.12.inbskt1

   

Compound Symbol Derived Name

To take the concept of a compound symbol to its conclusion, consider the value of its entire name, the stem portion, and
the actual value of the variable portion. This is the derived name of a compound symbol.

Example: Illustrate the Derived Name

Suppose you have an application that has a line of code that assigns the value of 9 to a simple variable called z. And
suppose that application has a subsequent line of code that initializes a compound symbol called GLOBAL.z. The derived
name of GLOBAL.z, in this case, would be GLOBAL.9.

Global Compound Symbols

Now that you understand the compound symbol, consider one that can be touched by, or can touch, all components of
OPS/MVS. Think of a compound symbol that can receive data from, or hold data for, all OPS/MVS components and many
user-written applications. Once you have done this, you understand the OPS/MVS global variable.
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Global Variable Nodes and Subnodes

The OPS/MVS terms of node and subnode are names that enable you to identify different portions of the name of a global
variable and they can help you understand the relationships between global variables.

The best way to convey what nodes and subnodes represent, with respect to global variables, is by example. So consider
the following:

Suppose you have the following global variables:

GLOBAL.A

GLOBAL.B

GLOBAL.C

GLOBAL.A.B

GLOBAL.A.B.C

GLOBAL.A.B.D

   

Let us start at the bottom and work up.

• GLOBAL.A.B.D is a subnode of GLOBAL.A.
• GLOBAL.A.B.D is an immediate subnode of GLOBAL.A.B.
• GLOBAL.A.B.C is an immediate subnode of GLOBAL.A.B.
• GLOBAL.B is a node that has no subnodes shown.
• All variables that begin with GLOBAL.A are subnodes of GLOBAL.A.
• All variables that begin with GLOBAL are subnodes of GLOBAL.

NOTE
In this example, GLOBAL.A.B is a totally different variable than GLOBAL.A. In fact, GLOBAL.A does not need to
exist for GLOBAL.A.B to exist.

Permanent Versus Temporary Global Variables

OPS/MVS supports the following two basic types of global variables:

Standard or permanent
Standard global variables are non-volatile, so they are saved across system IPLs or OPS/MVS starts.

Temporary
Temporary global variables are not saved at these times. The set of temporary global variables is always empty
when OPS/MVS is first started.

The following are the stems that identify these two types of global variables:

• Standard global variables
– GLOBAL.
– GLOBALx. where x is any alphanumeric character (A-Z or 0-9)

• Temporary global variables
– GLVTEMPx. where x is any alphanumeric character (A-Z or 0-9)
– GLVEVENT
– GLVJOBID

Temporary Global Variables Duration Specified

OPS/MVS provides two temporary variable types that exist only for the duration of either an event or a job. GLVEVENT
variables are associated with the duration of a specified event and GLVJOBID variables are associated with the duration
of a specified job.
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• GLVEVENT.stem variables are deleted when the event for which they were created terminates.
For example, suppose that OPS/MVS creates GLVEVENT.MSGTEXT during the processing of an IEF405I message
rule; the variable exists for all rules that process that particular IEF405I message. After the last rule associated with
that individual message issuance executes, this example occurrence of GLVEVENT.MSGTEXT is automatically
deleted.
Uses for such a variable could include passing data between rules or accumulating data about a message.

• GLVJOBID.stem variables are deleted when the job or started task for which they were created terminates.
For example, suppose that OPS/MVS creates GLVJOBID.MSGTEXT during the processing of a particular job; the
variable exists only while that job is active. Furthermore, the variable is associated only with that job. Other jobs could
have a variable by the same name containing a different value; after the last rule associated with our example job
executes, this occurrence of GLVJOBID.MSGTEXT is automatically deleted.
You can use such a variable to save data generated by one event in a job for processing in another event in that same
job.

NOTE
As with all OPS/MVS temporary global variables, the number of GLVEVENT and GLVJOBID variables you have
influences the amount of storage you must allocate using the GLOBALTEMPMAX parameter.

Global Variable Limits

We strongly recommend that you create no more than 10,000 global variables under a single global variable stem. The
absolute product limit is 32,768 variables under a single global stem.

WARNING
If you do create too many variables, you will not be able to view them under OPSVIEW option 4.8 or access
them using the OPSVALUE function.

The maximum length of the derived name of a global variable is 84.

Global Variable Database Warning Messages
So that you can closely monitor your global variable databases, OPS/MVS issues warning messages as the database
becomes full. OPS/MVS provides parameters that enable you to control and monitor these database indicators closely.

NOTE

For descriptions of these parameters, see  Administrating .

OPS/MVS also issues warning messages each time database usage increases by 5 percent above the threshold
(for instance, at 85 percent, 90 percent, and 95 percent of capacity), even between GLOBALWARNINTVAL intervals.
The usage levels triggering the warning messages are not reset while OPS/MVS is active, unless you change the
GLOBALWARNTHRESH parameter to a different value. In this case, the high-usage level is reset to the threshold value.

The warning message OPS4290O, which can apply to either the permanent global variable database or the temporary
global variable database, contains the following information:

• Whether the warning is for the temporary or the permanent global variable database.
• Current percentage of the database that is full.
• Number of blocks currently in use.
• Total number of blocks in the database (GLOBALMAX or GLOBALTEMPMAX).
• Name of the program or rule that, once executed, caused the threshold to be met or exceeded. This program or rule

can or cannot be responsible for filling the database.

NOTE
OPS/MVS checks for the threshold being exceeded only when a new global variable is allocated or an existing
global variable is extended. Therefore, the interval between the messages can be greater than the defined
interval.
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Global Variable Characteristics
Understanding the characteristics of global variables can help you properly use global variables. All global variables have
the following characteristics:

• Global variables can be as long as 32,000 bytes. However, global variables containing fewer than 44 bytes operate the
most efficiently and expeditiously.

• Global variables are not declared. A global variable is created when you use a variable that contains a valid global
stem.

• Global variables can trigger global events if their values change. Changing the value of a global variable triggers a
global variable event unless that variable has a stem of GLOBALx. or GLVTEMPx. (where x is a number from 0 to 9).

• Global variables are not as suited to applications that need serialization, as is the OPSVALUE function.
• The OPSVALUE function (see theCommand and Function Reference) enables you to manipulate global variables in

many ways. Because there are so many ways to use it, you must be careful that you use the correct syntax for the task
that you want to accomplish. Two of the most important syntax-critical facets of OPSVALUE are as follows:
– OPSVALUE evaluates the derived name of your global variable differently, depending on whether it is entered with

quotation marks. For example:
var = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.A','C' ,1,2)

var = OPSVALUE(GLOBAL.A,'C' ,1,2)

In the first case with the single quotes, OPS/REXX evaluates the first parameter as the derived name of GLOBAL.A,
whereas without quotes, it evaluates the first parameter as the actual value of GLOBAL.A

– OPSVALUE is case-sensitive when it evaluates the characters of a global variable after its stem; for example,
GLOBAL.XYZ and GLOBAL.xyz are two different variables

• Global variables have derived names.
• Global variables are available to all rule-based and TSO-based OPS/REXX programs in all address spaces. You can

set the value of a global variable in one rule, and then check or reset the value in another rule.

Backup and Restore Global Variables
OPS/MVS provides various methods to backup and restore your critical GLOBALx stemmed variables that currently reside
in the linear SYSCHK1 VSAM file.

NOTE

For more information about backing up and restoring the SYSCHK1 VSAM file, seeAdministrating.

Using EasyRule
This section contains the following topics:

•  EasyRule Basics
EasyRule is a panel-driven rule generator, offering a fill-in-the-blanks approach to building an OPS/MVS rule.
EasyRule not only makes generating rules fast and easy, but it also makes updating them quick and convenient.

•  Introducing EasyRule Panels
To help you to build a rule, EasyRule presents you with a series of panels that is dependent upon the type of rule you
want to create. Although each set of panels is unique to the type of rule you are creating, there are similarities among
them in both format and content.

•  Access EasyRule
From the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu, type 2.3 and press Enter.
From the AOF TEST Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option 2.1) or the AOF CTRL Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option
4.5.1), enter the rule set name and press Enter. Then, type R next to the name of the rule you want to modify and
press Enter, or enter the EASYRULE primary command in the Command field to create the rule.
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From the Automation Analyzer Results panel (OPSVIEW option 7.2), type E or R next to the message ID for which you
want to create or modify a rule, and then press Enter.

•  Scrollable Menu and Data Entry Panels
Many EasyRule menu and data entry panels are scrollable so that more information can be included in the panel than
will fit on a single terminal screen.

•  Select a Rule Type
The Rule Type Selection panel lets you easily choose the type of rule to create.

•  Rule Type Main Menu Options
Although there is a unique Rule Type Main Menu for every type of rule you can create with EasyRule, all the panels
offer similar options.

•  Specify a Primary Event for a Rule
The primary event is the criterion that is used to execute the rule. For message rules, the primary event is a message
ID; for OMEGAMON rules, it is an OMEGAMON exception ID, and so on.

•  Specify Comments for a Rule
The Create Rule Comments panel provides a structured format that you can use to create useful documentation for
your rule.

•  Specify Execution Conditions for a Rule
Use the Conditions Menu to choose conditions for EasyRule to use as selection criteria for the rule. These conditions
are in addition to the primary selection criterion you specified on the primary event specification panel.

•  Specify Actions to Be Taken When a Rule Executes
Use the Take Action menu to specify the actions that you want to occur when the rule executes and all criteria are
satisfied. A unique Take Action menu exists for each rule type.

•  Specify Actions to Be Taken When a Rule Is Enabled
Use the Initialization menu to choose the actions that you want to perform during enable processing.

•  Set Initial Variable Values for a Rule
Use the Initialize Rule Variables panel to set variables to specific values before the rule executes for the first time.

•  Specify Actions to Be Taken When a Rule Is Disabled
Use this panel to specify the actions that OPS/MVS should take when the rule is disabled.

•  EasyRule Final Options Menu Determines the Disposition of a Rule
After you complete all of the necessary EasyRule panels, the EasyRule final options menu appears. You use this panel
to determine the disposition of the OPS/REXX code EasyRule built from your panel entries.

•  Test a Rule
After you create a rule, use the AOF test facility to test it before you put it into production.

•  EasyRule Error Messages
Error messages generated by EasyRule have a message ID of OPEASYERR.

•  EasyRule Help
EasyRule help is designed to provide detailed information about each EasyRule panel.

EasyRule Basics
Use the OPS/MVS EasyRule facility to build rules without the need for programming.

EasyRule is a panel-driven rule generator, offering a fill-in-the-blanks approach to building an OPS/MVS rule. EasyRule
not only makes generating rules fast and easy, but it also makes updating them quick and convenient.

Because you can use EasyRule to generate complex rules, even the most experienced REXX programmer will appreciate
the savings in labor that EasyRule provides for producing sophisticated programming. In addition, the rules that you create
with EasyRule are readily available for tailoring and maintenance.

The REXX code generated by EasyRule contains descriptive REXX comments describing the conditions and actions
being performed. This makes generated REXX code easier to understand. It also makes EasyRule more useful as a way
for someone unfamiliar with the REXX language to learn REXX.
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Guidelines for Using EasyRule

To use EasyRule, you must be familiar with ISPF line editing and navigation, and you must understand how the console
works. It is recommended that you read the  Using AOF Rules  section to familiarize yourself with rule structure.

Follow these guidelines when using EasyRule:

• You can use EasyRule to create a new rule or to modify a rule that was originally created with EasyRule. However, if
you used another editing tool to create or modify a particular rule, you usually cannot use EasyRule to modify it.

• You can select the EasyRule automatic step-through feature, which takes you from one fill-in-the-blanks panel to the
next without your having to make menu selections.

NOTE
 For more information, see Choose Automatic Versus Manual Step-Through.

• Any time that you want information while using EasyRule, such as an example or the definition of an unfamiliar term,
press PF1/13 to access EasyRule help.

• Do not imbed syntax for REXX comments (for example, /* comment-text */) in your panel entries.

How EasyRule Builds Rules

EasyRule is comprised of numerous fill-in-the-blanks panels. As you create your rule, EasyRule keeps track of the entries
you make on each panel.

NOTE
 Your entries will include information such as events, conditions, and actions that affect the execution of the rule.

When you finish making entries on the panels, EasyRule generates the rule as OPS/REXX code (in mixed case) and
retains it in memory. On the final EasyRule panel you encounter, you must choose to take one of these actions for the new
rule:

• Save the rule and exit EasyRule.
• Exit EasyRule without saving the rule.
• Browse the OPS/REXX code that EasyRule generated.
• Return to the EasyRule panels to alter the rule.

You can also determine whether you want the rule to be modifiable with EasyRule, whether you intend to include user-
written code in the rule, or both.

If you choose to save the rule, you can then enable, test, and disable it as you would any other rule.

Finally, you can move the rule to the production environment.

How EasyRule Benefits Different Types of Users

If you are a novice user, you can use EasyRule to generate most of the automation you need with a few panel entries.

If you are an advanced user, you can use EasyRule to generate enough OPS/REXX code to create a basic rule. Later,
you can use the ISPF editing tools to add more complex logic to the rule.

The code that EasyRule generates is clean and efficient. Therefore, if you want to learn how to write OPS/REXX code,
you can browse the rules EasyRule generates to learn about the OPS/REXX language.

Configure EasyRule Settings

You may want to customize your EasyRule profile. You can configure your EasyRule settings by using OPSVIEW Option
0.5 . 
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Introducing EasyRule Panels
To help you to build a rule, EasyRule presents you with a series of panels that is dependent upon the type of rule you want
to create. Although each set of panels is unique to the type of rule you are creating, there are similarities among them in
both format and content.

For example, regardless of the type of rule you are creating, EasyRule will present a primary event specification panel
on which you specify the primary criterion that is used to execute the rule. Thus, if you are creating an OMEGAMON
rule, EasyRule presents you with a panel prompting you to specify an OMEGAMON exception ID; if you are creating a
message rule, a panel prompting you for a message ID appears instead.

Panel Descriptions

Because of the similarities among EasyRule panels, not every EasyRule panel is presented in this section. Instead,
EasyRule panels that are representative of the series of panels you see when you create any rule are discussed.
Reviewing these pages will acquaint you with the look and feel of the EasyRule facility.

Access Additional Panel Information

If you need more specific information about how to use a particular EasyRule panel, press PF1/PF13 to access help
directly from that panel.

How to Navigate the Panels

The typical route one takes through the EasyRule panels is as follows:

1. EasyRule primary panel
2. Rule Type Selection Panel
3. Rule Type Main Menu
4. EasyRule primary event specification panel
5. Create Rule Comments Panel
6. Conditions Menu
7. Take Action Menu
8. Initialize Rule Variables Panel
9. Actions to Take at Rule Disable Panel
10. EasyRule final options menu

NOTE
If you select the EasyRule automatic step-through feature, you bypass all EasyRule selection menus.

Access EasyRule
You can use these methods to access EasyRule:

• From the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu, type 2.3 and press Enter.
• From the AOF TEST Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option 2.1) or the AOF CTRL Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option

4.5.1), enter the rule set name and press Enter. Do either of the following:
– Type R next to the name of the rule you want to modify and press Enter.
– Enter the EASYRULE primary command in the Command field to create a rule.

• From the Automation Analyzer Results panel (OPSVIEW option 7.2), type E or R next to the message ID for which you
want to create or modify a rule, and then press Enter.
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Access EasyRule from OPSVIEW and Specify a Rule Set

Before you can create or modify a rule, you must tell EasyRule the name of the rule set that will contain (or already
contains) the rule.

To access EasyRule from OPSVIEW and Specify a Rule Set

1. From the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu, enter 2.3 into the Option field and press Enter.
As a result, the EasyRule primary panel appears. A sample panel is shown here:

EasyRule --------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

        EEEEE    AAAA   SSSSS  YY  YY   RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEEE

        EE      AA  AA  SS      YYYY    RR  R   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEE    AAAAAA  SSSSS    YY     RRRRR   UU  UU   LL      EEEE

        EE      AA  AA     SS    YY     RR RR   UU  UU   LL      EE

        EEEEE   AA  AA  SSSSS   YY      RR  RR   UUUU    LLLLL   EEEEE

ISPF LIBRARY:

   PROJECT ===>

   GROUP   ===>

   TYPE    ===>

   MEMBER  ===>

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

Do You Wish To AUTOMATICALLY step thru EasyRule? ===> N   (Y/N)

1. Complete the Project, Group, and Type fields.
2. Specify a new or existing member name in the Member field. Each member of a rule set contains a single rule.

Access EasyRule from the AOF Test or AOF Control Facility

You can access EasyRule in three ways:

To modify an existing rule:

1. From the AOF TEST Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option 2.1) or the AOF CTRL Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option
4.5.1), enter the rule set name and press Enter.

2. Type R next to the name of the rule you want to modify and press Enter.
In response, EasyRule takes you directly to the main menu for the type of rule you selected.

To create a new rule:

1. From the AOF TEST Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option 2.1) or the AOF CTRL Rule List panel (OPSVIEW option
4.5.1), enter the rule set name and press Enter.

2. Enter the EASYRULE primary command in the Command field.
In response, the EasyRule primary panel appears displays.

To access EasyRule from the Automation Analyzer:

1. Access the Automation Analyzer Results panel (OPSVIEW option 7.2)
2. Type R or E next to the message ID for which you want to create or modify a rule; then press Enter.

In response, the EasyRule primary panel appears.

Choose Automatic Or Manual Step-through

When you access EasyRule, you must decide how you want to proceed: manually or automatically.

To choose either automatic or manual step-through
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When the EasyRule primary panel prompts you for your choice:

• If you want to move through the EasyRule panels by making menu selections, type N in response to the prompt.
• If you want EasyRule to move you from one fill-in-the-blanks panel to the next, without presenting you with menus,

type Y in response to the prompt.

Scrollable Menu and Data Entry Panels
Many EasyRule menu and data entry panels are scrollable so that more information can be included in the panel than will
fit on a single terminal screen. The OPSINFO Data Conditions panel, for example, includes many more choices than can
fit on a single display screen. When scrollable text is present, the word More: appears near the upper-right corner of your
screen. Use the PF7 and PF8 keys to scroll up and down, respectively.

NOTE
PF10 and PF11 are used to control scrolling in Help panels.

Select a Rule Type
EasyRule lets you create many different types of rules. The Rule Type Selection panel lets you easily choose the type of
rule to create.

To select a rule type

1. If you specified the member name for a new rule on the EasyRule primary panel, the Rule Type Selection panel
appears. EasyRule provides a main menu for each type of rule.

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

OPTION ===>

                    R U L E  T Y P E  S E L E C T I O N

     1   MSG   - Create Message Event Rule

     2   CMD   - Create Command Event Rule

     3   GLV   - Create Global Variable Event Rule

     4   TOD   - Create Time-Of-Day Event Rule

     5   OMG   - Create OMEGAMON Event Rule

     6   DOM   - Create Delete-Operator-Message Event Rule

     7   EOJ   - Create End-of-Job Event Rule

     8   EOM   - Create End-Of-Memory Event Rule

     9   EOS   - Create End-Of-Step Event Rule

    10   TLM   - Create Time-Limit-Exceeded Event Rule

    11   USS   - Create Unix Systems Services (USS) Message Event Rule

If you specified an existing rule on the EasyRule primary panel, EasyRule bypasses the panel shown above and takes you
directly to the series of panels you can use to modify the rule.

• Enter the code into the Option field. For example, if you want to create a message rule, enter 1 in the Rule Type
Selection panel.
The Message Rule Main Menu appears. A sample is shown here:

EasyRule ---------------------------------------------------------------------

OPTION ===>

               M E S S A G E  R U L E  M A I N  M E N U

  1   MESSAGE ID      -   Specify the ID of the message(s) to be processed

  2   DOCUMENTATION   -   Add comments to this Rule

  3   CONDITIONS      -   Supply additional criteria for this Rule to fire

  4   ACTIONS         -   Take action with respect to the message(s)

  5   INITIALIZATION  -   One-time initialization done when Rule is ENABLEd
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  6   TERMINATION     -   Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd

The rule type of Message Rule is selected and you are ready to specify a primary event for your rule.

Rule Type Main Menu Options
Although there is a unique Rule Type Main Menu for every type of rule you can create with EasyRule, all the panels offer
similar options:

Option 1 MESSAGE ID
Accesses a panel on which you specify the primary selection criterion for this type of rule. For example, if you are
creating a command rule, specify the command; if you are creating an OMEGAMON rule, specify the exception
ID.

Option 2 DOCUMENTATION
Accesses a panel on which you enter comments for the rule. EasyRule incorporates your comments into the OPS/
REXX code it generates for the rule. This panel is the same regardless of what type of rule you are creating.

Option 3 CONDITIONS
Accesses a sub-menu from which you can choose conditions for EasyRule to use as selection criteria for the rule.
The content of this sub-menu varies for different types of rules.

NOTE
These conditions include the primary selection criterion you specify with option 1.

Option 4 ACTIONS
Accesses a sub-menu from which you specify the actions the rule should take when the conditions set in option 3
are met (if any). If no conditions are set in option 3, the actions you specify in option 4 will occur unconditionally.
The content of this sub-menu is different for each type of rule.

Option 5 INITIALIZATION
Accesses a panel on which you specify the initial values of local and global variables. EasyRule performs the
initialization when the rule is first enabled. This panel is the same for all types of rules.

Option 6 TERMINATION
Accesses a panel on which you specify the actions OPS/MVS should take when the rule is disabled. Possible
actions include sending messages, setting global variables, and so on. This panel is the same for all types of
rules.

Specify a Primary Event for a Rule
The primary event is the criterion that is used to execute the rule. For message rules, the primary event is a message ID;
for OMEGAMON rules, it is an OMEGAMON exception ID, and so on.

To specify a primary event for a rule

1. From the Message Rule Main Menu, choose option 1 Message ID to access the primary event specification panel to
specify a primary event for your rule.
Following is a sample primary event specification panel pertaining to message rules:

EasyRule ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===>

                   S P E C I F Y   M E S S A G E   I D

   MSG ID ===> IEF287I            JUST SUPPRESS ===> N  (Y/N/D)

                                       or

                                    JUST DELETE ===> N  (Y/N/D)
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                              DELETE FROM OPSLOG === N  (Y/N)

   MSG ID is used to determine if this Rule should perform an Action.

   It must be 1 to 10 characters in length and may optionally include a

   "wildcard" character '*'.  MSG ID is the only required field.

   If you just want to SUPPRESS or DELETE the message, type Y next to the

   appropriate entry.  Subsequent panels are bypassed if using Step-thru mode.

   DELETE is like SUPPRESS, but also deletes the message from SYSLOG.

   D is the same as Y except that in Step-thru mode, you will be given a

   chance to enter comments about the rule.

Press ENTER to step thru EasyRule, or END to return

When EasyRule generates the OPS/REXX code for your rule, the type of the rule and the primary event of the rule make
up the first line of the code.

In some cases, the only rule type-specific panel that you need to complete to create a rule is the primary event
specification panel. For example, if your goal is simply to suppress a message, you can do so by making only two field
entries (MSG ID and Just Suppress) on the primary event specification panel for message rules.

• You can then press PF3
The EasyRule final options menu displays, from which you can end your EasyRule session.

Specify Comments for a Rule
The Create Rule Comments panel provides a structured format that you can use to create useful documentation for your
rule.

To specify comments for a rule

1. Access the Create Rule Comments panel.
A sample panel, the same for all types of rules, follows:

EasyRule -----------------------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

                  C R E A T E  R U L E  C O M M E N T S

Rule Name       ===> _____________________________________________________

Rule Type       ===> _____________________________________________________

Rule Function   ===> _____________________________________________________

                ===> _____________________________________________________

                ===> _____________________________________________________

                ===> _____________________________________________________

                ===> _____________________________________________________

Author          ===> _____________________________________________________

Support         ===> _____________________________________________________

Related Rules   ===> _____________________________________________________

Related CPs     ===> _____________________________________________________

History         ===> _____________________________________________________

                ===> _____________________________________________________

                ===> _____________________________________________________

1. Enter comments about the rule.
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No editing is performed on your entries, all of which are optional. EasyRule takes your entries and generates valid REXX
comment lines from them. Do not imbed syntax for REXX comments (for example, /* comment-text */) in your entries.

Specify Execution Conditions for a Rule
Use the Conditions Menu to choose conditions for EasyRule to use as selection criteria for the rule. These conditions are
in addition to the primary selection criterion you specified on the primary event specification panel. A unique Conditions
Menu exists for each rule type. A sample panel, showing the Conditions Menu for message rules, appears here.

NOTE
If you select the EasyRule automatic step-through feature, you bypass the Conditions Menu (and all other
EasyRule menus).

EasyRule ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===>

        M E S S A G E   R U L E  --  C O N D I T I O N S   M E N U            

   These panels allow you to specify additional criteria (beyond the Message  

   ID) which must be satisfied for this Rule to fire.                         

   1  Message text                          A  Other address spaces           

   2  Current console routing (ROUTCDEs)    D  Day/Time/Shift/Calendar        

   3  Highlighting/Color (DESC codes)       G  Global variables               

   4  Message Environmental variables       L  Local or other Global variables

   5  Multi-line WTO support                O  OPSINFO variables              

                                            V  Device or VOLSER status        

   C  Specify how multiple conditions are to be evaluated (AND/OR)  

Press ENTER to step thru EasyRule, or END to return

Although the total number of options on the menus differs among rule types, the format of the menus is the same. The
column on the left of each Conditions Menu lists conditions that are unique to the type of rule you are creating. The
column on the right lists conditions that are common to all rule types.

To choose an option from a Conditions Menu

1. Type its option code into the Option field and press Enter.
2. When you complete the resulting panel, press PF3

You are returned to the Conditions Menu.

You can repeat this procedure to choose several or all options, as long as you do so one at a time.

Specify Actions to Be Taken When a Rule Executes
Use the Take Action menu to specify the actions that you want to occur when the rule executes and all criteria are
satisfied. A unique Take Action menu exists for each rule type. The following sample panel shows the Take Action menu
for message rules.

NOTE
If you select the EasyRule automatic step-through feature, you bypass the Take Action menu (and all other
EasyRule menus).

EasyRule ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Option ===>                                                                  
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             M E S S A G E   R U L E  --  T A K E   A C T I O N              

  The actions you specify via these panels will be taken for all messages that

  have the Message ID you specified and pass any additional tests you supplied

  via the "Additional Criteria" panels.                                       

      1  Suppress                         G  Update Global variables

      2  Message deletion                 L  Update Local or Global variables

      3  Re-route to other consoles       M  Issue z/OS messages

      4  Re-word the Message              N  Send a NetMaster Alert

      5  Hilite/Color/Change DESC codes   O  Issue Operator commands

      6  Reply (WTORs only)               P  Page support people

      7  Send to another system (MSF)     Q  Perform SQL update or insert

      8  Throttle Message display rate    S  Send messages to TSO users

      9  Update Environmental variables   U  Issue UNIX commands

                                          X  Run REXX/CLIST program in Server

Press ENTER to step thru EasyRule, or END to return 

Although the total number of options on the menus differs among rule types, the format of the menus is the same. The
column on the left of each Take Action Menu lists actions that are unique to the type of rule you are creating. The column
on the right lists actions that are common to all rule types.

To choose an option from a Take Action menu

1. From the Message Rule Main Menu, choose option 4 Actions.
The Message Rule Take Action menu displays.

2. When you complete the resulting panel, press PF3.
You are returned to the Take Action menu.

You can repeat this procedure to choose several or all options, as long as you do so one at a time.

Specify Actions to Be Taken When a Rule Is Enabled
Use the Initialization menu to choose the actions that you want to perform during enable processing.

To specify actions to be taken when a rule is enabled

1. From the Message Rule Main Menu, choose option 5 Initialization.
The Initialization menu displays.

2. Choose the actions you want to perform during enable processing and press Enter.
While a rule is enabled, it executes when its primary criterion is met, such as when a particular message is issued by
the system, or when a particular job ends. A rule that is not enabled never executes.
EasyRule provides two ways to specify a limited amount of processing during enable processing:
– You can set the value of a variable.
– You can elect whether to allow the rule to enable.

If any variables are set during enable processing, they will remain set even if the rule ultimately rejects the enable request.

Set Initial Variable Values for a Rule
Use the Initialize Rule Variables panel to set variables to specific values before the rule executes for the first time. The
following sample panel applies to all types of rules:

EasyRule ----------------------------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>
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             I N I T I A L I Z E   R U L E   V A R I A B L E S

      --LOCAL/GLOBAL VARIABLE NAME--      <----  INITIAL VALUE  -------->

      ______________________________ ===> ______________________________

      ______________________________ ===> ______________________________

      ______________________________ ===> ______________________________

      ______________________________ ===> ______________________________

      ______________________________ ===> ______________________________

      ______________________________ ===> ______________________________

             -GLOBAL VARIABLE NAME--      <----  INITIAL VALUE  -------->

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

To set initialize variable settings for a rule

1. Type the name of the variable in the left-hand column.
2. Type the desired initial value in the right-hand column.

The entries you make on this panel become OPS/REXX statements in the )INIT section of the code EasyRule generates
for your rule. These OPS/REXX statements execute only when the rule is first enabled.

Specify Actions to Be Taken When a Rule Is Disabled
Use this panel to specify the actions that OPS/MVS should take when the rule is disabled.

To specify the actions OPS/MVS should take when a rule is disabled

1. From the rule type main menu, choose Option 6: Termination - Specify actions to be taken when Rule is DISABLEd.
The following Actions to Take at Rule Disable menu displays, which applies to all types of rules:

EasyRule ----------------------------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

       A C T I O N S   T O   T A K E   A T   R U L E   D I S A B L E

  Address OPER ===> ________________________________________________

  Address TSO  ===> ________________________________________________

  Address AOF  ===> ________________________________________________

  Send Message ===> __________________________________ USERID ===> ________

  WTO Message  ===> __________________________________ MSGID  ===> __________

                                                       HILITE ===> N (Y or N)

  Set Globals:

             - GLOBAL VARIABLE NAME -     <--------  NEW VALUE  -------->

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

     GLOBAL. _______________________ ===> ______________________________

1. Complete the fields for the action you want. For example, you may want to send a message, trigger some action on
the system, or set a global variable to a new value.
The entries you make on this panel become OPS/REXX statements in the )TERM section of the code EasyRule
generates for your rule. These OPS/REXX statements execute only when the rule is disabled.
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EasyRule Final Options Menu Determines the Disposition of a Rule
After you complete all of the necessary EasyRule panels, the EasyRule final options menu appears. You use this panel
to determine the disposition of the OPS/REXX code EasyRule built from your panel entries. The following sample panel
applies to all types of rules:

EasyRule --------------- XE44 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSA

Option ===>                                                                   

        EEEEE    AAAA    SSSSS  YY  YY  RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEEE           

        EE      AA  AA   SS      YYYY   RR  R  UU  UU  LL     EE              

        EEEE    AAAAAA   SSSSS    YY    RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEE            

        EE      AA  AA      SS    YY    RR RR  UU  UU  LL     EE              

        EEEEE   AA  AA   SSSSS   YY     RR  RR  UUUU   LLLLL  EEEEE           

      1   SAVE    -  SAVE the Rule that was built and EXIT  

      2   CANCEL  -  EXIT and DO NOT SAVE the Rule that was built   

      3   BROWSE  -  Browse the generated OPS/REXX code  

      4   ALTER   -  Return to the panels to modify the Rule    

 DO YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO MODIFY THIS RULE WITH EASYRULE?      ==> Y  (Y/N)  

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER PROCESSING CODE IN THIS RULE?     ==> Y  (Y/N)  

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER INITIALIZATION CODE IN THIS RULE? ==> Y  (Y/N)  

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER TERMINATION CODE IN THIS RULE?    ==> Y  (Y/N)  

Press END to SAVE and return     

Choose one of these options on the EasyRule final options menu:

Option 1 - SAVE
EasyRule saves the rule into the member you specified on the EasyRule primary panel.

NOTE
If you prefer, you can press PF3 to achieve the same result.

Option 2 - CANCEL
EasyRule ignores all of your panel entries. No rule is created or updated.

NOTE
If you prefer, you can enter the CANCEL command into the Option field of the panel to achieve the
same result.

Option 3 - BROWSE
EasyRule takes you to the standard ISPF browse panel, where you can review the OPS/REXX code that it built
for your rule. You cannot make changes to the OPS/REXX code from the ISPF browse panel. If you want to make
changes, press PF3 to return to the EasyRule final options menu, and then choose option 4 (ALTER).

Option 4 - ALTER
EasyRule returns you to the primary event specification panel and moves you through all of the subsequent
panels. The values that you entered appear on the panels. You can make changes, additions, or deletions to the
specifications of the rule as you view your entries. When you finish, press PF3 to return to the EasyRule final
options menu.
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Regardless of which option you choose, an ISPF message appears in the upper-right corner of the panel to indicate
whether the rule has been saved.

Make Modifications with EasyRule

The EasyRule final options menu prompts you to decide whether you want EasyRule to be the mechanism with which you
make further changes to the rule.

The default is Y. If you enter N, you will not be able to use EasyRule to modify the code in the future.

Work With User Code Areas in EasyRule

Sometimes you might want to write a rule in which decisions are made or actions taken that cannot be achieved with
EasyRule. For example, you might want to test system status using a complex set of AND/OR logic equations, or you
might want to choose one of several actions depending on system status or other criteria. EasyRule provides optional
user code areas, which are reserved spaces in a rule that was generated by EasyRule. In these user code areas you can
add your own REXX statements to the automatically generated ones, so you can extend EasyRule-generated rules to
support decisions and actions of any degree of complexity. You can use ISPF edit to add or change REXX code in a user
code area. Code generated by EasyRule and saved as an EasyRule-modifiable rule should only be changed by using
EasyRule.

The EasyRule save panel provides three user code area controls:

• Initialization
• Termination
• Processing

Your responses to the three questions on this panel determine whether the respective user code areas will be generated
for that rule. You can also allow all three responses to default to the OPSVIEW 0.5 value (for details on using this option,
see Set or Change EasyRule Settings (Option 0.5)).

Test a Rule
After you create a rule, use the AOF test facility to test it before you put it into production.

EasyRule Error Messages
Error messages generated by EasyRule have a message ID of OPEASYERR.

EasyRule Help
Contents

EasyRule help is designed to provide detailed information about each EasyRule panel at the touch of a key. Through
EasyRule help, you can learn:

• What a panel does
• What the valid input values are for a panel
• What OPS/REXX code EasyRule will generate as a result of typical panel entries
• What an unfamiliar term means

From any EasyRule panel, take either of these actions to access help:

• Press PF1/13.
• Enter the HELP command in the Command or Option field.
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Basic Types of EasyRule Help Panels

EasyRule provides the following types of help panels:

• Menu help panels
• Standard help panels
• Help example panels
• Help glossary panels

Access and Use the Menu Help Panels

Menu help panels provide a little more detail about each of the available menu options. If you access help from an
EasyRule menu panel, you access the help panel for that menu.

To access and use the menu help panels

1. Press PF1/13 from any EasyRule panel, in this example from the Conditions Menu for message rules.
The following menu help panel appears:

EasyRule --------------- MESSAGE RULE -- CONDITIONS MENU ------------- Tutorial

Option ===> 

MENU INSTRUCTIONS:   Type the menu selection number in the Option ==> field.  

These options look for:  

1 - MESSAGE TEXT            - Generic or specific message words  

2 - CURRENT CONSOLE ROUTING - Route Code(s)    

3 - HIGHLIGHTING/COLOR      - Descriptor Code(s) 

4 - ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES - Generically or exactly specified values   

5 - MULTI-LINE WTO          - Test for multi-line or single line WTO   

These options make use of: 

A - OTHER ADDRESS SPACES    - Determine whether other address spaces are active

D - DAY/TIME/SHIFT/CALENDAR - Include or exclude by time/day conditions   

G - GLOBAL VARIABLES        - Exact or generic global variable values

L - LOCAL/GLOBAL VARIABLES  - Exact or generic local or global variable values

O - OPSINFO VARIABLES       - Values about the product and/or its environment 

V - OPSDEV STATUS           - ONLINE/OFFLINE status of a device or VOLSER  

Type selection number for detailed tutorial, or press END to terminate

1. You may take these actions on menu help panels:
– Enter a selection number or letter in the Option field.

A more detailed help panel for the selected option appears.
– Press PF3.

The EasyRule help session is terminated.

Access and Use the Standard Help Panels

Another type of help panel you can access from EasyRule is a standard help panel.

To access and use the standard help panels

1. Press PF1/13 from the Message Rule-Descriptor Code Conditions panel.
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The following standard help panel appears:

EasyRule ------- MESSAGE RULE - HILITE/DESCRIPTOR CODES ---------- Tutorial

Option ===> 

  PURPOSE:  To assign new Descriptor Codes to this Message Rule. 

   HOW TO:  Type an S next to each character string whose Descriptor Code

            you wish applied to this Rule.  

            Type in up to five additional Descriptor Codes from 12 to 16 

            to apply to this Rule OR type in a variable name that contains

            the desired Descriptor Codes.

 POSSIBLE   See the Glossary for an explanation of Descriptor Codes. 

   INPUTS:  Type V for an explanation of valid variable syntax.  

            Codes 1-6 and 11 are mutually exclusive.  However, codes 

            7 through 10 can be assigned in combination with other codes. 

  RESULTS:  Descriptor Codes selected on this panel will be placed as

            assignments in the )PROC section of the Rule's generated

            OPS/REXX code. 

Type E for Example, G for Glossary, or press END to terminate tutorial

Standard help panels group information into these sections:

PURPOSE
Explains the purpose of the panel.

HOW TO
Provides basic instructions for the entries you need to make on the panel. Tells you whether an entry is required
or optional.

POSSIBLE INPUTS
Explains what types of entries are valid for a particular field. On some panels, provides further details for particular
fields.

RESULTS
Describes the OPS/REXX code that EasyRule will generate as a result of your entries.

• You may take these actions on most standard help panels:
– Enter E in Option field.

A help example panel appears. It presents you with both an example of a correctly filled-in panel, and the OPS/
REXX code that EasyRule would generate from those entries.

– Enter G in Option field.
A help glossary panel appears. In the EasyRule glossary, you can look up the definitions of unfamiliar terms.

– Press Enter.
You are presented with a second standard help panel.

NOTE
This applies to two-part standard help panels only.

– Press PF3.
Your EasyRule help session is terminated.
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Access and Use the Help Example Panels

On most of the EasyRule standard help panels, you can see an example of a correctly filled-in panel, along with the OPS/
REXX code that EasyRule would generate from those entries.

To access and use the help example panels

1. Enter E on a standard help panel.
The example of a correctly filled-in help example panel appears:

EasyRule ----- MESSAGE RULE - DESCRIPTOR CODE CONDITIONS EXAMPLE ----- Tutorial

COMMAND ===>

M E S S A G E   R U L E  -  D E S C R I P T O R   C O D E   C O N D I T I O N S

Use S to select one or more of the following Descriptor Codes:

                               S  SYSFAIL  (1)  (Hilite, non-scrollable)

                                  EVENACTN (2)  (Hilite only)

                                   ....

                               S  DYNSTAT  (10)

                                  CRITEVET (11)

Other Descriptor Code(s)               ===>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  This example will generate the highlighted OPS/REXX statements:

  )PROC

   EASYRULEDESC = OPSBITS("SYSFAIL")

   EASYRULEDESC = BITOR(EASYRULEDESC,OPSBITS("DYNSTAT"))

   IF  (BITAND(MSG.DESC,EASYRULEDESC) = BITOR(EASYRULEDESC,"0000"X))

     THEN DO ...

Help example panels group information into two sections:

• The top half of the panel shows the EasyRule panel of which you wanted an example. The panel is filled in with a
typical set of entries, which are highlighted.

• The bottom half of the panel shows the OPS/REXX code that EasyRule would generate for the entries in the top half. If
necessary, the bottom half also describes the entries.

NOTE
Sometimes, due to space limitations, not all lines of generated code appear.

• Take these actions on help example panels:
– Press Enter.

Returns you to the previous help panel.
– Press PF3.

Terminates your EasyRule help session.

The help example panel has been accessed and reviewed.

Access and Use Help Glossary Panels

On most of the EasyRule standard help panels, you can enter G in the Option field to access the EasyRule glossary.

To access and use the EasyRule glossary

1. Enter G in the Option field to access the EasyRule glossary.
The following sample help glossary displays:

EasyRule ------------------------ GLOSSARY --------------------------- Tutorial

COMMAND ===>

   DESCRIPTOR CODES:  Two-digit values that indicate the means of message
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                      presentation and message deletion on display devices.

                      1 System Failure                 8 Out-of-Line Message

                      2 Immediate Action Required      9 Operator Request

                      3 Eventual Action Required      10 Dynamic Status Display

                      4 System Status                 11 Critical eventual

                      5 Immediate Command Response       action requested

                      6 Job Status                    12-16 Reserved for

                      7 Application program/processor;      future use

                        message is to be deleted when

                        issuing task is terminated

                       Codes 1-6 and 11 are mutually exclusive.  Codes 7-10

                       can be assigned in combination with any other code.

Help glossary panels are arranged in alphabetical order. Typically, when you access the glossary, you are not positioned
at its beginning.

• Take these actions on help glossary panels:
– Enter B in Command field.

Moves you to the TOP of the glossary, or back to the previous help panel.
– Press Enter.

Moves you forward in the glossary.
– Press PF3

Terminates your EasyRule help session.

Using OPS/REXX
This section contains the following topics:

• OPS/REXX Overview
OPS/REXX is a powerful, SAA-compliant programming language that adds to standard REXX a set of extensions that
automate and enhance the productivity of z/OS operations.

• Why OPS/REXX
The OPS/REXX interpreter runs many times faster than the TSO EXEC command for similar programs. Also, when
you use OPS/REXX in the AOF environment, all the code is pre-interpreted to speed processing even further. OPS/
REXX generally runs so speedily that most users do not need to rewrite functions in assembler language.

• Uses of OPS/REXX in the Product
Both OPS/REXX and the standard REXX language enable you to issue commands to various host environments. Both
versions of REXX offer symbolic substitution that is simpler than in the TSO/E CLIST language or in z/OS JCL.

• Characteristics of OPS/REXX Programs
Use the OPSEXEC and OPSIMEX commands to execute OPS/REXX programs in source code or precompiled format.
Use the OXCOMP and OICOMP commands to compile OPS/REXX programs without executing them.

• Use the Precompiled OPS/REXX Programs
When you invoke a program, OPS/REXX first looks for a precompiled version of it in the OPSEXEC libraries. If the
program is found, OPS/REXX loads and executes it. If OPS/REXX cannot find the program in the OPSEXEC libraries,
it looks in the SYSEXEC libraries and, after finding it, reads, compiles, and runs it.

• Execute Source OPS/REXX Programs
You can invoke OPS/REXX programs in source code format from READY mode in an interactive TSO session, from
ISPF dialogs, ISP EDIT, AOF rules, and so on.

• The Interaction of OPS/REXX with Other Languages
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One of the most powerful features of OPS/REXX is its extendability by users. You can write OPS/REXX external
subroutines and functions in assembler language; source module OPSMFID in the ASM library shipped with all copies
of OPS/MVS provides an excellent reference for users wanting to do so.

• OPS/REXX Execution Limits
When OPS/REXX executes a REXX program, it checks to see that a program does not consume an excessive amount
of resources. This checking is especially important for executing AOF rules that process system events, as runaway
rules can degrade system performance significantly, causing poor response time and other problems.

• Elements of OPS/REXX
If you are familiar with z/OS JCL and the TSO CLIST language, you will notice that OPS/REXX does not use
ampersands (the & symbol). Symbolic substitution in REXX is different from that in the TSO CLIST language or in z/
OS JCL, and is much easier to use.

• OPS/REXX Considerations
Review the OPS/REXX considerations, such as the search order in which OPS/REXX uses.

• How to Implement Common Coding Guidelines
The REXX programming language coupled with many of the OPS/MVS Host Environments and functions let you
create effective and efficient automated applications. When creating your AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs, you
should establish common coding guidelines (upper or lower case, comment blocks, number of spaces to indent, and
so on).

• OPS/REXX Instructions
This section describes differences between OPS/REXX instructions and those of standard REXX.

• Parsing
Review the Parse Source format.

• OPS/REXX Interfaces
This section discusses OPS/REXX interfaces to various components and products.

• Compiler Error Messages
When the OPS/REXX compiler finds syntax errors in an OPS/REXX program or an AOF rule, the compiler generates
a numbered error message. Because OPS/REXX is an implementation of standard REXX, you can find descriptions
of these messages in Section 17, “Error Numbers And Messages,” of The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to
Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw. 

• OPS/REXX Usage Problems
This section describes problems you might have while using OPS/REXX and ways to avoid them.

OPS/REXX Overview
A crucial part of the OPS/MVS product, OPS/REXX is a powerful, SAA-compliant programming language that adds to
standard REXX a set of extensions that automate and enhance the productivity of z/OS operations.

Because OPS/REXX differs only slightly from standard REXX, this section explains the differences between OPS/REXX
and standard REXX instead of describing the REXX language completely.

Additional OPS/REXX and standard REXX documentation:

• For a list of OPS/REXX built-in functions that differ from and extend standard REXX, see OPS/REXX Built-in
Functions.

• For more detailed information about standard REXX, consult the book THE REXX LANGUAGE: A Practical Approach
to Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw. If you do not have a copy of this book, you can order one from Prentice Hall.

WARNING
If you are not already familiar with REXX, see the Cowlishaw book before you read further in this section.

• You also may want to read Modern Programming Using Rexx by Robert P. O'Hara and David Roos Gomberg (Prentice
Hall). This book includes many practical examples of REXX programming.
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Why OPS/REXX
Contents

We chose REXX as the programming language for OPS/MVS because it is the most powerful and easiest-to-use
command language available. OPS/REXX provides a simple but capable high-level language to write operating system
exits.

OPS/REXX Performs Better

The OPS/REXX interpreter runs many times faster than the TSO EXEC command for similar programs. Also, when you
use OPS/REXX in the AOF environment, all the code is pre-interpreted to speed processing even further. OPS/REXX
generally runs so speedily that most users do not need to rewrite functions in assembler language.

OPS/REXX provides automation from the point where it intercepts messages and commands from JES2 or JES3 and
z/OS. Approaches that try to use TSO/E REXX or NetView for automation are more limited; they can only compare
command and message events against categories in an event table and execute a program if the event matches one of
those categories.

OPS/REXX Is Easy to Learn

If you can program in any language, you can learn to program in OPS/REXX. All variables are treated as character
strings, which OPS/REXX can convert to numeric values and reconvert to character strings automatically as required.

Powerful Data Handling Tools

OPS/REXX provides facilities for writing structured programs. It supports all common program structures such as DO
WHILE ... END and IF ... THEN ... ELSE. OPS/REXX also provides many built-in functions to handle dates and times, and
to convert binary and hexadecimal data to or from decimal or character formats.

OPS/REXX also supports subroutine and function calls to and from other languages, as well as to and from other OPS/
REXX programs.

Understandable Error Messages

In developing standard REXX, IBM designed understandable error messages. Because OPS/REXX is so similar to
standard REXX, we have adopted these well-thought-out error messages for our product. The Cowlishaw book describes
messages with error codes up to 49. The OPS/MVS online message documentation describes errors with higher codes.

Uses of OPS/REXX in the Product
The following OPS/MVS components use OPS/REXX:

• The rules of the OPS/MVS AOF component are actually OPS/REXX programs that can respond automatically to
system events. The availability of the OPS/REXX general purpose programming tools in rules gives you an unlimited
ability to automate responses to these events.

• Important parts of OPSVIEW such as AOF EDIT, the ISPF Dialog Manager application with which you create and
update rules, are written in OPS/REXX. The OPS/REXX interface to the Dialog Manager is as complete and powerful
as that of TSO/E REXX.

• You can write AOF asynchronous procedures (which execute in OPS/MVS server address spaces) in both OPS/REXX
and the TSO/E REXX language.

• OPS/REXX differs from other REXX implementations in processing numeric values and implementing NUMERIC
DIGITS. OPS/REXX attempts to optimize numeric processing for values that fit in a 32 bit fullword as a signed integer.
OPS/REXX always converts numeric values that fit in a signed fullword (integer values in the range -2147483648
through 2147483647) to binary values and performs register arithmetic on them irrespective of the NUMERIC DIGITS
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setting. For NUMERIC DIGITS settings, up to and including 10, in cases where the numeric value will fit in a signed
fullword, OPS/REXX internally uses binary register arithmetic. This is one of the reasons why OPS/REXX significantly
outperforms IBM REXX.
The following example illustrates this difference:
/* REXX */

numeric digits 5

a = 2147483646+1

say a

OPS/REXX output is: 2147483647
IBM REXX output is: 2.1475E+9
Note: OPS/REXX is not strictly correct in its numeric processing but the performance advantages are significant
and Broadcom does not intend to change OPS/REXX to comply with the REXX language definition in this case. For
performance reasons Broadcom recommends that, unless your REXX program requires greater precision, you allow
NUMERIC DIGITS to default to 9.

Similarities Between OPS/REXX and Standard REXX

Both OPS/REXX and the standard REXX language enable you to issue commands to various host environments. Both
versions of REXX offer symbolic substitution that is simpler than in the TSO/E CLIST language or in z/OS JCL.

The current version of OPS/REXX supports these standard REXX features:

• All REXX programming structures as defined in the book THE REXX LANGUAGE: A Practical Approach to
Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw. For example, OPS/REXX supports counter variables on DO statements and the
PROCEDURE statement.

• All standard SAA REXX functions plus most of the functions documented in the second edition of the Cowlishaw book,
except for the I/O functions (CHARIN, CHAROUT, CHARS, LINEIN, LINEOUT, and LINES).

• Numbers with decimal points and exponents, as well as numeric digits with a precision up to 20 (default 9).
• Strings containing as many as 32,000 characters, including strings to ISPEXEC to support long commands and values

of all REXX variables including global variables. OPS/REXX can build dynamic display areas in panels.
The OPS/MVS REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH parameter enables you to use a lower maximum string length if you want.

Differences Between OPS/REXX and Standard REXX

In addition to the similarities listed above, there are several important differences between OPS/REXX and standard
REXX. These include:

• In OPS/REXX, external subroutines are resolved and bound with the main program prior to execution. This
characteristic provides a major performance benefit for OPS/REXX when calling external subroutines, particularly in
the AOF rule environment. One negative aspect of this characteristic is that all subroutines must be available at the
time an OPS/REXX program or AOF rule is compiled or enabled on any system, even if some subroutines are never
actually called during execution in that environment. For example, consider the following code:
if OPSINFO("SMFID") == "SYSA" then

  call EXTSUB1

else

  call EXTSUB2

Clearly, the EXTSUB1 subroutine is called only when the code executes on SYSA. Nevertheless, OPS/REXX requires
the EXTSUB1 subroutine (or load module) to be available on every system. In TSO/E REXX, external subroutines are
resolved only when they are called during execution.
In OPS/MVS, you can use the OPSWXTRN keyword of the OPTIONS instruction to indicate to OPS/REXX which
external subroutines, built-in functions, and load modules are not absolutely required to be present prior to execution.
The presence of the OPSWXTRN keyword in an OPTIONS instruction allows programs containing this OPTIONS
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instruction to be used by both OPS/REXX and TSO/E REXX, so the portability of REXX code that uses this instruction
is unaffected. For more information, see OPTIONS Instruction

• In the Cowlishaw definition of REXX, when a PULL instruction is executed and the external data queue is empty, a
read is done from the default character input stream. In OPS/REXX, this is not practical because in a rule, the only
possible default character input stream is the console. Prompting the operator for the next line of input would be
undesirable to say the least. Therefore, in OPS/REXX a PULL on an empty external data queue results in a null (zero
length) line being returned.

• The PUSH instruction is not implemented in OPS/REXX. Its use results in REXX error number 64, which is the
unimplemented feature error. The QUEUE instruction is implemented in OPS/REXX, and in most cases, you can use it
to accomplish the same results.

• Because OPS/REXX is required to run efficiently in different environments, some differences exist in REXX instructions
such as the INTERPRET instruction, where a limited implementation is available. Since the INTERPRET instruction
causes the compiler to be reinvoked, any storage required to process the instruction is retrieved from existing sources,
to avoid dynamically getting storage. In most cases the VALUE function would serve as a much more efficient
alternative to INTERPRET.

• When converting from date format B to any other format, standard REXX adds one day to the resulting date, whereas
OPS/REXX does not.

NOTE
For more information see the OPS/REXX DATE function in the  Command and Function Reference .

Characteristics of OPS/REXX Programs
Contents

You can execute an OPS/REXX program in any of these ways:

• Explicitly, through the OPSEXEC (or OX) command
• Implicitly, through the OPSIMEX (or OI) command
• As batch jobs
• As started tasks

Use the OPSEXEC and OPSIMEX commands to execute OPS/REXX programs in source code or precompiled format.
Use the OXCOMP and OICOMP commands to compile OPS/REXX programs without executing them.

When used with the AOF, OPS/REXX programs have a special structure and are called rules. Outside the AOF
environment, OPS/REXX programs are called programs.

Unless you have precompiled rules, the OPS/MVS product compiles rules when you activate them with the ENABLE
command and runs them strictly from their internal form (rather than reloading and reinterpreting them each time they are
needed). Outside the AOF environment, OPS/REXX programs execute from source code or from staged internal forms.

Differences Between Precompiled and Source REXX Programs

The OPS/MVS product has always supported running OPS/REXX programs in source code format. Now, the product
also supports storing and running precompiled OPS/REXX programs. You can issue OXCOMP and OICOMP commands
to compile OPS/REXX programs without executing them; both commands store the compiled REXX code in the data
set allocated to the OPSCOMP ddname. You can copy data sets containing precompiled OPS/REXX programs with no
restrictions.

Precompiled OPS/REXX programs use exactly the same REXX functions as source code programs, but the precompiled
programs are loaded faster. When you call a precompiled program, OPS/REXX loads and executes it, eliminating the time
needed to read the source code and compile it. In contrast, source code programs take more time to load because OPS/
REXX has to read and compile the code first.
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Explicit and Implicit Program Execution

The only difference between implicit and explicit program execution is how you specify the name of the program to
execute and where OPS/REXX looks for the name:

• With explicit execution, you supply the name of the data set containing the program.
• With implicit execution, you provide only a program name. OPS/REXX then locates that program in the library or

libraries allocated to ddname OPSEXEC or SYSEXEC.

Formats for OPS/REXX Data Sets

Data sets containing OPS/REXX programs can have RECFM=V or RECFM=F record formats, with or without line
numbers. For variable records, OPS/REXX checks columns 1 through 8 of the first line in the program to determine if line
numbers exist. For fixed records, OPS/REXX checks the last eight columns of the first record to determine if line numbers
exist.

NOTE
This checking follows standard TSO conventions.

If the first line in the program has no line number, be sure to check that no subsequent lines have numbers. This can
occur if someone uses ISPF EDIT to copy lines from a line-numbered program into a program without line numbers.

The maximum logical record length supported is LRECL=255.

How OPS/REXX Locates Stored OPS/REXX Programs

OPS/REXX programs can reside in OPSEXEC data set libraries or in data sets elsewhere in the SYSEXEC
concatenation. Programs in data sets allocated to OPSEXEC execute faster because OPS/REXX can execute them
without compiling them first.

When you invoke a program, OPS/REXX always looks for it first in the OPSEXEC libraries. This is true as long as you
have allocated the OPSEXEC ddname. If the program is not there, OPS/REXX looks in the SYSEXEC libraries and, after
finding it, reads, compiles, and runs it.

NOTE
To avoid slowing down OPS/MVS processing, use the OPSEXEC DD, which prevents REXX code from being
compiled at runtime.

Execute a Program That Calls External Routines

Compiling an OPS/REXX program also compiles all subroutines associated with it.

The way OPS/MVS scans for external routines depend upon whether you are editing a sequential data set or the member
of a partitioned data set.

When you explicitly execute an OPS/REXX program that is not precompiled and that resides in a partitioned data set,
OPS/MVS scans that data set to try to locate any external routines. If external routines are not found in the data set
containing this program, OPS/MVS then searches in the libraries concatenated under the SYSEXEC ddname.

When you explicitly execute a program residing in a sequential data set, OPS/MVS scans only the SYSEXEC ddname for
external routines.

To explicitly execute a program, use either the !OI or !OX edit macro.

Use the Precompiled OPS/REXX Programs
Contents

The following section discusses the use of precompiled OPS/REXX programs.
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The OPSEXEC and OPSCOMP Libraries

As described earlier, when you invoke a program, OPS/REXX first looks for a precompiled version of it in the OPSEXEC
libraries. If the program is found, OPS/REXX loads and executes it. If OPS/REXX cannot find the program in the
OPSEXEC libraries, it looks in the SYSEXEC libraries and, after finding it, reads, compiles, and runs it.

If you plan to precompile and execute OPS/REXX programs, you must allocate two different ddnames, OPSCOMP
and OPSEXEC. If you never intend to precompile OPS/REXX programs, but you do plan to execute them, you need to
allocate only the OPSEXEC ddname.

Allocate the OPSCOMP DDname

The OPSCOMP ddname contains the output of the compile process. When you compile an OPS/REXX program using
either the OICOMP or OXCOMP command, OPS/MVS saves the compiled version of the program as a member in the
data set you have allocated to the OPSCOMP ddname. Because the OPSCOMP ddname is an output data set, it must be
a single data set rather than a concatenation. This rule conforms to standard z/OS restrictions on output data sets.

To allocate the OPSCOMP data set, use either the JCL or the TSO ALLOC command shown here:

• JCL

//OPSCOMP DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.compile.library

• TSO

ALLOC FILE (OPSCOMP) DATASET('user.compile.library') SHR

In the previous examples, user.compile.library is the name of the data set that is to store the output of the compile
process. Different user.compile.library data sets can be in use at different times.

Follow these guidelines when allocating OPSCOMP:

• For additional flexibility, do not allocate OPSCOMP permanently.
• Allocate OPSCOMP to an output partitioned data set with a minimum block size of 4096 (at least 8192 is

recommended) and a logical record length of 4096. You may want to reblock the data set for efficiency; the larger
the block size, the better the performance. The OPEXRBLK member of the OPS.CCLXCNTL library contains JCL to
reblock this data set or any compiled library.

• Place the data set you allocate to the OPSCOMP DDNAME first in your OPSEXEC concatenation (as described
below).

Allocate the OPSEXEC DDname

When you invoke an OPS/REXX program, OPS/REXX first searches the OPSEXEC ddname for a precompiled version of
it.

For this reason, the same data set that you allocated to the OPSCOMP ddname typically should also be the first data set
in your OPSEXEC ddname concatenation.

If you are an OPSVIEW user, second in your OPSEXEC ddname concatenation should be the SYS1.OPS.CCLXOPEX
data set. The SYS1.OPS.CCLXOPEX data set stores all previously compiled REXX programs for the OPSVIEW feature,
and should be allocated to the OPSEXEC ddname of all OPSVIEW users for improved performance. In case you have
customized any of these programs for use at your site, placing this Broadcom-distributed data set second ensures that
OPS/REXX finds your versions first.

The SYS1.OPS.CCLXOPEX data set has a block size of 8192. For performance reasons, you may want to re-block the
SYS1.OPS.CCLXOPEX data set (the larger the block size, the better the performance). To do so, use the JCL in the
OPEXRBLK member of the OPS.CCLXCNTL library.
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To allocate the OPSEXEC ddname, use either the JCL or the TSO ALLOC command shown in the following examples.

NOTE
In these examples, the SYS1.OPS.CCLXOPEX data set appears second in the concatenation:

• JCL

//OPSEXEC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.compile.library

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.OPS.CCLXOPEX

• TSO

ALLOC FILE (OPSEXEC)

  DATASET('user.compile.library' 'SYS1.OPS.CCLXOPEX') SHR

In the examples, user.compile.library is the name of the data set where you store your OPS/REXX programs. Different
user.compile.library data sets can be in use at different times.

Maintain Compiled OPS/REXX Programs

At times, internal changes in OPS/REXX can make all of your precompiled REXX programs and rules incompatible with
the current OPS/REXX execution environment. When this occurs, OPS/MVS issues message OPS0990 to warn you to
recompile your REXX programs and rules.

To maintain compiled OPS/REXX programs

1. Use OPSVIEW options 2.4 and 2.5 to do maintenance on precompiled REXX programs.
2. Use OPSVIEW options 2.5 and 4.5.2 to help you recompile.

OICOMP Command

Using the OPS/MVS OICOMP command, you can compile any program in the SYSEXEC ddname and save it in the data
set allocated to the OPSCOMP ddname. When using OICOMP, you need to provide only a program name.

Use either of these OICOMP formats:

• Format 1

OICOMP member [NOSOURCE]

• Format 2

OICOMP PROGRAM(member) [NOSOURCE]

OXCOMP Command

The OXCOMP command enables you to compile any program in any partitioned or sequential data set and save it in
the data set allocated to the OPSCOMP ddname. When using OXCOMP, you need to provide the name of the data set
containing the program. You can also use OXCOMP to compile an entire partitioned data set by omitting the specification
of a value for member. If you are compiling a particular program in a partitioned data set, be sure to include the name of
the program as the value for member.

Use either of these OXCOMP formats:

• Format 1

OXCOMP 'dsname(member)' [NOSOURCE]

• Format 2
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OXCOMP PROGRAM('dsname(member)') [NOSOURCE]

Values You Specify for OICOMP and OXCOMP

The member value specifies the name of the member containing the OPS/REXX source program. The NOSOURCE
keyword causes the compiled version of the program to be saved without any SOURCE statements, generating a smaller
data set member that can be loaded into storage more quickly. If you specify NOSOURCE, TRACE statements and error
messages from the SYNTAX routine do not include SOURCE statements, and the REXX SOURCELINE() function is
unusable. Instead, OPS/REXX displays the number of the line containing the statement in error.

Execute Source OPS/REXX Programs
Contents

The following section discusses the execution of source OPS/REXX programs.

Ways to Invoke OPS/REXX Programs in Source Format

You can invoke OPS/REXX programs in source code format as follows:

• From READY mode in an interactive TSO session
• From ISPF dialogs
• From ISPF EDIT
• From AOF rules
• From other OPS/REXX programs
• In a batch job, by directly executing the OPS/REXX interpreter
• In a batch job, under the batch TSO TMP
• From programs written in other languages

The following sections describe each of these OPS/REXX program invocations in detail.

Explicitly Compared to Implicitly Specifying the OPS/REXX Program Data Set

Using the OPSEXEC (alias OX) command executes an OPS/REXX source program explicitly, while using the OPSIMEX
(alias OI) command invokes a source program implicitly.

Issue the OPSEXEC (OX) Command

The OPSEXEC or OX command has the following syntax:

OPSEXEC|OX PROGRAM('dsname[member]')

  [ARG('arguments')]

  [ITRACE('x')]

  [MAXEDQ(lines)]

  [SUBSYS(ssid)]

  [WORKSPACE(size)]

To execute an OPS/REXX source program directly from TSO READY mode (or ISPF PDF menu 6) using the OPS/REXX
interpreter, use either of the following formats for OPSEXEC:

OPSEXEC "dsname" argument

OX "dsname" argument
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For detailed explanations on each OPSEXEC keyword, see OPSEXEC Command Processor in the Command and
Function Reference.

Issue the OPSIMEX (OI) Command

You can execute any source program located in ddname SYSEXEC directly from TSO READY mode (or ISPF PDF
Menu 6) using the OPSIMEX (alias OI) command. This command executes programs implicitly. You must preallocate the
SYSEXEC file name to one or more partitioned data sets before issuing the command.

The OPSIMEX or OI command has the following syntax:

OPSIMEX|OI PROGRAM('dsname[member]')

  [ARG('arguments')]

  [ITRACE('x')]

  [MAXEDQ(lines)]

  [SUBSYS(ssid)]

  [WORKSPACE(size)]

You can also use these abbreviated formats for OPSIMEX:

OPSIMEX member argument

OI member argument

The OPSIMEX command uses exactly the same keywords and arguments as the OPSEXEC command; the only
difference is that OPSIMEX invokes a program implicitly. When you invoke OPS/REXX implicitly, the argument string is
passed exactly as it is passed when you invoke OPS/REXX explicitly.

NOTE
When using the form of the OPSIMEX or OI command that uses PROGRAM or other keywords, enclose the
argument string in single quotation marks.

The record formats supported for the SYSEXEC libraries are the same as those supported for REXX data sets used to
invoke OPS/REXX explicitly.

Implicitly Invoke Source Programs

To invoke a REXX program called ABC with a null argument, issue the following command:

OI ABC

To invoke the same program with an argument of Now is the time, issue either of the following commands. These
commands work only if the member ABC exists in the library or libraries allocated to either ddname OPSEXEC or ddname
SYSEXEC.

OI ABC Now is the time

OI PROGRAM(ABC) ARG("Now is the time")

Execute OPS/REXX Source Programs from ISPF Dialogs

You can invoke OPS/REXX source programs from in ISPF dialogs explicitly or implicitly as shown in the following
example. Implicitly invoking a program, however, uses less overhead.

SELECT PGM(OI) PARM(member argument)

SELECT CMD(OI PROGRAM (member) [ARG(argument)] [SUBSYS(ssid)])

SELECT PGM(OX) PARM(member argument)

SELECT CMD(OX PROGRAM (dataset(member)) [ARG(argument)] [SUBSYS(ssid)])

NOTE
If you use PGM calls to issue the OX or OI command, you can specify the subsystem ID as an argument.
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The PGM calls differ from the CMD calls only in the way parameters are passed. However, for CMD calls, ISPF Dialog
Management services move the cursor to the bottom of the screen before the command starts to execute. This can be
annoying; to avoid it, use PGM calls.

The OPS.CCLXEXEC library distributed with OPS/MVS contains examples of writing complex ISPF dialogs in OPS/
REXX.

Execute OPS/REXX Source Programs from ISPF EDIT

If you are editing an OPS/REXX program using ISPF EDIT, you can execute it directly under ISPF EDIT by entering one of
the following forms of the OX or OI ISPFEDIT macro calls from the command line:

!OX

!OI

!OX "argument"

!OI "argument"

You can omit the exclamation point that precedes the OX or OI command if the following statements appear in your initial
ISPF EDIT macro:

ISREDIT DEFINE OI PGM MACRO

ISREDIT DEFINE OX PGM MACRO

Entering any form of the OX or OI command on the command line while in ISPFEDIT causes the current ISPFEDIT data
set to execute. The program is not saved to disk; instead, the OPS/REXX interpreter uses the program copy being kept by
ISPFEDIT in virtual storage. This feature is especially handy when you are debugging OPS/REXX programs.

For details about ISPF EDIT macros, see ISPF/PDF Edit and Edit Macros.

How OPS/REXX Programs in the AOF Work

In the AOF environment, the OPS/REXX interpreter does the following:

• Compiles an AOF rule when it is enabled if no precompiled version of that rule exists. While compiling a rule, the
interpreter reads the rule source code from the rule data set library on disk and places the code in internal OPS/MVS
storage. The interpreter does the same for any external subroutines that are called directly or indirectly.

• Runs the )INIT section of a rule when a rule is being enabled.
• Runs the )TERM section of a rule when a rule is being disabled.
• Runs the )PROC section of a rule when an event matching the event type specified for the rule occurs.

All other uses of OPS/REXX require you to invoke the OPS/REXX interpreter explicitly.

Call the Interpreter from an OPS/REXX Program

An OPS/REXX program can call the OPS/REXX interpreter as an OPS/REXX function or subroutine. This calling method
is not efficient, but it can be useful in special situations.

Use either of the following statements to call the interpreter from another OPS/REXX program:

variable = OI("member argument")

CALL OI "member argument"

ADDRESS TSO

  "OI member argument"

  "OX dsname argument"

The value returned by the function calls (or into variable RESULT by the CALL instructions) is the error code of the
interpreter. Usually, this value is the same as any standard REXX error code (or zero if the program was interpreted
without errors).
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When you use the ADDRESS TSO form, any messages and output produced by the program (including TRACE output)
are returned in the external data queue just like other TSO commands (unless the calling program is executing under an
AOF rule).

Execute OPS/REXX Programs from Batch

You can invoke OPS/REXX programs implicitly or explicitly from batch.

Invoke an OPS/REXX Program Implicitly

To invoke an OPS/REXX program implicitly and run it as a batch job, use the following JCL:

//stepname EXEC PGM=OI,PARM='member argument'

//OPSEXEC DD DSN=user.compiled.library

//        DD DSN=OPS.SYS.CCLXOPEX

//SYSEXEC DD DSN=library,DISP=SHR

The DSN parameter must give a fully qualified data set name without quotation marks. No prefix or suffix is added to the
name you specify.

Invoke an OPS/REXX Program Explicitly

To invoke an OPS/REXX program explicitly and run it as a batch job, you need only the JCL shown here:

//stepname EXEC PGM=OX,PARM='dataset(member) argument'

Considerations for Batch Execution

Before executing an OPS/REXX program as a batch job, note that:

• Positive numeric values specified on the RETURN statement are retrieved as the return code.
• You cannot use the ADDRESS TSO and ADDRESS ISPEXEC environments in batch mode.
• Batch programs may be a better place to run long-running REXX programs than servers, which do best at processing

short-term jobs.
• When an OPS/REXX program runs as a batch job or as a started task and you are either running multiple OPS/MVS

copies on one system or the subsystem where OPS/MVS runs is not called OPSS, you can ensure that the program
executes on the correct subsystem. To do so, specify the following when invoking the program or submitting the batch
job:
OPS$ssid DD DUMMY

The ssid is the subsystem name.

Execute OPS/REXX Programs from Batch (Under the Batch TSO TMP)

Use the following JCL to run the TSO TMP as a batch job step:

//          EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//          PARM='first command or CLIST to be executed'

//SYSPROC   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.clistlib

//SYSEXEC   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.rexxlib

//SYSTSPRT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN   DD *

   (TSO commands or clists to be executed

                   * including *

    OX commands to invoke OPS/REXX programs from data sets,

    OI commands to invoke OPS/REXX programs from //SYSEXEC,
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    or both)

/*

Execute OPS/REXX Programs from USS

OPS/REXX programs can be executed in the USS shell by invoking the OI or OX command from an HFS or zFS in
compatibility mode file. The only restriction is that TSO must not be active in the same address space in which OPS/REXX
is invoked. For an OMVS session invoked from TSO or ISPF, the parameter NOSHAREAS must be specified with the
OMVS command. This ensures that the USS shell actually runs in a USS transaction server address space. Command
syntax parsing in USS is also different than in TSO. USS parses the parameter string that follows the command file name
for imbedded variable substitution and other USS commands. Therefore the parameters destined for OPS/REXX must be
enclosed in single or double quotes. Double quotes are not as restrictive as single quotes and may result in the need to
use the escape character to prevent undesired substitutions.

While OX dynamically allocates the data set containing the desired OPS/REXX program, OI assumes a pre-allocated
SYSEXEC data set. SYSEXEC must be allocated in the USS transaction server address space for OI to work. Although
OPSDYNAM is an OPS/REXX host command, it can also be used as a USS shell command to allocate the required
SYSEXEC data sets. Other POI commands that can execute as USS shell commands are OPSGETV, OPSGETVL,
OPSSETV, OPSDELV, and OPSQL. All other OPS/REXX functions and host commands such as ADDRESS WTO are
available in an OPS/REXX program run as a USS command using OI or OX.

There are two ways to place OPS/MVS commands in the USS HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file system. The first
method is to copy the desired commands with all their aliases to a PDSE data set, and then use the TSO OPUT command
to copy the PDSE load modules to the desired HFS or zFS in compatibility mode directory. In the case of OPS/REXX, you
would use ISPF 3.3 to copy module OPSIMEX and all its aliases (OI, OICOMP, OIDB, OPSEXEC, OX, OXCOMP, OXDB,
and OXSCAN) to a PDSE. Then issue the OPUT command from TSO for any aliases you want to place in the HFS or zFS
in compatibility mode:

OPUT 'OPS.PDSELOAD(OX)'  '/opsmvs/ox'  BINARY

OPUT 'OPS.PDSELOAD(OI)'  '/opsmvs/oi'  BINARY

The disadvantage of this method is that maintenance applied to the product must be propagated manually to the HFS or
zFS in compatibility mode.

The second method is to create null HFS or zFS in compatibility mode files for the commands and use the sticky bit
feature of HFS or zFS in compatibility mode files to cause USS to search for the real load modules from STEPLIB and
LINKLIST/LPA. To create the null files, issue the following USS command:

touch  /opsmvs/oi

To set the sticky bit for the file, issue the USS command:

chmod o=+s  /opsmvs/oi

To verify the permissions of the command files, issue the USS command:

ls -EH /opsmvs/oi

The advantage of this method is that no special procedures are required to recopy module maintenance, no PDSE is
required for copies, and no significant HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file space is used. However, when the sticky
bit method is used, dynamic allocations using OPSDYNAM as a command to allocate SYSEXEC is not retained for
subsequent commands. In this case the OI command is of no practical use and only OX can be used.

To execute the OPS/REXX commands in the HFS or zFS in compatibility mode from a Telnet or OMVS NOSHAREAS
session, the OPS/MVS load library must be in the system LINKLIST/LPA or a STEPLIB must be used. For example, you
could use the following sequence of USS shell commands to execute the MYEXEC OPS/REXX program:

export STEPLIB=SYS1.OPS.CCLXLOAD

/opsmvs/ox  "'SYS2.OPS.REXX(MYEXEC)'"
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Following is an example of how to call OPSQL directly:

/opsmvs/opsql "SELECT RULENAME FROM AOF_PERIODS WHERE NODE='XE33'"

To use OPS/REXX in the IBM USS REXX, OI and OPSDYNAM can be called as functions if they are located in the
LINKLIST/LPA or STEPLIB. The argument list consists of a single argument using the same syntax as the TSO command.
The following USS REXX program invokes OI to execute an OPS/REXX program:

  /*    Rexx    */

  /*  Invoke OPS/REXX program  TESTINFO */

  opsrc = OPSDYNAM("ALLOC DD(SYSEXEC) DSN(SYS2.O.REXX) SHR REUSE")

   say "Calling OPS/REXX"

  opsrc = OI("TESTINFO")

  do while QUEUED() > 0

    pull qmsg

    say "XDQ="qmsg

  end 

  return opsrc

The following USS REXX program invokes OPSQL as a function:

  /*    Rexx    */

  z = OPSQL("SELECT RULENAME FROM AOF_PERIODS WHERE NODE='XE33'")

   say 'RC'z

  if RULENAME.0>0 then

  do I=1 to RULENAME.0

    say RULENAME.i

  end

The Interaction of OPS/REXX with Other Languages
Contents

One of the most powerful features of OPS/REXX is its extendability by users. You can write OPS/REXX external
subroutines and functions in assembler language; source module OPSMFID in the ASM library shipped with all copies of
OPS/MVS provides an excellent reference for users wanting to do so.

Requirements for Non-REXX External Functions

An OPS/REXX external function or routine not written in REXX must meet these requirements:

• It must be a load module. The OPS/MVS product uses the z/OS LOAD macro to load the external routine.
• If the routine is called from an AOF rule:

– The load module must be reentrant.
– The code must be able to run in cross-memory mode.
– The code cannot issue SVC calls (such as GETMAIN, WTO, I/O, and so on).
– The code cannot acquire resources from the home address space.

These restrictions are inflexible and require in-depth knowledge of cross-memory mode programming. In many cases,
you must move data to areas accessible in cross-memory mode, suspend cross-memory mode to be able to call a system
service, or both.

Register Contents

On entry to a REXX function, the registers contain the following:
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• Register 0 contains the address of an ENVBLOCK
• Register 1 contains the address of an EFPL
• Registers 2 through 12 are unpredictable
• Register 13 points to a save area for the routine
• Register 14 contains the return address to the caller
• Register 15 contains the entry point address of the routine

EFPL Format

The External Function Parameter List (EFPL) format is compatible with the IBM TSO/E REXX EFPL and can be mapped
by the TSO/E REXX macro IRXEFPL. OPS/REXX supports only two fields: EFPLARG, which points to the argument, and
EFPLEVAL, which points to the word containing the address of the result EVALBLOCK (OPS/REXX supports all the fields
in the EVALBLOCK). The TSO/E REXX macro IRXEVALB maps the EVALBLOCK.

The save area pointed to by register 13 is 72 bytes long. To store the contents of the registers on entry in this save area,
use the z/OS SAVE macro.

Outcome of Processing a REXX Routine

When the REXX routine has completed processing, it should do the following:

1. Store a function result in the EVALBLOCK pointed to by the EFPL. This is required for a function call and optional for
routines called through the REXX CALL instruction.

2. Restore all registers to the state they were in upon entry to the routine.
3. Set a return code in register 15.
4. Return control to the address passed in register 14 on entry.

Pass Arguments

Field EFPLARG in the EFPL (whose address is passed in register 1 on entry to a REXX function) contains the address
of the argument list. The argument list consists of two full words (eight bytes) for each argument specified on the routine
or function call. The first word points to the address of a string and the second word contains the length of the string.
X'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF' terminates the argument list.

For example, this function call:

a = UserFunc("First",2,"Argument 3")

Results in this argument list:

DC A(ARG1),F"5"

DC A(ARG2),F"1"

DC A(ARG3),F"10"

DC X"FFFFFFFF",X"FFFFFFFF"

Pointed to by field EFPLARG. In this example:

ARG1 DC C"First"

ARG2 DC C"2"

ARG3 DC C"Argument 3"

Omit Arguments

A value of zero in the first word of the argument and a zero in the second word denotes an omitted argument. An omitted
argument is different from a null string argument (indicated by a non-zero first word and a zero in the second word). For
example, this function call:
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x = abc(,"",3)

Results in this argument list:

DC A(0),F"0"

DC A(ARG2),F"0"

DC A(ARG3),F"1"

DC X"FFFFFFFF",X"FFFFFFFF"

In this example:

ARG2 DC C" " or  ARG2 EQU 1

ARG3 DC C"3"

The "" symbol denotes a null argument.

Return Information

On entry to an OPS/REXX program, the field EFPLEVAL in the external function parameter list (the EFPL whose address
is passed in register 1) points to an EVALBLOCK, an evaluation control block. The evaluation control block is an area the
caller preallocated to return a function result. A routine need not return a result if a REXX CALL instruction invoked it; but
a function result must be returned in all other cases.

Copy the result (a string) into the EVALBLOCK_EVDATA. Check the maximum length of this field to make sure that you
do not overlay storage. The EVALBLOCK that OPS/MVS builds can contain a 32,000-byte result value.

The length of the returned string should be stored as a fullword integer in field EVALBLOCK_EVLEN. On entry to a
routine, the caller has primed this field with the value X'80'. If this value returns unchanged, the function returns no result.

Send Data to the External Queue

User-designed functions written in assembler language can send data to the OPS/REXX external data queue using
the standard TSO/E REXX IRXSTK service. You can get the address of the REXX stack service routine from the EXTE
pointed to by the environment block (register 0 on entry to the function). QUEUE is the only supported function.

For more information on the stack service, see the IBM documentation.

Create REXX Variables

User-written functions written in assembler language can create and extract REXX variables using the standard TSO/E
REXX IRXEXCOM service. You can get the address of the REXX variable service routine from the EXTE pointed to by the
environment block (register 0 on entry to the function). QUEUE is the only supported function.

For more information on the IRXEXCOM service, see the IBM documentation.

OPS/REXX Execution Limits
The following section discusses OPS/REXX execution limits.

Resource Use Monitoring

When OPS/REXX executes a REXX program, it checks to see that a program does not consume an excessive amount of
resources. This checking is especially important for executing AOF rules that process system events, as runaway rules
can degrade system performance significantly, causing poor response time and other problems.

Specifically, OPS/REXX monitors:
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• Program execution time
• How many REXX clauses executed
• How many REXX SAY instructions executed
• How many host commands were issued
• How many output lines the external data queue contains

Parameters That Set Limits

 OPS/MVS product parameters set limits for the execution values listed on the previous page. You can limit these values
separately for AOF rules and for other REXX programs run through OX and OI commands.

The following parameters set limits:

AOFMAXSECONDS
For AOF rules except request rules, sets the maximum time, in seconds, that a rule can execute for a given event.

AOFMAXCLAUSES
For AOF rules except request rules, sets the maximum number of clauses that a rule can execute for a given
event.

AOFMAXSAYS
For AOF rules except request rules, sets the maximum number of SAY instructions that a rule can execute for a
given event.

AOFMAXCOMMANDS
For AOF rules except request rules, sets the maximum number of host commands that a rule can execute for a
given event.

AOFMAXQUEUE
For AOF rules including request rules, sets the maximum number of lines that a rule can have in the external data
queue for a given event.

REXXMAXSECONDS
For request rules and REXX programs, sets the maximum time, in seconds, that a REXX program or request rule
can execute for a given event.

REXXMAXCLAUSES
For request rules and REXX programs, sets the maximum number of clauses that a REXX program or request
rule can execute for a given event.

REXXMAXSAYS
For request rules and REXX programs, sets the maximum number of SAY instructions that a REXX program or
request rule can execute for a given event.

REXXMAXCOMMANDS
For request rules and REXX programs, sets the maximum number of host commands that a REXX program or
request rule can execute for a given event.

REXXMAXQUEUE
For REXX programs, sets the maximum number of lines that a REXX program can have in the external data
queue for a given event.

REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH
For request rules and REXX programs, sets the maximum length of any string in a REXX program or request rule.

WARNING
OSF TSO servers are not intended for running an OPS/REXX program that takes a long time to execute. You
should use OSF TSL servers for those programs. When an OPS/REXX program running on an OSF TSO server
exceeds the server execution limits set by the OPS/MVS OSFCPU, OSFOUTLIM, OSFRUN, or OSFWAIT
parameters, the OSF terminates that program even if it has not exceeded any of the AOF or REXX execution
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limits described above. For example, both the OSFRUN parameter and the REXXMAXSECONDS parameter
specify how long a rule or REXX program can take to execute. So, if the value of OSFRUN is lower than the
REXXMAXSECONDS value, the OSF stops a program executing on an OSF TSO server as soon as it exceeds
the time limit that OSFRUN set.

To prevent programs executing in OSF TSO servers from terminating prematurely, either raise the values of the OPS/
MVS OSFCPU, OSFOUTLIM, OSFRUN, and OSFWAIT parameters or run the program as a separate started task or
batch job. Equivalent parameters (OSFTSLCPU, OSFTSLOUTLIM, OSFTSLRUN, and OSFTSLWAIT) control the limits
for the OSF TSL servers and (OSFTSPCPU, OSFTSPOUTLIM, OSFTSPRUN, and OSFTSPWAIT) control the limits for
the OSF TSP servers.

Override Execution Limits

OPS/REXX programs and AOF rules can override most of the execution limits by issuing the REXX OPTIONS instruction.
However, you cannot change the maximum number of lines allowed in the external data queue once a REXX program
begins executing. For a more detailed discussion, see OPS/REXX Instructions.

Elements of OPS/REXX
Contents

The following section discusses the elements of OPS/REXX.

Symbolic Substitution in OPS/REXX

If you are familiar with z/OS JCL and the TSO CLIST language, you will notice that OPS/REXX does not use ampersands
(the & symbol). Symbolic substitution in REXX is different from that in the TSO CLIST language or in z/OS JCL, and is
much easier to use.

REXX Elements That OPS/REXX Supports

OPS/REXX implements all of the elements of the SAA standard REXX language except for the following instructions and
functions:

• FORM
• OPTIONS ETMODE
• PUSH
• The input/output functions CHARIN, CHAROUT, CHARS, LINEIN, LINEOUT, LINES, and STREAM
• SCAN portion of TRACE

In most cases, using an unsupported feature results in OPS/REXX error code 64 - UNIMPLEMENTED FEATURE.

Implementation Limits

The following table describes the minimum limits that SAA imposes and the maximum limits that OPS/REXX imposes on
REXX elements:

Item SAA OPS/REXX

Literal strings 100 bytes 32000 bytes

Symbol (variable name) length 250 bytes 250 characters for local symbols; 50
characters for global symbols; 32
characters for function and routine name
labels
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Nesting control structures 100 Varies, depending upon the complexities of
the structures that are involved

Call arguments 20 10

MIN and MAX function arguments 20 20

Queue entries 100 Controlled by parameter; defaults to 3000

NUMERIC DIGITS value 1000 No maximum limit

Notational exponent value 999 999 999 999 999 999

Hexadecimal strings 250 bytes 32000 bytes

C2D input string Limit is either 250 or the NUMERIC DIGITS
value divided by 2, whichever is smaller

4 (must be a positive number)

D2C output string Limit is either 250 or the NUMERIC DIGITS
value divided by 2, whichever is smaller

256

X2D output string Limit is either 500 or the NUMERIC DIGITS
value minus 1

32000

Constants in OPS/REXX

OPS/REXX supports character strings up to 32,000 characters long.

Numeric values can include decimal points and exponential notation.

Symbols in OPS/REXX

Local symbols can contain up to 250 characters; global symbols, up to 50 characters, and labels used in function or
subroutine calls, up to 32 characters.

Variable Values

Variables containing character strings can contain no more than 32000 bytes (or a lower value set by the
REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH parameter). This limitation also applies to intermediate results.

Compound Symbols

The limits on the symbol name (pre-substitution) and the derived name (post-substitution) of a compound symbol and on
the value that a compound symbol may take are the same as the limits for the name and value of a regular variable.

You must treat the environmental variables of the OPS/MVS product as compound symbols. For example, if you have
defined the variable SYSID in a rule and you refer to MSG.SYSID elsewhere, the SYSID part of MSG.SYSID is interpreted
as the content of the previously defined variable of the same name.

Arithmetic Values and Operators

OPS/REXX supports floating point arithmetic. Although you can set NUMERIC DIGITS higher than 9, higher values can
impair performance.

OPS/REXX normalizes all values based on the NUMERIC digits setting before it performs any other operations with the
value. Unless NUMERIC DIGITS is set to a value larger than the largest value in the program, the results will not be the
same as in other REXX implementations.
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OPS/REXX Considerations
Before using OPS/REXX, consider the following points:

• OPS/REXX uses the following search order to locate external functions as it compiles a program:
a. Built-in functions.
b. The SYSEXEC concatenation or the ddname concatenation as specified in the REXXDDNAME product parameter.
c. When using non-REXX external functions, a LOAD issued for a module with the name of the external reference

(that is, the standard z/OS load module search mechanism is used).
• Avoid using OPS as the first characters of the names of REXX functions that you create because these names may

conflict with built-in function names that may be added to the product in future releases.

How to Implement Common Coding Guidelines
The REXX programming language coupled with many of the OPS/MVS Host Environments and functions let you create
effective and efficient automated applications. When you create your AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs, you should
establish common coding guidelines (upper or lower case, comment blocks, number of spaces to indent, and so on).

To begin implementing common coding standards within OPS/MVS automated applications, review the following coding
guidelines:

1. Design a template that you want to use as a beginning comment block within all programs and rules.
Include informative data fields such as purpose, related programs rules, logic outline, and so on.
The following example shows a beginning comment block template:
/**********************************************************************/

/*   Name       - Rule_or_pgm_name                                    */

/*   Purpose    - Brief sentence or two to identify what this AOF     */

/*                rule or OPS/REXX program accomplishes.              */

/*   Related    - List any other related rules pgms here.Include      */

/*                ruleset name if an AOF rule is related,and complete */

/*                PDS name if an OPS/REXX pgm. Such as:               */

/*                          TOD.CICSSHUT                              */

/*                          SYS2.OPSMVS.USER.REXX(CICSSHUT)           */

/*   Globals    - List any GLOBAL,GLVTEMP,or GLVJOBID variables       */

/*                being used within program. Such as:                 */

/*                GLVTEMP1.PRIMARY.MUF - Contains system of the       */

/*                                       primary CA Datacom/AD        */

/*                                       MUF system                   */

/*                GLVTEMP1.PRODFAIL.jobname - Contains failure info   */

/*                                            of the specific jobname */

/*                                                                    */

/*   History    - 25 OCT 2010 DAG  - Original implementation          */

/*                22 JAN 2010 DAG  - Added logic to ................  */

/*                                   ...............................  */

/*   Notes      - This section would list detailed information of     */

/*                of this rule or program. Begin with more details    */

/*                of why the automation is needed. List an overview   */

/*                of the logic in an 1-x format. Such as:             */

/*                                                                    */

/*                Outline of the logic flow :                         */

/*                1. ABENDLOG AOF rule processes the triggering       */

/*                   IEF450I event and inserts desired event data     */

/*                   into a RDF table created within rule.            */

/*                2. A dynamic TOD rule created within the ABENDLOG   */
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/*                   AOF rule will trigger this OPS/REXX program.     */

/*                3. Logic in this program will simply read the data  */

/*                   stored in the RDF table, and write to some       */

/*                   preallocated sequential data set.                */

/*                                   .                                */

/*                                   .                                */

/**********************************************************************/

2. Create uniform comment blocks that you want to use before the instructions and logic.
Adhere to the following conventions:
– Add a number line as last comment line to assist when indenting for wrap around lines or specific instructions such

a DO...END.
– Use mixed case in your comment descriptions.
– Optionally, comment the block sections of a program, such as:

• Main processing
• Sub-routines

Example comment block used before instructions or logic:
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Uniform comment block to be placed prior to specific logic or      */

/* instructions .......................                               */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*--------------------- Internal sub-routines ------------------------*/

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* subroutine name:                                                   */

/*  -Brief description of work performed in this subroutine......     */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

3. Create meaningful names for the variables based on the data that you want to assign them.
Simple variables are used widely across all your rules and programs. The more descriptive the names, the easier it is
to maintain the code.

4. Use upper and lower case consistently to create variable names.
Various supplied OPS/MVS samples use lower case for simple variable names. For example:
cicsregion   = msg.jobname 

abendcode    = WORD(msg.text,4) 

prod_systems = 'SYSA SYSB SYSC' 

Adhere to the following case conventions:
– Choose to upper case OPS/MVS reserved stemmed variable names GLVJOBID, GLOBAL,or GLVTEMP.

For example:
cics_regions = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL1.CICSREGIONS','O') 

payroll_contacts = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL1.PAYROLL.CONTACTS','O') 

– If part of the stemmed variable name is that of a defined simple variable, then use the same case for the variable as
it was originally created.

– Create clean coding of the OPSVALUE() by assigning the variable name and value to be updated to a simple
variable that acts as a staging variable.
For example:
cicsregion = msg.jobname 

varname    = 'GLVTEMP1.'cicsregion'.SHUTDOWN' 

setvar     = OPSVALUE(varname,'U','REQUESTED')
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smfid     = OPSINFO('SMFID')

ipldate   = OPSINFO('IPLDATE')

ipltime   = OPSINFO('IPLTIME')

iplvolser = OPSINFO('IPLVOLSER')

iplinfo   = ipldate ipltime iplvolser

ipl_varname = 'GLVTEMP1.IPLINFO.'smfid

setvar      = OPSVALUE(ipl_varname,'U',iplinfo)

5. Pick your case standard for coding OPS/REXX and TSO/E REXX functions.
Authors of OPS/MVS samples uppercase all function names and optional or required arguments. If a variable name is
used within a function argument, then use the same case that it was created in, for example:
inits  = OPSJES2('I','INIT','*','A') 

isitactive = OPSTATUS('A','I',jobname) 

device = WORD(SUBSTR(record,device_loc),1) 

smfid = OPSINFO('SMFID') 

6. Establish case guidelines for host environment commands, both OPS/MVS host environments and other host
commands.
Mixed case is mainly used within many of the OPS/MVS samples when coding the keywords of the host environments,
with the exception of the the SQL host environment, where uppercase is used for table and column names.
For example:
address WTO

"Msgid(OPSNOTIFY) Text('Payroll schedule is late')", 

   "Desc(1) Route(1)" 

address OPER

"Command(D GRS,ANALYSE,BLOCKER) Nooutput"

address SQL

"Update STCTBL set DESIRED_STATE = 'DOWN' where", 

   "TYPE = 'TESTCICS'"

address OPER

"Command(DB1ADIS DB(DB2CA11) LIMIT(*) LOCKS)",

  "Cmdwait(30) Stopresp(DSN9022I) Interval(0) Stopend(NO)" 

7. For OPS/REXX or REXX instruction, establish consistent case style, indenting, and commenting using the following
guidelines:
– Choose either upper case or lower case as follows:

• if..then..else or If..Then..Else
• do..end or Do..End
• select..when..otherwise or Select..When...Otherwise
• parse var msgtxt or Parse Var msgtxt

– Be consistent in the number of spaces you indent to begin instruction.
• To begin instruction, use the same number of spaces to indent your do...end instructions.
• Use the same number of spaces to indent each instruction within the loop. (such as two spaces).

– Line up the end instruction with the associating do instruction. This is especially helpful within nested the do...end
loops.

– Place a comment with the end instruction to identify what loop is ending.
This coding aid assists in the maintenance of your programs.

NOTE
The same rules apply when coding the select..when..otherwise instruction.
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Example:
select 

  when commands = 'HELP'    then call help /*Ident when 2 spaces*/

  when commands = 'IPL'     then call ipl  /*Line up all when's */

  when commands = 'JACT'    then call jact

  when commands = 'JSPOOL'  then call jspool

  when commands = 'WTORS'   then call wtors

  when commands = ''        then call help

otherwise Nop                            /*Line up with 'select'*/

end                                      /*Line up with 'select'*/

do i = 1 to total_msfnames          /* Loop through all abends  */

  pull msfedq                       /* Get msf record from EDQ  */

  allmsfs = allmsfs + 1             /* Up counter of all msfs   */

  msfname.allmsfs = WORD(msfedq,2)  /* Set stemmed msf variable */

end                                 /* End of loop for all MSFs */

OPS/REXX Instructions
Contents

For a complete discussion of REXX language instructions, see THE REXX LANGUAGE: A Practical Approach to
Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw. The next few pages document differences between OPS/REXX instructions and those
of standard REXX.

ADDRESS Instruction

The default ADDRESS environment is different for AOF rules (except request rules) than for REXX programs. These
defaults are ADDRESS MESSAGE for all AOF rules except request rules, and ADDRESS TSO for request rules and all
other REXX programs.

To change these defaults, use the OPS/MVS AOFDEFAULTADDRESS and REXXDEFAULTADDRESS parameters.

WARNING

The string following the ADDRESS keyword is treated as a constant and does not need to be enclosed in
quotation marks. For example, this instruction:

TSO = "MESSAGE"

ADDRESS TSO

"TIME"

results in the host command being sent to the TSO host command environment.

If your intention is to have the host command be determined dynamically, use the following examples as a guideline,
making sure to specify the host command on a separate line. Otherwise, it is ignored.

TSO = "MESSAGE"

ADDRESS VALUE TSO

"TIME"

TSO = "MESSAGE"

ADDRESS (TSO)

"TIME"

For a complete discussion of the ADDRESS instruction, see THE REXX LANGUAGE: A Practical Approach to
Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw.
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CALL Instruction

OPS/REXX supports an extension to the REXX CALL instruction.

CALL (name) [expression][,[expression]] ...

The name is evaluated to determine the actual name of the called routine. The name cannot be an expression or a
compound symbol itself. However, it can be a simple REXX symbol that contains the name of the routine to be called.

Because OPS/REXX resolves all external REXX subroutines at compile time, the name of any external subroutine must
appear on a CALL instruction or a function call elsewhere in the program. If not, this message is issued during the compile
phase:

REXX error 43: Routine not found

You may use this technique:

ExtRtn = 'EXTSUB3' /* For example */

CALL (ExtRtn)

/* Other REXX code */

exit

/* The following code will never be executed but is used

   to define the external subroutines used in the dynamic

   CALL above */

CALL EXTSUB1

CALL EXTSUB2

CALL EXTSUB3

CALL EXTSUB4

INTERPRET Instruction

OPS/REXX supports INTERPRET instructions under these conditions:

• An INTERPRET instruction can find an external function or a load module only if another instruction refers to that
function or module. Most OPS/MVS built-in functions are dynamically located.

• When an INTERPRET instruction refers to OPS/MVS global variables (for example, x = GLOBAL.A), the global
variable stem must be used directly in another instruction (not another INTERPRET instruction) elsewhere in the
program. You can use global variables accessed through the OPSVALUE function in an interpreted instruction.

NOTE
The INTERPRET instruction executes more slowly than other REXX instructions. Therefore, use it only when
system performance is not an issue or when absolutely necessary.

OPTIONS Instruction

The OPTIONS instruction under OPS/REXX accepts the following keywords:

OPTIONS [MAXTIME=seconds | NOMAXTIME]

  [MAXSECONDS=seconds | NOMAXSECONDS]

  [MAXCLAUSES=clauses | NOMAXCLAUSES]

  [MAXSAYS=count | NOMAXSAYS]

  [MAXCMDS=count | NOMAXCMDS]

  [MAXCOMMANDS=count | NOMAXCOMMANDS]

  [MAXSTRING=bytes | NOMAXSTRING]

  [FIRELIMIT=times | NOFIRELIMIT]
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  [OPSWXTRN=name]

MAXTIME=seconds or MAXSECONDS=seconds
(Optional) Changes the limit on execution time.

NOMAXTIME or NOMAXSECONDS
(Optional) Skips monitoring of execution time.

MAXCLAUSES=clauses
(Optional) Changes the limit on clauses executed.

NOMAXCLAUSES
(Optional) Skips monitoring of clause execution.

MAXSAYS=count
(Optional) Changes the limit on how many SAY instructions executed.

NOMAXSAYS
(Optional) Skips limit checking for SAY instructions.

MAXCMDS=count or MAXCOMMANDS=count
(Optional) Changes the limit on host commands executed.

NOMAXCMDS or NOMAXCOMMANDS
(Optional) Skips monitoring of host command execution.

MAXSTRING=bytes
(Optional) Sets maximum string length for all strings.

NOTE
The maximum value you can specify for the MAXSTRING keyword is 32000. The limit set by the
MAXSTRING keyword is approximate; you cannot set an exact limit on string length.

NOMAXSTRING
(Optional) Uses the default maximum string length of 32000.

FIRELIMIT=times
(Optional) Changes how many times a rule can execute per minute. This keyword is valid only for rules. Setting a
FIRELIMIT value of zero is equivalent to setting no limit on rule execution.

NOFIRELIMIT
(Optional) Skips monitoring of rule executions.

OPSWXTRN
(Optional) Indicates to OPS/REXX which external subroutines, built-in functions, and load modules are not
absolutely required to be present prior to execution. The name represents the name of an external subroutine
whose presence in the environment is optional and whose absence is accounted for by the program logic.
The value of name must be a valid member name from 1 to 8 characters in length.

Format for OPTIONS Instructions

In an OPTIONS instruction, you must enclose all arguments except for variable names in single or double quotation
marks. Enclosing arguments in quotes prevents OPS/REXX from parsing subclauses (such as MAXSAYS=5) before
passing them to the OPTIONS instruction processor. OPS/MVS supports OPTIONS instructions in mixed case.

Duration of OPTIONS Settings

Subroutines called by a REXX program inherit the OPTIONS settings, but the settings do not apply to any calling
programs. If a subroutine changes a limit or skips monitoring, the previous limit is reinstated when the subroutine returns
to its caller.
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If you use multiple keywords referencing the same OPTIONS setting in the same REXX statement, OPS/REXX uses the
last keyword. For example, OPS/REXX willnot limit the number of host commands if you code this instruction:

OPTIONS "MAXCOMMANDS=100 NOMAXCMDS"

Usage Notes for OPTIONS Instructions

Keep these guidelines in mind when you specify the OPTIONS instruction:

• In an OPTIONS instruction containing the OPSWXTRN keyword, the complete OPSWXTRN keyword phrase must
appear on a single OPTIONS source line. In fact, we strongly recommend that OPTIONS instructions that contain
OPSWXTRN keywords contain no other OPTIONS keywords.

• Because OPSWXTRN keywords are analyzed during the compile phase, no REXX substitution can be performed.
• When specifying the OPSWXTRN keyword in an OPTIONS instruction, the name represents the name of an external

subroutine whose presence in the environment is optional and whose absence is accounted for by the program logic.
The value of name must be a valid member name from 1 to 8 characters in length.

NOTE
The validity of name is not checked; however, invalid member names simply waste space in an internal
table.Some syntax errors in OPTIONS instructions that contain the OPSWXTRN keyword are flagged only
during execution. See the following example.

• Regardless of whether the OPSWXTRN keyword is used, if an external REXX subroutine will ever be called at
execution time, its source code must be available at compile time.

• External load modules and product built-in functions can be resolved just prior to execution and do not need to be
present at compile time.

• A maximum of 24 unresolved external subroutine names are permitted in a main program or AOF rule (or any of its
external subroutines). If you specify more than 24 unresolved external subroutine names, OPS/MVS ignores the extra
ones and issues warning message OPS0924W.

• If an unresolved external subroutine is called, OPS/MVS issues message OPS0992E, and the REXX program
terminates with error 43 to indicate that the routine was not found. The SYNTAX handler can trap this error at
execution time.

• OPTIONS instructions are reprocessed during execution. Therefore, for performance reasons, it is not a good idea to
place these OPTIONS instructions in a repetitive code path (for example, in a DO loop). This is true for all OPTIONS
instructions, unless for some reason dynamic substitution needs to be used repetitively.

• Options that correspond to OSF server limit parameters cannot be used to selectively override the OSF server limit
parameter. For example, REXX option NOMAXTIME will not override the server OSFRUN limit. The OPS/REXX
options are designed to selectively override the OPS/REXX default value parameters such as REXXMAXSECONDS.

Sample Uses of OPTIONS Instructions

The following examples demonstrate the use of the OPTIONS instruction.

1. This overrides the default maximum string length for REXX programs:
LENGTH = 30000

OPTIONS "MAXSTRING="LENGTH

2. These illustrate how to limit or not limit the number of times an individual rule executes per minute:
– To turn execution limit checking off, specify one of the following:

OPTIONS "NOFIRELIMIT"

OPTIONS "FIRELIMIT=0"

– To execute an individual rule no more than 10 times per minute, specify:
OPTIONS "FIRELIMIT=10"
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NOTE
If an OPTIONS statement specifying the execution limit for a rule appears in the processing section of that
rule, that limit does not take effect the first time OPS/MVS encounters the statement. However, the limit
applies to all subsequent executions of the rule.

3. The following example, when inserted at the beginning of a REXX program executed through the OI or OX command,
enables you to skip monitoring all execution limits in the program:
OPTIONS "NOMAXCLAUSES NOMAXTIME NOMAXSAYS NOMAXCMDS"

4. These illustrate valid OPTIONS instructions that use the OPSWXTRN keyword:
OPTIONS 'NoMaxClauses OPSWXTRN=NOTFOUND MaxSays=200'

OPTIONS "OPSWXTRN=NOTFOUND"

OPTIONS 'OPSWXTRN=NOTF'

OPTIONS 'OPSWXTRN=EXTSUB1 OPSWXTRN=EXTSUB2'

5. This example of the OPSWXTRN keyword used in an OPTIONS instruction illustrates a case in which OPS/MVS will
not flag the instruction as an error but will ignore it because it is on a continuation line rather than on the OPTIONS
source line:
OPTIONS 'NoMaxClauses MaxSays=512' || ,

        " OPSWXTRN=NOTFOU99"

6. These examples illustrate invalid OPTIONS instructions that use the OPSWXTRN keyword:
– This is invalid because the value of name is too long. This error is flagged at run time only:

OPTIONS "OPSWXTRN=NOTFOUNDX"

– This is invalid because the keywords in an OPTIONS instruction must be separated by blanks, not commas:
OPTIONS 'NoMaxClauses,OPSWXTRN=NOTF,MaxSays=200'

RETURN Instruction

OPS/REXX fully supports the RETURN instruction.

The )INIT, )TERM, and )PROC sections of AOF rules are OPS/REXX programs called by the AOF. The values returned by
these rule sections (through the RETURN instruction) guide the actions of the AOF. For example, if a )INIT section returns
REJECT, the rule is neither enabled nor executed. For details on how sections of rules execute, see  Using AOF Rules .

SIGNAL Instruction

The SIGNAL statement in OPS/REXX supports the SYNTAX operand to trap certain errors detected during execution.
Because OPS/REXX uses a compile and run phase approach, true syntax errors (an invalid DO statement, for example)
are detected at compile time and cannot be trapped using the SIGNAL ON SYNTAX statement. However, the SIGNAL ON
SYNTAX statement can trap most run-time errors as well as global variable access or update requests that a security rule
denied.

TRACE Instruction

Like standard REXX, OPS/REXX accepts the following syntax:

TRACE setting

Unlike standard REXX, OPS/REXX also supports the following syntax, which traces all changes made to the variables
listed in variables:

TRACE VAR variables

A variable specified on the TRACE VAR instruction is ignored (not traced) if it is a:
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• Global variable
• Static variable
• Repetition control variable on a DO loop

OPS/REXX supports all values for setting except:

!
Inhibit host command execution

?
Control interactive tracing

n or -n
Set interactive trace counts

S
Scan trace (without execution)

Unlike standard REXX, program lines consisting solely of comments do not appear in OPS/REXX trace output.

UPPER Instruction

The UPPER instruction translates the contents of one or more variables to uppercase. The variables are translated in
sequence from left to right.

In OPS/REXX, the UPPER instruction uses this syntax:

UPPER variable {variable...} {;}

The variable is a symbol that is separated from any other variables by one or more blanks or comments. Specify only
simple symbols and compound symbols.

a1='Hello';  b1='there'

Upper a1 b1

say a1 b1   /* Displays "HELLO THERE" */

If a constant symbol or stem is encountered, an error messaged is issued.

NOTE

• Any uninitialized variables will be trapped if the NOVALUE condition (SIGNAL or NOVALUE) is enabled.
• The following classes of variables cannot be used in an UPPER instruction:

– Global variables
– Static variables
– AOF environmental variables
For a definition of these classes of variables, see  Using AOF Rules .

OPS/REXX Built-in Functions

OPS/REXX offers both standard REXX functions and a set of built-in functions designed for automation. The REXX
comprehensive set of built-in functions is one of its significant attractions. OPS/REXX supports all standard REXX
functions as defined by the second edition of The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to Programming by M.F.
Cowlishaw, plus functions specifically added for OPS/MVS.

For information about these built-in functions, see OPS/REXX Built-in Functions.
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Automated Operator Facility (AOF) Global Variables

Global variables are variables that can be shared by multiple AOF rules, OPS/REXX programs, or both running in different
address spaces.

Global variables are also compound symbols with any of the following stems:

• GLOBAL.
• GLOBALn.
• GLVTEMPn.
• GLVEVENT.
• GLVJOBID.

NOTE
The n is a single digit or letter.

Use global variables as you would any other OPS/REXX variable.

The OPS/MVS product uses two types of global variables: standard and temporary. Standard global variables are
checkpointed to data-in-virtual data sets. Temporary global variables are not checkpointed, and they do not exist across
IPLs or restarts of OPS/MVS. The stems GLVTEMPn., GLVEVENT., and GLVJOBID. all identify temporary global
variables.

The difference among the temporary global variable stems is the variable duration that each indicates. Consider this:

• Variables with the GLVEVENT. stem are deleted when the event for which they were created terminates.
For example, if variable GLVEVENT.MSGTEXT is created during the processing of a message IEF405I rule, it exists
for all rules that process that particular IEF405I message.
The GLVEVENT. stem might come in handy, for instance, if you want to pass data between rules that are processing
the same event, or to accumulate data of interest during the processing of the event.
After the last rule to process the event finishes executing, the variable is deleted. The value of a GLVEVENT. variable
is not shared across events-for example, the GLVEVENT.MSGTEXT variable described here will not exist when the
next IEF405I message is processed by the same rules.

• A variable with the GLVJOBID. stem is deleted when the address space associated with it terminates.
For example, if variable GLVJOBID.MSGTEXT is created during the processing of a particular job, it exists for the time
during which the job is active (unless it is explicitly deleted).
As an example, you could use a GLVJOBID. variable to save data generated during one event created by the job (such
as when the job issues a particular message), which could then be used to automate another action taken by the same
job.
When the address space that created the GLVJOBID. variable terminates, the variable is deleted. The value of a
GLVJOBID. variable is associated with only one address space; for example, references by different jobs to the
GLVJOBID.MSGTEXT variable described here will have different values.

NOTE
Because we may add other types of global variables in the future, avoid giving OPS/REXX variables stems that
begin with the characters GLV.

Parsing
Contents

The following section discusses parsing.

The PARSE SOURCE Instruction

The PARSE SOURCE instruction has this format:
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PARSE SOURCE

This instruction returns a string describing the source of the program being executed.

Values PARSE SOURCE Returns

The string that PARSE SOURCE returns contains these tokens:

• The characters OPS/REXX
• One of the following strings:

– RULE, in an AOF rule
– PROGRAM, in an OPS/REXX program
– SUBROUTINE, in an external subroutine

• The name of the ruleset.rulename or program issuing the PARSE SOURCE instruction
• The name of a subroutine, if a subroutine and not a program or ruleset.rulename issued the PARSE SOURCE

instruction
• One of the following:

– The ddname from which the program was loaded
– The ? character, if in a rule, in an external subroutine, or if invoked through an edit macro such as !OI
– SYSnnnnn (where nnnnn is a numeric value), if the OX or OPSEXEC command invoked the program

• The data set name from which the program was loaded, or the ? character if a rule or a subroutine invoked the
program

• The name of the initial host command environment, for instance TSO or OPER

Following are examples of strings that PARSE SOURCE returns if the source of a program is:

• An AOF rule
OPS/REXX RULE RS1.RULE1 RS1.RULE1 ? ? OPER

• An external subroutine called by a rule
OPS/REXX SUBROUTINE RS1.RULE1 EXSUB1 ? ? OPER

• An OPS/REXX program invoked by the OI command processor
OPS/REXX PROGRAM PGM1 PGM1 SYSEXEC OPS/REXX TSO

• An OPS/REXX program invoked by the OX command processor
OPS/REXX PROGRAM PGM1 PGM1 SYS00007 OPS/REXX TSO

The PARSE VERSION Instruction

The PARSE VERSION instruction has this format:

PARSE VERSION

This instruction returns a string describing the REXX language level and the release date of the REXX language
processor.

NOTE
The REXX language level and the release date are likely to change frequently. When changed, the language
level is always higher than it was in the previous release.

Values PARSE VERSION Returns

The string that PARSE VERSION returns contains these tokens:
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• The characters REXX/CA
• The characters 3.92, which are a description of the REXX language level
• The characters 18 Oct 2009, which are three tokens describing the REXX language processor release date

Thus, the complete string returned by PARSE VERSION is:

REXX/CA 3.92 18 Oct 2009

OPS/REXX Interfaces
Contents

The following section discusses OPS/REXX interfaces to various components and products.

OPS/REXX Interface with ISPF Dialog Management Services

In AOF request rules and in OPS/REXX programs, you can use the ADDRESS ISPEXEC statement to pass host
commands to the ISPEXEC command processor. For example, the following statement tells the ISPEXEC command
processor to position the current row pointer at the top of MYTABLE:

ADDRESS ISPEXEC "TBTOP MYTABLE"

OPS/REXX Interface with TSO

Use the ADDRESS TSO statement to pass host commands to the TSO command processor. For example, the following
statement tells the OSF to submit a command for execution in an OSF TSO address space to list the attributes of data set
SYS1.LINKLIB:

ADDRESS TSO "LISTDS 'SYS1.LINKLIB'"

If you execute the above instruction using the OX or OI command or through an AOF request rule executed from a TSO
session, the TSO LISTDS command executes in the address space of the user. In this case, the output from the TSO
command returns to the REXX program in its external data queue.

If any AOF rule other than a request rule executes the above instruction, the LISTDS command goes to an OPS/MVS
server for execution there. Should this occur, no output returns to the AOF rule.

Support for the TSO Host Command EXECIO

The OPS/MVS product implements its own version of EXECIO as a TSO host command. You can use EXECIO, as
documented for TSO/E REXX, in an OPS/REXX program. You cannot use EXECIO in a rule of any kind. The OPS/REXX
version of EXECIO:

• Does not support the LIFO option.
• Checks the syntax of the stem name.
• Prohibits use of global variable stems with the STEM option.
• Supports DISKRU only for true sequential data sets. You cannot use DISKRU against a partitioned data set member.
• Supports mixed case variable names with the STEM option

The following OPS/REXX program segment demonstrates how you might use the EXECIO command to read and display
the first 72 characters from each record in a sequential data file:

ADDRESS TSO

"ALLOC F(DD77) DA('SOME.DATASET.NAME') SHR REU"

IF RC <> 0 THEN

  DO
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    SAY "ALLOC RC="RC

    /* Error recovery */

    EXIT

  END

"EXECIO * DISKR DD77 (FINIS"

IF RC <> 0 THEN

  DO

    SAY "EXECIO RC="RC

    /* Error recovery */

  END

DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0

  PULL REC

  SAY SUBSTR(REC,1,72)

END

"FREE F(DD77)

IF RC <> 0 THEN

  SAY "FREE FAILED; RC="RC

Capture TSO Command Output

The OPS/MVS product allocates a VIO data set to capture TSO command output. The OPS/MVS VIO parameter specifies
the unit name to use for such VIO data sets.

Also, a known problem with the IBM TSO Terminal Monitor Program causes message IEC223I to be issued when a TSO
command returns a non-zero return code. This message indicates that the VIO data set could not be closed because the
TMP already freed it. Except for this extraneous message, the TMP bug has no effect on your REXX program.

OPS/REXX Interface with the OSF

Use the ADDRESS OSF statement to pass host commands to the OPS/MVS OSF TSO servers for execution there. For
example, the following statement tells the OSF to schedule a TSO command for execution in an OSF TSO server to list
the attributes of data set SYS1.LINKLIB:

ADDRESS OSF "LISTDS 'SYS1.LINKLIB'"

NOTE
If you need information to help you decide which host environment to use (for example, to decide whether
ADDRESS TSO or ADDRESS OSF better suits your purposes), see the AOF coding guidelines. The Using
Automated Operations Facility (AOF) Rules provides a summary of AOF guidelines.

Use ADDRESS OSFTSL and ADDRESS OSFTSP to schedule long-running or high priority TSO commands to OSFTSL
and OSFTSP servers respectively. Use ADDRESS USS to execute USS commands in OSF USS servers.

OPS/REXX Interface with the AOF

You can use the ADDRESS AOF statement to pass host commands to the AOF. For example, the following statement
tells the AOF to enable the rule named MSGRULE from a rule set named MYSET. For details, see Using Automated
Operations Facility (AOF) Rules.

ADDRESS AOF "ENABLE MYSET.MSGRULE"

OPS/REXX Interface with EPI

Use the ADDRESS EPI statement to pass host commands to the External Product Interface. For example, the following
statement tells EPI to log virtual terminal OPSS01 to TSO:
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ADDRESS EPI "LOGON OPSS01 APPLID(TSO)"

OPS/REXX Interface to z/OS Operator Commands

Use the ADDRESS OPER statement to pass operator commands to the z/OS operating system. For example, the
following statement causes z/OS to display all active address spaces:

ADDRESS OPER "D A,L"

OPS/REXX Interface to Messages

Use the ADDRESS MESSAGE statement to specify an alternative environment during debugging. OPS/MVS customers
typically use the MESSAGE host environment as the default host environment to prevent badly coded rules from issuing
invalid commands, but you can specify a different default environment through the AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter.

All commands issued to ADDRESS MESSAGE generate a message (with the ID OPS4200I) displaying the command
text. For example, the following statement generates the message D A,L:

ADDRESS MESSAGE "D A,L"

You can control the disposition of such messages (and all normal OPS/MVS messages) by changing the message suffix.

OPS/REXX Interface to OPSCTL

Use the ADDRESS OPSCTL statement to issue commands to the OPS/MVS COF, ECF, MSF, and OSF components. All
output from these commands goes into the external data queue, with each field separated by a blank.

The OPSCTL host environment supports the following commands:

Type of Command Command

COF ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, DEFINE, DELETE, LIST
ECF LIST
MSF ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, DEFAULT, DEFINE, DELETE, LIST, START, STOP
OSF EXECSTATS, LIST, QUEUES, RESETQ, STOP

OPS/REXX Interface to WTO

Use the ADDRESS WTO instruction to issue synchronous WTO messages.

OPS/REXX Interface to SYSVIEW

Use the ADDRESS SYSVIEWE statement to send commands to the SYSVIEW product. You can use this statement in
OPS/REXX programs, but not in any type of AOF rule. The SYSVIEW responses to commands go into the OPS/REXX
external data queue.

OPS/REXX Interface to Other Broadcom Products Through GSS

OPS/REXX programs (but not AOF rules) can send commands to any Broadcom product that interacts with the GSS
product, including all currently supported releases of Jobtrac and Scheduler. A future release of CA 7 will also support this
interface. GSS is packaged as part of Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS.

When an ADDRESS statement issues a command to any host environment that exists outside of OPS/MVS, OPS/REXX
passes the command to GSS. GSS then forwards the command to the appropriate product for execution. For example,
if you issue a command through an ADDRESS JOBTRAC statement, Jobtrac executes that command. The command
output goes into the external data queue of the OPS/REXX program containing the ADDRESS statement.
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When the ADDRESS statement executes, OPS/REXX sets the RC variable to one of the following:

RC has this value... When...

-20 GSS fails or is not active when the program containing the
ADDRESS statement executes.

-3 GSS is active but does not recognize the host environment.
The return code from the host command In all other cases.

To use ADDRESS CASCHD, you must allocate the Scheduler Master and tracking files to the GSS address space. The
following example shows how to send a command to Scheduler and retrieve the responses:

Address CASCHD "STATUS"

Say "RC is:" RC

Do While Queued() > 0

  Pull line

  Say line

End

The output should resemble the following:

RC is: 0

SC STATUS

 SCHEDULE JOB NAME JNO ST RC JCNT SYSID S T A T U S

 DB2DAILY                 01 0002 XAE1  STARTED

          DB31DAY4 01  40 01            WAIT START TIME 12/31 01:00

          DB31DLY4 01  40 01            WAIT START TIME 12/31 01:00

For more information on the CCS for z/OS components that are required to run ADDRESS CASCHD and ADDRESS
JOBTRAC, see CCS for z/OS Component Requirements.

Compiler Error Messages
When the OPS/REXX compiler finds syntax errors in an OPS/REXX program or an AOF rule, the compiler generates
a numbered error message. Because OPS/REXX is an implementation of standard REXX, you can find descriptions
of these messages in Section 17, “Error Numbers And Messages,” of The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to
Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw. In addition to the error codes listed there, OPS/REXX defines the following error codes:

• 91 - INVALID OR MISPLACED OPTIONS STATEMENT
The keywords specified in the OPTIONS statement contain an error.

• 93 - GLOBAL VARIABLE WORKSPACE OVERFLOW (size)
The maximum amount of storage reserved for global variables (the value set by the GLOBALMAX parameter) was
exceeded.

• 94 - OVER seconds SECONDS USED FOR EXECUTION
The program exceeded the maximum execution time for AOF rules (set through the AOFMAXTIME parameter) or
REXX programs (set through the REXXMAXTIME parameter).

• 95 - OVER count HOST COMMANDS ISSUED
The program issued the maximum number of host commands for AOF rules or REXX programs. For more information,
see the descriptions of the AOFMAXCOMMANDS and REXXMAXCOMMANDS parameters.

• 96 - OVER count “SAY” CLAUSES EXECUTED
The program executed the maximum allowed SAY instructions for AOF rules or REXX programs. For more information,
see the descriptions of the AOFMAXSAYS and REXXMAXSAYS parameters.

• 97 - OVER count CLAUSES EXECUTED
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The program executed the maximum allowed number of clauses for AOF rules or REXX programs. For more
information, see the descriptions of the AOFMAXCLAUSES and REXXMAXCLAUSES.

The OPTIONS statement for an OPS/REXX program can also generate error codes 94 through 97.

NOTE
For descriptions of the parameters listed above, see the Parameter Reference.

More Errors Detected

Because OPS/REXX is a semi-compiler rather than a pure interpreter, its compile phase detects many errors that
other versions of REXX do not catch at execution time. Especially when converting programs to OPS/REXX, you may
encounter errors at compile time in supposedly error-free code. This can happen because many REXX interpreters do not
detect errors in statements that do not execute.

OPS/REXX Usage Problems
Contents

The following section describes problems you may have while using OPS/REXX and ways to avoid them.

Conflicts with Internal ISPF Variable Names

Symptom:

When I use simple symbols in OPS/REXX to write ISPF dialogs, conflicts occur with the ISPF internal variables.

Solution:

When you use OPS/REXX to write ISPF dialogs, do not use simple symbols whose names begin with Z in the ISPF
dialogs. Using such names causes conflicts with the ISPF internal variables.

Received Message Address Space Is Not Active

Symptom:

My program received the following message:

OPS3148E ADDRESS SPACE NOT ACTIVE

Solution:

OPS/REXX programs that update global variables or issue AOF, EPI, OPSCTL, TSO, or OPER commands require that
the main OPS/MVS started task be active.

If you are running multiple copies of OPS/MVS, or you use an OPS/MVS subsystem name different from OPSS, you may
have to either:

• Issue the ADDRESS AOF SUBSYS OPSx instruction to identify the correct subsystem to which subsequent
ADDRESS AOF (or ADDRESS EPI, ADDRESS OPSCTL, and so in) commands will be directed, as well as
subsequent global variable updates.

• Change the job step name of the TSO logon, started task, or batch job from which the REXX program is executed so
that the first four characters are OPSx (the name of the correct subsystem).

If you fail to do either of the above, your program may get the message:

OPS3148E ADDRESS SPACE NOT ACTIVE
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Always allocate the DD statement for the job running OPS/REXX to the subsystem where global variables reside or that
will receive ADDRESS AOF, ADDRESS EPI, ADDRESS OPSCTL, ADDRESS TSO, or ADDRESS OPER commands. To
do so, use JCL like that shown in the following example:

//OP$OPST DD DUMMY

The example above causes any REXX program in this subsystem to connect to subsystem OPST.

Uninitialized Variables Yield Unpredictable Results

Symptom:

My statements (usually host commands) that rely on uninitialized variable values are yielding unpredictable results.

Solution:

REXX sets any uninitialized variable to the character string that comprises the name of that variable, so you do not have
to enclose literal strings in quotation marks. For example, if a variable named TSO is not initialized, REXX evaluates both
TSO and "TSO" identically.

Relying on this feature to avoid using quotes can be dangerous, because if the variable is ever initialized somewhere,
suddenly statements (usually host commands) that have been relying on its uninitialized value yield unpredictable results.

For instance, consider the following SAY statements:

say "TSO"

SAY TSO

If you want the value of the variable TSO to always be TSO, it is safer to use the SAY statement with quotation marks
(say "TSO"). This coding ensures that TSO, even if initialized as a variable somewhere for another purpose, will not be
evaluated, and that the literal string value will always be returned.

Problems with WTO and WTOR Messages in Subsystem Interface

Symptom:

I am finding problems related to WTO and WTOR messages in the subsystem interface.

Solution:

When you find problems related to WTO and WTOR messages in the subsystem interface, Broadcom Support may ask
you to invoke a special REXX function called OPS09TRC. This function returns a string containing a z/OS control block
useful for debugging purposes.

WARNING
Use this function only when Broadcom Support asks you to do so, because it is not intended as a programming
interface and we may change it at any time.

One way to use the OPS09TRC function is to trap a WTO message through a rule and copy the returned control block
strings into global variables. You can then use the OPSVIEW option 4.8 to examine the returned data.

Use the following format to call the OPS09TRC function:

CB = OPS09TRC("functioncode")

The functioncode argument can be any of the following values:

MAJWQE
Returns the major WQE being processed. The length of the control block returned depends on the version of z/
OS you have.
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MINWQE
Returns the minor WQE being processed. The length of the control block returned depends on the version of z/
OS you have.

SSOB
Returns the SSOB related to the current subsystem interface call.

SSWT
Returns the WTO SSOB extension related to the current subsystem interface call.

Problems Related to Commands in Subsystem

Symptom:

I am finding problems related to commands in the subsystem interface.

Solution:

When you find problems related to commands in the subsystem interface, Broadcom Support may ask you to invoke
a special REXX function called OPS0ATRC. This function returns a string containing a z/OS control block useful for
debugging purposes.

WARNING
Use this function only when Broadcom Support asks you to do so, because it is not intended as a programming
interface and we may change it at any time.

One way to use the OPS0ATRC function is to trap a particular command through a rule and copy the returned control
block strings into global variables. You can then use the X line command (for hexadecimal browse) of OPSVIEW option
4.8 to examine the returned data.

A sample rule, called DEBUGCMD, demonstrates how to use the OPS0ATRC function. The DEBUGCMD rule is in the
OPS.CCLXRULS data set.

Use the following format to call the OPS0ATRC function:

CB = OPS0ATRC("functioncode")

The functioncode argument can be any of the following values:

SSOB
Returns the SSOB related to the current subsystem interface call. Mapped by macro IEFJSSOB.

SSCM
Returns the command SSOB extension related to the current subsystem interface call. Mapped by macro
IEFSSCM.

MGCR
Returns the first part of the MGCR parameter list (control portion and command buffer) related to the current
subsystem interface call. Mapped by macro IEZMGCR.

Problems Related to DOM Events in Subsystem

Symptom:

I am finding problems related to DOM events in the subsystem interface.

Solution:

When you find problems related to DOM events in the subsystem interface, Broadcom Support might ask you to invoke
a special REXX function called OPS0ETRC. This function returns a string containing a z/OS control block useful for
debugging purposes.
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Important! Use this function only when Broadcom Support asks you to do so because it is not intended as a programming
interface and we may change it at any time.

One way to use the OPS0ETRC function is to trap a DOM event through a rule and copy the returned control block strings
into global variables. You can then use the X line command (for hexadecimal browse) of OPSVIEW option 4.8 to examine
the returned data.

Use the following format to call the OPS0ETRC function:

CB = OPS0ETRC("functioncode")

The functioncode argument can be any of the following values:

SSOB
Returns the SSOB related to the current subsystem interface call. Mapped by macro IEFJSSOB.

SSDM
Returns the command SSOB extension related to the current subsystem interface call. Mapped by macro
IEFSSDM.

DOMC
Returns the DOM control block related to the current DOM. Mapped by macro IHADOMC.

Using System State Manager
This section describes how to use the System State Manager (SSM) facility to automate and control the management of
system resources, such as started tasks, subsystems, JES initiators, VTAM nodes, and peripheral devices.

System State Manager (SSM) Facility
The System State Manager (SSM) facility automates and controls the management of system resources, such as started
tasks, subsystems, JES initiators, VTAM nodes and peripheral devices. The goal of the SSM engine involves always
keeping a resource in its desired state. When the current state differs from the desired state, SSM dispatches an action
(as specified in the action text) to restore the resource to its proper state.

The states of started tasks, subsystems, and other resources change frequently. These states start, stop, and recycle
continually. Often, resources have dependencies between them, and you cannot start or stop a resource until some other
resource initializes or stops. For example, TSO cannot start until VTAM initializes, and VTAM cannot stop while TSO
remains active. Sometimes, a system ABEND or other system problem causes a started task or subsystem to terminate
abnormally, which requires the operator to recover or restart it.

SSM provides a framework for cross-system resource management. This framework lets you extend your SSM
applications in environments where there are resources with cross-system prerequisite relationships and resources that
can run on alternative backup systems to the primary system. Specifically, SSM includes support naming cross-system
prerequisites and handling cross-system events. This support allows for gathering, communicating, and maintaining
information about cross-system resource relationships, and initiating actions based on this information.

SSM also provides robust prerequisite capabilities in single system and sysplex environments, exploitation of SQL
capability to support variable length character data, and global variable syntax that simplifies defining automation actions
across both sysplex and non-sysplex systems. SSM also provides an audit trail for SSM table updates.

 

System State Manager (SSM) Version 3
Version 3 is the latest version of SSM. Version 3 requires that parameter SSMVERSION be set to 3.
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We recommend that new users run SSM version 3. New users should see How to Create a System State Manager (SSM)
Environment with SSM Policy Manager.

Existing SSM version 2 (the default) customers who want to optionally convert to version 3 should see How to Use SSM
Policy Manager with an Existing SSM Environment.

The following new SSM features are available in version 3.

SSM Automatic STARTING and STOPPING States

Whenever a DOWN_UP or UP_DOWN state action is about to be performed, users can now see the STARTING and
STOPPING states in the CURRENT_STATE column. This behavior is automatic in SSM version 3, and it requires no rules
to set these states.

SSM Resource Policy Manager

The SSM Resource Policy Manager (OPSVIEW option 4.11.P) lets you administer resource policy for started task
(STC) resources that are under or that you plan to place under SSM control using a new Resource Policy Table
(SSM_TYPE_TBL) and two new Resource (User) Type Tables (SSM_TYPE_TBL and SSM_UTYPE_TBL). SSM Policy
Manager allows you to manage STC resource data without directly accessing these new tables, or the traditional SSM
STC resource and action tables which are still used by SSM version 3. For more details about the SSM Resource Policy
Manager, see Setting System State Manager (SSM) Resource Policy.

Setting System State Manager (SSM) Resource Policy

The SSM Resource Policy Manager allows you to define SSM resource, action, retry, and recovery policy for started task
(STC) resources that are under or that you plan to place under SSM control.

Understanding SSM Resource Policy

The SSM Resource Policy Manager is accessed using OPSVIEW option 4.11.P. You use the SSM Resource List panel
(OPSVIEW option 4.11.P.R) to build the SSM Resource Policy Table (named SSM_POLICY_TBL.) The SSM Resource
List panel allows you to complete the following tasks:

• Discover your resources and add them to the policy table
• Add a resource to the policy table
• Browse a resource in the policy table
• Edit a resource in the policy table
• Create a new resource by copying an existing resource in the policy table
• Delete a resource from the policy table
• Verify data for a resource in the policy table
• Load resource data from the policy table into SSM resource and Action tables and manage resource rules.
• Import resource data from the SSM resource and Action tables into the policy table.
• Compare resource data in the policy table with resource data in the SSM resource and Action tables.

The SSM Resource Policy Manager may only be used with SSM version 3. Version 3 requires that parameter
SSMVERSION be set to 3.

More information: Set Resource Policy (Option 4.11.P) 

Advantages of Using SSM Resource Policy

SSM Resource Policy simplifies resource administration in the following ways:
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• Guided step through for entering information that is required to manage a resource with SSM
• Verification of entered data
• Verification that the minimum required resource definition data has been entered for a resource
• Pre-fill of information that is based on Type
• Automatic creation and/or management of rules
• No need to directly access SSM resource and action tables
• Staged add/update of resources can occur without modification of SSM resource and action tables until add/update is

complete.
Example: You can make additions and updates to resources in the policy table during the week, and then load these
changes on the weekend.

The SSM Types Table

We provide the SSM Type Table (named SSM_TYPE_TBL) to help you discover, define, and activate your managed STC
resources under SSM using best practices. The SSM Type Table contains pre-defined resource types with the minimal
required SSM policy data for best practice. When you select a type from the SSM Type Table, best practice policy data is
populated in the SSM Resource Policy Table entry for the resource being added or edited.

The SSM User Type Table

You can also create your own custom types in the User Types Table (named SSM_UTYPES_TBL.) You use the SSM User
Type Administration panel (OPSVIEW option 4.11.P.UT) to create, edit, browse, and copy custom User Types.

The User Type Table is automatically created upon invoking the User Type Administration panel. Upon entry, the table is
empty, but you can add new types with the ADD primary command.

In this example User Type Administration panel, four user types have been added.

User Type Administration SYS1 –- O P S V I E W ---------- Subsystem OPSZ

Command ===> __________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR

System: *       

Commands:       ADD to add new type  ? Help

Line Commands:  B Browse  C Copy  D Delete  E Edit  ? Help 

SEL    Type Name          Description                          Action

Filter __________________ ___________________________________  ________

 -     ACF2               CA-ACF2                           +  ADDED

 -     CA11               CA-CA11 WORKLOAD AUTOMATION REST  +  ADDED

 -     CICSPROD           IBM-CICS PRODUCTION               +  ADDED

 -     DATACOM-AD         CA-DATACOM MULTI-USER FACILITY    +  ADDED

************************************************************************

   

When adding a new user type, the ADD User Type panel is invoked with all fields set to blanks. You can manually
enter the required fields, or you can use the point-and-shoot enabled Type Name field to invoke the SSM Type
List. Selecting one of the types from the list copies best practice policy data from that type in the SSM Type
Table into your User Type. You can then alter the actions and save them to meet your specific requirements. You
can change the user type name or can keep the copied Broadcom best practice type name. When keeping the copied
name, the user type overrides the best practice type of the same name when selecting a type during definition of new
resources in the SSM Resource Policy Table.

This example shows the ADD User Type panel:

ADD User Type    SYS1 ------ O P S V I E W  ---------- Subsystem OPSZ
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*Required field

* Type Name: CICSTEST              Description: IBM-CICS TEST      +

* Activation to START the resource:

    MVSCMD (“START & JOBNAME)                                        +

*  Activation Completion Rule: ________ - ________

Or Activation Completion Event:

   Type Id         Text

    MSG

DFHSI1517 _______________________________________________  +

Prerequisite Resources: VTAM                                       +

* Action to STOP the resource :

    TSOCMD(“OI SHUTCICS &JOBNAME”)                                    +

*  Inactivation Completion Rule: ________ - ________

OR Inactivation Completion Event:

Type Id              Text

    EOM ________    +

Enter the required fields then PF3 to Save the updates

Or PF12 to Cancel the updates

Command ===> ______________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR

Using SSM Types

You use the best practice types and your own custom user types to define new STC resources in the SSM Resource
Policy Table from the SSM Resource List panel (OPSVIEW option 4.11.P.R.) You can manually enter a type name in the
Type field on the New Resource, Detail or Summary panels, or you can use that point-and-shoot enabled Type field to
invoke the SSM Type List panel. The SSM Type List panel lists the best practice and custom User Types. Selecting one of
the types from the list copies policy data from that type into the new resource entry in the Resource Policy Table. Note that
user types override any best practice types of the same name in the SSM Type List panel.

In this example, the point-and-shoot enabled Resource Type field on the New Resource panel is used to invoke the SSM
Type List panel:

 SSM Resource List -– SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W --------- Row 1 to 27 of 31

 S  _____________________________________________    Step Through: Y (Y/N)

   | SYS1 -------- New Resource -------- OPSZ    |

 C |                                             |  SORT   VERIFY ALL   ?

 L |  * Required field                           | ate user type

 C |                                             | d   V Verify  ? Help

   |  * Resource Name  : CICSPROD                |

   |  * Resource Table : STCTBL____________      | le Name     Status

 F |    Resource Type  : __________________      |

  _|_____________________________________________|________________________

 | User/CA SSM Type List - SYS1 -- O P S V I E W ----- Row 1 to 11 of 240 |

 | Enter S in the SEL column to make a selection or enter the EXIT command|
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 | to return without a selection.                                         |

 |                                                                        |

 | SEL    Name               Description                         Action   |

 | Filter __________________ ___________________________________ _________|

 |   -    ABENDAID           COMPUWARE-ABEND AID               +          |

 |   -    ACF2               CA-ACF2                           +          |

 |   -    ADABASE            SOFTWARE AG-ADABAS                +          |

 |   -    ADMPRINT           IBM-GDDM PRINT UTILITY PGM=ADMOP  +          |

 |   -    ALLOCATE           CA-ALLOCATE                       +          |

 |   -    APPC               IBM-APPC                          +          |

 |   -    ASAP               ROCKET-ASAP                       +          |

 |   -    ASCH               IBM-APPC MVS COMMUNICATIONS SCHE  +          |

 |   -    ASM2               CA-ASM2-BACKUP-AND-RESTORE        +          |

 |   -    ASM2-IXR           CA-ASM2-BACKUP-AND-RESTORE ( INT  +          |

 |   -    ASTEX              CA-ASTEX                          +          |

 | Command===> ___________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR|

 | F1=Help    F2=SPLIT   F3=END     F4=RETURN  F5=FIND    F6=RCHANGE      |

 | F7=UP      F8=DOWN    F9=SNAP   F10=LEFT   F11=RIGHT  F12=RETRIEVE     |

 |________________________________________________________________________|

   

Understanding the Relationship Between the SSM Resource Policy Manager Panels and the SSM Tables

The SSM Resource Policy Table (named SSM_POLICY_TBL) is created when you enter the SSM Resource List panel
(OPSVIEW option 4.11.P.R) for the first time. Or, you can create this table by using Resource Discovery (OPSVIEW option
4.11.P.D). That policy table is populated based on the Discovery Method that you select. Once the policy table is created
and populated, all further additions and modifications to the resources in the policy table are performed using the functions
of subsequent panels (adding a resource, copying a resource, and editing a resource). The policy table is saved across
OPS/MVS restarts.

When you add, copy or edit a resource from the SSM Resource List panel, selecting a type from the SSM Types Table
(named SSM_TYPE_TBL) or the User Types Table (named SSM_UTYPE_TBL) causes policy data for to that resource to
be copied from the selected type.

WARNING

Do not manually update the RDF tables used by the SSM Resource Policy Manager named
SSM_POLICY_TBL, SSM_TYPE_TBL, and SSM_UTYPE_TBL. These tables are intended to be modified
using only the OPSVIEW SSM Policy Manager ISPF interface. For example, do not edit these tables using
the OPSVIEW option 2.6 RDF Table Editor. Also, do not alter these tables using the ADDRESS SQL host
environment from an OPS/REXX program.

When you add or copy a resource, an entry for the new resource is created in the policy table when a resource name
and STC table name have been entered in the New Resource panel and either PF6 (next panel), or PF3 (exit to SSM
Resource List panel) is entered. If you enter PF12 (cancel) on the New Resource panel, you return to the SSM Resource
List panel without an entry being added. 

When you add, copy, or edit a resource, values that are entered for a resource on any panel are saved to the policy table
when you enter PF5 (Previous panel), PF6 (next panel), or PF3 (exit) on the panel. If you enter PF12 (cancel) a panel,
any values updated on that panel are not saved to the policy table. 

Additions and modifications to the resources in the policy table are propagated to the SSM resource tables and associated
action tables when the resource is loaded. You can perform loads from the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary
panel.

The following diagram outlines the relationships between the SSM Policy Manger panels and and tables.
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Figure 5: SSM Policy Manager 4.11.P

NOTE

The Recovery panel is only displayed if the SSM managed table associated with a resource contains the
appropriate columns required to manage movable resources.

Resource Data Verification

Resource data is verified at several stages in the resource administration process:

When data is input into a panel
The data is verified for syntax and format.
Additionally, progress in the guided step-through is not permitted until all required fields on a panel are completed.
The required fields on a panel indicate the minimum resource definition requirements for that panel.

When a verification command is entered
The resource data is analyzed to determine whether the resource can be loaded on the indicated system. This
verification goes beyond panel verification by analyzing the resource data in relation to the environment.
For example, the verification command checks for rule existence and enablement on the system where the
resource is loaded. You can complete verification from the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary panel.

When a resource is loaded
The same verification that is performed when a verification command is entered is automatically performed before
the load.

SSM Resource List Panel Flow

This section describes the actions you can perform from the SSM Resource List panel of the SSM Resource Policy
Manager.
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The SSM Resource List Panel (OPSVIEW option 4.11.P.R)

Resource administration begins with the SSM Resource List panel (OPSVIEW option 4.11.P.R). The resources that
are listed on this panel are the resources in the policy table. From the SSM Resource List panel you can add, browse,
compare, copy, delete, edit, import, load or verify a resource. You can issue multiple line commands using the compare,
delete, import, load or verify line commands. When you use multiple line commands, a short result is added to the Status
field. Command results may provide a point-and-shoot value in the Status field to obtain more information about the result.
To empty the Status field data, simply exit and enter the SSM Resource List panel again. A sample panel is shown below.

SSM Resource List -- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W -------------- Row 1 to 14 of 14

Command ===> _________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR 

System: *                                                 Step Through: Y (Y/N)

Commands:  ADD LOCATE REFRESH SORT   COMPARE|IMPORT|LOAD|VERIFY ALL  ?   

Line       B Browse   C Copy   CP Compare   CT Create user type          

Commands:  D Delete   E Edit    I Import     L Load   U Unload   V Verify

       Resource Name       Type                Table Name          Status 

Filter __________________  __________________ ___________________

    __ AD14MUF             DATACOM             STCTBL      

    __ APPC                APPC                STCTBL      

    __ CAS9                CCS                 STCTBL     

    __ CA11                CA11                STCTBL      

    __ CA7ONL              CA7                 STCTBL              UNSYNCHED

    __ CICSPRD1            CICS                STCTBL   

    __ CICSPRD2            CICS                STCTBL      

    __ DB2PMSTR            DB2                 STCTBL      

    __ DB2TMSTR            DB2                 STCTBL      

    __ IMSPRD1             IMS                 STCTBL      

    __ JES2                JES                 STCTBL     

    __ OMVS                OMVS                STCTBL     

    __ TCPIP               TCPIP               STCTBL      

    __ VTAM                VTAM                STCTBL    

************************ Bottom of data ***************************

Panel Step Through

When adding, browsing, copying, or editing a resource, you can select either to be guided through the process with a
series of panels or be sent directly to a summary panel. A value of Y for the Step Through field sends you through the
guided step through. A value of N sends you directly to the summary panel.

Stepping through the panels has the advantage of verification at every stage in the process. Going to the summary panel
directly allows for quick browsing and editing of resource data without being required to step through all the panels. From
the summary panel, you can jump directly to the other panels using the point-and-shoot panel names on the summary
panel. The point-and-shoot panel jump is available on the summary panel regardless of whether you arrived at the
summary panel through the step through or directly.

The guided step through process takes you through the following six panels in the order that they are summarized here.
You can move forward and backward through the panels as needed using PF5/PrevPanl and PF6/NextPanl. For more
detailed information about each panel, see Set Resource Policy (Option 4.11.P).
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• Panel 1: Detail Panel
• Panel 2: Activation Panel
• Panel 3: Inactivation Panel
• Panel 4: Recovery Panel
• Panel 5: User Data Panel
• Panel 6: Summary Panel
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Figure 6: General 4.11.P Flow
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Panel 1: Detail Panel

The Detail panel lets you browse and update general details about the resource indicated in the Resource Name field.
These general details include the jobname, type, control groups, and description that are associated with the resource.

SSM Details -------- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ------------ Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> ________________________________________________ Step 1 of 5

System: *        

Resource Name: AD14MUF             Table Name: STCTBL             

 * Required field                                              

 * Jobname       : AD14MUF_                                      

   Type          : DATACOM___________                            

   SSMHook       : N (Y/N)                                       

   Control Group : PAYROLL________________________________________  +  

   Description   : PRODUCTION MUF REGION__________________________  +  

 Enter PF6 for NextPanel

   

Panel 2: Activation Panel

The Activation panel lets you browse and update activation information about the resource indicated in the Resource
Name field. This activation information includes the command or procedure used to activate/start the resource, the rule or
event used to detect and process resource activation, complete (resource is UP), prerequisite resources, the activation
IPL state, and the procedure to run when the resource is activated (UP).

SSM Activation ----- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _______________________________________________ Step 2 of 5

System: *

Resource Name: AD14MUF            Type: DATACOM      Jobname: AD14MUF  

 * Required field                                                      

   Prerequisite Resources     : VTAM                              +    

   Activation IPL State       : DOWN     

   Activation Time            : 120_

   Auto Restart               : 1_ 

 * Action to START the resource:

   MVSCMD ("START &JOBNAME")   +    

 * Activation Completion Rule:   .   

Or Activation Completion Event:                                     

   Type  Id          Text                                              

    MSG

DB00201I  

   +    

   MATCH action taken when resource is UP:                                 

   _____________________________________________________________  +
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 Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel

   

Panel 3: Inactivation Panel

The Inactivation panel lets you browse and update inactivation information about the resource indicated in the Resource
Name field.

This inactivation information includes the command or procedure used to inactivate/stop the resource, the rule or
event used to detect and process resource inactivation complete (resource is DOWN), and the procedure to run when the
resource is inactivated (DOWN).

SSM Inactivation --- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _______________________________________________ Step 3 of 5

System: *

Resource Name: AD14MUF            Type: DATACOM      Jobname: AD14MUF  

 * Required field

   Inactivation Time: ____                                                       

 * Action to STOP the resource:                                      

   MVSCMD("STOP &JOBNAME")______________________________________  +    

 *  Inactivation Completion Rule: ________ . ________                 

Or Inactivation Completion Event:                                   

   Type Id          Text                                               

   EOM  ADI4MUF___  ____________________________________________  +     

   MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN:                           

   _____________________________________________________________  +    

Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel

   

Panel 4: Recovery Panel

The Recovery panel lets you browse and update recovery information about the resource indicated in the Resource Name
field.

This recovery information includes the move mode, the primary system for the resource, the systems to which the
resource may be moved, the move group and autohome value.

NOTE
The Recovery panel is only displayed if the SSM managed table associated with this resource contains the
appropriate columns required to manage movable resources. For more information about Movable Resources,
see How to Setup SSMGAV2.

SSM Recovery ------- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W --------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _____________________________________________ Step 4 of 5

System: *        
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Resource Name: AD14MUF                Type: DATACOM 

   Move Mode      : ACTIVE  

   Primary system : SYS1.OPSS      

   System list    :    +   

   Move group     : PAYROLL                                       + 

   AutoHome       : N (Y/N) 

 Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel

   

Panel 5: User Data Panel

The User Data panel lets you browse and update user defined column information about the resource indicated in the
Resource Name field. The user columns are added to the policy using the User Column Administration panel. (OPSVIEW
4.11.P.UC)

SSM User Data ------ SYS1

----- O P S V I E W ---------------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                             Step 5 of 6 

System: *                                                                     

Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel                                                                 

      

Resource Name: AD14MUF            Table Name: STCTBL                                                         

                

  User Column        Typ Column Value

  -----------        --- ------------                                          

_ SEVERITY           CHR 10                                                   

_ OWNER              CHR CICSGRP 

Panel 6: Summary Panel

The Summary panel lets you browse and update all policy information about the resource indicated in the Resource Name
field. This summary information includes all the information from the Detail, Activation, Inactivation, Recovery and User
Columns panels.

Use the User Columns section title point-and-shoot field to navigate back to the SSM User Data  panel to update or
browse this data.

NOTE
The Recovery and User Data panels are optional. See specific panel details for when this data is managed by
the policy editor.

A resource can also be verified and loaded from the Summary panel using the VERIFY and LOAD primary commands.

SSM Summary/Load --- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _______________________________________________ Step 5 of 5

System: *

Resource Name: AD14MUF            Table Name: STCTBL                  
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 * Required field  Commands: LOAD Load resource  VERIFY Verify resource

 Detail                                                                

 * Jobname       : AD14MUF_   Type: DATACOM_______  SSMHook: N (Y/N) 

   Control Group : DATABASE__________________________________________  +

   Description   : PRODUCTION DATACOM________________________________  +

 Activation                                                             

IPL State        : UP        Prereq   : VTAM                           +  

   Activation Time  : 120       Restarts : 2                                 

 * Action to START the resource:                                             

   MVSCMD("START &JOBNAME")                                               +  

 * Activation Complete Event:                                                

   TYPE(MSG) ID(DB00201I) TEXT()                                          +  

   MATCH action taken when resource is UP:                                   

                                                                          +   

 Inactivation

   Inactivation Time: 150     

 * Action to STOP the resource:                                     

   MVSCMD("STOP &JOBNAME")___________________________________________  +

 * Inactivation Complete Event:                                       

   TYPE(EOM) ID(ADI4MUF) TEXT()______________________________________  +

   MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN:                         

   __________________________________________________________________  +

 Recovery                                                           

   Move Mode     : ACTIVE      AutoHome: _ (Y/N)                   

   Primary System: SYS1.OPSS_____                                   

   System List   : SYS2.OPSS SYSX.OPSS_______________________________  +

   Move Group    : PAYROLL___________________________________________  +

 User Columns

   

NOTE
The Recovery section of the panel is only displayed if the SSM managed table associated
with this resource contains the appropriate columns required to manage movable resources.
For more information about Movable Resources see How to Setup SSMGAV2.

Performing Specific Resource Actions

This section describes how to perform the various actions available from the SSM Resource List (OPSVIEW option
4.11.P.R).

Adding a Resource

 With Step Through: 

1. Enter Y in the Step Through field.
2. Type ADD in the command line and press Enter.
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3. In the popup, enter a Resource Name and Table Name. Optionally, enter a Type or use the point-and-shoot enabled
Type field to select a predefined type from the Broadcom or User type tables.

4. Press PF6/NextPanl to proceed to the first step through panel (Detail panel)
5. Use PF5/PrevPanl and PF6/NextPanl to move back and forth through the panels.

 Without Step Through: 

1. Enter N in the Step Through field.
2. Type ADD in the command line and press Enter.
3. In the popup, enter a Resource Name and Table Name. Optionally, enter a Type or use the point-and-shoot enabled

Type field to select a predefined type from the Broadcom or User type tables.
4. Press PF6/NextPanl to proceed directly to the last panel (Summary panel). 

Browsing a Resource

 With Step Through:  

1. Enter Y in the Step Through field.
2. Enter B on the line beside the resource you want to Browse.
3. Press Enter to proceed to the first step through panel (Detail panel)
4. Use PF5/PrevPanl and PF6/NextPanl to move back and forth through the panels.

 Without Step Through: 

1. Enter N in the Step Through field.
2. Enter B on the line beside the resource you want to Browse.
3. Press Enter to proceed directly to the last panel (Summary panel). 

Editing a Resource

 With Step Through:  

1. Enter Y in the Step Through field.
2. Enter E on the line beside the resource you want to Edit.
3. Press Enter to proceed to the first step through panel (Detail panel)
4. Use PF5/PrevPanl and PF6/NextPanl to move back and forth through the panels.

 Without Step Through: 

1. Enter N in the Step Through field.
2. Enter E on the line beside the resource you want to Edit.
3. Press Enter to proceed directly to the last panel (Summary panel). 

Copying a Resource

 With Step Through:  

1. Enter Y in the Step Through field.
2. Enter C on the line beside the resource you want to Copy and press Enter.
3. In the popup, enter a Resource Name and Table Name. Type is filled in based on the copied Resource. You might

optionally change it.
4. Press PF6/NextPanl to proceed to the first step through panel (Detail panel)
5. Use PF5/PrevPanl and PF6/NextPanl to move back and forth through the panels.

 Without Step Through: 

1. Enter N in the Step Through field.
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2. Enter C on the line beside the resource you want to Copy and press Enter.
3. In the popup, enter a Resource Name and Table Name. Type is filled in based on the copied Resource. You might

optionally change it.
4. Press PF6/NextPanl to proceed directly to the last panel (Summary panel). 

Deleting a Resource

NOTE

 Delete only deletes the resource from the policy table. Delete does not unload or delete the resource from the
STC and Action tables.

 From the SSM Resource List panel 

1. Enter D on the line beside the resource you want to Delete and press Enter. The resource will be deleted from
the policy table immediately unless the 'SSM Verify mode' is set to 'A' in the OPS General Settings (=0.1). If 'A' is set, a
popup confirmation panel appears and you proceed to step 2.

2. In the popup, type one of the following values on the Delete resource input line and press Enter:

• – ‘Y’ to delete the resource from the policy table
– ‘N’ to keep the resource in the policy table 

Creating a User Type

 From the SSM Resource List panel 

1. Enter CT on the line beside the resource and press Enter. The Add User Type edit panel is displaying the required
Activation/Inactivation actions required to start the resource, the Activation/Inactivation completion event or rule and
the prerequisite resources and IPL state. 

2. You can modify these values, or you save these values as they are.

Verifying a Resource

 From the SSM Resource List panel 

1. Enter V on the line beside the resource you want to Verify and press Enter.
2. The Status column displays SUCCESS or FAILED. Use point-and-shoot on the Status text for more details.  

 From the Summary panel 

1. Type the VERIFY primary command on the Command line and press Enter.
2. Check the message in the upper right corner.

If 'VERIFY Successful' appears, the resource verification succeeded. If 'VERIFY Failed' appears, the verification failed.
Enter PF1 or HELP for information indicating the reason for the failure.

Loading a Resource

NOTE

 An automatic verification occurs when a resource is loaded.

 From the SSM Resource List panel 

1. Enter L on the line beside the resource you want to Load and press Enter.
2. In the popup, type one of the following values on the Load resource input line and press Enter:
A

to load the resource in ACTIVE mode
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P
to load the resource in PASSIVE mode

I
to load the resource in INACTIVE mode

C
to cancel the load

3. The Status column displays SUCCESS or FAILED. Use point-and-shoot on the Status text for more details. 

 From the Summary panel 

1. Type the LOAD primary command on the Command line and press Enter.
2. In the popup, type one of the following values on the Load resource input line and press Enter:
A

to load the resource in ACTIVE mode
P

to load the resource in PASSIVE mode
I

to load the resource in INACTIVE mode
C

to cancel the load
3. Check the message in the upper right corner.

If 'LOAD Successful' appears, the resource verification succeeded.
If 'LOAD Failed' appears, the verification failed. Enter PF1 or HELP for information indicating the reason for the failure.

Importing a Resource

NOTE

 Importing resource data from the SSM resource and action tables overwrites the resource data in the policy
table

Resource data can only be imported from tables that are SSM managed.

 From the SSM Resource List panel 

1. Enter I on the line beside the resource you want to Import and press Enter. This immediately imports the data from
the SSM resource and Action tables into the policy table unless the 'SSM Verify mode' is set to 'A' in the OPS General
Settings (=0.1). If 'A' is set, a popup confirmation panel appears and you proceed to step 2. Otherwise, proceed to
Step 3.

2. In the popup, type one of the following values on the Import resource input line and press Enter:
 
– ‘Y’ to import the resource data from the SSM resource and Action tables to the policy table.
– ‘N’ to cancel the import.

3. The Status column displays SUCCESS or FAILED. Use point-and-shoot on the Status text for more details.

Comparing Resource Data

You can compare the contents of the policy table with the live SSM environment, which is the managed resource table
and action table. Either SYNCHED or UNSYNCHED displays in the Status column. If there are differences, a popup will
display noting these differences, and UNSYNCHED will display in the Status column after the popup is closed. To correct
an UNSYNCHED condition, you can perform an import, load, or edit of the resource. Then, you can run CP again to
update the status as SYNCHED. 
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 Follow these steps from the SSM Resource List panel: 

1. Enter CP on the line beside the resource you want to compare and press Enter.
The resource data in the policy table is compared to the resource data in the SSM resource and Action tables. 

2. If the data matches, SYNCHED appears in the Status column on the 4.11.P.R panel. If the data does not match,
UNSYNCHED appears in the Status column after the popup is closed. A sample popup of differences is shown: 
SYS1 ------------- Differences detected ----------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===> __________________________________  Scroll ===> CSR 

Resource: STC1                      Table: SSM

SSM policy field SSM Policy Table value  Managed SSM table value

---------------- ----------------------  ----------------------- 

Jobname          JOBA                     + JOBA1                    

Start Action     MVSCMD("START &TYPE,MY P + MVSCMD("START &TYPE, MY P

*************************** Bottom of data **************************

 F1=Help   F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Expand     F7=Up     F8=Down

F10=Left   F11=Right    F12=Cancel

     

– The Resource and Table name are listed. 
– The SSM Policy input column provides the description of the input on the step through or summary panel. 
– The SSM Policy Table column shows the data that is contained in the SSM Policy table. 
– The Managed SSM Tables column shows the data that is contained in the active SSM tables.
– The plus sign to the right of the SSM Policy Table and Managed SSM Tables columns means the field is scrollable/

expandable. Position the cursor on the field, and use the Left and Right function keys or commands to scroll. To
expand, position the cursor on the field and use the Expand function key or command.  

The following list describes the field name comparisons:
 Jobname 
Compares the Jobname resource policy field of the resource to the value in the JOBNAME column of the managed
SSM resource table.          
 Type 
Compares the Type resource policy field of the resource is compared to the value in the TYPE column of the managed
SSM resource table.                   
 Control Group 
Compares the Control Group resource policy field of the resource to the value in the SSM#CNTLGRP column of the
managed SSM resource table.  
 Start Action 
Compares the Action to START the resource resource policy field of the resource to the value in the ACTION_TEXT
column of the managed SSM action table.                                                            
 Match Up Action 
Compares the MATCH action taken when resource is UP resource policy field of the resource to the value in the
ACTION_TEXT column of the managed SSM action table for a MATCH UP condition.                       
 Prereqs 
Compares the Prereq resource policy field of the resource to the value in the PREREQ column of the managed SSM
resource table. 
 IPL State 
Compares the IPL State resource policy field of the resource to the value in the IPL_STATE column of the managed
SSM resource table.         
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 Stop Action 
Compares the Action to STOP the resource resource policy field of the resource to the value in the ACTION_TEXT
column of the managed SSM action table.                                                            
 Match Down Action 
Compares the MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN resource policy field of the resource to the value in the
ACTION_TEXT column of the managed SSM action table for a MATCH DOWN condition.                     
 Movemode 
Compares the Move Mode resource policy field of the resource to the value in the SSM#MOVMOD column of the
managed SSM resource table.
 Autohome 
Compares the AUTOHOME policy resource field of the resource to the value in the AUTOHOME column of the
managed SSM resource table.
 Primary System 
Compares the Primary System resource policy field of the resource to the value in the PRIMARY_SYSTEM column of
the managed SSM resource table.
 System List 
Compares the System List resource policy field of the resource to the value in the SSM#SYSLIST column of the
managed SSM resource table.
 Move Group 
Compares the Move Group resource policy field of the resource to the value in the SSM#GRPLIST column of the
managed SSM resource table.       
 SSM Hook  
Compares the SSMHook resource policy field of the resource to the value in the SSM#HOOK column of the managed
SSM resource table.          
 Activation Rule 
Compares the Activation Complete Event resource policy field of the resource to the value in the SSM#ACTCMP
column of the managed SSM resource table.                                                  
 Inactivation Rule 
Compares the Inactivation Complete Event resource policy field of the resource to the value in the SSM#INACTCMP
column of the managed SSM resource table.
 Inactivation Time 
The time (in seconds) the resource should reach its DOWN state. The current state is set to TIMEOUT if the
inactivation complete event is not issued within this time frame. The TIMEOUT DOWN action runs the SSMNOTFY
request rule to issue a notification of the TIMEOUT condition. A value of 0 turns off the inactivation time check. 
If you use point and shoot on any of the column headings in the first popup, you get the Expanded Differences panel:
SYS1 --------------- Expanded Differences ------ Row 1 to 7 of 7

Command ===>____________________________________________________

Resource: STC1                              Table: SSM    

----------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname values                                                  

JOBA                                                            

JOBA1                                                           

----------------------------------------------------------------

Start Action Values                                            

MVSCMD(“START &JOBNAME,PARM1”)                                  

MVSCMD(“START &JOBNAME,PARM1 PARM2”)                            

************************* Bottom of data ************************

 F1=Help   F2=Split     F3=Exit      F4=Expand     F7=Up     F8=Down
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F10=Left   F11=Right    F12=Cancel

     

If the Compare command is issued as part of multiple line commands, use point-and-shoot on the Status text of
UNSYNCHED to see the differences popup.

3. To correct an UNSYNCHED condition, you can use one of the following three line commands:
 I or IM 
Imports the selected resource from SSM (managed resource and action table) into your current Policy table.                 
                            
 L or LO 
Loads the selected resource from your current Policy table into your live SSM environment (managed resource and
action table).                                            
 E or ED 
Manually edits the selected resource in your current Policy Table to match the differences in the live SSM
environment (managed resource and action table). 

4. Execute the CP command again and the Status column refreshes as SYNCHED.

How to Create a System State Manager (SSM) Environment with SSM Policy Manager

As a system administrator, you want to create a System State Manager (SSM) environment with the SSM Policy Manager
to simplify resource administration. The SSM Policy Manager helps you avoid direct access to SSM resource and action
tables. SSM provides a guided step-through process for entering information that you require to manage a resource with
SSM. SSM also provides verification of entered data and verification that you entered the minimum required resource
definition data for a resource. 

The following process shows you how to create an SSM environment with the SSM Policy Manager:
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Figure 7: How to Create a SSM Environment with SSM Policy Manager

1.  Upgrade SSM to Version 3
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You set the SSMVERSION parameter to 3.
2.  Access the SSM Policy Manager

The SSM Policy Manager lets you define SSM resource, action, retry, and recovery policy for started task (STC)
resources that are under SSM control. 

3.  Discover Resources and Associated Initial Policy Data
The Discovery utility queries the system to determine which started tasks are currently active.  The utility creates and
populates the SSM policy table with the discovered tasks (resources) and the initial associated policy data

4.  Complete Resource Policy Data
The initial policy data for each resource should be reviewed and updated as needed for your environment.

5.  Configured the Required AOF Rules
SSM Policy Manager requires that you install specific AOF rules from your hlq.CCLXRULM library

6.  Load the Resources and Activate SSM Resource Management
After the policy data has been updated and verified for all discovered resources, load the resources into the STC table
that the discovery process created. 

7. Use SSM to Control Started Tasks.
 

NOTE

• If you want to begin using the SSM Policy Manager with your existing SSM environment and you also want
details about SSM Version 3, see How to Use SSM Policy Manager with an Existing SSM Environment.

• For detailed information about the SSM Policy Manager, tables, and panels, see Set Resource Policy (Option
4.11.P).

Upgrade SSM to Version 3

To use SSM Policy Manager, you set the SSMVERSION parameter to 3.

Access the SSM Policy Manager

The SSM Policy Manager lets you define SSM resource, action, retry, and recovery policy for started task (STC)
resources that you want to place under SSM control. 

Enter =4.11.P to access the SSM Policy Manager OPSVIEW panel.

You use OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu option 4, Control option 11, and then System State Manager option P, SSM
Resource Policy Manager.

Discover Resources and Associated Initial Policy Data

The Discovery utility queries the system to identify all started tasks that are currently active. The utility creates and
populates the SSM Policy Table with the discovered started tasks (resources) and the initial associated policy data. The
initial policy data for commonly known resources is based on "best practice" policy from the OPS/MVS supplied Type
Policy. Resources that are not known to OPS/MVS are initialized with default policy of Type UNKNOWN. The utility also
creates an empty managed SSM STC table in preparation for loading the resources into the tables in a later step. The
Discover utility also creates and populates an associated SSM action table of the same name with an appended suffix of
'_ACT'.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option D (Discovery) from the SSM Policy Manager panel.
The Resource Discovery panel is displayed.

2. Enter D to run the discovery utility.
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The SSM Discovery panel appears and lets you enter options for the discovery utility.
3. Complete the following steps on the SSM Discovery panel:

a. In the Discovery Rules Dataset field, enter the full data set name of the OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation rules dataset that contains SSM discovery AOF rules SNAPRUL1 and SNAPRUL2.
These rules are installed in library hlq.CCLXRULM.

b. In the Discovery Output field, enter the name of the SSM STC table that you want to create.
The default value of STCTBL auto-completes in the field.

c. Enter the DISCOVER command to begin discovery. 
The discovery process can take several minutes to complete.
After the process completes, the SSM Resource List panel appears automatically. This panel lets you view and
administer the discovered policy resources and data.

Complete Resource Policy Data

After discovery, each resource in the policy table is assigned a OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation supplied
Type and "best practice" policy data based on that Type. The Broadcom supplied Types cover most commonly known
started tasks. For uncommon started tasks on your system that are not known to OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation, the UNKNOWN Type and generic policy data are assigned. The initial policy data for each resource should
be reviewed and updated as needed for your environment.

NOTE

• Updates that you make to resource policy data through the panels (as described in this section) are made
only for the specific resource being reviewed.
The updates do not change the underlying "best practice" data that is associated with the OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation defined Types

• As you go through the following review process, you might find that the best practice data associated with
a OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation defined type is not suitable for your environment. Or, you
might find that you need a type that OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation does not supply.
In these cases, you might find it beneficial to create custom User Types with your own policy data. When you
create a User Type, it is made available with the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation defined
Types for selection when updating resource policy data.
If the User Type has the same name as an OPS/MVS defined type, OPS/MVS uses the best practice data
from the User Type.

• For more information about using types, see Using SSM Types.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter =4.11.P.R to Access the SSM Resource List panel.
After you perform the discovery, this panel appears automatically. Otherwise, you can access the panel with option R
on the SSM Resource Policy Manager main panel (=4.11.P).

2. Confirm that the System field contains an asterisk "*" as the value, and the Step-Through field contains a value of "Y".
3. Enter the E (edit) line command for the first resource in the list.

The SSM Details panel appears.
This panel begins a series of policy panels that are presented for the resource (Steps 4 through 7).

NOTE

• For Steps 4 through 7, the populated fields represent the "best practice" data that is populated at
discovery time and based on the resource Type. Update any fields as needed for your environment. Use
the online help (HELP command or PF1) for help on individual panel fields. After you complete the fields,
enter NextPanl/PF6 to save the data and proceed to the SSM Activation panel. 
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• Changing the Type on the SSM Details panel updates the policy data for the resource with the best
practice data for the selected Type.

4. Confirm the resource policy information on the SSM Details panel.
Then, enter NextPanl/PF6 to save the data and proceed to the SSM Activation panel.

5. Confirm the resource policy information on the SSM Activation panel.
Then, enter NextPanl/PF6 to save the data and proceed to the SSM Inactivation panel.

6. Confirm the resource policy information on the SSM Inactivation panel.
Then, enter NextPanl/PF6 to save the data and proceed to the SSM Recovery panel.

7. Confirm the resource policy information on the SSM Recovery panel.
Then, enter NextPanl/PF6 to save the data and proceed to the SSM Summary/Load panel.

8. Confirm the resource policy information on the SSM Summary/Load panel.
This summary panel provides a summary of all the resource policy data that you entered on the previous panels in
Steps 4 through 7.
Enter the VERIFY command to verify the policy data. If the verification fails, use HELP/PF1 to obtain specific details
of the failure. If you require changes for any fields, you can update (most) fields directly on the SSM Summary/Load
panel. Alternatively, you can use the point-and-shoot panel labels to return to a specific panel.

9. Enter the VERIFY command again after you update the fields.
Once the VERIFY command succeeds and you are satisfied with content in the fields, enter END/PF3 to save the data
and return to the SSM Resource List panel. 

10. Repeat Steps 3 through 9 for each remaining resource on the SSM Resource List panel. 
Instead of stepping through the entire series of panels for each resource, you can go directly to the SSM Summary/
Load panel for each resource by changing the value of the Step Through field on the SSM Resource List panel to N.
When entering the E (edit) line command for a resource, you are taken directly to the SSM Summary/Load panel
where you can confirm, verify, and update the resource policy data. In other words, with Step Through = Y, you go from
Step 3 directly to Step 8.

Configure the Required AOF Rules

SSM Policy Manager requires that you install the following AOF rules from your hlq.CCLXRULM library. You enable and
auto-enable all rules in this list, except SSMBEGUX, SSMSHUTM, and SSMSTAUX:

• SSMBEGIN
• SSMBEGUX
• SSMCMDS
• SSMCNTL
• SSMNOTFY
• SSMRSTRT
• SSMSHUTM
• SSMSTART
• SSMSTATE
• SSMSTAUX
• SSMSTOP
• SSMTMOUT

To help you configure AOF to run with the rules that are required by SSM Policy Manager, you might click to use the new
OPS/REXX utility SSM3STUP. You can find this utility in your hlq.CCLXEXEC library. SSM3STUP creates a new ruleset
that is named SSMV3 and populates it with the required rules enabled and auto-enabled. The data set name of the ruleset
is constructed using the values of your RULESUFFIX parameter. You must specify the high-level qualifier of your SMP/E-
installed OPS/MVS data sets as a parameter to SSM3STUP.

 Example: 
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TSO OI SSM3STUP SYS1.OPS

    

Load the Resources and Activate SSM Resource Management

After you update and verify the policy data for all discovered resources, you load the resources into the STC table that the
discovery process created. When a resource loads into the STC table, SSM begins managing the resource. You can load
all resources at once, or you can load resources individually.

 To load all resources into the STC table: 

1. Enter =4.11.P.R to access the SSM Resource List panel.
If you finished updating all your resources, this panel appears after you press hitting END/PF3 for the last resource.
Otherwise, you can access the panel with option R on the SSM Resource Policy Manager main panel (=4.11.P).

2. Enter LOAD ALL on the command line.
3. Enter A on the Confirm Load Resource panel to load the resource in Active mode.

SSM begins to manage all resources that load successfully.
4. Verify the Status column on the SSM Resource List panel to confirm that all resources loaded successfully.

If any resource has a status of FAILED, use the point-and-shoot status field for more details about the load failure.
You can sort the display by the STATUS column using primary command SORT STATUS or the STATUS column
header point-and-shoot field.
You can edit the resource using line command E to correct any problems. Then, you can reload the resource. You use
line command L from the SSM Resource List panel or the LOAD primary command from the SSM Summary/Load
panel.

 To load individual resources into the STC table: 

1. Enter =4.11.P.R to access the SSM Resource List panel.
If you finished updating all your resources, this panel appears after you press END/PF3 for the last resource.
Otherwise, you can access the panel with option R on the SSM Resource Policy Manager main panel (=4.11.P).

2. Enter line command L (LOAD) on the resource that you want to load into the STC table. To load multiple resources at
one time, you can use the L line command on multiple resources before pressing Enter.

3. Enter A on the Confirm Load Resource panel to load the resource in Active mode.
If the resource loaded successfully, SSM begins to manage the resource.

4. Verify the Status column on the SSM Resource List panel to confirm that the resource loaded successfully.
If the resource has a status of FAILED, use the point-and-shoot status field for more details about the load failure.
You can sort the display by the STATUS column using primary command SORT STATUS or the STATUS column
header point-and-shoot field.
You can edit the resource using line command E to correct any problems. Then, you can reload the resource. You use
line command L from the SSM Resource List panel or the LOAD primary command from the SSM Summary/Load
panel.

How to Use SSM Policy Manager with an Existing SSM Environment

As a system administrator, you want to use SSM Policy Manager with an existing SSM version 2 environment to simplify
resource administration. The SSM Policy Manager helps you avoid direct access to SSM resource and action tables. It
provides a guided step-through process for entering information that is required to manage a resource with SSM.

NOTE
The SSM Resource Policy Manager is available only when running SSM version 3. Existing users of SSM
version 2 may take advantage of the SSM Resource Policy Manager only by converting to SSM version 3. This
article describes the steps to convert to SSM version 3.

The following diagram describes how you use SSM Policy Manager with an existing SSM environment:
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Figure 8: How to Use SSM Policy Manager with an Existing SSM Environment

1. Upgrade SSM to Version 3
You set the value of parameter SSMVERSION to 3.

2. Access the SSM Policy Manager
The SSM Policy Manager lets you define SSM resource, action, retry, and recovery policy for started task (STC)
resources that are under SSM control.

3. Discover Resources and Associated Initial Policy Data
The Discovery utility queries the existing STC and action tables to create and populate the SSM Policy Table.

4. Access Resource Policy Data
You access the data in the SSM Policy Table through the Summary/Load panel.

5. Supply the Required Resource Policy Data
You update the Activation Complete and Inactivation Complete fields.

6. (Optional) Use Supplied Types for Broadcom Best Practices
You might use the supplied Type Policy.

7. Verify Resource Policy Data
You verify the policy data for all resource. You can also edit and reverify the data.
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8. Add the New Columns to Existing STC Tables
The OPSSM3CV utility adds the new columns to your existing active resource tables.

9. Configure Required AOF Rules and OPS/REXX
The SSM3STUP helps you complete the setup of your SSMv3 configuration

10. Load Resource Policy Data
Loading policy data for a resource activates that policy by updating existing STC and action tables and rulesets with
values from the Policy Table.

11. Clean Up Replaced Features
Depending on the actions that you took when you completed the Resource Policy data, you might have to perform
some additional steps.

Upgrade SSM to Version 3

To use SSM Policy Manager, you set the value of parameter SSMVERSION to 3.

Access the SSM Policy Manager

The SSM Policy Manager lets you define SSM resource, action, retry, and recovery policy for started task (STC)
resources that are under SSM control. You can also define these attributes for resources that you plan to place under
SSM control.

Access the SSM Policy Manager panel using OPSVIEW 4.11.P.

Discover Resources and Associated Initial Policy Data

The Discovery utility queries the existing STC and action tables to find resources and associated resource data. The utility
creates and populates the SSM policy table with the discovered resources and uses the STC and action table data to
create the resource policy data for each resource.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Discovery (option D) from the SSM Policy Manager panel to access the Resource Discovery panel.
2. Enter S on the Resource Discovery panel to discover resources using the existing STC and action tables.

After discovery completes, you are automatically directed to the SSM Resource List panel where you can manage
policy data for the discovered resources.

Access Resource Policy Data

After discovery, each resource in the SSM Policy Table contains policy data that is based on the resource data in the STC
and action tables. You access the SSM Policy Table through the SSM Resource List panel. You access policy data for
each resource through the SSM Summary/Load panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the SSM Resource List panel using OPVIEW option 4.11.P.R.
You are placed in the SSM Resource List panel automatically after discovery.

2. Enter N in the Step Through field on the top-right corner of the SSM Resource List panel.
Entering N causes the Edit line command to take you into the SSM Summary/Load panel.

3. Enter the E (Edit) line command for a resource on the SSM Resource List panel. 

Assuming that you are not running the SSM Global Application (SSMGA, either version), the following example is an
empty SSM Summary/Load panel. (The bold fields indicate the policy data that will be missing after discovery.)

SSM Summary/Load --- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

System: *
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Resource Name: __________________ Table Name: __________________

 * Required field  Commands: LOAD Load resource  VERIFY Verify resource

 Detail

 * Jobname       : ANCVTOMC   Type: UNKNOWN              SSMHook: N (Y/N)

   Control Group : _____________________________________________________  +

   Description   : _____________________________________________________  +

 Activation

   IPL State        : ________  Prereq   : _____________________________  +

   Activation Time  : ____      Restarts : __

 * Action to START the resource:

   _____________________________________________________________________  +

 * Activation Complete Event:

   _____________________________________________________________________  +

   MATCH action taken when resource is UP:

   _____________________________________________________________________  + 

 Inactivation

   Inactivation Time: ____

 * Action to STOP the resource:

   _____________________________________________________________________  +

 * Inactivation Complete Event:

   _____________________________________________________________________  +

   MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN:

   _____________________________________________________________________  +

Supply the Required Resource Policy Data

After discovery, some required and optional resource policy data will be missing from the SSM Policy Table because SSM
cannot read this data from the STC and action tables. You must use the E (Edit) line command on the SSM Resource List
panel to edit each resource entry manually. These manual edits let you add the missing policy data.

You must supply values for the following required fields (see the sample SSM Summary/Load panel):

To update the Activation Complete Event

1. Use the Activation point-and-shoot field to display the SSM Activation panel.
2. Update the Activation Completion Rule field with the ruleset.rulename of the existing current AOF rule that sets the

CURRENT STATE column to UP for this STC resource.

NOTE

 To identify this rule, you might find it helpful to examine OPS7914T audit messages in OPSLOG generated
by running with parameter SSMAUDIT set to YES (the default). Many commonly known resources are
managed by SSM-supplied rule packets, such as SSMCICS, SSMIMS, SSMJES, and so on.

3. (Optional) We recommend that you examine the existing current rule. If it is not doing any customized processing, we
recommend that you replace the use of the existing current rule with a new dynamic rule that SSM version 3 creates
and enables automatically. To do so, clear the Activation Completion Rule field and enter values for the new dynamic
rule in fields Type, Id and Text.
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To update the Inactivation Complete Event

1. Use the Inactivation point-and-shoot field to display the SSM Inactivation panel.
2. Update the Inactivation Completion Rule field with the ruleset.rulename of the existing current AOF rule that sets the

CURRENT STATE column to DOWN for this STC resource.

NOTE

 To identify this rule, you may find it helpful to examine OPS7914T audit messages in OPSLOG generated by
running with parameter SSMAUDIT set to YES (the default). Many commonly known resources are managed
by SSM-supplied rule packets, such as SSMCICS, SSMIMS, SSMJES, and so on.

3. (Optional) We recommend that you examine the existing current rule. If it is not doing any customized processing, we
recommend that you replace the use of the existing current rule with a new dynamic rule that SSM version 3 creates
and enables automatically. To do so, clear the Inactivation Completion Rule field and enter values for the new dynamic
rule in fields Type, Id and Text.

(Optional) Replace Use of AOF Request Rule SSMRETRY with Policy Data

We recommend that you replace existing use of AOF request rule SSMRETRY with the new SSM version 3 policy data
fields Activation Time and Auto Restarts (see the sample panel).

1. Examine field Action to START the resource in the SSM Summary/Load panel. If it begins with the action
EVRULE("SSMRETRY …"), proceed with the following steps.

2. Update field Activation Time with the value of the fourth parameter specified in the EVRULE("SSMRETRY …") action.
3. Update field Auto Restarts with the value of the third parameter specified in the EVRULE("SSMRETRY …") action.
4. Remove the action EVRULE("SSMRETRY …") from the field Action to START the resource.

(Optional) Replace Use of AOF Request Rule SSMHOOK with Policy Data

We recommend that you replace the existing use of AOF request rule SSMHOOK with the new SSM version 3 policy.

1. Remove the EVRULE("SSMHOOK …") clause from all actions in your Action table.
2. Disable the SSMEOM rule. SSM version 3 will create a dynamic EOM rule to manage resources.
3. Update the following policy data fields:

a. On the Details panel, set the SSMHook field to Y.
b. On the Activation panel, set the following fields:

a. Set the ‘Action to START the resource’ field to the appropriate command or procedure to start the hook
resource.

b. Set the ‘Activation Complete Event’ field to the appropriate value. If the hook resource issues an initialization
MSG or API event, use that. If not, you can also use an EOM event for the job that sets the hook and ends.

c. Set the ‘Action to STOP the resource’ field to the appropriate command or procedure used to shut down the
hook resource. If the resource is not shut down and removed by the IPL, use the SETCOL option of the Action
Editor to set its CURRENT_STATE to DOWN. The Action Editor is reached by using point-and-shoot on the
‘Action to STOP the resource’ label of the field.

d. Set the ‘Inactivation Completion Event’ field to any MSG or API event that it issues when shutdown. If no
event is issued, you can leave this field blank and allow the SETCOL action in the previous step to set the
CURRENT_STATE to DOWN.

(Optional) Use SSM-supplied Types for Best Practices

SSM supplies "best practice" Type Policy to populate resource policy for commonly known resources by using
the Type point-and-shoot field that is highlighted in the previous sample SSM Summary/Load panel to select from a list of
supplied Types. Selecting a supplied Type populates all of the required resource policy data fields on the SSM Summary/
Load panel with Broadcom best practices.
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If resource policy for an SSM-supplied Type differs from policy in place at your site, you can create a User Type from
the SSM-supplied Type by using OPSVIEW option 4.11.P.UT and use that User Type instead. For example, if your start
command differs from SSM-supplied Type Policy, create and use a User Type with the modified start command. User
Types appear in the selection list that is displayed by the Type point-and-shoot field on the SSM Summary/Load panel.

NOTE
If you are already using a Type column in your existing SSM version 2 STC tables, the Type field that is
highlighted in the previous sample SSM Summary/Load panel is populated for each resource with the value
of the Type column from the existing STC tables. In this case, the existence of a value in the Type field that is
populated from the value of the STC table Type column does not indicate that Policy Data for the resource has
been loaded from Type Policy. To cause Type Policy to load from the SSM Type Table or User Types Table, you
manually use the Type point-and-shoot field to select the Type Policy to load.

Verify Resource Policy Data

Verify the policy data for all resources:

1. Enter VERIFY ALL on the command line of the SSM Resource List panel.
2. Check the Status column on the SSM Resource List panel to confirm that all resources that are verified successfully.

You can sort the Status column by using the point-and-shoot Status column header. 
3. If a resource has a Status of FAILED, use the point-and-shoot Status field to receive more detail on the reason for

verify failure. Use E (Edit) line command to correct any problems with defined policy. Then, try verifying the resource
again using either the V (Verify) line command from the SSM Resource List panel or the VERIFY command from the
SSM Summary/Load panel.

Add New Required Columns to Existing Resource Tables

SSM version 3 requires that the following new columns be added to your existing SSM resource tables:

SSM#ACTCMP VARCHAR(160) UPPER CASE DEFAULT NULL

SSM#INACTCMP VARCHAR(160) UPPER CASE DEFAULT NULL

SSM#CNTLGRP VARCHAR(128) UPPER CASE DEFAULT NULL

SSM#HOOK CHAR(1) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'N'

SSM#INITTIME CHAR(4) DEFAULT '0'

SSM#RESTARTS CHAR(2) DEFAULT '0'

SSM#RSTCNT CHAR(2) DEFAULT '0'

SSM#INACTTIME CHAR(4) DEFAULT '0'

Add the new columns to your existing resource tables using the OPS/REXX utility program OPSSM3CV found in your
installed hlq.CCLXEXEC data set. Follow the instructions in the utility. When executed with no passed parameters,
OPSSM3CV will add all new SSM version 3 columns to all active SSM resource tables.

The following new internal-only tables are automatically created by SSM version 3:

• SSM Resource Policy Table (named SSM_POLICY_TBL)
• SSM Types Table (named SSM_TYPE_TBL)
• User Types Table (named SSM_UTYPE_TBL)

WARNING
The OPSSMV3 utility will stop SSM by setting parameter STATEMAN to INACTIVE. After running the utility, you
will need to manually set STATEMAN to ACTIVE to re-start SSM.
 
To accommodate the new columns and tables, you may need to increase the size of your GLOBALMAX
parameter and SYSCHK1 dataset. Refer to the DASD Calculation Chart for help with storage calculations.
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Configure Required AOF Rules and OPS/REXX

SSM Policy Manager requires that you install the following AOF rules from your hlq.CCLXRULM library. You must enable
and auto-enable some of the rules as indicated in the list. As indicated in the list, some of the rules are new to OPS/MVS,
and some are updates to versions shipped with prior releases.

AOF Rule Updated/New? Enable and Auto-Enable?

SSMBEGIN Updated Yes
SSMBEGUX No No
SSMCMDS New Yes
SSMCNTL Updated Yes
SSMNOTFY New Yes
SSMRSTRT New Yes
SSMSHUTM No No
SSMSTART No Yes
SSMSTATE Updated Yes
SSMSTAUX No No
SSMSTOP No Yes
SSMTMOUT New Yes

You might be currently running with some of these rules already enabled and auto-enabled. Updated versions of rules
that you may be running with are indicated (updated) in the previous list. You must replace any existing rules that you are
currently running with with the updated versions. You might be currently running with user modified versions of some of
these rules. You must merge any user modifications into any updated rules. New rules that you would not be running with
are indicated (new) in the previous list. At the least, you must enable and auto-enable the new rules.

To assist you with configuring AOF to run with the rules that are required by SSM Policy Manager, you might decide to
use new OPS/REXX utility SSM3STUP found in your hlq.CCLXEXEC library. SSM3STUP creates a new ruleset named
SSMV3 and populates it with the required rules enabled and auto-enabled. The data set name of the ruleset is
constructed using the values of your RULEPREFIX parameter and RULESUFFIX parameter. You must specify the high-
level qualifier of your SMP/E-installed OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation data sets as a parameter to
SSM3STUP. For example:

TSO OI SSM3STUP SYS1.OPS

If you are using Type Policy, be aware that certain actions defined by certain Broadcom supplied best practice Types
require the following OPS/REXX execs, installed in your hlq.CCLXEXEC library.

NOTE

 SSMDISP and SSMSHUT are also included in this list. They are  called by AOF pseudo-command rule
SSMCNTL .

OPS/REXX Type

SHUTCA7I WL-AUTOM-ICOM
SHUTDB2 DB2
SHUTIMS IMS-CNTL
SHUTMQS MQ-QMGR
SHUTSPL SPOOL
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OPS/REXX Type

SHUTZFS ZFS
SSMDISP Command SSMCNTL DISPLAY

SSMSHUT Command SSMCNTL SHUTSSM

STOPADMP ADMPRINT
STOPJES2 JES2
STOPNETV NETVIEW
STOPNVAC NETVIEW-ACCESS
STOPVTAM VTAM

NOTE

In prior releases of OPS/MVS, the previously listed OPS/REXX execs were installed in library hlq.CCLXSAMP,
which is a library of sample execs. As such, you might be running with user modified versions of some of these
execs. If that is the case, you must move those user modified execs into your hlq.CCLXEXEC library.

Load Resource Policy Data

Loading policy data for a resource activates that policy by updating existing STC and action tables and rulesets with
values from the Policy Table. You can load all resources at once or you can load resources individually.

 To load all resources at once: 

1. Enter primary command LOAD ALL on the command line of the SSM Resource List panel.
2. Select a processing mode on the Confirm Load ALL Resource panel.
3. Check the Status column on the SSM Resource List panel to confirm that all resources loaded successfully.

You can sort the status column by using the point-and-shoot Status column header. If any resource has a status of
FAILED, use the point-and-shoot Status field to receive more detail on the reason for load failure. Edit the resource to
correct any problems. Then try reloading the resource using either the L (Load) line command on the SSM Resource
List panel or primary command LOAD on the SSM Summary/Load panel.

 To load individual resources: 

1. On the SSM Resource List panel, enter the L (Load) line command for the desired resource. You can enter L on
multiple resources to load multiple resources at one time.

2. Select a processing mode on the Confirm Load Resource panel.
3. Check the Status column on the SSM Resource List panel to confirm that the resources loaded successfully. If a

resource has a status of FAILED, use the point-and-shoot Status field to receive more detail on the reason for load
failure. Edit the resource to correct any problems. Then try reloading the resource using either the L (Load) line
command on the SSM Resource List panel or primary command LOAD on the SSM Summary/Load panel.

Clean Up Replaced Features

Depending on the actions that you took when you completed the Resource Policy data, you might perform the following
steps:

1. Disable AOF rules that are no longer being used to set the CURRENT STATE to STARTING.
2. Disable AOF rules that are no longer being used to set the CURRENT STATE to STOPPING.

NOTE
To identify rules to be removed in steps 1 and 2, you should examine OPS7914T audit messages in
OPSLOG generated by running with parameter SSM AUDIT set to YES (the default).

You can also search your rulesets for the strings STARTING and STOPPING.
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Examples of SSM-supplied rules that set the CURRENT_STATE column to STARTING or STOPPING are:
SSMCICS, SSMHASP3, SSMIDMS, SSMIEF4, SSMJES2,SSMTCPIP, SSMTSO

3. Disable AOF request rule SSMRETRY.
4. Remove from your STC tables columns RESACT_COUNT, RESACT_TIME, RESACT_DESC (used by AOF request

rule SSMRETRY).
5. Disable AOF request rule SSMHOOK.
6. Remove from your action tables the HOOKED/UP action entry (that contains action EVRULE("SSMHOOK …")).

Understanding CURRENT and DESIRED Resource States
SSM supervises system resources, such as running tasks and peripheral devices. The preferred state of a system
resource is known as its desired state. The the actual state of a system resource as it appears on the system is known as
its current state.

The SSM engine always tries to keep a resource in its desired state. When SSM recognizes that a resource's current
state differs from its desired state, it dispatches a defined action to attempt to restore the resource to its proper state. For
example, if you want a subsystem to be up (it's desired state) but the subsystem is down (it's current state), the defined
action could be a z/OS command to start or restart the resource.

NOTE
All actions that are taken in response to SSM-managed resource state changes are recorded in OPSLOG.

DESIRED_STATE and CURRENT_STATE Columns

Each system resource that is managed by SSM is defined in a Relational Data Facility (RDF) table known as an SSM
resource table. The following two columns of the resource table are used to store the desired state and the current state of
each resource in the table:

• DESIRED_STATE
Contains the desired state of the resource.

• CURRENT_STATE
Contains the current state of the resource.

You can define more than one resource table to SSM.

Abstract SSM Resource States

SSM monitors the DESIRED_STATE column for the following three possible abstract resource states:

• UP
• DOWN
• UNKNOWN

SSM monitors the CURRENT_STATE column for the following two possible abstract resource states:

• UP
• DOWN

By default, the literal values that are used to represent these abstract states in the DESIRED_STATE and
CURRENT_STATE columns are the strings 'UP', 'DOWN' and 'UNKNOWN'. To allow for customization, these default
values may be altered, as described in the following section.
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Table-relative State Names

Each SSM resource table is defined in a single RDF table known as the SSM directory table. (The name of the SSM
directory table is specified by the SSMTBLNAME parameter and defaults to 'SSM_MANAGED_TABLES'.) The following
three columns of the SSM directory table contain the literal values that are used to represent the three abstract SSM
resource states in each resource table:

• UP_STATE
Contains the literal value used to represent the SSM abstract UP resource state.
Default: 'UP'

• DOWN_STATE
Contains the literal value used to represent the SSM abstract DOWN resource state.
Default: 'DOWN'

• UNKNOWN_STATE
Contains the literal value used to represent the SSM abstract UNKNOWN resource state.
Default: 'UNKNOWN'

SSM monitors the DESIRED_STATE and CURRENT_STATE columns of a resource table for the values defined in these
columns. You can customize the values of these columns to best suit your automation needs.

Examples:

• A resource table named VTAM_NODES contains resources representing VTAM nodes and uses the names 'ACTIVE'
and 'INACTIVE' for their abstract UP and DOWN states.

• A resource table named PRINTERS contains resources representing printers and uses the names 'ONLINE' and
'OFFLINE' for their abstract UP and DOWN states.

Because the literal values (names) for the abstract SSM states of a resource depend on the resource table where the
resource is defined, they are referred to as its table-relative state names, or more simply its "table-relative state".

NOTE
You cannot update the values of columns UP_STATE and DOWN_STATE to dynamically change the names of
the table-relative UP and DOWN states. You can define custom table-relative UP and DOWN state names only
when you define (add) a new resource table to the SSM directory table.

Using State Names in Action Text

The UP, DOWN, and UNKNOWN states can be referred to symbolically in action text specified in action tables as
&UP_STATE, &DOWN_STATE, and &UNKNOWN_STATE.

Documentation Note

For ease of readability, the OPS/MVS documentation usually refers to the abstract states of a resource using the simple
terms UP, DOWN, and UNKNOWN. The reader needs to understand that these terms represent abstract states and that
the actual state names used in coding automation is the table-relative names for these states.

Understanding Prerequisites and Subrequisites
This article describes prerequisite and subrequisite SSM resources.

Prerequisite Resources

A prerequisite is a resource whose current state must be UP * in order for SSM to allow another resource to be started.
SSM recognizes that a resource is to be started when its desired state is in its UP state and its current state is in its
DOWN state. When this specific mismatch occurs, SSM checks the state of all prerequisites of the resource to be
started. SSM defers dispatching any action to start the resource until all its prerequisite resources are in their UP * state.
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Prerequisite resources that are found to not be in their UP * state are referred to as "missing prerequisites". A list of
missing prerequisites for the resource to be started is kept in its MISSING_PREREQ column in the RDF resource table
that defines that resource.

Example:
JES2 must be up before TSO can be started. JES is a prerequisite of TSO.

The direct prerequisites of a resource are defined as a list in its PREREQ column in the RDF resource table that defines
that resource.

NOTE
*Negative prerequisites must be in their DOWN state to be satisfied. For instructions on how to define
prerequisite resources in the PREREQ column, including negative prerequisites, see How to Define Prerequisite
Resources.

Subrequisite Resources

A subrequisite is a resource whose current state must be in its DOWN state in order for SSM to allow another resource to
be stopped. SSM recognizes that a resource is to be stopped when its desired state is in its DOWN state and its current
state is in its UP state. When this specific mismatch occurs, SSM checks the state of all subrequisites of the resource to
be stopped. SSM defers dispatching any action to stop the resource until all its subrequisite resources are in their DOWN
state. Subrequisite resources that are found to not be in their DOWN state are referred to as "missing subrequisites". A
list of missing subrequisites for the resource to be stopped is kept in its MISSING_PREREQ column in the RDF resource
table that defines that resource.

Example:
TSO must be down before JES2 can be stopped. TSO is a subrequisite of JES2.

There is no explicit list of all subrequisites of a given resource. Instead, SSM dynamically builds its list of subrequisites
by scanning all the prerequisite lists of every managed resource. A given resource is normally inferred to be a direct
subrequisite of all resources that explicitly define it as a direct prerequisite in their PREREQ column. (Positive and
negative prerequisites are exceptions, and are never processed as subrequisites.) Thus, direct subrequisites of the given
resource are the mirror image of its direct prerequisites.

In addition to the subrequisites found dynamically by SSM, you can explicitly code positive and negative subrequisites in
the PREREQ list.

Indirect Prerequisites and Subrequisites

Indirect prerequisites and subrequisites are possible when prerequisites are defined for prerequisite resources, and so
on. The searching capability of the SSM engine finds all indirect prerequisites and subrequisites, even if there are multiple
levels of indirection.

Example:
TSO must be up before CICS can be started. And JES2 must be up before TSO can be started. That makes JES2 an
indirect prerequisite of CICS.

Summary

SSM uses prerequisite and subrequisite dependencies between resources to make certain that all direct and indirect
prerequisites of a resource are started before it is brought up, and conversely, that all direct and indirect subrequisites of a
resource are stopped before it is terminated.

You can use OPSVIEW option 4.11.2 to observe prerequisite or subrequisite conflicts from a TSO session. You can also
use the SSMDISPC sample CMD rule to display SSM resource status from a console.
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Detect State Changes for Resources
A row in a resource table represents each resource that SSM controls. This row contains information about the
resource, such as its current and desired states, the resource name, and the names of its prerequisite resources. The
CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE columns maintain information about the current and desired states of a
resource. Usually, an AOF message rule updates the CURRENT_STATE column. However, in some cases, such as
during startup, other programs can update the column. Usually, either a CMD rule or the Schedule Manager updates the
DESIRED_STATE column. Both the DESIRED_STATE and CURRENT_STATE columns are monitored columns. If you
modify either column, the RDF posts the SSM engine to run.

When the SSM engine posts to run, it compares the desired state of all resources to their current state and checks if any
missing prerequisites have been satisfied. If the current or desired state of a resource changes, and the current state does
not equal the desired state, then the SSM engine dispatches an action. The action is taken from the action text column of
an action table.

In addition to scanning the resource tables when a change occurs, the SSM engine also scans all resource states
every nnnn seconds, based on the value that you set in the STATEMAXWAIT parameter.

How SSM Works
At the heart of SSM are the Relational Data Framework (RDF) tables that store related information about each of your
resources.

The RDF stores data about system resources and delivers that data to SSM through SQL queries. The data tables in the
RDF keep track of the current and desired states of the system resources, and what actions to take when a resource is
not in its desired state.

SSM uses the following tables to manage your system resources:

• Directory tables store the names of all resource tables and the name of the action table associated with each resource
table.

• Resource tables store information about the status of each resource.
• Action tables determine the action SSM takes to change a resource from its current state to its desired state.
• Auxiliary tables store status information about resources that reside outside of the local system.

Directory Table

The directory table stores the names of all resource tables and the name of the action table that is associated with each
resource table. Action table names are stored in the same row as resource table names. SSM consults the directory table
to find out which resource tables to process. The default name of the directory table is SSM_MANAGED_TBLS, but you
can change its name in the STATETBL parameter.

NOTE
 For information on the STATETBL parameter, see the Parameter Reference. 

The directory table and all of the resource tables it defines are SSM-managed tables. When any ADDRESS SQL function
inserts or deletes a row from a managed table, the SSM engine wakes up immediately and then reevaluates its missing
prerequisites, subrequisites, and resource states. In addition, the SSM engine designates some columns as monitored
columns. When an SQL UPDATE instruction affects a monitored column, the SSM engine wakes up and then scans the
same data.

The following example shows a directory table as viewed in the RDF table editor. When column definitions extend past the
right margin of your terminal screen, issue the RIGHT command or press the PF11 key to display more of the data.

Table Data Editor ----------- SSM_MANAGED_TBLS ------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===>                                                                               Scroll ===> CSR 

COL--> MANAGED_TABLE      TABLE_MODE UP_STATE DOWN_STATE UNKNOWN_STATE ACTION_TABLE       SSM_MONITOR      
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****** ******************************************************* TOP OF DATA ********************************

000001 STC                ACTIVE     UP       DOWN       UNKNOWN       STC_ACT            D82F1593C1D50000 

000002 STCTBL3            ACTIVE     UP       DOWN       UNKNOWN       STC_ACT            D82F1593C1000000 

****** ****************************************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

The following list describes the columns in the directory table:

MANAGED_TABLE
Identifies the name of a resource table that you want SSM to manage.

TABLE_MODE
Indicates the SSM processing mode of the resource table. This mode determines whether SSM manages the
resources defined in that table.
Values: 'ACTIVE', 'INACTIVE', 'NOPREREQ', and 'PASSIVE'.

UP_STATE
Specifies the value of the abstract UP state (such as 'ACTIVE' or 'UP') for resources defined in the resource table.
This value is known as the resource's table-relative UP state.
Default: 'UP'

DOWN_STATE
Specifies the value of the abstract DOWN state (such as 'INACTIVE' or 'DOWN') for resources defined in the
resource table. This value is known as the resource's table-relative DOWN state.
Default: 'DOWN'

UNKNOWN_STATE
Specifies the value of the abstract UNKNOWN state for resources defined in the resource table. This value is
known as the resource's table-relative UNKNOWN state. Default: 'UNKNOWN'

ACTION_TABLE
Identifies the action table that is associated with the resource table.

The SSM directory table cannot contain more than 256 managed tables. If you exceed the 256 limit, the error message
OPS7911E is generated and the global SSM mode changes to 'INACTIVE'.

Resource Tables

Resource tables store information about the status of each resource. You could place data on all of your system resources
in a single table. However, we recommend that you create a separate resource table for each type of resource. For
example, you create a table for started tasks (STCs) and subsystems, another table for VTAM nodes, another table
describing printers, and so on.

The resource table named STCTBL is created by the SSM SNAPSHOT utility that is used to discover the started tasks
and subsystems running on a system. The following shows the STCTBL resource table as viewed in the RDF table editor.
When column definitions extend past the right margin of your terminal screen, issue the RIGHT command or press the
PF11 key to display more of the data.

STCTBL ------------------------------------------------- TABLE DATA EDITOR ---------------------------------

 COLUMNS 00001 00124

Command ===>                                                                                                 

   Scroll ===> PAGE

COL--> NAME               CURRENT_STATE DESIRED_STATE MODE     PREMODE  REFMODE  ACTMODE  SCHEDMODE JOBNAME 

 TYPE        CHK

****** ******************************************************* TOP OF DATA

 *****************************************************

000001 APPC               UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    APPC    

 APPC        UNK
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000002 ASCH               UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    ASCH    

 APPC        UNK

000003 ASM2               UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    IXRASUBS

 ASM2        UNK

000004 BALFSG             UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    BALFSG  

 UNKNOWN     UNK

000005 BBOASR2            UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    BBOASR2 

 UNKNOWN     UNK

000006 BBODMN             UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    BBODMN  

 UNKNOWN     UNK

000011 MIMGX              DOWN          UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    MIMGX   

 UNKNOWN     UNK

000007 NBOIR              UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    BBOIR   

 UNKNOWN     UNK

000008 NBOLDAP            UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    BBOLDAP 

 UNKNOWN     UNK

000009 PBONM              UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    BBONM   

 UNKNOWN     UNK

000010 PBOSMS             UP            UP            ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE   ACTIVE    BBOSMS  

 UNKNOWN     UNK

The descriptions of the columns in the STCTBL resource table are as follows:

NAME
Specifies the name for started task or subsystem resource that is to be managed by SSM. For example, JES2,
VTAM, TSO, and so on. This resource name is usually the job name of the started task or subsystem.

CURRENT_STATE
Indicates the actual state of the resource.

DESIRED_STATE
Indicates the preferred state of the resource.

MODE
Indicates the SSM processing mode of the resource.
Values: 'ACTIVE', 'INACTIVE', 'NOPREREQ', and 'PASSIVE'.

PREMODE
Specifies the setting that controls how prerequisite and subrequisite processing is performed for the resource.
Such processing happens when 'DOWN' to 'UP' or 'UP' to 'DOWN' state transitions occur for the resource.
Values: 'ACTIVE', 'INACTIVE', 'PREREQ', and 'SUBREQ'.

NOTE
Setting both PREMODE to 'INACTIVE' and REFMODE to 'INACTIVE' disconnects the current resource
from any prerequisite or subrequisite processing.

REFMODE
Specifies the setting that controls whether the current resource is processed during prerequisite or subrequisite
processing for another resource that is dependent on this resource.
Values: 'ACTIVE', 'INACTIVE', 'PREREQ', and 'SUBREQ'.

NOTE
Setting both PREMODE to 'INACTIVE' and REFMODE to 'INACTIVE' disconnects the current resource
from any prerequisite or subrequisite processing.
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ACTMODE
Specifies an extra mode value that can temporarily override the resource processing mode or be used to execute
different actions for the same state combinations. A change in the value of the ACTMODE column of a resource
causes the resource to be selected for processing, regardless of the values of its current and desired states.
The ACTMODE column is compared to the ACTION_MODE column in the action table during the select action
procedure. For more information on the select action procedure, see How SSM Decides What Action to Take.

SCHED_MODE
(Optional) If the value of this column is 'INACTIVE', then Schedule Manager RESET processing bypasses any
updates to the DESIRED_STATE column of this resource. For more information on this schedule override feature,
see Using Schedule Manager.

JOBNAME
Specifies the job name of the resource.

TYPE
Identifies the type of resource, for example, IMS, CICS, or VTAM.

CHKPOINT_STATE
Same as the value for DESIRED_STATE. The CHKPOINT_STATE column provides one way to reset desired
resource states after a restart of OPS/MVS.

IPL_STATE
The following list describes the valid values for this column:
UP

SSM starts the task at IPL.
DOWN

SSM does not start the task at IPL.
IPL

Something outside of SSM starts the resource, but SSM manages the resource after it becomes active.
RESOURCE_TEXT

(Optional) Contains documentation for the SSM resource.
PREREQ

Specifies the list of prerequisite resources that must be in their table-relative UP state before SSM can start this
resource.
Maximum Length: 1000 characters

MISSING_PREREQ
Contains the list of the prerequisite resources that have not been satisfied, defined as VARCHAR to conserve
memory.
Maximum Length: 1000 characters

PREV_STATE
Used by SSM to determine whether the state of a resource has changed.

INTERNAL_DATA1
Contains data that SSM uses internally to control the resource.

Action Tables

Columns in action tables determine the action SSM takes to change a resource from its current state to its desired state.

When the current and desired states of a resource do not match (for instance, if the desired state is 'UP' and the current
state is 'DOWN'), SSM searches the action table associated with the resource table defining that resource, finds the action
required to perform the state change, and executes that action.
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The following example shows a subsystem action table as viewed in the OPS/MVS table editor. When column definitions
extend past the right margin of your terminal screen, issue the RIGHT commands or press the PF11 key to display more
of the column data.

STCTBL_ACT ------------------------------------------ TABLE DATA EDITOR ---------------------------------

 COLUMNS 00001 00124

Command ===>                                                                                                 

     Scroll ===> PAGE

COL--> ACTION_PROCESS ACTION_CURRENT ACTION_DESIRED ACTION_MODE ACTION_RES_TABLE ACTION_RES_TYPE ACTION_TEXT 

                

****** ************************************************** TOP OF DATA

 **************************************************************

000001 ACTION         DOWN           UP                                                          MVSCMD("START

 &JOBNAME")

000002 ACTION         DOWN           UP             MONITOR                                      MVSCMD("D

 A,&JOBNAME")

000003 ACTION         UNKNOWN                                                                   

 RULE("SSMSTATE

000004 ACTION         UP             DOWN                                                        MVSCMD("STOP

 &JOBNAME")

000005 ACTION         UP             DOWN           MONITOR                                      MVSCMD("D

 A,&JOBNAME")

000006 ACTION         DOWN           DOWN           CYCLE                                       

 SETCOL("ACTMODE,ACTIVE")

000007 ACTION         UP             UP             CYCLE                                       

 SETCOL("DESIRED_STATE,&DOWN_STATE")

000008 SELECT                                                   STCTBL                          

 PROCESS("MATCH,XPREREQ")

000009 SELECT         UNKNOWN                       ACTIVE      STCTBL                          

 PROCESS("MAT,XPRE,XSUB")

000010 XPREREQ                                                                                   RULE("SSMXPRE

 &NAME")

000011 XSUBREQ                                                                                   RULE("SSMXPRE

 &NAME")

****** ************************************************* BOTTOM OF DATA

 ************************************************************

The descriptions of the columns in the STCTBL action table are as follows:

ACTION_PROCESS
Displays the primary selection criterion SSM uses when selecting an action to dispatch. To be eligible for
selection, ACTION_PROCESS must match the process event for the action. The event name for selecting
an action to be dispatched in response to a resource state mismatch is ACTION. For other possible values,
see Process Events.

ACTION_CURRENT
Displays a particular current state that the resource can be in.

ACTION_DESIRED
Displays a particular desired state that the resource can be in.

ACTION_MODE
Displays an extra action selection key that corresponds to the ACTMODE column of the resource table. An empty
string value in this column (the default value) causes this column to be ignored in action selection.
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ACTION_RES_TABLE
Displays the name of the resource table that defines the resource to SSM. This column enables one action table
to supply actions for the resources in more than one resource table.

ACTION_RES_TYPE
Displays either the name or the type of the resource as defined in the NAME or TYPE columns in the resource
table. This column enables SSM to act upon a specific resource.

ACTION_TEXT
Indicates the action to take for a state change. This text is either the text of a z/OS command or the name of an
automation procedure that can restore the resource to its desired state.

Interaction of Resource and Action Tables

Resource tables contain a list of resources and information about these resources, such as names, types, prerequisites,
current and desired states, and previous states. The RDF can contain many different resource tables.

Each resource table is associated with one action table. Action tables contain action clauses that execute when a
resource is not in its desired state. They tell SSM what to do to manage the resources. An action table can be associated
with many resource tables, but each resource table can be associated with only one action table.

For an example of how resource and action tables work together, see the prior sample resource table and action table.

The sample resource table shows that MIMGX has a current state value of 'DOWN' and a desired state value of 'UP'.
SSM reads the sample action table and finds the row where the ACTION_PROCESS column value equals 'ACTION',
the ACTION_CURRENT column value ('DOWN') matches the CURRENT_STATE column value (also 'DOWN'), and the
ACTION_DESIRED column value ('UP') matches the in the DESIRED_STATE column value (also 'UP').

Since none of the ACTION_RES_TYPE columns for 'DOWN' to 'UP' match the resource name or type of MIMGX, the
default 'DOWN' to 'UP' action table row (the first row) is selected. This match causes SSM to perform the action in the
ACTION_TEXT column of this row, which in this case issues a z/OS command to restart job MIMGX.

IMPORTANT
When creating resource and action tables, do not name any new table with a prefix of SSM_ or ATM. OPS/MVS
reserves these prefixes for internal use. Also, do not name any new column with a prefix of SSM#. OPS/MVS
reserves the SSM#column prefix for internal use.

Auxiliary Tables

Use auxiliary tables as follows:

• To store status information about resources that reside outside of the local system, such as the status of started tasks
on an external system
The SSM engine can reference these statuses as needed without the complication and can delay imposed by
communicating with another system.

• When SSM requires the status of many external resources
If you write an application that uses an auxiliary table, then you supply a task to manage communications and keep the
table current. Using auxiliary tables in situations where SSM references only a low volume of external statuses is not
justified. Changes to auxiliary tables cause the SSM engine to reevaluate the status of known resources, but do not
provide any information about how the auxiliary table was changed.

• To implement a global control and response feature under SSM
• To track status changes to nonlocal resources

Sample programs are available that use auxiliary tables. However, they are for example purposes only. We do not
guarantee correct or useful results from tables that these sample programs create.

NOTE
Auxiliary tables do not have required columns. These tables are not listed in the directory table.
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WARNING
Only use auxiliary tables for SSM-related activity because changes to these tables wake up SSM and cause
it to check the status of all local resources. For this reason, overusing auxiliary tables creates unnecessary
overhead.

The only way SSM can distinguish an auxiliary table from other tables is by its name. If the prefix of a table name matches
the prefix that the SSMAUXTBLPREFIX parameter defines, then the table is an auxiliary table. This prefix can be one to
six characters long.

When an auxiliary table is updated (except by the SSM engine), for example by adding, deleting, or updating a row, the
SSM engine is posted, causing the engine to reevaluate all missing prerequisites. Updates to auxiliary tables by the SSM
engine do not cause the engine to post. Auxiliary tables are loosely coupled with SSM since no data is transmitted to the
SSM engine when activity wakens the engine. An action that the SSM engine executes can examine the contents of the
SSM auxiliary tables at any time. Auxiliary tables are not SSM tables. They do not produce SSM global event activity.
Specifically, ADD, DELETE, and UPDATE events are not generated for auxiliary tables.

Understanding SSM Resource Management Modes
SSM can operate in four different resource management modes that define how strictly SSM responds to desired and
current state changes for the resources being managed. An SSM resource management mode can be set at the following
three different levels:

• At the global level using the STATEMAN parameter.
• At the resource table level using the MODE column of a resource table in the SSM directory table.
• At the resource level using the MODE column of a resource in its resource table.

The following list describes the four management modes in the order of increasing restrictiveness:

ACTIVE
SSM functions fully, managing resources and tables, and takes action when the desired state of a resource differs
from its current state. SSM can start and stop resources while in ACTIVE mode.

NOPREREQ
SSM operates as it does in ACTIVE mode, except that it bypasses checking prerequisites or subrequisites.
NOPREREQ is most often applied to an individual resource, but you can apply NOPREREQ to a table or an entire
system if needed. An EMERGENCY shutdown procedure can set NOPREREQ mode for a table or system to
terminate resources quickly.

PASSIVE
SSM does not trigger any action for deviations between current state and desired state except when the current
state is equal to the UNKNOWN state. If the current state is equal to the UP or DOWN states, then the desired
state is set to the current state. Otherwise, the desired state is set to the UNKNOWN state.
You can use the PASSIVE mode when you are not sure what action SSM takes but you want to synchronize the
current state and desired state values of managed resources with their actual state on your system. You can also
use the PASSIVE mode when you do not want to take control of a resource, but you want SSM to track its current
state.

INACTIVE
SSM does not react to deviation between the current state value and the desired state value for a resource.

WARNING
When a prerequisite resource is set to INACTIVE mode, it still affects the ability of its subrequisites to
run.
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The Effective Processing Mode of a Resource

When processing mode settings at the global, table, and resource levels conflict, the most restrictive setting determines
how SSM responds to desired and current state changes for an individual resource. This is known as the effective
processing mode of the resource.

Examples:

• If the processing mode of a resource is set to ACTIVE, the processing mode of its resource table is set to
NOPREREQ, and the global SSM processing mode is set to INACTIVE, the effective processing mode of the resource
is INACTIVE.

• If the processing mode of a resource is set to NOPREREQ, the processing mode of its resource table is set to
PASSIVE, and the global SSM processing mode is set to ACTIVE, the effective processing mode of the resource is
PASSIVE.

• If the processing mode of a resource is set to INACTIVE, the processing mode of its resource table is set to
NOPREREQ, and the global SSM processing mode is set to ACTIVE, the effective processing mode of the resource is
INACTIVE.

How to Set Resource Management Modes for SSM
You can set the mode for all SSM resources, all resources in a table, or per resource. The mode that you specify for the
STATEMAN parameter causes SSM to use that mode to manage all of its tables and resources. For example, if you set
STATEMAN=PASSIVE, all tables that are listed in the directory table and all the resources that are defined in those tables
are monitored in PASSIVE mode.

Similarly, if you set STATEMAN=ACTIVE and you want to use INACTIVE mode for one table without affecting the other
tables, you can do so by setting the TABLE_MODE value for that table to INACTIVE in the definition of the directory
table of that table. You can also set the management mode for an individual resource by setting the MODE column in the
definition of the resource table of that resource. In the hierarchy of mode values, the most restrictive mode always applies.

Some aspects of resource management mode are also affected by settings other than resource management mode. For
example, the PREMODE and REFMODE columns of the resource tables affect prerequisite and subrequisite processing.

The mode SSM uses to monitor resources directly affects what values the CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE
columns of your resource tables contain. If OPS/MVS becomes active, both the CURRENT_STATE and
DESIRED_STATE columns for a resource are set to the value in the table-relative UNKNOWN state for that resource as
defined in the directory table. The same is true if SSM is running in INACTIVE mode and you change the mode to ACTIVE
or PASSIVE, or if you set the monitoring mode for a specific table using the OPSSMTBL command.

To take full advantage of operating in PASSIVE or ACTIVE mode, you prime the DESIRED_STATE column. For an
explanation of how to prime this column, see Setting the Desired State.

 Follow these steps: 

• Set the processing mode of a system or table using OPSVIEW option 4.11.1 (System State Manager Control) or of a
resource using OPSVIEW option 4.11.2 (System State Manager Resource Control)

You can also use the following methods to set the SSM monitoring globally:
Set the STATEMAN parameter by editing the OPS/MVS parameter file, by using OPSVIEW option 4.1.1, or by using the
OPS/REXX OPSPRM function or the OPSPARM TSO command:

• xxx=OPSPRM('SET','STATEMAN','ACTIVE')

OPSPARM SET(STATEMAN) VALUE(ACTIVE)

• To set the mode for a particular table
Issue the OPSSMTBL command processor as follows:
OPSSMTBL CHANGE(tablename) MODE(modevalue)

• To set the SSM management mode for an individual resource
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Use the MODE column in the resource table:
OI STATESET table.name MODE(newmode)

 MODE  

The MODE column in a resource table can be used to set the resource management mode of an individual resource to
a more restrictive level than the level set by the STATEMAN parameter or the value of the MODE column in the directory
table; however, it cannot override a more restrictive general setting. For example, if the management mode of a table is
set to ACTIVE and the STATEMAN parameter is set to PASSIVE, then setting the value of the MODE column to ACTIVE
for a resource would result in an effective mode of PASSIVE. In the same situation, setting the value of the MODE column
of a resource to INACTIVE would make the resource management mode of that resource INACTIVE.

Check the State of Prerequisite Resources
Prerequisites are resources whose current state must be in the table-relative UP state for another resource to start.
Prerequisite checking occurs when the desired or current state of a resource changes, and the resulting desired state is
UP and the resulting current state is DOWN. Subrequisite checking occurs when the desired or current state of a resource
changes, and the resulting desired state is DOWN and the resulting current state is UP. The terms UP and DOWN refer to
table-relative up and down states, which are defined in the directory table.

If the desired and current states match each other (both are UP or both are DOWN), prerequisite and subrequisite
checking do not occur. They also do not occur if either state fails to match one of the table-relative UP or DOWN states.
Table-relative states are considered prefixes when compared to the desired state and current state to determine a match.
For example, a desired state of UPWAIT matches a table-relative state of UP because UP is considered a prefix, and it
matches the prefix UP in UPWAIT.

Desired Table States
A resource table has a table-relative UP state of RUN, and a table-relative DOWN state of STOP. The desired state is
RUNPEND and the current state is STOPPED. This transition is considered to be a DOWN-to-UP transition because the
first three characters of desired state RUNPEND match the table-relative UP state of RUN, and the first four characters of
current state STOPPED match the table-relative DOWN state. This transition matches the STOPPED/RUNPEND entry in
the action table, and prerequisite checking also completes.

Consider a VTAM resource table, for which the table-relative UP state is defined as ACTIVE and the table-relative DOWN
state is defined as INACTIVE. If the desired state changes to ACTIVE or the current state is INACTIVE, then prerequisite
checking occurs. Likewise, if the desired state changes to INACTIVE and the current state is ACTIVE, then subrequisite
checking occurs. However, if the desired state changes to ACTIVE and the current state changes to STARTING, then
neither prerequisite or subrequisite checking occurs; however, an action is still asserted.

For example, suppose that you have a directory table containing the following columns and values:

MANAGED_ TABLE TABLE_ MODE UP_STATE DOWN_STATE UNKNOWN_ STATE ACTION_TABLE
STCTBL ACTIVE UP DOWN UNKNOWN STCTBL_ACTION
VTAM_NODES ACTIVE ACTIVE INACTIVE UNKNOWN VTAM_ACTION

Also suppose that you have the following entries in the STCTBL resource table (not all columns shown):

NAME DESIRED_ STATE CURRENT_ STATE PREREQ MISSING_PREREQ
JES2 UP UP NULL NULL
VTAM UP STARTING JES2 NULL
PRODCICSA UP DOWN VTAM,

VTAM_NODES.CICSA
VTAM,
VTAM_NODES.CICSA
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Finally, suppose that you have the following entries in the VTAM_NODES resource table (not all columns shown):

NAME DESIRED_STATE CURRENT_ STATE PREREQ MISSING_ PREREQ
CICSA INACTIVE INACTIVE NULL NULL

The resource PRODCICSA in the STCTBL resource table has a desired state value of UP, which is defined as its table-
relative UP state in the directory table. However, SSM does not execute the automation procedure to set the current
state of PRODCICSA to UP because the prerequisites for PRODCICSA are not in their defined UP states. As you can
see in the examples, PRODCICSA has prerequisites of VTAM, whose current state is STARTING, and CICSA in the
VTAM_NODES table, whose current state is INACTIVE.

NOTE
These unsatisfied prerequisites are also listed in the MISSING_PREREQ column of the STCTBL resource table.

Once the current state of VTAM is set to UP and the current state of CICSA is set to ACTIVE, SSM can take the
necessary action to place PRODCICSA in its defined UP_STATE.

A resource that is a prerequisite for another resource can exist in any SSM table. When a resource and its prerequisites
are defined in different monitored tables, the prerequisite resource must be defined as tablename.resourcename, as
shown with VTAM_NODES.CICSA in the preceding examples.

The Effect of STATEMATCHPREFIX on Prerequisite Checking
Once SSM determines that you need a prerequisite check, SSM compares the current state of each prerequisite with the
table-relative UP state for the table that stores the prerequisite.

Set the STATEMATCHPREFIX parameter to NO to indicate that resources are considered UP for prerequisite purposes
only, if their current state matches the table-relative up state exactly.

If you set the STATEMATCHPREFIX parameter to YES, then the prerequisite is considered as UP, if the table-relative UP
state, treated as a prefix, matches the current state of the prerequisite.

This setting allows a started task in an UPBEGIN state to be considered UP for prerequisite purposes.

The effect of this parameter on positive and negative prerequisites and subrequisites is the same as that of normal
prerequisites.

How to Define Prerequisite Resources
This article describes how to define the direct prerequisite resources of an SSM resource. Every direct and indirect
prerequisite of a resource must be in its UP state before SSM can dispatch an action to start that resource. Indirect
preprequisites are the prerequisites of direct prerequisites. These indirect prerequisites can have their own prerequisites,
and so forth. The searching capability of the SSM engine finds all indirect prerequisites, even if there are multiple levels of
indirection.

Conversely, every direct and indirect subrequisite of a resource must be in its DOWN state before SSM can dispatch an
action to stop that resource. There is no explicit subrequisite list. Instead, SSM dynamically builds the list of subrequisites
for a resource to be stopped by scanning all the prerequisites of every managed resource for that resource name. The
searching capability of the SSM engine finds all indirect subrequisites, even if there are multiple levels of indirection.

Specify the Name of Prerequisite Resources

The automation programmer has the option of specifying a system name as part of a prerequisite resource name. SSM
parses the system name and passes it to the action processing code as an environmental variable. SSM processes the
prerequisite as local resource if whenever:
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• The system name is omitted.
• The XPREREQ process action is not enabled. For more information about the XPREREQ process action, see Process

Events.
• The system name is specified as a single asterisk (*).

To specify a system name as part of a prerequisite name, use the following syntax:

[[[systemname.][ssid].]table.]resource

system name
1 to 9 characters in length. There are two special cases for prerequisite names that have a non-blank system
name:

• If the value of system name is an asterisk (*), then the prerequisite is on the local system
• For a Work Load Manager (WLM) resource request, if system name is specified, the value of ssid is WLM, and

the value of table is *SCHENV, then the WLM API evaluates the resource

Both of the above are handled by SSM without asserting an XPREREQ process event. For all other cases
when system name is non-blank, SSM asserts an XPREREQ event to process the name. However, if XPREREQ
is not enabled, then SSM processes the prerequisite as if it were local.
Users are encouraged to use system name to implement their own prerequisite types, such as a system affinity
requirement or an ARM element name status. However, to avoid future conflicts over naming conventions, an
exclamation point (!) should be used as the first character of any system name. The remaining 8 characters of the
name can be any character string. System names starting with any character other than an exclamation point may
cause unpredictable results in future releases of OPS/MVS.
When a system other than local or WLM is specified, the automation programmer is responsible for providing a
REXX program that obtains any cross-system status needed.

WARNING
If you designate a system name, then you must provide an XPREREQ action and enable the event. If
this action is not present and enabled, then the SSM engine will process the specification as if it were
local.

ssid
1 to 4 characters in length. ssid cannot be specified unless system name is specified. If only one character is
specified, then the prefix OPS is added to it to form the subsystem name. If ssid is blank or an asterisk (*), then
the name of the local OPS/MVS SSID is used.

NOTE
An SSID name of WLM is reserved for use by WLM-related resources only.

table
1 to 18 characters in length. The name of the RDF table that contains the resource definition.

resource
1 to 18 characters in length. The name of the resource.

MINOF Statement -- Define Prerequisite Resources

You can use the MINOF (minimum of) statement to define a group of prerequisite resources and specify how many of
those resources must be in their relative UP state in order for SSM to dispatch an action to start the defining resource.

Example:

Suppose the following MINOF statement is in the PREREQ column for the resource CICS:

MINOF(1,VTAM,VTAMTEST)

1
Defines the minimum number of resources in the group that must be in their table-relative UP state.
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VTAM and VTAMTEST
Defines the group of prerequisite resources.

The above statement requires that either VTAM or VTAMTEST be in their table-relative UP state before SSM can dispatch
an action to start CICS.

The following is additional information about the MINOF statement:

• The MINOF statement can be combined with other prerequisites and with other MINOF statements.
Example: MINOF(1,VTAM,VTAMTEST),JES2

• MINOF statements can be nested inside of other MINOF statements.
Example: MINOF(1,MONTH_END,MINOF(1,DAY_SUMRY,DAY_TOTALS))

NOTE
MINOF nesting beyond three levels is not supported.

• The MINOF statement is evaluated for subrequisite processing as well as for prerequisite processing. When building
the list of subrequisites, if the resource to be stopped is found in a MINOF statement, the state of that subrequisite
resource is evaluated as if the state of the resource to be stopped was DOWN.

Define Positive and Negative Prerequisite Resources

Any resource in a prerequisite list can be qualified as a positive or negative prerequisite by adding a plus (+) or minus (-)
sign before its name.

• A positive prerequisite resource is prefixed by a plus sign and is considered to be satisfied when its current state is in
its table-relative UP state.

• A negative prerequisite resource is prefixed by a minus sign and is considered to be satisfied when its current state is
in its table-relative DOWN state.

IMPORTANT
Prerequisites that have been prefixed with a plus or minus sign are never evaluated as subrequisites.

A plus or minus prefix can be applied to a MINOF statement, to resources in a MINOF statement, and to individual
resources.

Making two resources negative prerequisites of each other creates a mutually exclusive relationship.

Example:

The following negative prerequisite definitions ensure that resources VTAMPROD and VTAMTEST are never up at the
same time:

NAME      DESIRED_STATE  CURRENT_STATE  PREREQ

VTAMPROD  UP             UP             -VTAMTEST

VTAMTEST  DOWN           DOWN           -VTAMPROD

Define Positive and Negative Subrequisite Resources

Any resource in a prerequisite list can be qualified as a positive or negative subrequisite by adding a greater than (>) or
less than (<) sign before its name.

• A positive subrequisite resource is prefixed by a greater than sign and is considered to be satisfied when its current
state is in its table-relative DOWN state.

• A negative subrequisite resource is prefixed by a less than sign and is considered to be satisfied when its current state
is in its table-relative UP state.
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IMPORTANT

• Resources in a prerequisite list that have been prefixed with a less than or greater than sign are never
evaluated as prerequisites. They are only evaluated as a subrequisite to the resource in the NAME column.

• To avoid over complexity, the positive and negative subrequisite capability can not be utilized within a MINOF
statement.

Example: Positive and Negative Subrequisite Resource Definitions

Suppose that you are managing two resources, TASK1 and TASK2. Although you are not concerned in which order they
start, you want to make sure that TASK2 is always stopped before TASK1. This can be accomplished using the following
positive subrequisite definition:

NAME      DESIRED_STATE  CURRENT_STATE   PREREQ

TASK1     UP             UP

TASK2     UP             UP              >TASK1

In this table, TASK1 is listed as a positive subrequisite for TASK2. When System State Manager goes to start TASK2, it
ignores the >TASK1 value in the PREREQ column. Furthermore, TASK1's definition as a positive subrequisite for TASK2
has no influence on System State Manager's starting process for TASK1.

The result is that either resource can be started first. However, any attempt to stop TASK1 first before stopping TASK2 will
fail because TASK1 is a subrequisite for TASK2.

In a variation of this example, suppose you are not concerned in which order they start, but you wanted to make sure
TASK1 could only be stopped when TASK2 was UP. This could be achieved by making TASK1 a negative subrequisite for
TASK2:

NAME      DESIRED_STATE  CURRENT_STATE  PREREQ

TASK1     DOWN           DOWN

TASK2     UP             UP             <TASK1

In this table, TASK1 is listed as a negative subrequisite for TASK2. When System State Manager goes to start TASK2, it
ignores the <TASK1 value in the PREREQ column. Furthermore, TASK1's definition as a negative subrequisite for TASK2
has no influence on System State Manager's starting process for TASK1. However, any attempt to stop TASK1 will only be
honored if TASK2 is UP. Attempts to stop TASK1 will fail if TASK2 is already DOWN.

Define a Workload Manager Scheduling Environment as a Prerequisite Resource

SSM can define the status of a Workload Manager (WLM) scheduling environment as a prerequisite resource. A special
naming convention must be used to specify the status of a WLM environment as a resource. The format is:

system.WLM.*SCHENV.name

• system
Specifies a valid z/OS system name that is known to WLM

• name
Specifies the WLM scheduling environment name.
Limits: Up to 16 characters in length

• WLM
Provides a placeholder that must be used in the SSID position for WLM resources if system is specified.

To access the status of only the local WLM, specify the following:

*SCHENV.name
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NOTE

• The WLM scheduling environment is the only cross-system resource that SSM evaluates without asserting a
process event.

• The status of a WLM scheduling environment cannot be used as a subrequisite resource.
• The status of a WLM scheduling environment can be used by SSM to recognize an abstract condition such

as Prime Shift or Batch Window.

The ability of SSM to read the status of a WLM scheduling environment eliminates the need for it to compute the status
itself. This increases the efficiency of SSM and avoids the possibility that SSM will compute a WLM status differently than
WLM itself because of sample timing differences.

The OPSWLM Function

OPSWLM is an OPS/REXX function that can be used to set the status of a WLM scheduling environment resource. This
function allows you to indirectly control the status of a scheduling environment. The ability to set the status of a WLM
scheduling environment resource can be used in conjunction with the ability to synchronize OPS/MVS with WLM.

How to Control Prerequisite Resource Processing
The following columns of the resource table are used to control the prerequisite processing for each resource in the table:

PREMODE
Controls whether prerequisite and subrequisite processing is performed for this resource when a DOWN-to-UP or
UP-to-DOWN state transition occurs. The following list describes the valid values for this column:
ACTIVE

Performs both prerequisite and subrequisite processing for this resource.
INACTIVE

Performs neither prerequisite or subrequisite processing for this resource.

NOTE
This setting is equivalent to setting the MODE column for this resource to NOPREREQ.

PREREQ
Performs only prerequisite processing for this resource. Subrequisite processing is bypassed.

SUBREQ
Performs only subrequisite processing for this resource. Prerequisite processing is bypassed.

REFMODE
Controls whether otherresources can reference (process) this resource as a prerequisite or subrequisite when
their DOWN-to-UP or UP-to-DOWN state transitions occur.
The following list describes the valid values for this column:
ACTIVE

Other resources can process this resource as both a prerequisite and subrequisite resource.
INACTIVE

Other resources cannot process this resource as either a prerequisite and subrequisite resource.
PREREQ

Evaluates only prerequisite processing references to this resource. Subrequisite references to this
resource are ignored.

SUBREQ
Evaluates only subrequisite processing references to this resource are evaluated. Prerequisite references
to this resource are ignored.
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NOTE
When REFMODE is INACTIVE and PREMODE is INACTIVE, this resource disconnects from all
prerequisite and subrequisite processing.

MODE
Controls the resource management mode of this individual resource. When set to NOPREREQ, neither
prerequisite or subrequisite processing is performed for this resource.

NOTE
This setting is equivalent to setting the PREMODE column for this resource to INACTIVE.

When you set the STATEMAN parameter to NOPREREQ, neither prerequisite or subrequisite processing is performed for
any SSM resources.

Initializing Data
When SSM becomes active, it sets the CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE columns to the table-relative
UNKNOWN state. An automation procedure must set the desired state values or no action will occur. The SSMBEGIN
request rule is provided for this purpose. SSMBEGIN is automatically invoked at SSM initialization and whenever the
mode (STATEMAN parameter) is upgraded from INACTIVE to PASSIVE or ACTIVE, or from PASSIVE to ACTIVE.

Methods for Setting the Desired State
This section describes the following methods for setting the desired states for resources:

These methods are:

Set the Desired State Using Operator Commands

Manually starting and stopping system resources that are being actively controlled by SSM is a common daily activity
within any z/OS environment, and can be performed using by issuing the following commands from an MCS console:

• The standard z/OS START and STOP commands
• The SSMCNTL pseudo command to trigger the supplied SSMCNTL CMD rule to control SSM activity
• The OSF z/OS command prefix to execute the supplied STATESET OPS/REXX program on an OSF Server

Use the z/OS START and STOP Commands

With SSM actively monitoring the resources that are being manually requested to START or STOP, the request must be
intercepted and the DESIRED_STATE of the resource set accordingly (UP or DOWN). This informs SSM of the request
to change the state of the resource (DS=UP or DS=DOWN), and also ensures that the defined DOWN_UP or UP_DOWN
action of the resource is always issued. The supplied SSMSTART and SSMSTOP command rules intercept z/OS START
and STOP commands for SSM controlled resources.

With these two rules (or rules created with similar logic) enabled, 'S jobname' and 'P jobname' are the only commands
ever needed to manually control any active SSM resource.

To START and STOP an SSM controlled resource

1. To start an SSM controlled resource, enter the manual command of 'S jobname'. 
The SSM controlled resource starts, within the SSM UP-DOWN action, the true start command of 'S
JOBNAME,PARM=XX' would be correctly issued by SSM if needed.

2. To stop an SSM controlled resource, enter the manual command of 'P DB2MSTR' on an active DB2MSTR region. 
SSMSTOP intercepts the command, sets the DS=DOWN and thus causes SSM to process the specified DOWN_UP
action. This action would then invoke the SHUTDB2 OPS/REXX program to initiate the formal DB2 shutdown
procedures, all of which was triggered from the manual 'P DB2MSTR' command.
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For details on using and implementing this manual intercept method, see the comments within the SSMSTART and
SSMSTOP rules.

Use the SSMCNTL Pseudo Command Rule

Enabling the pseudo command rule SSMCNTL found in library hlq.CCLXRULM creates an effective console interface for
manually controlling the SSM component.

You can perform various SSM tasks using the SSMCNTL pseudo command, such as:

• Set the desired state of a specific SSM resource
• Set the desired states of resources of a specific SSM TYPE
• Set the desired states of resources in a specific SSM Control Group

For details on the full capabilites of SSMCNTL and how to use and implement the pseudo , see the comments within the
SSMCNTL command rule itself.

You may cusomize the sample SSMCNTL rule to perform SSM functions for your particular site.

Some examples of the default capabilities of SSMCNTL follow.

• The following command sets the desired state of a specific resource to DOWN:
SSM PJ JOB=resource

• The following command sets the desired state of all resources of a specific type to UP:
SSM ST TYPE=resource

• The following command sets the desired state of all resources of a specific control group to DOWN:
SSM PG GRP=group

Using SSM Control Groups

SSM allows you to create groups of resources called Control Groups. You can start, stop and display all members of a
Control Group using a single SSMCNTL pseudo command. SSM Control Groups are enabled automatically when running
SSM version 3. The SSM version is set by the SSMVERSION parameter. If you are running SSM version 2, follow these
steps to enable the use of SSM Control Groups:

1. Add a new column named SSM#CNTL to your SSM resource tables. You can do this using the OPSSM3CV OPS/
REXX utility program found in your installed hlq.CCLXEXEC data set. Follow the instructions in the utility. Specify
option CNTLGRP(YES) to add only the new column named SSM#CNTLGRP.

WARNING
The OPSSMV3 utility will stop SSM by setting parameter STATEMAN to INACTIVE. After running the utility,
you will need to manually set STATEMAN to ACTIVE to re-start SSM.

Alternatively, you can manually add the new SSMCNTL column with the following attributes:
COLUMN-NAME        DATA-TYPE      ATTRIBUTES  DEFAULT

*****************************************************

SSM#CNTLGRP        VARCHAR(128)   UC          NULL

The following sample SQL statement can be executed from a TSO or OPS/REXX program to add the new column to
an SSM resource table:
"ALTER TABLE STCTBL ADD COLUMN SSM#CNTLGRP VARCHAR(128) UPPER CASE"

2. Copy the updated SSMCNTL CMD rule from your installed hlq.CCLXRULM data set to an active AOF ruleset. If you
have customized your copy of SSMCNTL, you will need to merge your customizations into the updated rule.

3. Enable and auto-enable the updated SSMCNTL CMD rule.

To create a group of resources, assign those resources the same value in column SSM#CNTLGRP of their resource
tables. That value is the group name that is used to control the resources as a group. A group name may consist of any
alphabetic and/or numeric characters, up to a length of 18 characters. Group names can be added from the OPSVIEW
Table editor (OPSVIEW 2.6) or the Resource Editor (OPSVIEW 4.11.R). Note that a single resource can be assigned to
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multiple groups by specifying mutiple group names in its SSM#CNTL column, with each name separated by a blank or
comma.

You can then use a single SSMCNTL pseudo command to modify the desired state of all resources within a single control
group.

Example:

1. Assign the value of column SSM#CNTLGRP to PRODCICS for a group of CICS resources.
2. Issue console command 'SSM SG GRP=PRODCICS'.
3. SSM sets the desired state to UP for all resources in the group named PRODCICS.

Use the OSF z/OS Command Prefix to Invoke the STATESET OPS/REXX Program

Using the z/OS command prefix specified by the OPS/MVS OSFCHAR parameter, you can route a command to execute
the STATESET OPS/REXX program on an Operations Server Facility (OSF) Server. You can use STATESET to set the
DESIRED_STATE of any SSM controlled resource, start and stop dependent prereqs/subreqs of a resource, and change
the SSM processing mode of a resource.

To invoke the STATESET OPS/REXX program

Issue the following command from a console:

xxOI STATESET arguments

xx
The z/OS command prefix specifed by the OPS/MVS OSFCHAR parameter.

arguments
Valid arguments to the STATESET program.

For complete details on using and implementing this manual intercept method, see the comments in the STATESET OPS/
REXX program installed in the hlq.CCLXEXEC data set.

Set the Desired State Automatically with a Time Rule

You can write time rules to set the desired state. For example, you want to bring many of your online CICS regions up
at a certain time that is specified in the resource information table. You could add a START_TIME column to the table
to identify all CICS regions to be brought up then. The following time rule would then start all CICS regions that are
supposed to be up at 6:00 a.m.:

)TOD 06:00:00

)PROC

   Address 'SQL' "Update STCTBL Set DESIRED_STATE = 'UP'",

     "where TYPE='CICS' and START_TIME='06:00'"

)END

Set the Desired State Through the Schedule Manager

SSM also includes a scheduling component that sets the desired state of a resource that is based on conventional
scheduling criteria such as time, date, and day of the week.

The Schedule Manager lets you define a schedule and periods that set or change the desired state of resources at
specific dates and times. For example, one schedule period can define the desired state for a resource on Monday
through Friday. Another schedule period can control the desired state on weekends, and a third schedule period can take
effect on holidays.
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Set Desired States Through Checkpointing

SSM resource tables contain the CHKPOINT_STATE column. The CHKPOINT_STATE value mirrors the desired state,
and SSM updates the checkpoint state each time the desired state value changes. Therefore, when SSM becomes active,
you can reset the DESIRED_STATE columns to the values they had when SSM was last active.

For example, a system problem occurs and you must perform an emergency IPL. After SSM becomes active again, it sets
the current state and desired state values to table-relative UNKNOWN, and you can then reset the DESIRED_STATE
values to what they were before the emergency IPL by copying the values from the CHKPOINT_STATE column into the
DESIRED_STATE column.

Set Desired States Through OPSVIEW option 4.11

You can update the desired state of a resourced or resource tables using options specified from the OPSVIEW option 4.11
panel.

Set Desired States Through SSMBEGIN

The SSMBEGIN request rule lets you choose how you want to initialize the DESIRED_STATE column. This rule gives
you complete control over initializing this column each time SSM becomes active and when the SSM mode parameter is
upgraded to a more active mode. When executed, this REXX program lists startup options, and the program prompts you
to reply. One option lets you specify the mode (ACTIVE/PASSIVE/INACTIVE) of SSM.

Follow these steps:

1. You enable the SSMBEGIN request rule to be invoked at SSM startup. 
When invoked, the SSMBEGIN request rule displays the following z/OS message:
SSMBEGIN start options:

1) Use current schedule

2) Use an alternate schedule

3) Use IPL_STATE as desired state and no schedule

4) Use previous desired state and no schedule

5) Use current desired state and no schedule

---------- Stateman restarted. Mode=ACTIVE -------------

Reply with an option number and/or the first letter of a

valid stateman mode (Active/Passive/Inactive) to replace

the current mode (i.e. R nn,1/1A/A). Default=1

015SSMBEGIN ENTER DESIRED STATEMAN STARTUP OPTION (1-5) AND/OR MODE

A/P/I):

2. Choose the option that sets the desired states of resources closest to what you want as those states. 
– If you are restarting the SSM after recycling OPS/MVS or in response to an abend, select option 4. The

DESIRED_STATE values in the CHKPOINT_STATE column most closely reflects what you want the desired states
of system resources to be.

– If you are restarting SSM after it previously shut down your system, determine whether the desired states defined
in a schedule or in the IPL_STATE column most closely reflect what you want as the desired states. Then, choose
option 1, 2, or 3 accordingly.

Specifying nA or nP overrides the type of SSM monitoring that you specify on the OPS/MVS STATEMAN parameter.
For example, if the STATEMAN parameter is set to ACTIVE and you select option 1P when the SSM starts up. The
SSM monitors your system resources passively, and SSM does not act when a resource changes state.

Customize the Startup with SSMBEGUX

The SSMBEGUX REXX program is a user exit that the SSMBEGIN request rule calls before it displays the options
message. You can customize SSMBEGUX to select the correct startup options automatically, or defaults and bypass the
normal options message.
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Use this exit for customizing SSM startup rather than modifying the SSMBEGIN request rule. The sample SSMBEGIN
program contains programming information for this exit.

Options for Initializing Desired States

You can select the following options to initialize the desired state of SSM resources:

Option 1:
Use if you are using the Schedule Manager and all of the resources on your system are defined in the current
schedule.
Causes SSM to reset the desired states of resources to the desired states named in the schedule that is currently
active under the Schedule Manager feature. For example, if the current schedule lists the desired state of a DASD
as ONLINE, the Schedule Manager changes the desired state of that DASD from UNKNOWN to ONLINE.

Option 2:
Use if you are using the Schedule Manager and all of the resources on your system are defined in a schedule
different from the active one.
Causes SSM to reset the desired states of resources to the desired states named in a schedule other than the
currently active one. Selecting option 2 produces a message asking you to enter the name of the schedule you
want. Once you supply a schedule name, the Schedule Manager uses the desired state values specified in that
schedule.

Option 3:
Use after a system IPL to reset the desired states of all resources if you are not using the Schedule Manager
feature.
Causes SSM to extract the desired state value for each resource from the value in the IPL_STATE column for that
resource.

Option 4:
Use to reset the desired states of all resources if you are recycling OPS/MVS or restarting it after an abend, and
you are not using the Schedule Manager.
Causes SSM to extract the desired state value for each resource from the value in the CHKPOINT_STATE
column for that resource. The values in the CHKPOINT_STATE column are the desired states that resources had
before the last OPS/MVS or system shutdown.

Option 5
Use the current desired state value for each resource. Do nothing.

Option U
Take the default response value that the options message specified.

NOTE
If you customize SSM for your environment, you also must define your own method for initializing the
DESIRED_STATE values for your resources.

Rules to Maintain Current State Values
After you set the values in the DESIRED_STATE columns of your resource tables and SSM dispatches the correct action
to get the resource into its desired state, the rules processing (another key element of SSM) takes over.

rules packets
Used by SSM to maintain the current state for resources it manages.

These rules packets intercept messages and update the CURRENT_STATE column using ADDRESS SQL. The rules
intercept messages and update the current state of resources as indicated by the message content. A rules packet is a
set of rules that work together to perform a common goal. An SSM rules packet might handle all of the messages that
pertain to a single resource. For example, the )MSG rule SSMJES2, which is part of SSM, responds to all the $HASP
messages that indicate a state change for JES2.
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The messages are:

• $HASP085
• $HASP099
• $HASP492
• $HASP493

If the SSMJES2 rule was written as four independent )MSG rules that handle the same messages, then it would still be
considered a rules packet.

A rules packet is a logical concept, not a physical entity. When a rules packet is comprised of multiple rules, nothing
physically binds the rules together. Rules react to messages that a resource generates and set the CURRENT_STATE
value of the resource so when:

• The resource starts
• The resource initializes
• The resource stops or ends
• Error events occur

The OPS.CCLXRULM library on the OPS/MVS distribution media contains a number of sample rules packets for started
tasks and sample OPS/REXX programs, including the SSMCAAPI rule that processes events from the API interface.

The API interface of OPS/MVS lets participating Broadcom products generate common current state APIs. This action
allows for a single AOF rule, such as the SSMCAAPI rule, to set the CURRENT_STATE of such Broadcom products
accordingly within an SSM table. This rule eliminates enabling and maintaining a unique SSM rule packet to monitor each
different Broadcom product. The CASTATE API events are similar to the following events:

• State of MIM is UP
• State of MIM is STARTING
• State of MIM is STOPPING

NOTE
To determine if it is generating CASTATE API events to OPS/MVS, see the documentation of the specific
Broadcom product that is being added to SSM. If it is, then a unique SSMxxxx rule packet is not needed to
monitor its state within SSM (only need SSMCAAPI rule enabled). You can determine this activity easily by
ensuring that the OPS/MVS APIACTIVE and BROWSEAPI parameters are set to YES before the Broadcom
product starts, and then viewing the OPS/MVS OPSLOG looking for a CASTATE API event (OPSLOG PROFILE
for MSGID=CASTATE) that the Broadcom product generates.

We test each sample rule and OPS/REXX program to ensure that any changes to the state of a resource are represented
accurately. However, message identifiers can change, which can affect the operation of sample rules or OPS/REXX
programs. If you notice a change in operation, notify Broadcom Support.

WARNING
If you want to modify a sample rule or OPS/REXX program to meet the needs of your site, we strongly
recommend that you make a copy of the rule or OPS/REXX program and modify the copy. Do not make
changes to the original sample rule or program. If you think that your modification would be of interest to other
SSM users, contact Broadcom Support.

Your contributions to state rules are encouraged. If you have created an SSM rule or OPS/REXX program that manages
the started task of a vendor-supplied product, contact support, who will determine whether your rule or program should be
included in a future release of OPS/MVS.

The sample code that follows shows you a sample rules packet:

)MSG DFH*

)PROC

/*********************************************************************/
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/*   NAME       - SSMCICS                                           */

/*   PURPOSE    - Set the current state of CICS regions based on     */

/*                message traffic.                                   */

/*   RELATED    - STATEMAN                                           */

/*   GLOBALS    - None                                               */

/*   PARMS      - None                                               */

/*   KEYWORDS   - None                                              */

/*   LANGUAGE   - OPS/REXX                                           */

/*   HISTORY    - 27 APR 2009 GEM  - Original implementation         */

/*                                                                   */

/*   NOTES      -                                                    */

/*                                                                   */

/*********************************************************************/

If Opsinfo('EXITTYPE') ^== 'MVS' Then Return                          

job   = msg.jobname                                                   

msgid = msg.id                                                        

Select                                                                

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* DFHSI1500 applid element startup is in progress for CICS ...      */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----*/

  When msgid == 'DFHSI1500' then                                      

    If wordpos('startup is in progress',msg.text) > 0 then            

      Address SQL "Update STCTBL set current_state='STARTING'",       

                    "where jobname=:job and type='CICS'"             

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* DFHSI1517 applid Control is being given to CICS                   */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----*/

  When msgid == 'DFHSI1517' then                                      

      If wordpos('Control is being given to CICS',msg.text) > 0 then  

        Address SQL "Update STCTBL set current_state='UP'",           

                       "where jobname=:job and type='CICS'"           

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* DFHTM1715 applid product is being quiesced by userid ...          */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----*/

  When msgid == 'DFHTM1715' then                                      

    Address SQL "Update STCTBL set current_state='STOPPING'",         

                  "where jobname=:job and type='CICS'"                

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* DFHKE1799 applid TERMINATION OF CICS IS COMPLETE                  */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----*/

  When msgid == 'DFHKE1799' then

    Address SQL "Update STCTBL set current_state='DOWN'",              

                  "where jobname=:job and type='CICS'",                

                  "and current_state <> 'ERROR'"                       

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Not interested in this message                                    */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----*/

  Otherwise nop

End

Return
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Understanding Transient Resource States
The state of the resource goes from STARTING to UP without SSM having to execute any STARTING_UP action, even if
the actions table defines a STARTING_UP action.

transient states
States such as STARTING, which change to something else without SSM intervening.

stable states
States that do not change, unless SSM takes action.

The events that cause a resource to change state usually are external events that rules can interpret, such as system
messages or commands the operator issues. However, actions that are defined in the action table of the SSM also can
trigger state changes.

A single SSM action can also cause two or three events to occur in sequence. For example, when the TSO resource is
DOWN and the desired state is set to UP, SSM executes a START TSO action. This action causes two separate state-
changing events to happen for the same resource:

• The message $HASP373 TSO STARTED triggers a rule that sets the current state to STARTING.
• The message IKT007I triggers a rule that sets the current state to UP.

How Transient States Work
States such as STARTING, which change to something else without SSM intervening, are called transient states. States
that do not change, unless SSM takes action are called stable states.

SSM reacts to changes in the finite state machine by executing actions that are defined in its actions table. So, the
DOWN_UP transition must initiate an action to make the resource leave the (stable) DOWN state.

Any action that is defined for a transient state may or may not execute, depending on the timing of events, nor does it
need to execute for things to happen:

• The action that is defined for a transient state may not execute if the triggering event occurs before SSM discovers
that state. If SSM queues and executes the action, the current state of the machine can change by the time the action
routine begins. Therefore, if you define any actions involving transient states such as STARTING, make them actions
that do not necessarily have to execute.
For example, you want to define an action for a transient state such as STARTING that executes an automation
procedure that checks in 2 minutes to see if the current resource state is UP and issues an error message if the state
is anything else. This action is a safe, prudent action to take, because if the rule executes, an error condition can exist.
Actions such as issuing a VARY command or setting a critical global variable, or any action that is required for the
resource that is starting, are not safe to take for the STARTING transition, because these actions may not execute (and
if they do, they may execute after the state of the resource has already changed to UP).

• Actions that are defined for transient states execute mostly for resources that are defined in the first table listed in
the directory table. Remember that the directory table lists the resource tables in alphabetical order. But, the lower
resources are in the table list order in the directory table, the more likely it is that external state changes occur before
the actions defined for transient states execute, or that these actions never execute.

• If you have critical actions that must be taken for transient resource states, the safest place to specify those actions is
in the rules packet for the applicable resource type. In our example, if you want to take a critical action at START TSO
time, execute this action at the same point where you detect and set the STARTING state. Complete this action before
you update the table row for the appropriate resource.

How SSM Decides What Action to Take
Various events can cause the current and desired operating states of a resource to differ. Therefore, the values in the
ACTION_CURRENT and ACTION_DESIRED columns of your action table should take different types of resource state
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changes into account. For example, you probably want to specify the following pairs of values in the ACTION_CURRENT
and ACTION_DESIRED columns of your action table:

ACTION_CURRENT Column Value ACTION_DESIRED Column Value Meaning of This Value Pair
UNKNOWN null The current state of a resource is

UNKNOWN and its desired state is
anything else.

DOWN UP The current state of a resource is DOWN
and its desired state is UP.

UP DOWN The current state of a resource is UP and
its desired state is DOWN.

ERROR UP The current state of a resource is ERROR
and its desired state is UP.

ERROR DOWN The current state of a resource is ERROR
and its desired state is DOWN.

STOPPING UP A resource is stopping and its desired state
is UP.

STARTING DOWN A resource is starting and its desired state
is DOWN.

Specify and Store Actions
Contents

Actions tell the SSM engine what steps to take when:

• A resource state changes
• An action event occurs
• A global event occurs.

To specify actions, use the following guidelines:

• Use the table editor to insert action clauses into the ACTION_TEXT field. The field is type VARCHAR and can accept a
maximum of 450 characters.

• Combine multiple clauses into a single ACTION_TEXT field by using a semicolon as a separator. If it is necessary to
include a semicolon in a clause, enter two consecutive semicolons.

To store actions, use the following guidelines:

• Actions are always stored in the ACTION_TEXT field of an action table.
• Store actions for global events in the global action table. There is only one global action table, and it is referenced only

during global events.
• Store actions for both the resource state changes and for process events in a resource action table. There can be

multiple resource action tables.

Action Clauses

Review the eight possible action clauses:

CLIST("cmdname prm1,prm2,…")
Uses %CMDNAME to send the specified CLIST command and optional arguments to the CLIST interpreter. The
command runs on a server task level, so the CLIST script is permitted to execute commands that run for a long
period. The CLIST script must exist in either the SYSPROC or SYSEXEC concatenation.
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NOTE

The CLIST clause is included for compatibility. For new code, use TSOCMD to invoke OPS/REXX
programs.

Example: CLIST("STARTDB2") runs a CLIST named STARTDB2.
EVRULE("rulename prm1,prm2,…")

Dispatches an AOF request rule and waits for the rule to complete. EVRULE is the same as RULE, except that
the return code from the request rule is checked. If the return code is 500 or higher, then any clauses following the
EVRULE are not executed. The return code that is checked is set on the return statement in the request rule.

WARNING
WARNING! The rule that this action triggers executes to its conclusion before control returns to the
action. To avoid slow response time from the SSM engine, avoid logic that could create lengthy wait
times.

Example: EVRULE("SSMRECYCLE &NAME");MVSCMD("START &JOBNAME") dispatches the SSMDOWN rule
and check the return code from the rule. If the return code is equal to or greater than 500, then action processing
is terminated without executing the MVSCMD clause.

MVSCMD("mvs command text")
Issues a z/OS command and does not wait for output. The name of the console that is used to execute the
command is specified in the OCCONSOLENAME parameter.
Example: MVSCMD("START &JOBNAME,SUB=MSTR") issues a start command and does not return results.

PROCESS("event1,event2,…")
Used only in a process event action. Usually, it should be used in the SELECT process event action, but there
could be valid uses for a process clause in other global events actions. For example, it could be used to suppress
an event that was enabled earlier in the processing of the resource state change event.
Process tells the SSM engine which process events to dispatch as SSM processes a resource state change. For
an explanation of process events, see Process Events later in this section.
Example: PROCESS("MATCH,MPREREQ") enables the MATCH and MPREREQ events for the current resource.

RULE("rulename prm1,prm2,…")
Dispatches an AOF request rule and waits for the rule to complete.
WARNING! The rule that this action triggers executes to its conclusion before control returns to the action. To
avoid slow response time from the SSM engine, avoid logic that could create lengthy wait times.
Example: RULE("SSMDOWN &NAME") dispatches SSMDOWN request rule.

SETCOL("column name, column value")
Updates the indicated column of the current resource with the specified value. You can use SETCOL to store a
column value directly in an action. The column value operand is limited to 140 characters, and must be enclosed
in single quotes if it contains blanks or other special characters such as quotes, parentheses, commas, or equal
signs. To set a column value to null, specify a value of NULL for the column value operand.

NOTE

If other action clauses follow SETCOL in the same action text, then references to the updated column
see the original value of the column, not the updated value. The new value is not visible until the
resource is reselected. This capability is consistent with other SSM action clauses.

Example: SETCOL("DESIRED_STATE,&DOWN_STATE") sets the desired state of the current resource to the
table-relative DOWN state.

TSLCMD("cmdname prm1,prm2,…")
The command and parameters that you specify are routed to an OPS/MVS TSL Server address space. This
action is asynchronous, and therefore does not degrade SSM response time. This action is primarily used to
invoke OPS/REXX programs in which long running logic is needed to manage an SSM Controlled resource.
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Example: TSLCMD("OI PROGRAM(MOVECICS) ARG(&JOBNAME)") runs an OI TSO command, which
invokes an OPS/REXX program named MOVECICS. The program MOVECICS must be stored in the SYSEXEC
concatenation, or as a compiled OPS/REXX program in the OPSEXEC concatenation within the OPSOSF server
Procedure.

TSOCMD("
cmdname prm1,prm2,…")
The command and parameters that you specify are routed to an OPS/MVS TSO Server address space. This
action is asynchronous, and therefore does not degrade SSM response time. This action invokes OPS/REXX
programs in which in-depth logic is needed to start or stop the SSM-controlled resource.
Example: TSOCMD("OI PROGRAM(SHUTCICS) ARG(&JOBNAME)") runs an OI TSO command, which
invokes an OPS/REXX program named SHUTCICS. The program SHUTCICS must be stored in the SYSEXEC
concatenation, or as a compiled OPS/REXX program in the OPSEXEC concatenation within the OPSOSF server
Procedure.

TSPCMD("cmdname prm1,prm2,…")
The command and parameters that you specify are routed to an OPS/MVS TSP Server address space. This
action is asynchronous, and therefore does not degrade SSM response time. This action is primarily used to
invoke OPS/REXX programs by SSM that must have execution priority over other OPSOSF triggered automation.
Example: TSPCMD("OI PROGRAM(PRODABND) ARG(&JOBNAME)") runs an OI TSO command, which
invokes an OPS/REXX program named PRODABND. The program PRODABND must be stored in the SYSEXEC
concatenation, or as a compiled OPS/REXX program in the OPSEXEC concatenation within the OPSOSF server
Procedure.

NOTE

For more information about the destinction between OSF TSO, TSL, and TSP Servers, see Server Types.

Complex Actions

A series of action clauses may be sufficient to do all the processing you need in an action, but you can use TSOCMD to
dispatch an OPS/REXX program of arbitrary complexity. Since the program runs in a server subtask, the SSM engine
is free to proceed with another action before the program completes. CLIST and REXX action clauses also dispatch the
called program on a server subtask. RULE and EVRULE run an AOF request rule. The rule runs to conclusion before your
action regains control, so long-running rules should be avoided.

Specify Variables in Action Clauses

OPS/MVS lets you specify variables in an action clause. This product enables variables by assigning values to the
variables when SSM initiates the action in the clause.

You can specify action text variables in two ways. The first method is compatible with previous versions of SSM, and the
second method follows the rules of REXX host command string processing.

When you use the first method (ampersand prefixed variable name), OPS/MVS provides a substring functionality to
extract desired substring from the variable name.

To use the first method, you specify variables in a manner similar to TSO/E CLIST syntax:

1. Place an ampersand (&) as the first character of the variable name.
2. The first invalid character terminates the variable name.
3. A period (.) following the variable name indicates concatenation with subsequent text.
4. To include an ampersand character (&) as part of the text, enter two ampersands together.
5. To use a substring functionality, specify starting position and length in the following notation: &varname(start,length).
6. If the variable name is not a column name in the directory or resource table, the variable name is assumed to be

a Automate rules variable that has been processed by the OPS/MVS rules converter. The prefix table that the
ATM*SCOPEnn parameters establish are searched and the appropriate converted variable name is used to find
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the variable value. If the variable does not exist, a null string is substituted. Quotes have no special meaning as the
command text is being scanned for variables.

To use the second method for specifying action text variables follows the rules of REXX host command string
processing:

1. All text in quotation marks, either single (') or double ("), remain as entered.
2. Text outside of quotes can be treated as a variable name.
3. Strings of valid variable names are evaluated for substitution as column names or global variables.
4. Characters that are not valid variable names remain as entered.
5. Multiple blanks are reduced to a single blank.
6. A uninitialized variable is treated as the value of its own name.

When OPS/MVS evaluates action text, it first evaluates according to the TSO/E CLIST method, and then evaluates again
using the REXX syntax method. To prevent an inadvertent variable substitution, enclose all command text in quotes in the
action keyword specification.

Example: Variables that are specified in action clauses.

The following command text string is enclosed in quotes to prevent variable substitution.

TSOCMD("OPSCMD COMMAND(START &JOBNAME..&JOBNAME) NOOUTPUT SUBSYS("GLOBAL0.MYSUB")")

In this example, if the JOBNAME column in the resource table has the value of RMF and the GLOBAL0.MYSUB variable
has the value OPSX, then the following command is submitted to the server:

OPSCMD COMMAND(START RMF.RMF) NOOUTPUT SUBSYS(OPSX)

For a DB2 subsystem that uses a quotation mark (") as a command character, suppose that you have this action text:

TSOCMD("OPSCMD COMMAND(OI STOPDB2 CMDCHAR("")) JOBNAME("JOBNAME")")

This text yields the following command:

OPSCMD COMMAND(OI STOPDB2 CMDCHAR(") JOBNAME(DSN2MSTR)

The following command text string is the DB2 START command.

MVSCMD("-&JOBNAME(1,4) START DB2")

To start a DB2, use the DB2 command prefix which usually has the first four letters of the master address space. In this
example, if the JOBNAME column in the resource table has the value of DB2PMSTR following command is submitted to
MVS:

-DB2P START DB2

Shorthand global variables can also be used. These variables have the format &.varname. SSM resolves these variables
by replacing the ampersand (&) with a system-specific prefix, and then treating them as global variables. The system
prefix that the SSMGLVPREFIX parameter sets, which you set independently on each system.

During the REXX substitution phase of action text processing, the & can be omitted if the variable name is not embedded
in a quoted string.

Built-in Variables

Built-in variables that begin with the prefix SSM! are designed to provide global and process exits with certain data that is
not found in RDF columns or global variables.

The following list describes the built-in variables:
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SSM!XRESNAME
A short form of the concatenation of the variables &SSM!PRISYS..&SSM!TABLE..&SSM!NAME which is usually
passed as an action parameter for the XPREREQ and XSUBREQ process events.

SSM!USERDATA
Contains the job name and program name of the SQL statement issuer that caused the global event.

SSM!TABLE
Contains the name of the resource table or SSM directory table for a global event or process event or the current
resource table being processed by SSM for process events and normal resource actions.

SSM!RESNAME
A short form of the concatenation of the variables &SSM!TABLE..&SSM!NAME which is often passed as an action
parameter.

SSM!PROCESS
Contains the name of the global or process event or ACTION for normal resource action processing.

SSM!PRISYS
Contains the primary or local system name of the resource in the format system.subsys. If a column called
PRIMARY_SYSTEM does not exist in the resource table, then the local system name is always returned.

SSM!PREREQ
Contains the text of the prerequisite that the XPREREQ process event evaluates.

SSM!NAME
Contains the name of the resource or managed table name for a global event, process event, or the current
resource name that SSM processes for process events and normal resource actions.

SSM!MAXRC
Contains the maximum return code that has occurred for any global event or resource action table processing
when multiple actions are defined in the text column of the action table.

SSM!LASTRC
Contains the return code from the last completed action.

SSM!IPL
Contains YES or NO. YES implies the first call to SSMBEGIN and the BEGIN global event since IPL. The value is
NO at all other times.

SSM!COLUMN
Contains the name of the first monitored column that the SQL statement updated that triggered an UPDATE
global event.

NOTE

• The only valid variables for the BEGIN global event are SSM!IPL, SSM!MAXRC, and SSM!LASTRC.
• Resource and directory table column variables and SSM!PRISYS are not available for action text substitution

in global event actions. The REXX program that is invoked for a global event action must read the resource
or directory table to obtain any column data.

• The SSM!COLUMN variable is only valid for the UPDATE global event.
• The SSM!PREREQ variable is only valid for the XPREREQ process event.
• The SSM!USERDATA variable is only valid for all global events except BEGIN.
• The SSM!MAXRC and SSM!LASTRC values are always valid and initialized to zero before any action

processing begins.

Substituting Data

Action text variables consist of an ampersand (&) followed by a 1- to 32-character name.
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OPS/MVS substitutes data into the variable in these ways:

• From the current row of the directory table.
• From the current row of the resource information table.
• From a global variable, as follows:

– If the variable is the name of a column in the directory table, then the value of that column for the current row
becomes the value for the variable.

– If the variable has the name &SSMTABLE, its value is the current name of the resource information table.
– If the variable is the name of a column in the current resource information table, then the value of that column for

the current row becomes the value for the variable.
– If the variable is a global variable, the value of the global variable becomes the value of the action clause variable.
– If the variable is a system symbol, the value of the symbol becomes the value of the action clause variable.
– In all other cases, OPS/MVS substitutes a null string for the variable when you use the CLIST method, and the

variable name for the REXX method.
• When using substring notation - &varname(start,length) as follows
start

This parameter is the starting position parameter, which is determined from the substring beginning position. A
value of 1 indicates the first value of the string. When the position exceeds the length of the original string, then
only pad characters are returned.

length (Optional)
This parameter determines the length of substring to extract. When this argument is absent, the remainder of the
string is returned. When the length exceeds the number of characters remaining, pad characters are added at the
end.

NOTE
Pad character is a blank.

Empty-string and NULL Actions

If the action specified in the ACTION_TEXT column is an empty string, the SSM interprets it as a valid action (in this case,
a do-nothing action). No other processing occurs.

If the ACTION_TEXT column contains a NULL value, the SSM interprets it as a nonaction, and SSM continues searching
the action table for another match.

ACTMODE Column

The ACTMODE column in a resource table provides a way for the automation designer to specify different actions for the
same mismatch event that is based on any relevant criteria. For example, a DOWN/UP mismatch might be responded to
differently immediately following an IPL when some subsystems are not ready, than it would after the system has reached
full production.

The ACTMODE column strongly influences the action selection process when SSM responds to a resource state change.

When the value of the ACTMODE column of a resource is changed, the SSM engine immediately selects that resource
for processing, even if there is no state mismatch. This selection occurs regardless of what caused the value of the
ACTMODE column to change. For example, the following actions all cause selection to occur:

• An SQL UPDATE statement in an AOF rule
• A manual change through the table editor
• Use of the SETCOL action clause in action text

The purpose of the ACTMODE column is to define special actions. For example, consider the relationship between CICS
and IMS, where IMS is a prerequisite of CICS and CICS is a subrequisite of IMS. Suppose that you want to restart IMS
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without shutting down CICS. To do this action, you could cause the IMS resource to be selected for processing by SSM by
setting ACTMODE='BOUNCE' for IMS, and then supplying the following action to your action table:

  ACTION_PROCESS ACTION_CURRENT ACTION_DESIRED ACTION_MODE ACTION_RES_TYPE ACTION_TEXT

 1 ACTION        UP             UP             BOUNCE                      RULE("BOUNCE &JOBNAME")

The rule BOUNCE ignores the subrequisite relationship between CICS and IMS and cycles IMS as requested.

Search Order for Action Tables

Two kinds of events use the resource action table:

• State change events
State change events take action in response to resource state changes.

• Process events
Process events affect what action the SSM engine takes for the state change event that it is currently processing.

The SSM engine applies different rules when evaluating these two kinds of events.

Evaluating Resource State Change Events

For an action to be taken in response to a resource state change event, the following values must be set:

• The value of the ACTION_PROCESS column of the action table must be set to ACTION
• The value of the ACTION_CURRENT column of the action table must match the current state of the resource.
• Any column in an action table that is set to a non-null, non-blank value must match the value of the corresponding

column in the resource table.

For example, if the value of the ACTION_DESIRED column of an action table is READY and the desired state of a
resource is RUNNING, then the action is not eligible for execution. However, if the desired state of the resource equals
the value of the ACTION_DESIRED column, then the action is eligible for execution and its score is incremented by the
weight assigned to the ACTION_DESIRED column, which is 16. If the value of the ACTION_DESIRED column is null
or blank, then the action is eligible for execution regardless of the desired state of the resource; however, no increment
is added to the score. The same evaluation is carried out for all four weighted columns that are listed in the table on the
following page.

NOTE

Actions are selected based on their score. The action with the highest score is the one executed in response to
the resource state change event.

The least specific action of all possible actions sets the value of all four columns that are listed below to null or blank. The
score that is assigned to this type of action is zero. The most specific action of all possible actions sets the value of all four
columns to a non-null, non-blank value. The score that is assigned to this type of action is 29 or 30, depending on whether
the value of the NAME column or the value of the TYPE column matched the value of the ACTION_RES_TYPE column.
Only one of these columns can match the ACTION_RES_TYPE column, not both.

Following is a list of the action table columns for state change events and their corresponding weights:

Column Weight
ACTION_DESIRED 16
ACTION_MODE 8
ACTION_RES_TABLE 4
ACTION_RES_TYPE 1 or 2
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As mentioned above, the ACTION_RES_TYPE column is evaluated once against the NAME column and once against the
TYPE column to see if a match occurs. If the value of the NAME column matches the value of the ACTION_RES_TYPE
column, then a value of 2 is added to the action score. The TYPE column is an optional column in the resource definition.
If it is present and if its value matches the value of the ACTION_RES_TYPE column, then a value of 1 is added to the
action score.

Evaluating Process Events

For an action to be selected in response to a process event, the value of the ACTION_PROCESS column in the action
table must match the process event type. The eligible action event names are SELECT, MATCH, PREREQ, SUBREQ,
MPREREQ, MSUBREQ, XPREREQ, and XSUBREQ. If the value of the ACTION_PROCESS column matches one of
these reserved names for one or more actions, then the action assigned the highest score is executed. The scoring
of process events is similar to that of state change events except that the action tables of process events contain an
ACTION_CURRENT column.

Following is a list of the action table columns for process events and their corresponding weights:

Column Weight
ACTION_CURRENT 32
ACTION_DESIRED 16
ACTION_MODE 8
ACTION_RES_TABLE 4
ACTION_RES_TYPE 1 or 2

Example of Action Selection

This example shows the state mismatch action selection. Some columns were omitted for clarity.

NAME       CURRENT_STATE DESIRED_STATE ACTMODE TYPE

  RES1     DOWN          UP                    STC

  RES2     DOWN          UP                    STC

  RES3     DOWN          UP            BOUNCE  STC

  RES4     STARTING      UP                    STC

Following is an example of the actions that were selected in response to the above state mismatch:

    ACTION_PROCESS ACTION_CURRENT ACTION_DESIRED ACTION_MODE ACTION_RES_TYPE ACTION_TEXT

  1 ACTION         DOWN           UP                                         MVSCMD("START &JOBNAME")

  2 ACTION         DOWN           UP                         RES2            MVSCMD("S DJOB,PARM='IPL'")

  3 ACTION         DOWN                          BOUNCE                      TSOCMD("OI BOUNCE")

  4 ACTION         DOWN           UP             BOUNCE                      TSOCMD("OI REBOUNCE")

  5 ACTION         STARTING       UP                                         SETCOL("CURRENT_STATE,DOWN")

In the previous example, the following actions are taken in response to the resource state change events:

• For RES1-Action 1 is selected with a score of 16. Action 5 is not considered for this resource because the current state
does not match the ACTION_CURRENT column of the action table. Actions 2, 3, and 4 are bypassed because there
are non-null columns in the action table that do not match the resource.

• For RES2-Action 2 is selected with a score of 18. Action 1 also matches the resource; however, its score is 16. Actions
3 and 4 are rejected because the ACTION_MODE column is non-null and it does not match the resource. Action 5 is
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not even considered because the current state does not match the value of the ACTION_CURRENT column of the
action table.

• For RES3-Action 4 is selected with a score of 24. Actions 1 and 3 are also matches with scores of 16 and 8
respectively.

• For RES4-Action 5 is selected with a score of 16. No other actions are considered.

Process Events

The process event facility lets users influence resource processing when state transitions occur. This facility lets users
enhance the decision-making process in the SSM engine. For example, a process event can execute a user-supplied
action that determines whether a prerequisite resource is available on a remote system. There are eight events at critical
points in SSM where an event can occur.

The PROCESS action clause gives users control over process action invocation on a per event and per resource basis.
The PROCESS action command is discussed in the next section.

The following list shows the process events and their descriptions. SSM!PROCESS sets to the event name when the
action gets control.

MATCH
Occurs once when the current state equals the desired state for the first time. Typically, a MATCH action can be
used to start a dependent resource. In this case, dependent refers to a resource that lists the current resource as
a subrequisite. For example, if the desired state of VTAM is UP, then the MATCH exit might start CICS.

SELECT
Occurs for each resource every time the SSM engine finds a reason to process the state of a resource. SELECT
occurs if the current state does not match the desired state, if the missing prerequisite column or previous state
column is not null, or when the ACTMODE column has changed for the resource. A SELECT action should
be used to issue a PROCESS command that enables or disables subsequent process events as needed to
implement your automation strategy.

MPREREQ
Occurs once if any missing prerequisites remain after usual prerequisite processing. This event allows a user-
supplied action to apply its own criteria to the missing prerequisites. The event action must be a synchronous
action (EVRULE or RULE) that updates the MISSING_PREREQ column to remove a prerequisite that is UP or
possibly adds a prerequisite that is DOWN.

NOTE

• XPREREQ events execute before the MPREREQ event.
• If the status of a MINOF statement is DOWN, then SSM stores the entire text of the MINOF

statement in the missing prerequisite column. If there is an MINOF statement, the event action must
evaluate the entire MINOF statement again to determine its true state.

XPREREQ
Occurs once for every prerequisite name that includes a system name such as SYST01.OPSW.TABLE.NAME.
If the action determines that a prerequisite is missing, then the action must return to SSM with a non-zero return
code. This action causes SSM to add the prerequisite to the missing prerequisite list.

NOTE

The action for this event should be a synchronous action (EVRULE or RULE) so the user code can
return a non-zero return code if the prerequisite is missing. If you execute an asynchronous action such
as REXX, then the return code passed back to SSM is zero and the prerequisite is not added to the
missing prerequisite list, even if your asynchronous REXX code determines that the prerequisite is
missing.
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MSUBREQ
Occurs once for any number of missing subrequisites if any missing subrequisites are found by SSM standard
processing. An MSUBREQ action must be an asynchronous action (EVRULE or RULE) that can use its
own logic to determine subrequisite status and may override the SSM subrequisite decision by updating the
MISSING_PREREQ column.

NOTE

XUSBREQ events execute before the MSUBREQ event.

XSUBREQ
Occurs once for the resource being evaluated after SSM processing, even if multiple subrequisites are missing.
Action code must be a synchronous action (EVRULE or RULE) that must discover subrequisite dependence on
other systems, and update the MISSING_PREREQ column for the current resource if any missing subrequisite is
found, or if a missing subrequisite is satisfied.

The PROCESS Action Clause

As mentioned in the previous section, the PROCESS action command gives users control over the process exit invocation
on per decision point and per resource basis. The PROCESS action command is issued in the SELECT exit. Its purpose
is to selectively enable each of the process exits for the current resource by providing a list of process names. The
following example shows the format of the command:

PROCESS(MATCH,XPREREQ,XSUBREQ)

The following list shows valid names that you can specify on the PROCESS command:

DEBUG
A miscellaneous value. DEBUG enables the same diagnostic messages as the SSMDEBUG parameter, but for
the current resource only.

MATCH
A positive name that enables the action to be invoked.

MPREREQ
A positive name that enables the action to be invoked.

MSUBREQ
A positive name that enables the action to be invoked.

NOACTION
A negative name that prevents the SSM engine from asserting any action for the resource event.

NOPREREQ
A negative name that prevents the SSM prerequisite processes and their affiliated actions from being performed.

NOSUBREQ
A negative name that prevents the SSM subrequisite processes and their affiliated actions from being performed.

SQLTRACE
A miscellaneous value. SQLTRACE produces the same diagnostic messages as the STATETRACE parameter for
the current resource.

XPREREQ
A positive name that enables the action to be invoked.

XSUBREQ
A positive name that enables the action to be invoked.
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SSM Action Processes Default Logic

The SSM action table, created using the Snapshot facility (default name of STCTBL_ACT), provides the following default
actions:

• Handles failures that may occur with SSM controlled STCs
• Provides a technique to control and monitor STCs that start, perform some type of work, and then end (does not

remain active)

This section describes the default logic supplied within these actions. Review and customize the default actions to fit the
requirements of your SSM environment or remove the triggering actions as documented from the action table, if they are
not desirable.

How SSMRETRY Limits a Repetitive Action Sequence

The SSMRETRY request rule is a technique that you can use to limit a repetitive action sequence from occurring, such as
starting a problem resource.

The SSMRETRY request rule performs the following actions and causes these effects:

• The parameters that pass to SSMRETRY specify how many start attempts should be made within a defined time
period.
For example, if SSM starts a resource on a system as a result of DESIRED_STATE='UP', the resource starts on
the system (CURRENT_STATE='STARTING'), but then terminates abnormally (CURRENT_STATE='DOWN'),
the SSMRETRY logic limits SSM from attempting another start of the resource and sets the current state to failed
(CURRENT_STATE='FAILED').

• The parameters that pass to SSMRETRY specify a maximum time that a resource reaches its initialization state. If a
resource does not reach its initialization state (CURRENT_STATE='UP' as set by associating SSM rule packet), then
the SSMRETRY logic sets the current state to timeout (CURRENT_STATE='TIMEOUT').

For example, if the maximum initialization time for JES2 is set to 5 minutes, when SSM starts JES2, and if it goes
into some internal loop (never produces $HASP492), then after 5 minutes the logic that SSMRETRY creates sets the
CURRENT_STATE = 'TIMEOUT' for JES2.

• The SSMRETRY request rule is invoked as a nested action within the DOWN_UP action process for a resource such
as:
EVRULE("SSMRETRY &SSMTABLE &JOBNAME,1,300,START UP");MVSCMD("START &JOBNAME")

This START UP action process is limited to one start attempt and the resource reaches its initialization state
(CURRENT_STATE = UP) within 300 seconds. These parameters can be change accordingly. The invocation of the
SSMRETRY as an EVRULE action lets the code inform SSM to either process or bypass the nested or subsequent
start resource action. (start resource)

NOTE

For further details and complete implementation guidelines, see the comments within the SSMRETRY
request rule.

How SSMFAIL Responds to SSM Resource Start-up, Termination, and Timeout Conditions

The SSMFAIL request rule generates an alert to startup failures as determined from logic within the SSMRETRY routine
(CURRENT_STATE=FAILED, or CURRENT_STATE=TIMEOUT). The SSMFAIL request rule also generates an alert when
the logic with the SSMEOM rule sets CURRENT_STATE=TERM upon an initialized SSM resource abnormally terminating.

• For FAILED conditions (SSMRETRY action retry limits exceeded), the SSMFAIL request rule is triggered through the
FAILED_UP action text specification:
ACTION_CURRENT   ACTION_DESIRED   ACTION_TEXT 

FAILED           UP               RULE("SSMFAIL &NAME FAILED &SSMTABLE")
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The default SSMFAIL logic for this condition leaves the resource in the FAILED_UP condition and produces a
highlighted message similar to the following example:
OPSNOTIFY DB2MSTR failed and will not be restarted. Action retry limits

defined in SSMRETRY have been exceeded.

• For TIMEOUT conditions (SSMRETRY detected a resource has started but it has not reached its 'UP' state), the
SSMFAIL request rule is triggered through the TIMEOUT_UP action text specification:
ACTION_CURRENT   ACTION_DESIRED   ACTION_TEXT 

TIMEOUT          UP               RULE("SSMFAIL &NAME TIMEOUT &SSMTABLE")

The default SSMFAIL logic for this TIMEOUT_UP condition produces the highlighted message similar to the following
example:
OPSNOTIFY DB2MSTR has not reached initialization as defined within SSMRETRY

Parameters.

• For TERM conditions (SSMEOM detected an initialized SSM resource that was in the states CURRENT_STATE='UP'
and DESIRED_STATE='UP' has abnormally terminated), the SSMFAIL request rule is triggered through the TERM_UP
action text specification:
ACTION_CURRENT   ACTION_DESIRED   ACTION_TEXT 

TERM             UP               RULE("SSMFAIL &NAME TERM &SSMTABLE")

The default SSMFAIL logic for this TERM_UP condition produces the highlighted message similar to the following
example:
OPSNOTIFY DB2MSTR has abnormally terminated. SSM is restarting.

NOTE

For further details and complete implementation guidelines, see the comments within the SSMFAIL request rule.

How SSMHOOK Controls Quick Work Cycles

Various products are started at IPL time that simply start, perform some work, and then quickly end. These jobs are
classified as hook jobs within SSM and need to be treated differently than those SSM resources that start, initialize, and
remain active until they are requested to shutdown. The SSMHOOK request rule can be used to manage these hook jobs
within SSM.

The SSM action tables created from the Snapshot facility in release r11.6 or higher of OPS/MVS insert the following
default actions for a HOOKSTC resource:

• UP_DOWN
• DOWN_UP
• HOOKED_UP

You can repeat and modify these actions accordingly, to manage any hook job.

NOTE

For further details and complete implementation guidelines for handling hook jobs within SSM, see the
comments within the SSMHOOK request rule.

SSM Global Events
There are two types of SSM global events, RDF monitor events (ADD, DELETE, and UPDATE) and the BEGIN event.
Users can take action for these events by adding entries to the global action table.

Global Events
SSM monitors the resource directory table and all tables that are named in it for changes. If a column has the
monitored attribute, then SSM monitors that individual column as well. When a monitored column changes, or a
managed table adds or deletes a row, the RDF stores information about the change and notifies SSM through a
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global event. As a result of the global event being issued, SSM comes out of its usual wait state and processes
the information that the RDF stores. A user-defined action can now run when these events occur.
RDF-triggered events occur after the table has been modified, not synchronously with the change. The
corresponding action can react to changes; however, it cannot prevent them.

NOTE
Auxiliary tables are not considered to be SSM managed tables, and changes to them do not create
global events.

Begin Event
SSM initialization occurs when SSM is started, or when the status of SSM is changed from INACTIVE to ACTIVE
or PASSIVE, or from PASSIVE to ACTIVE. When SSM initializes, SSM attempts to execute a global action
named BEGIN. This global action is optional. This action obtains the status of resources that exist on an external
processor and are potential prerequisites for local resources. However, you can perform another initialization in
this action at the discretion of the user.

NOTE
You cannot install and run this application until you stop using your action, or until you combine the
Broadcom-supplied action with your own action.

Using SSM Global Events

The SSMGLOBALEXITS parameter controls whether you enabled the global action. This parameter defaults to NO, the
global action is not enabled.

You must also create a global action RDF table, which contains the following four required columns:

EXIT_EVENT              CHAR(8)              PK UC      NULL

EXIT_RES_TABLE          CHAR(18)             PK UC

EXIT_RES_NAME           CHAR(18)             PK UC

EXIT_ACTION             VARCHAR(450)                    NULL

Additional columns are allowed.

If you set the SSMGLOBALEXITS parameter to YES, and the global action RDF table does not exist, then the SSM global
action process performs the following actions:

1. The global action creates an empty table containing the four required columns.
You can use the table editor or other table manipulation tools to populate the rows of the global action table, and to
add columns as needed.

2. The global action names the global action table SSMV2_GBLEXIT_TBL by default.
Its name can be changed in the SSMGLOBALEXITTBL parameter. Only one global action table can be
active.However, you can switch between multiple global action tables by setting the SSMGLOBALEXITTBL parameter.

A global table can have multiple actions that match a global event. The SSM engine assigns a numerical score to each
action that matches, so that it can choose the action that most closely matches the event. Actions can be generic,
meaning they only specify the event type (ADD, DELETE, or UPDATE). Actions can also be specific, meaning that they
specify the generic information and also more specific information, such as the table name being updated. The numerical
score increases for each column of the action that matches the corresponding event type. The highest score is the closest
match.

The RDF-triggered global events share the global action table that the global BEGIN action uses. These actions also
share the parameters for setting the action table name and enabling the action.

There are a number of variables available to global actions.
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DELETE Event Example

The following example shows how the DELETE event can execute a request rule named SSMDELGX, which is passed in
the name and table of the deleted resource. The rule checks whether that deleted resource is a prerequisite for another
resource in the table and issues a warning message.

SSMV2_GBLEXIT_TBL ----------- TABLE DATA EDITOR ----------- COLUMNS 00001 00124

Command ===> Scroll ===> PAGE

COL--> EXIT_EVENT    EXIT_RES_TABLE    EXIT_RES_NAME    EXIT_ACTION

*********************************TOP OF DATA **********************************

000001  DELETE                            RULE("SSMDELGX &SSM!TABLE,&SSM!NAME")

********************************BOTTOM OF DATA*********************************

)REQ SSMDELGX

)PROC

/********************************************************************/

/* Throw away rule name and parse input parameters                  */

/********************************************************************/

PARSE UPPER ARG . parms

PARSE VAR parms xtable ',' xname

/********************************************************************/

/* See if deleted resource is a prereq for another resource in this */

/* table                                                            */

/********************************************************************/

ADDRESS SQL

"SELECT NAME FROM "xtable" WHERE PREREQ IN ('"xname"')" 

/********************************************************************/

/* If a row is returned then issue a warning message                */

/********************************************************************/

IF name.0 > 0 

THEN DO

   msgtext = 'Resource 'xname' was deleted from table 'xtable' and is',

   'a prereq for 'name.1

   ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('"msgtext"') ROUTE(1)"

END  /* THEN DO */

)END

How the BEGIN Event Works

You can only specify one BEGIN action in the SSMV2_GBLEXIT_TBL global action table. The BEGIN event runs after the
SSMBEGIN request rule.

In the action, SSM!PROCESS is always set to BEGIN, and SSM!IPL is always set to YES for the first pass following a
system IPL. Otherwise, SSM!IPL is set to NO.

Example: BEGIN Event

The following example shows a BEGIN event that executes the SSMSTART request rule, which is passed to the built-in
SSM!IPL variable:

SSMV2_GBLEXIT_TBL ------------ TABLE DATA EDITOR ----------- COLUMNS 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                     Scroll ===> CSR

COL--> EXIT_EVENT EXIT_RES_TABLE EXIT_RES_NAME  EXIT_ACTION

***********************************TOP OF DATA**********************************
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000001 ADD

000002 BEGIN                                    RULE("SSMSTART &SSM!IPL")

000003 DELETE

000004 UPDATE 

*********************************BOTTOM OF DATA*********************************

Non-standard and Complex Resource Management
Standard resources managed within the SSM component start through a traditional z/OS START command initialize, and
then stay active until it is desired to stop them or the system is being IPLd. Additionally, these standard resources produce
specific WTOs that indicate their true current state, such as when it reached its initialization or UP state or when it is being
STOPPED. Within SSM, it may be desired to manage the state of resources that do not adhere to the characteristics of
these standard types of resources. This section describes the actions needed to manage various non-standard resources
within SSM and identify supporting sample rules and programs in which more information can be found.

Manage USS Deamon Server Processes

USS daemon server processes such as INETD and FTP can be managed within SSM by implementing logic as
described within the SSMUSS1 sample OPS/REXX program. This sample OPS/REXX program located in the
opsmvshlq.CCLXSAMP dsn, is intended to demonstrate an automated technique that can be used within the System
State Manager component to monitor and control specific USS processes. The default logic of this sample program is
intended to handle USS daemon server processes specifically INETD and/or FTP, but can be used to managing any
USS process that behaves in the same manner. Refer to this sample program for complete logic details as well as
implementation steps needed to manage these types of resources.

Using the Full Capabilities of SSM
As a system administrator, you want to take advantage of the capabilities that SSM offers. SSM lets you create and
implement tables, rules, and procedures that control your started tasks. This section offers instructions for doing so
without using the SSM Policy Manager.  If you want to use the SSM Policy Manager, refer to Setting System State
Manager (SSM) Resource Policy.

To use SSM without the SSM Policy Manger, you complete the following tasks:

Step 1: Take a Snapshot of Your System

The Snapshot function captures data about started tasks on your system. Snapshot uses this data to create a started
task resource table that contains a row for each started task that runs on your system. Snapshot also creates an action
table, which contains the appropriate actions to control the started tasks. Using Snapshot greatly simplifies configuring
and maintaining the started task data.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select option 4.11 from the primary OPSVIEW panel.

The panel displays the menu options for administering System State Manager:

System State Manager---------- CAXX-- O P S V I E W ---------- Subsystem OPSS

Option ===> 

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM 

 1 Control - Set/Display SSM parameters and resource tables 

 2 Status - Set/Display states of SSM controlled local resources 

 G Global Resource - SSM Global Resource Manager 

 P Policy Manager - SSM Resource Policy Manager 
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 U Utilities - SSM Utilities 

Press END to return.

2. Select option U, Utilities, from the main System State Manager panel.

 The following SSM Utilities panel displays:

SSM Utilities ---------- CAXX -- O P S V I E W ---------- Subsystem OPSS

Option ===> 

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM 

 1 Snapshot - Create/Modify a local SSM started task resource table 

 2 Scheduler - Set/Display schedules for SSM controlled resources 

 3 Group Manager - Create/Manage groups of SSM resources 

 A Action Editor - Create and maintain SSM action tables 

 R Resource Editor - Create and maintain SSM resource tables 

Press END to return.

3. Select option 1, Snapshot, from the SSM Utilities panel.

The following SSM Snapshot panel displays:

SSM Snapshot-------------- CAXX -- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>                                                                   

The Snapshot facility scans the current system for active started tasks and    

creates a System State Manager table for them.  This process may take several

minutes to complete.  After the Snapshot table is built, the SQL table editor  

will be invoked to allow you to view and customize the resulting table.        

SNAPSHOT RULES DATASET:                                                        

Rules DSN  ===> ‘OPSDIST.OPSver.CCLXRULM’_________________________ (Required)     

SNAPSHOT INPUT FROM PARMLIB MEMBER LOADXX                                      

SYSPARM    ===> 00                                                       

STC IDENTIFICATION DATASET(S):                                                 

User DSN   ===> ________________________________________________________ (Opt)

CA   DSN ===> 'OPSDIST.OPSver.CCLXCNTL(SNAPDATA)'_______________________ (Req)

SNAPSHOT OUTPUT:                                                               

Mode            ===> A (Add/Refresh/Update)   SSM version ===> 3       

Table Name ===> STCTBL________                                                

Enter SNAPSTART to BEGIN Snapshot, Press PF3 to EXIT without taking Snapshot

4. We recommend that first-time users of SSM enter the following data:
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• Enter the name of the data set name that contains the SNAPRUL1 and SNAPRUL2 rules in the User DSN field.
(These rules are in the installed hlq.CCLXRULM data set.

• Enter your hlq.CCLXCNTL(SNAPDATA) as the data set in the CA DSN field.
• Enter A in the Mode field.
• Enter STCTBL in Resource Table Name field.

NOTE
If you prefer to use a different name for this table, modify the SSM rules packets. For more information, see
Step 4: Auto-Enable Rules That Monitor Started Tasks.

• Enter 3 in the SSM versionf field. This is the SSM version that is used for creating new resource and action tables and
should correspond with the setting of the OPS/MVS SSMVERSION parameter.

5. After you completed typing the entries into all required fields, enter the SNAPSTART command on the command line.

The Snapshot process begins. 

NOTE

The process can take several minutes to survey your system and create the started-task resource and action
tables. You see several messages as the process progresses. This step is complete when the Snapshot facility
invokes the OPS/MVS table editor so that you can view and edit the resource table.

You now have two new tables, the STCTBL resource table and the STCTBL_ACT action table.

Fields on the SSM Snapshot Panel

The following list describes the fields on the SSM Snapshot Panel:

Rules DSN
Specifies the full name of the data set that contains the SNAPRUL1 and SNAPRUL2 rules. The data set does
not have to be a valid rules data set for the active OPS/MVS on the system. The rules are read from the specified
PDS and installed using the *DYNAMIC rule set.
The SNAPRUL1 and SNAPRUL2 rules are shipped to you in the OPS.CCLXRULM data set.

SYSPARM
Specifies the suffix list of IEASYSxx members of the system parmlib that was used to IPL the system. The
IEASYSxx members are used to locate other members that are relevant to system task initialization.
The suffix is obtained using the OPSIPL REXX function, and is not modifiable.

User DSN
(Optional) Specifies the full name of the data set that contains user-supplied started task data. The Snapshot
facility uses the data to determine the type of a started task, to specify START and STOP commands, and to
override some Snapshot actions.
If you do specify a data set name, entries (identified by the TYPE parameter) in this data set override matching
entries in the data set supplied by CA. See the CA DSN field.

CA DSN
(Required) Specifies the full name of the data set that contains the started task data supplied by OPS/MVS. The
Snapshot facility uses the data to determine the type of a started task, to specify START and STOP commands,
and to override some Snapshot actions.
This data set is the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL(SNAPDATA) member. DO NOT MODIFY the
hlq.CCLXCNTL(SNAPDATA) member. Instead, copy any entries that you want to modify into the data set
specified in the User DSN field and change them there.

Mode
Specifies the Snapshot execution mode with the following valid values:
ADD

Adds started task data to an existing resource information table without modifying any entries in the table.
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If the table that you specify in the Table Name field does not exist, the Snapshot facility creates a table
which places all of the started task data that it finds into the new table.

REFRESH
Clears and rebuilds an existing resource information table.
Note: This process is the same process that occurs when you specify a value of ADD, and the table in
the Table Name field does not exist.

UPDATE
Modifies existing data in the table but does not add any new started tasks to the table.

Resource Table Name
Specifies the name of the resource table that you want to contain the started task control data. The action table
name is assumed to be the resource table name that is suffixed with _ACT.

SSM version
Specifies the SSM version for which required columns should be defined. The value that is specified on this option
should match the value in the OPS/MVS parameter SSMVERSION. This value should be the version that you
intend to use for SSM.

Step 2: Review and Customize the STCTBL Table

After you build the Snapshot table, SSM invokes the SQL table editor to let you view and customize the resulting table.

Your STCTBL table resembles the resource table in How SSM Works. The table contains data regarding the started tasks
that the Snapshot facility found running on your system or contained in the specified or active SYSPARM.

 For each row in STCTBL, perform these steps: 

1. Decide if you want SSM to control this started task. If not, delete the row from the table.
2. Verify that the started task has the correct job name.
3. Verify that the PREREQ column contains the correct prerequisite task names.
4. Modify the TYPE column to fit your environment. Generally, the TYPE value that the Snapshot facility provides is

suitable, but you may want to be more specific.
For example, if you have several CICS regions that are defined in STCTBL, the Snapshot gives each region a type of
CICS. You may prefer to group your production regions with a TYPE value of PRODCICS and give your test regions a
TYPE value of TESTCICS.

5. (Optional) Modify the SSM#CNTLGRP column to fit your environment. This column can be used to group tasks
that can then be started, stopped, and displayed as a group using the SSMCNTL sample pseudo command rule.
For example, if you have several production CICS regions that are defined in STCTBL, you can assign each an
SSM#CNTLGRP value to each group of PRODCICS. You can then start and stop the regions as a group using the
pseudo console command 'SSM ST/PT GRP=PRODCICS'. For additional information about sample pseudo command
rule SSMCNTL and the SSM#CNTLGRP column, see Use the Pseudo Command SSMCNTL CMD Rule.

6. When you test SSM operation as discussed in Step 6: Test SSM Operation and Step 7: Perform an IPL With SSM,
your testing environment can prohibit you from testing specified tasks such as VTAM or JES. In this case, change the
MODE column value from ACTIVE to PASSIVE for those tasks that you want to leave out of your initial tests.

7. Supply the correct IPL_STATE value that tells SSM how to handle this task after an IPL. The IPL_STATE column
initiates the DESIRED_STATE column after an IPL. The following list describes the valid values for the IPL_STATE
column:

UP
SSM starts the task at IPL.

DOWN
SSM does not start the task at IPL.

IPL
Something outside of SSM starts the resource, but SSM manages the resource after it becomes active.
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8. (Optional) If using SSM version 3, the following columns are included in the STCTBL. These columns are poulated by
the SSM Resource Policy Manager. The columns that you may optionally tailor manually are indicated in this list.
– SSM#ACTCMP (Do not manually tailor)
– SSM#INACTCMP (Do not manually tailor)
– SSM#HOOK (May optionally tailor)
– SSM#INITTIME (May optionally tailor)
– SSM#RESTARTS (May optionally tailor)
– SSM#RSTCNT (May optionally tailor)
– SSM#INACTTIME (May optionally tailor)

This step is complete when you tailor your STCTBL table for your environment.

Step 3: Review and Modify Your STCTBL_ACT Table

Component Description
SSMSTATE A request rule that determines the current state of the started

task. This EXEC runs when the current state is UNKNOWN
and the desired state is set to some other value. SSMSTATE
determines the actual state of the task and sets the current state
value accordingly.

STOPCICS An OPS/REXX program that shuts down CICS regions.
STOPDB2 An OPS/REXX program that shuts down DB2 regions.
STOPJES2 An OPS/REXX program that shuts down JES2.
STOPNETV An OPS/REXX program that shuts down a NetView region.
STOPSTC An OPS/REXX program that passes up to three shutdown

commands to stop a started task.
STOPVTAM An OPS/REXX program that shuts down a VTAM region.
SSMUPIPL A request rule that sets the desired state to UP for those

resources that had an IPL_STATE of IPL.

Review the default resource control logic within these SSM samples (and other SSMxxxx, SHUTxxxx, and STOPxxxx
samples that reside in the hlq.CCLXEXEC and CCLXSAMP installation data sets) to determine if they are needed within
your SSM configuration. If so, copy them into your hlq.USER.REXX library and ensure that this data set is allocated to the
SYSEXEC DD of the OSF address spaces.

SSM issues the basic commands of START jobname or STOP jobname for all started tasks, and more specific commands
are issued for tasks that are defined under the ACTION_RES_TYPE column.

For more information about SHUTxxxx and STOPxxxx REXX programs, review the members in the hlq.CCLXEXEC and
hlq.CCLXSAMP installation data sets.

This step is complete when your STCTBL_ACT table contains the correct START and STOP commands for the resources
in your STCTBL (started task) table.

Step 4: Auto-Enable Rules That Monitor Started Tasks

You enable and auto-enable the rules packets that update the current state for each started task in the STCTBL table.
Many of these rules packets are prewritten. You can find these packets in the OPS.CCLXRULM data set. Each rules
packet contains subsystem-specific rules that correspond to the data in the TYPE column of your started task table. The
names of these rules packets have the format SSMxxxx, where xxxx is the subsystem name.
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NOTE
For instructions on how to enable and auto-enable rules packets, see Lesson 5: How to Enable and Disable
Rules and Rule Sets.

Some rules packets are composed of multiple rule members. Rules packets use the SQL update instructions to update
the STCTBL with the appropriate status.

 Follow these steps: 

1. If you did not use the recommended name of STCTBL, you must change this table
name or must change the SQL instructions in each of the rules that you select
to use to the name your SSM resource table..

2. Create rules for started tasks for which we supply no prewritten rules.
3. Use an existing rules packet as a model, and change the MSGID text to the IDs of messages representing the UP

and DOWN states for that task or use the sample rule that is named SSMNEW and make these same updates. The
SSMEOM rule is the universal rule for detecting the DOWN event for all non-batch SSM-managed resources.
In addition to updating the CURRENT_STATE column values to UP or DOWN, rules packets track the starting and
stopping of the resources and so prevent duplicate tasks from being started.
You do not need to track starting and stopping, but tracking is useful because it lets you see how far the task has
progressed in trying to reach its desired state. The starting and stopping CURRENT_STATE values are automatically
updated whenever the UP/DOWN and DOWN/UP actions are initiated if using SSM Version 3.

4. In addition to enabling the rules packets that monitor the CURRENT_STATE for each started task, you must also
enable the following rules members:
– SSMBEGIN
– SSMEOM
– SSMHASP3
– SSMIEF4
– SSMSTART
– SSMSTATE
– SSMSTOP
– SSMUPIPL
These members include the command trapping rules that intercept manually entered MVS Start (S) or Stop (P)
commands.
The following sample OPS/REXX programs are provided in the installed hlq.CCLXRULM data set:
– SSMBEGUX is a user exit program that is called by rule SSMBEGIN, and therefore must exist in the same rule set

for the rule to be enabled. See Customize the Startup with SSMBEGUX.
– SSMSTAUX is a user exit program that is called by rule SSMSTATE, and therefore must exist in the same rule

set for the rule to be enabled. For information about customizing SSMSTAUX, see documentation in the sample
SSMSTAUX program.

This step is complete when the required rule members and rules packets for each started task are auto-enabled.

Sample Code

The following code is an example of the SSMCICS rules packet:

)MSG DFS810A                                                            

)PROC                                                                   

/*********************************************************************/ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*              Proprietary and Confidential Information             */ 

/*                  and Intellectual Property of CA                  */ 

/*                       Copyright (C) 2018 CA                       */ 

/*                        All Rights Reserved.                       */ 
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/*                                                                   */ 

/*   Name       - SSMIMS                                             */ 

/*   Purpose    - Set the current state of IMS                       */ 

/*                based on message traffic.                          */ 

/*   Related    - STATEMAN                                           */ 

/*   Globals    - None                                               */ 

/*   Parms      - None                                               */ 

/*   Keywords   - None                                               */ 

/*   Language   - OPS/REXX                                           */ 

/*   History    - 27 May 1993 GEM  - Original implementation         */ 

/*                11 Sep 2007 MDR  - Removed TYPE check              */ 

/*              - 29 Jul 2016 JXS  - Remove '/*@#nn*/' from col 73   */ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*   Notes      - None                                               */ 

/*********************************************************************/ 

if OPSINFO('EXITTYPE') ¬== 'MVS' then return                            

job=msg.jobname                                                         

select                                                                  

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/* DFS810A - IMS READY  IMSX                                         */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----*/

  when msg.id == 'DFS810A' then                                       

    address SQL "Update STCTBL set current_state='UP'",               

                  "where jobname=:job"                                

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Not interested in this message                                    */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----*/

  otherwise nop                                                       

end                                                                    

return

Step 5: Add STCTBL and STCTBL_ACT Tables to the Directory Table

The Stateman Controls panel lets you add your tables to the control of the SSM directory table.

 To add your STCTBL and STCTBL_ACT tables to the SSM directory table 

1. Select option 1 from the Stateman Controls panel (=4.11).
The following panel displays:

SSM Control--------------- CAXX -- O P S V I E W --------------- No SSM Tables  

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM                                     Wait ===> 10 

                 System ===> *                                                

  Parameters:  Stateman ===> ACTIVE          (Active/Passive/Inactive/Noprereq)

               Statetbl ===> SSM_MANAGED_TBLS                                 

                Version ===> 3                                                

                                                       State Names            

 Cmd  Managed Table     Mode  Action Table       Up       Down    Unknown  

 --- ------------------ ---- ------------------ -------- -------- --------

 ADD                     A                      UP       DOWN     UNKNOWN   

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

This panel displays the current operating mode that SSM is using, the name of the directory table
(SSM_MANAGED_TBLS is the default), and a control section.
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SSM Control--------------- CAXX -- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM                                     Wait ===> 10  

                System ===> *                                                 

 Parameters:  Stateman ===> PASSIVE         (Active/Passive/Inactive/Noprereq)

              Statetbl ===> SSM_MANAGED_TBLS                                  

               Version ===> 3                                                 

                                                      State Names             

Cmd  Managed Table     Mode  Action Table       Up       Down    Unknown      

--- ------------------ ---- ------------------ -------- -------- --------     

ADD STCTBL              A   STCTBL_ACT         UP       DOWN     UNKNOWN      

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

• In the control section, add your tables to the control of the SSM.
• Change data on this panel by tabbing to the Stateman field, type PASSIVE and press Enter.

This places SSM in PASSIVE mode.
• Tab to the following fields and type the data that are shown into Add Table.
• After you have placed entries in all fields, press Enter.

This step is complete when the STCTBL_ACT and STCTBL tables are defined in the directory table of the SSM, SSM is in
PASSIVE mode, and the current state and desired state match for each system resource defined in the STCTBL table.

You can view and change the states using OPSVIEW option 4.11.2.

Step 6: Test the SSM Operation

In this step, you use the started task resource table, STCTBL, and the action table STCTBL_ACT, to test that SSM
correctly starts and stops resources. To simplify testing, use the ISPF split screen feature to create two viewing windows:

• In the first window, use the System State Manager Resource Control panel, which is option 4.11.2 in OPSVIEW.
• In the second window, access the OPSLOG (OPSVIEW option 1) or access a product that lets you view the SYSLOG

data set and issue commands, such as the SYSVIEW product or the IBM SDSF product.

Test the STATEMAN Rules Packet

To verify that the rules in the STATEMAN rules packet set the CURRENT_STATE columns correctly in your started task
table (STCTBL), complete the following steps:

1. Issue z/OS commands to start and stop the started tasks that are defined in the table.
2. Verify that the current states are DOWN when the tasks are stopped and UP when the tasks are initialized completely.
3. Because SSM is running in PASSIVE mode, verify that the desired states change with the current states.

Test SSM

To determine whether SSM correctly starts and stops your started tasks, complete the following tasks:

1. Issue z/OS commands to stop the tasks.
2. Verify that both the current state and desired state are set to down.

On the System State Manager Control panel, enter ACTIVE in the Stateman field to change the SSM resource
monitoring mode to ACTIVE. ACTIVE mode causes the SSMBEGIN request rule to execute, prompting you with the
messages shown in Setting the Desired State. Because you have already set the desired state, select option 5 in
response to these messages.

NOTE
The WTOR message from the SSMBEGIN request rule is not sent to your TSO session.

3. Start one of your started tasks by issuing the following z/OS command:
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S taskname

This step causes the SSMSTART rule to capture the S taskname command and update the desired state to UP for
that resource. SSM then initiates the action that is defined in the STCTBL_ACT table to get the task started.

4. Verify that the task starts correctly. Once it has initialized fully, verify that both the current state and desired state for
the task are set to UP.

While SSM restarts the task, you can verify its progress by locating these messages in the SYSLOG or in the
OPSLOG. In this sample, SSMSTART changes the desired state of a job to UP and the current state to UNKNOWN.
This causes the unknown action to fire, rule SSMSTATE, which determines the current state of the task and sets
it accordingly. If the current state is DOWN, then the DOWN_UP action fires to start the task, as indicated in these
messages.  

The STARTING_UP=NO ACTION FOUND message is normal if there is not any Action that is defined for this
combination of current and desired states.

S taskname

OPSNOTIFY Start request of SSM managed resource taskname processed.

OPS7902H STATEMAN ACTION FOR STCTBL.taskname: UNKNOWN RULE=SSMSTATE 

    TABLE(STCTBL) NAME(taskname) TYPE() JOBNAME(taskname) DESIRED(UP)

OPS7902H STATEMAN ACTION FOR STCTBL.taskname: DOWN_UP MVSCMD=START taskname

OPS1181H OPSMAIN        (*Local*) MVS N/A OPSYSTZS START taskname

OPS7902H STATEMAN ACTION FOR STCTBL.taskname: STARTING_UP=NO ACTION FOUND

5. Issue this command:
P taskname

6. Verify that SSM correctly stops the started task and that both the current state and desired state are set to DOWN after
the task has ended. The process SSM uses to stop the task is much the same as the process that executes when you
issued the S taskname command, except that the messages in the SYSLOG or OPSLOG reflect the stopping actions.

Test Maintenance of Desired States

To test how well SSM keeps a resource in its desired state, perform these steps:

1. Start a started task and verify that the current state and desired state are set to UP.
2. Simulate the task abending by entering the z/OS command to stop the resource. Disable the SSMSTART rule so that it

does not respond to the STOP (P taskname) command and set the Desired state to DOWN.
The STOP command bypasses the command trapping rules, causing the desired state not to be set to DOWN.

3. When the task ends, verify that SSM restarts it.
A restart should take place because initially you set current state and desired state to UP, and then the
STOP taskname command triggered a rule that changed the current state of the task to DOWN. This mismatch of
current state (DOWN) and desired state (UP) should cause SSM to dispatch the action that is needed to restore the
task to its desired state.

Test Prerequisite Checking

To test whether SSM checks prerequisites (if any are defined) for your started tasks, follow a procedure like the one after
the example table.

Suppose that your STCTBL table contains rows defining these tasks:

 NAME  DESIRED_STATE  CURRENT_STATE  PREREQ  MISSING_PREREQ 
TESTTASK1 DOWN DOWN NULL NULL
TESTTASK2 DOWN DOWN TESTTASK1 NULL
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TESTTASK1 has no prerequisites but is itself a prerequisite for TESTTASK2, so TESTTASK1 must be active before
TESTTASK2 can start.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Issue the command S TESTTASK2.
The desired state for TESTTASK2 changes to UP, and the MISSING_PREREQ column value changes to TESTTASK1
(issue the P line command in 4.11.2 on TESTTASK2), indicating that TESTTASK2 cannot start until this prerequisite is
satisfied.

2. Next, issue the command S TESTTASK1 and verify that TESTTASK1 starts first, and then TESTTASK2 starts.
3. After both tasks become active, issue the command P TESTTASK1 to stop the first task.

The desired state for TESTTASK1 changes to DOWN and the MISSING_PREREQ value for the task changes to
TESTTASK2, indicating that SSM cannot stop TESTTASK1 until the task that requires it, and TESTTASK2 is also
stopped.

4. Issue the command P TESTTASK2 now.
SSM stops TESTTASK2 first, then TESTTASK1.

This step is complete when you have tested the SSMSTART and SSMSTOP rules and the following SSM operations
successfully:

• Starting and stopping of started tasks
• Ability to keep a resource in its desired state
• Prerequisite checking.

Step 7: Perform an IPL with SSM

You test how SSM functions during system shutdown and at IPL time. Before you test the SSM functions, consider the
following information:

• Set the OPS/MVS STATEMAN parameter to ACTIVE.
• You completed the previous Steps 1 through 6 successfully. If you set the monitoring mode to PASSIVE for started

tasks that you did not want to include in your other SSM tests, change the MODE value for those tasks to ACTIVE.
Then, repeat Step 6 for each task.

• The MODE value for the STCTBL table and each started task is ACTIVE.
• The current states and desired states in your STCTBL table are UP for tasks that are active or DOWN for inactive

tasks.
• You created a COMMNDnn member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation that contains the following, or you have set

up an equivalent capability to complete the following items:
– The OPS/MVS START command
– The starting of tasks (if any) that SSM does not control
– The tasks that SSM does not start at IPL, but manages after those tasks become active (these tasks are the tasks

for which you set the IPL_STATE value to IPL in Step 2: Review and Customize the STCTBL Table).

Perform a System Shutdown

With SSM, system shutdown is nothing more than setting the DESIRED_STATE to DOWN for all active started tasks
that SSM controls. The OPS.CCLXSAMP data set contains a member that is called SSMSHUT, which provides various
options you can tailor to meet your shutdown requirements.

If you intend to use the SSMSHUT program when you implement SSM on your production
system, see the SSMSHUT Program information to understand how it works and
decide what will be the best method to initiate your system shutdown process. For this testing purpose, invoke SSMSHUT
by issuing the following console command:

!OI SSMSHUT
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NOTE
In this console command above, the ! (exclamation point) represents the OSF command character, as set by the
parameter OSFCHAR.

In response, you see the following message:

002 SSMSHUT MVS System shutdown requested at 12:20. Reply

  within 00:01 'A' to abort or 'N' to shutdown now.

Reply N to initiate the shutdown process. The following occurs:

• The SSMSHUT program sets the DESIRED_STATE column for all started tasks in the STCTBL table to DOWN.
• SSM responds to the mismatch of current state (UP) and desired state (DOWN) by invoking the correct shutdown

command or procedure that is specified in the STCTBL_ACT table.
• The started tasks end and the appropriate rules packets set the current state to DOWN.
• SSMSHUT enables a sample rule that is named SSMSHUTM, which displays all resources that have not terminated

due to prerequisite constraints every 60 seconds. The SSMSHUTM rule must be present in an active rule set and
might need to be copied from the hlq.CCLXRULM data set.

Once you start a system shutdown or IPL, you can invoke the SSMDISP OPS/REXX program. By using this command
periodically, you can monitor the current state and the desired state as time lapses.

The following console commands to invoke the SSMDISP program can help you diagnose any problems with SSM that
may occur during your initial system shutdown or IPL.

OI SSMDISP
Displays resources where the current state does not equal the desired state.

!OI SSMDISP ALL
Displays all resources.

For more information, see the SSMDISP Program information.

The SSMDISP REXX program should display all started tasks that do not have both their current state and desired state
set to DOWN. If you have any tasks that do not have a current state of DOWN, then one of the following is true:

• The task ended but the rule did not execute correctly and set the CURRENT_STATE to DOWN. To correct the
problem, invoke the STATESET OPS/REXX program using this command:
!OI STATESET STCTBL.taskname CURRENT(DOWN)

• The task has a dependent resource and the MISSING_PREREQ column for the task lists a task that has not ended.
SSM will not stop the task until the current state is DOWN for the prerequisite task. Verify the actual status of the
prerequisite task, or issue the following command to bypass prerequisite checking for the task:
!OI STATESET STCTBL.taskname MODE(NOPREREQ)

• SSM initiated the action to stop the task, but the task is hung.

Proceed with your shutdown of the system and note any tasks that needed special attention.

Perform a System IPL

Perform the IPL using your newly created COMMNDnn member or equivalent functionality. After OPS/MVS initializes and
SSM becomes active, the SSMBEGIN request rule executes and prompts you to select a startup option.

NOTE
Remember that you must use a startup option to initiate SSM at IPL time.
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At this point, both the CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE columns in the STCTBL table are set to the table-relative
UNKNOWN state. Your STCTBL entries resemble the following example (not all columns are shown):

 NAME  CURRENT_STATE  DESIRED_STATE  IPL_STATE 
TASK1 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UP
TASK2 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN IPL
TASK3 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN DOWN

Reply 3 to the WTOR to initiate the startup process. The following occurs:

1. The SSMBEGIN rules copy the contents of the IPL_STATE column of the STCTBL table into the DESIRED_STATE
column. TASK1 now has DESIRED_STATE and IPL_STATE values of UP, TASK2 has DESIRED_STATE and
IPL_STATE values of IPL, and TASK3 has DESIRED_STATE and IPL_STATE values of DOWN.

2. A mismatch of the CURRENT_STATE (UNKNOWN) and the DESIRED_STATE (UP, DOWN, or IPL) causes SSM to
search the STCTBL_ACT table and dispatch the appropriate startup action. In this case, you invoke the request rule
as shown here:
RULE("SSMSTATE TABLE(&SSMTABLE) NAME(&NAME) JOBNAME(&JOBNAME)...")

3. The SSMSTATE request rule detects what actual state the task is in on your system and sets its CURRENT_STATE
accordingly. Because this is an IPL, most tasks are DOWN except for tasks that SSM does not start. These tasks may
be UP.
The entries in the STCTBL table now look like this:

 NAME  CURRENT_STATE  DESIRED_STATE  IPL_STATE 
TASK1 DOWN UP UP
TASK2 UP IPL IPL
TASK3 DOWN DOWN DOWN

1. SSM reacts to the mismatched DESIRED_STATE and CURRENT_STATE again, searches the STCTBL_ACT table,
and dispatches the correct start command or procedure for each task that has a CURRENT_STATE of DOWN
and a DESIRED_STATE of UP. If any tasks have a CURRENT_STATE of UP and a DESIRED_STATE of IPL, the
SSMUPIPL request rule changes the DESIRED_STATE of those tasks to UP. SSM takes no action for any task that is
not supposed to be started at IPL time. These tasks have CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE values of DOWN.

2. Once the started tasks initialize, the SSM rules packets set the CURRENT_STATE columns to UP for each task.

NOTE
As long as TSO is available, use OPSVIEW option 4.3 to view server activity. This data can help you diagnose
any problems that you may encounter during system shutdown or IPL by showing server commands in progress
and any excessive queue delay times. You can also use OPSVIEW option 4.11.2 (System State Manager
Resource Control) to watch the states of resources change.

Create Other Resource and Action Tables
Contents

To create more SSM tables, see Editing Relational Tables. You can use the STCTBL and STCTBL_ACT tables that you
created using the Snapshot facility as a template for other tables. You can also use the Insert option of the table editor
which creates table models with the columns SSM requires.

To create tables outside of the table editor, you can issue SQL CREATE TABLE statements in a REXX program, from
native TSO, or from a CLIST. The sample CREATE TABLE statements list the column requirements for resource and
action tables.
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Decide How Many Tables to Define

In general, define a separate table for each type of resource instead of mixing different resource types in one table. This
approach helps ensure that most of the columns in each table are specific to a particular resource.

For example, suppose that your company has a remote warehouse that uses a CICS-based inventory application. This
type of application requires a cluster controller at the remote site, an SNA communications line, a 3745 communications
controller, the CICS region, VTAM, and JES. With all of these resources defined in one table, certain data items that
required for the communications controller (NCP name, for example) or CICS region (JOBNAME) are null for other
resources and would waste space in the table. Wasted space is the main disadvantage of defining too few tables.

Sample SQL statement creating a resource table
SQL CREATE TABLE SSM_TBL1

(NAME CHAR(18) UPPER CASE NULL PRIMARY KEY,

CURRENT_STATE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'UNKNOWN',

DESIRED_STATE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'UNKNOWN',

MODE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'ACTIVE',

PREMODE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'ACTIVE',

REFMODE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'ACTIVE',

ACTMODE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'ACTIVE',

SCHEDMODE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'ACTIVE',

JOBNAME CHAR(8) UPPER CASE,

TYPE CHAR(18) UPPER CASE,

CHKPOINT_STATE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'UNKNOWN',

IPL_STATE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT 'UNKNOWN',

PREREQ VARCHAR(250) UPPER CASE,

MISSING_PREREQ VARCHAR(250) UPPER CASE,

RESOURCE_TEXT VARCHAR(128),  [optional]

SSM#CNTLGRP VARCHAR(128) UPPER CASE,  [optional]

PREV_STATE CHAR(16) UPPER CASE,

INTERNAL_DATA1 HEX(32))

Sample SQL statement defining an action table

SQL CREATE TABLE SSM_ACTIONS (ACTION_PROCESS CHAR(8) UPPER CASE PRIMARY

KEY DEFAULT 'ACTION',

ACTION_CURRENT CHAR(8) UPPER CASE NULL PRIMARY KEY,

ACTION_DESIRED CHAR(8) UPPER CASE PRIMARY KEY DEFAULT '',

ACTION_MODE CHAR(8) UPPER CASE PRIMARY KEY DEFAULT '',

ACTION_RES_TABLE CHAR(18) UPPER CASE PRIMARY KEY DEFAULT '',

ACTION_RES_TYPE CHAR(18) UPPER CASE PRIMARY KEY DEFAULT '',

ACTION_TEXT VARCHAR(450))

Add User Columns to an Existing SSM Table

You may need to insert more user control columns within an SSM resource table after the initial SSM implementation.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter OPSVIEW option 2.6 to list all RDF tables.
2. Type an I (Insert) beside the SSM table (using STCTBL as an example), tab to the New Table column, and enter a new

table name, such as STCTBL_NEW.
3. Press enter from the Specify Attributes Panel.

The table structure of the current STCTBL that you are modifying displays.
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4. Use ISPF edit to insert new column names and their corresponding structures and then press PF3.

WARNING
Do not remove or modify any required SSM monitor columns as documented. Do not name any new column
with values that may be used as the desired or current state value of a resource. Do not name any new
column with a prefix of SSM#. OPS/MVS reserves the SSM# column prefix for internal use.

The table is saved with the new column names and their corresponding structures.
5. Type a T (Transfer) beside the STCTBL, tab to the New Table Column, and then enter the name of the newly created

table, which is STCTBL_NEW in this example.
All existing data transfers from the old table to the new table, and the new table is ready to be placed in SSM control.

6. Place the new table in SSM control by first removing the existing STCTBL from SSM control using the OPSVIEW
option 4.11.1 SSM control panel.

7. Once removed from SSM control, rename the existing STCTBL to a back-up name such as STCTBL_OLD using
option R in the RDF table editor (OPSVIEW option 2.6).

8. Rename STCTBL_NEW to STCTBL using the same R option in the RDF table editor.
9. Read the new STCTBL back to SSM control. Keep in mind that depending on the user SSM automation that is in

place, the SSMBEGIN routine can fire upon the read of the table. We recommend that you first understand the impact
of any user code within this routine can perform. The SSMBEGIN rule can be safely disabled before you readd
the table using 4.11.1 if the automated logic path is unknown. Upon the read of the table to SSM control, both the
CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE columns are set to UNKNOWN.
To reprime these states to their current values:
a. Set the SSM global MODE column to PASSIVE using the OPSVIEW 4.11.1 panel.
b. Issue the TSO command 'OPSQL UPDATE STCTBL SET DESIRED_STATE = CHKPOINT_STATE'.

This command sets the DESIRED_STATE column to the value that it was in before the table renaming.
The SSMSTATE (UNKNOWN action) fires and set the CURRENT_STATE to the true state of the resource (UP or
DOWN). After the CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATES are synchronized correctly, the mode of SSM should be
set back to ACTIVE.

Parameters That Control SSM Operation
The following OPS/MVS parameters affect the operation of SSM directly. You can set these parameters at product
initialization, and you can change these parameters at any time. For more detailed information about each parameter, see
the System State Manager Parameters.

• SSMACTIVEGLOBAL Parameter
Sets a globally visible status for the local system and immediately transmits the status to all OPS/MVS systems that
are connected through MSF.

• SSMAUDIT Parameter
If YES, causes OPS7914T messages to send to OPSLOG for every significant change to the resource tables or
directory table.

• SSMAUXTBLPREFIX Parameter
Specifies an auxiliary table name prefix, making that RDF table eligible for change monitoring by the SSM engine.

• SSMDEBUG Parameter
Causes messages OPS7913T, OPS7914T, and OPS9999T to be sent to OPSLOG.

• SSMGLOBALEXITTBL Parameter
Specifies a valid 1-to-18-character RDF table name. The specified table is used to process the SSMGLOBALEXITS
parameter.

• SSMGLOBALEXITS Parameter
Determines whether the global exit facility remains active while SSM is executing.

• SSMGLVPREFIX Parameter
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Specifies a global variable name prefix that substitutes for the & when the string &.nnnn is found in an action string.
• SSMMONITOREDCOLn Parameter

Five parameters that each specify a 1- to 18-character RDF table column name. Columns specified here will be
actively monitored for changes by SSM.

• SSMPLEXNAME Parameter
Sets the SSMplex name of the local system name and then transmits that name to all systems that have an MSF
connection to the local system.

• SSMPRIORITY Parameter
Sets a global priority for the local system and transmits this value to all OPS/MVS systems that are connected through
MSF.

• SSMSUBPREFIX Parameter
Specifies an RDF table name prefix that awakens the SSM subtask manager from a wait state.

• SSMSUBRULE Parameter
Specifies the name of an enabled AOF request rule to that the SSM subtask manager executes whenever the subtask
manager is awakened.

• SSMVERSION Parameter
Specifies the version of SSM to activate. 2 and 3 are the only supported versions.

• STATEGROUPMAN Parameter
Determines whether SSM automatically maintains Group Manager tables.

• STATEIGNOREMPRE Parameter
Controls whether nonexistent SSM resource prerequisites are considered missing when prerequisite processing that
the SSM engine task performs.

• STATEMAN Parameter
Controls the overall mode SSM uses to monitor resources. The default monitoring mode is ACTIVE.

• STATEMATCHPREFIX Parameter
Controls whether SSM prerequisite and subrequisite processing uses the defined UP and DOWN states for a resource
table as states that must match exactly or as prefix values that must match only up to the length of the state names.

• STATEMAXACTION Parameter
Limits the number of actions per minute that SSM can take for any resource that it manages (five is the default).
When this limit is exceeded, SSM issues the message OPS7903W STATEMAN ACTION LIMIT EXCEEDED
FOR table.name.
STATEMAXACTION lets SSM detect and correct any repetitive actions for a problem task. You can write a rule that
message OPS7903W triggers that updates the CURRENT_STATE value to ERROR, which could then trigger some
action to take care of the problem task.

• STATEMAXWAIT Parameter
Determines how often SSM scans its tables to detect resources with mismatched CURRENT and DESIRED states.

• STATETBL Parameter
Names the directory table. The default name is SSM_MANAGED_TBLS.

• STATETBLLOG Parameter
Determines whether messages are produced in OPSLOG when a change is made to the active SSM directory table
using the OPSSMTBL command.

Manage Tables with the OPSSMTBL Command
The SSM uses the directory table to manage the resource information table or tables. The OPSSMTBL command allows
you to maintain the directory table; for example, you can:
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• Add resource information tables to the directory table.
• Delete resource information tables from the directory table.
• Change the operating mode and attributes of resource information tables listed in the directory table.
• Return the names of resource information tables in the directory into CLIST variables or as messages on your TSO

terminal.

OPSSMTBL Command Syntax

The following is the syntax for the OPSSMTBL command:

OPSSMTBL (keywords)

Associated Variables

The following table shows the CLIST and REXX variables created by the OPSSMTBL LIST command with
CMDRESP(CLIST/REXX). The default value for prefix is SSMTBL and n is an ascending index number.

Variable Contents Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX)

The number of resource information tables
listed in the directory table

Prefix prefix.0

The resource information table name Prefixn prefix.n

The resource table mode PrefixnMODE prefix_MODE.n

The up-state name PrefixnUP prefix_UP.n

The down-state name PrefixnDOWN prefix_DOWN.n

The unknown-state name PrefixnUNKNOWN prefix_UNKNOWN.n

The action table name PrefixnACTION prefix_ACTION.n

The TNGELIGIBLE value PrefixnTNG prefix_TNG.n

Modify Table Data with the STATESET Program
After you create resource tables for the use of SSM, you can change the current state, desired state, and MODE values
specified for a resource in three ways:

• By invoking an SQL UPDATE statement from a rule or OPS/REXX program. The rule or OPS/REXX program should
contain a clause like the following:
ADDRESS SQL

"UPDATE tablename SET columnname = 'state' WHERE NAME = 'name'"

• By invoking an SQL UPDATE statement from a CLIST or TSO/E REXX program. This CLIST or REXX program should
contain a clause like the following:
OPSQL UPDATE tablename SET columnname = 'state' WHERE NAME = 'name'

• By using the STATESET program

Use the STATESET Program

Invoke the STATESET OPS/REXX program to:
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• Change the current state, desired state, or mode of a system resource.
• Change the desired state of other resources associated with this resource.
• Specify whether OPS/MVS waits, and how long it waits, for the current state of a resource to equal the desired state.
• List the current state (or desired state) of a resource. If you do not specify the CURRENT, DESIRED, PREREQ, or

SUBREQ keywords, STATESET lists the current state of the resource.

NOTE
The state names UP, DOWN, and UNKNOWN can be used for any resource, and will be changed internally to
the values specified in the resource directory table entry for the particular resource table in use.

STATESET Syntax

The following is the syntax for the STATESET command:

STATESET (keywords)

NOTE

For detailed information about the STATESET program, including its required and optional keywords, see
STATESET Program in POI Command Processors.

STATESET Program Examples

The following examples demonstrate ways to use the STATESET program:

• To set the desired state of all resources that depend on VTAM to DOWN (and see a listing of the status of VTAM and
all the resources immediately subordinate to it), use this syntax:
STATESET VTAM SUBREQ(DOWN)

• To list the current and desired states, and the mode of VTAM use this syntax:
STATESET VTAM

• To change the desired state of VTAM to DOWN, use this syntax:
STATESET VTAM DESIRED(DOWN)

Invoke the STATESET Program in Various Environments

You can invoke the STATESET program from:

• Another REXX program (in an AOF rule or automation procedure) in either TSO/E REXX or OPS/REXX. Use this
format:
CALL 'STATESET' resourcename [options]

• A TSO environment using the OPS/MVS OI command. Use this format:
OI STATESET resourcename [options]

• The TSO command line (such as ISPF option 6 or TSO Ready mode). Use this format:
STATESET resourcename [options]

WARNING
The library containing the STATESET program must be concatenated to the SYSPROC ddname.

NOTE
You can also use this format as a host command in a TSO/E REXX program or CLIST. In any of the above
formats, you can specify tablename.resourcename instead of resourcename. It is more efficient to include
tablename.
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Manage Tables Through OPSVIEW
To view or edit the contents of SSM tables (and all other OPS/MVS relational tables), you can use the OPS/
MVS Relational Data Framework (RDF) table editor of OPSVIEW.

Edit and Browse Tables Through the Table Editor

To edit or browse tables with the RDF table editor, select option 2.6 from the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. OPS/
MVS responds by displaying the RDF Table Editor Primary Panel, as shown:

RDF Table Editor --------------- Primary Panel --------------------------------

OPTION ===>

       B - Browse table                 R - Rename table

       C - Copy table                   D - Delete table

       E - Edit table                   F - Free table

       I - Insert new table             T - Transfer table contents

                    blank - Display table list

SPECIFY RELATIONAL TABLE (see note below):

   NAME     ===> ___________________________  (Required for B, C,D,E,F,R,T)

   NEWNAME  ===> ___________________________  (Required for C,I,R,T)

CONFIRM DELETES: YES (Enter YES to require delete confirmation)

NOTE: To use a table on another system specify the table name as system>table

      Specify ? as the system name to get a list of all systems.

Edit or Browse Through the System State Manager Interface

To edit or browse tables from the OPSVIEW System State Manager interface, select option 4.11 from the OPSVIEW
Primary Options Menu.

 OPS/MVS responds by displaying the System State Manager menu panel, as shown:

System State Manager---------- S034 -- O P S V I E W ---------- Subsystem OPSD

OPTION  ===>

Date/Time: 2009/10/13 08:54

   1  Control       - Set/Display SSM parameters and resource tables

   2  Status        - Set/Display states of SSM controlled resources

   3  Snapshot      - Create/Modify a local SSM started task resource table

   4  Scheduler     - Set/Display schedules for SSM controlled resources

   5  Group Manager - Create/Manage groups of System State Manager resources

   A  Action Editor - Create and maintain SSM action tables

   G  Global Status - Set/Display states of SSM controlled global resources

   R  Resource Edit - Create and maintain SSM resource tables

Press END to return

Use the SSM Control Panel

From the SSM Control panel, you can perform these tasks:

• Activate or deactivate the SSM or operate it in PASSIVE mode.
• Specify a new directory table.
• Add a resource information table to the directory table.
• Associate an action table with a resource information table.
• Activate or deactivate monitoring for a resource information table or place the table in PASSIVE mode.
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NOTE

 For more information about the OPSVIEW SSM Control option as well as all the options available under the
OPSVIEW System State Manager facility, see the  Using OPSVIEW .

SSMDISP Command -- Display Resource Status
The SSMDISP OPS/REXX program that is located in your opsmvshlq.CCLXEXEC library displays the status of SSM
resources using a multi-line WTO.

You can filter the resources that you want to display by mode or whether the current state is equal to the desired state.
Also, you can direct the output of the program to a specific console or areaid. If you use the SSMDISP program with the
SSMDISPC command rule, an OSF server is not required to run SSMDISP. You can call SSMDISP as a subroutine from
any OPS/REXX program.

This command has the following syntax:

SSMDISP

   [EXC|ALL]

   [MODE(ssmmode)]

   [CNNAME(console name)]

   [AREAID(display area)]

The keywords of the SSMDISP command have these values:

EXC|ALL
(Optional) One of the following values:

• EXC -- Displays only the SSM resources whose current state does not match the desired state. This option is
the default.

• ALL -- Displays all SSM resources, regardless of their state.

MODE(ssmmode)
(Optional) Displays only the SSM resources whose mode matches the specified mode. Valid values are ACTIVE,
INACTIVE, PASSIVE, and NOPREREQ. The default is to not filter by mode.

CNNAME(console name)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the z/OS console to which the multiline output is directed. The default is
MSTRINFO routing with no specific console.

AREAID(display area)
(Optional) Specifies the z/OS console display area in which the multiline output appears if the output is directed to
a console through CNNAME or CNID. The default is Z.

Output from SSMDISP

The SSMDISP multi-line WTO output consists of a control line that indicates the overall status of SSM, output column
labels, and one or more resource lines. As shown in the following example, the resource lines include the table.resource
name, mode, current and desired states, and a portion of the missing prerequisite column:

OPX1371I Stateman Status: ACTIVE

Resource Name          Mod Current  Desired  Missing Prerequisites

---------------------- --- -------- -------- -------------------------

DGTBL1.DG1             ACT DOWN     UP       DG2

DGTBL1.DG2             ACT DOWN     UP

Examples of SSMDISP
The following examples demonstrate ways to use the SSMDISP program:
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• To display the status of all active resources whose current state does not match the desired state on all
consoles that display MSTRINFO routed messages, use this syntax:
!OI SSMDISP MODE(ACTIVE)

• The following example assumes that the SSMDISPC rule is enabled, intercepts the command, and calls
SSMDISP as a subroutine:
SSMDISPC ALL

The resulting multi-line WTO output is automatically routed back to the originating console. In this case, all
resources are displayed, regardless of their state.

SSMSHUT Command -- Set Resource State to Down
As part of a general shutdown of resources, usually in preparation for an IPL, the SSMSHUT OPS/REXX program in your
opsmvshlq.CCLXEXEC library sets the desired state of all SSM resources to DOWN.

The progress of the shutdown and any bottlenecked resources are periodically displayed by the SSMSHUTM rule through
a multiline WTO. The SSMSHUT program enables the SSMSHUTM rule when the shutdown begins. The AT and IN
keywords of the SSMSHUT command allow you to initiate the shutdown at any time in 23 hours of the current time. The
SSMSHUT program also provides the operator with an opportunity to cancel the shutdown.

The EXCLUDE keyword of the SSMSHUT command allows you to perform a partial shutdown of resources by providing
a list of the resources (explicit resource names, global variable names, or both) you want to exclude. SSMGA inactive
copies of movable resources are automatically excluded when SSMGA is active.

This command has the following syntax:

SSMSHUT

   [AT(hh:mm)|IN(hh:mm)]

   [WARNTIME(hh:mm)]

   [CONFIRM(Y|N)]

   [MONITOR(Y|N)]

   [EXCLUDE(resource list|glv names)]

NOTE
The SSMSHUT command uses dynamic time rules to reschedule itself periodically to avoid exceeding the
OSFWAIT and OSFRUN time limits in the server.

The keywords of the SSMSHUT command have these values:

AT(hh:mm)|IN(hh:mm)
(Optional) One of the following values:
AT -- The time at which the shutdown is to occur
IN -- The amount of time from the current time at which the shutdown is to occur
The maximum value is 23:00. The default is IN(00:01) if AT is not specified.

WARNTIME(hh:mm)
(Optional) The amount of time before the actual shutdown time specified by the AT or IN keyword that a z/OS
SEND command is issued to notify users about the impending shutdown. A WTOR is also issued, allowing the
operator to cancel the shutdown if desired. The default is 00:10.

CONFIRM(Y|N)
(Optional) Specifies whether a WTOR is issued to the operator for confirmation that a system shutdown is desired
at the specified time. A reply of U allows the shutdown to continue. The default is Y.

MONITOR(Y|N)
(Optional) Specifies whether the SSMSHUTM TOD rule should be enabled to monitor resource shutdown
progress once the shutdown has been started. The default is Y.
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EXCLUDE(resource list|glv names)
(Optional) A string of resource names that are specified as name or table.name. Global variable names can also
appear in the list of names. The values of the variables are resolved and added to the resource name string.

Example: SSMSHUT

The following example illustrates changing the desired state of all SSM resources except JES2 to the DOWN state in 30
minutes from the current time. It also issues a warning message to all TSO users 5 minutes before the shutdown and
provides the operator with an opportunity to cancel the shutdown.

!OI SSMSHUT IN(00:30) EXCLUDE(STCTBL.JES2) WARNTIME(00:05)

Using SSM Global Application

About SSMGAV2
The System State Manager Global Application Version 2 (SSMGAV2) uses some basic features of OPS/MVS SYSPLEX
capabilities, SSM, and a new REXX-coded application to implement monitoring and control of operations that span
multiple systems in a SYSPLEX.

SSMGAV2 uses the SYSPLEX features to remove the MSF dependency, global system concept, and data replication that
SSMGA needs.

SSMGAV2 lets you perform the following tasks:

• Apply cross-system prerequisite and subrequisite to resource status determination.
• Move a resource, or group of resources, from one processor to another with minimum transition time.
• Monitor the status of resources from multiple systems on a single, integrated ISPF display.
• Display and control SSMGAV2 from an operator console or automation procedure by using a command rule.
• Restore the operation of a resource automatically, when its preferred host fails, by restarting the resource on an

alternate host.

How SSMGAV2 Works

OPS/MVS® Event Management and AutomationSYSPLEX scope variables are maintained to store data of moveable
resources. This data is used to insert resources into STATEMAN tables when a resource moves to a new system. The
resources are then deleted from STATEMAN tables on the old system.

• Moves the resources when the SSM#DESSYS value is updated.
• Processes the SSMGAV2 commands that the GAV2CMD command rule generates to move and display moveable

resources.

How to Set Up SSMGAV2 with SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2

NOTE

This section is intended for users who are setting up SSMGAV2 for the first time.

When the SSMPLEXAPP parameter is set to SSMGAV2, many of the SSMGAV2 SSM application components are
installed automatically. Required AOF SSMGAV2 rules are dynamically enabled at SSM startup and required resource
actions and global exit actions are internally invoked at the appropriate times in resource processing. The end result is a
fully functional SSM sysplex application that exploits the sysplex variable service to support movable resources and cross-
system prerequisite and sub-requisite relationships.
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The SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2 setup requirements for OPS/MVS parameter settings, AOF rules, REXX programs, and
resource table columns are discussed in this section. These requirements apply to all systems that participate in the
global SSMplex.

To set up one system, follow Steps 1 through 7. To replicate these changes to external systems, follow Step 8.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the CCS CAVARSRV component.
SSMGAV2 requires the Common Components and Services (CCS) Common Variable Service (CAVARSRV)
component to run. SSMGAV2 uses the OPS/REXX function OPSVASRV() to create and maintain SYSPLEX scope
variables as a database for movable resources.

2. Activate the SSM Global Event Facility.
You activate the SSM global event facility, which SSMGAV2 uses to keep the SYSPLEX scope variables in sync with
the SSM table data. If you already use the SSM global event facility, then you can skip this step.
To activate the global event facility, specify the following parameters:
SSMGLOBALEXITS=YES

SSMGLOBALEXITTBL=RDF_table_name

Suggested RDF table name value (Default): SSMV2_GBLEXIT_TBL
The specified RDF table name is the name of the global events action table. SSM automatically creates this table
when parameter SSMGLOBALEXITS is set to YES. For information about creating the table manually before setting
parameter SSMGLOBALEXITS, see Using System State Manager.

3. Set the SSMGAV2 parameters.
a. Set SSMPLEXAPP to SSMGAV2.
b. Assign an SSMPLEXNAME to each system that participates in an SSMGAV2 global status management complex.

SSMPLEXNAME=SSMplex_name

SSMplex_name
Specifies the collective name for all systems in an SSMplex. All systems in the SSMplex must be in the same
SYSPLEX.
Limit: 8 character maximum

c. Set the GLVNOTIFYRULES parameter to YES.
d. Set the OSFTSLMAX parameter to a value greater than 0.

A long running server is required for the SGSYSFLR REXX code due to the wait time for the WTOR.
4. Replace the old SSMBEGIN rule with the new version that provides SSMGAV2 support, and auto-enable it.

The following required AOF rules are dynamically enabled at SSM startup automatically and are listed here for
information purposes only:

GAV2CMD
This command rule is used to control or display SSMGAV2 movable resources.
This command rule supports the following commands:
DPLEX

[ssmplexname|ALL]
Displays all SSMGAV2 SSMplex names that are defined within the current SYSPLEX and the active systems
defined to each SSMplex.
Examples:GAV2CMD DPLEX ALL
DGROUP [

ssmplexname|*] [ssmgroupname]
Displays the resources that are members of the specified ssmgroupname. You can get a list of all groups defined
in the SSMplex by omitting the ssmgroupname.
Examples:GAV2CMD DGROUPGAV2CMD DGROUP * GROUP4

• DRES ssmplexname resname [colname]
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Displays status information for the resource name specified.
Examples:GAV2CMD DRES CSSMPLEX STCTBL.* CURRENT_STATEGAV2CMD DRES * STC*.IMS*
SSM#SYSLSTGAV2CMD DRES CSSMPLEX *.*
Important! This command can cause voluminous output.
GAV2CMD DRES * *

• MRES ssmplexname|* resname TOSYS(sysname) DESIRED(desired_state)

Moves the resource to a new system and sets the desired state to designated value.

• MGROUP ssmplexname|* groupname TOSYS(sysname) DESIRED(desired_state)

Moves the resources in the specified group to a new system and sets the desired state to designated value.

• HELP command

Displays the syntax for the indicated command.
Syntax Notes:

• ssmplexname is a valid SSMPLEXNAME or * that indicates the SSMplex to which the current system belongs.
• resname might be in the form system.table.name, table.name, or only name. A partial resource name

might update or display multiple resources.
• sysname might be in the form system.subsys or system. Omitted portions of the sysname are completed with

values for the current system.

GAV2GLV
This GLV rule recovers SSMGAV2 movable resources.

GAV2GLVP
This GLV rule creates SYSPLEX scope variables that manage cross-system prereq/subreqs.

GAV2GLVU
This GLV rule updates SSMGAV2 movable resources.

GAV2GLVX
This GLV rule is used to POST the STATEMAN subtask when cross system PREREQs or SUBREQs are updated.

SGBLPLVA
This request rule creates the SYSPLEX variables use by the SSMGAV2 application.

SGMOVRS1
This request rule executes for the SSMGAV2 MATCH action.

SGSYSFL
This MSG rule identifies a system in the SSMPLEX is down and start the recovery process.

SGUPPLVA
This request rule processes the SSM Global events.

SGXSCOMM
This command rule is used by SSMGAV2 to communicate cross system using the MVS ROUTE command.

SSMBEGIN
Replaces the old SSMBEGIN rule with the new version that provides SSMGAV2 support.

SSMG2PRX
Executes the XPREREQ and XSUBREQ process events for cross-system prereq/subreq evaluation.

The following required REXX programs are invoked internally by the SSM subtask for specific events such as updated
states of resources and are listed here for information purposes only.

GAV2CMDR
This REXX is called by the GAV2CMD rule to process the request.
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GAV2VFY
This REXX is the SSMGAV2 verify routine.

SGINSRES
This REXX inserts a row into an SSM resource table using the SSMGAV2 SYSPLEX variables as data.

SGMOVRES
This REXX performs the move of an SSMGAV2 resource.

SGSETMON
This REXX updates the monitored columns to include SSMGAV2 resource columns.

SGSYSFLR
This REXX is called by the SGSYSFL rule to handle resource recovery when a system in the SSMPLEX is down.

SGSYSFLU
This user exit is called from SGSYSFL to handle special user SSM#MOVMOD values.

SGUPDPRE
This REXX creates the SYSPLEX scope variables that are needed for cross system PREREQ/SUBREQ
processing.

SGUPDRES
This REXX creates the SYSPLEX global variables that are used to process cross system PREREQs and
SUBREQs.

SGUPDRSC
This REXX updates a row into an SSM resource table using the SSMGAV2 SYSPLEV variables as data.

SSMG2PRE
This REXX processes the XPREREQ and XSUBREQ STATEMAN actions.

5. Add SSM resource table columns.
SSMGAV2 requires several new columns in SSM resource tables to support the functionality that SSMGA provides.
Use REXX program OPSSM2CV to add the required SSMGAV2 columns to SSM resource tables by specifying a
parameter of SSMGA(Y).
Strictly local resources that cannot be moved to another system do not require any column changes. Defaults for non-
existent columns are supplied.
All system name values in SSMGAV2 are in the form:

sysname.subsys

sysname
Specifies the real z/OS system name.

subsys
Specifies the OPS/MVS subsystem name on the system (usually OPSS).

Movable resources require the following new columns:

PRIMARY_SYSTEM CHAR(14) UPPER CASE DEFAULT('*.*')

SSM#CURSYS CHAR(14) UPPER CASE DEFAULT('*.*')

SSM#DESSYS CHAR(14) UPPER CASE DEFAULT('*.*')

SSM#MOVMOD CHAR(8) UPPER CASE DEFAULT('INACTIVE')

SSM#SYSLST VARCHAR(350) UPPER CASE

SSM#GRPLST VARCHAR(350) UPPER CASE

AUTOHOME CHAR(1) UPPER CASE DEFAULT('N')
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The following list describes the new columns:
PRIMARY_SYSTEM

Specifies the preferred system to run the resource and it is also the constant cross-system prereq
specification name for resources that use the movable resource as a prerequisite. Even when the movable
resource is running on an alternate system, the primary system name is still the cross-system prerequisite
name: system.subsys.table.name.

          The system is also used in the naming convention of the SYSPLEX variables to allow for same-named
resources that run on different systems in the SSMplex to be managed by SSMGAV2.

SSM#CURSYS
Contains the current system that owns the resource.

SSM#DESSYS
Specifies the system name to which the resource should be moved. Changing the desired system to an alternate
system name on the current system copy of the resource causes the resource to stop on the current system and
move to the alternate system.

NOTE

The resource must be in an ACTIVE mode to be moved so it can be stopped on the current system.

SSM#MOVMOD
Controls how the current system is selected. A value other than INACTIVE indicates that the resource is movable
from the primary system to any other system specified in the SSM#SYSLST column. The alternate systems
are specified as word or comma delimited list. System names are in sysname.subsys format. The sequence of
alternate system names in the list is an implied priority of alternate systems for automatic selection of an alternate
system.
SSMGA recognizes the following special values for SSM#MOVMOD:

• AUTO causes SSMGAV2 to move a resource automatically to the next available system in the system list
hierarchy when a failure is detected on the owning system.

• WTOR causes SSMGAV2 to issue the GAV2911I MLWTO and GAV2911O WTOR which prompts users to
recover a list of movable resources.

Users can add code to the SGSYSFLU user exit to take special actions for user defined SSM#MOVMOD values.
Any other value of move mode allows movement of resources by manually changing the desired system to an
alternate system.

SSM#SYSLST
Lists all the available systems to which you can move the resource.

SSM#GRPLST
(Optional) Specifies SSM resources, such as a workload, global status, or disaster recovery eligibility, using
arbitrary 1-18 character names. The ISPF monitoring tool uses the group names in SSMGAV2 to move groups of
resources and in the operator command facility for query and action commands. The list of group names is word
or comma delimited. SSMGAV2 monitors the resource group name list for changes.

6. Enter resource configuration values.
Once the required columns have been added to the resource tables, enter the column data values.
a. Enter values for non-movable resources.

• Leave the PRIMARY_SYSTEM, SSM#CURSYS and SSM#DESSYSprimary columns at their default values of
*.* which means the current system.

• Ensure that the SSM#MOVMOD column contains the value INACTIVE.
• Ensure that the SSM#SYSLST column is empty.

b. Enter values for all movable resources:
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• Update the PRIMARY_SYSTEM column with a valid system.subsys name.
• Set the SSM#CURSYS and SSM#DESSYS columns to the primary system name.
• Set the SSM#MOVMOD column value to the appropriate resource recovery value for normal operations.
• Populate the SSM#SYSLST column with the desired system names that are specified in the order in which they

are to be selected.
c. Assign optional group names to movable resources by entering values in the SSM#GRPLST column.

• For movable resources a group name would most likely represent a workload group that can be used in a 'move
group' command.

• Any group names that are specified are implicitly global in scope and must have a unique significance within the
SSMplex.

7. Define cross-system resource prerequisites by updating the PREREQ column with the full cross-system name of the
resource:

system.subsys.table.name

{prisys.}table.resource
Is required and refers to an individual resource that you want to modify. Specifytable.resource with, or without the
primary system portion of the name. At least one keyword of PRISYS, MOVMOD or SYS***.
Example:
SYSLST or SYSADD and/or SYSDEL must be specified beside this resource name.

PRISYS()
Can be used to change the primary system name of the resource. It must be in the formatsystem.subsys. If used
with SSMPLEX keyword, every copy of the specified resource has its PRIMARY_SYSTEM column updated to
the value you specified here. If a new Primary system is specified, and it appears in the current system list of
the resource you are modifying, then it is removed from the system list (unless a new complete SYSLST is also
specified).

MOVMOD()
Can be used to specify a new move mode for the resource.

SYSLST()
Can be used to specify a new complete system list to go in the SSM#SYSLST column for the resource. It will
replace any existing values in the SSM#SYSLST column if used.

SYSADD()
Can be used to add a single new system to the existing SSM#SYSLST column for the resource. It consists of two
comma-separated operands: the system name in the formatsystem.subsys and the position in SSM#SYSLST that
the new system name is placed. For example, SYSADD(SYSA.OPSS,1) adds system SYSA.OPSS to the front of
the system list in column SSM#SYSLST for the resource specified.

SYSDEL()
Can be used with or without SYSADD to remove system names. The value *ALL indicates an empty SYSLST.

SYSTEM()
Accepts a list of system names in the format system.subsys. Only copies of the resource on those systems in the
list are updated.

SSMPLEX()
Accepts the name of an SSMPLEX that the resource is part of. Only copies of the resource on that SSMPLEX
will be modified. If SSMPLEX is not specified then the resource on all MSF connected systems in the current
system SSMPLEXNAME are updated. If SSMPLEX(NONE) is specified, then only the system names in the
SSM#SYSLST are updated together with the primary system.

8. Replicate required SSMGAV2 parameters, RDF table entries, and AOF rules
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Each eligible system (the primary system and all alternate systems) must have an identical resource table and
associated action table for each movable resource, and identical AOF rules (if not using shared AOF rule sets) for
that movable resource. Each eligible system must have the required SSMGAV2 parameters set, and the required new
SSMBEGIN AOF rule auto-enabled.
Follow these steps:
a. On each eligible system, replicate resource tables containing movable resources (from Step 5) by using the copy

function of either the RDF Table Editor (OPSVIEW 2.6) or the SSM Resource Editor (OPSVIEW 4.11.R).
b. On each eligible system, replicate action tables that are associated with resource tables containing movable

resources by using the copy function of either the RDF Table Editor (OPSVIEW 2.6) or the SSM Action Editor
(OPSVIEW 4.11.A).

c. If not using shared AOF rule sets on each eligible system, replicate and auto-enable any AOF rules required by the
movable resources and the required new SSMBEGIN rule.

d. If not using a shared OPSPA00 initialization OPS/REXX program, update the OPSPA00 initialization OPS/REXX
program with the required SSMGAV2 parameters (from Steps 2 and 3) on each system that participates in the
global SSMplex.

How to Convert SSMPLEXAPP=NONE to SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2
NOTE

This section is intended for users who implemented SSMGAV2 without the SSMPLEXAPP parameter (now
SSMPLEXAPP=NONE) and now want to convert to SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2 to simplify their implementation.

If you implemented SSMGAV2 without the SSMPLEXAPP parameter, you are now essentially running with
SSMPLEXAPP=NONE.

When the SSMPLEXAPP parameter is set to SSMGAV2, many of the SSMGAV2 SSM application components are
installed automatically. Required AOF SSMGAV2 rules are dynamically enabled at SSM startup. Required resource
actions and global exit actions are internally invoked at the appropriate times in resource processing. The result is a fully
functional SSM sysplex application that exploits the sysplex variable service to support movable resources and cross-
system prerequisite and sub-requisite relationships.

If you now want to convert your existing SSMPLEXAPP=NONE implementation to run with SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2,
you must uninstall some components of your existing implementation.

Follow these steps for each system in the SSMplex:

1. Set parameter SSMPLEXAPP to SSMGAV2.
2. Remove the following SSMGAV2 entries from the SSM Global Exit action table.

EXIT_EVENT ...  EXIT_ACTION---------- ...  -----------

ADD        ...  RULE("SGUPPLVA &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!RESNAME")

BEGIN      ...  RULE("SGUPPLVA &SSM!PROCESS IPL(&SSM!IPL)")

DELETE     ...  RULE("SGUPPLVA &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!RESNAME")

UPDATE     ...  RULE("SGUPPLVA &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!RESNAME")

3. Remove the following SSMGAV2 entries from SSM action tables for movable resources.

ACTION_PROCESS ACTION_CURRENT ... ACTION_MODE ... ACTION_TEXT

-------------- -------------- ... ----------- ... -----------

SELECT                        ...             ... PROCESS("MATCH ")

MATCH          DOWN           ... MOVING      ... SETCOL("ACTMODE,ACTIVE");RULE("SGMOVRS1 &SSM!TABLE &SSM!

NAME")
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XPREREQ                       ...             ... RULE(SSMG2PRX &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!PREREQ PRERES(&SSM!

RESNAME)")

XSUBREQ                       ...             ... RULE(SSMG2PRX &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!XRESNA

4. (Optional) The following SSMGAV2 AOF rules are dynamically enabled automatically at SSM startup. The existing
copies that you auto-enabled as part of your original SSMGAV2 implementation are automatically disabled and auto-
enable is reset. Therefore, you do not need to do anything with those existing copies. However, you may delete those
existing copies manually to avoid any possible confusion with the new dynamic rules that are automatically built by
SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2.

• – GAV2CMD
– GAV2GLV
– GAV2GLVP
– GAV2GLVU
– GAV2GLVX
– SGBLPLVA
– SGMOVRS1
– SGSYSFL
– SGUPPLVA
– SGXSCOMM
– SSMG2PRX

How to Convert SSMGA to SSMGAV2
You can convert from SSMGA to SSMGAV2. The System State Manager Global Application Version 2 (SSMGAV2)
uses some basic features of OPS/MVS SYSPLEX capabilities, SSM, and a new REXX-coded application to implement
monitoring and control of operations that span multiple systems in a SYSPLEX.

When the SSMPLEXAPP parameter is set to SSMGAV2, many of the SSMGAV2 SSM application components are
installed automatically. Required AOF SSMGAV2 rules are dynamically enabled at SSM startup and required resource
actions and global exit actions are internally invoked at the appropriate times in resource processing. The end result is a
fully functional SSM sysplex application that exploits the sysplex variable service to support movable resources and cross-
system prerequisite and sub-requisite relationships.

Follow these steps for each system in the SSMplex:

1. Disable and reset the Auto-enable flag for all SSMGA AOF rules:
– SSMGAATH
– SSMGACCI
– SSMGACOM
– SSMGAEND
– SSMGAGBL
– SSMGALCL
– SSMGAMSF
– SSMGAMSR
– SSMGAOPR
– SSMGAPRX
– SSMGAWTR.

2. Set the following parameters using OPSVIEW option 4.1.1:
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– SSMPLEXAPP=SSMGAV2
– SSMACTIVEGLOBAL=NO (done only on the global system)
– SSMAUTOHOME=NO
– SSMGAPREREQCHK=NO
– SSMPRIORITY = 0
– SSMSUBPREFIX=’’
– SSMSUBRULE=NONE
– GLVNOTIFYRULES=YES
– OSFTSLMAX to a value greater than 0

NOTE

You do not need to change the SSMPLEXNAME because SSMGAV2 uses SSMPLEXNAME.

3. Update the OPSSPA00 member with these changes in Step 2.

4. Remove the following SSMGA entries from the SSM Global Exit action table. 

 

EXIT_EVENT ...  EXIT_ACTION

---------- ...  -----------

ADD        ...  RULE(

"SSMGALCL &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!RESNAME"

)

BEGIN      ...  RULE(

"SSMGALCL &SSM!PROCESS IPL(&SSM!IPL)"

)

DELETE     ...  RULE(

"SSMGALCL &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!RESNAME"

)

UPDATE     ...  RULE(

"SSMGALCL &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!RESNAME COLUMN(&SSM!COLUMN) USERDATA(&SSM!USERDATA)"

)

 

5. Remove the following SSMGA entries from all STATEMAN action tables for movable resources.
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ACTION_PROCESS ACTION_CURRENT ... ACTION_MODE ... ACTION_TEXT

-------------- -------------- ... ----------- ... -----------

MSUBREQ                       ...             ... RULE(

"SSMGAMSR &SSM!TABLE &SSM!NAME"

)

SELECT                        ...             ... PROCESS(

"XPREREQ,XSUBREQ,MSUBREQ"

)

SELECT                        ... INACTIVE    ... PROCESS(

"NOSUBREQ,NOPREREQ,NOACTION"

)

SELECT         UNKNOWN        ... INACTIVE    ...

XPREREQ                       ...             ... RULE(

"SSMGAPRX &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!PREREQ PRERES(&SSM!RESNAME)"

)

XSUBREQ                       ...             ... RULE(

"SSMGAPRX &SSM!PROCESS &SSM!XRESNAME"

)

 

6. Update the STATEMAN resource tables.

1. a. Data replication is no longer needed for SSMGAV2. Delete all duplicate entries of the moveable resource on the
system the resource in not running on.
 

Note: The ACTMODE is INACTIVE on these systems.
b. Update the value of SSM#MOVMOD to specify the appropriate recovery value. See the SMGAV2 documentation

for accepted values.
c. Verify that the data in the following columns is correct.

• PRIMARY_SYSTEM
• SSM#CURSYS
• SSM#DESSYS
• AUTOHOME
• SSM#SYSLST
• SSM#GRPLST.

7. Delete the temporary SSMGA tables using OPSVIEW 2.6 table editor.

1. – SSMGA_#G#_CMDS
– SSMGA_#G#_GROUPS
– SSMGA_#G#_STATUS
– SSMGA_#L#_STATUS

8. Enable and set the auto-Enable bit for the new SSMBEGIN AOF rule that supports SSMGAV2

9. Run the SGBLPLVA request rule to build SYSPLEX global variables.

10. Execute the request rule for all tables that contain moveable resources or cross system prereq/subreq definitions.
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For example:  OPSREQ SGBLPLVA tablename

 

GAV2VFY Verification Program
The GAV2VFY OPS/REXX exec helps you verify the setup items that SSMGAV2 requires. You should execute GAV2VFY
on each copy of OPS/MVS that you want running SSMGAV2. You can execute this exec as standalone, or you can call
GAV2VFY as a function.

NOTE

 You cannot execute GAV2VFY in AOF rules.

 

If you execute GAV2VFY in an OPS/MVS server, the output from this exec is WTO'ed. If you execute the exec from TSO/
ISPF, the output is SAY'ed to the screen. If you call the exec as a function, an argument of 'X' is required to place the
output into the External Data Queue for further processing by the calling code.

The GAV2VFY exec performs the following types of checks:

• Verifies the SSMGAV2 required parameter settings
• Checks for other SSMGAV2 systems
• Checks for required tables and their column structures
• Checks SSMGAV2 resource column values for syntax, contents, and consistency
• Verifies that required rules are enabled
• Checks action table columns for the SSMGAV2 required actions
• Corrects parameter and RDF table column data errors if possible.

Using Group Manager
This section contains the following topics:

• Monitor Groups of Managed Resources
• Tables Used by the Group Manager
• Define Groups and Assign Resources to Them
• Define Statuses for Your Groups
• How Group Manager Assigns Statuses to Resources and Groups
• Use the Group Manager Displays
• Exclude Systems from Resource Monitoring
• Choose Resource Groups to Monitor
• View the Status of Groups
• View the Status of Group Members
• Automatically Monitor Groups or Resources
• View Detailed Resource Information
• Exit from Group Manager Panels

Monitor Groups of Managed Resources
Use the Group Manager feature of OPS/MVS to group system resources under the control of the System State Manager
and to monitor the status of resource groups.
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To help you find resources that are not in their correct state among the hundreds or even thousands of system resources
that the System State Manager may be monitoring at your data center, the System State Manager offers a Group
Manager feature. Using the Group Manager and its tables and ISPF panels, you can:

• Categorize resources that the System State Manager monitors into groups.
• Monitor the status of groups from all systems connected through MSF to OPS/MVS on the local system, or monitor

only a subset of those groups.
• Display a list of the resources belonging to each group.
• For each resource, change the desired state, the mode in which System State Manager monitors the resource, and

whether the status of the resource contributes to the status of the group to which it belongs.

To use Group Manager

1. Set the STATEGROUPMAN parameter to YES
2. Set the System State Manager to active.

For more detailed information on the STATEGROUPMAN parameter, see the Parameter Reference.

Tables Used by the Group Manager
To keep track of the status of groups and resources, the Group Manager uses four relational tables:

• The group membership table SSM_GROUP_MEMBERS defines groups of resources. You can edit this table using the
OPS/MVS table editor.

• The status definitions table SSM_GROUP_STDEF defines the statuses groups can have and how those statuses
display on Group Manager panels. You can edit this table using the OPS/MVS table editor.

• The status selection table SSM_GROUP_STSEL is used to determine the current status of resources in each group.
You can edit this table using the OPS/MVS table editor.

• The current status table provides the data that is to be displayed by the Group Manager monitor. The Group Manager
creates this table at System State Manager startup and updates it for each monitor display. Using the current and
desired states of each resource being monitored, the System State Manager assigns a status and priority in this table
for each group in which the resource participates. This table is used to determine the display status of each group
being monitored.

WARNING
WARNING! Do not edit the current status table; doing so can seriously disrupt Group Manager and System
State Manager operation.

Define Groups and Assign Resources to Them
An individual resource can belong to more than one group, and each group can contain more than one resource. The
group membership relational table SSM_GROUP_MEMBERS defines which resources belong to which groups.

The SSM_GROUP_MEMBERS has the following format:

M_TABLE
The name of the table that defines the resource to System State Manager
Type: CHAR(18)
Primary Key: Yes

M_RESOURCE
The name of the resource
Type:CHAR(18)
Primary Key: Yes
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M_GROUP
The name of the group to which the resource belongs
Type: CHAR(18)
Primary Key: Yes

The group membership table on a given system is automatically created by Group Manager and initially consists of data
extracted from the SSM_MANAGED_TBLS table on that system. Each table in SSM_MANAGED_TBLS is defined as
a group, and all resources defined in a table become members of the same group. To edit a group membership table,
select the following option from the Group Manager Main Menu (OPSVIEW option 4.11.5) and specify an MSF system ID
(defaults to the local system):

_ Specify group membership on system ===> ________

Define Statuses for Your Groups
Contents

Each group you create can be in a variety of statuses.

To define most of these statuses, edit the status definitions table SSM_GROUP_STDEF.

The following describes the SSM_GROUP_STDEF table columns:

D_STATUS
The name of the status.
Type: CHAR(18)
Primary Key: Yes

D_GROUP
The name of the group to which the status belongs.
Type: CHAR(18)
Primary Key: Yes

D_PRIORITY
The priority of this status, a value from 1 (highest priority) to 231 -1 (lowest priority).
Type: INTEGER
Primary Key: No

D_COLOR
The color to use when displaying the status text. Possible colors are:

• Blue
• Green
• Pink
• Red
• Turquoise
• Yellow
• White

You can abbreviate the color names, using only the first character of each name.
Type: CHAR(9)
Primary Key: No

D_HIGHLIGHT
The type of highlighting to be used (if your terminal allows highlighting) when displaying the status text. You may
specify only one of the following possible types of highlighting:
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• None (abbreviated as NON)
• Normal (abbreviated as NOR)
• Blinking (abbreviated as B)
• Reverse (abbreviated as R)
• Underscore (abbreviated as U)

Type: CHAR(10)
Primary Key: No

D_TEXT
The text that the Group Manager displays when a resource or a group is in this status.
Type: CHAR(120)
Primary Key: No

Define Status Names

You can define your own names for the statuses of resources. Define names that point to the condition that the statuses
represent. For instance, you could define WTNG_MOUNT as the name for the status of a tape drive that is being
mounted.

OPS/MVS uses three default status names:

• CUR_EQ_DES (the current state of the resource equals its desired state)
• CUR_NE_DES (current state of the resource does not match its desired state)
• DEF_ERROR (status name not defined in the SSM_GROUP_STDEF table is referenced in another table called

SSM_GROUP_STSEL)

Unless you define them differently in the SSM_GROUP_STDEF table, these three statuses have the following
characteristics:

CUR_EQ_DES
D_Group Column: No group
D_PRIORITY Column: 231 - 1 (lowest possible priority)
D_COLOR Column: GREEN
D_HIGHLIGHT Column: No highlighting
D_TEXT Column: Resource &RN State &CS (&RN is a variable containing the name of the resource)

CUR_NE_DES
D_Group Column: No group
D_PRIORITY Column: 1 (highest priority)
D_COLOR Column: RED
D_HIGHLIGHT Column: No highlighting
D_TEXT Column: Resource &RN State &CS (&CS is a variable containing the current state of the resource)

DEF_ERROR
D_Group Column: No group
D_PRIORITY Column: 1
D_COLOR Column: RED
D_HIGHLIGHT Column: UNDER (underscore)
D_TEXT Column: Status status Not Defined

Example: SSM_GROUP_STDEF table

The following is an example of the SSM_GROUP_STDEF table:

D_STATUS           D_GROUP     D_PRIORITY  D_COLOR   D_HIGHLIGHT D_TEXT 

*************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************** TOP OF DATA

 ********************************
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MATCH                        200         GREEN     NULL      DESIRED_STATE MATCHES CURRENT_STATE

MISMATCH                     1           RED       B         DESIRED_STATE DOES NOT MATCH CURRENT_STATE

TRANSIENT                    100         YELLOW    NULL      RESOUSCES IN TRANSIENT STATUS

UNKNOWN_ERR                  25          TURQUOISE R          MISMATCH IN DESIRED_STATE AND CURRENT_STATE.

 CHECK SSMSTATE

UP_IPL                       50          PINK      U         &RN IS UP

Associate a Status with a Group or Groups

To have a status apply to a particular group, specify the group name in the D_GROUP column. If you specify no group
name, the status applies to all groups.

Set the Priority of a Status

Assigning a priority to a status allows the Group Manager panels to call the attention of the system operator to statuses
reflecting resource availability problems. For example, the status name CUR_NE_DES defaults to the highest priority, 1,
because it indicates that the current state of a group does not match the desired state.

NOTE
Differences between these states usually point to a resource problem that the system operator needs to know
about.

Conversely, the status CUR_EQ_DES indicates that the current and desired states match, which usually means that
the resources in a group are operating without problems. Therefore, the CUR_EQ_DES status has the lowest possible
priority.

The Group Manager requires you to specify a priority for each status you define. If two resources in the same group have
statuses with the same priority, the resource that had that priority first determines the group status.

The Group Manager takes the status of a group from the resource that has the highest-priority status. For example,
suppose that in a group of 10 DASDs, one has the status CUR_NE_DES but the other nine DASDs have low-priority
statuses. The Group Manager assigns the high-priority CUR_NE_DES status to the entire group. This allows the operator
viewing Group Manager panels to detect a problem with this group of DASDs, then use the Group Members panel of the
Group Manager to identify which DASD has the problem.

Use Substitution Parameters in Status Text

As you add status definitions to the SSM_GROUP_STDEF table, you can use substitution parameters in defining the text
that goes into the D_TEXT column, that is, the text that describes a status on Group Manager panels. These parameters
allow you to determine which status data is most relevant. For example, by putting parameters referencing the resource
name and current state into the status text, you allow an operator viewing group display of the Group Manager to see the
current state of the resource that is causing a problem.

All substitution parameters begin with an ampersand (&). You can place a period after a parameter when you want to
concatenate it in front of normal text.

Parameter Substitution Value

&CS Current state of the resource

&DS Desired state of the resource

&GN Name of the group to which the resource belongs

&GO Order that the Group Manager uses to sort resources by priority

&PF Whether the resource has missing prerequisite resources

&RN Resource name
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&RT Resource table

&RY Resource type

&SC Color in which the status text appears

&SD The date when this status was assigned to the resource or group

&SH Highlighting used to display status text

&SM System State Manager processing mode

&SN Status name

&SP Status priority

&ST The time when this status was assigned to the resource or group

How Group Manager Assigns Statuses to Resources and Groups
Contents

The current and desired state of a resource is used by Group Manager.

Group Manager initiates the following process:

• Assigns a status to each resource for each group.
• Uses the status of each resource in a group to assign a status to each group.
• Stores current status information for each resource for each group in the current status table.

The current status table is built dynamically by Group Manager and should not be altered by the user.
• Builds the current status table using the status selection table built by the user.

WARNING
Do not edit the current status table; doing so can seriously disrupt Group Manager and System State Manager
operation.

Status Selection Table

The status selection table SSM_GROUP_STSEL contains the data required to associate a status to each combination of
resource states for each group.

The structure of the columns status selection table is as follows:

S_GROUP
Specifies the group name
Type: CHAR (18)
Primary Key: Yes

S_CURRENT
Current state of a resource
Type: CHAR (8)
Primary Key: Yes

S_DESIRED
Desired state of a resource
Type: CHAR (8)
Primary Key: Yes

S_TABLE
Resource table name
Type: CHAR (18)
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Primary Key: Yes
S_TYPE

Resource name or resource type (if the type column is present)
Type: CHAR (18)
Primary Key: Yes

S_STATUS
Name of the status to be assigned; must be defined in SSM_GROUP_STDEF
Type: CHAR (18)
Primary Key: No

The status selection assignment algorithm is similar to that of the System State Manager action table search. In a
matching group name and current state, the most specific match of the remaining key fields in hierarchical sequence is
selected. For instance, a match on desired state outweighs a row where desired state is null but resource table name and
resource name match. Once the status name is assigned, the status definition table is accessed to obtain priority and
display data.

If no status selection table rows are defined for the group name, default status rows without a group name may also be
defined for each current state value and subsequent portions of the table key. If the default rows are not in the table, the
status CUR_EQ_DES or CUR_NE_DES is assigned as appropriate.

The following is an example of the SSM_GROUP_STSEL table:

S_GROUP       S_CURRENT S_DESIRED S_TABLE            S_TYPE      S_STATUS

************************ TOP OF DATA ****************************************

              DOWN     DOWN                                      MATCH  

              DOWN     UP                                        MISMATCH

              STARTING UP                                        TRANSIENT 

              STOPPING DOWN                                      TRANSIENT

              UNKNOWN  DOWN                                      UNKNOWN_ERR 

              UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN                                   MATCH

              UNKNOWN  UP                                        UNKNOWN_ERR

              UP       DOWN                                      MISMATCH

              UP       IPL                                       UP_IPL

              UP       UP                                        MATCH 

Use the Group Manager Displays
Group Manger displays let you view resource and resource group information.

To use Group Manager Displays

1. Select System State Manager from the OPSVIEW primary panel.
2. Choose option 5 from the Ssytem State Manager Functions panel to view the resource and resource group information

displayed on Group Manager panels.
The Main Menu of the Group Manager appears.

Group Manager --------------------- Main Menu ---------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

------------------------------ Individual Resources ---------------------------

  _ Specify which systems you want to monitor

  _ Specify which groups you want to monitor and their position on the display

------------------------------ Individual Parameters --------------------------

    Refresh the monitor display every 15_ seconds.
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-------------------------------- Global Resources -----------------------------

  _ Specify group membership on system ===> ________

  _ Specify group status selection on system ===> ________

  _ Specify status definitions (colors, text, etc.) on system ===> ________

  _ Synchronize with the StateMan table definitions on system ===> ________

To select any option, type S beside it and press ENTER.

Press ENTER with no options selected to enter the monitor display

1. Choose one of the options from the Main Menu by typing an S beside it and pressing the Enter key.
You receive one of the following panels:

If you select... The following happens...
Specify which systems you want to monitor You see the System Selection List panel
Specify which groups you want to monitor You see the Group Selection/Ordering panel
Enter, that is, if you press Enter without selecting any Main Menu
options

You see the Group Display panel

Specify group membership The OPS/MVS table editor is entered for table
SSM_GROUP_MEMBERS

Specify group status selection The OPS/MVS table editor is entered for table
SSM_GROUP_STSEL

Specify status definitions The OPS/MVS table editor is entered for table
SSM_GROUP_STDEF

Synchronize with Stateman table definitions A message is displayed on the main menu panel indicating that
System State Manager has been told to rebuild the current status
table

Exclude Systems from Resource Monitoring
Some systems do not need monitoring and should be excluded from the list of monitored systems.

To exclude some systems from being monitored

1. In the System Selection List panel, type an X in the Sel column beside the systems to be excluded. If a system is
stopped, you need not exclude it.
The Group Manager stores the list of excluded systems, and any changes to that list, in your ISPF profile. Once
excluded from monitoring, a system stays excluded until you include it (by removing the X beside it).

Group Manager -------------- System Selection List ----------- Row 1 to 7 of 7

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

Mark systems you do NOT wish to monitor with an "X".  Press END to continue.

Sel    System   Status

___    APPC04K  ACTIVE

___    OPS03K   ACTIVE

___    OPS04K   ACTIVE

___    OPS04M   STOPPED

___    OPS44K   LOCAL

___    OPS44M   ACTIVE
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___    OPS44X   STOPPED

1. When you have indicated which systems the System State Manager should exclude from monitoring, press the End
key.

Choose Resource Groups to Monitor
Use the following Group Selection/Ordering panel to specify:

• Which groups of resources System State Manager should not monitor.
• The order in which monitored groups will appear on the Group Monitor Display panel. Specifying a display order for

groups ensures that status information for a group always appears on the same line of the screen, allowing on operator
to determine the status of a group at a quick glance from the position and color of the line.

Group Manager ---------- Group Selection/Ordering List ----- Row 1 to 10 of 10

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

Mark groups you do NOT wish to monitor with an "X" or place a number next to a

group to position it on the group display.  Press END to continue.

SEL    SYSTEM   GROUP              STATUS

___    OPS03K   CICS1              ACTIVE

___    OPS03K   CICS2              ACTIVE

___    OPS04K   NETSPY             ACTIVE

___    OPS04K   ASTEX              ACTIVE

___    OPS04K   SYSVIEW            ACTIVE

___    OPS44K   BUNDL              LOCAL

___    OPS44K   NVISION            LOCAL 

___    OPS44K   ASTEX              DELETED

___    OPS44K   SYSVIEW            DELETED

___    OPS44K   CICS3              LOCAL

To choose resource groups to monitor

1. Exclude a group from System State Manager monitoring by typing an X beside it in the Sel column.
2. Specify where the status information of a group appears in the displayed group list by entering a number instead of an

X.
The position of this information is relative. For instance, if you assign the numbers 1, 9, and 25 to three groups, the
group marked with number 1 appears on the first line the group indicated with 9 appears on the second line, and the
group indicated with 25 appears on the third line.
As you add groups, the Group Manager automatically adds them to the Group Ordering/Selection List panel, listing
them ahead of the groups for which you specified positions. Groups excluded from monitoring appear at the bottom of
the list.

NOTE
DELETED status means that although you have assigned a position to this group, the administrator of the
system where this group resides has deleted that group. STOPPED status indicates that you have assigned
a position to this group but the MSF link to the system of that group is currently down.

3. When you have finished specifying which groups should be monitored and the screen positions of those groups, press
the End key.
The Group Display panel displays.

View the Status of Groups
The following Group Display panel lists the status of all resource groups that you have asked to be displayed.
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To view the status of groups

1. Press Enter on the Main Menu of the Group Manager without selecting any options.
The following the Group Display panel displays:

Group Manager ------------------------- Group Display --------------------------

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

CMDS: A R S (Type MONitor on the command line for continuous monitoring.)     

     SYSTEM   GROUP-NAME         STATUS    

__   OPS04K   NETSPY             MISMATCH IN DESIRED_STATE AND CURRENT_STATE

__   OPS04K   ASTEX              MISMATCH IN DESIRED_STATE AND CURRENT_STATE

__   APPC44K  SYSVIEW            DESIRED_STATE MATCHES CURRENT_STATE

__   OPS44K   NVISION            DESIRED_STATE MATCHES CURRENT_STATE

__   OPS44K   CICS3              GROUP HAS NO MEMBERS

The priorities you assign to groups on the Group Selection/Ordering List panel determine the order in which groups
appear on the Group Display panel. Groups not excluded or that have no assigned position appear first, sorted in order of
the priority of their status. Groups assigned the same relative position are sorted by status priority.

• Enter the following three line commands on the Group Display panel to view the status of the groups:
A

Causes the Group Manager to display its Group Members panel, which lists all the resources in the selected
group

R
Goes directly to the Resource Details Display panel for the resource that is determining the status of the group

S
Causes the Group Manager to display only the resources in the selected group whose current states do not match
their desired states

NOTE
When the Group Display panel is in automatic monitoring mode, you must press the PA1 key before entering
these line commands.

View the Status of Group Members
The Group Members panel, shown here, displays the status of resources in the currently selected group:

Group Manager: ------------ Members of group GROUP1 -------- System: S008

COMMAND ===>                                             SCROLL ===> PAGE

 CMDS: Q R S (Type MONitor on the command line for continuous monitoring

 updates)

        Table-Name         Resource-Name     Status

___     STC_TABLE          RESOURCE4         RESOURCE4 IN STC_TABLE IS DOWN

___     T2                 RESOURCE2         RESOURCE2 IS IN STATE5

___     T2                 RESOURCE3         RESOURCE3 IS IN STATE3

___     T2                 RESOURCE1         RESOURCE1 IS IN STATE2

___     T1                 RESOURCE1         OK

___     T1                 RESOURCE3         RESOURCE3 IS IN STATE6

___     T3                 RESOURCE1         RESOURCE1 IS IN STATE4

The Group Members panel has three line commands:

Q
Toggles the resource in and out of Group Manager quiesced mode. While a resource is in quiesced mode,
its status cannot be used as the status of a group. So, if a quiesced resource is the only resource in a group
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operating abnormally, then the status of the group is OK. To remind you that a resource is quiesced, the letter Q
appears immediately after the CMDS column of the Group Display and Group Members panels. Quiesce mode
is useful when a resource is in an abnormal status but the operator can do nothing about it, for instance when a
piece of hardware has a problem that will make it inoperative until someone replaces a part.

R
Included for compatibility with the Group Display panel, the R command on the Group Members panel has the
same function as the S command.

S
Causes the Group Manager to display the Resource Details Display panel for only the selected resource.

NOTE
When the Group Members panel is in automatic monitoring mode, you must press the PA1 key before entering
these line commands.

Automatically Monitor Groups or Resources
You can have Group Manager automatically monitor the status of groups or resources.

To monitor groups or resources automatically

1. Type MONITOR (or MON) primary command in either the Group Display panel or the Group Members panel.
The MONITOR (or MON) primary command checks the status of all resources every nn seconds and refreshes the
display. The nn value is the number of seconds between refreshes that you specify on the Main Menu of the Group
Manager. During monitoring, you have an up-to-date display of the status of the groups at all times without having to
enter any keystrokes.

2. To turn monitoring off, press either the ATTN key or the PA1 key.
Automatic monitoring is turned off.

View Detailed Resource Information
The following Details Display panel displays status information for a specific resource:

Group Manager: Resource Details Display---------------------------------

 COMMAND ===>

Resource information:

   Group    ===> CICS

   Table    ===> GRG_STCTBL

   Type     ===> CICS

   Resource ===> CICSA

Group status information:

   Name     ===> CUR_EQ_DES

   Priority ===> 258

   Quiesced ===> NO

   Text     ===> CICSA IN STATUS CUR_EQ_DES AT 00:45:58 ON 05/30/04

SSM state information:

   Current  ===> UNKNOWN (To set current state to UNKNOWN type S here ===>  )

   Desired  ===> UNKNOWN

   Mode     ===> ________

   Missing  ===>

   Prereqs 
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From this panel you can change the resource's:

• System State Manager desired state
• System State Manager processing mode
• Group Manager quiesced mode

To change any of these values, enter new values over those shown on the panel. The current state can only be changed
to the unknown state by entering an S in the input field. System State Manager re-determines the correct current state as
prescribed by the unknown action in the action table.

Exit from Group Manager Panels
To exit from any Group Manager panel and return to the previous panel, issue the END command from the command line.

Using Schedule Manager
This section contains the following topics:

• Reasons to Use the Schedule Manager
• Definition of Terms
• Perform Schedule Manager Tasks
• Insert a New Schedule
• Edit a Schedule
• Activate (Load) a Schedule
• SHOW STATES Command -- View the Scheduled States of Resources
• CMDSONOFF Primary Command -- Distinguish Active and Inactive Links
• View Potential State Changes
• The Primary Commands in Edit
• Copy a Schedule
• Rename a Schedule
• Delete a Schedule
• Free a Schedule
• Synchronize a Schedule
• Merge Schedules
• View Schedule Overlaps
• View Schedule Conflicts
• REPORT Command -- Print Schedule Manager Data
• Use the Schedule Manager Application Program Interface
• Override Schedule Manager

Reasons to Use the Schedule Manager
Using the OPS/MVS Schedule Manager facility, you can schedule the desired state of one or more resources by date, by
day of the week, or by time of day.

Being able to schedule the desired state of resources enables you to automatically configure them at any time, including
system IPL time, when batch job schedules may not be active. The only requirement is that OPS/MVS be active. You
can define many alternate configurations of system resources into one or more Schedule Manager schedules. Some
examples of alternate system configurations are:
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• Shift changes
• Company holidays
• Weekend test time
• Disaster recovery mode

The benefits of using the Schedule Manager to manage the state of system resources are:

• No time-of-day (TOD) rules are used. This eliminates the need to code sophisticated catch-up logic.
• Sophisticated rules or REXX routines no longer need to be created to verify what is running.
• Schedules are created and maintained through ISPF.
• Recovery from unplanned system outages is automatic. The Schedule Manager configures your system resources in

the proper state no matter what date, day of the week, or time of day the unplanned outage occurs. You do not need to
manually verify what should be active and what should be inactive.
For example, if certain printers defined to System State Manager need to be available only during regular working
hours (such as Monday through Friday between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.), then you can use the Schedule Manager
to change the desired state of those printers to DOWN between 8:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on weekdays and all day on
Saturday and Sunday. You can also have the Schedule Manager automatically change the desired state of the printers
back to UP on Monday through Friday morning at 7:00 a.m.
It is possible to manually override Schedule Manager control of specific resources while maintaining usual scheduled
control over remaining resources. Using the example above, if a printer needed to be UP for an hour at noon on a
Saturday, then various mechanisms in the Schedule Manager exist to allow the printer to be brought UP without having
to unload the active schedule.

NOTE
The Schedule Manager is not a batch job scheduler.

What You Can Do With Schedule Manager

You can define one or more schedules to the Schedule Manager; however, only one schedule is active at a time. Note that
it is possible to merge multiple schedules into one schedule. In each schedule, define one or more periods of time by date,
by day of the week, and by time of day. To schedule the desired state of a System State Manager resource, link both it
and its desired state (ON or OFF) to a period of time in a schedule. After you tell the Schedule Manager what schedule
to activate (or load), the Schedule Manager determines what periods in the schedule are active and sets the scheduled
desired state of any resources linked to those periods. This process is called reset processing. The time of day when a
scheduled period starts or ends is a time of possible change in desired states, and the Schedule Manager automatically
performs reset processing at those times. To manually request a Schedule Manager reset, use the Schedule Manager
SSM@OVER sample command rule or use the Schedule Manager API.

NOTE
The Schedule Manager stores period and schedule definition data in the database of the Relational Data
Framework (RDF). It uses an internal schedule called ACTIVE to set the desired state of resources under
System State Manager control. You cannot edit the ACTIVE schedule, but you can create a new schedule or
edit an existing schedule, and then load it as the ACTIVE schedule.

The remainder of this section provides information about how to complete the following tasks:
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• Add, copy, delete, edit, print, or rename a schedule
• Add, delete, edit, or rename a period in a schedule
• Link or unlink resources and periods
• Synchronize a schedule with System State Manager resource table updates
• Merge the information from two schedules into a single schedule
• Load a schedule to make it the ACTIVE schedule
• View or print schedule period overlaps and conflicts
• View or print the schedule state of system resources
• Override the ACTIVE schedule
• Use the Schedule Manager application program interface (API)

NOTE
Most Schedule Manager functions can operate using schedule data on any MSF-connected system.

Definition of Terms
The description of the Schedule Manager in this document and the Schedule Manager panels use the following set of
special terms:

Schedule
A complete, self-contained set of scheduling information, including:

• A list of time periods included in this schedule. See the description of period below.
• Information about system resources and their respective states during a specified time period.

Resource
A component of your system, such as a DASD controller, a printer, or an application program. The Schedule
Manager schedules desired state changes only to resources defined in one of the relational tables included in the
SSM_MANAGED_TBLS table of the System State Manager.

Period
The dates and times governing when System State Manager changes the desired state of one or more resources.
A period has start and end times specified in hours and minutes and either a cyclic or a fixed start date and end
date:

• A cyclic date consists of one or more days of the week (Sunday, Monday, and so on). If you use a cyclic date,
then the period takes effect every week on the same day or days.

• A fixed date consists of specific days of specific months. If you specify one fixed date, then the period takes
effect only on the specified day (for example, March 27). If you specify two fixed dates, then the period begins
on the first date and ends on the second date. For example, if you specify 11/11-12/12, the period begins on
November 11 and continues until December 12. You can optionally specify the year of the first date. If the
year of the first date is specified, then the period is active only once beginning on the first date in the specified
year. If the year of the first date is not specified, then the period is active every year beginning on the first date
(unless it is February 29, which is active in leap years only). The year of the second date is assumed from the
first date, whether a year has been specified on the first date. A fixed date period cannot span more than 365
days.

A single period can change the desired state of many resources, and more than one period can control the
desired state of a single resource.

Period set
All periods that apply to a specific date and time.

Link
A link is the association between a resource and a period.
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Link item
A link item is either the resource or the period that is part of a link.

Link item column
The column on Schedule Manager panels containing the link item. For example, if the link item is a resource, then
the resource column is the link item column.

Link group
The group of system resources or periods that is associated with the link item. For example, if the link item is a
resource, then the link group is all periods that change the desired state of that resource.

Link group column
The column on Schedule Manager panels that contains the link group. For instance, if the link item is a period,
then the link group column is the resources column.

Conflict
A Schedule Manager conflict occurs when two periods specify opposite desired states for the same resource at
some point in time.

Conflict group
The periods specifying conflicting desired states for a resource.

Overlap
The situation that occurs when a new period begins before the previous period ends. Overlapping periods may or
may not produce a conflict.

Commands column
The column on Schedule Manager panels where you issue line commands. When the commands column resides
in the period column (its default location), you can issue line commands against periods. To issue line commands
against resources, you need to move the commands into the resource column. PF11 moves the commands
column to the resource (right) side of the screen; PF10 moves the commands column to the period (left) side of
the screen.

Perform Schedule Manager Tasks
The Schedule Manager lets you control the states of system resources over specific time periods, both on the system you
are working on, and on other systems that are running the Schedule Manager.

 To access Schedule Manager and perform tasks 

1. From the OPS/MVS main OPSVIEW panel, select option 4.11.u.2.
The following Schedule Manager Primary Panel displays:

Schedule Manager --------------- Primary Panel --------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

       C - Copy schedule                D - Delete a schedule

       E - Edit a schedule              F - Free a schedule

       I - Insert a new schedule        L - Load schedule (make it ACTIVE)

       M - Merge schedules              R - Rename schedule

       Y - Synchronize schedule     blank - Display schedule list

SPECIFY SCHEDULE:

   NAME    ===>                        (If option C,D,E,F,L,M,R or Y selected)

   NEWNAME ===>                        (If option C,I,M or R selected)

CONFIRM DELETES: YES (Enter YES to require delete confirmation)
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NOTE: To use a schedule on another system specify the name as system>schedule

      Specify ? as the system name to get a list of all systems.

1. From this panel, choose a schedule maintenance task by issuing one of the listed commands from the command line
and specifying the name of the schedule you want in the NAME field (and if required, the name of a new schedule in
the NEWNAME field).

2. On any Schedule Manager panel, press Enter
The command or action you have specified executes.

NOTE

 For more information about the main Schedule Manager panel, or any OPSVIEW panel, see Using OPSVIEW.

Select a Schedule

The Schedule Manager can maintain schedules defined on the system you are working on, as well as schedules from
other systems running OPS/MVS and the Schedule Manager.

Schedule names are in the format of sysname>schedname, where sysname is the name of the system and schedname is
the name of the schedule. For example, SYSA>SCHEDULE1.

Schedule lists can be displayed in a variety of formats.

To select a schedule or schedule list, use the following chart. This chart describes what you need to enter to view a
specific schedule or schedule list:

 To select...  Enter this value in the NAME field... 

One of the schedules defined on the current system The name of that schedule in the
format schedname or sysname>schedname, where sysname is
the name of the current system

A schedule from a list of schedules on the current system An asterisk (*), or leave the NAME field blank

A specific schedule on another system The name of the system followed by the greater-than symbol (>)
and the schedule name, as shown in the following example:
sysname>schedname 

A list of all systems having defined schedules ?

A list of all schedules on all systems >

A list of all schedules named schedname on all systems  >schedname 

A list of all schedules on the specified system  sysname> 

All schedules beginning with the characters SCHED on the current
system

SCHED*

All schedules beginning with the characters SCHED on all
systems

>SCHED*

All schedules beginning with the characters SCHED on a specific
system

 sysname>SCHED*, where sysname is the name of the specific
system

Insert a New Schedule
To create a new schedule using Schedule Manager panels, do either of the following:
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• On the Primary Panel, type an I on the command line, specify a schedule name in the NEWNAME field, and then press
Enter. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to insert a new schedule; the new schedule name is moved up to the
NAME field.

• From the Schedule List panel (see “”), type an I in the SEL column, and then type the name of the new schedule in the
New Schedule field of the same line. Press Enter. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to insert a new schedule.
The new schedule name is added to the schedule list.
Schedule names have the format:
sysname>schedname

sysname
Specifies the name of the system on which the schedule resides

schedname
Specifies the unique name for the schedule. If you do not specify a system name, > character, or both the current
system name and > are automatically added as a prefix to the schedule name.

When you first create a schedule, system resources are associated with it but the schedule contains only the default
period until you change it or define new periods.

Edit a Schedule
Contents

The two ways to edit a schedule are:

From the Primary Panel

1. Type the name of the schedule you want to edit in the NAME field.
2. Type E on the command line and press Enter.

From the Schedule List Panel

1. Type an E in the SEL column next to the name of the schedule you want to edit.
2. Press Enter to edit the schedule.

The Links Control panel is displayed.

Understand the Links Control Panel

The Links Control panel of the Schedule Manager controls basic editing functions for schedules.

You can use the Links Control panel, shown next, to do the following:

• Define or delete the periods controlling when System State Manager alters the desired states of resources.
• Specify which resources have their desired states changed at a given time.
• Select the new desired states that these resources will have.

You can return to the Links Control panel of the schedule you are editing at any time by issuing the following primary
command:

[SHOW] LINK[S]

The following is a sample Links Control panel:

Schedule Manager ---------------- Links Control ----------------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

CMDS: A D I L LC LD LX + ++ - --              |                               

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------
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    -PRODUCTION                               |     -ACF2_STCTBL              

     |-WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000 |      |-STASK                  

     |-WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200 |      | |-ACF2                 

     |-EVERYNOON   SMTWTFS          1200-1300 |     -CICS_STCTBL              

     |-WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600 |      |-STASK                  

     |-WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400 |      | |-CICS                 

     |-WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200 |      | |-CICSTEST             

     |-THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000 |     -DB2_STCTBL               

     |-THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200 |      |-STASK                  

     |-XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000 |      | |-DB2                  

     |-XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200 |     -IMS_STCTBL               

     |-XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400 |      |-STASK                  

     |-XMASEVERY   12/25            0000-2400 |      | |-IMS                  

     |-DEFAULT                                |     -JES2_STCTBL              

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-JES2                 

                                              |     -TSO_STCTBL               

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-TCAS                 

                                              |      | |-TCASTEST             

                                              |                               

(4)(1)(2)               |        (3)

Each of the following numbered paragraphs describes the fields on the Links Control panel designated with a number in
bold:

1. The Period Names Column
2. The period names column contains the name of the schedule being edited (-PRODUCTION in this example) followed

by the names of periods belonging to the schedule.
3. The Period Definitions Column

The period definitions column displays when the period is active (that is, the days of the week or dates that the period
is active, followed by the period start and stop times).
A seven-character combination of dots and letters is used to display the days of the week when a cyclic period is
active. The first character represents Sunday, the second character represents Monday, and so on, with the last
character representing Saturday. If a period is to be active on a given day, then you see the first letter of the name
of the day. A dot indicates that the period does not take effect on that day. Using this example, period WENDLITE is
active on Sunday and Saturday (S…..S), period WEEKDAY is active Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday (.MTWTF.), and period EVERYNOON is active every day of the week (SMTWTFS).

NOTE

• Fixed date periods may (such as period XMASLITE in this example) or may not (such as period
NEWYEARLITE in this example) have a year specified (see Defining a Fixed Dates Period).

• Periods can go beyond midnight into the next day. Using this example, period WENDDARK is active from
10:00 p.m. (2000) on Saturday until 8:00 a.m. (3200) on Sunday, and from 10:00 p.m. (2000) on Sunday
until 8:00 a.m. (3200) on Monday (see The Time Interval for a Period).

4. The Resources Column
The resources column contains nested information about your system resources. The Schedule Manager gets this
information from the SSM_MANAGED_TBLS table. The values starting in the leftmost position are the names of the
System State Manager tables, such as table -ACF2_STCTBL in this example. The values nested one level below the
table names are the names of resource types, such as type -STASK in this example. The values nested at the lowest
level are resource names, such as resource -ACF2 in this example.

5. The CMDS Column
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The CMDS column contains fields for entering the line commands listed on the CMDS line of the panel. Line
commands can be issued against either periods or resources by positioning the CMDS column in the appropriate
place on the panel. To position the CMDS column to enter the commands against periods, press the PF10 key or issue
the LEFT command. This is the default display, shown in the previous example.
To position the CMDS column to issue line commands against resources, press the PF11 key or issue the RIGHT
command. The following is an example of the Links Control panel after the PF11 key was pressed or the RIGHT
command was issued to toggle the CMDS column. Note that the list of valid line commands changes according to
where the CMDS column is positioned.

Schedule Manager ---------------- Links Control ----------------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F L LD LX N R + ++ - -- 

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

    -PRODUCTION                               | ___ -ACF2_STCTBL              

     |-WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000 | ___  |-STASK  

     |-WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200 | ___  | |-ACF2 

     |-EVERYNOON   SMTWTFS          1200-1300 | ___ -CICS_STCTBL    

     |-WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600 | ___  |-STASK   

     |-WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400 | ___  | |-CICS     

     |-WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200 | ___  | |-CICSTEST    

     |-THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000 | ___ -DB2_STCTBL   

     |-THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200 | ___  |-STASK  

     |-XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000 | ___  | |-DB2     

     |-XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200 | ___ -IMS_STCTBL 

     |-XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400 | ___  |-STASK  

     |-XMASEVERY   12/25            0000-2400 | ___  | |-IMS   

     |-DEFAULT                                | ___ -JES2_STCTBL 

                                              | ___  |-STASK  

                                              | ___  | |-JES2    

                                              | ___ -TSO_STCTBL  

                                              | ___  |-STASK  

                                              | ___  | |-TCAS   

                                              | ___  | |-TCASTEST   

                                              |                           

       (1)                  (2)               | (4)    (3)               

The Meaning of Display Colors

Field display colors used on the Schedule Manager panels help you to distinguish which periods are linked to which
resources.

Blue
Periods and resources usually appear on the screen in blue.

White
When you issue the L line command against a period or a resource, that period or resource becomes the link item
and its display color changes to white.

Green
The resources linked to the selected period (or the periods linked to the selected resource) become the link group
and their display color changes to green or red. Green indicates a link group item that is supposed to be active (or
online, up, and so on) for this period or resource pair.

Red
Red indicates a link group item that is supposed to be inactive (or offline, down, and so on).
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Control What Appears Onscreen

You can expand and collapse the period or resource data trees displayed on the Links Control panel by issuing the
following line commands:

Line command Description
+ Expands the information tree one level
++ Expands the information tree two levels
- Collapses the information tree one level
-- Collapses the information tree two levels

These commands are most useful on the resource tree.

The following example shows the above panel after line command -- was entered to collapse table -TSO_STCTBL and
line command - was entered to collapse the -STASK types in table -CICS_STCTBL:

Schedule Manager ---------------- Links Control -------------- System:OPS11.7R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F L LD LX N R + ++ - -- 

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

    -PRODUCTION                               | ___ -ACF2_STCTBL              

     |-WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200 | ___  | |-ACF2                 

     |-EVERYNOON   SMTWTFS          1200-1300 | ___ -CICS_STCTBL              

     |-WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600 | ___  |+STASK                  

     |-WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400 | ___ -DB2_STCTBL               

     |-WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000 | ___  | |-DB2                  

     |-THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200 | ___ -IMS_STCTBL               

     |-XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200 | ___  | |-IMS                  

     |-XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400 | ___ -JES2_STCTBL              

     |-XMASEVERY   12/25            0000-2400 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-DEFAULT                                | ___  | |-JES2                 

                                              | ___ +TSO_STCTBL               

                                              |                               

(1)(2)               | (4)(3)

The following is an example of the Links Control panel after the line command ++ was issued to expand table -
TSO_STCTBL and line command + was issued to expand the STASK types in table -CICS_STCTBL:

Schedule Manager ---------------- Links Control ----------------- System:OPS11.7R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F L LD LX N R + ++ - -- 

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

    -PRODUCTION                               | ___ -ACF2_STCTBL              

     |-WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200 | ___  | |-ACF2                 

     |-EVERYNOON   SMTWTFS          1200-1300 | ___ -CICS_STCTBL              

     |-WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400 | ___  | |-CICS                 

     |-WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200 | ___  | |-CICSTEST             
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     |-THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000 | ___ -DB2_STCTBL               

     |-THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000 | ___  | |-DB2                  

     |-XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200 | ___ -IMS_STCTBL               

     |-XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400 | ___  |-STASK                  

     |-XMASEVERY   12/25            0000-2400 | ___  | |-IMS                  

     |-DEFAULT                                | ___ -JES2_STCTBL              

                                              | ___  |-STASK                  

                                              | ___  | |-JES2                 

                                              | ___ -TSO_STCTBL               

                                              | ___  |-STASK                  

                                              | ___  | |-TCAS                 

                                              | ___  | |-TCASTEST             

                                              |                               

(1)(2)               | (4)(3)

Line Commands on the Links Control Panel

The CMDS line of the Links Control panel displays a set of line commands that let you create and modify periods, link
resources with periods, and determine which periods and resources the Schedule Manager displays on your screen.

The following provides a description of each line command:

A
Lets you alter a period definition, changing the name, times and days, or both associated with an existing period.
You can also use the A line command to replace the group of resources currently linked to a period with the link
group from another existing period.

D
Deletes a period definition.

F or OFF
Operating only on items in the link group column, the F line command or the OFF line command creates a link
between a resource and a period that turns the resource OFF during that period. The display color of the item
against which you issue the command changes to red.
If an existing link between this resource and period specifies the desired state of the resource as ON or its
equivalent, then the F line command or OFF line command changes the desired state to OFF or its equivalent. If
you issue either command against the name of a table or a resource type, then the Schedule Manager creates
links that set to OFF (or its equivalent) the desired states of the resources of that table or that type.

I
Lets you define a new period.

L
Issuing this command against a period or resource makes that period or resource the current Link Item, and
makes the items that are linked to that period or resource the Link Group. If the link item is a period, then the
Schedule Manager displays all resources linked to that period, and each resource appears in red or green
depending on whether the link specifies that the resource is ON or OFF during the period. If the link item is a
resource, then you see all periods linked to that resource and the periods appear in red or green as appropriate.

LC
Issuing the LC line command against a resource or period copies the links of the current Link Item to the item
against which the LC was issued. The LC line command is only available from the Link Item Column.

LD
Issuing the LD line command against a resource or period deletes all the links associated with that item.
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LX
Issuing the LX line command against an item makes that item the Link Item and displays only the resources or
periods linked to that item.
Note: Hidden items can be redisplayed using the +/++ or L line commands.
If the link item is a period, then the Schedule Manager displays:

• The names of all active System State Manager tables, shown in blue.
• The names of types that have one or more resources linked to the chosen period, shown in blue.
• The resources associated with the period, in red or green.

If the link item is a resource, then the Schedule Manager displays only:

• The name of the schedule, shown in blue.
• The names of the periods linked to the resource, in red or green.

N or ON
Operating only on items in the link group column, the N line command or the ON line command creates a link
between a resource and a period that turns the resource ON during that period. The display color of the item
against which you issue the command changes to green.
If an existing link between this resource and period specifies the desired state of the resource as OFF or its
equivalent, then the N line command or the ON line command changes the desired state to ON or its equivalent.
If you issue either command against the name of a table or a resource type, then the Schedule Manager creates
links that set to ON (or its equivalent) the desired states of all of the resources of that table or that type.

R
Issuing the R line command against a period or a resource removes a link between that item and the current link
item. If you issue the R line command against a table or a resource type, then the Schedule Manager removes
all links for the resources of that table or type and changes their display color to blue. You can issue the R line
command only in the link group column.

+, -, ++, and --
Commands to expand and contract the view.

Define a Period

To define a period

1. Issue the I line command from the Links Control panel.
The Schedule Manager displays its Period Maintenance Panel, shown here:

Schedule Manager ----------- Period Maintenance Panel ----------- System:OPS11.7R

Command ===>                                                                  

Period Name: ___________  (Required. Up to eleven alphanumeric characters)    

Start Time : ____         (Required. HHMM - Any value from 0000 to 4800)  

End   Time : ____         (Required. HHMM - Any value from Start Time to 4800)

Specify values for ONLY ONE of the following types of period definitions:  

1. Place an S beside each day of the week that this period will be active:  

     _ Sunday _ Monday _ Tuesday _ Wednesday _ Thursday _ Friday _ Saturday

2. Specify a first (and optional last) day of the year that this period will be

   active. (Period will only be active First Date if Last Date not specified.)

     First Date ===> Month: __    (1 - 12)                                    

                     Day  : __    (1 - last day of month)                     

     Optional        Year : ____  (Period active EVERY YEAR if not specified) 
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      Last Date ===> Month: __    (1 - 12)     

                     Day  : __    (1 - last day of month)   

_ Select this option to make the set of links for this period a DUPLICATE of  

  the set of links for the period named: ___________                          

The Default Period of the Schedule Manager

The set of periods that applies to a certain time may not describe the desired state of all resources on your system, and
you may not have defined periods to cover all times. So, the Schedule Manager uses a period called DEFAULT to define
the desired states of those resources whose desired states are not defined by any other period.

If the Schedule Manager cannot find a resource in the set of periods that control a certain point in time or in the
DEFAULT_STATE period, then the Schedule Manager does not set the desired state of the resource.

• The Period Names
The period name can contain 1 to 11 characters and must start with an alphabetic or national character. National
characters for the United States are $, @, and #.

Specify the time interval that this period covers as hours and minutes.

In most cases, specify this time in military time on a 24-hour clock, without a colon between hours and minutes (for
example, 10:00 p.m. becomes 2200). However, if the time interval for a period starts before midnight and ends after
midnight, you must specify the time on a 48-hour clock with 2400 representing midnight. For instance, a start time of 2300
and an end time of 3700 specifies a time interval lasting from 11:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. the following afternoon.

If a resource must be UP or DOWN continuously over two consecutive periods, then make the end time of the earlier
period and the start time of the later period exactly the same. Otherwise, System State Manager may bring the resource
UP or DOWN for the interval between when the earlier period expires and the next period becomes active.

Define a cyclic days of the week period.

To specify each day of the week that the period should be active, type an S beside the name of that day on the Period
Maintenance Panel. For example, to make a period active Monday through Wednesday and on Saturday, type an S
beside Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday.

The cyclic days of the week period are defined.

Define a fixed dates period.

• To specify a single date when the period should be active, enter numeric values for month, day, and optional year for
the First Date field. Numeric values are automatically padded to the left as necessary. For example, you can specify
the month of February as 2; the 4th day of the month as 4; and the year 2009 as 9.

• To specify a range of dates when the period should be active, enter month and day values for both the First Date and
Last Date fields. Enter an optional year value for the First Date field only; the year for the Last Date field is assumed
from the First Date field. A single period cannot span more than one year. The first date can be later in the year than
the last date. If it is, then the period remains active into the following year. For example, a period with a first date of
April 12 and a last date of April 10 is active every day of the year except April 11.
If the optional year is not specified, then the period is active every year on the specified dates (unless the start date is
February 29, in which case the period is active only in leap years).

Resolving Conflicts

When two periods overlap in time with one period containing an active link and the other period containing an inactive link
to the same resource, then those periods are said to be in conflict. 

When a fixed period and a cyclic period are in conflict over scheduled control of a common resource, the Schedule
Manager gives control to the fixed period.

When a fixed period with a year specified and a fixed period without a year specified are in conflict over scheduled control
of a common resource, the Schedule Manager gives control to the fixed period with the year specified.
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The SHOW CONFLICTS command and the REPORT CONFLICTS command all report only on conflicts between periods
not resolved by the above rules (that is, between two cyclic periods or between two fixed periods both with or without the
year specified). Those conflicts are resolved by start time.

Any schedule can contain periods that span the same point in time. In other words, more than one period may be active
at any given time. Periods that are active at the same time are said to overlap. A schedule overlap may be created
intentionally or unintentionally. In either case, the affect of the overlap may be good or bad.

NOTE

Schedule Manager brings resources defined for a period up when that period begins, but does not take those
resources down when that period ends, in case a subsequent or overlapping period needs those resources to
be active. In addition:

• The definition of the default period for your site must include links to all resources under the control of the
Schedule Manager.

• The periods you define should keep control of the desired state of each resource continuously throughout all
24 hours of a day. You can define multiple periods to accomplish this, but at minimum you should define the
desired state of a resource for the default period.

Period Overlap Conflicts

When two periods overlap in time with one period containing an active link and the other period containing an inactive link
to the same resource, then those periods are said to be in conflict.

• When a fixed period and a cyclic period are in conflict over scheduled control of a common resource, the Schedule
Manager gives control to the fixed period.

• When a fixed period with a year specified and a fixed period without a year specified are in conflict over scheduled
control of a common resource, the Schedule Manager gives control to the fixed period with the year specified.

The SHOW CONFLICTS command, the SHOW OVERLAPS command, and the REPORT CONFLICTS command all
report only on conflicts between periods not resolved by the above rules (that is, between two cyclic periods or between
two fixed periods both with or without the year specified). Those conflicts are resolved by start time.

Any schedule can contain periods that span the same point in time. In other words, more than one period may be active
at any given time. Periods that are active at the same time are said to overlap. A schedule overlap may be created
intentionally or unintentionally. In either case, the affect of the overlap may be good or bad.

NOTE

Schedule Manager brings resources defined for a period up when that period begins, but does not take those
resources down when that period ends, in case a subsequent or overlapping period needs those resources to
be active. In addition:

• The definition of the default period for your site must include links to all resources under the control of the
Schedule Manager.

• The periods you define should keep control of the desired state of each resource continuously throughout all
24 hours of a day. You can define multiple periods to accomplish this, but at minimum you should define the
desired state of a resource for the default period.

Change a Period Definition

To edit a period definition

1. Place the cursor on the line for that period, type A in the CMDS column, and press Enter.
The Period Maintenance Panel appears.

2. Make the changes you want by typing over the values in the appropriate input fields.
3. Press Enter.
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Your changes are saved and you return to the Links Control panel.

Delete a Period

To delete a period from a schedule

1. From the Links Control panel, place the cursor on the line for that period.
2. Type D in the CMDS column.
3. Press Enter.

The deleted period disappears from the screen.

Establish Unique Links

Links between periods and system resources determine the following:

• Which resources have their desired state controlled when a period is active
• Whether the desired state is set to ON (or equivalent statuses such as UP, ACTIVE, ONLINE, and so on), to OFF (or

equivalent statuses such as DOWN, INACTIVE, OFFLINE, and so on), or is not set at all

To establish a unique set of links between a period and various system resources

1. On the Links Control panel, issue the L line command in the command column on the line describing a period.
The selected period becomes the link item and its display color changes to white.

2. Press the PF11 key to move the CMDS column into the resource column.
3. Look at the list of resources, resource types, and tables displayed in the resources column.

NOTE
Press the PF7 key to scroll up or the PF8 key to scroll down.

Decide which resources you want to link this period to and what you want the desired states of those resources to be.
A period can be linked to as many resources as you want, including resources belonging to different resource types or
different tables.

4. Place the cursor on the line beside the item you want to link to the currently selected period.
– To link to a single resource, place the cursor on the line listing that resource.
– To link to all resources under the same resource type, place the cursor on the line listing that type.
– To link to all resources belonging to the same table, place the cursor on the line listing the table name.

5. Type either F (off) or N (on) in the CMDS column.
– Type F if you want the resource or resources in this link to have a desired state of OFF or its equivalent during the

current period.
– Type N if you want the resource or resources to have a desired state of ON or its equivalent during the current

period.
6. Press Enter.

The Schedule Manager links the selected resource or resources to the current period and saves the link, making it part
of the current schedule. The resources you chose turn green if their desired state is ON or its equivalent, or red if their
desired state is OFF or its equivalent.

7. Repeat the previous two steps if you want to create links to other resources.

Define the Same Links for Several Periods

This step gives a period the same links to resources as another period.

To define the same links

1. On the Links Control panel, type an A next to the period name and press Enter.
The Period Maintenance Panel displays.
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2. On the Period Maintenance Panel, type an S beside the paragraph beginning with Select this option.
3. Type the name of another period.

The period you are defining will have the same links to resources as the period whose name you enter in this step.
4. Press Enter.

The Schedule Manager deletes all existing links for this period, duplicates the links of the period whose name you
specified, and returns you to the Links Control panel.

Delete a Period/Resource Link

To delete a link between a period and one or more resources:

1. Place the cursor on the line for the period, type L in the CMDS column, and press Enter.
The selected period becomes the link item, and its display color becomes white.

2. Press the PF11 key to move the CMDS column to the resource column.
3. Place the cursor beside the resource, the resource type, or the table to which you want to dissolve the link.
4. Type R and press Enter.

The Schedule Manager removes the link or links to the selected resource or the resources in the selected type or
table. The display color for these resources changes from red or green to blue.

NOTE
You can also delete a period/resource link by typing L next to the resource, pressing the PF10 key, typing R next
to the period, and pressing Enter.

Activate (Load) a Schedule
System State Manager always draws its scheduling information from the schedule named ACTIVE.

The ACTIVE schedule sets the desired states of resources according to the links set for each period.

The two ways to load a schedule are:

• From the Primary Panel
• From the Schedule List Panel

To load a schedule from the Primary Panel

1. Type the name of the schedule to activate in the NAME field.
2. Type L on the command line and press Enter.
3. Press Enter again to load the schedule.

To load a schedule from the Schedule List Panel

1. Type an L in the SEL column next to the name of the schedule you want to activate.
2. Press Enter, and then Enter again to confirm that you want to load the selected schedule.

Result-The schedule you selected is copied into the ACTIVE schedule, allowing System State Manager to use its data to
determine when and how the desired states of resources are to be set.

SHOW STATES Command -- View the Scheduled States of Resources
The Schedule Manager allows you to display the scheduled state of all your system resources at a given time and date.
To do so, issue the SHOW STATE primary command from the command line.

This command has the following format:

[SHOW] STAT[ES] [AT hhmm ON [mm/dd/yyyy]] ]
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hhmm
Specifies the time values. Specify this time value in military time (for example, use 1500 for 3:00 p.m.).

mm/dd/yyyy
Specifies the date values.
If you specify no hhmm time or mm/dd/yyyy date values, then the Schedule Manager shows you the scheduled
system state at the current date and time. If you specify only a time, then the Schedule Manager shows you the
scheduled system state at that time today. If you specify a mm/dd date value without the optional /yyyy year value,
then the Schedule Manager shows you the system state at the specified hhmm time on the next occurrence of the
specified mm/dd date.

The following examples assume that the current time is 3:00 p.m. on February 21, 2010:

• This command will show the system state as it is now at 3:00 p.m. today, on February 21, 2004:
SHOW STATE

• This command will show the system state as it was at 1:00 p.m. today, on February 21, 2004 (assuming that the
schedule has not changed since then):
SHOW STATE AT 1300

• This command will show the system state as it will be at 1:00 p.m. tomorrow, on February 22, 2004:
SHOW STATE AT 1300 ON 02/22

• This command will show the system state as it was at 2:00 p.m. yesterday, on February 21, 2004 (assuming that the
schedule has not changed since then):
SHOW STATE AT 1400 ON 2/21/2004

• This command will show the system state as it will be at 2:00 p.m. a year from yesterday, on February 21, 2005:
SHOW STATE AT 1400 ON 2/21

Given the sample schedule PRODUCTION used in Understanding the Links Control Panel, the following panel would
appear if the command SHOW STATE AT 1400 ON 2/21 was issued:

Schedule Manager ----- State at 1400 on 02/21/2005 (MON) -------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F N R + ++ - --         

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

                                              - ___ -ACF2_STCTBL  

                                              - ___  |-STASK         

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ___  | |-ACF2  

                                              - ___ -CICS_STCTBL 

                                              - ___  |-STASK    

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ___  | |-CICS 

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ___  | |-CICSTEST 

                                              - ___ -DB2_STCTBL 

                                              - ___  |-STASK   

                                              - ___  | |-DB2  

                                              - ___ -IMS_STCTBL   

                                              - ___  |-STASK    

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ___  | |-IMS    

                                              - ___ -JES2_STCTBL   

                                              - ___  |-STASK  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ___  | |-JES2  

                                              - ___ -TSO_STCTBL

                                              - ___  |-STASK  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ___  | |-TCAS    

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ___  | |-TCASTEST      
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The above example shows the State panel that displays the system state information. The title of the panel and the
separator between the period and resource columns change to remind you that you are seeing scheduled states of
resources instead of period/resource links. The periods no longer are displayed in a tree structure; instead, in each row
you see the period that is controlling the resource in that row at the time shown on the title line.

NOTE
The period column is blank if the resource is not controlled by any period at the given date and time.

NOTE
When displaying the State panel, you can issue commands only against resources, and you can issue only the
commands shown. The +, ++, -, and -- line commands work as they do when you display links. The F and N line
commands work as they do when you display links except that:

• The commands change only the state of the resource in the period on that row.
• When you issue the N line command or the F line command against a resource not controlled by any period, you see a

list of possible periods to link the resource to and are asked to select a period.

The R line command, when issued against a resource associated with a period, removes that resource from the period. If
no other period is linked to that resource, then the period column becomes blank and the resource display color changes
to blue. But, if there is a link for that resource in another period that covers the time displayed on the title line:

• The period name in the row where you issued the R line command becomes the name of the other period, and
• The display color for the resource changes to match the link definition for the other period

The links in the previous sample display would be color-coded-green for active links and red for inactive links. In a black
and white environment such as this guide, color-coding is not sufficient to identify the direction of the displayed links.

CMDSONOFF Primary Command -- Distinguish Active and Inactive Links
In addition to the field display colors green and red, you can have the Schedule Manager include the words ON and OFF
on the CMDS column to help you distinguish between active and inactive links.

The primary command CMDSONOFF accepts the following keyword settings to control this feature:

ON
Green (for active) links contain the word ON in the CMDS column and red (for inactive) links contain the word
OFF in the CMDS column.

OFF
The keywords ON and OFF are not used for display purposes in the CMDS field.

Default: OFF

After issuing the command CMDSONOFF ON, the previous panel would look similar to the one below:

Schedule Manager ----- State at 1400 on 02/21/2005 (MON) -------- System:OPS44R

ommand ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F N R + ++ - --         

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

                                              - ___ -ACF2_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-ACF2                 

                                              - ___ -CICS_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-CICS                 

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - OFF  | |-CICSTEST             

                                              - ___ -DB2_STCTBL               
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                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

                                              - ___  | |-DB2                  

                                              - ___ -IMS_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-IMS                  

                                              - ___ -JES2_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-JES2                 

                                              - ___ -TSO_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-TCAS                 

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - OFF  | |-TCASTEST             

                                              -                               

View Potential State Changes
From the State panel, you can view the scheduled state of system resources at the next or previous scheduled period
start or stop time. The next or previous scheduled period start or stop time is the next or previous time for a potential
change to the scheduled state of system resources. Schedule Manager does not verify that there is an actual change in
the scheduled state of any system resources at the time of potentialchange.

To view potential state changes

1. Issue the following command:
[SHOW] NEXT

The scheduled state of system resources at the time of the next scheduled period start or end displays.
2. From the State panel, press the PF11 key or issue the RIGHT command to automatically execute the command

SHOW NEXT.
After issuing a SHOW NEXT command from the State panel shown on the previous page, the following State panel
would appear. Note the short help message in the upper right corner of the screen, indicating that the period has
started or stopped (in this example, period WEEKDAY has stopped).

Schedule Manager ----- State at 1600 on 02/21/2005 (MON) -------- WEEKDAY ENDS

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F N R + ++ - --         

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

                                              - ___ -ACF2_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKEVENING    .MTWTF.          1600-2400 - ON_  | |-ACF2                 

                                              - ___ -CICS_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

                                              - ___  | |-CICS                 

                                              - ___  | |-CICSTEST             

                                              - ___ -DB2_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

                                              - ___  | |-DB2                  

                                              - ___ -IMS_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

                                              - ___  | |-IMS                  

                                              - ___ -JES2_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKEVENING    .MTWTF.          1600-2400 - ON_  | |-JES2                 

                                              - ___ -TSO_STCTBL               
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                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKEVENING    .MTWTF.          1600-2400 - ON_  | |-TCAS                 

                                              - ___  | |-TCASTEST

1. Issue the following commands to see you the scheduled state of system resources at the time of the most recent
period start or stop that occurred:
[SHOW] PREVious

or
[SHOW] PRIOR

2. Press the PF10 key or issue the command LEFT from the State panel to automatically execute the command SHOW
PRIOR.
After issuing a SHOW PRIOR command from the previous State panel, the State panel would look like the one below.
Note that except for the time stamp, this display is identical to the first State panel sample display at time 1400. No
periods start or stop between 1300 and 1400, therefore, no scheduled state changes can occur.

Schedule Manager ----- State at 1300 on 02/21/2005 (MON) -------EVERYNOON ENDS

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F N R + ++ - --         

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

                                              - ___ -ACF2_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-ACF2                 

                                              - ___ -CICS_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-CICS                 

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - OFF  | |-CICSTEST             

                                              - ___ -DB2_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

                                              - ___  | |-DB2                  

                                              - ___ -IMS_STCTBL  

                                              - ___  |-STASK 

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-IMS   

                                              - ___ -JES2_STCTBL 

                                              - ___  |-STASK    

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-JES2  

                                              - ___ -TSO_STCTBL   

                                              - ___  |-STASK   

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - ON_  | |-TCAS   

    WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 - OFF  | |-TCASTEST   

The Primary Commands in Edit
The following describes all of the primary commands available when editing a schedule:

CMDSONOFF OFF|ON
Controls the display of the words ON and OFF in the CMDS column in addition to the colors green and red when
displaying active or inactive links. The default is OFF.

END
The default setting of the PF3 key. Enter this command to return to the Schedule List.

ENQTRACE OFF|ON
Controls tracing for use by Broadcom Support.
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Default: OFF
LEFT

The default setting of the PF10 key. Issue this command from the Links Control Panel to toggle the CMDS column
to the periods. Issue this command from the State panel to execute the SHOW PRIOR command.

NEXTRACE OFF|ON
Controls tracing for use by Broadcom Support.
Default: OFF

REPORT [args]
Print formatted schedule data to a data set. Optional args control what schedule data is printed and to where it is
printed. See REPORT Command -- Print Schedule Manager Data.

RIGHT
The default setting of the PF11 key. Issue this command from the Links Control Panel to toggle the CMDS column
to the resources. Issue this command from the State panel to execute the SHOW NEXT command.

[SHOW] CONF[LICTS]
Display in the Conflicts panel periods that overlap in time and contain at least one conflicting link to a common
resource. For more information, see View Schedule Conflicts.

[SHOW] LINK[S]
Display link items in the Links Control panel. Use the L line command to display link groups. This is the default
display. For more information, see Understanding the Links Control Panel.

[SHOW] NEXT
Display the next potential state change (period start or stop) after the state currently being displayed in the State
panel. For more information, see View Potential State Changes in this section.

[SHOW] OVER[LAPS]
Display in the Overlaps panel periods that overlap in time. For more information, see View Schedule Overlaps in
this section.

[SHOW] PREV[IOUS]
Issue the SHOW PRIOR command.

[SHOW] PRIOR
Display the last potential state change (period start or stop) before the state currently being displayed in the State
panel. For more information, see View Potential State Changes in this section.

[SHOW] STAT[ES]
Display the scheduled state of resources in the State panel. For more information, see SHOW STATES Command
-- View the Scheduled State of Resources in this section.

STATRACE OFF|ON
Controls tracing for use by Broadcom Support.
Default: OFF

Copy a Schedule
The two ways to create a copy of a schedule are:

• From the Primary Panel
• From the Schedule List Panel

To create a copy of a schedule from the Primary Panel

Type the name of the schedule to be copied into the NAME field.

1. Type the name to assign to the copy in the NEWNAME field.
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2. At the command line, type C and press Enter.
3. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to copy the schedule.

To create a copy of a schedule from the Schedule List Panel

Type a C in the SEL column next to the name of the schedule you want to copy.

1. Type the name of the target schedule in the New Schedule field on the same line.
2. Press Enter, and then Enter again to confirm that you want to copy that schedule.

Result-The Schedule Manager creates an exact duplicate of the named schedule and gives the copy the name specified
in the NEWNAME/New Schedule field. The duplicate schedule contains the same periods and links to the same resources
as the original schedule.

Rename a Schedule
The two ways to rename a schedule are from the following panels:

• Primary Panel
• Schedule List Panel

From the Primary Panel

1. Type the name of the schedule in the NAME field.
2. Type the new schedule name in the NEWNAME field.
3. Type R on the command line and press Enter.
4. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to rename the schedule.

From the Schedule List Panel

1. Type an R in the SEL column next to the name of the schedule you want to rename.
2. Type the new schedule name in the New Schedule field.
3. Press Enter, and then Enter again to confirm that you want to rename the schedule.

Result-The Schedule Manager replaces the schedule name with the name you specified.

Delete a Schedule
The two ways to delete a schedule are from the following panels:

• Primary Panel
• Schedule List Panel

From the Primary Panel

1. Type the name of the schedule to delete in the NAME field.
2. Type D on the command line and press Enter.

From the Schedule List Panel

1. Type a D in the SEL column next to the name of the schedule you want to delete.
2. Press Enter to delete the selected schedule.

Result-If the Confirm Deletes field on the Primary panel has the value YES, then you see a message prompting you to
confirm your delete request. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to delete the specified file. Cancel a delete by
typing END at the command line when asked to confirm a delete.

If you do not want to confirm delete requests, type NO over the YES value before deleting the schedule. The schedule is
deleted without issuing a confirmation message.
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Free a Schedule
System State Manager enqueues the processing of schedules. So, in case of failed links with cross-system MSF, or
CAICCI cross-platform communications services or failed TSO address spaces, a user can own the enqueue for a
schedule but be unable to free it for other users to access.

The two ways to free a schedule are from the following panels:

• Primary Panel
• Schedule List Panel

From the Primary Panel

1. In the NAME field, type the name of the schedule to be freed.
2. Type F on the command line and press Enter.

From the Schedule List Panel

1. Type an F in the SEL column next to the name of the schedule you want to free.
2. Press Enter to free the schedule.

Result-The F line command releases the schedule from the user who enqueued it, allowing other users access to that
schedule.

Synchronize a Schedule
The two ways to synchronize a schedule are from the following panels:

• Primary Panel
• Schedule List Panel

From the Primary Panel

1. Type the name of the schedule you want to synchronize in the NAME field.
2. Type Y on the command line and press Enter.

From the Schedule List Panel

1. Type a Y in the SEL column next to the name of the schedule you want to synchronize.
2. Press Enter to synchronize the schedule.

Result-The Schedule Manager finds all links that point to periods that no longer exist or to resources that are no longer
managed by System State Manager. Primarily, these invalid links are caused by removing a resource from System State
Manager control without first removing it from Schedule Manager control; however, they can also be caused by system
failures while a schedule is being edited. When an invalid link is found, the following menu of choices appears:

Schedule Manager ----------- SYNCH Selection List ---------- SELECT ONE ACTION

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

Select one of the following actions for invalid TABLE:    SSMTEST             

_ change all the links containing this item to use a new item name selected   

  from the list of valid names shown below,                                   

_ leave all the links containing this item as is,                             

_ delete all links containing this item,                                      

_ stop showing this panel and leave as is all future links that contain an item
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  that has not already had an action (change name/leave as is/delete) assigned,

_ stop showing this panel and delete all future links that contain an item that

  has not already had an action (change name/leave as is/delete) assigned.  

Sel TABLE 

___ SWZ_STCTBL

You must select one and only one action by typing an S next to the action and pressing the Enter key.

Merge Schedules
The two ways to merge a schedule are from the following panels:

• Primary Panel
• Schedule List Panel

From the Primary Panel

1. Type the name of the schedule to combine with another schedule in the NAME field.
2. Type the name of an existing schedule in the NEWNAME field.
3. Type M on the command line and press Enter.
4. Press Enter again to confirm that you want to merge the schedules.

From the Schedule List Panel

1. Type an M in the SEL column next to the name of the first schedule you want to merge.
2. In the New Schedule field, type the name of the second schedule you want to merge.
3. Press Enter, and then Enter again to confirm that you want to merge the schedules.

Result-The Schedule Manager merges the data from the two schedules into a schedule specified in the NEWNAME/New
Schedule field.

If the names of the two schedules to be merged conflict, then Schedule Manager uses the name of the first schedule (the
one listed in the NAME field). If the same period or link name appears in both schedules, then the data from the period
specified in the NAME field overlays that of the period specified in the NEWNAME field.

View Schedule Overlaps
A schedule can contain periods that span the same point in time. In other words, more than one period can be active
at any given time. Periods that are active at the same time are said to overlap. A schedule overlap may be created
intentionally or unintentionally. In either case, the affect of the overlap may be good or bad. The affect of overlaps is
discussed in the next section Viewing Schedule Conflicts.

Schedule Manager provides the following primary command to display scheduled period overlaps on the Overlaps panel:

[SHOW] OVERlaps

If no schedule overlaps exist, then you receive the short help message NO OVERLAPS in the upper right corner of the
display you are currently in.

Issuing a SHOW OVERLAPS command while editing the sample schedule PRODUCTION would result in the following
sample Overlaps panel being displayed:

Schedule Manager ------------------- Overlaps ------------------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR
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CMDS: A D I L LC LD LX + ++ - --              |                               

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

___ EVERYNOON      SMTWTFS          1200-1300 |     -ACF2_STCTBL

___ WENDLITE       S.....S          0800-2000 |      |-STASK

___                                           |      | |-ACF2

___ EVERYNOON      SMTWTFS          1200-1300 |     -CICS_STCTBL

___ WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600 |      |-STASK

___                                           |      | |-CICS

___ XMASLITE03     12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000 |      | |-CICSTEST

___ XMASALL03      12/25/2007       0000-2400 |     -DB2_STCTBL

___                                           |      |-STASK

___ XMASDARK03     12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200 |      | |-DB2

___ XMASALL03      12/25/2007       0000-2400 |     -IMS_STCTBL

                                              |      |-STASK

                                              |      | |-IMS

                                              |     -JES2_STCTBL

                                              |      |-STASK

                                              |      | |-JES2

                                              |     -TSO_STCTBL

                                              |      |-STASK

                                              |      | |-TCAS

                                              |      | |-TCASTEST

Similar to the Links Control panel, the Overlaps panel lists the SSM resource tree on the right side of the display. On the
left side of the display it lists each schedule overlap separated by a blank line. For each overlap, the two overlapping
period definitions are listed. Again, similar to the Links Control panel, line commands L and LX (listed on the CMDS line)
are available to display defined links. Line commands C and CX are also available to display only links in conflict.

NOTE
The Overlaps panel does not display any overlaps between a cyclic day of week period and a fixed date period.
For example, the above Overlaps panel displays overlaps between cyclic day of week period EVERYNOON and
cyclic day of week periods WEEKLITE and WEEKDAY, but it does not display overlaps between cyclic day of
week period EVERYNOON and any of the fixed date periods.

View Schedule Conflicts
Contents

When two overlapping periods (discussed in the previous section Viewing Schedule Overlaps) each contain a link to the
same resource, there may be a schedule conflict. A schedule conflict occurs when one of the links schedules the state of
the resource to active and the other link schedules the state of the resource to inactive.

To identify schedule conflicts, issue the following command from the command line of the Links Control panel:

[SHOW] CONFlicts

If no schedule conflicts exist, then you receive the short help message NO CONFLICTS in the upper right corner of the
display you are currently in.

Issuing a SHOW CONFLICTS command while editing the sample schedule PRODUCTION would result in the following
sample Conflicts panel being displayed:

Schedule Manager ------------------- Overlaps ------------------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

CMDS: A D I L LC LD LX + ++ - --              |                               
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---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

___ EVERYNOON      SMTWTFS          1200-1300 |     -ACF2_STCTBL   

___ WENDLITE       S.....S          0800-2000 |      |-STASK  

___                                           |      | |-ACF2        

___ XMASLITE03     12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000 |     -CICS_STCTBL  

___ XMASALL03      12/25/2007       0000-2400 |      |-STASK 

                                              |      | |-CICS      

                                              |      | |-CICSTEST    

                                              |     -DB2_STCTBL  

                                              |      |-STASK 

                                              |      | |-DB2 

                                              |     -IMS_STCTBL 

                                              |      |-STASK    

                                              |      | |-IMS 

                                              |     -JES2_STCTBL   

                                              |      |-STASK   

                                              |      | |-JES2 

                                              |     -TSO_STCTBL 

                                              |      |-STASK 

                                              |      | |-TCAS   

                                              |      | |-TCASTEST

The Conflicts display of a schedule is identical to its Overlaps display, except that non-conflicting schedule overlaps are
filtered out and only those schedule overlaps that contain conflicting links are listed.

The first period listed in each conflict pair is the period that sets the desired state of the resource.

Line commands L and LX are available to display defined links. Line commands C and CX are available to display only
the links in conflict.

The C and CX Commands

From either the Overlaps or Conflicts panel, you can issue the following line commands against a link item (a period or
resource) to display conflicting links:

C
Displays information about periods that specify conflicting resource states. This data includes information about all
resources linked to the conflicting periods.

CX
Displays information about conflicting periods but excludes information about linked resources not involved in
conflicts.

Schedule Manager excludes resource link items from the display by collapsing nodes on the resource tree (similar to the -
and -- line commands). Excluded period link items are simply removed from the display.

How Schedule Manager Resolves Schedule Conflicts

When a cyclic day of week period and a fixed date period are in conflict over scheduled control of a common resource,
Schedule Manager gives control to the fixed date period.

When a fixed date period with a year specified and a fixed date period without a year specified are in conflict over
scheduled control of a common resource, Schedule Manager gives control to the fixed date period with the year specified.

NOTE
The SHOW CONFLICTS and SHOW OVERLAPS commands do not display any schedule conflicts resolved
by the above rules. Also, the SHOW OVERLAPS command does not display any non-conflicting overlaps
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that would be resolved by the above rules if they were conflicts. This is done to make the displays more
understandable and less complex.

WARNING
The user needs to keep this in mind when reading these displays.

Conflicts between periods not resolved by the above rules (that is, conflicts between two cyclic day of week periods or
between two fixed date periods both with or without the year specified) are resolved as follows:

• The period with a start time closest to the time of conflict gains control of the resource. For instance, if period A takes
effect Monday through Friday from 09:00 to 17:00 and period B takes effect Wednesday and Thursday from 10:00 to
22:00, then the times of conflict are between 10:00 and 17:00 on Wednesday and Thursday. Since 10:00, the start time
of period B, is closer to the times of conflict than 09:00, the start time for period A, then period B controls the resource
during the times of conflict between 10:00 and 17:00 on Wednesday and Thursday.

• If two conflicting periods have the same start time, then the period with a start date closest to the date of the conflict
controls the resource. For example, if period A takes effect Monday through Friday from 09:00 to 12:00 and period B
takes effect Wednesday and Thursday from 09:00 to 17:00, then period A controls the resource on Monday, Tuesday,
and Friday between 09:00 and 12:00, and period B controls the resource from 09:00 until 12:00 on Wednesday and
Thursday.

• If neither of the above criteria favors one period over the other, then the Schedule Manager uses the period whose
name is first in alphabetical sequence. For instance, period A is used since A precedes B alphabetically.

REPORT Command -- Print Schedule Manager Data
While editing a schedule, issue the REPORT commands at the command line to save to disk the same schedule
information that is displayed by the SHOW commands.

Similar to the SHOW commands, the following are the REPORT commands:

REPORT
Report the SHOW display currently being viewed in Edit.

REPORT CLOSE
Close the report data set and stop it from receiving any more REPORT output.

REPORT CONFLICTS
Report conflicts between periods.

REPORT LINKS
Report links between periods and system resources.

REPORT OPEN [dsn]
Open the specified dsn or default report data set.

REPORT OVERLAPS
Report overlapping periods.

REPORT STATES . . .
Report the scheduled state of all your system resources.
Note: All of the command options available on the SHOW STATES command are also available on the REPORT
STATES command.

Issuing the REPORT command by itself without any command options results in Schedule Manager reporting the SHOW
display currently being viewed.

The first REPORT command to be issued with or without any command options creates a default report data set that is
named using the following template:

hlq.SM.opssysid.schstrip.Dyyymmdd.Thhmm
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Following is a description of the values in this template:

hlq
The default value returned by the standard OPDSPF() REXX routine, or the TSO userid of the user if OPSDSPF()
returns null.
Note: If OPDSPF() is not customized by the user, then it returns a default value of either the TSO PREFIX setting,
if one exists, or the TSO userid of the user.

opssysid
The system ID of the OPS/MVS system on which the schedule resides.

schstrip
The leftmost eight non-blank characters of the schedule name excluding any underscore characters.

yyymmdd
The current date without the high-order year digit (millennium).

hhmm
The current time of day in 24-hour military time.

You may optionally specify your own report data set name by issuing the following command first before issuing any other
REPORT commands:

REPORT OPEN datasetname

The datasetname may be specified with or without quotes (' or "). If the datasetname is specified without quotes, then it is
prefixed by hlq as described above.

Any errors that occur while attempting to allocate either the default or user-specified report data set result in the Dataset
Creation Attributes panel being displayed. From there you are able to alter the data set name for allocation re-try by
Schedule Manager, or SWAP into another ISPF screen to allocate the data set using ISPF, batch JCL, TSO commands,
and so on.

After the first REPORT command completes, the output from any subsequent REPORT commands issued are appended
to the end of the same report data set. The report data set is closed after each REPORT command completes and can be
viewed, printed, copied, edited, and so on.

To close the report data set and stop it from receiving any more REPORT output, the user must issue the following
command:

REPORT CLOSE

NOTE
Issue the HELP command after the REPORT CLOSE command returns to display the name of the report data
set that was closed.

Example REPORT Command
The next REPORT command to be issued after a REPORT CLOSE command creates a new report
data set. REPORT STATES AT 1300 ON 2/21/2005 The following would be the contents of data set
JOEUSER.SM.OPS44R.PRODUCTI.D0030415.T1509. Note that this report is for the identical point in time
that is shown in the example SHOW STATES display in Viewing Potential State Changes.
   Schedule: OPS44R>PRODUCTION ----------- STATES ----------- 15 Apr 2007

   ------------------------- AT 1300 ON 02/21/2005 (MON) -----------------

   Table: ACF2_STCTBL                                                    

     Type: *NULL*                                                        

       ACF2               ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600     

   Table: CICS_STCTBL                                                    
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     Type: *NULL*                                                        

       CICS               ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600     

       CICSTEST           OFF WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600     

   Table: IMS_STCTBL                                                     

     Type: *NULL*                                                        

       IMS                ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600     

   Table: JES2_STCTBL                                                    

     Type: *NULL*                                                        

       JES2               ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600     

   Table: TSO_STCTBL                                                     

     Type: *NULL*                                                        

       TCAS               ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600     

       TCASTEST           OFF WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600     

The REPORT LINKS command generates a report identical to that of a REPORT call to the Schedule
Manager API. The next section describes the API in general and the REPORT call, and also includes a
sample report.

Use the Schedule Manager Application Program Interface
In addition to using the Schedule Manager ISPF application through OPSVIEW primary option 4.11.4, a user can invoke
Schedule Manager programmatically by calling the Schedule Manager Application Program Interface (API). This includes
user-coded commands on the ISPF command line, user-coded programs running in batch JCL, user-coded programs
running interactively under ISPF, user-coded AOF rules, and so on.

The OPS/MVS REXX program ASOSMAPI processes the Schedule Manager API calls. To use the Schedule Manager
API, call ASOSMAPI in the proper environment using the proper command syntax as documented in this section.

API QUERY Command -- Returns Schedule Manager Data

The API QUERY command returns Schedule Manager data, such as schedule names, period definitions, defined links,
and so on. The data returned depends on the keywords entered on the QUERY command text. Syntax and examples of
the numerous possible keyword combinations on the QUERY command are shown below.

Data is returned by the QUERY command in the following format:

delimit||code||delimit||count||delimit||value1||delimit||value2|

|delimit||...

In the format above, the first character returned is used to delimit values in the returned data. The first value returned
is the return code of the QUERY operation. The second value returned is the count of data values that follow. The data
always ends with the delimit character. When return code > 0, then count is actually the text of an error message. When
return code = 0, then count may also be 0.

Examples given in this section were generated by calling the following REXX program named SM$APIQ to call the
Schedule Manager API and display the results at the terminal:

/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*  REXX test ASOSMAPI API QUERY calls.                             */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+---*/

/*                                                                  */

  PARSE UPPER ARG sm_api_parms 

  CALL ASOSMAPI sm_api_parms   
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  SAY 'SM$APIQ Result='result 

IF result='RESULT' THEN DO   

    say 'Bad QUERY'  

  END

  ELSE DO 

    PARSE VAR result rdelim 2 rcode (rdelim) rcount (rdelim) +0 rresult

    IF rcode<>0 THEN DO 

      say 'QUERY returned error code "'||rcode||'" and error '  

      say 'text: "'||rcount||'"'   

    END

    ELSE DO i = 1 TO rcount 

      PARSE VAR rresult rdelim 2 rentry (rdelim) +0 rresult  

      SAY RIGHT(i,3)||':'||rentry  

    END

  END 

EXIT result    

Program SM$APIQ above was called by issuing the following command from the ISPF command shell on a TSO user ID
logged on to a system with a single copy of OPS/MVS running:

OI SM$APIQ arg

Argument arg in the above command text contains the QUERY command syntax to call Schedule Manager, documented
below.

For more information on the OI command, see OPSIMEX Command Processor.

Syntax:

QUERY

   {SCHEDULE(ACTIVE) SOURCE}

Returns the name of the schedule that is loaded into the ACTIVE schedule.

Example: Query the schedule name

Command (and response) to query the name of the schedule that is loaded into the ACTIVE schedule on system
OPS44R:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(OPS44R>ACTIVE) SOURCE

SM$APIQ MESSAGE: LOAD_GET API RESPONSE (continued...)

SM$APIQ MESSAGE: OPS44R>SLEJO01>15:42:17.590471 GLOBAL0.ATMSM_ACTIVE_OPS44R=(PR

ODUCTION ON OPS44R)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:1:PRODUCTION ON OPS44R:

  1:PRODUCTION ON OPS44R

***

Syntax:

QUERY

   {SCHEDULE(*)}

Returns a list of all schedules that are defined in Schedule Manager.

Example: Query names of all schedules

Command (and response) to query the names of all schedules that are defined in Schedule Manager on the local system:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(*)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:7:DEVELOPMENT:PRODUCTION:PRODUCTIONA:PRODUCTIONB:PRODUCTIONC:S
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ERVER:TESTBED:

   1:DEVELOPMENT                                                                

   2:PRODUCTION                                                                 

   3:PRODUCTIONA                                                                

   4:PRODUCTIONB                                                                

   5:PRODUCTIONC                                                                

   6:SERVER                                                                     

   7:TESTBED                                                                    

***

Syntax:

QUERY

   {PERIOD(*)}

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

Return a list of all periods that are defined in schedule ssss.

Example: Query the names of all periods

Command (and response) to query the names of all periods that are defined in schedule PRODUCTION on the local
system:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) PERIOD(*)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:13:WENDLITE S.....S 0800-2000:WENDDARK S.....S 2000-3200:EVER

YNOON SMTWTFS 1200-1300:WEEKDAY .MTWTF. 0800-1600:WEEKEVENING .MTWTF. 1600-2400:

WEEKNIGHT .MTWTF. 2400-3200:THNXLITE03 11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000:THNXDARK03 11/

27/2                                                                            

  1:WENDLITE S.....S 0800-2000                                                 

  2:WENDDARK S.....S 2000-3200                                                 

  3:EVERYNOON SMTWTFS 1200-1300                                                

  4:WEEKDAY .MTWTF. 0800-1600                                                  

  5:WEEKEVENING .MTWTF. 1600-2400                                              

  6:WEEKNIGHT .MTWTF. 2400-3200                                                

  7:THNXLITE03 11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000                                      

  8:THNXDARK03 11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200                                      

  9:XMASLITE03 12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000                                      

 10:XMASDARK03 12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200                                      

 11:XMASALL03 12/25/2007 0000-2400                                             

 12:XMASEVERY 12/25 0000-2400                                                  

 13:DEFAULT                                                                    

***

Syntax:

QUERY

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

Return a list of all resources that are linked to period pppp in schedule ssss.

Example: Query the names of all resources

Command (and response) to query the names of all resources that are linked to period EVERYNOON in schedule
PRODUCTION on the local system:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) PERIOD(EVERYNOON)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:1:DB2_STCTBL.ACF2:                                 
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  1:DB2_STCTBL.DB2                                                   

***

Syntax:

QUERY

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {TABLE(*)}

Returns a list of all SSM resource tables.

NOTE
Keyword SCHEDULE(ssss) is required to allow the user to specify the system to be queried. You must specify
a valid schedule name, although only the system> portion (if any) of the specified schedule name affects the
operation of this command.

Example: Query the name of all SSM resource tables

Command (and response) to query the name of all SSM resource tables on the local system:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) TABLE(*)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:6: ACF2_STCTBL: CICS_STCTBL: DB2_STCTBL: IMS_STCTB

L:JES2_STCTBL: TSO_STCTBL:

  1:ACF2_STCTBL                                                     

  2:CICS_STCTBL                                                     

  3:DB2_STCTBL                                                      

  4:IMS_STCTBL                                                      

  5:JES2_STCTBL                                                     

  6:TSO_STCTBL                                                      

***

Syntax:

QUERY

   {RESOURCE(*)}

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {TABLE(tttt)}

Returns a list of all resources in SSM resource table tttt.

NOTE
Keyword SCHEDULE(ssss) is required to allow the user to specify the system to be queried. You must specify
a valid schedule name, although only the system> portion (if any) of the specified schedule name affects the
operation of this command.

Example: Query the names of all resources in SSM resource table

Command (and response) to query the names of all resources in SSM resource table TSO_STCTBL on the local system:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) TABLE(TSO_STCTBL) RESOURCE(*)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:2:TSO:TSOTEST:

  1:TSO                         

  2:TSOTEST                     

***

Syntax:

QUERY

   {RESOURCE(rrrr)}

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}
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   {TABLE(tttt)}

Returns a list of all periods defined in schedule ssss that are linked to resource rrrr in table tttt.

Example: query the names of all periods

Command (and response) to query the names of all periods defined in schedule PRODUCTION on the local system that
are linked to resource TSO in table TSO_STCTBL:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) TABLE(TSO_STCTBL) RESOURCE(TSO)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:2:WEEKDAY:XMASALL03:

  1:WEEKDAY                           

  2:XMASALL03                         

***

Syntax:

QUERY

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

   {RESOURCE(rrrr)}

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {TABLE(tttt)}

Returns the DESIRED_STATE of the link defined in schedule ssss between period pppp and resource rrrr in table tttt, or
else return nothing if there is no link defined.

Example: query the DESIRED_STATE of the link

Command (and response) to query the DESIRED_STATE of the link defined in schedule PRODUCTION on the local
system between period WEEKDAY and resource TSO in table TSO_STCTBL:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) TABLE(TSO_STCTBL) RESOURCE(TSO)

           PERIOD(WEEKDAY)

SM$APIQ Result=:0:1:OFF:

  1:OFF 

***

Example: query the DESIRED_STATE of a non-existent link

Command (and response) to query the DESIRED_STATE of a non-existent link in schedule PRODUCTION on the local
system between period WEEKNIGHT and resource TSO in table TSO_STCTBL:

OI SM$APIQ QUERY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) TABLE(TSO_STCTBL) RESOURCE(TSO)

PERIOD(WEEKNIGHT)SM$APIQ Result=:0:0:***

Keywords on the Schedule Manager API QUERY Command

The following is a list of keywords on the API QUERY command and their values:

PERIOD(period_name)
Any valid Schedule Manager schedule period name or the wildcard character *.

RESOURCE(resource_name)
Any valid SSM resource name or the wildcard character *.

SCHEDULE(schedule_name)
Any valid Schedule Manager schedule name or the wildcard character *.
Note that the name of a schedule (including the wildcard character *) on an MSF-connected system is allowed
when schedule_name is fully qualified as system>name.
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TABLE(table_name)
Any valid SSM resource table name or the wildcard character *.

Formats of All Other Schedule Manager API Commands

Examples given in this section were generated by calling the following REXX program named SM$API to call the
Schedule Manager API and display the results at the terminal:

/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*  REXX test ASOSMAPI API calls.                                   */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+---*/

/*                                                                  */

  PARSE UPPER ARG sm_api_parms

  CALL ASOSMAPI sm_api_parms

  SAY 'SM$API Result='result

EXIT result

Program SM$API above was called by issuing the following command from the ISPF command shell on a TSO userid
logged on to a system with a single copy of OPS/MVS running:

OI SM$API arg

Argument arg in the above command text contains the command syntax to call Schedule Manager, documented below.

For more information on the OI command, see OPSIMEX Command Processor.

Syntax to copy a schedule on the local system:

COPY

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {TARGET(tttt)}

Copy schedule ssss to schedule tttt. Schedule tttt is deleted before the copy is made so that schedule tttt is identical to
schedule ssss after the copy.

Example: copy schedule on the local system

Command (and response) to copy schedule PRODUCTION on the local system to schedule TEST_IMAGE on the local
system:

OI SM$API COPY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) TARGET(TEST_IMAGE)

SM$API MESSAGE: *COPIED

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to create an empty schedule:

Create

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

Example: Create empty schedule

Command (and response) to create empty schedule TEST_EMPTY on the local system:

OI SM$API CREATE SCHEDULE(TEST_EMPTY)

SM$API MESSAGE: *CREATED

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to delete a schedule on the local system:
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DELETE

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

Example: Delete schedule on local system

Command (and response) to delete schedule TEST_IMAGE on the local system:

OI SM$API DELETE SCHEDULE(TEST_IMAGE)

SM$API MESSAGE: *DELETED

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to insert empty period in the schedule

INSERT

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

   {DATE(dddd)}

   {TIME(tttt-uuuu)}

Insert (create) empty period pppp in schedule ssss on the local system, active on days dddd with a start time of tttt and
end time of uuuu.

Example: Insert empty period in schedule

Command (and response) to insert empty period WENDALL in schedule TEST_EMPTY on the local system, active all day
Saturday and Sunday:

OI SM$API INSERT SCHEDULE(TEST_EMPTY) PERIOD(WENDALL)

                 DATE(S.....S) TIME(0000-2400)

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to create a link in the schedule

LINK

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

   {TABLE(tttt)}

   {RESOURCE(rrrr)}

   {DESIRED_STATE(dddd)}

Create a link in schedule ssss between period pppp and resource rrrr in table tttt with a DESIRED_STATE of dddd.

Example: Create a link in schedule

Command (and response) to create a link in schedule TEST_EMPTY on the local system between period WENDALL and
resource JES2 in table JES2_STCTBL with a DESIRED_STATE of ON:

OI SM$API LINK SCHEDULE(TEST_EMPTY) PERIOD(WENDALL)

               TABLE(JES2_STCTBL) RESOURCE(JES2)

               DESIRED_STATE(ON)

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to create links in the schedule:

LINK_COPY

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {PERIOD(pppp)}
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   {TARGET_PERIOD(tttt)}

Create links in schedule ssss between period tttt and all of the same resources that are linked to period pppp.

Example: Create links in schedule

Command (and response) to create links in schedule PRODUCTION on the local system between period EVERYNOON
and all of the same resources that are linked to period DEFAULT:

OI SM$API LINKS_COPY SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) PERIOD(DEFAULT)

                     TARGET_PERIOD(EVERYNOON)

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to create links to a schedule:

LINK_COPY

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {TABLE(tttt)}

   {RESOURCE(rrrr)}

   {TARGET_TABLE(aaaa)}

   {TARGET_RESOURCE(cccc)}

Create links in schedule ssss between resource cccc in table aaaa and all of the same periods that are linked to resource
rrrr in table tttt.

Example: Create links to schedule

Command (and response) to create links to schedule TEST_EMPTY on the local system between resource DB2 in table
DB2_STCTBL and all of the same periods that are linked to resource JES2 in table JES2_STCTBL:

OI SM$API LINKS_COPY SCHEDULE(TEST_EMPTY)

                    TABLE(JES2_STCTBL) RESOURCE(JES2)

                    TARGET_TABLE(DB2_STCTBL) TARGET_RESOURCE(DB2)

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to delete all links in a schedule:

LINK_DELETE

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

Delete all links in schedule ssss between all resources and period pppp.

Example: Delete all links in schedule

Command (and response) to delete all links in schedule PRODUCTION on the local system between all resources and
period EVERYNOON:

OI SM$API LINKS_DELETE SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) PERIOD(EVERYNOON)

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to delete all links:

LINK_DELETE

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

   {RESOURCE(rrrr)}
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Delete all links in schedule ssss between all periods and resource rrrr in table tttt.

Example: Delete all links

Command (and response) to delete all links in schedule TEST_EMPTY on the local system between all periods and
resource DB2 in table DB2_STCTBL:

OI SM$API LINKS_DELETE SCHEDULE(TEST_EMPTY)

                 TABLE(DB2_STCTBL) RESOURCE(DB2)

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to load a schedule:

LOAD

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {TARGET(ACTIVE)}

Load (activate) schedule ssss by making it the ACTIVE schedule.

Example: Load schedule

Command (and response) to load (activate) schedule PRODUCTION on the local system by making it the ACTIVE
schedule on the local system:

OI SM$API LOAD SCHEDULE(DEVELOPMENT) TARGET(ACTIVE)

SM$API MESSAGE: LOAD_SET API RESPONSE (continued...)

SM$API MESSAGE: OPS44R>SLEJO01>16:06:49.286188 GLOBAL0.ATMSM_ACTIVE_OPS44R=()

SM$API MESSAGE: LOAD_SET API RESPONSE (continued...)

SM$API MESSAGE: OPS44R>SLEJO01>16:06:49.370434

                LOBAL0.ATMSM_ACTIVE_OPS44R=(PRODUCTION ON OPS44R)

SM$API MESSAGE: *LOADED

SM$API Result=0 

***

Syntax to merge a schedule:

MERGE

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {TARGET(tttt)}

Merge schedule ssss and schedule tttt and place the result in schedule tttt.

Example: Merge schedule

Command (and response) to merge schedule TEST_EMPTY on the local system and schedule PRODUCTION on the
local system and place the result in schedule PRODUCTION on the local system:

OI SM$API MERGE SCHEDULE(TEST_EMPTY) TARGET(PRODUCTION)

SM$API MESSAGE: *MERGED

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to remove a schedule:

REMOVE

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

Remove period pppp from schedule ssss.
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Example: Remove period from schedule

Command (and response) to remove period EVERYNOON from schedule PRODUCTION on the local system:

OI SM$API REMOVE SCHEDULE(TEST_EMPTY) PERIOD(EVERYNOON)

 SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to print a report of a schedule:

REPORT

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   [DSNAME(dddd)]

Print a report on links between periods and resources in schedule ssss to data set dddd,if specified, or to the default data
set if dddd is not specified. The report generated by this command is identical to the report generated by the Edit primary
command REPORT LINKS.

If this command is successful, then it returns the name of the data set containing the report. If this command is not
successful, then it returns a value of 8.

Example: Print a report

Command (and response) to print a report on the links between periods and resources in schedule PRODUCTION on the
local system:

OI SM$API REPORT SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) DSNAME('JOEUSER.TEST.REPORT')

SM$API Result='JOEUSER.TEST.REPORT'

***

The following would be the contents of data set JOEUSER.TEST.REPORT:

Schedule: OPS44R>PRODUCTION ----------- LINKS ------------ 15 Apr 2007

                              * * * PERIOD LIST * * *

  WENDALL     S.....S          0000-2400

  WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000

  WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200

  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

  WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400

  WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200

  THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000

  THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200

  XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000

  XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200

  XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400

  XMASEVERY   12/25            0000-2400

  DEFAULT

 1Schedule: OPS44R>PRODUCTION ----------- LINKS ----------- 15 Apr 2007

                            * * * SORTED BY PERIOD * * *

  Period: DEFAULT

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: JES2_STCTBL
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      JES2               ON

  Period: THNXDARK03     11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: CICS_STCTBL

      CICS               OFF

    Table: IMS_STCTBL

      IMS                OFF

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

  Period: THNXLITE03     11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

  Period: WEEKDAY        .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: CICS_STCTBL

      CICS               ON

      CICSTEST           OFF

    Table: IMS_STCTBL

      IMS                ON

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

      TCASTEST           OFF

 1Schedule: OPS44R>PRODUCTION ----------- LINKS ----------- 15 Apr 2007

                            * * * SORTED BY PERIOD * * *

  Period: WEEKEVENING    .MTWTF.          1600-2400

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON
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    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

  Period: WEEKNIGHT      .MTWTF.          2400-3200

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: CICS_STCTBL

      CICS               OFF

    Table: IMS_STCTBL

      IMS                OFF

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

  Period: WENDALL        S.....S          0000-2400

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

  Period: WENDDARK       S.....S          2000-3200

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: CICS_STCTBL

      CICS               OFF

    Table: IMS_STCTBL

      IMS                OFF

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

 1Schedule: OPS44R>PRODUCTION ----------- LINKS ----------- 15 Apr 2007

                            * * * SORTED BY PERIOD * * *

  Period: WENDLITE       S.....S          0800-2000

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

  Period: XMASALL03      12/25/2007       0000-2400

    Table: DB2_STCTBL

      DB2                OFF

    Table: TSO_STCTBL
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      TCASTEST           OFF

  Period: XMASDARK03     12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: CICS_STCTBL

      CICS               OFF

    Table: IMS_STCTBL

      IMS                OFF

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

  Period: XMASEVERY      12/25            0000-2400

    Table: CICS_STCTBL

      CICSTEST           OFF

  Period: XMASLITE03     12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000

    Table: ACF2_STCTBL

      ACF2               ON

    Table: DB2_STCTBL

      DB2                ON

    Table: JES2_STCTBL

      JES2               ON

    Table: TSO_STCTBL

      TCAS               ON

1Schedule: OPS44R>PRODUCTION ----------- LINKS ---------- 15 Apr 2007

                           * * * SORTED BY RESOURCE * * *

  Resource: ACF2_STCTBL.ACF2

    ON  DEFAULT

    ON  THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200

    ON  THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000

    ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    ON  WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400

    ON  WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200

    ON  WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200

    ON  WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000

    ON  XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200

    ON  XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000

  Resource: CICS_STCTBL.CICS

    OFF THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200

    ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    OFF WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200

    OFF WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200

    OFF XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200

  Resource: CICS_STCTBL.CICSTEST
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    OFF WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    OFF XMASEVERY   12/25            0000-2400

Resource: DB2_STCTBL.DB2

    ON  XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000

    OFF XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400

Resource: IMS_STCTBL.IMS

    OFF THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200

    ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    OFF WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200

    OFF WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200

    OFF XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200

  Resource: JES2_STCTBL.JES2

    ON  DEFAULT

    ON  THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200

    ON  THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000

    ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    ON  WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400

    ON  WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200

    ON  WENDALL     S.....S          0000-2400

    ON  WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200

    ON  WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000

    ON  XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200

    ON  XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000

1Schedule: OPS44R>PRODUCTION ----------- LINKS ------------ 15 Apr 2007

                           * * * SORTED BY RESOURCE * * *

  Resource: TSO_STCTBL.TCAS

    ON  THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200

    ON  THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000

    ON  WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    ON  WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400

    ON  WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200

    ON  WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200

    ON  WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000

    ON  XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200

    ON  XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000

  Resource: TSO_STCTBL.TCASTEST

    OFF WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600

    OFF XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400

Syntax to have Schedule Manager perform a reset function:

RESET OI

    [SCHEDULE(ACTIVE)]

Request Schedule Manager to perform a RESET function resulting in the following:
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• The ACTIVE schedule and the @OVERRIDE@ schedule are reevaluated.
• The desired states of SSM resources are set as scheduled.
• The next schedule RESET time (period start or stop) is recomputed.

The Schedule Manager RESET function is always executed using the ACTIVE schedule and the @OVERRIDE@
schedule, if one exists. The optional keyword SCHEDULE may be specified on the RESET_OI command to direct the
request to another system. If the keyword SCHEDULE is specified, then the schedule name must be ACTIVE. If the
keyword SCHEDULE is not specified, then the request is directed to the local system.

Example: Have Schedule Manager perform a RESET function

Command (and response) to have Schedule Manager perform a RESET function on the local system:

OI SM$API RESET_OI

SM$API MESSAGE: RESET SCHEDULED (continued...)

SM$API MESSAGE: Check OSF logs on system OPS44R.

SM$API Result=0

***

Syntax to synchronize a schedule:

SYNCH_AUTO

    {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

Synchronize schedule ssss with SSM table updates by automatically removing all links containing deleted SSM tables,
resources, or both.

This command and the Y (synch) line command in Edit cannot be executed against the ACTIVE schedule. If the ACTIVE
schedule becomes out-of-synch due to deleted SSM tables, resources or both, then the source schedule used to build
the ACTIVE schedule will also be out-of-synch. You can use the SYNCH_AUTO command to synchronize the source
schedule and then use the LOAD command to re-load it into the ACTIVE schedule.

Schedule Manager issues the following WTO during its RESET processing whenever it recognizes the ACTIVE schedule
as being out-of-synch:

OPS7913E FATAL|Non-fatal SSM Schedule Manager error. ACTIVE schedule out-of-synch. Synch and re-load source
schedule sssssssssss.

Schedule sssssssssss last loaded into the ACTIVE schedule is listed in the message text. It is most likely out-of-synch
also. The error condition is not resolved until a synchronized schedule is loaded into the ACTIVE schedule.

If period definitions are missing, then this is a FATAL error and it will be indicated in the WTO text.

Notes:

• Schedule Manager RESET processing halts after encountering a fatal error due to missing period definitions and does
not restart until the error condition is resolved. In other words, Schedule Manager no longer schedules the desired
states of your SSM resources.

• A fatal error due to missing period definitions cannot be resolved programmatically using the Schedule Manager API.
The user has to go into the ISPF Schedule Manager application (OPSVIEW option 4.11.4) to resolve the errors.

Example: Synchronize schedule

Failing command (and response) to synchronize schedule PRODUCTION on the local system that contains links to
deleted period definitions:

OI SM$API SYNCH_AUTO SCHEDULE(DAMAGED)

SM$API MESSAGE: MISSING PERIODS (continued...)

SM$API MESSAGE: Links to missing SSM tables/resources were deleted. Use OPSVIEW

                4.11.4 to SYNCH other links to missing period definitions.
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SM$API Result=8

***

If SSM tables, resources, or both are missing, then this is a non-fatal error and it will be indicated in the WTO text.
Schedule Manager RESET processing continues for remaining SSM resources after encountering a non-fatal error. In
other words, Schedule Manager continues to schedule the desired states of your remaining SSM resources. A non-fatal
error due to missing SSM tables, resources, or both can be resolved programmatically using the Schedule Manager API
commands SYNCH_AUTO and LOAD, as described above. Of course, the user can also resolve the errors using the
ISPF Schedule Manager application (OPSVIEW option 4.11.4).

NOTE
An AOF MSG rule could be written against the OPS7913E WTO to automate a programmatic resolution to a
non-fatal Schedule Manager error due to an out-of-synch ACTIVE schedule.

Example: Remove all links to deleted SSM tables

Command (and response) to remove all links to deleted SSM tables, resources, or both from all periods defined in
schedule PRODUCTION on the local system:

OI SM$API SYNCH_AUTO SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION)

SM$API MESSAGE: *SYNCHED

SM$API Result=0        

***

Syntax to delete a single link:

UNLINK

   {SCHEDULE(ssss)}

   {PERIOD(pppp)}

   {TABLE(tttt)}

   {RESOURCE(rrrr)}

Delete single link in schedule ssss between period pppp and resource rrrr in table tttt.

Example: Delete link

Command (and response) to delete the link in schedule PRODUCTION on the local system between period DEFAULT
and resource ACF2 in table ACF2_STCTBL:

OI SM$API UNLINK SCHEDULE(PRODUCTION) PERIOD(DEFAULT)

               TABLE(ACF2_STCTBL) RESOURCE(ACF2)

SM$API Result=0

***

Keywords on All Other Schedule Manager API Commands

The following is a list of keywords on all other Schedule Manager API commands and their values:

• DATE(date)
mask

Defines a cyclic days-of-week period where mask is a seven-character mask of the format SMTWTFS specifying
the weekdays that the period is active, with a dot indicating each weekday that the period is inactive. For example,
the mask SM…FS specifies a period that is active on Sunday, Monday, Friday, and Saturday.

mm/dd[/yyyy]
Defines a fixed-date period active on one day dd of one month mm only. If optional year yyyy is specified, then the
period is active in year yyyy only. Otherwise, the period is active on day mm/dd of every year (unless day 02/29 is
specified, in which case the period is active only in leap years).
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mm/dd[/yyyy] -nn/ee
Definnes a fixed-date period active during a range of dates, starting on day dd of month mm and ending on day
ee of month nn. If optional year yyyy is specified, then the period starts in year yyyy only. Otherwise, the period
starts on day mm/dd of every year (unless day 02/29 is specified, in which case the period starts only in leap
years).

• DESIRED_STATE(desired_state)
ON|OFF

• DSNAME(data_set_name)
Any valid TSO data set name.

• PERIOD(period_name)
Any valid Schedule Manager schedule period name.

• RESOURCE(resource_name)
Any valid SSM resource name.

• SCHEDULE(schedule_name)
Any valid Schedule Manger schedule name. Note that the name of a schedule on an MSF-connected system is
allowed when schedule_name is fully qualified as system>name.

• TABLE(table_name)
Any valid SSM resource table name.

• TARGET(tschedule_name)
Any valid Schedule Manager schedule name.
Note that the name of a schedule on an MSF-connected system is allowed when schedule_name is fully qualified as
system>name.

• TARGET_PERIOD(period_name)
Any valid Schedule Manager schedule period name.

• TARGET_RESOURCE(resource_name)
Any valid SSM resource name.

• TARGET_TABLE(table_name)
Any valid SSM resource table name.

• TIME(time)
hhmm-iinn-The period start time hhmm and the period stop time iinn on a 48-hour military clock. Stop time iinn must be
greater than start time hhmm.

Override Schedule Manager
Contents

This section discusses the various ways you can override Schedule Manager.

The Effective Mode of SSM Resources

The effective mode of any resource is determined by the most restrictive of the following modes:

• The global mode of System State Manager.
This mode is set by the OPS/MVS parameter STATEMAN.

• The mode of the resource table that contains the resource.
This mode is set by the value for the resource table in the TABLE_MODE column in the SSM_MANAGED_TBLS table.

• The mode of the individual resource.
This mode is set by the value for the resource in the MODE column in the resource table.

The OPS/MVS parameter STATESCHEDEXCLUDE may be used to have Schedule Manager bypass updates to the
DESIRED_STATE column of resources during its RESET processing based on the effective mode of each resource. For
more information about this parameter, see the Parameter Reference.
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System State Manager Resource Tables

Schedule Manager RESET processing looks for a SCHEDMODE column in a resource table. If one is present, then
Schedule Manager looks for a value of INACTIVE. For any resource having a value of INACTIVE in its SCHEDMODE
column, Schedule Manager bypasses any updates to its DESIRED_STATE column during RESET processing.

To use this feature, manually add a SCHEDMODE column to resource tables if one is not already present. The BASIC
and STC model tables available in the RDF Table Editor (OPSVIEW primary option 2.6) contain a SCHEDMODE column
with a default value of ACTIVE.

This feature makes it possible for the user to override the scheduled state of a resource through a single SQL statement
similar to the following example:

UPDATE table SET SCHEDMODE='INACTIVE' WHERE NAME='resource'

Likewise, the user can return control of the resource to Schedule Manager through a single SQL statement similar to the
following example:

UPDATE table SET SCHEDMODE='ACTIVE' WHERE NAME='resource'

Such SQL statements can be inserted into user-coded OPS/MVS rules to override the scheduled state of selected
resources while allowing Schedule Manager to maintain the usual scheduled states of other system resources. For
example, the user can code emergency START or STOP started task command (CMD) rules that set the SCHEDMODE of
the resource to INACTIVE and the DESIRED_STATE of the resource to UP or DOWN.

SSMSCHED Sample Rule

The SSMSCHED sample command rule allows operators or automated procedures to set or display the SCHEDMODE
of resources. You must enable the SSMSCHED sample rule before you can begin to use it. Descriptions of the two
SSMSCHED commands follow.

Syntax to update the SSM schedule:

SSMSCHED UPDATE

   {RESOURCE(table.resource, . . .)}

   {SCHEDMODE(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)}

This command sets the SCHEDMODE values for each table.resource entry specified in the RESOURCE() list to the value
specified on the SCHEDMODE() keyword. For each table.resource entry specified in the RESOURCE() list, the following
SQL statement is executed:

UPDATE table SET SCHEDMODE='mode' WHERE NAME LIKE 'resource'

As shown in the above SQL statement, each table value specified must be a literal value; each resource value
specified could be any valid value specified on an SQL LIKE keyword. Specify up to twenty table.resource entries in the
RESOURCE() list.

Examples:

1. Command (and response) to turn off Schedule Manger control of some resources:

SSMSCHED UPDATE RESOURCE(CICS_STCTBL.CICS%) SCHEDMODE(INACTIVE)

OPR1000I SSMSCHED: UPDATE returned RC=00 / SQLCODE=00000 for resource CICS_STCTBL.CICS%

1. Command (and response) to turn on Schedule Manager control of a resource:

SSMSCHED UPDATE RESOURCE(CICS_STCTBL.CICSTEST) SCHEDMODE(ACTIVE)

OPR1000I SSMSCHED: UPDATE returned RC=00 / SQLCODE=00000 for resource CICS_STCTBL.CICSTEST

Syntax to select the SSM schedule:
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SSMSCHED SELECT

   {RESOURCE(table.resource,...)}

   [SCHEDMODE(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)]

This command displays the SCHEDMODE values for each table.resource entry specified in the RESOURCE() list.
Optionally, you may limit the display to only those resources whose SCHEDMODE value is equal to the value specified
on the SCHEDMODE() keyword. For each table.resource entry specified in the RESOURCE() list, the following SQL
statement is executed, and the results displayed:

SELECT SCHEDMODE NAME INTO :dmode dname FROM table

       WHERE NAME LIKE 'resource' {AND SCHEDMODE='mode'}

As shown in the previous SQL statement, each table value specified must be a literal value; each resource value
specified could be any valid value specified on an SQL LIKE keyword. Specify up to twenty table.resource entries in the
RESOURCE() list.

Examples:

1. Command (and response) to display the status of Schedule Manager control of some resources:
SSMSCHED SELECT RESOURCE(CICS_STCTBL.CICS%)

OPR1000I SSMSCHED: SELECT returned RC=00 / SQLCODE=00000 for resource  CICS_STCTBL.CICS%

OPR1000I SSMSCHED:   SCHEDMODE=INACTIVE for resource                   CICS_STCTBL.CICS

OPR1000I SSMSCHED:   SCHEDMODE=ACTIVE   for resource                   CICS_STCTBL.CICSTEST

2. Command (and response) to display only those resources in a table that are under Schedule Manager control:
SSMSCHED SELECT RESOURCE(CICS_STCTBL.CICS%) SCHEDMODE(ACTIVE)

OPR1000I SSMSCHED: SELECT returned RC=00 / SQLCODE=00000 for resource   CICS_STCTBL.CICS

OPR1000I SSMSCHED: SCHEDMODE=ACTIVE for resource                        CICS_STCTBL.CICSTEST

Schedule Manager Overrides

You can schedule temporary overrides to all Schedule Manager schedules by creating a schedule named
@OVERRIDE@, which is a reserved name. The @OVERRIDE@ schedule is automatically merged into all other
schedules when they are edited, and it is automatically merged into the ACTIVE schedule during RESET processing to
set the desired states of resources.

The period names in the @OVERRIDE@ schedule are also reserved and are prefixed with the characters @OVER. You
can only make changes to the @OVERRIDE@ schedule when editing it directly. If you try to modify @OVERRIDE@
period or link entries when editing another schedule, then your changes are rejected.

The following Links Control panel shows an example of an @OVERRIDE@ schedule to turn off all resources except JES2
for one hour every night at midnight. In this example, an L line command has been executed against the @OVER_MNIT
period to display its links:

Schedule Manager ---------------- Links Control ----------------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

CMDS: A D I L LC LD LX + ++ - --              |                               

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

___ -@OVERRIDE@                               |     -ACF2_STCTBL              

L__  |-@OVER_MNIT  SMTWTFS          0000-0100 |      |-STASK                  

___  |-DEFAULT                                | OFF  | |-ACF2                 

                                              |     -CICS_STCTBL              

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              | OFF  | |-CICS                 

                                              | OFF  | |-CICSTEST             

                                              |     -DB2_STCTBL               
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                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-DB2                  

                                              |     -IMS_STCTBL               

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              | OFF  | |-IMS                  

                                              |     -JES2_STCTBL              

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-JES2                 

                                              |     -TSO_STCTBL               

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              | OFF  | |-TCAS                 

                                              | OFF  | |-TCASTEST             

                                              |                               

The following Links Control panel demonstrates the @OVERRIDE@ schedule being merged into the PRODUCTION
schedule:

Schedule Manager ---------------- Links Control ----------------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

CMDS: A D I L LC LD LX + ++ - --              |                               

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

___ -PRODUCTION                               |     -ACF2_STCTBL              

___  |-@OVER_MNIT  SMTWTFS          0000-0100 |      |-STASK                  

___  |-WENDLITE    S.....S          0800-2000 |      | |-ACF2                 

___  |-WENDDARK    S.....S          2000-3200 |     -CICS_STCTBL              

___  |-EVERYNOON   SMTWTFS          1200-1300 |      |-STASK                  

___  |-WEEKDAY     .MTWTF.          0800-1600 |      | |-CICS                 

___  |-WEEKEVENING .MTWTF.          1600-2400 |      | |-CICSTEST             

___  |-WEEKNIGHT   .MTWTF.          2400-3200 |     -DB2_STCTBL               

___  |-THNXLITE03  11/27/2007-11/28 0800-2000 |      |-STASK                  

___  |-THNXDARK03  11/27/2007-11/28 2000-3200 |      | |-DB2                  

___  |-XMASLITE03  12/24/2007-12/25 0800-2000 |     -IMS_STCTBL               

___  |-XMASDARK03  12/24/2007-12/25 2000-3200 |      |-STASK                  

___  |-XMASALL03   12/25/2007       0000-2400 |      | |-IMS                  

___  |-XMASEVERY   12/25            0000-2400 |     -JES2_STCTBL              

___  |-DEFAULT                                |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-JES2                 

                                              |     -TSO_STCTBL               

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-TCAS                 

                                              |      | |-TCASTEST   

The following State panel demonstrates the @OVERRIDE@ schedule being merged into the PRODUCTION schedule:

Schedule Manager ----- State at 0030 on 03/31/2007 (MON) -------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                              | CMDS: F N R + ++ - --         

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

                                              - ___ -ACF2_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    @OVER_MNIT     SMTWTFS          0000-0100 - OFF  | |-ACF2                 

                                              - ___ -CICS_STCTBL              
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                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    @OVER_MNIT     SMTWTFS          0000-0100 - OFF  | |-CICS                 

    @OVER_MNIT     SMTWTFS          0000-0100 - OFF  | |-CICSTEST             

                                              - ___ -DB2_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

                                              - ___  | |-DB2                  

                                              - ___ -IMS_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    @OVER_MNIT     SMTWTFS          0000-0100 - OFF  | |-IMS                  

                                              - ___ -JES2_STCTBL              

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    WEEKNIGHT      .MTWTF.          2400-3200 - ON_  | |-JES2                 

                                              - ___ -TSO_STCTBL               

                                              - ___  |-STASK                  

    @OVER_MNIT     SMTWTFS          0000-0100 - OFF  | |-TCAS                 

    @OVER_MNIT     SMTWTFS          0000-0100 - OFF  | |-TCASTEST 

The user deactivates the @OVERRIDE@ schedule by deleting it or renaming it.

Suppose, for example, that the sample @OVERRIDE@ schedule above was copied to a schedule named
@OVERMNIGHT. Schedule @OVERMNIGHT could then be activated as the override schedule at any time by copying it
or renaming it to schedule @OVERRIDE@.

SSM OVER Sample Rule

The SSM@OVER sample command rule allows operators or automated procedures to maintain temporary fixed date
periods in the @OVERRIDE@ schedule in the OPS/MVS Schedule Manager facility. This rule allows you to add, modify,
display, or delete links in the @OVERRIDE@ schedule. You must enable the SSM@OVER sample rule before you can
begin using it.

SSM OVER Command Formats

The SSM@OVER commands and their formats are described below. Keywords are described in the following section.

• The SSM@OVER ADD command has the following syntax:
SSM@OVER ADD

   {NAMES(table.resource,...)}

   {STATE(ON|OFF|UP|DOWN|ACTIVE|INACTIVE)}

   {FROM(hhmm)}

   {UNTIL(hhmm)}

   [DATE(mm/dd)]

   [RESET]

Add links with the specified STATE to the specified resource NAMES in the @OVERRIDE@ schedule. Add the links
in a temporary fixed date period with the specified DATE, the specified FROM start time, and the specified UNTIL
end time. If DATE is not specified, then it defaults to the current date. After the links are added, perform a Schedule
Manager RESET function if RESET was specified.
Examples
a. Command (and response) to add some temporary override links to turn some resources ON:

SSM@OVER ADD NAMES(CICS_STCTBL.CICS,TSO_STCTBL.TCAS) STATE(ON) FROM(2200) UNTIL(2400)

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: Override for CICS_STCTBL.CICS set ON at 2200-2400 03/31-03/31 added to @OVER000001.

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: Override for TSO_STCTBL.TCAS set ON at 2200-2400 03/31-03/31 added to @OVER000001.

OPR1000I SSM@OVER: Command completed with RC=0.

Command (and response) to add some temporary override links to turn some resources OFF:
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SSM@OVER ADD NAMES(CICS_STCTBL.CICSTEST, TSO_STCTBL.TCASTEST) STATE(OFF) FROM(2200) UNTIL(2400)

OPR1000I SSMQAN.SSM@OVER: Override for CICS_STCTBL.CICSTEST set OFF at 2200-2400 03/31-03/31 added to

 @OVER000001.

OPR1000I SSMQAN.SSM@OVER: Override for TSO_STCTBL.TCASTEST set OFF at 2200-2400 03/31-03/31 added to

 @OVER000001.

OPR1000I SSM@OVER: Command completed with RC=0.

• The f SSM@OVER CHANGE command has the following syntax:
SSM@OVER CHANGE

   {NAMES(table.resource,...)}

   {STATE(ON|OFF|UP|DOWN|ACTIVE|INACTIVE)}

   {FROM(hhmm)}

   {UNTIL(hhmm)}

   [DATE(mm/dd)]

   [RESET]

SSM@OVER CHANGE NAMES(TSO_STCTBL.TCAS) STATE(OFF) FROM(2100) UNTIL(2300) DATE(4/1)

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: Overrides for TSO_STCTBL.TCAS deleted from @OVER000001.

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: Override for TSO_STCTBL.TCAS set OFF at 2100-2300 04/01-04/01 added to @OVER000002.

OPR1000I SSM@OVER: Command completed with RC=0.

SSM@OVER CHANGE NAMES(TSO_STCTBL.TCASTEST) STATE(ON) FROM(2100) UNTIL(2300) DATE(4/1)

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: Overrides for TSO_STCTBL.TCASTEST deleted from @OVER000001.

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: Override for TSO_STCTBL.TCASTEST set ON at 2100-2300 04/01-04/01 added to

 @OVER000002.

OPR1000I SSM@OVER: Command completed with RC=0.

– Change existing links to the specified resource NAMES in the @OVERRIDE@ schedule. Change the links to the
specified STATE and move them to a temporary fixed date period with the specified DATE, the specified FROM start
time, and the specified UNTIL end time. If DATE is not specified, then it defaults to the current date. After the links
are changed, perform a Schedule Manager RESET function if RESET was specified.

– Example 1: Command (and response) to change a temporary override link from ON to OFF and move it to a
different time on a different day:

Example2:
Command (and response) to change a temporary override link from OFF to ON and move it to a different time on
a different day:

• The SSM@OVER DELETE command has the following syntax:
SSM@OVER DELETE

   {NAMES(table.resource,...)}

   [STATE(ON|OFF|UP|DOWN|ACTIVE|INACTIVE)]

   [FROM(hhmm)]

   [UNTIL(hhmm)]

   [DATE(mm/dd)]

   [RESET]

Delete existing links to the specified resource NAMES in the @OVERRIDE@ schedule. Optionally, delete only links
with the specified STATE, and only those in the temporary fixed date period with the specified DATE, the specified
FROM start time, and the specified UNTIL end time.
Example: Command (and response) to delete all temporary override links in an SSM resource table:
SSM@OVER DELETE NAMES(CICS_STCTBL.*)

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: Overrides for CICS_STCTBL.* deleted from @OVER000001.

OPR1000I SSM@OVER: Command completed with RC=0.

• The SSM@OVER RESET command has the following syntax:
SSM@OVER RESET

This command causes the main Schedule Manager to perform a RESET function, resulting in the following:
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– The ACTIVE schedule and the @OVERRIDE@ schedule are reevaluated.
– The desired states of System State Manager resources are set as scheduled.
– The next scheduled RESET time (period start or stop) is recomputed.
Example: Command (and response) to have Schedule Manager execute a RESET function:
SSM@OVER RESET

OPR1000I SSM@OVER: Command completed with RC=0.

• The SSM@OVER SHOW command has the following syntax:
SSM@OVER SHOW

   {NAMES(table.resource,...)}

   [STATE(ON|OFF|UP|DOWN|ACTIVE|INACTIVE)]

   [FROM(hhmm)]

   [UNTIL(hhmm)]

   [DATE(mm/dd)]

   [RESET]

Show existing links to the specified resource NAMES in the @OVERRIDE@ schedule. Optionally, show only links with
the specified STATE, and only those in the temporary fixed date period with the specified DATE, the specified FROM
start time, and the specified UNTIL end time. After the links are shown, perform a Schedule Manager RESET function
if RESET was specified.
Example: Command (and response) to show all temporary override links:
SSM@OVER SHOW

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: TSO_STCTBL.TCAS set OFF at 2100-2300 04/01-04/01 in @OVER000002. 

OPR1000I PROD.SSM@OVER: TSO_STCTBL.TCASTEST set ON at 2100-2300 04/01-04/01 in @OVER000002.

OPR1000I SSM@OVER: Command completed with RC=0.

The following Links Control panel shows the same example @OVERRIDE@ schedule shown earlier after all of the above
example SSM@OVER commands have been executed. In this example, an L line command has been executed against
the @OVER000002 period to display its links:

Schedule Manager ---------------- Links Control ----------------- System:OPS44R

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

CMDS: A D I L LC LD LX + ++ - --              |         

---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------

___ -@OVERRIDE@                               |     -ACF2_STCTBL              

___  |-@OVER_MNIT  SMTWTFS          0000-0100 |      |-STASK                  

L__  |-@OVER000002 04/01            2100-2300 |      | |-ACF2                 

___  |-DEFAULT                                |     -CICS_STCTBL              

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-CICS                 

                                              |      | |-CICSTEST             

                                              |     -DB2_STCTBL               

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-DB2                  

                                              |     -IMS_STCTBL               

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-IMS                  

                                              |     -JES2_STCTBL              

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              |      | |-JES2                 

                                              |     -TSO_STCTBL               

                                              |      |-STASK                  

                                              | OFF  | |-TCAS                 

                                              | ON   | |-TCASTEST             
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                                              |                     

Keywords for the SSM OVER Commands

The keywords for the SSM@OVER commands are:

NAMES
The list of System State Manager resource names to be acted upon. You may specify up to 20 names. Be sure to
separate multiple names with a comma.
Notes:

• If the table name of the resource is not specified, the first resource table specified in the current System State
Manager resource directory table that contains the specified resource name is used.

• An asterisk (*) at the end of the resource name causes all like-named resources in the table to be selected.
• An asterisk (*) at the end of the table name is permitted only for the SSM@OVER DELETE and SSM@OVER

SHOW commands to process any matching table name.

STATE
The desired state for the resource during the period. Values are:

• ON or OFF
• UP or DOWN
• ACTIVE or INACTIVE

FROM
The period start time in hhmm format. You can use the following abbreviations for hhmm:

• hh
• h
• hmm

UNTIL
The period end time in hhmm format. You can use the following abbreviations for hhmm:

• hh
• h
• hmm

DATE
The period start date in mm/dd format. You can use the following abbreviations for mm/dd (zeros are added
accordingly):

• m
• m/d
• m/
• /d

Notes:
If the month or day is not specified, then the current month or day is used.
This keyword defaults to the current date when the SSM@OVER ADD and SSM@OVER CHANGE commands
are specified.

RESET
When specified by itself or with another command, this keyword invokes the scheduler reset function, performing
desired state changes according to the active schedule and any override schedule entries.
You must use the RESET keyword when the SSM@OVER ADD, SSM@OVER CHANGE, or SSM@OVER
DELETE commands have made one or more changes to the override schedule.
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The reset function is not performed automatically after every override change, allowing for multiple changes and
verification prior to the activation of schedule changes.

Obsolete Override Periods

Obsolete override periods created by the SSM@OVER command rule are automatically deleted whenever Schedule
Manager executes a RESET function. An obsolete override period is defined as when the ending date of the period is
greater than 2 and less than 60 days prior to the current date. Therefore, future overrides may be predefined up to 305
days in advance.

Using the Relational Data Framework
This section contains the following topics:

•  The Relational Data Framework 
•  Why We Chose SQL 
•  Assumptions 
•  The Role of Relational Tables 
•  How the Product Stores Table Data 
•  Tables the Product Provides 
•  Table Restrictions 
•  Reserved Keywords in SQL Statements 
•  Operations Performed With the OPS/MVS SQL 
•  What Are the Differences From Standard SQL? 
•  About the Sample Tables 
•  Invoking SQL Statements 
•  Tools for Importing, Exporting, and Backing up Tables 
•  Storing Data in and Requesting Data From Relational Tables 
•  Searched, Cursor, and Table Management Operations 
•  Searched Operations 
•  Use the ORDER BY Clause to Arrange Values 
•  Use the WHERE Clause to Select Values 
•  Use Comparison Predicates in WHERE Clauses 
•  Use IN Predicates in WHERE Clauses 
•  Using LIKE Predicates in WHERE Clauses 
•  Use Expressions and Functions 
•  Join Operations 
•  Using Subqueries 
•  Cursor Operations 
•  Table Management Operations 
•  Use the Relational Table Editor Batch API 
•  Backup and Restore Your RDF Tables 

The Relational Data Framework
The SQL-based Relational Data Framework provided by OPS/MVS stores system information used by AOF rules and
automation procedures.
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The OPS/MVS Relational Data Framework facility lets you use Structured Query Language (SQL) statements to manage
the large amounts of data required by AOF rules and automation procedures. Instead of using large sets of variables, you
can use the Relational Data Framework to:

• Collect data
• Organize the data into a relational table containing rows and columns of related information
• Retrieve related data by selecting it from a particular row or column
• Update data in relational tables.

Why We Chose SQL
We chose SQL to manage automation data because of the wide popularity of SQL with mainframe and PC users.
The Relational Data Framework consists of relational SQL tables plus a subset of the SQL language that conforms to
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards. If you already know SQL, you can use the OPS/MVS subset of it
right away.

Assumptions
This section does not attempt to completely explain SQL or relational database concepts, but it assumes that OPS/MVS
SQL users have previous SQL experience.

NOTE

If you need more information, consult a book about SQL. One place to start is Understanding the New SQL: A
Complete Guide by Jim Melton and Alan R. Simon (Morgan Kaufmann Publishers).

The Role of Relational Tables
The OPS/MVS product uses SQL to create a database containing relational tables that store automation data. Each table
contains one or more rows consisting of one or more columns. The relationship among the tables, rows, and columns of a
relational table resembles the relationship among z/OS data set components, as shown in the following table:

z/OS Data Set Component Relational Data Framework Equivalent
Data set Relational table
Record Row
Record field Column

In most languages, you map the fields in a record yourself, so you know how the data is stored and which offset contains
a certain field. SQL, however, controls where data goes in a table. Therefore, with SQL you do not need to know the
arrangement of the data, only the names of the table and the columns where the data is located.

How the Product Stores Table Data
OPS/MVS implements its relational tables as a set of global variables. One global variable stores one row of a relational
table, which you can access only through SQL statements.

The OPS/MVS product keeps Relational Data Framework global variables in a data-in-virtual (DIV) data set. Storing
the variables in this way speeds up processing and allows the Relational Data Framework to operate in a time-sensitive
environment. To have a permanent database for these variables, you must include the SYSCHK1 DD statement in your
OPS/MVS startup procedure.

When OPS/MVS updates a row in a relational table, the change takes place in main storage, and occurs quickly. To
ensure that the updated information remains safe if the system fails without warning, the representation of the relational
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table in main storage is periodically flushed to the DASD image of the DIV data set. However, updates that have not
been saved to DASD can be lost if the system fails. By default, the flush to DASD occurs every 15 seconds (the system
administrator can adjust this interval), so data that has changed in 15 seconds of failure may be lost.

When OPS/MVS starts up, it loads all relational tables into memory and checks the integrity of data in the tables. If any
data is damaged, OPS/MVS either repairs the damage or marks the affected table as inaccessible.

Tables the Product Provides
Since it is so important to know the default values in your tables and the names of the tables and columns in which your
data resides, OPS/MVS provides three tables that describe all OPS/MVS relational tables:

• The table named TABLE contains the names of relational tables.
• The table named COLUMN defines the columns in each table.
• The table named DEFAULT contains one row for each table that has default values; the row contains all of the default

values for the table.

You cannot search, delete, or alter the DEFAULT table. The TABLE and COLUMN tables are data dictionary tables. You
can search them, but you cannot delete or alter them. When you create or alter any other table using the SQL statements
described in this section, an entry is made by OPS/MVS in the TABLE table for each new table, the COLUMN table for
each new column, and the DEFAULT table for each new default value (if any were defined).

OPS/MVS also provides SSM tables for its own use. OPS/MVS reserves table name prefix SSM_ for these internal tables.
When creating RDF tables, do not begin the table name with SSM_.

Table Restrictions
The OPS/MVS product supports up to 1000 relational tables. You can define as many as 100 columns per table, with as
many rows as you need. The sum of the width of all columns cannot exceed 16,000 per table.

Reserved Keywords in SQL Statements
Following is a list of reserved keywords in SQL statements. When specifying columns for relational tables, do not use
these keywords as column names. The list may grow in future versions of the SQL standard component.

ADD DELETE KEY SCHEMA*
ALTER DESC LEADING SECOND 
AND DISTINCT LEFT* SELECT 
AS DOUBLE* LIKE SET
ASC DROP LOCK* SMALLINT
AVG ESCAPE LOWER SQLCODE
BETWEEN EXISTS* MAX SQLMSG 
BOTH EXTRACT MIN SUBSTR 
BY FETCH MINUS* SUM
BYTE FIRST MINUTE SYNONYM*
BYTES FLOAT* MONTH TABLE 
CASE FOR NATURAL* TEMPORARY
CHAR FORMAT NEXT TIME
CHAR_LENGTH FROM NOT TIMESTAMP
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CLOSE FULL* NULL TO 
COALESCE GLOBAL NUMBER TRAILING
COLUMN GRANT* NUMERIC TRIGGER*
COMMIT* GRAPHIC* OF TRIM
COUNT GROUP ON* UNION*
CREATE HAVING OPEN UNIQUE 
CROSS HEX OPTION* UPDATE 
CURRENT HOUR OR UPPER 
CURSOR IN ORDER USER
DATABASE INDEX OUTER* USING*
DATE INDICATOR POSITION VALIDATE*
DAY INNER* PRECISION* VALUES 
DEBUG INSERT PRIMARY VARCHAR
DEC INT PRIOR* VIEW*
DECIMAL INTEGER REAL* WHERE 
DECLARE INTO RIGHT* WHILE 
DEFAULT IS ROLLBACK* WITH
DEFINITION JOIN ROW WITHIN 

YEAR

* Currently unsupported under OPS/MVS. However, these keywords may be supported in future releases of the product.

Operations Performed With the OPS/MVS SQL
Using the OPS/MVS version of SQL, you can perform tasks that create, modify, access, or delete relational tables. The
OPS/MVS SQL allows you to perform three types of operations:

• Searched operations retrieve, update, or delete data in rows that meet some search criteria you specify. Through
searched operations, the OPS/MVS product can process many rows of a table all at once.

• Cursor operations retrieve, update, or delete data in a range of rows that you select, one row at a time. To select rows,
you point to them with a cursor.

• Table managementoperations manage your tables, including altering, creating, or deleting them.

What Are the Differences From Standard SQL?
The OPS/MVS version of SQL supports the tasks required to create, modify, access, and delete tables. It also has several
features not offered by standard SQL:

• The OPS/MVS SQL converts numeric values to printable text strings, allowing you to compare numeric fields and
character fields. After removing leading and trailing blanks from the character string and the converted numeric string,
OPS/MVS compares the two strings.

• The OPS/MVS SQL always returns values passed to or fetched from SQL in a printable format. For example, OPS/
MVS passes or retrieves values stored in binary format as a string of numeric digits and retrieves hexadecimal values
in a printable X'n' format.
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About the Sample Tables
The rest of this section describes what you can do with SQL statements and presents statement syntax examples. Many
of these examples manipulate the sample relational tables named SYSTEMS and APPLICATIONS.

The Sample SYSTEMS Table

The SYSTEMS table contains this information:

ROW NAME CURRENT_ STATE DESIRED_ STATE RECOV_PROC
Row 1 CICS DOWN UP FIXCICS
Row 2 IMS UP UP FIXIMS

 

The Sample APPLICATIONS Table

The APPLICATIONS table contains this information:

ROW APPL_ID USER_ID UPDATE STATUS
Row 1 APPL1 TSOUSR1 1992-02-13 UP
Row 2 APPL2 TSOUSR2 1992-02-05 DOWN
Row 3 APPL5 TSOUSR8 1992-01-31 DOWN
Row 4 APPL10 TSOUSR22 1992-03-04 UP

Invoking SQL Statements
You can invoke SQL statements from any of these sources:

• A TSO terminal
• A TSO/E REXX program
• A TSO CLIST program
• An AOF rule running in either the production or the AOF test environment

NOTE
 You may use the AOF test environment to test rules that use ADDRESS SQL commands without having to
set the Live Commands field on the AOF test panels to YES. All testing occurs on the private test copy of the
Relational Data Framework database. For details, Using the OPSVIEW Editors Option.

• An OPS/REXX program

For examples, see Relational Data Framework Reference.

Restrictions for Cursor Operations

SQL statements that perform cursor operations may be invoked from all of the sources listed above with the exception of
a TSO terminal.

Formats for Invoking SQL Statements

To invoke an SQL statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST, OPS/MVS provides the
OPSQL command processor. The SQL statement has a maximum length of 2048 characters.

Use this format for OPSQL:

OPSQL sqlstatement
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NOTE
 Although the abbreviation SQL is an alias of the OPSQL command processor, we strongly recommend that
you specify the complete text of the command. Doing so prevents confusion that can occur with other products
having SQL command processors.

To invoke an SQL statement from an AOF rule (running under the production or the test facility) or an OPS/REXX
program, OPS/MVS provides the ADDRESS SQL host environment. Use this format for ADDRESS SQL:

ADDRESS SQL

  "sqlstatement"

Diagrams that show the detailed syntax of each SQL statement (for example, ALTER TABLE, CREATE TABLE, and so
on) appear later in List of SQL Statements.

How the Environment Determines Which Statements Are Permitted

The environment where you are using SQL determines the kinds of SQL statements you can invoke:

• Native TSO sessions or TSO running under ISPF cannot invoke SQL statements that perform cursor operations.
Cursor operations deal directly with REXX and CLIST variables. Therefore, the OPS/MVS product does not allow you
to invoke cursor operation statements from a TSO terminal.

• TSO/E REXX programs, TSO CLISTs, and OPS/REXX programs (including AOF rules) can invoke all of the SQL
statements OPS/MVS supports, including statements that do cursor operations.

Destinations of SQL-related Error Messages

When an SQL statement is processed, it produces a return code that becomes the value of a variable named SQLCODE.
When the value of the SQLCODE variable is not equal to 0, OPS/MVS writes error messages to a particular destination.
The destination is dependent upon the environment from which the SQL statement was invoked.

When you use the ADDRESS SQL host environment to invoke an SQL statement from an AOF rule or OPS/REXX
program, error messages are sent to the external data queue.

When you use the OPSQL command processor to invoke an SQL statement from:

• A TSO terminal, error messages are PUTLINEd to the terminal.
• A TSO/E REXX program, error messages are either trapped in stem variables or PUTLINEd to the terminal, depending

on the current setting of the OUTTRAP() function.
• A TSO CLIST, error messages are either trapped in &SYSOUTLINE variables or PUTLINEd to the terminal, depending

on the value of &SYSOUTTRAP.

Notes on Performing Cross-system SQL Operations

When you invoke an SQL statement using the ADDRESS SQL format, you can perform cross-system SQL operations.

Note the following:

• In terms of return codes and the SQLCODE, there are no differences between local and cross-system SQL operations.
However, if you specify SYSTEM(EXT) or SYSTEM(ALL), the value of SQLCODE is always 0. You must specify each
specific system, and then check the value of SQLCODE if you need to perform validity checking.

• When performing cross-system operations, error messages are sent to the external data queue.
• If you want, you can use the ADDRESS OPSCTL host command environment to send an SQL command to a

remote system. This example illustrates the usage of ADDRESS OPSCTL in conjunction with ADDRESS SQL
(where sqlstatement is any valid SQL statement):
ADDRESS OPSCTL

  "MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(SYS1) SYSWAIT(20)"

ADDRESS SQL
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  "sqlstatement"

If you choose to use ADDRESS OPSCTL in this way, you may specify only one system name as the value for the
SYSTEM keyword. For more information, see  Using AOF Rules .

List of SQL Statements

The SQL statement has a maximum length of 2048 characters. The following table describes the SQL statements
the OPS/MVS product supports.

NOTE
 For syntax information, see Relational Data Framework Reference.

ALTER TABLE
Adds columns to a table.
Type of operation: Table
Invoke from a TSO terminal: Yes
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

CLOSE
Ends a cursor operation
Type of operation: Cursor
Invoke from a TSO terminal: No
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

CREATE TABLE
Defines a new relational table to OPS/MVS.
Type of operation: Table
Invoke from a TSO terminal: Yes
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

DECLARE CURSOR
Defines a cursor operation.
Type of operation: Cursor
Invoke from a TSO terminal: No
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

DELETE FROM
Deletes the current row (in a cursor operation) or rows that meet your selection criteria (in a searched operation).
Type of operation: All
Invoke from a TSO terminal: Yes
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

DROP TABLE
Deletes a table.
Type of operation: Table
Invoke from a TSO terminal: Yes
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

FETCH
Retrieves all of the column values for the current row.
Type of operation: Cursor
Invoke from a TSO terminal: No
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

INSERT
Inserts a row into a table.
Type of operation: Table
Invoke from a TSO terminal: Yes
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Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes
OPEN

Initiates a cursor operation and executes a SELECT statement.
Type of operation: Cursor
Invoke from a TSO terminal: No
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

SELECT
Retrieves column values in rows that meet your search criteria.
Type of operation: Searched
Invoke from a TSO terminal: Yes
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

UPDATE
Updates column values for the current row (in a cursor operation) or rows that meet your selection criteria (in a
searched operation).
Type of operation: All
Invoke from a TSO terminal: Yes
Invoke from a TSO/E REXX, TSO CLIST, or OPS/REXX program or from an AOF Rule: Yes

Tools for Importing, Exporting, and Backing up Tables
The following section contains information on tools for importing, exporting, and backing up tables.

The READTBL and WRITETBL OPS/REXX Programs

You can use two OPS/REXX programs called READTBL and WRITETBL to do the following:

• Import and export Relational Data Framework tables from different systems.
• Make a backup copy of a table.
• Remove an unwanted column from a table.

NOTE
For more information, see Relational Data Framework Reference.

The OPCRTBDF Subroutine

The OPS/REXX subroutine, OPCRTBDF, is provided for user programs that may want to copy or save the definition of
an existing table in the format of an SQL CREATE TABLE statement. OPCRTBDF analyzes the structure and defaults of
an existing table and returns a return code and an SQL CREATE TABLE statement with the original table name or a new
table name. The CREATE TABLE statement may be executed or saved as required. The keyword syntax for this program
is contained in the comment section at the beginning of the program.

Storing Data in and Requesting Data From Relational Tables
You store automation data in a relational table in one of two ways:

• By specifying all of the data on an SQL UPDATE or INSERT statement.
The following sample rule clause invokes an UPDATE statement that:
– Looks for a row in the SYSTEMS table where the NAME column contains the value CICS
– Assigns the values UP and DOWN to the CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE columns in that row

ADDRESS SQL

  "UPDATE SYSTEMS SET CURRENT_STATE = 'UP',",

    "DESIRED_STATE = 'DOWN' WHERE NAME = 'CICS'"
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In this series of SQL statements, a table named TESTTBL is created, and two rows are inserted into it:
ADDRESS SQL

 "CREATE TABLE TESTTBL (ACTION_NAME CHAR(17) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,",

   "ACTION_TYPE CHAR(8) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, ACTION_TEXT CHAR(200))"

ADDRESS SQL

  "INSERT INTO TESTTBL (ACTION_NAME, ACTION_TYPE, ACTION_TEXT)",

    "VALUES ('UNKNOWN', 'TEST1', 'TSOCMD(OPSWTO TEXT(''UNKNOWN FIRED''))')"

ADDRESS SQL

  "INSERT INTO TESTTBL (ACTION_NAME, ACTION_TYPE, ACTION_TEXT)",

    "VALUES ('DOWN_UP', 'TEST1', 'TSOCMD(OPSWTO TEXT(''DOWN_UP FIRED''))')"

• By having the SQL statement specify host variables containing the values you want to set. For example, the
following sample command tells the OPS/MVS product to place REXX variable values in the CURRENT_STATE and
DESIRED_STATE columns:
ADDRESS SQL

  "UPDATE SYSTEMS SET CURRENT_STATE= "CICS.CUR",",

    "DESIRED_STATE = "CICS2.DES" WHERE NAME = '"CICS"'"

How SQL Statements Pass Values to a Table

An SQL statement passes values in these ways:

• As strings. You can specify character, numeric, or hexadecimal strings:
– Character strings—These strings always must be enclosed in single quotation marks. The OPS/MVS product does

not translate the text in the quotation marks to uppercase characters, nor does it translate any variable names that
appear in the text. For example, a character string might look like this:
'This is a character string'

– Numeric strings—A numeric string is a sequence of integers. To make the string represent a negative value (for
example, -717), use a minus sign as a prefix.

– Hexadecimal strings—You express a hexadecimal string as shown in the following example. The xxxx value
represents hexadecimal digits.

X'xxxx'

NOTE
If a hexadecimal string has an odd number of hexadecimal digits, the digits are right adjusted to form the
value. For example, X'123' is the same as X'0123'.

• As the value NULL. SQL defines this value as a null data value. SQL does not consider a zero-length character string
to be a null value.

• As host variables. You can use dynamic variables or portions of variables in SQL statements you invoke from AOF
rules or OPS/REXX programs. You also can use a host variable in any part of an SQL statement where you can use a
string value.

• As a date, a time, a time stamp, or a packed decimal value. Specify these values as shown in the table that follows.

How SQL Processes Host Variables

If you defined a column as character data, SQL copies the data verbatim from the host variable. Therefore, the data SQL
inserts into the table exactly matches the characters in the variable.

If you defined a column as numeric data, SQL assumes that the variable is a single sequence of digits that may have a
leading minus sign. SQL ignores leading and trailing blanks.

If you defined a column as a hexadecimal value, SQL responds as follows:
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• It accepts values in the form X'xxxx'.
• If the variable value is not in this form, SQL checks to see whether the value contains only hexadecimal digits 0-9, A-F,

or both. If so, SQL converts the variable value into hexadecimal text.
• If the variable value does not have the form X'xxxx' or does not contain only hexadecimal digits, SQL sets the text

exactly as is.

How SQL Processes Null Values

Standard SQL explicitly defines a null state for column values. This means that there may be no data value set for a
column. A null column value for SQL is not the same as it would be for TSO/E REXX or a CLIST.

When a null table column is displayed, a four-byte NULL string is shown or represented in the variables.

When setting a column to a null value (that is, a zero length value), do not use a host variable. Rather, use the value
NULL.

For example, to set a null column value in SQL, you could invoke the SQL UPDATE statement from a rule or an OPS/
REXX program as follows:

ADDRESS SQL

  "UPDATE tablename SET colname = NULL..."

When SQL returns a null column value to OPS/MVS, it does so by returning a zero-length text string. This means that
a null value looks just like an SQL column value that is of zero length. In SQL comparative expressions, though, a null
column value is equivalent only to another null column value.

SELECT Statement -- Request Data from a Table

You request data from a table through the SELECT statement. For example, to fetch the current state of the CICS system
from the SYSTEMS table, you could include this line in an AOF rule:

ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT CURRENT_STATE INTO :CUR_STATE FROM SYSTEMS",

    "WHERE NAME='CICS'"

The syntax for this statement breaks down like this:

• The ADDRESS SQL command invokes SQL to process the statement.
• The clause SELECT CURRENT_STATE INTO:CUR_STATE tells OPS/MVS to fetch an item from the

CURRENT_STATE column and place it in a REXX variable called CUR_STATE.
• The clause FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME='CICS' tells SQL which item to fetch from which table. In this case, the

item is the current state value from the row in the SYSTEMS table where CICS appears in the NAME column.

When this statement executes, OPS/MVS sets the following variables:

• CUR_STATE.0 = 1 (1 is the number of rows selected)
• CUR_STATE.1 = DOWN (DOWN is the value in the first row selected)
• SQLCODE=0 (0 is the result of the SELECT statement)

The ADDRESS SQL Environment and Host Variables

Issued through ADDRESS SQL statements, SQL commands such as SELECT and FETCH create stem REXX variables.
For example, suppose that you have this statement:

ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT NAME FROM MYTABLE"
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The statement shown above generates these stem REXX variables:

• NAME.0 set to the value equaling the number of variables created
• NAME.1 through NAME.n, each of which is set to a value found in the NAME column of MYTABLE

Using the ADDRESS SQL statement above, you could write the following REXX code to display the retrieved NAME
column information on your terminal, or to display error messages if the SELECT statement fails:

ADDRESS SQL

"SELECT NAME FROM MYTABLE"

IF SQLCODE ¬= 0 THEN

  DO

    SAY "ADDRESS SQL HOST COMMAND RET CODE =" SQLCODE

    DO WHILE QUEUED() <> 0

      PULL MESSAGES

      SAY  MESSAGES

    END

    RETURN

  END

SAY "Number of Variables Created =" NAME.0

DO I = 1 TO NAME.0

  SAY NAME.I

END

Description of Host Variables

When you fetch information from a relational table through a SELECT statement, OPS/MVS always returns values in the
form of host variables unless you invoked the statement from a TSO terminal.

NOTE
If you invoke a SELECT statement manually, your TSO terminal displays the returned values.

What a host variable is depends on how you invoke an SQL statement. For instance, if you invoke a statement from a
rule or an OPS/REXX program, then the host variables are OPS/REXX variables. Static variables can be used as host
variables, but global and compound variables cannot.

However, you can use this technique:

ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT XYZ FROM TABLEX WHERE COLDATA='"stem.abc"'"

In this example, REXX evaluates the compound symbol (stem.abc) because it is outside of the host command string,
and substitutes its value in the SQL host command so that SQL sees a constant value rather than a host variable. This
process is slightly more efficient than having SQL do the host variable resolution. When you use this technique, you may
use global variables as well as compound symbols.

If you invoke a statement from:

• TSO/E REXX
• Host variables are TSO/E REXX variables. OPS/REXX and TSO/E REXX resolve variables through different methods,

so the two environments do not share common variables.
• A TSO CLIST

Host variables are CLIST variables.
• A TSO Terminal Using the OPSQL TSO Command

No variables exist in this context. Therefore, you cannot invoke SQL statements that require host variables (such as
the SQL statements for cursor operations) outside of a CLIST or some type of REXX program.
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A host variable can contain as many as 32,000 characters of data. If you provide no specific host variable names, OPS/
MVS uses the names of the columns in the relational table as variable names. In an SQL statement, you indicate a host
variable (where the host is a REXX program) by prefixing the variable name with a colon (:).

Specifying Stem Names

As illustrated by the example shown in The ADDRESS SQL Environment and Host Variables, for SQL statements that
generate REXX variables, you can specify a stem name. For example, to fetch information about user names from the
TABLE table and insert it into a series of variables with the stem USER_NAME, use an instruction like the following:

ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT NAME INTO :USER_NAME FROM TABLE"

Executing this statement produces variable USER_NAME.0, which contains the number of variables produced by this
instruction; and variables named USER_NAME.1 through USER_NAME.n, which contain user names taken from the
database of the Relational Data Framework.

Return Codes from ADDRESS SQL Instructions

ADDRESS SQL instructions produce a return code in REXX variable RC. RC=0 indicates that the requested operation
was successful. RC=4 indicates that the requested operation was at least partially successful, but that SQL issued a
warning message. RC=8 indicates that the operation failed.

When RC=0, SQLCODE may be set to 0 or 100. An SQLCODE of 0 indicates that the operation was successful. An
SQLCODE of 100 also indicates that the operation was successful and that the end-of-file (EOF) was reached as a result
of the operation.

When RC=4 or 8, one or more messages are stacked in the External Data Queue (EDQ), and SQLCODE is set to a
negative number that identifies the message number of the first message in the queue. For example, when the first
queued message is OPS7407E, a second message, OPS7463E, may also be queued; however, SQLCODE is set to
-7407.

When RC is greater than 8, it indicates that a problem occurred in the interface to SQL. The nature of the problem is
indicated in the following table. EDQ and SQLCODE are not applicable when RC is greater than 8.

Return Code Description Program Action/Advice

0 Normal completion Check SQLCODE for a possible EOF
indication.

4 Warning completion EDQ contains one or more messages
describing the warning condition and
SQLCODE indicates the number of the first
message.

8 An SQL error occurred EDQ contains one or more messages
describing the error condition, and
SQLCODE indicates the number of the first
message.

20 Interface error The OPS/MVS subsystem is not active.

24 Interface error A security rule or the security exit has
rejected the SQL statement.

28 Interface error At OPS/MVS startup time, a serious SQL
database error was encountered. As a
result, SQL is unavailable and all requests
to it are denied.
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40 Interface error A serious control block error occurred.

50 Interface error An internal SQL abend occurred.

54 Interface error An abend occurred in either the security
interface routine or the security user exit.

60 Interface error The OPS/MVS product could not find a host
variable specified in the SQL statement.

61 Interface error The SQL statement specified an invalid
host variable name.

62 Interface error The SQL statement specified an invalid
host variable name.

63 Interface error The variable name is invalid because
it did not conform to variable naming
conventions.

64 Interface error There is not enough storage to allow
access to host variables.

80 Interface error Invalid system parameter list.

Searched, Cursor, and Table Management Operations
The OPS/MVS product supports SQL statements that define tables to store automation data and add, change, or
reference this data. These statements support three types of operations:

• Searched Operations
Searched operations update or delete only the contents of rows that meet some search criteria you specify. SQL
statements that perform searched operations can process many rows of a table at once.

• Cursor Operations
Cursor operations update or delete the contents of a range of rows you select specifically by pointing to them with a
cursor. For example, you could invoke a set of statements to update rows A through E in a table.
Since cursor operations process one row at a time, they are useful for automation applications written in the REXX or
CLIST languages where processing only one row at a time is desired.

• Table Management Operations
Table management operations manage your tables, including altering, creating, or deleting them.

Searched Operations
Contents

Searched operations let you retrieve and subsequently update or delete data in rows that meet some search criteria you
specify. You can use these search criteria to compare values in rows of one table, or to compare values in rows from
different tables. You can invoke searched operations from any of these sources:

• TSO terminal
• TSO/E REXX program
• TSO CLIST
• AOF rule (running in either the production or the test environment)
• OPS/REXX program
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Statements Used in Searched Operations

You can specify the WHERE clause and search criteria on four SQL statements-SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE FROM, and
INSERT. When the data in a row meets the search criteria specified on a WHERE clause, SQL processes that data as
follows:

• If a SELECT statement contains the WHERE clause, then SQL returns the data to the source that invoked the
SELECT statement.

• If an UPDATE statement contains the WHERE clause, then SQL updates the rows containing data that matches the
search criteria.

• If a DELETE FROM statement contains the WHERE clause, then SQL deletes the row containing data that matches
the search criteria.

• If an INSERT statement contains the WHERE clause, then SQL retrieves the values to be inserted from rows matching
the search criteria.

Clauses Used in Searched Operations

When performing search operations, you can use the following clauses:

• WHERE clause
This is the most commonly used clause in searched operations. The WHERE clause allows you to specify the
conditions that determine which data is to be retrieved and optionally updated or deleted. The WHERE clause is also
used in cursor operations to search for data.

• ORDER BY clause
This clause may be used in searched operations. The ORDER BY clause allows you to specify the order in which
values are returned from tables.

Use the ORDER BY Clause to Arrange Values
When you select values from a table without specifying detailed search criteria (as you would with the WHERE clause),
you can get a random listing of elements that are not in any particular order. If you have a large table, it can be difficult to
locate the value you are after. The ORDER BY clause allows you to order the rows according to the values in one or more
of the columns.

Review the following tips for using the ORDER BY clause:

• The data type of the column specified in the ORDER BY clause determines how the rows are ordered. For example,
if the SELECT statement in the example had enacted the ORDER BY clause using the USER_ID column, the rows
would have been arranged in alphabetical order, using the first characters found in the USER_ID column of each row.

• You can also arrange the values in descending order by using the DESC operator. This causes the values to be
ordered with the largest value first, descending to the lowest value.

• The NULL value is higher than all other values for every data type.
• If the ORDER BY clause specifies a column that contains duplicate values, then rows that have the same ORDER BY

value are arranged in random order.

To arrange values using the ORDER BY clause

1. The following statement selects all rows from the APPLICATIONS table:
OPSQL SELECT * FROM APPLICATIONS

This statement would retrieve all of the rows of the table. If the table happened to contain hundreds of entries, you
might have a hard time locating a particular user.

2. Include the ORDER BY clause to order the listing by update time, starting with the oldest update:
OPSQL SELECT * FROM APPLICATIONS ORDER BY UPDATE ASC
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Produces this result:

APPL_ID USER_ID UPDATE STATUS
APPL5 TSOUSR8 2009-01-31 DOWN
APPL2 TSOUSR2 2009-02-05 DOWN
APPL1 TSOUSR1 2009-02-13 UP
APPL10 TSOUSR22 2009-03-04 UP

The rows are now arranged by ascending values in the UPDATE column. The ASC operator specified ascending order,
which caused it to start with the lowest value and increase.

The data type of the column specified in the ORDER BY clause determines how the rows are ordered. For example, if the
SELECT statement in the example had enacted the ORDER BY clause using the USER_ID column, the rows would have
been arranged in alphabetical order, using the first characters found in the USER_ID column of each row.

You can also arrange the values in descending order by using the DESC operator. This causes the values to be ordered
with the largest value first, descending to the lowest value.

The NULL value is higher than all other values for every data type.

If the ORDER BY clause specifies a column that contains duplicate values, then rows that have the same ORDER BY
value are arranged in random order.

Use the WHERE Clause to Select Values
There are various tools that you can use to perform searches using the WHERE clause. Following is a list of each of these
tools:

• A predicate is an expression that can be true or false and can contain either uppercase or lowercase characters. You
can specify various types of predicates, including comparison predicates, the IN predicate, and the LIKE predicate.

• The substring function allows you to retrieve parts of character strings that are to be used as search criteria. The
substring function may be used in conjunction with the predicates previously mentioned.

• A join allows you to select values from multiple tables to be used in your search. You need only specify the table
names in your statement; the joining of the tables actually occurs internally in OPS/MVS.

• A subquery allows you to perform a query function that may be nested in another expression. Subqueries appear in
parentheses in an SQL statement, and they can use all of the tools previously mentioned.

• Aggregate functions perform simple numeric calculations, mostly on values in a specified column in a table.

To select values in a WHERE clause

Use the following syntax:

WHERE

   [NOT]{predicate}

   [AND|OR [NOT] predicate]

Example: WHERE Clause

Suppose you want all rows from the APPLICATIONS table where the last updated date is equal to 2009-02-13 and the
status is equal to UP. To select these rows, use this WHERE clause:

WHERE UPDATE = DATE '2009-02-13' AND STATUS = 'UP'

By including the NOT operator, you can use a WHERE clause to find all rows except those that were last updated on
February 13, 2009:

WHERE NOT UPDATE = DATE '2009-02-13'
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Use Comparison Predicates in WHERE Clauses
A comparison predicate is an expression that compares a column name to one of these values:

• Another column name
• A character string
• A numeric string
• A hexadecimal string
• A host variable name
• NULL

Operators for Comparison Predicates

A WHERE clause containing a comparison predicate uses this syntax:

WHERE colname relationaloperator value

The relationaloperator can be any of the following:

• = (equal)
• <> (not equal)
• > (greater than)
• >= (greater than or equal to)
• < (less than)
• <= (less than or equal to)

Example: Comparison Predicate

Suppose that you invoke this SELECT statement:

SELECT * FROM SYSTEMS WHERE CURRENT_STATE = 'UP'

In this statement, the search criteria is the predicate CURRENT_STATE = 'UP'. This predicate instructs SQL to select all
rows in the SYSTEMS table where the predicate is true-that is, where the value in the CURRENT_STATE column equals
UP. In the SYSTEMS table, the predicate is true only for the row containing information about IMS, so only that row is
selected.

Now suppose that you alter the predicate in the SELECT statement above so that it becomes true when the value in the
CURRENT_STATE column is not UP. Your revised statement might look like this:

SELECT * FROM SYSTEMS WHERE CURRENT_STATE <> 'UP'

The predicate in this new statement tells SQL to select all rows where the CURRENT_STATE column contains a value
other than UP. In the SYSTEMS table, this predicate is true only for the row containing CICS information. Therefore, SQL
selects only that row when it executes the revised SELECT statement.

Use IN Predicates in WHERE Clauses
Contents

The following section discusses the use of IN predicates in WHERE clauses, and using Boolean expressions.

Comparing One or More Values

An IN predicate compares the column name to one or more strings or host variable names. Use this syntax to specify an
IN predicate:

WHERE colname IN (string | :hostvar,...)
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Although you could compare a column name to multiple values using multiple Boolean ORs, do this more efficiently by
including an IN predicate in your WHERE clause. For example, these two SELECT statements are equivalent:

"SELECT CURRENT_STATE INTO :SYSTEMS_UP",

  "FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME IN ('CICS','IMS','VTAM')"

"SELECT CURRENT_STATE INTO :SYSTEMS_UP",

  "FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME = 'CICS'",

    "OR NAME = 'IMS' OR NAME = 'VTAM'"

When either statement executes, SQL selects the values in the CURRENT_STATE column from all rows where the value
in the NAME column is CICS or IMS.

NOTE
The SYSTEMS table does not contain a row where the NAME column has the value VTAM, so SQL ignores this
part of the WHERE clause.

An IN predicate is true only if the column value exactly matches any of the specified strings or host variable values. For
example, suppose that you invoke this SQL statement:

"SELECT CURRENT_STATE INTO :RECOV_PROC",

  "FROM SYSTEMS WHERE RECOV_PROC IN ('FIX')"

When this statement executes, it selects no rows from the SYSTEMS table because the text string (FIX) does not exactly
match any values in the column named RECOV_PROC. However, if you rewrite the statement as follows, the predicate
is true because the string matches the column contents. In this case, SQL selects both values in the RECOV_PROC
column.

"SELECT CURRENT_STATE INTO :RECOV_PROC",

  "FROM SYSTEMS WHERE RECOV_PROC IN ('FIXCICS','FIXIMS')"

Using Boolean Expressions

If you want to, you can combine predicates into compound Boolean expressions. For example, you can create a WHERE
clause like the following:

"WHERE (NAME = 'IMS' AND RECOV_PROC <> FIXCICS)",

  "OR DESIRED_STATE = 'DOWN'",

    "AND CURRENT_STATE IN ('UP','UNKNOWN')"

The OPS/MVS product supports up to three nested levels of Boolean expressions in parentheses.

Using LIKE Predicates in WHERE Clauses
Contents

The following section discusses the use of LIKE predicates in WHERE clauses, comparing character strings, and use of
the ESCAPE keyword.

Comparing Character Strings

A LIKE predicate compares a column to a wildcard value you specify and selects columns conforming to the wildcard
value. Use this syntax for a LIKE predicate:

WHERE colname LIKE 'wildcard'

You must enclose the wildcard value in single quotes. A wildcard can include any combination of characters and either the
percent sign (%) or the underscore (_).
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The percent sign denotes any set of characters, including blanks. For example, the following clause shown selects from
the NAME column all of the following values: CIC, ACICX, ABCIC, CICXYZ.

WHERE NAME LIKE '%CIC%'

The underscore denotes only one character in a specific position. For each character of column data you do not want
to match, the wildcard must include an underscore. For instance, to find the NAME column in the SYSTEMS table that
contains exactly three characters with M as the middle character, use the following LIKE predicate:

WHERE NAME LIKE '_M_'

The predicate shown above finds the value IMS, the only value in SYSTEMS matching the wildcard. This predicate does
not find other columns with M as their second data character, such as a column containing the text OMEGAMON. To find
that row, you would use the following LIKE predicate:

WHERE NAME LIKE '_M______'

Using the ESCAPE Keyword

When the percent sign or underscore character is part of the column data you want to match, add the ESCAPE keyword
to your LIKE predicate. The ESCAPE keyword prevents SQL from interpreting the percent and underscore characters in
column text as wildcards. For example, to find the column containing the characters I_MS, use the following predicate:

WHERE NAME LIKE 'I#_MS' ESCAPE '#'

Use Expressions and Functions
Contents

The following sections discuss how to use expressions, character-oriented functions, and numeric aggregate functions.

Expressions

An SQL expression is a series of operands related by arithmetic or character string operators that yields a value that can
be used in other SQL clauses as an operand.

Valid operands for expressions are column names, host variables, literals, functions, and other expressions enclosed
by parentheses. Valid operators for numeric expressions are (+, -, /, *) while character expressions have only the
concatenation operator (||). If a value in an expression is NULL the expression value will be NULL. Numeric and character
operands cannot be mixed in expressions. All operands must match the expected data type of the resulting value: numeric
or character. Date, time, and timestamp data types are not supported in expressions. Like REXX the conventional rules of
operator precedence and parenthetical evaluation order are applied.

The following are some examples of expressions:

Add 1 to an integer column value:

"UPDATE  TBL1 SET TOTAL_TIMES = TOTAL_TIMES + 1"

Use a function, literal, and character columns to produce a 'LAST NAME, FIRST NAME' value into a host variable:

"SELECT   TRIM(LAST_NAME) || ', ' || FIRST_NAME  INTO :NAME" 

Introduction to Functions

Functions may appear in the column list of Select SQL statements or in any SQL statement clause where expressions are
allowed such as the WHERE clause. Generally, the operands of a character string function can be literal character strings,
host variables, or column names. Hexadecimal columns and literals are treated as character strings. When a function
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expression is used as a SELECT value in the column list, the resulting output variable stem name is function name_n or
function name_colname depending upon the particular function and arguments used. The SQL INTO host variable list
clause can be used to assign definite names to function result values. Compatible functions may also be nested. Any
function value output variables will use the outermost function as the function name portion of the stem variable name.

Operands of functions should be of the data type expected by the function. If an SQL NULL column or value is used as an
operand, the resulting value is always NULL. Except for the row COUNT function, aggregate functions such as AVG skip
column values that are NULL. The function result is NULL when all the column values are NULL.

Character-oriented Functions

The optional SUBSTR keyword, specified as part of the search criteria on an SQL statement, allows that statement to
examine or return parts of character strings. Use the following syntax for the SUBSTR keyword:

SUBSTR (colname FROM xx FOR yy)

The SUBSTR clause fetches from the named column yy characters starting with the character in position xx. For example,
the following SUBSTR clause selects characters 5 through 7 from the RECOV_PROC column of the SYSTEMS table:

SUBSTR (RECOV_PROC FROM 5 FOR 3)

The TRIM Function

The TRIM function removes repeated occurrences of a specific character from the beginning and/or end of another
character string. The return value of the TRIM function is the resulting character string. This function is very similar to the
REXX STRIP function. The syntax for the TRIM function is:

TRIM(LEADING|TRAILING|BOTH 'trimchar' FROM 'target string'/colname)

The default value for the first keyword is BOTH and the default value for the trim character is a blank. The statement
TRIM('target string'/colname) is equivalent to trimming leading and trailing blanks from a string value. The FROM keyword
is only required when the trim character is specified.

In this example the character '2' is removed from the end of the USER_ID column value:

"SELECT APPL_ID  TRIM(TRAILING  '2' FROM USER_ID)

FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE NAME = 'APPL10'"

The REXX variable returned for the TRIM function is:

TRIM_USER_ID.1=TSOUSR

The POSITION Function

The POSITION function returns the integer value of the first location of a search character string within a target character
string. If the search string does not occur in the target character string, zero is returned. A string of blanks is a valid search
string. The syntax of the POSITION function is:

POSITION('searchstring'/colname  IN  'targetstring'/colname)

In the following example, the position of a literal string in a column is returned in a select statement:

"SELECT NAME POSITION('CICS' IN RECOV_PROC) FROM SYSTEMS"

This statement returns the following variables for the POSITION column:

• POSITION_RECOV_PROC.0=0
• POSITION_RECOV_PROC.1=3
• POSITION_RECOV_PROC.2=0
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In the following example, the position of a column value in a literal value is used in the where clause of a select statement:

"SELECT  NAME  FROM SYSTEMS WHERE  POSITION( NAME IN 'XYZ IMS')

> 0"

Because the NAME column value of IMS does occur in the literal value specified, the NAME='IMS' row is selected.

The CHAR_LENGTH Function

The CHAR_LENGTH function returns the length of a character string literal or character column. For VARCHAR columns
the actual used string length is returned. For CHAR columns the length of the column is returned. For literals the length of
the literal is returned. If a column is NULL, NULL is returned. Output variable names for CHAR_LENGTH are shortened to
simply LENGTH_n. The syntax for this function is:

CHAR_LENGTH('string'/colname)

In the following example, the TRIM function is combined with the CHAR_LENGTH function to find the used length of the
column RECOV_PROC in each row. The following SQL statement returns the actual length of the data in the column for
each row:

"SELECT CHAR_LENGTH(TRIM(RECOV_PROC)) FROM SYSTEMS"

The following array of variables is returned:

• LENGTH_1.0=2
• LENGTH_1.1=7
• LENGTH_1.2=6

The COALESCE Function

The COALESCE function returns the first non-null SQL value of a list of column names or literals. If all the operands are
NULL, the result is NULL. Column and literal operands for this function must be of the same data type. The syntax is:

COALESCE('string'/colname, 'string'/colname, 'string'/colname, ...)

In the following example, assume that only one of the columns of column names COL1, COL2, and COL3 contains a
value for an application in any one row. The remaining columns are SQL NULL. All the columns could be NULL. The
COALESCE function can display the one value in the columns or a default value.

"SELECT COALESCE(COL1, COL2, COL3, 'NOVALUE') FROM APPLTAB WHERE NAME='APPL10'"

Because this is the first COALESCE function reference in the SQL statement, the REXX variable stem created
for the function value is COALESCE_1. If COL2=YES, then COALESCE_1.1=YES. If all the columns are NULL,
COALESCE_1.1=NOVALUE.

The EXTRACT Function

The EXTRACT function returns the month, day, year, hour, minute, or second value from a date, time, or time stamp
column value or literal. The syntax is:

EXTRACT(timeunit FROM date-time string/column) 

where timeunit can have one of the following values:
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• YEAR
• MONTH
• DAY
• HOUR
• MINUTE
• SECOND

In this example, rows whose last update month is February are selected using the extract function in the WHERE clause:

"SELECT NAME FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE EXTRACT(MONTH FROM UPDATE) = 2"

The APPL1 and APPL2 rows are returned.

The LOWER Function

The LOWER function translates a character string literal or column value to all lower case characters. This function's
primary use is in SQL expression evaluation where character data in a column can be in mixed case. The syntax for this
function is:

LOWER('string'/colname)

In the following example, the value of two columns assumed to be mixed-case are translated into lowercase for
comparison.

"SELECT NAME FROM SYSTEMS WHERE LOWER(CURRENT_STATE) = LOWER(DESIRED_STATE)"

Only the NAME='IMS' row is selected.

The UPPER Function

The UPPER function translates a character string literal or column value to all upper case characters. This functions
primary use is in SQL expression evaluation where character data in a column can be in mixed case. The syntax for this
function is:

UPPER('string'/colname)

Example: UPPER function

In the following example the value of two columns assumed to be mixed-case are translated into uppercase for
comparison.

"SELECT NAME FROM SYSTEMS WHERE UPPER(CURRENT_STATE) = UPPER(DESIRED_STATE)"

Only the NAME='IMS' row is selected.

Numeric Aggregate Functions

The following section provides a list of numeric aggregate functions, discusses return values based on numeric
calculations, and provides usage information. For use as an example in the descriptions of the AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN,
and SUM functions, the following WORKSTATIONS table lists the workstations and their cost:

Workstation Cost
Macintosh IIci 4840
NEC PC386 2520
IBM3270 1200
Macintosh IIcx 4840
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Return Values Based on Numeric Calculations

There may be instances when you want to retrieve a value that is based on a mathematical calculation of a collection of
values. Aggregate functions perform simple numeric calculations, mostly on values in a specified column in a table. SQL
NULL column values are ignored for all aggregate functions except the row count function, COUNT(*).

For example, the following statement returns the average of the values in the COST column from the WORKSTATIONS
table:

OPSQL SELECT AVG (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS

NOTE
This particular function is to be used on numeric data type columns only.

When using the INTO keyword on a SELECT statement, the stem variables created use the specified variable stem name,
as in the following example using the WORKSTATIONS table:

ADDRESS SQL

"SELECT COUNT (*) INTO VAR FROM WORKSTATIONS"

The above statement results in the following stem variables being created:

VAR.0=1 (the number of values returned)

VAR.1=4 (the number of rows in the table)

When the INTO keyword is not used on a SELECT statement, as in the following example:

ADDRESS SQL

"SELECT MIN (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS"

The variables created are:

MIN_COST.0=1 (the number of values returned)

MIN_COST.1=1200 (the lowest value in the COST column)

Note that the compound variable stem names above are created by prefixing the aggregate function name (MIN), followed
by an underscore (_), followed by the column name (COST).

List of Aggregate Functions

Keep this information in mind when using aggregate functions:

• You can use more than one aggregate function in a SELECT statement, but you must specify each function separately.
• To obtain the values of aggregate functions, your SELECT statement must include values for the INTO keyword. For

example, consider the following:
SELECT AVG (COST) COUNT (*) INTO :variable1 :variable2 FROM WORKSTATIONS

There are five aggregate functions provided with OPS/MVS:

• AVG-Returns the average value in a specified column
• COUNT-Returns the number of rows in a specified table
• MAX-Returns the maximum value in a specified column
• MIN-Returns the minimum value in a specified column
• SUM- Returns the sum of all values in a specified column

AVG Function

The AVG function returns the average of all values in a specified column. For example, to obtain the average cost of all
workstations in the table named WORKSTATIONS, you could use the following statement:
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OPSQL SELECT AVG (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS

This function would yield a result of 3350.

The AVG function is limited to use on numeric data types only.

COUNT Function

The COUNT function returns the number of rows in a specified table. In the simplest example, you could count all of the
rows in the APPLICATIONS table with this statement:

OPSQL SELECT COUNT (*) FROM WORKSTATIONS

You can also use the WHERE clause in conjunction with COUNT to narrow the scope of your tally. For example, to count
the number of applications in the APPLICATIONS table that user TSOUSR1 altered, you would use this statement:

OPSQL SELECT COUNT (*) FROM WORKSTATIONS WHERE COST < 3000

MAX Function

The MAX function returns the maximum value in a specified column.

To find the maximum cost of a workstation in the WORKSTATIONS table, you could use this statement:

OPSQL SELECT MAX (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS

This yields an answer of 4840.

As you may have noticed, there are two workstations with a cost of 4840. Suppose you want to retrieve the station and
the cost of all of the workstations that have that maximum cost. You could accomplish this by nesting a subquery in your
statement as follows:

ADDRESS SQL

 "SELECT STATION, COST FROM WORKSTATIONS",

   "WHERE COST = (SELECT MAX (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS)"

This yields the following result:

Workstation Cost
Macintosh IIci 4840
Macintosh IIcx 4840

MAX is not limited to numeric values, contrary to what it would seem. You can also use it on characters and dates. When
used with character data, MAX means last in alphabetical order.

MIN Function

The MIN function returns the minimum value in a specified column. For example, to find the minimum cost of a
workstation in the WORKSTATIONS table, use this statement:

OPSQL SELECT MIN (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS

This yields a result of 1200.

You can also combine the MAX and MIN functions in a single statement, as follows:

ADDRESS SQL

"SELECT MAX (COST), MIN (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS"

This yields a result of 4840 and 1200.
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As with MAX, the MIN function is not limited to numeric data. When used with character data, MIN means first in
alphabetical order.

SUM Function

The SUM function returns the sum of all values in a specified column. For example, to obtain the total cost of all
workstations in the WORKSTATIONS table, use this statement:

OPSQL SELECT SUM (COST) FROM WORKSTATIONS

This would yield a result of 13,400.

The SUM function is limited to use on numeric data types only. All integer and decimal data types are accepted.

Join Operations
Contents

SELECT statements can search for data stored in more than one relational table. Selecting data from more than one table
is called a join operation; it produces a new temporary table containing all rows and columns of all tables referenced in the
SELECT statement. This temporary table remains in memory only until the SELECT statement finishes executing.

The following section discusses comparing values from multiple tables, and defining aliases or correlation values for table
names.

Compare Values from Multiple Tables

A single SELECT statement can now contain as many as eight different table references. Each usage of the same table
name in a single statement counts as a separate table reference.

When using more than one table name in a SELECT statement, consider whether any column references in that
statement clearly indicate to which table each column belongs. Where necessary, indicate which table each referenced
column belongs to by specifying column names as follows: tablename.colname. A period must separate the table and
column names.

Define Aliases or Correlation Values for Table Names

Referencing several tables in a SELECT statement can make that statement long and complex. So, you can define
aliases or correlation values for table names, using the AS keyword as shown in the following example:

FROM tablename1 AS alias1, tablename2 AS alias2

You may use a single blank in place of the AS keyword to define an alias or correlation value for a table. For example, the
following statement is equivalent to the preceding example:

FROM tablename1 alias1, tablename2 alias2

A comma separates distinct table names, in contrast to a blank without a comma, which separates the original table name
from its alias or correlation value.

Once you define an alias or a correlation value for a table name, you can use it in subsequent parts of your SELECT
statement. For example, a WHERE clause like the one below might follow the clause definingalias1 and alias2:

WHERE alias2.colname1 = tablename2.colname2

  AND alias1.colname1 = tablename3.colname3
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Using Subqueries
Contents

The following section discusses using subqueries. It explains the purpose of using subqueries to reduce the amount of
table data returned, and provides an example of a subquery being used on the SELECT statement.

Reduce Amounts of Data Returned

On any SQL statement that specifies search criteria, you can use subqueries to reduce the amount of table data returned.
A subquery is a SELECT statement that is part of the WHERE clause of another statement.

A subquery allows OPS/MVS to make decisions based on data values from tables other than the table currently being
accessed. For example, you might want to extract an application name from the current table only if that name matches a
value from a column in another table.

The following SELECT statement uses a subquery to compare data from the CURRENT_STATE and DESIRED_STATE
columns of the SYSTEMS table to the contents of the CURRENT_STATE column of another table called CICS_TABLE:

ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT CURRENT_STATE, DESIRED_STATE FROM SYSTEMS",

    "WHERE CURRENT_STATE = (SELECT CURRENT_STATE FROM",

      "CICS_TABLE WHERE NAME = 'CICSA')"

In the above statement, the subquery defines the current state value for resource CICSA as the value which data fetched
from the SYSTEMS table must match. Assuming that CICSA has a current state of UP, this statement fetches from
SYSTEMS the current and desired state values from row 2 (both also UP).

A subquery must fetch only one piece of table data, except when the WHERE clause using that subquery also contains
an IN keyword. Subqueries can operate on more than one column or row. For instance, the following INSERT statement
copies every row from CICS_TABLE into the SYSTEMS table, so long as the column definitions for both tables are
compatible and defined in the same order:

ADDRESS SQL

  "INSERT INTO SYSTEMS SELECT * FROM CICS_TABLE"

Cursor Operations
SQL statements typically alter or fetch data from many rows of a table at once. If 2,000 rows satisfy the search criteria
you specify on a statement, OPS/MVS processes all 2,000 rows. However, doing so complicates matters when you
invoke SQL statements from OPS/REXX. When you do not know how much output a statement generates, it may become
inefficient to assign that output to REXX variables.

SQL (and the OPS/MVS product) resolve this problem through a set of statements that manages cursor operations. In a
cursor operation, you specify a range of rows to update or delete. Starting with the first row, OPS/MVS then updates or
deletes each row one at a time until it processes all rows in the range.

You can execute cursor operations from a TSO/E REXX program, a TSO CLIST, an OPS/REXX program, or an AOF rule.
You cannot execute cursor operations from a TSO terminal.

Statements Used in Cursor Operations

A cursor operation consists of these SQL statements, which you must invoke in the following order:

1. The DECLARE CURSOR statement. Before you start a cursor operation, you must invoke a DECLARE CURSOR
statement. This special form of the SELECT statement defines a cursor to point to the rows you want to process. This
cursor is a key that you pass to OPS/MVS in subsequent statements so that those statements act upon the proper
rows. The OPS/MVS product holds this statement in reserve until you are ready to process the selected rows.
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2. The OPEN statement. To start the cursor operation, you invoke the OPEN statement. This statement tells OPS/MVS to
select the first of the rows that are specified on the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

3. The FETCH statement. Once you have opened the cursor, the FETCH statement fetches the values in the first
selected row. Using the FETCH statement to access a row makes that row current. You can then invoke the UPDATE
or DELETE FROM statement to modify or delete that row.
OPS/MVS executes one FETCH statement for each row to be fetched, until it has processed all of the rows in your
table or you end the cursor operation.

4. The UPDATE or DELETE FROM statement. The UPDATE and DELETE FROM statements work in cursor operations
as they do when you invoke them alone, with one exception. When an UPDATE or DELETE FROM statement invoked
as part of a cursor operation contains a WHERE clause, that clause instructs the OPS/MVS product to update or
delete the currently selected row.

5. The CLOSE statement. This statement ends the cursor operation, telling OPS/MVS to stop processing rows. If you
omit the CLOSE statement, the update or delete operation continues until OPS/MVS finishes processing all of the
rows in the table. When OPS/MVS processes the last row, it sets the SQLCODE global variable to 100.

Example: Syntax for Cursor Operations

Because the statements that control cursor operations function in sets, the examples that follow show groups of
statements you invoke together to update or delete rows one at a time.

NOTE
You may specify the text ADDRESS SQL on each statement, as shown in Example 2. However, because these
statements should follow one another in the order that is shown, it is necessary to specify the text ADDRESS
SQL only on the DECLARE CURSOR statement, as shown in the following example.

• To perform a cursor update operation, invoke this set of statements from an OPS/REXX program:
ADDRESS SQL

  "DECLARE cursorname CURSOR FOR selectstatement"

  "OPEN cursorname"

  "FETCH cursorname INTO hostvarlist"

  "UPDATE tablename

    SET colname = string | :hostvar | NULL

    [, colname = string | :hostvar  | NULL]

    WHERE CURRENT OF cursorname"

  "CLOSE cursorname"

For descriptions of the operands, see the text following Example 2.
• To perform a cursor delete operation, invoke this set of statements from an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL

  "DECLARE cursorname CURSOR FOR selectstatement"

ADDRESS SQL

  "OPEN cursorname"

ADDRESS SQL

  "FETCH cursorname INTO hostvarlist"

ADDRESS SQL

  "DELETE FROM tablename WHERE CURRENT OF cursorname"

ADDRESS SQL

  "CLOSE cursorname"

• cursorname
This is the 1-character to 18-character name of the cursor (pointer) that provides a common reference point for a set of
related SQL cursor operation statements.

• selectstatement
This is the text of a SELECT statement to execute when you invoke the OPEN statement.

• hostvarlist
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Used on the FETCH statement, the hostvarlist variable identifies a set of host variable names to store the selected
column values. The order in which you specify REXX stem names should correspond to the order in which column
names are specified on the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

• tablename
This is the table containing the rows to be updated by the UPDATE statement or deleted with the DELETE FROM
statement.

Guidelines for Writing Cursor Operation Statements

The following REXX program outline demonstrates how you might use SQL cursor operations.

Suppose that you want to examine the SYSTEMS table and write a message to the operator each time you find a
system whose current state is DOWN but should be UP. You can do this using an SQL cursor operation, invoked by SQL
statements in an OPS/REXX program as follows:

(first few lines of program)

.

.

ADDRESS SQL

  "DECLARE X CURSOR FOR"

  .

  .

ADDRESS TSO

  (TSO command)

  .

  .

ADDRESS SQL

  "OPEN X"

  .

  .

  "FETCH X INTO NAME"

Once the DECLARE CURSOR statement invokes the SQL host environment, subsequent SQL statements do not need to
include the text ADDRESS SQL as long as the program does not switch to another default host environment.

However, because a statement invoking another host environment appears in the program above (the ADDRESS TSO
statement shown before the SQL OPEN and FETCH statements), you have to invoke the TSO host environment with an
ADDRESS statement and then switch back to the SQL host environment.

You can explicitly declare the host environment on each SQL statement by using the following form:

ADDRESS SQL 'sqlstatement'

It is a good idea to use the above form in a large program or a program that sends commands to several different host
environments, since you will never send the wrong command to the wrong environment.

OPS/REXX Program That Demonstrates Cursor Operations

This sample program demonstrates the use of cursor operations:

/*------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Declare a cursor that will select 3 columns from any */

/* "broken" (CURRENT <> DESIRED) DB2 regions.           */

/*------------------------------------------------------*/

ADDRESS SQL 'DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR FOR',

  'SELECT NAME CURRENT_STATE DESIRED_STATE FROM STCTAB',

  "WHERE CURRENT_STATE <> DESIRED_STATE AND TYPE = 'DB2'"
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IF sqlcode <> 0 THEN CALL SQLERROR /* Check return code!*/

ADDRESS SQL 'OPEN CSR1'    /* SQL will now get the data */

IF sqlcode = 100 THEN      /* Were any rows selected?   */

  DO                       /* No, issue msg & exit      */

    SAY 'All resources in table are at desired state'

    EXIT 0

  END

IF sqlcode <> 0 THEN CALL SQLERROR /* Check return code!*/

/*------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Fetch each selected row, one row at a time.          */

/*------------------------------------------------------*/

DO WHILE SQLCODE <> 100

  ADDRESS SQL 'FETCH CSR1 INTO :NAME, :CURRENT, :DESIRED'

  IF sqlcode = 100 THEN LEAVE      /* No more rows, done*/

  IF sqlcode <> 0 THEN CALL SQLERROR /* Check ret code! */

  /* Note that name.1, is returned, not just "name".    */

  SAY 'NAME='name.1',',

      'CURRENT='current.1', DESIRED='desired.1

  /*----------------------------------------------------*/

  /* If CURRENT_STATE is neither UP nor DOWN, update    */

  /* this row in the table to set it to UNKNOWN.        */

  /*----------------------------------------------------*/

  IF WORDPOS(current.1,'UP DOWN') = 0 THEN

    DO

      /* Set host variable.  This must be a simple      */

      /* variable (CURRENT), not a stem (like CURRENT.1)*/

      current = 'UNKNOWN'

      ADDRESS SQL 'UPDATE STCTAB',     /* Perform update*/

        'SET CURRENT_STATE = :current',

        'WHERE CURRENT OF CSR1'

      IF sqlcode <> 0 THEN

        CALL SQLERROR                  /* Check ret code*/

    END

END

ADDRESS SQL 'CLOSE CSR1' /* Be sure to close cursor     */

EXIT 0

/* Subroutine to display diagnostic data and exit       */

SQLERROR:

PARSE SOURCE . . pgm .

SAY 'SQL error in program 'pgm' called from line 'sigl

SAY 'RC='rc', SQLCODE='sqlcode

ADDRESS SQL 'CLOSE CSR1' /* Be sure to close cursor!    */

EXIT 12

Table Management Operations
Contents

The following section discusses table management operations.
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Where to Perform Table Management Operations

Using the OPSQL command processor, you can perform table operations from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program,
or a TSO CLIST program. Using the ADDRESS SQL host environment, you can perform table operations from an AOF
rule or any other OPS/REXX program.

Table Management Statements

The following statements let you perform table management operations:

ALTER TABLE
Adds columns to a table

CREATE TABLE
Defines a new table

DELETE FROM
Deletes rows from a table

DROP TABLE
Deletes a table

INSERT
Inserts rows in a table

UPDATE
Updates column values in a table

For more information about the statements described here, see the Command and Function Reference.

Add Table Columns

To add a column to a table, use the ALTER TABLE statement.

Suppose the APPLICATIONS table needs a column added to it called RET_CODE, which holds a return code for the last
execution of the application. To add this column, issue this command:

OPSQL ALTER TABLE APPLICATIONS ADD COLUMN RET_CODE CHAR(2)

This example uses a CHAR (character) data type definition, specifying that the column being added is 2 characters in
width. Other valid data types for columns include integer, small integer, decimal, hexadecimal, date, time, and time stamp.

Define a New Table to the Product

To define a new table, use the CREATE TABLE statement.

For example, this statement defines the SYSTEMS table.

ADDRESS SQL

  "CREATE TABLE SYSTEMS (NAME CHAR(8) PRIMARY KEY,",

                        "CURRENT_STATE CHAR(4),",

                        "DESIRED_STATE CHAR(4),",

                        "RECOV_PROC    CHAR(8))"

Delete Table Rows

To delete rows from a table, use the DELETE FROM statement.

For example, to delete all rows from the table APPLICATIONS when the status is DOWN, issue this command:

ADDRESS SQL
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  "DELETE FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE STATUS = 'DOWN'"

Delete a Table

To delete a relational table, use the DROP TABLE statement.

For example, to delete the APPLICATIONS table, issue this command:

OPSQL DROP TABLE APPLICATIONS

Insert a Row into a Table

To insert a row into a relational table, use the INSERT statement.

For example, to add a row into the APPLICATIONS table, issue this command:

ADDRESS SQL

  "INSERT INTO APPLICATIONS",

    "(APPL_ID, USER_ID, UPDATE, STATUS)",

      "VALUES ('APPL33' 'TSOUSR33' DATE '1992-04-15' 'DOWN')"

Update Values in a Table

To update values in a table, use the UPDATE statement.

Suppose you want to update values in the table APPLICATIONS when the STATUS column has a value of DOWN. To
change the status to UP for these rows, issue this command:

OPSQL UPDATE APPLICATIONS SET STATUS = 'UP' WHERE STATUS = 'DOWN'

Use the Relational Table Editor Batch API
You can use the relational table editor OPS/REXX program, ASOTEAPI, in a batch API mode to perform some of the
operations that are currently part of the ISPF menu-driven interface of OPSVIEW option 2.6. Using this API interface
instead of conventional ADDRESS SQL statements can reduce your amount of effort in copying or changing table
structures.

For a description of the batch API functions provided by the ASOTEAPI OPS/REXX program, see Relational Table Editor
Batch API Functions.

Maintaining Cross-system Serialization

To prevent the simultaneous updating of a relational table by more than one user, the batch API mode of ASOTEAPI
uses the same serialization mechanism as the OPSVIEW relational table editor. This pseudo ENQ/DEQ mechanism is
implemented using global variables, maintaining cross-system serialization. Thus, any attempt to change a table using
the batch API fails if the table is in use by the ISPF relational table editor user or another batch API operation. Therefore,
you should generally limit the primary use of the batch API to occasional table modification operations that do not conflict
with normal table usage. If you choose to use the batch API as a part of your production operations, you should anticipate
possible serialization conflicts in the automation procedure code.

Duplicate Keys

When the batch API is executed in an active ISPF environment, it uses ISPF message services. When the transfer
of relational table rows results in duplicate keys, a panel may be displayed in the TRANSFER API. Without an active
ISPF environment, all messages are issued using a REXX SAY statement and the duplicate key transfer operation fails.
Therefore, you should be aware of the ISPF status of the environment in which the batch API is running.
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Backup and Restore Your RDF Tables
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation provides various methods to backup and restore your Relational Data
Framework (RDF) tables.

NOTE
For more information about backing up and restoring the SYSCHK1 VSAM file, see Back Up and Restore the
SYSCHK1 VSAM File Data.

Editing Relational Tables

Use the Relational Table Editor
OPS/MVS provides a relational table editor to simplify saving, updating, and fetching data from relational tables. These
relational tables organize the information about your system that rules and automation procedures collect. You create
relational tables through the OPS/MVS Relational Data Framework facility, described in Using the Relational Data
Framework.

The table editor is an ISPF application you can access from the primary menu of the OPS/MVS OPSVIEW Interface.
During a table editing session, you can use ISPF dialogs and panels and ISPF-like edit commands to:

• Display a list of existing relational tables.
• Copy an existing table and rename it.
• Create a new table.
• Edit the contents of a table.
• Delete a table.
• Rename a table.
• Copy a table to multiple MSF connected systems.
• Delete a table on multiple MSF connected systems.
• Transfer a table to multiple MSF connected systems

NOTE
When you add rows to or delete rows from a table and save your changes, OPS/MVS rearranges the rows in
one of these ways:

• If the table has a primary key, OPS/MVS arranges the rows in alphabetical order by key.
• If the table has no primary key, OPS/MVS arranges the rows in the order in which they were added.

NOTE
OPS/MVS appends the most recently added rows to the end of the table.

To access the table editor:

1. Choose OPS/MVS from your primary ISPF menu. The OPS/MVS OPSVIEW Primary Option Menu panel appears.
2. Select option 2, Editors.
3. Select option 6, for Table Edit.

WARNING
The table editor prevents multiple users from editing the same relational table simultaneously. However, the SQL
rules keyword and the SQL, STATESET, and OPSSMTBL command processors do not prevent simultaneous
editing of a table. Therefore, during your table editing session, rules, CLISTs, REXX EXECs, or other users may
be making changes to the table you are editing but you cannot see these changes.

When you access the table editor, OPS/MVS displays the RDF Table Editor Primary Panel, shown here:

RDF Table Editor --------------- Primary Panel --------------------------------
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OPTION ===>

       B - Browse this table             C - Copy table

       E - Edit table                    R - Rename table

       I - Insert new table              F - Free table

       D - Delete table                  T - Transfer table contents

      MD - Multi system table delete    MC - Multi system table copy

      MT - Multi system table transfer

              blank - Display table list

SPECIFY RELATIONAL TABLE (see note below):

   NAME     ===> ___________________________  (Required for B, C,D,E,F,R,T)

   NEWNAME  ===> ___________________________  (Required for C,I,R,T)

CONFIRM DELETES: YES (Enter YES to require delete confirmation)

NOTE: To use a table on another system specify the table name as system>table

      Specify ? as the system name to get a list of all systems.

This is the main menu for the table editor.

By default, OPS/MVS asks you to confirm any requests to delete information from a table. To delete information without
confirming delete requests, specify NO in the Confirm Deletes field, as shown on the panel above, instead of YES.

To edit a table, do either of the following:

• Type one of the edit option commands described on this panel. OPS/MVS prompts you to enter the name of the table
to copy, delete, edit, free, browse, or insert in the Name field. The table name goes into the Newname field when you
copy a table. After typing the table name, press Enter.

• Press Enter without entering a command. OPS/MVS displays its Table List panel. From there, you can choose a table
to edit; following is an example of this panel:

 RDF Table Editor ------ RDF Table List for System OPSQA ---------  ROW 1 OF 22

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

     OPTIONS:  Browse Copy Delete Edit Free Insert Rename S(edit) Transfer

   MULTI SYS:  MCopy MDelete MTransfer

  Sel Table                       New Table

  ___ COLUMN                      ___________________________

  ___ ABCXYGTBL                   ___________________________

  ___ DCXA                        ___________________________

  ___ DCYZSTC                     ___________________________

This panel lists all relational tables in use at your site and the system where each table resides.

When working with the Relational Table List panel, you can issue these primary commands from the command line:

DOWN
Scrolls toward the bottom of the table list.

UP
Scrolls toward the top of the table list.

END
Cancels all pending line commands and exits from this panel.

Use Edit Option Commands
Both the RDF Table Editor Primary Panel and the Table List panel use the edit option commands listed just below the
command line. If you use the RDF Table Editor Primary Panel, type these commands from the command line and press
Enter. If you use the Table List panel, type one of these commands to the left of the table you want to edit and press Enter:
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B
Browse this table. None of the columns are modifiable. When you enter the B command, OPS/MVS displays the
Table Data Editor panel shown in Editing the Contents of an Existing Table. The RDF TABLE and COLUMN tables
are always displayed in browse mode.

C
Copies this table. If you enter this command from either panel, OPS/MVS requires you to type the name of the
new table in the Newname field.
Specifying the system name with the table name is optional. If you specify an asterisk in place of a system name,
the table editor displays its System List panel and allows you to choose one system from the list.

D
Deletes this table. OPS/MVS asks you to press Enter a second time to confirm that you want to delete the table.

E
Edit (modify) this table. When you enter the E command, OPS/MVS displays the Table Data Editor panel shown
inEditing the Contents of an Existing Table. From this panel, you can edit the table contents.
Note: To edit a new table, issue the I command instead of the E command.

F
Frees a table. This command releases a table enqueued by another user. This other user may be on a remote
system.
In response to the F command, OPS/MVS displays a panel (not shown) reporting which user on which system
has locked the table and asking you to notify that user before confirming your request to free the table. If the
remote user tries to save the table after you have freed it, the table editor rejects the save request.

I
Insert a table. This command causes OPS/MVS to display a panel that asks you to do one of the following:
Tell OPS/MVS to give your new table the standard column definitions for a System State Manager table.
Enter the name of an existing table that contains the column definitions you want to use for your new table.
Specifying the system name with the table name is optional. If you specify an asterisk in place of a system name,
the table editor displays its System List panel and allows you to choose one system from the list.
After you tell OPS/MVS how to define columns for your new table, OPS/MVS displays the Edit Table Structure
panel.

WARNING

Important!

• • When inserting a new table, do not select a table name beginning with the characters ATM. This
is a prefix, and causes the table to be hidden when you view tablenames from OPSVIEW.

• When inserting a new table, do not select a table name beginning with the characters SSM_. This
prefix is reserved for OPS internal use.

• When defining a new table, be sure to define all of the rows and columns you need. If you forget
to add one or more rows or columns when you create a table, or you want to change the structure
of a table, or both, you can do so only through one of these methods:

• •   
• From a  CLIST, a REXX EXEC, or foreground TSO, invoke the ALTER TABLE

SQL  statement.
•   
• From the table editor, issue the D command to delete the table in error. Then, issue the I

command and redefine the table

R
Rename a table. OPS/MVS asks you for a new table name. Specifying the system name with it is optional. If you
specify an asterisk in place of a system name, the table editor displays its System List panel and allows you to
choose one system from the list.
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blank
If you press Enter from the RDF Table Editor Primary Panel without specifying a table name, the table editor
displays a list of available tables.

S
Select a table. This command takes the same actions as the E (Edit) command.

Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the E or S line command for any displayed table. To issue the E or S line command for
a displayed table using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor in the Sel column to the left of the table name and
press the ENTER key. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

Protecting System State Manager Tables

The active System State Manager directory table specified by the STATETBL parameter may not be modified using any
table editor commands in ISPF on-line mode. Use the OPSSMTBL TSO command and OPS/REXX function or the System
State Manager control panel (4.11.1 of OPSVIEW) to modify this table. Browse is the only table editor command that you
can use on System State Manager directory tables.

Active System State Manager resource tables are protected from potentially destructive command operations of the RDF
table editor by requiring or requesting that the target System State Manager resource table be removed from System
State Manager control before performing an operation that could damage the logical integrity of the resource table.
Potentially destructive operations include:

• Delete a System State Manager resource table
• Rename a System State Manager resource table
• Insert a System State Manager resource table

NOTE
Insert implies that this table does not currently exist.

• Copy a table into a System State Manager resource table
• Transfer a table into a System State Manager resource table

When such an operation is detected, a panel is displayed, asking you if you want to remove the System State Manager
resource table from System State Manager control. Press Enter to accept the default (Y/YES). The table is removed from
System State Manager control, and the table editor operation is completed.

NOTE
You can optionally bypass the removal of a resource table from System State Manager for the copy and transfer
operations by the entering N (NO) on this panel.

If the System State Manager resource table was removed from System State Manager control, a panel is displayed,
asking you if you want to return the modified resource table to System State Manager control. Press Enter to accept. The
resource table is returned to System State Manager with the same properties it had when it was removed.

NOTE
When a resource table is returned to System State Manager control using the OPSSMTBL command, both the
current and desired states are set to the UNKNOWN state. The desired state must be reset to the correct value
using either the checkpoint state value, the System State Manager schedule manager reset function, or by some
programmatic or manual procedure.

When you start the table editor OPS/REXX program ASOTEAPI in batch API mode, protection of System State Manager
resources tables is controlled by the System State Manager PROT keyword of the API command.

NOTE
For details about this keyword, see the  Command and Function Reference .
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Edit the Structure of a New Table
Contents

You can use the following Table Structure Editor panel to create a new relational table:

Table Structure Editor ---------- SSM>XYZ----------------- COLUMNS 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

COL--> COLUMN-NAME        DATA-TYPE      ATTRIBUTES  DEFAULT

****** **************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

000001 TABLE_ID           CHAR(4)        PK

000002 TABLE_NAME         CHAR(18)

000003 DESIRED_STATE      CHAR(8)        NOT NULL    UP

000005 DATA_TYPE          HEX(2)

000006 DATA_OFFSET        SMALLINT

000007 DATA_LENGTH        SMALLINT

000008 SCALE              SMALLINT

000009 AVMAN              HEX(4)

****** *************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

From this panel, you configure columns for a new table. This sample display shows the contents of a table called
SSM>XYZ.

When defining a new table through the Table Structure Editor panel, follow the same requirements that you would follow if
creating the table using the CREATE TABLE statement of SQL.

NOTE
For a detailed discussion of these requirements, see the Command and Function Reference.

Special Criteria for Column Descriptions

For a column to be null, the first byte of that column must contain the word NULL. However, you receive error messages
if NULL appears in the first column byte and you defined that column as NOT NULL. A column defined as NOT NULL can
contain the word NULL only if the word begins after the first byte.

If you edit data in the DEFAULT column of a table, OPS/MVS reads that data exactly as you enter it. For example, if you
are using the Table Structure Editor panel and you insert two blanks and a word into the DEFAULT column, the first two
characters in the DEFAULT column remain blank.

Primary Commands for Creating Table Structure

To manage your table creation session, you can issue the following primary commands (similar to ISPF edit commands)
from the command line. If a command appears in all uppercase letters, you must enter the full command name.
Otherwise, enter only the part of the command shown in uppercase.

CANcel
Exits this table creation session without creating the table.

CAPS
Converts the column names you enter to uppercase or lowercase characters. If you enter the column name in
uppercase, the table editor converts data entered in that column to uppercase. If you enter the column name in
lowercase, data entered in that column remains in the case in which you entered it.
The CAPS command applies only to columns containing character data.
Note: By default, OPS/MVS sets the names of columns with non-character data to uppercase.
Issue one of these versions of the CAPS command:
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• CAPS ON-Sets the names of all character columns to uppercase
• CAPS OFF-Sets the names of all character columns to lowercase
• CAPS ASIS-Resets the case of column names to match the case of the data you entered in those columns

Consider the following when issuing the CAPS command:

• OPS/MVS does not change the case of data in columns containing unmodified data, no matter which version
of the CAPS command you issue.

• OPS/MVS always translates hexadecimal data to uppercase.
• CAPS ASIS mode is in effect when you first enter an editing session.

Change
Replaces one text string with another:

• The command C string1 string2 substitutes string2 for this occurrence of string1.
• To search forward and change the next occurrence of string1, issue the command C string1 string2 NEXT.
• To search backward and change the previous occurrence of string1, issue the command C string1 string2

PREV.
• To change all occurrences of string1, issue the command C string1 string2 ALL.

Note: If you substitute an asterisk (*) for one or both of the strings in any of these CHANGE commands, the table
editor uses the string value or values specified on the previous CHANGE command.

DOWN
Scrolls down toward the bottom of the table.

END
Saves changes and exits this editing session.

FIND
Finds a specified text string and places the cursor on that string:

• To search forward for the string, issue the command F string NEXT.
Note: The table editor searches forward by default.

• To search backward for the string, issue the command F string PREV.
• To search for the string specified on the last FIND command, issue the command F *.

To change the direction of a search (but search for the same string), issue the command F * NEXT or F *
PREV.

LEFT
Scrolls toward the left side of the column definitions.

RCHANGE
Repeats the last Change command issued.

RESet
Cancels all pending line commands and removes all SQL error messages from your screen.

RFIND
Repeats the last Find command issued.

RIGHT
Scrolls toward the right side of the column definitions.

UP
Scrolls toward the top of the table definition.

Line Commands for Editing Table Structure

To edit column definitions for a new table, enter these commands in the line number field, on the line you want to edit:
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A
Places the copied or moved data in the table after this column.

B
Places the copied or moved data in the table before this column.

C
Copies this column definition.

CC
Uses this command to select a range of columns for copying. Enter CC beside the first line and the last line of the
range.

D
Deletes this column.

DD
Uses this command to select a range of columns to delete. Enter DD beside the first line and the last line of the
range.

I
Inserts a column.

M
Moves this column.

MM
Uses this command to select a range of columns to move. Enter MM beside the first line and the last line of the
range.

R
Repeats this column.

RR
Uses this command to select a range of columns to repeat. Enter RR beside the first line and the last line of the
range.

TJnnnn
Uses this command to join text, shift it to the left, delete a word, or delete text to the right of the cursor.

TSnnnn
Uses this command to split text or to shift it to the right.

To begin editing a new table, issue I line commands to insert columns and type in the required data for each column. After
you have inserted some columns, you can issue other line commands to manipulate those columns (for example, to copy
or move columns).

Issuing the TJ and TS Line Commands

The TJ (Text Join) and TS (Text Split) line commands allow you to shift data easily when you insert or delete data in
columns. For example, if you delete data from a column using the delete key for the ISPF/PDF editor, characters in that
column that are beyond the right side your screen do not move into the space that data vacated. However, if you use the
TJ command to delete characters, the characters in that column beyond the right border of your screen shift left.

The TJ line command works as follows:

• It determines where the cursor is.
• If the cursor is on a non-blank character, it deletes all data between the current cursor position and the next blank

character.
• It deletes all blank characters until it finds the next non-blank character.

Suppose that you are editing a column called CURRENT_STATE, which contains these characters:
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REGION IS DOWN

You can use the TJ line command to delete text from this column and join the characters to the left and right of the deleted
text. Which characters are deleted depends on where the cursor is when you issue the TJ command.

For example, the following table shows you how different cursor positions affect the outcome of a TJ command. The
underscore represents the cursor position. On the second line of the table, the TJ command deletes the word IS because
the cursor is on the first character of that word.

Column Contents Result of TJ Command

REGION_IS DOWN REGIONIS DOWN

REGION IS DOWN REGION DOWN

REGION IS DOWN REGION IDOWN

If you insert characters into a column using the insert key for the ISPF/PDF editor, characters to the right of the inserted
characters do not shift beyond the right border of your screen. However, if you use the TS command to insert characters,
OPS/MVS shifts the existing characters as far right as necessary to make space for the new characters. For example, the
following table shows you how different cursor positions affect the outcome of a TS command. The underscore represents
the cursor position.

Column Contents Result of TJ Command

REGION_IS DOWN REGION IS DOWN

REGION IS DOWN REGION IS DOWN

REGION IS DOWN REGION I S DOWN

Usually, when you issue the TJ and TS commands, the table editor shifts data in a column as far right as possible without
deleting any non-blank characters. However, to shift data past the end of a column and delete the data, you can specify
an optional value (a number from 1 to 9999) with TJ or TS.

You can also use the optional number value when you want to delete or insert a certain number of characters to the right
of (and including) the current cursor position. For example, if you issue the command TJ6, the table editor deletes the
character in the current cursor position and the next five characters to the right of the cursor.

The following table shows you the results of issuing the TJ command with numeric values:

Command Cursor Position Result of TJ Command

TJ4 REGION_IS DOWN REGIONDOWN

TJ9999 REGION_IS DOWN REGION (all characters to the left of the
cursor are deleted)

The following table shows you the results of issuing the TS command with numeric values.

NOTE
The bar character (|) represents the end of the column.

Command Cursor Position Result of TS Command

TS2 REGION IS DOWN | REGION I S DOWN|

TS99 REGION IS DOWN | REGION I |

Both the TJ and TS commands affect only the data in the column where the cursor currently rests. Data in other columns
does not change position. For example, suppose that you issue the command TJ99 but the current column contains only
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12 characters. The TJ command deletes the character in the current cursor position and all characters to the right of the
cursor in the current column. However, any characters in columns to the right of the current column stay where they are.

Edit the Contents of an Existing Table
To edit the data in an existing table, use the Table Data Editor panel, shown here:

Table Data Editor --------------- TBLNAME ---------------- COLUMNS 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

COL--> TABLE_ID NAME              TABLE_NAME         COL#   DATA_TYPE DATA_OFF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

000001 0001     AVMAN             TABLE              12     0300      62

000002 0001     COLUMN_NUMBER     TABLE              5      0500      28

000003 0001     CREATE_TIME       TABLE              11     0400      58

000004 0001     ID                TABLE              2      0100      20

000005 0001     NAME              TABLE              1      01A0      2

This example shows you a relational table. If the table contains more columns than fit on the screen, you can scroll left or
right to see the rest of the columns.

Primary Commands for Editing Table Data

The primary commands available to edit table data resemble those used to edit table structure, except that the commands
operate on actual data instead of column definitions.

The Table Data Editor panel also has an extended set of primary commands. If a command is shown in all uppercase
letters, you must enter the full command name.

CANcel
Exits this table editing session without saving changes, or cancels a request to free a table.

Change
Replaces one text string with another:

• The command C string1 string2 substitutes string2 for this occurrence of string1.
• To search forward and change the next occurrence of string1, issue the command C string1 string2 NEXT.
• To search backward and change the previous occurrence of string1, issue the command C string1 string2

PREV.
• To change all occurrences of string1, issue the command C string1 string2 ALL.

NOTE
If you substitute an asterisk (*) for one or both of the strings in any of these CHANGE commands, the
table editor uses the string value or values specified on the previous CHANGE command.

COLUMN
Scrolls the display until the column name specified, colname, is at the far left of the display area. For example,
issuing the command COLUMN PRE positions the first column name that begins with the characters PRE at the
far left of the scrollable display area.

COPY [system>]tablename
Copies the named table into this edit session. You must specify the A line command or the B line command with
the COPY command.

DOWN
Scrolls toward the bottom of the table.

NOTE
This command does not work if there is a pending line command or an SQL error.
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END
Saves changes and exits this editing session.

Find
Finds a specified text string and places the cursor on that string:

• To search forward for the string, issue the command F string NEXT.

NOTE
The table editor searches forward by default.

• To search backward for the string, issue the command F string PREV.
• To search for the string specified on the last FIND command, issue the command F *.

To change the direction of a search (but search for the same string), issue the command F * NEXT or F *
PREV.

KEYFIX
Adds a non-scrollable protected area of size nn characters nn/ON/OFF/? containing as much of the primary key
value of the table as will fit in the area. Trailing blanks are removed from the key values. Multiple key values are
separated by a single blank. A minimum of 19 characters is reserved for a scrollable column area, regardless
of the fixed size specified. If the actual key length is less than the amount specified, the actual size will be
substituted.

• KEYFIX ON-sets the display area size to the actual key size
• KEYFIX OFF, KEYFIX0, or KEYFIX-removes the key display area from the panel and restores the maximum

size scrollable area to KEYFIX 0

The last KEYFIX command is stored in the ISPF profile of the user and is used subsequently to set the initial
KEYFIX for all relational displays.

LEFT
Scrolls to the left side of the row.

RCHANGE
Repeats the last Change command issued.

REFRESH
Fetches and displays a new copy of the table data currently being edited. This command works only if the table
data has not changed since you last saved it. If a rule or another user has altered the table, the REFRESH
command produces an error message.

REPLACE [system>]tablename
Replaces the named table with the data currently being edited. You must specify one of these line commands with
the REPLACE command: C, CC, M, or MM.

RESet
Cancels all pending line commands.

RFIND
Repeats the last Find command issued.

RIGHT
Scrolls toward the right end of the row.

SAVE
Saves the data without ending this table editing session.

UP
Scrolls toward the top of the table.

NOTE
This command does not work if there is a pending line command or an SQL error.
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If an SQL error involving the whole table occurs when you issue the END, SAVE, or REPLACE command, an error
message appears at line 3 of the Edit Table Display panel. You can delete this message only by issuing the RESET
command.

If an SQL error involving only one line of a table occurs when you issue the END, SAVE, or REPLACE command, OPS/
MVS displays an error number (in the format <nnnn>) in the line number field for the affected line. OPS/MVS also displays
the text of the bad row and the text of the associated error message. To delete the associated error message, either issue
the RESET command or type blanks over the error number in the line field.

Line Commands for Editing Table Data

From the Table Data Editor panel, you can issue the same line commands that are available in the Table Structure Editor
panel.

Edit a Table on Another System
When OPS/MVS copies are running on two or more systems and communicating through the OPS/MVS MSF or CAICCI
cross-platform communications services, you can edit a relational table residing on a remote system using the table editor
on the local system.

To edit a table on a remote system, you specify both the system name and the table name on the RDF Table Editor
Primary Panel. Separate the system name and the table name with a greater-than symbol (>) instead of a blank, like this:

systemname>tablename

You can specify the ? and * characters instead of a specific system name. The following list shows how to use these
characters as wildcards:

• To select one of the tables defined on the current system:
Enter the name of that table.

• To select a table from a list of tables on the current system:
Enter an asterisk (*), or leave the Name field blank. In response, you see a panel listing available tables.

• To select a specific table on another system:
Enter the name of the system followed by the greater-than symbol (>) and the table name, as shown here:
sysname>tablename

• To select a list of all systems having defined tables:
Enter the characters ?>* or ?>(blank)
In response, you see a list of systems running OPS/MVS. To select one or more systems, type S beside the system
name or names.

NOTE
You cannot select systems whose status is not active.

You see a list of all relational tables on the selected systems.
• To select a list of all tables named tablename:

Enter the following text: ?>tablename
This text causes the table editor to display a list of systems running OPS/MVS. After you choose one or more systems,
the table editor displays a list of all tables on the selected systems that have the name tablename.

• To select a list of all tables on all systems
Enter any of the following character sets:
(blank)>(blank)
(blank)>*
*>(blank)
*>*

• To select a list of all tables named tablename on all systems:
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Enter one of the following:
(blank)>tablename
*>tablename
This text displays a list of all tables with the specified name without displaying a list of systems.

• To select a list of all tables on the specified system:
Enter one of the following:
sysname>(blank)
sysname>*

End a Table Editing Session
To end a table editing session, saving any changes that you made to a relational table, press PF3 or type END at the
command line and press Enter. OPS/MVS updates the table automatically and returns you to the RDF Table Editor
Primary Panel or the Table List panel. To return from this panel to the main OPSVIEW panel, press PF3 or type END
again.

To end a table editing session without saving your changes, type CANCEL at the command line and press Enter. Your
session ends, leaving your table unchanged.

External Product Interface (EPI)
This section describes how to use the External Product Interface.

External Product Interface (EPI) Overview
The External Product Interface (EPI) lets OPS/MVS systems that run on processors which use VTAM to interface with any
VTAM application that supports IBM 3270 (SLU2) type virtual terminals. The EPI appears to VTAM as a real 3270 terminal
that can emulate any number of 3270 type virtual terminals connected to any number of VTAM applications.

NOTE

The EPI supports virtual IBM 3278 models 2, 3, and 4 only. Extended attributes and programmed symbols are
not supported in the initial release. For information about the OPSVIEW panels that control EPI virtual terminals,
see  Using OPSVIEW .

The OPS/REXX programming language lets you automate operator actions and tasks. REXX programs can drive 327X
sessions with other VTAM applications. Specifically, the EPI lets you create REXX programs that do the following tasks:

• Log on to a VTAM application.
• Enter commands and data from a virtual terminal keyboard.
• Read data from the virtual terminal screen.
• Log off from VTAM.

The EPI also gives you a way to share a session. For example, you can share a single session with OMEGAMON
(running in VTAM mode) by multiple OPS/REXX programs without requiring each program to go through the logon/
transaction/logoff sequence. Through a mechanism similar to ENQ/DEQ logic used to share data sets between z/OS
tasks, the EPI lets you share VTAM sessions between OPS/REXX programs.

How the EPI Manages VTAM Applications

Together with the Automated Operations Facility (AOF), you can use the EPI to interact with VTAM applications in the
following specific ways:
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• A message is issued from a message rule.
• A command is issued.
• An OMEGAMON event occurs from an OMEGAMON rule.
• A user-initiated event occurs from a request rule.
• A time of day event occurs from a TOD rule.

EPI Components List

The EPI consists of the following components:

• A host command environment for the OPS/REXX language (ADDRESS EPI)
• A control panel (option 4.10 of OPSVIEW) that allows you to control and monitor the EPI facility
• An extension to AOF that supports screen rules
• Sample OPS/REXX programs (such as CA7MVS, OMMVS, OPEPCM, and OPEPDFAL located in data set

SYS1.OPS.CCLXEXEC) that demonstrate the use of the EPI

EPI Terminology

To use the EPI, we recommend that you understand the following terms:

VTAM application

A VTAM application is an application known to VTAM by its VTAM application ID.

External product

An external product is an application or group of applications external to OPS/MVS with which the EPI can communicate.
Usually each external product uses a single VTAM application ID, but this is not always true. A single product can use
multiple VTAM application IDs, or a single VTAM application ID can give access to multiple external products.

NOTE

The EPI communicates only with external products that support IBM 327X type virtual terminals under VTAM.
The EPI establishes sessions only with applications that are in the same VTAM domain as OPS/MVS or which
are accessible as resources from that domain.

Virtual terminal

A virtual terminal is anything that looks like a physical terminal to VTAM. In this sense, the EPI emulates a physical
terminal.

Disabled virtual terminal

A disabled terminal is not connected to VTAM (no ACB is open for it) and cannot communicate or establish a session with
any external product. Disabling a virtual terminal is the equivalent of shutting the power off on a physical terminal.

Enabled virtual terminal

An enabled terminal is connected to VTAM (an ACB is open for it). An enabled virtual terminal can establish a session
with any external product, or can be in session with an external product.

Active virtual terminal

A virtual terminal is active when it is enabled and has established a session with an external product.

NOTE

After the EPI establishes a VTAM session with an external product, the external product can present a prompt
sequence for signon information. While the EPI shows that a session has been established at that point, the
external product cannot consider the session established.
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Session

An EPI session is a logical connection through a VTAM session between OPS/MVS and an external product. The EPI
communicates only with an external product if a session exists between the two products.

Install the EPI
Contents

You cannot start the EPI automatically at product initialization and then leave it alone, because the EPI communicates
with other VTAM applications that may be active when the EPI (OPS/MVS) starts. The EPI depends on VTAM availability,
unlike the rest of OPS/MVS. The following text assumes that you operate the EPI manually. However, to automate any
EPI operation task that you perform regularly and manually, you should make the maximum use of the OPS/MVS AOF
component.

Take the following steps to prepare to use the EPI:

1. Add and activate virtual terminal definitions to VTAM.
This step adds APPL statements to the VTAM definition library and activates these definitions in VTAM.

2. Define virtual terminals to the EPI.
This step notifies the EPI of the virtual terminal names it should use, their characteristics, and which external products
they are used to logon to (see the EPI DEFINE command).

3. Enable the virtual terminal or terminals.
This step connects the virtual terminals to VTAM (see the EPI ENABLE command).

4. Log the virtual terminal onto an External Product.
This step establishes the connection between the virtual terminal and an external product (see the EPI LOGON
command).

These steps are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Define Virtual Terminals to VTAM

You can install and initialize most of the EPI. However, virtual terminal APPLs must be written to VTAM when OPS/MVS
is installed or must be active before you define the virtual terminals to the EPI. If the terminals already have VTAM IDs,
continue to define the terminals to the EPI.

NOTE

For details about writing APPLs, see Create VTAM Terminals for the EPI Component .

Define Virtual Terminals to the EPI

Once OPS/MVS has been initialized, you must define the virtual terminals to the EPI.

To define virtual terminals to the EPI, use one of the following methods:

• Use the OPEPDFAL routine that is provided in the REXX distribution library to define all terminals under a given VTAM
major node.

• Use the DEFALL command under option 4.10 of OPSVIEW to define all terminals under a given VTAM major node.
• Write an OPS/REXX program to issue an EPI DEFINE command for each terminal.
• Use option 4.10 of OPSVIEW to define each terminal manually .

OPEPDFAL Routine -- Define All Terminals to the EPI

The OPS/REXX program OPEPDFAL can be called from any REXX program to define all terminals to the EPI under a
given VTAM major node.
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This routine takes one argument, a character string that is composed as follows:

RETCODE = OPEPDFAL('majnode keywords')

    

majnode
The name of the VTAM major node (see the VBUILD statement discussed previously).

keywords
Any keywords that are allowed on the EPI DEFINE command.

Example: OPEPDFAL Routine

This example defines all APPLIDs under VTAM major node name OPSSAPPL as virtual terminal names under the EPI,
using a VTAM logmode table entry named T3278M3:

RETCODE = OPEPDFAL('OPSSAPPL LOGMODE(T3278M3)')

    

DEFALL Command -- Define All Terminals in OPSVIEW

While viewing the terminal list under option 4.10 of OPSVIEW, you can issue the DEFALL command to define all terminals
under a given VTAM major node name.

This command has the following syntax:

DEFALL majnodekeywords

    

majnode
The name of the VTAM major node (see the VBUILD statement discussed previously).

keywords
Any keywords that are allowed on the EPI DEFINE command.

Example: DEFALL Command

This example defines all APPLIDs under VTAM major node name OPSSAPPL as virtual terminal names under the EPI:

DEFALL OPSSAPPL LOGMODE(T3278M3)

    

Write an OPS/REXX Program

You can write a small OPS/REXX program to define each virtual terminal to the EPI.

For example, this code defines three virtual terminals to the EPI:

ADDRESS "EPI"

     'DEFINE OPSS0001 LOGMODE(T3278M3)'

     'DEFINE OPSS0002 LOGMODE(T3278M3)'

     'DEFINE OPSS0003 LOGMODE(T3278M3)'

    

Use the EPI DEFINE Command

Issue an EPI DEFINE command for each virtual terminal you intend to use. You can issue the command automatically
using the AOF, or from any OPS/REXX program.

Enable Virtual Terminals

After you have defined a virtual terminal to the EPI, it should be enabled.
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To enable virtual terminals

Issue the following EPI ENABLE command automatically using the AOF, or from any OPS/REXX program:

ENABLE keywords

    

When one of these commands is issued, the EPI issues a VTAM OPEN ACB request.

NOTE
Option 4.10 of OPSVIEW provides a panel to accomplish this same task.

Log a Virtual Terminal onto an External Product

Once you enable a virtual terminal through the EPI ENABLE command, you can log the virtual terminal onto an external
product.

To log a virtual terminal onto an external product

Issue the following EPI LOGON command automatically using the AOF, or from any OPS/REXX program:

LOGON keywords

    

When this command is issued, the EPI issues a VTAM REQSESS request.

Define and Activate EPI Sessions

This procedure builds an EPI configuration consisting of three virtual terminals.

To define and activate EPI sessions

1. Execute the following REXX program once OPS/MVS has completed initialization:
EPI DEFINE OMTERM1,APPLID(OMVTAM) LOGONPARM()

       EPI DEFINE TSOTERM1 APPLID(TSO) LOGONPARM('TSOID1')

       EPI ENABLE ALL

       EPI LOGON ALL

      

The previous example defines three virtual terminals, enables all of them, and logs all of them to their respective
external products.

Example: Define and activate EPI sessions

The following ADDRESS EPI example does the following:

• Defines a specific terminal name (CA7TERM1)
• Enables all terminals
• Logs the CA7TERM1 on to its external product
• Enables and logs on all other terminals but does not assign them to a specific external product

ADDRESS EPI

     DEFINE CA7TERM1,APPLID(CA7)

     ENABLE ALL

     LOGON CA7TERM1

    

External Products Acquiring Virtual Terminals

When the EPI ENABLE command is issued for a virtual terminal, an external product can acquire that terminal. The
external product initializes and activates the terminal instead of the terminal being activated by an EPI LOGON command.
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The ACCEPT/REJECT setting of a virtual terminal determines whether the EPI allows a particular virtual terminal to be
acquired by any external product. The default value of ACCEPT, indicates that any external product will be allowed to
acquire the virtual terminal. The operand REJECT prevents any attempt to acquire the terminal.

Display Virtual Terminal and EPI Session Information
Contents

You can display the virtual terminals defined to the EPI and their status, by issuing the EPI LIST command from a REXX
program:

ADDRESS EPI "LIST keywords"

Note: For descriptions of the keywords for the LIST command, see the Command and Function Reference.

Display Virtual Terminal Status

A virtual terminal can have the following status:

DISABLED
The virtual terminal has been defined but is not running a session. An ENABLE and LOGON command are
necessary to start a session.

ENABLED
The virtual terminal has been defined and enabled, but no session is active on it. A LOGON command or an
external product acquire request is necessary to start a session.

ACTIVE
The virtual terminal has been defined and enabled and a session with an external product is active. A DISABLE
command is necessary to disable the virtual terminal.

RETRYING
The virtual terminal has been defined and enabled, but a LOGON command did not complete successfully, or
a session was in progress and terminated prematurely and RETRY mode was in effect. The EPI will attempt to
reestablish the session up to the maximum number of retries allowed. A DISABLE command takes the virtual
terminal out of service. A LOGON command reestablishes the session before the next retry attempt.

EPI LIST Command

The following is a sample display of the information returned by the EPI LIST ALL command:

                              VTAM      VTAM   === RETRY ===     VTAM

TERMINAL USERNAME  STATUS   APPLNAME  LOGMODE  SECS MAX  NOW  RTNCD FDBK2

-------- --------  ------   --------  -------- ---  ---  ---  ----- -----

OMTERM1            ACTIVE   OMVTAM    T3278M2   30   30   0   X'00' X'00'

OMTERM2            ENABLED  OMCICS    T3278M3   30   30   0   X'10' X'01'

CA7TERM            RETRYING CA7       T3278M4   30    4   2   X'10' X'00'

OPS00001           ACTIVE   TSOTULD   T3278M3   NO RETRY      X'00' X'00'

OPS00002           ACTIVE   TSOIPD0   T3278M2   NO RETRY      X'00' X'00'

This display shows the following information:
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• Five virtual terminals have been defined.
• The first virtual terminal (OMTERM1) is enabled and in session with an external product whose VTAM application

name is OMVTAM.
• The second virtual terminal (OMTERM2) is enabled but not in session with any external product.
• An EPI LOGON command at this point would attempt to establish a session with an external product whose VTAM

application name is OMCICS.
• The third virtual terminal (CA7TERM) is enabled and has a problem establishing a session to an external product

whose VTAM name is CA7.
• This virtual terminal was defined with RETRY mode for a maximum of four retries. The EPI is retrying to establish the

session. So far the EPI has retried twice to establish the session.
• An attempt to establish a session failed with a VTAM RTNCD of 10 and FDBK code of 0. For a detailed explanation of

these codes, see your VTAM Programming guide.

NOTE
Like any part of the z/OS environment, you can operate the EPI with the AOF. If the NORETRY and RETRY
options supported by the EPI are not sufficient to establish EPI sessions and keep them active in your
environment, you can program more sophisticated procedures using the same AOF environment control
facilities.

Following is sample output from the EPI LIST OMTERM1 command:

                              VTAM      VTAM   === RETRY ===     VTAM

TERMINAL USERNAME  STATUS   APPLNAME  LOGMODE  SECS MAX  NOW  RTNCD FDBK2

-------- --------  ------   --------  -------- ---  ---  ---  ----- -----

OMTERM1            ACTIVE   OMVTAM    T3278M2   30   30   0   X'00' X'00'

LOGONPARM =

ROWS = 24

COLUMNS = 80

VTAM SENSE = 00000000

MAX RCVE RU SIZE = 512

MAX SEND RU SIZE = 512

ACCEPT

NORETRY

TRACE&=&OFF

ENQ USER=TSOUSER1 ASCB=X'00F31C00' TCB=X'007E83C0'

ENQ USER=TSOUSER2 ASCB=X'00F32C00' TCB=X'008E8440'

Shut Down the EPI
Contents

To shut down the EPI facility, do one of the following:

• Log off each active virtual terminal.
• Disable all virtual terminals.

The procedure to log off a virtual terminal that is in session with an external product depends on the external product. For
example, to log off from TSO, you must get to TSO READY mode, and then type in the TSO LOGOFF command at the
virtual terminal.

A quick shutdown can be accomplished by merely disabling all virtual terminals with the EPI command:

DISABLE ALL

This action takes all virtual terminals out of service.
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NOTE
The DISABLE ALL command should be used with caution. One or more of your external products can require a
proper logoff sequence before a virtual terminal is disabled.

Disable Virtual Terminals

When you disable a virtual terminal, it can no longer communicate between the external product the terminal was in
session with and the EPI.

To disable an EPI virtual terminal and kill any session in progress

1. Issue the following EPI DISABLE command from a TSO virtual terminal or from a console logged on to the OPS/MVS
ECF facility:
DISABLE keywords

Communications are cut between the external product the terminal that was in session with and the EPI. Any
commands in progress over the EPI session are aborted and a message is issued that indicates that the virtual
terminal was disabled.

For descriptions of the keywords for the DISABLE command, see the Command and Function Reference.

Delete Virtual Terminal Definitions

You can delete the definition of a virtual terminal (previously added with an EPI DEFINE command).

NOTE
You cannot delete a definition for a virtual terminal on which a session is active until you have disabled the
virtual terminal using EPI DISABLE.

To delete virtual terminal definitions

Issue the following EPI DELETE command:

DELETE keyword

You need to issue this command only if you want to change the name of a virtual terminal. To change any other virtual
terminal characteristic, use the EPI DEFINE command.

NOTE
For descriptions of the keywords for the DELETE command, see the Command and Function Reference.

Use OPS/REXX to Drive EPI Virtual Terminals
Once an EPI virtual terminal has logged onto an external product, you can use the OPS/REXX ADDRESS EPI
environment to drive the session. This environment provides a set of commands that you can use to read information from
the virtual 3270 screen and enter information from the virtual 3270 keyboard.

Issue ADDRESS EPI Host Commands

To issue commands to the EPI from an OPS/REXX program, you must code an ADDRESS statement of the form:

ADDRESS EPI

For clarity, the word EPI can be specified as the first word of each host command, but this is not required. The following
host commands are functionally equivalent:

LIST TERM1

'LIST' TERM1

'LIST TERM1'

EPI LIST TERM1
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EPI 'LIST' TERM1

The first and simplest form is the one that is used in all of the examples.

General Syntax Rules of ADDRESS EPI

ADDRESS EPI command syntax, the same as other REXX statements, is as follows:

• The EPI supports words with a generated length of up to 64 characters.
• All words can be in uppercase, lowercase, or mixed case. If they convey literal information, all words must be placed in

quotes.
• Symbols, integers, quoted strings, hex strings, and comments are all supported.
• Numbers are restricted to integers.

Output from ADDRESS EPI Host Commands

Output from the EPI host commands is always returned in the REXX external data queue.

The commands that can generate multiple lines of output are:

• LIST
• HELP
• PEEK
• RDSCREEN
• TYPETEST

ADDRESS EPI Return Codes

Subsequent to execution of an ADDRESS EPI command in a REXX program, the variable RC in the program will contain
the execution return code.

<0
Host command failure. An ABEND occurred while processing the EPI command.

0
OK. Command executed successfully.

>0
Host command errors.

4
Warning message was issued.

8
Command timeout error. Not all responses were received. The command took too long to complete.

12
Command failed. An error message was issued.

16
EPI command syntax error.

20
Subsystem is not active. OPS/MVS is not running.

24
Incompatible subsystem version.

28
SENDMG failed.
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32
Authorization exit rejected EPI command.

36
User exit abended.

ADDRESS EPI Output Message Identification

Each line stored in the external data queue contains a message identification section in the first eight positions.

OPSnnnna

     OPS = fixed text

nnnn = four numeric characters

a = the message i.d. suffix

           I - information

           A - action

           W - warning

           E - error

           S - severe error

           U - unrecoverable error

           H - hardcopy

Range 0075 thru 0076 is reserved for messages from OPINEP

Range 3550 thru 3589 is reserved for messages from OPEPEX

Range 4380 thru 4399 is reserved for messages from OPRXEP

Syntax of Selected ADDRESS EPI Words

The following describes the syntax of selected EPI words.

• The following syntax is the name of the virtual terminal:
termname

The termname can exist in one of the following three different forms:
– A single character * representing the current virtual terminal defined with the SETTERM command.
– The name of the virtual terminal as defined to VTAM (the name from the APPL statement in the VTAM definition

list.); this name can be from one to eight characters long
– The name assigned by the SETUNAME command

• The following syntax is the screen row number:
Row

The top row is row 1. Operator information area (OIA) is row 0 (even though it is physically on the bottom of the
screen).

• The following syntax is the screen column number.
Col

The leftmost column of any screen row is col 1.
• The following syntax is the length of the data to be displayed:

Length

• The following syntax indicates that the string is either ON or OFF:
ON|OFF

Any string starting with Y (that is, YES) is the same as ON. Any string starting with N (that is, NO) is the same as OFF.
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REXX Use of the Virtual Terminal Temporary Ownership Mechanism
For some operations, you should consider a virtual terminal as a serially reusable resource. For example, when two
REXX programs use the same virtual terminal to issue a sequence of OMEGAMON commands, problems occur if both
programs try to issue the commands at the same time. The mechanism of temporary ownership exists to alleviate this
type of problem. Temporary ownership basically locks the terminal to a specific program until it is released. Ownership is
either of the following:

Implicit
As the REXX program is being run, virtual terminal ownership is implicitly obtained whenever the program issues
a command requiring the virtual terminal. Ownership is released as soon as the command has executed.

Explicit
A REXX program can first explicitly issue the ENQ or BIND command to establish virtual terminal ownership, and
then use the virtual terminal for a series of commands, and finally issue the DEQ or UNBIND command to release
ownership.

EPI Host Command Descriptions
Contents

The next sections describe the EPI host commands. They are:

• Special host commands
• Virtual terminal host commands
• Other host commands

Special EPI Host Commands

The EPI host commands in this section affect the output format of all other host commands.

At the start of execution of any REXX program or AOF rule, the following defaults are in effect for the program.

MSGID ON

This default causes the message IDs to be prefixed to each output line returned in the EPI external data queue.

SUBATTR 64 OFF

This default returns all attribute bytes as values between X'20' and X'3F' (no translation).

SUBUNPT ON

This default returns all unprintable characters as colons.

Detailed explanations of the special host commands are presented next.

MSGID ON OFF

This command turns the OPS message prefix in output lines ON or OFF. Output lines with a message prefix are nine
characters longer than those without one. Message prefixes are comprised of an eight-byte message ID and a trailing
blank.

Default: ON
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NOTE
The program return code indicates the value of the setting before the command was issued. A subroutine can be
used to temporarily alter the value, and then restore the environment to its former state. For example:

mysubroutine:

   MSGID OFF

   saved_value = rc

   ... ... ...

   IF saved_value = 1 then

     MSGID ON

   Else

     MSGID OFF

   return

Following are the return codes:

0
Normal completion, former setting was MSGID OFF

1
Normal completion, former setting was MSGID ON

SUBATTR sub_char ON OFF

This command affects the way the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands return information.

If you specify a single character operand (sub_char), the SUBATTR command sets the substitute character to be used
for all host attribute byte characters. The argument can be a single character or a numeric value in the range 0 through
255 corresponding to the EBCDIC value of the desired character. The program return code indicates the value the
setting before the command was issued. A subroutine can be used to temporarily alter the value, and then restore the
environment to its former state. If you specify OFF, attribute characters are not translated.

If you specify ON, attribute characters are translated. This reverses the effect of a previously issued SUBATTR OFF
command.

Default: OFF

NOTE
The SUBATTR command only affects the output returned from the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands.
Attribute bytes are not actually modified on the screen of the virtual terminal by this command.

The following example sets the value to a percent sign:

SUBATTR %

Return codes represent the EBCDIC equivalents of the previous SUBATTR value.

SUBUNPT sub_char ON OFF

Use this command to affect the way the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands return information.

If you specify a single character operand (sub_char), the SUBUNPT command sets the substitute character to be used
for unprintable characters. The argument can be a single character or a numeric value in the range of 0 through 255 that
corresponds to an EBCDIC value. The program return code indicates the setting value before the command was issued. A
subroutine can be used to temporarily alter the value, and then restore the environment to its former state.

If you specify OFF, unprintable characters are not translated. If you specify ON, unprintable characters are translated. This
reverses the effect of a previously issued SUBUNPT OFF command.

Default: OFF
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The SUBUNPT command only affects the output returned from the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands.
Unprintable characters are not actually modified on the screen of the virtual terminal by this command.

The following example sets the value of SUBUNPT to a slash:

SUBUNPT / ON

Return codes represent the EBCDIC equivalents of the previous SUBUNPT value.

SUBSYS ssid

Use this command to direct all subsequent EPI host commands from the current OPS/REXX program to an EPI other than
that using the default OPS/MVS z/OS SSID of OPSS. You will only need this command if you are running multiple copies
of OPS/MVS at once and are, therefore, using multiple SSIDs.

NOTE
This command is not allowed in any AOF rules with the exception of request rules.

ssid

This operand is the four-character z/OS subsystem identifier (SSID) of the copy of OPS/MVS. All subsequent EPI host
commands from the current OPS/REXX program are directed to this subsystem until another EPI SUBSYS command is
encountered.

The following example directs all subsequent EPI commands to subsystem OPSM:

SUBSYS OPSM

TIMEOUT seconds

Use this command to change the default timeout value. Usually, the EPI waits for 60 seconds before timing out. When a
timeout occurs, the message EPI COMMAND TIMED OUT BEFORE ALL RESPONSES RECEIVED is returned in the
external data queue. If you want to wait a longer or shorter interval for subsequent EPI commands to time out, use the
TIMEOUT command to specify a different value (in seconds).

Seconds

The number of seconds (from 1 to 86400) to wait before subsequent EPI commands will time out. The following example
will change the timeout value for all subsequent EPI commands to two minutes (120 seconds):

TIMEOUT 120

EPI Host Command Descriptions for Virtual Terminals

Use the following EPI host commands to control virtual terminals.

CHANGE termname ALL * keywords

Use the CHANGE command to change the attributes of a previously defined terminal. Any of the parameters used to
define a terminal can be changed later with a CHANGE command.

ADDRESS EPI "CHANGE keywords"

For descriptions of the keywords for the CHANGE command, see the Command and Function Reference.
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DEBUG ON OFF

Turns VTAM exit debugging on or off. When DEBUG mode is on, the EPI will write a message to hardcopy every time a
VTAM exit is entered.

Default: OFF

DEBUG ON

DEFINE termname keywords

This command is explained in full in a previous section.

DEFINE TERM1 APPLID(OMVTAM) LOGMODE(T3278M2)

Return code:

 0 - Terminal now defined.

 4 - ALL cannot be used as a terminal name.

12 - DEFINE command failed. An error message was issued:

     Terminal name is blank.

     Username or terminal name already defined.

DELETE termname

This command is explained in full in a previous section.

DELETE TERM2

Return code:

 0 - Terminal(s) now deleted.

 4 - DELETE command was not executed. A warning message was issued:

     No disabled terminals were found to delete (DELETE ALL).

     Terminal name not found.

     Terminal is enabled.

12 - DELETE command failed. An error message was issued.

DEQ termname FORCE

Use this command to release ownership (dequeue) of the virtual terminal. If you specify the FORCE operand, it forces the
current ownership to be released (even if the program current program does not have ownership). The FORCE operand
should be used with extreme caution.

NOTE
This command is not allowed in any AOF rules with the exception of request rules.

DEQ TERM2

Return code:

 0 - DEQ completed successfully.

 4 - DEQ command was not executed. A warning message was issued:

     No enabled terminals were found to deq (DEQ ALL).

     Terminal name not found.

     Terminal is disabled.

12 - DEQ command failed. An error message was issued:

     No ENQ was found.

     Error posting next enq in chain.
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DISABLE termname

Use this command to disable a virtual terminal. This is equivalent to placing the TEST/NORM switch to the TEST position.
Following is an example of the command and its associated return codes:

DISABLE TERM1

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - No terminals disabled (DISABLE ALL).

    - Terminal is not defined.

    - Terminal is already disabled.

ENABLE termname

Use this command to enable a virtual terminal. This is equivalent to placing the TEST/NORM switch to the NORM
position. Following is an example of the command and its associated return codes:

ENABLE *

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - No terminals enabled (ENABLE ALL).

    - Terminal is not defined.

    - Terminal is already enabled.

 12 - ENABLE failed. Error msg was issued.

ENQ termname TEST WAIT NOWAIT

Use this command to enqueue a virtual terminal or test for terminal ownership. Note that this command is not allowed in
any AOF rules with the exception of request rules.

The operands have the following meanings:

WAIT
If you specify WAIT or no operand, control is not returned until the virtual terminal is owned.

TEST
If you specify TEST, control is returned immediately and the return code is set to indicate the ownership status.

NOWAIT
If you specify NOWAIT, ownership of the virtual terminal is assigned if it is immediately available; otherwise, no
ownership is assigned.

NOTE
You must perform multiple ENQs in ascending order by terminal name.

NOTE
If DEQ is not called after an ENQ, the virtual terminal is automatically dequeued when the REXX program ends.

ENQ TERM1

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion:

      For WAIT - ownership has been assigned.

      For TEST - terminal was available without wait.

      For NOWAIT - ownership has been assigned.

  4 - ENQ command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      No enabled terminals found to ENQ (ENQ ALL).

      Terminal is not defined.

      Terminal is disabled.
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      You are already enqueued on terminal.

      You already have an ENQ pending for this terminal.

 12 - ENQ failed. An error message was issued.

      Terminal is already enqueued by another user.

      Conflict with another ENQ you issued previously.

      ENQ request area GETMAIN failed.

INQINPUT termname WAIT NOWAIT

This host command is helpful before you use the TYPE command to ensure that the virtual keyboard is not locked (the
Input Inhibited indicator is off). A TYPE command issued when the virtual keyboard is locked is usually rejected (the
TYPE !RESET and TYPE !ATTN being the notable exceptions). If you specify neither WAIT nor NOWAIT, NOWAIT is
assumed. When you specify NOWAIT, the current state of the input inhibit flag is returned immediately. When WAIT is
coded, the issuing program will be placed into a wait until the external product turns off input inhibited.

NOTE
If you want to force the input inhibit light off, you can issue a TYPE command as follows:

TYPE termname !RESET

This resets the input inhibited indicator. It is possible, however, that the external product will immediately turn the indicator
back on.

NOTE
This command is not allowed in any AOF rules with the exception of request rules.

An example of the command and its associated return codes follows:

INQINPUT *

Return code:

  0 - Input is not inhibited.

  1 - Input is inhibited.

      Most scancodes (except !RESET) will not work.

  4 - virtual terminal is not defined.

 12 - virtual terminal is not enabled.

    - INQINPUT command failed.

You can use the LIST host command to get a list of all or selected virtual terminals before you issue control commands.

LIST termname ALL *

The LIST command displays the status of virtual terminals. If an operand is omitted, all defined virtual terminals are
displayed. If you specify ALL, then all virtual terminals are displayed. If you specify a termname, only the selected virtual
terminal is displayed.

NOTE
This command runs synchronously in AOF rules and will return data in the external data queue.

LIST ALL

                             VTAM           === RETRY ===     VTAM

TERMNAME USERNAME  STATUS  APPLNAME LOGMODE SECS  MAX  NOW  RTNCD FDBK2

-------- --------  ------  -------- -------  ---  ---  ---  ----- -----

OMTERM3  OMEGAMON ACTIVE   OMVTAM   T3278M3   30   30   0   X'00' X'00'

OMTERM1  OMVTAM   ACTIVE   OMVTAM   T3278M3   30   30   0   X'00' X'00'

OMTERM2  OMCICS   ENABLED  OMVTAM   T3278M3   30   30   0   X'10' X'01'

CA7TERM  CA7      RETRYING CA7                30    4   2   X'10' X'00'

OPSS0001 TSO      ACTIVE   TSO                NO RETRY      X'00' X'00'
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OPSS0002 TSO      ACTIVE   TSO                NO RETRY      X'00' X'00'

 Or

LIST OMTERM3

                             VTAM           === RETRY ===     VTAM

TERMNAME USERNAME  STATUS  APPLNAME LOGMODE SECS  MAX  NOW  RTNCD FDBK2

-------- --------  ------  -------- -------  ---  ---  ---  ----- -----

OMTERM3  OMEGAMON  ACTIVE  OMVTAM   T3278M3   30   30   0   X'00' X'00'

Return code:

 0 - Normal completion.

 4 - No terminals defined (LIST ALL).

   - Terminal is not defined.

LOGON termname keywords

This command is described in detail in a previous section.

MSGID OFF

LOGON TERM4

TERMINAL TERM4 LOGON ACCEPTED

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - No terminals logged on (LOGON ALL).

    - virtual terminal is not defined.

    - virtual terminal is disabled.

    - virtual terminal is already logged on.

 12 - LOGON command failed.

LOGOFF termname

This command disconnects the session between an external product and the virtual terminal. After the command
completes, the virtual terminal is inactive, but enabled.

MSGID OFF

LOGOFF TERM4

TERMINAL TERM4 LOGGED OFF

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - No terminals logged off (LOGOFF ALL).

    - virtual terminal is not logged on.

    - virtual terminal is not defined.

 12 - LOGOFF command failed.

MVCURSOR termname row column

Moves the cursor to a specific row and column on the screen.

MVCURSOR TERM1 1 1

Return code:

 0 - Command completed successfully.

 4 - MVCURSOR command not executed. Warning message was issued:

     Terminal name is not defined.

     Terminal is disabled.

12 - Invalid row/column specified.
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PEEK termname row col length

Use this command to display virtual terminal screen buffer contents. This command displays the raw buffer code in
hexadecimal. Sixteen bytes are displayed in hexadecimal for each output line.

The typical use of this command is to interrogate 3278 host attribute bytes or to examine the Operator Information Area
(Row 0). This buffer code is returned in EBCDIC format by the PEEK command. The ranges X'20' through X'3f' are
attribute bytes. For an easier way to read the screen, see the RDSCRROW and RDSCREEN commands. The following
example shows the beginning of the TSO READY message. The first 24 is a high-intensity unprotected attribute byte. The
next five characters are READY in 3278 buffer code. The next 20 is a low-intensity unprotected attribute byte.

This command runs synchronously in AOF rules and will return data in the external data queue.

PEEK * 22 1 30

24 D9 C5 C1 C4 E8 20 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 *.READY..........*

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - virtual terminal is not defined.

    - virtual terminal is not enabled.

 12 - Invalid row/column/length specification.

      The row or column is larger than the screen size

      or the length spans beyond the end of the screen.

POKE termname row col poketext

Use this command to modify virtual terminal screen buffer contents.

NOTE
Row zero (the Operator Information Area line) cannot be updated with POKE under the EPI.

WARNING
WARNING! This host command can wreak havoc with the 3270 terminal protocols. It is intended solely for
debugging purposes.

The operand Poketext is a REXX hex-string in quotes. The value is the actual 3278 buffer code. See the note about 3278
buffer code in the PEEK command above. The following example pokes the string READY at row 22, column 2:

POKE TERM4 22 2 "D9 C5 C1 C4 E8 20"x

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - POKE command was not executed. A warning message was issued.

      Virtual terminal is not defined.

      Virtual terminal is disabled.

 12 - POKE command failed. An error message was issued.

      Invalid row/column/length specified for screen size.

RDCURSOR termname

This command returns cursor location. The location of the cursor is returned as two numbers, row, and column.

NOTE
This command runs synchronously in AOF rules and will return data in the external data queue.

MSGID ON

RDCURSOR TERM3

OPS3582I 23 1

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.
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  4 - RDCURSOR command was not executed. A warning message was issued.

      Terminal name is not defined.

      Terminal name is disabled.

RDSCREEN termname

This command returns the entire virtual terminal screen as multiple output lines. The first output line is the operator
information area, which is the status line at the bottom of the display screen. The remaining lines are the contents of the
screen starting with the top row.

NOTE
This command runs synchronously in AOF rules and will return data in the external data queue.

In the following example, the SUBATTR and SUBUNPT commands affect which characters are used as substitutes for
attribute bytes and unprintable characters:

MSGID ON

RDSCREEN TERM4

OPS3581I

OPS3581I --------------  ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU  ---------------------

OPS3581I OPTION  ===>

OPS3581I              _

OPS3581I                                                         USERID - TSOUSER

OPS3581I  0  ISPF PARMS  - Specify terminal and user parameters    TIME - 15:35

OPS3581I  1  BROWSE      - Display source data or output listings  TERM - 3278

OPS3581I  2  EDIT        - Create or change source data           PF KEYS - 24

OPS3581I  3  UTILITIES   - Perform utility functions

OPS3581I  4  FOREGROUND  - Invoke language processors in foreground

OPS3581I  5  BATCH       - Submit job for language processing

OPS3581I  6  COMMAND     - Enter TSO command or CLIST

OPS3581I  7  DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing

OPS3581I  C  CHANGES     - Display summary of changes for this release

OPS3581I  T  TUTORIAL    - Display information about ISPF/PDF

OPS3581I  X  EXIT        - Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults

OPS3581I

OPS3581I

OPS3581I

OPS3581I

OPS3581I

OPS3581I

OPS3581I Enter END command to terminate ISPF.

OPS3581I

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - RDSCREEN command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      Virtual terminal is not defined.

      Virtual terminal is disabled.

This command places the screen contents into the REXX external data queue, one line per screen row. The first line in
the external data queue is the operator information area line (the bottom status line on a real terminal). Screen row 1 is
returned as line 2 in the queue, screen row 2 as line 3, and so on. The number of lines added to the data queue equals
the number of screen rows plus one.

Due to the MSGID OFF command, these lines will not be prefaced with the OPSnnnn message ID.
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RDSCRROW termname row

The selected row is returned as one output line.

This command runs synchronously in AOF rules and will return data in the external data queue.

MSGID ON

RDSCRROW TERM1 24

OPS8042I  READY

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - RDSCRROW command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      Virtual terminal is not defined.

      Virtual terminal is disabled.

 12 - Invalid row specified.

SETMODEL termname model

Use this command to set the model number to 2, 3, or 4. If the virtual terminal is enabled, this command will internally
disable the virtual terminal, set the model number, and then enable the virtual terminal.

SETMODEL TERM1 3

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - virtual terminal is not defined.

WARNING
We strongly recommend you do not use this command because it will be removed in a future release.

SETTERM termname

Use this command to set the current virtual terminal. Subsequent commands with a termname of '*' will refer to this virtual
terminal. When the REXX program begins, the current virtual terminal as used by REXX is set as the current virtual
terminal undefined.

SETTERM TERM1

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

SETUNAME termname user_termname

Use this command to set the user-defined name for a virtual terminal. To remove the current user-defined name, omit the
second argument.

SETUNAME TERM1 CICS

SETUNAME TERM1

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - SETUNAME command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      Virtual terminal name is not defined.

 12 - User name is already defined.

TRACE termname ON OFF

The TRACE command is used to turn terminal tracing on or off. When terminal tracing is on, messages are written to
hardcopy to display RPLs and buffers being sent and received.
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TRACE TERM1 ON

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - TRACE command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      No terminals found to trace (TRACE ALL).

      Terminal name is not defined.

TYPE termname 3278_keyboard_text

Use this command to simulate typing at a 3278 keyboard. The operand consists of literal text and host key names. For a
detailed description of HOSTKEYS and TYPE, see OPS/REXX Programming Tips in this section.

TYPE TERM1 !HOME!ERASE_EOF=x!ENTER

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - TYPE command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      virtual terminal is not defined.

      virtual terminal is not enabled.

 12 - Invalid keystroke (typing in protected field or

      when keyboard is inhibited for input).

TYPESEC termname 3278_keyboard_text

Use this command to simulate typing at a 3278 keyboard. It is exactly the same as the TYPE host command with the
exception that this command does not write anything to the OPSLOG. It is provided to keep passwords from appearing in
the OPSLOG.

TYPESEC TERM1 !HOME!ERASE_EOFsecret!ENTER

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - TYPESEC command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      virtual terminal is not defined.

      virtual terminal is not enabled.

 12 - Invalid keystroke (typing in protected field or

      when keyboard is inhibited for input).

TYPETEST termname 3278_keyboard_text

This command is provided for debugging a TYPE command. Instead of actually simulating the typing at a 3278 keyboard,
the resulting keystrokes are returned as output lines, one for each key.

TYPETEST * !HOME!BACKTAB!ERASE_EOF'K E,D'!ENTER

 0  04  HOME

 0  0C  BACKTAB

 0  08  ERASE_EOF

 0  7D  '

 0  D2  K

 0  40

 0  C5  E

 0  6B  ,

 0  C4  D

 0  7D  '

 0  7D  ENTER

Return code:
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  0 - Normal completion.

  4 - TYPE command not executed. A warning message was issued.

      virtual terminal is not defined.

      virtual terminal is not enabled.

In the above example, the first (one-digit) field can be 0 for a normal key, 1 for a shifted key, or 2 for a key pressed while
the ALT key is held down. The next (two-digit) field is the EPI scancode (an internal code useful only for debugging
purposes.) The last field is the EPI host key name.

Other EPI Host Command Descriptions

The following EPI host commands are those that do not fit into one of the above sections. Other than the HELP command,
all the rest is are alphabetical order.

HELP

Use this command to display the set of recognized host commands. This command can be used when you receive a new
release of the EPI to determine what the new commands are.

EPI HELP

WAIT seconds

Use this command to delay processing for a specified number of seconds (from 1 to 86400 seconds = 24 hours). Its value
can be either an integer or a real number with two places available to the right of the decimal point. The time delay value
is guaranteed to be at least as long as the requested value. A value of zero is valid.

NOTE
This command is not allowed in any AOF rules with the exception of request rules.

WAIT 3

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

WAITTOD hh mm ss

Use this command to hold further execution until a specific time of day has been reached. The values hh mm ss are
integers, in military time, that stand for the time of day. The time must be at least one second and not more than 24 hours
into the future.

NOTE
This command is not allowed in any AOF rules with the exception of request rules.

WAITTOD 12 35 0

Return code:

  0 - Normal completion.

 12 - Time specified is not 1 second to 24 hours into the future.

OPS/REXX Programming Tips
Contents

Use these notes in creating OPS/REXX programs for use with the EPI.
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REXX Statement Transformation

A REXX statement (actually a clause in REXX terminology) recognized as a host command is transformed before it is
passed to the EPI. The EPI sees only the transformed statement, not the original statement that you specified.

The following is the order in which REXX commands are processed:

• Expressions in the statement are evaluated
• The values of REXX variables are substituted for REXX variable names
• Enclosing quotes are removed from literal strings
• Multiple blanks between words are reduced to one blank

REXX Coding Considerations

REXX handles the asterisk (*) both as a wildcard character and as the multiplication character:

• Many of the host commands use an asterisk (*) to indicate an omitted parameter. If you do not place the asterisk in
quotes, REXX will assume that the asterisk is the multiplication operator.
If you enter:
RDSCRROW  *  5

REXX will try to multiply the variable RDSCRROW times 5. Depending on the value of RDSCRROW, REXX can fail. In
the worst case, the value of RDSCRROW would be an integer, which would cause an incorrect result.
If you enter:
RDSCRROW  '*'  5

REXX understands that the asterisk is used as a substitute character. When the command executes, REXX transforms
the statement to:
RDSCRROW * 5

• The REXX abuttal operator (||) accomplishes string abuttal concatenation. In the examples, the abuttal operator is only
used when absolutely necessary, usually between two REXX variables. If string concatenation is performed using one
or more blanks, only one blank will be passed to the EPI.

• The fact that REXX removes enclosing quotes should not be a problem. A means is provided for supplying single and
double quotes in the TYPE and TYPETEST host commands. If you want to pass a single or double quote to the EPI in
a host command, be sure to enclose it in another set of quotes. Only the outer quotes will be removed by REXX before
passing it to the EPI.

ENQ/DEQ Notes

The ENQ/DEQ mechanism allows multiple OPS/REXX programs to share a virtual terminal. Since nothing prevents
a program from getting exclusive control of a virtual terminal (ENQ) and never releasing control of it, the EPI will
automatically issue a DEQ for any virtual terminals ENQd by a program under the following circumstances:

• The TCB under which the EPI ENQ was issued terminates
• The address space under which the EPI ENQ was issued terminates

In addition, the possibility exists that two REXX programs get into a deadlock situation when ENQing on multiple virtual
terminals. Consider the situation of two REXX programs (PGM1 and PGM2) trying to use two virtual terminals (TERMA
and TERMB) as follows:

1. PGM1 issues ENQ TERMA and gets exclusive control of TERMA.
2. PGM2 issues ENQ TERMB and gets exclusive control of TERMB.
3. PGM1 issues ENQ TERMB and waits for TERMB.
4. PGM2 issues ENQ TERMA and waits for TERMA.

Neither program will be able to continue and both virtual terminals are inaccessible by all other REXX programs. To
prevent this situation, the following additional protocol is enforced by the EPI: All ENQs must be performed in alphabetical
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order by virtual terminal name. Therefore, in the above example, the fourth step (ENQ TERMA by PGM2) would have
been rejected by the EPI, as PGM2 has already issued an ENQ for TERMB.

The TYPE Host Command

The TYPE host command is used to type on the terminal keyboard as if it were the keyboard of the device it is simulating
through the currently selected virtual terminal.

The TYPE command is a combination of text and 3278 key names, as the following examples illustrate:

TYPE TERM1 'k e,d'!ENTER

NOTE
If there was a space between k e, d and! ENTER, the result would be the typing of an additional space. In this
case, this would not be significant, but in others it might be.

The following example issues an MCS reply command, the reply number, being in the REXX variable reply_nbr, and the
response in the REXX variable mcs_response:

TYPE TERM1 'r 'reply_nbr','!QUOTE1||mcs_response||!QUOTE1||!ENTER

NOTE
This example used the minimum number of abuttal operators (||).

The HOSTKEYS Host Commands

The HOSTKEYS command is not necessary under the EPI. The EPI only checks the syntax of the HOSTKEYS command.

The EPI allows the following (equivalent) syntax:

  TYPE TSOTERM !HOME'HELLO'!ENTER'

  TYPE TSOTERM '!HOMEHELLO!ENTER'

 'TYPE TSOTERM !HOMEHELLO!ENTER'

  TYPE TSOTERM !HOME'HELLO'!ENTER

  TYPE TSOTERM !HOMEHELLO!ENTER

Attribute Byte Representation in the EPI

When SUBATTR OFF is in effect, the EPI will return 3270 attribute bytes imbedded in the responses returned by the
RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands. The attribute bytes are always in the range X'20' through X'3F' and have the
following bit definitions:

B'001. ....'  Set for all attribute bytes

B'...1 ....'  Protected field

B'.... 1...'  Numeric field

B'...1 1...'  Autoskip field

B'.... .01.'  Low intensity  / Non-Sel-pen detectable

B'.... .01.'  Low intensity  / Sel-pen detectable

B'.... .10.'  High intensity / Sel-pen detectable

B'.... .11.'  Non-display    / Non-Sel-pen detectable

B'.... ...1'  Modified Data Tag (MDT)

You can use the TRANSLATE function to translate these values. For example, the following text will cause all modified
fields to be preceded by an exclamation point:

ATTRBYTES = XRANGE(X'20', X'3F')

NEWVALUES = COPIES("!",16)

NEWSTRING = TRANSLATE(OLDSTRING, NEWVALUES, ATTRBYTES)
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EPI Failure Recovery
Contents

The EPI distinguishes between three types of failures: system failures, session failures, and command failures, as
discussed in the following sections.

EPI System Failure

When the EPI on a particular system is unable to continue, all sessions to and from that EPI will fail. Any of the following
conditions can cause an EPI system failure:

• A VTAM shutdown
• Deactivation of the EPI VTAM application in VTAM
• Failure of the OPS/MVS address space

EPI Session Failure

When a session between the EPI and an application fails, all communication between the two ceases. Any of the following
conditions can cause an EPI session failure:

• An EPI system failure will result in a failure of all sessions using that EPI.
• Deactivation of an EPI application name in VTAM will result in a failure of all sessions using that EPI application ID.
• An EPI session to a cross-domain application will fail if disruption of the communications link between two systems

(lost phone connection, lost satellite link, and so on) occurs.

After an EPI session failure, no commands can be issued over that session. If the session is the only one to a
particular VTAM application, all communication is lost to that application. If other sessions exist to the same application,
communication may still be possible over the remaining sessions.

If possible, the EPI will write messages to the system log to identify the commands that were being processed at the time
a session failed.

After a session failure, systems that have defined the session with the RETRY option will automatically attempt to
reestablish the session (assuming that both systems involved in the session are still operative).

EPI Command Failures

An EPI command can fail for a variety of reasons:

• An EPI system failure
• An EPI session failure
• The application that will process the command fails

With the exception of the first two cases, the EPI automatically recovers from EPI command failures.

In most cases, the command issuer receives a message to show the specific cause of the command failure (that is,
session disabled, VTAM shutdown, application logged off) and a negative return code from the last issued EPI host
command.

If possible, the EPI also writes a message to the system log to identify a failing EPI command.

OMMVS -- Sample OMEGAMON Interface Routine
The routine OMMVS in the REXX library (data set SYS1.OPS.CCLXEXEC documented in Administrating) is an OPS/
REXX program that issues OMEGAMON commands and gets responses returned in the external data queue of the calling
program. For example, to issue the EXSY OMEGAMON command, use:
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CALL OMMVS 'EXSY|EXECUTE'

The vertical bar | is the default command separator. Editing the OMMVS separator parameter can modify the default
command separator. The EXECUTE command is the equivalent of pressing the Enter key. A DO WHILE QUEUED() loop
can process the returned response lines.

You can stack multiple commands, including major and minor command combinations. For example, the following CALL
command executes the LLT minor command (LinkList Table) of the XSYS major command, which returns a list of data
sets in the system link list:

CALL OMMVS 'XSYS|LLT|EXECUTE'

You can make multiple calls to OMMVS and cause commands to be stacked until you call OMMVS with the EXECUTE
command. The previous example could have been written:

CALL OMMVS 'XSYS'

CALL OMMVS 'LLT'

CALL OMMVS 'EXECUTE'

or

CALL OMMVS 'XSYS|LLT'

CALL OMMVS 'EXECUTE'

or

CALL OMMVS 'XSYS'

CALL OMMVS 'LLT|EXECUTE'

By default, EXECUTE presses the Enter key, which can be overridden by specifying a PF key or other attention key
(PF1, ..., PF24, PA1, PA2, PA3, CLEAR, or Enter).

For example:

CALL OMMVS 'EXECUTE CLEAR'

CALL OMMVS 'EXSY|EXECUTE ENTER'

OMMVS Implementation

The following process discusses the OMMVS implementation.

• The OMMVS REXX program uses the ADDRESS EPI environment to do the following:
– Define a virtual terminal
– Enable it
– Log it on to OMEGAMON/VTAM
When a user wants to execute a sequence of commands, they are stacked in global variables (uniquely named for
each address space) until an EXECUTE command is encountered.

• The OMEGAMON virtual terminal is then enqueued on exclusively and:
– The commands are entered onto the screen.
– Responses are scrolled through to retrieve all output, and are placed in the REXX external data queue.
– The virtual terminal is dequeued after completion.

• The OMMVS program allows multiple users to issue commands using a single OMEGAMON virtual terminal. OMMVS
takes care of the details of sharing the virtual terminal.

OMMVS Customization Variables

You must customize the OMMVS REXX program before using it. The initial section of the program contains several
assignment statements for variables whose values are installation dependent.
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The following variables are installation dependent:

separator
Changes the command separator from the default vertical bar (|) to a character or string of your own choice.

NOTE
Choosing a single character can be problematic. You must use a character that will not be interpreted as
part of an OMEGAMON command.

termname
Specifies the name of the virtual terminal to be used by OMMVS. This name must be defined to VTAM, but need
not be defined to the EPI.

termpswd
If the virtual terminal was defined to VTAM with a password (PRTCT= keyword on the APPL statement), then you
must specify that same password here.

applname
Specifies the name of the OMEGAMON VTAM application ID.

logmode
Specifies the logmode name to be used for the virtual terminal.

subsys
If you will be using a secondary copy of OPS/MVS with OMMVS (a copy other than subsystem OPSS), then you
must specify its four-character subsystem name here.

OM_Userid
Specifies the OMEGAMON user ID (if required by OMEGAMON).

OM_Password
Specifies the OMEGAMON user ID password (if required by OMEGAMON).

The OMEGAMON password and user ID are only required if OMVTAM security was implemented.

Disable the OMEGAMON Use of Extended Attributes

OMEGAMON can assume that your EPI virtual terminal is capable of handling extended color and attributes even though
EPI terminals identify themselves as IBM 3278 type terminals that do not have extended attribute capability. This will
cause the EPI to generate an error when OMEGAMON sends its first screen to an EPI virtual terminal.

To prevent this and to allow OMEGAMON to be used on an EPI virtual terminal, you must ensure that OMEGAMON
disables the use of extended attributes before displaying the first screen.

To disable the OMEGAMON use of extended attribute, ensure that one of the following OMEGAMON commands is issued
before the first screen is displayed by OMEGAMON:

.SCC DISPLAY=BASIC

or

.CLRXOF

You can now use OMEGAMON on an EPI virtual terminal.

The release of OMEGAMON you are running will determine which of these two commands should be used.

CA7MVS -- Sample CA 7 Interface Routine
The routine CA7MVS in the REXX library (data set SYS1.OPS.CCLXEXEC) is an OPS/REXX program that issues CA 7
commands and gets responses returned in the external data queue of the calling program.
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• This syntax issues the CA 7 LACT command:
CALL CA7MVS 'LACT|EXECUTE'

Vertical bar |
The default command separator. Editing the CA7MVS separator parameter can modify the default command
separator.

EXECUTE command
The equivalent of pressing the Enter key. A simple DO WHILE QUEUED() loop can process the returned
response lines.

• To enter data on a multiple field screen, you can input using the split vertical bar.
For example, This syntax places the command PF in the first (top) input field, the command I20 in the second input
field, and then presses the Enter key (EXECUTE command):
CALL CA7MVS 'PF|I20|EXECUTE'

• You can make multiple calls to CA7MVS and cause input to be stacked until you call CA7MVS with the EXECUTE
command. The previous example could have been written:
CALL CA7MVS 'PF'

CALL CA7MVS 'I20'

CALL CA7MVS 'EXECUTE'

or
CALL CA7MVS 'PF|I20'

CALL CA7MVS 'EXECUTE'

or
CALL CA7MVS 'PF'

CALL CA7MVS 'I20|EXECUTE'

By default, EXECUTE presses the Enter key, which can be overridden by specifying a PF key or other attention key
(PF1, ..., PF24, PA1, PA2, PA3, CLEAR, or Enter). For example:

CALL CA7MVS 'EXECUTE CLEAR'

CALL CA7MVS 'LACT|EXECUTE ENTER'

CA7MVS Implementation

The CA7MVS REXX program uses the ADDRESS EPI environment to define a virtual terminal, enable it, and log it on
to CA 7. When a user wants to execute a sequence of input commands, they are stacked in global variables (uniquely
named for each address space) until an EXECUTE command is encountered.

The CA 7 virtual terminal is then enqueued on exclusively, and the input data is entered onto the screen. Responses are
scrolled through to retrieve all output and are placed in the REXX external data queue. The virtual terminal is dequeued
after completion.

The CA7MVS program handles scrollable output such as that from LACT, LPRRN, LJOB, and most other list commands
(Lxxx) in a special way, as follows:

• All blank lines are removed.
• Page number lines are removed.
• Duplicate column header lines are removed from page 2 and all subsequent pages.

This causes the returned output to start with a single set of column header lines, followed by detail data lines without
intervening headers or blank lines, followed optionally by a command completion line from CA 7.

The intended use for the CA7MVS is primarily for command/response type applications, where a single command is used
to inquire CA 7 (non-interactive commands). Commands that invoke an interactive dialog (such as QJCL) can be issued
through CA7MVS, but will leave the terminal unusable for other callers of CA7MVS in that case.
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The CA7MVS program does allow multiple users to issue non-interactive commands using a single CA 7 virtual terminal.
CA7MVS takes care of the details of sharing the virtual terminal in such case.

CA7MVS Customization Variables

The CA7MVS REXX program must be customized before using it. The initial section of the program contains several
assignment statements for variables whose values are installation dependent.

Separator
Changes the command separator from the default vertical bar (|) to a character or string of your own choice.

NOTE
Choosing a single character can be problematic. You must use a character that will not be interpreted as
part of a CA 7 command.

termname
Specifies the name of the virtual terminal to be used by CA7MVS. This name must be defined to VTAM, but need
not be defined to the EPI.

termpswd
If the virtual terminal was defined to VTAM with a password (PRTCT keyword on the APPL statement), then you
must specify that same password here.

applname
Specifies the name of the CA 7 VTAM application ID.

logmode
Specifies the log mode name to be used for the virtual terminal.

subsys
If you will be using a secondary copy of OPS/MVS with CA7MVS (a copy other than subsystem OPSS), then you
must specify its four-character subsystem name here.

CA7_Userid
Specifies the CA 7 user ID (if required by CA 7).

CA7_Password
Specifies the CA 7 user ID password (if required by CA 7).

The CA 7 password and user ID are only required if CA 7 security was implemented.

Using the EPI Recording and Playback Options
This section contains the following topics:

• Overview Recording REXX EXECs
• Recording Environment Set Up
• Change Recording Options Permanently
• Change Recording Options Temporarily
• Choose Where to Store the REXX EXEC
• Record a Session
• Marking Text to Find on or Fetch from a Screen
• Insert Literal Strings or Variables into SESSCMDs
• Edit Your Customized Automation EXEC
• Test-run Your EXEC with the Playback Option
• How Playback Works
• Record an EXEC to Automate Info/Management Inquiries
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Overview Recording REXX EXECs
Contents

Using the EPI recording and playback options makes designing REXX automation EXECs for VTAM application sessions
easier. The EPI generates a REXX EXEC containing generic routines to simplify these programming tasks:

• Finding a text string in the current session screen image
• Converting the text, if found, into REXX variables
• Fetching a screen using the GETSCRN command processor
• Pasting a sample copy of the screen image into the REXX EXEC
• Issuing commands or sending text strings to the session through SESSCMD command processors
• Monitoring the status of the current session
• Verifying that a screen image contains certain data

Requirements for Recording

Before you record screen images from an EPI session and use them to create a REXX EXEC through the EPI, you must
meet these requirements:

• The session is defined to the EPI.

NOTE
If defined, the session appears on the EPI Virtual Terminals List panel.

• TSO/E Version 2 is present on your system. The EPI REXX facilities require this version of TSO/E.

NOTE
The EPI supports Model 2 through Model 4 terminals, but we recommend that you use a Model 4 terminal for
session recording. The 43 x 80 character screen size of the Model 4 terminal is large enough to display both the
EPI recording command list and the full session screen image. If you use a terminal with a smaller screen, you
will have to scroll the session screen more frequently.

Plan Your Recording Session

Before starting a recording session, you need plan what you want to record and how to record your choices.

To plan your recording session

1. Operate the session for a while.
This helps you determine which tasks you want your automation EXEC to automate.

2. Select the EPI recording option and start recording, using the commands used in the EPI Recording Environment to
interact with the session screen images.
In response, the EPI inserts the captured screen data, along with comments, into the appropriate REXX routines.

3. After customizing the generic automation routines with screen data, you can use the ISPF editor to further tailor the
routines and delete the automation routines you will not use.

4. You can call the ISPF editor to revise your new automation EXEC without leaving the EPI.

You have planned your session and have customized and tailored the routines.

How the Recording Option Works

Using the recording option is basically a four-task process:

1. Set up the recording environment.
2. Record the automation REXX EXEC.
3. Edit and customize the recorded REXX EXEC.
4. Test the recorded EXEC by executing it in playback mode and observing how it affects the session.
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Issue Recording Commands

The EPI recording option provides a set of commands to define the recording environment, to mark text from the
application screen to insert into your REXX EXEC, to enter keystrokes or to issue OPS/MVS command processors, and to
turn recording on or off. You can issue most commands in either of two modes:

• Novice Mode
When you issue a command in novice mode, the EPI displays a panel describing what the command does and telling
you what keystrokes to enter.

• Experienced Mode
When you issue a command in experienced mode, the EPI lets you execute that command without displaying its
explanatory panel.

To issue a recording command in experienced mode

• Type the command and any other necessary keywords or characters on the command line.
• Press Enter.

The command executes.

WARNING
Choose novice mode if you are new to the EPI. Experienced mode provides a shortcut for users familiar with
recording commands.

Stack Recording Commands (For Advanced Users)

For advanced EPI users, the recording option offers a command stacking feature. This feature lets you issue a series of
recording commands from the command line with a single Enter keystroke.

To stack commands

1. Type the commands on the command line.
2. Place a separator character such as an exclamation point (!) between the commands.

For example, the following command stack sets a variable called varname, appends a SAY statement using the variable
to the end of the EXEC being recorded, and then shows you the revised EXEC in edit mode:

S varname!A SAY 'varname=' varname!E

Recording Environment Set Up
Before you do any recording, decide whether you want to alter the EPI recording options, which include:

• Set special control characters for use in recording sessions.
• Specify default values for SESSCMD command processors in the REXX EXECs you will record.

Changes you make to the default recording option values can take effect permanently (until you revise them again)
or temporarily (for only the life of the current recording session). However, you need to make any changes before you
activate session recording.

Change Recording Options Permanently
Contents

You can alter the recording options for the current recording session and have the options take effect permanently.

To permanently alter the default recording options

1. Choose the R (Record) option from the EPI Virtual Terminals List panel.
As a result, the EPI Record and Playback Primary Menu appears:
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-------------------- EPI Record and Playback Primary Menu ------------------

OPTION ===>                                       DATE - 04/03/11

                                                  TIME - 08:13

                                                  MODE - PROD

 0 OPTIONS   - Permanent Change to the EPI recorder options

 R RECORD    - Record EPI session REXX's

 B playBack  - Execute previously recorded EPI session EXEC

 Enter END command to terminate EPI Recording.

1. Type O in the Option field and press Enter.
The following Permanent Change to the EPI Recorder Options panel appears. This panel shows you the current option
settings for the recording environment:

----------------- Permanent Change to the EPI Recorder Options -------------

 COMMAND ===>

 Control characters:

   Relative screen location character                       (RL)..( @ )

   Absolute screen location character                       (AL)..( # )

   Command Stacking character                               (CS)..( ! )

   Cursor position character                                (CP)..( * )

 SESSCMD options:

   AUTOMATIC ENTER OPTION( NO )

   CMDWAIT ( 60  )

   MAXCMDOUT ( 200 )

   PREFIX( LINE                 )

   TRUNCATE ( NO  )

Enter END command to enter option and exit, CANcel to abort

1. Change any default control character by typing the character you want to use over the default.
Do not use the following as control characters:
– A character that appears on the target session screen
– An alphanumeric character
– A blank

2. Change any default SESSCMD options by typing the value you want to use over the default value. The value you
substitute cannot be either alphanumeric or a blank.

3. After you have finished altering the recording options:
– Issue the END command to save your changes exit.
– Issue the CAN command to undo your changes.

Your recording options are permanently changed.

Control Characters and Defaults

The following explains the purpose of the control characters and lists the default of each:

Control Character: Relative screen location character
Marks the screen data to be searched for. This character allows you to search for data in either full-screen or split-
screen mode.
Abbreviated Name: RL
Default Character: @

Control Character: Absolute screen location character
Marks the screen data to be captured and inserted into the EXEC being recorded.
Abbreviated Name: AL
Default Character: #
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Control Character: Command stacking character
Separates recording commands when you issue multiple commands together from the command line of the EPI
Recorder panel.
Abbreviated Name: CS
Default Character: !

Control Character: Cursor position character
Represents the current cursor position when a new session screen image appears.
Abbreviated Name: CP
Default Character: *

SESSCMD Keywords and Defaults

The following lists the keywords you can specify for SESSCMD command processors in your REXX EXEC, their purpose,
and their default values:

AUTOMATIC ENTER OPTION
Determines whether the REXX EXEC automatically appends an Enter keystroke to each character string you
send to a session through the SESSCMD command processor. The default value for the ENTER parameter is
NO, for these reasons:

• Setting the parameter to YES gives you the option of issuing multiple SESSCMDs to place multiple character
strings on the session screen-or to fill out information about multiple screens-before issuing an ENTER
keystroke.

• If you issue the C, L, or N command while recording and the automatic ENTER option is set to NO, the session
receives the keystroke but will not execute it until you use the K command to issue an ENTER keystroke.

Default: NO
CMDWAIT

Sets the maximum number of seconds OPS/MVS waits for the session to respond to a SESSCMD command
processor. This number can be any value from 0 to 600.
Default: 60

MAXCMDOUT
Sets the number of lines of the SESSCMD response that should be captured and returned to the REXX EXEC.
This number can be any value from 0 to 1000.
Default: 200

PREFIX
Provides the prefix for a set of REXX variables.
Default: LINE

TRUNCATE
Specifies whether OPS/MVS truncates the screen image display when you issue a SESSCMD command
processor.
Default: NO

Change Recording Options Temporarily
Contents

You can alter the recording options for the current recording session without affecting the permanent option settings.

To change recording options temporarily

1. Issue the O (set Options) command from the EPI Recorder panel.
In response, you will see the Temporary Change panel, which looks just like the Permanent Change to the EPI
Recorder Options panel.
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2. Use the same procedure to enter your temporary changes that you would use to enter permanent changes.
3. Issue the END command to save your changes or the CAN command to cancel them.

Request Temporary Changes from the Command Line

Experienced EPI users can set control characters or SESSCMD keywords from the command line of the EPI Recorder
panel without displaying the Temporary Change panel.

To request temporary changes from the command line

1. Type the following text on the command line and press Enter:
O abbreviationnewchar

abbreviation is the two-character abbreviation for the control character; newchar is the character that will replace the
default character. For example, the following text changes the absolute location character from # to $:
O AL $

2. Set a SESSCMD keyword, type the following text on the command line before pressing the Enter key:
O keywordvalue

You must specify the complete keyword name. For example, to direct OPS/MVS to wait 75 seconds for a SESSCMD
response, you would enter this text on the command line:
O CMDWAIT 75

Override the Automatic ENTER Option

You can override the automatic ENTER option by specifying either the ENTER keyword or the NOENTER keyword when
you issue the C, K, L, or N commands. For example, if the automatic ENTER option is set to YES and you want to issue a
tab keystroke to your session without appending an automatic ENTER keystroke, you would issue this command:

K TAB NOENTER

Choose Where to Store the REXX EXEC
After you choose a session for recording, the REXX Destination panel appears.

To choose where to store the REXX EXEC

1. On the Destination panel, enter the names of a data set and a member to store the REXX EXEC you will create in the
recording session.
Specify a cataloged data set; otherwise, you will receive an error message.

2. Press Enter.
The destination data set for storing the REXX EXEC is created and the EPI Recorder panel displays.

NOTE
If you are making changes to a REXX EXEC that already exists, make sure that the EXEC points to the session
you chose for the current recording session.

Record a Session
Contents

After you have specified a valid data set member to store your recorded REXX EXEC, the EPI displays its EPI Recorder
panel, and you are ready to start recording.

To record a session

1. Review the EPI Recorder panel.
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– The bottom part of the following EPI Recorder panel displays the current screen image of the session you chose for
this recording session.

– The top (highlighted) part of the panel displays a set of commands you can use to work with text on the session
screen or to make changes to the REXX EXEC you are building.

----------------------------- EPI Recorder ------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

                                                              SCROLL=> CSR

 A -Append line to exec   C -place the Cursor        E -Edit the exec

 F -Find a string         K -press a Key (eg. PF1)   L -enter Literal data

 N -eNter variable data   O -set Options             P -take a Picture

 R -turn Recording OFF    S -Set variable            V -Verify data

==========================================================================

                ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU

OPTION ===>                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                              SYSTEM - S028

                                              USERID - DSIAA33

                                              TIME - 16:40

0 ISPF PARMS - Specify terminal and user parameters

1 BROWSE - Display source data or output listings

2 EDIT - Create or change source data

3 UTILITIES - Perform utility functions

6 COMMAND - Enter TSO Command, CLIST, or REXX EXEC

7 DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing

8 LM UTILITIES - Perform library administrator utility functions

9 SDSF - System Display and Search Facility

I IBM - IBM Applications

C CA - Broadcom Products

1. What you do during a recording session depends on what you want to add to or alter in the generic session
automation EXEC. Typically, though, you will perform the following tasks in something close to the following order:
a. Use the EPI V (Verify data) command to specify what screen data your session automation EXEC should look for

to determine whether it is examining the right session screen.
b. Use the EPI L (enter Literal data), C (place the Cursor), N (eNter variable data), K (press a Key) command, or all

four commands to build SESSCMDs into your EXEC.
These SESSCMDs will issue the keystrokes and commands that bring up the session display from which your
EXEC pulls data.

c. Use the EPI V (Verify data) command to recheck that the correct session screen is present.
d. Issue the EPI P (take a Picture) command to insert a copy of the current session screen image into your REXX

EXEC.
e. Use the EPI S (Set variable) command to insert the found screen data into a single REXX variable.
f. Use the EPI R (Turn recording off) command if or when you need to scroll the screen image to fetch data for your

EXEC and then turn recording back on.
g. Use the EPI E (Edit the EXEC) command to display and revise the contents of your automation EXEC through the

ISPF editor.
h. Use the EPI Playback option to test and debug your session automation EXEC.

You have recorded your session.
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How the Recording Process Works

During recording, you customize the EPI generic automation REXX EXEC, importing data from session screens, and
building SESSCMD command processors to either issue commands to the session or respond to prompts from the
session.

Which data you import and which SESSCMD command processors you place in your REXX EXEC depend on the type of
session management task you want the EXEC to automate.

Example: Recording Process

Suppose that you want the EXEC to automate extracting statistics about terminal response time from NetSpy screens.
You would do the following:

1. First you need to insert into your EXEC SESSCMDs that cause NetSpy to display its Terminal Response Time
Analysis screen.

2. Then, you would need to capture some of the information that this NetSpy screen displays-such as the average and
last response time for transactions on the terminal-into REXX variables.

Commands for Use in the EPI Recording Environment

The following briefly explains what you can do with each command provided on the EPI Recorder panel, including the
commands mentioned above. From the EPI Recorder panel, you can access online information about these commands.
To do so, place the cursor on the command name and press the PF1 key.

A (Append line to EXEC)
Appends a text string you specify to the last recorded line in your REXX EXEC.

C (place the Cursor)
Places the cursor at a location (that you specify) on the session screen image.

E (Edit the EXEC)
Allows you to edit the REXX EXEC being recorded.

F (Find a string)
Finds a character string you specify on the session screen image.

K (press a Key)
Lets you issue an aid key or escape instruction to the session.

L (enter Literal data)
Inserts a SESSCMD command processor containing the literal string you specify into your REXX EXEC.

N (eNter variable data)
Inserts a SESSCMD command processor containing the REXX variables you specify into your REXX EXEC.

O (set Options)
Allows you to temporarily or permanently reset the recording environment for the current recording session.

P (take a Picture)
Captures the current session screen image and places it in your REXX EXEC as a comment.

R (turn Recording ON/OFF)
Starts or stops session recording.

S (Set variable)
Lets you set a variable.

V (Verify data)
Allows you to verify that you are on the proper screen image.
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Marking Text to Find on or Fetch from a Screen
Contents

The next few sections show examples of how to mark the text you want your session automation EXEC to import from or
find on a session screen.

Place the Cursor on a Screen Field

When placing the cursor on a screen field, you can specify the following:

• An absolute position if your target is screen text that never changes
• The cursor position relative to other screen data if the cursor will go on screen text that can vary

To have your EXEC place the cursor on a specific piece of screen text

1. Issue the C command at the command line.
The following novice mode screen for the C command appears. This illustration shows a NetSpy statistics screen
displayed for session recording. Suppose that you want to place the cursor at the NetSpy command line (shown at the
bottom of the screen).

------------------------------- PLACE THE CURSOR ------------------------------

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

     To specify Relative Positioning, use @ to mark the screen data

     to search for.  Then use # to mark where you want the script to place

     the cursor after the data is found.  To specify Absolute Positioning,

     use # to mark the position where the cursor will be placed.

     The default for SESSCMD is NOENTER

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------

  HOST=S032               MEASURED INTERVAL=  3.8M  27MAR95.178 FRI 15:18:49 ***

                      *** NETSPY RESPONSE TIME STATISTICS (INTERVAL) ***

  APPL      AVGE=RSP    WORST    NO.    NO.     NO.    NO.  INPUT OUT-SZE OUT-SZE

  NAME     HOST   NET    HOST   SESS  INPUT  OUTPUT NETRSP   SIZE TRANSCT  WRITE

  -----------------------------  NETSPY= S032  ---------------------------------

  NETSPY32 0.1    0.0     0.6        1    8      8      8      6     1629    1629

  TSO32    0.6    0.0     1.7        8    8      9      8      7     1366    1214

  -----------------------------  NETSPY= S028  ----------------------------------

  NETSPY28 0.0    0.0     0.4        4   16     16     16      8     1246    1246

  TSO28    1.1    0.1     8.8       51   42     68     38     12      470     290

  CICSA    0.4    0.1     0.9        3  210    226    186    136     1575    1108

  CICST    0.3    0.2     0.6        2   22     24     20    130     1525    1075

  PRESS PFK1= HELP, 3= MENU, 5= DA, 6= DT, 9=DNCPS, 10= DLINES, 12=LOGOFF

   OR ENTER A NEW COMMAND BELOW

--->

1. Type one or more control characters over screen text to indicate where to place the cursor.
You can specify an absolute position for the cursor if your target is screen text that never changes. Or, you can
indicate the cursor position relative to other screen data if the cursor will go on screen text that can vary.

2. Assuming that the absolute screen location character is # and the relative screen location character is @:
– Type C on the EPI Recorder panel command line at the top of the screen
– Type # to the right of the arrow on the NetSpy command line
– Then type @ over the first character and the last character in the word BELOW as follows:

OR ENTER A NEW COMMAND @ELO@

---> #
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The EPI first finds the screen text overtyped with @ characters, shown in Find a Text String on a Screen, and then places
the cursor on the NetSpy command line.

Find a Text String on a Screen

You can mark a text string that you want your automation EXEC to find on a session screen.

To find a text string on a screen

1. Type the absolute screen location character over the first and the last character in the string.
This marks the text string that your automation EXEC should find on a session screen.

2. Issue the F (Find a string) command from the command line.

If the text to be found is a changeable value (like the host response time values in the NetSpy Statistics Screen), your
automation EXEC will have to find that value in relation to fixed screen text, such as a field name.

Example: Find a text string on a screen

Suppose that you want to find the value of the HOST=systemid field shown in the NetSpy Statistics Screen. Because
this system ID will vary, you need to use relative positioning to indicate where the value is on the screen. On this screen,
the HOST part of the field is always constant no matter which system ID appears. Therefore, you can direct your REXX
EXEC to find the location of the system ID value as it relates to the text string HOST. To do so, you would type over the
HOST=systemid field as shown in the following example:

Original screen text... As it looks after overtyping...

HOST=S032 @OST@#03#

This causes your automation EXEC to find the system ID, S032, indicated by the # characters.

REXX Variables That the F Command Sets

When you find a string using the F command, the EPI sets values for the following REXX variables in the EXEC you are
recording:

FINDSTR_RP
Stores the relative location string

FINDSTR_RP_ROW
Stores the screen row where the relative location string appears

FINDSTR_RP_COL
Stores the screen column where the relative location string appears

FINDSTR_RP_LENGTH
Stores the number of characters in the relative location string

FINDSTR_RP_OFFSET
Stores the offset position in a single integer

FINDSTR_RP_RC
Stores the return code from the Find operation

FINDSTR_AP
Stores the absolute location string

FINDSTR_AP_ROW
Stores the screen row where the absolute location string appears

FINDSTR_AP_COL
Stores the screen column where the absolute location string appears
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FINDSTR_AP_LENGTH
Stores the number of characters in the absolute location string

FINDSTR_AP_OFFSET
Stores the offset position in a single integer

FINDSTR_AP_RC
Stores the return code from the Find operation

Return Codes

Possible return code values for FINDSTR_RP_RC and FINDSTR_AP_RC are:

0
The EPI found the string.

4
The EPI did not look for the relative location or absolute location string.

8
The EPI did not find the string.

Mark Screen Text to Assign to a REXX Variable

The S (Set variable) command of the EPI allows you to fetch a piece of screen text and assign its value to a single REXX
variable. The experienced mode version of the S command has this format:

S varname

You can use either absolute or relative positioning to specify which screen text to capture depending on whether the text
you are capturing can vary. For example, if you want to capture the text 3.8M from the NetSpy Statistics Screen and
make that text the value of a variable called MEASURED_INTERVAL, you would type over the appropriate screen text as
follows:

MEASURED @NTERVAL@ #3.8M#

Then, you would issue this command:

S MEASURED_INTERVAL

As a result, the EPI finds the screen text marked with the @ character, inserts the MEASURED_INTERVAL variable into
your automation EXEC, and gives it the value 3.8M.

NOTE
You use the absolute screen location character to mark the start and end of the screen text to be captured.

Insert Literal Strings or Variables into SESSCMDs
Contents

Using the EPI C, K, L, and N commands, you can build SESSCMDs into your REXX EXEC to issue keystroke and
command instructions or text strings to automate session management. The L and N commands not only specify the text
that a SESSCMD sends to the session, they also allow you to specify which input field or fields will receive the sent text.

The next few paragraphs explain how to direct a literal string or a variable to a specific input field or fields on the screen.
Online help for the C, K, L, and N commands also provides usage information.

Direct a Literal String to an Input Field

To specify where a literal string sent by a SESSCMD will go on your session screen, do either of the following:
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Absolute Positioning Method

On the EPI Recorder panel, type an L on the command line and press Enter.

1. Type the literal string into the appropriate input field or fields on the session screen and press Enter.

Relative Positioning Method

On the EPI Recorder panel, type an L on the command line and press Enter.

1. Type the relative screen location character over the first and the last character in the screen data (for example, the
input field name) that the SESSCMD command processor should look for before sending the literal string.

2. Type the literal string into the appropriate input field on the session screen and press Enter.

For example, to enter the command text HELP on the NetSpy Statistics Screen, you would type over the command line
characters as shown in the following example:

Original screen text... As it looks after overtyping, with literal text HELP added...

---> @--@ HELP

Direct a Variable to an Input Field

The N (enter variable data) command allows a SESSCMD command processor to send any of the following data to a
session:

• REXX variable or variables and literal text, sent to multiple input fields on the screen
• REXX variable or variables and literal text, sent to a single input field on the screen
• A single REXX variable, sent to multiple input fields
• Multiple REXX variables, sent to a single input field

To specify which input fields will receive this data

1. On the EPI Recorder panel, type an N on the command line. The novice mode display for the N command will appear.
2. Type the relative screen location character over the first and the last character in the screen data (for example, the

input field name) that the SESSCMD command processor should look for before sending the REXX variable, literal
data, or both.

3. Type the absolute screen location character into the input field or fields on the session screen that will receive input
from the SESSCMD. Press Enter.

For example, suppose that you have a REXX variable called HELP_CMD set to the value HELP. To have your SESSCMD
place this variable on the command line of the NetSpy Statistics Screen, you would type over the command line
characters as shown in the following example:

Original screen text... As it looks after overtyping, with # representing the word
HELP...

---> @--@ #

Edit Your Customized Automation EXEC
The EPI allows you to edit the automation REXX EXEC you are building without ending your recording session.

To edit your customized automation EXEC

1. Issue the E command from the EPI Recorder panel.
The EPI displays the text of your EXEC using the ISPF editor.
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2. Revise the EXEC using the ISPF editing commands.
3. When you have finished editing, issue the END command from the command line of the ISPF edit panel.

In response, the EPI returns you to the EPI Recorder panel.

Test-run Your EXEC with the Playback Option
The playback option allows you to test-run an automation REXX EXEC in the EPI environment, enabling you to revise the
EXEC easily if it does not affect session activity as you intended. The playback option tests only EXECs created using the
recording option of the EPI.

To playback a recorded REXX EXEC

1. Choose option B (playBack) from the EPI Record and Playback Primary Menu.
As a result, you see a panel asking you to enter the name of the data set and member where the EXEC to play back
resides.

2. Enter the data set name and member name.
Playback begins.

How Playback Works
After you supply the member and data set information for the EXEC to play back, the EPI follows the following process:

1. The playback function:
– Starts running the selected REXX EXEC
– Displays the current screen image for the affected session
This results in short messages describing the first keystroke or keystrokes the EXEC will issue.

2. Press enter.
The first SESSCMD command processor in the EXEC executes.

3. The playback function does the following:
– Displays new session screen image that reflects the response of the session to the SESSCMD Displays the current

screen image for the affected session
– Freezes the screen image
This provides time for you to study the frozen screen image and observe how the SESSCMD affected the session.

4. Press Enter
The playback function displays the next screen image.

5. The playback function displays new messages describing what action the next SESSCMD in the EXEC will do.
The next SESSCMD executes.

6. The playback function freezes the screen image again.
This lets you review the effect of the SESSCMD that just executed.

7. Press Enter again.
The next session screen image appears and steps 5 through 7 repeat until the EXEC finishes executing.

8. The playback function:
– Returns you to the EPI Recording Primary Menu, if your EXEC contains no SAY statements to display output from

the EXEC
– Uses the SAY statements in the EXEC to write output data to your screen

Record an EXEC to Automate Info/Management Inquiries
Contents

The following sample scenario uses the EPI to create a REXX EXEC that automates fetching status information about
customer support incidents from a Broadcom archive system based on the IBM Info/Management product. You first set up
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an EPI recording session with the archive system. Then, you use the EPI recording commands to build an EXEC including
subroutines that:

• Issue the keystrokes required to display (and exit from) the appropriate Broadcom and Info/Management screens
• Ensure that the EXEC displays the correct screens
• Respond to screen prompts
• Pull the desired incident status information into a REXX variable

The sample EXEC contains both the Broadcom generic automation routines and a driver section containing REXX code
generated by commands issued during recording. The next few sections describe only the code in the driver section.

To create the sample automated inquiries EXEC

1. Select the R (Record) option from the EPI Virtual Terminals List panel.
2. Choose the R (Record) option from the EPI Record and Playback Primary Menu.
3. Choose a data set member to store the recorded EXEC.

The EPI Recorder panel appears, displaying the TSO session screen image and a list of recording commands.

The Opening Text of the Driver Section for a Recorded EXEC

The driver section of this sample REXX EXEC contains the user-defined REXX code that drives EXEC execution,
including subroutines created while recording the session.

The following illustration shows you the user-modifiable text of the first part of the driver section:

/* If you need to PARSE input parameters, use a statement similar to */

/* the following.                                                    */

/*                                                                   */

/* PARSE VAR parm parm_x "," parm_y "," parm_z .                     */

/*                                                                   */

/* The variable "parm" contains all input parms except "DEBUG" and   */

/* "PLAYBACK", which were stripped out in the unmodifiable           */

/* initialization section of this EXEC.                              */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* ----- You must include the following PARSE statement  --------    */

 PARSE VAR parm inc_#        /* inc_# is the name of a REXX variable */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* The following SESSCMD keywords are set via the O command on the EPI */

/* Recorder panel. STOPMSG is the only keyword not set from the panel. */

/* If using STOPMSG, then set the following STOPMSG variable:       */

/* STOPMSG = "STOPMSG(string1,string2,string3)"                     */

/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 CMDWAIT   = ''

 MAXCMDOUT = ''

 PREFIX    = ''

 TRUNCATE  = ''

 STOPMSG   = ''

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Call external function ATMOPOOL and set REXX variable epi_session */

/* The function will bind the session and return the CA OPS/MVS      */

/* session ID to use during the REXX procedure.                      */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

pool_returned_data = ATMOPOOL("POOL=INFOMAN" "HOME=YES")

PARSE UPPER VAR pool_returned_data epi_session home_rc

IF epi_session = '' THEN DO
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  rc = "No sessions available for BIND"

  SIGNAL ERROR_HANDLER

END

IF home_rc > 4 THEN DO

  rc = "HOME_RC ="home_rc

  SIGNAL ERROR_HANDLER

END

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Call ATM_GETSCRN to fetch a screen.                               */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

CALL ATM_GETSCRN

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* If PLAYBACK mode active, display first screen.                    */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

IF playback = "ON" THEN

  CALL PLAYBACK

Build the Rest of the Driver Section Using Recording Commands

To create the rest of the drive section of the sample EXEC, you would issue the following recording commandsin novice
mode as follows:

To build the rest of the driver section using recording commands

1. Type this text:
– Issue the V (Verify data) command on the command line of the EPI Recorder panel.
– On the TSO session display, block the TSO READY prompt by typing the relative position character over the first

and last characters, as follows:
@EAD@

To produce these results:
Enable your REXX EXEC to locate the READY prompt and verify that a TSO session is displayed. Issuing this V
command builds the following subroutine into your REXX EXEC:
CALL ATM_VERIFY "VERIFY_RP(READY)"

2. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L (enter Literal data) command.
– On the TSO session display, block the READY prompt using the relative position character.
– Type ISPF seven bytes to the right of @EAD@ on the TSO screen.
Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text ISPF to the session and enters to the right of the
READY prompt. If the automatic ENTER option is set to YES, an ENTER keystroke will also be sent.
To produce these results:
Invokes the ISPF Primary Option Menu. Issuing the L command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
 CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

 "INPUT(ISPF                   "||,

 "                             "||,

 "                              )",

 "PLACE_CURS_STR(READY)",

 "PLACE_CURSOR_RP(7)",

 "ENTER(YES)"

3. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the V (Verify data) command.
– On the ISPF main menu, block the phrase, ISPF Primary Option Menu using the relative position character as

follows:
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@SPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MEN@

To produce these results:
Enable your REXX EXEC to determine whether the main ISPF menu is displayed. Issuing this V command builds the
following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_VERIFY

"VERIFY_RP(ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION    MENU)"

4. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L command.
– Block the screen text OPTION ===> using the relative position character as follows:

@PTION ===@

– Type PROD on the command line of the ISPF menu, seven bytes to the right of the O in OPTION.
Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text PROD to the session and enters it to the right of the
command line arrow. If the automatic ENTER option is set to YES, an ENTER keystroke will also be sent.
To produce these results:
Display the Broadcom Production Applications menu and place the cursor on the command line of the menu. Issuing
this L command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

 "INPUT(PROD                     )",

 "PLACE_CURS_STR(OPTION ===>)",

 "PLACE_CURSOR_RP(12)",

 "ENTER(YES)""

5. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the V command.
– On the production applications menu, block the phrase, Broadcom Production Applications, using the relative

location character as follows:
@CA PRODUCTION APPLICATION@

To produce these results:
Enable your REXX EXEC to determine whether the correct panel is displayed. Issuing this V command builds the
following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_VERIFY "VERIFY_RP(CA PRODUCTION APPLICATIONS)"

6. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L command.
– On the ISPF menu, block the screen text OPTION ===> using the relative location character as follows:

@PTION ===@

– Type LS on the command line of the ISPF menu.
Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text LS to the session and enters it to the right of the
Option field. If the automatic ENTER option is set to YES, an ENTER keystroke will also be sent.
To produce these results:
Display the logon panel for the Broadcom Support System and place the cursor on the command line. Issuing this L
command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

"INPUT(LS                         )",

"PLACE_CURS_STR(OPTION ===>)",

"PLACE_CURSOR_RP(12)",

"ENTER(YES)"

7. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the V command.
– On the logon panel, type the relative location character over the first and last characters of the text CCL09NEW.
To produce these results:
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Enable your REXX EXEC to confirm that the logon panel is displayed. Issuing this V command builds the following
subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_VERIFY "VERIFY_RP(CCL09NEW)"

8. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L command.
– On the logon panel, block the screen text ===> using the relative location character as follows:

@==@

Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text 2 to the session and enters it to the right of the ===>
field. If the automatic ENTER option is set to YES, an ENTER keystroke will also be sent.
To produce these results:
Display the Info/Management Inquiry panel and place the cursor on the command line. Issuing this L command builds
the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

"INPUT(2                      "||,

"                              )",

"PLACE_CURS_STR(===>)",

 "PLACE_CURSOR_RP(5)",

 "ENTER(YES)"

9. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the V command.
– On the inquiry panel, block the screen text CCL1IC0E using the relative location character as follows:

@CL1IC0@

Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text 2 to the session and enters it to the right of the ===>
field. If the automatic ENTER option is set to YES, an ENTER keystroke will also be sent.
To produce these results:
Enable your REXX EXEC to confirm that the inquiry panel is displayed. Issuing this V command builds the following
subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_VERIFY "VERIFY_RP(CCL1IC0E)"

10. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L command.
– On the logon panel, block the screen text ===> using the relative location character as follows:

@==@

– Type 1 on the command line of the inquiry panel.
Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text 1 to the session and enters it to the right of the ===>
field. If the automatic ENTER option is set to YES, an ENTER keystroke will also be sent.
To produce these results:
Display the Incident Search panel and place the cursor on the command line. Issuing this L command builds the
following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

 "INPUT(1                   "||,

 "                           )",

 "PLACE_CURS_STR(===>)",

 "PLACE_CURSOR_RP(5)",

 "ENTER(YES)"

11. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the V command.
– On the Incident Search panel, type the relative location character over the first and last characters of the text

CCL2SI0X and the absolute location character over the first and last characters of INCIDENT SEARCH, as follows:
@CL2SI0@ #NCIDENT SEARC#
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To produce these results:
Enable your REXX EXEC to confirm that the search panel is displayed. Issuing this V command builds the following
subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_VERIFY,

"VERIFY_RP(CCL2SI0X)",

 "VERIFY_AP(INCIDENT SEARCH)",

 "REL_POS(30)",

 "LEN_AP(15)"

12. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue this command:

L NOENTER

– On the command line of the Incident Search panel, type this text:
90

Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text 90 to the session and enters it to the right of the ===>
field. The NOENTER clause on the L command lets you override the automatic ENTER option setting of YES, allowing
you to set the REXX variable described below before displaying the Table Display Options panel.
To produce these results:
Send Info/Management code 90 to the session with no ENTER keystroke. Issuing this L command builds the following
subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

 "INPUT(90                   "||,

 "                           )",

 "PLACE_CURS_STR(===>)",

 "PLACE_CURSOR_RP(5)",

 "ENTER(NO)"

13. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue this command:

N INC_#

– On the Incident Search panel, type the absolute location character (#) over the first character of the value in the
Incident # field.

To produce these results:
Fetch the incident number in the Incident # field and place its value in a REXX variable, INC_#. Issuing this N
command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_SESSCMD,

 "INPUT("INC_#")",

 "ROW(5)",

 "COLUMN(29)",

 "ENTER(YES)"

14. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the V command.
– On the Table Display Options panel, type the relative location character over the first and last characters of the text

CCL3II5I and the absolute location character over the first and last characters of TABLE DISPLAY OPTIONS, as
follows:
@CL3II5@ #ABLE DISPLAY OPTION#

To produce these results:
Enable your REXX EXEC to confirm that the Table Display Options panel is displayed. Issuing this V command builds
the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_VERIFY,

 "VERIFY_RP(CCL2SI0X)",

 "VERIFY_AP(INCIDENT SEARCH)",
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 "REL_POS(20)",

 "LEN_AP(21)"

15. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L command.
– On the Table Display Options panel, block the screen text CCL3II5I using the relative location character as follows:

@CL3II5@

– Type 2 on the command line of the Table Display Options panel.
Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text 2 to the session and enters it to the right of the ===>
field.
To produce these results:
Selects display option 2, which displays an Info/Management panel containing information about specific support
incidents. Issuing this L command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

 "INPUT(2                   "||,

 "                           )",

 "PLACE_CURS_STR(===>)",

 "PLACE_CURSOR_RP(5)",

 "ENTER(YES)"

16. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, type this command.

S REC_#

– On the Info/Management panel, block the screen text “RECORD #” using the relative location character as follows::
@RECORD @

To produce these results:
Find the value in the Record # field and assign its value to a REXX variable called REC_#. Issuing this S command
builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
 REC_# = ATM_SET_VAR(,

 "SET_VAR_RP(RECORD #)",

 "START_AP(80),

 ""LEN_AP(8)")

The EPI also inserts the following subroutine, which compares the value of the REC_# variable to the value entered
earlier for the INC_# variable and issues an error message if the values do not match:
 IF REC_# <> INC_# THEN DO

 SAY"RECORD NUMBER" REC_# "NOT FOUND"

 SIGNAL EXIT_RC8

 END

17. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, type this command:

S STATUS

– On the incident information panel, block the screen text ST using the relative location character as follows:
@@

To produce these results:
Find the value in the Incident Status field and assign its value to a REXX variable called STATUS. Issuing this S
command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
 STATUS = ATM_SET_VAR(,

 "SET_VAR_RP(ST)",

 "START_AP(80),

 ""LEN_AP(1)")

18. Type this text:
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– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, type this command:
A

To produce these results:
The EPI displays the last group of lines in your EXEC in edit mode. You then insert the following text at the end of the
EXEC:
SAY "STATUS FOR INCIDENT" INC_# "IS" STATUS

19. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, type this command:

K @3

To produce these results:
Issue a PF3 keystroke to return you to the Table Display Options panel. Issuing this K command builds the following
subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_SESSCMD "INPUT(@3)    ENTER(YES)"

20. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L command.
– On the Table Display Options panel, block the screen text CCL3II5I using the relative location character as follows:

@CL3II5@

– Type BACK on the command line of the Table Display Options panel.
Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text BACK to the session and enters it to the right of the
===> field.
To produce these results:
Ensure that you are back at the Table Display Options panel, and then issue the BACK command to return to the
Incident Search panel. Issuing this L command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

"INPUT(BACK                   "||,

"                           )",

"PLACE_CURS_STR(CCL3II5I)",

"PLACE_CURSOR_RP-155)",

"ENTER(YES)"

21. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, issue the L command.
– On the Incident Search panel, block the screen text CCL2SI0X using the relative location character as follows:

@CL2SI0@

– Type 60 on the command line of the Table Display Options panel.
Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text 60 to the session and enters it to the right of the ===>
field.
To produce these results:
Ensure that you are back at the Incident Search panel, and then issue the BACK command to return to the inquiry
panel. Issuing this L command builds the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_PLACE_CURSOR,

"INPUT(60                   "||,

"                           )",

"PLACE_CURS_STR(CCL2SI0X)",

"PLACE_CURSOR_RP-155)",

"ENTER(YES)"

22. Type this text:
– On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, type the L command.
– On the inquiry panel, type the absolute location character over column 7 of the first screen row.
– Type Q on the command line of the Table Display Options panel.
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Using a SESSCMD command processor, the EPI sends the text Q to the session and enters it to the right of the ===>
field.
To produce these results:
Enter a Q command to exit from the Broadcom Support System. Issuing the L command of the EPI Recorder inserts
the following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_SESSCMD,

 "INPUT(Q                   "||,

 "                           )",

 "ROW(1)",

 "COLUMN(7)",

 "ENTER(YES)"

23. Type this text:
On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, type this command:
K @3

To produce these results:
Issue a PF3 keystroke to return to the Broadcom Production Applications menu. Issuing this K command builds the
following subroutine into your EXEC:
CALL ATM_SESSCMD "INPUT(@3)  ENTER(YES)"

24. Type this text:
On the command line of the EPI Recorder panel, type this command:
K @3

To produce these results:
Issue a PF3 keystroke to return to the ISPF main menu. Issuing this K command builds the following subroutine into
your EXEC:
CALL ATM_SESSCMD "INPUT(@3) ENTER(YES)"

Enhanced Console Facility
This section describes how to use the Enhance Console Facility.

ECF Operation
The ECF is part of the OPS/MVS base product, so it requires no separate installation. The ECF is controlled by a number
of product parameters, which are set with the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function or the OPSPARM TSO command. For more
information about ECF installation and control, see  Administrating .

As with any part of z/OS, there are operational aspects to the ECF. These are described in  Administrating . For
information about the ADDRESS OPSCTL command, see the Command and Function Reference .

Log On the ECF

You log onto the ECF by issuing a ?LOGON command to create an OPSECF address space to conduct a session with
you by entering the following command at a z/OS (or JES3) console:

?LOGON userid/password

The userid specified must be a valid TSO user ID on the machine on which the command was entered, and password
must be a valid password for that user ID. The ability of the ECF session to access data sets will be the same as if the
logon had been to TSO.

The ?LOGON command shown above takes the OPS/MVS default for creating the OPSECF address space:
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• If OPS/MVS itself started with SUB=JES2 (or JES3), then the OPSECF address space will be started with SUB=JESx.
This is usually desirable, but if JES is down, or even if its health is suspect, then you should start your session with
SUB=MSTR as described on the following page.

• If OPS/MVS itself started with SUB=MSTR, then the OPSECF address space attempts to start SUB=MSTR unless you
code SUB(JESx) on your ?LOGON command.

NOTE
OPS/MVS only allows SUB(MSTR) ECF sessions from a locally attached MCS console with Master authority;
therefore you must code SUB(JESx) on your ?LOGON command if OPS/MVS is running SUB=MSTR and
you are using any console other than the z/OS MCS console with master authority.

• If you log on using ?LOGON with SUB(MSTR), the ECFSECURITY parameter is ignored. This in effect sets the
parameter to NOSECURITY and occurs whether the SUB(MSTR) is set explicitly or through starting OPS/MVS with
SUB=MSTR.

ECFSECURITY is bypassed if the ECF is run in SUB=MSTR. In this case, the only security will be that defined for the
ECF address space. Any ECF security defined in the initialization parameters during installation is ignored.

The most reliable means of running an ECF session is SUB=MSTR, even if OPS/MVS itself is being run SUB=JES3. You
can use the following form of the ?LOGON command only from a locally attached MCS console with Master Authority:

?LOGON userid/password sub(mstr)

For this form of the command to work, the OPSECF JCL PROC must be in SYS1.PROCLIB and, if you are using DFSMS,
all data sets referenced by that PROC must be cataloged in the z/OS master catalog.

You must use the ECF in this way to take advantage of its system rescue capability. When an OPSECF session is created
SUB=MSTR, it has the security profile defined for the OPSECF address space. That is, it does not assume the security
profile of the TSO ID with which you logged on, as it would if you had logged on SUB=JESx. This is so you can be sure to
have a high enough data set access authority level to perform any system rescue that might be needed.

Conduct an Interactive ECF Session

Once you have successfully logged onto an ECF session from a console, you have a TSO session in READY mode with
which you can interact. Output from your session will be routed back to your console automatically by OPS/MVS, but
every line of input you enter for this session must be explicitly routed to it by prefixing it with a question mark (?).Do not
use the OSF command character string. It is reserved for routing single-line requests to OSF TSO servers. This can be
confusing at first because the OSF is still available, even while you are using the ECF. Worse, many commands you might
enter through the ECF will also work if entered through the OSF, adding to the potential confusion.

This is an example session with the ECF to fix a broken VTAM procedure:

?LOGON syssup02/secret sub(mstr)

OPS1000I START OPSECF.SYSSUP02,SSID=OPSS,UID=SYSSUP02 START

<logon-related messages from your security product, if any>

OPS2106H SYSSUP02 LOGON FOR OPSS(1) AT 00:18:39 ON JANUARY 12, 2004

IKJ56644I NO VALID TSO user ID, DEFAULT USER ATTRIBUTES USED

READY

?edit 'sys1.proclib(vtam)' data

EDIT

?verify on

EDIT

?f '//vtamlst'

6000 //VTAMLST  DD   DSN=SYS1.VTAMLST,DISP+SHR

EDIT

?c 'disp+shr' 'disp=shr'

6000 //VTAMLST  DD   DSN=SYS1.VTAMLST,DISP=SHR

EDIT
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?end save

READY

?LOGOFF

This use of the ECF is referred to as system rescue since it allows you to fix z/OS when it is in such a bad state that the
typical tools you use (for example, TSO/ISPF) are not available. Naturally, the above session is somewhat simplified.
Since it is happening at a console, unsolicited messages can interleave with the messages generated by the ECF
session.

The IKJ56644I message above is typical and does not indicate any sort of error in the ECF session.

Log Off the ECF

You can logoff from an ECF session by entering the ?LOGOFF command from the console where the ECF session was
started (from which the ?LOGON command was issued).

 ?LOGOFF

Restrictions on TSO Commands Processed by the ECF and OSF
The following restrictions apply to TSO commands or CLISTs executed by the ECF, OSF TSO, OSF TSL, and OSF TSP:

• TGET/TPUT requests are ignored, since the TSO TMP is executed in batch mode.
• Only PUTLINE requests that typically would be printed to the SYSTSPRT file are returned by the ECF and OSF.
• Any GETLINE requests that typically would result in additional input being read from the SYSTSIN file will cause

termination of the TSO command or CLIST being executed.
• In the ECF environment, the user PROFILE PREFIX value will not be set to the ID with which the operator logged on.

Users of the ECF (OPSECF) facility and the OSF (OPSOSF) facility should run a PROFILE PREFIX(prefix) command
before accessing anything but fully qualified data set names.

• LOGOFF commands should not be coded in CLISTs executed through the OSF (OPSOSF) facility. LOGOFF will
terminate the OPSOSF address space, which the main OPS/MVS address space detects, and then immediately
restarts it. If this happens often enough, the OPS/MVS address space stops restarting the servers.

• If CLISTs or REXX EXECs will be run through the OSF (OPSOSF) facility that issues long waits, tell OPS/MVS to start
extra OPSOSF address spaces to make sure there are always some available to process operator and internal OPS/
MVS requests or preferably schedule these CLISTs/REXX EXECs to run in OSF TSL servers that are intended for this
purpose.

ECF Security Considerations
Consider the following items regarding security for the ECF:

The OPSRMT and OPSCMD can potentially issue commands whose authority level checking is bypassed. When
OPSRMT or OPSCMD issues a cross-system command, the OSF of the remote system using the authority levels
assigned to the server address space eventually executes the command.

This same problem can arise when OPSRMT or OPSCMD is invoked to execute a TSO command on the local system.
The command is ultimately executed by the OSF of the local system, and hence will be checked by your security system
against the authority level of the server address space.

For this reason, you must secure the usage of the OPSRMT and OPSCMD TSO commands. This can be done in several
ways:
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• Read-protect the library in which the OPSRMT and OPSCMD load modules are placed.
• Use the OPUSEX exit routine to check the authority of the user when the OPSRMT or OPSCMD command is invoked.

Both routines call this exit. The sample exit, as distributed, checks to make sure the caller has the TSO OPER
privilege.

• Use ACF2,Top Secret, or RACF to restrict the use of OPSRMT and OPSCMD by user ID.
• Set the authority level of the server address spaces to the lowest common denominator of all users. This ensures that

no user can gain more authority than he or she already has.

NOTE
OPS/MVS assigns all OSF server address spaces SUBMIT and OPER privileges by default.

Other Considerations
The ECFSECURITY parameter is bypassed if the ECF is run SUB=MSTR. This means that the only available security is
that established for the ECF address space.

NOTE
Any ECF security defined in the initialization parameters is ignored.

Multi-System Facility
This section describes how to use the Multi-System Facility.

Understanding the MSF
The Multi-System Facility(MSF) allows multiple copies of the product running on different z/OS images to communicate
with each other through various communication protocols. These z/OS images may be in a single data center, or they may
be spread out around the world. Many of the OPS/MVS command processors, OPS/REXX host command environments,
and OPS/REXX functions can perform their operations on any connected system. For example, when the MSF is installed
and configured, you can perform any of these actions:

• Issue z/OS or subsystem commands to another system and retrieve the responses.
• Issue WTOs to consoles on other systems.
• Execute an OPS/REXX program in an OSF server address space that is on another system and retrieve the output.
• Issue SQL commands to retrieve or update rows in a relational table that resides on another system.
• Manage System State Manager resources on another system.
• Retrieve or update global variables that reside on another system.
• Browse the OPSLOG of another system.
• Control these OPS/MVS components on another system:

– COF
– MSF
– OSF

• Issue commands and messages to AP

The MSF supports the following communication protocols:

• LU 6.2
• XCF (through CAICCI)
• XES (through CAICCI)
• TCP/IP (through CAICCI)
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MSF Support of JES3 (JES3 Only)

JES3 supports the routing of JES3 commands that are entered from a local processor. JES3 routes these commands to
the global by using the JES3 PLEXSYN (sysplex scope) CPF prefix. OPS/MVS submitted JES3 commands from a local
processor automatically makes use of this facility.

However, there are cases where OPS/MVS users must route a JES3 command from a local in one JESPLEX to JES3 a
global in a different JESPLEX. Or, perhaps they do not have the JES3 PLEXSYN prefixes in place to do the command
routing. For these cases, OPS/MVS can be configured to use MSF with the JES3SYSID parameter. OPS/MVS routes
JES3 commands that are entered on the local through MSF to the global MSF name that is defined in the JES3SYSID.

MSF Terminology

The MSF is not complex, but because it uses network facilities, some of the following terms may be unfamiliar to you:

System
A system is equivalent to a VTAM domain. A system usually consists of one CPU running one copy of VTAM (the
SSCP) that controls all VTAM (network) resources that are connected to that CPU. A copy of OPS/MVS must be
running on each system. A unique system identifier (sysid) identifies each system using the MSF.

MSF session
A logical connection through a VTAM session between two systems running OPS/MVS. Two copies of OPS/
MVS can communicate if an MSF session exists between them.

Accessible
A system is said to be accessible to another system if an MSF session has been established between the two
MSFs in each system.

Cross-system command
A command that is issued on one system and passed on to another system for processing through the MSF.

Local system
The system to which your terminal or console is connected if you are using MSF facilities interactively. If a
program is using the MSF, then the local system is the one on which the program is running.

Remote system
Any system other than the local system

NOTE
An MSF system can only communicate with other MSF systems with which it has established a session. For
example, if systems A and B have established a session, and systems B and C have established a session,
systems A and C are not able to communicate with each other (unless a session has also been established
between systems A and C).

MSF Installation

The installation of the MSF is covered in  Configure the Multi-System Facility (MSF) . The Installation guide covers not
only putting in MSF code, but also coding the parameters necessary to define the other copies of OPS/MVS with which
the MSF communicates, and the system on which the MSF runs (the local system).

The MSF and CAICCI

The MSF supports the cross-system communication services that are provided by CAICCI. CAICCI, or the CAI Common
Communications Interface, is one of the CCS for z/OS. MSF is a communications facility that allows Broadcom solutions
to communicate with one another. For information about the CCS for z/OS component that is required to run CAICCI,
see CCS for z/OS Component Requirements.
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For information about setting up MSF connections using CAICCI, see  Configure the Multi-System Facility (MSF) . Review
your CCS for z/OS documentation for information about installing CAICCI, and for further details about its features and
functions.

MSF Operation
The MSF is an OPS/MVS component that cannot be started automatically when OPS/MVS is started and left to run on its
own. This is because the MSF communicates with other systems that may or may not be up when your particular MSF
initializes, and then may or may not stay up.

The following discussion assumes that the MSF is being operated manually. You are encouraged, however, to make the
maximum use of the OPS/MVS AOF feature to automate any MSF operational tasks that you perform manually on a
regular basis.

Activate the MSF VTAM APPLID

If you are using the LU 6.2 protocol, the MSF VTAM APPLID should be active at the time the MSF attempts to establish
sessions with any other (all) OPS/MVS systems in your network. APPLID activation will usually be done at VTAM
initialization time. If you defer activation until after VTAM initialization is complete, you can use the following VTAM
operator command when you want to activate the MSF APPLID:

VARY NET,ACT,ID=msfname

The msfname value is the name of the member in SYS1.VTAMLST where the APPL statement of the MSF is stored.

NOTE
The member often has the same name as that of the APPL definition it contains, but VTAM does not require this.

The MSF APPLID must be active on each system on which OPS/MVS is running.

To activate the MSF VTAM APPLID

Assuming that you have three systems, System A, System B, and System C, and the SYS1.VTAMLST on each system
contains a member defining the MSF APPLID for that system (assume the names are OPSMVSA, OPSMVSB and
OPSMVSC respectively), you can activate the MSF application names with the following operator commands:

VARY NET,ACT,ID=OPSMVSA    issued on system A

VARY NET,ACT,ID=OPSMVSB    issued on system B

VARY NET,ACT,ID=OPSMVSC    issued on system C

You can use the AOF to issue these commands at the end of VTAM initialization, or use OPSVIEW (logged on to each
system in turn) to issue them.

Start the MSF

The MSF must be active on all your z/OS systems before you can use it to issue cross-system commands. Starting the
MSF requires that you perform the following steps (usually automatically rather than manually) on each of your systems.

To start the MSF

1. Start the OPS/MVS main product address space. This is usually done through the appropriate COMMNDnn member
of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

2. Tell OPS/MVS the name to use for the local system (the one on which it is running).
The MSF picks up this parameter and uses it during MSF initialization. Setting this name, the SYSID of the local
system, is usually done with an OPSPRM OPS/REXX function executed from the OPSSPAnn member of the Logical
Parmlib Concatenation during OPS/MVS initialization.

3. Define the systems to the MSF (using ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF).
4. Start the local MSF (using ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF).
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5. Activate the MSF sessions to remote systems (using ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF).

Each initialization step is explained in detail in the sections that follow.

Starting the System Task

Instructions for starting the OPS/MVS system task appear in the  Administrating .

Set the Local System Identifier

You can set the local system identifier, the SYSID parameter, by using the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function from an OPS/
REXX program.

Use this form of the OPSPRM function:

var = OPSPRM("SET","SYSID","value"[,,"system"])

For detailed descriptions of the arguments for the OPSPRM function, see the  Parameter Reference .

Define Systems to the MSF

You must define the system on which the MSF is running (the local system) and all other systems with which it can
communicate (the remote systems).

To define systems to the MSF

• Use OPSVIEW option 4.2

or

• You can issue the MSF DEFINE command through one of these methods:
– From the OPS/REXX program specified in the AOFINIT REXX parameter
– In the OPSTART2 OPS/REXX program
– From an OPS/REXX program or an AOF rule
– From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries
The syntax for the MSF DEFINE command is:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE keywords"

For detailed descriptions of the keywords for the MSF DEFINE command, see the  Command and Function Reference .

Start Cross-system Sessions

Before MSF sessions can be established with a remote OPS/MVS system, you must first start MSF processing on the
local OPS/MVS system. When using the LU 6.2 protocol, the MSF responds by opening its VTAM ACB.

To start cross-system sessions

Issue the MSF START command through one of these methods:

• In the AOF
• From an OPS/REXX program
• From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries

NOTE
You can issue the MSF START command only after the local system has been defined using the MSF DEFINE
command described in the previous section.

The syntax for the MSF START command is as follows:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF START keywords"
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For detailed descriptions of the keywords for the MSF START command, see the  Command and Function Reference .

Activate MSF Sessions to Remote Systems

Once MSF processing has been started on the local system (the one on which the OPS/MVS system you are dealing
with is running), you can tell the MSF to initiate sessions with all the other OPS/MVS systems you have defined to it (with
previous MSF DEFINE statements).

To activate MSF sessions to remote systems

1. Issue one or more MSF ACTIVATE commands through one of these methods:
– In the AOF
– From an OPS/REXX program
– From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries
When using the LU 6.2 protocol, the MSF responds by issuing VTAM OPNDST to establish the session requests.

The syntax for the MSF ACTIVATE command is as follows:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF ACTIVATE keywords"

For detailed descriptions of the keywords for the MSF ACTIVATE command, see the  Command and Function Reference .

Define and Activate MSF Sessions

Assume you need to define and activate your complex of three domains with VTAM application names already set up
(OPSMVSA, OPSMVSB, and OPSMVSC) in each domain with MSF system IDs SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC.

To define and activate the MSF sessions

• Issue the following set of commands on all systems once OPS/MVS has completed its initialization:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(SYSA) APPLID(OPSMVSA)"

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(SYSB) APPLID(OPSMVSB)"

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(SYSC) APPLID(OPSMVSC)"

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF START NORETRY"

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF ACTIVATE MSFID(ALL)"

Usually, you issue these commands in the OPSTART2 OPS/REXX program. OPS/MVS runs the OPSTART2 OPS/
REXX program automatically immediately after it finishes initialization. For more information about this program, see 
Administrating .

• However, you can also issue the commands through one of these methods:
– In the AOF
– From an OPS/REXX program
– From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries
Exactly the sameparameters can be used on all three systems. This is because the MSF learns which one of the three
systems defined is the local system from the specification through OPSPRM and does different ACTIVATE processing
for the local system (the MSF OPENs the VTAM ACB) than for the remote systems (the MSF executes OPNDSTs
to start sessions with them). The parameters of the MSF were purposely designed this way to reduce the number of
parameters that must be set.

Auto-connecting MSF Sessions

As soon as the MSF START command has been issued, other systems can establish MSF sessions with the local system.
This is true even when no other remote systems have been defined to the local system. An undefined remote system that
tries to establish a session with the local system will automatically be defined in the local system as if an MSF DEFINE
command of the following form was actually issued on the local system:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(sysname) APPLID(vtamname) NORETRY"
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The sysname operand is passed by the remote system to the local system when the MSF session is established. When
using the LU 6.2 protocol, the vtamname operand is the application name by which the VTAM domain of the local system
identifies the VTAM application of the remote system.

Display Systems and MSF Sessions
You can display the status of the local system and remote sessions by issuing the MSF LIST command.

NOTE
For detailed descriptions of the keywords for the MSF LIST command, see the Command and Function
Reference.

To display systems and MSF sessions

1. Issue the MSF LIST command through either of these methods:
– From an OPS/REXX program
– From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries

2. The syntax for the MSF LIST command is as follows:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF LIST keywords"

The following is a sample display of the information returned by the MSF LIST command:

Local     Status   Applid    VTAM   Retry  Max  Current    VTAM

System   VTAM      VTAM   Password Secs  Retry  Retry  Open Error

-------- -------- -------- -------- ----- ----- ------- -----------

SYSA     ACTIVE   OPSMVSA           30          0

---------------------------- Remote System---------------------------------

     System                     Delay   Retry  Max  Current    VTAM

Sel  Name     Status   APPLID   Value   Secs  Retry  Retry  Rtncd Fdbk2 Type

---  -------- -------- -------- -------- ----- ----- ------- ----------- -----

     SYSB     ACTIVE   OPSMVSB     1     30    5     0       X'00' X'00' APPC

     SYSC     INACTIVE OPSMVSC     1     30    5     1       X'00' X'00' APPC

     SYSD     FAILED   OPSMVSD     1        NO RETRY         X'08' X'01' APPC

     SYSE     INACTIVE OPSMVSF     1     30    4     4       X'00' X'00' APPC

     SYSF     FAILED   OPSMVSF     30    30    4     2       X'08' X'01' APPC

In the above display:

• The local system is called SYSA.
• Five remote systems have been defined.
• Only one MSF session from the local system is active (the session to system SYSB).
• The MSF session from SYSA to SYSC has been deactivated using the MSF DEACTIVATE command.
• The MSF session from SYSA to SYSD has not been established because it was activated with the NORETRY keyword

and the remote system (SYSD) has not been able to establish the MSF session.
• Both sessions to SYSE and SYSF failed. The session to SYSE was activated in RETRY mode, but has reached the

maximum number of RETRYs and must be reestablished by the MSF on the SYSE system.
• The session to SYSF is using RETRY mode, with retries every 30 seconds and a maximum of 4 retries. The MSF is

currently retrying for the second time to reestablish the session.

Like any part of the z/OS environment, the MSF can operate with the OPS/MVS AOF. Thus, if the NORETRY and
RETRY options supported by the MSF cannot establish MSF sessions and keep them up in your environment, you can
program more sophisticated procedures using the same AOF facilities with which you control all the other systems in your
environment.
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Issue Commands to Remote Systems
Contents

You can issue commands to other systems using either of the following commands:

• OPSRMT command
Use the OPSRMT command to issue any TSO command to another system (including the OPSCMD command).

• OPSCMD command
Use the OPSCMD command to issue any operator command (z/OS or JES) to another system.

Issue Cross-system TSO Commands

You can issue TSO commands to other systems by issuing the OPSRMT command (alias OR). This command enables
you to issue TSO commands to other systems from either a TSO terminal or a console logged into the OPS/MVS ECF
component. For the syntax of the OPSRMT command, see the Command and Function Reference.

Issuing the OPSRMT command without specifying command text causes the OPSRMT command processor to enter
subcommand mode. The OPS/MVS product routes all TSO commands you enter while in subcommand mode to the
subsystem you specified on the OPSRMT command.

When the TSO command immediately follows the system ID on an OPSRMT command, OPS/MVS considers all text
beyond the system ID to be part of the command text. For example, in the following example, the TSO command text is
LISTCAT LEVEL(SYS1):

OR SYSTEM3 LISTCAT LEVEL(SYS1)

NOTE
When the MSF is not installed or is not active on the local system, the OPSRMT command returns an error
message when you specify any system ID other than that of the local system (or *).

The OPSRMT command with the system ID of the local system (or *) is always valid as long as the OPS/MVS address
space is active. The MSF does not need to be installed or active when specifying the local system ID on the OPSRMT
command.

Issue JES3 Commands

When you issue a JES3 command from a local processor using OPSCMD or ADDRESS OPER, OPS/MVS by default
uses the JES3 PLEXSYN (sysplex scope) CPF prefix to route the command to the global system in the JESPLEX and
return the output.

When the JES3SYSID parameter is set, MSF connections are use to route the JES3 command from the JES3 local
system to the JES3 global system. The global here refers to the MSF SYSID the JES3 global system as defined by the
JES3SYSID parameter.

The JES3SYSID parameter should only be defined if either of the following are true:

• There is no sysplex scope JES3 PLEXSYN prefix defined.
• The JESPLEXes are in different sysplexes and there is a need to route JES3 commands from a local to a global that is

in a different sysplex.

OPSSEND Function and ADDRESS WTO -- Pass Messages to Remote Systems
WTO messages issued on one system can be passed to another system through the OPSSEND function or the
ADDRESS WTO instruction.
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OPSSEND Function
The OPSSEND function can only be called from in an AOF rule; it sends the message intercepted by the rule to a
remote system.
The OPSSEND function has the following format:
If the following AOF rule is enabled on system SYSA, all messages whose message ID starts with IEF will be sent
to system SYSB:
)MSG IEF*

)PROC

CALL OPSSEND 'SYSB' 'B'

)END

The first operand passed to the OPSSEND function call is the target system ID.
ADDRESS WTO Instruction

You can also use the ADDRESS WTO instruction to issue messages from any OPS/REXX program to a remote
system.
The ADDRESS WTO instruction has the following format:
ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('messagetext') keywords"

For more information about the ADDRESS WTO instruction, see the Command and Function Reference.

WARNING
Although you can use both the OPSSEND function and the ADDRESS WTO instruction to pass messages to
remote systems, we recommend that you use the ADDRESS WTO instruction.

Shut Down MSF Sessions and Systems
Contents

To shut down the MSF, do the following:

1. Deactivate all active MSF sessions.
2. Stop the local MSF.

These tasks are described in this section.

Deactivate MSF Sessions

You can deactivate an MSF session between the local system and any remote system.

To deactivate your MSF session

1. Issue the MSF DEACTIVATE command through either of these methods:
– From an OPS/REXX program
– From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries

2. Use the following syntax for the MSF DEACTIVATE command:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEACTIVATE keywords"

For detailed descriptions of the keywords for the MSF DEACTIVATE command, see the Command and Function
Reference.

After an MSF session is deactivated, you cannot issue cross-system commands between the two systems involved in the
MSF session, and unsolicited messages are not passed between the two systems. If any commands were in progress,
they are aborted with a message showing that the MSF session was deactivated.

Stop the MSF

You can stop the local MSF.
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To stop the MSF

1. Issue the MSF STOP command through either of these methods:
– From an OPS/REXX program
– From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries

2. Use the following syntax for the MSF STOP command:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF STOP keywords"

For detailed descriptions of the keywords for the MSF STOP command, see the Command and Function Reference.

After the local MSF is stopped, you cannot issue any cross-system commands or messages from or to the local system
until an MSF START command has restarted the local MSF. If any commands were in progress, they are aborted with a
message showing that the MSF session was stopped.

Remove System Definitions

You can delete the definition of a system (previously added with an MSF DEFINE command).

To remove system definitions

1. Issue the MSF DELETE command through either of these methods:
– From an OPS/REXX program
– From a console using the OPSMSF command rule in the sample libraries

2. Use the following syntax for the MSF DELETE command:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DELETE keywords"

For detailed descriptions of the keywords for the MSF DELETE command, see the Command and Function Reference.

A system that has an active MSF session cannot be deleted until you deactivate the MSF session through the MSF
DEACTIVATE command. You cannot delete the definition of the local system until an MSF STOP command has been
issued.

Recovery From Failures
Contents

The MSF distinguishes between these types of failures:

• MSF system failures
• MSF session failures
• Cross-system command failures

The failures are described in the sections that follow.

MSF System Failures

When the MSF on a particular system is unable to continue, all sessions to and from that system will fail. Any of the
following conditions may cause an MSF system failure:

• An operating system crash
• A VTAM shutdown
• Deactivation of the OPS/MVS VTAM application definition
• Failure of the OPS/MVS address space

Any remaining MSF systems can try to reestablish their sessions with the failing system, depending on how the failing
system was defined. If the failing system was defined or activated with the RETRY option, the other system will try to
reestablish the session. If it was defined or activated with the NORETRY option, the other system waits for the failing
system to reestablish the session.
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NOTE
This occurs after the MSF has been restarted and the session is restarted with the RETRY option on the failing
system.

MSF Session Failures

When a session between two MSF systems fails, all communication between the two MSF systems halts.

Any of the following conditions can cause an MSF session failure:

• Two things can cause a session failure on the local system:
– MSF system failure on a remote system
– Deactivation of the VTAM application definition of a remote system

• Sessions will fail on both systems involved in the session if the communications link between two systems is disrupted
(a lost phone connection, a lost satellite link, and so on).

After an MSF session failure:

• You cannot issue cross-system commands between the two systems involved in the MSF session.
• Unsolicited messages are no longer passed between the two systems.
• Any commands that were in progress will be aborted with a message showing that the MSF session was deactivated.
• Systems that have defined the session with the RETRY option automatically try to reestablish the session (assuming

that both systems involved in the session are still active).

If possible, the MSF writes messages to the system log to identify the commands, messages, or both, that were being
processed when a session failed.

Cross-system Command Failures

A cross-system command can fail for a variety of reasons:

• An MSF system failure
• An MSF session failure
• An excessive number of messages are returned in response to the command
• The command takes an excessive amount of time to complete
• The z/OS (sub)system that will process the command fails

Except for the first two causes, the MSF automatically recovers from cross-system command failures.

In most cases, the command issuer receives a message to show the specific cause of the command failure; for example,
session deactivated, VTAM shutdown, excessive output. If the originating OPSRMT command was issued from a TSO
CLIST, the return code from OPSRMT also indicates the type of failure.

If possible, the MSF also writes a message to the system log to identify a failing cross-system command.

MSF Security Considerations
Contents

Consider the items described in the following sections when establishing security for the MSF.

VTAM APPLIDs

Any VTAM application can establish an MSF session with OPS/MVS. Assuming that the correct VTAM protocols are used,
nothing prevents another VTAM application from introducing commands (TSO or operator commands) into the MSF by
emulating a remote system.
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For this reason, it is critical to protect the use of VTAM application names using the PASSWORD operand on the VTAM
APPL statement defining each application name.

For this same reason, you must read-protect your VTAM definition library so that unauthorized users cannot read these
passwords.

OPSRMT and OPSCMD TSO Commands

OPSRMT and OPSCMD can issue commands whose authority level checking is bypassed. When OPSRMT or OPSCMD
issues a cross-system command, the command eventually executes on the remote system using the authority levels
assigned to the OPS/MVS address space.

This same problem can arise when OPSRMT or OPSCMD is invoked with the name of the local system. The command
executes in the OPS/MVS address space of the local system and will be checked by your security system against the
authority level of the OPS/MVS address space.

In general, OPSRMT executes the TSO command on the target system using the same security that the issuing user
would have, had he or she logged onto TSO on the target system manually and issued the TSO command from a session.
Specifically, before each command executes on the target system, OPS/MVS sets up the RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2
environment to ensure that the security products use the security clearance of the issuing user.

The security system on the target system must know the user ID of the user issuing a remote command and the user must
have the same user ID on the target system. If this is not the case, a user can bypass security checks (and password
checking of user IDs).

For example, suppose that user ID ABC is known on two MSF systems (called SYS1 and SYS2) but the user ID belongs
to user X on SYS1 and user Y on SYS2. User X can log on to system SYS1 and issue an OPSRMT command to SYS2.
The command will execute on the SYS2 system using the security clearance of user Y, without user X ever knowing the
password of user Y.

You can install additional security beyond that available for your security package using any of these methods:

• Read-protecting the library in which the OPSRMT and OPSCMD load modules are placed.
• Using the OPUSEX exit routine to check the authority of the user when the OPSRMT or OPSCMD command is

invoked. Both routines call this exit. The sample exit, as distributed, checks to make sure the caller has the TSO OPER
privilege.

• Writing security rules.
• Using ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF to restrict the use of OPSRMT and OPSCMD. Note that the OPSECURE OPS/

REXX function can be used in security rules to check the authority of the user to issue these commands.

Security for Other Cross-system Operations

There are two categories of cross-system operations:

• Display- or query-type operations that do not affect the state of the system or OPS/MVS. An example of this type of
operation is the use of the cross-system OPSLOG Browse facility.

• Update-type operations that alter the state of the system or OPS/MVS. An example of this type of operation is a cross-
system ADDRESS SQL UPDATE.

When you define the remote systems on each system, you specify whether each remote system is considered to be a
SECURE system. SECURE remote systems can send both query- and update-type operations to this system. Systems
that are defined as NOSECURE systems can only send display- or query-type operations to this system. For example, if
you connect a non-secure test system to your production systems through the MSF, you should specify the NOSECURE
keyword on the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE statement when defining the test system as a remote MSF system to
each of the production systems.
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Expert System Interface
This section contains the following topics:

• Expert System Interface (ESI) Overview
• Calling Language Dependencies
• OPSLINK Function Calls
• Return Codes from OPSLINK
• Sample Programs that Use OPSLINK

Expert System Interface (ESI) Overview
You can use the Expert System Interface (ESI), or OPSLINK programming interface, to gain access to some OPS/MVS
facilities from an application written in a high-level language or in assembler language. Specifically, you can use OPSLINK
to:

• Execute operator commands.
• Execute TSO commands (if running under the TSO TMP interactively or in batch).
• Access OPS/MVS global variables, update them, or both.

This programming interface is implemented as a subroutine load module also named OPSLINK.

NOTE

The INITESI parameter must be set to YES, if you are licensed for and are using the ESI. When the INITESI
parameter is set to NO, most ESI requests will fail and the following message will appear in the OPSLOG/
SYSLOG:

OPS9526H ESI FEATURE HAS NOT BEEN LICENSED

Calling Language Dependencies
You can call OPSLINK from any language that supports the calling sequence described in the following sections. The rest
of this section describes how to call OPSLINK from PL/1, COBOL, and assembler language routines.

Call OPSLINK from PL/1 Programs

The arguments passed to OPSLINK are either text strings or integer values. All text strings passed should be defined in
the calling programs as CHAR(length) VARYING. All integers passed should be defined as FIXED BIN(31).

WARNING
Failure to observe these definition requirements may result in obscure storage overlay problems, S0Cx type
abends, or both.

Define an Output Array in PL/1 Programs

The optional sixth argument of all OPSLINK calls is an output array that should be defined as:

DCL ARRAY(1000) CHAR(256) VARYING;

The size 1000 is arbitrary, but should be large enough to accommodate the maximum number of output lines expected
from each call. The argument passed to OPSLINK before the sixth argument sets the size of the array (1000 in the above
example).

Define the OPSLINK Routine in PL/1 Programs

The OPSLINK routine should be defined as follows:
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DCL OPSLINK ENTRY OPTIONS(ASM,INTER,RETCODE);

Before the first call is made to OPSLINK, you must load the subroutine into memory by issuing the FETCH PL/1
instruction, as follows:

FETCH OPSLINK;

After the last call is made to OPSLINK, unload the subroutine from memory by issuing the RELEASE PL/1 instruction, as
follows:

RELEASE OPSLINK;

OPSLINK returns a return code in PL/1 variable RETCODE. Return codes from OPSLINK and their meanings are
explained at the end of this section.

Call OPSLINK from COBOL Programs

The arguments passed to OPSLINK are either text strings or integer values. All text strings passed should be defined in
the calling programs as follows:

DATA DIVISION.

01 ARGSTR.

   03 STRING-LENGTH   PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 0.

   03 STRING-TEXT     PIC X(256) VALUE SPACES.

The STRING-LENGTH should be set to the number of significant characters in STRING-TEXT. Zero indicates a null string.

All integers passed should be defined in the calling program as:

DATA DIVISION.

01 ARGINT             PIC 9(8) COMP.

WARNING
Failure to observe these definition requirements may result in obscure storage overlay problems, S0Cx type
abends, or both.

Define an Output Array in COBOL Programs

The optional sixth argument of all OPSLINK calls is an output array that should be defined as:

DATA DIVISION.

   01 ARRAY           OCCURS 200 TIMES.

   03 LINE-LENGTH     PIC 9(4) COMP.

   03 LINE-TEXT       PIC X(256).

The size 200 is arbitrary, but should be large enough to accommodate the maximum number of output lines you expect
each call to return. The fifth argument passed to OPSLINK sets the size of the array.

NOTE
The fifth argument had set it to 200 in the above example.

Define the OPSLINK Routine in COBOL Programs

The OPSLINK routine should be defined as follows:

DATA DIVISION.

 77  OPSLINK               PIC X(8) VALUE 'OPSLINK'.

 77  RET-CODE              PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.
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OPSLINK returns a return code in COBOL variable RETCODE. Return codes from OPSLINK and their meaning are
explained at the end of this section.

Call OPSLINK from Assembler Programs

The arguments passed to OPSLINK are either text strings or integer values. All text strings passed should be defined in
the calling program as follows:

ARGSTR DC H'length',C'text'

The length indicates the number of characters in text. Zero indicates a null string. All integer values are fullword signed
binary and should be defined as follows:

ARGWORD DC F'value'

The optional 6th argument of all OPSLINK calls is an output array that should be defined as:

ARRAY  DS 1000CL258

The number 1000 is arbitrary but should be large enough to accommodate the maximum number of output lines expected
to be returned by each call. The fifth argument passed to OPSLINK sets the size of the array. The size was set to 1000
in the above example. Each element is 258 bytes long, starting with a halfword-length field, followed by a 256-byte string
area.

Assembler programs must turn on the VL bit when calling OPSLINK. The VL bit is the high-order bit in the last word of the
parameter list. Also, the calling program must have an AMODE of 31 if a LOAD followed by either a BALR or a BASR is
issued.

Before the first call is made to OPSLINK, you must load the subroutine into memory by issuing the LOAD macro
instruction. After the last call to OPSLINK, delete the subroutine from memory using the DELETE macro instruction. On
return from the LOAD macro, if register 15 is zero, register 0 contains the address of the load module in bits 1-31. Check
the appropriate IBM manual for further details on the LOAD and DELETE macros.

The OPS/MVS API calling sequence from assembler is as follows:

         LOAD  EP=OPSLINK      Load the subroutine

         LTR   R15,R15

         JNZ   ERROR

         ST    R0,OPSLINKA     Save the subroutine address          .

          .

          .

         OC    PARMLAST(1),=X'80'  Turn on VL bit

         LA    R1,PARMLIST     Parameter list address

         L     R15,OPSLINKA    Load OPSLINK address

         BASR  R14,R15         Call OPSLINK

          .

          .

          .

         DELETE EP=OPSLINK     Delete OPSLINK

ERROR    DS    0H

          .

          .

OPSLINKA DS    A                Address of OPSLINK

*

PARMLIST DS    0A               Parameter list passed to OPSLINK

         DC    A(SUBFUNC)       ARG1
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         DC    A(SYSID)         ARG2

         DC    A(SUBSYS)        ARG3

         DC    A(CMDSTR)        ARG4

         DC    A(LINECNT)       ARG5

         DC    A(ARRAY)         ARG6

         DC    A(IMSID)         ARG7

PARMLAST DC    A(MFORM)         ARG8

*

SUBFUNC  DC    H'6',C'OPSTSO'   Issue TSO command

SYSID    DC    H'0',C' '        No system ID

SUBSYS   DC    H'0',C' '        No OPS/MVS subsystem name

CMDSTR   DC    H'5',C'LISTC'    TSO command

IMSID    DC    H'0',C' '        No IMSID

MFORM    DC    H'1',C'M'        MFORM(M)

LINECNT  DC    F'100'           Allow for 100 lines

ARRAY    DS    H,CL256          Room for 1 Line

         DS    99CL258          Room for 99 more lines

OPSLINK returns a return code in register 15. Return codes from OPSLINK and their meaning are explained at the end of
this section.

OPSLINK Function Calls
The OPSLINK function can be called for three different purposes. The first argument passed to OPSLINK specifies which
of these three functions you want to use. Valid values for the first argument are:

• OPSTSO (to execute a TSO command)
• OPSCMD (to execute a system command)
• OPSGLOBL (to access, update, or both OPS/MVS global variables)

The following sections describe each subfunction call in detail.

NOTE
 PL/1 calling syntax is used to describe the arguments. For COBOL and assembler calling routines, you must
convert this syntax to that appropriate for the calling language (as described in the preceding sections).

Execute TSO Commands

You can execute TSO commands by calling OPSLINK with the following arguments:

CALL OPSLINK('OPSTSO',

             SYSID,

             SUBSYS,

             CMDSTR

             [,LINECOUNT

             [,ARRAY

             [,DDNAME ]] ])

You can execute TSO commands only if the calling program is running under the TSO Terminal Monitor Program (TMP)
interactively or in batch.

CALL OPSLINK statements that execute TSO commands can have these arguments:
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SYSID
The eight-character ID of the system where the TSO command should execute. If you specify a value of all blanks
or all binary zeroes, the local system is assumed (the one on which the calling program is running). The name
used will be the uppercase version of the one passed.

NOTE
This parameter is currently ignored.

SUBSYS
The four-character subsystem name of the target OPS/MVS subsystem that should process this request. The
name used will be the uppercase version of the one passed.

NOTE
This parameter is currently ignored.

CMDSTR
The TSO command to be executed. The command can include a leading percent sign (for implicit execution of
CLISTs). The maximum length of the command string is 256 characters.

LINECOUNT
A fullword binary value that indicates the maximum number of output lines to be returned in the ARRAY argument
(see below). The value should be non-negative. If zero is specified, the default is used. If you specify the
LINECOUNT parameter, you should also specify the ARRAY parameter. The number of lines actually placed in
the output array by OPSLINK is returned in this field.
You should not use a constant in the calling sequence; instead, use the name of a program variable for this
argument. Also, before each subsequent OPSLINK call, you must reinitialize this variable to the maximum number
of lines that the array can hold.

ARRAY
A character string array in which the output from the request is returned.

DDNAME
An eight-character string specifying the ddname to which output will be redirected before it is placed in the output
array. This operand is optional and if omitted will result in dynamic allocation of a VIO data set to hold the TSO
command output.
If you intend to issue a sequence of TSO commands, you can improve performance by pre-allocating a VIO (or
disk) data set and passing its ddname to OPSLINK. The ddname actually used by OPSLINK is returned in this
field.
You should not use a constant in the calling sequence; instead, use the name of a program variable for this
argument.

Execute Operator Commands

You can execute JES, VM, and z/OS operator commands as well as any command that can be issued using the
OPSCMD TSO command by calling OPSLINK with the following arguments:

CALL OPSLINK('OPSCMD',

             SYSID,

             SUBSYS,

             CMDSTR

             [,LINECOUNT

             [,ARRAY

             [,IMSID

             [,MFORM ]] ]] )

The SYSID and SUBSYS arguments have the same meanings as they do in CALL OPSLINK statements that execute
TSO commands. The other arguments have these meanings:
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CMDSTR
The system command to be executed. The command can be any command that can be issued using the
OPSCMD command. The maximum length of the command string is 256 characters.

SYSID
The eight-character MSFID of the MSF system where the system command should execute. If you specify a value
of all blanks, all binary zeroes or a single asterisk followed by seven blanks, the local system is assumed (the one
on which the calling program is running). The name used will be the uppercase version of the one passed.

NOTE
The MSF feature must be installed and licensed if you specify anything other that the local system.

SUBSYS
The four-character subsystem name of the target OPS/MVS subsystem that should process this request. The
name used will be the uppercase version of the one passed.

LINECOUNT
A fullword binary value that indicates the maximum number of output lines to be returned in the ARRAY argument.
The value should be non-negative. If you specify zero, the default is used. If you specify the LINECOUNT
parameter, you should also specify the ARRAY parameter.
The number of lines actually placed in the output array by OPSLINK is returned in this field. Instead of using
a constant in the calling sequence, use the name of a program variable for this argument. Also, before each
subsequent OPSLINK call, you must reinitialize this variable to the maximum number of lines that the array can
hold.

ARRAY
A character string array in which the output from the request is returned.

IMSID
The IMSID of the IMS system where the command should be sent. The maximum length of the command string is
four characters.

MFORM
A one-character operand that indicates the format of your output. If used, this operand must be either of the
following:

• M, which specifies that the output be not stamped with the job name and number.
• J, which specifies that the output be stamped with this data.

Access and Update Global Variables

You can access or update global variables by calling OPSLINK with the following arguments:

CALL OPSLINK('OPSGLOBL',

               SYSID,

               SUBSYS,

               VARNAME

               [,LINECOUNT

               [,ARRAY

               [,OPTION

               [,VARVALUE

               [,OLDVALUE ]] ]] )

NOTE
 This subfunction call is equivalent to the OPSVALUE() REXX function call to access/update global variables
from in REXX programs and AOF rules. Results normally returned in the external data queue by the
OPSVALUE() function are returned in the output ARRAY (if any) instead.

Arguments you can use in CALL OPSLINK statements that operate on global variables are:
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SYSID
An eight-character system ID where the request should be executed. If you specify a value of all blanks or all
binary zeroes, the local system is assumed (the one on which the calling program is running). The name used will
be the uppercase version of the one passed.

NOTE
This parameter is currently ignored.

SUBSYS
The four-character subsystem name of the target OPS/MVS subsystem that should process this request. The
name used will be the uppercase version of the one passed.

VARNAME
The name of the global variable. This name must start with a valid global variable prefix (GLOBAL or GLVTEMP).
No substitution of qualifiers is made for the compound symbol.

LINECOUNT
A fullword binary value that indicates the maximum number of output lines to be returned in the ARRAY argument
(see below). The value should be non-negative. If zero is specified, the default is used. If you specify the
LINECOUNT parameter, also specify the ARRAY parameter. The number of lines actually placed in the output
array by OPSLINK is returned in this field.
Instead of using a constant in the calling sequence, use the name of a program variable for this argument. Also,
before each subsequent OPSLINK call, you must reinitialize this variable to the maximum number of lines that the
array can hold.

ARRAY
A character string array in which the output from the request is returned.

OPTION
A one-character string containing a code that represents the operation you want to perform on a global variable.

NOTE
The OPTION code is related to the equivalent OPS/REXX OPSVALUE function action code.

VARVALUE
A character string variable in which the current value of the specified global variable is returned (options O and V),
or which contains the new value for a global variable (options A and U only). The string variable should be large
enough to contain a string of 256 characters.
Instead of using a constant in the calling sequence, use the name of a program variable for this argument. Also,
before each OPSLINK that retrieves a value (options O and V), you must reinitialize the length of the string to its
maximum size.

OLDVALUE
A character string variable in which the current or old value of the specified global variable must be specified and
is used for verification prior to update (option C). This argument must only be specified for option C.

Codes for the OPTION Argument

You can specify one of the following codes for the OPTION argument:

6
Delete single global variable
Removes the single global variable specified by VARNAME without removing any of its subnodes. After the
operation VARVALUE contains 1 if the node was deleted or a 0 if the node was not found. ARRAY is not modified.

A
Add a value to a global variable
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Adds a numeric value, specified by the VARVALUE argument to the existing global variable. If VARVALUE is not
numeric the operation fails with return code 41. After the operation VARVALUE contains the sum of the global
variable and the increment. ARRAY is not modified.

C
Compare and update
Updates a global variable after verifying its current value against the oldvalue provided. VARVALUE contains 1 if
the update was successful or a 0 if the comparison failed. ARRAY is not modified.

D
Drop a global variable
Drops the global variable, see the REXX definition of DROP. The global variable still exists but its value is reset
to its uninitialized value. This value is returned in VARVALUE. However, the L call (described below) still lists it.
ARRAY is not modified.

E
Check existence of a global variable
Checks the global variable for existence. After the operation, VARVALUE contains one of the following global
variable status value characters:
I-Initialized
U-Uninitialized
N-Does not exist
ARRAY is not modified.

I
Return information for a global variable
Returns information about all of the immediate subnodes of the global variable in the ARRAY. Two consecutive
array entries are returned for each global variable node. The first entry contains the next segment of the global
variable name and the second entry contains information about that global variable. See the OPSVALUE('I') OPS/
REXX function for additional details. After the operation, VARVALUE contains the number of processed global
variables.

J
Immediate subtree count
Returns a count of all the immediate subnodes of a global variable. ARRAY is not modified.

K
Subtree count
Returns a count of all the subnodes of a global variable. ARRAY is not modified.

L
List the name or names of global variables
List the names of all immediate subnodes for a partial global variable symbol. Returns information about all of the
immediate subnodes of the global variable in the ARRAY. For additional details, see the OPSVALUE('L') OPS/
REXX function. After the operation, VARVALUE contains the number of global variables processed.

N
Return the value of a global variable
Returns a null string if the global variable does not exist. VARVALUE contains the value of a global variable.
ARRAY is not modified.

O
Obtain the value of a global variable
Returns the global variable value in VARVALUE. If global variable does not exist, it is not created, but an error is
returned instead - Return code 40. ARRAY is not modified.

R
Remove a global variable
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Deletes the global variable and all of its subnodes and the L call (described above) will no longer list it.
VARVALUE contains the number of global variables deleted. ARRAY is not modified.

U
Update the value of a global variable
Updates the value of the global variable with the value specified in the VARVALUE argument (see below). ARRAY
is not modified.

V
Return the value of a global variable
Returns the value of the global variable in VARVALUE. If the global variable does not exist, it is created, and its
name is returned as the value. ARRAY is not modified.

Return Codes from OPSLINK
OPSLINK will return one of the following return codes. In most cases, an appropriate error message is also issued to
explain the specific error.

0
Function executed successfully

4
Product or system service failed

12
TSO service routine error

16
TSO service routine ABEND

20
TSO service routine error

24
Output array overflow

80
TSO/E is not installed

88
Main product address space is not active

92
Parameter list error

100
Serious product control block error

104
Main product address space terminated

184
ABEND failure

Sample Programs that Use OPSLINK
The following sample programs found in the installed SMP/E target library hlq.CCLXSAMP demonstrate the use of
OPSLINK in high-level languages:

• CGLOBALV
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C/370 program that calls OPSLINK to update an OPS/REXX global variable.
• COBCMDS1

COBOL program that calls OPSLINK to issue an MVS, JES ,VM, IMS or CICS operator command.
• PLICMDS1

PL/I program that calls OPSLINK to issue an MVS, JES ,VM, IMS or CICS operator command.
• PLICMDS2

PL/I program that calls OPSLINK to issue a TSO command.
• PLIGLOBV

PL/I program that calls OPSLINK to access an OPS/REXX global variable.

CICS Operations Facility
This section describes how you use the CICS Operations Facility (COF).

COF Overview
The CICS Operations Facility(COF) enables OPS/MVS to control, operate, and administer one or more CICS regions.

The COF is an optional feature of OPS/MVS. Some CICS messages are written only to internal data sets called transient
data queues. These messages are not broadcast through the normal z/OS subsystem message interface; therefore, AOF
rule processing will not see them. Rather, the COF selectively traps the messages and forwards them to the AOF for rule
processing.

The functionality provided by the COF is part of the integrated and unified solution for controlling z/OS subsystems such
as CICS, JES, and IMS.

Install and Start the COF
To install the COF, you need only define a single CICS transaction and program using RDO. Once the COF is installed,
you can start it automatically at CICS initialization through the PLT or a batch terminal.

In OPS/MVS, you can control the activation of the COF interface by setting the INITCOF and CICSAOF parameters to
YES or NO. Once activated, you can then tailor the way in which the COF intercepts transient data queue messages
through the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands or OPSVIEW option 4.12.

For complete instructions on how to install the COF, see "Install the XTDOUT COF Interface for CICS/TS" in the
"Installing" section.

How You Can Use the COF
Here are some things you can do with the COF:

• If security and console definitions are properly defined to CICS, you can issue various operator-oriented CICS
transactions (CEMT) through the z/OS MODIFY console command.
The COF provides the additional CICS internal message traffic to detect automateable events. From these events, you
can invoke complex automation procedures to handle most CICS subsystem availability and recovery issues for daily
operations.

• Several OPS/MVS COF parameters enable you to WTO all transient data messages so that they can be displayed on
a specific console, the system log, and in OPSLOG.
Periodically, you may produce a special CICS heartbeat message, OPS3420O, to ensure that transaction activity is
proceeding normally in CICS.
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Some CICS Procedures You Can Automate
Using the combined features of the AOF and the COF, you can develop automation procedures to:

• Control the startup of CICS for normal, cold start, and emergency restart situations.
• Recover terminals and communication links that experienced communication failures.
• Monitor the logon and logoff activities of the users.
• Perform CICS journal archives when journals are full.
• Close groups of CICS files for batch processing at scheduled times.

IMS Operation Facility
This section contains the following topics:

• IMS IOF Overview
• IOF Installation Considerations
• IOF Installation Operations
• Interpreting Type 2 API Return and Reason Codes
• Issue Commands from a BMP Region

IMS IOF Overview
The IMS Operation Facility(IOF) is an optional feature of OPS/MVS. It allows OPS/MVS to operate one or more IMS
Control Regions so as to seamlessly integrate them with the OPS/MVS operation of z/OS and JES.

The IOF is needed to operate the IMS because the IMS does not use the usual z/OS console interface to communicate
with Operations. Instead, the IMS requires its own Master Terminal (MTO) that receives most (but not all) IMS-related
messages. The IOF dynamically inserts an IMS Automated Operations Interface (AOI) exit to capture the IMS command
and message traffic and also takes special care to identify and capture z/OS messages that are associated with the IMS.

OPS/MVS allows as many as 32 IMS Control Regions to be automated under the IOF. You can pre-define a total number
of 16 IMS SVCs to the IOF for recognition.

IOF Installation Considerations
You may need to set OPS/MVS parameters that pertain to IMS control regions, for example, IMS1ID or IMS1DUPLICATE,
during OPS/MVS installation.

If IMS Type 2 messages and commands will be issued, two IMS modules included in the IMS RESLIB must be made
available to OPS/MVS.

NOTE

For a detailed description of this requirement, and suggestions for several methods of implementation, see 
Install the IMS Operations Facility .

IOF Installation Operations
Once installed, the IOF is only apparent as a set of extensions to the other facilities of OPS/MVS. For this reason, it is
documented in the sections that describe the OPS/MVS facilities extended by the IOF.

NOTE
By accessing the OPS/MVS Identify IMS function (OPSVIEW Option 7.4), you can create the parameter cards
necessary for the IMS Operation Facility. For information about OPSVIEW, see  Using OPSVIEW .
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Interpreting Type 2 API Return and Reason Codes
Type 2 messages and commands utilize a specialized API to communicate with the IMSPLEX manager, and therefore are
exposed to a new series of return and reason codes unique to conditions within the API.

Return and reason codes generated by this API have a distinctive format, where both return and reason codes are
represented as:

X'nnnnnnnn' 

For example, X'01000010'/X'00004004' is defined in the IBM documentation as CSLSRG00 could not be loaded, which
indicates that the two required IMS modules are not available to OPS/MVS processing.

NOTE
The new series of type 2 return and reason codes are produced by IBM code, and documented in the IBM
manual IMS V10 System Programming API Reference manual number SC18-9967-00, which is applicable to
IMS version 10. Errors associated with API registration can be found under the section CSLSCREG Return and
Reason Codes, and those with API dialog under CSLOMI Return and Reason Codes.

Issue Commands from a BMP Region
If a batch message processing (BMP) region is available, the IOF can use it to issue IMS commands and retrieve
command responses. This ability is an alternative to OPS/MVS using the IMS WTOR method whenever it needs to issue
an IMS command.

The IOF use of a BMP region for IMS commands has these advantages:

• The IOF can issue most IMS commands without waiting for the IMS WTOR.
• Command responses are more reliable and more efficient because command output is neither automatically routed to

the consoles (as it would be if the commands were issued through the IMS WTOR) nor routed through the subsystem
interface (SSI).

Perform these steps to take advantage of the OPS/MVS ability to use a BMP to issue IMS commands:

1. Set the IMS parameter AOIS= to a value other than N, which is the default value.

NOTE
For a list of possible values, see the IMS installation manuals.

2. Authorize the BMP TRAN to Issue All Commands
You must run the IMS Security Maintenance Utility (SMU) to specify that the BMP TRAN has authority to issue all
commands.

3. Create a Batch BMP Started Task JCL
Use the IMS PROCLIB member IMSBATCH, and make sure the RESLIB that it is using matches the RESLIB of the
control region that you want to target. Add the OPS/MVS load module library to the STEPLIB concatenation.
Set the OPS/MVS IMSnBMPSTC parameter to the member name of the BMP started task JCL.

4. Specify OPS/MVS Parameters
To control the activation or deactivation of the BMP region that the IOF uses to issue commands, you need to set
these OPS/MVS parameters:
– IMSnBMPSTC
– IMSnINITBMP
– IMSnPSBNAME
– IMSnTRANNAME
– DEBUGBMP
For more information about these parameters, see the Parameter Reference.
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NOTE
You do not need to change any of your existing automation to take advantage of the ability of OPS/MVS to use a
BMP in this way. As long as you have performed the steps above, you can continue issuing your IMS commands
as you always have (for example, through the OPSCMD command processor or the ADDRESS OPER host
environment) and OPS/MVS will use the BMP mechanism if it is available.

NetView Operations Facility
This section contains the following topics:

• About the NetView Operations Facility
• NOF Alerts
• Activate the NOF
• Parameters for the OPNOF Program
• The NetView Alerts
• What Happens When You Generate an Alert
• Alerts Generated from OPS/MVS
• OPNFALRT REXX Function -- Generate Alerts
• Issuing NetView Commands

About the NetView Operations Facility
The OPS/MVS NetView Operations Facility (NOF) component enables you to combine the OPS/MVS system automation
capabilities with the network automation features of NetView.

The benefits of the NOF include:

• Two-way management for NetView alerts
• VTAM message handling
• An interface to the NetView STATMON (status monitoring) feature

The features available in the NOF enable NetView and OPS/MVS to function as a unit, with automation done where it
logically belongs and with both OPS/MVS and NetView aware of the activities of each other.

NOF Alerts
A NetView alert provides information about system problems. Each alert consists of several pieces of information encoded
(mostly) in two-byte hexadecimal strings called code points.

Information in these code points describes specific problem conditions. For example, code points can describe:

• An abend
• What probably caused a problem, for example, System Programmer Error
• The action to take to resolve a problem, for example, Restart the program
• The type of problem, for instance, Performance

NOTE
For more information about code points, see the IBM documentation.

Activate the NOF
When you Install the NetView Operator Facility, you copy the OPNOF REXX program into the NetView CLIST library. To
test that you did this successfully, log on to NetView and issue the following command with no operands:
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OPNOF

In response, you should see a message listing the valid parameters for the OPNOF program.

Parameters for the OPNOF Program
The OPNOF REXX program controls the functions that the NOF performs and how it executes those functions. To call the
OPNOF program, use the following REXX code:

OPNOF   SET ALRTMLWTO ON|OFF

        SET ECHOVTAM WTO|MLWTO|NONE

        SET ECHOSTAT ON|OFF

        SET ALRTOPSGLV ON|OFF

        SET OPSID opsid1 (opsid2...opsidn)

        SHOW

        STAT|STATS

In calling OPNOF, you can specify any of these parameters:

SET ALRTMLWTO
Tells the NOF what to do when it receives a network alert. If you specify ON, the NOF sends the alert as a multi-
line WTO message to the console, where your operators and OPS/MVS will see it. If you specify OFF, the NOF
does not send alerts to the console.
If your main reason for sending alerts to the console is to allow OPS/MVS to see them, you may want to use the
SET ALRTOPSGLV parameter instead.

SET ECHOVTAM
Tells the NOF what to do when it receives an unsolicited VTAM message. When NetView is active, unsolicited
VTAM messages no longer flow to the console. SET ECHOVTAM gives you the option of echoing such messages
to the console. If you use the PPOLOG option of VTAM (for example, F VTAM,PPOLOG=YES), the SET
ECHOVTAM parameter also controls solicited command responses.
Possible subparameters for SET ECHOVTAM are:

• WTO-Issues single-line WTO messages for each line of the message.
• MLWTO-Causes the NOF to issue a multi-line WTO message to the console for the message.
• NONE-Tells the NOF not to echo the message to the console.

SET ECHOSTAT
Tells the NOF what to do when it receives a NetView status monitor update. The NetView status monitor receives
such updates directly from VTAM over a proprietary interface and gives you the option of generating message
CNM094I when one of these updates occurs.
If you specify SET ECHOSTAT ON, the NOF echoes these CNM094I messages to the console where OPS/MVS
can see them. If you specify SET ECHOSTAT OFF, the NOF ignores status monitor updates.

SET ALRTOPSGLV
Tells the NOF whether to generate an OPS/MVS global variable called GLOBAL.OPNF.ALERT when it receives
a NetView alert. This variable, generated if you specify SET ALRTOPSGLV ON, is generated in automatable
format so that you can write global variable rules against it. This has the benefit of keeping alert information off the
console if you only want to automate the response to the alert.
A sample rule called OPNFPALR processes the contents of the GLOBAL.OPNF.ALERT variable. If you specify
SET ALRTOPSGLV OFF, the NOF generates no variable.

SET OPSID
Tells the NOF which OPS/MVS subsystems to send the global variable to. This command is meaningful only if you
are sending alerts to OPS/MVS global variables. You can specify up to five OPS/MVS subsystems. For example,
to generate global variables for alert in the OPS/MVS copy running under subsystem OPSS, you would specify
the following command:
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NOF SET OPSID OPSS

SHOW
Displays the values of the NOF parameters.

STAT or STATS
Displays the number of messages and alerts that the NOF has processed.
Because NOF parameters do not survive restarts of NetView, you should modify the initial CLIST that is invoked
when NetView starts up so that the CLIST calls the sample NOF initialization routine. This routine, located in
member OPNFINIT in the OPS.CCLXCLS0 data set, issues NOF SET commands for the default parameters.
To find your initial CLIST, look at the NCCFIC parameter in the DSIDMN member of the NetView parameter data
set.

The NetView Alerts
In its most basic form, an alert is a control block called a Network Management Vector Transport (NMVT). The NMVT
contains items called vectors, which may contain subvectors. Each vector or subvector represents part of the alert.

The NMVT control block also contains a few fields for text. Two important fields are:

HIERARCHY
This field is a network management construct that can be useful for both NetView-generated alerts and OPS/
MVS generated alerts. The Hierarchy field describes the components that are involved in a failure. For example, a
hierarchy can consist of two CICS regions and a DB2 region that jointly caused a single failure.

TEXT
This field enables the alert to include random text.

What Happens When You Generate an Alert
Contents

When NetView receives alerts, they flow into a NetView component called the hardware monitor, also known as the
Network Problem Determination Analyzer (NPDA). NPDA both displays and manages alerts. From NPDA, you can
automatically open records in the IBM INFO/Management product when problems occur.

To get into NPDA, issue the following command from any NetView command line:

NPDA

How the NOF Responds to NetView Alerts

In much the same way that OPS/MVS can send alerts into NetView, other system components (both hardware and
software) also send alerts into NetView. This gives NetView access to an important systems management data stream
that OPS/MVS can also tap into. Depending on your configuration, the alert stream can include DASD information,
messages from NetView/6000, or even AS/400 messages. The next few sections explain how the NOF sees NetView
alerts.

The NOF sees NetView alerts and responds:
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• A function in NetView Version 2.2 and above allows the NetView automation table to see network alerts and drive
automation based on those alerts.

• OPS/MVS supplies the entries in this automation table and the programs that do the automation. This enables OPS/
MVS to capture all NetView alerts and forward those alerts to the OPS/MVS internal rules processor for resolution.

• The ALRTMLWTO and ALRTOPSGLBV parameters you specified when calling the OPNOF REXX program determine
what the NOF does when it encounters an alert.

• Before sending the alerts to OPS/MVS, a REXX program called OPNFMSUR formats the information in the alert so
that an automation procedure can make sense of it:
– The OPNFMSUR program first translates the code points into English
– Then places the result in a single global variable.
You can then write an OPS/MVS global variable rule to process the alert.

Contents of GLOBAL.OPNF.ALERT

The GLOBAL.OPNF.ALERT global variable that the OPNFMSUR REXX program sends to OPS/MVS is specially
formatted so that you can easily find the fields in the alert in which you are looking. The variable contents are formatted as
follows:

alert-field-name=alert-field-value####

Alert-field-name is the name of one of the following NetView alert fields:

• ALERT_DESCRIPTION
• HIERARCHY_NUMBER
• ALERT_TEXT
• HIERARCHY_n
• ALERT_TYPE
• PROBABLE_CAUSE_NUMBER
• EVENT_CODE_NUMBER
• PROBABLE_CAUSE_n
• EVENT_CODE_TYPE
• RECOMMENDED_ACTION_NUMBER
• EVENT_CODE_n
• RECOMMENDED_ACTION_n

The alert-field-value is the value of the field for a particular alert. To process the alert, write a global variable rule modeled
after the sample rule in member OPNFPALR of the OPS.CCLXRULB library. This sample rule echoes the contents of the
alert to the console of the operator.

Alerts Generated from OPS/MVS
Generating alerts from OPS/MVS enables you to:

• Correlate network events and system events.
• Use NPDA to track problems.
• Notify NetView of events that NetView has no other way of seeing, such as OMEGAMON exceptions.

OPNFALRT REXX Function -- Generate Alerts
OPS/MVS generates alerts through an OPS/REXX function called OPNFALRT. OPNFALRT accepts parameters,
generates an NMVT, and passes the alert to NetView using the NetView program-to-program interface (PPI).

The OPNFALRT function is available in both rules and REXX programs. It is not available uner TSO/E REXX.
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NOTE
If your data center runs mainframe products that use GSS, you should be aware that GSS Versions 2.5 and
above have a NETVIEW function that operates exactly like the OPNFALRT function.

The REXX code for calling the OPNFALRT function has the following syntax:

rc = OPNFALRT(alerttype,

alertdesc,

probcause1;probcause2;probcause3,

              action1;action2;action3,

              hierarchy,

              alerttext)

alerttype
Specifies the type of alert to be generated.

alertdesc
Describes the condition for the alert.

probcause1, probcause2,...
Describes the probable cause for the problem.

action1, action2,...
Lets you specify actions to correct the problem.

hierarchy
Specifies all system resources relating to the problem.

alerttext
Lets you specify up to 136 bytes of arbitrary text.

Example: OPSFALTR function

This sample code demonstrates the use of OPNFALRT:

/* rexx */

rc = OPNFALRT('PERF',,         /* Performance alert */

              'X1111',,        /* Code point 1111 for description*/

              'IODEVICE',,     /* Probable cause is an IODEVICE */

              'X2111;VARYOFF',,/* First action is code point 2111*/

                               /* second action is VARY OFFLINE */

              'IMSPROD IMS DASD721 DASD',,

                               /* hierarchy includes IMS and DASD*/

              'Alert detected and processed by CA OPS/MVS')

                                /* text message */

if word(rc,1) # 0 then,

do

  say 'Return code from OPNFALRT was' word(rc,1)

  say subword(rc,2)

end

Alert Type Parameter

This parameter specifies the type of alert to be generated. Specify one of the following alerttype values:

Value Generates an alert reporting...
AVAL A loss of system availability
BYPS An alert bypassed condition
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CUST A condition caused by an end user
DLRC A delayed response condition
IMPD Something that will cause immediate impact on your system
IMRE Intensive mode recording
INST The installation of a product or component
INTV An intervention required condition
NTFY A system notification
PAFF A permanently affected resource
PERF A condition that will affect system performance
PERM A permanent condition
PROC An operator procedure error
SCUR A security violation
TEMP A temporary condition
REDL The loss of a redundant system
UNKN This alert concerns a condition that is of an unknown type or does

not fall into one of the above categories

Alert Description Parameter

This parameter is a code point describing the condition for the alert. Code points in the OPNFALRT function can be one of
two things:

• A five-character string, starting with the letter X. The other four characters are the two-byte hexadecimal code point for
the description. You can find valid code points for the description in the IBM documentation.

• A word describing the condition. You can find the supported words in the IBM SNA Format reference documentation.

The alert description parameter is required and you can specify it only once.

You can enter one of the following words instead of a code point:

Word Means that an alert concerns...
ABEND A software program that abended
INCOROUT A program providing incorrect output
PERFDEGRADED A situation that is degrading performance
OUTOFRESOURC A situation involving a depleted resource
FILEREORG A situation involving a file that needs to be reorganized
OPERERR An operator error
RESNOTACT An error caused by an inactive resource
CONFIGERR An error caused by a configuration error
OPNOTIFY An operator notification
SECURITYEVNT A security event

Probable Cause Parameter

You can use the probcause parameter to enter one to three code points describing a probable cause for the problem. You
must specify at least one probable cause parameter.
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The code points for probcause are similar to the ones described for the alertdesc parameter. If you specify more than
one code point, separate the code points with a semicolon (;). You can mix and match English-language format with
hexadecimal (Xnnnn) format.

Words you can specify in place of code points are:

Word Means that the probable cause of the error is...
PROCESSOR The processor
SOFTWARE Software
APPLPROG An application program
IOACCMETH An I/O access method
COMM Communications problems
IODEVICE An I/O device
PRINTER A printer
DASD A DASD
CONSOLE A console

If you need to specify a probable cause different from those listed above, use the Xnnnn format. The SNA Format
Reference Guide documents probable cause code points. If you specify more than one probable cause parameter,
specify them in decreasing order of probability. For example, you might specify the probable cause of a CICS failure
SOFTWARE;IOERROR when software is more likely to cause the problem than an I/O error.

Action Parameter

Use the action parameter to enter one to three possible actions to correct the problem. You must specify at least one alert
action parameter.

The code points for action are similar to those for the alertdesc parameter. If you specify more than one action parameter,
separate them with a semi-colon (;). You can mix and match the Xnnnn format with English word format. Valid words for
action code points are as follows:

Word Specifies this action...
PROBDETERMIN Perform problem determination procedures
TAKEADUMP Generate a dump
DUMP Generate a dump
PERFPROBREC Perform problem recovery procedures
PROBRCVY Perform problem recovery procedures
REFERGUIDE See the SNA Formats Reference Guide

VARYOFF Vary the failing component offline
CONTACTREP Contact a service representative
RETRY Retry the failing procedure
RESTARTJOB Restart the failing job

If you need to specify an action different from those listed above, use the Xnnnn format. The IBM SNA Formats reference
documentation describes the action code points. If you specify more then one action, put them in the order in which you
want the operator or network manager to try to implement them.
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Hierarchy Parameter

Use the hierarchy parameter to specify all the system resources relating to the problem. This enables NPDA to draw a
picture of these resources, and also enables you to filter alerts based on the resources. Specify the hierarchy parameter
as a character string containing 0 to 60 bytes, which can contain up to five 12-byte entries. Each 12-byte entry consists of:

• An eight-byte resource name. This is arbitrary, and can be something like IMSPROD.
• A four-byte resource type. This is also arbitrary, but can be something like IMS or INIT.

Suppose that you want to generate an alert because of an IMS failure. You might specify the hierarchy parameter as
follows:

IMSPROD IMS

Note the spacing of the blanks in this string. In any given 12-byte hierarchy item, the first eight bytes are the resource
name and the next four bytes are the resource type. This structure is then copied up to five times to make the complete
hierarchy parameter.

Now suppose that the IMS failure in the previous example resulted from an I/O error. You can specify the hierarchy
parameter as follows:

IMSPROD IMSDASD721 DASD

The above parameter specifies that the IMS outage resulted from a problem with the resource name DASD721 of type
DASD.

The hierarchy parameter is optional. If you omit it, the OPNFALRT function specifies it for you, but you must include a
comma if you want to specify the alert text parameter.

Alert Text Parameter

The alerttext parameter allows you to specify up to 136 bytes of arbitrary text. This text will be available on the NetView
NPDA alert screens. You might use this parameter to include the message that triggered the alert, or to clarify the
conditions under which you issued the alert.

The alert text parameter is optional. If you do not specify it, the OPNFALRT function includes the phrase ALERT
GENERATED BY OPS/MVS.

OPNFALRT Return Code Format

Return codes from OPNFALRT have a slightly different format than return codes from other OPS/REXX functions.
Executing OPNFALRT generates both a return code and a description of what the return code means, and OPNFALRT
places nothing in the OPS/REXX external data queue.

OPNFALRT return codes have this format:

• The first word is a numeric value.
• The second word is a message identifier.
• The rest of the return code describes the error.

The OPS/REXX code shown above shows how to process return codes from OPNFALRT.

OPNFALRT Messages and Return Codes

This section provides explanations of OPNFALRT messages, and the return codes that correspond to them.

OPNF001E

Could not find CMNETV in LPA
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Reason:

You tried to issue the OPNFALRT from an OPS/MVS rule, but the OPS/MVS NetView interface module CNMNETV is not
in the system LPA.

Return code 4-OPS/MVS could not find the CNMNETV interface module.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• Copy CNMNETV and re-IPL your system.
• Use a product such as the SYSVIEW to dynamically load CNMNETV into LPA.
• Issue the OPNFALRT function only from OPS/REXX programs.

OPNF002E

OPNF002E Could not load CNMNETV

Reason:

You tried to issue OPNFALRT from an OPS/REXX program, but OPS/MVS could not load its CNMNETV module. The
CNMNETV module must be available in the system LPA, the LINKLIST, or the STEPLIB concatenation for the program
issuing the OPNFALRT function.

Return code 4-OPS/MVS could not find the CNMNETV interface module.

Action:

Make CNMNETV available to that program.

OPNF003E

Specified description not in table

Reason:

The English-language value you used for the alert description parameter is not a valid description. Therefore, OPNFALRT
rejected your alert.

Return code 8-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid description field. Message OPNF003E or OPNF004E accompanies
this return code.

Action:

Specify a valid description value and retry the alert.

OPNF004E

Specified code point is invalid

Reason:

The code point value you specified for the alert description parameter was not in the correct format, so OPNFALRT
rejected your alert. A code point starts with the letter X and is followed by exactly four hexadecimal characters.

Return code 8-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid description field. Message OPNF003E or OPNF004E accompanies
this return code.

Action:

Specify a valid description value and retry the alert.
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OPNF005E

More than three probable causes specified

Reason:

You tried to specify more than three (the maximum allowed) probable cause parameters. Therefore, OPNFALRT rejected
your alert.

Return code 12-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid probable cause parameter. Message OPNF005E, OPNF006E, or
OPNF007E accompanies this return code.

Action:

Specify a valid number of parameters, and be sure to separate them with semicolons.

OPNF006E

Error in PC n - PC was not in table

Reason:

You tried to specify a probable cause in English format, but the parameter value you used is not valid so OPNFALRT
rejected your alert. The n value indicates the position of the invalid parameter in a string of parameters.

Return code 12-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid probable cause parameter. Message OPNF005E, OPNF006E, or
OPNF007E accompanies this return code.

Action:

Substitute a valid parameter value for the one in error and retry the alert.

OPNF007E

Error in PC n - PC code point invalid

Reason:

You tried to specify a probable cause parameter in hexadecimal format, but the parameter value you used is not valid so
OPNFALRT rejected your alert. The n value indicates the position of the invalid parameter in a string of parameters.

Return code 12-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid probable cause parameter. Message OPNF005E, OPNF006E, or
OPNF007E accompanies this return code.

Action:

Substitute a valid parameter value for the one in error and retry the alert.

OPNF008E

More than three action parameters specified

Reason:

You tried to specify too many action parameters, so OPNFALRT rejected your alert.

Return code 16-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid action parameter. Message OPNF008E, OPNF009E, or OPNF010E
accompanies this return code.

Action:

Retry the alert, specifying no more than three action parameters. Be sure to separate the parameters with semicolons.
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OPNF009E

Error in action code n - action was not in table

Reason:

The English-format parameter indicated by n specifies an invalid action. Therefore, OPNFALRT rejected your alert.

Return code 16-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid action parameter. Message OPNF008E, OPNF009E, or OPNF010E
accompanies this return code.

Action:

Retry the alert, specifying a valid action.

OPNF010E

Error in action n - action code point invalid

Reason:

The code point you specified for the parameter indicated by n is an invalid code point.

Return code 16-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid action parameter. Message OPNF008E, OPNF009E, or OPNF010E
accompanies this return code.

Action:

Replace the invalid code point with one that starts with the letter X followed by four hexadecimal characters. Then, retry
the alert.

OPNF011E

Hierarchy format invalid

Reason:

The format of the hierarchy parameter is invalid. This parameter is free format, but the value you specify for it must
contain a number of characters that is evenly divisible by 12.

Return code 20-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid hierarchy parameter. Message OPNF011E accompanies this return
code.

Action:

Correct the hierarchy parameter value and retry the alert.

OPNF012E

Text format invalid

Reason:

The text parameter value contains too many characters.

Return code 24-The call to OPNFALRT had an invalid alert text parameter. Message OPNF012E accompanies this return
code.

Action:

Specify a parameter value that has 136 or fewer characters and retry the alert.
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OPNF013E

Error calling OPNFGENR RC=xxxx

Reason:

The OPNFALRT function encountered an internal error.

Return code 28-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error. Message OPNF013E describes this error.

Action:

Contact support. If you can reproduce the error, convert the return code to hexadecimal format using the C2X function of
REXX.

OPNF014E

NetView PPI is not active

Reason:

The NetView program-to-program interface was not active when you invoked the OPNFALRT function, probably because
the NetView subsystem address space was not active.

Return code 32-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error. Message OPNF014E describes this error.

Action:

Start the NetView subsystem address space. If the error persists, contact support.

OPNF015E

Error in NetView PPI, RC=xxxx

Reason:

The NetView program-to-program interface returned an unexpected return code to OPNFALRT. The xxxx is the return
code from the NetView PPI.

Return code 36-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error. Message OPNF015E describes this error.

Action:

Contact support.

OPNF016E

CNMCALRT is not active in NetView

Reason:

The CNMCALRT task is not active in the NetView address space. This task is required if alerts will be processed over the
NetView program-to-program interface.

Return code 40-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error. Message OPNF016E describes this error.

Return code 44-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error.

Action:

Start the CNMCALRT task using the following NetView command:

START TASK=CNMCALRT
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This task normally starts automatically when NetView initializes. Contact your NetView system programmer if this problem
persists. If the CNMCALRT task is active and you receive message OPNF016E, contact support.

OPNF017E

OPNFALRT not executing in primary mode

Reason:

An internal error occurred while the alert was being processed.

Return code 48-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error.

Action:

Contact support.

OPNF019E

Less than three or more than six parameters

Reason:

You specified either too many or too few parameters to OPNFALRT.

Return code 52-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error. Message OPNF019E describes this error.

Return code 60-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error. Message OPNF021E describes this error.

Action:

Correct the call to OPNFALRT, specifying a valid number of parameters. Then, retry the alert.

OPNF021E

TYPE parameter invalid

Reason:

The alert type parameter is not valid, either because it does not contain exactly four characters or because it does not
specify one of the alert type values.

Return code 56-The call to OPNFALRT encountered an error.

Action:

Specify a correct type parameter value and retry the alert.

Issuing NetView Commands
Contents

NetView supports a console interface, so you can issue NetView commands and receive the command responses.
To issue a NetView command, you need to know the NetView system recognition character and to establish NetView
autotasks for each console from which you will issue NetView commands.

Establish NetView Autotasks

NetView requires an autotask for every console that it might receive a command from. When you issue a command
through the ADDRESS OPER host environment in a rule, OPS/MVS usually uses the console ID of the master console.
Therefore, you should at least establish an autotask for the z/OS master console. Doing this enables you to issue NetView
commands from OPS/MVS rules, but not to retrieve the responses.
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To establish an autotask for the master console, issue this NetView command:

AUTOTASK OPID=operator,CONSOLE=mstrconsole

operator
Specifies a NetView operator ID defined in the DSIOPF member of the NetView parameter data set.

mstrconsole
Specifies the name of your master console.

Retrieve Responses to NetView Commands

If you want OPS/REXX programs to issue NetView commands and receive command responses, these programs must
run in an environment where operator command responses are returned. When you issue a command, OPS/MVS
chooses an available subsystem console from its pool of subsystem consoles. Because you do not know which console
OPS/MVS will select, you need to define all OPS/MVS subsystem consoles to NetView using the autotask command.

The DEFNVCON program in the OPS/MVS OPS.CCLXSAMP library is a sample OPS/REXX program that issues the
NetView autotask command for each OPS/MVS subsystem console.

To define autotasks to retrieve responses to NetView commands

1. Use the DEFNVCON sample program to define the consoles.
This guarantees that the current set of OPS/MVS subsystem consoles are always defined to NetView, even if your
subsystem consoles change from one OPS/MVS startup to another startup.

2. Before running DEFNVCON, do the following tasks:
– Change the assignment statements in the beginning of the DEFNVCON sample to reflect your naming standards

for NetView user IDs.
– Define the maximum number of OPS/MVS subsystem consoles you want to define to NetView.
The default operator ID prefix is OPSMVS, and DEFNVCON will define all OPS/MVS subsystem consoles to NetView.

The autotasks are defined for all of your consoles.

For more information, see the comments in DEFNVCON.

Find NetView System Recognition Character

Once you have defined NetView autotasks for all of your consoles, you can issue NetView commands from z/OS consoles
or from OPS/MVS using the OPSCMD function in OPS/REXX or the ADDRESS OPER host environment. However, you
also need to know the subsystem recognition character to issue commands.

To find the NetView system recognition character

1. The OPSNETV function of OPS/REXX returns the names and subsystem recognition characters of all NetView copies.
This function has the following syntax:
rc= OPSNETV('I','SRC')

This function returns a character string composed of one or more three-word substrings called triplets. In each triplet:
– The first word is the subsystem recognition character.
– The second word is the name of the job running NetView.
– The third word is the name of the NetView subsystem address space.

2. Review the DEFNVCON sample program and the OPNFFNET and OPNFSEC sample rules.
They demonstrate the use of the OPSNETV function.

Example:Find the Recognition Character

Suppose that the OPSNETV function returns the following string:

% NETV230 NETVSSI # NV240 NV240SSI
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This string indicates that you have two versions of NetView running. The first runs in address space NETV230; its address
space is NETVSSI and its subsystem recognition character is %. The other NetView version runs in address space NV240
with a subsystem recognition character of #.

SMF Reporting Using AME
The Automation Measurement Environment (AME) produces a series of detailed reports of OPS/MVS statistical data to
help you monitor your automation functions. You control what reports are generated. The AME reads OPS/MVS SMF
records to create its reports. The reports provide you with a convenient way to record human readable historical OPS/
MVS statistical data without having to write you own SMF reporting program.

For detailed information on how to control OPS/MVS SMF recording, see Creating SMF Records.

Data Flow of the AME

The OPAME010 program scans data streams for SMF records. It then summarizes the data and prints it in an Automation
Statistics Report.

The following diagram shows the flow of the data that OPS/MVS collects:

Here is a description of some of the important items shown in the previous diagram:

• OPS/MVS
Your copy of OPS/MVS.

• SMF data
The SMF dump data sets or MVS System Logger logstream of the operating system, which are the possible
destination of the SMF records that OPS/MVS writes. The destination is dependent on your z/OS system settings. IBM
provides the following utilities for extracting SMF records from each destination:
– IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL

• IFASMFDP
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Use this utility to extract SMF records from an SMF dump dataset. Sample batch JCL to execute IFASMFDP is in
hlq.CCLXCNTL(OPAMESMF).

• IFASMFDL
Use this utility to extract SMF records from an MVS System Logger logstream. Sample batch JCL to execute
IFASMFDP is in hlq.CCLXCNTL(OPAMESML).

• Extracted SMF records
The SMF records extracted by IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL. The following DSECTs that map the OPS/MVS SMF records
are found in member OPSMRC of the installed hlq.CCLXASM libarary:
– The SMFH DSECT maps the standard 40-byte header used for all SMF records, including user-formatted subtype

records.
– The SMnn DSECTs in map all of the nn-numbered subtype SMF records that are formatted internally by OPS/MVS.

• OPAME010
The program in found in hlq.CCLXLOAD that summarizes the extracted SMF data and produces the AME
reports. Sample batch JCL is in hlq.CCLXCNTL(OPAMESMF). Sample of batch JCL to execute OPAME010 is in
hlq.CCLXCNTL (OPAMERPT).

• OPAME000
A map that is read by the OPAME010 program to correlate SMF record fields to AME report fields. This map is
provided in hlq.CCLXCNTL(OPAME000). Do not edit this file.

• PARMDD
An optional parameters file read by the OPAME010 program.

Types of AME Reports

The AME reports on accumulated statistical summary and event type data that is recorded while OPS/MVS is active. The
data is reported in segments. You request what segments are contained in a single report. A single report may contain
summary data or event data, but not both.

Following is a list of the statistical segments that the AME reports on:

AOFEVENT
Reports AOF event statistics

OSFEVENT
Reports OSF event statistics

OSFTERM
Reports OSF server termination event statistics

IMS
Reports IMS BMP event statistics

GENERAL
Reports general summary statistics

MESSAGE
Reports WTO/WTOR message summary statistics

PROCBLK
Reports virtual storage Process Block summary statistics

EVNTEXIT
Reports exit call frequency summary statistics

AOFSUMM
Reports automated Operations Facility (AOF) summary statistics

OSFSUMM
Reports operator Server Facility (OSF) summary statistics
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COMMAND
Reports command processing summary statistics

PERMVAR
Reports permanent global variable summary statistics

TEMPVAR
Reports temporary global variable summary statistics

OPSVALUE
Reports OPSVALUE processing summary statistics

SQL
Reports SQL (RDF) summary statistics

EPI
Reports EPI summary statistics

For information on how to generate an AEM report, see How to Generate an AME Report.

How to Generate an AME Report
This section describes how you use the Automated Measurement Environment (AME) to create reports of accumulated
statistical data about your automation environment that is contained in OPS/MVS SMF records. The SMF records used to
create the reports are those that are formatted internally by OPS/MVS. You specify the data to be reported and the time
range from which the data is accumulated.

The AME cannot generate reports from user-formatted SMF records that you create using the OPSSMF OPS/REXX
function.

For information on how to control OPS/MVS SMF recording, see Creating SMF Records.

OPAME010 Program

You generate an AME report by executing the program OPAME010 that is in the installed hlq.CCLXLOAD load
library. OPAME010 can be executed as a TSO command or using batch JCL. Member OPAMEPRM of the installed
hlq.CCLXSAMP library contains a sample OPS/REXX exec to execute OPAME010. Member OPAMERPT of the installed
hlq.CCLXCNTL library contains sample batch JCL to execute OPSAME010.

TSO command syntax:

TSO OPAME010 [parm1,parm2,…,parmN]

Batch JCL syntax:

TSO OPAME010 [parm1,parm2,…,parmN]

OPAME010 Execution JCL

Member OPAMERPT of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library contains sample batch JCL such as the following to execute
OPSAME010:

 //AMEREPRT EXEC PGM=OPAME010,REGION=6M,PARM=''

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=hlq.CCLXLOAD,DISP=SHR             <=== Check this

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

 //OPSSRM   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CCLXCNTL(OPAME000)   <=== Check this

 //OPSSMF   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.dumped.smf.dataset  <=== Check this

 //PARMFILE DD *                                                       

 /*
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The above sample specifies no OPAME010 parameters. With no parameters specified, a report of all Event Segments
will be generated from all OPS/MVS SMF records found in the OPSSMF file. See the OPSSTATS Parameter for a list all
Event Segments.

OPAME010 DDs

The following DDs must be allocated when the OPAME010 program is executed:

• STEPLIB
Your deployed OPS/MVS hlq.CCLXLOAD load library, which contains the OPAME010 executable program. This DD is
not needed if the load library or the OPAME010 load module is in LINKLIST. It is recommended that you not place the
OPAME010 load module in LPA, as it runs RMODE 24.

• OPSSRM
Member OPAME000 of the installed hlqCCLXCNTL library must be specified. The OPAME010 program uses this file to
map OPS/MVS SMF record fields to AME report fields. Do not edit the OPAME000 map.

• OPSSMF
The data set that contains the OPS/MVS SMF records to be reported on. The records are extracted from a system
SMF dump dataset or MVS System Logger logstream.
– Member OPAMESMF of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library contains sample batch JCL to execute the IBM utility

IFASMFDP to extract the SMF records from a SMF dump dataset.
– Member OPAMESLF of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library contains sample batch JCL to execute the IBM

IFASMFDL utility to extract the SMF records from an MVS System Logger logstream.

OPAME010 Parameters File

The OPAME010 program reads parameters from an optional parameters file. The default DD name of the parameters file
is PARMFILE. The DD name may be overridden by the PARMDD parameter, which can only be specified as an execution
parameter on the TSO command line or batch JCL EXEC statement.

Multiple parameters delimited by spaces or commas can be specified on one or more lines in the file. Comments start
with an asterisk in column one. The last value of a duplicate parameter specified in the file is used. Parameters in the
parameters file are overridden by any duplicate parameters specified on the TSO command line or the batch JCL EXEC
statement used to execute the program.

OPAME010 Parameters

The OPAME010 program accepts the following parameters to control the format and content of the AME reports. All
parameters are accepted on the TSO command line or the batch JCL EXEC statement used to execute the program.
Multiple parameters are delimited by spaces or commas. The last value of a duplicate parameter specification is used. All
parameters except REPORTDD may be also be specified in the optional parameters file.

FROMDATE

The first day for which data will appear in the report. Data older than the day specified will not appear in the report.

Syntax:

FROMDATE={yyyy.ddd|yyyy/mm/dd|nnn}

• yyyy.ddd
The first day of the specified year for which data will appear in the report.

• yyyy/mm/dd
The first date for which data will appear in the report.

• nnn
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The maximum number of days from today for which data will appear in the report. For example, 0 is today, -1 is
yesterday, and so on.

Default: None. If not specified, data from any day up to the day specified by TODATE appears in the report. If TODATE is
not specified, data from all dates appears.

FROMTIME

The earliest time on the day specified by FROMDATE for which data will appear on the report.

Syntax:

FROMTIME=(hh:mm)

• hh:mm
Data before this time on the day specified by FROMDATE will not appear in the report.

Default: 00:00

LINECNT

The number of lines per page of the report.

Syntax:

LINECNT=nn

• nn
The number of lines per page of the report. If you specify 0, OPS/MVS writes the report titles only once.

Default: 60

OPSSTATS

See the OPSSTATS Parameter.

PARMDD

The DD name from which OPAME010 reads the options used to customize the the AME report to be generated.

This parameter can be specified only on the TSO command line or the batch JCL EXEC statement used to execute the
OPAME010 program; it cannot be specified in the parameters file.

Syntax:

PARMDD=ddname

• ddname
The name of the DD from which OPAME010 reads parameters.

Default: PARMFILE

RECMEGS

The SMF record accumulation buffer size in megabytes. The buffer is allocated from extended private virtual storage.

Syntax:

RECMEGS=nnn

• nnn
The number of megabytes allocated for the SMF record accumulation buffer. You can specify a number from 1 to 100.

Default: 3

RECTYPE
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The type of records that are processed for the report: EVENT or SUMMARY.

Only one record type can be specified for a single execution of the OPAME010 reporting program. Event data and
summary data cannot be included in the same report.

Syntax:

RECTYPE={EVENT|SUMMARY}

• EVENT
OPAME010 processes only event records.

• SUMMARY
OPAME010 processes only summary records.

Default: EVENT

REPORTDD

The DD name to which OPAME010 writes the report.

Syntax:

REPORTDD=ddname

• ddname
The name of the DD to which OPAME010 writes the report.

Default: SYSPRINT

SMFID

The SMFID the system(s) whose records are processed for the report.

Syntax:

SMFID={ALL|(smfids)}

• ALL
Includes SMF records from all systems in the report.

• smfids
The SMFID(s) of the system(s) whose records are included in the report. Multiple SMIFIDs are delimited by spaces or
commas.

Default: ALL

SMFTYPE

The SMF record type of the records that are processed for the report. This option should always match the type number
specified by the OPS/MVS SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter.

Syntax:

SMFTYPE=nnn

• nnn
The SMF record type. Valid values are from 128 to 255.

Default: There is no default for this parameter. If not specified, all OPS/MVS records of any SMF record type are
processed for the report.

SSNM

The OPS/MVS subsystem ID(s) whose records are processed for the report.
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Syntax:

SSNM={ALL|(ssids)}

• ALL
SMF records from all subsystems are process for the report.

• ssids
The subsystem ID(s) of the subsystem(s) whose records are included in the report. Multiple subsystem IDs are
delimited by spaces or commas.

Default: ALL

TODATE

The last day for which data will appear in the report. Data newer than the day specified will not appear in the report.

Syntax:

TODATE={yyyy.ddd|yyyy/mm/dd|nnn}

• yyyy.ddd
The last day of the specified year for which data will appear in the report.

• yyyy/mm/dd
The last date for which data will appear in the report.

• nnn
The minimum number of days from today for which data will appear in the report. For example, 0 is today, -1 is
yesterday, and so on.

Default: None. If not specified, data from any day starting from the day specified by FROMDATE appears in the report. If
you do not specify FROMDATE, data from all dates appears.

TOTIME

The latest time on the day specified by TODATE for which data will appear in the report.

Syntax:

TOTIME=(hh:mm)

• hh:mm
Data after this time on the day specified by FROMDATE will not appear in the report.

Default: 24:00

WIDTH

The maximum width of the report.

Syntax:

WIDTH={80|132}

• 80
Prints the report with a width of 80 characters.

• 132
Prints the report with a width of 132 characters.

Default: 132
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OPSSTATS Parameter

The OPSSTATS parameter controls what report segments are generated by the OPSAME010 program.

Syntax:

OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=ALL|(segment1,segment2,…,segmentN])}

• YES
This parameter is required.

• ALL
All report segments for the specified RECTYPE are generated.

• segmentN
A report segment to be generated.
When RECTYPE=EVENT, the following segments may be specified:
– AOFEVENT

Reports AOF event statistics from subtype 3 SMF records.
For details on this segment, see Generate the AOFEVENT Segment.

– OSFEVENT
Reports OSF event statistics from subtype 7 SMF records.
For details on this segment, see Generate the OSFEVENT Segment

– OSFTERM
Reports OSF server termination event statistics from subtype 2 SMF records.
For details on this segment, see Generate the OSFTERM Segment

– IMS
Reports IMS BMP event statistics from subtype 6 SMF records.
For details on this segment, see Generate the IMS Segment

When RECTYPE=SUMMARY, the following segments may be specified:
– GENERAL

Reports general summary statistics from subtype 1 SMF records.
– MESSAGE

Reports WTO/WTOR message summary statistics from subtype 1 SMF records.
– PROCBLK

Reports virtual storage Process Block summary statistics from subtype 1 SMF records.
– EVNTEXIT

Reports exit call frequency summary statistics from subtype 1 SMF records.
– AOFSUMM

Reports Automated Operations Facility (AOF) summary statistics from subtype 1 SMF records.
– OSFSUMM

Reports Operator Server Facility (OSF) summary statistics from subtype 1 SMF records.
– COMMAND

Reports command processing summary statistics from subtype 1 SMF records.
– PERMVAR

Reports permanent global variable summary statistics from subtype 4 SMF records.
– TEMPVAR

Reports temporary global variable summary statistics from subtype 4 SMF records.
– OPSVALUE

Reports OPSVALUE processing summary statistics from subtype 4 SMF records.
– SQL
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Reports SQL summary statistics from subtype 5 SMF records.
– EPI

Reports EPI summary statistics from subtype 8 SMF records.
For details on the summary segments, see Generate the Summary Segments.

Default: If the OPSSTATS parameter is not specified, all report segments for the specified RECTYPE are generated.

AME Report Fields

The SMnn DSECTs in member OPSMRC of the installed hlq.CCLXASM libarary map all of the nn-numbered subtype SMF
records that are formatted internally by OPS/MVS.

A map of each AME report segment is found in member OPAME000 of the installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library. Report
fields in the map directly correlate OPS/MVS SMF record fields. The AME accumulates the values in an SMF record
field from all of the SMF records that match the criteria specified by the OPSAME010 report parameters and reports the
accumulated value in the generated report field.

You can use the OPAME000 map to identify the SMF record field that correlates to an AME report field. Lines in the map
that begin with an asterisk (*) are comments. Non-comment lines define either a segment, subtitle or field in the AME
report.

A statement with "SECTION" in column 16 starts the definition of the report segment whose name is in column 1, and
generates the title of that segment in the report. Lines that follow the SECTION line generate subtitles and fields in the
report segment in the order in which they are occur.

A statement with "SUBTITLE " in column 16 generates a subtitle in the report segment.

All other statements generate a field in the report segment. Column 16 of the statement identifies the data type of the field,
or a calculation to be performed on the field. Column 1 contains an 8-character abbreviation of the name of the correlating
SMF record field that is used to populate the AME report field that is defined by this statement. Column 10 contains the
decimal offset to the correlating SMF record field in its SMF record section. SMF records of subtype 1 and 4 contain a
separate section for each report segment; SMF records of other subtypes contain only one section.

The following table summarizes the previous descriptions of statements in the map.

Col # Description of contents

1 When column 16 contains "SECTION", this column
contains the name of an AME report Segment.

When column 16 contains "SUBTITLE", this column is meaningless.
Otherwise, this column contains an 8-character abbreviation of the name of the correlating

SMF record field that is used to populate the AME report field that is defined by this statement.

10 When column 16 contains "SECTION", the contents of this column are for internal use only.
When column 16 contains "SUBTITLE", this column is meaningless.

Otherwise, this column contains the decimal offset to the
correlating SMF record field in its SMF record segment.

16 The contents of this column defines the report entity that is defined by
this statement: "SECTION", "SUBTITLE", or data type or calculation.

27 When column 16 contains "SECTION", this column contains the decimal
subtype of the SMF records that are used to generate this report segment.

Otherwise, this column is meaningless.

33 The contents of this column are for internal use only.
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Col # Description of contents

41 When column 16 contains "SECTION", this column contains
the title of the report Segment that is generated in the report.
When column 16 contains "SUBTITLE", this column contains
a subtitle in the report segment that is generated in the report.

Otherwise, this column contains the label of a data field
in the report segment that is generated in the report.

Example:

This example demonstrates how to read the OPAME000 map. Consider these statements in the OPAME000 map:

***********************************************************************     

*        OSF Transaction Statistics                                   *     

*---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*     

OSFEVENT 0     SECTION    7     152     OSFEVENT: OSF Transaction Statistics

               SUBTITLE                 OSF Transaction Statistics          

SM07JBNA 0     CHAR(8)                  Server job name                     

SM07STNA 8     CHAR(8)                  Server step name                    

SM07PRNA 16    CHAR(8)                  Server procstep name                

SM07ASID 24    HEX16                    Server ASID

The statement with SM07ASID in column 1 defines the field labeled "Server ASID " in the OSFEVENT Segment report
with the title "OSFEVENT: OSF Transaction Statistics ". Here is a sample of a portion of that report:

            OSFEVENT: OSF Transaction Statistics            

                 OSF Transaction Statistics                 

Server job name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OPSJOSF

Server step name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSJ029C

Server procstep name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSJ

Server ASID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 029C

The report field labeled "Server ASID " is populated by the field SM07_ASID that is at offset D'24' (X'18' ) of subtype
7 SMF records. Here is a portion of the SM07 DSECT for the subtype 7 SMF record:

000000 00000 00144 812+SM07     DSECT ,                  Begin SM07 DSECT  

                   813+******************************************************

                   814+*        OSF Transaction Statistics                   

                   815+******************************************************

000000             816+SM07_JOBNAME       DS    CL8      Server job name     

000008             817+SM07_STEPNAME      DS    CL8      Server step name    

000010             818+SM07_PROCSTEP      DS    CL8      Server procstep name

000018             819+SM07_ASID          DS    H        Server ASID         

OPAME010 Examples

This is sample JCL takes all OPAME010 parameter defaults to generate an AME Report that includes all Event segments
from all type 215 SMF records found in dataset OPS.SMFDUMP:

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=OPAME010

//OPSSMF   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=OPS.SMFDUMP
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//OPSSRM   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=OPS.CCLXCNLT(OPAME000)

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//PARMFILE DD  *

SMFTYPE=215

This is sample JCL takes all OPAME010 parameter defaults to generate an AME Report that includes all Event segments
from all type 215 SMF records found in dataset OPS.SMFDUMP:

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=OPAME010,PARM='WIDTH=80,PARMDD=SUMMPARM'

//OPSSMF   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=OPS.SMFDUMP

//OPSSRM   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=OPS.CCLXCNLT(OPAME000)

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SUMMPARM DD  *

RECTYPE=SUMMARY

SMFTYPE=215

OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=(PROCBLK,AOFSUMM))

FROMTIME=(8:00)

TOTIME=(17:00)

Generate the Summary Segments
The statistics reported in the Summary Segments of an Automated Measurement Environment (AME) Report are
accumulated throughout the execution of OPS/MVS. When OPS/MVS or one of its components terminates, these
summary statistics are written to an SMF record. The OPSSMF OPS/REXX function can also be used to write a
cumulative summary record on demand, before product or component termination. One reason to do this would be when
the SMF address space terminates prior to the termination of OPS/MVS. For more information on the OPSMF function,
see the OPSSMF Function.

The Summary Segments report on accumulated data read from the following OPS/MVS SMF record subtypes:

• Subtype 1: OPS/MVS summary data recorded when the product terminates
• Subtype 4: Global variable data recorded when the global variable subtask terminates
• Subtype 5: SQL (RDF) data recorded when the product terminates
• Subtype 8: EPI data recorded when EPI variable subtask terminates

For information on how to generate an AME report, seeHow to Generate an AME Report.

To generate a report that contains Summary Segments, specify the report parameter RECTYPE=(SUMMARY) .

To generate a report that contains all Summary Segments, specify the report parameter
OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=ALL) .

To generate a report that contains only specific Summary Segments, specify the report parameter
OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=(segment1,segment2,…,segmentN) with one or more of the segment keywords
specified from the following list:

1> GENERAL Segment
Contains general statistics related to the execution of OPS/MVS such as product start time and stop time.
This segment reports on SMF subtype 1 records.

2> MESSAGE Segment
Contains the messages.

3> PROCBLK Segment
Contains statistics related to OPS/MVS process block usage. Process blocks represent virtual storage used
to process events intercepted by the product. The number of process blocks and the size of each block are
controlled by various product parameters (for example, PROCESS, AOFSIZE).
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This segment reports on SMF subtype 1 records.
4> EVNTEXIT Segment

Indicates the number of call occurrences for various system and subsystem interface points.
This segment reports on SMF subtype 1 records.

5> AOFSUMM Segment
Contains statistics related to AOF events. This data is read from subtype 1 SMF records. This segment indicates
the number of times that specific event types occurred and were eligible for rules processing. This segment also
indicates the number of times that rules executed for specific event types.

NOTE
Since an event can trigger multiple rules, the number of executions can be greater than, less than, or
equal to the number of events.

This segment reports on SMF subtype 1 records.
6> OSFSUMM Segment

Contains statistics related to the OSF component. This segment reports various OSF server transaction counts,
OSF queue depth frequencies, and OSF queueing and execution values.
This segment reports on SMF subtype 1 records.

7> COMMAND Segment
Contains statistics related to command processing. This segment reports command disposition statistics such
as rejected or accepted. The Product Console Allocation Statistics section reports on the various extended,
migration, and subsystem consoles used by the product to issue commands and capture responses.
This segment reports on SMF subtype 1 records.

8> PERMVAR Segment
Contains statistics related to permanent global variable processing. Permanent global variables are checkpointed
in the SYSCHK1 VSAM linear data set, and they include global variables and relational tables.
This segment reports on SMF subtype 4 records.

> TEMPVAR Segment
Contains statistics related to temporary global variable processing. Temporary global variables are those variables
that are not saved across product restarts and that include the job ID and event classes of variables and the rows
of GLOBAL TEMPORARY relational tables.
Contains statistics related to the OPSVALUE OPS/REXX function and the internal product facilities that use this
interface for global variable and RDF (SQL) processing.

10> OPSVALUE Segment
Contains statistics related to the OPSVALUE OPS/REXX function and the internal product facilities that use this
interface for global variable and RDF (SQL) processing.
This segment reports on SMF subtype 4 records.

11> SQL Segment
Contains statistics related to the OPS/MVS SQL facility. This segment reports SQL statement counts, internal
operations counts, error counts, and various execution timings.
This segment reports on SMF subtype 5 records.

12> EPI Segment
Contains statistics related to the External Product Interface (EPI) facility.
This segment reports counts of various ADDRESS EPI host commands and the EPI-related command
processors.

NOTE
SESSCMD is internally converted to a number of ADDRESS EPI commands.

This segment reports on SMF subtype 1 records.

Example:
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The following AME report parameters will generate a Summary report that contains only the the GENERAL and
AOFSUMM Segments:

OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=GENERAL,AOFSUMM)

Example:

Here is a sample report that contains all Summary Segments. In this sample only, each n> mark denotes a Segment of
the report from the list above. These n> marks are not included in an actual report.

               Automation Measurement Environment

Statistics For SMFID S034     First Record Start: 2020/08/07 08:04:03

SSNM OPSS                        Last Record End:            08:04:31

                  GENERAL: General Summary Statistics

1>                  General Summary Statistics

    Approximate Product Start Time. . . . . . . . .2020/08/07 07:40:08

    Time Initialization Completed . . . . . . . . .2020/08/07 07:40:29

    Time Shutdown Started . . . . . . . . . . .  . 2020/08/07 08:04:00

2>                MESSAGE: Message Summary Statistics

    NORMAL   Messages Processed . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  734

    SUPPRESS Messages Processed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

    DISPLAY  Messages Processed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    DELETE   Messages Processed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    NOOPSLOG Messages Processed . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  448

    Generic Dataset Interface Msgs Processed. . . . . . . . .  0

    Maximum NOOPSLOG MSG Rules Active . . . . . . . . . . . .  5

    Messages bypassed due to AOFMPFBYPASS . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Messages bypassed due to BYPASSCMDECHO. . . . . . . .  . . 0

    Internal product messages bypassed. . . . . . . . . . . . 69

    Messages bypassed due to JES3 processing. . . . . . . . .  0

    Duplicate IMS messages bypassed . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Messages bypassed miscellaneous reasons . . . . . . . . .  0

    Messages bypassed due to AOF inactive . . . . . . . . . .100

3>              PROCBLK: Process Block Summary Statistics

    High Water Mark Block Usage Time. . .  2020/08/07   11:47:41

    Last Block Allocation Failure Time. . . . . . . . .   <none>

    Total Number of Blocks Used . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,860

    Number of Block Allocation Failures . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    High Water Mark Block Usage Count . . . . . . . . . . . .  7

    Actual Allocated Process Block Count. . . . . . . . . . . 27

                  REXX Workspace Summary Statistics

    High-Used RXWS Water Mark Time. . . . . 2020/08/07  11:41:13

    RXWS Allocated Space (AOFSIZE parm) . . . . . . . . .  .256K

    High-Used RXWS Water Mark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41,472

    High-Used RXWS Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0635A000

    High-Used RXWS Water Mark Program . . . . . . . INT.OPS50060

    High-Used RXWS Water Mark Rule Name . . . . . . INT.OPS50060

                AOF Message Queue Summary Statistics

    Max pending GLV events (GLVPENDINGMAX). . . . . . . . .  100

    High-used GLV pending message queue . . . . . . . . . . ...0

    Maximum AOF EDQ entries (AOFMAXQUEUE.) .  . . . . . .  3,001

    High-used AOF External Data Queue . . . . . . . . . . . .  6

4>               EVNTEXIT: Event Exit Summary Statistics

                  Exit Call Summary Statistics
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    IATUX18 Exit Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    IATUX31 Exit Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Job Selection Calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Free/Deallocate Calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    End Of Memory Exit Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    WTO Exit Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .921

    Command Exit Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

    Job Termination Calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3

    Job Re-enqueue Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    DOM (SVC 87) Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

    Open/Close/Checkpoint/Restart Calls . . . . . . . . . . . 12

    Step Initiation calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Failing SVC 34 Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    0

    Write To Log Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  989

    SUBSYS Keyword Converter Exit Calls . . . . . . . . . . .  6

    Allocation Grouping of SUBSYS Calls . . . . . . . . . . .  3

    Alternate End Of Task Calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  209

    Other Subsystem Exit Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    IMS AOI Exit Message Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    IMS AOI Exit Command Calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    SVC 95 function routine Exit Calls. . . . . . . . . . . .  4

    SVC 95 function routine bypassed. . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

5>                   AOFSUMM: AOF Summary Statistics

                     AOF Event Summary Statistics

    AOF Rules Bypassed (LIMIT). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF Events Bypassed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .169

    AOF COMMAND Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

    AOF Rule DISABLE Events . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

    AOF DOM Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0

    AOF Rule ENABLE Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

    AOF EOM Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

    AOF GLV Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0

    AOF MESSAGE Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  752

    AOF OMEGAMON Events . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF REQUEST Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    AOF SECURITY Events . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  268

    AOF SCREEN Events . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF TOD Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF Rule Execution Summary Statistics

    AOF COMMAND rules executed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

    AOF rule DISABLE (TERM sections) exec . . . . . . . . . .  3

    AOF DOM rules executed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF rule ENABLE (INIT sections) exec. . . . . . . . . . .  3

    AOF EOM rules executed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    AOF GLV rules executed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF MESSAGE rules executed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1504

    AOF OMEGAMON rules executed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF REQUEST rules executed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    AOF SECURITY rules executed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .150

    AOF SCREEN rules executed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    AOF TOD rules executed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

6>                   OSFSUMM: OSF Summary Statistics

    Count of Queued Server Transactions . . . . . . . . . . . 24
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    Count of Queued Trans With No Queue Time. . . . . . . . .  0

                         OSF Queue Depth Statistics

    OSF Queue Depth 0   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7

    OSF Queue Depth 1   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    OSF Queue Depth 2   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 3   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    OSF Queue Depth 4   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 5   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 6   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 7   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    OSF Queue Depth 8   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 9   Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 10  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 11  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 12  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    OSF Queue Depth 13  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    OSF Queue Depth 14  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    OSF Queue Depth 15  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    OSF Queue Depth 16  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    OSF Queue Depth 17  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    OSF Queue Depth 18  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    OSF Queue Depth 19  Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    OSF Queue Depth >19 Occurrences . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

                       OSF Initiation/Termination Statistics

    Total Server Initiations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3

    OSFMIN Server Initiations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3

    OSFQADD Server Initiations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Server Failure Restarts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Number of Terminations due to OSFRECYCLE. . . . . . . . .  0

    High Water Mark Server Count. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3

                       OSF Execute Queue Statistics

    Average OSF Execute Queue Time. . . . . . . . . . 14.08 secs

    Lowest  OSF Execute Queue Time. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ms

    Highest OSF Execute Queue Time. . . . . . . . . . 35.73 secs

                       OSF Transaction Statistics

    Average OSF Transaction Time. . . . . . . . . . .  7.48 secs

    Lowest  OSF Transaction Time. . . . . . . . . . . . .  54 ms

    Highest OSF Transaction Time. . . . . . . . . . . 50.34 secs

    Count of Completed OSF Transactions . . . . . . . . . . . 24

7>                 COMMAND: Command Summary Statistics

    NOACTION commands counter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

    ACCEPT commands counter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    REJECT commands counter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Number of OSF console commands. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    Number of ECF console commands. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    Number of commands reissued (length). . . . . . . . . . .  1

                    Product Console Allocation Statistics

    Number of console allocation failures . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Number of console allocation timeouts . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Number of successful console allocations. . . . . . . . .  7

    Number times console allocation waited. . . . . . . . . .  0

    Accumulated console allocation wait time. . . . . . . . 0 ms

8>                 PERMVAR: Permanent GLV Summary Stats
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    Number of Permanent Global Variables. . . . . . . . . .  538

    Maximum Number of Blocks (GLOBALMAX). . . . . . . . .  5,000

    High-Used Blocks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,148

    In-Use Blocks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  980

    Free Blocks On Free Chain . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,168

    Free Areas On Free Chain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

    Pages In Global Workspace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  313

    Global Variable Updates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43

    SYSCHK1 Checkpoint Interval . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

    SYSCHK1 Checkpoints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43

    SYSCHK1 Checkpoint Retries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Global Variable Error Messages. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

9>               TEMPVAR: Temporary GLV Summary Stats

    Number of Temporary Global Variables. . . . . . . . . . . 25

    Maximum Number of Blocks (GLOBALTEMPMAX). . . . . . .  5,000

    High-Used Blocks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

    In-Use Blocks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

    Free Blocks On Free Chain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Free Areas On Free Chain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Pages In Temporary Global Workspace . . . . . . . . . .  313

    Temporary Global Variable Updates . . . . . . . . . . . . 68

    Temporary Global Variable Error Messages. . . . . . . . .  0

10>               OPSVALUE: OPSVALUE Summary Statistics

    Number of OPSVALUE calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  139

    Number of cross system OPSVALUE calls . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Number of internal OPSVALUE calls . . . . . . . . . . .  400

    Internal OPSVALUE unknown type calls. . . . . . . . . . .  0

    Internal OPSVALUE SQL calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  384

    Internal OPSVALUE STATEMAN calls. . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

    Internal OPSVALUE TOD CATCHUP calls . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    Internal OPSVALUE GLVEVENT cleanup calls. . . . . . . . .  0

    Internal OPSVALUE GLVJOBID cleanup calls. . . . . . . . .  4

11>                      SQL: SQL Summary Statistics

                         SQL Statements Executed

    Total number of SQL statements executed . . . . . . . .  116

    CREATE TABLE statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    INSERT statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

    UPDATE statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

    SELECT statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

    DELETE statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    DECLARE CURSOR statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    OPEN statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    FETCH statements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    CLOSE statements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    DROP TABLE statements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    ALTER TABLE statements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

                      SQL Engine Internal Operations

    Direct reads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24

    Sweep reads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  561

    Insertions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

    Writes (Updates). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49

    Deletions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

    Compile errors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0
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    Execution errors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    Logic errors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

                      SQL Execution Timings

    Statements compiled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

    Average compilation time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ms

    Statements executed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  116

    Average execution time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ms

12>                          EPI: EPI Statistics

    Total count of Address EPI commands . . . . . . . . . .  366

    LIST commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96

    DELETE commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    DEFINE commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    CHANGE commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

    LOGON commands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

    LOGOFF commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8

    INQuire INPUT commands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

    TYPE commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

    RDSCRN commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

    RDSCRN/ROW commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    RDCURSOR commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

    BIND commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    UNBIND commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    ENQ  commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    DEQ commands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

    CLEANUP requests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92

    Miscellaneous commands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

Generate the AOFEVENT Segment
The statistics reported in the AOFEVENT Segment of the Automation Statistics Report are accumulated throughout the
life of a particular AOF rule. When a rule is disabled and the SMFRULEDISABLE parameter is set to YES, OPS/MVS
generates a subtype 3 SMF record that describes the life of the rule. The AOFEVENT Segment reports on accumulated
data read from these SMF records.

For information on how to generate an AEM report, seeHow to Generate an AME Report.

To generate the AOFEVENT Segment, specify the report parameters RECTYPE=(EVENT) and
OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=AOFEVENT) .

Example:

Here is an example of the AOFEVENT Segment for three different rules:

             Automation Measurement Environment

Statistics For SMFID S034    First Record Start: 2020/08/09 14:36:10

SSNM OPSS                       Last Record End:            14:36:11

                         AOFEVENT: AOF Event Statistics

                            General Rule Information

1>    Rule type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Command

      Ruleset name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O

      Rule name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CMDCOUNT

2>    Rule enablement time and date . . . . .  2020/08/08 12:30:05

3>    Total time rule enabled . . . . 1 days 2 hours 6 mins 5 secs

      Message ID or other criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *

4>    Rule Section Execution Counts
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      Initialization section executions . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

      Processing section executions . . . . . . . . . . . . .  224

      Termination section executions. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

      Number of NOOPSLOG executions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

                           Rule Firing Statistics

      Rule firing limit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000

      Rule firing high water mark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

5>                  Rule Execution Failure Statistics

      Last failure type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

      Number of execution failures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

      Abend code or REXX execution error. . . . . . . . . . . .  0

      Last execution failure time . . . . . . . . . . . . . <none>

      Last execution failure message ID . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6>                       General Rule Information

      Rule type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Security

      Ruleset name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SEC

      Rule name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ARCHSECG

      Rule enablement time and date . . . . .  2020/08/08 12:30:05

      Total time rule enabled . . . . 1 days 2 hours 6 mins 5 secs

      Message ID or other criterion  OPSGLOBALGLOBAL0.ARCH_TRACK.*

                          Rule Section Execution Counts

      Initialization section executions . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

      Processing section executions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

      Termination section executions. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

      Number of NOOPSLOG executions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

                         Rule Firing Statistics

      Rule firing limit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000

      Rule firing high water mark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

      Rule Execution Failure Statistics

      Last failure type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

      Number of execution failures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

      Abend code or REXX execution error. . . . . . . . . . . .  0

      Last execution failure time . . . . . . . . . . . . . <none>

      Last execution failure message ID . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7>                       General Rule Information

      Rule type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Message

      Ruleset name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VTAM

      Rule name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  IST530I

      Rule enablement time and date . . . . .  2020/08/08 12:30:02

      Total time rule enabled . . . . 1 days 2 hours 6 mins 8 secs

      Message ID or other criterion . . . . . . . . . . .  IST530I

                      Rule Section Execution Counts

      Initialization section executions . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

      Processing section executions . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,372

      Termination section executions. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1

      Number of NOOPSLOG executions . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,372

                          Rule Firing Statistics

      Rule firing limit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000

      Rule firing high water mark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44

                    Rule Execution Failure Statistics

      Last failure type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

      Number of execution failures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

      Abend code or REXX execution error. . . . . . . . . . . .  0
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      Last execution failure time . . . . . . . . . . . . . <none>

      Last execution failure message ID . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The following list describes the important items marked with n> in the above sample report. These n> marks are not
included in an actual report.

1>
Rule Type
Displays the type of rule. For example, command or security.

2>
Rule Enablement
Contains the date and time the rule was enabled.

3>
Total Time
Contains the total time that the rule was enabled.

4>
Rule Section Execution Counts
Contains the execution counts of the various sections in the rule.

5>
Rule Execution Failure Statistics
Contains the statistics related to execution failures that occurred for the rule.

6>
General Rule Information
Contains statistics for the second rule.

7>
General Rule Information
Contains statistics for the third rule.

Generate the OSFEVENT Segment
The statistics reported in the OSFEVENT Segment of the Automation Statistics Report describe a particular OSF server
transaction. When an OSF server transaction finishes and the OSFTRANSSMFREC parameter is set to YES, OPS/MVS
generates a subtype 7 SMF record that describes the transaction. The OSFEVENT Segment reports on accumulated data
read from these SMF records.

For information on how to generate an AEM report, seeHow to Generate an AME Report.

To generate the OSFEVENT Segment, specify the report parameters RECTYPE=(EVENT) and
OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=OSFEVENT) .

Example:

Here is an example of the OSFEVENT Segment:

               Automation Measurement Environment

  Statistics For SMFID S034    First Record Start: 2020/11/11 07:45:19

  SSNM OPSS                       Last Record End:            14:28:17

                       OSFEVENT: OSF Transaction Statistics

                            OSF Transaction Statistics

1>     Server job name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSOSF

       Server step name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSS010E

       Server procstep name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSS

       Server ASID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 010E
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2>     Command text  . . . . . . . SUBMIT 'OPS.O.CCLXCNTL(ARCHJOB)'

       Command length. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

       Command count . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6

       Average command output lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3

       Average command I/O count . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

3>     Average command elapsed time. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 secs

4>     Average command CPU (TCB + SRB) time. . . . . . . . . 193 ms

5>     Average time spent on server queue. . . . . . . . . .   2 ms

The following list describes the important items marked with n> in the above sample report. These n> marks are not
included in an actual report.

1>
Server job name
The job name of the OSF server that processed the transaction.

2>
Command text
The text of the command that was sent to the OSF server that initiated the processing of the transaction.

3>
Average command elapsed time
The average elapsed time that the OSF server took to process the transaction.

4>
Average command CPU (TCB + SRB) time
The average CPU time that the OSF server took to process the transaction.

5>
Average time spent on server queue
The average amount of time this transaction waited on the internal OSF Execute Queue until a server became
available to process the transaction.

Generate the OSFTERM Segment
The statistics reported in the OSFTERM Segment of the Automation Statistics Report are accumulated throughout the life
of a particular OSF server. When a server is terminated, OPS/MVS generates a subtype 2 SMF record that describes the
life of the server. The OSFTERM Segment reports on accumulated data read from these SMF records.

For information on how to generate an AEM report, seeHow to Generate an AME Report.

To generate the OSFTERM Segment, specify the report parameters RECTYPE=(EVENT) and
OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=OSFTERM) .

Example:

Here is an example of the OSFTERM Segment:

                 Automation Measurement Environment

  Statistics For SMFID S034    First Record Start: 2020/08/07 08:04:03

  SSNM OPSS                       Last Record End:            08:04:31

                       OSFTERM: OSF Transaction Statistics

                            General Server Information

1>     Server job name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSOSF

       Server step name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSS0044

       Server procstep name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSS

       Server ASID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0044

       OPOSEX flags. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11000000
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2>                      TSO Transaction Statistics

       Wait Time Limit Per Transaction . . . . . . . . . . . .  120

       Maximum Elapsed Time Per Transaction. . . . . . . . . .  120

       Maximum CPU Seconds Per Transaction . . . . . . . . . . . 15

       Maximum Output Lines Per Transaction. . . . . . . . .  1,000

       Total OSF Lines Output. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

3>     Total OSF Transaction Count . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

The following list describes the important items marked with n> in the above sample report. These n> marks are not
included in an actual report.

1>
Server job name
Contains the job name of the OSF server that processed the transaction.

2>
TSO Transaction Statistics
Contains the statistics related to TSO transactions. The first part of this section contains the values of various
OSF parameters that control server operation. These values represent the settings of these parameters at the
time the server terminated.

3>
Total OSF Transaction Count
Contains the number of transactions processed by the OSF server.

Generate the IMS Segment
The statistics reported in the IMS Segment of the Automation Statistics Report describe the execution of IMS Batch
Message Processing (BMP) subtasks. Each IMS BMP is reported as a separate set of statistics in a subtype 6 SMF
record. The IMS Segment reports on accumulated data read from these SMF records.

For information on how to generate an AEM report, seeHow to Generate an AME Report.

To generate the IMS Segment, specify the report parameters RECTYPE=(EVENT) and
OPSSTATS=(YES,SEGMENTS=IMS) .

Example:

Here is an example of an IMS Segment:

               Automation Measurement Environment

   Statistics For SMFID S034    First Record Start: 2020/08/07 08:04:03

   SSNM OPSS                       Last Record End:            08:04:31

                             IMS: IMS Event Statistics

                                   BMP Statistics

       CA OPS/MVS subsystem ID. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OPSS

1>     IMS ID. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IVP1

       Time BMP waiting for work . . . . . . . . . . 6 mins 18 secs

      Time BMP processing work. . . . . . . . . .  3.55 secs

2>     Average command processing time . . . . . . . . .  0.71 secs

       Commands processed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5

       Display-only commands processed . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5

3>     Failed commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

       Output lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  199

4>     CA OPS/MVS subsystem ID. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OPSS

       IMS ID. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IVP2

       Time BMP waiting for work . . . . . . . . . . 9 mins 10 secs
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       Time BMP processing work. . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.55 secs

       Average command processing time . . . . . . . . .  1.11 secs

       Commands processed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5

       Display-only commands processed . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4

       Failed commands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0

       Output lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  308

The following list describes the important items marked with n> in the above sample report. These n> marks are not
included in an actual report.

1>
IMS ID
Contains the IMS ID that is controlling the IMS BMP subtask.

2>
Average command processing time
Contains the average command processing time for all commands processed by this BMP. It is computed by
dividing the total elapsed time spent by this BMP processing commands by the number of processed commands.

3>
Failed commands
Contains the number of commands that failed in the BMP.

4>
OPS/MVS subsystem ID
Contains statistics for each IMS BMP.

Using WebCenter

WebCenter Features
WebCenter is a web browser interface that lets you access operations functions such as monitoring and history.

When enabled, your systems administrator can get you the URL. The URL is also displayed on the 3270 interface to the
corresponding region.

WebCenter is hosted. The web server runs in the region.

The problem resolution time is decreased and ease-of-use is increased. Users who are not comfortable accessing
mainframe products can diagnose problems with their standard web browser.

Each page has a help link in the upper-right corner that you can click for context-sensitive online help.

Set Up Your Web Browser
You can access WebCenter by using Internet Explorer or Firefox.

The WebCenter interface requires the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).

If your organization prevents you from downloading software through the Internet, arrange to have the JRE installed. The
JRE is available from http://www.java.com.

The JRE is required to be downloaded once only, not once per WebCenter release.

NOTE
 For software requirements on your PC to support WebCenter, see User PC Requirements.
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Set Up Internet Explorer

WebCenter requires at least JRE Version 7 Update 21. If you do not have the required version of JRE, you receive an
error dialog instead. The dialog tells you to download directly.

If your organization permits you to download software from the Internet, you can download and install the Java runtime
library. However, this download requires your security settings to permit you to access the website for a once only ActiveX
control download.

You can configure the settings through Internet Options from the Tools menu of your browser. On the Security tab, for the
web content zone that is associated with access to the website (usually the Internet), click Custom Level. On the Security
Setting dialog that appears, the Download signed ActiveX controls option must not be disabled.

For you to access WebCenter correctly, specify the correct options in Internet Explorer.

NOTE
Depending on your version of the browser, some or all of these options are present and require review.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Tools, Internet Options.
The Internet Options dialog appears.

2. Click the Security tab.
3. Click the web content zone to which your WebCenter belongs, and then click Custom Level.

The Security Settings dialog appears.
4. Enable the following options:
ActiveX controls and plug-ins

Initialize and script ActiveX controls not marked as safe for scripting
Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins

Scripting
Scripting of Java applets

5. Disable the following option:
Miscellaneous

Use Pop-up Blocker
Click OK

6. Click the Privacy Tab, and then click the Sites button.
The Per Site Privacy Actions dialog appears.

7. Complete the following field:
Address of website

Enter the WebCenter URL.
Click Allow, and then click OK.

8. Click the Advanced Tab.
9. Enable the following option:
Multimedia

Show pictures
Click OK.
The options are saved.

Set Up Firefox

If your PC does not have JRE installed, the following alert appears on WebCenter access:

Java is not enabled in this browser. The Web Interface requires a Java-enabled browser.
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Download and install the JRE.

WebCenter requires JRE Version 7 Update 21.

For you to access WebCenter correctly, enable the correct options in Firefox.

NOTE
Depending on your version of the browser, some or all of these options are present and require review.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Tools, Options.
The Options dialog appears.

2. Click Content, and review the following options:
Block pop-up windows

Clear the check box, or click Exceptions to add the WebCenter URL to the allowed sites.
Load images automatically

Select the check box.
Enable JavaScript

Select the check box; click Advanced, and select all the check boxes.
Enable Java

Select the check box.
3. Click Privacy, and review the following option:
Cookies

Accept third-party cookies
4. Click OK.

The options are saved.

Log In to WebCenter
Your WebCenter user ID and password are used to access WebCenter.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL in the Address text box.
The login page appears.

NOTE

• The access URL is defined when your product is installed. You can find the value on the 3270 interface to
the mainframe region.

• To access WebCenter easily and quickly in the future, create a bookmark for the web access URL in your
web browser.

2. Enter your User ID and Password, and click the Log In button.
The initial page appears, showing a navigational menu on the left pane. Each page has a help link in the upper-right
corner that you can click for context-sensitive online help.

Automating Alarms from MOI
You can send MOI alerts to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation. To integrate with MOI, review the following
information.

Requirements
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CCS Message Service
This product is required to send alarms from MOI to OPS/MVS.

MOI
MOI sends alarms to OPS/MVS.
More information: See the documentation for MOI.

OPS/MVS
OPS/MVS automates alarms received from MOI.

Configuration
Common Components and Services

More information: See the topics "Deploy Message Service Server for z/OS" and "Configure Message Service
Server for z/OS" in the CCS documentation set.

OPS/MVS
By default, the OPS/MVS to MOI API is disabled. Set the OPS/MVS APIACTIVE parameter to ‘YES’ to enable this
feature and receive alerts from MOI.

MOI
Specify the metrics whose alarms you are interested in propagating to OPS/MVS and the minimum severity level
required to invoke the alarm.
More information: See topic "Configure and Deploy MOI" in the MOI documentation set.

Alarm Contents

The contents of the alarm are split into two variables, immediately referenceable by OPS/MVS API rules. The variables
are ‘API.TEXT’ and ‘API.EXTRA’.

Event IDs
Alarms from MOI come as one of three possible event IDs:
OIEVNT001

Alarm started.
OIEVNT002

Severity changed.
OIEVNT003

Alarm cleared.
API.TEXT

The value of this variable displays to the OPSLOG when OPS/MVS receives the alarm. The contents of API.TEXT
include:

•  Incident ID 
•  Metric Name 
•  LPAR 
•  Type of AlarmAlarm Started, Severity Changed, or Event Cleared
•  Severity

Sample API.TEXT values:
0000001498219320000ND4dc03cce40f56fe73ad1626b5d45ab463a979b98 DYNAMIC THRESHOLD EVENT

FOR   JOBCSA ON     XX11 : ALARM STARTED - TYPE = UNDR, CURR SEV =    LOW
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API.EXTRA
This variable contains specific information that is related to the metric associated with the alarm. The value of
this variable is a set of key/value pairs, taking the form ‘|key=value|key=value|key=value’. The key values of
API.EXTRA include:

•  METRIC_NAME 
•  METRIC_DESCRIPTION 
•  METRIC_PATH

Path to the location for the alarm. For example, A JOBCPT%s METRIC_PATH looks like: “METRIC_PATH=z/
OS System:SYS1>z/OS Job:MYJOB”.

•  ALARM_STARTED
Epoch time at which alarm started.

•  METRIC_VALUE
Actual metric value.

•  PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE 
•  SEVERITY 
•  PREVIOUS_SEVERITY 
•  ZONEAHIGH

Upper limit for ‘Common’ band of the green highway. 
•  ZONEALOW

Lower limit for ‘Common’ band of the green highway.
•  ZONEBHIGH

Upper limit for ‘Probable’ band of the green highway.
•  ZONEBLOW

Lower limit for ‘Probable’ band of the green highway.
•  ZONECHIGH

Upper limit for ‘Rare’ band of the green highway.
•  ZONECLOW

Lower limit for the ‘Rare’ band of the green highway.
•  CENTER

Value of the ‘Center’ line of the green highway.

Sample API.EXTRA:
|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Workload Manager|METRIC_PATH=z/OS

System:SYS1>z/OS Workload

Manager:HLQ.LLQ.1.3>WLMPI|ALARM_STARTED=1498481580000|EVENT_CODE=3|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=0|

PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.0|METRIC_VALUE=0.310|METRIC_NAME=WLMPI|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=WLM

performance index METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-

10400.0|ALGORITHM=ewma|PERCENTILE=0.94834|ZONEAHIGH=2.5539|ZONEALOW=1.3602|ZONEBHIGH=3.

1507|ZONEBLOW=0.76342|ZONECHIGH=3.7475|ZONECLOW=0.1666|CENTER=2.9292

|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Job|METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:SYS2>z/OS

Job:VMCF>JOBCPT%|ALARM_STARTED=1498480260000|EVENT_CODE=3|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=2|PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE

=0.0|METRIC_VALUE=0|METRIC_NAME=JOBCPT%|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=CP CPU usage percentage

total|METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-10400.0|ALGORITHM=ewma|PERCENTILE=0.97508|ZONEAHIGH=1.4396E-4|

ZONEALOW=-2.7571E-

5|ZONEBHIGH=2.2973E-4|ZONEBLOW=-1.1334E-4|ZONECHIGH=3.155E-4|ZONECLOW=-1.9911E-4|CENTER=2.2641E-4

|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Workload Manager|METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:SYS1>z/OS Workload

 Manager:

HLQ.LLQ.1.3>WLMPI|ALARM_STARTED=1498481340000|EVENT_CODE=0|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=3|

PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.62

METRIC_VALUE=-1|METRIC_NAME=WLMPI|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=WLM performance index
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METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-10400.0|ALGORITHM=INCIDENT_EVENT_ONLY|PERCENTILE=0.94834|

ZONEAHIGH=2.5539|ZONEALOW=1.3602|

ZONEBHIGH=3.1507|ZONEBLOW=0.76342ZONECHIGH=3.7475|ZONECLOW=0.1666|CENTER=2.9292

Sample Automation
OPS/MVS distributes sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs that demonstrate various aspects of automating
operations in a mainframe environment. These samples are unique to the specific environment where they have been
created and tested, and depending on the desired outcome, they may need to be modified from site to site.

The primary purpose of these rules and programs is to do the following:

• Outline and demonstrate automated techniques that are needed across all data centers
• Illustrate the effective usage of the automation tools that OPS/MVS provides, such as the OPS/REXX host

environments, OPS/REXX functions, global variables, local variables, and much more
• Provide samples that you can use as references and templates or starting points when you implement site-specific

automation

You can locate these sample rules and programs in the following installed SMP/E Target datasets:

• hlq.CCLXRULS
Contains the sample AOF rules.

WARNING
Do not auto enable or enable the entire sample rule data set. You must first carefully review each sample
rule to determine its applicability to your system. If the sample rule is desirable within your environment, you
should copy it to an existing production AOF ruleset.

• hlq.CCLXSAMP
Contains the sample OPS/REXX programs.

For complete lists of all supplied samples, see the following topics:

• Sample AOF Rules
• Sample OPS/REXX Programs

Many of the supplied sample rules and programs work together as an application to automate a specific system
component or event. The following topics categorize the supplied samples by the specific components or system events
that they address.

• Automation for OPS/MVS Components
• Automation for Broadcom Products
• Automation for Other Vendor Products
• Automation for z/OS Activities

Sample AOF Rules
This article lists and describes each supplied sample AOF rule.

You can find these rules in the installed SMP/E Target dataset hlq.CCLXRULS.

 ABENDLOG 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Collects and stores all IEF450I messages in an RDF table. Creates a dynamic TOD rule to trigger an OPS/REXX program
to process the data and offload to a sequential data set.
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 ACF8A900 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: Security

Restarts the OPS/MVS security interface after ACF2 is active.

 ACTNMSGS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Creates an automated filtering tool to help with identifying WTORs and action messages (messages with descriptor codes
1,2,11) that have not been automated upon using a corresponding unique OPS/MVS rule.

 AMALRCV 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Sets the name of the NetMaster EPS Receiver ID parameter value.

 APIHRTB1 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: n/a

Detects heartbeat failures for Broadcom products that internally generate API CAHEARTBT events.

 APIHRTB2 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: n/a

Detects abnormal heart beat intervals for Broadcom products that internally generate API CAHEARTBT events.

 APIHRTB3 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: n/a

Detects DOMs previously issued heart beat interval failures upon participating Broadcom products reissuing NORMAL
heart beat events.

 APIMIMGR 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: n/a

Detects unique API events from MIM.

 APIPDSMN 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: n/a

Demonstrates using an API rule for API events that are generated from PDSMAN.

 APISCHED 

 Rule Type: API
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 Subsystem: n/a

Detects unique API events from Scheduler.

 APISYSVC 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: z/OS

Processes SYSVIEW CICS lifetime transaction threshold API events.

 APNOTIFY 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: TSO

Sends the IKJ574I Broadcast Data Set Full message to a list of TSO user IDs. If the user does not respond after twelve
messages, the AP Notification Manager is used to escalate the problem.

 APISVMVS 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: z/OS

Process SYSVIEW threshold API events

 APIWAEE 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: z/OS

Interrogate and process job monitoring data that are issued as an API event from ESP.

 ARMSAMP 

 Rule Type: Automatic Restart Manager

 Subsystem: z/OS

Provides synchronization for System State Manager (SSM) any time ARM restarts an element that may be a resource
managed by SSM.

 ARMTASK 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

When z/OS issues message IEF403I for a started task initialization, this rule registers the task with z/OS Automatic
Restart Manager, using the OPSARM function. The task name must be contained in GLOBAL0.ARMTASK.

 ARMTASKE 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Reacts when z/OS issues message IEF404I. If the task that is ending is defined to ARM, then OPSARM is issued to
DEREGISTER the task.

 ASOABEND 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS
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Traps z/OS symptom dump multiline message IEA995I and saves dump data in a relational table that you can review
online using the table editor.

 BMWRULE 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: IMS

After starting IMS, you receive the outstanding REPLY:

*nn BMW001A REPLY DBDNAME TO STOP DATABASE.

The BMWRULE stops the database by REPLYing the DBDNAME to the BMW001A WTOR when one of the
following instances occurs:

• Five occurrences of any mixture of the following two messages appear in any one minute between 08:00 and 17:00:
– BMW002I dbdname LOGICAL ERROR
– BMW003I I/O-ERROR ON DATABASE dbdname

 BPXI078D 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Respond to initialization WTOR from OMVS zFS file system.

 CA11MSG 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: n/a

Demonstrates creating MSG rules for message IDs greater than 10 characters (sample logic replies to WA Restart Option
WTOR).

 CANTSO 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: TSO

Enables you to cancel TSO users and jobs that have the same user ID.

 CAS9200I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: CAIENF

Restarts OPS/MVS when CAIENF is active.

 CAS9300E 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: CAIENF

Stops OPS/MVS when CAIENF is inactive.

 CA7ABEND 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: CA7

Processes CA 7 SMF0-19 job failure messages.
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 CA7BRWSE 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: CA7

Processes additional segment lines for multi-segmented CA 7 events.

 CA7LATE 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: CA7

Processes CA 7 SCNP-11 job late messages.

 CHE 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: IMS

Shuts down the IOF BMP at the termination checkpoint.

 CHKSYS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Shows you how to create a generic INIT section in situations where a rule set is active on all systems, but certain rules are
only intended to be ENABLEd on some systems. The generic INIT section can be used in any rule to maintain such rules.

 CICSEOJ 

 Rule Type: EOJ

 Subsystem: z/OS

Monitors CICS regions that are abnormally terminating within a non OPS/MVS SSM environment through an End-of-Job
event. Demonstrates how to use EOJ rules.

 CICSMON1,CICSMON2,CICSMON3 

 Rule Type: MSG, EOM

 Subsystem: z/OS

Monitors CICS regions that are abnormally terminating within a non OPS/MVS SSM environment. Demonstrates logic that
is needed to correlate different events from the same ASID (msg1,msg2,eom,etc.) using unique global variables.

 CICSREGS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: CICS

Saves the name of a CICS region within an OPS/MVS global variable. The variable is needed within the aggressive
system shutdown sample procedure SHUTSYS2, to initiate the proper shutdown of a CICS region that may have started
outside of STATEMAN.

 CMDALLC 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

The CMD rule component of the CMDALL application. This command initiates the CMDALL OPS/REXX program.
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 CMDALLR 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: z/OS

The REQ rule component of the CMDALL application. Triggered through the CMDALL OPS/REXX program on each
system to issue desired command, collect response output, then send back to the requesting system.

 CMDAUTHW 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Requests WTOR confirmation for a specific command or list of commands.

 CMDCOUNT 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Keeps track of the number of times each z/OS and subsystem command has been used since the last IPL occurred. You
can use this count to determine the types of commands being used most on the system, which gives you an idea of where
automation of commands would be most valuable.

 CMDVARY 

 Rule Type: CMD

 Subsystem: z/OS

Forces WTOR verification if a VARY command exceeds a defined maximum range threshold.

 Db2CMD 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: Db2

Enables you to enter Db2 commands without suspending JES3. The command goes to an OSF server address space for
execution.

 DB2MSTRS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: Db2

Saves the name of a Db2 master region (ssidMSTR) within an OPS/MVS global variable. This variable is needed by
the Db2TASKS sample rule which saves the starting of spawned Db2 regions. The variable is also needed within the
aggressive system shutdown sample procedure, SHUTSYS2, to initiate the proper shutdown of a Db2 region that may
have started outside of STATEMAN.

 DB2TASKS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: Db2

Saves the names of Db2 tasks (ssidIRLM, ssidDIST, and so on.) that are spawned or started from a master Db2
subsystem within an OPS/MVS global variable. This variable is interrogated within the aggressive system shutdown
procedures performed by the SHUTSYS2 OPS/REXX sample program. This variable allows the shutdown logic to bypass
the stopping of a spawned Db2 tasks. These tasks are stopped through the shutdown of the associating Db2 master
region.
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 DEBUGDOM 

 Rule Type: Delete-operator message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Traps the DOM related z/OS and subsystem interface control blocks for debugging purposes. The control block
information is saved in the OPS/MVS temporary global variables and can be viewed using OPSVIEW option 4.8.

 DEBUGCMD 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Traps the command related z/OS and subsystem interface control blocks for debugging purposes. The control block
information is saved in the OPS/MVS temporary global variables and can be viewed using OPSVIEW option 4.8.

 DEBUGWTO 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Traps the z/OS and subsystem interface control blocks for debugging purposes.

 DFHS0126 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: N/A

Creates threshold (x times y seconds) monitoring logic for CICS max socket error conditions.

 DFS690A 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: IMS

Replies to the DFS690A message to allow the IOF BMP to wait for the control region to become active.

 DFS8000A 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: IMS

Highlights IMS MTO message ERROR CHECK TO MTO on the z/OS console any time the message is issued.

 DFS994I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: IMS

Starts the IOF BMP only after the control region is fully active.

 DISASTER 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Initiates disaster recovery procedures.

 DOM 

 Rule Type: Delete-operator message
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 Subsystem: z/OS

DOM events are triggered to remove high intensity messages from MCS consoles. This rule displays the WTO sequence
number of the message being deleted.

 DRL 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Enables an operator to get a complete list of the outstanding replies using the old form of the D R,L command. The
command will be converted to D R,L,CN=(ALL) if your release of z/OS requires this format.

 DSNL027I 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Suppress and deletes from syslog specific Db2 Distributed Agent abend failure MLWTO messages as determined by the
last line of the MLWTO that indicates the failure reason.

 DSNP002I 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Process Db2 data set-definition failure MLWTO messages.

 DSNT376I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: Db2

Process Db2 Thread timeout conditions.

 DSNT378I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: Db2

Responds to Db2 IRLM lockouts caused by a system or Db2 failure within a shared data group.

 DSNT501I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: Db2

Process Db2 Thread timeout conditions.

 EOJXSYS 

 Rule Type: EOJ

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates the logic that can be used to obtain status or event data from another system such as the maximum
condition code (maxcc) of a batch job in order to perform some automated action on a local system.

 EOMDEQ 

 Rule Type: End-of-memory

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 
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Dequeues remaining table editor and schedule manager enqueues after TSO users terminate.

 EOMDEQ 

 Rule Type: End-of-memory

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Dequeues remaining table editor and schedule manager enqueues after TSO users terminate.

 GCM 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: MIM

Keeps MIC internal messages out of OPSLOG.

 IAT3100 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: JES3

Informs the operator when JES3 has been initialized and issues a prompt to start the XYZ job.

 IEA611I 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Process IEA611I dump messages and generate an alert with the captured dump dsn for abends that are monitored from
the IEA794I sample rule.

 IEA794I 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Process IEA794I dump messages and store relevant dump data in a unique OPS/MVS global variable so that it can be
manipulated in the IEA611I sample rule which generates a detail email of the dump event.

 IEA989I 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Restarts the SMSVSAM address space if it produces a specific abend. Demonstrates throttle logic to process this event
on time in 10 minutes.

 IEC606I 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Processes the first occurrence of a VTOC error condition from the specific DASD device within a sysplex. All other
identical issuances of this failure for the same VTOC error will not be processed for the next 10 minutes. This prevents
reacting to the same event more than once. Create dynamic JCL to invoke the ICKDSF utility to reinitialize the VTOC
when the IEC606I event occurs.

 IEE043I 

 Rule Type: Message
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 Subsystem: z/OS

Starts a sample external writer when the SYSLOG data set is full and informs the operator.

 IEE362A 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Submits a disk reader command to JES3 to read in the job when an SMF data set is full.

 IEE391A 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Starts a job that dumps a full SMF data set.

When z/OS issues message IEE391A, this rule issues the following command:

MVS START SMFDMP,DSN=smfdsn

No JCL or procedure for dumping the SMF data set is provided in the rule. You must tailor the rule to fit your needs.

NOTE
When the SMF data set name does not use the SYS1.MANn naming convention, message IEE391A is issued
instead of message IEE362A.

 IEF 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Issues information messages for job management messages IEF403I and IEF404I.

 IEF176I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Stops the external writer when it becomes idle.

 IEF433D 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

When a job wait is requested with the reply HOLD or NOHOLD, this rule issues an operator REPLY command using the
reply number from the first word of the message.

 IFB040I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

When z/OS issues message IFB040I to indicate that the SYS1.LOGREC data set is full, this rule submits and issues
an MVS START command and notifies four users. No JCL or procedure for dumping/printing or clearing the data set is
provided in the rule. You must tailor the rule to fit your needs.

 IKJ574I 

 Rule Type: Message
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 Subsystem: TSO

Reduces the number of Broadcast Data Set Full messages to one every five minutes.

 IKT010D 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: TSO

Replies to the message indicating that a STOP command was entered to stop TCAS, but a number of TSO users are still
active. The sample replies with the FSTOP response. If you prefer, you can change the response to SIC.

 IMSREGS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: IMS

Saves the name of an IMS region within an OPS/MVS global variable. The variable is needed within the aggressive
system shutdown sample procedure SHUTSYS2 to initiate the proper shutdown of an IMS region that may have started
outside of STATEMAN.

 INFOSAMP 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

When z/OS issues message IEA404A for WTO buffers full, the rule executes a CLIST that inserts a record into the IBM
INFO/SYSTEM problem database. This CLIST is included in the OPS/MVS sample CLIST library.

 INVKISPF 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Dispatches a program to invoke ISPF services.

 IOS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Highlights all IOS messages.

 IPLINFO 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Obtains various IPL data information, stores that data in a variable, and then issues a MLWTO OPSLOG only message
with the data.

The MLWTO can be used as a quick tool within OPSLOG to locate the started IPLs, and the variable will be accessed
using the OPSINQRY sample OPS/REXX program as a tool to present the collected IPL data across MSF connected
systems.

 IPLSUPPR 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: MVS

Aggressively suppresses the numerous WTOs generated during a system IPL.
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 Rule Type: MSG 

 Subsystem: z/OS

Issues commands after a system IPL has been performed.

 IRA200I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Responds to the Auxiliary Storage Shortage message by adding a page data set and highlighting the message.

 IRA201I 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Responds to the Auxiliary Storage Shortage message by adding a page data set and highlighting the message.

 JES2$TJ 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Allows a user to issue a $TJ command to only a jobname that corresponds to the TSO user ID. For example, user ID
TSOUSR1 can issue $TJ commands only to TSOUSR1x jobnames.

 JOBINFO 

 Rule Type: CMD

 Subsystem: z/OS

Create pseudo command rule to trigger JOBINFO OPS/REXX program to extract specific JES data for a job and display
data back to the console.

 MIMTAPE 

 Rule Type: TOD

 Subsystem: N/A

Invokes the MIMTAPE OPS/REXX program to determine if any outstanding mount pendings are occurring for locally
managed MIM tape devices.

 MLWTO1 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrate rule logic needed to manipulate data across different lines of an MLWTO message in order to take some
automation action. Specific logic processes the IEA995I event.

 MLWTO2 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrate rule logic needed to store each data line of an MLWTO so it can be manipulated within an OPS/REXX
program to perform some type of asynchronous automation. The MLWTO keyword of the )MSG specifier is utilized.

 MLWTO3 
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 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrate rule logic needed to manipulate data across different lines of an MLWTO message in order to create a single
alert message. Specific logic processes the DSNT376I event.

 MLWTO4 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrate rule logic needed to process MLWTO events without the MLWTO keyword being specified.

 MSFROUTE 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Enables operators to route console commands to a remote system using the MSF component of OPS/MVS.

 MSFTERM 

 Rule Type: Global Variable

 Subsystem: MSF

Deactivates all active MSF sessions and deletes all MSF-defined nodes when the rule is disabled during normal product
termination.

 MSGBHOLE 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates how to completely eliminate a message from the OPSLOG, SYSLOG, consoles, JESMSGLG (joblog), and
JESYSMSG data sets.

 OPAODIGL 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: TSO

Provides a full screen control application for viewing or updating OPS/REXX global variables. This rule provides a good
illustration of the power and flexibility of REXX programs.

NOTE
This rule must be invoked under ISPF.

 OPEPIMSG 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Trigger OPEPIDEF OPS/REXX program upon VTAM initialization or OPS/MVS restart.

 OPNFFNET 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: NetView

Displays all copies of NetView in the system.
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 OPRCMSG 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Collects and stores messages with the specified msgid in an RDF table and triggers OPS/REXX program OPRCMSGS
to dump all of the table rows into a sequential data set when the defined maximum number of rows are inserted into the
table.

 OPS1000J 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Prevents the messages that result from SAY statements in rules from appearing in the JES JOBLOG.

 OPS3014O 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Sets SVCDUMP parameter to ON after ESTAE routine has set SVCDUMP to OFF and issued this message.

 OPS3445O 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Switches automatically to an alternate active OPSLOG when current live OPSLOG nears a wrap condition.

 OPS3487O 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Detects when the OPS/MVS to CAICCI interface is activated and attempts to activate CCI connections.

 OPS3716O 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Executes when the OSF execute processor detects that a server address space has been cancelled but not terminated.

 OPS4402O 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Triggers on the OPS/MVS message that is issued when some asid may be looping and generates a formal alert if a
defined threshold is met. The MSGDRAINRATE and MSGTHRESHOLD parameters within OPS/MVS detect address
spaces that issue excessive message traffic.

 OPSAOF 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Enables console operators to issue AOF commands and receive responses at the z/OS console.

 OPSCMD 
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 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Prohibits certain TSO user IDs from issuing the OPSCMD command. Replace the USERID parameter with a valid TSO
user ID before you enable this rule.

 OPSECBCP 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Prohibits certain TSO user IDs from using certain ADDRESS HWS host envrionment commands.

 OPSLGSCN 

 Rule Type: TOD

 Subsystem: z/OS

Invokes OPSLGSCN OPS/REXX program to periodically scan OPSLOG looking for specific OPS/REXX compiler
and execution error messages that might have occurred within rules and programs. Generates an alert email of these
messages to a list of designated users.

 OPSLOGCK 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Warns when OPSLOG sequence numbers are approaching a wrap condition.

 OPSMEDS 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Invokes Mainframe Environment Discovery Script (MEDS) for specific Broadcom products.

 OPSMSF 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Allows for display and control of MSF facilities from a console. It can also be used to start MSF on another system in a
sysplex using the MVS ROUTE command.

 OPSOF001 

 Rule Type: API

 Subsystem: SOF

Demonstrates how to bring selected devices online in response to API event OPSOF001 issued by SOF.

 OPSOSF 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Lets you display and control OSF servers from a console.

 OPSPARM 

 Rule Type: Command
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 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Lets you display and set OPS/MVS parameters from a console.

 OPSTORE 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Displays home address space virtual storage on the console.

 PDT0170 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Processes data collector messages from Xmanager and invokes TSFBATCH Proc unload to submit detector data to TSF.

 PLEX*, STAP* 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Indicates various sample rules that provide support to sample SSM Sysplex applications.

 REPLY 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: JES3

Enables console operators to reply to WTOR messages by entering only a reply number and reply text. JES2 provides
this facility as a standard feature. This rule provides the same capability for JES3.

 SECAOF 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Allows console operators to enter AOF commands and receive the responses. This version executes a request rule in the
server to prompt for a password for ACF2 validation.

 SECAOFRQ 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: z/OS

Works with the SECAOF command to ACF2 to protect a command.

 SECLOGM1 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Allows a selective list of userids to access the GLV prefix particular to the OPSLOG Merge application. One of five sample
rules for securing the OPSLOG Merge application.

 SECLOGM2 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS
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Allows a selective list of userids to use Address OPSCTL MSF and OPSLOG functions. One of five sample rules for
securing the OPSLOG Merge application.

 SECLOGM3 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Allows a selective list of userids to view any defined OPSLOG. One of five sample rules for securing the OPSLOG Merge
application.

 SECLOGM4 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Allows a selective list of userids to issue the OPSRMT command. One of five sample rules for securing the OPSLOG
Merge application.

 SECLOGM5 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Allows a selective list of userids to access the GLOBAL0 prefix particular to the OPSLOG Merge application. One of five
sample rules for securing the OPSLOG Merge application.

 SECOC 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: z/OS

Illustrates how generalized resource rules can be used to protect the OPSCMD command processor.

 SECREQ 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS

Allows all users to issue the OPSREQ TSO command.

 SECSSM* 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: n/a

Demonstrates techniques to secure SSM control from OPSVIEW panels.

 SECWEBV* 

Security

 Subsystem: n/a

Demonstrates techniques to secure the OPSLOG WebView component.

 SENTINEL 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: N/A

Starts the QUERYRES REXX program every five minutes to query the status of resources and update global variables.
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 SHUT 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Enables console operators to issue a shutdown for CICS. The rule starts the REXX program CICSSHUT in an OPS/MVS
server address space to perform the shutdown.

 SHUTSYS 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: STATEMAN

This TOD rule is part of the aggressive system shutdown sample procedures (as described within the SHUTSYS1 OPS/
REXX program sample). This rule issues highlighted MLWTO system shutdown status messages within a specified
10-minute shutdown window, and stops the security package and OPS/MVS if all resources have stopped. Manual
intervention alerts are generated if resources are still active at the end of the ten-minute shutdown window.

 SOFCMDR 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: SOF

Secures access to SOF from MVS console commands by using resources defined to a security product.

 SOFCMDU 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: SOF

Secures access to SOF from MVS console commands issued by user IDs defined in the rule.

 SOFSECR 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: SOF

Secures access to SOF from OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF and OPSVIEW panels by using resources defined to a security
product.

 SOFSECU 

 Rule Type: Security

 Subsystem: SOF

Secures access to SOF from OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF and OPSVIEW panels used by user IDS defined in the rule.

 SPOOLMON 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: JES2

Invokes sample SPOOLMON OPS/REXX program when JES2 TGS (spool space/track groups) threshold warnings are
received. Application creates an alert of the problem which includes the jobname of the top spool user.

 SSMALTSB 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: n/a
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Demonstrates using SSM v2 techniques to perform a reverse order shutdown of resources. Start A, then B, then C, but
stop B, then A, then C.

 SSMCNTL 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: STATEMAN

Provides the ability to monitor and control SSM resources using a pseudo command that can be entered from anywhere a
system command can be issued.

 SSMEOJA 

 Rule Type: EOJ

 Subsystem: z/os

Process all End-Of-Job events on a system if a large amount of batch jobs and STCs are being monitored in SSM and
Type 30 records are being generated for STCs.

 SSMEOJB 

 Rule Type: EOJ

 Subsystem: z/os

Process all End-Of-Job events on a system if a large amount of batch jobs and STCs are being monitored in SSM and
Type 30 records are not being generated for STCs.

 SSMEOJC 

 Rule Type: EOJ

 Subsystem: z/os

Process End-Of-Job events for a particular batch job or jobs that are being monitored within SSM.

 SSMEXCPS 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: N/A

An end-user TSO tool to display SSM mismatches (exceptions) from all MSF-connected systems.

 SSMMOVE, SSMPLEXC 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: N/A

Demonstrates using SSM v2 techniques to move resources between sysplex systems.

 SSMXPREQ, SSMXSUBQ 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: N/A

Demonstrates using SSM techniques to perform cross sysplex prerequisite and subrequisite checking.

 STARTMII 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: N/A

Intercepts a command and modifies command contents.
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 STCB4OPS 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: N/A

Saves the names of all system related STCS that are started prior to OPS/MVS within global variable. The variable is
needed within the aggressive system shutdown sample procedure SHUTSYS2 to bypass the stopping of these tasks that
will be internally stopped by the operating system.

 SUPPRALL 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: n/a

Implements aggressive message suppression.

 SYSINFO, SYSINFO2 

 Rule Type: Message, Request

 Subsystem: N/A

Obtains various system-related IPL information for a system and saves it in an OPS/MVS shared variable database.
Query the data from a TSO focal point.

 SYSVALRT 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: n/a

Invokes SYSVALRT OPS/REXX program to monitor and respond accordingly to any SYSVIEW Alerts.

 SYSVE 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: COMMAND

Issues SYSVIEW commands on the console with information returned to the console. This rule must be implemented
together with the OPS/REXX program SYSVECMD.

 TAPEMNT1, TAPEMNT2, TAPEMNT3, TAPEMNT4 

 Rule Type: Message, Delete-operator-message, Time-of-day

 Subsystem: N/A

Creates notification alerts for outstanding tape mounts that are pending for some defined threshold.

 TIMECHNG 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: N/A

Schedules the TIMECHNG REXX EXEC to run in an OSF TSO server, prior to the time the system clocks are changed.
This rule is typically used for Daylight Savings time changes. See the TIMECHNG sample REXX program.

 TIMERUL2 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: N/A
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Illustrates a rule that executes at time intervals for multiple days. The example rule executes every 15 minutes starting on
August 2, 2007, at 1:50 and continuing until December 31, 2007.

 TIMERUL3 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: N/A

Illustrates a rule that executes 10 seconds after it is enabled. The rule is disabled after its first and only execution.

 TIMERULE 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: N/A

Demonstrates how a rule can execute multiple times in one day. The example executes nine times between 3:00 and 4:00
on August 3, 2007.

 TIMING* 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: N/A

Illustrates comparative rules to be used as directed by OPS/MVS support.

 TSOCHECK 

 Rule Type: Time-of-day

 Subsystem: TSO

Monitoring time rule to trigger the TSOCHECK sample OPS/REXX program that monitors TSO/E access and response
time.

 TSS90001 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: Security

Restarts the OPS/MVS security interface after Top Secret is active.

 UEJM* 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS, CA7

Demonstrates creating a focal point for UEJM messages destined to OPSLOG.

 WTOBUF 

 Rule Type: Message

 Subsystem: z/OS

Responds to IEA404A and IEA405E MCS console backlog messages by detecting and clearing the backed-up consoles.

 WTORS 

 Rule Type: Command

 Subsystem: z/OS

Creates pseudo command rule for manual display request of sysplex WTOR information.
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 XCOPSEOJ 

 Rule Type: EOJ

 Subsystem: z/OS

Initiate XCOM Data Transport failover procedures if XCOM Data Transport abnormally terminates.

 XCOPSMSG 

 Rule Type: MSG

 Subsystem: z/OS

Set a flag to be used within XCOPSEOJ to indicate XCOM Data Transport is requested to shutdown.

 XCSA 

 Rule Type: OMEGAMON

 Subsystem: z/OS

Performs a shutdown on CICS when a z/OS CSA shortage exists.

 XJOBSTAT 

 Rule Type: CMD

 Subsystem: z/OS

Processes a pseudo sysplex routed command that can be used to remotely determine if an ASID is active using the
OPSTATUS().

 ZEROAOF 

 Rule Type: Request

 Subsystem: N/A

Extracts and retains any enabled AOF rule that has a zero fire count.

Sample OPS/REXX Programs
This article lists and describes each supplied sample OPS/REXX program.

You can find these rules in the installed SMP/E Target dataset hlq.CCLXSAMP.

 ABENDLOG 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Processes abend data stored in a RDF table using the ABENDLOG AOF rule, and offload to a sequential data set.

 ADDRCA7 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates issuing and interrogating output from CA 7. The interface between OPS/MVS and CA 7 must be
implemented as outlined in Administrating.

 ALLOCSPF 

 Program Type: REXX
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 Subsystem: ISPF

Allocates files necessary to run ISPF in a server.

 AOFCMDS 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: AOF

Issues a series of commands to ADDRESS AOF and retrieves the AOF command output. The AOF command output is
sent to the user.

 AOFINIT 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: AOF

Demonstrates how to initialize the AOF, based on the environment.

 ASID 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: z/OS

Finds the address space IDs for jobs executing on a machine. The job name is provided as input to the CLIST.

 BATCHPRM 

 Program Type: JCL

 Subsystem: IMS

Invokes the supplied OPIMTGCB REXX program as a batch version of the IDENTIFY IMS utility, which is OPSVIEW
option 7.4.

 CANWTR 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: z/OS

Cancels scheduled writer jobs.

 CAWTO 

 Program Type: UNIX shell script

 Subsystem: USS

Displays the UNIX shell script. The UNIX shell script is called by the log2wto shell script, which issues the catwto for each
line in a log file.

NOTE
This script is only intended for use with the log2wto script. The program name is in lowercase because the UNIX
environment is case-sensitive.

 CGLOBALV 

 Program Type: C

 Subsystem: ESI

Demonstrates how to use OPSLINK from a C/370 program to update an OPS/REXX global variable.

 CHECKTM5 
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 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: CA 1

Checks to see if CA 1 is active, and if it is, whether it is running TMS Version 5.2.

 CHECKTMS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: CA 1

Checks to see if CA 1 is active.

 CICSSHUT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: CICS

Performs a controlled CICS shutdown if possible and takes more drastic shutdown actions if necessary. The program
expects to be invoked by the SHUT command rule from a z/OS console.

 CLEARQ 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: N/A

Purges the external data queue and returns to the caller.

 CMDALL 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Create a focal point of view for the command output of commands that are issued across many OPS/MVS MSF
connected systems.

 CMDAUTHW 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Creates a verification WTOR back to the console that issued a specific command.

 COBCMDS1 

 Program Type: COBOL

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates how to use OPSLINK from a COBOL program to issue an MVS, JES, VM, IMS or CICS operator command.

 COMPAOF 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: AOF

Shows how a batch job can be used to compile an entire AOF rule set.

 COMPREXX 

 Program Type: JCL

 Subsystem: REXX
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Demonstrates how to compile an OPS/REXX program from a batch job.

 COMPRSDS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates using the OPSUBMIT OPS/REXX function to submit JCL to compress a data set.

NOTE
 This sample program is related to and scheduled by the APIPDSMN sample rule.

 CPIND 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: VM

Displays the result of a VM command.

 DAPPL 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: VTAM

Displays currently active VTAM application IDs.

 DATE2SEC 

 Program Type: REXX SUBROUTINE

 Subsystem: N/A

Converts either a yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss or yyyymmdd hh:mm:ss string value to the number of seconds past midnight on
January 1, 1980.

 DB2 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: DB2

Enables you to stop, start, cancel, and display active DB2 sessions.

 DB2LOGDB 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: DB2

Issue and store DB2 Display command output in a sequential file specifically a DIS DB(dbname) command.

 DB2THRD 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: DB2

Issue and manipulate the output of a DB2 Display command specifically a DIS THREAD(*) command.

 DEFNVCON 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: NetView

Defines OPS/MVS Subsystem Consoles to NetView.
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 DVTMNODE 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates the logic that is needed to issue commands to the system and collect and interrogate the command
response, specifically the status of a VTAM node.

 EMAILMSG 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: JES

Create a focal application that can be called by any AOF rule or OPS/REXX program when a multi-line automated SMTP
email must be generated.

 EMAILTXT 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: JES

Sends a single-line SMTP email.

 EOJXSYS 

 Rule Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates the logic that can be used to obtain status or event data from another system such as the maximum
condition code (maxcc) of a batch job to perform some automated action on a local system.

 GDITEST 

 Program Type: JCL

 Subsystem: GDI

Shows how you can use the generic data set interface to route the output from a sequential file to the AOF for automation
in messages rules.

 GETSTORD 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Examines the LDA (VSM local data area) and derives data concerning user-storage usage.

 GTERMID 

 Program Type: REXX SUBROUTINE

 Subsystem: z/OS

Gets the terminal ID associated with the current job.

 IDMSAREA 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Invoke and manipulate the collected DCMT D AREA command output. If the LOCK status, is in ‘OFL’ for any area then
send out an alert message.
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 IEC606I 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Creates JCL to invoke ICKDSF utility to reinitialize the VTOC when IEC606I events occur within a sysplex.

 IN 

 Program Type: REXX SUBROUTINE

 Subsystem: z/OS

Simulates an SAA REXX built-in function.

 INITMGR 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: JES2

Manages and controls some or all JES2 initiators based on day-of-week and time-of-day.

 INSERT 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Demonstrates the ability of an OPS/REXX subroutine to simulate a built-in function of SAA REXX.

 JOBINFO 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Use the OPSJESX() to obtain JES SSI 80 function call data for a specific job and display the information to the requesting
console.

 LINKLIST 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Displays the names of the data sets in the LNKLST.

 log2wto 

 Program Type: UNIX shell script

 Subsystem: USS

Displays UNIX shell script to route messages from a log file to z/OS Event Manager. The program name is in lowercase
because the UNIX environment is case-sensitive.

Example: log2wto filename prefix 

 filename is the name of the UNIX log file, and prefix is the optional character string that is inserted in front of each
message in the log file. The prefix makes it possible for USS rules to determine the source of the message.

 Program Type: OPS/REXX 

 Subsystem: z/OS

Causes tape volume dismounts to occur under MIA GLOBAL Tape Device Allocation Serialization for tape volumes that
remain mounted in unallocated MIA-managed tape devices.
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 MEDSMIM 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX and OPS/MVS batch job

 Subsystem: MIM

Gathers MIM complex environmental information quickly and ensures your MIM address spaces are set up and running
optimally.

 MIMTAPE 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: MIM

Determines if any outstanding mount pendings are occurring for locally managed MIM tape devices.

 MLWTOR 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Uses the ADDRESS WTO host environment to demonstrate how to simulate the issuing of a multi-line WTOR.

 MQQCHK 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Illustrates how to put and get messages on WebSphere MQ Series queues using the Address MQ host environment.

 NETVIEW 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: NetView

Stops, starts, and displays NetView session status.

 NOTIN 

 Program Type: REXX SUBROUTINE

 Subsystem: z/OS

Simulates an SAA REXX built-in function.

 OMVSPID 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: USS

Illustrates how the D OMVS command can be used to determine or validate the OMVS process ID of an executing OMVS
program. The PID is required by the UNIX kill command to stop a running process.

 OP4UEXIT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

User command exit allows user to trigger any type of end-user automation against some SSM resource. Users can
implement their own new line and primary command to be able to invoke a program. For example, an OPS/REXX
validation program, SSM Note or a new ISPF application.

 OPAMEPRM 
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 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: ISPF

Creates a dynamic parameter file for the AME report program.

 OPAMINIT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Provides support for the Automate ICLIST and IREXX parameters when modified.

 OPCLCICS 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: CICS

Enables you to start or stop a CICS region.

 OPCMDOUT 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Generates the OSCMD format of the CMDRESP(REXX) keyword output from the OPS/REXX format of the ADDRESS
OPER command output.

 OPCONCAT 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: OPSVIEW

Adds a data set to an existing concatenation of partitioned data sets.

NOTE
 The OPCONCAT program is distributed in the OPS.CCLXCLS0 data set.

 OPDECONC 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: OPSVIEW

Removes a data set from an existing concatenation of partitioned data sets.

NOTE
 The OPDECONC program is distributed in the OPS.CCLXCLS0 data set.

 OPEPIDEF 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: EPI

Define virtual VTAM terminals to the EPI component upon OPS/MVS initialization.

 OPEPIKEY 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: EPI

Type and optionally enter a key stroke after a specified field label on any EPI terminal screen.
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 OPEPIPGM 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: EPI

Basic EPI coding template to help with the effort of developing an OPS/REXX program that communicates to any VTAM
3270 application.

 OPEPITRM 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: EPI

From the list of EPI terminals, obtain an available terminal and define/enable it to a specified VTAM applid. Return the
obtained terminal name back to the calling program.

 OPRCMSGS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Offloads to a sequential data set the message event records stored in an RDF table by the OPRCMSG AOF MSG rule.

 OPRXHTTP 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS 

Demonstrates how to generate a RESTful HTTP or HTTPS web service request.

When using HTTPS, this sample assumes that the server side is configured to respond to HTTPS requests using a server
certificate loaded into a Java keystore (.jks file). The same .jks file must also be specified in OPRXHTTP as variable
keystoreFile.

For more documentation on the requirements for using HTTPS, see in the comment block at the beginning of the
OPRXHTTP sample file itself.

For more information on how to configure a HTTPS connector on a Tomcat server running the OPS/MVS Web Services
(i.e. opsmvs.war), see the Apache Tomcat documentation.

For more information on how to generate and sign x509 a certificate to be shared by Apache Tomcat and this sample, see
the IBM z/OS documentation.

See also OPS/REXX sample OPRXREST.

 OPRXINFO 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: N/A

A working example of a REXX program that adds a problem record to the INFO/SYSTEM problem management
database.

 OPRXREST 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS 

Demonstrates how to generate a RESTful HTTP request to make a web service call.

See also REXX sample OPRXHTTP.
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 OPSFTP 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Copies one sequential data set or member to and from MVS host using FTP. The target node can be a PC with FTP
server software (such as FileZilla Server) installed and configured.

OPSFTP supports both binary and text transfer modes and saves encrypted passwords in global variables.

 OPSINFOT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Demonstrates the use of all the OPSINFO function codes.

 OPINFSYS 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: INFO/SYS

Enables a record to be added to the IBM INFO/SYSTEM problem management database. Also includes a sample REXX
rule that executes the CLIST when message IEA404A is issued.

 OPSLGEXT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Use the OPSLOG() to extract filtered OPSLOG data.

 OPSLGSCN 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Scans OPSLOG looking for specific OPS/REXX compiler and execution error messages that might have occurred within
rules and programs. Generates an alert email of these messages to a list of designated users.

 OPSMREQ 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Opens an incident with supported service management products using the OPS/REXX ADDRESS USS SMREQ host
environment command.

 OPSOF 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Issues the SOF command that is supplied by the caller to the specified SOF server. Returns the command response to
the console specified by the caller.

NOTE
 This sample program is related to and invoked by the OPSOF sample rule.

 OPTNGCOL 
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 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Adds TNGNOTIFY and RESOURCE_TXT columns to all System State Manager resource tables and to the directory
table.

 OPVMGLV 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: Server

Extracts client messages from GLV storage and writes them as individual records to an output DASD file.

 OPVMJCL 

 Program Type: JCL

 Subsystem: Server

Shows a JCL sequence which can be used to activate the z/OS server.

 OVERLAY 

 Program Type: REXX SUBROUTINE

 Subsystem: z/OS

Simulates an SAA REXX built-in function.

 PLEXSSM 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Lets sysplex and shared tape (STAPE) resources be monitored using sample message rules that update the resource
status based on the severity of messages that are issued in the sysplex. The status of a resource can be NORMAL,
WARNING, or CRITICAL. If the current state of a resource is UNKNOWN, then the resource is most likely not in use.
STAPE resources are individual tape devices that have been defined as auto-switchable. Parsing the response to an
operator DISPLAY command, which displays all auto-switchable devices, automatically populates the STAPE resource
table. Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.2 to view these resources.

The monitored sysplex resources include the following:

• Automatic restart manager (ARM)
• Coupling facility resource manager (CFRM)
• Cross-system coupling facility (XCF)
• Cross-system extended services (XES)
• Sysplex timers (ETR)
• Sysplex failure management (SFM)
• System logger (LOGR)
• Workload manager (WLM)

WARNING
The PLEXSSM application, which is built on System State Manager (SSM), monitors sysplex resources and
does not let actions be taken against a resource, such as starting, stopping, or recovering a resource associated
with an application. Such actions are accomplished using customer extensions to the application.

For installation instructions, see topic Automation for OPS/MVS Components.

 PLICMDS1 
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 Program Type: PL/1

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates how to use OPSLINK from a PL/I program to issue an MVS, JES, VM, IMS or CICS operator command.

 PLICMDS2 

 Program Type: PL/1

 Subsystem: TSO

Demonstrates how to use OPSLINK from a PL/I program to issue a TSO command.

 PLIGLOBV 

 Program Type: PL/1

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Demonstrates how to use OPSLINK from a PL/I program to access an OPS/REXX global variable.

 PRINTMSG 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: TSO

Prints a message on a printer.

 PRODPERF 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Resets the OPS/MVS execution statistics in the PRODPERFORM parameter group.

 PROFNOTE 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: PROFS

Prepares, generates, and sends a PROFS note.

 QUERYRES 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Queries the status of predefined resources and stores the information in global variables.

 RDFSIZE 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Calculates the amount of storage that Automate relational tables will require in OPS/MVS.

 RESETOSF 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

End-User OPS/REXX pgm to stop or force OPS/MVS servers and reset (delete) all server requests in the specified server
queue.
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 REXXIMAC 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: ISPF

This is an ISPF edit macro that defines OI and OX as edit macro programs.

 REXXIN 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Reads a file in REXX.

 REXXOUT 

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Writes a file in REXX.

 RXGRAPHIC 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: ISPF

Displays a graphic image in REXX.

 SAMPTSO 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: TSO

Provides a full-screen control application for issuing TSO commands and allows paging in the output.

 SCANSSCT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Displays the names of all subsystems in use.

 SEC2DATE 

 Program Type: REXX SUBROUTINE

 Subsystem: N/A

Converts a seconds value since midnight January 1, 1980 into a 17-byte date and time string in the format yyyymmdd
hh:mm:ss.

 SENDPROF 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: PROFS

Prepares, generates, and sends a PROFS note.

 SETSLIP 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS
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Sets a dynamic SLIP trap. Broadcom Support personnel may direct you to use this sample.

 SHUTCICS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Initiates shutdown for a CICS region.

 SHUTMUFT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Stops a Datacom region. This sample program contains examples that use the OPSJES2 function to interrogate a specific
initiator class, the OPSTATUS function to evaluate specific active jobs, and an example of creating a dynamic TOD rule.

 SHUTSYS1 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Initiates STATEMAN system shutdown procedures. This sample and other sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs
work together to create a system shutdown application. Specific details are outlined within this SHUTSYS1 sample.

 SHUTSYS2 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Triggered using the SHUTSYS1 sample program. This sample stops non SSM-related tasks, and then initiates the
STATEMAN shutdown. This sample and other sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs work together to create a
system shutdown application. Specific details are outlined within the SHUTSYS1 sample.

 SHUTZFS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Initiates shutdown for the OMVS zFS file system.

 STARTZFS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Restarts the OMVS zFS file system after the following command was issued:

F OMVS,STOPPFS=ZFS

 SPOOLMON 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: JES2

Uses the OPS/MVS to SYSVIEW interface to monitor and respond to JES2 TGS (spool space/track groups) threshold
warnings. Application creates an alert of the problem, which includes the job name of the top spool user.

 SSMGLSST 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX
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 Subsystem: STATEMAN

Handles the BEGIN, ADD, UPDATE, and DELETE global events of SSM. In this sample, a new SSM-related table of
resources whose statuses must be transmitted to other systems is built and maintained. The SSM global event table
invokes this program through the SSMGEVNT request rule.

 SSMMXREQ 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: STATEMAN

Handles the XPREREQ, XSUBREQ, MPREREQ, MSUBREQ, and MATCH process events of SSM. A local SSM auxiliary
table is used by these sample exits to evaluate cross-system prerequisite status requests. The SSM global event sample
program SSMGLSST maintains the auxiliary table.

 SSMPSREQ 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: STATEMAN

The logic of this program emulates the standard prerequisite and subrequisite logic of the SSM engine. It can be modified
and called from any REXX program to emulate a prerequisite and subrequisite evaluation.

 SSMQUERY 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Locate the SSM resource table in which a particular resource resides.

 SSMSNSST 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: STATEMAN

Transmits the SSM resource status records built by the sample SSM global event program, SSMGLSST, to the remote
status SSM auxiliary table on the target systems. The SSM XPREREQ and XSUBREQ process events use the remote
status table on each system to evaluate the status of cross-system prerequisites and subrequisites.

 SSMTREE 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Generates a formatted file representation of a system state managed resource table. You can use this file with GRAPHVIZ
to display a graphical representation of the table's resource relationships.

 SSMUSAPL 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: STATEMAN

Determines the current state of a USS application-level pseudo resource using the states of the component SSM USS
resources and synchronizes the desired states of the component resources. This program is called by the SSMUSSRQ
request rule. For an explanation of the use of a USS application resource, see the documentation in the beginning of the
program.

 SSMUSRES 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX
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 Subsystem: STATEMAN

Determines the current state of a USS resource using the OPSUSS REXX function and starts and stops a USS resource.
This program is called by the SSMUSSRQ request rule. For the expected RDF table columns required to use this
program, see the documentation in the beginning of the program.

 Program Type: OPS/REXX 

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates a coding technique that can be used to monitor and control USS daemon server processes such as INETD
within System State Manager (SSM).

 SSMXCHCK 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Determines the state of a remotely monitored SSM resource within a MSF connected or sysplex environment.

 SSM2XCEL 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Insert SSM resource and action table data into a sequential dsn so that it can be FTP'd and viewed as an Xcel document.

 STARTIMS 

 Program Type: CLIST

 Subsystem: IMS

Performs a typical IMS startup.

 STOPUSS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: USS

Demonstrates how to stop all the OSF USS servers. You may need to use this procedure if you plan to shut down the Job
Entry Subsystem (JES) prior to shutting down OPS/MVS.

 SVCTABLE  

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Displays the system SVC table.

 SYMBOLS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Displays the static system symbols.

 Program Type: OPS/REXX 

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrate a coding technique that can be used to obtain and interrogate specific SYSVIEW related data. Specifically
the coupling facility related data, MQ related data, Page data set related data, and WLM related data.
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 SYSVCICS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Outlines and demonstrates the process of creating an effective OPS/MVS application that monitors and responds to
CICS threshold alerts collected by SYSVIEW. This application provides a foundation of implementing a more granular
automated decision making application, that is needed when processing these SYSVIEW alerts.

 SYSVALRT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Create proactive automation between the OPS/MVS and SYSVIEW interface that alerts on and resolves potential problem
ASIDs before they impact system performance.

 SYSVCHCK 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates a coding technique that you can use to obtain and interrogate various SYSVIEW related data and generate
SMTP email alerts for any exceeded defined thresholds.

 SYSVCTDQ 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Invoke the SYSVIEW CICS CTDATA GLOBAL command to obtain transient data queues for all active CICS regions and
generate an alert for any TDQ that that has a current QCount greater than a defined threshold.

 SYSVDSNX 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

The logic within this OPS/REXX program demonstrates the basic code needed to extract data set extent usage
information for data sets active to a specific job. The SYSVIEW interface will be utilized to obtain this information.

 SYSVECMD 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Issues SYSVIEW commands. This program is designed to run under an OPS/MVS server; therefore, it must be placed in
the SYSEXEC (or equivalent) concatenation of an OSF TSO class server.

 SYSVINIT 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Determine if a batch jobs execution or clocktime is exceeding defined run times based on the initiator class in which it is
running.

SYSVMSU

 Program Type: OPS/REXX
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 Subsystem: z/OS

Process MSU4HAVG threshold alerts (Averages MSU usage). For warning/problem alerts, output from the TOPCPU
SYSVIEW command will be obtained and emailed through SMTP to a specific list of email IDs. An 'All OK' email will be
generated when the MSU4HAVG alert returns a 'NORMAL' status.

 TCPIPUSS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Demonstrates a technique used to query the statuses of z/OS UNIX processes associated to a particular ASID.

 TIMECHNG 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: OPS/MVS 

Waits for the time change to complete and then disables and reenables all non-dynamic TOD rules. See the related
TIMECHNG sample rule.

 TSOAUTH 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: TSO

Displays the TSO attributes for a TSO user or server address space. Useful for debugging TSO-related problems.

 TSOCHECK 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: TSO

Sample program that uses the OPS/MVS External Program Interface (EPI) to respond to TSO/E logon or poor response
time failures.

 UCC7  

 Program Type: REXX

 Subsystem: CA 7

Demands a job from the scheduler.

 WAEE2OPS 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: TSO

Sample ESP event procedure code that demonstrates sending WAEE job monitoring data to OPS/MVS through the
SEN2OPS WAEE statement.

 WAEEHLDY 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: TSO

Obtains the list of holidays defined within ESP and store in an OPS/MVS global variable.

 WORDFIND 

 Program Type: REXX
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 Subsystem: ISPF

Extracts all lines of a file containing a given string.

 WTOBUF 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Responds to IEA404A and IEA405E MCS console backlog messages by detecting and clearing the backed up consoles.

 XSYSASID 

 Program Type: OPS/REXX

 Subsystem: z/OS

Determine if an ASID is active on a remote OPS/MVS MSF connected system, or within a specific sysplex system.

Automation for OPS/MVS Components
This article identifies sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs that demonstrate creating automation to utilize, control,
and monitor various components of OPS/MVS. Samples are grouped by the following OPS/MVS components:

AOF Component

The following applications provide automation for the AOF Component of OPS/MVS.

 TIMECHNG  

Resynchronizes AOF TOD rules during dynamic Daylight savings time changes. No IPL is performed.

 ZEROAOF 

The AOF ZEROAOF request rule demonstrates a programmatic method of obtaining, displaying, and saving AOF rule
information for any enabled rule that has a zero fire count. While this logic may provide some drop-in value, it primarily
demonstrates the programmatic manipulation that can be performed against AOF statistical information across cycles
of OPS/MVS.

Generic Event API Component

The following applications provide automation for the Generic Event Application Program Interface (API) Component
of OPS/MVS.

 APIHRTB1 

Issues a highlighted banner alert message in response to a warning or problem heartbeat issued by a participating
Broadcom product.

 APIHRTB2 

Processes a message issued from the OPS/MVS monitor task that indicates a participating Broadcom product has not
generated any heartbeat events within an interval determined by that Broadcom product. This is useful if the Broadcom
product is in a state that is causing it to not generate any normal heartbeat events.

 APIHRTB3 

DOMs previously issued heart beat interval failures upon participating Broadcom products re-issuing NORMAL API heart
beat events.

 SSMCAAPI 
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Provides general active status processing for any participating Broadcom product. This API communicates a product's
active status (STARTING, UP, STOPPING, or DOWN) to OPS/MVS, facilitating a common method for SSM to capture the
current active state of any Broadcom mainframe product. The rule named SSMCAAPI is provided to capture these events
and communicate to SSM. You must enable this rule for it to be used by SSM.

EPI Component

The following applications utilize the External Product Interface (EPI) Component of OPS/MVS.

 OPEPIDEF 

Defines virtual VTAM terminals to the EPI component upon OPS/MVS initialization.

 OPEPIKEY 

Type and optionally enter a keystroke after a specified field label on any EPI terminal screen.

 OPEPIMSG 

Trigger OPEPIDEF OPS/REXX program upon VTAM initialization or OPS/MVS restart.

 OPEPIPGM 

Basic EPI coding template to assist in the effort of developing an OPS/REXX program that communicates to any VTAM
3270 application.

 OPEPITRM 

From the list of EPI terminals, obtain an available terminal and define/enable it to a specified VTAM applid. Return the
obtained terminal name back to the calling program.

HWS Component

The following application provides automation for the HWS Component of OPS/MVS.

 APIHWSV 

Formats and issues HWS hardware event data (variables) as a multi-line WTO (MLWTO).

OPSLOG Component

The following applications provide automation for the OPSLOG Component of OPS/MVS.

 OPS34450 

Automatically switches to another eligible active OPSLOG when it detects that the current live OPSLOG is approaching
the maximum internal message number limit. This eliminates the need to restart OPS/MVS after deleting and reallocating
the OPSLOG.

 OPSLGEXT 

Demonstrates utilizing the OPS/REXX OPSLOG() function. This function can extract data from the OPS/MVS OPSLOG
using filter criterias, such as by jobname, asid, or message ID. This type of automation may be useful in collecting
diagnostic data for some problem jobname that is occurring on a system, and then forwarding this data to the responsible
support teams to assist them with the debugging effort.

 OPSLGSCN 

Periodically performs the following functions:

• Scans the OPSLOG looking for specific OPS/REXX compiler and execution error messages that might have occurred
within rules and/or programs.

• Generates an alert email of these messages to a list of designated users.
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 SECWEBV1, SECWEBV2, and SECWEBV3 

Demonstrates setting up security within the OPSLOG Webview component.

OSF Component

The following applications provide automation for the OPS/MVS Server Facility (OSF) Component of OPS/MVS.

 RESETOSF 

End-User OPS/REXX pgm to stop or force OPS/MVS servers and reset (delete) all server requests in the specified server
queue.

SOF Component

The following applications provide automation for the Switch Operations Facility (SOF) Component of OPS/MVS.

 SOFCMDR, SOFSECR, SOFCMDU, SOFSECU 

Secures console commands that control the SOF component.

 OPSOSF  

Creates a pseudo command rule to simulate SOF commands from a console command.

 OPSOSF001 

Varies devices offline or online as detected by the SOF API event.

SSM Component

The following applications provide automation for the System State Manager (SSM) Component of OPS/MVS.

 OP4UEXIT 

User command exit allows user to trigger any type of end-user automation against some SSM resource. Users can
implement their own new line and primary command to be able to invoke a program. For example, an OPS/REXX
validation program, SSM Note or a new ISPF application.

 SECSSM1, SECSSM2, and SECSSM3  

Demonstrate how to secure the updating of SSM components.

 SSMALTSB 

Demonstrates how to alter normal SSM subrequisite processing to allow for a different controlled shutdown of a group of
resources using the XSUBREQ action process.

For example, startup may be JOBA, JOBB, JOBC, and then JOBD. Upon shutdown the normal SSM subrequisite
processing would be to stop JOBD, JOBC, JOBB, and then JOBA. This sample demonstrates how to alter the normal
subrequisite shutdown so that JOBC stops first, JOBA stops second, JOBD stops third, and JOBB stops last.

 SSMCHECK 

Implements a health check against SSM after IPL to ensure that any failed or problem resource has been acted upon.

 SSMCNTL  

Demonstrates creating a console interface application to control and monitor SSM functionality.

 SSMEOJ 

Demonstrate implementing end-user logic into SSM to monitor and control batch jobs similar to SSMEOM that monitors
STCs.
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 SSMEXCPS 

Displays all SSM STCTBL resources for all OPS/MVS MSF connections where both CURRENT and DESIRED states <>
UP, or the CURRENT state is down.

 SSMMAINT  

Demonstrates how to dynamically implement SSM table changes during an IPL or a recycle of OPS/MVS.

SSMMAINT uses the following process to implement the SSM table changes:

1. Creates backups of existing production tables
2. Loads and uses the predefined new tables

 SSMMOVE, SSMPLEXC, SSMXPREQ, and SSMXSUBR 

Illustrates one method of monitoring and configuring cross-system dependencies within a sysplex.

 SSMQUERY 

Demonstrates the logic needed to identify the table where the SSM resource resides, for SSM configurations that have
STCs in multiple resource tables.

 SSMTREE 

Generates a formatted file representation of a system state managed resource table. This file can then be used with
GRAPHVIZ to display a graphical representation of the table's resource relationships.

 SSMWEBSP 

Provides rules and procedures to control a deployment manager WebSphere configuration within SSM.

 SSMXCHCK 

Determines the state of a remotely monitored SSM resource within the MSF connected or sysplex environment.

 SSM2XCEL 

Insert SSM resource and action table data into a sequential dsn so that it can be FTP'd and viewed as an Xcel document.

PLEXSSM Sample

The PLEXSSM sample lets sysplex and shared tape (STAPE) resources be monitored using sample message rules that
update the resource status based on the severity of messages that are issued in the sysplex. The status of a resource
can be NORMAL, WARNING, or CRITICAL. If the current state of a resource is UNKNOWN, then the resource is most
likely not in use. STAPE resources are individual tape devices that have been defined as auto-switchable. Parsing the
response to an operator DISPLAY command, which displays all auto-switchable devices, automatically populates the
STAPE resource table. Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.2 to view these resources.

The monitored sysplex resources include the following:

• Automatic restart manager (ARM)
• Coupling facility resource manager (CFRM)
• Cross-system coupling facility (XCF)
• Cross-system extended services (XES)
• Sysplex timers (ETR)
• Sysplex failure management (SFM)
• System logger (LOGR)
• Workload manager (WLM)
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WARNING
The PLEXSSM application, which is built on System State Manager (SSM), monitors sysplex resources and
does not let actions be taken against a resource, such as starting, stopping, or recovering a resource associated
with an application. Such actions are accomplished using customer extensions to the application.

Following are the steps required to install and configure the sysplex resource monitor for the PLEXSSM sample program:

1. Start OPS/MVS, and then run the PLEXSSM REXX EXEC to build the following RDF tables:
– PLEXRTBL - sysplex resource table
– PLEXATBL - sysplex resource action table
– STAPRTBL - STAPE resource table
– STAPATBL - STAPE resource action table

2. Copy these rules to the active rule set and set the auto-enable option:
– SSMBEGIN - Includes modifications to set the DESIRED state of sysplex resources
– PLEXINIT - Rule that executes to set the current state when sysplex resources are in the UNKNOWN state
– PLEX*ARM - Rules to maintain the status of ARM resources
– PLEX*ASW - Rules to maintain the status of auto-switch resources
– PLEXCFRM - Rules to maintain the status of CFRM resources
– PLEXETR  -Rules to maintain the status of ETR resources
– PLEXGRS - Rules to maintain the status of GRS resources
– PLEX*LOG - Rules to maintain the status of LOGGER resources
– PLEXSFM - Rules to maintain the status of SFM resources
– PLEXWLM - Rules to maintain the status of WLM resources
– PLEX*XCF - Rules to maintain the status of XCF resources
– PLEX*XES - Rules to maintain the status of XES resources
– STAPINIT - Rules that execute to populate the STAPRTBL and STAPATBL tables and set the current state when

STAPE resources are in the UNKNOWN state
– STAP*ASW - Rules to maintain the status of the individual STAPE devices

Automation for Broadcom Products
This article identifies sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs that demonstrate creating automation to utilize, control,
and monitor various Broadcom products. Samples are grouped by the following Broadcom products:

Datacom

The following applications provide Datacom environment automation:

SYSVDTCM

Utilizes the SYSVIEW interface to obtain the active Datacom ASIDs to determine if any of the data areas for each
Datacom exceeds the defined percentage value. If a threshold is exceeded, an alert is generated.

SHUTDTCM and STRTDTCM

Initiates the start up and shutdown of a master Datacom/AD Multi User Facility region that is being used within a WA
Restart Option environment.

IDMS

IDMSAREA

Invoke and manipulate the collected DCMT D AREA command output. If the LOCK status is in ‘OFL’ for any area then
send out an alert message.
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MIM

The following applications provide MIM environment automation:

APIMIMGR

Responds to problem related MIM API events.

The MIM2211 API event: This API event triggers when MIM detects a delay to a VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE request to
a tape drive. The default logic within this API rule allows the VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE request to pend for 90 seconds
before aborting back to MIM. This allows MIM across the MIMplex to continue processing.

The MIM2225 API event: This particular API event is triggered when Vary commands initiated by MIM are requeued
because IEEVARYD is unable to obtain a SYSIEFSD ENQ within 5 seconds.

MIAIBR14

Causes tape volume dismounts to occur under MIA GLOBAL Tape Device Allocation Serialization for Tape Volumes that
remain mounted in unallocated MIA-managed tape devices.

MIMQUERY

Creates a utility that TSO users can invoke to obtain and view the status of a specific QNAME or RNAME enqueue
resource within a MIM MIMplex environment.

MIMTAPE

Reports on outstanding tape mounts for MIM managed tape devices. It replaces the existing TAPEMNT* sample rules.

MEDSMIM

The Mainframe Environment Discovery Service MIM (MEDSMIM) is an environmental reporting application used by MIM
customers. This diagnostic tool greatly reduces the time needed to gather MIM complex environmental information. It can
also regularly ensure your MIM address spaces are setup and running optimally.

PDSMAN

The following provides PDSMAN environment automation:

APIPDSMN

Responds to various PDSMAN API events, including LLA out of synch conditions, space, thresholds, and invalid libraries.

Scheduler

The following provides Scheduler environment automation:

APISCHED

Provides sample API rules that generate alerts when it processes the Scheduler events SCHDJABEND, SCHDJLATE,
and SCHDJFAIL.

For SCHDJABEND events, additional logic demonstrates how to restart or cancel a specific job based on the number and
type of abends.

SYSVIEW

The following applications provide SYSVIEW environment automation:

APISYSVC and SYSVCICS

Outlines and demonstrates the process of creating an effective OPS/MVS application that monitors and responds to
CICS threshold alerts collected by SYSVIEW. This application provides a foundation of implementing a more granular
automated decision making application that is needed when processing these SYSVIEW alerts.
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DB2WLMCK

Utilizes the SYSVIEW interface to identify and activate failed DB2 WLM applications.

GSVXSSM*, GSVXLINE, GSVXUSER

Demonstrates the basic code needed to create a SYSVIEW REXX program that manipulates and displays OPS/MVS
SSM data. The primary purpose of this sample REXX program is to demonstrate utilizing the SYSVIEW RXDISP
command to manipulate OPS/MVS data. This sample specifically manipulates the SSM component of OPS/MVS. The out-
of-the-box functionality will allow for specific SSM resource monitoring and control from within SYSVIEW.

SPOOLMON

Utilizes the SYSVIEW interface to identify the top spool user when the JES2 TGS spool warning level has been exceeded.

SYSVALRT

You can create proactive automation between the OPS/MVS and SYSVIEW interface that alerts on and resolves potential
problem ASIDs before they impact system performance.

This sample application monitors and responds to system alerts collected by SYSVIEW. This application provides
automated decision making when processing these alerts.

SYSVCHCK

Demonstrates a coding technique you can use to obtain and interrogate various SYSVIEW related data and generate
SMTP email alerts for any exceeded defined thresholds.

The specific SYSVIEW data you can obtain include:

• Coupling facility related data
• MQ related data
• Page data set related data
• WLM related data

SYSVCTDQ

Invoke the SYSVIEW CICS CTDATA GLOBAL command to obtain transient data queues for all active CICS regions. This
application also generates an alert for any TDQ that that has a current QCount greater than a defined threshold.

SYSVDSNX

The logic within this OPS/REXX program demonstrates the basic code needed to extract data set extent usage
information for data sets active to a specific job. The SYSVIEW interface is used to obtain this information.

SYSVDTCM

Utilizes the SYSVIEW interface to obtain the active Datacom ASIDs to determine if any of the data areas for each
Datacom exceeds the defined percentage value. If a threshold is exceeded, an alert is generated.

SYSVE

Illustrates creating a pseudo CMD rule to obtain SYSVIEW data from a console command.

SYSVIEWE

Demonstrates the basic OPS/REXX code needed to extract SYSVIEW data using the ADDRESS SYSVIEWE OPS/REXX
host environment. This program uses the XVEXTRAC SYSVIEW command.

SYSVINIT

Determine if a batch jobs execution or clocktime is exceeding defined run times based on the initiator class in which it is
running.

SYSVMSU
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Process MSU4HAVG threshold alerts (Averages MSU usage). For warning/problem alerts, output from the ACTSUM
AVERAGE SYSVIEW command will be obtained and emailed through SMTP to a specific list of email IDs. An 'All OK'
email will be generated when the MSU4HAVG alert returns a 'NORMAL' status.

SYSVOUTP

Uses the SYSVIEW LISTFILE command to extract spooled output of a job that is not being sent to the operator and
therefore is not seen by normal means for OPS/MVS to process.

ESP

WAEE2OPS/APIWAEE

Demonstrates a technique that you can use to forward ESP job monitoring data to OPS/MVS for further automated
processing. Refer to sample member WAEE2OPS for complete implementation details.

WAEEHLDY

Obtains the list of defined holidays within ESP and assigns to an OPS/MVS global variable. This sample demonstrates
using the Address ESP host environment to issue commands to ESP.

XCOM Data Transport

The following applications provide XCOM Data Transport environment automation.

XCOPSEOJ and XCOPMSG

Initiates XCOM Data Transport failover procedures in the event XCOM Data Transport terminates abnormally.

Database Management Solutions for Db2

The following application provides automation for Database Management Solutions for Db2:

PDT0170
Demonstrates logic needed to process data collector messages from the Execution Manager (Xmanager)
component and invoke TSFBATCH Proc Unload to submit detector data to TSF.

Spool

The following provides Spool environment automation:

SHUTSPL

Initiates shutdown procedures for Spool print management.

TLMS

The following provides TLMS environment automation:

TLMSCHCK

Verifies that all components of the Dynam/T product have successfully initialized.

CA 7

The following applications provide CA 7 environment automation:

CA7ABEND, CA7BRWSE, and CA7LATE

Demonstrates logic needed to process CA 7 browse log messages as collected using the CA 7 browse log interface.
Specific logic browses CA 7 abend and late events.
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SHUTCA7 and SHUTCA7I

Demonstrates logic needed to process CA 7 browse log messages as collected through the CA 7 browse log interface.
Specific logic browses CA 7 abend and late events.

WA Restart Option

The following provides WA Restart Option environment automation:

CA11MSG

Illustrates rule logic needed for message IDs that are longer than 10 characters, such as WA Restart Option generated
messages. Sample logic processes and replies to the WA Restart Option shutdown WTOR.

Automation for Other Vendor Products
This article identifies sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs that demonstrate creating automation to utilize, control,
and monitor various other vendor products. Samples are grouped by the following vendor products:

CICS

The following applications provide CICS automation.

CICSEOJ

Monitors CICS regions, using an end-of-job event, that are abnormally terminating within a non OPS/MVS SSM
environment. Demonstrates how to use EOJ rules.

CICSMON1, CICSMON2, CICSMON3

This application does the following:

• Monitors CICS regions that are abnormally terminating within a non OPS/MVS SSM environment.
• Demonstrates logic needed to correlate different events from the same ASID (msg1,msg2,eom, and so on) using

unique global variables.

CICSREGS

Saves all CICS regions in an OPS/MVS variable. This data will be used during the aggressive SSM system shutdown
sample procedures to invoke CICS shutdown procedures for non SSM CICS regions.

DFHS0126

Creates notification alerts for CICS regions that produce recursive MAXSOCKET reached conditions within a defined
threshold period. (x times in y minutes.)

SHUTCICS

Demonstrates logic that can be used to initiate a controlled shutdown of a CICS region.

Db2

The following applications provide Db2 automation.

Db2MSTRS

Saves all Db2 master ASIDs in an OPS/MVS variable. This data will be used during the aggressive SSM system
shutdown sample procedures to invoke Db2 shutdown procedures for non SSM Db2 regions.

Db2LOGDb
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Collect the output of a Db2 command, specifically the DIS Db(dbname) command and store output in a sequential data
set.

Db2TASKS

Saves all Db2 children tasks, which are internally started through the master Db2, into an OPS/MVS global variable.

The aggressive SSM system shutdown sample procedures use this data to allow the logic not to process non SSM
controlled Db2 children tasks. Terminating the master Db2 region stops these tasks internally.

Db2THRD

Invoke the DIS THREAD(*) command and manipulate the output, canceling any thread with a non-zero token count.

Db2WLMCK

Utilizes the SYSVIEW interface to identify and activate failed Db2 WLM applications.

DSNT378I

Responds to Db2 IRLM lockouts caused by a system or Db2 failure within a shared data group.

DSNT376I and DSNT501I

Process Db2 Thread time out events and generate a single alert email with data from both related events.

DSNL027I

Suppress and deletes from syslog specific Db2 Distributed Agent abend failure MLWTO messages as determined by the
last line of the MLWTO that indicates the failure reason.

DSNP002I

Processes Db2 data set definition failure MLWTO messages.

Alerts upon the first occurrence of each CSECT failure from the issuing Db2 master region. All other identical alerts of this
failure for the same CSECT will wait 10 minutes before processing. This eliminates reacting to the same event more than
once.

SHUTDb2

Performs shutdown of a Db2 region.

IMS

The following applications provide IMS automation.

IMSREGS

Saves all IMS regions in an OPS/MVS variable. This data will be used during the aggressive SSM system shutdown
sample procedures to invoke IMS shutdown procedures for non SSM IMS regions.

SHUTIMS

Performs shutdown of an IMS region.

WebSphere MQ

The following applications provide WebSphere MQ automation.

SHUTMQS

Initiates a controlled shutdown of a WebSphere MQ region.

MQQCHK
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Illustrates how to put and get messages on WebSphere MQ queues using the Address MQ host environment.

JES

The following provides JES automation.

JOBINFO
Obtains and displays specific detailed JES SSI 80 function call job data using the OPS/REXX OPSJESX().

JES2

The following provides JES2 automation.

JES2$TJ

Lets a user only perform a $TJ to a jobname that corresponds to the TSO user ID.

For example, user ID TSOUSR1 can only issue $TJ commands to TSOUSR1x jobnames.

SPOOLMON

Utilizes the SYSVIEW interface to identify the top spool user when the JES2 TGS spool warning level has been exceeded.

TSO

The following applications provide TSO automation.

TSOCHECK

Monitors TSO/E connectivity and response time.

IKT010D

Shuts down TSO even though TSO users are still logged on.

VTAM (Other Vendor Products)

The following application provides VTAM automation.

DVTMNODE
Demonstrates the logic needed to issue commands to the system and then collect and interrogate the command
response, specifically the status of a VTAM node.

Automation for z/OS Activities
This article identifies sample AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs that demonstrate creating automation to utilize, control,
and monitor various z/OS activities. Samples are grouped by the following z/OS activities:

  

Disaster Recovery

Several AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs are used to demonstrate the automation of disaster recovery related
activities.

The automated applications demonstrate initiating true disaster recovery scenarios and tests.

The applications:
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• Address the issuing and interrogating of the commands needed to configure the storage subsystem.
• Outline the steps needed to create an SSM application to manage the started tasks that are started and monitored

within a mirrored production and disaster recovery storage environment.

NOTE
For more information, see the DISASTER AOF rule.

Information Utilities

The following applications automate your information utilities.

CMDALL

Create a focal point of view for the command output of z/OS commands that is issued across many OPS/MVS MSF
connected systems within the OPSLOG.

EMAILMSG

Create a focal application that can be called by any AOF rule or OPS/REXX program when a multi-line informational
automated SMTP email needs to be generated.

EMAILTXT

Sends a single-line message as an SMTP email.

IPLINFO

Obtains various IPL data information, stores that data in a variable, and then issues a MLWTO OPSLOG only message
with the data.

The MLWTO can be used as a quick tool within OPSLOG to locate the started IPLs, and the variable will be accessed
using the OPSINQRY sample OPS/REXX program as a tool to present the collected IPL data across MSF connected
systems.

OPSINQRY

Creates an end-user utility to issue commands or a series of commands and present the output in a scrollable response
area.

SRCHLNKL

Determines if a module is found within any current link listed library.

SYSINFO

Obtains various system related IPL information for a system and saves it within the OPS/MVS shared variable data base.
It then obtains this data from one focal point within TSO.

Checking ASID Existence on Remote Systems

The following applications provide automation for checking whether ASIDs exist on remote systems.

XJOBSTAT

Processes a pseudo sysplex routed command using the OPSTATUS() that can be used to remotely determine if an ASID
is active.

XSYSASID

Determines if an ASID is active on a remote OPS/MVS MSF connected system, or within a specific sysplex system.

This OPS/REXX sample program can be called as an external function from another OPS/MVS OPS/REXX program
when the status of an ASID on a remote system is needed. The sample logic assumes that the remote system is MSF
connected, and a system within the local sysplex configuration.
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Message Suppression and Manipulation

The following applications provide automation for the message suppression and message manipulation.

ACTNMSGS

Automating WTORs and action messages (descriptor codes 1, 2, 11) is an ongoing effort towards the goal of
implementing aggressive system automation.

ACTNMSGS demonstrates a technique to:

1. Quickly identify these types of action messages in which a corresponding OPS/MVS rule is not logically processing
them.

2. Use the OPSLOG to identify these events that are not currently being automated upon.
3. Create a rule to automate them.

IPLSUPPR

Improves message suppression at IPL time only if you are not utilizing aggressive suppression (as demonstrated within
the SUPPRALL sample).

MLWTO*

Demonstrate various coding techniques needed to process MLWTO messages.

SUPPRALL

The AOF SUPPRALL rule details how you create a single suppression rule to suppress all messages except highlighted
messages (WTORs, descriptor codes of 1, 2) and command responses.

WTOBUF

Clears console buffer backlogs.

Monitoring Batch Job Execution Times

SYSVINIT

Determine if a batch jobs execution or clocktime is exceeding defined run times based on the initiator class in which it is
running.

Processing Cross-system Events

The following provides automation for processing cross-system events.

EOJXSYS

Demonstrates the logic that can be used to obtain status or event data from another system such as the maximum
condition code (maxcc) of a batch job in order to perform some automated action on a local system.

Processing Job Enqueues

The following provides automation for processing job enqueues.

ENQCHECK

Monitors block times of system or job critical enqueues as reported through the D GRS,ANALYSE,BLOCKER command.

Processing Hardware Failures

The following provides automation for processing hardware failures.

IEC606I
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Processes the first occurrence of a VTOC error condition from the specific DASD device within a sysplex. All other
identical issuances of this failure for the same VTOC error will not be processed for the next 10 minutes. This prevents
reacting to the same event more than once. Create dynamic JCL to invoke the ICKDSF utility to reinitialize the VTOC
when the IEC606I event occurs.

Processing Problem ASIDs

The following applications automate the processing of your problem ASIDs.

ABENDLOG

Collects all IEF450I messages and stores in a RDF table. Create a dynamic TOD rule to trigger an OPS/REXX program to
process this abend data and offload to a sequential data set. This application demonstrates an effective technique needed
to collect and process frequently occurring events that require asynchronous actions such as storing to an external file.

IEA611I and IEA794I

Process IEA611I dump messages and generate an alert with the captured dump dsn for abends that are monitored from
the IEA794I sample rule.

OPS44020

An address space identifier (ASID) may be looping and possibly generating excessive message traffic. The
MSGDRAINRATE and MSGTHRESHOLD parameters detect address spaces that issue excessive message traffic. When
this situation occurs, a message is issued that triggers rule member OPS44020 to generate an alert if a defined threshold
is met.

Processing WTORs

The following applications provide WTOR automation.

WTORS

This sample pseudo command rule creates a quick and easy tool for a manual request of WTORS within a sysplex.

The sample utilizes the OPSTATUS() OPS/REXX function to return all WTOR information and reformat the display to
include:

• Reply ID
• Text
• System
• Jobname
• Outstanding wait time for the WTOR

The jobname and wait time are unobtainable using the z/OS D R,L command.

MLWTOR

Sample code to demonstrate how to simulate a multi-line highlighted WTOR.

Processing z/OS Commands

The following applications provide automation for processing z/OS commands.

CMDAUTHW

Requests WTOR confirmation for a specific command or list of commands.

CMDVARY
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Using CMDAUTHW as a template, CMDVARY requests WTOR confirmation for VARY commands when the range count
for the specified range of devices is greater than the VARY command value. This safeguards against lengthy VARY
commands from impacting the system.

Tape Mount Pendings

The following provides automation for pending tape mounts.

TAPEMNT1, TAPEMNT2, TAPEMNT3

Generates alert for outstanding tape mounts that exceed a defined threshold value.

For more information, see MIM sample MIMTAPE if you are using MIM to montor tape mounts.

USS Processes Management

The following provides automation for USS process management.

SSMUSS1
Demonstrates a coding technique that can be used to monitor and control USS daemon server processes such as
INETD within System State Manager (SSM).

TCPIPUSS
Demonstrates a technique used to query the statuses of z/OS Unix processes associated to a particular ASID.

zFS File System

The following provides automation for the z/FS file system.

BPXI078D

Replies to WTORs generated by the OMVS zFS files system during initialization.

SHUTZFS

Initiates the shutdown of the OMVS zFS file system.

STARTZFS

Restarts the OMVS zFS file system after being stopped using the following command:

F OMVS,STOPPFS=ZFS command.

    

z/OS System IPL

The following application automates z/OS system IPL.

IPLTIME
Issues various system commands after a system IPL.

z/OS System Shutdown

The following application automates z/OS system shutdown.

SHUTSYS

These sample procedures demonstrate logic in implementing an aggressive system shutdown for both non SSM managed
resources and SSM controlled resources.
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Using OPSVIEW
Access OPSVIEW Help and Tutorial
OPSVIEW contains online help that is context-sensitive. OPSVIEW also contains an online tutorial, which is a combination
of all of the help panels for all of the individual OPSVIEW applications.

To access OPSVIEW online help

From within OPSVIEW, enter HELP on the command line.

To access the online tutorial

From the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu, select option T.

OPSVIEW Basics
This section contains the following topics:

• How to Use OPSVIEW
• Before You Use OPSVIEW
• OPSVIEW Command -- Start an OPSVIEW Session
• Overview of the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu
• Control the OPSVIEW Options
• Support for ISPF Point-and-Shoot

These topics provide basic information about how to use the OPSVIEW operations interface for OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation.

How to Use OPSVIEW
You can take advantage of OPSVIEW the following two ways:

• Use the facilities OPSVIEW provides.
Since the TSO interactive facilities are available with OPSVIEW, you can accomplish any operational procedure using
OPSVIEW that you can using a z/OS console. Using OPSVIEW makes these procedures easier to perform.
The following table describes one way you can set up your workstation to use OPSVIEW:

 Use this component...  To... 

z/OS (MCS) console Display unsolicited messages.

TSO terminal Run OPSVIEW (enter commands and view their output). You can
run OPSVIEW in ISPF split-screen mode, with control functions
such as option 6 (Command) running on one logical screen and
option 1 (OPSLOG) running on the other.

• Write your own OPSVIEW applications.
Because OPSVIEW is written almost entirely in the TSO CLIST and OPS/REXX languages, you can easily extend it
with your own programs.
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation provides sample programs that you can customize or modify to meet
the unique requirements of your site.

Before You Use OPSVIEW
Before you can invoke OPSVIEW under your TSO logon ID, you must pre-allocate various data sets.
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To add the OPSVIEW libraries to existing TSO logon IDs, the hlq.CCLXCLS0 data set provides these CLISTs:

OPCONCAT
Adds a data set to an existing concatenation of partitioned data sets. For the two positional parameters of the
OPCONCAT CLIST, specify the ddname of the concatenation and the dsname of the library you want to add.
Use the BEFORE and AFTER keywords to specify where you want the library to be positioned in the
concatenation.
Default: BEFORE
Example:
OPCONCAT SYSPROC 'OPS.CCLXCLS0' AFTER

OPDECONC
Removes a data set from an existing concatenation of partitioned data sets. For the two positional parameters of
the CLIST, specify the ddname of the concatenation and the dsname of the library you want to remove.

During execution, some options of OPSVIEW allocate user-specific data sets. These data sets always have a prefix that is
equal to the user ID rather than the value specified by the PREFIX() keyword of the TSO PROFILE command.

Most OPSVIEW applications will not work unless the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) started
task is up and running.

OPSVIEW Command -- Start an OPSVIEW Session
To begin an OPSVIEW session, issue the OPSVIEW command from within any ISPF-based application (including ISPF/
PDF), or from the READY prompt in native TSO mode.

This command has the following format:

OPSView

  [option]

  [SYSID(sysid)]

  [SUBSYS(ssid)]

  [COMMAND(commandtext)]

option
(Optional) If you issue the OPSVIEW command without the option keyword, OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) takes you to the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu panel, where you can select an option.
If you prefer to bypass the menu panel, use the option keyword to indicate the subapplication that you want to
use, and OPS/MVS takes you directly to it.
For example, enter this command to bypass the menu panel and move directly to the Tutorial option (Option T):
OPSV T

SYSID(sysid)
(Optional) For sysid, specify the name of the remote system to which all OPSCMD commands are to be routed for
this invocation.
Default: The system to which you are logged on.
If you want to specify this keyword, the Multi-System Facility (MSF) must be installed and there must be an active
MSF session between this system and the remote system.

SUBSYS(ssid)
(Optional) For ssid, specify the z/OS subsystem identifier being used by the copy of OPS/MVS whose services
you want your OPSVIEW session to use.
Default: OPSS, which is the OPS/MVS default z/OS subsystem identifier.
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COMMAND(commandtext)
(Optional) For commandtext, specify an initial z/OS or JES command to be executed in the OPSVIEW option 6
(Command). If you specify a value for both the COMMAND and the option keywords, the COMMAND keyword
overrides the option keyword.

Overview of the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu
When you invoke OPSVIEW, a menu appears as shown in the following sample.

NOTE
This panel appears if you do not specify a specific OPSVIEW option when you issue the OPSVIEW command. If
you specify a particular OPSVIEW option, you go directly to the panel for that option.

CA OPS/MVS ---------  OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu  -------- Subsystem OPS99

 0  Parms      Set OPSVIEW and ISPF default values           User ID  - USER99

 1  OPSLOG     Browse OPSLOG                                 Time     - 10:35

 2  Editors    AOF Rules, REXX programs, SQL Tables          Release  - 11.9

 3  Sys Cntl   Display/Modify System Resources               SP       - 0

 4  Control    Control CA OPS/MVS

 5  Support    Support and Bulletin Board information

 6  Command    Enter JES2/MVS/IMS/VM commands directly

 7  Utilities  Run CA OPS/MVS Utilities

 A  AutoMate   CA AutoMate rules edit and control

 I  ISPF       Use ISPF/PDF services

 S  SYSVIEW    CA SYSVIEW

 T  Tutorial   Display information about OPSVIEW

 U  User       User-defined applications

 X  Exit       Exit OPSVIEW

 CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation

 Copyright © 2011 CA.  All rights reserved.

 Option ===>

  F1=HELP      F2=SPLIT     F3=END       F4=RETURN    F5=RFIND     F6=RCHANGE

  F7=UP        F8=DOWN      F9=SWAP     F10=LEFT     F11=RIGHT    F12=RETRIEVE

Select an Option from the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu

To select an option, enter its option code in the Option field.

For example, to browse the OPSLOG, type 1 in the Option field and press Enter.

Options on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu

You can select the following options by entering an alphanumeric character:

Option Description

0—Parms Modify OPSVIEW options, ISPF parameters, or the OPSLOG
Browse profile, or set up a list of stored commands for option 6.
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1—OPSLOG View all of the events that occurred in your z/OS system that were
seen by OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS); for example, z/OS operator commands and JES messages.

2—Editors Edit and test AOF rules; maintain the AOF test compiled rules
library; access EasyRule; edit, compile, and execute REXX
EXECs; maintain the REXX compiled program library; and access
the OPS/MVS relational table editor and the application parameter
editor.

3—Sys Cntl Control system resources without entering z/OS or JES
commands.

4—Control Control the copy of OPS/MVS that is running on this system. You
can perform these tasks: set product storage limits; set product
debugging and trace flags; globally control the MSF, AOF, EPI,
and SSM; view status information about the OSF and the ECF;
start or stop a copy of OPS/MVS; and display and modify both
standard and temporary global variables.

5—Support Access the Broadcom product support information.

6—Command Enter z/OS, JES, and other subsystem commands and view the
output on a scrollable display.

7—Utilities Browse a saved or copied OPSLOG, merge live OPSLOG data
from multiple systems, create OPS/MVS parameter cards for the
IMS Operations Facility to use, create a backup of your global
variable data set, convert your old OPS/REXX programs and AOF
rule data sets to a newer format, and access the MPF conversion
utility and the Automation Analyzer.

A—AutoMate Convert Automate rules to the OPS/MVS format; edit Automate
rules, Statvars, and RDF tables; control, browse, and test
Automate rules; clean up the Automate ATMRULES rule set.

I—ISPF Invoke the ISPF menu under OPSVIEW.

S—SYSVIEW Access the SYSVIEW product, with which you can monitor and
control your z/OS system. For information, see the SYSVIEW
product documentation.

T—Tutorial Display a full-screen tutorial about using OPSVIEW.

U—User Access a dummy menu, which you can modify and then use to
invoke your user-defined applications.

X—EXIT Terminate your OPSVIEW session.

Control the OPSVIEW Options
Typically, OPSVIEW options operate just like any ISPF option. This section discusses information that will help you to
control OPSVIEW.

Types of OPSVIEW Displays

There are four types of OPSVIEW displays:
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Menu Display
Presents you with several options, and you must select one of them. When you are done using the function you
selected, OPSVIEW redisplays the menu.

Data Entry Display
Prompts you for data. If a particular field is required, OPSVIEW will not let you continue using the function until
you enter a value for the field.

Formatted Scrollable Display
Presents you with a tabular display of data. You can use scroll commands, such as UP and DOWN.

Unformatted Scrollable Display
Shows data that is not in columns.

Commands Used to Scroll Data

When you are viewing a formatted or unformatted scrollable display, use these ISPF commands to scroll on the data:

UP
To view data that is off the screen and logically above the onscreen data.

DOWN
To view data that is off the screen and logically below the onscreen data.

Command Keywords That Modify Scrolling Action

To modify the action of the UP or DOWN command, use the keywords shown in the following table.

NOTE
You can also use the Scroll field on most scrollable displays to modify the scrolling action. To do so, enter one of
the following keywords into the Scroll field:

Keyword How it modifies the scrolling

CSR Scrolls the display to the current cursor position. If you issue the
UP command, the line with the cursor is scrolled to the bottom of
the display. If you issue the DOWN command, the line with the
cursor is scrolled to the top of the display.

MAX Scrolls the display to the very top or very bottom of the data.

nnnn Scrolls the display by the number of lines specified in place of
nnnn.

PAGE Scrolls the display a full screen of data.

Set Up PF Keys for Scrolling

If you want, you may set up PF keys with scroll commands. Doing so is particularly advisable if you use the CSR keyword
when scrolling. The OPSVIEW default profile data sets contain PF key settings for scroll keys.

To view or modify the settings, issue the KEYS command.
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How to Split the OPSVIEW Panel

Issue the SPLIT command to separate OPSVIEW into two sessions. The active session is the one containing the cursor.

To take this action... Use this ISPF command... Or do this...

Move between sessions SWAP Move the cursor from one logical screen to
the other (if it is visible).

Terminate a session =X Back out through the OPSVIEW Primary
Options Menu of the session.

ISPF Command Summary

Because OPSVIEW is an ISPF-based application, you need to be familiar with ISPF commands to take full advantage of
it.

Here are some of the more useful ISPF commands you can use in OPSVIEW:

DOWN
Scrolls a display downward.

END
Terminates the current display and return to the previous panel. If you are using OPSVIEW option T (Tutorial),
entering END terminates the tutorial.

HELP
Accesses the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation online tutorial; HELP is context-sensitive. For
example, if you are in OPSVIEW option 6 and you issue the HELP command, you will get help for option 6, which
is the MVS/JES command processor.

JUMP
Jumps from one option to another without backing up through menus. To jump to an option enter an equal sign
(=), followed by an option specification, into any field in OPSVIEW that is preceded by at least two equal signs
followed by an arrow (= = >). For example, if you enter =3.2 on the Command line of the OPSVIEW General
Settings panel, OPSVIEW takes you to suboption 2 of primary option 3.

KEYS
Displays the current PF key settings and lets you modify them if necessary.

LEFT
Scrolls a display to the left.

LIST
Allocates, prints, or lists the ISPF data set. This can be used with the P and PP line commands to print OPSLOG
Browse data.

PRINT
Records the current screen image in the ISPF list file and prints it.

RETRIEVE
Retrieves previously entered commands and displays them on the command line.

RETURN
Returns to the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu.

RIGHT
Scrolls a display to the right.

SPLIT
Splits the display into two logical displays. The split occurs at the line on which the cursor is positioned.
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UP
Scrolls a display upward.

Support for ISPF Point-and-Shoot
Many OPSVIEW displays support a point-and-shoot line command and the point-and-shoot SORT primary command. A
detailed description of point-and-shoot command support for each such display is included in the appropriate section.

For general information about the point-and-shoot feature of ISPF, see the IBM publications, including the z/OS ISPF
User's Guide.

OPSVIEW Parameters Option
This section contains the following topics:

Access the OPSVIEW Parms Option (Option 0)

You can perform the following tasks with the OPSVIEW Parms option:

• Modify OPSVIEW options.
• Set up and edit a list of stored commands for OPSVIEW option 6 (Command).
• Access an IBM application to modify your ISPF parameters.
• Modify your OPSLOG Browse profile.

To access the OPSVIEW Parms Menu, enter 0 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu.

You see a display similar to the following:

Parms ----------------- S034 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- Subsystem OPSD

OPTION  ===>

1  General Settings      - Set/Change OPSVIEW and OPSCMD settings

2  Stored Commands       - Edit stored command list (used in option 6)

3  ISPF Parms            - Modify terminal and user characteristics

4  OPSLOG Browse Profile - Modify the OPSLOG Browse profile

5  EasyRule Settings     - Set/change EasyRule settings

Modify OPSVIEW Options (Option 0.1)

Use OPSVIEW option 0.1 to modify several important values. All of the OPSVIEW applications use these values to
determine how the applications work.

Follow these steps:

1. Use one of the following methods:
– Enter 1 on the OPSVIEW Parms Menu.
– Use the ISPF jump function by entering =0.1 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.
The General Settings panel similar to the following one displays. Note that this panel contains a setting to control
Action Verifications separately for AOF Test:
General Settings ---- XE44 --- O P S V I E W ----------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

 OPSCMD Max Lines    ===> 1000  ( 1 to 5000 )

 OPSCMD Wait Time    ===>       ( blank for default, or 1 to 60 )

 OPSCMD Echo         ===> Y     ( Y or N )

 OPSCMD Subsystem    ===> OPSS

 Action Verification ===> Y     ( Y or N )
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 AOF Test Action Ver ===> Y     ( Y or N )

 Max Test Globals    ===>       ( blank for default, or 1 to 99999 )

 Max Test Temp GLVs  ===>       ( blank for default, or 1 to 99999 )

 AOF Alloc Subsys    ===>       ( blank for default, or subsystem name  )

 AOF REXX WorkSpace  ===>       ( blank for default, or

                                   40960 to 2000000000 )

 SSM Monitor Display  ===>      ( B/V/E )

 SSM Verify Mode      ===>      ( A/M/N )

 Clear OPSLOG profile ===>      ( Y or N )

 Enter CANCEL to abort.

 Enter END to confirm settings.

2. Set or modify the OPSVIEW options by entering the desired values into the fields on the General Settings panel.
These fields are described next.

OPSVIEW Options General Settings Fields

The OPSVIEW General Settings panel has the following fields:

OPSCMD Max Lines
Specifies the maximum number of lines of z/OS or JES command output that OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS) accepts before it returns control to the user. If you need to enter a command that
generates a large amount of output, it is best to issue the command through the OPSCMD command with the
NOOUTPUT option, and then to view the response in OPSLOG Browse.

OPSCMD Wait Time
Indicates the maximum number of seconds OPS/MVS waits for output from a z/OS or JES command before OPS/
MVS returns control to the user. Blank, which is the recommended value, means OPSCMD uses its default
heuristic algorithm.

OPSCMD Echo
Indicates whether OPS/MVS echoes z/OS and JES commands to the terminal.

OPSCMD Subsystem
Indicates the four-character name of the OPS/MVS subsystem to which OPSCMD commands are routed.
Typically you have only one copy of OPS/MVS, and its name is OPSS.

Action Verification
Indicates whether OPS/MVS performs potentially damaging operations immediately or requests confirmation.
Set the field to Y if you want OPS/MVS to request confirmation; set it to N if you want OPS/MVS to act without
confirmation.

NOTE
The setting for this field affects all line-command OPSVIEW options.

AOF Test Action Ver
Indicates whether OPS/MVS performs potentially damaging operations in AOF Test immediately or requests
confirmation. Set the field to Y if you want OPSVIEW to request confirmation; set it to N if you want OPSVIEW to
act without confirmation.

NOTE
The setting for this field affects OPSVIEW option 2.1.

Max Test Globals
Indicates the maximum number of standard global variables that the AOF test environment can use. Setting this
value is equivalent to setting the GLOBALMAX parameter for the main OPS/MVS address space. If you do not set
the value here, OPS/MVS uses the GLOBALMAX default value, which is 5000.
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Max Test Temp GLVs
Indicates the maximum number of temporary global variables that the AOF test environment can use. Setting this
value is equivalent to setting the GLOBALTEMPMAX parameter for the main OPS/MVS address space. If you do
not set the value here, OPS/MVS uses the default value of the GLOBALTEMPMAX parameter.

AOF Alloc Subsys
Indicates the four-character name of the subsystem that manages allocation of and input/output processes
for AOF rule data sets. This field is usually blank for standard z/OS allocation and input/output. If you use the
Librarian product and you want it to manage all AOF data sets, use this field to specify the name of the Librarian
subsystem (usually LAM).

NOTE
If you use Librarian, you cannot use the OPS/MVS auto-enable option for AOF rules.

WARNING
WARNING! If your AOF Test rule sets are in standard z/OS PDS or PDSE data sets, this field must
be left blank. If this field is not left blank, attempting to use the AOF Test facility results in dynamic
allocation errors (error code x'035C' and information code x'005F').

AOF REXX WorkSpace
Indicates the size of the AOF REXX workspace. The default is 1.5 megabytes. Generally, you should not need to
change the value of this field unless instructed to do so by a Broadcom Customer Support representative.

SSM Monitor Display
Indicates the default viewing mode for the OPSVIEW SSM and SSMGA Resource Monitor options 4.11.2 and
4.11.G respectively. The possible values are:
B

Browse prohibits all type over changes
V

View allows type over changes with verification
E

Unrestricted type over changes.
All modes allow resource changes using line commands. The viewing mode can be changed dynamically on the
SSM Resource Monitor panels. The modifiable SSMMONDISP parameter also controls this setting.

NOTE
The SSM Resource Monitor viewing mode is not intended to be used as a user security control
mechanism.

SSM Verify Mode
Specifies whether certain line command operations in the SSM Resource Status panel (4.11.2), the SSM
Policy Manager Resource list panel (4.11.P.R) and User Column Administration panel (4.11.P.UC) will require
verification. The possible values are:
A

Specifies that verification is required for the following line commands:

• Option 4.11.2
D, S, Z, C, U, W, Q, R, SC, ZC

• Option 4.11.P.R
D, DE, I, IM, U, UL

• Option 4.11.P.UC
D

M
Specifies that verification is required for the following multi-resource line commands:
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• Option 4.11.2
W, Q, R, SC, ZC

N
Specifies that no confirmation is required.

NOTE
For maximum security we recommend that you set SSM Verify Mode to A and SSM Monitor Display to
B. For no confirmation, set SSM Verify Mode to N and SSM Monitor Display to E.

Clear OPSLOG profile
Indicates whether OPSLOG Browse will start with a clear browsing profile.

Store a Command List (Option 0.2)

Use OPSVIEW option 0.2 to create, store, and edit a list of z/OS or JES commands to use in OPSVIEW option 6
(Command). The stored commands list editor is a customized version of the ISPF/PDF editor.

Follow these steps:

1. Access OPSVIEW option 0.2 using any of the following methods:
– Enter 2 on the OPSVIEW Parms Menu.
– Use the ISPF jump function by entering =0.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.
– Issue the SEDIT command from the MVS/JES Command Processor panel (Option 6). When you access option 0.2

in this way, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation returns you directly to option 6 when you exit option
0.2.

When you access option 0.2, you see a display similar to the following one. The top half of the display contains
instructional text, and the bottom half is a scrollable data entry display.
Stored Command List Editor ---- MSI1 ----------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===>  CSR

Use the Edit Window below to enter in any MVS or JES command. Only one

command may be entered per line. Commands may be documented with

comments following the /* delimiter.

Example:

          000100 D TS,ALL           /* list TSO users

          000200 D TS,USERA         /* list TSO user USERA

****** **************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

000100 D TS                  /*DISPLAY # OF TSO USERS

000200 D TS,L                /*DISPLAY TSO USERS, SHORT FORM

000300 D TS,ALL              /*DISPLAY TSO USERS, LONG FORM

000400 *I A                  /*DISPLAY ACTIVE JOBS

000500 *I B                  /*DISPLAY BACKLOG JOBS

****** ***************************BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

2. Type the commands into the bottom half of the display. 
Enter only one command per line.

3. Enter a comment for a command. The comment must begin with a delimiter consisting of a slash followed by an
asterisk (/*).

You have used the Stored Command List Editor panel to store the command list.

Set ISPF Parameters (Option 0.3)

Use OPSVIEW option 0.3 to access the IBM standard application for modifying terminal and user characteristics.

To access this application, use one of the following methods:
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• Enter 3 on the OPSVIEW Parms Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =0.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

Set the OPSLOG Browse Profile (Option 0.4)

Using OPSLOG Browse, you can view all automation events. Because the number of events can be large, you can set
your OPSLOG Browse Profile to filter out some of them. By doing so, you can browse a subset of events that includes
only the type of events you want to see. You can use OPSVIEW option 0.4 to set the OPSLOG Browse Profile.

To set the OPSLOG Browse Profile, use one of the following methods:

• Select option 0.4 using one of the following methods:
– Enter 4 on the OPSVIEW Parms Menu.
– Use the ISPF jump function by entering =0.4 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

• Issue the PROFILE command directly from OPSLOG Browse (OPSVIEW option 1), this section does not cover how to
set the profile.
For general information about OPSLOG Browse and instructions on setting the OPSLOG Browse Profile, see
OPSVIEW OPSLOG Option.

Set or Change EasyRule Settings (Option 0.5)

By using OPSVIEW screen 0.5, you can set the EasyRule profile. EasyRule respects the setting for the option Include
User Code Areas.

To set or change EasyRule settings, select option 0.5 using one of the following methods:

• Enter 5 on the OPSVIEW Parms Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =0.5 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The EasyRule Options screen displays.

Setting the EasyRule Profile

User code areas are reserved spaces in a rule that was generated by EasyRule. Users are free to use ISPF edit to add
or change REXX code in a user code area, but code outside these areas should only be changed by using EasyRule.
The EasyRule Options screen allows you to choose whether to generate user code areas by default, as illustrated in the
following example:

EasyRule Options --------------------------------------------------------------

Command ===>

Options

  Enter "S" to select option

  S  Include user code areas

Enter CANCEL to abort.

Enter END to confirm settings.

The Save panel provides three user code area controls, including Initialize, Terminate, and Mainline, which select whether
their respective areas will be generated. Users are free to set these three controls manually, or to allow all three to default
to the Screen 0.5 value.

EasyRule uses the profile setting each time you edit a new or existing rule. You can override the default, but each time
you edit a rule, the default setting will again be applied, even if you have previously overridden it for the same rule.

Following is an illustration of the EasyRule Save screen. The profile setting affects the default answers for the Do you
intend … lines.

EasyRule --------------- XAE1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSQ

Option ===>
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        EEEEE    AAAA    SSSSS  YY  YY  RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEEE

        EE      AA  AA   SS      YYYY   RR  R  UU  UU  LL     EE

        EEEE    AAAAAA   SSSSS    YY    RRRRR  UU  UU  LL     EEEE

        EE      AA  AA      SS    YY    RR RR  UU  UU  LL     EE

        EEEEE   AA  AA   SSSSS   YY     RR  RR  UUUU   LLLLL  EEEEE

      1   SAVE    -  SAVE the Rule that was built and EXIT

      2   CANCEL  -  EXIT and DO NOT SAVE the Rule that was built

      3   BROWSE  -  Browse the generated OPS/REXX code

      4   ALTER   -  Return to the panels to modify the Rule

 DO YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO MODIFY THIS RULE WITH EASYRULE?      ==> Y  (Y/N)

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER PROCESSING CODE IN THIS RULE?     ==> Y  (Y/N)

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER INITIALIZATION CODE IN THIS RULE? ==> Y  (Y/N)

 DO YOU INTEND TO INSERT USER TERMINATION CODE IN THIS RULE?    ==> Y  (Y/N)

Press END to SAVE and Return

OPSVIEW OPSLOG Option

Overview of the OPSVIEW OPSLOG Option (Option 1)

In its OPSLOG, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) keeps copies of all automation events.
Events are continuously added to the OPSLOG as they occur. The OPSLOG resides in a data space owned by the OPS/
MVS main product address space, which is the OPSMAIN address space. You use the OPS/MVS BROWSEMAX
parameter to control the number of events kept in OPSLOG.

To view the events, use either of the following:

• The OPSVIEW Browse option under TSO
• The OPSLOG WebView client/server application on a PC that is connected to the application through an Internet or

intranet path

Multiple users can simultaneously access the OPSLOG data using any combination of OPSLOG WebView and OPSLOG
Browse sessions.

Choose Your Viewer

To access OPSLOG Browse, enter 1 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. The OPSLOG Browse display appears.

To access OPSLOG WebView, enter your local Internet or intranet URL in Internet Explorer. This URL is defined at
OPSLOG WebView installation. We recommend using a URL of the following format:

intranet.companyname.com/OPSLOG

However, local practices at your installation may require that you use a URL of a different format. Users are required to log
on to OPSLOG WebView at the start of a session using their TSO user ID and password. Your system security package
(Top Secret, RACF, and so on) verifies that the user is authorized. You may also use an OPS/MVS security rule to limit the
access to a select list of users.

Navigation through the OPSLOG data is similar in OPSLOG Browse and OPSLOG WebView; however, OPSLOG
WebView is a Windows application that has the look and feel of a typical Windows application. Drop-down menus provide
access to search and positioning commands in OPSLOG WebView, whereas the OPSVIEW option uses line commands
for the same purpose. Other differences will be noticeable as you navigate through the application.

Information on how to use OPSLOG WebView is documented in context sensitive help screens, which you can access by
pressing the F1 key once OPSLOG WebView has started.
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NOTE
 The remainder of these topics describe the use of the OPSVIEW OPSLOG function under TSO/ISPF.

OPSLOG Browse Status Information

The following display is an example of a typical OPSLOG Browse panel:

OPSLOG Browse OPS31A   S034 DD_OPSLOG        - 12:23:54 20SEP2007 COLS 001 070

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

12:23:55 SE '12.23.55 JOB05279 $HASP165 GORST03I ENDED AT USILCA11  MAXCC=0',LO

12:23:55 SE '12.23.55 JOB05279 $HASP165 GORST03I ENDED AT USILCA11  MAXCC=0',LO

12:23:56 IEF234E K 3707,542453,PVT,DMSAR,DMSAR

12:23:56 STK Exit 1  Non-Silo Drives Selected  

12:23:56 CTS014  IEF234E K 3707,542453,PVT,DMSAR,DMSAR

12:23:56 STK Exit 1  Non-Silo Drives Selected

12:23:56 DMS2944 AUTO RESTORE MANAGER WILL NOTIFY YOU UPON COMPLETION... 

12:23:56 DMS3754 A SUBSYSTEM RECALL REQUEST FOR DSN=M81A.DSNDBC.R7Q1DB9.DBXR1

12:23:56 DMS3754 IS IN PROGRESS FOR JOBNAME = M81ADBM1

12:23:56 TSS7000I DEVDB2 Last-Used 20 Sep 07 00:26 System=CA31 Facility=STC

12:23:56 TSS7001I Count=15226 Mode=Fail Locktime=None Name=DB2 STARTED TASKS

12:23:56 HZS0001I CHECK(CA_CYBERMATION,CYB_INTERVAL):

12:23:56 ESP6435I Monitored SSIDs:

12:23:56 HZS0001I CHECK(CA_CYBERMATION,CYB_INTERVAL):

12:23:56 ESP6436I SSID N56M is INACTIVE

12:23:56 HZS0001I CHECK(CA_CYBERMATION,CYB_INTERVAL):

12:23:56 ESP6436I SSID N560 is INACTIVE

12:23:56 HZS0001I CHECK(CA_CYBERMATION,CYB_INTERVAL):

12:23:56 ESP6436I SSID S113 is INACTIVE

******** ******************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

Notice the information shown in the top line of the panel; it can help you to determine the status of OPSLOG Browse
fields:

MSF ID
Indicates the MSF ID of the system whose OPSLOG you are browsing. In the display shown above, the MSF ID is
OPS31A.

SMF ID
Indicates the SMF ID of the operating system to which you are logged on. The value in this field helps you discern
whether you are viewing the OPSLOG of the local system or the OPSLOG of a remote system. In the display
shown above, the SMF ID is CA31.

Log name
Indicates the log name of the OPSLOG you are browsing. In the display shown above, the log name is
DD_OPSLOG.

HH:MM:SS DDMMMYYYY
Indicates the current date and time, and is updated when you press ENTER.

Move Around In OPSLOG

To move around in the OPSLOG Browse display, use the standard ISPF UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT PF keys. Use the
Scroll field to change the scroll amount.
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OPSLOG Browse Primary Commands

The following lists the OPSLOG Browse primary commands, with the number of characters of the command name that
must be specified (that is, the shortest abbreviation of the command name that is allowed):

 Command  Abbreviation in Chars  Command Name 

ARCHREST 2 ARCHREST command

DISPLAY 1 DISPLAY command

LOCATE 1 LOCATE command

LOGNAME 4 LOGNAME command

LONGCMD 3 LONGCMD command

SHORTCMD 2 SHORTCMD command

FIND 1 FIND command

RFIND 5 RFIND command

GOMODE 2 GO (Auto update) command

/ 1 / command

OC 2 OC command

OPSCMD 2 OPSCMD command

PRX 3 PROFILEX command

PROFILEX 8 PROFILEX command

PROFILE 2 PROFILE command

OPSQW 5 OPSQW command

SYSTEM 3 SYSTEM command

cursor position N/A No command, Press Enter

SYSWAIT 4 SYSWAIT command

NOTE
The shortest allowable command abbreviation may change with each new release or service pack of OPS/MVS.

How OPSLOG Browse Differs from ISPF/PDF Browse

Although OPSLOG Browse looks similar to ISPF/PDF Browse, the differences are:

• When you enter OPSLOG Browse after setting your OPSLOG Browse Profile, this message appears:
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Data displayed is filtered by a profile specification.

• OPSLOG Browse has no data set specification panel.
• OPSLOG Browse displays a stream of the OPS/MVS automation events; the display is constantly updated as

additional events occur. As long as you do not enter a command that alters your position in the OPSLOG (such as the
FIND command), OPSLOG Browse repositions to the current bottom of the OPSLOG each time you press Enter.

• You can use the GOMODE command to place OPSLOG Browse in automatic update mode. When OPSLOG Browse is
in this mode, you do not have to press Enter to refresh the screen. Instead, OPS/MVS automatically updates the data
at a user-specified interval.

• In addition to the set of commands that OPSLOG Browse provides, you can issue system commands from the
OPSLOG Browse command line.

• By using the OPSLOG Browse DISPLAY command, you can request that OPSLOG Browse display supplemental
columns of information.

• The intensity and color of the events displayed by OPSLOG Browse mimic those of the console message display.
However, be aware that AOF rules may have modified the color without making the same changes to the messages
displayed on the console.

Echoing of Command Text to OPSLOG Browse

Images of z/OS and subsystem commands issued by users from consoles or programs appear in the OPSLOG Browse
event stream. This occurs for each command because z/OS issues a WTO with the text of the command as a message.
JES3 is an exception. If your site uses JES3, you may be aware that JES3 does not echo its commands. If you want JES3
commands to appear in the OPSLOG Browse display, you must Install the IATUX18 Exit.

Images of all commands that users issue using OPS/MVS facilities, including JES3 messages, automatically appear in
the OPSLOG Browse display. Thus, JES3 commands that users issue through OPSVIEW, the Programmable Operations
Interface (POI), and the Automated Operations Facility (AOF) appear in the display.

The OPSLOG and Early Messages

When OPS/MVS is started through SUB=MSTR before JES is started, the early messages-including NIP messages-are
copied into the OPSLOG to provide a more complete log of events.

Prior to z/OS 1.4.2, the following applies:

• NIP messages do not execute AOF rules.
• NIP messages may not be available on systems that use OPERLOG as the hard copy medium, since they are purged

before OPS/MVS can copy them.
• NIP messages are identified in the OPSLOG with a unique exit type of NIP, and the character string NIPMSG always

appears in the message ID column. Since NIP messages are captured after they were actually issued, some related
data columns in the OPSLOG might not contain valid data.

For z/OS operating environments 1.4.2 and higher that have applied the required fixes to support APAR OA10401, the
following applies:

• The AOFNIPMESSAGES parameter determines whether NIP messages can execute AOF rules.
• After the primary JES has started and SYSLOG processing is active, NIP messages appear in the OPSLOG as

standard messages.
• NIP messages are identified in the OPSLOG with a unique exit type of NIP.

NOTE
You cannot capture NIP messages if you have not applied the required fixes for your operating environment to
support APAR OA10401.

This section contains the following topics:
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•  How to Control the Way OPSLOG Processes z/OS Messages (JES3 Users Only) 
•  Introduction to Setting Your OPSLOG Browse Profile 
•  How to Use the OPSLOG PROFILE and PROFILEX Commands 
•  Access and Use the OPSLOG Browse Profile Panels 
•  Overview of Options for the OPSLOG Browse Profile Panel 
•  The OPSLOG Browse Profile Support of Wildcards 
•  How to Navigate the OPSLOG Event Stream 
•  DISPLAY Command -- Change OPSLOG Browse Display Format 
•  How to Display Event Information in One Window 
•  How to View a List of All Possible OPSLOG Columns 
•  SYSTEM Command -- Access a Remote OPSLOG 
•  SYSWAIT Command -- Override the MSFSYSWAIT Value 
•  GOMODE Command -- Automatic Update Mode 
•  LOCATE Command -- Locate Events in OPSLOG 
•  LOGNAME Command -- Browse an OPSLOG Log Name 
•  LONGCMD Command -- Increase Command Input Width 
•  SHORTCMD Command -- Standard Command Input Width 
•  How to Assign a Label in OPSLOG Browse 
•  Print Data from OPSLOG Browse 
•  How to Issue z/OS and JES Commands from OPSLOG 
•  How to Issue IMS Commands from OPSLOG 
•  View Command Output from Within OPSLOG 
•  How to Find Character Strings in OPSLOG Browse Event Text 
•  How to Find Character Strings in OPSLOG Browse Display Columns 
•  Guidelines for Using Any Form of the FIND Command 

How to Control the Way OPSLOG Processes z/OS Messages (JES3 Users Only)
JES3 relies on sysplex services to perform the message routing functions that prior JES3 versions performed
internally. Currently, all JES3 messages originate from the subsystem interface. Because of this, JES3 sites must use
the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter to determine which copies of the message go into the OPSLOG. This section
provides some background information about the JES3 environment and describes the values you can specify on the
BROWSEMESSAGES parameter.

Typically, when a JES3 complex has local processors in addition to a global processor, OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS) is active on all processors in the complex. Active Multi-System Facility (MSF) sessions exist
between all of the copies of OPS/MVS. In this setup, each copy of OPS/MVS maintains an OPSLOG Browse data area,
but the set of messages accessed by OPSLOG Browse running on a local processor differs from the set of messages
accessed by OPSLOG Browse running on a global processor.

The following describes these differences:

Local processor
OPSLOG can access only those z/OS messages that originated on that local processor. It does not have access
to JES3 messages (even those pertaining to work running on a local processor).

Global Processor
Current versions of JES3 allocate extended consoles on each JES3 local processor with an MSCOPE of the
JES3 global processor. This causes sysplex services to transport all JES3 messages from the local processors to
the global processor. From a historical perspective, this is similar in functionality to the services formerly provided
by the IATUX31 exit.
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Values for the BROWSEMESSAGES Parameter (JES3 Users Only)

Use the BROWSEMESSfAGES parameter to determine which copies of messages go into the OPSLOG. The following
table describes the values you can specify on the parameter. The values are meaningful for the JES3 global processor
only; it is best to let the value of the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter default (to a value of MVS) on local processors.

For current versions of JES3, use the following table:

 Value  Messages that go into OPSLOG 

MVS Include only those messages that originated on this system.

MVSGLOBAL Include both the messages issued directly on this system and
those messages transported to this system through sysplex
console services.

NONE No messages go into OPSLOG.

We recommend the following regarding the use of the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter:

• JES2 sites should use a value of MVS.
• JES3 sites should use a value of MVSGLOBAL on the JES3 global processor, and a value of MVS on the JES3 local

processors.

To avoid confusion between what appears in the OPSLOG and which events are processed by the AOF, give the
BROWSEMESSAGES and AOFMESSAGES parameters identical values.

Introduction to Setting Your OPSLOG Browse Profile
Using OPSLOG Browse, you can view all automation events, such as unsolicited z/OS and JES messages. Because the
amount of events can be very large, you can set an OPSLOG Browse profile to filter out some of them. By doing so, you
can browse a subset of events that includes only the type of events you want to see.

There are two places you can specify your profile criteria:

• In the fields on the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel
• On the command line on the primary OPSLOG Browse panel

The following may help you to decide which method is best for you:

• OPSLOG Browse Profile panel
If you are a new user of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation or you are unfamiliar with the OPSLOG
Profile options, you may find it easier to set your profile from the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel. The panel provides
fields for setting each of the options, which means that you do not have to depend upon your memory to know what
options are available.

• OPSLOG Browse panel
If you are familiar with the options, you may prefer to set your profile criteria directly on the primary OPSLOG Browse
panel.

How to Use the OPSLOG PROFILE and PROFILEX Commands
You can use the PROFILE or PROFILEX commands for the following tasks:

• Clear old values from your profile.
• Set new option values.
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The difference between the PROFILE and PROFILEX commands is that PROFILEX applies to exclusions. If you want
to set your OPSLOG Browse Profile directly from the primary OPSLOG Browse panel, use the PROFILE or PROFILEX
command. These commands can be entered on the OPSLOG Browse command line.

PROFILE Command

The PROFILE command sets your OPSLOG Browse Profile directly from the primary OPSLOG Browse panel.

This command has the following format:

PROFILE

  [criteria [newvalue1] [newvalue2] [newvalue3] [newvalue4]] 

  [LIST]

  [SET {profid}]

  [CLEAR]

criteria
(Optional) This is any of the filtering criteria described in subsequent panels. If the criteria are omitted, then the
profile panel is displayed.

newvalue1-4
(Optional) These are the values used to constrain the view of OPSLOG data. If omitted, then the criteria are reset.

LIST
(Optional) Lists any saved profile settings.

SET {profid}
(Optional) Sets the profile to the profile ID designated by profid. If profid is omitted, then the command is
equivalent to a PROFILE CLEAR command. If the profile ID specified is invalid or does not exist, then the profile
panel is displayed.
For example, the following command may be entered from the OPSLOG Browse display to set the profile
variables to the values of a pre-existing profile ID named MYSTUFF:
PROFILE SET MYSTUFF

CLEAR
(Optional) Resets all profile filters to null. This displays all of the messages in OPSLOG.

NOTE
Issuing the PROFILE command without specifying any arguments will display the OPSLOG Browse Profile
panel.

PROFILEX Command

The PROFILEX command applies to exclusions.

This command has the following format:

PROFILEX  [criteria [newvalue1] [newvalue2] [newvalue3] [newvalue4]] 

criteria
(Optional) This is any of the filtering criteria described in subsequent panels. If the criteria are omitted, then the
profile panel is displayed.

newvalue1-4
(Optional) These are the values used to constrain the view of OPSLOG data. If omitted, then the criteria are reset.
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NOTE
If you issue the PROFILEX command without specifying any arguments, then the OPSLOG Browse Profile
panel is displayed.

PROFILE and PROFILEX Command Examples

The following examples apply to the PROFILE and PROFILEX commands.

If an option permits multiple values, you can specify more than one value on the PROFILE command. For example:

PROFILE USER UA3LD21 UAIRB35

Example 1: Clearing Values From Your Profile
To clear all the values from your profile for a particular option, specify that option on the PROFILE command, but do not
specify any values for it. For example, if your current browse session displays events that come from only one job name,
and you want to clear that display filter, enter this command:

PROFILE JOBNAME

As a result, events are no longer filtered by any job name.

Example 2: Setting a New Profile Value
To set a new filter, specify the filtering criteria directly. For example, if you want to see events for a specific job, such as
VTAM, enter this command:

PROFILE JOBNAME VTAM

As a result, only events produced by VTAM appear in your OPSLOG Browse display.
Suppose you enter this command:

PROFILE MSGID IST*

As a result, the events in your OPSLOG Browse display include only those VTAM events with message IDs that begin
with the letters IST.

Example 3: Setting Multiple Values for an Option
Suppose you want to see only those events associated with user IDs UA3LD21 and UAIRB35. Issue this command:

PROFILE USER UA3LD21 UAIRB35

If you issue the above command, you get the same result as if you issued these two commands:

PROFILE USER UA3LD21

PROFILE USER UAIRB35

Example 4: Switching Profile IDS
Suppose you have the following profiles defined:

• IST
• OPS
• DSN

While viewing the IST profile, you decide you want to review the OPS profile. From the command line in OPSLOG
Browse, issue the following command:
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PROFILE SET OPS

To return to the IST profile, issue the following command

PROFILE SET IST

Access and Use the OPSLOG Browse Profile Panels
Use these procedures to access and use the OPS/MVS OPSLOG Browse profile panels.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue either one of these commands from the command line on the primary OPSLOG Browse panel:
PROFILE or PROFILEX

A primary Profile panel similar to the following is displayed:

---------------------------- OPSLOG Browse Profile  ---------------------------

Command ===>                                                                   

        Profile ID          ( ? for list )                                     

                                                                               

        Specify I for Include (DEFAULT) and X FOR eXclude                      

Jobname I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

        I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

                                                                               

MSGID   I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

        I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

                                                                               

Color   I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

SYSNAME I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

User    I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

                                                                               

Event Profiles - specify Y or N                                                

MSG => Y      CMD => Y        DIS => Y        DOM => Y        ENA => Y         

EOM => Y      GLV => Y        OMG => Y        REQ => Y        SEC => Y         

TOD => Y      SCR => Y        ARM => Y        EOS => Y        EOJ => Y         

TLM => Y      USS => Y        API => Y        RULETRACE => Y                   

Point Shoot - specify Y or N         Timeformat C(urrent) or M(essage)         

 POINTSHOOT => Y                     TIMEFORMAT => M                           

  ----------------------------------------------------------------             

 | No level 2 profile - SCROLL DOWN for level 2 profile entry     |            

  ----------------------------------------------------------------             

Press ENTER key to update profile. Enter END command to return to OPSLOG.      

This panel contains the following options to control the point-and-shoot feature :
Point Shoot

Determines whether the point-and-shoot feature of the OPSLOG Browse display is enabled.
Valid values are:
Y

Enables the feature. To display the Event Detail panel for an event in the current OPSLOG Browse
display, place your cursor on that event and press the ENTER key.
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N
Disables the feature.

Default: Y
TIMEFORMAT

Determines the source of the time-of-day value that is displayed at the top right of the OPSLOG Browse display.
Valid values are:
M

Displays the timestamp of the first message in the current OPSLOG Browse display.
C

Displays the current timestamp.
Default: M

2. Scroll DOWN from the primary Profile panel.
A second level Profile panel similar to the following is displayed:

---------------------- OPSLOG Browse Second Level Profile ---------------------

Command ===>                                                                   

                                                                               

NOTE: Use of second level filters may slightly degrade OPSLOG responsiveness.  

|----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

| Scan for TEXT                                              | Scan columns  | 

| TEXT is case sensitive                                     | FROM |   TO   | 

|------------------------------------------------------------|------|--------| 

|                                                            |      |        | 

|                                                            |      |        | 

|                                                            |      |        | 

|------------------------------------------------------------|------|--------| 

                                                                               

  Ruleset ===>                   ===>                                          

  ASID ===>         ===>         ===>         ===>                             

                                                                               

  Exit Type ===>           ===>           ===>                                 

  Valid Exit Types: MVS, JES3, IMS, OMG, DSN, TRAC, NIP, CICS, CNSV, 

                    CA7, and NONE  

                                                                               

      Press ENTER key to update profile. Enter END command to exit.            

3. Enter a question mark (?) in the entry field Profile ID of the first level profile panel.
You will see a display similar to this one:
---------------------------- OPSLOG Browse Profile  ---------------------------

C +-------------------------------------+                                      

  | Current profile IDs Row 1 to 3 of 3 |                                      

  | Command ===>                        |                                      

  |  Line Commands: S Select  D Delete  | d X FOR eXclude                      

J |                                     |   I ===>            I ===>           

  |        DOM                          |   I ===>            I ===>           

  |        PSRULE                       |                                      

M |        WTO                          |   I ===>            I ===>           

  | ********* Bottom of data ********** |   I ===>            I ===>           

  +-------------------------------------+                                      

Color   I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

SYSNAME I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           

User    I ===>            I ===>            I ===>            I ===>           
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Event Profiles - specify Y or N                                                

MSG => Y      CMD => Y        DIS => Y        DOM => Y        ENA => Y         

EOM => Y      GLV => Y        OMG => Y        REQ => Y        SEC => Y         

TOD => Y      SCR => Y        ARM => Y        EOS => Y        EOJ => Y         

TLM => Y      USS => Y        API => Y        RULETRACE => Y                   

                                                                               

Point Shoot - specify Y or N         Timeformat C(urrent) or M(essage)         

 POINTSHOOT => Y                     TIMEFORMAT => M                           

  ----------------------------------------------------------------             

 | No level 2 profile - SCROLL DOWN for level 2 profile entry     |            

  ----------------------------------------------------------------             

Press ENTER key to update profile. Enter END command to return to OPSLOG.            

The Current profile IDs pop-up panel lists all of the different Profiles you may have saved.

A SAVE command entered with a valid profile ID creates a new entry into the table displayed above. An ID may be
entered into the Profile ID entry field before issuing the SAVE command to create a new ID or overwrite an existing ID. If
an ID is not entered into this entry field, the application prompts you for a new one.

Command Only OPSLOG Browse Profile Options

The only two commands from the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel are:

CLEAR
Clears all of the non-event-related profile entries and sets the event-related profile entries to their defaults.

SAVE
Creates a new entry into the table displayed above when entered with a valid profile ID. An ID may be entered
into the Profile ID entry field before issuing the SAVE command to create a new ID or overwrite an existing ID. If
an ID is not entered into this entry field, then the application prompts you for a new one.

Guidelines for Using the OPSLOG Browse Profile Panel

The options you choose on the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel determine which automation events OPSLOG presents.
For example:

• If you enter a job name in the Jobname field with an I (inclusion), only events with that job name appear on the
OPSLOG Browse display. If you enter an X (exclusion) before the job name, the opposite occurs; all other events
appear in the OPSLOG Browse display, with the exception of those events that have the entered job name.

• All exclusion entries are processed first. Only then are any inclusion entries applied. For example, if the job name
JOB771 is entered with an I, and a MSGID of $HASP373 is entered with an X, the OPSLOG will display all events with
the job name of JOB771 except the $HASP373 message.

• For some individual options (such as Color and User), you may specify multiple values. These multiple values are
linked with a logical 'and' instruction.

• All profile options are linked to the other options by a logical and. Thus, if you specify a value for the Jobname field and
a value for the Msgid field, only those events that fit both criteria appear on the OPSLOG Browse display. However, if
you specify two Jobname values (such as VTAM and TEST) and one Msgid value (such as IEF250I), those events that
fit either set of criteria (a job name of VTAM and a message ID of IEF250I, or a job name of TEST and a message ID
of IEF250I) appear on the OPSLOG Browse display.

• If you specify values that do not match any OPSLOG entries (for example, a job name that never existed in the
system), it can affect system performance, because the entire OPSLOG data area must be searched. If this happens,
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation must reference many pages of virtual storage, which causes many
real storage pages to be assigned.

• If you specify values for either of the Ruleset fields, events will match if either of the ruleset field values match against
any of the 5 ruleset values saved for each event.
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Overview of Options for the OPSLOG Browse Profile Panel
Filtering options on the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel are used to limit the events displayed in OPSLOG Browse. There
are two types of options:

• Generic event filtering options
• Event-specific filtering options

Generic Event Filtering Options

The following table lists the generic event filtering options on the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel. These filters apply to any
type of event. Multiple values may be specified for these options and they have no default value.

This
option...

Limits events
to those that... # of Values Allowed Special Instructions

Jobname Were produced by one
these jobs

Up to 8 job names None

MSGID Have one of these message
IDs

Up to 8 message IDs None

Color Are displayed in one of
these colors

Up to 4 colors Valid color values are: Red, Blue, White,
Pink, Yellow, Green, Turquoise, and None

SYSNAME Were produced on one of
these systems

Up to 4 SMF IDs If the OPSLOG does not contain events
from multiple systems, these filters are not
applied.

User Have one of these values
the USER column

Up to 4 users If your site does not update the user field
for the event (for example, MSG.USER
field, CMD.USER field, or OMG.USER field)
during rule processing, leave this option
blank. The data must be displayable and in
uppercase to find a match.

Scan for
TEXT

Have one of these character
strings in its text

Up to 3 character strings This is a level 2 profile. See the warning on
the panel.
Column numbers can be used to limit the
search.

Ruleset Have one of these ruleset
names in one of its five
ruleset columns

Up to 2 ruleset names This is a level 2 profile. See the warning on
the panel.

ASID Were produced by an
address spece with one of
these ASIDs

Up to 4 ASIDs This is a level 2 profile. See the warning on
the panel.

Exit Type Were produced by one of
these exit types

Up to 3 exit types This is a level 2 profile. See the warning on
the panel.
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Event-specific Filter Options

The following table lists the options on the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel that control what types of events are displayed
by OPSLOG Browse. Each option accepts a value of "Y" or "N". When set to "Y", the type of events for that option are
displayed by OPSLOG Browse. The default setting for all options is "Y".

This option... Limits events to those for... When this parameter is to YES

API Generic API requests BROWSEAPI parameter to YES.

ARM Automatic Restart Management Not applicable. Always included in
the OPSLOG.

CMD MVS, JES, IMS, or VM operator
commands

BROWSECMD parameter to YES.

DIS AOF rule disablement BROWSEDIS parameter to YES.

DOM Delete-operator-messages BROWSEDOM parameter to YES.

ENA AOF rule enablement BROWSEENA parameter to YES.

EOJ End-of-job BROWSEEOJ parameter to YES.

EOM End-of-memory BROWSEEOM parameter to YES.

EOS End-of-step BROWSEEOS parameter to YES.

GLV Global variable references BROWSEGLV parameter to YES, or
RULETRACE parameter to ON.

MSG WTO, WTOR, or WTL messages; or
IMS messages, including those sent
to MTO if the IOF is installed

Not applicable. Always included in
the OPSLOG.

OMG OMEGAMON exceptions BROWSEOMG parameter to YES.

REQ OPSREQ commands BROWSEREQ parameter to YES.

RULETRACE Rule tracing RULETRACE parameter to ON.

SCR EPI screens BROWSESCR parameter to YES.

SEC OPS/MVS security BROWSESEC parameter to YES.

TLM Time limit exceptions BROWSETLM parameter to YES.

TOD Time-of-day BROWSETOD parameter to YES.

USS UNIX System Services BROWSEUSS parameter to YES.

The OPSLOG Browse Profile Support of Wildcards
A wildcard is a value that you specify that ends in an asterisk (*). The asterisk matches any one or more characters. You
may specify wildcards for these options: JOBNAME, MSGID, SYSNAME, and USER.

For example, if you specify IMS* as the value for the JOBNAME option, all events with job names that begin with the
characters IMS appear in the OPSLOG Browse display.

How to Navigate the OPSLOG Event Stream
Follow these guidelines when navigating through the OPSLOG event stream:
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• When you first enter OPSLOG Browse, the display is positioned at the bottom of the OPSLOG event stream. Press
Enter to refresh the display with the latest events. The Bottom of Messages marker is visible.

• If the OPSLOG Browse display is positioned at the top of the event stream and the data area is full, press Enter to
cause the oldest events to disappear from the display. This occurs to accommodate the addition of new events to the
data area; the Top of Messages marker is visible at the top of the display.

• If you move the display from its initial position at the bottom of the event stream, it will not move (to remain at the
bottom) when you press Enter. To put the display back into the mode in which it moves to the bottom of the event
stream each time you press Enter, type M on the command line and press the DOWN PF key.

DISPLAY Command -- Change OPSLOG Browse Display Format
Use the DISPLAY command to change the format of the OPSLOG Browse display. By issuing this command, you tell
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) what extra columns of information you want to view for each
event appearing on the OPSLOG Browse display. The settings of the OPSLOG Browse display columns are retained
across OPSLOG Browse sessions.

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY [keyword]

DISPLAY Command Optional Keywords

Because of the large number of keywords for the DISPLAY command, the following keywords are grouped alphabetically:

ADdress
The memory address of the message control block in the OPS/MVS main address space. The main address
space is called OPSMAIN.

AFlags
The operating system automation flags for events captured by the OPS/MVS subsystem interface exit (SS09). An
automation flag is a one-byte hexadecimal value.

• The X'80' bit indicates whether OPS/MVS passes this event to NetView for automation (on) or not (off). You
can modify this bit in message rules by modifying the MSG.AUTOFLAG variable.

• The X'40' bit indicates whether this event is the second through nth line of a multiline WTO (on) or (off).
• The X'20' bit indicates whether this event is a command response (on) or not (off).
• The X'08' bit indicates whether this event may be modified by a subsystem (on) or not (off).
• The X'10' bit (MSG.AMRF) displays a value indicating whether the message can be retained in the Action

Message Retention Facility (AMRF). 0 (do not retain this message) or 1 (retain this message).
• The X'04' bit indicates whether (on) or not (off) the message is to be suppressed from the JES JOBLOG. You

can modify this bit in message rules by modifying the MSG.JOBLOGSUP variable.
• The X'02' bit indicates whether (on) or not (off) the message is to be WTPed (Written To Programmer). You can

modify this bit in message rules by modifying the MSG.WTP variable.

The remaining bits are reserved for future use; for now they are always 0.
Asid

The ID of the address space that generated this event (ASCBASID). For JES3 sites only: if the event was
generated on a different processor or you specified BROWSEMESSAGES(JES3), this value is 0. For details, see
How to Control the Way OPSLOG Processes z/OS Messages (JES3 Users Only).

AUTOTokn
The z/OS automation token for events captured by the subsystem interface exit (SS09) and most commonly used
by NetView. You use the AUTO(token) parameter to set this token in the appropriate MPFLSTxx member of the
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Logical Parmlib Concatenation. You can modify this token in a message rule by modifying the MSG.AUTOTOKN
environmental variable. For details, see the IBM documentation.

AUTOTOKX
Same as the value in the AUTOTokn column, except that the value appears in hexadecimal format.

CArt
The command and response token that associates a command with a response.

Cartx (CAX)
Same as the value in the CArt column, except that the value appears in hexadecimal format.

COLor
The color the event is displayed in on a color terminal. If the event displays in yellow, this column contains the
word yellow displayed in yellow. Possible values are green, yellow, red, blue, white, pink, and turq (for turquoise).

NOTE
On a monochrome terminal the color name appears, but it does not display in its color.

CONSNAME
Synonym for the DSpname keyword. The value in this column depends upon where the event originated. If the
event is a message event that originated in the JES3 IATUX31 exit, this value is the name of the JES3 Dynamic
Support Program (DSP) that issued the message. Typical JES3 DSP names include CONSERV, PURGE, and
SETUP. If the event originated in the generic data set interface or the OMEGAMON interface, this value indicates
the report ID associated with the event. If the event originated in the subsystem interface, this value is the name
of the console associated with the event.

CouNt
The number of AOF rules that processed this event.

Date
The date of the event in DD:MMM format; for example, July 11 appears as 11:JUL.

DIsp
After all applicable rules have executed, the final disposition of the event as determined by the AOF. This column
contains no useful information for RULETRACE events. Possible values are:

• ACC-Accept. The AOF takes responsibility for processing the command. In other words, whatever action is
taken with respect to the accepted command must be taken by the rule. z/OS does not attempt to execute the
command.

• DEL-Delete. An AOF rule specified that this event is to be deleted; no copy was to go to either a console or
to the system log. If you set the AOFDELETE parameter to NO, the DEL value never appears. This is true
because AOFDELETE(NO) prevents rules from keeping events out of the system log.

• DIS-Display. A rule flagged this event so that it was sent only to a console. No copy of the event went to the
system log. If you set the AOFDELETE parameter to NO, the DIS value never appears. This is true because
AOFDELETE(NO) guarantees that a copy of the event goes to the system log.

• NOA-No action. (Default)The event is a command event. The AOF does not affect the command. The
command is passed to z/OS after AOF processing takes place.

• NOR-Normal. The destiny of the event was unaltered by AOF rules.
• REJ-Reject. The AOF instructs z/OS to reject the command as invalid. Regardless of the validity of the

command, z/OS rejects it.
• SUP-Suppress. The event was suppressed and went only to the system log.

Default: NOA
DSpname

Synonym for the CONSNAME keyword.
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ELapsedtime
The amount of elapsed time it took the AOF to process the event. This value is calculated by subtracting the
store clock (STCK) value at the end of AOF processing from the beginning STCK value. Typically, if there are no
interrupts during processing, the numbers are the same. If an unusually large number appears in this column, the
AOF lost control of the CPU during processing of this event due to an input/output interrupt, page fault, or similar
occurrence.

Event
The type of AOF event associated with this line in OPSLOG Browse. Event types are:

• API-generic event
• ARM-Automatic Restart Management
• CMD-command entry
• DIS-AOF disable
• DOM-delete-operator-message
• ENA-AOF enable
• EOJ-end-of-job
• EOM-end-of-memory
• EOS-end-of-step
• GLV-global variable
• MSG-message
• OMG-OMEGAMON exception
• REQ-request
• SCR-screen
• SEC-security
• TLM-time limit event
• TOD-time-of-day
• USS-UNIX System Services

NOTE
Event types displayed in lowercase are those that were generated due to the RULETRACE parameter
being set to ON.

EVENTId
The identifier of the event (such as IEF250I in the case of a MSG event or DISPLAY in the case of a CMD event).
The EVENTID and MSGID columns display the same data.

EXittype
The type of system exit in which OPS/MVS captured this event (MVS, IMS, OMG, DSN, TRAC, NIP, CICS, CNSV,
CA7, API, or NONE). This value indicates the environment in which the AOF ran.

Flags
The MCS or IMS message flags associated with the event. The type of flag you see depends on whether the
event was captured by the OPS/MVS z/OS subsystem interface exit (SS09) or the OPS/MVS IMS AOI exit.

NOTE
For COF events, this column displays the CICS start code.

IMsid
The ID of the IMS region that generated the event. If the event was not generated by an IMS system on the
current processor, the value defaults (usually to NONE).

IMSType
The type of IMS region in which the address space that generated the event resides. Possible values are:
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• BCH-The address space is a stand-alone IMS batch processing job.
• CTL-The address space is an IMS Control Region.
• DEP-The address space is associated with an IMS Control Region as a message processing region (MPR), a

batch message processing region (BMP), its DLISAS address space, or its DBRC address space.
• NON-The address space has no relationship to any IMS region.
• NONE-The current event was not generated by an IMS system on the current processor.

jes3CLas
For JES3 sites only, displays the class of the event. This column contains one of these items: a standard symbolic
JES3 message class code, the value NON if the event was not assigned a JES3 message class, or the low-order
three hexadecimal digits of the two-byte JES3 class code if one was assigned but OPS/MVS failed to decode it.
OPS/MVS assigns the value of NON to all events z/OS generates when JES3 is down.
Standard JES3 symbolic class codes are:

• ALL-The event is sent to all JES3 consoles.
• D1-D22-Codes assigned to various JES3 consoles by the installation.
• ERR-System error console.
• JES-Global processor.
• LOG-System log console.
• M1-M32-Alternate main processor configurations.
• MLG-Master log console.
• MN-Main processor consoles.
• S1-S32-Alternate support processor configurations.
• SEC-Security-related events. These events are not logged to MLOG, but OPSLOG Browse captures them.
• TAP-Tape consoles.
• TP-Teleprocessing consoles.
• UR-Unit record consoles.

JOBId
The JES JOBID of the address space that produced this event.

Jobname
The name of the job from which the event originated. If the event originated with a server, the value that appears
in the JOBNAME column is the started task ID of the server, rather than the actual name of the job.
Started task IDs of servers have been changed from ASIDxxxx to ssidxxxx where ssid is the subsystem ID of the
current OPS/MVS system, and xxxx is the address space ID of the server (as a hexadecimal value). For example,
OPSS0010 is the name of a server for subsystem OPSS in address space x'10'. This permits you to filter events
for individual servers or for all servers in OPSLOG Browse.
If multiple copies of OPS/MVS are running on one system, only the names of the servers owned by the
subsystem you are browsing are changed. Servers owned by other subsystems keep their original names.
However, the started task ID changes in all cases.

JobNm
The subsystem job name/number. For JES3 sites only, this value is the z/OS JOBNAME of the issuer of the
event, or NONE. The value is NONE if you specified BROWSEMESSAGES (JES3) and the event originated from
IATUX31. For details, see How to Control the Way OPSLOG Processes z/OS Messages (JES3 Users Only).

Length
The event length, not including the length prefix.

MSFDest
The MSF name of the remote copy of OPS/MVS to which a rule has sent a message through the OPSSEND
function; in other words, the message event destination.
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NOTE
For details about the OPSSEND function, see the Command and Function Reference.

MSFid
The Multi-System Facility name for the system on which the message event originated. The MSFID column is
used when one copy of OPS/MVS receives messages from another copy of OPS/MVS through an MSF session.
OPS/MVS sets a value for MSFID only for unsolicited messages that an AOF rule routes to another machine
through the OPSSEND function. For details about the OPSSEND function, see the Command and Function
Reference.
A value for MSFID is not set for solicited message events generated in response to a command issued from a
remote copy of OPS/MVS through the OPSRMT command and returned to the issuing system over the MSF link.

Msgid
The identifier of the message event (such as IEF250I). A message event identifier is usually just the first token in
the message.
OPS/MVS contains support for isolating message IDs from unusual messages and providing them to the AOF
separately in the MSG variable.
If you find a message event with an ID that OPS/MVS is not identifying correctly, call Broadcom Support.

MSGNo
The sequence number of the event. When data collection begins, the first event OPSLOG Browse collects is
1, the second is 2, and so on. When the capacity of the OPSLOG Browse data area is exhausted, OPS/MVS
discards the oldest events. Due to this, the first event available from OPSLOG Browse is not necessarily number
1.

NONE
If you want to view OPSLOG events without any extra data columns, specify the NONE keyword on your
DISPLAY command. If you specify the NONE keyword, it must be the only keyword you specify.

OJobname
The originating jobname. This value differs from Jobname on a branch entered WTO.

Opsflags
The OPS/MVS flag bytes are displayed as four hexadecimal characters. For details, see Coding Each AOF Rule
Type.

RELease
The release of the OPS/MVS system that captured the event. Broadcom Support may want to use this value.

Route
The route and descriptor codes of the current event, represented as hexadecimal values. You can use these
codes to debug AOF table entries and to analyze console event routing problems.

RouteX
The extended route and descriptor codes of the event, represented as hexadecimal values.

RUleset
The name of the first ruleset and rule that processed the event or the last rule fired if RULETRACE=ON. If no
ruleset.rule has processed the event, the value is NONE.NONE.

Ruleset1 (RU1)
The name of the first ruleset and rule that processed the event. If no ruleset.rule has processed the event, the
value is NONE.NONE.

Ruleset2 (RU2)
The name of the second ruleset and rule that processed the event. If there was no second ruleset.rule to process
the event, the value is NONE.NONE.
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Ruleset3 (RU3)
The name of the third ruleset and rule that processed the event. If there was no third ruleset.rule to process the
event, the value is NONE.NONE.

Ruleset4 (RU4)
The name of the fourth ruleset and rule that processed the event. If there was no fourth ruleset.rule to process the
event, the value is NONE.NONE.

Ruleset5 (RU5)
The name of the fifth ruleset and rule that processed the event. If there was no fifth ruleset.rule to process the
event, the value is NONE.NONE.

SPecial
The special screen character for an event. The primary characters are:
System event; requires action
Problem program event; requires action
Problem program event; no action required

NOTE
If a problem program tries to counterfeit a system message event by issuing a message with the same
message ID as the system message, the attempt fails because z/OS prefixes the message with a plus
sign (+). The plus sign permits users and rules to tell the difference.

Sysid
Any two characters (controlled by the BROWSEIDFORMAT parameter) extracted from the internal system ID
field. The internal system field ID contains the name of the system from which the event originated. For JES3
systems, this name is derived from the MPNAME field of the Active Main Processor Control Table. For JES2
systems, the SYSID value is derived from the SMF ID string. For message events where the message has been
reissued (for example, JES3 local messages routed by sysplex console services to the global processor), this
value is derived from the WQE. This field is primarily intended for use by JES3 sites, but in some cases may also
be useful to JES2 sites.

SYSNAme
The system name of the system that created the event.

TErmname
The terminal name associated with an event.

• For COF message events, this column contains the CICS queue name.
• For a command issued from a TSO address space, this column contains the terminal name associated with

the logged-on user.
• For a command issued from Remote Console Release 2 or higher, this column contains the name of the

terminal that the RCS user logged on with.
• For events that come from the generic data set interface, this value indicates the ddname related to the

subsystem data set from which the event originated.

Time
The time when the event appeared (in HH:MM:SS format).

TimeStmp
The z/OS-provided time stamp for the event. Since times are given to the second, this value should be the same
as the value in the TIME column.

TOken
The cross-system WTOID for the event, when the event occurs as a result of the OPSSEND('W') function
executing on a remote copy of OPS/MVS. For details, see the Command and Function Reference.
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User
The eight-byte value of the MSG.USER variable associated with this event. MSG.USER is an AOF variable
that lets rules communicate with one another about a particular message event. Upon entry to the first rule that
processes the event, the value of MSG.USER is '00'X. If it is still '00'X upon exit from the last rule, the USER
column contains the value NONE. If the value changes, the USER column contains the same value to which
MSG.USER was set.

USERId
The user ID of the command event issuer for the security product on your system. This is usually the RACF user
ID from the ACEE or the ACF2 user ID from the ACFASVT. If the event was a command issued from Remote
Console, this is the user ID of the particular RCS user who issued the command.

USERX
Same as the value in the User column, except that in this column the value appears in hexadecimal format.

Wtoid
The WTO sequence number associated with the event.

XCONID
The four-byte extended console ID associated with the event, expressed as hexadecimals.

Guidelines for Using the OPSLOG DISPLAY Command

Follow these guidelines when you issue the DISPLAY command:

• There are numerous possible values for keyword described in the tables that follow. In these tables, you will notice
that some keywords are shown in all uppercase characters, while others are shown in combinations of uppercase
and lowercase characters. When you issue the DISPLAY command with any of its keywords, you must enter all of
the characters that are shown in uppercase. If a keyword is shown in a combination of uppercase and lowercase
characters, you need to enter only those characters that are shown in uppercase.
For example, if you want to view the address space ID that generated an event, you could issue the DISPLAY
command by entering D A, D AS, D ASI, D ASID, DISP A, DISPLAY AS, and so on.

• If you are not sure which keywords are available, enter the DISPLAY command with no keywords. Doing so causes a
selection panel that lists all of the valid column names to appear.

• Upon entry to OPSLOG Browse, the column settings are those that you used the last time. If this is the first time you
have ever entered OPSLOG Browse, the Time value is the only data value that appears for each event.

• The maximum number of keywords you may specify for the DISPLAY command at any one time is 14. Although you
may select up to 14 columns of information for display, the total width of those columns must be small enough to permit
at least 10 characters of the event text to be visible on the panel.

• When you issue the DISPLAY command, the extra data you request appears in columns on the far-left side of the
OPSLOG Browse panel. As a result, the event text is displaced to the right.

• The extra columns of data that you request with the DISPLAY command do not scroll left or right, only the event text
does.

• If you want to view the events without any extra data columns, issue the DISPLAY command with the NONE keyword.

How to Display Event Information in One Window
The Event Information panel displays event information in one window. To access the Event Information panel, place
your cursor anywhere on the event line in the main OPSLOG display and press Enter. Note the cursor position (I) on the
following display:

OPSLOG Browse OPS31A   CA31 DD_OPSLOG        - 14:10:05 20SEP2014 COLS 001 070

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Evn ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

MSG $HASP100 ARSMI01Z ON L81.JR1     CONVEA                FROM ARSMI01  AT USI
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MSG IEC205I OUT5,CARTCPY5,CARTCPY5,FILESEQ=0001, COMPLETE VOLUME LIST,   

MSG DSN=OUTPUT.ZZCART5,VOLS=OUT5ZZ 

MSG  

MSG IEC502E K 0E7A,OUT5ZZ,,CARTCPY5,CARTCPY5,OUTPUT.ZZCART5 

MSG CTS014  IEC502E K 0E7A,OUT5ZZ,,CARTCPY5,CARTCPY5,OUTPUT.ZZCART5 

MSG CARTCPY5(784)--COPY COMPLETED WITH *ERRORS*..  TOTAL BLOCKS=0039636, TOTAL

MSG TSS7000I ARSMI01 Last-Used 28 Jul 04 14:09 System=XAD1 Facility=BATCH 

MSG TSS7001I Count=20538 Mode=Fail Locktime=None Name=MICHAEL ARSENEAU 

MSG $HASP373 ARSMI01Z STARTED - INIT 1    - CLASS A - SYS XAD1 

MSG IEF403I ARSMI01Z - STARTED - TIME=14.10.06 

MSG CAJR250I STEPNAME STEP   PGM=   CCODE  EST-COST   EXCPS     ELAPSED     TOT

MSG IEF170I 1 CARTCPY5 CAJR250I STEPNAME STEP   PGM=   CCODE  EST-COST   E  

MSG CAJR251I STARTING    1 TAPECOPY 0000      $1.04       0 00:30:27.70 00:00:0

After pressing Enter with the cursor in the position indicated in the preceding example, the following screen displays.

--------------------- Display All Columns for MSG Event--------------------- 

  Command ===>

   _________________________________________________________________________   

  | Job Name |  Time    |  Date     | ASID | MSF ID   | MSF DEST | OJobname |  

  | CARTCPY5 | 14:10:05 | 28JUL2014 | 0173 | OPS01P   | OPS01P   | CARTCPY  |  

  |_________________________________________________________________________|  

  | MessageNum | Elapsed  | SysID    | AF | Flags   | Disp  | OPSF | Conid  | 

  | 0440385003 | 0000128  | XA       | 8A | C05000  | SUP   | 2408 | M0000  |  

  |_________________________________________________________________________|  

  | Release  | JobNum    | Jobid   | WTO ID   |  Token   |  Xconid          |  

  | 12.03.00 | STC06231  | S06231  | 72087CFB |          | M00000000        |   

  |_________________________________________________________________________|  

  | ConsName | IMSID    | IMSType| CLS | RouteDesc | TimeStmp | SYSNAME     |  

  | INTERNAL | NONE     | NON    | NON | 0020 0000 | 14.10.05 | XAD1        |  

  |_________________________________________________________________________|  

  | Length | Special   | DSP name | User     |      UserX       | TermName  |  

  | 066    |           | INTERNAL | NONE     | 0000000000000000 | NONE      |  

  |_________________________________________________________________________|  

  | User ID  | Event |  Color    | Autotokn |   Hex Autotokn   | Exit       |  

  | STCSYS   | MSG   |  NONE     |          | 0000000000000000 | MVS        |  

  |_________________________________________________________________________|  

  | Ruleset.Rulename  | Count | Ruleset.Rulename1 | Ruleset.Rulename2       |  

  | SUPPRESS.SUPPALL  |  01   | SUPPRESS.SUPPALL  | NONE.NONE               |

  |_________________________________________________________________________| 

  | Ruleset.Rulename3 | Ruleset.Rulename4 | Ruleset.Rulename5 | Address     |

  | NONE.NONE         | NONE.NONE         | NONE.NONE         | 016FFE0     |

  |_________________________________________________________________________|

  | Message ID | Event ID | Route Codes -->64 65 -->96 97 ->128 DESC        |  

  | IEC205I    | IEC205I  | 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 0000        | 

  |_________________________________________________________________________|  

  | ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7  |  

  | IEC205I OUT5,CARTCPY5,CARTCPY5,FILESEQ=0001, COMPLETE VOLUME LIST,      |  

  |                                                                         | 

  | ----+----8----+----9----+----0----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4  | 

  | Format area:                                                            | 

  |                                                                         |  

  |                                                                         |  
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  |                                                                         | 

  |_________________________________________________________________________|

Placing the cursor in any of the following fields on the preceding screen and pressing Enter displays additional information
on that field in the Format area section:

AF Flags OPSF WTO ID RouteDesc Count Route Codes
DESC

For example, placing the cursor in the AF field, as illustrated in the previous screen, displays something similar to the
following in the Format area:

  |                                                                         |

  | ----+----8----+----9----+----0----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4  |

  | Formatted Automation flag                                               |

  | Automation requested for this message; Message may be modified by subsy |

  | stem; Message is to be WTP'ed                                           |

  |                                                                         |

  |                                                                         |

  |                                                                         |

  |_________________________________________________________________________|

Placing the cursor in any of the following fields on the preceding screen and pressing Enter displays AOF rule source
code, if possible, in an ISPF VIEW panel:

Ruleset.Rulename Ruleset.Rulename1 Ruleset.Rulename2 Ruleset.Rulename3 Ruleset.Rulename4 Ruleset.Rulename5

If the rule was enabled with the AOFSOURCETEXT parameter set to YES, then the compiled rule source code is obtained
from storage. Otherwise, the non-compiled rule source code is obtained from DASD.

If the event being browsed occurred on an MSF-connected external system (for example, when browsing an OPSLOG
cross-system or a merged OPSLOG), the rule source code to be displayed is obtained from that MSF-connected external
system using the MSF ID obtained from event field MSFID.

NOTE
As per the warning contained in .CCLXSAMP(MSFINIT), there must be an MSF connection defined to the
external system with an MSF ID identical to the SYSID of that system. If necessary, use option ALIAS(sysid) on
the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE command.

How to View a List of All Possible OPSLOG Columns
To view a list of all possible OPSLOG data columns, issue the DISPLAY command, with no keywords, from the command
line of the primary OPSLOG Browse panel. The OPSLOG Browse Column Selection panel appears:

OPSLOG Browse ---- S034 ---- DISPLAY: Column Selection ----------- Row 1 of 45

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter relative column position, or character to select column, blank to remove.

Pos Col Name  Len Description

    ADDRESS     9 The address of the control block in the main address space

    AFLAGS      3 The MVS automation flags

    ASID        5 The ASID of the generator of the event

    AUTOTOKN    9 The automation token passed to NETVIEW

    AUTOTOKX   17 The automation token passed to NETVIEW in hex

    CART        9 The command and response token
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    CARTX      17 The command and response token in hex

    COLOR       7 The color of the message when displayed

    CONID       6 The console ID associated with the event

    CONSNAME    9 The console name associated with the event

    COUNT       3 The number of AOF rules that processed the event

    DATE        6 The date the event occurred

    DISP        4 The final AOF disposition of the event

    DSPNAME     9 The name of the JES3 DSP that issued the message

    ELAPSED     8 The elapsed time needed to process the event (microseconds)

    EVENT       4 The type of event

    EVENTID    11 The event identifier

    EXITTYPE    5 The type of exit that captured the event

    FLAGS       7 The IMS, MCS, or JES3 message flags

    IMSID       5 The IMS id of the IMS that generated the event

    IMSTYPE     4 The IMS region type that generated the event

    JES3CLAS    4 The JES3 message class of the message

    JOBID       9 The JOBID of the job that generated the event

    JOBNAME     9 The name of the job that generated the event

    JOBNM       9 The subsystem jobname/number that generated the event

    LENGTH      4 The length of the text portion of the event

    MSFDEST     9 The MSF ID of the system where the event was sent

    MSFID       9 The MSF ID of the system that produced the event

    MSGID      11 The event identifier

    MSGNO      11 The number of the event

    OJOBNAME    9 Differs from jobname on a branch entered WTO 

    OPSFLAGS    5 The OPS/MVS flag bytes associated with the event

    RELEASE     9 The OPS/MVS release that captured the event

    ROUTE      10 The route and descriptor codes of a message

    ROUTEX     41 The extended routing and descriptor codes

    RULESET    18 The first rule fired or the last rule fired if RULETRACE=ON

    RULESET1   18 The first ruleset and rule that processed the event

    RULESET2   18 The second ruleset and rule that processed the event

    RULESET3   18 The third ruleset and rule that processed the event

    RULESET4   18 The fourth ruleset and rule that processed the event

    RULESET5   18 The fifth ruleset and rule that processed the event

    SPECIAL     2 The special screen characters for a message

    SYSID       3 The system ID where the event occurred

    SYSNAME     9 The name of the system that generated the event

    TERMNAME    9 The terminal name associated with an event

 1  TIME        9 The time the event occurred

    TIMESTMP    9 The time stamp of the event

    TOKEN       9 The cross system WTOID

    USER        9 The event user data area after AOF processing

    USERID      9 The userid associated with the event

    USERX      17 The event user data area after AOF processing in hex

    WTOID       9 The WTO sequence number of the message

    XCONID     10 The 4 byte console ID associated with the event

Fields on the OPSLOG Browse Column Selection Panel

The fields on the OPSLOG Browse Column Selection panel are:
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Pos
A value indicating whether this column will appear on the OPSLOG Browse panel, and if so, in what position it will
appear.
If the field contains a numeric value, the value indicates the relative position of the column. For example, if you
place 1 in the Pos field for SYSID, and 2 in the Pos field for JOBNM, SYSID will be the first column of information
about your OPSLOG Browse panel and JOBNM will be the second. Using alphabetic rather than numeric values
in the Pos field is acceptable, but will not ensure ordering of the columns. If the Pos field is blank for a particular
column name, that column will not appear on the OPSLOG Browse panel.

Col Name
The name of the column.

Len
The width of the column, as it will display on the primary OPSLOG Browse panel. This value is important,
because although you may select up to 14 extra columns of information for display on the OPSLOG Browse
panel, the total width of those columns must be small enough to permit at least 10 characters of the event text to
be visible on the panel.

Description
A short description of the information in the column.

Primary Commands for the OPSLOG Browse Column Selection Panel

The following are the primary commands you may use on the OPSLOG Browse Column Selection panel. Issue primary
commands from the Command field:

CANcel
Cancels your changes and returns you to the primary OPSLOG Browse panel.

SORT
Sorts the column selection list by column name (NAME, COL, COLUMN, or COLNAME), column length (LEN),
current display position (POS), or the original default (DEFAULT).
For example, suppose you specify this command:
SORT LEN NAME

As a result, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) sorts the column selection list first by
the length of each column and then by the column name. This sort sequence is not only useful for users viewing
the selection list, but also helps OPS/MVS to determine relative column positions when the same value has been
placed in multiple Pos fields. You may specify up to four column values for the SORT command. The NAME and
DEFAULT columns have unique values.

WIDTH
Causes the current total width of the selected columns to appear. This value is important, because although you
may select up to 14 extra columns of information for display on the OPSLOG Browse panel, the total width of
those columns must be small enough to permit at least 10 characters of the event text to be visible on the panel.
By issuing this command, you can determine whether you have selected too many columns before OPS/MVS
issues an error message.

SYSTEM Command -- Access a Remote OPSLOG
Use the SYSTEM command to access the OPSLOG of a remote system. To use the SYSTEM command, the copy of
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation that is running on the local system and the copy that is running on the
remote system must be connected through the MSF.

This command has the following format:

SYSTEM  {sysname|?|*}
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sysname
Specifies the remote system name of the OPSLOG you want to browse.

?
Displays the Remote System List.
If you do not know the names of the MSF-defined systems, you can enter a question mark (?) or a blank to
display the Remote System List. You can select a system name from this list.

*
Returns you to the local OPSLOG.

NOTE
By default, the local OPSLOG appears each time you select OPSVIEW option 1 (OPSLOG); the remote status
of the display is not preserved from one OPSLOG Browse session to another.

SYSWAIT Command -- Override the MSFSYSWAIT Value
The SYSWAIT command lets you override the MSFSYSWAIT value when you are browsing the OPSLOG on a slow
remote system.

This command has the following format:

SYSWAIT  {seconds}

seconds
Specifies the maximum number of seconds OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation waits for a response
from a remote OPSLOG. The minimum value of the seconds keyword is 0 seconds, which is the default. If the
value is 0, the MSFSYSWAIT parameter value is used as the wait time. The maximum value is 300 seconds.
Default: 0 seconds

ARCHREST Command - Restore and Browse an OPSLOG Archive
The ARCHREST  AR command is issued as a primary command from the OPSLOG Browse Log facility. You can use the
ARCHREST command to restore and browse an archived OPSLOG for a specific date and time.

This command has the following format:

Archrest date time

Date
Specifies the date of the event you want to locate. Use one of these formats:

• 5APR or 05APR-April 5 of current year
• 25APR-April 25 of current year
• 22FEB-98 or 29FEB1996-February 29, 1996
• 29FEB-2008 or 29FEB08-February 29, 2008

Time
Specifies the time that the event you want to locate occurred. The time value is based on military time (for
example, 13:05 is five minutes after 1 p.m.). Use one of these formats:

• hh:-Hour only
• hh:mm-Hour and minutes
• hh:mm:ss-Hour, minutes, and seconds
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GOMODE Command -- Automatic Update Mode
Use the GOMODE command to place OPSLOG Browse in automatic update mode. When OPSLOG Browse is in this
mode, you do not have to press Enter to refresh the screen.

This command has the following format:

GOMODE {seconds}

seconds
Specifies the number of seconds OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) waits until it
refreshes the data on the OPSLOG Browse panel. The minimum value of seconds is 1. The maximum value is
either 86400 (24 hours) or the SMF maximum wait time, whichever is smaller.

Exiting Automatic Update Mode

When OPSLOG Browse is in automatic update mode, your keyboard is locked, and you cannot make any entries. To exit
automatic update mode, press the ATTN (attention) key.

Using the GOMODE Command in the AOF Test Environment

You cannot use the GOMODE command if you have accessed OPSLOG from in the AOF test environment. If you try to,
OPS/MVS ignores the command.

LOCATE Command -- Locate Events in OPSLOG
Use the LOCATE command to position the OPSLOG Browse display at a particular event.

This command has the following format:

Locate {evtnum}{date}{time}{date time}{time date}{label}

Date
Specifies the date of the event you want to locate. Use one of these formats:

• 5APR or 05APR-April 5 of current year
• 25APR-April 25 of current year
• 29FEB98 or 29FEB1998-February 29, 1998
• 29FEB2008 or 29FEB08-February 29, 2008

Evtnum
Specifies the number of the event you want to locate.
For example: 0005202418

Time
Specifies the time that the event you want to locate occurred. The time value is based on military time (for
example, 13:05 is five minutes after 1 p.m.). Use one of these formats:

• hh:-Hour only
• hh:mm-Hour and minutes
• hh:mm:ss-Hour, minutes, and seconds

Label
Specifies the label for the event you want to locate.
For example:
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• .a
• .zz

LOGNAME Command -- Browse an OPSLOG Log Name
Use the LOGNAME command to do the following tasks:

• Access any of the active OPSLOGs on the system you are currently browsing.
• Indicate which active OPSLOG you want to view.

To use the LOGNAME command when specifying a system name, both the local and remote systems must be running
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation r11.6 or higher.

This command has the following format:

LOGNAME Logname|?|*

Logname
Specifies the OPSLOG log name you want to browse. If the name you specify is not a valid log name or the log
name is not active, the current live OPSLOG displays.

NOTE
A live OPSLOG is the log currently being updated with new events as they occur in the system. There
can be only one live OPSLOG.

?
If you do not know the log names, you can enter a question mark (?) or a blank to display the log name list. You
can select a log name from this list.

*
Specify an asterisk (*) when you want to return to the current live OPSLOG.

NOTE
By default, the current live OPSLOG appears each time you select OPSVIEW option 1 (OPSLOG); the log name
selection is not preserved from one OPSLOG Browse session to another.

LONGCMD Command -- Increase Command Input Width
Use the LONGCMD to change the OPSLOG browse panel if the screen width is less than 160 characters. This alternate
panel lets you enter long commands by providing two line for command input.

This command has the following format:

LONGCMD

SHORTCMD Command -- Standard Command Input Width
Use the SHORTCMD to revert back to the standard one-line OPSLOG browse panel from the alternate OPSLOG panel of
two lines created by the LONGCMD command.

This command has the following format:

SHORTCMD
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How to Assign a Label in OPSLOG Browse
OPSLOG Browse lets you assign labels to lines in OPSLOG Browse so that you can rapidly return to a prior place in
OPSLOG Browse. Labels are assigned by typing the label over the MSGNO column in the OPSLOG display. Since the
MSGNO column is not always displayed you may need to enter a DISPLAY primary command to display the MSGNO
column.

A label in OPSLOG Browse is similar to a label in ISPF edit. It must start with a period (.) and can contain as many as
seven additional alphabetic characters. Labels can be moved by entering the same label on a different line. Labels can be
removed by blanking them out.

The labels are unique for each log name. The same label value can be set while browsing each log name and each label
represents its own unique position within that OPSLOG.

You can rapidly reposition to a label by using the LOCATE primary command followed by the name of the label to locate.

Labels are not preserved from one OPSLOG Browse session to another.

Print Data from OPSLOG Browse
Use the P and PP line commands to print data exactly as it appears in the OPSLOG Browse display.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Check to see if the MSGNO (message sequence number) column is on the OPSLOG Browse display panel. If it is not,
issue this command:
DISPLAY MSGNO

2. Type one of the P line commands and press Enter.
– If you want to print a single line of data, type a P in the prefix area of the line you want to print. If you want to print

several separate lines of data, you may type P in more than one prefix area before you press Enter.
– If you want to print a block of data, type PP in the prefix areas of both the first line in the block and the last line in

the block.
The data prints to your ISPF LIST data set. The printed data consists of the data columns as they appear in your
OPSLOG Browse session, followed by the entire text of the event. The text wraps to fit in the width of the data set.

Provide a Default Limit for the PP Line Command

You can use the BROWSEPRINTLIM parameter to set a default limit for the number of lines you can print with the PP line
command.

The minimum value of this parameter is one. There is no maximum value, although any value you specify that is larger
than the value of BROWSEMAX is meaningless. The default value for BROWSEPRINTLIM is 5000.

You can modify the value of BROWSEPRINTLIM at any time. OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation retains the
value across sessions.

NOTE
For details about specifying parameters, see Parameters in OPS/MVS.

How to Issue z/OS and JES Commands from OPSLOG
You can issue z/OS and JES commands from the OPSLOG Browse command line. To do so, prefix the command with the
OPSCMD command, OC (which is the alias of the OPSCMD command), or a slash (/).

All of the following variations of the z/OS command are acceptable from the OPSLOG Browse command line:
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opscmd r 20,u

opscmd r 20'u'

oc r 20,u

oc r 20,'u'

/ r 20,u

/r 20,u

/r 20,'u'

Use these guidelines when you issue z/OS and JES commands from OPSLOG:

• The output of any z/OS or JES command you issue from OPSLOG Browse appears in the OPSLOG Browse data and
in the SYSLOG.

• When you issue a system command, OPSLOG is careful not to move the display in the data stream. This is true even
if the display is positioned at the Bottom of Messages and would usually move each time you interacted with the
system.

• To save keystrokes, you can define a PF key with the OC command alias. For example, if you define PF key 24 with
the OC command verb, you can type a z/OS command such as D TS,L in the command line and press PF24.

How to Issue IMS Commands from OPSLOG
If your site uses the IMS Operations Facility (IOF), you can issue IMS commands from the OPSLOG Browse command
line. The syntax you use to issue IMS commands depends upon whether you use a slash (/) as your IMS command
character.

The following describes the syntax of your IMS command character:

• A slash (/)
Use two slashes to prefix the IMS command. You may know that there really should be three slashes prefixing the
command-one to tell OPSLOG that you are entering a command, one to route the command to your primary IMS, and
one to act as the standard slash that begins all IMS commands. You can use three slashes, but it is not necessary. If
you want to issue a command to IMS without a leading slash (for example, to enter a transaction), use the OPSCMD
command with its IMSID() keyword.

• Any character other than a slash
Prefix the command with all the appropriate characters. For example, if you associated a period (.) with an IMS having
an IMSID of IMST, use this syntax from the OPSLOG Browse command line to issue an IMS command to IMST:

 /./display active

View Command Output from Within OPSLOG
OPSLOG Browse exists to display the automation event stream of the system, so there is no separate display of the
output generated by the system commands you issue from the OPSLOG Browse command line. Instead, OPS/MVS®

Event Management and Automation adds these lines of output to the OPSLOG Browse event stream. You view these
events as you would any other system event output. Because some commands produce many lines of output, you may
need to press Enter to refresh the screen so that you can see all of the output.

If you entered the DOWN M command to position the OPSLOG Browse display at the bottom of the event stream, it
will not move to remain at the bottom when you issue a system command from the OPSLOG Browse command line.
It does not move because OPSLOG Browse assumes that you are looking at the event that prompted you to issue the
system command, and you want the display to remain in its current position. If you want to see the output for the system
command, press Enter after you have issued the system command.
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When to Use the OPSVIEW Command Processor Option (Option 6)

When you view command output from in OPSLOG, unsolicited event output may be mixed with the command reply
output. If you want to issue commands and not see unsolicited event output, use OPSVIEW option 6 (the OPSVIEW MVS/
JES command processor).

View Command Output in TSO Line Mode

If you issue a system command from OPSLOG Browse and you want to view the output in TSO line mode, use the
OPSCMD command to issue the system command through TSO.

When you issue the command through TSO from the OPSLOG Browse command line, the ISPF Dialog Manager facilities
do not tell OPSLOG Browse that an event has occurred. Therefore, the OPSLOG Browse display panel you see after you
view the command output is identical to the panel you were viewing before you issued the command.

How to Find Character Strings in OPSLOG Browse Event Text
The following sections describe how to find character strings in OPSLOG Browse Event text.

FIND Command Without the Column Keyword

Use the OPSLOG Browse FIND command to locate character strings in event text. The OPSLOG Browse FIND command
works very much like the ISPF/PDF FIND command.

This command has the following format:

FIND  {string|*}

  [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV]

  [startcol|startcol endcol]

  [evtnum]

string
Indicates the character string that you want to find. Under either of these circumstances, enclose the string in
single quotes:

• The value of the string keyword contains embedded blanks.
• The value of the string keyword is numeric, and you specify other keywords with the string keyword. This is

important when you specify values for startcol, endcol, or both with a numeric value for string.

*
Indicates that OPSLOG Browse should use the search string that you specified on the previous FIND command.

FIRST
(Optional) Tells OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) to find the first occurrence of the
string.

LAST
(Optional) Tells OPS/MVS to find the last occurrence of the string.

NEXT
(Optional) Tells OPS/MVS to search forward.

PREV
(Optional) Tells OPS/MVS to search backward.
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startcol
(Optional) Indicates the column number at which OPS/MVS should begin its search for the string. OPS/MVS will
not scan any columns that appear before this column. If you specify a value for endcol, you must also specify a
value for startcol.

endcol
(Optional) Indicates the column number at which OPS/MVS should end its search for the string. OPS/MVS will not
scan any columns that appear after this column. The endcol keyword is optional.

evtnum
(Optional) Indicates the number of events you want OPS/MVS to scan before it abandons its search. You
may want to specify a high value for evtnum if you cannot narrow down the search by time range. The default
maximum value for evtnum is 5000, because of the huge number of events most OPSLOG users keep online.

Guidelines for Issuing the FIND Command Without the Column Keyword

Use these guidelines when you issue the FIND command:

• If the value you specify for string contains quotes, use two single quotes to indicate each single quote inside the string.
Suppose that you issue this FIND command:

FIND 'the ''quoted'' string'

• As a result, OPS/MVS searches for this string:

the 'quoted' string

• If you prefer, you may use double quotes to delimit strings, as in:

FIND "the 'quoted' string"

• You may use the same FIND command repeatedly without re-entering it. To do this, enter the RFIND command. Do not
specify any keywords for the RFIND command. It repeats the action that you specified on the last FIND command you
issued.

Example: FIND Command

Suppose that you want to find this string: OPS1234W XYZ. You want OPS/MVS to begin searching for the string in
column 5 and end the search at the last column of event text. You want OPS/MVS to search 10,000 events before
abandoning the search. To perform the search, issue this command:

FIND 'OPS1234W XYZ' 5 10000

You do not have to specify a value for endcol because OPS/MVS assumes that any number greater than 128 that you
specify on the FIND command is the value for the evtnum keyword.

How to Find Character Strings in OPSLOG Browse Display Columns
Use the OPSLOG Browse FIND command with the column keyword to locate character strings in a specific OPSLOG
Browse display column.

FIND Command With the Column Keyword

This command has the following format:

FIND column {string|prefixstringPREfix}

  [FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV]

  [startcol|startcolendcol]
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column
Indicates the specific OPSLOG Browse display column in which you want OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) to search. Valid values are: COLor, Event, Jobname, Msgid, Sysname, and User.

prefixstring
Indicates the prefix OPS/MVS should use to search for a string in an OPSLOG Browse display column. The prefix
must be at least three characters in length. You cannot use the prefixstring keyword to search the COLor display
column. If you specify a value for prefixstring, you must also specify the PREfix keyword.

PREfix
Indicates that the value positioned immediately before this keyword is a value for prefixstring.

For explanations of the other keywords, see FIND Command Without the Column Keyword.

 Examples: Using the FIND Command with the PREFIX Keyword 

The following are examples of issuing the FIND command with the PREFIX keyword to find strings in a specific OPSLOG
Browse display column:

• To find job names beginning with the characters AI06, such as AI06SCW, AI06GX, and AI06PDS, issue the following
command:
FIND JOBNAME AI06 PREFIX

• To searches backward through the OPSLOG Browse display columns and find job names such as OPSMAIN,
OPSOSF, and OPSECF, issue the following command:
FIND J OPS PREFIX PREV

• To find message IDs such as IST663I, IST664I, and IST889I, issue the following command:
F MSGID 'IST' PREFIX

• To find EOM events, issue the following command:
F 'EOM' event

Guidelines for Using Any Form of the FIND Command
You can use the BROWSEFINDLIM parameter to set a default limit for the number of events that OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) scans before abandoning a search.

The minimum value of this parameter is 1. There is no maximum value, although any value you specify that is larger than
the value of the BROWSEMAX parameter is meaningless. The default value for the BROWSEFINDLIM parameter is
5000.

You can modify the value of the BROWSEFINDLIM parameter at any time. OPS/MVS retains the value across
sessions. If you specify a value for evtnum when you issue the FIND command, that value overrides the value of the
BROWSEFINDLIM parameter.

Similarities and Differences

Although you use many of the same keywords for the FIND command whether you issue it to find strings in event text or
strings in display columns, there are some differences. Following is a list of these differences:

• When you issue the FIND command to find a string in event text, you may use the evtnum keyword to indicate the
number of events you want OPS/MVS to scan before it abandons its search. The maximum value you can specify for
evtnum is 5000. There is no evtnum keyword when you issue the FIND command to find a string in a display column.

• If the value you specify for the column keyword is not one of the columns OPSLOG Browse is currently
displaying, OPS/MVS still accepts the FIND command. In such cases, OPS/MVS repositions the cursor to the
beginning of the event text area of the row on which that column would appear. To display the string OPS/MVS found,
issue the DISPLAY command as usual.

• The PREFIX and prefixstring keywords are valid only when you are searching for a string in a display column.
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OPSVIEW Editors Option

Overview of the OPSVIEW Editors Option (Option 2)

You can perform these tasks with the OPSVIEW Editors option:

• Edit and test AOF rules.
• Maintain the AOF test compiled rules library.
• Access EasyRule.
• Edit, compile, and execute REXX EXECs.
• Manage the REXX compiled program library.
• Access the OPS/MVS relational table editor.
• Access the application parameter editor.

How to Access the OPSVIEW Editors Option

To access the OPSVIEW Editors menu, enter 2 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. You see a display similar to the
following:

CA OPS/MVS Editors----------- MSI1 -- S Y S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSD

OPTION  ===>

   1  AOF Edit     - Edit and Test AOF Rules

   2  AOF Compile  - Maintain the AOF Test Compiled Rules Library

   3  EasyRule     - Create or Modify Rules using panels

   4  REXX Edit    - Edit, Compile and Execute REXX programs

   5  REXX Compile - Manage REXX Compiled Program Library

   6  Table Edit   - Relational Table Editor for RDF

   A  Appl Parms   - Application Parameter Editor

This section contains the following topics:

•  Overview of the OPSVIEW AOF Edit Option (Option 2.1)
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–  How to Display a List of Rule Sets 
–  How to Display a List of Rules 
–  How to Edit or Modify a Rule 
–  How to Use Test Data for AOF Rules 
–  Set Up Test Data for the AOF 
–  Overview of AOF Test Panels for Different Rule Types 
–  Using the AOF Test API Common Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test API CA WA ESP Panel
–  Using the AOF Test API CA WA SE Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test API Insight IQ Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test API Insight IDB Panel 
–  Using AOF Test API SYSVIEW Panels 
–  Using the AOF Test CMD Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test DOM Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test EOM Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test GLV Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test MSG Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test OMG Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test REQ Panel 
–  Using the AOF Test TOD Panel 
–  Common AOF Test Panel Fields 

•  How to Maintain the AOF Test Compiled Rules Library (Option 2.2) 
•  How to Access EasyRule (Option 2.3) 
•  How to Maintain REXX Source Programs (Option 2.4)

–  How to Use a REXX Source Program List 
–  How to Edit a REXX Program from Option 2.4 
–  How to Execute a REXX Program from Option 2.4 
–  Understanding Execution Messages and Return Codes from Option 2.4 

•  How to Manage the REXX Compiled Program Library (Option 2.5)
–  How to Use a Compiled REXX Program List 
–  How to Edit a REXX Program from Option 2.5 
–  How to Execute a REXX Program from Option 2.5 
–  Understanding Execution Messages and Return Codes from Option 2.5 

•  How to Access the Relational Table Editor (Option 2.6) 
•  How to Access the Application Parameter Manager (Option 2.A) 

Overview of the OPSVIEW AOF Edit Option (Option 2.1)
The OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) Automated Operations Facility (AOF) enables you to
program a response to system events (such as messages) by using AOF rules.

What Are AOF Rules

AOF rules are special OPS/REXX programs that support automated operations by taking advantage of extensions made
to the OPS/REXX programming language.

You store your AOF rules in rule sets. A rule set is implemented as a partitioned data set (PDS). Each member of the PDS
contains one rule. You must create your rule sets before using the AOF edit option. Broadcom recommends that you use
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ISPF/PDF option 3.2 (Data Set Utility) to create your rule sets. However, you may use the TSO ALLOCATE command
instead.

For a detailed description of the AOF and instructions for writing AOF rules, see Using Automated Operations Facility
(AOF) Rules.

Accessing Option 2.1

To access OPSVIEW option 2.1, you can either:

• Enter 1 on the Editors menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =2.1 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

WARNING
If your AOF Test rule sets are in standard z/OS PDS or PDSE data sets, the field named AOF ALLOC SUBSYS
located in OPSVIEW Option 0.1 (Parameters, General Settings) must be left blank. If this field is not left blank,
attempting to use the AOF Test facility will result in dynamic allocation errors (error code x'035C' and information
code x'005F').

Tasks You Can Perform With the AOF Edit Option

OPSVIEW option 2.1 enables you to create, edit, and test AOF rules before putting them into production. The commands
that you use with option 2.1, such as A (Set Auto-Enable) and Z (Reset Auto-Enable), can greatly affect your rules and
their execution. Therefore, when you are in test mode within option 2.1, you should not work with production rule sets at
all. To control rules within the production OPS/MVS environment, refer to OPSVIEW option 4.5.

There are several tasks you can perform with the OPSVIEW AOF edit option. The following is a list of the panels that
make up the AOF edit option and the tasks you perform with each:

• Specification Display panel
The first panel you see when you access the OPSVIEW AOF edit option. This panel is the pathway into the other AOF
edit option panels. Use the panel to specify the rule set that you want to view or the rule that you want to create, edit,
or test.
If you want to use a customized test environment, you also use this panel to specify a test suite.

• Rule Set List panel
Lists rule set statistics.

• Rule List panel
Lists all of the rules belonging to a particular rule set and provides statistics about each.

• Rule Edit panel
Create or modify a rule.

• Rule Test panels
Test enabled rules. Always test your rules before making them available to the production system.

The Specification Display Panel

When you access option 2.1, you see a display similar to the following:

AOF EDIT - Entry panel --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------ Subsystem OPSD

COMMAND ===>

RULE LIBRARY:

   PROJECT ===> SYS1

   GROUP   ===> *               (* for all RULESETs)

   TYPE    ===> RULES

   MEMBER  ===>                 (Blank for MEMBER selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:
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   DATA SET NAME  ===>

-------------------------  AOF TEST DATA  -------------------------------------

  (Blank all fields below in order to test with temporary data.)

TEST DATA SET NAME:

   PROJECT ===>

   GROUP   ===>

   TYPE    ===>

   MEMBER  ===>

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

How to Display a List of Rule Sets

This topic describes how to use the OPS/MVS AOF Rule Set List panel.

The AOF Edit Entry Panel

In the fields on the top half of the above AOF entry panel, use one of these methods to display a list of rule sets:

• Use the Project, Group, and Type fields to enter the name of a data set. You must enter an asterisk in either the Group
or the Type field.

• Use the Data Set Name field to enter the name of a data set. You must enter an asterisk in place of one level of the
data set name.

As a result, the Rule Set List panel appears. Following is a sample Rule Set List panel.

NOTE
OPSVIEW supports wildcards only if you use the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
standard rule set naming convention, which is ruleprefix.rulesetname.rulesuffix.

If you use the alternate rule set naming convention, which supports multiple data set name high-level qualifiers, you must
process the rule sets one at a time. To do so, specify their data set names in the Other Partitioned Data Set field.

For more information about establishing data set naming conventions for rule sets, see Determine AOF Rule Set Names.

The Rule Set List Panel

The Rule Set List panel shows a listing of all the rule sets in use at your site that match the search criteria you specified
on the Specification Display panel.

In the following sample, the user specified SYS1.*.RULES for the search criteria, which matched four data sets:

AOF CTRL - Rule Set List ------ MSI1 --- SYS1.*.RULES ------------- Row 1 of 64

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Line Commands: S Select   E Enable   D Disable   U Utilities

A Set Auto-Enable   Z Reset Auto-Enable   C Compile   X Delete Compile

RuleSet    Status  AE CNT  VV.MM Created  Changed        Size Init  Mod   ID

HSM        ENABLED  N 15   01.00 03/01/04 03/10/13 16:24   87   87    1 SYSAXX

IMS        DISABLED N 83   01.02 02/02/14 03/10/16 18:05 1102  881   31 OPSJRH

JES        ENABLED  Y 130  01.00 03/10/29 03/10/05 11:30 1926 1640  721 SYSAXX

O          DISABLED N 9    01.00 01/02/04 03/10/12 12:56   86   87   30 SYSAXX

The Rule Set List panel contains more columns of information than can be viewed at one time. To see the rest of the
information, use the LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to scroll. The following is another view of the Rule Set List panel. Fields on
the panel are described in the following section.

AOF CTRL - Rule Set List ------ MSI1 --- SYS1.*.RULES -------------- Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE
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Line Commands: S Select   E Enable   D Disable   U Utilities

A Set Auto-Enable   Z Reset Auto-Enable   C Compile   X Delete Compile

RuleSet    Status  AE CNT  Log     Last Fired Time      Next Fire Time    Count

HSM        ENABLED  N 15     Y 2004/05/21 17:37:31 2004/05/21 18:37:31       19

IMS        DISABLED N 83     Y          *        *          *        *        *

JES        ENABLED  Y 130    Y 2004/05/21 17:39:42       NONE     NONE       36

O          DISABLED N 9      Y          *        *          *        *        *

Fields on the Rule Set List Panel- Left View

The following fields of data appear on the left side of the Rule Set List panel. You see these fields when you first enter the
rule set list and when you press the LEFT PF key.

Rule Set
The name of the rule set.

Status
A value indicating whether the rule set is enabled or disabled. If at least one rule in the rule set is enabled, the
value of the Status field is ENABLED.

AE
The auto-enable status of the rule set. If at least one rule in the rule set is set up for auto-enable, the value of the
AE field is Y.

CNT
The number of rules in the rule set.

VV.MM
The version number and modification number of the rule that was last modified in the rule set.

Created
The creation date of the rule set. The value in this field is the earliest creation date OPS/MVS finds for a rule in
the rule set.

Changed
The date and time of the last modification made to a rule in the rule set.

Size
The value in this field is the sum of the values of the individual Size fields you see on the Rule List panel.
Following is a sample. Each Size field on the Rule List panel indicates the current number of lines in a particular
rule; thus the Size field on the Rule Set List panel indicates the current total number of lines in all the rules in the
rule set.

Init
The value in this field is the sum of the values of the individual Init fields you see on the Rule List panel. Each Init
field on the Rule List panel indicates the number of lines in a particular rule when the rule was first created; thus
the Init field on the Rule Set List panel indicates the initial total number of lines for all the rules in the rule set.

Mod
The value in this field is the sum of the values of the individual Mod fields you see on the Rule List panel. Each
Mod field on the Rule List panel indicates the number of lines in a particular rule that have been modified. The
Mod field on the Rule Set List panel indicates the total number of lines that have been modified in the rules in the
rule set.

ID
The TSO user ID of the last user who modified any rule in the rule set.
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Fields on the Rule Set List Panel-Right View

The following fields of data appear on the right side of the Rule Set List panel. You see these fields when you press the
RIGHT PF key.

Log
A Y/N value indicating whether the NOOPSLOG option is assigned to any enabled MSG rule in the set.

Last Fired Time
The most recent date and time that a rule executed in the rule set. If no rules are enabled, an asterisk (*) appears.
If the rule set is enabled but none of the rules have executed yet, the value NONE appears.

Next Fire Time
The date and time the next time-of-day (TOD) rule is scheduled to execute in the rule set. If no rules are enabled,
an asterisk (*) appears. If the rule set is enabled but none of the rules have executed yet, the value NONE
appears.

Count
The total number of times rules in the set have executed.

Primary Commands for the Rule Set List Panel

Use the following primary commands on the Rule Set List panel. Issue primary commands from the Command field.

COMPILE
Invokes the AOF test compiled rules library.

GLOBAL
Invokes AOF Global Variables application for the AOF Test global variable pool

Locate ruleset
Scrolls the panel so that the line referring to ruleset is the top line on the panel.

OpsBrw
Invokes the OPSLOG Browse Test Data panel. This panel is a full-screen display of current rule test data.

Select ruleset
Selects ruleset for editing. If the rule set is not allocated, you are prompted to allocate it.

SORT [col1 [A|D] [col2 [A|D] ... [coln [A|D] ... ]]
Sorts the specified column(s) in the specified order, A for Ascending or D for Descending. If not specified, the
default column is Rule Set. If not specified, the default sort order is Descending, except for columns Rule Set and
ID which sort Ascending by default.
For example, the following command sorts the rule sets first by descending auto-enabled status, and then by
ascending enabled status for each auto-enabled status. This command places rule sets containing auto-enabled
rules that are disabled at the top of the display:
SORT CREATED A CHANGED

Point-and-shoot is enabled to SORT the AOF Rule set List using any displayed column. To SORT the AOF Rule
set List using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press Enter.
Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary commands have been entered.

Line Commands for the Rule Set List Panel

Use the following line commands on the Rule Set List panel. Issue line commands in the prefix area preceding the name
of the desired rule set.

A
Sets the auto-enable flag for each rule in the rule set to Y. This means that when the rule set is enabled, all the
rules in it are automatically enabled.
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C
Compiles all of the rules in the set into the compiled rule data set.

D
Disables all of the rules in the rule set that were previously enabled.

E
Enables all of the rules in the rule set that have values of Y in their AE fields. You enable a rule so that it can be
tested. If a rule contains syntax errors, the E command fails.

S
Selects the rule set to be displayed. When you enter the S command, the Rule List panel appears. The Rule List
panel lists all of the rules in the rule set you selected.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for any displayed Rule set. To issue the S line command
for a displayed Rule Set using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the Rule Set and press
Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

U
Accesses the PDS member list display for the rule set. This display is identical to the member list display you see
when you choose ISPF/PDF option 3.1 (Library Utility).

X
Deletes all of the rules in the set from the compiled rule data set.

Z
For all rules in the rule set, resets the value of the AE field to N. This means that all rules in the rule set are
ineligible to be enabled.

How to Display a List of Rules

There are two ways that you can display a list of rules:

• On the Specification Display panel, use the Project, Group, and Type fields to enter the name of an existing rule set,
but leave the Member field blank.

• On the Rule Set List panel, issue the S line command.

When you request a list of rules, the Rule List panel appears.

The Rule List Panel

The Rule List panel shows a listing of all the rules in a rule set. Here is a sample of the Rule List panel:

AOF CTRL - Rule List ------ SYS1.O.RULES -------------------------- Row 1 of 9

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

   Line Commands:   R EasyRule   S ISPF Edit   V View   T Test C Compile

   E Enable  D Disable  A Set Auto-Enable  Z Reset Auto-Enable X Delcomp

        Test Start Date :   2007/10/17  Test Start Time  :  09:45:00

        Test Current Date : 2007/10/17  Test Current Time:  09:45:00

  Rulename Status  AE TYP VV.MM  Created  Changed       Size Init  Mod ID

  BUSY     DISABLED N ***

  BUSYGLV  DISABLED N ***

  CMD      ENABLED  N CMD 01.13 01/11/30 02/11/18 15:39    6    5    3 OPSJRH

  DFS040I  DISABLED N *** 01.00 02/01/26 02/01/26 13:32   12   12    0 OPSJRH

  DOM      DISABLED N *** 01.00 03/10/12 03/10/12 12:56    4    4    0 NA1CS75

  EOM      DISABLED N *** 01.03 01/12/10 01/12/10 20:30   31   32    7 SYSAXX

  GLB      DISABLED N *** 01.00 02/05/17 02/05/17 22:40    3    3    0 SYSAXX
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  OMG      DISABLED N *** 01.00 02/05/23 02/05/23 19:51   10   10    0 SYSAXX

  REQ      ENABLED  N REQ 01.04 01/02/04 01/02/04 21:46   20   21   20 SYSAXX

  TOD      ENABLED  N TOD 01.02 01/02/04 01/02/04 21:46   10   35    1 SYSAXX

  TOD1     DISABLED N *** 01.03 02/05/23 02/05/23 12:29   27   27    1 SYSAXX

  TOD2     DISABLED N *** 01.00 02/05/23 02/05/23 17:06   30   30    0 SYSAXX

  TOD3     DISABLED N *** 01.00 01/12/10 01/12/10 18:17   12   12    0 SYSAXX

  **END**

The Rule List panel contains more columns of information than you can view at one time. To see the rest of the
information, use your LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to scroll.

Following is another view of the Rule List panel. Descriptions of the fields on the panel are presented next:

AOF CTRL - Rule List ------ SYS1.O.RULES -------------------------- Row 1 of 9

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

   Line Commands:   R EasyRule   S ISPF Edit   V View   T Test C Compile

   E Enable  D Disable  A Set Auto-Enable  Z Reset Auto-Enable X Delcomp

        Test Start Date :   2007/10/17  Test Start Time  :  09:45:00

        Test Current Date : 2007/10/17  Test Current Time:  09:45:00

  RuleName Status  AE TYP Log   Last Fired Time      Next Fire Time      Count

  BUSY     DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  BUSYGLV  DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  CMD      ENABLED  N CMD   Y 2004/05/21 19:09:13       NONE     NONE       22

  DFS040I  DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  DOM      DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  EOM      DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  GLB      DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  OMG      DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  REQ      ENABLED  N REQ   Y          *        *       NONE     NONE        0

  TOD      ENABLED  N TOD   Y          *        * 2007/10/17 09:47:00        0

  TOD1     DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  TOD2     DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

  TOD3     DISABLED N ***   *          *        *          *        *        *

Types of Fields on the Rule List Panel

Two types of fields appear on the Rule List panel. The test date and test time fields that appear toward the top of the panel
are modifiable. The remaining fields provide information about the individual rules in the rule set and cannot be modified.

Modifiable Fields on the Rule List Panel

The modifiable fields on the Rule List panel are:

Test Start Date
The date you want the test to begin.

Test Start Time
The time you want the test to begin.

Test Current Date
The current date. This date may differ from the Test Start Date.

Test Current Time
The current time. This time may differ from the Test Start Time.
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Non-modifiable Fields on the Rule List Panel-Left View

You see the non-modifiable fields when you first enter the rule list and when you press the LEFT PF key. You cannot
modify them. The informational fields that appear on the left side of the Rule List panel are:

Rulename
The name of the rule. The rule name is a member name belonging to the PDS, or rule set, which is named at the
top of the panel. In the sample panel shown above, the rules listed on the panel belong to the rule set named
SYS1.O.RULES.

Status
Indicates whether the rule is enabled or disabled. You must use the E line command to enable a rule if you want
to test it.

AE
The auto-enable status of the rule set.

TYP
The type of the rule. If the value of the Status field is DISABLED, the value of the TYP field is ***. If the value of
the Status field is ENABLED, the value of the TYP field can be any of these values:

• ARM—Automatic Restart Management rule
• CMD—Command rule
• DOM—Delete-operator-message rule
• EOJ—End-of-job rule
• EOM—End-of-memory rule
• EOS—End-of-step rule
• GLV—Global variable rule
• MSG—Message rule
• OMG—OMEGAMON rule
• REQ—Request rule
• SCR—Screen rule
• SEC—Security rule
• TLM—Time limit excession rule
• TOD—Time-of-day rule
• USS—UNIX System Services rule

VV.MM
The version number and modification number of the rule. Each time a user modifies the rule, OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation updates this value.

Created
The creation date of the rule.

Changed
The date and time of the last modification made to the rule.

Size
The current number of lines in the rule.

Init
The number of lines in this rule when it was first created.

Mod
The number of lines in this rule that have been modified.

ID
The TSO user ID of the last user who modified this rule.
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Non-modifiable Fields on the Rule List Panel-Right View

You see these non-modifiable fields when you press the RIGHT PF key. You cannot modify them.

The informational fields that appear on the right side of the Rule List panel are:

Log
If the rule is an MSG rule, a Y/N value indicating whether the NOOPSLOG option is assigned to it.

Last Fired Time
The date and time of day that the rule was last executed.

Next Fire Time
The date and time of day that the rule is next scheduled to execute. This field applies only to time of day rules.

Count
The total number of times the rule has been executed.

Primary Commands for the Rule List Panel

You can use the following primary commands on the Rule List panel. Issue primary commands from the Command field.

Compile
Invokes the AOF test compiled rules library.

Data
Invokes ISPF option 3.1 for the AOF test data set. This command is valid only if you entered a value into the Test
Data Set Name field on the Specification Display panel.

Globals
Causes the Display Global Variables panel to appear. You can use the Display Global Variables panel to:

• Display the subnodes of a global variable.
• Drop a node.
• Remove a node and its subnodes.
• Create and modify global variables.

Locate rule
Scrolls the panel so that the line referring to rule is the top line on the panel.

OpsBrw
Invokes the OPSLOG Browse Test Data panel. This panel is a full-screen display of current rule test data.

Rules
Invokes ISPF option 3.1 for the AOF test rule data set.

Select rulename
Selects rulename so that you can edit it.

SORT [col1 [A|D] [col2 [A|D]...[coln [A|D] ... ]]
Sorts the specified columns in the specified order: A for Ascending or D for Descending. Each column name
may be abbreviated. If not specified, the default column is RuleName. If not specified, the default sort order is
Descending, except for columns RuleName (which may also be abbreviated as Name), TYP, and ID which sort
Ascending by default.
For example, you can issue this command to sort the rules by descending last time fired within ascending type of
rule:
SORT TYP LAST

Test
Starts a test using all the rules you have enabled.
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Line Commands for the Rule List Panel

Use the following line commands on the Rule List panel. Issue line commands in the prefix area preceding the desired
rule.

A
Sets the auto-enable flag of the rule to Y. If you use the Rule Set List panel to enable the rule set to which this rule
belongs, this rule is enabled. Contrast this command with the Z line command.

C
Compiles the rule into the compiled rule data set.

D
Disables a rule that was previously enabled.

E
Enables a rule so that you can test it. If a rule contains syntax errors, the E command fails.

R
Invokes EasyRule processing for the rule. You can use the R command for a rule only if you used EasyRule to
create the rule and you have not used the S line command to edit the rule.

S
Selects the rule for ISPF editing. The panel you see when you issue the S command is similar to an ISPF edit
session of the rule. You may notice slight modifications to the panel that appear to remind you that you are in the
AOF edit option. You can use the ISPF HELP command when you are in the editing session.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for any displayed Rule. To issue the S line command for
a displayed Rule using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the RuleName and press Enter.
Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.
When a rule is selected for EDIT, through either the primary command or the S line command, and the rule is in
EasyRule format, the following warning message is issued:
****  W A R N I N G ***** 

You are about to edit an AOF rule that is in EasyRule format. 

If you change the member you will not be able to use

EasyRule to edit it in the future.

T
Displays the AOF Test panel. For details about testing rules, see Step 3: Enter the Test Environment in Set Up
Test Data for the AOF.

V
Selects a rule to view (read-only).

X
Deletes the rule from the compiled rule data set.

Z
Sets the auto-enable flag of the rule to N. Even if you use the Rule Set List panel to enable the rule set to which
this rule belongs, this rule will not be enabled. Contrast this command with the A line command.

How to Edit or Modify a Rule

To use the AOF Edit Option to edit or modify a rule, you must access the Edit Rule panel. There are two ways that you
can access the panel:

• On the Specification Display panel, use the Project, Group, Type, and Member fields to enter the name of a rule.
• On the Rule List panel, issue the S primary or S line command.

When you select a rule to edit, the Edit Rule panel appears.
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The Edit Rule Panel

Here is a sample of the Edit Rule panel:

EDIT       RTM.QA.OPS.SAMPLE.RULES(ARCHFAIL) - 01.02       Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000100 )MSG  OPS8320O                                                         

000200 )PROC                                                                  

000300 /**********************************************************************/

000400 /*  Rule Name:     ARCHFAIL                                           */

000500 /*  Rule Type:     Message                                            */

000600 /*  Rule Function: This rule fires on the "archive creation completed"*/

000700 /*                 message. It will notify a tso userid if the       */

000800 /*                 archive creation did not receive a zero return code*/

000900 /*  Author:        MLS                                                */

001000 /*  History:       03/04/18 - Initial Creation - MLS                  */

001100 /*                                                                    */

001200 /**********************************************************************/

001300                                                                        

001400   userid = "????"                /* Specify the userid to be notified */

001500   parse VAR MSG.TEXT with . "MAXRC=" retcode .                        

001600   if retcode ¬= 0 then                                                 

001700     do                                                                

001800       ADDRESS TSO                                                      

001900       "SEND 'Archive creation job" MSG.JOBNAME ,                     

002000       "ended with return code" retcode "' USER("userid")"         

002100     end   /*   if retcode ¬= 0 then do   */                        

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

NOTE
Issuing the SAVE command to save a rule from in an editing session does not make the rule available for
testing, nor does it compile the rule or check its syntax. Before you can test a rule, you must enable it by issuing
the E command on the Rule Set List panel or the Rule List panel.

For detailed information about the AOF and instructions for writing AOF rules, see OPS/REXX Built-in Functions.

How to Use Test Data for AOF Rules

If you are using the AOF edit option to test rules, you need to indicate what data the AOF should use for the test:
temporary data or a test suite data set. Use the bottom half of the Specification Display panel to indicate your choice. The
following list describes the difference between using temporary data and using a test suite data set:

• If you want the AOF to use temporary data to test rules
Do not make entries on the bottom half of the Specification Display panel. You must extract data from OPSLOG to use
for your test.
Regardless of the type of test you run, all of the data the AOF uses for the test is temporary. The data goes away after
the test session.
For an explanation of the steps to set up test data, see Set Up Test Data for the AOF. You must follow these steps
each time you want to use temporary data for your rule tests.

• If you want to use a more permanent testing environment to test rules
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Specify the name of your test suite data set in the fields on the bottom of the Specification Display panel. If you do not
specify a member name, the AOF supplies one for you. Your test suite data set must be a standard PDS library with
fixed length 80-byte records.
The first time you use your test suite data set, you must extract data from OPSLOG (just as you would do if you
wanted to use temporary data). The difference is that after the test session, the AOF stores the data in the data set
and the member you specified so that you can use it again.
The next time you perform a test using the data, enter the name of the data set and member on the Specification
Display panel, and the AOF uses the data you have stored in that member for the test.
For an explanation of the steps to set up test data, see Set Up Test Data for the AOF. You must follow these steps
when you want to create a test suite data set for your rule tests.

Set Up Test Data for the AOF

Follow the steps on the next several pages to set up test data for the AOF.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify That the Rule Is Enabled
Before you can test a rule, it must be enabled. If you have not enabled the rule, you can do so from the Rule List
panel. Enter the E line command in the prefix area of the line on which the name of the rule appears. Do this for every
rule you want to test.
If the E command fails, the rule contains syntax errors. Correct the syntax errors and issue the E command again.

2. Issue the T Command for the Rule
On the Rule List panel, enter the T line command in the prefix area of the line on which the name of the rule you want
to test appears. As a result, the AOF places you in the rule test environment.

3. Enter the Test Environment
When the AOF places you in the rule test environment, the actual panel you see depends upon the type of rule you
selected for testing. In the following sample panel, the words AOF Test CMD appear at the upper left corner of the
panel to indicate that the rule that was selected for testing is a CMD (command) rule.
If you are testing another type of rule, such as a MSG (message) or OMG (OMEGAMON) rule, the panel you see will
differ slightly. All of the panels and the fields that appear on them are described in Overview of AOF Test Panels for
Different Rule Types. Regardless of the type of rule you want to test, the process of setting up test data is essentially
the same.

AOF Test CMD ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 13:38:09 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace ==> N   Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 IMS Id          ===>                 Exit Type      ===> MVS

 Console Number  ===> 1               Jobname        ===> T

 Console Name    ===>                 Command Disp:

 User Field      ===>                 Command Verb:

 Command         ===>

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

13:38:09 ENABLE O.CMD

13:38:09 ENABLE O.CMD

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

The messages that appear in the message section at the bottom of the panel shown above came from OPSLOG. They
indicate that the user enabled the rule named CMD that is stored in the O rule set. At this point, the rule has not been
tested.

4. Access OPSLOG Browse
From the AOF Test panel for your rule, enter a Y in the Access Auto Test Data field. As a result, the AOF puts you into
OPSLOG Browse. Following is a sample panel:
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OPSLOG Browse Test Data-- MSI1 --- AOF TEST --- 09:41:05 29JUN2007 COLS 001 059

 Line commands 'E' and 'EE' available for test data extraction

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

MessageNum Message ID ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+---

0105917000 IST664I    IST664I  REAL  OLU=NETTX.EMCVAPP7     REAL  DLU=NETTX.AHO1

0105917001 IST889I    IST889I  SID = D90BE39BB5E72EEB

0105917002 IST889I    IST889I  SID = D90BE39BB5E72EEB

E105917003 IST264I    IST264I  REQUIRED RESOURCE      AHO1207Z UNDEFINED

0105917004 IST264I    IST264I  REQUIRED RESOURCE      AHO1207Z UNDEFINED

0105917005 IST314I    IST314I  END

0105917006 IST314I    IST314I  END

0105917007 OPS1400H   OPS1400H MSIADA   OPSS JES3 3.1      NONE

0105917008 OPS1400H   OPS1400H MSIADA   OPSS JES3 3.1      NONE

0105917009 OPS1181H   OPS1181H MSIADA   OPSS          MVS E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

0105917010 OPS1181H   OPS1181H MSIADA   OPSS          MVS E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

EE05917011 E          E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

0105917012 RESET      E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

0105917013 IEE304I    IEE304I MSIADA   JOB RESET

EE05917014 IEE304I    IEE304I MSIADA   JOB RESET

0105917015 OPS1450H   OPS1450H MSIADA   OPSS OPSLOG

0105917016 OPS1450H   OPS1450H MSIADA   OPSS OPSLOG

0105917017 OPS1450H   OPS1450H MSIADA   OPSS OPSLOG

0105917018 OPS1450H   OPS1450H MSIADA   OPSS OPSLOG

********** ***************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

5. Extract Lines of Data from OPSLOG
After the AOF puts you into OPSLOG Browse, you can begin extracting data for your rule test. Use these commands
to extract the data:

E
Extracts a single line of data. Place an E in the MessageNum (message number) field of each single line of data
you want to extract. Notice that in the panel above, the user has placed the E command to extract a single line.

EE
Extracts a block of data. Place the characters EE in the MessageNum fields of the first and last lines of the block
you want to extract. In the panel above, the user has placed the EE command to extract a four-line block.

After you enter in the E or EE commands, press PF3 (END). As shown in the panel above, you may specify multiple
single line and block extractions before pressing PF3. When you press PF3, the AOF displays the AOF Test Data
Selection panel, where you can view the data you extracted.

NOTE
When the AOF takes you into OPSLOG Browse, the MessageNum field always appears on the OPSLOG
Browse Test Data panel. This occurs because the MessageNum field is the only OPSLOG Browse field that
permits data entry for line commands.

6. View and Verify Extracted Data
After you extract data from OPSLOG Browse, the AOF displays the AOF Test Data Selection panel. Use this panel to
view the data you extracted, and verify it is correct:

AOF Test Data Selection ---------- OPSVIEW  ----------------------- ROW 1 OF 5

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Line Cmds: A-Add (DD)D-Del R-Replicate  S-Select (TT)T-(Block) Test U-Update

Test Suite: Temporary Test Data

 Acquire Data from OPSLOG Browse ===>   (Y/N)

  Job Name   Msg ID         Shortened Text
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  *****************************************************************************

   MSIADA     E              E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

   MSIADA     RESET          E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

   *MASTER*   IEE304I        IEE304I MSIADA   JOB RESET

   NONE       IEE304I        IEE304I MSIADA   JOB RESET

   NETVIEW    IST264I        IST264I  REQUIRED RESOURCE     AHO1207Z

  ***************************** Bottom of data ********************************

When you look at the AOF Test Data Selection panel, you may decide to extract more data for the test, or to edit the
data in some way. Steps 7 and 8 can help you.

7. Extract Additional OPSLOG Data
If you are viewing the AOF Test Data Selection panel, and you need more OPSLOG data for your rule test, enter a Y in
the Acquire Data from OPSLOG Browse field. As a result, the AOF returns you to OPSLOG Browse.
After you place the E or EE commands on the new data lines you want to extract and press PF3, the AOF asks if you
want to add the new lines to your existing test data or replace the existing test data with the new lines.
When you respond, the AOF returns you to the AOF Test Data Selection panel.

8. Edit the Extracted Data
Notice the line commands that appear on the sample AOF Test Data Selection panel (shown above). You can use the
following commands to modify the test data you extracted from OPSLOG Browse.

A
Adds a line of test data to the AOF Test Data Selection panel. If you issue this command, the AOF takes you to
the AOF Test Data Edit panel.

D
Deletes a single line of test data.

DD
Deletes a block of lines of test data. Place the command in the prefix area of both the first and the last lines in the
block.

R
Copies (replicates) a line of test data.

S
Selects a line of test data for editing.

SS
Same as S, but for a block of lines (only for MLWTO MSG rules).

T
Tests a single line of data against all enabled rules.

TT
Tests a block of lines of test data against all enabled rules. Place the command in the prefix area of both the
first and the last lines in the block. Use this command with caution; it runs a separate test for all enabled rules
multiplied by the number of lines in the block.

U
Updates a line of test data. If you issue this command, the AOF takes you to the AOF Test Data Edit panel.

9. Use the Extracted Data to Test Your Rule
When you are satisfied with the data you have extracted, issue the T line command on the AOF Test Data Selection
panel.
As a result, the AOF tests your rule and displays the results on the OPSLOG Browse Test Data Results panel.
Following is a sample panel:

OPSLOG Browse Test Data-- MSI1 --- AOF TEST --- 09:47:38 29JUN2007 COLS 001 057

 -----------  Results from AOF Test Environment  -------------------
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COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Ruleset.Rulename  Dis ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+--

***************** *** ******** TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

O.CMD             NON ENABLE O.CMD

O.CMD             000 ENABLE O.CMD

O.CMD             REJ RESET MSIADA,PERFORM=002

NONE.NONE         NON GLOBAL.RESET O.CMD MSILCD

NONE.NONE         000 OPS4200I TSO: 'SEND 'RESET command issued ' USER(MSISUPA)

O.CMD             008 RESET MSIADA,PERFORM=002

***************** *** ******* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

The results shown in the above sample indicate that the enabled rule named CMD, which is stored in the rule set
named O, took these three actions:
– Rejected the RESET command
– Modified a global variable
– Issued a TSO SEND command

The AOF Test Data Edit Panel

If you use the A or U line command on the AOF Test Data Selection panel, the AOF displays the AOF Test Data Edit
panel. Following is a sample panel.

If you issue the A command, all the fields on the AOF Test Data Edit panel are blank. If you issue the U command, the
fields contain the data from the line of test data you selected for update. For the following sample panel, the user issued
the U command.

To use the AOF Test Data Edit panel, type data into any of the blank fields or type over any existing data you want to
modify. You do not have to specify data in all of the fields, but the Event Type and Text fields must always contain data.

AOF Test Data Edit --------------- OPSVIEW  -------------------------

 Using ===> Temporary Test Data

COMMAND ===>

 Event Type     ==> C         Route Codes  ==> 00000000000000000000000000

 Job Name       ==> MSIADA    User Data    ==>

 Console ID     ==> 22        System ID    ==> SM

 Console Name   ==> ALT1XAD1                       

 Exit Type      ==> M         IMS ID       ==> NONE

 Job ID         ==>           From Sys     ==> MSIA

 Addr. Space ID ==> 0020      Desc.Codes   ==> 0000

 MCS Flags      ==> 000000    WTO Number   ==> 00000000

 OPS Flags      ==>           Special Char ==>

 Text           ==> E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

Example: Test Data Update

Suppose that you want to modify the job name shown in the sample panel above to MSILCD and the command text to
RESET MSIADA,PERFORM=002. To do so, type the new values into the Job Name and Text fields and press Enter. As a
result, the panel shown here appears:

AOF Test Data Selection ---------- OPSVIEW  ----------------------- ROW 1 OF 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Line Cmds: A-Add (DD)D-Del R-Replicate  S-Select (TT)T-(Block) Test U-Update

Test Suite: Temporary Test Data

 Acquire Data from OPSLOG Browse ===>   (Y/N)
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  Job Name   Msg ID         Shortened Text

  *****************************************************************************

   MSIADA     E              E MSIADA,PERFORM=002

   MSILCD     RESET          RESET MSIADA,PERFORM=002

   *MASTER*   IEE304I        IEE304I MSIADA   JOB RESET

   NONE       IEE304I        IEE304I MSIADA   JOB RESET

  ***************************** Bottom of data ********************************

Guidelines for Using the OPSLOG Browse Test Data Results Panel

Remember these points when you are viewing the results of an AOF rule test:

• Although the OPSLOG Browse Test Data Results panel incorporates all of the functions of OPSLOG Browse, it is a
closed facility. This means that it receives messages from the AOF rule test panels exclusively.

• The messages that appear under the ruler are those that the AOF generated as a result of the current rule test and any
other rule tests you performed during this rule test session. When you exit the AOF Edit Option, this area is cleared.

• The part of the display area to the left of the ruler provides columns of OPSLOG Browse information, such as the name
of the rule that produced the message and the time the rule was processed. If you want to see additional columns of
information, see How to View a List of All Possible OPSLOG Columns.

• The results panel shows the results of all of the tests you ran during this rule test session. You may view the results
by using the PF7 and PF8 keys to scroll up and down in the bottom half of each test panel. Or you can issue the
OPSBRW command from the Rule List panel, and the AOF displays the OPSLOG Browse Test Data panel, which is a
full-screen display of current rule test data.

NOTE
When you issue the OPSBRW command, the AOF does not display the actual OPSLOG Browse facility.

Overview of AOF Test Panels for Different Rule Types

When the AOF places you in the rule test environment, the actual panel you see depends upon the type of rule you
selected for testing. For example, if you select a command rule to test, the AOF displays the AOF Test CMD panel. If you
select an OMEGAMON rule, the AOF displays the AOF Test OMG panel.

When you enter data into an AOF test panel, the AOF tries to match the information you specified on the panel to the
enabled rules of the AOF. The AOF displays the test results in the bottom part of the AOF test panel. Once you see the
results, you can press PF3 to terminate the rule test session. If you want to continue testing, you can change some of the
field data and press Enter again. For more information about viewing test results, see Guidelines for Using the OPSLOG
Browse Test Data Results Panel.

Although there is a different panel for each type of AOF rule, they are very similar. In fact, many of the same fields appear
on all of the AOF test panels.

When you select an API rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test API panel, specific for each type of API event. For
more information about how to write AOF API rules and how API rules are processed, see Using Automated Operations
Facility (AOF) Rules.

The following sections describe how to use the AOF test panels for each rule type. Each section includes a sample panel
and descriptions of all the fields that are unique to the panel. For descriptions of the fields that are common to many or all
of the panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

Using the AOF Test API Common Panel

The AOF Test API Common panel lets you test those variables that are common to all API event notifications.
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Use this panel if you do not know which application is using the API or if a currently unsupported application is using the
API.

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API Common panel:

AOF Test API Common ----- CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 10:05:27 26MAY2014 COLS 001 059 

                                                                                

  REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

  API Id     ==> *_________    Application ==> ________                         

  Version    ==> ________      Level       ==> ________                         

  User       ==> ________      Color       ==> ________                         

  Text       ==> _______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________                                               

                                                                                

 Time     Event ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----

 ******** ********** ********** TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

 10:05:27 TEST.APICM ENABLE TEST.APICMN                                         

 10:05:27 TEST.APICM ENABLE TEST.APICMN                                         

 10:05:27 NONE       OPG3900O RULE TEST.APICMN   FOR API *                 NOW E

******** ********** ********* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

Fields on the AOF Test API Common Panel

The following fields are available on the AOF Test API Common panel.

The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses alongside each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Specifies the name of the application that sends the data to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Level (API.LEVEL)
A one- to eight-character string that the application provides. This variable lets the application differentiate
between multiple copies of the application that are executing on the same system, where possible. Otherwise, the
application can provide information through this variable.

Text (API.TEXT)
Provides a readable explanation of the event in the OPSLOG.
The OPSLOG displays the first 128 characters of data from this variable.

User (API.USER)
Provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. This 8-byte variable can contain any
installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through OPSLOG Browse.

Version (API.VERSION)
A one- to eight-character string provided by the application to identify the version of the application that generated
the API event.
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NOTE
For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel
Fields.

Using the AOF Test API CA WA ESP Panel

When you select an API ESP rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test API CA WA ESP panel. The panel prompts
you for information about the API rule that you want to test.

All field values on the AOF Test API CA WA ESP panel are available to AOF API rules as special variables. For example,
API.TEXT is an AOF special variable that corresponds to the Text field on the AOF Test API panel. All variables, except
User and Color, are read-only. If a rule changes User or Color, the AOF Test CA WA ESP panel reflects the change at the
end of the rule test.

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API CA WA ESP panel:

AOF Test API CA WA ESP -- CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 10:44:30 04AUG2014 COLS 001 059

                                                                               

 REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

 API Id   ==> CAESP00001    Application ==> ESMCAESP                           

 Version  ==> __________    Level       ==> ________                            

 User     ==> __________    Color       ==> _                                   

 Text     ==> __________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

                                                                              

  Place cursor here and hit Enter to see entire Text field   

                  

Time     Event ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----

******** ********** ********** TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

10:44:30 TEST.APIES ENABLE TEST.APIESP                                         

10:44:30 TEST.APIES ENABLE TEST.APIESP                                         

10:44:30 NONE       OPG3900O RULE TEST.APIESP   FOR API CAESP00001        NOW E

******** ********** ********* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

Fields on the AOF Test API CA WA ESP Panel

The following fields are available on the AOF Test API CA WA ESP panel.

The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses next to each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event. The API ID for ESP is CAESP00001.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Identifies the name of the application that sends the data to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation. This
value is always ESMCAESP.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values:
0 -- Default
1 -- Green
2 -- Blue
3 -- Red
4 -- White
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5 -- Pink
6 -- Yellow
7 -- Turquoise

Level (API.LEVEL)
A one- to eight-character string that the application provides. This variable lets the application differentiate
between multiple copies of the application that are executing on the same system, where possible. Otherwise, the
application can provide information through this variable.

Text (API.TEXT)
Specifies the message that ESP sends. The message can include quotes, special characters, and ESP variables.
The AOF Test API CA WA ESP panel displays only 145 characters of the message. Use the Point-and-Shoot field
“Place cursor here and hit Enter to see entire Text field” to edit the entire Text field in a separate panel.
Limits: 1 to 4095 characters.

NOTE
Text longer than 4095 characters is shortened automatically.

The OPSLOG displays the first 128 characters of data from this variable.
Place cursor here and hit Enter to see entire Text field

Identifies the Point-and-Shoot field that opens the panel that contains the entire API.TEXT field. This field is 4095
characters long.

User (API.USER)
Provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. This 8-byte variable can contain any
installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through OPSLOG Browse.

Version (API.VERSION)
Identifies the version of the application that generated the API event with a one- to eight-character string that the
application itself provides.

NOTE
For descriptions of fields that are common to many AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel
Fields.

Using the AOF Test API WA ESP Text Panel

The “Place cursor here and hit Enter to see entire Text field” Point-and-Shoot opens the AOF Test API CA WA ESP Text
panel that contains the long version of API.TEXT.

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API CA WA ESP Text panel:

AOF Test API CA WA ESP Text -------------------------------- Row 1 to 19 of 52

**************************** AOF Test CA WA ESP Text ***************************

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Command ===> __________________________________________________ Scroll ===> PAGE

NOTE
You can update one or more lines and press Enter to save the changes. To clear the AOF Test CA WA ESP Text
field, use the CLEAR primary command.
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Using the AOF Test API CA WA SE Panel

When you select an API Workload Automation SE rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test API CA WA SE panel.
The panel prompts you for information about the API rule that you want to test.

All field values on the AOF Test API CA WA SE panel are available to AOF API rules as special variables. For example,
API.TEXT is an AOF special variable that corresponds to the Text field on the AOF Test API panel. All variables, except
User and Color, are read-only. If a rule changes User or Color, the AOF Test CA WA SE panel reflects the change at the
end of the rule test.

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API CA WA SE panel:

AOF Test API CA WA SE --- CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 04:57:51 22AUG2014 COLS 001 059

                                                                                

  REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

  API Id     ==> CA7MSG        Application ==> CA7                              

  Version    ==> 11.3          Level       ==> ________                         

  User       ==>               Color       ==> _                                

  Text       ==>   _____________________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________________________________

  ______________________________________________________________________________

  ______________________________________                                        

                                                                                

 Time     Event ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----

 ******** ********** ********** TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

 04:36:06 TEST.APICA ENABLE TEST.APICA7                                         

 04:36:06 TEST.APICA ENABLE TEST.APICA7                                         

 04:36:06 NONE       OPG3900O RULE TEST.APICA7   FOR API CA7MSG            NOW E

 ******** ********** ********* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

                                                                                

                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

Fields on the AOF Test API CA WA SE Panel

The following fields are available on the AOF Test API CA WA SE panel.

The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses alongside each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event. The API ID for Workload Automation SE is CA7MSG.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Specifies the name of the application that sends the data to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation. This
value is always CA7.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise
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Level (API.LEVEL)
A one- to eight-character string that the application provides. This variable lets the application differentiate
between multiple copies of the application that are executing on the same system, where possible. Otherwise, the
application can provide information through this variable.
Values: CA71, CA72, CA73, CA74, CA75, CA76, CA77, CA78

Text (API.TEXT)
Provides a readable explanation of the event in the OPSLOG.
The OPSLOG displays the first 128 characters of data from this variable.

User (API.USER)
Provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. This 8-byte variable can contain any
installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through OPSLOG Browse.

Version (API.VERSION)
A one- to eight-character string provided by the application to identify the version of the application that generated
the API event.

NOTE
For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel
Fields.

Using the AOF Test API Insight IQ Panel

When you select an API Insight IQ rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test API Insight IQ panel. The panel
prompts you for information about the API rule you want to test.

All field values on the AOF Test API Insight IQ panel are available to AOF API rules as special variables. For example,
API.TEXT is an AOF special variable that corresponds to the Text field on the AOF Test API panel. All variables, except
User and Color, are read-only. If a rule makes a change to User or Color, the AOF Test API Insight IQ panel will reflect the
change at the end of the rule test.

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API Insight IQ panel:

AOF Test API Insight IQ - CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 08:07:30 22APR2014 COLS 001 070

 

  REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

  Version: 18.0                                                                 

  API Id: IQREQUEST7 Application: INSIGHT Text: INSIGHT: REQUEST          SENT.

  Level      ==> ________    User       ==> ________                             

  Request    ==> ________    DB2 Subsys ==> ____                                

  Owner      ==> ________    System     ==> ____                                

  Auth. Id   ==> ________    Date       ==> __________                          

  Plan Name  ==> ________    Time       ==> _______________                     

  Connection ==> ________    Corr. Id   ==> ____________                            

  ACE        ==> ________    Color      ==> _                                   

  Output     ==> _______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________

 Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

 08:07:30 INSIGHT: REQUEST  SENT.                                                   

 ***************************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************
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Fields on the AOF Test API Insight IQ Panel

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test API IQ panel:

ACE
Specifies the thread ACE for thread-based requests.

API Id
Identifies the event. IQ is always the prefix.

Application
Specifies the name of the application sending the data to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation. This
value is always INSIGHT.

Auth. Id
Specifies the authorization ID for thread-based requests.

Color
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Connection
Specifies the connection for thread-based requests.

Corr. Id
Specifies the correlation ID for thread-based requests.

Date
Specifies the date in the following format: YYYY-MM-DD.

DB2 Subsys
Specifies the DB2 subsystem name.

Level
A 1- to 8-character string provided by the application. One intended purpose of this variable is to allow the
application to differentiate between multiple copies of the application executing on the same system, if it is
possible to do so. Otherwise, the application may or may not provide information in this variable.

Output
Specifies the line from the request.

Owner
Specifies the owner of the request.

Plan Name
Specifies the plan name for thread-based requests.

Request
Specifies the name of the request.

System
Specifies the name of the system.

Text
Identifies the request that was sent. In the OPSLOG, this message appears in the color that was specified. Value:
INSIGHT: REQUEST reqname SENT.

Time
Specifies the time in the following format: HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT.

User
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same API event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.
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Version
Indicates the version of SYSVIEW for Db2 that you are using.

NOTE
 For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel
Fields.

Using the AOF Test API Insight IDB Panel

When you select an API Insight IDB rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test API Insight IDB panel. The panel
prompts you for information about the API rule you want to test.

All field values on the AOF Test API Insight IDB panel are available to AOF API rules as special variables. For example,
API.TEXT is an AOF special variable that corresponds to the Text field on the AOF Test API panel. All variables, except
User and Color, are read-only. If a rule makes a change to User or Color, the AOF Test API IDB panel will reflect the
change at the end of the rule test.

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API Insight IDB panel:

AOF Test API Insight IDB - CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 07:37:50 22APR2014 COLS 001 070

 

  REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

  Version: 18.0                                                                 

  API Id: IDBDB11SSI         Application: INSIGHT                               

  Level      ==> ________    User       ==> ________   Color    ==> _           

  Token      ==> ________    DB2 Subsys ==> ____       Type     ==> __          

  Job Name   ==> ________    System     ==> ____       Severity ==> _           

  Auth. Id   ==> ________    DC ASID    ==> ____       Status   ==> _           

  Plan Name  ==> ________    BP Name    ==> ______     Subtype  ==> _           

  DS Group   ==> ________    GBP Name   ==> _______    Value    ==> ____        

  DB Name    ==> ________    Pageset    ==> ________                            

  Connection ==> ________    Corr. Id   ==> ________                            

  ACE        ==> ________    Date, Time ==> 2014-01-01-12.42.10.232123          

  Text       ==> _______________________________________________________________

________________                                                                

 Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

 07:37:50 INSIGHT: REQUEST           SENT.                                       

 07:45:34 ENABLE TEST.APIIDB                                                    

 07:45:34 OPG3900O RULE TEST.APIIDB   FOR API IDBDB11SSI        NOW ENABLED     

 ******** ******************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

Fields on the AOF Test API Insight IDB Panel

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test API IDB panel:

ACE
Specifies the thread ACE for thread-based exceptions.

API Id
Identifies the event.
Value: IDB_db2subsys_type_severity. IDB is always the prefix. The following list describes the values:
db2subsys

Identifies the DB2 subsystem.
type

Identifies one of the following exception types:
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SS -- Subsystem
AP -- Application
DB -- Database
SQ -- SQL
IQ -- External/IQL

severity
Identifies the severity of the exception. The following values are valid:
C -- Critical
W -- Warning
I -- Informational

Application
Specifies the name of the application sending the data to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation. This
value is always INSIGHT.

Auth. Id
Specifies the authorization ID for thread-based exceptions.

BP Name
Contains the &BPNAME exception variable, when &BPNAME is available in the exception message. &BPNAME
represents the buffer pool name where the buffer pool exception occurred.

Color
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Connection
Specifies the connection for thread-based exceptions.

Corr. Id
Specifies the correlation ID for thread-based exceptions.

Date, Time
Specifies the date and time in the following format: YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.TTTTTT.

DB2 Subsys
Specifies the DB2 subsystem name where the exception occurred.

DB Name
Contains the &DBNAMEX exception variable, when &DBNAMEX is available in the exception message.
&DBNAMEX represents the name of the database where the exception occurred.

DC ASID
Specifies the address space ID of the data collector.

DS Group
Specifies the data sharing group where the exception occurred.

GBP Name
Contains the &BPNAME exception variable, when &BPNAME is available in the exception message. &BPNAME
represents the group buffer pool name where the group buffer pool exception occurred.

NOTE
The &BPNAME exception variable applies for buffer pools and group buffer pools.

Job Name
Specifies the jobname of the data collector.
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Level
A 1- to 8-character string provided by the application. One intended purpose of this variable is to allow the
application to differentiate between multiple copies of the application executing on the same system, if it is
possible to do so. Otherwise, the application may or may not provide information in this variable.

Pageset
Contains the &PAGESET exception variable, when &PAGESET is available in the exception message.
&PAGESET represents the pageset name where the database exception occurred.

Plan Name
Specifies the plan name for thread-based exceptions.

Severity
Specifies the severity of the exception.
Values: INFORMATIONAL|WARNING|CRITICAL

Status
Specifies the status of the exception.
Values: BEGAN|ENDED|PEAKED|DIMINISHED

Subtype
Specifies the pool subtype.
Values: BPOOL|GBPOOL

System
Specifies the name of the system where the exception occurred.

Text
Specifies the text of the exception message. In the OPSLOG, this message appears in the color that was
specified in the exception definition.

Type
Specifies the type of exception.
Values: SUBSYSTEM|APPLICATION|DATABASE|SQL|EXTERNAL/IQL

Token
Specifies a unique value for the instance of an exception for a data collector.

NOTE
This value is not unique to the LPAR. To create LPAR unique value, use this value with the API.DCASID
variable.

User
An 8-byte variable providing communication between rules that execute for the same API event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.

Version
Indicates the version of SYSVIEW for Db2 that you are using.

Value
Contains the &VALUEXX exception variable, when &VALUEXX is available in the exception message.

NOTE
 For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel
Fields.

Using AOF Test API SYSVIEW Panels
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This section describes those elements of the testing procedure that are common to all API SYSVIEW rules. Fields that are
unique to individual API SYSVIEW rules are described in sections of their own.

When you select an API SYSVIEW rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test API Version List panel. The panel
prompts you for information about the version of SYSVIEW that you want to test.

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API Event Version List panel:

AOF Test API Event Version List Row 1 to 9 of 9

   Use S in the SEL column to select version   

   or enter the END command to return.         

Sel  CA SYSVIEW MVS                            

 _    13.9                                     

 _    13.7                                     

 _    13.5                                     

 _    13.0                                     

 _    12.7                                     

 _    12.5                                     

 _    12.0                                     

 _    11.6                                     

 _    11.5                                     

*************** Bottom of data ****************

Follow these steps to test an API SYSVIEW rule:

1. Select the version that you want to test from the list. The relevant AOF Test API SYSVIEW panel appears.
2. Enter the END command or PF3 to cancel the test and go back to the AOF TEST - Rule List panel.

All field values on the AOF Test API SYSVIEW panel are available to AOF API rules as special variables. For example,
API.TEXT is an AOF special variable that corresponds to the Text field on the AOF Test API panel. All variables, except
User and Color, are read-only. If a rule makes a change to User or Color, the AOF Test SYSVIEW MVS panel reflects the
change at the end of the rule test. The field numbers on a panel can differ from version to version.

Fields on the AOF Test API SYSVIEW CICS Panel

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API SYSVIEW CICS panel for the latest version of SYSVIEW:

AOF Test API SYSVIEW CICS CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 08:53:19 16MAY2014 COLS 001 059 

 

 REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

 API Id      ==> CAGSVY0001     Application: SYSVIEW     Version: 13.9         

 Level       ==> ________       Color       ==> _                              

 Group       ==> ________       User        ==> ________                       

 Status      ==> ________       Name        ==> ________                       

 Value       ==> ____________   Description ==> ________                       

 Resource 1  ==> ________       Elapsed     ==> ________                       

 Resource 2  ==> ________                                                      

 Text        ==> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________  ________    

                 ________  __  ____________  __  ________  __  ________        

                 ________  ________  ________  ____  ________  ____ ________   

Time     Event ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----

******** ********** ********** TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

08:53:19 TEST.APICI ENABLE TEST.APICICS1                                       

08:53:19 TEST.APICI ENABLE TEST.APICICS1                                       

08:53:19 NONE       OPG3900O RULE TEST.APICICS1 FOR API CAGSVY0001        NOW E

******** ********** ********* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************
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The following fields are unique to the AOF Test API SYSVIEW CICS panel.

The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses alongside each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event. The API ID for SYSVIEW CICS is CAGSVY0001.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Specifies the name of the application that sends the data to OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS). This value is always SYSVIEW.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Description (API.DESCRIPTION)
Specifies the variable metric description.

Elapsed (API.ELAPSED)
Specifies the time that has elapsed since the last notification.

Group (API.GROUP)
Specifies the variable metric group name.

Level (API.LEVEL)
A one- to eight-character string that the application provides. This variable lets the application differentiate
between multiple copies of the application that are executing on the same system, where possible. Otherwise, the
application can provide information through this variable.

Name (API.NAME)
Specifies the variable metric name.

Resource 1 (API.RSCE1)
Specifies associated resource 1.

Resource 2 (API.RSCE2)
Specifies associated resource 2.

Status (API.STATUS)
Specifies the current status.

Text (API.TEXT)
Provides a readable explanation of the event in the OPSLOG.
The OPSLOG displays the first 128 characters of data from this variable.

NOTE
For a detailed description, see the associated help panel.

User (API.USER)
Provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. This 8-byte variable can contain any
installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through OPSLOG Browse.

Value (API.VALUE)
Specifies the current value.

Version (API.VERSION)
Specifies the version of SYSVIEW.

Fields on the AOF Test API SYSVIEW IMS Panel

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API SYSVIEW IMS panel for the latest version of SYSVIEW:

AOF Test API SYSVIEW IMS  CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 09:54:09 26MAY2014 COLS 001 059  
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  REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

  API Id    ==> CAGSVP0001     Application: SYSVIEW     Version: 13.9           

  Level     ==> ________       Color       ==> _                                

  Group     ==> ________       User        ==> ________                         

  Status    ==> ________       Name        ==> ________                         

  Value     ==> ________       Description ==> ________                         

  IMS Id    ==> ____           Elapsed     ==> ________                         

  Resource  ==> ________                                                        

  Text      ==> ________  ________  ____  ________  ________                    

                ________  ________  ________  ________  ____________  ________  

                ________  ______                                                

 Time     Event ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----

 09:54:09 ENABLE QA.APIIMS1                                                     

 09:54:09 ENABLE QA APIIMS1                                                     

 09:54:09 OP63900O RULE QA.APIIMS1  FOR API CAGSVP0001        NOW ENABLED       

********* ********** ********* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test API SYSVIEW IMS panel.

The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses alongside each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event. The API ID for SYSVIEW IMS is CAGSVP0001.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Specifies the name of the application that sends the data to OPS/MVS. This value is always SYSVIEW.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Description (API.DESCRIPTION)
Specifies the variable metric description.

Elapsed (API.ELAPSED)
Specifies the time that has elapsed since the last notification.

Group (API.GROUP)
Specifies the variable metric group name.

IMS Id (API.IMSID)
Specifies the IMS subsystem ID.

Level (API.LEVEL)
A one- to eight-character string that the application provides. This variable lets the application differentiate
between multiple copies of the application that are executing on the same system, where possible. Otherwise, the
application can provide information through this variable.

Name (API.NAME)
Specifies the variable metric name.

Resource (API.RESOURCE)
Specifies associated resource.

Status (API.STATUS)
Specifies the current status.

Text (API.TEXT)
Provides a readable explanation of the event in the OPSLOG.
The OPSLOG displays the first 128 characters of data from this variable.
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NOTE
For a detailed description, see the associated help panel.

User (API.USER)
Provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. This 8-byte variable can contain any
installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through OPSLOG Browse.

Value (API.VALUE)
Specifies the current value.

Version (API.VERSION)
Specifies the version of SYSVIEW.

Fields on the AOF Test API SYSVIEW MQ Panel

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API SYSVIEW MQ panel for the latest version of SYSVIEW:

AOF Test API SYSVIEW MQ  CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 09:22:39 04JUN2014 COLS 001 070  

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

 

REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                         

API Id    ==> CAGSVS0001     Application: SYSVIEW     Version: 13.9            

Level     ==>                Color       ==>                                   

Group     ==>                User        ==>                                   

Status    ==>                Name        ==>                                   

Value     ==>                Description ==>                                   

Queue Mgr ==>                Elapsed     ==>                                   

Resource  ==>                                                                  

Text      ==>                                                                  

 

 

 

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

09:22:39 ENABLE RULE.APIMQ1                                                    

09:22:39 OPO3900O RULE RULE.APIMQ1   FOR API CAGSVS0001        NOW ENABLED     

******** ******************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test API SYSVIEW MQ panel.

The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses alongside each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event. The API ID for SYSVIEW MQ is CAGSVS0001.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Specifies the name of the application that sends the data to OPS/MVS. This value is always SYSVIEW.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Description (API.DESCRIPTION)*
Specifies the description in parmlib (variable) (version 13.5 or earlier) or in the variable metric description (version
13.7 or later).

Elapsed (API.ELAPSED)**
Specifies the time that has elapsed since the last notification.
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Group (API.GROUP)
Specifies the variable metric group name.

Level (API.LEVEL)
Specifies the Service Pack/Build.

Name (API.NAME)
Specifies the variable metric name.

Queue Mgr (API.QMGR)
Specifies the MQ Queue Manager.

Resource (API.RESOURCE)
Specifies the associated resource.

Status (API.STATUS)
Specifies the current status.

Text (API.TEXT)
Specifies the exception metric text.

User (API.USER)
Provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. This 8-byte variable can contain any
installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through OPSLOG Browse.

Value (API.VALUE)
Specifies the current value.

Version (API.VERSION)
Indicates the version of SYSVIEW that you are using.

* - variable available in SYSVIEW version 12.5 and later

** - variable available in SYSVIEW version 13.5 and later

Fields on the AOF Test API SYSVIEW MVS Panel

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API SYSVIEW MVS panel for the latest version of SYSVIEW:

AOF Test API SYSVIEW MVS- CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 04:51:23 14MAY2014 COLS 001 059 

 

 REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                        

 API Id    ==> CAGSVX0001    Application: SYSVIEW      Version: 13.9           

 Level     ==> ________      Color       ==> _                                 

 Group     ==> ________      User        ==> ________                          

 Status    ==> ________      Name        ==> ________                          

 Value     ==> ________      Description ==> ________                          

 Resource  ==> ________      Elapsed     ==> ________                          

 ASID      ==> ________      Job Id      ==> ________                          

 Text      ==> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________  ________      

               ________  ________  ________  ________  ____________            

               ________  ________  ______                                      

Time     Event ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----

******** ********** ********** TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

04:51:23 TEST.APIMV ENABLE TEST.APIMVS3                                        

04:51:23 TEST.APIMV ENABLE TEST.APIMVS3                                        

04:51:23 NONE       OPG3900O RULE TEST.APIMVS3  FOR API CAGSVX0001        NOW E

******** ********** ********* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test API SYSVIEW MVS panel.
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The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses alongside each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event. The API ID for SYSVIEW MVS events is CAGSVX0001.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Specifies the name of the application that sends data to OPS/MVS. This value is always SYSVIEW.

ASID (API.ASID)
Provides the ASID.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Description (API.DESCRIPTION)
Specifies the variable metric description.

Elapsed (API.ELAPSED)
Specifies the elapsed time since the last notification.

Group (API.GROUP)
Specifies the variable metric group name.

Job Id (API.JOBID)
Provides the JES job ID.

Level (API.LEVEL)
A one- to eight-character string that the application provides. This variable lets the application differentiate
between multiple copies of the application that are executing on the same system, where possible. Otherwise, the
application can provide information through this variable.

Name (API.NAME)
Specifies the variable metric name.

Resource (API.RESOURCE)
Specifies the associated resource.

Status (API.STATUS)
Specifies the current status.

Text (API.TEXT)
Provides a readable explanation of the event in the OPSLOG.
The OPSLOG displays the first 128 characters of data from this variable.

NOTE
For a detailed description, see the associated help panel.

User (API.USER)
Provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. This 8-byte variable can contain any
installation data that these rules require and can store a character string that the OPSLOG Browse can display.

Value (API.VALUE)
Specifies the current value.

Version (API.VERSION)
Specifies the version number of SYSVIEW.

Fields on the AOF Test API SYSVIEW TCP/IP Panel

The following example shows a sample AOF Test API SYSVIEW TCP/IP panel for the latest version of SYSVIEW:

AOF Test API SYSVIEW TCP/IP - CA11 - OPSVIEW - 09:22:39 04JUN2014 COLS 001 070 
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Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

 

REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO                                         

API Id    ==> CAGSVN0001     Application: SYSVIEW     Version: 13.9            

Level     ==>                Color       ==>                                   

Group     ==>                User        ==>                                   

Status    ==>                Name        ==>                                   

Value     ==>                Description ==>                                   

TCP/IP Id ==>                Elapsed     ==>                                   

Resource  ==>                                                                  

Text      ==>                                                                  

 

 

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

09:22:39 ENABLE RULE.APITCPIP                                                  

09:22:39 OPO3900O RULE RULE.APITCPIP   FOR API CAGSVN0001        NOW ENABLED   

******** ******************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test API SYSVIEW TCP/IP panel.

The name of the corresponding REXX variable is listed in parentheses alongside each field.

API Id (API.ID)
Identifies the event. The API ID for SYSVIEW TCP/IP events is CAGSVN0001.

Application (API.APPLICATION)
Specifies the name of the application that sends the data to OPS/MVS. This value is always SYSVIEW.

Color (API.COLOR)
Identifies the binary value of the color of the API.TEXT that is used in the OPSLOG.
Values: 0 -- Default , 1 -- Green , 2 -- Blue, 3 -- Red, 4 -- White, 5 -- Pink, 6 -- Yellow, 7 -- Turquoise

Description (API.DESCRIPTION)*
Specifies the description in parmlib (variable) (version 13.5 or earlier) or in the variable metric description (version
13.7 or later).

Elapsed (API.ELAPSED)**
Specifies the time that has elapsed since the last notification.

Group (API.GROUP)
Specifies the variable metric group name.

Level (API.LEVEL)
A one- to eight-character string that the application provides. This variable lets the application differentiate
between multiple copies of the application that are executing on the same system, where possible. Otherwise, the
application can provide information through this variable.

Name (API.NAME)
Specifies the variable metric name.

Resource (API.RESOURCE)
Specifies associated resource.

Status (API.STATUS)
Specifies the current status.

TCP/IP Id (API.TCPID)
Indicates the TCP/IP jobname of a stack.
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Text (API.TEXT)
Provides a readable explanation of the event in the OPSLOG.
The OPSLOG displays the first 128 characters of data from this variable.

NOTE
For a detailed description, see the associated help panel.

User (API.USER)
An 8-byte variable that provides communication between rules that execute for the same API event. The variable
can contain any installation data that these rules need, and it can store a character string displayable through
OPSLOG Browse.

Value (API.VALUE)
Specifies the current value.

Version API.VERSION
Indicates the version of SYSVIEW that you are using.

* - variable available in SYSVIEW version 12.5 and later

** - variable available in SYSVIEW version 13.5 and later

NOTE
 For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel
Fields. The content of the panel and the structure of the Text variable can differ depending on the version of
SYSVIEW.

Using the AOF Test CMD Panel

When you select a command (CMD) rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test CMD panel. The panel prompts you
for information about the command rule you want to test. Following is a sample panel.

AOF Test CMD ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 14:47:14 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace ==> N   Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 IMS Id          ===>                Exit Type      ===> MVS

 Console Number  ===>                Jobname        ===> T

 Console Name    ===>                Command Disp:

 User Field      ===>                Command Verb:

 Command         ===> CMD

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

14:43:09 ENABLE O.CMD

14:43:09 ENABLE O.CMD

14:45:24 DISABLE O.CMD

14:45:24 DISABLE O.CMD

14:47:07 ENABLE O.CMD

14:47:07 ENABLE O.CMD

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test CMD Panel

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test CMD panel. For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of
the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.
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Command
The command text you want to test.

Command Disp
The disposition of the current command. Valid values are ACCEPTED, REJECTED, and NOACTION.

Command Verb
The text of the command.

Using the AOF Test DOM Panel

When you select a delete-operator-message (DOM) rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test DOM panel. The
panel prompts you for information about the delete-operator-message rule you want to test. Following is a sample panel.

AOF Test DOM ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 16:33:03 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace  ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 User Field      ===>                  Exit Type     ==> MVS

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

16:32:27 DISABLE O.WTO

16:32:27 DISABLE O.WTO

16:33:03 ENABLE O.DOM

16:33:03 ENABLE O.DOM

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test DOM Panel

All of the fields that appear on the AOF Test DOM panel are common to some or all of the other AOF test panels. For
descriptions of the fields on the AOF Test DOM panel, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

Using the AOF Test EOM Panel

When you select an end-of-memory (EOM) rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test EOM panel. The panel
prompts you for information about the end-of-memory rule you want to test. Following is a sample panel.

AOF Test EOM ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 16:34:04 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace  ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 Addr. Space ID   ==>             Jobname   ==>          Job Type  ==>  MVS

 User Field       ==>

 EOM Text         ==>

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

16:32:27 DISABLE O.WTO

16:32:27 DISABLE O.WTO

16:33:03 ENABLE O.DOM

16:33:03 ENABLE O.DOM
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16:33:55 DISABLE O.DOM

16:33:55 DISABLE O.DOM

16:34:04 ENABLE O.EOM

16:34:04 ENABLE O.EOM

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test EOM Panel

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test EOM panel. For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of
the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

Addr. Space ID
The four-character system name of the address space you want to test for the end-of-memory condition.

EOM Text
An EOM message of up to 128 characters that describes the terminated address space.

Job Type
The type of the job; for example, z/OS.

Using the AOF Test GLV Panel

When you select a global variable (GLV) rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test GLV panel. The panel prompts
you for information about the global variable rule you want to test. Following is a sample panel.

AOF Test GLV ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 18:12:31 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace ==> N   Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 User Field      ===>                System Id      ===>

 Program Name    ===>

 Global Variable ===>

 Old value       ===>

 New value       ===>

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

18:12:31 ENABLE O.GLB

18:12:31 ENABLE O.GLB

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test GLV Panel

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test GLV panel. For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the
AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

Global Variable
The name of the global variable that was modified.

New value
The new value of the global variable.

Old value
The old value of the global variable.

Program Name
The name of the program or rule that changed the value of the global variable from its old value to its new value.
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Using the GLOBALS Command

If you want to create, view, or modify test versions of global variables, enter this command from the command line of the
AOF Test GLV panel:

GLOBALS

As a result, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) displays a set of test panels that appears similar
to the set of panels that make up OPSVIEW option 4.8. However, be aware that although the panels may look similar,
you do not enter option 4.8 when you issue the GLOBALS command. Furthermore, the global variables you work with on
these test panels are not actual global variables OPS/MVS will use. They exist only as long as the test you are performing
and will be lost when you exit the test environment.

Because the test panels are so similar to the panels in option 4.8, if you are uncertain about how to use them, see Control
Global Variables (Option 4.8).

You may want to allocate a data set in which to store your test global variables. If you want, you can use the permanent
global variable data set in the AOF test environment. To do so, allocate the data set to SYSCHK1 ddname in your ISPF
session before you enter OPSVIEW option 2.1. Use this format:

ALLOC F(SYSCHK1) DA('PRGRMMR.TEST.GLOBALS') SHR REU

You can use OPSVIEW option 0.1 to set the maximum number of global variables that the AOF test environment can use.

Using the AOF Test MSG Panel

 Contents 

  

When you select a message rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test MSG panel. If you want to test the MLWTO
message, the AOF displays the AOF Test MSG MLWTO panel. The panel prompts you for information about the message
rule you want to test. The following example shows sample WTO and MLWTO panels.

AOF Test MSG ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 15:27:24 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace ==> N   Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 Msg Id:             Msg Disp:             Hardcopy Log:

 Jobname     ==>                          IMS Id      ==>

 Job Id      ==>                          Exit Type   ==> MVS

 MSF Sys     ==> 1                        Console Id  ==>

 User        ==>                          Console Nm  ==>

 Sys Id      ==>                          MCS Flags   ==>

 Special Ch  ==>                          Descriptor  ==>

 Route       ==>

 Term Name   ==>                          Report Id   ==>

 Message     ==>

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test MSG Panel

For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.
The following fields are unique to the AOF Test MSG panel:
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Descriptor
Specifies the descriptor codes of the message in binary format.

Hardcopy Log
Indicates whether OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) records the message in the JES
hard copy log.
Values: YES or NO

Job Id
Specifies the job ID for the JES subsystem.

MCS Flags
The simulated MCS flags that you want to associate with the current message.

Message
Specifies the message text.

MSF Sys
Specifies the system identification string of the Multi-System Facility (MSF). The MSF is an optional feature
of OPS/MVS.

Msg Disp
Specifies the disposition of the current message.
Values: UPPRESS, NORMAL, DISPLAY, or DELETE

Msg Id
Specifies a message ID up to ten characters in length. If the first word (delimited by blanks) in the )MSG section of
a rule matches this value, the AOF tests the rule.
Example: IEF403I

Route
Specifies the routing codes of the message in binary format.

Special Ch
Specifies the special screen character that you can use to filter message events. Messages with a special screen
character prefix fall into one of the following categories:

• System message; requires action
• Problem program message; requires action
• Problem program message; no action required

Use one of the following characters to filter messages with a special screen character prefix:
*

Returns system messages that require action; for example, Tape Mount or WTOR messages.
@

Returns system messages that require action; for example, action events from an unauthorized source.
+

Returns duplicated problem program messages from an unauthorized source; no action required.

NOTE
If a problem program tries to counterfeit a system message event by issuing a message with the same
message ID as the system message, the attempt fails because z/OS prefixes the message with a plus
sign (+). The plus sign permits people and rules to tell the difference.

Term Name
Specifies the terminal name that is associated with the issuer of a message event. For COF messages, this field
contains the CICS queue name. For messages that come from the generic data set interface, this value indicates
the ddname that is related to the subsystem data set from which the messages are obtained.
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Usage Information for the AOF Test MSG Panel

All field values on the AOF Test MSG panel are available to AOF message rules as special variables. For example,
MSG.TEXT is an AOF special variable that corresponds to the Message field on the AOF Test MSG panel. If a rule makes
a change to one of these variables, the AOF Test MSG panel reflects the change at the end of the rule test.

Fields on the AOF Test MSG MLWTO Panel
AOF Test MSG MLWTO ------ CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 10:12:13 07MAR2014 COLS 001 070

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  REXX Trace ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO     Access Auto Test Data ==>   (Y/N)

  Msg Id:             Msg Disp:             Hardcopy Log:

  Jobname      ==>                          IMS Id     ==>

  Job Id       ==>                          Exit Type  ==> MVS

  MSF Sys      ==>                          Console Id ==>

  User         ==>                          Console Nm ==>

  Sys Id       ==>                          MCS Flags  ==>

  Special Ch   ==>                          Descriptor ==>

  Route        ==>

  Term Name    ==>                          Report Id  ==>

  Primary Line ==>

   Place cursor here and hit Enter to see Data Lines of 

 Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

 ******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

 10:12:13 ENABLE O.MLWTO

 10:12:13 ENABLE O.MLWTO

 ******** ******************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test MSG MLWTO panel:

Place cursor here and hit Enter to see Data Lines of <Message ID>
Specifies the point-and-shoot field opens panel with the list of minor MLWTO lines. You can create, replicate, and
delete messages through the panel.

Descriptor
Specifies the descriptor codes of the message in binary format.

Hardcopy Log
Indicates whether OPS/MVS records the message in the JES hard copy log.
Values: YES and NO

Job Id
Specifies the job ID for the JES subsystem.

MCS Flags
Specifies the simulated MCS flags that you want to associate with the current message.

Primary Line
Specifies the message text of MLWTO primary line.

MSF Sys
Specifies the system identification string of the Multi-System Facility (MSF). The MSF is an optional product
feature.

Msg Disp
Specifies the disposition of the current message.
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Values: SUPPRESS, NORMAL, DISPLAY, or DELETE
Msg Id

Specifies t message ID of up to ten characters in length. If the first word (delimited by blanks) in the )MSG section
of a rule matches this value, the AOF tests the rule.
Example: IEF403I

Route
Specifies the routing codes of the message in binary format.

Special Ch
Specifies the special screen character that you can use to filter message events. Messages with a special screen
character prefix fall into one of the following categories:

• System message; requires action
• Problem program message; requires action
• Problem program message; no action required

Use one of the following characters to filter messages with a special screen character prefix:
*

Returns system messages that require action; for example, Tape Mount or WTOR messages.
@

Returns system messages that require action; for example, action events from an unauthorized source.
+

Returns duplicated problem program messages from an unauthorized source; no action required.

NOTE
If a problem program tries to counterfeit a system message event by issuing a message with the same
message ID as the system message, the attempt fails because z/OS prefixes the message with a plus
sign (+). The plus sign permits people and rules to tell the difference.

Term Name
Specifies the terminal name associated with the issuer of a message event. For COF messages, this field
contains the CICS queue name. For messages that come from the generic data set interface, this value indicates
the ddname related to the subsystem data set from which the messages are obtained.

The AOF Test MSG MLWTO Data Panel

The Place cursor here and hit Enter to see Data Lines of <Message ID> field opens the AOF Test Data Lines of MLWTO
panel with the list of minor testing lines.

You can create, delete, and replicate message lines through the panel.

AOF Test Data Lines of MLWTO ------------------------------------ Row 2 from 3

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

 Line Cmds: A-Add (DD)D-Delete R-Replicate

  Minor Line Text

************************** AOF MLWTO Test Data ******************************

   Minor Line Text

   Minor Line Text

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Available line commands are:

A
Adds a minor line of test data to the MLWTO message.
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D
Deletes a single line of test data.

DD
Deletes a block of lines of test data. Place the command in the prefix area of both the first and the last lines in the
block.

R
Copies (replicates) a line of test data.

NOTE
 You can update one or more lines and press Enter to save the changes.

Usage Information for the AOF Test MSG MLWTO Panel

All field values on the AOF Test MSG panel are available to AOF message rules as special variables. For example,
MSG.TEXT.0 shows the number of lines available in the MLWTO and MSG.TEXT.n is a text of individual lines.

 

Using the AOF Test OMG Panel

When you select an OMEGAMON rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test OMG panel. The panel prompts you for
information about the OMEGAMON event you want to test. Following is a sample panel.

AOF Test OMG ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 16:38:04 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace  ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 Exception Name:

 User Field      ==>                        DDNAME     ==>

 System Id       ==>                        Report Id  ==>

 Exception Text  ==>

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

15:27:24 ENABLE O.WTO

16:32:27 DISABLE O.WTO

16:32:27 DISABLE O.WTO

16:33:03 ENABLE O.DOM

16:33:03 ENABLE O.DOM

16:33:55 DISABLE O.DOM

16:33:55 DISABLE O.DOM

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test OMG Panel

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test OMG panel. For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of
the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

DDNAME
The ddname from the OMEGAMON log data definition statement.

Exception Name
The name of an OMEGAMON exception.

Exception Text
The complete text of the OMEGAMON exception as it would appear on the console being simulated.
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Usage Information for the AOF Test OMG Panel

The values of the User Field, System ID, and Exception Text fields are available to AOF OMEGAMON event rules as
special variables. If a rule makes a change to one of these variables, the AOF Test OMG panel will reflect the change at
the end of the rule test.

Using the AOF Test REQ Panel

When you select a request rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test REQ panel. The panel prompts you for
information about the request event you want to test. Following is a sample panel.

AOF Test REQ ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 16:39:08 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace  ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

 Jobname         ===>               Request Length:   0

 User Field      ===>               Request Code:

 Request Text    ===>

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

16:39:08 ENABLE O.REQ

16:39:08 ENABLE O.REQ

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test REQ Panel

The following fields are unique to the AOF Test REQ panel. For descriptions of fields that are common to many or all of
the AOF test panels, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

Request Code
The value in this field is the event specifier that OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) uses
to determine which rule to execute. This value is equal to the first word in the Request Text field, and it is the first
parameter that OPS/MVS passes to the OPSREQ command processor. The only way you can modify the value in
this field is to change the value in the Request Text field.

Request Length
The number of characters (including blanks) in the request text.

Request Text
The text of the request. The text is made up of the parameters you want the AOF to pass to the OPSREQ
command processor. For example, entering this value into the Request Text field:
RQCODE here is some text

is the same as entering this OPSREQ command:
OPSREQ CODE(RQCODE) TEXT('here is some text')

Usage Information for the AOF Test REQ Panel

The values of the Jobname, Request Length, User Field, Request Code, and Request Text fields are available to AOF
request event rules as special variables. If a rule makes a change to one of these variables, the AOF Test REQ panel will
reflect the change at the end of the rule test.

Using the AOF Test TOD Panel

When you select a time-of-day (TOD) rule for testing, the AOF displays the AOF Test TOD panel. The panel prompts you
for information about the time-of-day rule you want to test. Following is a sample panel.
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AOF Test TOD ------------ MSI1 --- OPSVIEW --- 16:40:02 29JUN2007 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 REXX Trace  ==> N  Live Commands ==> NO        Access Auto Test Data:   (Y/N)

        Test Start Date   : 2007/06/29 Test Start Time   :  15:27:00

        Test Current Date : 2007/06/29 Test Current Time :  15:27:00

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

******** ********************* TOP OF MESSAGES  *******************************

16:39:37 ENABLE O.TOD

16:39:37 ENABLE O.TOD

16:39:42 ENABLE O.TOD

16:39:42 ENABLE O.TOD

16:39:49 ENABLE O.TOD1

16:39:49 ENABLE O.TOD1

16:39:52 ENABLE O.TOD2

16:39:52 ENABLE O.TOD2

16:40:02 ENABLE O.TOD4

******** ******************* BOTTOM OF MESSAGES *******************************

Fields on the AOF Test TOD Panel

The following table describes fields that are unique to the AOF Test TOD panel.

Test Current Date
The current date. The value of this field may be different from the value in the Test Start Date field. You may
specify a future date for the Test Current Date. The AOF automatically updates this value as time-of-day rules
execute during the rule test.

Test Current Time
The current time. The value of this field may be different from the value in the Test Start Time field. You may
specify a future time for the Test Current Time. The AOF automatically updates this value as time-of-day rules
execute during the rule test.

Test Start Date
The date you want the test to begin. If you entered a date into the Test Start Date field on the Rule List panel, the
date appears here. You cannot change the value in this field.

Test Start Time
The time you want the test to begin. If you entered a date into the Test Start Time field on the Rule List panel, the
time appears here. You cannot change the value in this field.

For descriptions of fields that are common to many or the entire AOF test panel, see Common AOF Test Panel Fields.

Common AOF Test Panel Fields

The following fields are common to many or all of the AOF test panels:

Access Auto Test Data
If you have already extracted data from OPSLOG Browse to use for your rule test and you enter a Y in this
field, the AOF displays the AOF Test Data Selection panel, where you can view the extracted data. For more
information about this panel, see Step 6: View and Verify Extracted Data in Set Up Test Data for the AOF.

Console Name/Console Nm
The name of the simulated console being used to enter the command or send the message.

Console Id
The Console Type and ID code used to send the current message.
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Exit Type
The simulated exit type associated with the current command. Types are IMS, JES3, z/OS, and OMG.

IMS ID
The four-character ID of the IMS system being simulated.

Jobname
For a message rule test, the simulated job name (TSO user ID or task name) associated with the current
message.
For a command rule test or a request rule test, the simulated job name (TSO user ID or task name) associated
with the current command.
For an end-of-memory rule test, the name of the test. The name of the test can be any valid job name or the
wildcard character.

Live Commands
A value indicating how the AOF should treat host commands during the rule test. If the value is YES, commands
are issued on your system. If the value is NO, commands are not issued, but they are simulated for test purposes.
When you enter the AOF Test panel, the default value is NO to prevent the accidental issuing of commands.

Report Id
For events originating in the generic data set interface or the OMEGAMON interface, this value indicates the
report ID associated with the event.

REXX Trace
A value indicating if and how the AOF should trace a command that REXX executes. Common values are:
N-Normal

The AOF traces only those host commands that fail.
R-Results

The AOF traces all clauses before execution, along with the final results. This is useful for general
debugging.

I-Intermediates
Similar to R, but the AOF also traces all REXX clauses and intermediate results.
For details about tracing possibilities, see The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to Programming by
M. F. Cowlishaw. You can order a copy of this book from Prentice-Hall.

Sys ID/System ID
The identification string for the system.

User/User Field
Specifies eight bytes of data you want to pass between rules that execute for the same event. Depending on what
type of rule you are testing, the event can be a command, message, global variable event, OMEGAMON event
message, request event, end-of-memory event, or delete-operator-message event.

How to Maintain the AOF Test Compiled Rules Library (Option 2.2)
Use the AOF test compiled rules library to store test rules in their compiled versions. By using OPSVIEW option 2.2, you
can list and manipulate the rules in this library. When you are working with option 2.2, you should not be using production
rule sets.

Access Option 2.2

To access this application, you can either:

• Enter 2 on the Editors menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =2.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.
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The Specification Display Panel

When you access option 2.2, you see a display similar to the following one:

AOF TEST - Entry panel --- MSI1 --- OPSVIEW -------------------Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

 The RULESET(s) specified below will be used as the input library

 for the COMPILE command.

   PREFIX  ===>

   RULESET ===>                 (* for all Rule sets)

   SUFFIX  ===>

-------------------- AOF TEST COMPILED RULES LIBRARY ------------------------

(Blank fields mean NO AOF COMPILE LIBRARY is currently allocated.)

AOF Test Compiled Rules Library:

   PROJECT ===>

   GROUP   ===>

   TYPE    ===>

Other partitioned Data Set:

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

Press ENTER to process or END to cancel.

The AOF Specification Display panel that appears when you access OPSVIEW option 2.2 is actually made up of two
distinct halves.

In the top half of the panel, you either specify the name of a rule set to display, or use an asterisk to indicate that you
want to display a list of rule sets. The AOF uses the specified rule set or rule sets as the input library for the COMPILE
command.

Use the bottom half of the panel to define the output data set for all compiled rules activity.

NOTE
Compiled rules activity includes such things as listing compiled rules, compiling rules into the compiled rules
data set, and deleting rules from the compiled rules data set.

The compiled rules output data set must exist before you try to compile any rules. If you want to take advantage of the
SET AUTOENABLE command, you must define the data set to AOFEXEC ddname.

NOTE
Data definition concatenation is not honored under AOFEXEC ddname.

The compiled rules output data set must be a partitioned data set with these attributes:

Attribute Description

RECFM fixed block (mandatory)

LRECL 4096 (mandatory)

BLKSIZE 4096 or greater (must be a multiple of 4096)

DIRECTORY BLOCKS user-defined (dependent on number of rules)

SPACE user-defined (dependent on number of rules)

After you have specified values for all of the fields on the AOF Specification Display panel, the AOF compares the
specified input library to the specified compiled rules output library. It does this to determine whether any of the rules in the
input library have been compiled through OPSVIEW option 2.1. If they have, a selection list appears. If no rules have been
compiled yet for the rule set or rule sets you specify, no selection list appears.
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Fields on the AOF Specification Display Panel

The following fields appear on the AOF Specification Display panel. All of the fields on the panel are required.

Prefix
The high-level qualifier of the input rule set or rule sets.

Rule set
To display a list of rule sets, specify an asterisk (*). To display a list of the rules in a specific rule set, specify the
name of the rule set. For details, see The Compiled Rule Set List Panel.

Suffix
The low-level qualifier of the input rule set or rule sets.

Project
The high-level qualifier or qualifiers of the compiled rules output data set.

NOTE
Multiple levels are allowed; their names can total up to 26 characters.

Group
The mid-level qualifier of the compiled rules output data set.

Type
The low-level qualifier of the compiled rules output data set.

The Compiled Rule Set List Panel

The Compiled Rule Set List panel appears when you specify an asterisk in the Rule Set field of the AOF Specification
panel.

Primary Commands for the Compiled Rule Set List Panel

You may use the following primary commands on the Compiled Rule Set List panel. Issue primary commands from the
Command field.

COMPILE ruleset
Compiles all of the rules in the named rule set.

DELETE ruleset
Deletes any compiled rule in the set from the compiled rules library.

LOCATE ruleset
Scrolls the display so that ruleset is positioned at the top.

RECOMPILE
Recompiles all of the previously compiled rules in all of the rule sets appearing on the display.

SELECT ruleset
Lists all of the compiled rules in the named rule set.

Line Commands for the Compiled Rule Set List Panel

You can use the following line commands on the Compiled Rule Set List panel. Enter the command in the prefix area that
precedes the desired rule set.

C
Compiles all of the rules in the rule set.

D
Deletes any compiled rule in the set from the compiled rules library.
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R
Recompiles all of the previously compiled rules in the rule set.

S
Selects the rule set for display on the Compiled Rule List panel.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a rule set. To issue the S line command for a rule set
using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired rule set and press Enter. Point-and-
shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

The Compiled Rule List Panel

The Compiled Rule List panel appears when you:

• Specify the name of a specific rule set in the Rule Set field of the AOF Specification panel.
• Issue either the SELECT ruleset primary command or the S line command on the Compiled Rule Set List panel.

Primary Commands for the Compiled Rule List Panel

You can use the following primary commands on the Compiled Rule List panel. Issue primary commands from the
Command field.

COMPILE rule
Compiles the rule.

DELETE rule
Deletes the rule from the compiled rules library.

LOCATE rule
Scrolls the display so that rule is positioned at the top.

RECOMPILE
Recompiles all of the compiled rules appearing on the display.

Line Commands for the Compiled Rule List Panel

You can use the following line commands on the Compiled Rule List panel. Enter the command in the prefix area that
precedes the desired rule.

B
Browse the source text of the rule.

C
Re-compile the rule.

D
Delete the rule from the compiled rules library.

E
Edit the source data set member of the rule (same as S).

I
List current statistics for the source data set member of the rule.

S
Edit the source data set member of the rule (same as E).
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a Rule. To issue the S line command for a Rule using
the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired Rule and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is
enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.
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How to Access EasyRule (Option 2.3)
Use OPSVIEW option 2.3 to access the OPS/MVS EasyRule feature. With EasyRule, a set of panels walks you through
the AOF rule creation and modification processes.

Accessing Option 2.3

To access this application, you can either:

• Enter 3 on the Editors menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =2.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

How to Maintain REXX Source Programs (Option 2.4)
Use OPSVIEW option 2.4 to access the REXX edit facility. This facility lets you perform REXX program maintenance
activities, such as editing, compiling, and testing your REXX programs. When you work in the REXX edit facility, you are
working with the source versions of your REXX programs.

To enhance the performance of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS), use the REXX edit facility
in conjunction with OPSVIEW option 2.5, which is the REXX compiled program library. For instance, use option 2.4 to
first edit, and then compile, one of your REXX programs. OPS/MVS saves the compiled version to your REXX compiled
program library. The next time that you need to execute the program, you can save processing time by doing so directly
from option 2.5.

Prerequisites for Using Option 2.4

Allocate these libraries before you use option 2.4:

• Allocate your REXX source program library to SYSEXEC DDNAME.
• Allocate your REXX compiled program library to OPSCOMP DDNAME. Concatenation of multiple libraries will cause

an error. Make sure that this library is a partitioned data set with these attributes:
RECFM

Fixed block (mandatory).
LRECL

4096 (mandatory)
BLKSIZE

4096 or greater (must be a multiple of 4096)
DIRECTORY BLOCKS

User-defined (dependent on number of programs)
SPACE

User-defined (dependent on number of programs)
• Also allocate the OPSCOMP library to the OPSEXEC concatenation

NOTE
The OI command uses OPSEXEC DDNAME to search for a compiled REXX program. If the program is not
found in the OPSEXEC library or libraries, the SYSEXEC library is scanned next. Concatenation is allowed in
the OPSEXEC library.

Access Option 2.4

To access this application, you can either:
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• Enter 4 on the Editors menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =2.4 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The REXX Source Library Panel

When you access option 2.4, you see a display similar to the one shown here:

OPS/REXX------------- XE61 -- O P S V I E W ------------------- Subsystem OPSA

Command ===>

REXX program library to be EDITED:

   Project ===> AREAS01

   Group   ===> O

   Type    ===> REXX

   Member  ===> ________                                                      

Other Partitioned Data Set:

   Data Set Name  ===> ________________________________________________________

----------------------- REXX Compiled Program Library -------------------------

(Blank fields mean the OPSCOMP DD name is currently not allocated.)

REXX Compiled Program Library:

   Project ===> AREAS01

   Group   ===> O

   Type    ===> OPSEXEC

Other Partitioned Data Set:

   Data Set Name  ===> ________________________________________________________

Press ENTER to process or END to cancel.

Specifying Values on the REXX Source Library Panel

The REXX Source Library panel is made up of two halves. Use the top half of the panel to specify the name of the library
that contains the source versions of your REXX programs.

In the bottom half of the panel, specify the name of your REXX compiled program library. As you compile programs with
option 2.4, OPS/MVS saves the compiled versions to this library.

After you have filled in the desired fields, press Enter. In response to your specifications, the REXX Source Program
List appears.

NOTE
If you include a member name in your specifications, OPS/MVS bypasses the REXX Source Program List, and
takes you directly to the REXX Program Edit panel instead.

How to Use a REXX Source Program List

The REXX Source Program List is a scrollable display of all of the programs in the source library that you specified on the
REXX Source Library panel. By issuing special commands from the REXX Source Program List, you can compile a REXX
program, edit a REXX program, and so on. Following is a sample panel:

OPS/REXX-------- XE61 ----- AREAS01.O.REXX   -------------------- Row 1 of 672

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 
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      Line Commands: S or E Edit   C Compile   CN Nosource Compile            

                     OX Execute from Source    OI Execute from OPSEXEC/SYSEXEC

                                                                              

   Program         VV.MM   Created    Changed         Size  Init   Mod   ID   

   #4993287        01:01 2001/07/08 2001/07/08 10:52    78    78     7 AREAS01

   #5001609        01:00 2001/07/08 2001/07/08 12:45   143   143     0 AREAS01

   AA              01:07 1997/06/11 1997/06/15 16:57    20     3    17 AI06AA1

   AAA             01:01 1998/10/18 1998/10/18 13:33     7     7     1 AI06ADA

   ABORT           01:00 1999/09/17 1999/09/17 14:09     1     1     0 OPSADA 

   ABS             01:00 1996/06/23 1996/06/23 17:11     4     4     0 AI06ADA

   ACCNT           01:00 2002/01/08 2002/01/08 18:05    37    37     0 AREAS01

   ADD             01:09 1996/01/03 1996/01/04 12:35    50    12    44 AI06KHH

   ADDRAOF         01:02 2000/10/22 2000/09/06 09:03     7     7     2 OPSADA 

   ADDRAP          01:00 2007/11/01 2007/11/01 10:42    11    11     0 AREAS01

Fields on the REXX Source Program List

The following are the fields on the REXX Source Program List:

Program
The name of the REXX program.

VV.MM
The version number and modification number of the REXX program. Each time a user modifies the program,
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) updates this value.

Created
The date on which the program was created.

Changed
The date and time of the last modification made to the program.

Size
The current number of lines in the program.

Init
The number of lines in the program when it was first created.

Mod
The number of lines in the program that have been modified.

ID
The TSO user ID of the last user who modified the program.

Primary Commands for the REXX Source Program List

Issue primary commands from the Command field. Use the following primary commands on the REXX Source Program
List:

COMPALL or COMPALL NOSOURCE
Compiles all of the REXX programs in the source library. Specify the NOSOURCE keyword if you do not want
OPS/MVS to save source text statements in the compiled versions.

NOTE
Specifying NOSOURCE reduces the amount of space taken up by a compiled program.

OPS/MVS stores the compiled versions of the programs in the REXX compiled program library, as specified on
the REXX Source Library panel.
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COMPILE progname or COMPILE progname NOSOURCE
Compiles progname. Specify the NOSOURCE keyword if you do not want OPS/MVS to save source text
statements in the compiled version.

NOTE
Specifying NOSOURCE reduces the amount of space taken up by the compiled program.

OPS/MVS stores the compiled version of the program in the REXX compiled program library, as specified on the
REXX Source Library panel.

EDIT progname
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify progname (same as SELECT). For details, see How to Edit a
REXX Program From Option 2.4.

EXECUTE progname
Takes you to the REXX Execute Entry panel, where you can:

• Specify arguments to be passed to progname.
• Set an initial TRACE value for the execution of progname.
• Press Enter to execute progname.
• Press End to cancel execution of progname.

NOTE
When you issue the EXECUTE command, OPS/MVS begins its search for progname in the data sets
that are concatenated under OPSEXEC ddname, which are the compiled REXX program libraries. If
there are no libraries allocated to OPSEXEC ddname (or if OPS/MVS cannot find the program in the
allocated libraries), it continues its search in those libraries allocated to SYSEXEC ddname.

LOCATE progname
Scrolls the list so that the line referring to progname is at the top of the panel.

SELECT progname
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify progname (same as EDIT). For details, see How to Edit a REXX
Program From Option 2.4.

SORT columnname
Sorts the specified column in default order.
For example, you could issue this command to sort the programs according to the date and time that they were
last changed:
SORT CHANGED

The default order varies by column.

NOTE
Point-and-shoot is enabled to SORT the program list using any column heading. To SORT the program
list using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a column heading and press Enter.

Line Commands for the REXX Source Program List

Use the following line commands on the REXX Source Program List. Issue line commands from the prefix area that
precedes the name of the program.

C
Compiles the program, and saves source text statements in the compiled version.
OPS/MVS stores the compiled version of the program in the REXX compiled program library, as specified on the
REXX Source Library panel.

CN
Compiles the program, but does not save source text statements in the compiled version. Using the CN command
rather than the C command reduces the amount of space taken up by the compiled program.
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OPS/MVS stores the compiled version of the program in the REXX compiled program library, as specified on the
REXX Source Library panel.

E
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify the program (same as S). For details, see How to Edit a REXX
Program From Option 2.4.

OI
Searches for the program in the data sets (if any) that are concatenated to OPSEXEC ddname. If necessary,
continues its search in the data sets concatenated to SYSEXEC ddname. If the program is found, takes you to the
REXX Execute Entry panel, where you can:

• Specify arguments to be passed to the program.
• Set an initial TRACE value for the execution of the program.
• Press Enter to execute the program.
• Press End to cancel execution.

OX
Executes the source member. When you issue the OX command, you are taken to the REXX Execute Entry
panel, where you can:

• Specify arguments to be passed to the program.
• Set an initial TRACE value for the execution of the program.
• Press Enter to execute the program.
• Press End to cancel execution.

S
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify the program (same as E). For details, see How to Edit a REXX
Program From Option 2.4.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to Edit a Source program. To Edit a Source program using the point-and-shoot
method, place the cursor to the left of the desired program and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no
line commands have been entered.

How to Edit a REXX Program from Option 2.4

To use option 2.4 to edit or modify a REXX program, you use ISPF edit through the REXX Program Edit panel.

There are two ways that you can access the panel:

• On the REXX Source Library panel, include a member name in your source library specifications.
• On the REXX Source Program List, issue either the EDIT or SELECT primary command, or either the E or S line

command.

When you select a REXX program to edit, the REXX Program Edit panel appears.

The REXX Program Edit Panel (ISPF Edit)

Here is a sample REXX Program Edit panel:

REXX PROGRAM-- SAMUSR.O.REXX(RXTEST) - 01.06 ---------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** ***************************** Top Of Data ******************************

000800

000900                                 ''

001000                                 ''

001100                             lines of data
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001200                                 ''

001300                                 ''

001400

001500  OMGMAXRC = 0

001600  IF EPMODE = 'TEST' THEN

001700    EPADDR = 'OMGTEST'

001800  ELSE

001900    EPADDR = 'OMEGAMON'

002000                                 ''

002100                                 ''

002200                        more lines of data

002300                                 ''

002400                                 ''

002500

The editing display of the OPSVIEW REXX Program Edit panel is identical to the editing display of the ISPF/PDF editor.
You can use any IPSF/PDF command on the REXX Program Edit panel. These include line commands such as Insert,
Repeat, Move, Copy, and Block; and primary commands such as SAVE, CANCEL, and COPY.

How to Execute a REXX Program from Option 2.4

The REXX Execute Entry panel appears when you enter any of these commands from the REXX Source Program List:

• The EXECUTE primary command
• The OI line command
• The OX line command

Following is a sample REXX Execute Entry panel. Use the panel to specify arguments to be passed to your REXX
program. You may specify arguments of up to 120 characters in length. You may also specify an initial TRACE value for
the execution of the program. Pressing Enter executes the program and pressing End cancels the execution.

REXX Execute - Entry panel --- MSI1 --- S Y S V I E W -------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

   List any ARGUMENTS to be passed to the program ARGT

    ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6

    ----+----7----+----8----+----9----+---10----+---11----+---12

   Specify initial REXX TRACE value:

   (default to none - valid values are A,C,E,F,I,L,N,O,R)

Press ENTER to process or END to cancel.

You may specify the following TRACE values on the REXX Execute Entry panel:

A
Trace all

C
Trace host commands before execution only

E
Trace host command errors

F
Trace host command failures

I
Trace intermediate results
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L
Trace labels only

N
Trace normal

O
Trace off

R
Trace results

Although you do not have to specify an initial TRACE value, doing so provides you with the ability to do debugging without
having to add a TRACE statement to your OPS/REXX program. This can be especially useful for debugging pre-compiled
programs. You do not have to go back and edit the source version of the program to add a TRACE statement to perform
debugging.

NOTE
Any TRACE statement that is in your OPS/REXX program overrides the TRACE value that you specify on the
REXX Execute Entry panel.

Understanding Execution Messages and Return Codes from Option 2.4

After you execute a REXX program from the REXX edit facility, a post-execution message appears. The content of the
message is based upon the value that the REXX program returned to the REXX edit facility:

• If the program returned either 0 or a non-integer value, the post-execution message shows a return code of 0. This
indicates that execution was successful.

• If the program returned an integer value other than 0, the REXX edit facility considers it to be indicative of an error
condition. The post-execution message will include the returned value, and will indicate that an abnormal condition was
detected during execution.

How to Manage the REXX Compiled Program Library (Option 2.5)
Use the REXX compiled program library to store compiled versions of your REXX programs. With OPSVIEW option
2.5, you can list, manipulate, and execute the programs in this library. To enhance the performance of OPS/MVS®

Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS), you can also use option 2.5 to execute the compiled versions of your
REXX programs. Executing a REXX program in this way (rather than doing so from option 2.4) eliminates the additional
processing that would be necessary to compile the program.

Prerequisites for Using Option 2.5

You must meet these prerequisites before you can use option 2.5:

• Allocate your REXX compiled program library using ISPF option 3.2. This library must be a partitioned data set with
these attributes:

RECFM
Fixed block (mandatory)

LRECL
4096 (mandatory)

BLKSIZE
4096 or greater (must be a multiple of 4096)

DIRECTORY BLOCKS
User-defined (dependent on number of programs)
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SPACE
User-defined (dependent on number of programs)

• Also, allocate the OPSCOMP library to the OPSEXEC concatenation.
• Use option 2.4 to compile (and thus save) some of your REXX programs into the REXX compiled program library. For

details, see How to Maintain REXX Source Programs (Option 2.4).

Access Option 2.5

To access this application, do one of the following:

• Enter 5 on the Editors menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =2.5 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Compiled REXX Library Panel

When you access option 2.5, you see a display similar to the one shown here:

Compiled REXX----------- XE61 -- O P S V I E W ---------------- Subsystem OPSA

Command ===>                                                                  

 

REXX Compiled Program Library:                                                

   Project ===> AREAS01                                                       

   Group   ===> O                                                             

   Type    ===> OPSEXEC                                                       

 

Other Partitioned Data Set:                                                   

   Data Set Name  ===> ________________________________________________________

 

 

Display source information ===> Y   (Y/N Default=N)                           

 

NOTE: Improved response time may be experienced by bypassing source          

      information (Default=N).  

Press ENTER to process or END to cancel. 

Specifying Values on the Compiled REXX Library Panel

Use the top part of the panel to specify the name of the library that contains the compiled versions of the REXX programs
you want to list, manipulate, and execute.

The panel prompts you to indicate whether you want OPS/MVS to include source information and statistics in the list of
compiled programs. If you specify N, you may experience improved response time.

After you have filled in the desired fields, press Enter. In response to your specifications, the Compiled REXX Program
List appears.

How to Use a Compiled REXX Program List

The Compiled REXX Program List is a scrollable display of all the programs in the compiled library that you specified on
the Compiled REXX Library panel. By issuing special commands from the Compiled REXX Program List, you can browse
a REXX program, execute a REXX program, and so on. Following is a sample panel.
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NOTE
To display this panel, the user entered Y in response to the Display source information prompt on the Compiled
REXX Library panel. If the user had accepted the default of N, Program is the only data field that would appear
on the following panels.

Compiled REXX --- XE61 --- Compiled REXX Program List  ----------- Row 1 of 16

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

      Line Commands: S or E Edit    B Browse    C Compile   CN Nosource Compile

      OX Execute Compiled Program   OI Execute from OPSEXEC/SYSEXEC    D Delete

      (Press RIGHT for more information)                                      

   Program  Source  Input source data set                                     

   ARGTEST   Y      AREAS01.O.REXX                                            

   BENCH     Y      AREAS01.O.REXX                                            

   BENCHSTA  N      AAREMBA.O.REXX                                            

   DELETED   Y      AREAS01.O.REXX                                            

   MAIN      Y      AREAS01.O.REXX                                           

   OXBATCH   N      AAREMBA.O.REXX                                           

   RDFCLEAN  N      AAREMBA.O.REXX                                           

   RULESTG   Y      AREAS01.O.REXX                                           

   TREXX1    Y      AREAS01.T.REXX 

   VRFYPARS  Y      AREAS01.QA.REXX                                          

   WXTRN     N      AREAS01.O.REXX                                           

   ZQLK1     Y      AREAS01.T.REXX                                          

   ZQLK2     Y      AREAS01.T.REXX                                            

   ZQLK3     Y      AREAS01.T.REXX                                           

   ZQLK4     Y      AREAS01.T.REXX                                           

   ZQLK5     Y      AREAS01.T.REXX                                          

   **End**                                                                    

Since the user asked for source information, the resulting Compiled REXX Program List contains more columns of
information than can be viewed at one time. To see the rest of the information, use your LEFT and RIGHT PF keys
(typically PF10/22 and PF11/23) to scroll. Following is another view of the Compiled REXX Program List. This view
contains the ISPF source statistics, saved at the time the REXX program was last compiled. You can use this information
to determine if the source code has been changed since the last time the program was compiled. For descriptions of all
the possible fields on the panel, see the following two tables:

Compiled REXX --- XE61 --- Compiled REXX Program List  ----------- Row 1 of 16

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

      Line Commands: S or E Edit    B Browse    C Compile   CN Nosource Compile

      OX Execute Compiled Program   OI Execute from OPSEXEC/SYSEXEC    D Delete

      (Press RIGHT for more information)                                      

   Program  Source VV.MM  Created        Changed      Size  Init   Mod   ID   

   ARGTEST   Y     01.00 1996/03/13 2000/05/03 13:48     2     1       AREAS01

   BENCH     Y     01.12 1990/01/04 1992/09/08 09:22    52    12       OPSADA 

   BENCHSTA  N     01.02 1992/09/11 1992/09/11 12:20   134   115       OPSADA 

   DELETED   Y     01.00 2000/05/03 2000/05/03 12:15     2     2       AREAS01

   MAIN      Y     01.03 1992/06/15 1994/05/03 06:47    12     7     5 OPSADA 

   OXBATCH   N     01.00 1993/01/05 1993/01/05 11:21     2     2       AAREMBA

   RDFCLEAN  N     01.00 1993/10/15 1993/10/17 08:44    38    27       AAREMBA

   RULESTG   Y     01.00 2000/04/17 2000/04/17 12:20    57    44       AREAS01

   TREXX1    Y     01.00 1993/01/14 1993/01/14 15:32     1     1       JBUTLER

   VRFYPARS  Y     01.12 1992/06/29 1996/01/19 10:22   198    55   163 AREAS01
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   WXTRN     N     01.00 1995/07/18 1995/07/18 07:12    44    44       AAREMBA

   ZQLK1     Y     01.00 1996/10/11 1996/10/11 17:07     2     2       AREAS01

   ZQLK2     Y     01.02 1996/10/11 1996/10/11 17:32     1     1     1 AREAS01

   ZQLK3     Y     01.00 1996/10/11 1996/10/11 17:08     2     2       AREAS01

   ZQLK4     Y     01.01 1996/10/11 1996/10/11 17:32     1     1     1 AREAS01

   ZQLK5     Y     01.00 1996/10/11 1996/10/11 17:08     2     2       AREAS01

   **End**                                                                    

8.27.1 The REXX Program Edit Panel (ISPF Edit) (OPS/MVS 4.3 Operations Guide)

EDIT       AREAS01.O.REXX(ARGTEST) - 01.00                 Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Fields on the Compiled REXX Program List-Left View

The following fields of data appear on the left side of the Compiled REXX Program List. You see these fields when you
first enter the Compiled REXX Program List and when you press the LEFT PF key.

Program
The name of the compiled REXX program.

Source
A value indicating whether source text statements were saved in the compiled version of the program.

Input Source Dataset
The name of the PDS library that held the source program corresponding to this compiled REXX program.

Fields on the Compiled REXX Program List-Right View

The following fields of data appear on the right side of the Compiled REXX Program List. You see these additional fields
when you press the RIGHT PF key.

VV.MM
The version and modification numbers of the source program.

Created
The date on which the source program was created.

Changed
The date and time of the last modification made to the source program.

Size
The number of lines in the source program when it was compiled.

Init
The number of lines in the source program when it was first created.

Mod
The number of lines in the program that have been modified.

ID
The TSO user ID of the last user who modified the source program.

Primary Commands for the Compiled REXX Program List

The following table describes the primary commands you may use on the Compiled REXX Program List. Issue primary
commands from the Command field.
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BROWSE progname
Lets you browse the source version of progname.

COMPALL or COMPALL NOSOURCE
Recompiles all of the compiled REXX programs in the list. Specify the NOSOURCE keyword if you do not want
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) to save source text statements in the recompiled
versions.

NOTE
Specifying NOSOURCE reduces the amount of space taken up by a compiled program.

COMPILE progname or COMPILE progname NOSOURCE
Recompiles progname. Specify the NOSOURCE keyword if you do not want OPS/MVS to save source text
statements in the recompiled version.

NOTE
Specifying NOSOURCE reduces the amount of space taken up by the compiled program.

DELETE progname
Deletes progname from the REXX compiled program library.

EDIT progname
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify progname (same as SELECT). For details, see How to Edit a
REXX Program from Option 2.5.

EXECUTE progname or OX progname
Executes the compiled progname. When you issue the OX command, you are taken to the REXX Execute Entry
panel, where you can:

• Specify arguments to be passed to progname.
• Set an initial TRACE value for the execution of progname.
• Press Enter to execute progname.
• Press End to cancel execution of progname.

NOTE
When you issue the EXECUTE command, OPS/MVS begins its search for progname in the data sets
that are concatenated under OPSEXEC ddname, which are the compiled REXX program libraries. If
there are no libraries allocated to OPSEXEC ddname (or if OPS/MVS cannot find the program in the
allocated libraries), it continues its search in those libraries allocated to SYSEXEC ddname.

LOCATE progname
Scrolls the list so that the line referring to progname is at the top of the panel.

SELECT progname
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify progname (same as EDIT). For details, see How to Edit a REXX
Program from Option 2.5.

Line Commands for the Compiled REXX Program List

Use the following line commands on the Compiled REXX Program List. Issue line commands from the prefix area that
precedes the name of the program.

B
Lets you browse the source program.

C
Recompiles the program, and saves source text statements in the recompiled version.
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CN
Recompiles the program, but does not save source text statements in the recompiled version. Using the CN
command (rather than the C command) reduces the amount of space taken up by the compiled program.

D
Deletes the program from the REXX compiled program library.

E
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify the program (same as S). For details, see How to Edit a REXX
Program from Option 2.5.

OI
Searches for the program in the data sets (if any) that are concatenated to OPSEXEC ddname. If necessary,
continues its search in the data sets concatenated to SYSEXEC ddname. If the program is found, takes you to the
REXX Execute Entry panel, where you can:

• Specify arguments to be passed to the program.
• Set an initial TRACE value for the execution of the program.
• Press Enter to execute the program.
• Press End to cancel execution.

OX
Executes the compiled progname. When you issue the OX command, you are taken to the REXX Execute Entry
panel, where you can:

• Specify arguments to be passed to the program.
• Set an initial TRACE value for the execution of the program.
• Press Enter to execute the program.
• Press END to cancel execution.

S
Takes you to ISPF edit, where you can modify the program (same as E). For details, see How to Edit a REXX
Program from Option 2.5.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a program. To issue the S line command for a
program using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired program and press Enter.
Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

How to Edit a REXX Program from Option 2.5

To use option 2.5 to edit a compiled REXX program, you use ISPF edit through the REXX Program Edit panel. To do so,
issue one of these commands on the Compiled REXX Program List:

• Either the EDIT or the SELECT primary command.
• Either the E or the S line command.

When you select a REXX program to edit, the REXX Program Edit panel appears.

The REXX Program Edit Panel (ISPF Edit)

The following is a sample of the REXX Program Edit panel:

REXX PROGRAM-- SAMUSR.O.REXX(RXTEST) - 01.06 ---------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** ***************************** Top Of Data ******************************

000800

000900                                 ''
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001000                                 ''

001100                             lines of data

001200                                 ''

001300                                 ''

001400

001500  OMGMAXRC = 0

001600  IF EPMODE = 'TEST' THEN

001700    EPADDR = 'OMGTEST'

001800  ELSE

001900    EPADDR = 'OMEGAMON'

002000                                 ''

002100                                 ''

002200                        more lines of data

002300                                 ''

002400                                 ''

002500

The editing display of the OPSVIEW REXX Program Edit panel is identical to that of the ISPF/PDF editor. You can use
any ISPF/PDF command on this panel. These include line commands such as Insert, Repeat, Move, Copy, and Block;
and primary commands such as SAVE, CANCEL, and COPY.

How to Execute a REXX Program from Option 2.5

The REXX Execute Entry panel appears when you enter any of these commands from the Compiled REXX Program List:

• The EXECUTE primary command
• The OI line command
• The OX line command

The following is a sample REXX Execute Entry panel. Use the panel to specify arguments to be passed to your REXX
program. You may specify arguments of up to 120 characters in length. You may also specify an initial TRACE value for
the execution of the program. Pressing Enter executes the program, while pressing End cancels the execution.

REXX Execute - Entry panel --- MSI1 --- S Y S V I E W -------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

   List any ARGUMENTS to be passed to the program ARGT

    ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6

    ----+----7----+----8----+----9----+---10----+---11----+---12

   Specify initial REXX TRACE value:

   (default to none - valid values are A,C,E,F,I,L,N,O,R)

Press ENTER to process or END to cancel.

The TRACE values that you may specify on the REXX Execute Entry panel are:

A
Trace all

C
Trace host commands before execution only

E
Trace host command errors

F
Trace host command failures
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I
Trace intermediate results

L
Trace labels only

N
Trace normal

O
Trace off

R
Trace results

Although you do not have to specify an initial TRACE value, doing so provides you with the ability to do debugging without
having to add a TRACE statement to your OPS/REXX program. This can be especially useful for debugging pre-compiled
programs. You do not have to go back and edit the source version of the program to add a TRACE statement to perform
debugging.

NOTE
Any TRACE statement that is in your OPS/REXX program overrides the TRACE value that you specify on the
REXX Execute Entry panel.

Understanding Execution Messages and Return Codes from Option 2.5

This section discusses execution messages and return codes from option 2.5.

How the Compiled REXX Facility Interprets Return Codes

After you execute a REXX program from the compiled REXX facility, a post-execution message appears. The content of
the message is based upon the value that the REXX program returned to the compiled REXX facility:

• If the program returned either 0 or a non-integer value, the post-execution message shows a return code of 0. This
indicates that execution was successful.

• If the program returned an integer value other than 0, the compiled REXX facility considers it to be indicative of
an error condition. The post-execution message will include the returned value, and will indicate that an abnormal
condition was detected during execution.

How to Access the Relational Table Editor (Option 2.6)
Use OPSVIEW option 2.6 to access the OPS/MVS Relational Data Framework to use.

Access Option 2.6

To access this application, you can either:

• Enter 6 on the Editors menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =2.6 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

How to Access the Application Parameter Manager (Option 2.A)
Use OPSVIEW option 2.A to access the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) application
parameter manager. This feature enables you to customize OPS/MVS applications to fit your site without altering actual
application code. It allows you to run OPS/MVS from release to release, or maintenance tape to maintenance tape without
having to set most parameters.
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It does this by providing you with a database of settable parameter variables that represent parameters in actual code.
Using these variables and their database, you set or change OPS/MVS parameters by altering your own variables.

Accessing Option 2.A

To access this application, you can either:

• Enter A on the Editors menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =2.A into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

Related Documentation

For detailed information on how to use the OPSVIEW panels, see the OPSVIEW online help.

OPSVIEW System Control Option

Overview of the OPSVIEW System Control Option (Option 3)

With the OPSVIEW System Control option, you can display and modify system resource information without the use of a
command language. There are four categories of resources you can control with this option. They are:

• Address spaces
• Print queues (JES3 sites only)
• IMS
• Broadcast messages
• Manage switch and device operations

Access the OPSVIEW System Control Option

To access the OPSVIEW System Control menu, enter 3 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. You see a display
similar to the following one:

System Control ------ MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------------Subsystem OPSS

OPTION  ===>

   1  Address Space     - Control TSO users, batch jobs, started tasks

   2  Print Queues      - Display, Modify, Cancel print jobs

   3  IMS Manager       - Display and control IMS resources

   4  Broadcast Editor  - Broadcast Message Editor

   5  SOF               - ESCON/FICON Switch Operations Facility

NOTE
 If your site is running JES2, the message ***JES3 only*** appears on the OPSVIEW System Control menu as
the description of the Print Queues option.

This section contains the following topics:

•  How to Display and Modify Address Spaces (Option 3.1) 
•  How to Observe and Control JES3 Print Queues (Option 3.2)

–  How to Modify Job Control Panel Fields 
–  How to Use the DDname Control Panel 

•  How to Observe and Control IMS Resources (Option 3.3)
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–  How to Control IMS Regions (Option 3.3.1) 
–  How to Control IMS Transactions (Option 3.3.2) 
–  How to Control IMS Databases (Option 3.3.4) 

•  How to Edit System Broadcast Messages (Option 3.4) 
•  How to Manage Switch Operations (Option 3.5) 

How to Display and Modify Address Spaces (Option 3.1)
Use OPSVIEW option 3.1 to display and modify address spaces in which TSO users, batch jobs, started tasks, and
system tasks are running.

To access OPSVIEW option 3.1, you can either:

• Enter 1 on the OPSVIEW System Control Menu.
• Enter =3.1 in any Command field in OPSVIEW.

OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel

When you select OPSVIEW option 3.1, you see a display similar to the one shown in the next section Fields on the
OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel-First View. The data displayed on the screen can be refreshed in one of two
ways, depending on whether you are in GO mode:

• If you are in GO mode, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) automatically updates the
information that is displayed on this panel.

• If you are not in GO mode, press Enter to manually update the information that is displayed on this panel.

The Address Space Control panel contains more columns of information than you can view at one time. There are five
different panel views. To see a different view, use your LEFT and RIGHT PF keys (typically PF10/22 and PF11/23) to
scroll left and right through the views. There are cues on the header line to help you determine whether you can scroll
further to the right or left. A < symbol on the left of the header lines indicates that you can scroll to the left. A > symbol on
the right of the header line indicates that you can scroll to the right. For descriptions of the fields on the panel, see the
following sections.

Fields on the OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel-First View

Following is an example of the first screen of the OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel:

Address Space Control --- XE61 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- ROW 1 OF 192

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

   Line Cmds:  S Sec browse, C Cancel, D Cancel w/dump, Q Quiesce, R Resume   

- Job Name- St  ASID Typ   DPrty SrvClass Prd Aff -- CPU -- Elapsed  SwapRsn ->

  *MASTER*  NSW 0001 SYS (FF)255 SYSTEM   001 NONE 246.435S 33.55.20          

  ACF2      NSW 0018 STC (FE)254 SYSSTC   001 NONE 012.461S 33.55.12          

  ALLOCAS   NSW 0012 SYS (FF)255 SYSTEM   001 NONE 000.059S 33.55.20          

  ANDOL01   OWT 009C TSU (FF)255 TSO      001 NONE 001.820S 01.45.18 TERM INPUT

  ANTAS000  NSW 000D SYS (FB)251 STCPROD  001 NONE 000.053S 33.55.11          

  ANTMAIN   NSW 000C SYS (FF)255 SYSTEM   001 NONE 002.296S 33.55.17          

  APPC      NSW 0073 STC (FE)254 SYSSTC   001 NONE 000.156S 33.52.04          

  AREAS01   IN  009E TSU (FB)251 TSO      001 NONE 016.693S 03.05.31          

  ASCH      NSW 0075 STC (FE)254 SYSSTC   001 NONE 001.777S 33.52.04          

  ASCHINT   OWT 0085 INI (FF)255 SYSSTC   001 NONE 000.001S NOTAVAIL DETECTED 

  ASCHINT   OWT 0083 INI (FF)255 SYSSTC   001 NONE 000.001S NOTAVAIL DETECTED 

  ASCHINT   OWT 0081 INI (FF)255 SYSSTC   001 NONE 000.001S NOTAVAIL DETECTED 

  ASCHINT   OWT 0084 INI (FF)255 SYSSTC   001 NONE 000.001S NOTAVAIL DETECTED 
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  ASCHINT   OWT 0086 INI (FF)255 SYSSTC   001 NONE 000.001S NOTAVAIL DETECTED 

  ASCHINT   OWT 0082 INI (FF)255 SYSSTC   001 NONE 000.001S NOTAVAIL DETECTED 

  ASTEX     NSW 0076 STC (FB)251 STCPROD  001 NONE 425.674S 33.52.03          

  BLAMI02   OWT 00B8 TSU (FF)255 TSO      001 NONE 001.042S 00.44.00 TERM INPUT

  BPXOINIT  OWT 001A SYS (FF)255 SYSTEM   001 NONE 001.584S 33.53.15 DETECTED 

  CALDAP    OWT 008A STC (FF)255 STCTEST  001 NONE 000.021S 33.51.56 DETECTED 

  CALDAP2   OWT 0069 JOB (FF)255 OMVS     002 NONE 000.109S 33.51.56 DETECTED 

You see these fields when you first enter the Address Space Control panel and when you scroll to the leftmost view. The
fields of data that appear on the first (leftmost) view of the Address Space Control panel are:

Job Name
The TSO user ID, batch job name, or started task name of the resource that is running in the address space.

St
The status of the address space. Values are:

• IN—Swapped in.
• IN*—In the process of being swapped in.
• NSW—Unable to be swapped.
• OU*—In the process of being swapped out.
• OUT—Swapped out and waiting; not ready to execute.
• OWT—Swapped out, but otherwise ready to execute.

ASID
The ID number of the address space.

Typ
The type of the address space. Types are:

• INI—Idle initiator
• JOB—Batch job
• STC—Started task
• SYS—System task
• TSU—TSO user

DPrty
The dispatching priorities of the address spaces in both decimal and hexadecimal (in parentheses) format.

SrvClass
WLM service class. When the system is in Compatibility mode, this field is blank and cannot be modified. When
the system is in Goal mode, the value of the SrvClass field is the only value on the Address Space Control panel
that can be modified. To modify this value, overtype this field with a valid WLM service class name. OPS/MVS
internally invokes the OPSCMD command processor to issue a z/OS RESET command. Since the OPS/MVS
security mechanism controls the OPSCMD command processor, you can use a security rule to restrict its use.
You must have the authority to issue a z/OS RESET command.

Prd
WLM (Goal mode) or SRM (Compatibility mode) service period number for the address space.

Aff
The processor affinity. This value is either NONE, which indicates that there is no additional processor
involvement, or a four-character system ID.

CPU
The elapsed CPU time used by this address space. If the value contains a suffix of S, the value indicates the
number of seconds used. If the total CPU time used by the address space is greater than 60 seconds, the value
appears in HH:MM:SS format.
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Elapsed
The total time that has elapsed since the address space was started.

SwapRsn
The reason an address space has been swapped out. Values are:

• TERM OUT—Terminal output wait
• TERM INPUT—Terminal input wait
• LONG WAIT—Long wait
• AUX STOR—Auxiliary storage wait
• REAL STOR—Real storage wait
• DETECTED—Detected wait
• REQUESTED—Requested wait
• ENQ EXCHG—Enqueue exchange
• EXCHANGE—Exchange swap
• UNILATERAL—SRM unilateral swap
• TRANSWP—A TRANSWP is in progress
• IMP CSTOR—To improve central storage usage
• IMP PAGING—To improve system paging rate
• OUT LONG—To make room for an address space that is out too long
• APPC WAIT—APPC wait
• OMVS PROC—Waiting to process more OpenMVS work caused the swap
• OMVS OUTP—Waiting to output more OpenMVS work caused the swap

Fields on the OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel-Second View

Scroll right to see the second view:

Address Space Control --- XE61 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- ROW 1 OF 192

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

   Line Cmds:  S Sec browse, C Cancel, D Cancel w/dump, Q Quiesce, R Resume   

< Job Name-- Frames - Estor  WsSize - Fixed --- CSA -- ECSA --- SQA -- ESQA -->

  *MASTER*    29001       0   29001       0  272664 3828960   60600 1510984   

  ACF2         1287       0    1287      23   86168  217856    8200  216440   

  ALLOCAS      2652       0    2652       0       0    1160       0      96   

  ANDOL01      1229       0    1229       0     136    2080      96     280   

  ANTAS000      765       0     765      23       0     992       0     584   

  ANTMAIN      1322       0    1322       0       0    1808       0     360   

  APPC         1259       0    1259       0    1520   73272     832   65064   

  AREAS01      1254       0    1254     104     136    2080      96     280   

  ASCH          236       0     236       0       0   30856       0     832   

  ASCHINT       200       0     200       0       0     528       0     352   

  ASCHINT       200       0     200       0       0     528       0     352   

  ASCHINT       200       0     200       0       0     528       0     352   

  ASCHINT       200       0     200       0       0     528       0     352   

  ASCHINT       200       0     200       0       0     528       0     352   

  ASCHINT       200       0     200       0       0     528       0     352  

  ASTEX        3106       0    3106       0   35904 1177264    3808  122808   

  BLAMI02       352       0     352       0     136    2816      96     280   

  BPXOINIT      167       0     167      49       0       0       0   70360  

  CALDAP        298       0     298       0     136     528      64     840
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  CALDAP2       910       0     910       0       0       0       0    1264 

The following fields of data appear on the second panel of the Address Space Control panel. This view primarily contains
storage related information about each address space. Press the RIGHT PF key from the leftmost view to see these
fields.

Job Name
The TSO user ID, batch job name, or started task name of the resource that is running in the address space.

Frames
The number of real storage frames the address space uses.

Estor
The number of expanded storage frames the address space uses.

NOTE
When the system is in z/Architecture mode, there is no expanded storage, and this value is zero.

WsSize
The working set size, in frames, for the address space.

Fixed
The number of fixed real storage frames that the address space uses.

CSA
The amount of common service area (CSA) storage, in bytes, used by the job.
This is valid only if the Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) tracking facility has been active since the address space
started.

ECSA
The amount of extended CSA storage, in bytes, used by the job.
This is valid only if the VSM tracking facility has been active since the address space started.

SQA
The amount of system queue area (SQA) storage, in bytes, used by the job.
This is valid only if the VSM tracking facility has been active since the address space started.

ESQA
The amount of extended SQA storage, in bytes, used by the job.
This is valid only if the VSM tracking facility has been active since the address space started.

Fields on the OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel-Third View

Scroll right to see the third view:

Address Space Control --- XE61 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- ROW 1 OF 192

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

   Line Cmds:  S Sec browse, C Cancel, D Cancel w/dump, Q Quiesce, R Resume   

< Job Name- StepName Procstep JobID -- UserID - TaskCPU  EnclCPU  Limit -     >

  *MASTER*                    STC00161 +MASTER+ 112.180S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ACF2      ACF2     IEFPROC  NONE     NONE     011.930S 000.000S NoLimit    

  ALLOCAS   ALLOCAS           NONE     NONE     000.051S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ANDOL01   $SKKOLGA          TSU00407 ANDOL01  001.895S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ANTAS000  ANTAS000 IEFPROC  NONE     NONE     000.055S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ANTMAIN   ANTMAIN  IEFPROC  NONE     NONE     001.978S 000.000S NoLimit     

  APPC      APPC     APPC     NONE     NONE     000.162S 000.000S NoLimit     

  AREAS01   $AREAS01          TSU00367 AREAS01  016.389S 000.000S    1800     

  ASCH      ASCH     ASCH     NONE     NONE     001.398S 000.000S NoLimit     
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  ASCHINT   ASCHINT  IEFPROC  STC00259 ASCHINT  000.001S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ASCHINT   ASCHINT  IEFPROC  STC00256 ASCHINT  000.001S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ASCHINT   ASCHINT  IEFPROC  STC00255 ASCHINT  000.001S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ASCHINT   ASCHINT  IEFPROC  STC00257 ASCHINT  000.001S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ASCHINT   ASCHINT  IEFPROC  STC00260 ASCHINT  000.001S 000.000S NoLimit     

  ASCHINT   ASCHINT  IEFPROC  STC00258 ASCHINT  000.001S 000.000S NoLimit    

  ASTEX     ASTEX    PMC28    STC00244 ACFSTCID 411.974S 000.000S NoLimit    

  BLAMI02   TSSLOGON          TSU00437 BLAMI02  001.232S 000.000S    1800     

  BPXOINIT  BPXOINIT BPXOINIT NONE     NONE     001.041S 000.000S NoLimit    

  CALDAP    CALDAP   *OMVSEX  STC00266 CALDAP   000.099S 000.000S NoLimit

  CALDAP2   STEP1    CALDAP   STC00226 CALDAP   000.122S 000.000S NoLimit

The following fields of data appear on the third panel of the Address Space Control panel:

Job Name
The TSO user ID, batch job name, or started task name of the resource that is running in the address space.

StepName
The current step name or TSO procedure name for TSO users.

Procstep
The current procedure stepname.

JobID
The Job Entry Subsystem (JES) job ID.

UserID
The original security USERID for the address space.

TaskCPU
The total task (TCB) CPU time consumed by all job steps in the address space.

EnclCPU
The total CPU time for enclaves owned by the address space.

Limit
The CPU time limit for this job step.

Fields on the OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel-Fourth View

Scroll right to see the fourth view:

Address Space Control --- XE61 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- ROW 1 OF 192

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

   Line Cmds:  S Sec browse, C Cancel, D Cancel w/dump, Q Quiesce, R Resume

< Job Name- OMVS PER SubT SwapCnt --- IOCnt SMC Note -------                  >

  *MASTER*           STC        0     30556 000                               

  ACF2               STC        1     16184 000                               

  ALLOCAS            STC        1         5 000                               

  ANDOL01            TSO        0      3090 000                               

  ANTAS000           STC        1       601 000                               

  ANTMAIN            STC        1       708 000                               

  APPC               STC        0       399 000                               

  AREAS01            TSO        0     14059 000                               

  ASCH               STC        0        41 000                               

  ASCHINT            STC        0         0 000                               

  ASCHINT            STC        0         0 000                              
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  ASCHINT            STC        0         0 000 

  ASCHINT            STC        0         0 000 

  ASCHINT            STC        0         0 000 

  ASCHINT            STC        0         0 000 

  ASTEX              STC        1    213074 000  

  BLAMI02            TSO        0       694 000  

  BPXOINIT  OMVS     STC    12215         8 000  

  CALDAP    OMVS     STC        1       742 000

  CALDAP2   OMVS     OMVS       1      1042 000

The following fields of data appear on the fourth panel of the Address Space Control panel:

Job Name
The TSO user ID, batch job name, or started task name of the resource that is running in the address space.

OMVS
The value of this field is OMVS if the address space is an OpenMVS (USS) process.

NOTE
You cannot sort by OMVS.

PER
The value of this field is PER if the Program Event Recording (PER) is active in the address space.

NOTE
You cannot sort by PER.

SubT
The subsystem type that owns the work.

SwapCnt
The number of times the address space has been swapped out.

IOCnt
The number of input/output operations this address space has performed since the address space was started.

SMC
The number of step-must-complete requests.

Note
A description of the last action you took on this address space (from this panel).

Fields on the OPSVIEW Address Space Control Panel-Fifth View

Scroll right to see the fifth view:

Address Space Control --- XE61 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- ROW 1 OF 192

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

   Line Cmds:  S Sec browse, C Cancel, D Cancel w/dump, Q Quiesce, R Resume

< Job Name- WkldName RscGroup CPUP StgP Srv Qsc WIn Pgn Dmn

  *MASTER*  SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ACF2      SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ALLOCAS   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ANDOL01   TSO               No   No   No  No  No

  ANTAS000  STC               No   No   No  No  No

  ANTMAIN   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  APPC      SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  AREAS01   TSO               No   No   No  No  No
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  ASCH      SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ASCHINT   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ASCHINT   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ASCHINT   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ASCHINT   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ASCHINT   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ASCHINT   SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  ASTEX     STC               No   No   No  No  No

  BLAMI02   TSO               No   No   No  No  No

  BPXOINIT  SYSTEM            No   No   No  No  No

  CALDAP    STC               No   No   No  No  No

  CALDAP2   OMVS              No   No   No  No  No

The following fields of data appear on the fifth panel of the Address Space Control panel. This view contains WLM and
SRM information about the address space. Scroll to the rightmost view to see these fields.

Job Name
The TSO user ID, batch job name, or started task name of the resource that is running in the address space.

WkldName
Workload name (Goal mode).

RscGroup
Resource group name (Goal mode).

CPUP
CPU protection was assigned to this address space and SRM is honoring that protection.

NOTE
You cannot sort by CPUP.

StgP
Storage protection was assigned to this address space and SRM is honoring that protection.

NOTE
You cannot sort by StgP.

Srv
Server indicator-Yes or No (Goal mode).

NOTE
You cannot sort by Srv.

Qsc
Quiesce indicator-Yes or No (Goal mode).

NOTE
You cannot sort by Qsc.

WIn
WLM managed initiator-Yes or No (Goal mode).

NOTE
You cannot SORT by WIn.

Pgn
A performance group number.
When the system is in goal mode, this field is blank and cannot be modified. When the system is in Compatibility
mode, this field value is the only value on the Address Space Control panel that can be modified. To modify this
value, overtype this field with a valid Performance Group Number. OPS/MVS internally invokes the OPSCMD
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command processor to issue a z/OS RESET command. Since the OPS/MVS security mechanism controls the
OPSCMD processor, you can use a security rule to restrict its use. You also need to have the authority to issue a
z/OS RESET command.

Dmn
A domain number for the address space (Compatibility mode).
This field is always blank when the system is in Goal mode.

Line Commands for the Address Space Control Panel

There are several line commands you can issue from the Address Space Control panel. Enter the command in the prefix
area preceding the desired address space.

C
Issues a z/OS CANCEL command to cancel an address space.

D
Issues a z/OS CANCEL command to cancel an address space and produce an SVC dump.

S
Security browse. Lists the Top Secret®, ACF2™, or RACF security profile of a TSO user (provided that your user
ID is authorized to request it).
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for any displayed Address Space. To issue the S line
command for a displayed Address Space using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the
Address Space and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been
entered.

Q
Issues a z/OS RESET command to request that WLM QUIESCE an address space when the system is in Goal
mode.

R
Issues a z/OS RESET command to request that WLM RESUME an address space when the system is in Goal
mode.

Primary Commands for the Address Space Control Panel

You can issue the following primary commands from the Address Space Control panel. Enter primary commands in the
Command field, which is indicated by an arrow symbol at the top left corner of the panel.

L target, LOC, or LOCATE
If the LOCATE command is entered prior to a SORT primary command, the target is assumed to be the name
of an address space. If the named address space is found, the display scrolls so that the target address space
appears in the top row of the Address Space Control panel.
If the LOCATE command is issued after a SORT primary command, the target is assumed to be the column name
of the preceding SORT, and the LOCATE string syntax must conform to the displayed appearance of the sorted
column.

SORT field order
Sorts the address spaces according to the value of the specified field. You may specify more than one field. If not
specified, the default value for field is JobName. The value for order can be A (Ascending) or D (Descending), and
may be specified for each field specified. The default value for order varies by field name.
For example, to sort the address spaces by CPU time in descending order (so that the address space that has
consumed the largest amount of CPU resources appears at the top of the list), issue this command:
SORT CPU D

You cannot sort on the following fields:
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• OMVS
• PER
• Note
• CPUP
• StgP
• Srv
• Qsc
• Win

Point-and-shoot is enabled to SORT the Address Space List using any displayed column. To SORT the Address
Space List using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press Enter.
Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary commands have been entered.

GO {n}
The GO command is used to place the application in auto-refresh or go mode. n is the number of seconds for the
application to wait between refreshes of the data. It must be a number between 1 and 60. If n is not specified, the
previous n for this session is used. If a GO command has not previously been issued for this session, a default
wait of 10 seconds is used.
To exit GO mode, do the following:

• For remote terminals-press the ATTN key.
• For local (X SYSTEM) terminals-press the RESET key followed by PA1.

NOTE
Performing an attention when not in go mode results in the termination of the application the next time
you press Enter.

Example: L target, LOC, and LOCATE

• L target

SORT CPU

L  560.291S

NOTE
The target must match the display format.

• LOC

SORT ASID

LOC  4D

NOTE
Hex value and leading zeroes are not required.

• LOCATE

SORT JOBNAME

LOCATE J

NOTE
Starts scrolling at the first job name starting with J.

How to Observe and Control JES3 Print Queues (Option 3.2)
Contents
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Use OPSVIEW option 3.2 to observe and control JES3 print queues.

WARNING
This option is available only for JES3 sites.

With option 3.2, you can zoom in on and out of different levels of the JES3 WTR queue. You can perform these tasks:

• Control individual print queues from the Print Queue List panel.
• Control individual jobs for a particular print queue from the Job Control panel.
• Control individual ddnames associated with a particular job from the ddname control panel.

To access OPSVIEW option 3.2, you can either:

• Enter 2 on the OPSVIEW System Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =3.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

OPSVIEW Print Queue Control Panel

When you select OPSVIEW option 3.2, you see a display similar to the following one:

Print Queue Control --- MSI1 ---- OPSVIEW ----------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

 Enter queue name below

 Printer Queue ===>          (blank for queue selection list)

From the Print Queue Control panel, you can either

• Access a list of all print queues
• Access a list of jobs associated with a particular print queue.

View a List of Print Queues

You will need to view a list of print queues when you are not sure of the name of the print queue that you want to access.

To access the Print Queue List Panel, leave the Printer Queue field on the Print Queue Control panel blank and press
Enter.

A list of print queues similar to the one shown here displays:

Print Queue List --- MSI1 ---- O P S V I E W -------------------- ROW 1 OF 15

COMMAND ===>

             Line Commands:  Q show queue  R requeue  D delete

-- Queue --- Requeue - Type ------ Lines ----- Pages -------- Note ----------

   BOB03               PRT        124930           0

   CHEMBOB             PRT          3787           0

   CHEMBOB2            PRT         22590           0

   CSDH074             PRT          1262           0

   FRSTUL4             PRT             0           0

   HOUMKT3             PRT          5878           0

   HOUPF2              PRT           192           0

   RSBDG1              PRT           134           0

   RSBDG1              PUN         38757           0

   RSB31               PRT          8228           0

   RSB41               PRT        186679           1

   RSB64               PRT           188           0

   RSB75               PRT         31680           0
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   TUL041              PRT             0         378

   WRSND               PRT            22           0

    *END OF OUTPUT*               *424327*       *379*

Fields on the Print Queue List Panel

The following lists the fields on the Print Queue List panel:

Queue
Specifies the name of the print queue.

Requeue
Specifies the name of the print queue to which you want to reroute output. Specify a value for this field if you want
to use the R (for requeue) command.

Type
Specifies the general type of the queue. Values are PRT (print) and PUN (punch).

Lines
Specifies the number of lines in the queue. The total number of all lines appears in the *END OF OUTPUT*
marker at the bottom of the panel.

Pages
Specifies the number of pages in the queue. The total number of all pages appears in the *END OF OUTPUT*
marker at the bottom of the panel.

Note
Specifies the most recent action that was taken for a particular queue.

Commands for the Print Queue List Panel

The commands you can issue from the Print Queue List panel are described in the following table.

Some of the commands can be issued as primary or line commands, while others are valid only as primary commands.

To issue a command as a primary command, enter it in the Command field, followed by the name of the print queue you
want the command to affect. To issue a command as a line command, enter it in the prefix area that precedes the desired
queue.

D
Deletes all the jobs in a queue.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes

L
Locate. Scrolls the panel so that the specified print queue appears at the top of the panel.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: No

Q
Display queue. Displays the job list for a queue.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes

R
Requeues all the jobs in a queue. Remember that you must specify a value in the Requeue field if you want to
issue this command as a line command.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes
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S
Show commands. Presents a menu describing all of the line commands currently available.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes

SORT field, SORTA field, SORTD field
Sorts the print queues in the specified order. The value you specify for field can be any field name on the Print
Queue List panel. If you specify SORT or SORTA, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
sorts the queues in ascending order; if you specify SORTD, OPS/MVS sorts the queues in descending order.
For example, to sort the queues by number of lines in descending order, issue this command:
SORTD LINES

Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: No

View a List of Print Queue Jobs

You want to view a list of print queue jobs when you know the name of the particular print queue that you want to access.

To access a list of jobs for a particular print queue, do one of the following:

• Enter the name of the print queue on the Print Queue Control panel.
• Issue the Q command on the Print Queue List panel.

The Job Control panel for the print queue you specified displays, which is similar to the one shown here:

CSDHO75 Control --- MSI1 ----- O P S V I E W -------------------- ROW 1 OF 9

COMMAND ===>

             Line Commands:  C cancel, S select, D show DDnames

-- Job ----- No.---- Lines - Pages - Dest --- Prty - Forms -- Hold ---

   AK00SATA 8739         0      22   CSDHO75     9   4814      N

   AM60TTHF 8302       231       0   CSDHO75   254   4814      N

   AR49ARLP 1805       147       0   CSDHO75   255   4814      N

   BL05LSW  4647        24       0   CSDHO75    15   4814      N

   BQ45RRBA 2511         0       7   CSDHO75     9   4814      N

   BT90BIWK 2494      1044       0   CSDHO75     9   4814      N

   BT90BIWK 2496      1044       0   CSDHO75     9   4814      N

   BX55WIB3 3698      3073       0   CSDHO75   250   4814      N

   BX55WIB3 3750      3076       0   CSDHO75   250   4814      N

   *END OF OUTPUT*   *8639*    *29*

Fields on the OPSVIEW Job Control Panel

The following fields appear on the OPSVIEW Job Control panel. To view some of the fields, you must press the RIGHT PF
key. Press the LEFT PF key to return the panel to its original position.

Job
The name of the job.

No.
The number of the job.

Lines
The number of lines for the job. The total number of all lines appears in the *END OF OUTPUT* marker at the
bottom of the panel.
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Pages
The number of pages for the job. The total number of all pages appears in the *END OF OUTPUT* marker at the
bottom of the panel.

Dest
The name of the print queue. You can change the value of this field.

Prty
The print priority of the job. You can change the value of this field.

Forms
The form type. You can change the value of this field. Values are defined by your installation.

Hold
The operator hold status. You can change the value of this field. Values are Y and N.

Note
A note indicating the last action that was taken on the job. When you first access the Job Control panel this field
indicates which job, if any, is active.

Type
The general type of the output. Values are PRT (print) and PUN (punch).

Class
The output class of the job.

How to Modify Job Control Panel Fields

You may need to change the values in the job control panel. You can modify Job Control panel fields either by typing new
values directly over the existing field values or by using primary and line commands.

Modify Job Control Panel Fields Directly

Modify the job control panel when you need to change the values being displayed.

To directly modify the job control panel fields, type new values directly over the existing values in the highlighted job
control panel and press enter.

The panel is refreshed. For each modified job, a message appears in the Note column to indicate the modification and the
original value.

NOTE
If you want to change the value of a field to the same new value for several jobs, type the new value in the
field for the first job. Then place blanks over the field values for the subsequent jobs. The following sample
panel illustrates this technique. The user typed NEWDEST into the second line of the Dest column and placed
blanks over the Dest values for the 3rd, 4th, and 5th lines of the display. As a result of the changes specified
in this panel, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) will change the print queue for the
AM60TTHF, AR49ARLP, BL05LSW, and BQ45RRBA jobs from CSDHO75 to NEWDEST.

CSDHO75 Control --- MSI1 ----- O P S V I E W -------------------- ROW 1 OF 9

COMMAND ===>

             Line Commands:  C cancel, S select, D show DDnames

-- Job ----- No.---- Lines - Pages - Dest --- Prty - Forms -- Hold ---

   AK00SATA 8739         0      22   CSDHO75     9   4814      N

   AM60TTHF 8302       231       0   NEWDEST   254   4814      N

   AR49ARLP 1805       147       0             255   4814      N

   BL05LSW  4647        24       0              15   4814      N
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   BQ45RRBA 2511         0       7               9   4814      N

   BT90BIWK 2494      1044       0   CSDHO75     9   4814      N

   BT90BIWK 2496      1044       0   CSDHO75     9   4814      N

   BX55WIB3 3698      3073       0   CSDHO75   250   4814      N

   BX55WIB3 3750      3076       0   CSDHO75   250   4814      N

   *END OF OUTPUT*   *8639*    *29*

Use Commands to Modify the Job Control Panel

You can issue some of the commands as primary commands or line commands, while others are valid only when you
issue them as primary commands.

To issue a command as a primary command, enter it in the Command field, followed by the name of the job you want the
command to affect. To issue a command as a line command, enter it in the prefix area that precedes the desired job.

You may issue the following commands from the Job Control panel.

C
Cancel. Deletes all output for the job.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes

D
DDnames. Causes the ddname control panel for the job to appear.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes

L
Locate. Scrolls the panel so that the specified job appears at the top of the panel.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes

S
Select job. Accesses a special panel of information about the selected job. In the Current Settings column on the
panel, you can view the current field values of the job. In the New Settings column, you can update any of the
modifiable fields of the job.
Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: Yes

SORT field, SORTA field, SORTD field
Sorts the jobs in the specified order. The value you specify for field can be any field name on the Job Control
panel. If you specify SORT or SORTA, OPS/MVS sorts the jobs in ascending order; if you specify SORTD, OPS/
MVS sorts the jobs in descending order.
For example, to sort the jobs by number of lines in descending order, issue this command:
SORTD LINES

Valid Primary Command: Yes
Valid Line Command: No

How to Use the DDname Control Panel

Contents

This section describes how to use the ddname control panel.
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Access the Panel

When you issue the D command from the Job Control panel, the ddname control panel appears. The panel lists
information about all of the ddnames associated with the job. Following is a sample panel:

CSDHO75.8032 Control --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ----------------- ROW 1 OF 4

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

                   Line Commands:  C cancel, S select

-- DDname ----------- Amount PM Copy  Dest --- Prty - Forms -- Hold -- Note --

   ..JESJCL               18  L    1  CSDHO75   254   4814      N

   ..JESMSG               10  L    1  CSDHO75   254   4814      N

   ..SYSMSG               50  L    1  CSDHO75   254   4814      N

   .HC.SYSUT2            153  L    1  CSDHO75   254   4814      N

   *END OF OUTPUT*      *231*

Fields on the DDname Control Panel

The following DDname, Amount, PM, and Copy fields appear on the ddname control panel:

DDname
The data definition name.

Amount
The number of lines or pages, depending upon the value of the PM field.

PM
The page mode of the ddname. If the value of this field is L, the value of the Amount field is a line count. If the
value of this field is P, the value of the Amount field is a page count.

Copy
The number of copies that will print for the ddname.

Commands for the DDname Control Panel

The commands you can issue from the ddname control panel are the same as those you can issue from the Job Control
panel, with the exception of the D command. Of course, when you issue one of the commands on the ddname control
panel, the command affects the selected ddname rather than a job.

How to Observe and Control IMS Resources (Option 3.3)
Use OPSVIEW option 3.3 to manage IMS resources, including regions, transactions, programs, and databases.

OPSVIEW provides various commands for you to use with option 3.3. In addition, OPSVIEW supports most forms of the
IMS ASSIGN, DISPLAY, START, and STOP commands. If you enter an IMS command, OPSVIEW issues the command
through the OPSCMD interface and displays the result as a formatted ISPF table. Security for IMS commands is provided
indirectly through OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) and system mechanisms.

To access OPSVIEW option 3.3, you can either:

• Enter 3 on the OPSVIEW System Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =3.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The OPSVIEW IMS Control Panel

When you select OPSVIEW option 3.3, you see a display similar to the following one:
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IMS Control ----------- MSI1 ---- O P S V I E W ------------------ Subsystem OPSS

OPTION ===>

   1  Regions           - Control IMS regions

   2  Transactions      - Control IMS transactions (SMB)

   3  Programs          - Control IMS programs     (PSB)

   4  Data Bases        - Control IMS data bases

              IMS ID ==> IMSM

        (IMS ID must be specified)

Maximum number of seconds to wait for IMS command response ==> 30

                 PASSWORD ==>

From the IMS Control panel, use the Option field to specify the type of IMS resource you want to manage. There are
several other input fields on the IMS Control panel. They are:

IMS ID
The ID of the IMS that you want to manage. You must specify a value in this field.

Maximum number of seconds to wait for IMS command response
The number of seconds OPS/MVS should wait for IMS to respond to a command before returning control to you.
If you do not specify a value, the value defaults to the value of the OCWAIT parameter.

Password
The password for the IMS that you want to manage. You must specify a value in this field.

How to Control IMS Regions (Option 3.3.1)

Contents

This section discusses how to control IMS regions.

Access the IMS Region Display Panel

To control IMS regions, you must access the IMS Region Display panel. To do so, select option 1 when you fill in the IMS
Control panel. As a result, you see a display similar to the following:

IMS Region Display--- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>

   Line Commands:       P (Stop) PA (ABDUMP) PW (WFI) PC (Cancel)

                              A (Assign)

    Line                                                    Class

   Command   ID  Name     Type  Tran/Step    Program    1    2    3    4

------------------------------------------------------------------------

             1   IPOMSG   TP    WAITING                 1

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fields on the IMS Region Display Panel

The following fields appear on the IMS Region Display panel:

Line Command
Indicates where you can enter a line command.

ID
Specifies the IMS-dependent region number used on IMS start and stop region commands.
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Name
Specifies the job name of the IMS region.

Type
Specifies the type of the region. Values are TP (message processing region) and BMP (batch message
processing region).

Tran/Step
Specifies the name of the transaction or step that is currently being processed by region. If there are no regions of
that type, NONE is specified.

Program
When the value of the Type field is TP, the Program field indicates the name of the PSB. When the value of the
Type field is BMP, the Program field indicates the job step name.

Class
Specifies the scheduling classes for the region, in selection order.

Line Commands for the IMS Region Display Panel

The following shows the line commands for the IMS Region Display panel:

A
Assigns scheduling classes to the region.

P
Stops the IMS region.

PA
Stops the IMS region and performs an abend dump.

PC
Cancels the IMS region.

PW
Stops the IMS region and waits for input.

How to Control IMS Transactions (Option 3.3.2)

Contents

This section discusses how to control IMS transactions.

Access the IMS Transaction Display Panel

To control IMS transactions, you must access the IMS Transaction Display panel. To do so, select option 2 when you fill in
the IMS Control panel. As a result, you see a display similar to the one shown here:

IMS Transaction Display --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ----------------- ROW 1 OF 11

COMMAND ===>

   Line Commands:   S  (Start)     P  (Stop)    A  (Assign)

                               Proc

   Tran                 Limit  Limit  Curr Norm Lim  Seg  Seg  Par

   Name      Cls  Queue Count  Count  Prty Prty Prty Size Num  Lim   Status

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ADDINV    1    0     3      65535  7    7    11   0    0    0

   ADDPART   2    0     2      65535  7    7    10   0    0    0

   ADFUT0SA  2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0     STOP
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   ADFUT001  2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0

   ADFUT01   2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0     STOP

   ADFUVSA   2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0     STOP

   CLOSE     2    0     2      65535  7    7    10   0    0    0     STOP

   DBDIMSD   2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0     STOP

   DBDIMSO   2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0     STOP

   DBDIMSOV  2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0     STOP

   DBDIMSP   2    0     65535  65535  1    1    1    0    0    0     PSBSTATUS

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fields on the IMS Transaction Display Panel

The following fields appear on the IMS Transaction Display panel:

Tran Name
The name of the transaction.

Cls
The scheduling class of the transaction.

Queue
The number of transactions currently waiting in the input queue.

Limit Count
The current backlog limit count.

Proc Limit Count
The number of transactions that can be processed with a single scheduling.

Curr Prty
The current priority level for the transaction.

Norm Prty
The normal priority level for the transaction.

Lim Prty
The limit priority for the transaction.

Seg Size
The maximum number of bytes in an output message segment.

Seg Num
The total number of segments for the transaction.

Par Lim
The parallel region limit.

Status
Status information about the transaction.

Line Commands for the IMS Transaction Display Panel

Use the following commands to control IMS transactions:

A
Reassigns all modifiable values. Type in new values for one or more modifiable fields on a line, then use the A
command to apply the changes to take effect.

P
Stops the IMS transaction (prevents it from being scheduled or queued).
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S
Starts the IMS transaction (permits it to be scheduled).

Access the IMS Program Display Panel

To control IMS programs, you must access the IMS Program Display panel. To do so, select option 3 when you fill in the
IMS Control panel. As a result, you see a display similar to the one shown here:

IMS Program Display - MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------------- ROW 1 OF 25

COMMAND ===>

   Line Commands:   S  (Start)     P  (Stop)

    Line                                    Conditions

   Command   Program       Type       1         2         3

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             ADFUBD01      BMP        STOPPED,  NOTINIT

             ADFUT0SA      TP         NOTINIT

             ADFUT001      TP         NOTINIT

             ADFUT01       TP         NOTINIT

             ADFUVSA       TP         NOTINIT

             DBDIMSB       BMP        NOTINIT

             DBDIMSO       TP         NOTINIT

             DBDIMSOV      TP         NOTINIT

             DFSSAM02      TP         STOPPED

             DFSSAM03      TP

             DFSSAM04      TP

             DFSSAM05      TP

             DFSSAM06      TP

             DFSSAM07      TP

             MFC1BDDR      BMP        NOTINIT

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fields on the IMS Program Display Panel

The following fields appear on the IMS Program Display panel:

Line Command
An area where you can enter a line command.

Program
When the value of the Type field is TP, the Program field indicates the name of the PSB. When the value of the
Type field is BMP, the Program field indicates the job step name.

Type
The type of the program. Valid values are TP (program that runs in a message processing region) and BMP
(program that an operator schedules and IMS controls).

Conditions
The condition of the program. Up to three conditions may appear.

Line Commands for the IMS Program Display Panel

Use the following commands to control IMS programs:

P
Stops the IMS program (prevents it from being scheduled).
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S
Starts the IMS program (permits it to be scheduled).

How to Control IMS Databases (Option 3.3.4)

To control IMS databases, you must access the IMS Database Display panel. To do so, select option 4 when you fill in the
IMS Control panel. You will need the four-character ID of an active IMS region to select this page. As a result you see a
display similar to the following one:

Data Base Display - CA99 --- O P S V I E W ---------- Row 96 to 114 of 460

Command ===> 

   IMS system: IMSX                   IMS password ===>  

  Spin Log C (C N A)  Cmds:  S SG P PG D DG E  Table size = 460 

 Cmd   Resp DBname   Type  Acc Subset Conditions                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ____      D120     ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT                

  ____      D121     ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT                

  ____      D122     ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT                

  ____      D123     ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT                

  ____      D124     ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT                

  ____      D125     DL/I  UP        NOTOPEN                                  

  ____      D13      DL/I  UP        NOTOPEN                                  

  ____      D14      DEDB  UP  3     NOTOPEN                                  

  ____      D15      ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT                

  ____      D16      PHDAM UP  3                                              

  ____      D17      PHIDA UP  3                                              

  ____      D18      PHIDA UP  29                                            

  ____      D19      ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT                

  ____      D20      DL/I  UP        NOTOPEN                                 

  ____      D21      DL/I  UP        NOTOPEN                                  

  ____      D22      DL/I  UP        NOTOPEN                                 

  ____      D23      ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT               

  ____      D24      ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT 

  ____      D25      ***** UP        STOPPED, NOTOPEN, NOTINIT

This display shows a page of the scrollable OPS 3.3.4 display. Note that the subset column contains a number on rows
D14, D16, D17, and D18. The presence of a number in this column indicates that an area or partition exists for that line.
The E (Examine) command brings a lower level display showing the areas or partitions. Their status can be monitored or
changed.

This screen displays details of the three areas associated with line D14:

IMS Data Base Display - CA11 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Row 1 to 3 of 3

  Command ===>

     IMS system: IMSX  DB= D14      TYPE= DEDB   IMS password ===>

    Spin Log C (C N A)  Cmds:  S SG P PG D DG   Table size = 3

  Cmd  Resp AREA     Acc   Conditions

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ____      D14B01A  UP    N/A      N/A     N/A      N/A      NOTOPEN

  ____      D14B02A  UP    N/A      N/A     N/A      N/A      NOTOPEN

  ____      D14B03A  UP    N/A      N/A     N/A      N/A      NOTOPEN
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The commands available on this screen are the same as those on the main screen, except that the E command is not
supported.

Fields on the IMS Database Display Panel

The IMS Database display panel has the following fields:

CMD
Enter a line command to control one database, or one Area or Partition.

Resp
Contains the return code from IMS, if nonzero. The format is RC=n. If RC is zero (normal return) then Resp
contains the last command issued, with an asterisk prefix, such as *P.

DBname
Specifies the name of the database.

Type
Specifies the IMS type of data base. Under some conditions, the type can not be determined, and asterisks are
displayed.

Access
Specifies the type of access users have to the database. This field is bi-directional; it displays the current access
method, and if you issue an S (Start) line command, you can type an access code in this field to select a new
mode. Values are:

• EX—Usage restricted to this IMS subsystem.
• RD—Read exclusive (open for input only).
• RO—Read-only.
• UP—Updates allowed.

Subset
If non-blank, indicates the number of areas or partitions active in the database.

Conditions
Displays up to three special conditions that affect the database.

Line Commands for the IMS Database Display Panel

Use the following commands to control IMS databases:

D
Deallocate, or release the database.

DG
Deallocate, or release the database on all systems.

E
Examine areas and partitions.

P
Stop the database, area, or partition.

PG
Stop the database or area or partition on all systems.

S
Starts the database. You can also use the S command to modify the Access field. To do so, type S in the Line
Command field and type a new value in the Access field.
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SG
Start the database on all systems.

How to Edit System Broadcast Messages (Option 3.4)
Contents

OPSVIEW option 3.4 enables you to use the ISPF/PDF standard editor to edit messages that are broadcast to users
when they log on to the system.

To access OPSVIEW option 3.4, you can either:

• Enter 4 on the OPSVIEW System Control Menu.
• Enter =3.4 in any Command field in OPSVIEW.

OPSVIEW Broadcast Messages Edit Panel

When you select OPSVIEW option 3.4, you see a display similar to the following one:

EDIT --- SYS1.BRODCAST ------------------------------------- COLUMNS

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

Broadcast Messages Editor -- MSI1 - O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

************************************ Top Of Data ****************************

*------------------------------------------------------------*

*                      Welcome to system MSI1                *

*---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6-*

*********************************** Bottom Of Data **************************

Guidelines for Using the Broadcast Messages Edit Panel

Follow these guidelines when editing broadcast messages:

• Although the message editor limits the length of messages to 80 bytes, you must limit the length of your messages to
62 bytes if you want them to be right justified.

• Use double quotes rather than single quotes in your messages.
• Use the standard set of ISPF/PDF commands in the broadcast message editor. When you issue the END command,

your changes will be saved. The next time users log on to the system, they will see the edited version of the message.

How to Manage Switch Operations (Option 3.5)
Contents

Switch Operations Facility (SOF) I/O Management provides an ISPF user interface that displays and controls the I/O
resources connected through ESCON directors and FICON switches.

Use this interface to do the following:

• Navigate the entire shared I/O configuration.
• Display all connectivity from the vantage point of any specific system, switch, control unit, channel path, or device, and

control all connectivity using simple line commands.
• At the level of ports within a single ESCON/FICON switch, display the port matrix of connectivity between any

individual port and all other ports within the switch.
• Display and control each port-to-port connection with a single character.
• Maintain switch configuration files.
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Access the Switch Operations Facility Menu

To access the Switch Operations Facility menu do one of the following:

• Enter 5 on the OPSVIEW System Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =3.5 in any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The following menu displays:

SOF Control ---------------- O P S V I E W -------------------- Subsystem OPSZZ

    Switch Operations Facility Menu        Server Sysname: A11SENF    Wait: 60

                                                 Applname: OPsofServer

    Local Command Sysname: *

    0  Servers         - View/Select active SOF servers

    1  Systems         - View/Select SOF managed systems

    2  Switches        - View/Select ESCON/FICON switches

    3  Channel Paths   - View channel paths

    4  Control Units   - View control units

    5  Devices         - View devices

    6  Commands        - Enter SOF server commands

    7  Offline Config  - Configure switch ports offline

 Enter END command to exit

Define Display Criteria

Many of the displays can produce hundreds or even thousands of lines of information, making it tedious to locate specific
items by scrolling through the list. You can limit the displayed information by defining display criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Place your cursor in the I= selection line under the field you want to request specific criteria.
2. Enter a specific item or use wildcard grouping on a common pattern match in the fields you want to limit and then

press enter.
The special characters asterisk (*) and question mark (?) can be placed in a character string, respectively representing
multi- and single-character wildcard matching. A single asterisk (*) in any field, or omission of any masking character,
is equivalent to no wildcarding.
The resulting display contains only the requested information.

Example: Limit the Displayed Information

The I= selection option displays only SOF Synames starting with SYSA:

 Sysnames______ Dev#___________ Type

 I=(SYSA)

Display Valid Line Commands

Line commands are function-specific and only commands appropriate to a function may be used during that dialog.

To display a summary of the line commands available for a panel, enter a question mark (?) into the prefix area of any
line.
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Valid Line Commands

Line commands are available for most SOF dialog panels. Enter line commands into the prefix area preceding the desired
line item.

The following are all available line commands; most of them are available only in a single context from a specific level of a
panel dialog:

ACT
Activates the switch configuration in a switch file and synchronize the device path status with the new switch
settings.

CDS
Copies a switch file to an offline configuration data set

CPY
Copies a switch file to another new or existing switch file on the same switch.

DEL
Deletes a switch file.

DID
Displays the complete device ID of the primary object being displayed

DSN
Displays offline port configuration data sets.

FIL
Displays the switch file list.

GCH
Displays global switch information.

GCU
Displays global control unit information.

GDV
Displays global device information.

GSW
Displays global switch information.

INS
Performs the insert file function, which creates a new switch file or over-writes an existing switch file with the
current switch port configuration.

LCH
Displays local channel path ID (CHPID) information.

LCU
Displays local control unit information.

LDV
Displays local device information.

LSW
Displays local switch information.

LSY
Changes the default local system name for other local display commands.

MAS
Displays the port mask for viewing and modification.
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MTX
Displays the switch port connectivity matrix.

NAM
Invokes a panel for changing the name of a switch or port. Overtyping name fields on the switch or port displays
accomplishes the same function as this command.

PCH
Displays the switch port for a chpid.

PCU
Displays the switch port for a control unit.

PID
Displays the switch port attached node device ID for a local control unit.

POR
Displays the port information for a switch, the contents of a switch configuration file, or an offline dataset port
information file.

SEL
Selects the line item for processing. When the display title command field is SELECT, the SEL line command
selects the requested object. When the display command is VIEW, SEL can be a synonym for another line
command.

SID
Displays the switch device ID when a switch device ID is part of the data associated with another object such as
CHPID, CU, or DEVICE.

SYS
Displays all SOF managed systems.

SOF Servers

SOF servers can be local or remotely connected to other LPARs. Any LPAR can have multiple active SOF servers.
Servers with the same CCI application name are part of an SOFplex that shares switch and device data.

The ISPF profile stores the last used server and retrieves it when the ISPF interface is started. If the profile server is not
found, the local SOF server is used.

Display and Select SOF Servers (Option 3.5.0)

This menu displays the available SOF servers from which you can select a new server.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose option 0: Servers - View/Select active SOF servers from the Switch Operations Facility Menu.
A list of available servers displays as show on the following sample menu:

SOF                       O P S V I E W               Row 1 to 4 of 4

                                                         Wait ===> 60

        VIEW SOF Server CCI Connections                     PF11=>

             Current Server: A11SENF OPsofServer

Sel Sysname  Type Application Name     Status   Jobname  CCIplex

___ ________ ____ ____________________ ________ ________ ________

 I=

 __ A11SENF   L   OPsofServer          ACTIVE   OPSIO

 __ A11SENF   L   OPsofJXS             ACTIVE   SLEJO01S
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 __ A11SENF   L   OPsofQA              ACTIVE   OPSKSOF2

 __ A31SENF   R   OPsofQA              ACTIVE   OPSKSOF1

************************* Bottom of data **************************

   Command ===>                                      Scroll ===> CSR

  F1=Help      F3=End       F5=Previous  F6=Next      F7=Up

  F8=Down     F10=Left     F11=Right    F12=Retrieve

2. Limit the number of servers by specifying filter criteria in the I= input fields and press enter.
The display refreshes listing the specified servers.

3. Enter S next to the SOF server you want to use and press enter.
The server switches to the new server.

Display and Define SOF Managed Systems (Option 3.5.1)

This menu displays system information for all systems or a system connection list for a specific switch, control unit, chpid,
or device.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose option 1: Systems - View/Select SOF managed systems from the Switch Operations Facility Menu.
A menu similar to the following displays from which you can define your criteria to limit the displayed systems and use
line commands to drill-down for additional information:

SOF  ----------------------- O P S V I E W ---------------- Row 1 to 5 of 5

                                                              Wait ===> 60

           VIEW SOF Managed Systems                          Server: A11SENF

                                                                            

                                                                      PF11=>

     |     SOF      |     System Identification     |  I/O Device Counts   |

  Sel Sysname   Stat SMF   LPAR    Sysplex  CPCname  Swch Chpid  CU  Device 

  ___ _________ ____ ____ ________ ________ ________ ____ _____ ____ ______ 

   I=                                                                       

  ___ A02SENF   DOWN                                    0     0    0      0 

  ___ X22SENF   UP   XE22 XE22     PLEXC1   MF01        8   194  291  12324 

  ___ X44SENF   LATE XE44 XE44     PLEXC1   MF01        0     0    0      0 

  ___ A61SENF   DOWN                                    0     0    0      0 

  ***************************** Bottom of data ******************************

                                                                            

2. Define your display criteria and press enter.
The SOF Managed Systems menu is refreshed and you can continue to drill down or exit to the previous menu.

3. Enter valid line commands, and press enter.
The associated menu displays.

4. Scroll to the left and right using the PF10 and PF11 keys respectively.
Additional fields of information associated with the menu display.

You can continue to drill down or exit to the previous menu.

Display ESCON/FICON Switches for Port Configuration (Option 3.5.2)

The Switches menu displays ESCON/FICON switch and port information. Use this menu to configure the switch ports.
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Follow these steps:

1. Choose option 2: Switches - View/Select ESCON/FICON switches from the Switch Operations Facility Menu.
A menu similar to the following sample displays which displays both a global and local view of SOF managed
switches. The difference in the views is the inclusion of the local system switch device number in the output display.

SOF  ----------------------- O P S V I E W ----------------  Row 1 to 8 of 8

                                                                 Wait ===> 60

         VIEW SOF Managed Switches                             Server: A11SENF

    |           Switch Identification                    |  Ports  | Connected |

 Sel  Type  Mod Mfg Serial Num   SOF Name                 Inst Impl Chp CU  Sys

 ___ ______ ___ ___ ____________ ________________________ ____ ____ ___ ___ ___

  I=_______ ___ ___ ____________ ________________________

     CONTRX 410 EMC CLX060051896 Ficon for Testing          32   32   2   3   1

     002094 S28 IBM 000000050851 No UCB for LSN 0006        59   59  19  40   1

     002094 S28 IBM 000000050851 No UCB for LSN 0007        33   33   4  29   1

     002094 S28 IBM 000000050851 No UCB for LSN 0008        32   32   4  28   1

     006064 001 MCD 000083120625 Production Ficon 1         64   64  29  25   1

     006064 001 MCD 000083120625 Production Ficon 2         64   64  31  22   1

     009032 005 IBM 000000041203 Escon for Testing         248  248   3   0   1

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

2. Enter the POR line command in the Sel field to display the ports for the switch.
A port panel for a switch similar to the following sample displays:

         VIEW All Ports for Switch                             Server: A11SENF

              IBM 2094-S28 000000050851 8005 No UCB for LSN 0005

 View Output: Y (Y/N/F)

 Cmd Options: N Exec N Vary Y Backout N Force (Y/N)  Maxdev= 256

    |         Port Properties               | Status  |   Attached Device   |

 Sel Addr Num Type  Name                     H B C  P  Devtype    Class

 ___ ____ ___ _____ ________________________ _ _ __ _  __________ __________

  I=

      8A  8A  FICON                          - -    -  CHPID 83   UNKNOWN

      8C  8C  UNKN                           - -    -  CU .3590-  UNKNOWN

      90  90  UNKN                           - -    -  CU .3590-  UNKNOWN

      92  92  UNKN                           - -    -  CU .3590-  UNKNOWN

      93  93  FICON                          - -    -  CHPID 80   UNKNOWN

      FE  00  UNKN  Switch CUP               C -    -  SWITCH     CUP

Each port is displayed along with the following information:
– Hardware status (H) attributes
– Blocked/unblocked (B) attribute
– Dedicated connection port name (C)
– Attached device type

3. Type over fields in this panel to change the attributes and press enter.
After verification, SOF will change the port and display returned messages.
Use the valid line commands to verify what devices are connected to a particular port, restrict port use, and display
additional information.
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The SOF Matrix Screen provides editing capability that lets you better manage your switch ports. This screen lets you edit
active port information, ports in a switch file, and ports from a data set that may not be tied to a specific switch.

Edit the Switch Ports

The SOF Matrix Screen provides editing capabilities for managing your switch ports. This screen lets you edit active port
information, ports in a switch file, and ports from a data set that may not be tied to a specific switch.

Follow these steps:

1. From OPSVIEW option 3.5, enter 2 for switches
The SOF Managed Switches screen displays.

2. Enter MTX in the prefix area of the switch you need to edit.
The editing screen displays, which is similar to the following:

SOF                          O P S V I E W                     Subsystem OPSZ

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

                                                                 Wait ===> 60

         EDIT All Ports for Ficon Switch                       Server: A99SENF

              EMC CONTRX-410 CLX060051896 0000 Test 080

    |          Port Properties           |           Port Mask             |

 Sel Addr Name                     H B C  0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

 ___ ____ ________________________ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 ___  00  ________________________ L - --   X P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P

 ___  01  ________________________ O - --   P X a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

 ___  02  IBM_MF01_50851_CHP2F____ - - --   P a X a a a a a a a a a a a a a

 ___  03  IBM_MF01_50851_CHP30____ - - --   P a a X a a a a a a a a a a a a

 ___  04  EMC2K_FC25_SYM0720_3D___ - - --   P a a a X a a a a a a a a a a a

 ___  05  EMC2K_FC25_SYM0720_10D__ - - --   P a a a a X a a a a a a a a a a

 ___  06  Name for 06_____________ - - --   P a a a a a X a a a a a a a a a

 ___  07  Name for 07_____________ - - --   P a a a a a a X P P P P P P P a

 ___  08  ________________________ - - --   P a a a a a a P X P P P P P P a

 ___  09  ________________________ - - --   P a a a a a a P P X P P P P P a

 ___  0A  Test change detections__ - - --   P a a a a a a P P P X P P P P a

 ___  0B  ________________________ - - --   P a a a a a a P P P P X P P P a

 ___  0C  ________________________ - - --   P a a a a a a P P P P P X P P a

 ___  0D  ________________________ - - --   P a a a a a a P P P P P P X P a

  F1=Help    F2=Split   F3=End     F4=Cancel  F6=Save    F7=Up      F8=Down

3. Enter ? in any line command field to see the list of line commands you can use.
4. Display blocks of 16 mask values for each port on the right of the screen by using the PF keys to scroll left and right.

Display port properties on the left side of the screen using PF keys to scroll up and down.
5. Edit the values in the port properties and issue SAVE on the command line.

The values change from pending to permanent. For active ports the appropriate commands are interactively issued to
modify the ports.

Display Channel Paths (Option 3.5.3)

This display lets you view channel path IDs, control unit, and device information for use in the port configuration task.
These panels identify what switch attached devices will be affected by changing switch port attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose option 3: Channel Paths - View channel paths from the Switch Operations Facility Menu.
A menu similar to the following displays the CHPID, device ID, and the switch connection attachment data.
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 SOF -------------------- O P S V I E W --------------------Row 1 to 11 of 189

         VIEW CHPIDs on All Systems                            Server: A11SENF

    |      Chpid Identification       | Sys |      Switch Connection         |

 Sel Chpid  Type  Mod Mfg Serial Num   Count Port  Type  Mod Mfg Serial Num

 ___ _____ ______ ___ ___ ____________ _____ ____ ______ ___ ___ ____________

  I=

      00   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  04  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      01   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  08  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      02   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  04  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      03   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  0A  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      06   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  24  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      4E   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  13  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      50   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  05  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      51   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  17  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      52   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  1B  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      54   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  13  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

      55   002064 1C7 IBM 000000047204     0  1F  006064 001 MCD 000083120625

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

2. Enter line commands to display complete switch hardware ID, change the SOF switch name, display the ports for
switch, display switch devices on connected systems, display CHPIDs connected to a switch.
These panels let you limit the display to provide the desired connection information.

Display Systems Attached to a Control Unit (Option 3.5.4)

The control unit display panel displays control unit connection information. This panel lets you limit the display to control
units for a specific device.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Switch Operations Facility Menu, choose option 4: Control Units - View control units.
The following menu displays:

 SOF --------------------- O P S V I E W ------------------- Row 1 to 11 of 66

                                                                 Wait ===> 60

         VIEW Control Units on All Systems                     Server: A11SENF

        |  Control Unit Identification   |   Connected   |     

Sel Gpos Type   Mod Mfg Serial Num   Tag  Sys  Swi  Dev        

___ __________________________________________     

 I=                                                            

    0000 CONTRX *** EMC CLX060051896 0000    2    1     1      

    0001 0MDS9K *** CSC 000DEC3EED42 0000    2    1     1      

    0002 0MDS9K *** CSC 00059B7DBDC2 0000    2    1     1      

    0003 0MDS9K *** CSC 00059B7D5003 0000    2    1     1      

    0004 002097 *** IBM 00000001E2B2 0000    2    2   216      

    0005 002105 *** EMC 000000031084 0000    2    2   571      

    0006 002107 *** EMC 000000002084 0000    0    2     0      

    0007 002107 *** EMC 000000002549 0000    0    2     0      

    0008 002107 *** EMC 100000002084 0000    0    2     0      

    0009 002107 *** EMC 100000002549 0000    0    2     0      
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    000A 002107 *** EMC 200000002084 0000    0    2     0      

    000B 002107 *** EMC 200000002549 0000    0    2     0      

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

2. On the selection line, define the display criteria to limit the information and press enter.
The panel displays only the requested information.

3. Enter line commands to display additional panels.
Additional panels are displayed that let you do the following:
– View complete switch hardware ID
– Change the SOF switch name
– View the ports for switch
– View switch devices on connected systems
– View CHPIDs connected to a switch, and control units

Display Devices on a Local System (Option 3.5.5)

The device display panel displays a range of devices for a local system. This panel lets you limit the display to devices
attached to a specific control unit.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Switch Operations Facility Menu, choose option 5: Devices - View devices.
The following menu displays:

 SOF  ------------------- O P S V I E W ------------------ Row 1 to 11 of 2,000

         VIEW Devices on All Systems                           Server: A11SENF

         |     Device Identification      |Connected|  Display  | Dev |

 Sel Gpos  Type  Mod Mfg Serial Num   Tag  Sys  CU   From  Count Total

 ___ ____ ______ ___ ___ ____________ ____ ____ ____ _____ _____ _____

  I=                                                 0      2000 13081

     0000 CXX000 X00 CSC 000000000000 0000   15    1

     0001 CXX000 X00 CSC 000000000000 0020   72    2

     0002 CXX000 X00 CSC 000000000000 0031   73    2

     0003 CXX000 X00 CSC 770181680000 0040   88    3

     0004 CONTRX 410 EMC CLX060051896 0000    2    1

     0005 C72000 600 CSC 662230500000 0020   60    2

     0006 001731 001 IBM 209400050851 00FE    3    0

     0007 001731 001 IBM 209400050851 01FE    3    0

     0008 001731 001 IBM 209400050851 02FE    3    0

     0009 001731 001 IBM 209400050851 03FE    3    0

     000A 001731 001 IBM 209400050851 04FE    3    0

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

2. On the selection line, define the display criteria to limit the information and press enter.
The panel refreshes displaying only the requested information.

3. Enter line commands to display additional panels.
Additional panels are displayed that let you view and change information.
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SOF Server Commands (Option 3.5.6)

The SOF Command Processor panel lets operators execute OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) SOF commands that interface with the IBM I/O subsystem to provide advanced management capabilities for
devices attached through the ESCON directors and FICON switches.

Execute New and Previously Issued Commands

There are many ways to execute commands within the SOF Command Processor.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Switch Operations Facility Menu, choose option 6 Commands - Enter SOF server commands.
The command processor panel is displayed.

2. Type a command in the command field and press the ENTER key. No special command prefixes are needed.
Command text in the command field is passed, as is, to the SOF Command Processor. The only exception is when
there are single quotes (') found in the command text. The single quotes will be doubled before being passed to the
SOF Command Processor for syntax purposes.

3. Press PF5 (Previous Command) or PF6 (Next Command) to retrieve the previously issued command. The last 20
commands are stored in your ISPF profile pool.
If you have issued the command within the same SOF Command Processor dialog instance, the related output will be
displayed with the command. Otherwise, the command alone will be placed on the command field.

NOTE
For information on controlling size of the command input line, see Control the Command Input Line Size.

Display Command Output

There are two methods for displaying command output within the SOF Command Processor.

Do one of the following:

• Execute a command and view the output in the command output area.
You may scroll up and down within the output generated by the command you entered. The amount scrolled is
controlled by the setting of the SCROLL amount, just as on every other ISPF panel.

• Press PF5 (Previous) or PF6 (Next)
The previously issued commands and the associated output is displayed, if that command was executed in the current
instance of the SOF Command Processor dialog.

NOTE
You may use the WAIT field to specify the number of seconds for which the product is to wait for the messages
generated in response to your command to appear.

Control the Command Input Line Size

When the SOF Command Processor encounters a longer command than can be accommodated by the SHORTCMD
command field, the SOF Command Processor automatically moves to the LONGCMD display screen.

Follow these steps:

1. On the command line issue the following commands:
– SHORTCMD (Default)

Specifies the command line occupy one line of the display.
– LONGCMD

Specifies the command line occupy two lines, allowing up to 126 characters of command input. This is the
maximum allowed by the SOF Command.

2. Exit option 6 and return to the pre,
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The setting in effect when you last exited is remembered.

NOTE
There is a limit on the number of lines of command output which will be captured and returned for display. If a
command you enter generates more lines than this, the last line of output you see will be a message saying
that some response lines were lost. The limit is the same value used by the OPS/MVS MVS/JES Command
Processor.

Execute Commands on Other Systems

You may need to direct commands to other systems.

To execute command on other systems when you know the server name

1. Change the Server name below the Wait field and press enter.
2. Enter the command and press enter.

The command is issued against the current server.

To execute command on other systems when you do not know the server name

1. If you do not know which servers are available and which systems they are executing on, either blank out the Server
field or enter a question mark (?) as the first character.
A dialog listing all of the servers and their associated systems is displayed.

2. Choose the desired server by entering S next to the server name and press enter.
The chosen server becomes the active server.

3. Issue a command to the active server.
The results are displayed and ready for review.

Configure Switch Ports Offline (Option 3.5.7)

Use this panel when a data set name specified for a port/switch configuration file does not exist or is not catalogued.

If the data set name is misspelled, hit PF7 to return to the previous panel to correct the data set name. Otherwise, enter
the parameters required to allocate the new data set and hit PF3 to allocate the data set.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Switch Operations Facility Menu, choose option 7: Offline Config - Configure switch ports offline and press
enter.
The Specify Offline Port Configuration Dataset is displayed:

               Specify Offline Port Configuration Dataset

   …                                                                         …

   … Port Dataset:                                                           …

   …       Member:                         Reflist Name: PORTINFO            …

   …                                                                         …

   … New Dataset Allocation:                                                 …

   …    Like DSN :                                                           …

   …    SMS Class: Management:          Storage:          Data:              …

   …    Device   : Unit:          Volume:                                    …

   …    Space    : Cylinders:       Tracks: 6     Blocks:       (Pick one)   …

   …               Secondary: 3     Directory: 10                            …

   …    Record   : Format: VB Length: 504   Blksize:       (Req for Blocks)  …

   … Command ===>                                                            …

2. Complete the required fields.
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Like Dataset Name
Enter the name of an existing data set from which the new data set will inherit DCB, DSORG, and SPACE
attributes unless explicitly overridden. DCB BLKSIZE is not inherited in a SMS environment and must be specified
or allowed to be determined by SMS.

SMS Classes
Enter the optional names of the SMS management, storage, and data class.

Device, Unit Name, and Volume Serial
Enter a generic or esoteric unit name and a volume serial name as required.
Under TSO there is a default unit name that usually puts data sets on temporary work volumes.
For a Wizard ruleset allocation, place the data set on the same volume as the other product rulesets. For a user
rules data set, place the data set on shared DASD if it will be used by multiple systems.

Space Parameters
Enter the primary space allocation amount next to the space units you want to use. If Blocks is used, enter a
block size in the record section of this panel. Specify any secondary allocation and directory block amounts on the
second space specification line.

Record Format and Size (DCB)
Enter the record format and logical record length. Wizard data sets should be FB format with record length 80.
The block size should be the same as other ruleset data sets or you can let SMS assign the block size.

DSN Type
If you want the data set to be a PDS/E, place a Y next to the PDS/E label. Depending on your release of z/OS,
you may encounter problems updating PDS/E data sets shared between systems and the requirement that SMS
must be active.

When all modifications are made, make the revised file active.

How to Manage PPRC environment (Option 3.6.1)

Use OPSVIEW option 3.6.1 to manage Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) use the Synchronous Metro Mirroring
environment, including paths and volume pairs. This option enables you to view and modify defined PPRC paths and
pairs as well as to create new ones. In addition, PPRC environment can be saved into a file. Content of the file can be
displayed or edited through other suboption.

Access the Synchronous Metro Mirroring Menu

To access the Synchronous Metro Mirroring menu, do one of the following procedures:

• Enter 6 on the OPSVIEW System Control Menu and then enter 1 on the High Availability Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =3.6.1 in any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The following menu displays:

 PPRC -- CA11 ----------------- O P S V I E W ------------------ Subsystem OPSU

Option ===>

                                                                              

   Metro Mirror Menu                 SOF: Server Sysname: A11SENF    Wait: 60 

                                                Applname: OPsofWeipe03        

                                                                              

   0  Change Server                                                           

   1  Paths             - View/Create paths                                   

   2  Pairs             - View/Create volume pairs                            

   3  Save environment  - Save path and volume pair definitions to file       

   4  View environment  - View/Edit environment definitions file              
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Enter END command to exit                                                     

SOF Servers (Option 3.6.1.0)

To change the SOF server, enter 0 on the PPRC Menu. The ISPF profile stores the last used server and retrieves it when
the ISPF interface is started.

View or Modify PPRC Paths (Option 3.6.1.1)

To View or Modify PPRC paths, choose option 1 on the PPRC Menu. As a result, you see a display similar to the one
shown here:

Remote Copy  -- CA11 ------------- O P S V I E W ------------- Row 1 to 4 of 4

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                 Wait ===> 60 

        VIEW PPRC Paths on All Systems                        Server: A11SENF 

                                                                              

 Primary command:                                                             

     CP - create a new path                                                   

                                                                              

 Line commands                                                                

     S - View details          D - Delete path                                

                                                                              

    |  Site  |       Primary Unit       | |      Secondary Unit      | |Path| 

Sel           SSID LSS Serial #     FCA    SSID LSS Serial #     FCA    Stat  

---  -------- ---- --- ------------ ----   ---- --- ------------ ----   ---   

 I=                                                                           

     PSITE    8400 02  0000000MC711 0033 - 8500 03  7500000MC711 0233 - 13    

     PSITE    8400 02  0000000MC711 0103 - 8500 03  7500000MC711 0303 - 13    

     PSITE    8600 04  0000000MC711 0033 - 8700 05  7500000MC711 0233 - 13    

     PSITE    8600 04  0000000MC711 0103 - 8700 05  7500000MC711 0303 - 13    

The line commands available on this screen are the following:

S
Displays a pop-up window with detailed information about PPRC path.

D
Removes all PPRC paths between the selected Primary and Secondary LCU (LSS).

The primary command for the Command field follows:

CP
Runs a wizard that will guide you through PPRC path setup.

Create a new PPRC path

The wizard that helps you to establish a PPRC path consists of five steps. In first four steps, you select Primary Storage
Controller, Primary Logical Control Unit (LCU), Secondary Storage Controller, and Secondary Logical Control Unit
respectively. In the fifth step, you see a display similar to the following screen:

Remote Copy -- CA11 -------------- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSU

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                 Wait ===> 60 
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   Create PPRC Path -- SPECIFY FCAs AND OPTIONS               Server: A11SENF 

                                                                              

   Step 5 of 5: Specify FCAs and options                                      

                                                                              

   Dialog Commands:                                                           

       S - Submit request    X - Exit dialog    END - Return to previous panel

                                                                              

--- FCAs ---------------------------------------------------------------------

    Primary - 1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____ 5. ____ 6. ____ 7. ____ 8. ____

  Secondary - 1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____ 5. ____ 6. ____ 7. ____ 8. ____

                                                                              

--- OPTIONS ------------------------------------------------------------------

  Consistency Group (Y/N): N    Subchannel Set (0/1): 0                       

                                                                              

--- PRIMARY SITE -------------------------------------------------------------

  Primary Storage Controller:                       Primary LCU:              

           Serial Number - 0000000MC711                   Device Number - 8400

    World Wide Node Name - 5005076308FFC641           Logical Subsystem - 02  

                                                                              

--- SECONDARY SITE -----------------------------------------------------------

  Secondary Storage Controller:                     Secondary LCU:            

           Serial Number - 0000000MC711                   Device Number - 8500

    World Wide Node Name - 5005076308FFC641           Logical Subsystem - 03  

In this display, specify the PPRC links through Primary and Secondary Fiber Channel Adapters (FCAs) and you can
specify other options like Consistency Group and Subchannel Set.

View or Modify PPRC Pairs (Option 3.6.1.2)

To View or Modify the PPRC pairs, choose option 2 on the PPRC Menu. As a result, you see a display similar to the
following screen:

Remote Copy  -- CA11 ------------- O P S V I E W ------------- Row 1 to 1 of 1

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                 Wait ===> 60 

        VIEW PPRC Mirrored Volumes on All Systems             Server: A11SENF 

                                                                              

 Primary command:                                                             

     CV - Create a new volume pair                                            

                                                                              

 Line commands                                                                

     S - View volume pair details     D - Delete a volume pair                

                                                                              

   |     Device      | |  Primary   | | Secondary  |                          

Sel Dev# Serial #       SSID LSS CCA   SSID LSS CCA   Copy State              

--- ---- ------------   ---- --- ---   ---- --- ---   ----------              

 I=                                                                           

    8419 0000000MC711 - 8400 02  19  - 8500 03  19  - Duplex    

    841A 0000000MC711  -  8400 02  1A  - 8500 03  1A  - Duplex

The line commands available on this screen are the following:

S
Displays a pop-up window with detailed information about the PPRC pair.
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D
Deletes a selected volume pair.

NOTE
Before issuing a DELETE PATH command, issue a DELETE VOLUME command to all active PPRC
volume pairs. The DELETE PATH command can cause the issuance of an ANTP0121I message when
this sequence is not followed.

The primary command for the Command field follows:

CV
Runs a wizard that guides you through the PPRC volume pair setup.

Create a new PPRC pair

The wizard that helps you to establish a PPRC pair consists of four steps. In first three steps, you select Primary Logical
Control Unit (LCU), Primary volume or a range of volumes and Secondary Logical Control Unit respectively. Secondary
volume or a range of volumes is derived from the second step, that is the Primary volume selection. In the fourth step, you
see a display similar to the following screen:

Remote Copy -- CA11 -------------- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSU

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                 Wait ===> 60 

   Create PPRC Pair -- SPECIFY OPTIONS                        Server: A11SENF 

                                                                              

   Step 4 of 4: Specify options                                               

                                                                              

   Dialog Commands:                                                           

       S - Submit request    X - Exit Wizard    END - Return to previous panel

                                                                              

--- OPTIONS ------------------------------------------------------------------

  Critical Vol (Y/N): N   Online Secondary (Y/N): N   Subchannel Set (0/1): 0

  Mode (1 - Copy, 2 - NoCopy, 3 - IncRes, 4 - Resync): 2                      

                                                                              

--- PRIMARY VOLUME(S) --------------------------------------------------------

  Primary LCU:                          Volumes to be mirrored:               

        Device Number - 8400              Device number of first volume - 8419

    Logical Subsystem - 02                Number of subsequent volumes - 3    

        Serial Number - 0000000MC711                                          

                                                                              

--- SECONDARY VOLUME(S) ------------------------------------------------------

  Secondary LCU:                        Target mirror volumes:                

        Device Number - 8500              Device number of first volume - 8519

    Logical Subsystem - 03                                                    

        Serial Number - 7500000MC711                                           

In this dialog, you can change other options that are:

• Critical Volume
• Online Secondary
• Subchannel Set
• Mode.

You can find more details about these parameters in the z/OS DFSMS Advanced Copy Services documentation.
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Save PPRC Environment (Option 3.6.1.3)

You save a current PPRC environment into a file by selecting option 3 on the PPRC Menu. The file (PDS member) resides
in a dataset whose name is specified in SOF starting procedure next to PPRC ddname.

View or Edit PPRC Environment file (Option 3.6.1.4)

Option 4 on the PPRC Menu shows you the content of PPRC environment file. As a result of selecting the option 4, you
see a display similar to the following screen:

Remote Copy  -- CA11 ------------- O P S V I E W ------------- Row 1 to 5 of 5

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

                                                                              

    PPRC Paths and Volume Pairs in environment file                           

                                                                              

    Primary commands:                                                         

     E - EDIT file                                                            

     * - Execute all lines with exception status                              

                                                                              

    Line command:                                                             

     S - Select line for execution                                            

                                                                              

   |    | |      Primary Unit       |  |      Secondary Unit      | |     |   

Sel Type    ID  LSS WWNN                 ID  LSS WWNN                #Vols    

sss ssss   ssss sss ssssssssssssssss    ssss sss sssssssssssssssss   sssss    

 I=                                                                           

    Path - 8400 02  5005076308FFC641  - 8500 03  5005076308FFC641  - ---      

    Path - 8500 03  5005076308FFC641  - 8400 02  5005076308FFC641  - ---      

    Path - 8600 04  5005076308FFC641  - 8700 05  5005076308FFC641  - ---      

    Path - 8700 05  5005076308FFC641  - 8600 04  5005076308FFC641  - ---      

    Pair - 8419 02  ----------------  - 8519 03  ----------------  - 1        

The line command available on this screen is:

S
Sends a command which tries to establish a PPRC path or pair that is defined by corresponding line.

The primary commands for the Command field follow:

E
Opens the file in the Edit mode.

*
Tries to establish all PPRC paths/pairs contained in the file.

OPSVIEW Control Option

Overview of the OPSVIEW Control Option (Option 4)

Use the OPSVIEW Control Option to update the running copy of OPS/MVS. OPS/MVS does not preserve the changes
that you make when using option 4; all changes are lost when you restart OPS/MVS.

You can perform these tasks with the OPSVIEW Control Option:
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• View and modify product addresses and parameter values
• Control the Multi-System Facility (MSF)
• View status information about the Operator Server Facility (OSF)
• View status information about the Enhanced Console Facility (ECF)
• Control the Automated Operations Facility (AOF)
• Start a copy of OPS/MVS 
• Stop a copy of OPS/MVS 
• View, create, and modify global variables (both standard and temporary) and SYSPLEX variables
• Control the status of all External Product Interface (EPI) virtual terminals
• View and control System State Manager tables and resources
• View and maintain CICS connections
• View and maintain OPSLOG definitions

Access the OPSVIEW Control Option

To access the OPSVIEW Control Menu, enter 4 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. You see a display similar to the
following:

Control ------------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------------Subsystem OPSS

OPTION  ===>

   1  Parms              - View/Modify product addresses and parms

   2  MSF Control        - Control Multi-System Facility

   3  OSF Information    - View Operator Server Facility status

   4  ECF Information    - View Enhanced Console Facility status

   5  AOF Control        - Control Automated Operations Facility

   6  Start              - Start the main product address space

   7  Stop               - Stop the main product address space

   8  Global Variables   - Display and Update Global/SYSPLEX Variables

   10  EPI Control       - Control External Product Interface

   11  SSM Control       - View/Control System State Manager

   12  COF Control       - View/Modify CICS Operations Facility

   13  OPSLOG Control    - View/Modify OPSLOG Definitions

   14  WebCenter Control - View/Modify WebCenter LU Prefix:

Enter END command to return to primary options.

Using the Parms Option (Option 4.1)
Use OPSVIEW option 4.1 to:

• View and modify OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) parameter settings
• View information about OPS/MVS queues
• View a graphical representation of OPS/MVS performance
• View a graphical representation of OPS/MVS storage utilization
• View information about OPS/MVS modules

Access Option 4.1

To access OPSVIEW option 4.1, you can either:

• Enter 1 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.1 into any valid field in OPSVIEW
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The Parameters Menu

From the following OPS/MVS Parameters menu, use the Option field to specify the option you want to use:

OPS/MVS Parameters-- MSI1 -- O P S V I E W -- Subsystem OPSS

OPTION ===>

   0  Parms System     - Select target MSF System ( *local* )

   1  Parms            - Set/Display product parameters

   2  Display Queues   - Display information about product Queues

   3  Display Perform  - Perform group in graphic format

   4  Display Storage  - Storage group in graphic format

   5  Modules          - Information about product Modules

Press END to return.

Select a Remote System (Option 4.1.0)

Use option 4.1.0 to select a remote system that has been defined to the MSF. Once you make your selection, you
can then use options 4.1.1 through 4.1.5 to view information about the copy of OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) that is running on the selected system.

Initially, the default is the local system. Once you have selected another system, your system selection remains in effect
until you make a new selection.

The Remote System List

When you select option 0 from the OPS/MVS Parameters menu, the following Remote System List window appears:

OPS/MVS Parameters--- S034 ---- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSS

OPTION  ===> 0

0   Parms System     - Select target MSF System ( *local* )

1   .--------------------------------------------------------------------.

2   | S031  --- Remote System List --- OPSS ---------- Row 1 to 10 of 15 |

3   | COMMAND ===>____________________________________SCROLL ===> PAGE   |

4   |    Use S in the SEL column to select a system                      |

5   |    or enter the END command to return.                             |

    |                                                                    |

    | Sel  Ident     Name      Alias    Alias     Status    Action       |

    |      Local     OPS44A                       ACTIVE                 |

    |      Remote    MVSXE11   v11                ACTIVE                 |

    |      Remote    OPS03S    MVSXE03  TSO03     ACTIVE                 |

    |      Remote    OPS07S    MVSXE07  TSO07     FAILED                 |

    |      Remote    OPS11K    C11                ACTIVE                 |

    |      Remote    OPS11Z                       ACTIVE                 |

    |      Remote    OPS13S    MVSXE13   TSO13    FAILED                 |

    |      Remote    OPS19S    MVSXE19   TSO19    FAILED                 |

    '--------------------------------------------------------------------'

Press END to return

The Remote System List window lists all remote systems that have been defined to the Multi-System Facility. For each
system, the window shows a system name, status, and action (if any). The Ident field indicates the type of the system
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(local, meaning the named system is the one to which you are logged on; or remote, meaning a cross-system connection
exists).

If you defined any MSF systems with aliases, the Remote System List window will contain one or two Alias fields,
depending on the following:

• If no system has more than one alias defined, one Alias field will be displayed.
• If any system has two or more aliases defined, two Alias fields will be displayed; at most, the first two aliases will be

displayed for any system.

The following example panel shows a system where each MSF node has no or one alias defined:

OPS/MVS Parameters--- S034 ---- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSS

OPTION  ===> 0                                                                

 

   0  Parms System     - Select target MSF System ( *local* )                 

   .-----------------------------------------------------------.              

   | S034  --- Remote System List --- OPSS --- Row 1 to 9 of 9 |              

   | COMMAND ===>                           SCROLL ===> PAGE   |              

   |    Use S in the SEL column to select a system             |              

   |    or enter the END command to return.                    |              

   |                                                           |              

   | Sel  Ident     Name      Alias     Status    Action       |              

   |      Local     OPS44A    ASHER44   ACTIVE                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS03A    ASHER03   ACTIVE                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS03Q    QA03      FAILED                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS44C    MEL44     FAILED                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS44Q    QA44      ACTIVE                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS44R    REZAR44   FAILED                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS44S    PROD44    ACTIVE                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS44X    GLENN44   FAILED                 |              

   |      Remote    OPS44Y              FAILED                 |              

   |  ******************* Bottom of data ********************* |              

   '-----------------------------------------------------------'              

You can define and activate MSF systems in either of these ways:

• Use OPSVIEW option 4.2.
• Use the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF host command environment.

View and Modify Parameter Settings (Option 4.1.1)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 to view the current settings of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
parameters and, optionally, to modify the settings.

Access the Parms Panel

If you want to view or modify OPS/MVS parameter settings, you must access the OPS/MVS Parms panel. To do so, you
can either:

• Select option 1 from the OPS/MVS Parameters menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.1.1 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

OPS/MVS Parms --- XE44 -------- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSK
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COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

==================================== Display Profile ========================

Name:        Value:              Type:                  Group:

Description:                                            System:

=============================================================================

 Line commands: S Show additional information

  Name              Value                Description            ROW 1 OF 985

  OPMSADDRESS       X'11710000'          MASTER BLOCK ADDRESS

  OPVTADDRESS       X'0F6F7000'          ADDRESS VECTOR TABLE ADDRESS

  OPJSADDRESS       X'11940000'          JES INTERFACE BLOCK ADDRESS

  OPWK              X'11FB8000'          SYSTEM WORK AREA ADDRESS

  OPPM              X'0E142000'          PERMANENT PRODUCT DATA AREA ADDRESS

  SSVT              X'00FA4710'          SUBSYSTEM VECTOR TABLE ADDRESS

  SSCT              X'00B99000'          SSCT CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS

  UX18OPMS          X'00000000'          IATUX18 OPMS MESSAGE ROUTINE ADDRESS

  OPMFADDRESS       X'11827000'          MSF CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS

  OPEPADDRESS       X'117C7000'          EPI CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS

  PRPL              X'18264F00'          PROCESS BLOCK POOL HEADER ADDRESS

  SSAT              128                  SSAT INDEX VALUE

  SSEXTYPE          PREHOOKED            SUBSYSTEM EXIT ADDRESS FIELD TYPE

  SSEXADDR          X'00A779A0'          SUBSYSTEM EXIT FIELD ADDRESS

  MAINBLOCK         X'7F6S3F00'          MAIN PROCESS BLOCK ADDRESS

  OSFQUE            1024 COMMANDS        OSF MAXIMUM EXECUTE QUEUE SIZE

  OSFQUEUE          X'18691000'          OSF EXECUTE QUEUE ADDRESS

  OSFMIN            2 SERVERS            OSF MINIMUM ACTIVE SERVER COUNT

  OSFMAX            2 SERVERS            OSF MAXIMUM ACTIVE SERVER COUNT

  OSFDORM           60 SECONDS           OSF MAXIMUM SERVER DORMANT TIME

  .

  .

  .

Using the Display Profile Area to Subset the Parameter List

The OPS/MVS Parms panel shows a listing of all OPS/MVS parameters. Although you can use the UP and DOWN PF
keys to scroll the list, the list is long. Instead of viewing the long list, you can use the Display Profile area of the OPS/
MVS Parms panel to filter out some of the parameters. By doing so, you can view a subset of parameters that includes
only the parameters that you want to see.

The following fields are available in the Display Profile area of the OPS/MVS Parms panel:

Name
Enter the name of the parameter you want to view. If you are unfamiliar with the exact name of the parameter, you
may enter a name mask. As a result, OPS/MVS displays a list of all the parameters with names that include the
character string you specified with the mask.

Value
Enter a value in this field to view a list of all the parameters with values that include the string you entered.

Type
Enter a parameter type in this field to view a list of the parameters that belong under that type classification.
Values for this field are U (Update), I (Initialization only) and D (Display only).

NOTE
With a few exceptions, display-only parameters are not documented. If you need information
about display-only parameters and you cannot find it, the best way to get it is to enter D in the Type field.
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Once OPS/MVS displays the list of display-only parameters for you, use the S line command to view
more detailed information.

Group
Enter a parameter group name to view a list of the parameters belonging to that group. If you are unfamiliar with
the exact name of the group you want to enter, enter a group mask. As a result, OPS/MVS displays a list of all
the parameters with group names that include the character string you specified with the mask. Filling in the
Group field provides a performance benefit to OPS/MVS, because it permits the application to scan only those
parameters that belong to the group you specify.

NOTE
You can use the GROUPS primary command to view a list of OPS/MVS group names.

Description
Enter a description or partial description in this field to view a list of all the parameters with descriptions that
include the string you entered.

System
Enter the MSF-defined system name of a remote OPS/MVS system to view its parameter settings.

The S Line Command

Issue the S line command in the prefix area on the OPS/MVS Parms panel to view more detailed information about a
particular parameter.

Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a displayed parameter. To issue the S line command for a
displayed parameter using point-and-shoot, place the cursor to the left of the desired parameter and select Enter. Point-
and-shoot is enabled only if no line commands have been entered.

Primary Commands for the Parms Panel

 OPS/MVS provides several commands for you to use on the OPS/MVS Parms panel. Enter primary commands in the
Command field.

GROUPS
Displays a list of the OPS/MVS parameter group names. From the list, you can select the group that you want to
view.

MODULES
Displays the Modules panel. This is the same as OPSVIEW option 4.1.5.

REPORT
Causes OPS/MVS to generate a complete report of the subsetted parameters and to place it in your ISPF list
data set. The REPORT command is also valid from the detailed panel that you see when you issue the S line
command.

SORT colname sequence
Sorts the parameters according to the value you specify for colname. Values for colname are NAME, VALUE,
and DESCRIPTION. You can specify more than one colname value at a time. The sort sequence defaults to
ascending, unless you specify D as the value for sequence.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to sort the parameter list using any displayed column heading. To sort the parameter
list using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press Enter.

Modifying the SSM Monitor Display Default

The SSMMONDISP parameter defines the default value for the SSM Monitor Display parameter in option 0.1. The
OPSVIEW administrators use this option to change default settings for users who interact with OPSVIEW 4.11.2. By
default, the edit option is enabled.
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For example, the administrator wants to protect the system against accidental starts and stops. Changing this default
value for new users lets the administrator control the default for new operators. You can view the value of the OPSVIEW
parameter through option 4.1.1.

B
Browse prohibits all type over changes.

V
View allows type over changes with verification.

E
Unrestricted type over changes

Modifying a Parameter Value on the Parms Panel

You can change the value of a parameter by typing directly over the value that appears in the Value field.

If you change a parameter but do not copy the change to the appropriate OPSSPA00 member of the Logical Parmlib
Concatenation, the change stays in effect only during the current OPS/MVS session.

A Note About Display-only Parameters

With a few exceptions, display-only parameters are not documented. If you need information about a display-only
parameter, and you cannot find it, follow this procedure:

1. Place a D in the Type field on the OPS/MVS Parms panel to view a list of display-only parameters.
2. Use the S line command to view more detailed information about one of the listed display-only parameters.

View Queue Information (Option 4.1.2)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.1.2 to view information about how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) is
performing with its queues. The following are the OPS/MVS queues:

ATMSOURCEQUEUE
The AOF uses this queue to process Automate rules. The queue can hold up to 128 entries; you cannot modify its
size.

EPICMDQUEADDR
The External Product Interface (EPI) uses this queue to receive EPI commands. The value of the
EPICMDQUESIZE parameter indicates the size of this queue, which is set to 1024. You cannot modify the
EPICMDQUESIZE parameter.

EXECQUEUE
The AOF uses this queue to receive AOF commands. To change the size of this queue, update the EXECQUE
parameter before you initialize OPS/MVS. For details about specifying parameters, see Parameters in OPS/MVS.

MRTQUEUE
The MSF Router (MRT) subtask uses this queue to route cross-system operations that are received from other
MSF-connected systems to the internal servers that perform operations on this system. MRTQUEUE holds up to
128 entries; you cannot change its size.

MSFQUEUE
The Multi-System Facility (MSF) uses this queue to receive MSF commands that are sent by the ADDRESS
OPSCTL MSF command. The MSFQUEUE holds up to 128 MSF commands; you cannot change its size.

OSFQUEUE
The Operator Server Facility (OSF) uses this queue to receive OSF commands. These OSF commands include
ADDRESS TSO commands from AOF rules, commands that are issued with the OSF command character from a
console, and commands issued in the ADDRESS OSF environment. To change the size of this queue, update the
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OSFQUE parameter before you initialize OPS/MVS. For details about specifying parameters, see Parameters in
OPS/MVS.

OSFTSLQUEUE
The Operator Server Facility (OSF) uses this queue to receive OSFTSL commands. These OSF commands
are issued in the ADDRESS OSFTSL environment. To change the size of this queue, update the OSFTSLQUE
parameter before you initialize OPS/MVS. For details about specifying parameters, see Parameters in OPS/MVS.

OSFTSPQUEUE
The OSF uses this queue to receive OSFTSP commands. These OSF commands are issued in the ADDRESS
OSFTSP environment. To change the size of this queue, update the OSFTSPQUE parameter before you initialize
OPS/MVS. For details about specifying parameters, see Parameters in OPS/MVS.

VTAMQUEUE
The MSF uses this queue to send and receive both messages and commands between systems. The queue can
hold up to 1024 entries; you cannot modify its size.

Access the Queues Panel

To view information about OPS/MVS queues, you must access the Queues panel. To do so, you can either:

• Select option 2 from the OPS/MVS Parameters menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.1.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

Queues --- S034 -------------- O P S V I E W --- OPSA -------- ROW 1 TO 9 OF 9

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

System : *local*

               <--Messages--><----Maximum Queue------>  Last <Overflow>  Update

Name           Added Removed  Depth    Date      Time   Flag Flag Count   Count

ATMSOURCEQUEU      0       0      0 NONE       NONE     NO   NO       0       0

EPICMDQUEADDR     42      42      2 2003/09/05 20:37:50 NO   NO       0      82

EXECQUEUE          2       2      1 2003/09/05 19:09:50 NO   NO       0       3

MRTQUEUE           0       0      0 NONE       NONE     NO   NO       0       0

MSFQUEUE           0       0      0 NONE       NONE     NO   NO       0       0

OSFQUEUE           1       1      1 2003/09/05 19:08:43 NO   NO       0       1

OSFTSLQUEUE        0       0      0 NONE       NONE     NO   NO       0       0

OSFTSPQUEUE        0       0      0 NONE       NONE     NO   NO       0       0

VTAMQUEUE          0       0      0 NONE       NONE     NO   NO       0       0

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Fields on the Queues Panel

The following fields appear on the Queues panel:

System
If you are viewing queue information about the local system, this value is *local*. If you are viewing information
about a remote system, the name of the remote system appears here.

Name
The name of the queue

Messages Added
The total number of messages that are sent to the queue for processing.
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Messages Removed
The total number of messages that are removed by this queue

Maximum Queue Depth
The high water mark of the queue

Maximum Queue Date
The most recent date on which the queue reached the value in the Maximum Queue Depth field.

Maximum Queue Time
The most recent time at which the queue reached the value in the Maximum Queue Depth field.

Last Flag
Indicates whether the OPS/MVS subsystem is going through its shutdown process.

Overflow Flag
Indicates whether the queue reached an overflow condition. When an overflow occurs, the command or message
that is destined for the queue is lost.

Overflow Count
The number of times the queue reached an overflow condition.

Update Count
The total number of messages, commands, or both, the queue received.

View a Graphical Representation of Performance (Option 4.1.3)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.1.3 to view a graphical representation of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) performance, regarding the time it takes OPS/MVS to process each OPS/MVS event in the system. The time
referred to here is actual elapsed time in microseconds, rather than CPU time. The graphical representation is derived
from the values in the PRODPERFORM parameter group.

Access the Performance Analysis Panel

To view a graphical representation of OPS/MVS event processing performance, you can either:

• Select option 3 from the OPS/MVS Parameters menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.1.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

Performance Analysis --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --- OPSA           ROW 1 OF 22

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

      Elapsed Time     BLUE Fields: No Rule Fired      RED Fields: Rule(s) Fired

      in Microseconds        System: *local*                        10

 Bin  Bounds               Elapsed time Monitor                    Scale Count

             |----10----20---30---40---50---60---70---80---90--100 AUTO

  01     100 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  01     500 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  02     200 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  02    1000 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  03     300 |>                                                    AUTO     30

  03    1500 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  04     400 |>                                                    AUTO     53

  04    2000 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  05     500 |================>                                    AUTO   3300

  05    2500 |>                                                    AUTO      0
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  06     600 |====>                                                AUTO    997

  06    3000 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  07     700 |>                                                    AUTO    199

  07    3500 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  08     800 |>                                                    AUTO    108

  08    4000 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  09     900 |>                                                    AUTO     79

  09    4500 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  10    1000 |>                                                    AUTO     67

  10    5000 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  11    1100 |>                                                    AUTO     55

  11    5500 |>                                                    AUTO      0

  12    1200 |>                                                    AUTO     43

  12    6000 |>                                                    AUTO      0

Understanding the Performance Analysis Panel

The Performance Analysis panel displays a list of 21 bins, or pairs of counters. Each bin is bound by a length of time in
microseconds. For example, suppose the boundaries of bin 01 are 0 microseconds and 100 microseconds. This means
that any event that takes OPS/MVS between 0 and 100 microseconds to process is accounted for in this bin.

The System field indicates whether you are viewing performance information about the local system or a remote system.
If the information pertains to the local system, the value *local* appears in the System field; otherwise, the name of the
remote system appears.

The Use of Color on the Performance Analysis Panel

For users with color terminals, the Performance Analysis panel uses color as a visual key. The panel uses blue to indicate
automation events for which no rule executed and red to indicate those events for which one or more rules executed.

If you are not using a color terminal, you can easily distinguish between events by using the following primary commands
to filter the display:

RULE
Displays the data for those events for which one or more rules executed.

NOTE
These events appear in red on a color terminal.

NORULE
Displays the data for those events for which no rules executed.

NOTE
These events appear in blue on a color terminal.

ALL
Displays the data for all events, regardless of whether rules were executed. ALL is the default.

Modify the Scale of the Performance Analysis Panel

By default, the scale on the Performance Analysis panel is 1000. Depending upon the number of automation events that
OPS/MVS handles at your site, you may want to modify the scale.

For example, on the panel under Accessing the Performance Analysis Panel, most of the events OPS/MVS processed are
accounted for in bin 05. They are accounted for in this bin because it took OPS/MVS between 400 and 500 microseconds
to process each of these events. By looking at the Count field, you see that there are 3300 events in bin 05. But without
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your even having to look at the Count field, a glance at the arrow stretching across the left side of the panel would quickly
indicate to you that most events fall into bin 05.

Now look at bin 08. Although the Count field clearly states that there are 108 events in bin 08, no arrow appears on
the panel. The absence of the arrow seems to indicate that there are no events that fall into this bin. This contradiction
occurs because of the setting of the scale, which does not permit enough detail to be shown for a site where OPS/MVS
processes relatively few events. If you worked at the site where this sample panel appeared, and you wanted to see more
detail of OPS/MVS performance activity, you would issue the SCALE command.

The SCALE command has the following syntax:

SCALE {AUTO|n}

AUTO
Adjusts the scale so that the panel displays event processing in thousandths of microseconds. This is the default.

n
Adjusts the scale according to the value of n, which can be 1 or any number that is a multiple of 10. For example,
if you specify SCALE 10, the panel displays event processing in tenths of microseconds. The smaller the number
you specify for n, the more detail you see on the panel. If you specify an invalid value for n, OPS/MVS rounds it
up to the next highest multiple of 10.

View Storage Usage Information (Option 4.1.4)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.1.4 to view a graphical representation of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) virtual storage usage.

Access the Storage Panel

To view information about OPS/MVS storage usage, access the Storage panel. To do so, you can either:

• Select option 4 from the OPS/MVS Parameters menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.1.4 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

Storage --- S034 ------------- O P S V I E W --- OPSA               ROW 1 OF 4

COMMANDc ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

System : *local*

Type         Value          Storage display in Kilobytes scaled to 100 x Scale

                   |----10----20---30---40---50---60---70---80---90--100

CSA             1K #                                                     1K

Limit        2048K |==========>

ECSA          502K |>                                                    100K

Limit        4096K |====================>

PRIVATE        24K #                                                     1M

Limit       12288K |======>

EPRIVATE    76449K #                                                     100M

Limit     2097151K |==========>

****************************** BOTTOM OF STORAGE DATA **************************
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Understanding the Storage Panel

The Storage panel presents information about the virtual storage OPS/MVS is using. By glancing at the panel, you can
see whether OPS/MVS virtual storage usage is dangerously close to or has already reached its limit.

If you are viewing storage utilization information about the local system, the value *local* appears in the System field. If
you are viewing information about a remote system, the name of the remote system appears in the System field.

Four pairs of lines are on the panel; one pair for each virtual storage type (common storage, extended common storage,
private storage, and extended private storage).

For each storage type, the first line shows the actual amount of storage that OPS/MVS is using. The second line shows
the maximum amount of storage that OPS/MVS can use. For example, on the panel under Accessing the Storage Panel,
OPS/MVS is using 502 KB of ECSA virtual storage, but it may use as much as 4096 KB.

To change the maximum amount of virtual storage that OPS/MVS can use, use the CSALIMIT, ECSALIMIT, PRIVLIMIT,
and EPRIVLIMIT parameters. For details about specifying parameter values, see Parameters in OPS/MVS.

View Module Information (Option 4.1.5)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.1.5 to view a list of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) modules. The
list contains information about each module. The list is handy when you need to find out the release and level of the copy
of OPS/MVS that is running on your system.

Access the Modules Panel

To access the Modules panel, you can either:

• Select option 5 from the OPS/MVS Parameters menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.1.5 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following:

Modules --- XE44 -- *local*  --- O P S V I E W --- OPSA           Row 1 of 245

 COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

 ======================= Profile for Module Display ============================

 | Name     Address    Size Location   R K AM Release  Pgmr.       Date    Time

 |                                                                             

 | -------- -------- ------ ---------- - - -- -------- -------- ---------- -----

 ===============================================================================

   Name     Address    Size Location   R K AM Release  Pgmr.    Date       Time

 _ OPADRLFU 0B3CE5D8   2600 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 06.47

 _ OPALCB   0B3454C8   2784 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.09

 _ OPAMEX   0B44BA30   5584 EPRIVATE   N 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.10

 _ OPAMVRFU 0B2707F0   6160 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.10

 _ OPAOEP   0B335250   2232 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.11

 _ OPAOEX   0B2C4018   8168 EPRIVATE   N 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.11

 _ OPAOPR   0B2C6C08  21496 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.11

 _ OPAORLMG 0B2CC1F8  97800 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 AREAS01  2004/01/24 07.58

 _ OPAPPCFU 0B3906C8  18744 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 NONE     NONE     NONE       NONE

 _ OPAPPCTP 0B33B450   2992 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.14

 _ OPARRQFU 0B36B3B0    712 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 06.48

 _ OPATMD   0B36B678   2440 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.17

 _ OPAUCK   06FD0000  23360 ECSA COPY  Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.17

 _ OPA2CMLS 0B31ACE0    800 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 NONE     NONE     NONE       NONE
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 _ OPA2OPSS 00006FF8      8 PRIVATE    Y 2 24 NONE     NONE     NONE       NONE

 _ OPBOEX   0B282240   1848 EPRIVATE   N 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.18

 _ OPBOFU   0B2E4300  19712 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.19

 _ OPBOMD   0B2E91A0    584 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.20

 _ OPBOSU   0B2E9848  96184 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.20

 _ OPBR14   00C5D008      8 CSA GLOBAL Y 2 31 NONE     NONE     NONE       NONE

 _ OPCIFU   0B3C08F0  10000 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.23

 _ OPCIMGRU 06F8F000   6824 ECSA COPY  Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.23

 _ OPCITRCN 0B347198   2896 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 CICASM   2004/01/17 05.08

 _ OPCK     0B202E40    448 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.24

 _ OPCMPR   0B301580   6784 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.24

 _ OPCNRCTP 0B36C318   3096 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.25

 _ OPCNSNTP 0B3B5B40   5312 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.25

 _ OPCOSB   071C5000  26408 ECSA COPY  Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.26

 _ OPDAIO   0917A000  28392 ECSA COPY  Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.27

 _ OPDBFU   0B303EF8   4360 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.28

 _ OPDERLFU 0B3DD640   2496 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 06.48

 _ OPDOFU   070EC000   2224 ECSA COPY  Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.29

 _ OPDYAL   07818000   6936 ECSA COPY  Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.30

 _ OPECFU   0B372690   2272 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.30

 _ OPEHAPTP 0B397B78   9352 EPRIVATE   Y 2 31 11.00.00 OPSASM   2004/01/17 05.31

Fields on the Modules Panel

The following fields appear on the Modules panel.

NOTE
The top line of the panel indicates whether this module list is for the local system or a remote system. If you are
viewing module information about the local system, the value *local* appears in the top line of the panel. If you
are viewing module information for a remote system, the name of the remote system appears instead.

Name
The module name

Address
The address of the module

Size
The size of the module in bytes

Location
The virtual storage area in which the module resides.

R
A value indicating whether the module is dynamically reloadable (Y) or not (N).

K
The numeric protection key of the module Values are 2, 4, and 8.

AM
The addressing mode of the module Values are 24 and 31.

Release
The release number of OPS/MVS to which the module belongs, or NONE.

Pgmr
The name of the programmer who last assembled the module, or NONE.
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Date
The date the module was assembled, or NONE.

Time
The time the module was assembled, or NONE.

Use the Profile Area to Subset the Module List

The Modules panel shows a listing of all OPS/MVS modules. Although you can use the UP and DOWN PF keys to scroll
the list, the list is long. Instead of viewing the long list, you can use the profile area of the Modules panel to view a subset
of modules that includes only those that you want to see.

The following describes the fields in the profile area of the Modules panel:

Name
Enter the name of the module you want to view. If you are unfamiliar with the exact name of the module, you may
enter a name mask. As a result, OPS/MVS displays a list of all the modules with names that include the character
string you specified with the mask.

Address
When you enter data into this profile field, OPS/MVS treats it as an address prefix. Any module having an address
that begins with the data you enter appears on the display.

Size
When you enter a number into this field, any module having a size equal to or greater than the number you enter
appears on the display.

Location
When you enter data into this profile field, any module with a location that contains the character string you enter
appears on the display.

R
Enter a Y in this field to view only those modules that are dynamically reloadable, enter N to view those that are
not.

K
If you enter a numeric protection key in this field (2,4, or 8), only those modules having that particular protection
key appear on the display.

AM
If you enter an addressing mode in this field (24 or 31), only those modules with that addressing mode appear on
the display.

Release
OPS/MVS treats data in this field as a release prefix. Any module having a release number that begins with the
data you enter appears on the display.

Pgmr
OPS/MVS treats data in this field as the prefix of the name of a programmer. Any module that was last assembled
by a programmer whose name begins with the data you enter appears on the display.

Date
If you enter data into this field, OPS/MVS treats it as a date prefix. Any module with an assembly date that begins
with the data you enter appears on the display.

Time
OPS/MVS treats the data in this field as a time prefix. Any module with an assembly time that begins with the data
you enter appears on the display.
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The S Line Command

Issue the S line command in the prefix area on the Modules panel to view more detailed information about a particular
module.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following:

OPS/MVS Module Detail--- XE44 ----- O P S V I E W -- OPSA       Row 1 of 14

===>                                                           SCROLL ===> CSR

System: *local*                                                               

*******************************************************************************

  ADDRESS OF MODULE OPSMMG                           X'09462000'              

  MODULE ORIGINAL ADDRESS                            X'0C7311E8'              

  MODULE FINAL ADDRESS                               X'09462000'              

  MODULE VECTOR TABLE ENTRY ADDRESS                  X'0B18F750'              

  MODULE SIZE                                        48664 BYTES              

  MODULE ORIGINAL LOCATION                           EPRIVATE                 

  MODULE FINAL LOCATION                              ECSA COPY                

  MODULE PROTECT KEY                                 CODE (2)                 

  MODULE AMODE                                       31                       

  MODULE VERSION                                     11.00.00                 

  MODULE PROGRAMMER NAME                             AREAS01                  

  MODULE ASSEMBLY DATE                               01/05/00                 

  MODULE ASSEMBLY TIME                               16.56                    

  MODULE IS ELIGIBLE FOR RELOAD                      YES                      

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for an individual module. To issue the S line command for an
individual module using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired module Name and select
Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

The R Line Command

Use the R line command to have OPS/MVS dynamically reload the module from an OPSMAIN STEPLIB or system link-
listed (LNKLIST) load library. This command is only valid if column R for the module has a value of 'Y'.

Primary Commands for the Modules Panel

There are a few primary commands that you can issue from the Modules panel. Enter primary commands in the
Command field.

Find modulename
Finds a specific module. The display scrolls so that the modulename module appears in the top row of the
Modules panel.
For example, to find the module named OPINMA, issue this command:
F OPINMA

LINES nn
Sets the number of lines per page for the REPORT command.
For example, this command sets the lines per page to 66:
LINES 66

Locate modulename
If OPS/MVS finds a module named modulename, the display scrolls so that the modulename module appears in
the top row of the Modules panel.
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For example, to cause the module named OPCMPR to appear at the top of the panel, issue this command:
L OPCMPR

REPORT
Generates a complete report of the modules and places it in your ISPF list data set.
For example:
REPORT

Select modulename
Displays detailed information about a module.
For example, this command causes OPS/MVS to display details about the OPINMA module:
S OPINMA

SORT colname [A|D]
OPS/MVS sorts the modules according to the value of one or more colnames. If not specified, the default colname
is NAME. For each colname specified, you may specify A for Ascending sort, or D for Descending sort. If not
specified, Ascending sort is done by default. Column NAME is automatically appended as a secondary sort
colname if it has not been specified on the SORT command.
For example, to sort the modules according to Descending protection keys within Ascending sizes, issue this
command:
SORT SIZE KEY D

Point-and-shoot is enabled to sort the module list using any displayed column heading. Point-and-shoot uses
Descending SORT order for the SIZE column and Ascending SORT order for all other columns. To sort the
module list using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press ENTER.

Control the Multi-System Facility (Option 4.2)
Use OPSVIEW option 4.2 to control sessions that the Multi-System Facility, or MSF, is maintaining between copies of
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS).

What Is the Multi-System Facility (MSF)

The MSF extends the facilities of OPS/MVS into the multiple-CPU/multiple-site environment. The MSF establishes
sessions between copies of OPS/MVS, permitting any copy to issue a command on any other copy and to receive its
response.

The following communications protocols can be used for communication between systems:

• APPC
• CCI (cross-platform communication services available through the CAICCI communications server)

Accessing Option 4.2

To access OPSVIEW option 4.2, you can either:

• Enter 2 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Multi-System Facility Panel

When you access option 4.2, you see a display similar to the following one. OPS/MVS uses the information you enter on
this panel to build and issue ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF commands to control MSF sessions.

OPS/MVS gets the information that appears on this panel through an ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF LIST command. If the
MSF fails to respond to the command due to a system problem, the Multi-System Facility panel may be blank.
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Multi-System Facility --- SO34 --- O P S V I E W ------------ Row 1 to 6 of 10

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===>  

 Sel opt: A Activate  R Restart  D Delete  H Help  I Inactivate  S Status

                SYSTEM ===> *           WAIT ===> 10

 ----------------------------- Local System ----------------------------      

     Local     Status   Applid    VTAM   Retry  Max  Current    VTAM          

 Sel System   VTAM-CCI   VTAM   Password Secs  Retry  Retry  Open Error       

 --- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----- ----- ------- -----------      

     OPS44X   ACTIVE   A44IOPSX             NO RETRY            X'00'         

              INACTIVE      CCI                                               

                                                                              

 ----------------------------- Remote Systems --------------------------------

     System                      Delay   Retry  Max  Current    VTAM          

 Sel Name      Status   APPLID   Value   Secs  Retry  Retry  Rtcnd Fdbk2 Type 

 --- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----- ----- ------- ----------- -----

     OPS03A   ACTIVE   A03IOPSA    1        NO RETRY         X'00'  X'01 APPC 

     OPS44A   FAILED   A44IOPSA    1        NO RETRY         X'08'  X'01 APPC 

     OPS44F   FAILED   A44IOPSF    1        NO RETRY         X'08'  X'01 APPC 

     OPS44G   ACTIVE   A44IOPSG    1        NO RETRY         X'00'  X'01 APPC 

     OPS44J   FAILED   A44IOPSJ    1        NO RETRY         X'08'  X'01 APPC 

Fields on the Multi-System Facility Panel

If you are unsure of the meaning of any of the fields on the Multi-System Facility panel, see:

• The ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment descriptions
• The Multi-System Facility

Line Commands for the Multi-System Facility Panel

OPS/MVS provides the following command options for you to use to control your MSF sessions. To use one of these
command options, enter it in the Sel field on the line where the desired session appears.

A
Activates the session.

D
Deletes the session.

H
Displays the meaning of the VTAM return code that appears in the VTAM RTNCD field on the panel.

I
Inactivates the session.

R
Restart the local and all defined remote systems.

S
Displays the MSF System Status Panel for the remote system.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to obtain status information for a remote system. To obtain status information for a
remote system using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor in the SEL column for the remote system and
press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.
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The Multi-System Facility System Status Panel

If you enter the S line command from the Multi-System Facility panel, you can view status information about a remote
system. Here is a sample panel:

Multi-System Facility --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

                     System Status Panel for OPS44A 

          Applid Name      : A44IOPSA    Logmode Name  : LU62            

          Network Transport: APPC        Product Name  : OPS/MSF         

          Session Status   : ACTIVE      Release Code  : 11.00.00        

          Security Status  : SECURE      Network Delay : 1               

          Retry Time       :             Maximum Retry :                

          Current Retries  :                                           

          VTAM Return Code : X'00'       VTAM Feedback2: X'01'          

          Alias Name 1: ALIAS44          Alias Name 5:                    

          Alias Name 2:                  Alias Name 6:                    

          Alias Name 3:                  Alias Name 7:                    

          Alias Name 4:                  Alias Name 8:                   

          System Information:            Sysplex Name: PLEXT1             

          SYSNAME          : MSISYS44    SMF ID      : SY44               

          OPS/MVS Subsystem: OPSA                                         

          SSMv2 SSMGA Information:      SSMPlex Name:  NONE

          Global Priority: 4            Master      :  N

Enter END command to return to MSF Control Panel.

Fields on the Multi-System Facility System Status Panel

The following fields appear on the Multi-System Facility System Status Panel:

Applid Name
Indicates the application ID of the remote system.

Logmode Name
When the value of the Network Transport field is APPC, this field indicates the name of the VTAM LOGMODE
table entry used to establish the APPC session.

Network Transport
Indicates the communications protocol used for communication between systems. Valid protocols are APPC and
CCI (CAICCI), and AP.

Product Name
OPS/MSF (the default), CONSERVE, or AP

Session Status
The status of the remote system. Values are:
ACTIVE - The session is active and operational.
FAILED - The session either failed to activate or failed after it was activated, and WAIT mode was specified.
INACTIVE - Either the session was never established, or an MSF DEACTIVATE command processed
successfully.
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RETRYING - The session either failed to activate or failed after it was activated, and RETRY mode was specified.
WAITING - The remote system has not established a session yet, because WAIT mode was specified.

Release Code
The release of the copy of OPS/MVS that is running on the remote system.

Security status
The security status of the remote system. If the value is SECURE, any command received from the remote
system is processed by the local system. A value of NOSECURE indicates that the remote system is not secure
(that is, it is a test system). The value of NOSECURE only processes display commands received from the
remote system. Commands that could harm the production system are ignored (such as an ENABLE command).

Network Delay
Network delay time between the local MSF system and the remote system

Retry Time
The amount of time, in seconds, MSF waits between retry attempts

Maximum Retry
Maximum number of times MSF is allowed to retry activating the remote session if it fails

Current Retries
Number of times MSF has attempted to retry activating the remote system

VTAM Return Code
VTAM return code if activation failed

VTAM Feedback2
VTAM feedback code if activation failed

Alias Name n
These fields indicate from one to eight alias names for the system.

Sysplex Name
The name of the sysplex in which the remote system is a member.

SYSNAME
The SYSNAME as defined in the active IEASYSxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation on the remote
system.

SMF ID
The SMF identifier as defined on the SID keyword in the SMFPRMxx member of the Logical Parmlib
Concatenation on the remote system.

OPS/MVS Subsystem
The OPS/MVS subsystem identifier of the remote OPS/MVS system.

SSMplex name
The name of the SSM Global Application Manager (SSMGA) SSMplex to which the remote OPS/MVS system
belongs, or the value NONE.

Global Priority
The SSMGA global system priority of the remote OPS/MVS system.

Master
Whether the remote OPS/MVS system is an SSMGA master system (Y or N).

NOTE
The Session Status value displays in reverse video when the status is anything other than ACTIVE.
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OPSVIEW Option 4.2 to Define an MSF System

To define a new MSF system, you need to access the MSF Remote System Definition Panel. You can do so directly from
the Multi-System Facility panel.

Access the MSF Remote System Definition Panel

Take these steps to access the Remote System Definition panel:

1. In the System Name field on the bottom line of the Multi-System Facility panel (where you see the word DEFINE in the
Status field), type the ID of the remote system you want to define.

2. In the APPLID field on the same line, type the application ID of the session.
3. Press Enter.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one. From this panel you can correct any errors made on the
previous panel, complete the definition of the remote system, or cancel the definition of the remote system.

Multi-System Facility --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSS

                     MSF Remote System Definition Panel

REQUIRED FIELDS:

  System Name       ===> SYS44A                       Applid  ===> APPL44A 

  Network Transport ===> APPC  (APPC, CCI, AP)        Secure  ===> Y  (Y/N) 

OPTIONAL FIELDS:  

  Logmode       ===> ________  (APPC only)                                   

  Delay Value   ===> __        (0 -60)          Product Name  ===> ________  

  Retry Time    ===> ________  (30-86400)       Retry Count   ===> ________  

  Alias Names:                                                               

    ===> ________    ===> ________    ===> ________    ===> ________         

    ===> ________    ===> ________    ===> ________    ===> ________         

Press ENTER or END to complete MSF System Definition.   

Enter CANCEL to terminate this definition.

Fields on the MSF Remote System Definition Panel

The following fields appear on the MSF Remote System Definition Panel:

System Name
A required field that indicates the name of the remote system you are defining. You entered this name in the
System Name field on the Multi-System Facility panel.

Applid
A required field that indicates the application ID of the remote system (APPC) or the system name of the CAICCI
for that system (CCI).

Network Transport
A required field that indicates the protocol the remote system uses for communication. Valid protocols are APPC,
CCI (CAICCI), and AP.

Secure
A required field that indicates the security status of the remote system. Specify Y to indicate that the remote
system is secure, and thus any commands received from that system could be processed by the local system.
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Specify N to indicate that the remote system is not secure (that is, it is a test system). When the local system
receives a command from a non-secure system, it processes the command only if it is a display command. Any
commands that could do harm to the production system (such as an ENABLE command) are ignored.

Logmode
If the new system is an APPC system, you must specify a log mode name here. If you do not specify a value,
OPS/MVS uses the VTAM log mode name you specified on the MSFLOGMODE parameter. If the new system is
not an APPC system, you must leave this field blank.

Delay Value
An optional field you may use to indicate the network delay time (0 to 60 seconds) between the local MSF system
and the remote system you are defining.

Product Name
OPS/MSF (the default), CONSERVE, or Automation Point

Retry Time
An optional field that indicates the number of seconds that you want the MSF to wait between attempts to
establish an MSF session to the system you are defining. You can specify an integer from 30 to 86400. The
default is no retry.

Retry Count
An optional field that indicates the number of times that you want the MSF to try to establish an MSF session
when either the session fails after being established or fails to be established at all. You can specify an integer
from 0 to 65535. The default is no retry.

NOTE
A value of 0 indicates that the MSF should make only one attempt to establish the session. If the first
attempt fails, the MSF sets the retry mode of the system to NORETRY.

Alias Names
In these optional fields, you may specify up to eight alias names for the system you are defining.

Complete the System Definition

After you fill in the necessary fields on the MSF Remote System Definition Panel, press Enter or End, and the Multi-
System Facility panel reappears. The panel reflects the addition of the new system.

Cancel the System Definition

To cancel the remote system definition, enter the CANCEL command, and the Multi-System Facility panel reappears. The
panel does not include the information about the cancelled system definition.

View Operator Server Facility Status Information (Option 4.3)
Use OPSVIEW option 4.3 to view information about the server address spaces that the Operator Server Facility, or OSF,
is using. You can also cancel server address spaces from option 4.3.

What Is the Operator Server Facility

The Operator Server Facility (OSF) enables you to schedule asynchronous TSO commands, TSO/E REXX programs or
CLISTs, and OPS/REXX programs that the server address spaces of the OSF will execute later.

Access Option 4.3

To access OPSVIEW option 4.3, you can either:
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• Enter 3 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Operator Server Facility Panel

When you access option 4.3, you see a display similar to the following one:

Operator Server Facility --- MSI1 --- OPSVIEW ------------------- ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

  Number of commands on the OSF Execute Queue: 0         SYSTEM ===> *

  Maximum OSF Execute Queue Depth            : 1         WAIT   ===> 10

  Average OSF Execute Queue Time (in seconds): 0.046090  CLASS  ===> TSO

  ASID Taskname Status    J Trans Elapsed  CPU Time    Lines Curr/Last Command

  ---- -------- --------  - ----- -------- -------- -------- -----------------

  0046 OPSOSF    IDLE      N   436 00100.00 617.117S     3488 OI ASOSMAPI RESET

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Fields on the Operator Server Facility Panel

The top part of the panel provides information about one of the OSF Execute Queues, including:

• The number of commands currently on the queue.
• The maximum number of commands that have been on the queue at one time (since OPS/MVS® Event Management

and Automation (OPS/MVS) was last started).
• The average length of time that a command remains on the queue before the OSF dispatches it to a server. If the

length of time is long, there may be an insufficient number of OSF server address spaces. OSF Parameters.

In addition, you can use the System, Wait, and Class fields if it is your intention to gather server information about a
remote copy of OPS/MVS or a different class of OSF server:

• In the System field, specify the system name of the remote copy of OPS/MVS. The remote copy must have an active
MSF connection to the local copy.

• If you want information about the local copy, specify an asterisk (*) instead of a system name.
• If you do not know which systems are available, you can enter a question mark (?) in the System field to select a name

from a table of defined cross-system connections.
• In the Wait field, specify the maximum number of seconds to wait for cross-system command response.
• In the Class field, specify the OSF server class of the servers you want to display; possible class values are TSO (the

default), TSL, TSP, and USS.

The remainder of the Operator Server Facility panel contains fields that describe each OSF server address space in
detail.

ASID
The address space ID of the server (in hexadecimal format).

Taskname
The started task name of this server.

Status
The status of the server. Values are INIT (initializing), IDLE (waiting for work), ACTIVE (running a transaction),
and TERM (terminating). The status of a server address space is INIT until the initial server command, which is
%OSFSTART, completes and the server is ready to receive input.

J
A value indicating whether a JES JOBID was obtained for the server.

Trans
The number of transactions the server processed since it started.
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Elapsed
If the value of the Status field is ACTIVE, this is the length of time that has passed since the server began
processing this transaction. If the value of the Status field is not ACTIVE, the value in the Elapsed field is the
elapsed time since the server started.

NOTE
The format of the Elapsed field depends upon its content:

• If the value is less than 1000 seconds, the format is sss.tttS. sss is seconds, and ttt is tenths of a
second.

• If the value is less than 100 hours but greater than or equal to 1000 seconds, the format
is hh.mm.ss. hh is hours, mm is minutes, and ss is seconds.

• If the value is greater than or equal to 100 hours, the format is hhhhh.mm. hhhhh is hours, and mm is
minutes.

CPU Time
If the value of the Status field is ACTIVE, this is the amount of CPU time the server has used so far to process
this transaction. If the Status field contains any other value, the value in the CPU Time field is cumulative for all
transactions the server has processed.
The format of the CPU Time field depends upon its content. For details, see the note in the description of the
Elapsed field.

Lines
If the value of the Status field is ACTIVE, this is the number of lines of output produced so far by the processing
of this transaction. If the Status field contains another value, the value in the Lines field is cumulative for all
transactions the server has processed.

Curr/Last Command
If the value of the Status field is ACTIVE, the first 19 characters of the command that is executing appear in
this field. If the Status field contains a different value, the first 19 characters of the last command that the server
executed appear here.

How to Cancel a Server Address Space

To cancel a server address space, you use the C line command. Simply type C in the prefix area where the server is
listed, and press Enter.

How to Stop a Selected Server

Enter a T in the prefix area where the server is listed to stop the server as soon as any currently active command
completes processing.

How to Display ADDRESS OSF LIST Information

To display all information from the ADDRESS OSF LIST command for a particular server, enter a D in the prefix area.
In response, a panel similar to the following one appears. This panel includes special information used by Broadcom
Support.

Operator Server Facility - MSI1 --- OPSVIEW ---- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

          OSF TSO Server Detail Display - System *local*

  ASID              : 0046

  Jobname           : OPSOSF

  Status            : IDLE

  JOBID obtained    : N

  Transaction Count : 436
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  Elapsed Time      : 00100.00

  CPU Time          : 617.117S

  Output Lines      : 3488

  Debug data        : 0000C400000000C000A0

  Subsystem name    : OPSS

  Command           : OI ASOSMAPI RESET

Enter END command to return to OSF Display Panel.

Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the D line command for a server. To issue the D line command for a server using the
point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired server and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only
if no primary or line commands have been entered.

Use Option 4.3 to View Detailed Execution Statistics

You can enter the STATS primary command on the Operator Server Facility panel to display this information:

• The status and history of the OSF server queue. This is the output from the ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF QUEUES host
command.

• Performance information for the OSF server component. This is the output from the ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF
EXECSTATS host command. Use this output to tune the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
OSF-related parameters to meet the performance objectives of your installation.

Obtaining OSF Execute Queue Statistics

Enter the STATS primary command in the Command field. In response, the following OSF Server Queue Statistics panel
appears:

Operator Server Facility --- MSI1 --- OPSVIEW ---------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

                 OSF TSO Server Queue Statistics For System *local*

            Current depth: 0         Average queue time: 0.046090

            Maximum depth: 1         Maximum queue time: 11.207636

            Queue size   : 1024      Minimum queue time: 0.000360

                    Total transactions queued: 436

                       Queue Depth Distribution

            Depth  Count     Depth  Count     Depth  Count

            ----- --------   ----- --------   ----- --------

              0   436          7   0           14   0

              1   0            8   0           15   0

              2   0            9   0           16   0

              3   0           10   0           17   0

              4   0           11   0           18   0

              5   0           12   0           19   0

              6   0           13   0          >19   0

Fields on the OSF Server Queue Statistics Panel

The following fields appear on the OSF Server Queue Statistics panel:

Current Depth
The number of commands currently on the queue.
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Maximum Depth
The maximum number of commands that have been queued at one time (since OPS/MVS was last started).

Queue Size
The maximum size of the queue.

Average Queue Time
The average elapsed time, in seconds, that a command remains on the queue before being dispatched to a
server.

Maximum Queue Time
The maximum elapsed time, in seconds, that a command remained on the queue before being dispatched to a
server.

Minimum Queue Time
The minimum elapsed time, in seconds, that a command remained on the queue before being dispatched to a
server.

Total Transactions Queued
The total number of transactions added to the queue.

Queue Depth Distribution
These fields illustrate the frequency distribution of observed queue depths. A total of 21 transaction counters
appear-one for each time the OSF execute queue was empty, had one transaction waiting, had two transactions
waiting, and so on up to 19 transactions waiting. The last counter is reserved for each time the queue had 20 or
more pending transactions.
The queue depth is sampled each time a command is removed from the top of the queue for execution by a
server.

Obtaining OSF Transaction Statistics

From the OSF Server Queue Statistics panel, press Enter to view the OSF Server Transaction Statistics panel. Following
is a sample panel:

Operator Server Facility MSI1 - O P S V I E W --Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> 

      OSF TSO Server Transaction Statistics For System *local*

            Completed transactions: 9269  

            Average execution time: 3.543490 

            Maximum execution time: 235.608722 

            Minimum execution time: 0.058302 

   OSF Parameters:              Total server start count : 5

     OSFMIN     : 5             Server start reason counts:

     OSFMAX     : 10              Server count < MIN     : 5 

     OSFQADD    : 2               Queue depth >= QADD    : 0 

     OSFDORM    : 60              Restart failed server  : 0 

     OSFRECYCLE : 0             OSFRECYCLE Terminations  : 0 

                                Highest number of servers: 5

Press ENTER for SERVER QUEUE statistics or END to exit.
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Fields on the OSF Server Transaction Statistics Panel

The following fields appear on the OSF Server Transaction Statistics panel:

Completed Transactions
The number of OSF commands that were executed

Average Execution Time
The average elapsed time, in seconds, that each OSF command took to complete

Maximum Execution Time
The maximum elapsed time, in seconds, that an OSF command took to complete

Minimum Execution Time
The minimum elapsed time, in seconds, that an OSF command took to complete

xxxMIN
The value of the xxxMIN parameter

xxxMAX
The value of the xxxMAX parameter

xxxQADD
The value of the xxxQADD parameter

xxxDORM
The value of the xxxDORM parameter

OSFRECYCLE
The value of the OSFRECYCLE parameters

Total Server Start Count
The total number of times a server was started

Server Count < MIN
The number of times a server was started in order to maintain the number of servers specified by the xxxMIN
parameter

Queue Depth >= QADD
The number of times a server was started because the OSF execution queue depth was greater than or equal to
the value of the xxxQADD parameter

Restart Failed Server
The number of times a server was started because an earlier server start command failed to complete
successfully; the OSFALLOWRESTART parameter controls server restarts

OSFRECYCLE Terminations
The number of times an OSF server was terminated because the number of completed transactions in that server
was greater than or equal to the value of the OSFRECYCLE parameter

Highest Number of Servers
The highest number of non-terminating OSFs that have been in service since starting OPS/MVS.

In the previous list, xxx represents one of the following strings where appropriate:

• OSF
• OSFTSL
• OSFTSP
• USS
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View Enhanced Console Facility Status Information (Option 4.4)
Use OPSVIEW option 4.4 to view information about active Enhanced Console Facility (ECF) address spaces.

What Is the Enhanced Console Facility (ECF)

The Enhanced Console Facility is intended for use when TSO (and therefore OPSVIEW) is down. It enables you to log
on to a z/OS or JES console to conduct a line-mode interactive TSO session. From this session, you may issue TSO
commands or invoke TSO CLISTs or OPS/REXX programs, including those that issue prompts for additional input.

As with TSO, each ECF user has an address space. However, these address spaces function even when TSO, VTAM,
and JES (if OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) is running under the master subsystem) are
down. Option 4.4 lists information about each ECF address space.

Access Option 4.4

To access OPSVIEW option 4.4, you can either:

• Enter 4 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.4 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Enhanced Console Facility Panel

When you access option 4.4, you see a display similar to the following one:

Enhanced Console Facility - MSI1 - O P S V I E W --- OPSS ----- Row 1 of 1

Command ===>                                              Scroll ===> CSR

                                                                      

   ASID  Taskname  Console   Trans   Elapsed  CPU time    Lines  ConsName

   ----  --------  --------  -----  --------  --------  -------  --------

   0036  OPSECF    OPSS0921      2  01.04.41  000.041S        7  XE03921

***************************** Bottom of data ******************************

Fields on the Enhanced Console Facility Panel

The following fields appear on the Enhanced Console Facility panel:

Asid
The ID of the address space (in hexadecimal format).

Taskname
The started task name for the address space.

Console
The four-character OPS/MVS subsystem ID, followed by the ID of the z/OS or JES console at which the ECF
logon occurred.

Trans
The number of transactions the address space processed since it was started.

Elapsed
The length of time that has passed since the address space began processing the current transaction.

NOTE
The format of the Elapsed field depends upon its content:
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• If the value is less than 1000 seconds, the format is sss.tttS, where sss is seconds and ttt is tenths of
a second.

• If the value is less than 100 hours but greater than or equal to 1000 seconds, the format is hh.mm.ss,
where hh is hours, mm is minutes, and ss is seconds.

• If the value is greater than or equal to 100 hours, the format is hhhhh.mm, where hhhhh is hours and
mm is minutes.

CPU Time
The amount of CPU time the address space has used so far to process the current transaction.
The format of the CPU Time field depends upon its content. For details, see the note in the description of the
Elapsed field.

Lines
The number of lines of output produced so far by the processing of the current transaction.

Control the Automated Operations Facility (Option 4.5)
With OPSVIEW option 4.5, you control the Automated Operations Facility, or AOF, that is running either on the system
to which you are logged on, or on the remote system of your choice. When you work in option 4.5, you work with the rule
sets that contain the AOF rules that are currently in production on the selected system. If you want to work with test rule
sets, use OPSVIEW option 2.1 instead.

You can also use option 4.5 to access the AOF compiled rules library. This library provides you with a way to manage the
executable versions of your production rules and rule sets.

WARNING
Although the AOF enables you to control (that is, enable, disable, auto-enable, remove auto-enable) rules on
remote systems, you should edit rules on the local system only. Regardless of where (local or remote system)
you attempt to edit, the AOF will always edit the data sets that are cataloged on the local system.

What Is the AOF

The AOF lets you program a response to system events (such as messages) by using AOF rules. AOF rules are special
OPS/REXX programs that support automated operations by taking advantage of extensions made to the OPS/REXX
programming language.

AOF rules are stored in rule sets. A rule set is implemented as a partitioned data set (PDS). Each member of the PDS
contains one rule. Using option 4.5, you can act on an entire rule set, or on an individual rule in a rule set.

Accessing Option 4.5

To access OPSVIEW option 4.5, you can either:

• Enter 5 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.5 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Rules Panel

When you access option 4.5, the following panel appears:

OPS/MVS Rules-------- MSI1 -- O P S V I E W --- Subsystem OPSS

 Option ===>   

 0  AOF System    Select Target MSF System ( *local*  ) 

 1  AOF Control   Control AOF Rules 

 2  AOF Compile   Maintain the AOF Compiled Rules library  
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 3  AOF Enabled   Control Enabled (in storage) AOF Rules 

Press END to return 

The OPS/MVS Rules panel offers these options:

0
Accesses the Remote System List window, from which you can select a remote system.

1
Accesses the AOF CTRL Entry panel. From this panel, you choose to view a specific rule set or a list of all rule
sets.

2
Accesses the AOF compiled rules library, where you can store rules in their compiled versions.

3
Accesses the in-storage, enabled AOF rules.

Select the AOF Running on a Remote System (Option 4.5.0)

Use option 4.5.0 to select the AOF that is running on a remote system. Once you make your selection, you can then use
options 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 to control the rules on that system and maintain the compiled rules library of the remote system.

Initially, the default is the local system. Once you have selected another system, your system selection remains in effect
until you make a new selection.

The Remote System List

When you select option 0 from the OPS/MVS Rules panel, the following Remote System List window appears:

OPS/MVS Rules------ S034 -- O P S V I E W ------ Subsystem OPSS

OPTION  ===>

   0  AOF System   - Select Target MSF System ( *local*  )

   +-----------------------------------------------------+

   | S034  --- Remote System List ---    ROW 1 OF 7      | brary

   | COMMAND ===>                 SCROLL ===> PAGE       |

   |    Use S in the SEL column to select a system       |

   |    or enter END command to return.                  |

   |                                                     |

   | Sel  Ident     Name      Status    Action           |

   |      Local     MSIX      ACTIVE                     |

   |      Remote    C4S       FAILED                     |

   |      Remote    C4W       ACTIVE                     |

   |      Remote    MSIA      ACTIVE                     |

   |      Remote    MSIF      FAILED                     |

   |      Remote    MSIK      FAILED                     |

   |      Remote    MSIR      FAILED                     |

   +-----------------------------------------------------+

The Remote System List window lists all remote systems that have been defined to the Multi-System Facility. For each
system, the window shows a system name, status, and action (if any). The Ident field indicates the type of the system
(local, meaning the named system is the one to which you are logged on; or remote, meaning a cross-system connection
exists).

If any MSF systems were defined with aliases, the Remote System List window will contain one or two Alias fields,
depending on the following:
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• If no system has more than one alias defined, one Alias field will be displayed.
• If any system has two or more aliases defined, two Alias fields will be displayed. At most, the first two aliases will be

displayed for any system.

The following example panel shows a system where each MSF node has no or one alias defined:

OPS/MVS Rules------ S034 -- O P S V I E W ------ Subsystem OPSS

OPTION  ===> 0 

   0  AOF System   - Select Target MSF System ( *local*  ) 

   .-----------------------------------------------------------.  

   | S034  --- Remote System List --- OPSS --- Row 1 to 9 of 9 |  

   | COMMAND ===>                           SCROLL ===>        |   

   |    Use S in the SEL column to select a system             | 

   |    or enter the END command to return.                    |  

   |                                                           | 

   | Sel  Ident     Name      Alias     Status    Action       | 

   |      Local     OPS44A    ASHER44   ACTIVE                 | 

   |      Remote    OPS03A    ASHER03   ACTIVE                 |  

   |      Remote    OPS03Q    QA03      FAILED                 |  

   |      Remote    OPS44C    MEL44     FAILED                 | 

   |      Remote    OPS44Q    QA44      ACTIVE                 | 

   |      Remote    OPS44R    REZAR44   FAILED                 | 

   |      Remote    OPS44S    PROD44    ACTIVE                 | 

   |      Remote    OPS44X    GLENN44   FAILED                 | 

   |      Remote    OPS44Y              FAILED                 |  

   |  ******************* Bottom of data ********************* | 

   '-----------------------------------------------------------' 

You can define and activate MSF systems in either of these ways:

• Use OPSVIEW option 4.2.
• Use the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF host command environment.

Control the Production AOF (Option 4.5.1)

Use option 4.5.1 to control your production rules and rule sets. You must indicate whether you want to view a specific rule
set or a list of rule sets, and whether those rule sets exist on the local system or on another MSF-connected system.

The AOF CTRL Entry Panel

When you select option 1 from the OPS/MVS Rules panel, you see the following panel:

AOF CTRL - Entry panel -- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

Rule Data Sets of the form OPS.*.RULES:

 Rule Set  ===>          ( * or blank for all rule sets )

   Either specify a specific rule set or request a list of all rule sets.

 Stats     ===>          ( Y to list statistics or N to suppress them )

   When listing all rule sets, you can request suppression of cumulative

   statistics and experience faster response by specifying 'N' above.

 System    ===> *LOCAL*             WAIT ===> 10

   Either specify the name of an MSF connected system or * for the local
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   system.  Enter ? for a list of MSF connected systems.

Enter END command to return to Primary Option.

Fields on the AOF CTRL Entry Panel

The following fields appear on the AOF CTRL Entry panel:

Rule Set
Specify the name of an individual rule set, or either specify an asterisk (*) or leave the field blank to view a list of
rule sets.
For a description of the series of panels you see if you request a list of rule sets and explains how to use them, as
well as instructions on working with an individual rule set, see Use the AOF CTRL Rule List Panel.

NOTE
The partitioned data sets that contain AOF rules have this form: ruleprefix.rulesetname.rulesuffix. You
use the RULEPREFIX and RULESUFFIX parameters to specify values for ruleprefix and rulesuffix. The
only way to modify these values is to use the OPSPARM command at OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS) initialization. OPS/MVS searches the z/OS catalog and finds all of the data
sets whose names begin with ruleprefix and end with rulesuffix. The rules in these data sets are the
ones the AOF uses. In the panel shown above, the rule prefix is OPS and the rule suffix is RULES.

Stats
Use this field to indicate whether you want OPS/MVS to suppress cumulative statistics about the rule set or rule
sets. Specify Y to include statistics in the rule set list, specify N to suppress them. Specifying N results in faster
display of the rule set list.

System
Use the System field to indicate whether you want to access rule sets on the local system or on a remote system.
To access rule sets on a remote system, specify the name of a remote, MSF-defined system in the System field.
If you do not know the names of the MSF-defined systems, you can enter a question mark (?) to display a list of
them. Specify an asterisk (*) when you want to access rule sets on the local system.

Wait
The maximum amount of time, in seconds, to wait for a response from another system (when a remote system is
specified)

Use the AOF CTRL Rule Set List Panel

Use the OPS/MVS AOF Rule Set List panel to manage your AOF rules at the rule set level.

The AOF CTRL Rule Set List Panel

The AOF CTRL Rule Set List panel appears when you request a list of rule sets on the AOF CTRL Entry panel. Following
is a sample AOF CTRL Rule Set List panel. When requesting this rule set list, the user placed a Y in the Stats field so that
statistics would appear on the panel.

AOF CTRL - Rule Set List --- SYS1 --- OPS.*.RULES ----- Row 1 to 3 of 3

Command ===>                                         Scroll ===> PAGE

   Line Commands: S Select   E Enable   D Disable   U Utilities    

   A Set Auto-Enable   Z Reset Auto-Enable   C Compile   X Delete Compile

                           System: *LOCAL*

RuleSet Status  AE CNT VV.MM Created  Changed        Size Init  Mod   ID

ACTION  ENABLED  N 2   01.00 03/12/20 03/12/20 13:17  101  101    0 OPSLCD

CICS    ENABLED  Y 2   01.00 03/12/12 03/12/12 15:59   15   20    1 OPSKED

DB2     ENABLED  Y 25  01.00 03/12/18 03/12/18 08:42  237  237    1 OPSRF
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The AOF CTRL Rule Set List panel contains more columns of information than can be viewed at one time. To see the rest
of the information, use the LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to scroll. Following is another view of the AOF CTRL Rule Set List
panel. Descriptions of the fields on the panel are presented next.

AOF CTRL - Rule Set List --- SYS1 --- OPS.*.RULES ----- Row 1 to 3 of 3

Command ===>                                       Scroll ===> PAGE

   Line Commands: S Select   E Enable   D Disable   U Utilities   

   A Set Auto-Enable   Z Reset Auto-Enable   C Compile   X Delete Compile 

                           System: *LOCAL*

RuleSet  Status  AE CNT Log Last Fired Time      Next Fire Time     Count

ACTION   ENABLED  N 2     Y 2003/12/21 13:00:00 2003/12/21 13:30:00     4

CICS     ENABLED  Y 2     Y 2003/12/21 13:26:01 2003/12/21 13:30:00     1

DB2      ENABLED  Y 25    N 2003/12/21 13:25:55       NONE     NONE    26

Fields on the AOF CTRL Rule Set List Panel - Left View

The fields of data appear on the left side of the AOF CTRL Rule Set List panel. The fields appear when you enter the rule
set list and press the LEFT PF key.

System
Indicates if this list of rule sets is for a remote system or the local system.

RuleSet
The name of the rule set.

Status
The rule set status. Statuses are ENABLED and DISABLED. If at least one rule in the rule set is enabled, the
value is ENABLED. If the value is DISABLED, it means that a disable command was addressed to the rule set,
the rule set was never enabled, or all of the rules were disabled individually.

AE
The settings of the auto-enable flags in the directory entry for the rule set. If at least one of the rules in the set has
its auto-enable flag set to Y, the value of the AE field is Y. Otherwise, the value of the AE field is N.

CNT
The number of rules in the rule set.

VV.MM
The lowest version number and modification number of the rules in the set.

Created
The rule set creation date. The value in this field is the earliest creation data that OPS/MVS finds for a rule in the
rule set.

Changed
The date and time of the last modification made to a rule in the rule set.

Size
The current total number of lines in all the rules in the rule set.

Init
The total number of lines in all the rules in the rule set when the set was first created.

Mod
The total number of modified lines in all of the rules in the rule set.

ID
The TSO user ID of the last user who modified a rule in the set.
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Fields on the AOF CTRL Rule Set List Panel-Right View

The following fields of data appear on the right side of the AOF CTRL Rule Set List panel. You see these fields when you
press the RIGHT PF key.

Log
A Y/N value indicating whether the NOOPSLOG option is assigned to any enabled MSG rule in the set.

Last Fired Time
The most recent date and time that a rule executed in the rule set. If no rules are enabled, an asterisk (*) appears.
If the rule set is enabled but none of the rules have executed yet, the value NONE appears.

Next Fire Time
The date and time the next time-of-day (TOD) rule is scheduled to execute in the rule set. If no rules are enabled,
an asterisk (*) appears. If the rule set is enabled but none of the rules have executed yet, the value NONE
appears.

Count
The total number of times rules in the set have executed.

Primary Commands for the AOF CTRL Rule Set List Panel

Use the following primary commands on the Rule Set List panel. Issue primary commands from the Command field.

COMPILE
Invokes the AOF test compiled rules library.

Locate ruleset
Scrolls the panel so that the line referring to Rule Set is the top line on the panel.

Select ruleset
Selects the rule set named ruleset for editing. If the rule set is not allocated, you are prompted to allocate it.

SORT [col1 [A|D] [col2 [A|D] ... [coln [A|D] ... ]]
Sorts the specified columns in the specified order, A for Ascending or D for Descending. If not specified, the
default column is Rule Set. If not specified, the default sort order is Descending, except for columns Rule Set and
ID, which sort Ascending by default. For example, the following command sorts the rule sets first by descending
auto-enabled status, and then by ascending enabled status for each auto-enabled status. This command places
rule sets containing auto-enabled rules that are disabled at the top of the display:
SORT AE D STATUS A

Point-and-shoot is enabled to sort the AOF Rule Set List using any displayed column. To sort the AOF Rule Set
List using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press the ENTER
key. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary commands have been entered.

Line Commands for the AOF CTRL Rule Set List Panel

Line commands are single letter commands that must be entered on the left side of the interactive list. Line commands
affect the rule set named on the line on which they are entered.

WARNING
The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW General Settings panel (Option 0.1) affects the
outcome of the A, C, D, E, X, and Z line commands shown in the following table. If the Action Verification field is
set to Y, OPS/MVS requests confirmation before taking the action indicated by the command. If the field is set to
N, OPS/MVS takes the action without requesting confirmation.

Remember that when you work in option 4.5, the actions you take affect your production rules and rule sets. To avoid
mistakes, it is safest to set the Action Verification field to Y.

Use the following line commands on the AOF CTRL Rule Set List panel.
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A
Sets the auto-enable flag for each rule in the rule set to Y. When the rule set is enabled, all the rules in it are
automatically enabled.

C
Compiles all the rules in the set into the compiled rule data set.

D
Disables all of the rules in the rule set that were previously enabled.

E
Enables all of the rules in the rule set that have values of Y in their AE fields.

S
Selects the rule set to be displayed. When you enter the S command, the Rule List panel appears. The Rule List
panel lists all of the rules in the rule set you selected.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for any displayed Rule Set. To issue the S line command
for a displayed Rule Set using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the Rule Set and press
Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

U
Accesses the PDS member list display for the rule set. This display is identical to the member list display you see
when you choose ISPF/PDF option 3.1 (Library Utility). From here, you can delete, rename, or print listings of the
rules in the set.

X
Deletes all of the rules in the set from the compiled rule data set.

Z
For all rules in the rule set, resets the value of the AE field to N. This means that all rules in the rule set are
ineligible to be enabled.

Use the AOF CTRL Rule List Panel

The AOF CTRL Rule List panel appears when you request to see a specific rule set on the AOF CTRL Entry panel.
Following is a sample AOF CTRL Rule List panel. When requesting to view this rule set, the user placed a Y in the Stats
field so that statistics appear on the panel.

AOF CTRL - Rule List --- SYS1 -- OPS.MY.RULES ------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                      Scroll ===> PAGE

 Line Commands: R EasyRule   S ISPF Edit   C Compile   X Delete Compile    

 V View   E Enable   D Disable   A Set Auto-Enable   Z Reset Auto-Enable

 ME Multi System Enable MD Multi System Disable

                           System: *LOCAL*

RuleName Status  AE TYP VV.MM  Created  Changed       Size  Mod   ID

DFS994I  ENABLED  N MSG  01.03 03/12/20 03/12/20 13:17  29    1  OPSLCD

IMSCTRL  DISABLED N ***  01.00 03/12/20 03/12/20 15:59   5    0  OPSKED

The AOF CTRL Rule List panel contains more columns of information than you can view at one time. To see the rest of
the information, use your LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to scroll.

The following is another view of the AOF CTRL Rule List panel. Descriptions of the fields on the panel are presented next.

AOF CTRL - Rule List --- SYS1 -- OPS.MY.RULES ------ Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                     Scroll ===> PAGE

 Line Commands: R EasyRule   S ISPF Edit   C Compile   X Delete Compile

 V View   E Enable   D Disable   A Set Auto-Enable   Z Reset Auto-Enable
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 ME Multi System  Enable MD Multi  System Disable

                         System: *LOCAL*

RuleName Status  AE TYP Log Last Fired Time       Next Fire Time  Count

DFS994I  ENABLED  Y MSG   Y 2003/12/21 10:00:00   NONE     NONE       4

IMSCTRL  DISABLED N ***   * 2003/12/21 13:00:00   NONE     NONE      26

Fields on the AOF CTRL Rule List Panel-Left View

The following fields of data appear on the left side of the AOF CTRL Rule List panel. You see these fields when you first
enter the rule list and when you press the LEFT PF key.

NOTE
If the last editor used to modify a particular rule was not PDF-compatible, values for these fields will not appear
for that rule: VV.MM, Created, Changed, Size, Init, Mod, and ID.

System
Indicates whether this list of rules is on the local or remote system.

RuleName
The name of the rule.

Status
The status of the rule. Statuses are ENABLED and DISABLED.

AE
The setting of the auto-enable flag for this rule. If there are no PDF statistics for the rule, the value of its auto-
enable flag is N.

TYP
The type of the rule. If the value of the Status field is DISABLED, the value of the TYP field is ***. If the value of
the Status field is ENABLED, the value of the TYP field can be any of these values:

• ARM—Automatic Restart Management rule
• CMD—Command rule
• DOM—Delete-operator-message rule
• EOJ—End-of-job rule
• EOM—End-of-memory rule
• EOS—End-of-step rule
• GLV—Global variable rule
• MSG—Message rule
• OMG—OMEGAMON rule
• REQ—Request rule
• SCR—Screen rule
• SEC—Security rule
• TLM—Time limit rule
• TOD—Time-of-day rule
• USS—UNIX System Services rule

VV.MM
The version number and modification number of the rule. Each time a user uses the PDF editor to modify the rule,
the PDF editor updates this value.

Created
The creation date of the rule.

Changed
The date and time of the last modification made to the rule.
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Size
The current number of lines in the rule.

Mod
The number of lines in the rule that have been modified.

ID
The TSO user ID of the last user who modified the rule.

Fields on the AOF CTRL Rule List Panel-Right View

The following fields of data appear on the right side of the AOF CTRL Rule List panel. You see these fields when you
press the RIGHT PF key:

Log
If the rule is an MSG rule, a Y/N value indicating whether the NOOPSLOG option is assigned to it.

Last Fired Time
The date and time of day that the rule last executed.

Next Fire Time
The date and time of day that the rule is next scheduled to execute. This field applies only to time of day rules.

Count
The total number of times the rule has been executed.

Primary Commands for the AOF CTRL Rule List Panel

Use the following primary commands on the AOF CTRL Rule List panel. Issue primary commands from the Command
field.

COMPILE
Invokes the AOF test compiled rules library.

EASYRULE
Enter R or any part of EASYRULE (for example, E, EASY, and so on) to be transferred to the EasyRule Name
Specification panel.

Locate rule
Scrolls the panel so that the line referring to rule is at the top of the panel.

Rules
Accesses ISPF/PDF option 3.1 (Library Utility), where you can delete, rename, or print listings of the rule.

S rule
Transfers you to ISPF edit, where you can create the new rule.

SORT [col1 [A|D] [col2 [A|D]...[coln [A|D] ... ]]
Sorts the specified column(s) in the specified order, A for Ascending or D for Descending. Each column name
may be abbreviated. If not specified, the default column is RuleName. If not specified, the default sort order is
Descending, except for columns RuleName (which may also be abbreviated as Name), TYP, and ID, which sort
Ascending by default. For example, you can issue this command to sort the rules by descending last time fired
within ascending type of rule:
SORT TYP LAST

Point-and-shoot is enabled to sort the AOF Rule List using any displayed column. To sort the AOF Rule List using
the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press the ENTER key. Point-
and-shoot is enabled only if no primary commands have been entered.

Utility
Accesses ISPF/PDF option 3.1 (Library Utility), where you can delete, rename, or print listings of the rule.
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Line Commands for the AOF CTRL Rule List Panel

Issue line commands from the prefix area of the line that names the desired rule.

You can use the following line commands on the AOF CTRL Rule List panel:

A
Sets the auto-enable flag for the rule to Y.

C
Compiles the rule into the compiled rule data set.

D
Disables a previously enabled rule.

E
Enables a rule.

MD
Disable a rule on multiple systems.

ME
Enable a rule on multiple systems.

R
Selects an EasyRule-created rule for modification using EasyRule.

S
Selects a rule for modification using the ISPF editor.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for any displayed Rule. To issue the S line command for
a displayed Rule using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the Rule Name and press Enter.
Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.
When a rule is selected for EDIT, through either the S primary command or the S line command, and the rule is in
EasyRule format, the following warning message is issued:
************************  W A R N I N G *************************

* You are about to edit an AOF rule that is in EasyRule format. *

* You may only add user-written REXX code to an EasyRule format *

* rule between the special EasyRule generated comments.         *

* If you change the member in any other way, you will not be    *

* able to use EasyRule to edit it in the future.                *

************************  W A R N I N G *************************

V
Selects a rule for viewing instead of using the ISPF viewer.

X
Deletes the rule from the compiled rule data set.

Z
Resets the value of the AE field of the rule to N.

Maintain the AOF Production Compiled Rules Library (Option 4.5.2)

Use the AOF production compiled rules library to store compiled versions of your production rules. With OPSVIEW option
4.5.2, you can list and manipulate the rules in this library.

NOTE
Before you can access the AOF Compiled Rule Set List panel, you must allocate a data set for your compiled
rules output. Allocate the data sets by setting the AOFPRECOMPILED and AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN
parameters.
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The data set must be a partitioned data set with these attributes:

Attribute Value
RECFM Fixed block (mandatory)
LRECL 4096 (mandatory)
BLKSIZE 4096 or greater (must be a multiple of 4096)
DIRECTORY BLOCKS User-defined (dependent on number of rules)
SPACE User-defined (dependent on number of rules)

The AOF Compiled Rule Set List Panel

When you select option 2 from the OPS/MVS Rules panel, the AOF Compiled Rule Set List panel appears. Following is a
sample:

AOF -------------- Compiled Rule Set List ---------------- ROW 1 OF 2

Command ===>                                       SCROLL ===> PAGE

    Line Commands: S Select   C Compile   D Delete   R Recompile

RULE SET   OLDEST   COMPILE        NEWEST   COMPILE         RULES

           DATE        TIME        DATE        TIME         COUNT

VTAMR      MM/DD/YY   17:22        MM/DD/YY   11:29            30

IMSR       MM/DD/YY   13:56        MM/DD/YY   17:09            23

**END**

Fields on the AOF Compiled Rule Set List Panel

The following fields appear on the AOF Compiled Rule Set List panel:

Rule Set
The name of the rule set

Oldest Date
The least recent date on which any rule in the rule set was compiled.

Compile Time
The time at which the least recently compiled rule in the rule set was compiled.

Newest Date
The most recent date on which any rule in the rule set was compiled.

Compile Time
The time at which the most recently compiled rule in the rule set was compiled.

Rules Count
The number of rules in the set

Primary Commands for the AOF Compiled Rule Set List Panel

You can use the following primary commands on the AOF Compiled Rule Set List panel. Issue primary commands from
the Command field.

COMPILE ruleset
Compiles all of the rules in the named rule set.

DELETE ruleset
Deletes any compiled rule in the set from the compiled rules library.
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LOCATE ruleset
Scrolls the display so that ruleset is positioned at the top.

RECOMPILE
Recompiles all of the previously compiled rules in all of the rule sets appearing on the display.

SELECT ruleset
Lists all of the compiled rules in the named rule set.

Line Commands for the AOF Compiled Rule Set List Panel

You can use the following line commands on the AOF Compiled Rule Set List panel. Enter the command in the prefix area
of the line that names the desired rule set.

C
Compiles all of the rules in the rule set.

D
Deletes any compiled rule in the set from the compiled rules library.

R
Recompiles all of the previously compiled rules in the rule set.

S
Selects the rule set for display on the AOF Compiled Rules List panel.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a Rule Set. To issue the S line command for a Rule
Set using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired Rule Set and select Enter. Point-
and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

The AOF Compiled Rules List Panel

The AOF Compiled Rules List panel appears when you issue either the SELECT ruleset primary command or the S line
command on the AOF Compiled Rule Set List panel. Following is a sample:

AOF -- MSI1 -- Compiled Rules List -- VTAMR ------ ROW 1 OF 4

Command ===>                             Scroll ===> PAGE

   Line Commands: C Compile   D Delete   I Source Stats Inquiry

                  S or E Edit            B Browse

RULES        COMPILE         COMPILE

             DATE               TIME

CMDRUL       MM/DD/YY          17:22

DOMRUL       MM/DD/YY          13:08

EOMRUL       MM/DD/YY          09:22

GLVRUL       MM/DD/YY          12:53

**END**

For descriptions of commands you use to manipulate the rules that appear on the AOF Compiled Rules List panel, see
Primary Commands for the AOF Compiled Rules List Panel and Line Commands for the AOF Compiled Rules List Panel.

Fields on the AOF Compiled Rules List Panel

The following fields appear on the AOF Compiled Rules List panel:

Rules
The name of the rule

Compile Date
The date on which the rule was last compiled
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Compile Time
The time at which the rule was last compiled

Primary Commands for the AOF Compiled Rules List Panel

You can use the following primary commands on the AOF Compiled Rules List panel. Issue primary commands from the
Command field.

COMPILE rule
Compiles the rule.

DELETE rule
Deletes the rule from the compiled rules library.

EDIT rule
Edit the source member (same as SELECT).

LOCATE rule
Scrolls the display so that rule is positioned at the top.

RECOMPILE
Recompiles all of the compiled rules appearing on the display.

SELECT rule
Edit the source member (same as EDIT).

Line Commands for the AOF Compiled Rules List Panel

You can use the following line commands on the AOF Compiled Rules List panel. Enter the command in the prefix area of
the line that names the rule you want the command to act upon.

B
Browse the source text of the rule.

C
Recompile the rule.

D
Delete the rule from the compiled rules library.

E
Edit the data set member of the rule (same as S).

I
List current statistics for the source data set member of the rule.

S
Edit the source data set member of the rule (same as E).
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a Rule. To issue the S line command for a Rule using
the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired Rule and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is
enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

View and Control Enabled (In Storage) Rules (Option 4.5.3)

Use this option to create a partial or complete interactive list of enabled rules. From the interactive list, you can choose to
display the source code associated with each rule or you can disable the rule so it will not execute again.

The InStore Entry Panel

When you select option 3 from the OPS/MVS Rules panel, the InStore Entry panel appears:
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InStore - Entry panel -- SYS1 -- O P S V I E W - Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>   

Select which In Storage rules to display   

 RULE SET  ===> * 

  Specify any rule set, or '?' for list of sets, or '*' for all sets.

 RULE TYPE ===> *            (MSG, TOD, CMD, etc.)

  You may specify a rule type, or use '*' for all rule type

 SYSTEM    ===> *LOCAL*               WAIT ===> 10

   Either specify the name of an MSF connected system or * for the local

   system.  Enter ? for a list of MSF connected systems.

Enter END command to return to primary options.   

Information you enter on this panel is used to select the rules to be displayed on your interactive list. By default, all rules
on the local system are selected, but you can limit the selection by specifying the rule set, rule type, or both and you can
select an MSF-connected system from which the rules are listed.

When you press Enter on the InStore Entry panel, the interactive InStore Rules Panel displays:

InStore Rules -- SYS1 -- System: *LOCAL*  -- OPSS --- Row 1 to 6 of 6

Command ===>                                          Scroll ===>

   Use D to disable a rule, L to list the source code

Sel RuleSet  RuleName Type Last Fired Time      Count    EDQ Max Note

    O        ADAQTST  CMD  YYYY/MM/DD 13:14:36      3         42

    O        INITEDQ  MSG  NONE       NONE          0        711

    O        OPA3487O MSG  YYYY/MM/DD 21:12:20      1         12

    O        TODC1    TOD  YYYY/MM/DD 14:15:00      2          2

    SSM      SSMBEGIN REQ  YYYY/MM/DD 21:11:47      1          1

    SSM      SSMGEVNT REQ  YYYY/MM/DD 21:12:58      1          1

Primary Commands for the InStore Rules Panel

Issue primary commands at the command line. The primary commands you can use on the InStore Rules panel are:

UP/DOWN/LEFT2/RIGHT2
The interactive rules list contains more information per line than can be displayed in 80 columns. Use commands
LEFT2 and RIGHT2 (PF10 and PF11, respectively) to switch between the left side and right side of the list. UP/
DOWN commands (PF7 and PF8, respectively) position the list vertically.

SORT
The list is initially sorted by rule set and rule name in the rule set, but you can sort the list by any column or group
of columns in either ascending or descending order. Use SORT <column names> to reorder the list. Any of the
following column names are valid:
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• RULE SET or SET
• RULENAME or NAME
• RULETYPE or TYPE
• LAST
• LASTDATE
• LASTTIME
• NEXT
• NEXTDATE
• NEXTTIME
• ENABLED
• ENABDATE
• ENABTIME
• COUNT
• EDQMAX or EDQ

LAST, NEXT, and ENABLED are compound columns that sort by both date and time.
By default, column names are sorted in ascending order, but a minus sign can be used to sort them in descending
order. For example, SORT TYPE -COUNT sorts column names in ascending order by type and descending order
by count.
SORT, when issued with no column names, results in a default sort equivalent to SORT SET NAME.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to sort the rule list using any valid column, including the combined columns of
LASTFIRE, NEXTFIRE and ENABLED. Point-and-shoot uses descending SORT order for the COUNT, LASTFIRE
and ENABLED columns, and ascending SORT order for all other columns. To sort the rule list using the point-and-
shoot method, place the cursor on a column heading and press Enter.

FIND
Use the FIND command to position a line containing specific information to the top row. For example, FIND
EOMDEQ, if used in the previous example, would position the third row to the top of the screen. On this screen,
FIND works only in a forward direction and treats everything entered after the FIND command to be part of the
string to be found. For example, FIND 1ST LAST would look for 1ST LAST rather than the last instance of 1ST.

Line Commands for the InStore Rules Panel

Line commands are single letter commands that you must enter on the left side of the interactive list. Two commands, D
and L, are supported. Line commands affect the rule named on the line on which they are entered.

You can use the following line commands on the InStore Rules panel:

D
Disables the rule and deletes the rule source from main storage. No additional screens are displayed when the D
line command is used.

L
Lists the source code in a format similar to browse. L invokes the InStore Rule Source Display panel, provided
that the rule source is available in main storage. The AOFSOURCETEXT parameter, which is in effect when the
rule is enabled, controls whether source is available in main storage. A sample of the InStore Rule Source Display
panel is shown below.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to List the Memory-resident source code of a rule. To List the Memory-resident source
code of a rule using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor in the left hand Sel column of the desired rule
description and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no line commands have been entered.

Following is a sample of the InStore Rule Source Display panel:

- SYS1 - Source:  SSMWIZ.SWZ403I  Col 1-72 - OPSS -- Row 1 to 18 of 92
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Command ===>                                        Scroll ===> CSR

000001 )MSG IEF403I                                           

000002 )INIT                                                  

000003  swzvpfx='GLVTEMP0.SSMWIZARD.'                        

000004 )PROC                            

000005 /****************************************************/

000006 SWZ403I:                                          

000007   If OPSINFO('EXITTYPE') ^== 'MVS' Then            

000008     Return 'NORMAL'                    

000009 /*-----------------------------------------------------------*/

000010 /* Find the resource in the current SSM resource tables      */

000011 /*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6-*/

000012   jobname = msg.jobname

000013   jobnum = msg.jobnm

000014   class = '' 

000015   If Length(jobnum) = 8 & ,   

000016      Datatype(Right(jobnum,5),'W') & , 

000017      Wordpos(Left(jobnum,3),'STC JOB TSU') > 0 Then

000018     class = Left(jobnum,3)

Primary Commands for the Source Display

Issue primary commands at the command line. You can use the following primary commands on the source display:

UP/DOWN/LEFT2/RIGHT2
Positions the source display up, down, left, or right by using the PF7, PF8, PF9, and PF10 keys respectively.

SAVE
Sends the displayed source code to a PDS member. If you issue a SAVE command, the Save to PDS panel
appears and you can fill in the blanks to specify what data set name and member name should be used.

Following is a sample Save to PDS panel:

- SYS1 - Save to PDS   - OPSS ---------------------  

Command ===>                           Scroll ===> CSR

Data set: 

Member:

Data set and member can be entered together, as in MYDATA.SET(MEMNAME), or they can be entered using the two
lines provided. A member name provided on the member line overrides a member name provided on the data set line.
You can enclose the data set name in single quotes to designate a fully qualified data set name. The member must not
exist in the target data set. Issuing the SAVE command does not overwrite an existing member.

Start a Copy of the Product (Option 4.6)
Use OPSVIEW option 4.6 to start a copy of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS).

Accessing Option 4.6

To access OPSVIEW option 4.6, you can either:

• Enter 6 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.6 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.
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The Start Panel

When you access option 4.6, you see a display similar to the following one. OPS/MVS uses the information that you
enter on this panel to build and issue a z/OS START command (as long as the user exit of your installation permits the
command).

Start OPS/MVS ---- SYS1 --- O P S V I E W -----

COMMAND ===>

 PROCNAME     ===> OPSMAIN

 SUBSYSTEM ID ===>

 LOADLIB      ===>

 SUB=MSTR     ===> Y   (Y or N)

 Reusable     ===> Y   (Y or N)

 MEMBER       ===>

 MAINPRM      ===>

Press ENTER to start OPS/MVS

Enter END command to return

NOTE
If no copy of OPS/MVS is up (in other words, you are attempting to start the first version), the OPSCMD TSO
command processor must be APF-authorized before you use option 4.6. However, if the production version of
OPS/MVS is already running and you want to start a test copy, the OPSCMD TSO command processor does not
have to be APF-authorized.

Fields on the Start Panel

The fields on the Start OPS/MVS panel are:

Procname
The name of the member in SYS1.PROCLIB that contains the JCL for starting OPS/MVS. This field is required.

Subsystem ID
A z/OS subsystem ID (SSID) for the copy of OPS/MVS to use. The default value is OPSS. This field is optional.

NOTE
The character string OPS is not coded as the OPS/MVS message ID. Instead, OPS/MVS dynamically
forms the message ID from the first, second, and last characters of the SSID for that copy of the
product. If you are starting a test version of OPS/MVS, we recommend that you specify OPST as the
value for the Subsystem ID field. If you do so, the message ID of the messages the test version issues
will be OPT, because O, P, and T are the first, second, and last characters of the SSID.

Loadlib
The name of the load module library containing the OPS/MVS programs

SUB=MSTR
A value indicating whether you want to start OPS/MVS under the master subsystem. If yes, type Y. If no, type N. If
you type N, OPS/MVS starts under the primary job entry subsystem (JES). This field is required.

Reusable
A value indicating whether you want to start OPS/MVS as a reusable address space. If yes, type Y. If no, type N.
Your system must be at z/OS Version 1 Release 9 or higher and you must have specified REUSASID(YES) in the
active DIAGxx logical PARMLIB member to allow reusable ASIDs.

MEMBER
(Optional) The two-character suffix that is to be appended to the OPSxPA string to form the name of the OPS/
MVS initial CLIST or REXX EXEC.
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MAINPRM
(Optional) The character string that is passed to OPS/MVS as part of the z/OS PARM string and is available
for use through the OPSINFO("MAINPRM") function. You may use it in any way you want to pass user-defined
values to the product.

Stop a Copy of the Product (Option 4.7)
Use OPSVIEW option 4.7 to stop the copy of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) that is running
on the z/OS system to which you are logged on.

Access Option 4.7

To access OPSVIEW Option 4.7, you can either:

• Enter 7 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.7 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Stop Panel

When you access option 4.7, you see a display similar to the following one. OPS/MVS uses the information you enter on
this panel to build and issue a z/OS STOP command (as long as the user exit of your installation permits the command).

Stop OPS/MVS --- SYS1 --- O P S V I E W ---------

COMMAND ===>

 SUBSYSTEM ID  ===> OPSS

Press ENTER to stop OPS/MVS.

The Subsystem ID Field

The only field on the Stop OPS/MVS panel is the Subsystem ID field. Use this field to specify the z/OS subsystem ID
(SSID) associated with the copy of OPS/MVS you want to bring down.

The default value for the Subsystem ID field is OPSS. Therefore, you need to fill in this field only if you run more than one
copy of OPS/MVS at a time, or the single copy you run has an SSID other than OPSS.

Control Global Variables (Option 4.8)
This article describes how to control global variables using OPSVIEW option 4.8:

A global variable is a special compound symbol that is shared by TSO address spaces, servers, batch jobs, and OPS/
REXX programs (including AOF rules). OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) supports two types
of global variables-standard and temporary.

A standard global variable has these characteristics:

• A global variable is nonvolatile, which means that it is saved across system IPLs and OPS/MVS restarts.
• Global variables are implemented as a REXX compound symbol. You can distinguish them from other compound

symbols by their stems. The stem is either GLOBAL or GLOBALx, where x is an alphanumeric character (A-Z, 0-9).

A temporary global variable has these characteristics:
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• A temporary variable is volatile, which means that it is not saved across system IPLs and OPS/MVS restarts.
When OPS/MVS is started, the pool of temporary global variables is always empty.

• A temporary variable is implemented as a REXX compound symbol. You can distinguish it from other compound
symbols by its stem. The stem is either GLVTEMPx, where x is an alphanumeric character (A-Z, 0-9), GLVEVENT, or
GLVJOBID.

NOTE
A global variable name can be up to 84 bytes long.

Tasks You Perform with Option 4.8

With the OPSVIEW option 4.8, you can:

• Browse the value of a global variable, in both its hexadecimal and character formats.
• Create a subnode.
• Reset a subnode to its default value.
• Delete a node and its subnodes.
• Modify the value of a global variable.
• Delete a variable but not its subnodes.
• Display variables that have not been accessed since a particular date.
• Copy a single variable to multiple systems.
• Copy a node and its subnodes to multiple systems.
• Reset a subnode to its default value on multiple systems.
• Delete a node and its subnodes on multiple systems.
• Delete a variable but not its subnodes on multiple systems.

Schedule a Global Variable Backup and Restore

 OPS/MVS provides the capability to schedule a backup and restore of your global variable database.

Access Option 4.8

To access OPSVIEW option 4.8, you can either:

• Enter 8 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.8 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Display Global Variables Panel

When you select option 4.8, you see a display similar to the following one:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- SYS1 ----------- Row 1 to 4 of 4

Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify     X Hex Browse B Browse

                 D Remove Node    P Drop Node  O Delete One Z Hex Edit

                MD Multi system Remove Node   MP Multi System Drop Node

                MO Multi system Delete one

  System ===> *LOCAL*  Wait ===>                     Access Date <

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL

   Subnode Name  Nodes  Subnode Value

   CTC12B            0  Online

   JES2              4  Up

   TEST              0  AVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryV

   VTAM              3  Up
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  **END**

The Display Global Variables panel contains more columns of information than you can view at one time. To see the rest
of the information, use the LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to scroll. Following is another view of the Display Global Variables
panel. Descriptions of the fields on the panel are presented next.

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- SYS1 ----------- Row 1 to 4 of 4

Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify     X Hex Browse B Browse

                 D Remove Node    P Drop Node  O Delete One Z Hex Edit

                MC Multi system Copy one      MN Multi system Copy Node

                MD Multi system Remove Node   MP Multi system Drop Node

                MO Multi system Delete one

  System ===> *LOCAL*   Wait ===>                      Access Date <

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL

  Subnode Name   Created   Last Change Time  Rule/Program Name Jobname Updates

  CTC12B        2019/07/22 19/07/22 14:55:32 OPSVIEW 4.8       LUTDA15       1

  JES2          2019/07/22 19/07/22 14:57:58 OPSVIEW 4.8       LUTDA15       2

  TEST          2019/07/22 19/07/22 14:51:54 OPSVIEW 4.8       LUTDA15      10

  VTAM          2019/07/22 19/07/22 14:55:58 OPSVIEW 4.8       LUTDA15       3

 **END**

Fields on the Display Global Variables Panel - Left View

You see the following fields when you first enter option 4.8 and when you press the LEFT PF key. The fields of data that
appear on the left side of the Display Global Variables are:

System
Specifies the name of another MSF-defined system you want to display the global variables for.

Wait
The number of seconds to wait for a response from a remote system.

Access Date
To display a list of variables that have not been accessed since a particular date, specify the date (in the form
YYYY/MM/DD) in this field. Only those variables whose last date of access is less than the date you specify are
displayed. This feature can help you determine which variables are obsolete.

Global Prefix
The high-level node name of the selected subnode

Subnode Name
The last segment in the name of the variable

Nodes
The number of subnodes for the node

Subnode Value
The data for the variable
If the length of the variable is more than 56 bytes, you must issue a command to see the additional data. The
Display Global Variables panel does not indicate the length of a variable. Therefore, if you suspect there is more
data for a variable, issue the B, M, or X line commands. For details, see Line Commands for the Display Global
Variables Panel.

WARNING
If the variable has been dropped, the value of this field is reset to the variable name itself. However, if
this particular variable does not exist, the text string NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL appears in
this field.
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For example, suppose that a line of code assigns a value of 6 to GLOBAL.A.B. Unless another line of code
explicitly assigns a value to GLOBAL.A, the string NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL appears as the value
of GLOBAL.A.
Taking this example one step further, if you used the OPSVALUE() function with the E option to see if GLOBAL.A
exists, OPSVALUE would return a value of N, meaning that the variable does not exist (no storage exists for it).
Now suppose that GLOBAL.A is assigned a value. Even though GLOBAL.A.B is a subnode of GLOBAL.A, they
are two totally different variables. It is not necessary for GLOBAL.A to exist for GLOBAL.A.B to exist.

Fields on the Display Global Variables Panel - Right View

The following fields of data appear on the right side of the Display Global Variables panel. You see these fields when you
press the RIGHT PF key.

Subnode Name
The last segment in the name of the variable

Created
The date the variable was created.

Last Change
The date on which the variable was last modified.

Time
The time at which the variable was last modified.

Rule/Program Name
The name of the rule or program that last updated the variable. If the last update to the variable was made
through the Display Global Variables panel, this value is OPSVIEW 4.8.

Jobname
The name of the job that last updated the variable

Updates
The total number of updates that have been made to this variable.

Primary Commands for the Display Global Variables Panel

There are various primary commands that you can issue from the Display Global Variables panel. Enter primary
commands in the Command field.

END
Exits you from option 4.8.

L or LOCATE name
If OPS/MVS finds a subnode that is named name, the display scrolls so that the name subnode appears in the top
row of the Display Global Variables panel.
For example, to cause the subnode that is named VTAM to appear at the top of the panel, issue this command:
L VTAM

OC or /
Use either OC or / to prefix a console command, such as D TS. Both of these examples result in the same action:
OC D TS

/D TS

RES or RESET
Cancels line commands.

SAVE
Saves the data in the table to the ISPF LIST data set. If you specify a date in the Access Date field, you can use
this command to print a report of potentially obsolete variables.
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Scrolling Commands (LEFT, RIGHT, DOWN, and UP)
Scroll the display in the desired direction. Typically, the LEFT and RIGHT commands are assigned to PF keys
PF10/22 and PF11/23, and the UP and DOWN commands are assigned to PF7/19 and PF8/20.

S or SELECT name value
Creates a new subnode and optionally assigns a value to it.

Line Commands for the Display Global Variables Panel

There are various line commands that you can issue from the Display Global Variables panel. Enter the command in the
prefix area of the line that names the desired subnode. You can type in more than one line command before pressing
Enter. If you type in more than one S line command, OPS/MVS executes only the last one.

B
Displays a panel that lists all the detail data for a node. For details, see Browse a Node.

D
Deletes a node and all of its subnodes.

M
Displays a panel on which you can modify a variable. For details, see Modify the Value of a Subnode.

MC
Copy a single variable to multiple MSF connected systems.

MD
Deletes a node and all of its subnodes on multiple MSF connected systems.

MN
Copy a node and its subnodes to multiple MSF connected systems.

MO
Deletes a single variable without deleting its subnodes on multiple MSF connected systems.

MP
Drops a node by resetting the variable to its default value on multiple MSF connected systems.

O
Deletes a single variable without deleting its subnodes.

P
Drops a node by resetting the variable to its default value.

S
Displays a panel of information about the subnodes of this subnode. For details, see How to Show the Subnodes
of a Node.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a subnode. To issue the S line command for a
subnode using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired Subnode Name field and
press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

X
Displays a panel providing both the character and the hexadecimal values of a subnode. For details, see Browse
the Hexadecimal Value of a Node.

Z
Displays a panel on which you can modify the hexadecimal values of a variable. This panel provides both the
character and the hexadecimal values of a subnode. For details, see Edit Hexadecimal Values of a Node.
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Create a Subnode

The following section discusses how to create a subnode.

SELECT Primary Command on Display Global Variables Panel

Use the SELECT command on the Display Global Variables panel to create a subnode and (optionally) assign a value to
it. Enter the command in the Command field.

This command has the following format:

Select subnode

  [value]

subnode
Specify a name for the subnode you want to create.

value
(Optional) Specify the value you want to assign to the node.

Example: Create a Subnode and Assign It a Value

Suppose you issue the SELECT command as it appears in the Command field in the following sample:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables ---- SYS1 ----------- Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===> S NEWNODE NEWVALUE                     SCROLL ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify    X Hex Browse B Browse

                 D Remove Node    P Drop Node O Delete One Z Hex Edit

  System ===> *LOCAL*  Wait ===>                   Access Date <

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL

  Subnode Name  Nodes  Subnode Value

  CTC12B            0  Online

  JES2              4  Up

  TEST              0  AVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVer

  VTAM              3  Up

  **END**

When you press Enter, the following Display Global Variables - SELECT Command Results panel appears. Notice that the
new node has been added.

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables ----- SYS1 ----------- Row 1 of 5

COMMAND ===>                                        SCROLL ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify    X Hex Browse B Browse

                 D Remove Node    P Drop Node O Delete One Z Hex Edit

  System ===> *LOCAL*  Wait ===>                 Access Date <

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL

  Subnode Name  Nodes  Subnode Value

  CTC12B            0  Online

  JES2              4  Up

  NEWNODE           0  NEWVALUE

  TEST              0  AVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVer

  VTAM              3  Up

  **END**
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Browse a Node

The following section discusses how to browse a node.

The B Line Command

Issue the B line command in the prefix area on the Display Global Variables panel to browse all the detail data for a node
(for example, date and time of creation), and the character value of a node.

The Display Global Variables-Browse Panel

When you enter the B line command from the Display Global Variables panel, the Display Global Variables-Browse panel
appears. Following is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- SYS1 ---------- Row 1 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE

Global variable: GLOBAL.NEWNODE

       Subnodes: 0

              Date       Time   Jobname  Rule/Program Name  Updates

  Created : YYYY/MM/DD 08:59:47 SEECU02  OPAODIGL

  Changed : YYYY/MM/DD 09:08:35 SEECU02  OPSVIEW 4.8              2

  Accessed: YYYY/MM/DD

  Value of global variable:                                     Length: 8

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

  NEWVALUE

  **END**

Delete a Node and Its Subnodes

This section discusses how to delete a node and its subnodes.

The D Line Command

Issue the D line command in the prefix area on the Display Global Variables panel to delete a node and its subnodes.

The Effect of the Action Verification Setting

The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW General Settings panel (option 0.1) affects the outcome of the
D line command:

• If the Action Verification field is set to Y, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) requests
confirmation before it deletes the node and its subnodes.

• If the Action Verification field is set to N, OPS/MVS deletes the node without requesting confirmation.

Confirm the Deletion

When you enter the D command and the Action Verification field is set to Y, a confirmation panel appears to enable you to
cancel the deletion. A sample panel follows:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables ---- SYS1 ---------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

   NOTE: You are about to remove a node and all of its subnodes.

   If you press ENTER the data will be removed from the Global Variable
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   database.

   The name of the node to be removed is:

     GLOBAL.JES2.PRT4

Enter END command to cancel the deletion.

From this panel, you can either:

• Enter the END command to cancel the deletion.
• Press Enter to confirm the deletion.

Delete a Node and Its Subnodes Without Confirmation

When you enter the D command and the Action Verification field is set to N, OPS/MVS performs the delete without asking
you to confirm the request.

Modify the Value of a Subnode

This section describes how to modify the value of a subnode.

From the Display Global Variables panel, you can modify the value of subnode using the following methods:

• If the current value of the subnode is short enough to fit in the Subnode Value field on the Display Global Variables
panel, and the new value you want to assign to the subnode is also short enough to fit in the field:
Then type the new value directly over the current value. When you press Enter, the change takes effect.

• If the current value of the subnode is too long to completely fit in the Subnode Value field on the Display Global
Variables panel, and you try to enter the new value directly over the current value:
Then the system displays the Display Global Variables-Modify Value panel.

• If you enter the M command on the line that names the subnode whose value you want to modify:
Then the system displays the Display Global Variables-Modify Value Using the Line Command panel.

Display Global Variables-Modify Value Panel

When the current value of a subnode is too long to completely fit in the Subnode Value field on the Display Global
Variables panel, and you try to enter the new value directly over the current value, the system displays the Display Global
Variables-Modify Value panel. Following is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- SYS1 ------------ Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

   NOTE: You have modified a variable that contains more data than was

   visible on the screen and will cause the value to be truncated.

   Length of old value: 1000       The old value was:

    1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

    5678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

    1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

    5678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

    1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

    5678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

    1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

    5678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

    1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

    5678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

    1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

    5678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

    1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123
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    56789012345678901234567890

  Length of new value: 56          The new value will be:

   x2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456

Enter END command to cancel the change.

From this panel you can either:

• Enter the END command to cancel the modification.
• Press Enter to confirm the modification.

Display Global Variables-Modify Value Using the Line Command Panel

If you enter the M line command on the Display Global Variables panel, the system displays the Display Global Variables-
Modify Value Through Line Command panel. You can modify the entire variable value from this panel. Following is a
sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- SYS1 ------------ Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

Global variable: GLOBAL.NEWNODE

Modify the Global Variable by typing over the data below (length: 1000   )

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+---

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678

12345678901234567890123456789012345678901

From the previous panel you can either:

• Enter the CANCEL command to cancel the modification.
• Type the desired variable value over the value that appears on the panel. Then enter the END command to put the

change into effect.

Drop a Node

Dropping a node means resetting the node to its default value, which is the variable name itself.

To drop a node, issue the P line command in the prefix area on the Display Global Variables panel.

The Effect of the Action Verification Setting

The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW General Settings panel (option 0.1) affects the outcome of the
P line command:

• If the Action Verification field is set to Y, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) requests
confirmation before it drops the node.

• If the Action Verification field is set to N, OPS/MVS drops the node without requesting confirmation.
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Confirm the Drop

When you enter the P command and the Action Verification field is set to Y, a confirmation panel appears to enable you to
cancel the drop operation. Following is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables ------ SYS1 ---------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

   NOTE: You are about to drop a node.  If you press ENTER the node will

   be reset back to its default value (i.e. the variable name itself).

   The name of the node to be dropped is:

     GLOBAL.JES2.PRT4

Enter END command to cancel the drop operation.

From this panel you can either:

• Enter the END command to cancel the drop operation.
• Press Enter to confirm the drop operation.

Drop a Node Without Confirmation

When you enter the P command and the Action Verification field is set to N, OPS/MVS resets the node to its default value
without asking you to confirm the drop operation.

Show the Subnodes of a Node

To request a listing of the subnodes of a node, issue the S line command in the prefix area on the Display Global
Variables panel.

Display Global Variables - Show Subnodes Panel

Enter the S line command from the Display Global Variables panel to display the Display Global Variables - Show
Subnodes panel. The following sample panel shows the subnodes of the JES2 node. The subnodes are PRT1, PRT2,
PRT3, and PRT4.

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables ------ SYS1 ------- Row 1 of 5

COMMAND ===>                                         SCROLL ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify     X Hex Browse B Browse

                 D Remove Node    P Drop Node  O Delete One

  System ===>          Wait ===>                  Access Date <

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL.JES2

  Subnode Name  Nodes  Subnode Value

  PRT1              0  Online

  PRT2              0  Online

  PRT3              0  Offline

  PRT4              0  Online

  **END**

Browse the Hexadecimal Value of a Node

To browse both the character and the hexadecimal values of a node, issue the X line command in the prefix area on the
Display Global Variables panel.
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Display Global Variables - Hexadecimal Browse Panel

Enter the X line command from the Display Global Variables panel to display the Display Global Variables - Hexadecimal
Browse panel.

Following is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- SYS1 ---------- Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

Global variable: GLOBAL.NEWNODE

      Subnodes: 0

             Date       Time   Jobname  Rule/Program Name  Updates

 Created : 2003/12/15 08:59:47 SEECU02  OPAODIGL

 Changed : 2003/12/15 09:08:35 SEECU02  OPSVIEW 4.8              8

 Accessed: 2003/12/15

 Value of global variable:                                     Length: 4

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 NEWVALUE

 DCEECDEC

 55651345

 **END**

Edit Hexadecimal Values of a Node

Global variables may contain hexadecimal data that need modified. The Hex Edit Global Variables display panel lets you
modify the hexadecimal values of a variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the Z line command from the Display Global Variables panel.
The Hex Edit Global Variables panel displays.

2. Edit the global variables by typing over the data and then press enter.

The following shows the Hex Edit Global Variables display:

AOF CTRL - Hex Edit Global Variables ------- SYS1 ------------- Subsystem OPSV

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

                                                                               

 Global variable: GLOBAL.NEWNODE                                               

        Subnodes: 0                                                            

 Press END to save, or CANcel to exit without saving.                          

 Modify the Global Variable by typing over the data below (length: 8        )  

 ---*---*---*---1---*---*---*---2---*---*---*---3---*---*---*---4---*---*---*--

 NEWVALUE                                                                      

 DCEECDEC                                                                      

 55651345                                                                      

 -5---*---*---*---6---*---*---*---7---*---*---*---8---*---*---*---9---*---*---*

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

 ---A---*---*---*---B---*---*---*---C---*---*---*---D---*---*---*---E---*---*--
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 -*---F---*---*---*--100--*---*---*--110--*---*---*--120--*---*---*--130--*---*

                                                                               

                                                                               

Delete a Single Global Variable

You can remove obsolete variables with active subnodes without affecting the current subnode variables.

To delete a single variable without deleting its subnodes, issue the O line command in the prefix area on the Display
Global Variables panel.

The Effect of the Action Verification Setting

The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW General Settings panel (option 0.1) affects the outcome of the
O line command:

• If the Action Verification field is set to Y, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) requests
confirmation before it deletes the variable.

• If the Action Verification field is set to N, OPS/MVS deletes the variable without requesting confirmation.

Confirm the Deletion

When you enter the O command and the Action Verification field is set to Y, a confirmation panel appears to enable you to
cancel the deletion. Following is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables --- MSI1 - Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

   NOTE: You are about to delete a single global variable.

   If you press ENTER the data will be removed from the Global Variable

   database.

   The name of the node to be removed is:

     GLOBAL.newnode

Enter END command to cancel the deletion.

From this panel you can either:

• Enter the END command to cancel the deletion.
• Press Enter to confirm the deletion.

Delete a Variable Without Confirmation

When you enter the O command and the Action Verification field is set to N, OPS/MVS performs the delete without asking
you to confirm the request.

Delete an Obsolete Variable

Contents

You can display variables that may be obsolete by specifying the following on the Display Global Variables panel:

• A global prefix in the Global Prefix field.
• Any date in the past (in the form YYYY/MM/DD) in the Access Date field.

When you press Enter, the Display Global Variables-Access Date panel appears.
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Display Global Variables-Access Date Panel

The Display Global Variables-Access Date panel lists all the variables whose last date of access is less than the date you
specified in the Access Date field. Following is a sample:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- MSI1 --------------- Row 1 of 5

COMMAND ===>                               SCROLL ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify     X Hex Browse B Browse

                 D Remove Node    P Drop Node  O Delete One

  System ===> *        Wait ===>                      Access Date < 2007/12/21

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL

  Subnode Name                         Accessed   Created    Changed  Updates

  HASP.COUNTER.ABEJUA1                2007/12/20 2007/12/20 2007/12/20      2

  HASP.COUNTER.ABEJU01                2007/12/20 2007/12/08 2007/12/20     11

  HASP.COUNTER.ACKKE02                2007/12/20 2007/12/08 2007/12/20     10

  HASP.COUNTER.ACKKE02A               2007/12/20 2007/12/20 2007/12/20     11

  **END**

The panel contains more columns of information than you can view at one time. To see the rest of the information, use the
LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to scroll.

Another view of the panel follows:

AOF CTRL - Display Global Variables -------- MSI1 --------------- Row 1 of 5

COMMAND ===>                                                     SCROLL ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify     X Hex Browse B Browse

                 D Remove Node    P Drop Node  O Delete One

  System ===> *        Wait ===>                      Access Date < 2005/12/21

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL

  Subnode Name                   Change Rule/Pgm   Jobname  Subnode Value

  HASP.COUNTER.ABEJUA1           QATEST.OPSVLU#1   ABEJUA1  10

  HASP.COUNTER.ABEJU01           QATEST.OPSVLU#1   ABEJU01  9

  HASP.COUNTER.ACKKE02           QATEST.OPSVLU#1   ACKKE02  10

  HASP.COUNTER.ACKKE02A          QATEST.OPSVLU#1   ACKKE02A 15

  **END**

Delete an Obsolete Variable

Use the O line command to delete an obsolete variable without affecting its current subnodes.

Available Primary and Line Commands

You may use all of the primary commands and line commands that you issue on the Display Global Variables panel on the
Display Global Variables-Access Date panel.

NOTE
To generate a report containing the information that appears on the Display Global Variables-Access the Date
panel to the ISPF LIST data set using the SAVE primary command.

Control SYSPLEX Variables (Option 4.8)
This article describes how to control SYSPLEX vVariables usiin OPSVIEW option 4.8:
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Access Option 4.8

To access OPSVIEW option 4.8, you can either:

• Enter 8 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.8 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Display SYSPLEX Variables Panel

Select option 4.8 and specify a SYSPLEX variable node in the Prefix field to access the Display SYSPLEX Variables
panel.

The Display SYSPLEX Variables panel contains more columns of information than you can view on one screen. To see
the all of the columns, use the LEFT and RIGHT primary commands or PF keys to scroll the display.

The Display SYSPLEX Variables Panel - Left View

You see a display like this when you first enter option 4.8 or use the LEFT primary command or PF key:

AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------ Row 1 of 4 to 4

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify      X Hex Browse  B Browse

                 D Remove Node    O Delete one  Z Hex Edit

  SYSPLEX Prefix: GLVPLXTS

   Subnode Name   Nodes Subnode Value

   OPSPLEX          232 NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL

   PREREQ             4 Value_Of_Variable_Named_GLVPXTS.PREREQ

   SUBREQ             7 NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL

   UPDATE             0 SYS1 OPSPLEX SYS1 STCTBL CICSPROD

   VERYLONG           0 AVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVe

  **END**

These are the fields on the left view of the panel:

SYSPLEX Prefix
The high-level node name(s) of the listed subnodes (referred to later as prefix).

Subnode Name
The name of a SYSPLEX variable subnode with the specified prefix (referred to later as subnode).

Nodes
The number of subnodes under this subnode.

Subnode Value
The value of the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode. If the length of the value is more than 56 bytes, you
must issue a line command to see the additional data. The Display SYSPLEX Variables panel does not indicate
the length of a value. Therefore, if you suspect there is more data in the value, issue one of the following line
commands for that variable:  B (Browse a subnode), M (Modify a subnode), or X (browse a subnode in Hex
format).

WARNING
If the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode does not exist, the text string NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS
LEVEL appears in this field. For example, suppose that a line of code assigns a value to GLVPXT0.A.B. Unless
another line of code explicitly assigns a value to GLVPXT0.A, the string NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL
appears as the value of GLVPXT0.A. Even though GLVPXT0.A.B is a subnode of GLVPXT0.A, they are two
totally different variables. It is not necessary for GLVPXT0.A to exist for GLVPXT0.A.B to exist. If you used the
OPSVALUE() function with the E option to see if GLVPXT0.A exists, OPSVALUE would return a value of N,
meaning that the variable does not exist (no storage exists for it).
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If the variable has been dropped, the value of this field is reset to the variable name itself.

The Display SYSPLEX Variables Panel - Right View

You see a display like this when you use the RIGHT primary command or PF key:

AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------ Row 1 of 4 to 4

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes  M Modify      X Hex Browse  B Browse

                 D Remove Node    O Delete One  Z Hex Edit  

  SYSPLEX Prefix: GLVPLXTS

   Subnode Name   Created   Last Change Time  Program Name Jobname  System

   OPSPLEX

   PREREQ        2019/05/17 19/07/04 14:55:08 OPSVASRV     OPSMAIN  SYS1

   SUBREQ

   UPDATE        2019/05/17 19/07/04 14:56:13 OPSVASRV     OPSMAIN  SYS1

   VERYLONG      2019/05/17 19/07/04 14:57:12 OPSVASRV     OPSMAIN  SYS2

  **END**

These are the fields on the right view of the panel:

SYSPLEX Prefix
The high-level node name(s) of the listed subnodes (referred to later as prefix).

Subnode Name
The name of a SYSPLEX variable subnode with the specified prefix (referred to later as subnode).

The following fields are empty if the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode does not exist:

Created
The date the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode was created.

Last Change
The date on which the variable was last modified.

Time
The time at which the variable was last modified.

Program Name
The name of the program that last updated the variable, or the PSW that updated it. If the last update to the
variable was made through the Display SYSPLEX Variables panel, this value is the text string OPSVIEW 4.8.

Jobname
The name of the job that last updated the variable.

Sytem
The name of the system that last updated the variable.

Primary Commands for the Display SYSPLEX Variables Panel

These primary commands can be entered in the Command field of the Display SYSPLEX Variables panel:

Scrolling Commands (LEFT, RIGHT, DOWN, and UP)
Scrolls the display in the desired direction. Typically, the LEFT and RIGHT commands are assigned to PF keys
PF10/22 and PF11/23, and the UP and DOWN commands are assigned to PF7/19 and PF8/20.

END
Exits you from option 4.8.

L or LOCATE subnode
If the subnode exists, scrolls the display vertically to position the subnode as the top row of the panel.
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For example, to position the display so that the subnode VTAM is the top row of the panel, issue this command:
L VTAM

OC or /
Used to prefix a console command, such as D TS. Both of these examples result in the same action:
OC D TS

/D TS

RES or RESET
Cancels outstanding line commands.

SAVE
Saves the data in the table to the ISPF LIST data set.

S or SELECT subnode value
Creates a new subnode and assigns value to the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode. (Unlike a global
variable, you must specify a value for a SYSPLEX variable.)
For example, suppose the command "S NEWNODE new node value" is entered in this sample panel:
AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------ Row 1 of 4 to 4

 Command ===> S NEWNODE new node value                         Scroll ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes   M Modify      X Hex Browse  B Browse

                 D Remove Node     O Delete one  Z Hex Edit

  SYSPLEX Prefix: GLVPLXTS

   Subnode Name  Nodes  Subnode Value

   OPSPLEX         232  NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL

   PREREQ            4  Value_Of_Variable_Named_GLVPXTS.PREREQ

   SUBREQ            7  NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL

   UPDATE            0  SYS1 OPSPLEX SYS1 STCTBL CICSPROD

   VERYLONG           0 AVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVe

  **END**

After pressing Enter, the panel lists the new subnode NEWNODE and the value new node value of the new
SYSPLEX variable prefix.subnode:
AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------ Row 1 of 4 to 4

 Command ===> S NEWNODE new node value                         Scroll ===> PAGE

  Line Commands: S Show Subnodes   M Modify      X Hex Browse  B Browse

                 D Remove Node     O Delete one  Z Hex Edit

  SYSPLEX Prefix: GLVPLXTS

   Subnode Name  Nodes  Subnode Value

   NEWNODE           0  new node value

   OPSPLEX         232  NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL

   PREREQ            4  Value_Of_Variable_Named_GLVPXTS.PREREQ

   SUBREQ            7  NO VALUE ASSIGNED AT THIS LEVEL

   UPDATE            0  SYS1 OPSPLEX SYS1 STCTBL CICSPROD

   VERYLONG           0 AVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVeryVe

  **END**

Line Commands for the Display SYSPLEX Variables Panel

These line commands can be entered in the area to the left of a Subnode Name field of the Display SYSPLEX Variables
panel:
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• B  Browse a subnode (value in character format)
• D  Delete a subnode (and all its subnodes)
• M  Modify the value of a SYSPLEX variable (in character format)
• O  Delete a SYSPLEX variable (without deleting its subnodes)
• S  Display a list of subnodes
• X  Browse a subnode (value in hexadecimal format)
• Z  Modify the value of a SYSPLEX variable (in hexadecimal format)

TIP
You can type in more than one line command before pressing Enter. If you type in more than one S line
command, only the last one is executed.

B  Browse a subnode (value in character format)

Use the B line command to display another panel that contains detail data for the subnode, which includes all of the data
contained in the Left and Right views of the Display SYSPLEX Variables panel.

If the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode exists, its value is displayed on the panel in character format.

Here is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------ Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

Sysplex variable: GLVPLXTS.NEWNODE

       Subnodes: 0

               Date       Time   Jobname  Program Name  System

  Created : 2019/07/11 08:59:47 USER001  OPSVASRV      SYS1

  Changed :

  DataType: STRING

  Value of SYSPLEX variable:                                    Length: 12

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

  my new value

   **END**

D  Delete a subnode (and all its subnodes)

Use the D line command to delete a subnode and all of the subnodes underneath it.

The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW General Settings panel (option 0.1) affects the behavior of
the D line command:

• If the Action Verification field is set to N, the delete is performed without confirmation.
• If the Action Verification field is set to Y, confirmation is required to perform the delete.

Here is a sample confirmation panel:
AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables -------- SYS1 ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

   NOTE: You are about to remove a node and all of its subnodes.

   If you press ENTER the data will be removed from the SYSPLEX Variable

   storage.

   The name of the node to be removed is:

     GLVPLXTA.JES2.PRT4

Enter END command to cancel the deletion.
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Press ENTER to confirm the deletion.

From this panel, you can either:
– Enter the END command to cancel the deletion.
– Press Enter to confirm the deletion.

M  Modify the value of a SYSPLEX variable (in character format)

Use the M line command to display another panel that contains the value of the SYSPLEX variable
named prefix.subnode, if it exists, displayed as characters. Type over the characters to modify the value.

Here is a sample panel:

 AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------ Subsystem OPSS

 Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE

 SYSPLEX variable: GLVPLXTS.NEWNODE

  Modify the SYSPLEX Variable by typing over the data below (length: 135     )

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

My new value is very long and will not display the entire text on the OPSVIEW 4.

8 panel. This panel gives me access to the entire text.

Enter CANCEL command to abort the modification.

Press END to modify the Sysplex Variable.

From this panel, you can either:

• Enter the CANCEL command to cancel the modification.
• Enter the END command to save the modification.

TIP
If the current value of the variable does not exceed the length of the Subnode Value field on the Display
SYSPLEX Variables panel, you may simply type over it to change the value without using the M line command.

O  Delete a SYSPLEX variable (without deleting its subnodes)

Use the O line command to delete the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode, if it exists, without deleting any of the
subnodes underneath it.

The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW General Settings panel (option 0.1) affects the behavior of
the O line command:

• If the Action Verification field is set to N, the delete is performed without confirmation.
• If the Action Verification field is set to Y, confirmation is required to perform the delete.

Here is a sample confirmation panel:
AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables -------- SYS1 ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

   NOTE: You are about to delete a single SYSPLEX variable.

   If you press ENTER the data will be removed from the SYSPLEX Variable

   storage.

   The name of the node to be removed is:

     GLVPLXTA.JES2.PRT

Enter END command to cancel the deletion.

Press ENTER to confirm the deletion.
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From this panel, you can either:
– Enter the END command to cancel the deletion.
– Press Enter to confirm the deletion.

S  Display a list of subnodes

Use the S line command to display another Display SYSPLEX Variables panel that contains a list of all of the subnodes
underneath the subnode.

TIP
ISPF point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for a node. To use point-and-shoot, place the
cursor to the left of the Subnode Name field and press Enter. Point-and-shoot can be used only if no primary or
line commands have been entered.

X  Browse a subnode (value in hexadecimal format)

Use the X line command to display another panel that contains detail data for the subnode, which includes all of the data
contained in the Left and Right views of the Display SYSPLEX Variables panel.

If the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode exists, its value is displayed on the panel in hexadecimal format.

Here is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Display SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------ Row 1 to 4 of 4

Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE

Sysplex variable: GLVPLXTS.NEWNODE

       Subnodes: 0

              Date       Time   Jobname  Program Name  System

  Created : 2019/12/15 08:59:47 USER001  OPSVASRV      SYS1

  Changed : 2019/12/15 09:08:35 USER005  OPSVASRV      SYS2

  DataType: STRING

  Value of SYSPLEX variable:                                    Length: 8

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

  NEWVALUE

  DCEECDEC

  55651345

  **END**

Z  Modify the value of a SYSPLEX variable (in hexadecimal format)

Use the Z line command to display another panel that contains the value of the SYSPLEX variable named prefix.subnode,
if it exists, displayed as characters and hexadecimal digits. Type over the hexadecimal digits to modify the value.

Here is a sample panel:

AOF CTRL - Hex Edit SYSPLEX Variables ------- SYS1 ------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE

 

SYSPLEX variable: GLVPLXTS.NEWNODE

       Subnodes: 0

Press END to save, or CANcel to exit without saving.

Modify the SYSPLEX Variable by typing over the data below (length: 8        )

---*---*---*---1---*---*---*---2---*---*---*---3---*---*---*---4---*---*---*--
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NEWVALUE

DCEECDEC

55651345

-5---*---*---*---6---*---*---*---7---*---*---*---8---*---*---*---9---*---*---*

---A---*---*---*---B---*---*---*---C---*---*---*---D---*---*---*---E---*---*--

*---F---*---*---*--100--*---*---*--110--*---*---*--120--*---*---*--130--*---*

 

From this panel, you can either:

• Enter the CANCEL command to cancel the modification.
• Enter the END command to save the modification.

Control the External Product Interface Virtual Terminals (Option 4.10)
Use OPSVIEW option 4.10 to control the virtual terminals that are defined to the OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) External Product Interface (EPI).

What Is the External Product Interface

The EPI permits OPS/MVS systems that are running under VTAM to communicate with any VTAM application that
supports IBM 3270 (SLU2) type virtual terminals. The EPI appears to VTAM as a real 3270 terminal that can emulate any
number of 3270 type virtual terminals that are connected to any number of VTAM applications.

NOTE
The EPI supports IBM model 2, 3, and 4 virtual terminals only. The EPI does not support extended attributes and
programmed symbols.

Access Option 4.10

To access OPSVIEW option 4.10, you can either:

• Enter 10 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.10 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The EPI Virtual Terminals List Panel

When you access option 4.10, you see a display similar to the following one. On this panel, you can scroll through the list
of virtual terminals or use a line command to take some action on a particular terminal.

EPI ------------------------- Virtual Terminals List ---------------- ROW 1 OF 5

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Line cmds: E Enable      F Force   L Logon    S Select   T Trace     X Examine

   D Disable   H Help      O Logoff   Z Delete   U Untrace   R Record & Playback

                                    VTAM    VTAM    ==== RETRY ====    VTAM

 SEL TERMINAL USERNAME  STATUS    APPLNAME LOGMODE  SECS   MAX  NOW RTNCD FDBK2

 --- -------- --------  ------    -------- -------  ----   ---  --- ----- -----
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     OMTERM1            ACTIVE    OMVTAM   T3278M2    30    30    0  X'00' X'00'

     OMTERM2            ENABLED   OMCICS   T3278M3    30    30    0  X'10' X'01'

     CA7TERM            RETRYING  CA7      T3278M4    30     4    2  X'10' X'00'

     OPS00001           ACTIVE    TSOTULD  T3278M3    NO RETRY       X'00' X'00'

     OPS00002           ACTIVE    TSOIPD0  T3278M2    NO RETRY       X'00' X'00'

Fields on the EPI Virtual Terminals List Panel

If you are unsure of the meaning of any of the fields on the EPI Virtual Terminals List panel, see External Product Interface
(EPI).

Primary Commands for the EPI Virtual Terminals List Panel

 OPS/MVS provides the following primary commands. Enter a primary command on the command line.

Locate termname
Attempts to locate virtual terminal termname in the list and scrolls the display so that virtual terminal termname (or
if not found, the next virtual terminal in the list) is positioned in the top row of the virtual terminal list display.

Select termname
Selects the virtual terminal for display on a more detailed panel.

SORT field order
Sorts the virtual terminal list according to the value of the specified field. You may specify more than one field. If
not specified, the default value for field is Terminal. The value for order can be A (Ascending) or D (Descending),
and may be specified for each field specified. The default value for order varies by field name.

Point-and-shoot is enabled to SORT the Virtual Terminal list using any displayed column. To SORT the Virtual Terminal list
using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press the ENTER key.

Line Commands for the EPI Virtual Terminals List Panel

 OPS/MVS provides the following line commands. Enter line commands in the Sel field preceding the name of the desired
virtual terminal.

D
Disables the virtual terminal.

E
Enables the virtual terminal.

F
Forces a DEQ of the current owner. For more information, see the description of the ADDRESS EPI host
command environment.

H
Accesses online help information for the last error code that VTAM issued for the virtual terminal.

L
Logs the virtual terminal on to the external product.

O
Logs the virtual terminal off of the external product.

R
Displays the EPI Recording Primary Menu. For details, see Using the EPI Recording and Playback Options.

S
Selects the virtual terminal for display on a more detailed panel.
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Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for any displayed Virtual Terminal. To issue the S line
command for a displayed Virtual Terminal using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the
Virtual Terminal and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been
entered.

T
Initiates tracing of the virtual terminal. All buffers and associated VTAM RPLs are written to the OPSLOG.

U
When tracing of the terminal was previously initiated by a T command, the U command stops the tracing process.

X
Accesses a panel where you can examine the current screen image of the virtual terminal.

Z
Deletes the definition of the virtual terminal.

Add a Virtual Terminal to the EPI List

This section discusses how to add a virtual terminal to the EPI list.

SELECT Primary Command on EPI List Panel

Use the SELECT command on the EPI Virtual Terminals List panel to define a virtual terminal and add it to the EPI list of
virtual terminals. Enter the command directly in the Command field.

This command has the following format:

Select termname

termname
Specify a name for the virtual terminal you want to define.

Define a Virtual Terminal

To define a virtual terminal, issue the SELECT command as it appears in the Command field that is shown in the following
panel:

EPI ------------------------- Virtual Terminals List ---------------- ROW 1 OF 5

COMMAND ===> s testterm                                         SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Line cmds: E Enable      F Force   L Logon    S Select   T Trace     X Examine

   D Disable   H Help      O Logoff   Z Delete   U Untrace   R Record & Playback

                                    VTAM    VTAM    ==== RETRY ====    VTAM

 SEL TERMINAL USERNAME  STATUS    APPLNAME LOGMODE  SECS   MAX  NOW RTNCD FDBK2

 --- -------- --------  ------    -------- -------  ----   ---  --- ----- -----

     OMTERM1            ACTIVE    OMVTAM   T3278M2    30    30    0  X'00' X'00'

     OMTERM2            ENABLED   OMCICS   T3278M3    30    30    0  X'10' X'01'

     CA7TERM            RETRYING  CA7      T3278M4    30     4    2  X'10' X'00'

     OPS00001           ACTIVE    TSOTULD  T3278M3    NO RETRY       X'00' X'00'

     OPS00002           ACTIVE    TSOIPD0  T3278M2    NO RETRY       X'00' X'00'

When you press Enter, the following Terminal Details panel appears. Use this panel to complete the definition of the new
virtual terminal. If you are unsure of the meanings of any of the fields on this panel, see External Product Interface (EPI).

TESTTERM Terminal Details ---------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                VTAM    VTAM    ==== RETRY ====    VTAM

  TERMINAL USERNAME  STATUS   APPLNAME LOGMODE  SECS   MAX  NOW RTNCD FDBK2
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 --------- -------- --------  -------- -------- ----  ---- ---- ----- -----

  TESTTERM          DISABLED                      NO RETRY      X'00' X'00'

   PASSWORD ===>                               LAST SENSE CODE: 00000000

 LOGON PARM ===>

    ACQUIRE ===> ACCEPT (ACCEPT OR REJECT)

 TERMINAL IS NOT BEING TRACED

 SCREEN FORMAT IS 24 ROWS BY 80 COLUMNS

 MAX SEND RU SIZE: 0

 MAX RCVE RU SIZE: 0

 ENQS -----------------------------------------------------------------------

  **END**

View Detailed Virtual Terminal Information

This section discusses how to view detailed information about a virtual terminal.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the S line command in the prefix area on the EPI Virtual Terminal List panel.
The Terminal Details panel appears, which displays detailed information about the terminal.

2. Review the terminal details in the fields of the display.
The following is a sample panel:

OMTERM1 Terminal Details ----------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                VTAM    VTAM    ==== RETRY ====    VTAM

  TERMINAL USERNAME  STATUS   APPLNAME LOGMODE  SECS   MAX  NOW RTNCD FDBK2

 --------- -------- --------  -------- -------- ----  ---- ---- ----- -----

  OMTERM1           ACTIVE    OMVTAM   T3278M2    30    30    0 X'00' X'00'

   PASSWORD ===>                               LAST SENSE CODE: 00000000

 LOGON PARM ===> TSOUSER1

    ACQUIRE ===> ACCEPT (ACCEPT OR REJECT)

 TERMINAL IS NOT BEING TRACED

 SCREEN FORMAT IS 24 ROWS BY 80 COLUMNS

 MAX SEND RU SIZE: 0

 MAX RCVE RU SIZE: 0

 ENQS -----------------------------------------------------------------------

        TSOUSER1

        TSOUSER2

        TSOUSER3

  **END**

Examine the Screen Image of a Virtual Terminal

This section discusses how to examine the screen image of a virtual terminal.

The X Line Command

Issue the X line command in the prefix area on the EPI Virtual Terminals List panel to cause OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation to access a panel where you can view the current screen image of the virtual terminal.
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The Virtual Terminal Screen Panel

When you enter the X line command from the EPI Virtual Terminals List panel, the Virtual Terminal Screen panel appears.
A sample panel follows:

TESTNAME Terminal Screen --- MSI1 -------------------- LINE 1 21- COL 1 0080-

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

                      ZOPS    VTM     OM/DEX   V695./C S000 MM/DD/YY 16:11:36

>Help PF1              Back PF3         Up PF7         Down PF8     Zoom PF11

=============================================================================

>                             OPERATION STATUS

 SCPU05 ...CPU Utilization... 0..10..20..30..40..50..60..70..80..90..100

+       HSM           6.64    |-> .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .    |

+       AI06MP        8.91    |-->.   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .    |

+        Total       27.55    |--10--20-->.   .   .   .   .   .   .    |

=============================================================================

 BATX  XPTRMAIN BI20JB16

 step   MAINCPU    APPLY

 elap   3:55 HR 22:18 MN

=============================================================================

>     TSO users

#TSOJ        14

=============================================================================

> For more information, place the cursor on the exception name and press PF11.

LXGRPHD   OMEGAMON/MVS Group Exception Analysis

LXGRPOP   OMEGAMON/MVS Group Exception Analysis

+ XECS ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+      +   Warning: Allocated ECSA = 90%  (9360K out of 10368K)             +

+      ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+ WAIT STC OPSOSF     |  Wait:  18:56 MN

****************************** BOTTOM OF SCREEN *****************************

Virtual Terminal Screen Panel Information

The External Product Interface generates the top two lines of the Virtual Terminal Screen panel. The remaining lines are
an image of the virtual terminal screen you are examining.

Use Scroll Commands on the Virtual Terminal Screen Panel

If the virtual screen is larger than the real screen of the terminal you are using, you can scroll the real screen by using the
standard ISPF UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT commands and PF keys.

Enter Data Into a Virtual Screen

Enter data into a virtual screen the same way that you enter data into a real screen; that is, tab or cursor to an input field
and type the data.

Use Attention Keys on a Virtual Screen

You cannot use attention keys directly on a virtual screen because ISPF controls the use of these keys. Attention keys
include Enter, CLEAR, ATTN, PA1, PA2, PA3, and all PF keys.
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To use one of these keys, issue the TYPE command from the Command field at the top left corner of the panel. Use the
following syntax:

Type

  {*|termname}

  {keyname}

Following is a description of the required keywords:

*
Type the current terminal ID defined with the SETTERM command.

termname
Specifies the virtual terminal for which you want to type.

keyname
Specifies the name of the attention key you want to use. Values are Enter, CLEAR, ATTN, PA1, PA2, PA3, and
PF1 through PF24.

NOTE
You can use the ISPF KEYS command to assign TYPE commands to real PF keys.

Issue the TYPE Command

Instead of pressing the CLEAR key directly on the Virtual Terminal Screen panel, issue this command:

TYPE *!CLEAR

Instead of pressing the PF8 key, issue this command:

TYPE *!PF8

ISPF KEYS Command on Virtual Terminal Screen Panel

When using the Virtual Terminal Screen panel, you can issue the ISPF KEYS command to view or redefine your PF key
settings. The definitions that you set while using the Virtual Terminal Screen panel are separate from the definitions used
elsewhere in ISPF. This means that even if you redefine your PF keys while using the Virtual Terminal Screen panel, the
keys will return to their previous definitions as soon as you exit the Virtual Terminal Screen panel.

By default, keys PF1 through PF12 are set to TYPE * !PF1 through TYPE * !PF12 in the Virtual Terminal Screen panel.
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) passes these PF keys to the external product as virtual PF
key presses.

Keys PF13 through PF24 keep their original settings, with these exceptions:

Key Exception

PF17 If PF17 was originally set to RFIND, OPS/MVS redefines it as
TYPE * !PA1.

PF18 If PF18 was originally set to RFIND, OPS/MVS redefines it as
TYPE * !PA2.

PF24 If PF24 was originally set to RETRIEVE, OPS/MVS redefines it as
TYPE * !ENTER.

These exceptions effectively turn PF17/PF18 into virtual PA1/PA2 keys and PF24 into a virtual Enter key.
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NOTE
If the Command field on the Virtual Terminal Screen panel is empty, press Enter to execute the TYPE * !ENTER
command. This turns the real Enter key into a virtual Enter key.

Using the Virtual Terminal Screen Panel

Keep these guidelines in mind when you are using the Virtual Terminal Screen panel:

• Issue the END command to leave the Virtual Terminal Screen panel and return to the Virtual Terminals List panel.
• You cannot use the real Enter key when you are entering data into the virtual screen and the data begins with an equal

sign (=). If you do, ISPF interprets the equal sign as a request to jump to another screen. To avoid this situation, assign
the TYPE * !ENTER key to a PF key other than the real Enter key and press that PF key instead.

• If you use the ISPF END command, ISPF RETURN command, or ISPF jump function before you press any other
attention key, OPS/MVS ignores the updates you make to the Virtual Terminal Screen panel.

• Sometimes the external product takes longer than expected to update the Virtual Terminal Screen panel. This often
happens during long LOGON sequences. If you see a blank or partial virtual screen when you try to access this panel,
press Enter or issue a virtual PA2 key command.

• Your real terminal may unlock before the virtual terminal. If this happens, press Enter to see any remaining virtual
screen updates.

• If the keyboard of the virtual terminal locks, the message KEYBOARD LOCKED appears in the upper right corner of
the Virtual Terminal Screen panel. To unlock the keyboard, issue the TYPE * !RESET command.

Issue EPI Commands from OPSVIEW Option 4.10 Panels

OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation provides a set of commands to control the EPI.

The Command Response Display Panel

Issue an EPI command from the Command field of either the Virtual Terminals List panel or the Virtual Terminal Screen
panel to display the Command Response Display panel. From this panel, you can view the responses to the EPI
command or issue additional EPI commands. Following is a sample:

EPI  - Command Response Display --- MSI1 ------------------------- ROW 1 OF 3

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

Last command: TYPE X !RESET

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

TERMINAL X NOT TYPED, TERMINAL IS NOT DEFINED

------------------- Return code 4 from EPI cmd TYPE X !RESET ----------------

**END**

The EPI Command Prefix

Some EPI commands have the same names as ISPF commands. For example, both the EPI and ISPF have a HELP
command and a LIST command.

By default, ISPF interprets these commands and does not pass them to the EPI. To force ISPF to pass such commands to
the EPI, use the EPI command prefix.

Some examples follow:

EPI HELP

EPI LIST *
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Use the System State Manager Control Option (Option 4.11)
The System State Manager (SSM) facility simplifies and automates the management of system resources such as
software subsystems, JES initiators, and databases. System State Manager monitors the status of system resources and
can call an AOF request rule or automation procedure to act when the state of a resource changes.

If you are unfamiliar with the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) relational tables, see Relational
Data Framework Reference.

Tasks You Perform with Option 4.11

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11 to do the following:

• Set System State Manager options and view System State Manager tables.
• Set and view the states of individual System State Manager resources.
• Manage moveable resources using SSMGAV2 or SSMGA applications.
• Create or modify SSM policy data that defines and controls the started tasks (STCs) running on your system.
• Maintain schedules for System State Manager resources.
• Create and manage groups of System State Manager resources.

Accessing Option 4.11

To access OPSVIEW option 4.11, you can either:

• Enter 11 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The System State Manager Menu Panel

When you access option 4.11, you see a display similar to the following one:

System State Manager-------- SYS1 -- O P S V I E W -------- Subsystem OPSX

Option  ===>                                             

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 10:48 

   1  Control           - Set/Display SSM parameters and resource tables    

   2  Status            - Set/Display states of SSM controlled local resources

   G  Global Resource   - SSM Global Resource Manager 

   P  Policy Manager    - SSM Resource Policy Manager

   U Utilities          - SSM Utilities  

Press END to return

From this menu, use the Option field to specify the option you want to use:

Option What It Does

1 Accesses the SSM Control panel, through which you perform
various administration tasks and view a list of System State
Manager resource tables and their modes.

2 Accesses the SSM Resource Control panel, through which you
view information about monitored resources.
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G Accesses the SSMGA resource control panel through which you
can display, modify, and move SSM resources within an SSMGA
SSMplex.

P Accesses the SSM Resource Policy Manager Primary panel,
through which you create/maintain the data that defines and
controls SSM resources.

U Accesses SSM utilities.

Control SSM (Option 4.11.1)

Use the OPSVIEW option 4.11.1 to control the System State Manger (SSM). You can perform the following tasks from this
panel:

• Activate or deactivate the System State Manager or operate it in PASSIVE mode.
• Specify a new System State Manager directory table.

NOTE
 The directory table contains the names of the resource information tables that the System State Manager is
monitoring.

• Add a resource information table to the directory table of the System State Manager.
• Associate an action table with a resource information table.
• Activate or deactivate monitoring for a resource information table or place the table in PASSIVE mode.
• Specify a system name and cross-system wait time to control System State Manager on a remote system.

Access the SSM Control Panel

To access the SSM Control panel, you can either:

• Select option 1 from the System State Manager Menu panel.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.1 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display like this:

SSM Control--------------- XE44 -- O P S V I E W ----------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> CSR

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 16:39                                   Wait ===> 10

System ===> *

Parameters:  Stateman ===> ACTIVE        (Active/Passive/Inactive/Noprereq)

Statetbl ===> SSM_MANAGED_TBLS

Version ===> 2

State Names

Cmd  Managed Table     Mode  Action Table       Up       Down    Unknown

--- ------------------ ---- ------------------ -------- -------- --------

ADD                     A                      UP       DOWN     UNKNOWN

ZSMQAT1             A   ZSMQAT_ACT         UP       DOWN     UNKNOWN

ZSMQAT2             A   ZSMQAT_ACT         ONLINE   OFFLINE  UNKNOWN

****************************** Bottom of data ******************************

Fields on the SSM Control Panel

Notice that you use the first line of the table display area to add a resource table to the list of tables under the control of
the System State Manager. The ADD line is followed by a scrollable list of all resource tables currently under the control of
the System State Manager.
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The following describes the fields on the SSM Control panel:

Wait
The number of seconds to wait for a response from a remote system.

System
The name of the remote system, or an asterisk (*) to indicate the local system. To select a system name from a
list of systems, enter a question mark (?) in the System field.

STATEMAN
The global processing mode of the System State Manager for all monitored resources and tables. Values
are ACTIVE, NOPREREQ, INACTIVE, and PASSIVE. The value in this field is the same as the value of the
STATEMAN parameter. The value NONE may also appear in this field when the STATEMAN parameter is not set
to another value at product initialization. NONE can be overridden by entering a new value; however, it does not
take effect until the command to restart STATEMAN is issued. The NONE value may not be entered once another
value has been set. You must use OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 to change the STATEMAN value back to NONE.

STATETBL
The name of the resource directory table of the System State Manager, which contains the names of the resource
tables that System State Manager is monitoring. The value in this field is the same as the value of the STATETBL
parameter.

SSM Version
The version of System State Manager that is defined in the SSMVERSION parameter. This field is not modifiable
on this panel. To change the SSM version, you must use the OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 parameter display. If you
change the SSMVERSION parameter, then you must issue the command F OPSS,RESTART(STATEMAN) to
activate the System State Manager version selected. Currently, 2 is the only supported version of SSM.

Managed Table Name
The name of the resource table.

Table Mode
The processing mode of the table. Values are ACTIVE, INACTIVE, NOPREREQ, and PASSIVE. Only the first
letter of the mode value is used.

Action Table Name
The name of the action table that is associated with this resource table.

Table Up
The name of the state that System State Manager considers to be the UP state for prerequisite checking. UP is
the default.

Table Down
The name of the state that System State Manager considers to be the DOWN state for prerequisite checking.
DOWN is the default.

Table Unknown
The name of the state that System State Manager considers to be the UNKNOWN state for prerequisite checking.
UNKNOWN is the default.

Line Commands for the SSM Control Panel

 OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation provides the command options that are described in the following table
for you to use on the SSM Control panel. Enter one of the following commands in the field next to the name of the table:

?
Displays a panel of line commands from which you can select.

A
Invokes the RDF table editor to edit the action table that is associated with this resource table.
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AE
Invokes the SSM action editor to edit the action table that is associated with this resource table.

B
Invokes the RDF table editor to browse the action table that is associated with this resource table.

D
Deletes this table from the System State Manager list of monitored tables.
The D command does not delete the table from the Relational Data Framework (RDF); it only removes it from the
System State Manager list of monitored tables.
To delete a table from the Relational Data Framework, use the RDF table editor.

E
Enables you to edit the monitored resource table using the SSM table editor.

L
Invokes the RDF table editor to browse the monitored resource table.

M
Enables you to edit the monitored resource table using the RDF table editor.

T
Displays a panel that shows the defined columns, or structure, of this resource table.

How to Change Values on the SSM Control Panel

Except for the Managed Table Name field, you can change any of the values on the panel by typing over them and
pressing Enter. All values in the ADD line are ignored until a managed table name is provided. If you accidentally type
over a value or change your mind about updating a table, then clear the field and press Enter. The old value is restored.

View Monitored Resource Information (Option 4.11.2)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.2 to view the following information about SSM monitored resources:

• The names of monitored resources and their processing modes
• The current and desired states of these resources
• The list of unsatisfied prerequisites (if any) for these resources

You can also use option 4.11.2 to change the processing mode of an individual resource.

Access the SSM Resource Status Panel

To access the SSM Resource Status panel, you can either:

• Select option 2 from the System State Manager Menu panel.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

SSM Resource Status---------- XX11 -- O P S V I E W ----- Exceptions exist

 Command ===> ____________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR_

 Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 13:42                   Filtered: N   View ===> ALL

 System: *_______ SSM Mode: ACTIVE                           Wait ===> 10_

 Disp: B (B/V/E)                States              Modes

 Cm Sta Resource Name      Current  Desired  Res Pre Ref  Action  Message

 -- --- ------------------ -------- -------- --- --- --- -------- --------

 __     ZSSMQA1            DOWN     DOWN      A   A   A  ACTIVE

 __     ZSSMQA2            DOWN     DOWN      A   A   A  ACTIVE
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 __ E   ZSSMQA3            DOWN     UP        A   A   A  ACTIVE   Mprereq

 __     ZSSMQA4            DOWN     DOWN      A   A   A  ACTIVE

 __     ZSSMQA5            UP       UP        A   A   A  ACTIVE

 __     ZSSMQA7            OFFLINE  OFFLINE   A   A   A  ACTIVE

 **************************** Bottom of data ******************************

The TLEFT (PF10) and TRIGHT (PF11) commands scroll the display left and right to display additional resource
information. Pressing the PF11 key the first time displays a panel similar to this one:

SSM Resource Status--------- XX11 -- O P S V I E W ------ Exceptions exist

 Command ===> ____________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR_

 Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 13:50                   Filtered: N   View ===> ALL

 System: *_______ SSM Mode: ACTIVE                           Wait ===> 10_

 Disp: B (B/V/E)                                               Modes

 Cm Sta Resource Name      Resource Type     Table Name       Tbl Sch

 -- --- ------------------ ----------------- ---------------- --- ---

 __     ZSSMQA1            QAFIX             ZSMQAT1           A   I

 __     ZSSMQA2            QAFIX             ZSMQAT1           A   I

 __ E   ZSSMQA3            QAMOVE            ZSMQAT1           A   I

 __     ZSSMQA4            QAMOVE            ZSMQAT1           A   I

 __     ZSSMQA5            QAMOVE            ZSMQAT1           A   I

 __     ZSSMQA7            QAFIX             ZSMQAT2           A   I

 ***************************** Bottom of data ***************************

Press the PF11 key the second time to display a panel similar to this one:

SSM Resource Status--------- XX11 -- O P S V I E W ------ Exceptions exist

 Command ===> ____________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR_

 Date/Time: YYYY/MM/MM 13:50                   Filtered: N   View ===> ALL

 System: *_______ SSM Mode: ACTIVE                           Wait ===> 10_

 Disp: B (B/V/E)           Cur     Des     Pri    A

 Cm Sta Resource Name      Sys     Sys     Sys    H MoveMode System List

 -- --- ------------------ ----    ----    ----    - -------- ------------

 __     ZSSMQA1            XX11  + XX11  + XX11  + Y AUTO     XX31 XX61   +

 __     ZSSMQA2            XX11  + XX11  + XX11  + N WTOR     XX41 XX62   +

 __ E   ZSSMQA3            *     + *     + *     + . INACTIVE             +

 __     ZSSMQA4            *     + *     + *     + . INACTIVE             +

 __     ZSSMQA5            *     + *     + *     + . INACTIVE             +

 __     ZSSMQA7            *     + *     + *     + . INACTIVE             +

 ***************************** Bottom of data *****************************

Press the PF11 key the third time to display a panel similar to this fourth and final one:

SSM Resource Status--------- XX11 -- O P S V I E W -----  Exceptions exist

 Command ===> ____________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR_

 Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 07:26                   Filtered: N   View ===> ALL

 System: *_______ SSM Mode: ACTIVE                           Wait ===> 30_

 Disp: E (B/V/E)

 Cm Sta Resource Name      Move Groups              Control Groups

 -- --- ------------------ -----------------------  -----------------------

 __     SSMQA1             SSMGRP1 SSMGRP2 SSMGRP  + ODD FIBONACCI        +

 __     SSMQA2             SSMGRP2                 + EVEN PRIME FIBONACCI +

 __     SSMQA3             SSMGRP3                 + ODD PRIME FIBONACCI  +

 __     SSMQA4             SSMGRP1                 + EVEN                 +

 __     SSMQA5             SSMGRP2                 + ODD PRIME FIBONACCI  +
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 __     SSMQA6             SSMGRP3                 + EVEN                 +

 __     SSMQA7             SSMGRP1 SSMGRP2 SSMGRP  + ODD PRIME            +

 __     SSMQA8             SSMGRP2                 + EVEN FIBONACCI       +

 __     SSMQA9             SSMGRP3                 + ODD                  +

 __     SSMQA10            SSMGRP4 SSMGRP5 SSMGRP  + EVEN                 +

 __     SSMQA11            SSMGRP6 SSMGRP3 SSMGRP  + ODD PRIME            +

 __     SSMQA12            SSMGRP5 SSMGRP3 SSMGRP  + EVEN                 +

 __     SSMQA13            SSMGRP6 SSMGRP3 SSMGRP  + ODD PRIME FIBONACCI  +

Pressing PF11 again displays the first resource information panel again. The PF10 key operates in the same cyclical
manner in the reverse direction.

Scrollable data fields are indicated by a plus (+) sign at the end of the field and can be manipulated using commands
RIGHT (PF23), LEFT (PF22), and EXPAND (PF24).                                                             

How to Enter Filter Criteria on the SSM Resource Status Panel

Using the SSM Resource Status panel, you can view all resources that System State Manager is monitoring. Because the
number of resources can be large, you can specify criteria to filter out some of them. This enables you to create a more
manageable subset of resources that includes only the type of resources you want to see.

To set the filter criteria for the resource display, enter the FILTER primary command on the command line or place your
cursor under the Filtered field and press Enter. The SSM Resource Filters entry panel is displayed and it contains the
current filter criteria entered or retrieved from your ISPF profile. Use the RESet operand on the FILter command to clear
all filters and regenerate the SSM Resource Status display without any filtering applied.

The filter criteria that you specify can relate to any of the fields that appear on the SSM Resource Status panel. For
example, if you want to view only those resources with values of UP in their Current State fields, specify UP in the Current
State field. You can specify any character string as a filter and use the wildcard characters ? and * for wildcard matches.
For example, to list all resources whose names are four-characters long and begin with the prefix STC, specify STC? as
your filter. To list all resources whose names begin with the prefix STC, specify STC* as your filter.

You can enter multiple filter values in the input field if space permits.

The following operators may also be used:

• = Equal, or in a list
• \= Not equal, or not in a list
• < Less than
• <= Less than or equal
• > Greater than
• >= Greater than or equal
• @ Within a string
• \@ Not within a string

For example, use \=ACTIVE to select resources where the value of the specified field is not equal to ACTIVE. You may
specify a list of values for an IN or NOT IN select clause. Enclose the list inside of parentheses ( ) with an = or \= operator
in front of the list. For example, use =(PASSIVE NOPREREQ) to select resources where the value of the specified field is
equal to PASSIVE or NOPREREQ.

All of the criteria including the View mode must be true for a particular resource for that resource to appear on the display.

NOTE
 The Control Group filter does not support operators and wild card characters.

Use the RESET command to clear all filters on the SSM Resource Filters panel. Use the CANCEL command to exit
the SSM Resource Filters panel without saving any changes. Use the END command to exit the SSM Resource Filters
panel, saving any changed filters.
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The following is a sample SSM Resource Filters panel:

                            SSM Resource Filters

 Command ===> ____________________________________________________

 --------------- Names -------------------------------------------

 Table         : _________________________________________________

 Resource      : _________________________________________________

 Type          : _________________________________________________

 Control Groups: _________________________________________________

 --------------- States ------------------------------------------

 View          : ALL   (Exc/All)

 Current       : _________________________________________________

 Desired       : _________________________________________________

 --------------- Modes -------------------------------------------

 Table         : _________________________________________________

 Resource      : _________________________________________________

 Prereq        : _________________________________________________

 Reference     : _________________________________________________

 Action        : _________________________________________________

 Schedule      : _________________________________________________

 Move          : _________________________________________________

Fields on the SSM Resource Status Panel

The following describes the fields on the SSM Resource Status panel:

System
For cross-system SQL functions, the name of the remote system, or an asterisk (*) to denote the local system. To
select a system from a list of remote systems, enter a question mark (?) in the System field.

SSM Mode
The global processing mode of System State Manager for all monitored resources. The value in this field is the
same as the value of the STATEMAN parameter.

Filtered
Either YES or NO indicating whether filter criteria other than view mode are being used to reduce the number of
resources displayed. Filtered is also an ISPF point and shoot field that can be used to issue the FILTER primary
command to change the filter criteria.

View
Either ALL or EXCEPTION. The ALL mode causes all resources in a table to be displayed and the EXCEPTION
mode causes only those resources whose current and desired states do not match to be displayed. Using
EXCEPTION mode results in better performance, because less data displays.

Wait
The number of seconds to wait for remote SQL responses.

Disp
The resource data display mode protects or allows the type over of resource data. The default value is E unless
OPSView 0.1 is used to change the default.
B

Browse prohibits all type over changes
V

View allows type over changes with verification
E

Unrestricted type over changes.
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Sta
The status of the resource. This field contains a red E or a yellow W when various conditions such as missing
prerequisites are detected for the resource. The condition detected is noted in the message field.

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Current State
The current state of the resource.

Desired State
The desired state of the resource.

Res Mode
The processing mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, INACTIVE, PASSIVE, and NOPREREQ.

Pre Mode
The prerequisite mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, PREREQ, SUBREQ, and INACTIVE. The
prerequisite mode controls whether System State Manager performs full, partial, or no prerequisite checking for
this resource.

Ref Mode
The prerequisite reference mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, PREREQ, SUBREQ, and INACTIVE.
The prerequisite reference mode controls whether this resource can be used as a prerequisite by other resources.
Full, partial, or no prerequisite referencing can be specified. If you specify no prerequisite referencing, then
System State Manager ignores the reference.

Action Mode
Any value used for selecting alternate actions. The action mode is a user-designated mode value that can be
used to select alternate System State Manager actions for the same state combinations, such as a hot or cold
start for JES2.

Message
A value indicating that a warning situation exists for the resource. Values are:

• S=mode—The System State Manager mode is INACTIVE or PASSIVE
• T=mode—The table mode of the resource is INACTIVE or PASSIVE
• R=mode—The resource mode is INACTIVE or PASSIVE
• MPREREQ—The resource has missing prerequisites. Use the P line command to display the status of the

missing prerequisites.
• R=MONITOR—Stop or start is being attempted for a resource where the action mode is MONITOR.
• Action Req—The resource is waiting for an action to be taken before starting or stopping
• Transition—The resource is in the process of stopping or starting
• Exception—The current and desired states of the resource do not match
• SSMGA CNTL—The resource's action mode is INACTIVE because it is a movable resource not currently on

this system

If multiple warnings exist for a resource, the highest-level warning appears in the Message field.
Resource Type

The type of the resource. A value of UNKNOWN means that System State Manager could not identify the product
or subsystem type of the resource, meaning that you probably need to create a rules packet for the subsystem.

Table Name
The name of the resource table to which this resource belongs.
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Tbl Mode
The processing mode of the resource table. Valid values are ACTIVE, INACTIVE, NOPREREQ, and PASSIVE.
The most restrictive processing mode of System State Manager, resource table, and resource mode is the
effective mode of the resource.

Cur Sys
The value of SSM#CURSYS column in the resource table. The value is ‘*’ if the resource is not moveable.

Des Sys
The value of SSM#DESSYS column in the resource table. The value is ‘*’ if the resource is not moveable.

Pri Sys
The value of PRIMARY_SYSTEM column in the resource table. The value is ‘*’ if the resource is not moveable.

AH
The value of AUTOHOME column in the resource table. The value is blank if the column does not exist.

MoveMode
The value of the SSM#MOVMOD column in the resource table.

System List
Lists all of the available alternate systems to which you can move the resource.

Move Groups
The names of the Move Groups to which this resource belongs.

Control Groups
The names of the Control Groups to which this resource belongs. Grouped resources may be started/stopped/
displayed using sample pseudo command rule SSMCNTL. For additional information about sample pseudo
command rule SSMCNTL and the Control Groups column, see Use the Pseudo Command SSMCNTL CMD Rule.

Line Commands for the SSM Resource Status Panel

To use a line command, enter it in the prefix area of the line where the resource appears. Use the following line
commands to control SSM resources:

?
Displays a panel of line commands from which you can choose.

B
If the SSMVERSION parameter is set to 3, the Policy Manager editor is invoked. Otherwise, the RDF table editor
is invoked to browse this resource table.

C
Changes the value in the resource's desired state to CANCEL. For this state value to have an effect on the
resource, a corresponding action in the associated action table must exit. For example:
Current=UP Desired=CANCEL Action_text=MVSCMD('Cancel &JOBNAME')

D
Removes a resource from the control of the System State Manager.
In response, you are prompted you to confirm your delete request.

NOTE
The D command physically removes the record representing the resource from the resource table. If
you delete a resource, the only way to put it back into the resource table is to re-add it by using the RDF
table editor.

E
If the SSMVERSION parameter is set to 3, the Policy Manager editor is invoked. Otherwise, the SSM table editor
is invoked to edit this resource table.
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M
If the SSMVERSION parameter is set to 3, the Policy Manager editor is invoked. Otherwise, the RDF table editor
is invoked to edit this resource table.

MG
Moves a Move Group of resources to an eligible system within the SSMplex. You can only issue this line
command for movable resources that belong to a Move Group. If the resource belongs to more than one Move
Group, you are asked to choose one, and only one Move Group. This command operates asynchronously,
and does not respond to the user's screen. The response from MG can be found in the OPSLOG, message ID
SSMGA200.

MO
Moves a movable resource to an eligible system in the SSMplex. You can only issue this line command for
movable resources with one or more alternate systems. A new panel with the eligible system names displays.
If a new system is selected, the desired system of the resource changes to the selected system. If required, the
resource is stopped on the current system and restarted on the desired system.

OB
Invokes OPSLOG Browse with the jobname profile.

P
Issue this command for a resource with a value of Mprereq in its Message field to display a list of missing
prerequisite resources and their statuses. If this command is issued for a resource with no missing prerequisites,
then the list of all defined prerequisites is displayed.

Q
Changes the desired state of the selected resource and all of its dependent resources to their table-releative 'UP'
states. (Opposite of W.)

R
Changes the desired state of the selected resource and all of its prerequisite resources to their table-relative UP
states.

S
Changes the desired state of the resource to its table-relative UP state. (Opposite of Z.)

SC
Starts a Control Group of resources. You can only issue this line command for resources that belong to a Control
Group. If the resource belongs to more than one Control Group, you are asked to select only one Control Group
name from a list.

SY
Synchronize the SSMGAV2 SYSPLEX scope variables for the resource with the RDF table data.

T
Displays a panel that shows the defined columns, or structure, of this resource table.

U
Changes the current state of the resource to its table-relative UNKNOWN state.

W
Changes the desired state of the selected resource and all of its dependent resources to their table-relative
DOWN states. (Opposite of Q.)
If the Action Verification option is set to Y (Yes) in the General Settings (0.1), a confirmation box appears with a
list of the dependent resources.
SSM Resource  -  SYS1 - OPSVIEW -------- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 Command ===> _______________________  Scroll ===> PAGE

 Confirm you want to stop the selected resource and all

 dependent resources.

 Enter YES to confirm the operation.
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 Enter END command to cancel the operation.

 Selected resource:  TBLRES.RESMAIN11

 Current state:      UP

 # of dependencies:  5

 ************* List of dependent resources ***********

 Resource Name                         Current

 ------------------------------------- --------

 TBLRES.RESMAIN6                       UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN1                       UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN2                       UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN4                       UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN3                       UP

 ***************** Bottom of data ********************

Enter YES to confirm that you want to stop the resource with all dependencies, or enter the END (PF3) command
to cancel the operation.

NOTE
 If the Action Verification option is set to N (No) in the General Settings (0.1), the command processes
without a confirmation.

Z
Changes the desired state of the resource to its table-relative DOWN state. (Opposite of S.)

ZC
Stops a Control Group of resources. You can only issue this line command for resources that belong to a Control
Group. If the resource belongs to more than one Control Group, you are asked to select only one Control Group
name from a list.

How to Use the SSM Verify Mode Confirmation Panels

SSM Verify Mode confirmation panels prevent the accidental entering of line commands.

If the SSM Verify Mode option is set to A (All) in the General Settings (0.1), a confirmation panel appears when you enter
one of the following line commands: S, Z, C, U, W, Q, and R.

If the SSM Verify Mode option is set to M (Multiresource) in the General Settings, a confirmation panel appears only when
you enter one of the following multiresource line commands: W, Q, and R.

In both cases, enter YES to confirm that you want to perform the operation, or enter the END (PF3) command to cancel
the operation.

 Example: SSM Verify Mode Confirmation Panel for S, Z, C, and U 

The following example shows a sample SSM Verify Mode confirmation panel for line commands S, Z, C, and U:

SSM Resource -- SYS1 -- O P S V I E W ---- Subsystem OPSO

 RESTBL.RES01

 DESIRED=UP

 Enter END or CANCEL command to cancel the operation.

 Enter YES command to confirm the operation.

 Command ===>

 Example: SSM Verify Mode Confirmation Panel for W, Q, and R 

The following example shows a sample SSM Verify Mode confirmation panel for line commands W, Q, and R:

SSM Resource  -  SYS1 - OPSVIEW ----- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 Command ===> ____________________  Scroll ===> PAGE

 Confirm you want to stop the selected resource and all

 dependent resources.
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 Enter YES to confirm the operation.

 Enter END command to cancel the operation.

 Selected resource:  TBLRES.RESMAIN11

 Current state:      UP

 # of dependencies:  5

 ************* List of dependent resources ***********

 Resource Name                       Current

 ----------------------------------- --------

 TBLRES.RESMAIN6                     UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN1                     UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN2                     UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN4                     UP

 TBLRES.RESMAIN3                     UP

 ***************** Bottom of data ********************

NOTE
 If the SSM Verify Mode option is set to N (No) in the General Settings, the command processes without a
confirmation.

Primary Commands for the SSM Resource Status Panel

Enter primary commands in the Command field. You can issue the following primary commands from the SSM Resource
Status panel:

AUTO nn
Places the panel in automatic refresh mode. The value of nn indicates how many seconds OPS/MVS waits before
refreshing the panel. The minimum value of nn is 5; the maximum is 600. The default is 60 seconds.

NOTE
 Typically, you place the panel in automatic refresh mode only if you set the View field to EXC. To exit
from automatic refresh mode, press the ATTENTION key.

CANcel
Ignores any updates or line commands entered on the panel and reconstructs the display with the current
resource data.

EXPAND
With the cursor positioned on a scrollable field (indicated by a plus (+) sign), displays the entire contents of that
field in a separate panel. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF24 key.

FILter [RESet]
Displays the SSM Resource Filters panel to change the filter values that limit which resources are displayed. You
can also invoke this command by placing the cursor under the Filtered field near the top of the panel and pressing
Enter. Use the RESet operand to clear all filters and regenerate the SSM Resource Status display without any
filtering applied.

LEFT
With the cursor positioned on a scrollable field (indicated by a plus (+) sign), scrolls the displayed contents of that
field to the left. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF22 key.

RIGHT
With the cursor positioned on a scrollable field (indicated by a plus (+) sign), scrolls the displayed contents of that
field to the right. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF23 key.

TLeft
Displays the previous panel of the display. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF10 key.
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TRight
Displays the next panel of the display. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF11 key.

How to Change the Modes of a Resource

To change the processing mode of a resource, enter A (ACTIVE), I (INACTIVE), N (NOPREREQ), or P (PASSIVE) into
the Res mode field and press Enter.

To change the prerequisite or reference mode of a resource, enter A (ACTIVE), I (INACTIVE), P (PREREQ), or S
(SUBREQ) into the Pre mode or Ref mode fields and press Enter.

How to Change the Current or Desired State of a Resource

Enter the new value over the appropriate Current State or Desired State field and press Enter.

If you change the value in a state field, make sure that the new value you are specifying is valid. For example, if a
resource is up and you set the Desired State field to down, an action for UP_DOWN must be defined in the action table
for that resource. Otherwise, the System State Manager will not be able to find the proper action routine that is needed to
change state of the resource, and the resource will hang.

NOTE
For descriptions of the S, U, and Z line commands, see Line Commands for the SSM Resource Control Panel.

Change the View Mode of the SSM Resource Control Panel

Two view modes are available for the SSM Resource Control panel:

ALL
All resources in the table appear on the SSM Resource Control panel.

EXC
Only those resources whose current and desired states do not match appear on the SSM Resource Control
panel.

To change the view mode, type the desired mode over the value in the View field. The View field appears in the top right
corner of the display. The view mode may also be set on the SSM Resource Filters panel that is invoked by the FILTER
command.

How to Manage System State Manager Global Resources (Option 4.11.G)

View SSMGA Resources Information (Option 4.11.G.R)

OPSVIEW option 4.11.G.R lets you view resource information that is contained in the global status table for an SSMplex
managed by the SSM Global Application (SSMGA). Like option 4.11.2, this option displays resource information in a
tabular format and provides a timed automatic monitoring mode.

Using this option, you can do the following:

• Limit the display through filtering criteria
• Modify the basic resource columns
• Use the provided line commands to start, stop, and move resources

The advantage of this application is that you can simultaneously display all resources from all systems in the SSMplex
using a single source of information.
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Invoke the SSMGA resource status display from the System State Manager Menu Panel (option 4.11) by selecting option
G or by using the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.G.R into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

WARNING
Resources that are defined to Schedule Manager cannot be defined as movable resources to SSMGA.

The SSMGA Resource Status Panels

Upon entering the SSMGA Resource Status application using option 4.11.G.R, the primary resource status panel displays.
The SSMplex name defaults to the SSMplex name of the current system if one exists. Otherwise, the SSMplex name
must be entered manually or a '?' command in the SSMplex name field must be used to select a valid SSMplex name.

SSMGA Resource Status 1 -- XX11 -- O P S V I E W ----------- Row 1 to 12 of 15

Command ===> ________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR  

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 16:21                       Filtered: N   View ===> ALL

SSMplex: TESTGM   System: CA11.X     Sysplex: PLEXC1            Wait ===> 30  

Disp: B (B/V/E)         SSM         States/Systems          Resource Modes    

Cm Resource Name       System     Current    Desired   Res Pre Ref Sch Action 

-- -----------------  ---------- ---------- ---------- --- --- --- --- --------

   CICSAOR            XX11.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   A  ACTIVE   

    Movable                      XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov AUTO     

   CICSTOR            XX11.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   A  ACTIVE   

    Movable                      XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov AUTO     

   DB2                XX11.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   A  ACTIVE   

    Movable                      XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov AUTO     

   JES2               XX11.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   I  ACTIVE   

                                 XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov INACTIVE 

   TCPIP              XX11.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   I  ACTIVE   

                                 XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov INACTIVE 

   VTAM               XX11.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   I  ACTIVE   

                                 XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov INACTIVE 

   WEBCLIENT          XX11.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   I  ACTIVE   

                                 XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov INACTIVE 

   CICSAOR            XX22.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   A  INACTIVE 

                                 XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov AUTO     

   CICSTOR            XX22.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   A  INACTIVE 

                                 XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov AUTO     

   DB2                XX22.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   A  INACTIVE 

                                 XX11.X     XX11.X          Eff A  Mov AUTO     

   JES2               XX22.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   I  ACTIVE   

                                 XX22.X     XX22.X          Eff A  Mov INACTIVE 

   TCPIP              XX22.X     DOWN       DOWN        A   A   A   I  ACTIVE   

                                 XX22.X     XX22.X          Eff A  Mov INACTIVE

The TLEFT (PF10) and TRIGHT (PF11) commands scroll the display left and right to display more resource information.
Pressing the PF11 key the first time displays this panel:

SSMGA Resource Status 2 -- XX11 -- O P S V I E W -------------- Data unchanged

Command ===> ________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR  

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 16:21                      Filtered: N    View ===> ALL 

SSMplex: TESTGM   System: XX11.X     Sysplex: PLEXC1            Wait ===> 30  

Disp: B (B/V/E)         SSM        Primary                                     

Cm Resource Name      System      System    Table Name         Resource Type  

-- ------------------ ---------- ---------- ------------------ ----------------

   CICSAOR            XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAMOVE         
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       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   CICSTOR            XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAMOVE         

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   DB2                XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAMOVE         

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   JES2               XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAFIX          

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   TCPIP              XX11.X     CA31.X     SSMGAQA1           QAFIX          

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   VTAM               XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAFIX          

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   WEBCLIENT          XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAFIX          

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   WEBSERVER          XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA2           QASERVER       

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   CICSAOR            XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAMOVE         

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   CICSTOR            XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAMOVE         

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   DB2                XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAMOVE         

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11                              

   JES2               XX11.X     XX11.X     SSMGAQA1           QAFIX          

       SSMGAR21 STOPPED 14:07:00 O.SSMGARES XX11

Press the PF11 key the second time to display this third and final panel:

SSMGA Resource Status 3 -- XX11 -- O P S V I E W -------------- Data unchanged

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 16:21                       Filtered: N   View ===> ALL  

SSMplex: TESTGM   System: XX11.X     Sysplex: PLEXC1            Wait ===> 30  

Disp: B (B/V/E)         SSM                                                   

Cm Resource Name       System    Move Groups (two lines)                      

-- ------------------ ---------- ----------------------------------------------

   CICSAOR            XX11.X     CICSPROD                                     

                                                                              

   CICSTOR            XX11.X     CICSPROD                                     

                                                                              

   DB2                XX11.X     CICSPROD DB2                                 

                                                                              

   JES2               XX11.X     SYSTEM                                       

                                                                              

   TCPIP              XX11.X     SYSTEM COMM                                  

                                                                              

   VTAM               XX11.X     SYSTEM COMM                                  

                                                                              

   WEBCLIENT          XX11.X     WEB                                          

                                                                              

   WEBSERVER          XX11.X     WEB                                          

                                                                              

   CICSAOR            XX11.X     CICSPROD                                     

                                                                              

   CICSTOR            XX11.X     CICSPROD                                     

                                                                              

   DB2                XX11.X     CICSPROD DB2                                 
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   JES2               XX11.X     SYSTEM

Pressing PF11 again displays the first resource information panel again. The PF10 key operates in the same cyclical
manner in the reverse direction.

How to Enter Filter Criteria on the SSM Resource Status Panel

The SSMGA Resource Status panel lets you view all resources that are monitored by the SSMGA global system. You can
manage many resources using filters to create a subset of resources, which include only the type of resources that you
want to see.

To set the filter criteria for the resource display, enter the FILTER primary command on the command line or place your
cursor under the Filtered field and press Enter. The SSMGA Resource Filters entry panel displays and it contains the
current filter criteria that are entered or retrieved from your ISPF profile.

The filter criteria that you specify can relate to any of the fields that appear on the SSMGA Resource Status panel. For
example, if you want to view only those resources with values of UP in their Current State fields, specify UP in the Current
State field.

You can specify any character string as a filter and can use the wildcard characters ? and * for wildcard matches. For
example, to list all resources whose names are four characters long and begin with the prefix STC, specify STC? as your
filter. To list all resources whose names begin with the prefix STC, specify STC* as your filter. Use the RESet operand on
the FILter command to clear all filters and regenerate the SSM Resource Status display without any filtering applied.

You can enter multiple values in the input field if space permits.

The following operators can also be used:

• = Equal, or in a list
• \= Not equal, or not in a list
• < Less than
• <= Less than or equal
• > Greater than
• >= Greater than or equal
• @ Within a string
• \@ Not within a string

For example, use \=ACTIVE to select resources where the value of the specified field is not equal to ACTIVE. You may
specify a list of values for an IN or NOT IN select clause. Enclose the list inside parentheses ( ) with an = or \= operator
in front of the list. For example, use =(PASSIVE NOPREREQ) to select resources where the value of the specified field is
equal to PASSIVE or NOPREREQ.

All of the criteria including the View mode must be true for a particular resource for that resource to appear on the display.

NOTE
The Move Groups filter does not support operators and wildcard characters.

Use the RESET command to clear all filters on the SSM Resource Filters panel. Use the CANCEL command to exit
the SSM Resource Filters panel without saving any changes. Use the END command to exit the SSM Resource Filters
panel, saving any changed filters.

Following is a sample SSMGA Resource Filters panel:

                            SSMGA Resource Filters    

 Command ===>                                                                

 ------------ Systems ------------------------------ States ----------------

 System name format is:  sysname.subsys | View     : ALL  (Exc/All) 
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 SSM        :                           | Current  :                         

 Primary    :                           | Desired  :                         

 Current    :                           |                      

 Desired    :                           |----------- Modes -----------------

                                        | Resource :                         

 ------------ Names --------------------| Prereq   :                         

 Table      :                           | Reference:                         

 Resource   :                           | Action   : ACTIVE                  

 Type       :                           | Move     :                         

 Move Groups:                         + | Schedule :                         

                                        |                   

 ------------ Conditions ---------------------------------------------------

 Current sys <> Desired sys:    (Y/N)     Movable and Active: _  (Y/N)

Fields on the SSM Resource Status Panel

The following describes the fields on the SSM Resource Status panel:

System
For cross-system SQL functions, the name of the remote system, or an asterisk (*) to denote the local system. To
select a system from a list of remote systems, enter a question mark (?) in the System field.

SSM Mode
The global processing mode of System State Manager for all monitored resources. The value in this field is the
same as the value of the STATEMAN parameter.

Version
The version of System State Manager that is currently defined in the SSMVERSION parameter. Currently, 2 is the
only supported version of SSM.

Filtered
Either YES or NO indicating whether filter criteria other than view mode are being used to reduce the number of
resources displayed. Filtered is also an ISPF point and shoot field that can be used to issue the FILTER primary
command to change the filter criteria.

View
Either ALL or EXCEPTION. The ALL mode causes all resources in a table to be displayed and the EXCEPTION
mode causes only those resources whose current and desired states do not match to be displayed. Using
EXCEPTION mode results in better performance, because less data displays.

Wait
The number of seconds to wait for remote SQL responses.

Disp
The resource data display mode protects or allows the type over of resource data. The default value is E unless
OPSView 0.1 is used to change the default.
B

Browse prohibits all type over changes
V

View allows type over changes with verification
E

Unrestricted type over changes.
Status

A red E or a yellow W when various conditions such as missing prerequisites are detected for a resource. The
condition detected is noted in the message field.
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Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Current State
The current state of the resource.

Desired State
The desired state of the resource.

Res Mode
The processing mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, INACTIVE, PASSIVE, and NOPREREQ.

Pre Mode
The processing mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, PREREQ, SUBREQ, and INACTIVE. The
prerequisite mode controls whether System State Manager performs full, partial, or no prerequisite checking for
this resource.

Ref Mode
The processing mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, PREREQ, SUBREQ, and INACTIVE. The
prerequisite reference mode controls whether this resource can be used as a prerequisite by other resources.
Full, partial, or no prerequisite referencing can be specified. If you specify no prerequisite referencing, then
System State Manager ignores the reference.

Action Mode
Any value used for selecting alternate actions. The action mode is a user-designated mode value that can be
used to select alternate System State Manager actions for the same state combinations, such as a hot or cold
start for JES2.

Message
A value indicating that a warning situation exists for the resource. Values are:

• S=mode—The System State Manager mode is INACTIVE or PASSIVE
• T=mode—The table mode of the resource is INACTIVE or PASSIVE
• R=mode—The resource mode is INACTIVE or PASSIVE
• MPREREQ—The resource has missing prerequisites. Use the P line command to display the status of the

missing prerequisites.
• R=MONITOR—Stop or start is being attempted for a resource where the action mode is MONITOR.
• Action Req—The resource is waiting for an action to be taken before starting or stopping
• Transition—The resource is in the process of stopping or starting
• Exception—The current and desired states of the resource do not match
• SSMGA CNTL—The resource's action mode is INACTIVE because it is a movable resource not currently on

this system

If multiple warnings exist for a resource, the highest-level warning appears in the Message field.
Resource Type

The type of the resource. A value of UNKNOWN means that System State Manager could not identify the product
or subsystem type of the resource, meaning that you probably need to create a rules packet for the subsystem.

Table Name
The name of the resource table to which this resource belongs.

Tbl Mode
The processing mode of the resource table. Valid values are ACTIVE, INACTIVE, NOPREREQ, and PASSIVE.
The most restrictive processing mode of System State Manager, resource table, and resource mode is the
effective mode of the resource.

Cur Sys
The value of SSM#CURSYS column in the resource table. The value is ‘*’ if the resource is not moveable.
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Des Sys
The value of SSM#DESSYS column in the resource table. The value is ‘*’ if the resource is not moveable.

Pri Sys
The value of PRIMARY_SYSTEM column in the resource table. The value is ‘*’ if the resource is not moveable.

AH
The value of AUTOHOME column in the resource table. The value is blank if the column does not exist.

MoveMode
The value of the SSM#MOVMOD column in the resource table.

System List
Lists all of the available alternate systems to which you can move the resource.

Move Groups
The names of the Move Groups to which this resource belongs.

Control Groups
The names of the Control Groups to which this resource belongs. Grouped resources may be started/stopped/
displayed using sample pseudo command rule SSMCNTL. For additional information on sample pseudo
command rule SSMCNTL and the Control Groups column, see Use A Pseudo Command Rule to Manually
Control SSM Activity.

Line Commands for the SSMGA Resource Status Panels

Use the following line commands to perform operations on SSMGA resources. To use a line command, enter it in the 'Cm'
column next to the resource name.

?
Displays the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-
shoot enabled.

MG
Moves a Move Group of resources to an eligible system within the SSMplex. You can only issue this line
command for movable resources that belong to a Move Group. If the resource belongs to more than one Move
Group, you are asked to select one, and only one, Move Group name from a list. This command operates
asynchronously, and does not respond to the user's screen. The response from MG can be found in the
OPSLOG, message ID SSMGA200.

MO
Moves a movable resource to an eligible system in the SSMplex. You can only issue this line command for
movable resources with one or more alternate systems. A new panel with the eligible system names displays.
If a new system is selected, the resource's desired system is changed to the selected system. If necessary, the
resource is stopped on the current system and restarted on the desired system.

P
Displays the missing or defined prerequisite resources for the selected resource. When no missing prerequisites
exist, all the defined prerequisites are displayed.

S
Starts the selected resource by changing its desired state to the UP state.

U
Sets the current state to the UNKNOWN state to determine the correct current state of the resource.

Z
Stops the selected resource by changing its desired state to the DOWN state.

In addition to the resource line commands, the following commands may be entered in the SSMplex name field for
selecting an SSMplex connected to the system running the resource status display.
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?
Displays the SSMplex global systems that are connected to this system and selects an SSMplex name for
resource status display.

??
Displays all of the SSMGA systems that are connected to this system and selects an SSMplex name for the
resource status display.

Primary Commands for the SSMGA Resource Status Panel

There are a few primary commands that you can issue from the SSMGA Resource Status panel. Enter primary
commands in the Command field.

AUTO nn
Places the panel in automatic refresh mode. The value of nn indicates how many seconds OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation waits before refreshing the panel. The minimum value of nn is 5; the maximum is
600.
Default: 60 seconds

NOTE
Typically, you place the panel in automatic refresh mode only if you set the View field to EXC. To exit
from automatic refresh mode, press the ATTENTION key.

CANcel
Ignores any updates or line commands that are entered on the panel and reconstructs the display with the current
resource data.

FILter [RESet]
Displays the SSMGA Resource Filters panel to change the filter values that limit which resources are displayed.
You can also invoke this command by placing the cursor under the Filtered field near the top of the panel and
pressing Enter. Use the RESet operand to clear all filters and regenerate the SSM Resource Status display
without any filtering applied.

TLeft
Displays the previous panel of the display. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF10 key.

TRight
Displays the next panel of the display. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF11 key.

VERGBL
Validates resource synchronization of the GST with the LST on each system in the SSMGA complex. Also
validates the SSMGA resource content of each LST. VERGBL can be run on any system. However, if not run on
the SSMGA GLOBAL system, it can only validate systems that are connected to the current system.

VERMOV
Diagnoses any problems with movable resources. Also identifies any outstanding SSMGA WTORs that should
be responded to. VERMOV can be run on any system. However, for faster performance it should be run on the
SSMGA global system.

VERSYS sysname.subsys
Validates the SSMGA setup. The sysname.subsys value indicates the SSMGA system on which to run the
validation. A value of * in the first position indicates local/current system. A value of * in the second position
indicates local/current subsystem.
Default: *.*

SSMGAV2 Resource Information (Option 4.11.G.R)

OPSVIEW option 4.11.G.R lets you view all SSMGAV2 movable resources within the SSMPLEX. Like option 4.11.2, this
option displays resource information in a tabular format and provides a timed automatic monitoring mode.
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Using this option, you can perform the following tasks:

• Limit the display through filtering criteria
• Modify the basic resource columns
• Use the provided line commands to start, stop, and move resources.

The advantage of this application is that you can simultaneously display all movable resources from all systems in the
SSMplex using a single source of information.

Invoke the SSMGAV2 resource status display from the System State Manager Menu Panel (option 4.11) by selecting
option G2 or by using the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.G.R into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The SSMGAV2 Resource Status Panels

Upon entering the SSMGAV2 Resource Status application using option 4.11.G.R, the primary resource status panel
displays.

SSMGAV2 Resource Status -- SYS1 -- O P S V I E W ----------- Row 1 to 12 of 12

Command ===> ________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR  

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 08:56                       Filtered: N   View ===> ALL

SSMplex: OPSPLEX  Sysplex: PLEXA                                Wait ===> 30  

Disp: E (B/V/E)       Current  Desired  Current  Desired

Cm Resource Name      System   System   State    State    Message

-- ------------------ -------- -------- -------- -------- ---------------------

   D11BMSTR           SYS1     SYS1     UP       UP

   IMSPRD1            SYS1     SYS1     UP       UP

   CICSPRD1           SYS1     SYS1     UP       UP

   CICSPRD2           SYS1     SYS1     UP       UP

   D12BMSTR           SYS2     SYS2     UP       UP

   D22BMSTR           SYS2     SYS2     UP       UP

   CICSPRD3           SYS2     SYS2     UP       UP

   CICSPRD4           SYS2     SYS2     UP       UP

   CICSPRDA           XE61     XE61     UP       UP

   CICSPRDB           XE61     XE61     UP       UP

   CICSTSTX           XE61     XE61     DOWN     DOWN

   CICSTSTZ           XE61     XE61     UP       UP

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The TLEFT (PF10) and TRIGHT (PF11) commands scroll the display left and right to display more resource information.
Pressing the PF11 key the first time displays this panel:

SSMGAV2 Resource Status -- CA11 -- O P S V I E W ----------- Row 1 to 12 of 12

Command ===> ________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR  

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 08:59                       Filtered: N   View ===> ALL  

SSMplex: OPSPLEX  Sysplex: PLEXA                                Wait ===> 30  

                      Primary  A                                                     

Cm Resource Name      System   H MoveMode System List                         

-- ------------------ -------- - -------- ----------------------------------   

   D11BMSTR           SYS1     Y AUTO     SYS2 XE61                           +

   IMSPRD1            SYS1     Y AUTO     SYS2 XE61                           +

   CICSPRD1           SYS1       WTOR     SYS2                                +

   CICSPRD2           SYS1       WTOR     SYS2                                +
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   D12BMSTR           SYS2     N WTOR     SYS1 XE61                           +

   D22BMSTR           SYS2     N WTOR     SYS1 XE61                           +

   CICSPRD3           SYS2       AUTO     SYS1                                +

   CICSPRD4           SYS2       AUTO     SYS1                                +

   CICSPRDA           XE61     Y WTOR     SYS1 SYS2                           +

   CICSPRDB           XE61     Y AUTO     SYS1 SYS2                           +

   CICSTSTX           XE61     Y WTOR     SYS2 SYS1                           +

   CICSTSTZ           XE61     Y AUTO     SYS2 SYS1                           +

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Press the PF11 key the second time to display this third and final panel:

SSMGAV2 Resource Status -- SYS1 -- O P S V I E W ----------- Row 1 to 12 of 12

Command ===> ________________________________________________ Scroll ===> CSR  

Date/Time: YYYY/MM/DD 09:03                       Filtered: N   View ===> ALL  

SSMplex: OPSPLEX  Sysplex: PLEXA                                Wait ===> 30  

                                                                               

Cm Resource Name      Table          Move Groups                               

-- ------------------ -------------- ---------------------------------------      

   D11BMSTR           STCTBL         MOVESYS1                                 +

   IMSPRD1            STCTBL         MOVESYS1                                 +

   CICSPRD1           CICSTBL        MOVESYS1 MVCICS11                        +

   CICSPRD2           CICSTBL        MOVESYS1 MVCICS11                        +

   D12BMSTR           STCTBL         MOVESYS2                                 +

   D22BMSTR           STCTBL         MOVESYS2                                 +

   CICSPRD3           CICSTBL        MVCICS31                                 +

   CICSPRD4           CICSTBL        MVCICS31                                 +

   CICSPRDA           STCTBL         MOVEXE61                                 +

   CICSPRDB           STCTBL         MOVEXE61                                 +

   CICSTSTX           STCTBL         MOVEXE61 TESTCICS                        +

   CICSTSTZ           STCTBL         MOVEXE61 TESTCICS                        +

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Pressing PF11 again displays the first resource information panel again. The PF10 key operates in the same cyclical
manner in the reverse direction.

Scrollable data fields are indicated by a plus (+) sign at the end of the field. Scrollable fields can be manipulated by using
commands RIGHT (PF23), LEFT (PF22), and EXPAND (PF24).

Fields on the SSMGAV2 Resource Status Panel

The following list describes the fields on the SSM Resource Status panel:

Filtered
Either YES or NO indicating whether filter criteria other than view mode are being used to reduce the number of
resources displayed.

NOTE
Filtered is also an ISPF point-and-shoot field that can be used to issue the FILTER primary command to
change the filter criteria.

View
Either ALL or EXCEPTION
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The ALL mode causes all resources in a table to display. The EXCEPTION mode causes only those resources
whose current and desired states do not match to display.

Wait
The number of seconds to wait for remote SQL responses.

Disp
The resource data display mode protects or allows the type-over of resource data.
Default: E (unless OPSView 0.1 is used to change the default).

B
Browse prohibits all type-over changes.

V
View allows type-over changes with verification.

E
Unrestricted type-over changes

Resource Name
The name of the resource

Current System
The current system of the resource

Desired System
The desired system of the resource

Current State
The current state of the resource

Desired State
The desired state of the resource

Message
A value indicating that a warning situation exists for the resource. Values are:

• MPREREQ -- The resource has missing prerequisites. Use the P line command to display the status of the
missing prerequisites.

• Action Req -- The resource is waiting for an action to be taken before starting or stopping.
• Transition -- The resource is in the process of stopping or starting.
• Exception -- The current and desired states of the resource do not match.

If multiple warnings exist for a resource, the highest-level warning appears in the Message field.
Primary System

The primary system of the resource
AH

The AutoHome value of the resource
MoveMode

The value of SSM#MOVMOD for the resource
System List

List of all alternate systems to which you can move the resource.
Table

The name of the resource table to which this resource belongs.
Move Groups

The names of the Move Groups to which this resource belongs.
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Line Commands for the SSMGAV2 Resource Status Panels

Use the following line commands to perform operations on SSMGAV2 resources. To use a line command, enter it in
the Cm column next to the resource name.

?
Displays the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-
shoot enabled.

MG
Moves a Move Group of resources to an eligible system within the SSMplex. You can only issue this line
command for movable resources that belong to a Move Group. If the resource belongs to more than one Move
Group, you are asked to select only one Move Group name from a list. This command operates asynchronously,
and does not respond to the user's screen. The response from MG can be found in the OPSLOG, message ID
SSMGA200.

MO
Moves a movable resource to an eligible system in the SSMplex. You can only issue this line command for
movable resources with one or more alternate systems. A new panel with the eligible system names displays. If
a new system is selected, the desired system of the resource is changed to the selected system. If required, the
resource is stopped on the current system and restarted on the desired system.

P
Displays the missing or defined prerequisite resources for the selected resource. When no missing prerequisites
exist, all the defined prerequisites are displayed.

S
Starts the selected resource by changing its desired state to the UP state.

U
Sets the current state to the UNKNOWN state to determine the correct current state of the resource.

Z
Stops the selected resource by changing its desired state to the DOWN state.

Primary Commands for the SSMGAV2 Resource Status Panel

There are a few primary commands that you can issue from the SSMGAV2 Resource Status panel. Enter primary
commands in the Command field.

AUTO nn
Places the panel in automatic refresh mode. The value of nn indicates how many seconds OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation waits before refreshing the panel. The minimum value of nn is 5; the maximum
value is 600.
Default: 60 seconds

NOTE
Typically, you place the panel in automatic refresh mode only if you set the View field to EXC. To exit
from automatic refresh mode, press the ATTENTION key.

CANcel
Ignores any updates or line commands that are entered on the panel and reconstructs the display with the current
resource data.

EXPAND
With the cursor positioned on a scrollable field (indicated by a plus (+) sign), displays the entire contents of that
field in a separate panel. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF24 key.
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FILter [RESet]
Displays the SSMGAV2 Resource Filters panel to change the filter values that limit which resources are
displayed. You can also invoke this command by placing the cursor under the Filtered field near the top of the
panel and pressing Enter. Use the RESet operand to clear all filters and regenerate the SSM Resource Status
display without any filtering applied.

LEFT
With the cursor positioned on a scrollable field (indicated by a plus (+) sign), scrolls the displayed contents of that
field to the left. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF22 key.

RIGHT
With the cursor positioned on a scrollable field (indicated by a plus (+) sign), scrolls the displayed contents of that
field to the right. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF23 key.

TLeft
Displays the previous panel of the display. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF10 key.

TRight
Displays the next panel of the display. You can also invoke this command by pressing the PF11 key.

How to Enter Filter Criteria on the SSM Resource Status

The SSMGAV2 Resource Status panel lets you view all movable resources in the SSMplex. You can manage many
resources using filters to create a subset of resources, which include only the type of resources that you want to see.

 To set filter criteria, enter the Filter primary command or place your cursor under the Filtered field and select Enter to
display the Filters Entry panel. Use the RESet operand on the FILter command to clear all filters and regenerate the SSM
Resource Status display without any filtering applied.

All of the criteria including the View mode must be true for a particular resource for that resource to appear on the display.

Use the RESET command to clear all filters on the SSM Resource Filters panel. Use the CANCEL command to exit
the SSM Resource Filters panel without saving any changes. Use the END command to exit the SSM Resource Filters
panel, saving any changed filters.

The following example shows a sample SSMGAV2 Resource Filters panel:

                           SSMGAV2 Resource Filters    

 Command ===>                                                                

 ------------ Systems ------------------------------ States ----------------

 System name format is:  sysname       | View     :  ALL  (Exc/All) 

 Primary    :                          | Current  :                          

 Current    :                          | Desired  :                          

 Desired    :                          |                      

                                       |------------ Modes -----------------

 ------------ Names -------------------| Resource :                          

 Table      :                          | Prereq   :                          

 Resource   :                          | Reference:                          

 Type       :                          | Action   : ACTIVE                   

 Move Groups:                        + | Move     :                          

                                       | Schedule :                          

                                       |                   

 ------------ Conditions ---------------------------------------------------

 Current sys <> Desired sys:    (Y/N)
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View Outstanding SSMGA WTORs (Option 4.11.G.W)

OPSVIEW option 4.11.G.W gives you a quick way of determining if there are any SSMGA-related WTORs that require a
response from you to ensure the smooth operation of SSMGA.

You can reply to these WTORs using the following methods:

• Enter the REPLY primary command directly from the panel.
• Enter Y and N responses directly as line commands next to the appropriate outstanding WTOR.

The panel is empty when there are no SSMGA-related WTORs for your SSMplex.

SSMGA Outstanding WTORS -- XE49 -- O P S V I E W ------------- Row 1 to 1 of 1

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

Date/Time: 19Feb2019 09:47:14                                   Wait ===> 30 

SSMplex: TESTPLEX                    Sysplex: MINIPLEX 

Cm System ID      Message 

-- ------ ------- -----------------------------------------------------------  

__ XE49   0113    SSMGA03O TESTPLEX: GLOBAL SYSTEM XE23.OPSP STATUS IS        

                  COMFAIL. SHOULD XE49.OPSP BECOME THE NEW GLOBAL SYSTEM? (Y/N)

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

You can also use the panel to view and respond to SSMGA WTORs on a remote SSMplex. To do this, the system you
are on must have an active MSF connection to a system in that SSMplex. By entering ?? in the SSMplex field, you are
presented with a pop-up window allowing you to select from a list of all accessible SSMplexes.

Three possible WTORs can be generated by a system within your SSMplex :

• SSMGA01O [ssmplex]
Stop duplicate resource [sysname.tbl.name] on [sysname] in [current state] state? (Y/N)

• SSMGA02O [ssmplex]:[sysname] Status=SYSFAIL
Recover movable resources on alternate systems? (Y/N)

• SSMGA03O [ssmplex]
Global system [sysname] status is COMFAIL. Should system [sysname] become the new global system? (Y/N)

WARNING
Pay careful attention to the consequences of answering these messages incorrectly.

Set Resource Policy (Option 4.11.P)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.P to access the OPS/MVS SSM Resource Policy Manager.

This section describes the following SSM Resource Policy Manager panels.

  

The SSM Resource Policy Manager Panel

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.P to access the OPS/MVS SSM Resource Policy Manager.

NOTE

• For information about the processes and architecture behind the Resource Policy Manager panels and
tables, see Setting System State Manager (SSM) Resource Policy.

• For information about the fields and associated data in the panel sections that follow, see Using System
State Manager.
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Options on the SSM Resource Policy Manager Panel

The following options appear on the SSM Resource Policy Manger panel:

D
Access the SSM Discovery panel. The SSM Discovery feature lets you populate the resource policy data by
importing data from your existing SSM environment. You can also run the discover utility to populate the data
based on resources running on your system.

R
Access the SSM Resource List. The SSM Resource List provides a facility for adding, browsing, copying, editing,
deleting, verifying, loading, importing, and comparing individual resources and the associated resource policy
data.

UC
Access the SSM User Column Administration panel. The SSM User Column Administration panel provides a
facility for adding and removing custom user column to the policy data.

UT
Access the SSM User Type Administration panel. The SSM User Type Administration panel provides a facility for
adding, browsing, copying, editing, and deleting custom user types and the associated type policy data.

Primary Commands for the SSM Policy Manager Panel

You can enter the following commands on the SSM Resource Policy Manager panel command line:

END (PF3)
Exits the SSM Resource Policy Manager

The Resource Discovery Panel

You access this panel using option 4.11.P.D. This panel lets you select a resource discovery method, enter additional
information that is required for the discovery, and launch the resource discovery process.

Fields on the Resource Discovery Panel

The following fields appear on the Resource Discovery panel:

Discovery Method
The discovery method that is used to obtain the resource and policy data that initially populates the policy table.

D
Indicates that the Discovery utility runs to populate the policy table.

S
Indicates that the policy table is populated using existing STC and Action tables.

Option D - The Resource Discovery Utility

The Discovery utility scans the current system for active started tasks and creates or updates the SSM POLICY table and
supporting SSM resource tables, if they do not already exist. After you verify the policy data, you can load the resource
into the SSM tables where STATEMAN manages the resources based on the policy definition.

Fields on the Resource Discovery Utility Panel

The following fields appear on the Resource Discovery Utility panel:
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Rules DSN
The full data set name of a OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation rules data set that contains the
Discovery rules, SNAPRUL1, and SNAPRUL2.

SYSPARM
The suffix list of IEASYSxx members of the system parmlib. The IEASYSxx members are used to locate other
members that are relevant to system task initialization. To obtain the suffix list, use the OPSIPL REXX function.

Resource Table Name
The name of the Stateman resource table

Primary Commands for the Resource Discovery Utility Panel
DISCOVER

Launches the discovery utility.
END (PF3)

Exits the resource discovery panel.

Option S - Existing Resource and Action Tables

This discovery method populates the SSM POLICY table based on the SSM tables that are currently under SSM control.
This method populates all policy data except for the Activation and Inactivation events. To enter this data, you must use
the resource policy editor. You can specify the rules that you are currently using to set the CURRENT_STATE value to UP
and DOWN, or you use the new dynamic rule feature to set the CURRENT_STATE.  

The SSM Resource List Panel

You access this panel using option 4.11.P.R. This panel displays resources in the SSM policy table. The filter values are
initially set to display all resources in the policy table.

Fields on the SSM Resource List Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM Resource panel:

System
The MSF ID of the system for which the resource policy table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local
system. You can modify this field. Enter a question mark ? for a list of MSF connected systems that you can
select.  Once you have selected another system:

• Your system selection remains in effect until you make a new selection.
• Primary and line commands apply to the selected MSF connected system.

Step Through
Y(es) or N(o) indicator for walking through all the step through panels (Y) during add/browse/copy/edit or going
directly to the summary panel (N).

Filter
The value for filtering the resource list by Resource Name, Type, or Table Name.
To match all remaining characters, you can use an asterisk * as a wildcard character at the end of the filter value.

You can sort the table by clicking on any of the point-and-shoot enabled column titles (Resource Name, Type,
Table Name, Status) or by explicitly executing the ISPF SORT command (SORT RESOURCE, SORT TYPE,
SORT TABLE or SORT STATUS). The first time a sort is done on this panel, the table is sorted in ascending sequence
(blanks before alphanumeric) on the selected column. Subsequent sorts reverse the sort sequence.
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Primary Commands for the SSM Resource List Panel

You can enter the following commands on the resource list panel command line:

ADD
Begins the process of adding a resource and its policy data to the policy table. The New Resource panel
is presented as a popup for entering the new resource name, table name, and, optionally, type. After you
leave the New Resource panel, you are either guided through the step through panels (Step Through is Y), or you
move to the summary panel directly (Step Through is N). If an MSF connected system is selected before issuing
ADD, a new resource can be added to the remote system.

LOCATE keyvalue
Locates the keyvalue for the column that was last sorted. If no sorting was done, the keyvalue defaults to the
Resource Name field, in ascending order.
Locate is also sensitive to sort order, ascending, or descending.

SORT sortvalue
Sorts the resource list as follows:

• SORT RESOURCE - sort display, ordered by resource name
• SORT TYPE - sort display, ordered by type
• SORT STATUS - sort display, ordered by status
• SORT TABLE - sort display, ordered by table name

END (PF3)
Exits the resource list panel.

COMPARE ALL
or CP ALL
Performs the COMPARE function for all resources in the policy table. The status field returns either SYNCHED or
UNSYNCHED. Tab to the status field and hit enter on UNSYNCHED values for more details.

LOAD ALL
or LO ALL
Attempts to load all resources in the resource list. Prerequisites are verified for existence in the Stateman tables.
If the prerequisites are not there, they are verified in the resource table.

IMPORT ALL
or IM ALL
Imports resources from SSM-managed resource tables for ALL resources in the policy table.

VERIFY ALL
or VE ALL
Performs the VERIFY function for all resources in the policy table. You can interrogate the status for failures.

REFRESH
Refreshes the Status fields on the SSM Resource List.

Line Commands for the SSM Resource List Panel

You can use the following line commands to perform operations on SSM Resource List panel. To use a line command,
enter it in the column in front of the resource name.

?
Display the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-shoot
enabled.

B
or BR
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Browse policy data for the resource. If Step Through is Y, you are guided through the step through panels. If Step
Through is N, you are taken directly to the summary panel.

C
or CO
Copy the selected resource to create a new resource. The New Resource panel is presented as a popup for
entering the new resource name, table name, and optionally type.
After you leave the New Resource panel, you are either guided through the step through panels (Step Through is
Y) or taken to the summary panel directly (Step Through is N).

CP
Compare the resource data in the policy table with the resource data in the STC and action tables. An expanded
view of the resource data can be seen by clicking any of the PAS title fields on this panel. These PAS fields launch
a secondary panel to show the entire text of the fields and make it easier to ascertain what the differences are
between the Policy and SSM table values.

CT
Create a new User Type from the attributes in the selected resource. The actions required to start and stop the
resource, the activation and inactivation completion event or rule, prerequisite resources and the IPL state are
copied from the selected resource to the new user type tables for the selected resource.

D
or DE
Delete the selected resource from the policy table. The resource is only deleted from the policy table. The
resource is not deleted from the STC and Action tables.

E
or ED
Edit the policy data for the resource. If Step Through is Y, you are guided through the step through panels. If Step
Through is N, you are taken directly to the summary panel.

I
or IM
Import resource data from the SSM resource and Action tables into the policy table entry for the selected
resource.

L
or LO
Load the resource policy data into the STC and Action tables and manage resource rules. Verification occurs
automatically at load time.
The Confirm Load Resource panel is displayed.

U
or UL
Removes the resource from SSM control. The resource is deleted from the SSM resource table. Any resource-
specific actions are deleted from the SSM action table. All resources that contain the deleted resource as a
PREREQ are marked with a status of 'UPD PREREQ.' Those should be edited to remove the PREREQ reference,
and then be reloaded.

V
or VE
Verify the policy data for the resource.

The New Resource Panel

The New Resource Panel displays when you add a resource (ADD primary command or Copy line command) to the policy
table. This panel lets you enter the resource name, table name, and type for the new resource.
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 Fields on the New Resource Panel 

The following fields appear on the New Resource Panel:

Resource Name
(Required) The name of the new resource being added.

Resource Table
(Required) The name of the STC table to which the resource is loaded.
You can enter a table name or can select one from the Table List that is presented when using the point-and-
shoot enabled input field or label.

Resource Type
The type for the new resource. You can enter a type or can select one from the Type List that is presented
when using the point-and-shoot enabled input field or label. The type list that is presented comes from the
Broadcom-defined Type Table or the User-defined Type Table. Selecting or typing in a preexisting type,
populates information about that resource into the panels that is required to manage the resource.  For more
information about defining resources using the Broadcom-defined Type Table or the User-defined Type Table see
the “SSM_TYPE_TBL/SSM_UTYPE_TBL table description and usage” section.

Primary Commands for the SSM New Resource Panel

You can enter the following commands on the new resource panel command line:

NEXTPanl (PF6)
Exits the panel and proceeds to the SSM Details panel (Step Through is Y) or Summary panel (Step Through is
N). An entry for the new resource is created in the policy table.

EXIT/END (PF3)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel. An entry for the new resource is created in the policy
table.

CANCEL (PF12)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel. The ADD/COPY is canceled, and no entry is created
for new resource.

The Confirm Load Resource Panel

The Confirm Load Resource panel displays when loading resource data (L line command on SSM Resource list panel
or LOAD command on Summary panel) from the policy table into the STC and Action tables. This panel lets you enter the
mode for the resource.

Fields on the Confirm Load Resource Panel

The following fields appear on the Confirm Load Resource panel:

Load Resource
The mode for the resource
Valid values are A (Active), P (Passive), I (Inactive), and C (Cancel). Entering C cancels the load.

Primary Commands for the Confirm Load Resource Panel

You can enter the following commands on the confirm load resource panel command line:

END (PF3)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List or the Summary/Load panel without loading the resource
data.
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The SSM Details Panel

The Details panel displays as the first step through panel (Step Through is Y) when adding, browsing, copying, or editing
a resource. You can also enter this panel using the point-and-shoot enabled panel title on the Summary panel. This
panel lets you browse/update the jobname, type, control groups, and description for a resource.

SSM Details -------- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _______________________________________________ Step 1 of 5

System: *

Resource Name: AD14MUF             Table Name: STCTBL                   

 * Required field                                                      

 * Jobname       : AD14MUF_                                            

   Type          : DATACOM___________                                  

   SSMHook       : N (Y/N)                                             

   Control Group : PAYROLL________________________________________  +  

   Description   : PRODUCTION MUF REGION__________________________  +  

 Enter PF6 for NextPanel

   

Fields on the SSM Details Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM Details panel:

System
The MSF ID of the system for which the resource policy table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local system.
You cannot modify this field.

Resource Name
The name of the resource being added, browsed, copied, or edited. You cannot modify this field.

Table Name
The STC table to which the resource is loaded. You cannot modify this field.

Jobname
(Required) The name of the job that is associated with the resource. This name is usually the jobname used to
start or activate a resource.

Type
The type for the new resource. You can enter a type or can select one from the Type List that is presented
when using the point-and-shoot enabled input field or label. The type list that is presented comes from
the Broadcom-defined Type Table or User-defined Type Table. Selecting or typing in a preexisting type,
populates information about that resource into the panels that is required to manage the resource.  For more
information about defining resources using the Broadcom-defined Type Table or User-defined Type Table see
the “SSM_TYPE_TBL/SSM_UTYPE_TBL table description and usage” section.

SSMHOOK
Identifies resources that do not have a persistent address space. The current state of these resources is set to
down at IPL time. You can update the SSMSTAUX REXX user exit with resource-specific code to determine the
current state of the resource, if SSM or OPS/MVS is recycled.

Control Group
The name of the control group to which the resource belongs. You can enter a group name or can select up to 10
at a time from the Group List that is presented when using the point-and-shoot enabled input field or label. This
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field is an expandable field, as indicated by the plus sign. To expand the field, place your cursor on the input line
and enter Expand/(PF4).

Description
A free form text description of the resource. This field is an expandable field as indicated by the plus sign. To
expand the field, place your cursor on the input line and enter Expand/(PF4).

Primary Commands for the SSM Details Panel

You can enter the following commands on the details panel command line:

NEXTPanl (PF6)
Exits the panel and proceeds to the SSM Activation panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on
the panel is saved to the policy table.

EXIT/END (PF3)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. Resource data that is
entered on the panel is saved to the policy table.

CANCEL (PF12)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. No data that is entered
on the panel is saved to the policy table.

The SSM Activation Panel

The SSM Activation panel displays as the second step through panel (Step Through is Y) when adding, browsing,
copying, or editing a resource. You can also enter this panel using the point-and-shoot enabled panel title on the
Summary panel. This panel lets you browse/update the information that you need to activate a resource, detect when a
resource is activated/UP and launch an action after the resource is activated/UP.

SSM Activation ----- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _______________________________________________ Step 2 of 5

System: *

Resource Name: AD14MUF            Type: DATACOM      Jobname: AD14MUF  

 * Required field                                                      

   Prerequisite Resources     : VTAM                              +    

   Activation IPL State       : DOWN     

   Activation Time            : 120_

   Auto Restart               : 1_ 

 * Action to START the resource:

   MVSCMD ("START &JOBNAME")   +    

 * Activation Completion Rule:   .   

Or Activation Completion Event:                                     

   Type  Id          Text                                              

    MSG

DB00201I  

   +    

   MATCH action taken when resource is UP:                                 

   _____________________________________________________________  +

 Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel              
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Fields on the SSM Activation Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM Activation panel:

System
The MSF ID of the system for which the resource policy table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local system.
You cannot modify this field.

Resource Name
The name of the resource being added, browsed, copied, or edited. You cannot modify this field.

Table Name
The STC table to which the resource is loaded. You cannot modify this field.

Jobname
The name of the job that is associated with the resource. You cannot modify this field.

Prerequisite Resources
The names of the resources that must be activated/started before you start this resource (the resource in
Resource Name). This field is expandable, indicated by the plus sign. To expand the field, place your cursor on
the input line and enter Expand/(PF4).

Activation IPL State
The value OPS/MVS sets for the DESIRED STATE of the resource at IPL time. Valid values are IPL, UP, or
DOWN.

Activation Time
The time (in seconds) the resource should reach its UP state. The current state is set to TIMEOUT if the activation
complete event is not issued within this time frame. The TIMEOUT UP action runs the SSMNOTFY request rule to
issue a notification of the TIMEOUT condition. A value of 0 turns off the activation time check.

Auto Restart
The number of times STATEMAN restarts a resource that is in a FAILED state. If the resource is not recovered
after the restart limit is reached, the SSMNOTFY request rule executes to issue a notification of the failure. A
value of 0 prevents restarts of the resource and the SSMNOTFY request rule executes to alert you to the failure.

Action to START the resource
An action clause that executes when the desired state of a resource is UP and the current state is DOWN. The
clause that you specify here is copied to an entry in an Action table when the resource policy loads. The action
clause is created or modified by using the action edit ISPF dialog. You can enter the dialog using the point-and-
shoot input field or label.

Activation Completion Rule
The name of a rule, in the format ruleset.rule, that detects the resource has completed activation/start up. You
must either enter an Activation Completion Rule or an Activation Completion Event. One or the other is
required. Specify an Activation Completion Rule if you already have a rule that detects activation completion for
the resource and you would like to use that rule in the policy. Specify an Activation Completion Event if you do not
have an activation rule and would like to have one generated automatically for you based on the event information
you supply.

Activation Completion Event
The event that generates a rule automatically that detects the resource has completed activation/start up. You
must either enter an Activation Completion Rule or an Activation Completion Event. One or the other is required.
Specify an Activation Completion Event if you do not have an activation rule and would like to have one generated
automatically for you based on the event information you supply. Specify an Activation Completion Rule if you
already have a rule that detects activation completion for the event and you would like to use that rule in the
policy.
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Type
The type of event that is used to detect resource activation complete. Valid values include MSG, API, and
EOM. This field is required if an Activation Completion Event is specified.

ID
The event identifier for the event that is used to detect resource activation complete. This field is required
if an Activation Completion Event is specified.
Example: TYPE(MSG) ID(ACF89890)
Example: TYPE(API) ID(CASTATE)
Example: TYPE(EOM) ID(SETHOOK)

Text
The text to compare to the event text in determining resource activation completion. If the specified text
is included in the event text, it is considered a match. This field is optional. This field is expandable as
indicated by the plus sign '+'. To expand the field, place your cursor on the input line and enter Expand/
(PF4).

Prerequisite Resources
The names of the resources that must be activated/started before you start this resource (the resource in
Resource Name). This field is expandable, indicated by the plus sign. To expand the field, place your cursor on
the input line and enter Expand/(PF4).

Match action taken when resource is UP
An action clause that executes when the current state of a resource is set to UP, matching the desired state. The
clause is copied to an action table when the resource policy is loaded. The action clause is created or modified by
using the action edit ISPF dialog. The dialog can be entered using the point-and-shoot input field or label.  

Primary Commands for the SSM Activation Panel

You can enter the following commands on the activation panel command line:

PREVPanl (PF5)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Details panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on the
panel is saved to the policy table.

NEXTPanl (PF6)
Exits the panel and proceeds to the SSM Inactivation panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on
the panel is saved to the policy table.

EXIT/END (PF3
)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. Resource data that is
entered on the panel is saved to the policy table.

CANCEL (PF12)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. No data that is entered
on the panel is saved to the policy table.

The SSM Inactivation Panel

The SSM Inactivation panel displays as the third step through panel (Step Through is Y) when adding, browsing, copying,
or editing a resource. You can also enter this panel using the point-and-shoot enabled panel title on the Summary panel.
This panel lets you browse/update the information that you need to inactivate a resource, detect when a resource is
inactivated/DOWN, and take an action when the resource is inactivated/DOWN.

SSM Inactivation --- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _______________________________________________ Step 3 of 5

System: *
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Resource Name: AD14MUF            Type: DATACOM      Jobname: AD14MUF  

 * Required field

   Inactivation Time: ____                                                       

 * Action to STOP the resource:                                      

   MVSCMD("STOP &JOBNAME")______________________________________  +    

 * Inactivation Completion Rule: ________ . ________                 

Or Inactivation Completion Event:                                   

   Type Id          Text                                               

   EOM  ADI4MUF___  ____________________________________________  +     

   MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN:                           

   _____________________________________________________________  +    

Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel

   

Fields on the SSM Inactivation Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM Inactivation panel:

System
The MSF ID of the system for which the resource policy table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local system.
You cannot modify this field.

Resource Name
The name of the resource being added, browsed, copied, or edited. You cannot modify this field.

Table Name
The STC table to which the resource is loaded. You cannot modify this field.

Jobname
The name of the job that is associated with the resource. You cannot modify this field.

Inactivation Time
The time (in seconds) the resource should reach its DOWN state. The current state is set to TIMEOUT if
the inactivation complete event is not issued within this time frame. The TIMEOUT DOWN action runs the
SSMNOTFY request rule to issue a notification of the TIMEOUT condition. A value of 0 turns off the inactivation
time check.

Action to STOP the Resource
An action clause that executes when the desired state of a resource is DOWN and the current state is UP. The
clause specified here is copied to an entry in an Action table when the resource policy loads. The action clause is
created or modified by using the action edit ISPF dialog. You can enter the dialog using the point-and-shoot input
field or label.

Inactivation Completion Rule
The name of a rule, in the format ruleset.rule, that detects the resource has completed inactivation/shut down. You
must either enter an Inactivation Completion Rule or an Inactivation Completion Event. One or the other is
required. Specify an Inactivation Completion Rule if you already have a rule that detects inactivation completion
for the event and you would like to use that rule in the policy. Specify an Inactivation Completion Event if you
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do not have an inactivation rule and would like to have one generated automatically for you based on the event
information you supply.

Inactivation Completion Event
The event that is used to generate a rule automatically that detects the resource has completed inactivation/shut
down. You must either enter an Inactivation Completion Rule or an Inactivation Completion Event. One or the
other is required. Specify an Inactivation Completion Event if you do not have an inactivation rule and would like
to have one generated automatically for you based on the event information you supply. Specify an Inactivation
Completion Rule if you already have a rule that detects inactivation completion for the event and you would like to
use that rule in the policy.

•Type
The type of event that is used to detect resource inactivation complete. Valid values include EOM. This field is
required if an Inactivation Completion Event is specified.

ID
The event identifier for the event that is used to detect resource inactivation complete. For example, an EOM id if
TYPE is EOM. This field is required if an Inactivation Completion Event is specified.

Text
The text to compare to the event text in determining resource inactivation completion. If the specified text is
included in the event text, it is considered a match. This field is optional. This field is expandable, as indicated by
the '+'. To expand the field, place your cursor on the input line and enter Expand/(PF4).

•  MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN
An action clause that executes when the current state of a resource is set to DOWN, matching the desired state. The
clause is copied to an action table when the resource policy loads. The action clause is created or modified by using
the action edit ISPF dialog. The dialog can be entered using the point-and-shoot input field or label. 

Primary Commands for the SSM Inactivation Panel

You can enter the following commands on the inactivation panel command line:

PREVPanl (PF5)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Activation panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on the
panel is saved to the policy table.

NEXTPanl (PF6)
Exits the panel and proceeds to the SSM Recovery panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on
the panel is saved to the policy table.

EXIT/END (PF3
)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. Resource data that is
entered on the panel is saved to the policy table.

CANCEL (PF12)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. No data that is entered
on the panel is saved to the policy table.

The SSM Recovery Panel

The SSM Recovery panel displays as the fourth step through panel (Step Through is Y) when adding, browsing, copying,
or editing a resource. You can also enter this panel using the point-and-shoot enabled panel title on the Summary panel.
This panel lets you browse/update the information that you need to move the resource in a system recovery situation.
Note that this panel is only displayed if the SSM managed table associated with this resource contains the appropriate
columns required to manage movable resources.
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NOTE

 For more information about Movable Resources, see How to Set Up SSMGAV2.

SSM Recovery ------- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W --------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _____________________________________________ Step 4 of 5

System: *

Resource Name: AD14MUF                Type: DATACOM 

   Move Mode : ACTIVE 

   Primary system : SYS1.OPSS 

   System list : SYS2.OPSS SYSX.OPSS + 

   Move group : PAYROLL +

   AutoHome : N (Y/N) 

Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel

   

Fields on the SSM Recovery Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM Recovery panel:

System
The MSF ID of the system for which the resource policy table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local system.
You cannot modify this field.

Resource Name
The name of the resource being added, browsed, copied, or edited. This field cannot be modified.

Table Name
The STC table to which the resource is loaded. This field cannot be modified.

Move Mode
The indicator for whether a resource is movable. Any value other than INACTIVE indicates that the resource is
movable. If Move Mode is not INACTIVE, then a primary system name and a system list are also required.

Primary System
The name of the primary system for the resource. The primary system is the system where the resource would
typically run.

System List
The name of the systems to which the resource can be automatically moved. This field is expandable, as
indicated by the plus sign. To expand the field, place your cursor on the input line and enter Expand/(PF4). The
primary system name cannot be included in the system list.

Move Group
The names of the move groups to which the resource belongs. This field is expandable, as indicated by the plus
sign. To expand the field, place your cursor on the input line and enter Expand/(PF4).

Autohome
The indicator for whether a resource automatically moves back to the primary system when the primary system
becomes available. Valid values are Y (YES - automatically move) and N (NO - do not automatically move)

The Primary System and System List names must be specified as follows:      
                                                                            

 SSSSSSSS.OOOO where:         
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SSSSSSSS
is the 1 to 8 character SYSNAME as specified in the IEASYSxx PARMLIB member.

OOOO
is the 4 character OPS/MVS subsystem id as specified on the OPS/MVS SUBSYSNAME parameter.

Primary Commands for the SSM Recovery Panel

You can enter the following commands on the recovery panel command line:

PREVPanl (PF5)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Inactivation panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on
the panel is saved to the policy table.

NEXTPanl (PF6)
Exits the panel and proceeds to the SSM Summary panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on
the panel is saved to the policy table.

EXIT/END (PF3)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. Resource data that is
entered on the panel is saved to the policy table.

CANCEL (PF12)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. No data that is entered
on the panel is saved to the policy table.

The SSM User Data Panel

The SSM User Data panel displays as the fifth panel (Step Through is Y) when adding, browsing, copying, or editing
a resource. You can also enter this panel using the point-and-shoot enabled panel title on the Summary panel. This
panel lets you browse/update the user information that you have defined to the SSM policy. Note that this panel is only
displayed if the SSM managed table has user columns and they have been defined to policy using the SSM User Column
Administration option. (OPSVIEW 4.11.P.UC)

SSM User Data ------ SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ---------------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                                       Step 5 of 6

System: *                                                                     

Enter PF6 for NextPanel or PF5 for PrevPanel                                 

Resource Name: AD14MUF            Table Name: STCTBL                          

  User Column        Typ Column Value                                         

  -----------        --- ------------                                         

_ SEVERITY           CHR 10                                                    

_ OWNER              CHR CICSGRP 

   

Columns on the SSM User Data Panel

The following columns appear on the SSM User Data panel:

User Column
The name of the user column that has been defined to the user data policy.

Typ
A three character value representing the data type of the user column.

          CHR = CHAR    
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          DAT = DATE    

          DEC = DECIMAL 

          HEX = HEX     

          INT = INTEGER 

          SIN = SMALLINT

          TIM = TIME    

          TMS = TIMESTAMP

          VCH = VARCHAR 

Column Value
The column value for the displayed resource.

NOTE

If the length of the value is too large to large to fit on the screen the ‘+’ continuation character is set. These
values must be updated by selecting the User Column.

Fields on the SSM User Data Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM User Data panel:

System
The MSF ID of the system for which the resource policy table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local system.
You cannot modify this field.

Resource Name
The name of the resource being added, browsed, copied, or edited. This field cannot be modified.

Table Name
The STC table to which the resource is loaded. This field cannot be modified.

 Primary Commands for the SSM User Data Panel 

You can enter the following commands on the user data panel command line:

PREVPanl (PF5)
Exits the panel and returns to the previous panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on the panel
is saved to the policy table.

NEXTPanl (PF6)
Exits the panel and proceeds to the SSM Summary panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on
the panel is saved to the policy table.

EXIT/END (PF3)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. Resource data that is
entered on the panel is saved to the policy table.

CANCEL (PF12)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel or the Summary/Load panel. No data that is entered
on the panel is saved to the policy table.

The SSM Summary/Load Panel

The SSM Summary/Load panel displays as the last step through panel (Step Through is Y) when adding, browsing,
copying, or editing a resource. The Summary/Load panel is entered directly when Step Through is N. This panel lets you
browse/update all the policy information available for the resource. You can also jump directly to the other step through
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panels using the point-and-shoot enabled panel title on the Summary/Load panel. You can use the direct jump when the
Summary/Load Panel is entered as part of the step though or when the panel is entered directly. When using the direct
jump, you are returned to the Summary/Load panel when exiting the panel to which you jumped.  Note that the Recovery
section of this panel is only displayed if the SSM managed table associated with this resource contains the appropriate
columns required to manage movable resources.

NOTE

 For more information about Movable Resources, see How to Set Up SSMGAV2.

SSM Summary/Load --- SYS1 ----- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===> _______________________________________________ Step 5 of 5

System: *

Resource Name: AD14MUF            Table Name: STCTBL                  

 * Required field  Commands: LOAD Load resource  VERIFY Verify resource

 Detail                                                                

 * Jobname       : AD14MUF_   Type: DATACOM_______  SSMHook: N (Y/N) 

   Control Group : DATABASE__________________________________________  +

   Description   : PRODUCTION DATACOM________________________________  +

 Activation                                                             

 * Action to START the resource:                                      

   MVSCMD("START &JOBNAME")__________________________________________  +

 * Activation Complete Event:                                          

   TYPE(MSG) ID(DB00201I) TEXT()_____________________________________  +

   MATCH action taken when resource is UP:                              

   TSOCMD("OI MUFISUP &JOBNAME")_____________________________________  +

   Prereq        : VTAM______________________________________________  +

   IPL State     : DOWN____                                           

 Inactivation  

   Inactivation Time: 10     

 * Action to STOP the resource:                                     

   MVSCMD("STOP &JOBNAME")___________________________________________  +

 * Inactivation Complete Event:                                       

   TYPE(EOM) ID(ADI4MUF) TEXT()______________________________________  +

   MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN:                         

   __________________________________________________________________  +

 Recovery                                                           

   Move Mode     : ACTIVE      AutoHome: _ (Y/N)                   

   Primary System: SYS1.OPSS_____                                   

   System List   : SYS2.OPSS SYSX.OPSS_______________________________  +

   Move Group    : PAYROLL___________________________________________  +

   

Fields on the SSM Summary/Load Panel

The SSM Summary/Load panel includes all the fields from the step through panels (SSM Details panel, SSM Activation
panel, SSM Inactivation panel, and SSM Recovery panel). Refer to the appropriate panel sections for detailed
descriptions of the fields.

The following fields are condensed versions of several fields on the Activation/Inactivation panels.
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Activation Complete Event
Condensed version of the Activation Completion Rule and Activation Completion Event on the SSM Activation
panel. Contains either the ruleset.rule or the event data. This data cannot be edited from the Summary panel. Use
the Activation point-and-shoot field to navigate back to the Activation screen to update this field.

Inactivation Complete Event
Condensed version of the Inactivation Completion Rule and Inactivation Completion Event on the SSM
Inactivation panel. Contains either the ruleset.rule or the event data. This data cannot be edited from the
Summary panel. Use the Inactivation point-and-shoot field to navigate back to the Inactivation screen to update
this field.

Primary Commands for the SSM Summary/Load Panel

You can enter the following commands on the summary/load panel command line:

LOAD
Load the resource policy data into the STC and Action tables and manage resource rules. A verification is also
performed automatically at load time. The Confirm Load Resource panel is displayed.

VERIFY
Verify the policy data for the resource.

PREVPanl (PF5)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Recovery panel (Step Through is Y). Resource data that is entered on the
panel is saved to the policy table.

EXIT/END (PF3
)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel. Resource data that is entered on the panel is saved
to the policy table.

CANCEL (PF12)
Exits the panel and returns to the SSM Resource List panel. No data that is entered on the panel is saved to the
policy table.

The SSM User Column Administration Panel

You access this panel using option 4.11.P.UC. This panel displays user columns defined to active SSM resource tables. It
allows customers to add or remove user columns to the policy manager so the data can be managed with the Resource
Policy Editor. 

Columns on the SSM User Column Administration Panel

• User Column

       The name of the column added to the SSM resource table that contains user specific data.        

       These columns can be added and removed from the SSM policy definition.    

• Table

The SSM resource table which contains the user column.                          

• In Policy

Y or N value indicating the column has been added to the policy definition.                          

Message
Informational messages. These can be cleared with the REFRESH primary command. Possible values are:
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• Added to policy                   - Result of the A line command
• Deleted from policy             - Result of the D line command
• Column in policy                 - Result of the A line command if the user column is already defined to policy.
• Column not in policy           - Result of the D line command if the user column is not defined to policy.
• Table not SSM managed    - Table has user columns defined to policy but is currently not under SSM control.
• User column not found - User column has been defined to user policy but has been deleted from the SSM

managed table. Delete the user column from policy or re-add the column to the SSM managed table.

Fields on the SSM User Column Administration Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM User Column Administration panel:

System
The MSF ID of the system for which the user types table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local system. You
can modify this field.
Enter a question mark ? for a list of MSF connected systems that you can select.  Once you have selected
another system:

• Your system selection remains in effect until you make a new selection.
• Primary and line commands apply to the selected MSF connected system.

Filter
The value for filtering the user type list by User Column or Table.
To match all remaining characters, you can use an asterisk * as a wildcard character at the end of the filter value.

Primary Commands for the SSM User Column Administration Panel

You can enter the following commands on the command line:

REFRESH
Clears the Action field messages.

END (PF3)
Exits the SSM User Column Administration panel.

 Line Commands for the SSM User Column Administration Panel 

You can use the following line commands to perform operations on the SSM User Column Administration panel. To use a
line command, enter it in the column in front of the user type name.

?
Display the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-shoot
enabled.

A
Add the user column to the SSM policy data.

D
Delete the user column from the policy data.

The SSM User Type Administration Panel

You access this panel using option 4.11.P.UT. This panel displays user types in the the User Types table. The filter values
are initially set to display all user types in the table.

Fields on the SSM User Type Administration Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM User Type Administration panel:
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System
The MSF ID of the system for which the user types table is displayed. An asterisk * means the local system. You
can modify this field.
Enter a question mark ? for a list of MSF connected systems that you can select.  Once you have selected
another system:

• Your system selection remains in effect until you make a new selection.
• Primary and line commands apply to the selected MSF connected system.

Filter
The value for filtering the user type list by Type Name or Description.
To match all remaining characters, you can use an asterisk * as a wildcard character at the end of the filter value.

Primary Commands for the SSM User Type Administration Panel

You can enter the following commands on the resource list panel command line:

ADD
Begins the process of adding a user type and its policy data to the user types table.
If an MSF connected system is selected before issuing ADD, a new user type can be added to the remote system
user type table.

END (PF3)
Exits the SSM User Type Administration panel.

Line Commands for the SSM User Type Administration Panel

You can use the following line commands to perform operations on SSM User Type Administration panel. To use a line
command, enter it in the column in front of the user type name.

?
Display the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-shoot
enabled.

B
Browse policy data for the user type.

C
Copy the selected user type resource to create a new user type.

D
Delete the selected user type from the user types table.

E
Edit the policy data for the user type.

NOTE

For more information about Movable Resources, see How to Set Up SSMGAV2.

Resource Policy Action Editor

You enter the Action Editor using point-and-shoot on the following labels of Action Clause input fields:

• Action to START the resource:
• MATCH action taken when resource is UP:
• Action to STOP the resource:
• MATCH action taken when resource is DOWN:

This is the Action Editor main panel:
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OPS/MVS Action Edit------ SYS1 -- O P S V I E W ----- Subsystem OPSS

Option ===>                                              

  Current Action Text:                                   +      

1  MVSCMD      Issue a z/OS command with no response       

2  RULE        Invoke a synchronous request rule           

3  EVRULE      Same as rule but RC>500 stops further actions       

4  REXX        Invoke an asynchronous REXX on an OSF server      

5  TSOCMD      Issue an asynchronous TSOCMD on an OSF server   

6  SETCOL      Update a column of the current resource

7  SSMCMDS     Issue multiple z/OS commands with no response

8  NOACTION    Create a NULL action       

Press END to return  

   

Description of Panel Options

A description of the options on the Action Editor main panel follows.

1 MVSCMD

This option displays an Action Edit panel that lets you create an SSM action to issue a z/OS command. The command is
modified to use the command verb and variable substitutions for jobname and type are performed. 

The following fields are displayed on the panel:

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Type
The type of the resource.

Jobname
The jobname of the resource used for variable substitution.

Current Action Text
The current action that you want to edit, or blank if a new action is being created.

z/OS command
The z/OS command that you want the action to issue.

2 RULE

This option displays an Action Edit panel that lets you create an SSM action to invoke an OPS/MVS request rule. When
you specify these values in the Parms field, Variable substitutions for type and jobname are performed. 

The following fields are displayed on the panel:

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Type
The type of the resource.

Jobname
The jobname of the resource used for var substitution.

Current Action Text
The current action that you want to edit, or blank if a new action is being created.
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Rule
Name of the OPS/MVS request rule that you want to invoke.

Parms
Parameters passed to the request rule.

3 EVRULE

This option displays an Action Edit panel that lets you create an SSM action to invoke an OPS/MVS request rule. When
you specify these values in the Parm fields, variable substitutions for type and jobname are performed.                              
             

The following fields are displayed on the panel:

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Type
The type of the resource.

Jobname
The jobname of the resource used for var substitution.

Current Action Text
The current action that you want to edit, or blank if you are creating a new action.

Rule
Name of the OPS/MVS request rule that you want to invoke.

Parms
Parameters passed to the request rule.

4 REXX

This option displays an Action Edit panel that lets you create an SSM action to invoke an asynchronous REXX on an OSF
server. When you specify these values in the Parms field, variable substitutions for type and jobname are performed.

The following fields are displayed on the panel:

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Type
The type of the resource.

Jobname
The jobname of the resource used for var substitution.

Current Action Text
The current action that you want to edit, or blank if a new action is being created.

REXX
Name of the OPS/MVS REXX that you want to execute.

Parms
Parameters that pass to the REXX exec.

Server
The class of OSF server that you want to use and execute the REXX exec. Possible values are:
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TSO
- Standard server. (Default)

TSL
- Long running server.

TSP
- Priority server.

5 TSOCMD

This option displays an Action Edit panel that lets you create an SSM action to invoke an asynchronous TSO command
on an OSF server. When you specify these values in the TSO command, variable substitutions for type and jobname are
performed.

The following fields are displayed on the panel:

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Type
The type of the resource.

Jobname
The jobname of the resource used for var substitution.

Current Action Text
The current action that you want to edit, or blank if a new action is being created.

TSOCMD
TSO command that you want to execute on the OSF server.

Server
The class of OSF server that you want to use and execute the TSO command. Possible values are:
TSO

- Standard server. (Default)
TSL

- Long running server.
TSP

- Priority server.

6 SETCOL

This option displays an Action Edit panel that lets you create an SSM action to update a column of the current resource
with a specified value.

The following fields are displayed on the panel:

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Type
The type of the resource.

Jobname
The jobname of the resource used for var substitution.
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Current Action Text
The current action that you want to edit, or blank if you are creating a new action.

Column name
Name of the resource table column to be updated.

Column value
The update value for column.

7 SSMCMDS

This option displays an Action Edit panel that lets you create an SSM action to issue up to 3 z/OS commands with a
specified wait time between each command. The subsequent commands are issued until the resource reached its desired
state.

The following fields are displayed on the panel:

Resource Name
The name of the resource.

Type
The type of the resource.

Jobname
The jobname of the resource used for var substitution.

Current Action Text
The current action that you want to edit, or blank if you are creating a new action.

z/OS command 1
The first z/OS command to be issued by the action.

Interval 1
The wait time in seconds before the resource is evaluated to determine if command 2 is issued.

z/OS command 2
The second z/OS command to be issued.

Interval 2
The wait time in seconds before the resource is evaluated to determine if command 2 is issued.

z/OS command 3
The third z/OS command to be issued.

8 NOACTION

This option creates a NULL action for the resource.

The SSM Actions Panel

If the action text contains multiple actions, the actions are parsed and presented on the following panel:

OPS/MVS Actions  --- SYS1 -- O P S V I E W --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

Option ===>             

Sel  Action            

--- --------------------------------------------------

___ MVSCMD("START &JOBNAME")             

___ SETCOL("MODE,PASSIVE")                 

___ TSOCMD("OI MYREXX")                
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*********************** Bottom of data ***********************

   

Fields on the SSM Actions Panel

The following fields appear on the SSM Actions panel:

Sel
The current line command.

Action
Parsed out action text.

Primary Commands for the SSM Actions Panel

You can enter the following commands on the resource list panel command line:

END (PF3)
Exits and returns an updated action clause to the previous panel.

CANCEL (PF12)
Returns to the previous panel without updating the action clause.

Line Commands for the SSM Actions Panel

You can use the following line commands to perform operations on the action text.

D
Delete the action text.

E
Edit the action text.

I
Insert a new action.

System State Manager Utilities (Option 4.11.U)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.U to access the following SSM utilities:

 

SSM Utilities       ---------- CA11 -- O P S V I E W ---------- Subsystem OPSL

Option  ===>                                                                 

Date/Time: 2017/03/21 10:44                                                  

                                                                              

   1  Snapshot        - Create/Modify a local SSM started task resource table

   2  Scheduler       - Set/Display schedules for SSM controlled resources   

   3  Group Manager   - Create/Manage groups of SSM resources                

   A  Action Editor   - Create and maintain SSM action tables                

   R  Resource Edit   - Create and maintain SSM resource tables              

                                                                              

Press END to return  
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How to Generate the Relational Table of the Started Tasks (Option 4.11.U.1)

To implement basic automation, OPSVIEW provides option 4.11.U.1, which is the OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) Snapshot utility. Use this option to create a table to store status information about started tasks
(STCs) running on your system.

The Snapshot utility surveys your system and determines which started tasks are currently active, started at IPL, or both.
It then creates a relational table that contains the control data for the started tasks. For details about relational tables and
the Relational Data Framework, see Relational Data Framework Reference.

Access the System State Manager Snapshot Facility Panel

To run the Snapshot utility, you must access the System State Manager Snapshot Facility panel. To do so, you can either:

• Select option 3 from the System State Manager Menu panel
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.U.1 into any valid field in OPSVIEW

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

SSM Snapshot-------------- XE44 -- O P S V I E W -------------- Subsystem OPSX

COMMAND ===>

The Snapshot facility scans the current system for active started tasks and

creates a System State Manager table for them.  This process may take several

minutes to complete.  After the Snapshot table is built, the SQL table editor

will be invoked to allow you to view and customize the resulting table.

SNAPSHOT RULES DATASET:

 Rules DSN ===> 'OPSDEV.O.CCLXRULM'                             (Required)

SNAPSHOT INPUT FROM PARMLIB MEMBER LOAD

 SYSPARM    ===> 00

STC IDENTIFICATION DATASET(S):

 User DSN   ===>                                                          (Opt)

 CA   DSN   ===> 'OPSDEV.O.CCLXCNTL(SNAPDATA)'                            (Req)

SNAPSHOT OUTPUT:

 Mode       ===> A ( Add/Refresh/Update )   SSM version  ===> 3

 Table Name ===> STCTBL                    

Enter SNAPSTART to BEGIN Snapshot, Press PF3 to EXIT without taking Snapshot

Fields on the System State Manager Snapshot Facility Panel

The fields on the System State Manager Snapshot Facility panel are as follows:

Rules DSN
The full name of the data set containing the SNAPRUL1 and SNAPRUL2 rules. The data set does not have to
be a valid rules data set for the active OPS/MVS on the system. The rules are read from the specified PDS and
installed using the *DYNAMIC rule set.
The SNAPRUL1 and SNAPRUL2 rules are provided in the OPS.CCLXRULM data set.

SYSPARM
The suffix list of IEASYSxx members of the system parmlib used to IPL the system. The IEASYSxx members
locate other members that are relevant to system task initialization.
Use the OPSIPL REXX function to obtain the suffix, which is not modifiable.
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User DSN
The full name of the data set that contains user-supplied started task data. Snapshot uses the data to determine
the type of a started task to specify start and stop commands, and to override some Snapshot actions.
This field is optional. If you specify the name of a data set in this field, entries (identified by the TYPE parameter)
in this data set override matching entries in the data set supplied by Broadcom.

CA DSN
The full name of the data set that contains started task data supplied by Broadcom. Snapshot uses the data to
determine the type of a started task to specify start and stop commands, and to override some Snapshot actions.
The OPS.CCLXCNTL(SNAPDATA) member is on the OPS/MVS distribution media.
This field is required. Since the data in the OPS.CCLXCNTL(SNAPDATA) member is maintained by Broadcom,
do not modify it. Instead, you may copy any entries you want to modify into the User DSN and make the
modifications there.

Mode
The mode in which you want Snapshot to execute. Values are:

• ADD—Adds started task data to an existing relational table without modifying any entries in the table.
If the table you specify in the Table Name field does not exist, the Snapshot utility creates a new table and
places all of the started task data it finds into the new table.

• REFRESH—Clears and rebuilds an existing relational table. (This is the same process that occurs when you
specify a value of ADD, and the table in the Table Name field does not exist.)

• UPDATE—Modifies existing data in the table but does not add any new started tasks to the table.

SSM version
Specifies the SSM version for which to define required columns.

Table Name
The name of the relational table that is to contain the started task control data.

Start the Snapshot Process

Once all entries in all required fields have been made, enter the word SNAPSTART on the Command line to begin
the Snapshot process. If you change your mind about taking a Snapshot, you can either press PF3 or enter the word
CANCEL on the Command line to exit the Snapshot utility. However, once the Snapshot process has begun, you cannot
cancel it. When you enter the SNAPSTART command, the Snapshot utility begins surveying the system. It may take
several minutes for the Snapshot utility to finish creating the started task relational table.

When the process is complete, the Snapshot utility invokes the relational table editor so that you can view the table. Use
the editor to make sure the data in your Snapshot table accurately represents the configuration of your system before
turning over control of the table to System State Manager.

For information about accessing the relational table editor, see Fields on the SSM Control Panel.

How to Manage Schedules of Resources (Option 4.11.U.2)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11..U.2 to access the OPS/MVS Schedule Manager. The Schedule Manager enables you to
schedule times when the System State Manager feature changes the states of system resources.

Access the Schedule Manager

To access the Schedule Manager, you can either:

• Select option 2 from the System State Manager Utilities Menu panel.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.U.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.
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How to Manage Groups of System State Manager Resources (Option 4.11.U.3)

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.U.3 to access the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation System State Manager
Group Manager. The Group Manager lets you assign particular System State Manager resources to resource groups. The
System State Manager maintains an overall status of a group through status definitions and priorities. The Group Manager
selectively displays group statuses for monitored resources across multiple systems using color screen attributes and
highlighting. An automatic monitoring mode is also provided.

Access the Group Manager

To access the Group Manager, you can either:

• Select option 3 from the System State Manager Utilities Menu panel.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.U.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

How to Use the Action Table Editor to Create and Maintain SSM Action Tables (Option 4.11.U.A)

Contents

The SSM action table editor is an alternative facility to the general-purpose RDF table editor for creating, modifying,
viewing, deleting and copying SSM action tables as well as individual SSM actions.

This facility provides the following:

• A special editor for editing SSM action commands with panels for selecting action command keywords and SSM action
variables

• The ability to check basic action command syntax to minimize potential syntax errors
• An enhanced cross-system copy facility for replicating action tables or individual actions on multiple systems

You can invoke the SSM action table editor from the SSM Menu Panel (Option 4.11), the SSM Control Panel (Option
4.11.1) using the AC line command, or by using the ISPF jump function by entering =4.11.2 into any valid field in
OPSVIEW.

The SSM Action Table Panel

Upon entering the SSM action table editor using Option 4.11.U.A, the SSM action table panel displays. This panel displays
information for all RDF tables whose column structure meets the requirements for an SSM action table.

SSM Actions -- CA11 --------- O P S V I E W ------------- Subs Row 1 to 1 of 1

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

                                                                              

        VIEW Action Tables on System: *        Wait: 10  SSM Mode: ACTIVE

                                                                              

Sel Action Table Name  Rows Stat Related SSM Resource Table List

--- ------------------ ---- ---- -----------------------------------------

 I=                          A   Table(SSM mode)

--- ------------------ ---- ---- -----------------------------------------

    SSMGAQA_ACT        0015  A   SSMGAQA1(A)

*************************** Bottom of data ********************************

Fields on the SSM Action Tables Panel

The fields on the SSM Action Tables panel are as follows:
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VIEW
Displays the Action Editor command name that invoked this panel.

System
Displays the MSF ID of the system on which all action tables are being displayed. '*' means the local system.
Enter a '?' in this field to select a new system name or type in the MSF ID of a new system.

Wait
Displays the maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).

SSM mode
Displays the current global System State Manager mode.

I=
Includes action table filter criteria for the table fields displayed. The action table name may be a specific table
name or a wildcard name using the characters '?' and '*' as single and multiple character wildcards respectively.
The SSM version must be 2. Rows is the minimum number of rows in the table. Status must be I or A. The default
filter value on entry to the display is STAT=A.

Table Name
Displays the RDF table name of the action table.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the table's column structure.

Rows
Displays the number of rows in the action table

Stat
Displays the SSM status of the action table. Active (A) means the table is currently in use by System State
Manager. Take extra caution when modifying an active table. Inactive (I) means action table is currently not in use
by SSM.

Related SSM Resource Table List
For an active action table, displays the names and modes of the SSM resource tables that are using the action
table. Obtain this information from the current SSM directory table.

You can sort the table in ascending sequence by any of the point-and-shoot enabled column titles or by the ISPF SORT
command.

Line Commands for the SSM Action Tables Panel

To use a line command, enter it in the SEL column next to the action table name. The following line commands perform
operations on SSM action tables.

?
Displays the line command selection panel. This panel lists all valid line commands and they are point-and-shoot
enabled.

D
Deletes an action table. This command cannot delete active action tables until they are removed from active SSM
use. Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.1 to remove the action table from active SSM status. A table delete confirmation
panel is displayed to prevent inadvertent deletion of tables.

I
Inserts a new action table. The existing action table name on the row where the command is entered will be used
as the column structure model for a new action table. A new panel displays to enter the new table name and
options for the action text column. The options are preset and locked to the values of the model table. To change
the options, erase the model table name.
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S
Selects an action table in select mode. When another ISPF dialogue requires that an action table be selected, the
panel title will say SELECT instead of VIEW and a message that indicates one or more action table names should
be selected is displayed. Enter 'S' is the SEL column for each selected action table name. Hit PF3 when selection
is complete. When not in select mode, the S command is the same as the V command.

V
Views the rows in the action table. A new panel, which displays the action selection keys and action text, displays
in a tabular format. From this panel, enter line commands that act on an individual action row.

AI
Inserts a new action into the action table. The action text editor panel displays for insertion of the new action
without any model action data.

AS
Simulates action selection for a resource. The action selection simulation panel provides the ability to validate
which actions will be selected for a resource for any combination of process event, states, and action mode.
Intermediate panels will request the selection of the resource table and resource name to simulate.

CO
Copies an action table to one or more systems. This command provides the ability to copy or merge an action
table with an existing or new action table on multiple systems connected by MSF. Specification of the target table
name, systems, and options is done on a pop-up panel.

OC
Adds the optional description and last update columns to the action table. A description and last update column
are not part of the standard SSM action table structure but may be added for use by the action table editor in
order to document and audit changes to the action table. SSM action processing ignores these columns.

TB
Browses an action table using the RDF table editor.

TC
Copies an action table using the RDF table editor. An additional panel displays in order to specify the target table
name and system.

TE
Edits an action table using the RDF table editor.

TI
Inserts an action table using the RDF table editor. An additional panel displays for specifying the new table name
and system. The current table name is set as the model table name for the new table.

TT
Transfers the rows of an action table using the RDF table editor. An additional panel displays in order to specify
the target table name and system.

The SSM Actions Panel

Invoke this panel from the SSM Action Tables panel using the S or V line commands to display all of the action table rows
in a tabular format. Line commands are provided to accommodate a variety of operations such as browsing, creating,
copying, deleting, and editing individual action rows.

SSM Actions -- CA31 ----------- O P S V I E W --------------- Row 1 to 5 of 15

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

                                                                              

        VIEW Actions on System: *        Wait: 10                             

             Action Table: SSMGAQA_ACT        Ver: 2 Len: 450 UC              
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Sel Process  Current  Desired  Actmode  Resource Table  Resource Name/Type    

--- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------------- -----------------------

 I=                                                                           

--- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------------- -----------------------

    ACTION   DOWN     UP                                                      

    MVSCMD("START OPSMISC8,JOBNAME=&JOBNAME")                                 

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    ACTION   DOWN     UP       MONITOR                                        

    MVSCMD("D A,&JOBNAME")                                                    

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    ACTION   UNKNOWN                                                          

    RULE("SSMGASTA &SSM!RESNAME JOBNAME(&JOBNAME) TYPE(&TYPE) DESIRED(&DESIRED_

    STATE)")                                                                  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    ACTION   UP       DOWN                                                    

    MVSCMD("STOP &JOBNAME")                                                   

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    ACTION   UP       DOWN     MONITOR                                        

    MVSCMD("D A,&JOBNAME")                                                    

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fields on the SSM Actions Panel

The fields on the SSM Actions panel are as follows:

VIEW
Displays the Action Editor command name that invoked this panel.

System
Displays the MSF ID of the system on which the action table resides. '*' means the local system. Enter a '?' in this
field to select a new system name or type in the MSF ID of a new system.

Wait
Displays the maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).

Action Table
Displays the name of the action table that is being displayed. Select a new action table by typing in the name or
entering a '?' to select a new action table from the Action Tables display.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the table's column structure.

Len
Displays the maximum length of any action text that may entered for this table. If the characters UC appear after
the length, then all action text will be in upper case.

I=
Includes the display filter criteria for the key fields of the action table rows displayed. Since all the action table
keys are character strings, any filter value may be a specific or a wildcard value using the characters '?' and '*' as
single and multiple character wildcards respectively.
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The first line of each table entry shows the values of the action table primary key columns. The second and third lines
contain the action text up to the limits of the display width. Use the line commands to view the complete action text.

Line Commands for the SSM Actions Panel

To use a line command, enter it in the SEL column next to the action process name. The following line commands perform
operations on SSM actions.

? -
Displays the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-
shoot enabled.

D
Deletes an action with confirmation. A delete confirmation panel is displayed. If PF3 is entered, the action delete
is cancelled. Hitting ENTER deletes the action.

I
Inserts a new action using the action text editor. The existing action on the row where the command is entered will
be used as model for the new action. The action text editor panel displays for modifying the action keys and text.

S
Selects an action in select mode. When another ISPF dialogue requires that an action be selected, the panel title
will say SELECT instead of VIEW and a message that indicates one or more actions should be selected will be
displayed. Enter 'S' is the SEL column for each selected action. Hit PF3 when selection is complete. When not in
select mode, the S command is the same as the V command.

V
Views the action in the action text editor. A new panel displays showing the action selection keys and action text.
You cannot modify the action keys. The action text may be modified as desired. Changing the action keys of an
existing action must be done by inserting a new action using the current action as model followed by a delete of
the replaced action. When an action is updated in VIEW mode, an update confirmation panel is displayed.

B
Browses the action in the action text editor. A new panel, which displays the action selection keys and action text,
is displayed. No modifications may be made. The full text of a long action will be visible.

E
Edits the action in the action text editor. The edit command has the same functionality as View but bypasses the
update confirmation.

BI
Browses the action text using the ISPF browse facility. No changes may be made to the action text.

EI
Edits the action text using the ISPF edit facility. If the action text changes, the action is updated.

AI
Inserts a new action into the action table. The action text editor panel will be displayed for insertion of the new
action without any model action data.

CO
Copies an action to one or more systems. This command provides the ability to copy or merge an action with an
existing or new action table on multiple systems connected by MSF. Specification of the target table, systems, and
options is done on a pop-up panel.

The table may sorted in ascending sequence by any of the point-and-shoot enabled column titles or by the ISPF SORT
command.
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The SSM Action Text Panel

Invoke this panel from the SSM Actions panel. Use the S, V, B, E, I, or AI line commands to display, create, or modify a
specific action. The action text column is parsed and each individual action command keyword is separately displayed in
a table area. Line commands are provided to provide a variety of operations such as editing, browsing, deleting, inserting,
and re-sequencing the action text commands.

SSM Actions --- CA31 ---------- O P S V I E W ---------------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

        VIEW Action Text on System: *        Wait: 10                         

             Action Table: SSMGAQA_ACT        Ver: 2 Len: 450  UC  

  Process  Current  Desired  Actmode  Resource Table     Resource Name/Type  

  -------- -------- -------- -------- ------------------ ------------------  

  MATCH    DOWN     DOWN     CYCLE 

Description: N/A 

Last Update: N/A   

------------------------------- Action Commands -------------------------------

Sel  Command  Command Parameter List                                          

--- --------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

    SETCOL    "ACTMODE,ACTIVE"                                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    SETCOL    "DESIRED_STATE,&UP_STATE" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fields on the SSM Action Text Panel

The SSM Action Text panel contains the following fields:

VIEW
Displays the action editor command name that invoked this panel.

System
Displays the MSF ID of the system on which the action table resides. '*' means the local system. The system
name may not be changed on this panel.

Wait
Displays the maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).

Action Table
Displays the name of the action table that contains the action being displayed. The action table may not be
changed from this panel.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the table's column structure.

Len
Displays the maximum length of any action text that may entered for this table. If the characters UC appear after
the length, then all action text will be in upper case.

Process
Displays the SSM process event name that invokes this action. The most common value is ACTION. An
explanation of process event names is available by placing the cursor on the word PROCESS and hitting PF1.
This field and all other action key columns may not be modified except during an INSERT command. In INSERT
mode, a process event name may be selected from a list by entering a '?' in this field.

Current
Displays the required current state value for this action.
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Desired
Displays the required desired state value for this action.

Actmode
Displays the required action mode value for this action.

Resource Table
Displays the required SSM resource table name for this action.

Resource Name/Type
The required resource name or optional type column value for this action.

Description
Displays the description of the purpose of the action. N/A is displayed if the description column does not exist in
this action table.

Last Update
Displays the date, time and user information of the last update to this action using the action editor. N/A displays if
the last update column does not exist in this table.

The first line of each table entry contains the action command keyword followed by the keyword operand text. The
parentheses that normally enclose the operand text are omitted. The subsequent lines contain the remainder of the
operand text. The text may be overtyped as required and new text may be added on any empty line. A basic matching
quotes and parentheses check is performed before the text is updated.

A '?' may be entered in the action command field to select a new action command keyword from a descriptive list.

You can use the CANCEL primary command to exit this panel without any changes to the action text. Otherwise, the END
command updates the action if any changes were made.

Line Commands for the SSM Action Text Panel

To use a line command, enter it in the SEL column next to the action command keyword. The following line commands
perform operations on the SSM action text.

?
Displays the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-
shoot enabled.

D
Deletes an action command. No confirmation is requested.

I
Inserts a new action command after the current command.

IB
Inserts the new action command before the current action command.

R
Repeats the current action command as a new action command that follows the current action command.

SW
Swaps the contents of the current action command with the contents of the next action command. Nothing is
swapped if the last action command is the current entry.

S
Selects an action command in select mode. When another ISPF dialogue requires that an action command be
selected, the panel title will say SELECT instead of VIEW and a message that indicates one or more actions
should be selected will be displayed. Enter 'S' is the SEL column for each selected action. Hit PF3 when selection
is complete. When not in select mode, the S command is the same as the E command.
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B
Browses the action command in the action command editor. No modifications to the action command may be
made. The full text of a very long action will be visible.

E
Edits the action command in the action command editor. The action command editor offers additional text editing
commands and assistance with SSM variable insertion.

BI
Browses the action command using the ISPF browse facility. No changes may be made to the action command.

EI
Edits an action command using the ISPF edit facility. If the action command is changed, the action command
editor panel is updated with the new command text.

The SSM Action Command Editor Panel

Invoke this panel from the SSM Action Text panel using the B or E line command for the purpose of displaying, creating,
or modifying a specific action command. The action command keyword operand text is parsed into REXX words and
each word is displayed on a separate text line. The reconstructed view of the action command text continuously displays.
The spacious tabular layout of the text makes it easy to modify the command text units as required. Line commands are
provided to provide a variety of text operations such as deleting and inserting text, splitting and joining text lines, and
inserting valid SSM built-in and resource table column variables. The altered action command text is returned to the action
text panel on exit.

SSM Actions -- CA31 -------------- O P S V I E W ------------- Row 1 to 5 of 5

Command ===> 

        EDIT Action Command on System: *        Wait: 10                      

             Action Table  : SSMGAQA_ACT        Ver: 2 Len: 450  UC           

-------- -------- -------- -------- --------------- ---------------------------

Process  Current  Desired  Actmode  Resource Table  Resource Name/Type        

-------- -------- -------- -------- --------------- ---------------------------

ACTION   UNKNOWN                                                              

--------- Action Command ------------------------------------------------------

RULE      "SSMGASTA &SSM!RESNAME JOBNAME(&JOBNAME) TYPE(&TYPE) DESIRED(&DESIRED

_STATE)"  

Sel Text Unit ------------------------------------------------------------ Cont

    "SSMGASTA                                                                

    &SSM!RESNAME                                                             

    JOBNAME(&JOBNAME)                                                        

    TYPE(&TYPE)                                                              

    DESIRED(&DESIRED_STATE)"                                                

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Fields on the SSM Action Command Editor Panel

The SSM Action Command Editor panel contains the following fields:

EDIT
Displays the action command editor command name that invoked this panel.

System
Displays the MSF ID of the system on which the action table resides. '*' means the local system. The system
name may not be changed on this panel.

Wait
Displays the maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).
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Action Table
Displays the name of the action table that contains the action being displayed. The action table may not be
changed from this panel.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the table's column structure.

Len
Displays the maximum length of any action text entered for this table. If the characters UC appear after the length,
then all action text is in upper case.

Process
Displays the SSM process event name that invokes this action.

Current
Displays the required current state value for this action to be selected.

Desired
Displays the required desired state value for this action to be selected.

Actmode
Displays the required action mode value for this action to be selected.

Resource Table
Displays the required SSM resource table name for this action to be selected.

Resource Name/Type
Displays the required resource name or optional type column value for this action to be selected.

Action Command
Displays the action command keyword followed by the reconstructed action keyword operand text that has been
reconstructed from the text units displayed in table portion of the panel.

The text unit portion of the display is initially populated by parsing the text into REXX words. Thereafter, formatting is
controlled by line commands and data entry. The CONT (continue) column may be a blank or '+' sign. The '+' indicates
that the text is continued on the next text line without an intervening blank. Otherwise, the text is reconstructed by
appending each text unit line to the previous line separated by a single blank. Trailing blanks are removed from each line
and blank lines are ignored.

You can use the CANCEL primary command to exit this panel without any changes to the action command text.
Otherwise, the END command will return the modified action command to the action text panel.

Line Commands for the SSM Action Command Editor Panel

To use a line command, enter it in the SEL column next to the action command keyword. The following line commands
perform operations on the SSM action text units.

?
Displays the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-
shoot enabled.

D
Deletes an action text unit command. No confirmation is requested.

I
Inserts a new action text unit blank line after the current line.

IB
Inserts the new action text unit line before the current line.
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IV
Inserts an SSM built-in variable name or resource table column name at the point in the text unit line where
the cursor is positioned. A popup panel is displayed for selection of a valid variable or column name that is
appropriate for the SSM process event name of the action. The resource table name used for column names may
also be selected on this panel.

R
Repeats the current action text unit as a new line after the current line.

SP
Changes multiple blanks between text to a single blank. This command provides the correction for data entry of
new text anywhere on the line.

TS
Splits the line of text at the cursor position onto a new line.

TJ
Joins the text of the current and following line.

LC
Converts the text of the line to lower case from the current cursor position to the end of the line. This command is
ignored if the action text column is defined as upper case only.

UC
Converts the text of the line to upper case from the current cursor position to the end of the line.

The SSM Resource Action Selection Panel

Invoked this panel from the Action Tables panel or from the OPSVIEW 4.11.2 Resource Status Monitor using the AS line
command. The purpose of this panel is to simulate the action selection process of the SSM engine for a specific resource.
You can vary the process name, current and desired state, and action mode of the resource to insure that the correct
action will execute for each resource state combination. This panel never updates the resource table. The provided Line
commands set the resource process name and states to the most common values such as starting and stopping the
resource. In addition, invoke the action text editor to view or edit the selected action or to insert a new action.

SSM Resources -- CA31 ---------- O P S V I E W --------------- Row 1 to 1 of 1

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

        VIEW Resource Action Selection on System: *        Wait: 10           

             Resource Table: SSMGAQA1           Ver: 2                        

             Action Table  : SSMGAQA_ACT        Ver: 2                        

             State Names Up: UP       Down: DOWN     Unknown: UNKNOWN         

             Resource Name : CICSTOR            Type: QAMOVE                

Sel Process  Current  Desired  Actmode  Resource Table  Resource Name/Type   

--- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------------- -----------------------

    ACTION   DOWN     UP       CYCLE    SSMGAQA1        CICSTOR               

--- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------------- -----------------------

    ACTION   DOWN     UP                                                     

==> MVSCMD("START OPSMISC8,JOBNAME=&JOBNAME")                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Fields on the SSM Resource Action Selection Panel

The fields of the SSM Resource Action Selection panel are as follows:

View
Displays the resource action selection command name that invoked this panel.
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System
Displays the MSF ID of the system on which the resource and action tables reside. '*' means the local system.
Enter a '?' in this field to select a new system name or type in the MSF ID of a new system.

Wait
Displays the maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).

Resource Table
Displays the name of the SSM resource table that contains the resource name that is being used for the
simulation. Enter a '?' in this field to select a new resource table or type in a resource table name.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the resource table's column structure.

Action Table
Displays the name of the action table used to simulate action selection for the resource. Enter a '?' in this field to
select a new action table or type in an action table name.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the action table's column structure.

State Names
Displays the names of the up, down, and unknown states of the associated resource table when it is active in
SSM. If the table is already active, these values are set to the SSM directory table values. Otherwise they default
to UP, DOWN, and UNKNOWN. Change the values at anytime by typing in new values.

Resource Name
Displays the name of the SSM resource that exists in the resource table specified. Enter a '?' in this field to select
a new resource or type in a resource name.

Type
Displays the value of the optional SSM type column for the resource, if it exists. Enter a new value by overtyping
this field.

Process
Displays the SSM process event name to simulate or blank. When blank, any process name that could be
selected if a valid process name was supplied is displayed but no action selection arrow is displayed.

Current
Displays the current state value of the resource or blank.

Desired
Displays the desired state value of the resource or blank.

Actmode
Displays the action mode value of the resource or blank.

Resource Table
Displays the required SSM resource table name for the specific action you can select. When blank, this value is
always set to the resource table name. This insures that any table name specific action is always selected over
a more generic action with no table name affinity. Start and stop commands are the most common table name
specific actions.

Resource Name/Type
Displays the SSM resource name or optional type column value for the most specific action to be selected.
When blank, this value is always set to the resource name. This insures that any resource name or type specific
action will always be selected over a more generic action with no resource or type name affinity. Start and stop
commands are the most common resource name and type specific actions.

The tabular portion of the display shows all actions that were considered for selection based on the values entered for
the process name and resource states. The action table key values and action text are displayed for each action that
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was considered for selection. If the resource data was sufficiently complete to select a specific action for execution, a
highlighted arrow, '==>', appears next to action text of the selected action. A specific selected action must always match
on process name. If the process name is ACTION, the current state must also match the resource value.

Line Commands for the SSM Resource Action Selection Panel

Line commands for this panel have two categories, action text line commands and resource data commands.

• Action text line commands
Enter the action text line commands next to the action text in the table portion of the display. The valid commands are:

?
Displays the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-
shoot enabled.

V
Views the action using the action text editor.

S
Same as the V command.

E
Edits the action using the action text editor.

I
Inserts a new action using the action text editor with the current action as a model for the new action.

IA
Inserts a new action using the action text editor without a model action.

B
Browses the action using the action text editor

• Resource data line commands
Enter in the SEL field of the resource data line just under the column name headings. The valid commands are:

?
Displays the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-
shoot enabled.

ACT
Sets the process name to ACTION.

ALL
Shows all possible actions for this resource. The process name, states, and action mode are set to blank. Only
actions with specific table names or resource names that do not match the current resource values are excluded.

CLE
Clears the current state, desired state, and action mode resource data fields.

CUR
Sets the process name to ACTION and set the states and action mode to the current resource values.

MAT
Sets process name to MATCH and the current state equal to the desired state. If the desired state is blank, set the
desired state to the current state.

SEL
Sets the process name to SELECT.

STA
Sets the process name and states to the resource START action. Process name is set to ACTION, the current
state to the down state, and the desired state to the up state.
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STO
Sets the process name and states to the resource STOP action. Process name is set to ACTION, the current
state to the up state, and the desired state to the down state.

UNK
Sets the process name and states to the resource UNKNOWN action. Process name is set to ACTION and the
current state to the unknown state.

XPR
Sets the process name to XPREREQ, the current state to the down state, and the desired state to the up state.

XSU
Sets the process name to XSUBREQ, the current state to the up state, and the desired state to the down state.

MPR
Sets the process name to MPREREQ, the current state to the down state, and the desired state to the up state.

MSU
Sets the process name to MSUBREQ, the current state to the up state, and the desired state to the down state.

UU
Sets the current state and desired state to the up state.

DD
Sets the current state and desired state to the down state.

UD
Sets the current state to the up state and the desired state to the down state.

DU
Sets the current state to the down state and the desired state to the up state.

How to Use the Resource Editor to Create and Maintain SSM Resource Tables (Option 4.11.U.R)

 Contents 

  

Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.U.R to access the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation System State Manager
Resource Editor. The SSM resource editor provides an alternative facility to the general-purpose RDF table editor for
creating, modifying, viewing, deleting and copying SSM resource tables well as individual SSM resources. You can edit
resources with either the SSM table editor or a simple resource column editor. The SSM resource editor also provides an
enhanced cross-system copy facility for replicating resource tables or individual resources on multiple systems.

You can invoke the SSM resource editor from the System State Manager Menu Panel (Option 4.11) or by using the ISPF
jump function by entering =4.11.U.R into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Resource Tables Panel

Upon entering the resource editor using Option 4.11.U.R, the resource tables panel displays. This panel displays
information for all RDF tables whose column structure meets the requirements for an SSM resource table. The filter value
is initially set to display only active SSM resource tables.

SSM Resources -- CA31 ----------- O P S V I E W -------------- Row 1 to 2 of 2

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 

        VIEW Resource Tables on System: *        Wait: 10  SSM Mode: ACTIVE   

 

Sel Resource Table     Ver Stat Mode Rows Cols Action Table       Type   
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--- ------------------ --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------------------ ----   

 I=                         A                                                 

--- ------------------ --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------------------ ----   

    SSMGAQA1            2   A    A   0007 025  SSMGAQA_ACT         Y     

    SSMGAQA2            2   A    A   0001 025  SSMGAQA_ACT         Y     

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

Fields on the Resource Tables Panel

The following fields appear on the Resource Tables panel:

VIEW
The Resource Editor command name that invoked this panel.

System
The MSF ID of the system on which all resource tables are being displayed. '*' means the local system. Enter a '?'
in this field to select a new system name or type in the MSF ID of a new system.

Wait
The maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).

SSM mode
The current global System State Manager mode.

I=
The 'include' line is used to enter resource table filter criteria for the table fields displayed. The resource table
name may be a specific table name or a wildcard name using the characters '?' and '*' as single and multiple
character wildcards respectively. The SSM version must be 2. Rows is the minimum number of rows in the table.
Status must be I or A. The default filter value on entry to the display is STAT=A.

Table Name
The RDF table name of the action table.

Ver
The highest version of SSM met by the table's column structure.

Stat
The SSM status of the resource. Active (A) means the table is currently in use by System State Manager. Extra
caution should be taken when modifying an active table. Inactive (I) means the resource table is currently not in
use by SSM.

Mode
The SSM table mode of an active resource table. The table mode is defined in the SSM directory table and is one
of following values:
A(ctive), I(nactive), P(assive), or N(oprereq).
Inactive status resource tables have no SSM table mode value.

Rows
The number of rows in the resource table.

Cols
The number of columns in the resource table.

Action Table
The associated action table name. An active SSM resource table will normally have an associated SSM action
table that is defined in the SSM directory table. An inactive resource table does not have an action table
association.

TYPE
A Y(es) or N(o) indicator of whether the SSM optional TYPE column exists in the table.
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The table may be sorted in ascending sequence by any of the point-and-shoot enabled column titles or by the ISPF SORT
command.

Line Commands for the Resource Tables Panel

You can use the following line commands to perform operations on SSM resource tables. To use a line command, enter it
in the SEL column next to the resource table name.

?
Display the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-shoot
enabled.

D
Delete a resource table. Active resource tables cannot be deleted with this command until they are removed
from active SSM use. Use OPSVIEW option 4.11.1 to remove the resource table from active SSM status. A table
delete confirmation panel is displayed to prevent inadvertent deletion of tables.

S
Select a resource table in select mode. When another ISPF dialogue requires that a resource table be selected,
the panel title will say SELECT instead of VIEW and a message that indicates one or more resource table names
should be selected will be displayed. Enter 'S' is the SEL column for each selected resource table name. Hit PF3
when selection is complete. When not in select mode, the S command is the same as the V command.

V
View the rows in the resource table. A new panel which displays the resource name, states, and modes is
displayed in a tabular format. Line commands that act on an individual resource row may be entered from this
panel.

AS
Simulate action selection for a resource. The action selection simulation panel provides the ability to validate
which actions will be selected for a resource for any combination of process event, states, and action mode.
Intermediate panels will request the selection of the action table and resource name to simulate.

CL
Display the column structure of the resource table. The column name, data type and length, special column
attributes, and the default value displays for each column in the table.

CO
Copy a resource table to one or more systems. This command provides the ability to copy or merge a resource
table with an existing or new resource table on multiple systems connected by MSF. Specification of the target
table name, systems, and options is done on a pop-up panel.

TB
Browse a resource table using the RDF table editor.

TC
Copy a resource table using the RDF table editor. An additional panel is displayed in order to specify the target
table name and system.

TE
Edit a resource table using the RDF table editor.

TI
Insert a resource table using the RDF table editor. An additional panel is displayed for specifying the new table
name and system. The current table name is set as the model table name for the new table. When the insert is
executed, the RDF table structure editor is entered and column changes or additions may be made.

TT
Transfer the rows of a resource table using the RDF table editor. An additional panel is displayed in order to
specify the target table name and system.
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The Resources Panel

This panel is invoked from the Resource Tables panel using the S or V line commands. It displays all of the resource table
rows in a tabular format. Line commands are provided to provide a variety of operations such as copying, deleting, and
editing individual resource rows.

SSM Resources -- CA31 ----------- O P S V I E W -------------- Row 1 to 7 of 7

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

        VIEW Resources on System: *        Wait: 10                           

             Resource Table: SSMGAQA1           Ver: 2                        

Sel Resource Name      Current  Desired  Mode Actmode  Type                   

--- ------------------ -------- -------- ---- -------- ------------------     

 I=                                                                           

--- ------------------ -------- -------- ------------- ------------------     

    CICSAOR            DOWN     DOWN      A   ACTIVE   QAMOVE                

    CICSTOR            DOWN     DOWN      A   ACTIVE   QAMOVE                 

    DB2                DOWN     DOWN      A   ACTIVE   QAMOVE                 

    JES2               DOWN     DOWN      A   ACTIVE   QAFIX                  

    TCPIP              DOWN     DOWN      A   ACTIVE   QAFIX                  

    VTAM               DOWN     DOWN      A   ACTIVE   QAFIX                  

    WEBCLIENT          DOWN     DOWN      A   ACTIVE   QAFIX                  

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Fields on the Resources Panel

The following fields appear on the Resources panel:

VIEW
Displays the Resources command name that invoked this panel.

System
Displays the MSF ID of the system on which the resource table resides. '*' means the local system. Enter a '?' in
this field to select a new system name or type in the MSF ID of a new system.

Wait
Displays the maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).

Resource Table
Displays the name of the resource table that is being displayed. A new resource table may be selected by typing
in the name or entering a '?' to select a new resource table from the Resource Tables display.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the table's column structure.

I=
The 'include' line is used to enter resource filter criteria for the table fields displayed. Since all the fields except
mode are character strings, any filter value may be a specific or a wildcard value using the characters '?' and '*'
as single and multiple character wildcards respectively. The mode filter values are the first letter of the fixed set of
mode values: Active, Inactive, Passive, and Noprereq.

Each table entry is the name of a resource, its current and desired state, resource and action mode, and type. Type will be
empty when the resource table does not contain the optional TYPE column.

The resource table may be sorted in ascending sequence by any of the point-and-shoot enabled column titles or by the
ISPF SORT command.
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Line Commands for the Resources Panel

Use the following line commands to perform operations on SSM resources. To use a line command, enter it in the SEL
column next to the resource name.

?
Display the line command selection panel. All valid line commands are listed in the panel and are point-and-shoot
enabled.

D
Delete a resource with confirmation. A delete confirmation panel displays. If PF3 is entered, the resource delete is
canceled. Hitting ENTER deletes the resource.

S
Select a resource in select mode. When another ISPF dialogue requires that a resource be selected, the panel
title will say SELECT instead of VIEW and a message that indicates one or more resources should be selected
will be displayed. Enter 'S' in the SEL column for each selected resource. Hit PF3 when selection is complete.
When not in select mode, the S command is the same as the E command.

E
Edit the resource using the SSM Table Editor. The SSM Table Editor provides a formatted column display of the
required SSM resource table columns and the most common optional columns. Other unrecognized columns
can be edited with the resource column editor. The SSM Table Editor is also the mechanism for adding a new
resource to an existing resource table using the ADD primary command.

RE
Edit the resource using the resource column editor. The column editor displays all the resource columns and their
values in a tabular format. Values may changed by overtyping the current values. Primary key columns may not
be changed. Long text string values may be edited or browsed with ISPF browse or edit. Only basic column type
validation is performed on column value changes.

CO
Copy a resource to one or more systems. This command provides the ability to copy or merge a resource into an
existing or new resource table on multiple systems connected by MSF. Specification of the target table, systems,
and options is done in a pop-up panel. The copy options on this panel provide a high level of control over how the
copy is performed and what columns are actually copied.

AS
Simulate action selection for a resource. The action selection simulation panel provides the ability to validate
which actions will be selected for a resource for any combination of process event, states, and action mode.
Intermediate panels will request the selection of the action table to simulate.

The Resource Copy Panel

Invoke this panel from the Resource Table and the Resources panel when the copy (CO) line command is entered. The
copy FROM table name and system at set to the current resource table. The copy TO table name and systems, the
copy options, copy columns, and resources to be copied must be completed or defaulted. Once the specifications for the
copy operation are completed, pressing the PF3 key will start the copy operation. Unlike the RDF table editor, which can
only copy a complete table, the resource copy function uses OPS/REXX SQL commands to individually update or insert
selected rows without deleting and recreating the copy TO table.

SSM Resources -- CA31 ----------- O P S V I E W ----------- Subsystem OPSX

Command ===>                                                              

        COPY SSM table rows using OPS/REXX SQL     Wait: 10               

        FROM table name: SSMGAQA1           Ver: 2 System: *              

          TO table name:                    Ver: 2 System: *              
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   Additional TO systems:                                                 

   Options for TO table:                                                

     Y Update existing rows        Y Create table if not found           

     Y Insert new rows             N Delete table for recreate           

     N Delete all rows first                                             

       Column names:                                                     

   FROM row select: NAME='CICSAOR'                                       

Hit PF3 to execute command or enter CANCEL command to quit

Fields on the Resource Copy Panel

The following fields appear on the Resource Copy panel:

COPY
Displays the command name that invoked this panel.

Wait
Displays the maximum number of seconds to wait for a cross-system response (1-300).

FROM table
Displays the name of the copy FROM resource table. A new resource table may be selected by typing in the
name or entering a '?' to select a new resource table from the Resource Tables display.

TO table
Displays the name of the copy TO resource table. An existing resource table may be selected by typing in the
name or entering a '?' to select a new resource table from the Resource Tables display. If the TO table does not
exist on the indicated system, the table name will be rejected unless the CREATE table copy option is set to 'Y'.

Ver
Displays the highest version of SSM met by the table's column structure.

System
Displays the MSF ID's of the system on which the copy FROM and TO resource tables reside. '*' means the local
system. Enter a '?' in this field to select a new system name or type in the MSF ID of a new system.

Additional TO systems
Displays a comma delimited list of additional active MSF IDs or system.subsys names for the copy TO table.
Another alternative is to enter a global variable name of at least 11 characters in length. The GLV value should be
a system list that will be substituted for the global variable name. All systems entered are validated and converted
to MSF IDs. Inactive MSF connections are discarded. Enter a '?' in this field to select additional systems from a
list of active MSF connections to other systems.

TO table options
Controls how the copy operation is performed. The Update and Insert option control whether an existing row in
the TO table should be updated and whether a new row should be added when the row does not exist in TO table.
Deleting all the rows before copying starts, insures that only the copied rows exist in the TO table without actually
deleting the TO table. The recreate option deletes the TO table before the copy operation starts. If the TO table
does not exist, the create option will create the TO table using the column structure of the FROM table.

Column names option
Provides for the entry of a comma-delimited list of column names to be excluded or included in a copy update
or insert operation, or dropped from a table create operation. The option value is E/I/D respectively. Primary key
columns are always implicitly included in the update and insert operations. A '?' may be entered in this field in
order to select a list of column names from the resource table column structure panel.
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FROM row select
Provides for the entry of an SQL WHERE clause value that is appended to the SQL statement that selects the
rows to copy from the FROM table. For a complete table copy, no SQL WHERE clause is required. For a single
resource copy, the value should be set to NAME='resname'. Other more complex statements such as “NAME
LIKE 'CICS%' AND CURRENT_STATE <> 'UP'” may also be entered and may result in multiple rows being
selected. A '?' may be entered in this field in order to select a specific set of resources from the resources panel.
The SQL WHERE clause will be dynamically constructed from the resources selected.

Primary Commands for the Resource Copy Panel

You can enter the following two commands on the resource copy panel command line:

END(PF3)
Executes the copy function if all the required fields are completed. A message panel displays with the results of
the copy operations.

CANCEL
Exits the copy panel without doing the copy operation.

Invoke the SSM Table Editor

The SSM table editor lets you display and modify the standard columns of System State Manager resource tables. You
can use it as an alternative to the RDF table editor.

The standard columns are displayed on a single panel. From this panel, you can:

• Modify values
• Add new resources
• Delete resources

 To invoke the SSM table editor  

From the SSM Control panel (option 4.11.1), enter the E line command next to a table name, then enter the E line
command next to a resource name.

From the SSM Resource Control panel (option 4.11.2), enter the E line command next to a resource name.

From the SSM Resource Edit Tables panel (option 4.11.R), enter the S line command to select a table to edit, then enter
the E line command next to a resource name.

The SSM Table Edit Panel

 Non-SSMGA Resource Display  

Upon entering the SSM table editor, the SSM Table Edit primary panel displays:

SSM Table Edit------------- XX31 -- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSC

Command ===>   Scroll ===> CSR 

Wait ===> 10 

System: *        SSM Table: SSM_MANAGED_TBLS   Mode: ACTIVE

RES Table: VER3TBL            Mode: PASSIVE           

----Properties-------------  ------States------  ------Action Limit Data-------

Name   : ASCH                Current : UNKNOWN   Counter  : 0         

Mode   : ACTIVE              Desired : UNKNOWN   Process  :  

Type   : APPC                Chkpoint: UNKNOWN   Timestamp:  

Jobname: ASCH                IPL     : DOWN    
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Actmode: ACTIVE              Previous:

----Control--------------------------------------------------------------------

Groups : MQPROD MQTEST CICSPROD CICSTEST                                       

>  

Edit Other Columns Not Displayed   Edit Actions

----Prerequisites--------------------------------------------------------------

Premode: ACTIVE     Refmode: ACTIVE    (Active/Inactive/Prereq/Subreq)

Prereqs: JES2

>  

Edit  >

>  

>  

Missing:  

>  

>  

>  

>  

----Resource Text--------------------------------------------------------------

:  

>  

Hit Enter to update or PF3 to end.    PF10=PREV  PF11=NEXT

SSMGA resource display 

SSM Table Edit------------- XX31 -- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSL

Command ===>   Scroll ===> CSR 

Wait ===> 10 

System: *        SSM Table: SSM_MANAGED_TBLS   Mode: ACTIVE

RES Table: JOESTC             Mode: ACTIVE            

----Properties-------------  ------States------  ------Action Limit Data-------

Name   : JOESSM4             Current : UP        Counter  : N/A       

Mode   : ACTIVE              Desired : UP        Process  : N/A               

Type   : MOVABLE             Chkpoint: UP        Timestamp: N/A                

Jobname: JOESSM4             IPL     : UP      

Actmode: ACTIVE              Previous:

MovMode: ACTIVE  

Schmode: INACTIVE    Systems: ---Primary----   ---Current----   ---Desired----

XX31.OPSL     

XX31.OPSL     

XX31.OPSL     

----Control--------------------------------------------------------------------

Groups :  

>  

Edit Other Columns Not Displayed   Edit Actions

----Prerequisites--------------------------------------------------------------

Premode: ACTIVE     Refmode: ACTIVE    (Active/Inactive/Prereq/Subreq)

Prereqs:

>  

Edit  >

>  

>  

Missing:  

>  

>  
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>  

>  

----SSMGA Alternate System and Move Group Lists--------------------------------

Systems: CA11.OPSL

Edit  >

Groups : TESTGRP

Edit  >

----Resource Text--------------------------------------------------------------

: 20120117 09:25:10 OPSJL SSMGASYS - System CA31.OPSL status changed fro

> m COMFAIL to RECOVER                                                  

Hit Enter to update or PF3 to end.    PF10=PREV  PF11=NEXT

Fields on the SSM Table Edit Panel

The following describes the fields on the SSM Table Edit primary panel:

Wait
The number of seconds to wait for a response from a remote system.

System
The name of the remote system, or an asterisk (*) to indicate the local system. To select a system name from a
list of systems, enter a question mark (?) in this field.

SSM Table
The name of resource directory table of the System State Manager, which contains the names of the resource
tables that System State Manager is monitoring. The value in this field is the same as the value of the STATETBL
parameter.

SSM Mode
The global processing mode of the System State Manager for all monitored resources and tables. Values are
ACTIVE, INACTIVE, and PASSIVE. The value in this field is the same as the value of the STATEMAN parameter.

SSM Version
The version of System State Manager that is assigned to the SSMVERSION parameter. Currently, versions 2 and
3 are the supported versions of SSM.

RES Table
The name of the resource table that contains the resource names you want to edit. To display the Table Name
Selection panel, enter a question mark (?) in this field.

RES Mode
If System State Manager is using the resource table, its mode is displayed.

Name
The name of the resource. Enter a question mark (?) to display the Resource Name Selection panel, from which
you can select a resource. Use the ADD primary command to insert a new resource with the specified column
data.

Mode
The processing mode of the resource. Values are ACTIVE, INACTIVE, NOPREREQ, and PASSIVE.

Type
The TYPE column value.

Jobname
The JOBNAME column value.
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Actmode
The processing mode of the resource or any value that is used for selecting alternate actions. The action mode is
used as both a second resource-processing mode or as a user-designated mode value that can be used to select
alternate System State Manager actions for the same state combinations, such as a hot or cold start for JES2.

Movmode
The SSM#MOVMOD column value. (Available only when SSMGA columns are present).

Schmode
The SCHEDMODE column value. (Available only when SSMGA columns are present).

Systems
Contains resource definition of SSMGA-related system values. (Available only when SSMGA columns are
present).

Current
The CURRENT_STATE column value.

Desired
The DESIRED_STATE column value.

Chkpoint
The CHKPOINT_STATE column value.

IPL
The IPL_STATE column value.

Previous
The PREV_STATE column value. System State Manager uses this column to save the last mismatched state that
was considered for action processing. This field cannot be modified.

Counter
The RESACT_COUNT column value. The SSMRETRY rule uses this value to record the number of times that the
action process has been performed.

Process
The RESACT_DESC column value. The SSMRETRY rule uses this value to record the name of the action-limited
process.

Timestamp
The RESACT_TIME column value. The SSMRETRY rule uses this value to record the date and time of the last
action limit process event.

Groups
The Control Group names. Grouped resources may be started/stopped/displayed using sample pseudo
command rule SSMCNTL. For additional information about sample pseudo command rule SSMCNTL and the
SSM#CNTLGRP column, see Use A Pseudo Command Rule to Manually Control SSM Activity.

Edit
A point-and-shoot command field that invokes the ISPF editor for editing the Control Groups column value. Edit is
equivalent to issuing the EDTGR primary command.

Edit Other
A point-and-shoot command field for issuing the EDCOL primary command to permit editing of resource columns
not included on the primary edit panel.

Edit Actions
A point-and-shoot command field for issuing the EDACT primary command to display the Action Selection panel
for the resource being edited.
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Premode
The processing mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, PREREQ, SUBREQ, and INACTIVE. The
prerequisite mode controls whether System State Manager performs full, partial, or no prerequisite checking for
this resource.

Refmode
The processing mode of the resource. Valid values are ACTIVE, PREREQ, SUBREQ, and INACTIVE. The
prerequisite reference mode controls whether this resource can be used as a prerequisite by other resources.
Full, partial, or no prerequisite referencing can be specified. If you specify no prerequisite referencing, then
System State Manager ignores the reference.

Prereq
The PREREQ column value in the form of resource names that are separated by commas.

Edit
A point-and-shoot command field that invokes the ISPF editor for editing the prereq column value. Edit is
equivalent to issuing the EDPRE primary command.

Missing
The MISSING_PREREQ column value. System State Manager uses this value to record the prerequisites that are
not in the proper state to enable action processing. This field cannot be modified.

Systems
The current contents of the value of the SSMGA Alternate System List column. (Available only when SSMGA
columns are present).

Edit
A point-and-shoot command field that invokes the ISPF editor for editing the SSMGA Alternate Systems List
column value. Edit is equivalent to issuing the EDSYS primary command. (Available only when SSMGA columns
are present).

Groups
The current contents of the value of the SSMGA Move Groups List column. (Available only when SSMGA
columns are present).

Edit
A point-and-shoot command field that invokes the ISPF editor for editing the SSMGA Move Groups List column
value. Edit is equivalent to issuing the EDGRP primary command. (Available only when SSMGA columns are
present).

Resource Text
This column is used by SSMGA. This column usually contains a message that was inserted by a rule that tracks
the state of resources.

NOTE
 The fields of optional columns that do not exist in the table contain the value N/A and cannot be modified.

Primary Commands for the SSM Table Edit Panel

Enter primary commands in the Command field. You can issue the following primary commands from the SSM Table Edit
primary panel.

ADD
Adds a resource name to the current resource table and sets the value of the associated columns to the non-
blank data values in the panel fields. A verification message displays before the resource name is added.

DELETE
Deletes a resource name from the current resource table. A verification message displays before the resource
name is deleted.
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DEFAULTS
Sets the column-related fields on the panel to the relational table default values that were defined for the resource
table.

EDACT
Displays the Action Selection panel for the resources.

EDCOL
Invokes the SSM table editor display for editing columns that are not displayed on the primary editor display
panel.

EDGRP
Invokes ISPF Edit for editing a group list that can be awkward to edit using the resource panel display. (Available
only when SSMGA columns are present).

EDPRE
Invokes the ISPF editor for editing the prerequisite column value. If ISPF edit changes the value, the PREREQ
column of the resource is updated and the new value is displayed on the primary SSM editor panel.

EDSYS
Invokes ISPF Edit for editing an alternate system list that can be awkward to edit using the resource panel display.
(Available only when SSMGA columns are present).

EDTGR
Invokes ISPF Edit for editing a Control Group list that can be awkward to edit using the resource panel display.
(Available only when SSM#CNTLGRP column is present).

FIND
Locates and displays the resource name that is specified in the command operand. If the name is followed by a
trailing asterisk (*), the next highest resource name is displayed if the exact resource name cannot be found. If a
higher resource name is not found, the first resource name is displayed.

NAMES
Displays the Resource Name Selection panel, from which you can select a resource name to edit.

NEXT
Displays the next highest resource name in the table. If a higher resource name is not found, the first resource
name is displayed. This command can also be invoked by pressing the PF11 key.

PREREQ
Displays the status of any missing prerequisites for the resource. If issued for a resource with no missing
prerequisites, then the list of all defined prerequisites is displayed.

PREVIOUS
Displays the previous resource name in the table. If the current resource is the first resource in the table, the last
resource in the table is displayed. This command can also be invoked by pressing the PF10 key.

RESET
Clears all column data fields on the panel except the resource Name field.

STRUCTURE
Displays the RDF column definition structure of the resource table.

TABLES
Displays the Table Name Selection panel, from which you can select a resource table to edit.

All commands may have an optional operand with the value table.name or name. If specified, the operand values replace
the resource table name of the current panel, resource name, or both.

A resource is updated when a column of the currently displayed resource is changed; a command does not have to
be entered. Because there is no table resource locking mechanism, the same table and resource can be updated
concurrently. Column values are refreshed each time Enter is pressed.
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The Resource Name Selection Panel

The Resource Name Selection panel, which is accessed using the NAMES primary command, is a tabular display of all
resource names in a resource table. An example follows:

To select a resource for display on the SSM Table Edit primary panel, type an S next to the desired resource name, and
press Enter.

SSM Table Edit------------- MSI1 -- O P S V I E W ----------- Row 1 to 22 of 22

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

WAIT ===> 10

System: *        SSM Table: SSM_MANAGED_TBLS   Mode: INACTIVE

RES Table: DGTBL1             Mode: ACTIVE

SEL Resource Name      Current  Desired    Mode   Missing Prerequisites

--- ------------------ -------- -------- -------- ----------------------------

_   DG1                UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG100              UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG11               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG12               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG13               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG14               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG15               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG16               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG17               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG18               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG19               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG2                UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG20               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG22               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG23               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG24               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG25               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG26               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG27               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG28               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG29               UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

_   DG3                UNKNOWN  UNKNOWN  ACTIVE

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Fields on the Resource Name Selection Panel

The fields on the Resource Name Selection panel are the same as the fields on the SSM Table Edit primary panel.

Primary Commands for the Resource Name Selection Panel

Either of the following primary commands can be entered on the Resource Name Selection panel:

FIND name
Locates and displays the specified name or the next highest name.

LOCATE name
Locates and displays the specified name or the next highest name.
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The Table Name Selection Panel

The Table Name Selection panel is a tabular display of all resource tables that meet the resource table column
requirements that are specified by the value of the View field. The Table Name Selection Panel is accessed using the
TABLES primary command.

An example of the Table Name Selection panel appears next:

SSM Table Edit------------- MSI1 -- O P S V I E W ----------- Row 1 to 14 of 14

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

VIEW ===> ALL

System: *        SSM Table: SSM_MANAGED_TBLS   Mode: INACTIVE    WAIT ===> 10

SEL   Table Name       Type Status Cols Rows Mode Action Table

--- ------------------ ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- -------------------

_   ATMTETEDSIGM11     RES  IDLE   12   5

_   DASH_SEC_TST       RES  IDLE   12   0

_   DASH_SEC1_TST      RES  IDLE   12   1

_   DGTBL1             RES  INUSE  16   22    A   DGTBL_ACT

_   DGTBL2             RES  INUSE  10   25    A   DGTBL_ACT

_   DGTBL3             RES  INUSE  10   24    A   DGTBL_ACT

_   DGTBL4             RES  IDLE   10   24

_   DGTBL5             RES  IDLE   10   0

_   GRG_STCTBL         RES  IDLE   12   10

_   PLANETS            RES  IDLE   10   8

_   SAVE_XYZ           RES  IDLE   12   13

_   STCTBL             RES  IDLE   12   101

_   TESTZZ             RES  IDLE   19   4

_   XTABLE             RES  IDLE   13   96

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Fields on the Table Name Selection Panel

The fields on the Table Name Selection panel are primarily the same as the fields on the SSM Table Edit primary panel.

The following describes the unique fields on the Table Name Selection panel:

View
Determines the type of information that is displayed. Values are:

• SSM—Display resource tables that are currently being logged by System State Manager.
• IDLE—Display resource tables that are not being managed by System State Manager.
• ALL—Display all resource tables.

Table Name
The resource table name.

Type
The value RES is always displayed for a resource table.

Status
The status of the table. Values are:

• INUSE—System State Manager is managing the table.
• IDLE—The table is not being managed by System State Manager.

Cols
The number of columns that are defined in the table.
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Rows
The number of resources currently in the table.

Mode
For a table managed by System State Manager, the mode is displayed.

Action Table
For a table managed by System State Manager, the associated action table name is displayed.

To select a table for display on the SSM Table Edit primary panel, type an S next to the desired table name, and then
press Enter.

Primary Commands for the Table Name Selection Panel

Either of the following primary commands can be entered on the Table Name Selection panel:

FIND table
Locates and displays the specified table name or the next highest table name.

LOCATE table
Locates and displays the specified table or the next highest table.

How to Perform CICS Operations Facility Maintenance (Option 4.12)
If you have installed the CICS Operations Facility (COF) interface that was provided with OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS), you can use OPSVIEW option 4.12 to define and maintain CICS connections to OPS/MVS.

What Is the CICS Operations Facility Interface (COF)

The COF is an optional interface between OPS/MVS and CICS that extends the OPS/MVS facilities to CICS. For
example, the COF enables you to write AOF rules that process CICS messages, and you can use OPSVIEW to operate
CICS.

The version of the COF that is provided with OPS/MVS uses the CICS global exit (the XTDOUT exit) to intercept all
transient data write requests without modifying the CICS Transient Data Control Table (DCT).

Where to Look for Related Information

For information about installing the COF interface, see Install the XTDOUT COF Interface for CICS/TS.

For information about CICS-related parameters, see CICS-related (COF) Parameters.

For detailed information about the OPS/MVS COF and the syntax of all ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands,
see ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for the COF.

Accessing Option 4.12

To access OPSVIEW option 4.12, you can either:

• Enter 12 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.12 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The COF CICS Connection Display Panel

When you access option 4.12, you see a display similar to the following one. The panel lists all of the currently
defined OPS/MVS connections to CICS regions and the total number of messages that each region sent to the AOF for
rule processing. On this panel, you can scroll through the list of CICS connections or use a line command to take some
action on a particular CICS connection.
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CICS Operations Facility --- S034 --- O P S V I E W --------- ROW 1 TO 3 OF 3

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

                   COF CICS Connection Display        Active Connections: 1

 SYSTEM ===> *         WAIT ===> 10    CICSAOF ===> YES

  Jobname  Stepname Req  Status  Origin  Applid  Sysid ASID Destids Msg Count

  -------- -------- --- -------- ------- ------- ----- ---- ------- ---------

  DEFAULT           N   INACTIVE DEFINED                          4         0

  CICSTEST          N   INACTIVE DEFINED                          6         0

  CICSOMVS CICSOMVS Y   ACTIVE   DEFINED CICSOMVS CICS 0030       4         2

Fields on the COF CICS Connection Display Panel

The COF CICS Connection Display panel has the following fields:

Active Connections
Indicates the total number of currently active CICS connections.

System
Specifies the name of the remote system on which you want to display or modify the connections that exist
between a remote copy of OPS/MVS and CICS. The remote system must be active and defined to the MSF. An
asterisk (*) stands for the local system; this is the default.

Wait
Specifies the maximum time to wait for a response from a remote system. You can specify a range from 1 to 300
seconds.
Default: The value of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter

CICSAOF
Indicates the current value of the CICSAOF parameter, which controls CICS message traffic to the AOF. You can
update the value of the CICSAOF parameter directly on the COF CICS Connection Display panel. If the value of
CICSAOF is NO, no CICS transient data messages are sent to the AOF for processing.

Jobname
Indicates the one- to eight-character job name of the CICS region.

Stepname (optional)
Indicates the one- to eight-character step name of the CICS region (or task ID for a started task). If the connection
is active, the step name or task ID of the CICS region always appears here, even if the original connection
definition did not include a step name.

Req
Contains a flag indicating whether a match on Stepname is required:

• Y—When the list of transient data queue names was defined, a step name was included in its definition. To
use the list, the step name of the CICS region (which appears in the Stepname field), must match the value
that was specified when the list was defined.

• N—The step name is informational only; no match is required.

Status
Indicates the status of the CICS connection. If the value is ACTIVE, the CICS region is using the connection; if the
value is INACTIVE, the connection is not in use.

Origin
Indicates the origin of the list. A value of DEFINED indicates that the list was generated through an ADDRESS
OPSCTL COF DEFINE command. A value of DEFAULT indicates that a CICS region built this destination name
list by copying the DEFAULT list.
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Applid
Displays the VTAM application ID if the value of the Status field is ACTIVE.

Sysid
Displays the CICS system name if the value of the Status field is ACTIVE.

Asid
Displays the CICS address space ID if the value of the Status field is ACTIVE.

Destids
Indicates the total number of transient data queue names in the intercept list.

Msg Count
Indicates the total number of messages this CICS region intercepted for AOF processing.

Primary Commands for the COF CICS Connection Display Panel

 OPS/MVS provides the primary command described in the following table. Enter the primary command on the command
line.

SORT field order
Sorts the CICS connection list according to the value of the specified field. You may specify more than one field. If
not specified, the default value for field is Jobname. The value for order can be A (Ascending) or D (Descending),
and may be specified for each field specified. The default value for order is A for all field names except Msg (or
Count).
Point-and-shoot is enabled to sort the list of COF connections using any displayed column. To sort the list of COF
connections using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on a displayed column heading and press the
ENTER key.

Line Commands for the COF CICS Connection Display Panel

 OPS/MVS provides the following command options. Enter command options in the field preceding the name of the
desired CICS connection.

C
Copies an existing CICS connection definition and uses it as the basis for a new definition.

D
Deletes a CICS connection.

I
Inserts a new CICS connection definition.

S
Selects a CICS connection and accesses the CICS Connection Destination List panel that corresponds to it. This
panel displays the transient data queue destination names that are associated with the selected CICS connection.
You can add or delete destination names from this panel. For details, see How to Activate and Deactivate
Destination IDs Associated with a CICS Connection.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the S line command for any displayed CICS connection. To issue the S line
command for a displayed CICS connection using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the
CICS connection and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been
entered.

How to Activate and Deactivate Destination IDs Associated with a CICS Connection

Contents

This section discusses how to activate and deactivate destination IDs associated with a CICS connection.
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The S Line Command

To select a CICS connection and view a list of all of the transient data queue names that are associated with it, use the
S command on the COF CICS Connection Display panel. As a result of the S command, the following CICS Connection
Destination List panel appears. From this panel, you can dynamically alter the list of destination names that are sent to the
AOF for processing without having to redefine the CICS connection.

CICS Operations Facility --- S034 --- O P S V I E W ------------- ROW 1 OF 25

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

System: *       COF Connection Destination List      Exit Area: 005C004

  Jobname  Stepname Req  Status  Origin  Applid  Sysid ASID Destids Msg Count

  -------- -------- --- -------- ------- ------- ----- ---- ------- ---------

  CICSOMVS CICSOMVS Y   ACTIVE   DEFINED CICSOMVS CICS 0030       4         2

                        Include Indirect Destids: N

  Dest  Msg Count    Dest  Msg Count    Dest  Msg Count   Dest  Msg Count

  ----  ---------    ----  ---------    ----  ---------   ----  ---------

  CADL          0    CSMT          3    CSSL          0   CSSN          0

                                      ''

                                      ''

                                      ''

Activate and Deactivate Destinations

Use these line commands to activate and deactivate destinations on the COF Connection Destination List panel:

A
Activate (add) the specified destination name. You can specify %%%% as a destination name to refer to the
DEFAULT destination name list.

D
Deactivate (delete) the selected destination name.

Include Indirect Destinations

This option specifies that all indirect transient data queue names are implicitly defined in the destination list. Message
counts are reflected in the defined destination queue name. Individual indirect queue names can alternatively be defined
in the destination list in order to see specific message counts.

Y
Implicitly include all indirect transient data queue names that point to a defined queue name in the destination list.

N
Do not implicitly include indirect transient data queue names.

How to Delete a CICS Connection

Use the D command on the COF CICS Connection Display panel to delete a CICS connection.

The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW General Settings panel determines the outcome of the D line
command:

• If the Action Verification field is set to Y, OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) requests
confirmation before it deletes the CICS connection. Press Enter to confirm the request or enter the END command to
cancel the request.

CICS Operations Facility --- S034 --- O P S V I E W ---------- Subsystem OPSS
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COMMAND ===>

                      COF CICS Connection Delete Confirmation

   NOTE: You are about to delete a COF CICS connection on system *

         The CICS jobname is CICSTEST and it is currently INACTIVE

   If you press ENTER the requested action will be taken.

Enter END command to cancel the operation.

Press ENTER to confirm the operation.

• If you proceed with the deletion, the next message from the CICS region causes a new connection to be built using the
DEFAULT connection destination name list.

• If the field is set to N, OPS/MVS deletes the CICS connection without requesting your confirmation.

How to Insert a New CICS Connection

This section discusses how to insert a new CICS connection.

The I Line Command

Use the I command on the COF CICS Connection Display panel to cause OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) to insert a new CICS connection through an ADDRESS OPSCTL COF DEFINE command. As a
result of the I line command, the following panel appears:

CICS Operations Facility --- S034 --- O P S V I E W ------------- ROW 1 OF 10

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

                 Define a new CICS connection on system *

CICS Jobname ===>         Stepname ===>

CICS Transient Data Queue names to be sent to rule processing ===>

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Define a New CICS Connection

Follow these steps to define one or more CICS connections:

1. In the CICS Jobname field, specify a job name to identify the CICS connection.
The DEFAULT job name is reserved to define the DEFAULT destination name list. This list is used when CICS regions
that are not predefined to the COF connect to OPS/MVS for the first time.

2. If multiple CICS regions have the same job name, specify a step name in the Stepname field to distinguish this
CICS connection from other CICS connections. In such cases, the value of the Stepname field should be the task
ID (for example, S CICSMVS.TOR). Each CICS connection must have a unique jobname or jobname.stepname. No
duplicates are allowed.

3. In the fields on the remainder of the panel, specify up to 100 CICS transient data queue names for OPS/MVS to
intercept and send to the AOF for processing.
Transient data queue destination names are not required, but an empty list results in no messages being processed
by the AOF. You can use the special destination name, which is %%%%, to refer to the list of destination names in the
DEFAULT connection definition (if the DEFAULT connection definition exists).

4. Press Enter to define the definition.
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5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for each CICS connection you want to define.
6. When finished, press End.

Your CICS connection definition session is terminated and you are returned to the COF CICS Connection Display
panel.

How to Copy an Existing CICS Connection

This section describes how to copy an existing CICS connection.

The C Line Command

Use the C command on the COF CICS Connection Display panel to cause OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) to copy the definition of the selected CICS connection and use it as the basis for a new CICS
connection you want to define. You can then alter the new definition as desired. As a result of the C line command, the
following panel appears:

CICS Operations Facility --- S034 --- O P S V I E W ------------ ROW 1 OF 10

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

                 Define a new CICS connection on system *

CICS Jobname ===> CICSOMVS  Stepname ===> CICSOMVS

CICS Transient Data Queue names to be sent to rule processing ===>

    CADL  CSMT  CSSL  CSSN  ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

    ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Define a New CICS Connection

Follow these steps to define one or more CICS connections:

1. In the CICS Jobname field, modify the job name as required.
2. If multiple CICS regions have the same job name, specify a step name in the Stepname field to distinguish this

CICS connection from other CICS connections. In such cases, the value of the Stepname field should be the task
ID (for example, S CICSMVS.TOR). Each CICS connection must have a unique jobname or jobname.stepname. No
duplicates are allowed. In the fields on the remainder of the panel, add or modify up to 100 CICS transient data queue
names for OPS/MVS to intercept and send to the AOF for processing.

NOTE
Transient data queue destination names are not required, but an empty list results in no messages being
processed by the AOF. You can use the special destination name, which is %%%%, to refer to the list of
destination names in the DEFAULT connection definition (if the DEFAULT connection definition exists).

3. Press Enter to define the definition.
4. When finished, press End.

Your CICS connection definition session is terminated and you are returned to the COF CICS Connection Display
panel.
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Access OPSLOG Definitions (Option 4.13)
The OPSLOG definition panel displays information about the defined OPSLOGs. Use this panel to define new OPSLOGs
and to change the status of previously defined OPSLOGs.

To access OPSVIEW option 4.13, you can either:

• Enter 13 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.13 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

A panel similar to the following one displays:

OPSLOG Definitions -    - O P S V I E W - Subsystem OPS --- Row 1 to 1 of 1

 System ===> *         Wait ===> 10                        Active OPSLOGs: 1

   Logname          Status   R L A D BrowseMax Data set name (truncated)

   -------          ------   - - - - --------- -------------------------

 _ INSTAUTODEFINED  Active   W N A S 10000     IN-STORAGEAUTO

 _ OPSLOG           Active   W L D D 120000    MFNSMQA.OPS.AC31.OPSLOG

 _ OPSLOG2          Defined  W N D D 80000     MFNSMQA.OPS.BOGUS2.OPSLOG2

 _ OPSLOG2          Active   W N D D 120000    MFNSMQA.OPS.AC11.OPSLOG2

 _ OPSLOG3          Active   W N D D 80000     MFNSMQA.OPS.AC11.OPSLOG3

 _ READ_ONLY        Defined  R N D D 22222     BOGUS.DATA.SET.NAME.READONLY

 _ READ_WRITE       Defined  W N D D 11111     BOGUS.DATA.SET.NAME

 _ TESTSWCA11_1     Active   W N D S 400000    IN-STORAGE0001

Fields on the OPSLOG Definitions Panel

The OPSLOG Definitions panel has the following fields:

System
Specifies the name of the remote system. The remote system must be active and defined to the MSF.

• Asterisk (*) indicates the local system.
• ? provides an MSF list of selectable systems.

Wait
Specifies the cross-system MSF wait time. You can specify a range from 1 to 300 seconds.
Default: The value of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter.

Active OPSLOGs
Indicates the number of active OPSLOGs.

Logname
Indicates the 1- to 16-character name of the OPSLOG. This name uniquely identifies an OPSLOG.

Status
Indicates the status of the OPSLOG definition.

R (R/W)
Indicates whether this is a read-only OPSLOG ( R ) or a read/write OPSLOG ( W ).

L (Live)
Indicates whether this is the live OPSLOG or any other OPSLOG.
Note: Only one OPSLOG can be live at any given instant.
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A (Auto)
Indicates whether this OPSLOG was explicitly defined using ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG, or was automatically
defined during product startup. The entries defined from this application use ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG.
An OPSLOG allocated using an OPSLOG DD statement during product initialization or using JCL is the most
common.

D (DIV)
Indicates whether this OPSLOG is backed by a DIV data set, which is indicated by a value of D, or is an in-
storage OPSLOG, which is indicated by a value of S.

BrowseMax
Indicates the maximum number of log entries in this OPSLOG BrowseMax window.

Data set name
Indicates the true data set name for a DIV-backed OPSLOG or a pseudo-data set name starting with the string IN-
STORAGE for an in-storage OPSLOG. The data set name may be truncated.

Primary Commands

Use the following primary commands to define new OPSLOGs and change the status of previously defined OPSLOGs:

NEW
Defines a new OPSLOG definition.

SORT ColumnName
Sorts the column headings in ascending, which is the default, or descending order.
Default column name for sorting: Logname

NOTE
Logname automatically appends as a secondary SORT column if you do not specify it on the SORT
command.

Line Commands

The following are valid line commands:

?
Provides a pop-up panel of all available line commands.

A
Activates a defined OPSLOG.

C
Creates and allocates a defined but non-existent OPSLOG.

D
Deletes a defined OPSLOG.

I
Inactivates a currently active OPSLOG.

L
Makes a currently active OPSLOG the live OPSLOG.

N
Creates a new OPSLOG definition.

R
Resets an active OPSLOG.

S
Selects an OPSLOG definition for detail display.
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An OPSLOG status can change while the asynchronous Activate, Inactivate and Reset commands execute. During
execution, the Status column will indicate one of the following values:

PendAct
An OPSLOG activation is pending.

PendIAct
An OPSLOG inactivation is pending.

PendRest
An OPSLOG reset is pending.

Access WebCenter Control Panel (Option 4.14)
The WebCenter Control Administration panel allows you to access facilities that control the functionality of Alert Monitor
and Resource Monitor.

The WebCenter facility allows you to:

• Define the monitors for Alerts and Resources, such as those in the SSM tables.
• View Alert History and Resource Status.
• Modify or delete alerts and modify the SSM tables, which can affect the behavior of your system.

The WebCenter URL is displayed on the menu to allow easy access to WebCenter. URL is also made available in a global
variable named GLOBALW.OPS#.WEBCENTERURL.

To access OPSVIEW option 4.14, you can either:

• Enter 14 on the OPSVIEW Control Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =4.14 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

A panel similar to the following displays:

QANM7831--------------- Administration : Primary Menu -------------------$NM071

Select Option ===>

   A   - Alert Monitor Administration                  ALADMIN  Userid BOYTH02 

   S   - SSM Resource Monitor Administration           SSADMIN  LU     NMTSO001

   M   - Multi-System Support Administration           MADMIN   Time   17.10.11

   C   - Customizer                                    CUSTOM   WED 28-AUG-2013

   X   - Exit                                                                  

                                                                               

   WebCenter URL: http://url.ip.addr:portaddr                                   

Fields on the WebCenter Control Panel

The Webcenter Control panel has the following fields:

Select Option
Specifies the primary command line for entering selection options.

Userid
Specifies the TSO userid of the person accessing the admin panel.

LU
Specifies the APPLID accessing the application panel.

Time
Enter to refresh specifies the Current Time and Date.
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Available Primary Commands
A

Alert Monitor Administration
S

SSM Resource Monitor Administration
M

Multi-System Support Administration
C

Customizer
X

Exit

Primary Commands

To take specific actions for the WebCenter Control Administration panel use these primary commands:

A - Alert Monitor Administration

Define and update a custom trouble ticket interface between your region and the alert monitor:

• Specify the parameters for logging alert history details.
• Define filters and list formats.

S - SSM Resource Monitor Administration

View/Maintain the user profiles:

• View/maintain the resource monitor filters.
• View/maintain the resource monitor formats.

M - Multi-System Support Administration

View/maintain your multi-system setup:

• Connect and disconnect regions.
• View the status of administration tasks that are performed on the knowledge base.

C - Customizer

Maintain customization parameters:

• Generate INI procedures.
• View the initialization log.

X - Exit

Exit back to OPSVIEW.

Access Alert Monitor Administration Menu

To access Alert Monitor Administration Menu, enter A on the WebCenter Control Menu.

Fields on the Alert Monitor Administration Menu Panel

The Alert Monitor Administration Menu panel has the following fields:
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Select Option
Specifies the primary command line for entering selection options.

Primary Commands

To take specific actions for the Alert Monitor Administration Menu panel Use these primary commands:

I - Define Trouble Ticket Interface
Displays the Alert Monitor Interface Definition panel, which enables you to specify the type of interface that you
want to define.

D - Define Trouble Ticket Data Entry
Displays the Alert Monitor Trouble Ticket Data Entry Definition panel, which enables you to define details of the
data to be contained in a trouble ticket.

F - Define Filters
Displays the Alert Monitor Filter Definition List panel, which enables you to view and maintain alert monitor filter
definitions.

L - Define List Formats
Displays the Alert Monitor List Definition List panel. To view and maintain the alert monitor, format definitions use
the panel.

ST - Run Alert Monitor Self Test
Displays the Self-Test results. A series of status checks are performed. To help diagnose problems with the Alert
Monitor, use this information.

X - Exit
Exit back to WebCenter Control Panel

Access SSM Resource Monitor Administration Menu

To access SSM Resource Monitor Administration Menu, enter S on the WebCenter Control Menu.

Fields on the SSM Resource Monitor Administration Menu Panel

The SSM Resource Monitor Administration Menu panel has the following fields:

Select Option
Specifies the primary command line for entering selection options.

Primary Commands

To take specific actions for the SSM Resource Monitor Administration Menu panel use these primary commands:

UP - User Profiles
Adds a user to the region or to customize user profiles.
You can reset the password of a user from the User Description panel of the profile.

F - Status Monitor Filters
Displays the Monitor Filters List panel that enables you to work with filters. Filters are used to limit the resources
that are displayed on the status monitor.

L - Status Monitor List Formats
Displays the List Definition List panel for status monitor list formats. From the panel, you can define and maintain
the formats.

X - Exit
Exit back to WebCenter Control Panel
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Access Multi-System Support Menu

To access Multi-System Support Menu, enter M on the WebCenter Control Menu.

Fields on the Multi-System Support Menu Panel

The Multi-System Support Menu panel has the following fields:

Select Option
Specifies the primary command line for entering selection options.

Primary Commands

To take specific actions for the Multi-System Support Menu panel, use these primary commands:

LC - List Connected Regions
List all regions that were connected by the Connect Region option. The displayed list lets you update link
descriptions.

C - Connect Region
Connect the region to another region. You can perform this function from a standalone region only, that is, one not
already connected to others.

D - Disconnect Region region-name
Disconnect the current region from a multisystem environment.

X - Exit
Exit back to WebCenter Control Panel

Access Customizer

To access Customizer, enter C on the WebCenter Control Menu.

Fields on the Customizer Panel

The Customizer panel has the following fields:

Select Option
Specifies the primary command line for entering selection options.

Primary Commands

To take specific actions for the Customizer panel, use these primary commands:

P - Parameter Groups
Accesses the options that enable you to review and customize region parameter groups.

G - Generate INI Procedure
Generates an initialization INI procedure that can be used instead of the VFS file during region startup. This
process converts parameter group records into NCL code and exports them to a nominated partitioned data set.
Regions that use the same initialization setup can then use copies of the same INI procedure, saving you the time
on customizing each region. You can edit the INI procedure.
Follow these steps:

1. Put the procedure member in the COMMANDS library.
2. In the RUNSYSIN member, point the INIFILE parameter to the INI procedure.
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L - Initialization Log
View messages that are issued during a region initialization or after customization.

X - Exit
Exit back to WebCenter Control Panel

OPSVIEW Command Option

Overview of the OPSVIEW Command Processor

With this option, you can enter system console commands in OPSVIEW, and you receive their output in scrollable form.

Use the MVS/JES command processor to enter system console commands in OPSVIEW and receive their output
in scrollable form. If you installed the IMS Operations Facility at your site, you can also use the MVS/JES command
processor to execute IMS commands.

In addition to entering system console commands and viewing their output, you can also complete the following tasks:

• Use the output of a command to build another command.
• Reissue a previously issued command without retyping it.
• Issue a command that was stored using option 0.2.
• Modify the stored command list.

NOTE

 To use option 6, you must be familiar with system commands. For background information about z/OS and JES
commands, see your systems programming library.

Access the MVS/JES Command Processor Panel

To access the MVS/JES Command Processor panel, enter 6 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. You see a display
similar to the following example:

--------- MSI1 -------- MVS/JES Command Processor ------------ENTER A COMMAND

===>

SYSID ===>           IMSID ===>      WAIT ===>     MFORM =>   SCROLL ===> CSR

-------------------- COMMAND OUTPUT AT 13:37:37 ON 10/19/07 -----------------

   *END OF OUTPUT*

Fields on the MVS/JES Command Processor Panel

The following fields appear on the MVS/JES Command Processor panel:

SYSID
If your site uses the Multi-System Facility (MSF) and you want the system command to execute on another
system, you can use this field to specify the ID of that system. You can specify IDs of only those systems with
which the copy of OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) running on your system has active
MSF sessions. If you do not specify a value for the Sysid field, the command you enter is executed on the system
to which you are logged on.

IMSID
If your site uses the IMS Operations Facility (IOF) and you want to issue an IMS command, use this field to
specify the ID of the IMS control region to which you are sending the command.

WAIT
Specify the number of seconds OPS/MVS should wait for command output messages to appear. Typically, you
need to specify a value for this field only if you have specified a value for the Sysid field.
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MFORM
Specify a value to indicate the format in which you want your command output to be returned. Although you may
specify a value in this field with any command, it affects only those commands that display information about jobs
in multiple lines (one line for each job), such as the JES2 $DI and $DA commands. Values are:

• J—Command output lines will be stamped with the name and number of the job to which they apply.
• M—The default. Command output lines will not be stamped with the name and number of the job to which they

apply.

SCROLL
Modify the scrolling action of the panels in the MVS/JES command processor. This Scroll field works the same as
any other Scroll field in OPSVIEW or ISPF.

Using the MVS/JES Command Processor

Remember these points when you are using the MVS/JES command processor:

• Enter commands in the Command field in the top left corner of the panel. The command output appears in the bottom
section of the panel. For a sample MVS/JES Command Processor panel that contains command output, see Use the
Output of a Command to Build Another Command.

• Although you can enter any z/OS or JES command from the command processor, some of them may not produce
output.

• The number of command output lines that OPS/MVS collects and returns to the command processor is limited by
the value of the OCMAXMSG parameter. The default value of this parameter is 2000, the minimum value is 100, and
the maximum value is 10,000. If you issue a command with output that exceeds the limit set by the OCMAXMSG
parameter, the last line of output you receive tells you that some command response lines were lost. To see the
additional lines, use the OPSVIEW OPSLOG Browse option.

• When you issue an IMS command from the MVS/JES command processor, you must precede the command with
a command character to indicate to OPS/MVS that the command is intended for IMS. If your site uses a single IMS
control region, use a slash (/) for your command character. If you run more than one IMS control region or you have
another reason for not using a slash, you must use the IMS-related (IOF) Parameters to associate control characters to
the IMSIDs that you run.

• If your z/OS system runs under VM, use #CP to issue your VM CP commands.

Primary Commands for the MVS/JES Command Processor Panel

In addition to entering system commands on the MVS/JES Command Processor panel, you can enter various primary
commands to control the MVS/JES command processor itself. Enter primary commands in the Command field, which is at
the top left corner of the panel.

NOTE
 We recommend that you issue the ISPF KEYS command from within option 6 to assign some of the commands
shown in the following table to PF keys. The recommended settings are shown in the following table. In addition
to these settings, we recommend that you assign any z/OS or JES command that you use frequently (such as D
TS,L) to PF04/PF16. These settings apply only to option 6. These settings do not affect the PF key settings that
you use in ISPF or other OPSVIEW options.

NOTE
The following primary commands control the MVS/JES command processor:

CMDLIST oper
Displays the Stored Commands window or the Previous Commands window. From here you can select the
command you want to enter. The window that appears depends on the value of oper. Values of oper are:
OFF

Exits you from the window. Broadcom recommends that you assign this command to PF06/PF18.
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PAST
Displays the Previous Commands window. Broadcom recommends that you assign this command to
PF05/PF17.

STORED
Displays the OPSVIEW option 0.2.
See the following description of SEDIT.

DOWN2
Scrolls the Stored Commands or Previous Commands window downward. Broadcom recommends that you
assign this command to PF11/PF23.

LASTCMD
Displays previously issued commands on the command line (moving backward through the stored list). When you
see the command you want, you may re-execute it with or without modifying it first.

LONGCMD
Causes the command input area to extend to two lines, which can handle a command up to 126 characters in
length. Contrast with SHORTCMD.

NEXTCMD
Displays previously issued commands on the command line (moving forward through the stored list). When you
see the command you want, you can re-execute it with or without modifying it first.

SEDIT
Edits the stored command list created with OPSVIEW option 0.2, without having to exit the MVS/JES command
processor.

SHORTCMD
Limits the command input area to one line. This is the default. Contrast with LONGCMD.

UP2
Scrolls the Stored Commands or Previous Commands window upward. Broadcom recommends that you assign
this command to PF10/PF22.

WSIZE nn
Sets the size of the Stored Commands and Previous Commands windows. The value of nn is the number of
commands that will appear in the windows. The default value is 3, the minimum value is 1, and the maximum
value is the number that results when you subtract 6 from the physical size of your screen.

How to Use the Previous Commands Window
The Previous Commands Window appears when you enter the CMDLIST PAST command from the MVS/JES Command
Processor panel. Following is a sample panel:

--------- MSI1 -------- MVS/JES Command Processor ------------ENTER A COMMAND

===>

SYSID ===>           IMSID ===>      WAIT ===>     MFORM =>   SCROLL ===> CSR

------------------------------ PREVIOUS COMMANDS ------------------ROW 1 OF 2

    D TS,lberry

    d ts,l

   *END OF COMMANDS*

-------------------- COMMAND OUTPUT AT 13:45:08 ON 10/19/03 -------ROW 1 OF 7

D TS,LBERRY

IEE105I 13.45.00 93.069 ACTIVITY 196

 JOBS      M/S      TS USERS      SYSAS      INITS      ACTIVE/MAX VTAM

00000     00056      00006        00013      00010       00006/00150
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LBERRY  NSW    A=0053   PER=NO   SMC=000  PGN=008  DMN=003  AFF=NONE

               CT=002.394S  ET=00.32.52

               ADDR SPACE ASTE=02C324C0

   *END OF OUTPUT*

Using the Previous Commands Window

Keep these points in mind when you use the Previous Commands window:

• To issue one of the commands in the window, place your cursor next to the command and press Enter: you can modify
the command first.

• To view the output that one of the commands in the window generated when it was first executed, type B next to the
command and press Enter.

• You can use the UP2, DOWN2, and WSIZE commands to control certain aspects of the Previous Commands window.

How to Use the Stored Commands Window
The Stored Commands Window appears when you enter the CMDLIST STORED command from the MVS/JES Command
Processor panel. Following is a sample panel:

--------- MSI1 -------- MVS/JES Command Processor ------------ENTER A COMMAND

===>

SYSID ===>           IMSID ===>      WAIT ===>     MFORM =>   SCROLL ===> CSR

------------------------------- STORED COMMANDS -------------------ROW 1 OF 2

    D TS,lberry                      /* DISPLAY TSO USER LBERRY

    d ts                             /* DISPLAY NUMBER OF TSO USERS

   *END OF COMMANDS*

-------------------- COMMAND OUTPUT AT 13:45:08 ON 10/19/03 -------ROW 1 OF 7

D TS,LBERRY

IEE105I 13.45.00 93.069 ACTIVITY 196

 JOBS      M/S      TS USERS      SYSAS      INITS      ACTIVE/MAX VTAM

00000     00056      00006        00013      00010       00006/00150

LBERRY  NSW    A=0053   PER=NO   SMC=000  PGN=008  DMN=003  AFF=NONE

               CT=002.394S  ET=00.32.52

               ADDR SPACE ASTE=02C324C0

   *END OF OUTPUT*

Keep these points in mind when you use the Stored Commands window:

• To issue one of the commands in the window, place your cursor next to the command and press Enter. You can modify
the command first.

• The commands that appear in the Stored Commands window are those you entered by using OPSVIEW option 0.2. If
you want to modify the list of commands that appears in the window, use either SEDIT command.

• You may use the UP2, DOWN2, and WSIZE commands to control certain aspects of the Stored Commands window.

Modify the Stored Command List from Option 6
Use the Stored Command List Editor panel to modify the commands that appear in the Stored Commands window.
The Stored Command List Editor panel appears when you issue the SEDIT command from the MVS/JES Command
Processor panel. Following is a sample panel:

Stored Command List Editor --- MSI1 ------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
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COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE

 Use the Edit Window below to enter in any MVS or JES command.  Only one

 command may be entered per line.  Commands may be documented with

 comments following the /* delimiter.

 Example:

          000100 D TS,ALL                /* list TSO users

          000200 D TS,USERA              /* list TSO user USERA

****** **************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

==MSG> -WARNING- THE UNDO COMMAND IS NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL YOU CHANGE

==MSG>           YOUR EDIT PROFILE USING THE COMMAND "RECOVERY ON".

000100 D TS                                /* NUMBER OF USERS

****** ************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

Use the Stored Command List Editor Panel

To modify a command, simply type your modification directly over the old text of the command and press PF3 to return
to the Stored Commands window. Any changes you make to your stored commands are reflected in the newly accessed
Stored Commands window.

Use the Output of a Command to Build Another Command
If the command you issue from the MVS/JES command processor generates output, the output appears in the bottom
section of the panel. The following sample MVS/JES Command Processor panel shows the results that occurred when a
user issued the z/OS D TS,L command:

--------- MSI1 -------- MVS/JES Command Processor ------------ENTER A COMMAND

===>

SYSID ===>           IMSID ===>      WAIT ===>     MFORM =>   SCROLL ===> CSR

-------------------- COMMAND OUTPUT AT 13:40:52 ON 10/19/95 -------ROW 1 OF 6

D TS,L

IEE104I 13.40.40 93.069 ACTIVITY 193

 JOBS      M/S      TS USERS      SYSAS      INITS      ACTIVE/MAX VTAM

00000     00056      00006        00013      00010       00006/00150

TGRANT  OWT   BBRADLE OWT   OPSADA  OWT   SPATTER OWT   LBERRY  NSW

DSILD53 OWT

   *END OF OUTPUT*

You can use the output from one command to build another command.

Follow these steps:

1. Position the cursor on the line of output that you want to use.
2. Modify the output line.
3. Press Enter.

Example: Issue Command by Modifying Output From a Previous Command

In this example, the user modified the first line of output that appeared in the previous panel by changing D TS,L to D
TS,LBERRY:

--------- MSI1 -------- MVS/JES Command Processor ------------ENTER A COMMAND

===>

SYSID ===>           IMSID ===>      WAIT ===>     MFORM =>   SCROLL ===> CSR

-------------------- COMMAND OUTPUT AT 13:40:52 ON 10/19/03 -------ROW 1 OF 6
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D TS,LBERRY

IEE104I 13.40.40 93.069 ACTIVITY 193

 JOBS      M/S      TS USERS      SYSAS      INITS      ACTIVE/MAX VTAM

00000     00056      00006        00013      00010       00006/00150

TGRANT  OWT   BBRADLE OWT   OPSADA  OWT   SPATTER OWT   LBERRY  NSW

DSILD53 OWT

   *END OF OUTPUT*

When the user presses Enter, a panel similar to the following one appears:

--------- MSI1 -------- MVS/JES Command Processor ------------ENTER A COMMAND

===>

SYSID ===>           IMSID ===>      WAIT ===>     MFORM =>   SCROLL ===> CSR

-------------------- COMMAND OUTPUT AT 13:45:08 ON 10/19/03 -------ROW 1 OF 7

D TS,LBERRY

IEE105I 13.45.00 93.069 ACTIVITY 196

 JOBS      M/S      TS USERS      SYSAS      INITS      ACTIVE/MAX VTAM

00000     00056      00006        00013      00010       00006/00150

LBERRY  NSW    A=0053   PER=NO   SMC=000  PGN=008  DMN=003  AFF=NONE

               CT=002.394S  ET=00.32.52

               ADDR SPACE ASTE=02C324C0

   *END OF OUTPUT*

OPSVIEW Utilities Option

Overview of the OPSVIEW Utilities Option (Option 7)

You can perform these tasks with the OPSVIEW utilities option:

• Archive an OPSLOG, restore an archived OPSLOG, browse a copied or restored OPSLOG, manage the OPSLOG
archive tracking system, merge live OPSLOG data from multiple systems, or load previously saved merged OPSLOG
data into an OPSLOG.

• Analyze the message events that appear in OPSLOG.
• Generate AOF suppression rules from an MPF suppression list.
• Create OPS/MVS parameter statements for the IMS Operations Facility (IOF).
• Create a backup copy of your global variables.

Access the OPSVIEW Utilities Option

To access the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu, enter 7 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. You see a display similar to the
following example:

Utilities ----------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------------Subsystem OPSS

OPTION  ===>

   1  OPSLOG Utilities       - OPSLOG archive and merge utilities

   2  Automation Analyzer    - Analyze the messages in OPSLOG

   3  MPF Conversion         - Convert MPF lists to AOF rules

   4  Identify IMS           - Identify IMS version for CA OPS/MVS

   5  Global Variable Backup - Generate global variable backup

   6  SYSCHK1 Restore        - Global Variable and RDF Restore

Enter END command to return to Primary Options
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This section contains the following topics:

•  Access the OPSLOG Utilities Option (Option 7.1)
–  How to Browse a Copied or Restored OPSLOG (Option 7.1.1) 
–  How to Archive an OPSLOG (Option 7.1.2) 
–  How to Restore an Archived OPSLOG (Option 7.1.3) 
–  How to Manage the OPSLOG Archive Tracking System (Option 7.1.4) 
–  How to Merge Live OPSLOG Data from Multiple Systems (Option 7.1.5) 
–  How to Load Saved Merged OPSLOG Data (Option 7.1.6) 

•  How to Use the Automation Analyzer (Option 7.2) 
•  How to Generate AOF Suppression Rules From an MPF Suppression List (Option 7.3) 
•  How to Create Parameter Statements for the IMS Operation Facility (Option 7.4) 
•  How to Create a Backup Copy of Your Global Variables (Option 7.5) 
•  How to Restore Global Variables and RDF Tables (Option 7.6) 

Access the OPSLOG Utilities Option (Option 7.1)
Use OPSVIEW option 7.1 to perform these tasks:

• Browse an OPSLOG that you have copied or restored from an archive data set.
• Copy the active OPSLOG into an archive data set.
• Restore an OPSLOG from an archive data set.
• Manage the OPSLOG archive tracking system.
• Merge live OPSLOG data from multiple systems.
• Load previously saved merged OPSLOG data into an OPSLOG.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 1 on the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu or use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.1 into any valid field in
OPSVIEW.
The OPSLOG Utilities panel displays. The following is a sample:

OPSLOG Utilities -------- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

OPTION ===>

   1  Browse   - Browse a copied/restored OPSLOG

   2  Archive  - Copy an OPSLOG to a sequential archive data set

   3  Restore  - Restore an OPSLOG from an archive data set

   4  Tracking - OPSLOG archive tracking system

   5  Merge    - Merge live OPSLOG from one or more systems

   6  Load     - Load a merged opslog from a saved file

Enter END command to return to Utility Options menu

2. From the OPSLOG Utilities panel, use the Option field to specify the option you want to use.

How to Browse a Copied or Restored OPSLOG (Option 7.1.1)

Use OPSVIEW option 7.1.1 to browse an OPSLOG that has been copied or restored from an archive data set:

• To restore an OPSLOG, use OPSVIEW option 7.1.3.
• To copy an OPSLOG, use one of these methods:

– Use IDCAMS REPRO to copy an OPSLOG VSAM linear (DIV) data set to another DIV data set.
– Use IDCAMS EXPORT/IMPORT to copy an OPSLOG DIV data set to/from a sequential data set.
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Access the Copied OPSLOG Panel

To browse a copied or restored OPSLOG, access the Copied OPSLOG panel. To do so, you can either:

• Select option 1 from the OPSLOG Utilities panel.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.1.1 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the one shown here:

Copied OPSLOG ------ MSI1 -------- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

Please enter the copied OPSLOG data set name:

  DATA SET NAME ===>

Enter END command to return to OPSLOG Utilities Options Menu

Specifying the Name of an OPSLOG Data Set

On the Copied OPSLOG panel, specify the name of the data set that contains the copied or restored OPSLOG you want
to browse. Follow these guidelines:

• If you enter a fully qualified data set name, enclose it in single quotes. If you omit the single quotes, OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) uses your TSO user ID as a prefix for the data set name.

• The data set that contains the OPSLOG you want to browse must be a VSAM linear (DIV) data set.

Browse the Restored OPSLOG

After you specify the data set name, a panel similar to the following appears:

OPSLOG Browse ----------- XE44 --- OPSVIEW --- 07:48:10 24JUN2003 COLS 001 070

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

   Dataset being used: SYS1.OPSLOG  

Time     ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

07:48:10 CAJR251I STEP          B314NTA  0000      $ .15      23 00:00:26.55 00

07:48:10 CAJR251I STEP          B312NTL  0000      $ .23      14 00:00:18.81 00

07:48:10 QA90MUF1:212:A:DB00102I - ENDED   JOB-C311EXEC NUMBER-23499          

07:48:10 CAJR251I STEP          B311NTD  0000      $ .19      25 00:00:18.11 00

07:48:11 DB00101I - STARTED JOB-G315EXEC NUMBER-23504 CXX=QAMUF1   SUBID=A SVC=

07:48:11 PGM START=074811                                                     

07:48:11 DB00101I - STARTED JOB-MC1CEXEC NUMBER-23505 CXX=QAMUF1   SUBID=A SVC=

07:48:11 PGM START=074811                                                     

07:48:11 QA90MUF1:212:A:DB00102I - ENDED   JOB-PC3AEXEC NUMBER-23494          

07:48:12 CAJR251I STEP          BC3ASQR  0000      $ .10      15 00:00:30.92 00

07:48:12 DB00101I - STARTED JOB-F314EXEC NUMBER-23506 CXX=QAMUF1   SUBID=A SVC=

07:48:16 CAS9855I Task 7D7C58 connecting to peer 141.202.18.203:7011.        

07:48:16 CAS9899W - USWWSU22 (141.202.18.203:7011) not available...waiting.  

07:48:16 DB00101I - STARTED JOB-C311EXEC NUMBER-23507 CXX=QAMUF1   SUBID=A SVC=

07:48:16 PGM START=074814                                                     

******** ******************** BOTTOM OF MESSAGES ******************************

From the OPSLOG Browse panel, you can use all of the standard OPSLOG Browse functions.
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Exit the Browse Function

When you have finished viewing the restored OPSLOG, press END to exit. OPS/MVS returns you to the Copied OPSLOG
panel, where you can specify another data set name to browse or press END to exit.

How to Archive an OPSLOG (Option 7.1.2)

Use OPSVIEW option 7.1.2 to copy all or part of the active OPSLOG to a sequential data set, where you can keep it for
future reference.

Although option 7.1.2 permits you to manually archive an OPSLOG, the archiving of an OPSLOG is typically performed
automatically.

For details about setting up automatic archiving of OPSLOG or archiving using batch JCL, see the topic Archiving and
Merging OPSLOG Data.

Access the Archive OPSLOG Panel

To archive the OPSLOG, you must access the Archive OPSLOG panel. To do so, you can either:

• Select option 2 from the OPSLOG Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.1.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

Archive OPSLOG --------- CA11 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPST

 Command ===>

 

 Please enter the archive data set information:

 

   Data set name   ===>

   Reuse data set? ===> N          (Y/N)

 

 The following fields are optional:

   Relative GDG num  ===>

   Volume serial     ===>

   Generic unit      ===>            (default unit used if blank)

   Management class  ===>            (SMS default management class)

   Storage class     ===>            (SMS default storage class)

   Data class        ===>            (SMS default data class)

   Space units       ===>            (BLOCKS, TRACKS, or CYLINDERS)

     Primary qty     ===>            (In above units)

     Secondary qty   ===>            (In above units)

   Block size        ===>            (best fit determined if blank)

 

 Enter END command to return to OPSLOG Utilities Options Menu

Specifying the Name of an OPSLOG Data Set

On the Archive OPSLOG panel, identify the data set to which you want to copy the active OPSLOG. Follow these
guidelines:

• Use either of these methods to name the data set:
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– Enter the name of the OPSLOG data set in the Data Set Name field, but do not specify any data set allocation
information. The archive creation program uses appropriate defaults.

– Enter the name of the OPSLOG data set in the Data Set Name field, and specify any desired allocation information
in the fields on the lower part of the panel.

• If you enter a fully qualified data set name, enclose it in single quotes. If you omit the single quotes, OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) uses your TSO user ID as a prefix for the data set name.

• If you are specifying an existing data set that you want to reuse, enter Y in the Reuse Data set field.
• Your archived OPSLOG data sets should reside on permanently resident DASD devices.

After you make entries into all of the desired fields, press Enter and the Archive OPSLOG Filter panel appears.

Fields on the Archive OPSLOG Panel

The following fields appear on the Archive OPSLOG panel:

Data Set Name
The name of the data set to which you want to copy the active OPSLOG.

Reuse Data set
A value indicating whether the data set you are specifying in the Data Set Name field already exists and that you
want to reuse it.

Relative GDG Num
If the data set is part of a generation data group (GDG), a value indicating its relative generation number.

Volume Serial
The volume serial number of the device on which the data set will reside.

Generic Unit
The generic unit name of the device on which the data set will reside.

Management Class
s
SMS management class

Storage Class
SMS storage class

Data Class
SMS data class

Space Units
If the data set resides on DASD, a value indicating its space allocation unit (blocks, tracks, or cylinders).

Primary QTY
Primary DASD space allocation (in blocks, tracks, or cylinders).

Secondary QTY
Secondary DASD space allocation (in blocks, tracks, or cylinders).

Block Size
Block size of the data set. Leave this field blank to let the system determine the best block size.

The Archive OPSLOG Filter Panel

The Archive OPSLOG Filter panel appears after you specify the name of the data set to which you want to archive the
active OPSLOG. Following is a sample Archive OPSLOG Filter panel:

Archive OPSLOG --------- MSI1 ---- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>
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blank  - Create Archive Online (will delay TSO session until complete)

B      - Submit Batch Job to Create Archive

E      - Edit OPSLOG Archive Creation Control Statements

CANCEL - Cancel Archive Creation

OPS/MVS Load Library ===>

Start and end date/time to archive or leave blank to archive entire OPSLOG.

                    YYYY/MM/DD     HH:MM

         Start ===>

         End   ===>

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION:

  ===> //NALD5M JOB (ACCOUNT),'NALD5'

  ===> //*

  ===> //*

  ===> //*

Enter END command to return to OPSLOG Utilities Options Menu

From the Archive OPSLOG Filter panel you can:

• Indicate whether you want some or all of the events from the active OPSLOG to be archived. For details, see How to
Specify Date and Time Ranges for the Archive.

• Choose to submit the archive creation program as a batch job or to run it online.
• Access the archive request control statements so that you can edit them before submitting the program or running it

online.
• Cancel the archive creation process by entering CANCEL in the Command field.

How to Specify Date and Time Ranges for the Archive

If you want only a portion of the events from the active OPSLOG to be archived, indicate the desired filter dates and times
on the Archive OPSLOG Filter panel. All automation events that occur after the start time and before the end time will be
archived.

If you want all of the events to be archived, leave the Start and End fields on the panel blank.

If you place an asterisk (*) in any of the Start or End fields, OPS/MVS uses the current date or time for that field.

Start the Archive Creation Process

There are two methods for starting the archive creation process.

To submit it as a batch job

1. In the job statement section at the bottom of the Archive OPSLOG Filter panel, specify up to four default job
statements to be used when building the archive creation JCL.

NOTE

If using an 8 byte TSO userid, the first Job Statement Information field may need to be cleared/erased to
have the current userid applied to this JOB statement. If clearing this field, you must erase the field, then
PF3/END from the panel and re-enter the panel to have updated information used.

2. To start the archive creation process, enter B in the Command field at the top of the panel.

The second method is to run it online by pressing Enter, and the archive creation process starts immediately. Running the
process online delays your TSO session until the archive creation is complete. When the process is complete, a list of
archive creation messages appears on the panel.
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Edit the Archive Request Control Statements

Follow these steps:

1. Before you start the archive creation process, enter E in the Command field at the top of the Archive OPSLOG Filter
panel.
The Archive Creation Control Statement panel appears. This panel displays the set of control statements that was built
from the values you specified earlier.

2. Edit the set by adding other statements to it or deleting statements from it.
Following is a sample panel:
OPSLOG Archive ---- MSI1 ---------- Archive Creation ------------- ROW 1 OF 42

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

   Line Commands: R Repeat, D Delete, I Insert

                  OPSLOG Archive Control Statement

''      ARCHIVE DSNAME(NALD5.LCD.ARCH) SUBSYS(OPSS) REUSE(NO)

''      START(2007/07/17 08:00) END(2007/07/18 10:00)

''    ________________________________________________________________________

''    ________________________________________________________________________

''    ________________________________________________________________________

3. When you finish using the Archive Creation Control Statement panel, press PF3.
The following OPSLOG Archive Creation panel appears:
OPSLOG Archive --------- MSI1 -- Archive Creation ------------ Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

SUBMIT or ENTER - submit the OPSLOG archive creation job

CANCEL or END   - cancel the OPSLOG archive creation

ONLINE          - create OPSLOG archive online (will delay the TSO session).

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION:

  ===> //NALD5M JOB (ACCOUNT),'NALD5'

  ===> //*

  ===> //*

4. Use this panel to do the following tasks:
– Complete the job statement information at the bottom of the panel. Then enter SUBMIT in the Command field (or

just press Enter) to submit the program as a batch job.
– Enter ONLINE in the Command field to run the archive creation program online. Running the process online delays

your TSO session until the archive creation is complete.
– Cancel the archive creation process by entering CANCEL or END in the Command field.

 

How to Restore an Archived OPSLOG (Option 7.1.3)

Use OPSVIEW option 7.1.3 to restore all or part of an archived OPSLOG to an OPSLOG VSAM linear (DIV) data set.

Access the Restore From Archive Panel

To restore an archived OPSLOG, use the Restore from Archive panel. To access the panel, you can either:

• Select option 3 from the OPSLOG Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.1.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the one shown here:

Restore from Archive ---- MSI1 ---- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>
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Please enter the source Archived OPSLOG data set name:

   Data Set Name       ===> 

Please enter the target OPSLOG data set name:

   Data Set Name       ===>

Please specify the restore method:

   Execution Mode      ===>   1. Foreground

                              2. Started Task

   Started Task Name   ===> 

Enter END command to return to OPSLOG Utilities Options Menu

Specifying Source and Target OPSLOG Data Sets

On the Restore from Archive panel, you must specify the names of two data sets:

• The name of the data set that contains the archived OPSLOG. This data set is the source data set for the restoration
process. This is the same data set name that you specified when you archived the OPSLOG.

• The name of the data set that is to contain the restored OPSLOG. This data set is the target data set for the restoration
process. The target data set must be a VSAM linear (DIV) data set.
– If the data set that you specify for the target does not exist, a panel appears to prompt you for data set allocation

information.
– If the data set that you specify for the target exists, a panel appears to prompt you for the filter criteria that you want

to set for the archived OPSLOG.

Specifying the Restoration Method

The Restore from Archive panel asks you to specify the Execution Mode (either Foreground or Started Task). If you
specify Started Task, you must enter the name of the started task in the Started Task Name field. (The name must
represent a valid started task procedure in a valid procedure library.)

NOTE

• Before attempting to use the started task mode of OPSLOG Restore, you must modify this procedure to your
installation standards. A sample procedure is provided in the RESTJOB member of the OPS.CCLXCNTL
data set.

• If you select the Foreground mode, a large virtual storage region may be necessary, depending on the size of
the archived OPSLOG. However, there are no special virtual storage requirements in Started Task mode.

Both the TSO user and the Started Task require read and update access to the global variable
GLOBAL0.OPSLOG.RESTORE. Therefore, you must enable a security (SEC) rule before you specify the Started Task
mode. This rule must also be tailored to your installation needs. For a sample of such a SEC rule, see the RESTSECG
member in the OPS.CCLXRULB data set.

How to Allocate a Data Set for the Restored OPSLOG

If the target data set that you specify on the Restore from Archive panel does not exist, the Allocate New OPSLOG panel
appears. Use this panel to indicate information about the target data set. Following is a sample:

Allocate new OPSLOG ---- CA11 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPST  

Command ===>  

Data set name: PUBLIC.RESTORE.OPSLOG      

    Volume serial      ===>            (Specify either Volser or any of the                                  

      

                                        3 SMS options below)    

    Management class   ===>            (SMS option)    
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    Storage class      ===> PUBLIC     (SMS option)    

    Data class         ===>            (SMS option)      

    Primary quantity   ===> 200585     (In records)    

    Secondary quantity ===> 100        (In records)      

    Average recordsize:     640              

    Press ENTER to allocate above OPSLOG data set  

    Enter END command to return to Restore from Archive panel

 

On the Allocate New OPSLOG panel, specify either the volume serial or any of the 3 SMS options to allocate the new
OPSLOG data set.

By default, the number of records in the source (archived) data set appears when you access this panel. If you leave the
default as it is, the target (OPSLOG) data set will be able to hold all of the events from the source data set. If you specify a
smaller size for the OPSLOG data set, it may not be large enough to hold all of the events that you select for restoration.

The target (OPSLOG) data set must be a VSAM linear (DIV) data set.

After you have allocated the target data set, proceed to the next section, How to Specify Filter Criteria for the Restored
OPSLOG.

How to Specify Filter Criteria for the Restored OPSLOG

The Restore from Archive Filter panel appears when either of these events occurs:

• The target data set that you specify on the Restore from Archive panel already exists.
• The target data set that you specify on the Restore from Archive panel does not exist, but you successfully allocate an

OPSLOG data set on the Allocate New OPSLOG panel.

Restore from Archive Filter Panel

Use the Restore from Archive Filter panel to indicate the selection criteria for the events that you want to be restored.
Following is a sample Restore from Archive Filter panel:

Restore from Archive --- MSI1 ---- O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                    YYYY/MM/DD   HH:MM

1.      Start ===>                    (leave blank to restore entire archive)

        End   ===>                    (leave blank to restore entire archive)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.    Jobname ===>           ===>            ===>           ===>

    or   MsgID ===>           ===>            ===>           ===>

    or Ruleset ===>           Rule name ===>

    or   Color ===>           ===>            ===>           ===>

                   (Green,Blue,Red,White,Pink,Yellow,Turq or None)

    or  System ===>

    or UserFld ===>           ===>            ===>           ===>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.    Events: MSG:   CMD:   DIS:   DOM:   ENA:   EOM:   (Y or N)

               GLV:   OMG:   REQ:   SEC:   SCR:   TOD: 

               TRC:   ARM:   EOJ:   EOS:   TLM:   USS:
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               API:

Enter Archive restore filter requirements and press ENTER key, or

Enter END command to return to OPSLOG Utilities Options Menu

The Restore from Archive Filter panel is divided into three sections. Each section pertains to a type of criteria that you can
specify to determine which events will appear in the restored OPSLOG. The three types of criteria are:

• Date and time range criteria
• Non-event-related criteria
• Event-related criteria

For an automation event to appear in the restored OPSLOG, these statements must be true:

• The event must have occurred in the date and time range that you indicate in section 1 of the panel.
• The event must meet at least one of the non-event-related criteria that you indicate in section 2 (if any).
• The event must be one of the event types that you indicate in section 3 (if any).

If any of the three sections on the panel are left blank (or in the case of section 3, are filled with only N values), OPS/
MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) does not consider that section when it selects events to be
restored. For example, if you specify values in sections 1 and 3, but specify no values for section 2, the events that will be
restored will be those that meet the criteria in sections 1 and 3.

The following fields appear on the Restore from archive Filter panel:

Start
To restore only a portion of the events in the archive, specify the desired starting date and time. All events that
occurred after the start time are restored.
To specify the current date and time, type an asterisk (*) into the field or fields.
If you leave the fields blank, events are restored regardless of the date and time at which they occurred.

End
To restore only a portion of the events in the archive, specify the desired ending date and time. All events that
occurred before the end time are restored.
To specify the current date and time, type an asterisk (*) into the field or fields.
If you leave the fields blank, events are restored regardless of the date and time at which they occurred.

Jobname
Specify a job name to limit restored events to those that were produced by a particular job. Specify up to four
values.

MsgID
Specify a message ID to limit restored events to those with a particular message ID. You may specify up to four
values.

Ruleset/Rule name
Specify the name of a rule set, a rule, or both, to limit restored events to those that were processed by a particular
rule set or rule.

Color
Specify a color to limit restored events to those that appear in a particular color in the OPSLOG. Specify up to four
values.
The color filter works only on those events that OPS/MVS has specifically tagged with a color. Although most
events appear in default colors of green, white, or red, many of them have a color value of NONE (unless your
site assigns color values in either a rule or an exit routine).

System
Specify an SMF ID to limit restored events to those that were produced on a particular system.
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UserFld
Specify a user ID to limit restored events to those that are associated with a particular user field value. Specify up
to four values.

MSG
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF message events. Or, specify N.

CMD
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF command events. Or, specify N.

DIS
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF rule disabling events. Or, specify N.

DOM
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF delete-operator-message events. Or, specify N.

ENA
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF rule enabling events. Or, specify N.

EOM
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF end-of-memory events. Or, specify N.

GLV
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF global variable events. Or, specify N.

OMG
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF OMEGAMON events. Or, specify N.

REQ
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF request events. Or, specify N.

SEC
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF security events. Or, specify N.

SCR
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF screen events. Or, specify N.

TOD
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF time-of-day events. Or, specify N.

TRC
Specify Y to limit restored events to rule trace events that pertain to any AOF event type. Or, specify N.

ARM
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF automatic restart manager events. Or, specify N.

EOJ
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF end-of-job events. Or, specify N.

EOS
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF end-of-step events. Or, specify N.

TLM
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF time limit events. Or, specify N.

USS
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF UNIX System Services events. Or, specify N.

API
Specify Y to limit restored events to AOF API events. Or, specify N.
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NOTE
For the Jobname, MsgID, Ruleset, Rule Name, System, and UserFld fields, you can use an asterisk to indicate a
wildcard match. For example, if you specify IEF* in one of the MsgID fields, all events whose message IDs begin
with the letters IEF are restored.

Restore the Filtered OPSLOG

Put the filter criteria into effect by pressing Enter. OPS/MVS restores the OPSLOG to the target data set in Foreground
mode or issues a z/OS START command for the started task name specified on the Restore from Archive panel. The
started task does not send any messages back to the TSO user who started it. Therefore, you should check the output of
the started task to ensure that the task completed successfully and to determine the number of records that were restored.

Otherwise, press END. OPS/MVS returns you to the OPSLOG Utilities Menu panel.

 

How to Manage the OPSLOG Archive Tracking System (Option 7.1.4)

Use OPSVIEW option 7.1.4 to manage the OPSLOG archive tracking system. With this option, you can:

• View information about all tracked OPSLOG archives.
• Merge two or more archives into one new archive.
• Delete archives from the tracking system.
• Access OPSVIEW option 7.1.3 to restore an archive.

Access the Archive Tracking Entries Panel

Manage the archive tracking system by accessing the Archive Tracking Entries panel. To do so, you can either:

• Select option 4 from the OPSLOG Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.1.4 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

As a result, you see a display similar to the following one:

OPSLOG Archive ---- MSI1 ------ Archive Tracking Entries ------- ROW 1 OF 100

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

   Line Commands: D Delete entry  R Restore entry

   Primary Commands: SORT display, MERGE entries, REFRESH display

    First Record            Last Record            Sub      SMF        Record

   Date        Time        Date        Time        Sys      Id         Count

   2008/05/04  01:18:00    2008/05/04  04:46:34    OPSM     C4           4999

   2008/05/04  04:47:00    2008/05/04  09:13:59    OPSM     C4           5159

   2008/05/04  09:14:00    2008/05/04  10:18:56    OPSM     C4           4985

   2008/05/04  10:19:00    2008/05/04  13:05:33    OPSM     C4           4994

   2008/05/04  13:06:01    2008/05/04  15:39:53    OPSM     C4           4996

   2008/05/04  15:40:00    2008/05/04  17:51:22    OPSM     C4           4989

   2008/05/04  17:52:00    2008/05/04  20:50:58    OPSM     C4           5015

   2008/05/04  20:51:01    2008/05/04  23:31:58    OPSM     C4           5015

   2008/05/04  23:32:00    2008/05/05  03:24:58    OPSM     C4           4949

   2008/05/05  03:25:01    2008/05/05  06:42:41    OPSM     C4           4991

   2008/05/05  06:43:00    2008/05/05  11:00:47    OPSM     C4           5027

   2008/05/05  11:01:00    2008/05/05  14:51:17    OPSM     C4           4996

   2008/05/05  14:52:01    2008/05/05  16:31:59    OPSM     C4           4996

   2008/05/05  16:32:00    2008/05/05  17:51:14    OPSM     C4           3340

   2008/05/05  17:52:00    2008/05/05  18:48:57    OPSM     C4           3585

   2008/05/05  18:49:00    2008/05/05  23:22:52    OPSM     C4           5017
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   2008/05/05  23:23:00    2008/05/08  06:28:43    OPSM     C4           4995

   2008/05/08  06:29:00    2008/05/08  12:11:59    OPSM     C4           4994

   2008/05/08  12:12:00    2008/05/08  12:11:59    OPSM     C4           4993

   2008/05/08  15:42:00    2008/05/08  18:08:50    OPSM     C4           4919

   2008/05/08  18:09:01    2008/05/08  20:14:57    OPSM     C4           4983

   2008/05/08  20:15:00    2008/05/08  23:34:59    OPSM     C4           5008

   2008/05/08  23:35:00    2008/05/09  06:49:58    OPSM     C4           5019

   2008/05/09  06:50:00    2008/05/09  11:23:46    OPSM     C4           4990

You may receive a Tracking entries removed message upon entry to the OPSLOG archive tracking system. This message
indicates that entries referencing uncataloged data sets were removed from the tracking system.

The Archive Tracking Entries panel contains more columns of information than you can view at one time. To see the rest
of the information, use your LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to scroll. Another view of the following Archive Tracking Entries
panel appears:

OPSLOG Archive ---- MSI1 ------ Archive Tracking Entries ------- ROW 1 OF 100

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

   Line Commands: D Delete entry  R Restore entry

   Primary Commands: SORT display, MERGE entries, REFRESH display

          Archive Creation Information

    Date       Time       Jobname   Dataset Name

   2008/05/04  08:47:51   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0098V00

   2008/05/04  13:14:08   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0099V00

   2008/05/04  14:19:30   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0100V00

   2008/05/04  17:06:22   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0101V00

   2008/05/04  19:40:35   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0102V00

   2008/05/04  21:52:25   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0103V00

   2008/05/05  00:51:16   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0104V00

   2008/05/05  03:32:13   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0105V00

   2008/05/05  07:25:35   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0106V00

   2008/05/05  10:44:01   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0107V00

   2008/05/05  15:01:05   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0108V00

   2008/05/05  18:52:44   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0109V00

   2008/05/05  20:32:50   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0110V00

   2008/05/05  21:52:44   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0111V00

   2008/05/05  22:49:24   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0112V00

   2008/05/08  03:23:02   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0113V00

   2008/05/08  10:29:34   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0114V00

   2008/05/09  15:24:51   NALDCTK   NALDC.TRACKGDG.G0121V00

Fields on the Archive Tracking Entries Panel - Left View

The following fields appear on the left side of the Archive Tracking Entries panel. You see these fields when you first
access the panel and when you press the LEFT PF key.

First Record Date/Time
The date and time that the earliest event in the archive occurred.

Last Record Date/Time
The date and time that the latest event in the archive occurred.

Sub Sys
The name of the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) subsystem from which the archive
was taken.
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SMF ID
The SMF ID of the z/OS system from which the archive was taken.

Record Count
The total number of events that the archive contains.

Fields on the Archive Tracking Entries Panel - Right View

The following fields appear on the right side of the Archive Tracking Entries panel. These fields contain information about
the creation of the archive. You see these fields when you press the RIGHT PF key.

Date
The date on which the archive was created.

Time
The time at which the archive was created.

Jobname
The job name of the job that created the archive.

Dataset Name
The name of the data set that contains the archive. If the archive data set is part of a generation data group
(GDG), this field contains the fully qualified data set name, rather than the relative generation number.

Line Commands for the Archive Tracking Entries Panel

The following line commands can be used on the Archive Tracking Entries panel. Issue line commands in the prefix area
of the line naming the archive.

D
Deletes an entry from the archive tracking system. The setting of the Action Verification field on the OPSVIEW
General Settings panel affects the outcome of the D line command:

• If the Action Verification field is set to Y, OPS/MVS requests confirmation before it deletes the entry. Press
Enter to confirm the request or enter the CANCEL or END command to cancel the request.

• If the field is set to N, OPS/MVS deletes the entry without requesting your confirmation.

R
Accesses option 7.1.3, where you can restore the archived OPSLOG.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to issue the R line command for an OPSLOG archive. To issue the R line command
for an OPSLOG archive using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor to the left of the desired OPSLOG
archive and press Enter. Point-and-shoot is enabled only if no primary or line commands have been entered.

Primary Commands for the Archive Tracking Entries Panel

The following primary commands may be used on the Archive Tracking Entries panel. Enter primary commands in the
Command field.

MERGE
Merges two or more existing archives into one new archive.
The MERGE command lists all available archive entries. Select up to 255 entries for merging by placing an S in
the prefix area next to each entry. After selecting the entries, press PF3 to continue with the request or enter the
CANCEL command to cancel it.
If you press PF3, the Merge Archive Submit panel appears. Use this panel to complete the request. The panel
prompts you for this information about the merged archive:
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• Data set name
• Volume serial number
• Unit type
• Up to four default job statements for the merge job. The statements are kept from session to session.

Press PF3 to submit the merge job or enter the CANCEL command to cancel it.
REFRESH

Refreshes the entries on the panel so that you can view any new archives that were created since the session
began. When you issue the REFRESH command, the entries return to their default sort order.

SORT colname
Sorts the entries according to the value of colname. Values for colname are:

• FIRST
• LAST
• SUBSYS
• SMFID
• RECORDS (or COUNT)
• DEFAULT
• CREATION
• JOBNAME
• DATASET (or DSN)

You must specify at least one column name. You can specify more than one value at a time. For example,
suppose you specify this command:
SORT SUBSYS FIRST

As a result, OPS/MVS sorts the entries first by the name of the OPS/MVS subsystem from which the archives
were taken, and then by the dates and times of the first events in the archive data sets.
Point-and-shoot is enabled to SORT the archive tracking table using any column heading. To SORT the archive
tracking table using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor on the bottom line of a column heading and
press Enter.

How to Merge Live OPSLOG Data from Multiple Systems (Option 7.1.5)

Use OPSVIEW option 7.1.5 to merge live OPSLOG data from multiple systems. You specify the systems, date and time
ranges, the log that contains the merged data, the merge method, the work dataset prefix, the allocation parameters, the
reset value, the create value, the save data value, the timeout, and the filter to apply to the data. Then, you invoke the
merge and access the merged data.

NOTE
The OPSLOG merge function requires the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) MSF
facility and MSF license.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Access the merge OPSLOG panel (option 7.1.5).
2. Specify the systems for the merge.

On the Merge OPSLOG panel, identify the systems from which you want to merge live OPSLOG data. A list of
available systems appears at the bottom of the panel. The list includes the local system and remote systems with
active MSF connections. You can select one or more systems to extract live OPSLOG data from the specified
systems.
– To select a system, enter S in the selection (SEL) field in front of the system.
– To deselect a system, enter U in the selection field in front of the system.
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When you select a system, the Action field for the system displays *selected*.
3. Specify the date and time range for the merge.

On the Merge OPSLOG panel, identify the date and time range for the merge by specifying a start and end date and
time. Live OPSLOG data from the specified time range extracts from the selected systems.
– To select the start date and time, specify a date and time on the ‘Start’ field.
– To select and end date and time, specify a date and time on the ‘End’ field.

NOTE
 Dates are YYYY/ MM/ DD format. Times are HH:MM format. The end date and time must be later than the
start date and time. Data is collected from the zero second of the start time to the zero second of the end
time non-inclusive. For example, if the start time is 10:01 and the end time is 10:02, data is collected from
10:01:00 to 10:01:59. Merge requests that include systems in different time zones are normalized to the time
zone of the requesting system. Merge requests for a date/time range that crosses a daylight savings time
boundary relative to the current time are not adjusted for daylight savings time and can yield unpredictable
results.

4. Specify the log to contain the merged data.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, identify the log to contain the merged data by specifying the name of an OPSLOG. Live
OPSLOG data from the selected systems is loaded into the specified log.
To select the log to contain the merged data, specify the name of an OPSLOG on the Merged OPSLOG name field.
The OPSLOG must be read-only, activated, and it cannot be the live OPSLOG. The log can be an in-storage log or an
OPSLOG DIV dataset. The default name is MERGE#userid, where userid is the TSO users logon id. If the specified
log does not exist, a new in-storage log is created automatically if the Create parameter is set to Y.
To see a list of OPSLOGs already defined, specify a ? in the Merged OPSLOG name field. The ? invokes the
OPSLOG Selection List panel. The selection panel also lets you select an OPSLOG from the list for use in the merge.
See Access OPSLOG Definitions (Option 4.13). Each instance of OPS/MVS has a limit of 32 defined OPSLOGs.
If *NONE* is specified for the log name, the records are sorted into a merge dataset, but not loaded into an OPSLOG.
This sort is most useful in conjunction with the Save Data parameter. With Save Data specified as Y and a log name
of *NONE* you can create and save a dataset of merged records without loading them into an OPSLOG. The merged
data is preserved in the dataset and can be loaded/processed later.

5. Specify the merge extract method.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, identify the execution process for the OPSLOG data extraction by specifying the merge
method. Live OPSLOG data is extracted from the selected systems using the specified method.
To select a merge method, specify the method on the Method field. You have the following available options:

OSF
Performs the OPSLOG data extraction process in an OSF server on the selected systems.

STC
Performs the OPSLOG data extraction process using a started task (STC) on the selected systems.
When you select this method, you must also specify the name of the started task to execute on the selected
systems.

To select the started task, specify the started task name on the STCname field.
6. Specify the work dataset prefix and allocation parameters.

On the Merge OPSLOG panel, identify the work dataset name prefix that you want to use for allocating all work
datasets. Work datasets include the extract datasets, sort message and control datasets, and the sortout/merge
dataset.
Also, optionally specify any additional allocation parameters that you want to use for allocating the extract datasets on
the selected systems. An extract dataset is allocated on each selected system using the specified parameters. Live
OPSLOG data is extracted into the dataset. The requesting system sorts the records from all the extract datasets into
a local merge dataset, and then loads the records from the merge dataset into the specified local OPSLOG. Once the
data is loaded into the local OPSLOG, all work datasets are deleted except for the merge dataset. If Save Data is Y,
the merge dataset is saved. If Save Data is N, the merge dataset is deleted.
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– To select a work dataset name prefix for the extract dataset, specify the prefix on the Work DSNAME Prefix field.
The prefix allows up to 17 characters and conforms to standard dataset naming conventions of up to 8 characters
per qualifier.

– To select allocation parameters to be used when allocating the extract datasets, specify the allocation parameters
on the Allocation parms field.

The extract datasets are allocated with a name in the format below. The additional qualifiers are automatically
appended to the specified dataset name prefix.
dsnpref.osmfidx.tarsys.tarsub

dsnpref
Specified dataset name prefix. The prefix allows up to 17 characters and the prefix conforms to standard dataset
naming conventions of up to 8 characters per qualifier.

osmfidx
Specifies the origin (requesting) system smfid and the fourth character of the origin system OPS/MVS subsystem
identifier (represented by x).

reqnum
Request number in format Rnnn. The nnn indicates the 1-34 digit internal request number.

tarsys
Specifies the target (selected) system sysname.

tarsub
Specifies the target (selected) system OPS/MVS subsystem.

The extract datasets are allocated with the following allocation values in addition to what is specified on the Allocation
parms field:
– LRECL - internal length of an OPSLOG data record
– DSORG(PS)
– RECFM(FB)
– NEW
– CAT
– SPACE - based on total number of extracted records
– AVBLOCK - internal length of an OPLSOG data record
– AVGREC - dependent on number of records extracted
 OPS/MVS calculates the space that is required for the allocation automatically based on the number of records that
are extracted on each selected system.
The following additional allocation parameters are available for specification on the panel: UNIT, VOLUME,
STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, and DATACLAS. The syntax follows the convention for ADDRESS OPSDYNAM and TSO
ALLOCATE. The smallest abbreviations are UNI, VO, ST, MG, and DATAC respectively.
The combination of allocation parameters must result in the extract datasets being allocated on DASD shared by both
the requesting (origin) system and the selected (target) system. The selected system writes extracted live OPSLOG
data to the dataset. The local system reads the dataset to load the OPSLOG data into the specified local merge
OPSLOG.

7. Specify the Reset value.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, the Reset value determines whether or not an existing, non-empty specified log is
reset before loading merged records. If Reset is Y and the specified log is non-empty, the log resets prior to the load
of merged records. Pre-existing records in the log are lost. If Reset is N and the specified log is non-empty, the merge
is not performed and the specified log remains untouched. This parameter helps prevent the accidental overwrite of
existing log data.

8. Specify the Create value.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, the Create value determines whether not a new, in-storage log of maximum size
created automatically if the specified log does not exist. If Create is Y, a new log is created automatically using
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the specified name. If Create is N, a new log is not created automatically and the name of an existing log must be
specified.

9. Specify the Save Data value.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, the Save Data value determines whether or not the merge dataset is deleted after the
merged records are loaded into the OPSLOG. If Save Data is Y, the merge dataset is saved. This save allows the
merge data to be preserved and loaded/processed another time using the OPSLOG Load OPSVIEW panel (option
7.1.6). The name of the merged dataset is provided in an output message. If Save Data is N, the merge dataset is
deleted after the load.
The format of the merged dataset is:
dsnpref.OPLGMG.osmfidx.reqnum.OUTn - merge dataset (sort output dataset)
The n in OUTn indicates a number from 0-9. This number is appended automatically to minimize possible name
conflicts with previously saved merged datasets. If all 10 possible datasets for a given dsnpref and request number
combination already exist, the merge fails. Output messages are issued indicating that a merge dataset was not
available. In this case, retry the merge to get a different request number or to specify a different prefix.
Refer to Step 6 for an explanation of the other qualifiers.

10. Specify the Timeout value.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, the Timeout value determines the maximum time to wait for all selected systems to
respond to the merge request. Specify a value between 30 and 600 seconds. If the timeout value expires before all
selected systems have responded, the merge only contains those systems that responded before the timeout.

11. (Optional) Specify a filter to apply to the data during extraction.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, the Filter parameter specifies the id/name of a previously created merge filter to apply
to the data during extraction. Use of a merge filter is optional. When a merge filter is applied during a merge, only
OPSLOG records matching the merge filter criteria are extracted and collected from the selected systems.
To create or update a merge filter and provide filter criteria, access the Access and Use the OPSLOG Merge Filter
panel.
To see and choose from a list of existing filters, specify a ? on the Filter field.

12. Invoke the merge of live OPSLOG data.
On the Merge OPSLOG panel, you invoke the merge of live OPSLOG data with the MERGE or GO command.
To merge live OPSLOG data from the selected systems for the specified date and time range, type MERGE or GO on
the panel Command line and hit enter.
Once the merge has completed, the OPSLOG data from the selected systems is available in the OPSLOG that was
specified on the Log name field.
OPSLOG data for a selected system is not included in the merged data in the following cases:
– An error occurs during extraction on the selected system.
– The merge extraction process times out (60 seconds by default) before the data is extracted on a selected system.

Timeout may be specified between 30 and 600 seconds.
If the OPSLOG to which the data is being loaded becomes full, the OPSLOG data wraps.
Informational and error messages that are associated with merge processing display automatically in a separate panel
after the merge is invoked.

13. Specify a start time and end time, or lastmins.
Lastmins specifies the last number of minutes that are taken from the present. Lastmins overrides any start time and
end time that may exist if it has a value other than zero.
Valid Values: 1 through 720.

14. Use local plexname, select Y or N.
When you set to yes, OPS/MVS selects all MSF systems automatically in the same sysplex. Once selected, you can
add more systems, or you can unselect certain systems from the list.

15. Access the merged OPSLOG data.
Since the merged OPSLOG data resides in an OPSLOG dataset, existing OPSLOG functions and utilities are
available for use with the merged OPSLOG data.
For example, the OPSLOG that contains the merged data can be browsed with OPSLOG Browse, profiled, accessed
with the OPSLOG built-in function, and viewed with OPSLOG Webview.
Additionally, the BRLOG command can be used on the OPSLOG Merge Panel to invoke OPSLOG Browse:
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BRLOG
Invokes OPSLOG Browse for the merged OPSLOG specified in the Merged opslog name field.

Access the Merge OPSLOG Panel

To merge live OPSLOG data from multiple systems, use the Merge OPSLOG panel. To access the panel, you can either:

• Select option 5 from the OPSLOG Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.1.5 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

A display similar to the following example appears:

  SY01 --- OPSLOG Merge Panel ---------------------- OPSA ------- Row 1 to 1 of 1

  Command ===>                                               Scroll ===> PAGE

  Specify input fields, time criteria, method and system selection then 

    type GO to process or PF3 to EXIT.                       Filter:________

    Merged opslog name   ===> MERGED#USERID1      Reset: N  Create: N  

    Work DSNAME Prefix   ===> USERID1             Save Data: N      

    Allocation parms     ===>                                              

  Time Criteria:                               Extract Method:  

                      YYYY MM DD     HH:MM       Method  ===> OSF    (OSF,STC)

            Start ===> 2015/06/24 12:23 0 STCname ===> OPSLOGXT           End ===> 2015/06/24 12:24 Timeout

 ===> 90

              

  System Selection Criteria:

    Specify S to select the desired systems for Opslog extraction or

            U to unselect systems.                                             

  Sel Ident   Loc    Plexname Smfid Subsys Rel    Action     DDMMM HH:MM

   _  OPSDNM1 LOCAL PLEXC1     SY01 OPSX     12.03            24JUN 12:22

Access and Use the OPSLOG Merge Filter Panel

To create a new merge filter or update an existing merge filter, use the OPSLOG Merge Filter panel. To access the panel,
type FILTER on the command line of the OPSLOG merge panel and hit enter.

The first level OPSLOG Merge Filter panel provides the following parameters:

• A Filter ID parameter for naming a new merge filter or specifying the name of an existing merge filter to modify.
• Parameters to specify jobnames, message ids, colors, users, and events to use as filter criteria when applying the

merge filter to extract OPSLOG data from the selected systems.

The second level OPSLOG Merge Filter panel provides the following parameters:

• Parameters to specify text, rulesets, ASIDs, and exit types to use as filter criteria when applying the merge filter to
extract OPSLOG data from the selected systems.

When you access the OPSLOG Merge Filter, a display of the first level panel similar to the following example appears:

---------------------------- OPSLOG Merge Filter --------------------------------

Command ===> ____________________________________________________________________

      Filter ID:    TESTJB_ ( ? for list )   Active ID -TESTJB

      Specify I for Include (DEFAULT) and X for eXclude 

Jobname  I ===> TEST*____  I ===> __________  I ===> __________  I ===> _________

         I ===> _________  I ===> __________  I ===> __________  I ===> _________ 

MSGID    I ===> _________  I ===> __________  I ===> __________  I ===> _________
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         I ===> _________  I ===> __________  I ===> __________  I ===> _________ 

Color    I ===> _________  I ===> __________  I ===> __________  I ===> _________ 

User     I ===> _________  I ===> __________  I ===> __________  I ===> _________ 

Event Filters - specify Y or N

MSG => Y        CMD => Y           DIS => Y        DOM => Y     ENA => Y    

EOM => Y        GLV => Y           OMG => Y        REQ => Y     SEC => Y    

TOD => Y        SCR => Y           ARM => Y        EOS => Y     EOJ => Y    

TLM => Y        USS => Y           API => Y        RULETRACE => Y   

  -------------------------------------------------------------------

 | No level 2 filter - SCROLL DOWN for level 2 filter entry          |

  -------------------------------------------------------------------

Press ENTER key to update filter. Enter END command to return to MERGE.

Scroll down to access the second level panel. A display similar to the following example appears:

---------------------------- OPSLOG Merge Filter --------------------------------

Command ===> ____________________________________________________________________

 NOTE: Any non-blank entry in this second level filter will result in additional

       processing and may cause some delay in your MERGE extract.

|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| Scan for TEXT                                       | Scan columns       |  

| TEXT is case sensitive                              | FROM    |   TO     | 

|-----------------------------------------------------|---------|----------|

| ___________________________________________________ |________ |_________ |

| ___________________________________________________ |________ |_________ |

| ___________________________________________________ |________ |_________ |

|-----------------------------------------------------|---------|----------|

  Ruleset ===> _________________ ===> _________________ 

  ASID ===> ______      ===> ______      ===> ______      ===> ______

  EXIT Type ===> ______      ===> ______      ===> ______

  Valid Exit Types: MVS, JES3, IMS, OMG, DSN, TRAC, NIP, CICS, CNSV,

                    CA7, and NONE   

Press ENTER key to update filter. Enter END command to exit.

Use of the OPSLOG Merge Filter panels to create a merge filter is similar to the use of OPSLOG Browse Profile panels to
create a browse profile. Refer to the OPSLOG profile sections listed below when using the OPSLOG Merge Filter panels.
Note the Differences in Using the OPSLOG Merge Filter and OPSLOG Browse Profile Panels.

• Access and Use the OPSLOG Browse Profile Panels
• Overview of Options for the OPSLOG Browse Profile Panel

Differences in Using the OPSLOG Merge Filter and OPSLOG Browse Profile Panels

The following list describes the differences in using the OPSLOG merge filter and OPSLOG browse profile panels:

• The merge filters and browse profiles are created from similar panels and contain similar criteria. However, merge
filters and browse profiles act on different processes. A merge filter is applied to OPSLOG data during the merge
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process and determines which records are collected during the merge. A browse profile is applied when browsing
records already in an OPSLOG.

• The OPSLOG Merge Filter panels are accessed from the OPSLOG Merge panel using the FILTER command. The
OPSLOG Browse Profile is accessed from the OPSLOG Browse panel using the PROFILE command.

• OPSLOG Merge Filters are named using the Filter ID parameter. OPSLOG Browse Profiles are named using the
Profile ID parameter.

• The SYSNAME, POINTSHOOT, and TIMEFORMAT parameters are not available on the OPSLOG Merge Filter
panels. These parameters are only applicable to the browse process.

• A merge filter must have a name and must be saved in order to be used in merge processing. To save a merge filter,
type SAVE on the command line of the OPSLOG Merge Filter panel and hit enter. When exiting the OPSLOG Merge
Filter panel, the name of the filter that was saved is automatically filled into the Filter parameter on the OPSLOG Merge
panel.

How to Load Saved Merged OPSLOG Data (Option 7.1.6)

Use OPSVIEW option 7.1.6 to load saved merged OPSLOG data into an OPSLOG dataset. You specify the saved merge
dataset containing the sorted, merged OPSLOG records, and the OPSLOG dataset into which the records are loaded.
Then, you invoke the load and access the loaded data.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the load OPSLOG panel (option 7.1.6).
2. Specify the saved merge dataset containing the sorted, merged OPSLOG data.

On the OPSLOG Load panel, identify the merge dataset that contains the sorted merged OPSLOG records to load into
a local OPSLOG.
Merge datasets are created during the merge process that the OPSLOG Merge panel (Option 7.1.5) invokes. When
you set Save Data to Y on the merge panel, the merge dataset is saved and can be loaded into a local OPSLOG using
the OPSLOG Load panel. The name of the saved merge dataset is provided in the output panel for the merge at the
end of the merge process.
To identify a saved merged dataset, specify the full name of the dataset in the Merged Dataset Name field or use a
partial dataset name containing wildcard characters.
The wildcard characters are percent "%" for a single character match and an asterisk "*" for a multi-character match. A
matching dataset list is displayed. Use the OPSLDS line command to select the desired dataset and hit PF3 to return
to the 7.1.6 panel.

3. Specify the log to contain the merged data.
On the OPSLOG Load panel, identify the log to contain the merged data by specifying the name of an OPSLOG on the
Merged Opslog Name field. The OPSLOG must be read-only, activated, and it cannot be the live OPSLOG. The log
can be an in-storage log or an OPSLOG DIV dataset. The sorted merged data in the merge dataset is loaded into the
specified log.
To select an existing OPSLOG, enter a question mark "?" in the name field and hit enter. A log name selection screen
is displayed. Enter S to select a log and hit PF3 to the 7.1.6 panel.

4. Invoke the load of saved merged OPSLOG data.
– On the OPSLOG Load panel, you invoke the load of saved merged OPSLOG data with the LOAD command.
– To load OPSLOG data from the merge dataset into the OPSLOG dataset, type LOAD on the panel Command line

and hit enter.
After the load completes, the OPSLOG data from the merge dataset is available in the OPSLOG that was specified on
the Merged Opslog Name field.

5. Access the merged OPSLOG data.
Since the merged OPSLOG data resides in an OPSLOG dataset, existing OPSLOG functions and utilities are
available for use with the merged OPSLOG data.
For example, the OPSLOG that contains the merged data can be browsed with OPSLOG Browse, profiled, accessed
with the OPSLOG built-in function, and viewed with OPSLOG Webview.
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Additionally, you can use the BRLOG command on the OPSLOG Load Panel to invoke OPSLOG Browse:
BRLOG

Invokes OPSLOG Browse for the merged OPSLOG specified in the Merged Opslog Name field.

Access the OPSLOG Load Panel

To load OPSLOG data from a saved merge dataset, use the OPSLOG Load panel. To access the panel, you can either:

• Select option 6 from the OPSLOG Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.1.6 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

A display similar to the following example appears:

SY01 ------------------------- OPSLOG Load Panel ------------ Subsystem  OPSS

Command ===>                                                                  

Specify the saved merge dataset and the OPSLOG to contain the loaded

 records then type LOAD to process or PF3 to EXIT.                            

  Merge Dataset Name ===> PUBLIC.OPLGMG.CA11V.R28.OUT0                 (%,*)

  Merged Opslog Name ===> LOAD#USERID        (?=Sel)     Reset: N  Create: N

How to Use the Automation Analyzer (Option 7.2)
The Automation Analyzer (option 7.2) assists you in automating your site. With the information the Automation Analyzer
provides, you are in a better position to decide whether automation of a message is desirable.

With option 7.2, you can:

• Examine message events that originated in the subsystem interface and that appear in OPSLOG.
• Review a statistical analysis of OPSLOG message events.
• Access an interface to the Chicago-Soft MVS/QuickRef product, through which you can view message descriptions.
• Immediately generate rules that delete or suppress selected messages, or access EasyRule to create or modify rules

that take other actions.

Access Option 7.2

To access OPSVIEW option 7.2, you can either:

• Enter 2 on the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.2 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Automation Analyzer Specification Panel

When you select option 7.2, the Automation Analyzer Specification panel appears. Use this panel to indicate whether the
Automation Analyzer should limit the message events that it will include in its analysis. The Automation Analyzer excludes
from its analysis any message that does not meet the criteria you specify.

How to Select Messages for Analysis

The fields on the Automation Analyzer Specification panel provide options for limiting the message analysis. You can limit
the analysis in these ways:
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• Specify a time and date range so that only those message events that occurred in the range are analyzed.
• Restrict the analysis to only WTORs, or to only WTORs and WTOR replies.
• Indicate whether you want the analysis to include echoes of commands that were issued by z/OS or other subsystems.
• Indicate whether you want the analysis to include messages that MPF is suppressing.
• Indicate whether you want the analysis to include “command response” messages.
• Indicate whether you want the analysis to include “hardcopy only” messages.
• Specify the data set name of a particular OPSLOG for analysis.

If you make no entries on the Automation Analyzer Specification panel, the analysis starts from the beginning of the
currently active OPSLOG and continues to the current time.

The fields appear on the Automation Analyzer Specification panel:

Start
To analyze only a portion of the message events, specify the desired starting date and time. All message events
that occurred after the start date and time are analyzed.
To specify the current date and time, type an asterisk (*) into the fields.
If you leave the fields blank, the start date defaults to the current date and the start time defaults to 00:00.

End
To analyze only a portion of the message events, specify the desired ending date and time. All message events
that occurred before the end date and time are analyzed.
To specify the current date and time, type an asterisk (*) into the fields.
If you leave the fields blank, the end date defaults to the current date and the end time defaults to 23:59.

Analyze WTORs Only
Specify Y to restrict the analysis to only WTORs. Or, specify N.

Replies
Specify Y if you want the analysis to include replies issued to WTORs. Or, specify N.

NOTE
If you specify Y in this field, you must also specify Y in the Analyze WTORs Only field.

Command Echo
Specify N if you want the analysis to include echoes of commands. Or, specify Y.

MPF Suppressed
Specify N if you want the analysis to include messages that MPF is suppressing. Or, specify Y.

Command Response
Specify N if you want the analysis to exclude command response messages. Or, specify Y.

Hardcopy Only
Specify N if you want the analysis to exclude hardcopy only messages. Or, specify Y.

Use OPSLOG Data From
Specify the OPSLOG that you want the Automation Analyzer to analyze.
If you enter a fully qualified data set name, enclose it in single quotes. If you omit the single quotes, OPS/MVS®

Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) uses your TSO user ID as a prefix for the data set name.
Specify an asterisk (*) if you want the Automation Analyzer to use the OPSLOG from the currently active
subsystem.

Log name
Specify the OPSLOG log name that you want the Automation Analyzer to analyze.
Specify either a one- to sixteen-character log name, if you know it, or a question mark (?) to be presented with a
list of the active log names for the currently active subsystem. The list is similar to the one presented to a user of
OPSLOG Browse when the LOGNAME primary command is used.
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Specify an asterisk (*) if you want the Automation Analyzer to use the current live OPSLOG from the currently
active subsystem.

After you have indicated which messages you want to be analyzed, press Enter. A message appears to indicate that the
analysis has begun. When the analysis is complete, the Automation Analyzer Results panel appears. The next section
discusses how to use this panel.

How to Use the Automation Analyzer Results Panel

After the Automation Analyzer completes its analysis of the selected messages, a panel of results appears. Following is a
sample panel:

Automation Analyzer --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ------------------ ROW 1 OF 100

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

     Sel options: E - Easy Rule S - Suppress Message D - Delete Message

                  Q - Quick-Ref X - Extract Replies

     Analysis done from 2008/07/13 00:00 to 2008/07/13 23:59

     Total messages found     :     6607

     Total messages suppressed:        0 (    0.00% )

     Message       Action    # of    Percent   IBM     OPS    Ruleset  Rule

Sel  Identifier    Taken     Occr    of Total  Supp    Supp.?  Name    Name

     IST663I                  859     13.00%            0.0%

     IEF196I                  815     12.33%    C       0.0%

     IST530I                  393      5.94%    C       0.0%

     IST314I                  329      4.97%            0.0%

     IST664I                  329      4.97%            0.0%

     IST889I                  329      4.97%            0.0%

     OPS1000I                 312      4.72%            0.0%

     OPC4403O                 196      2.96%            0.0%

     READY                    170      2.57%            0.0%

     OPS4320H                 148      2.24%            0.0%

     OPS3724H                 121      1.83%            0.0%

     OPSWTO                   116      1.75%            0.0%

     OPU1370H                 116      1.75%            0.0%

     OPS1181H                 102      1.54%            0.0%

     $HASP373                  99      1.49%    C       0.0%

     IEA989I                   92      1.39%    C       0.0%

     OPF1290H                  86      1.30%            0.0%

     OPF39000                  76      1.15%            0.0%

When a log name (other than the current live OPSLOG) is specified, the resulting panel indicates the log name analyzed:

Analysis done on entire OPSLOG  

Total messages found     :    11897    Log name: BABYLOG 

Total messages suppressed:       42 (    0.35% ) 

Summary Statistics on the Automation Analyzer Results Panel

The summary statistics for the analysis appear in the top half of the panel. They include this information:
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• The portion of the OPSLOG that was analyzed.
• The total number of unique message IDs that the Automation Analyzer found.
• The total number of messages in the analysis that were suppressed.
• The percentage of the messages in the analysis that were suppressed.

Fields on the Automation Analyzer Results Panel

The following fields appear on the Automation Analyzer Results panel:

Sel
Specify the action to take for a message. Values are D, E, Q, S, and X. For details about these options, see Line
Commands for the Automation Analyzer Results Panel in this section.

Message Identifier
The message ID.

Action Taken
The outcome of a previously entered Sel option.

# of Occr
The number of times the message ID appeared in the analyzed OPSLOG.

Percent of Total
The frequency with which the message ID appeared.

IBM Supp
A value indicating whether the message appears on the IBM conservative (C) list for message suppression,
aggressive (A) list, or neither (blank). For more information about the list, see the IBM documentation).

OPS Supp.?
The percentage of times that the message was suppressed by OPS/MVS.

Ruleset Name/Rule Name
The name of at least one rule that processes the message, and the name of the rule set to which the rule belongs.

Primary Commands for the Automation Analyzer Results Panel

You may use the following primary commands on the Automation Analyzer Results panel. Issue primary commands from
the Command field.

Locate msgid
Scrolls the panel so that the line referring to msgid is the top line on the panel. You can specify a partial ID. For
example, issue this command to locate the first message ID that begins with the characters IST:
L IST

REPORT
Sends a report to your ISPF LIST data set. With the exception of the information that appears in the Action Taken
field, the report includes all of the information that the Automation Analyzer Results panel provides.

SORT columnname
Sorts the list of messages according to the specified column. Values for columnname are: msg, msgid, and
message (to sort by Message Identifier field); cnt, count, num, number, occ, and occurrence (to sort by # of Occr
field); and sup, supp, and suppressed (to sort by OPS Supp.? field).
Specify up to three values for columnname. For example, issue this command to sort the messages first by OPS/
MVS suppression and then by message ID:
SORT SUPP MSGID

Point-and-shoot is enabled to SORT the data on the Automation Analyzer Results panel using any valid column.
To SORT the data on the Automation Analyzer Results panel using the point-and-shoot method, place the cursor
on a valid column heading and press Enter.
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STATS
Displays the Automation Analyzer summary statistics.

The following is a sample of the ISPF panel that appears when the STATS command is issued:

Automation Analyzer --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR

            Automation Analyzer Summary Statistics

     Total messages read from OPSLOG   : 142161 

     Total messages analyzed           : 60085 

     Total messages ignored            : 82076

     Messages suppressed by AOF rules  : 0        (    0.00% )

     Messages suppressed by MPF        : 967 

     MPF Suppressed messages ignored   : 967

     Non-SSI messages ignored          : 4821

     Secondary MLWTO messages ignored  : 48254

     Command Echoes ignored            : 1831

     Command Response messages ignored : 17200

     Hardcopy only messages ignored    : 9003

     Table full messages ignored       : 0

     Number of message table entries   : 15000

 Press END to return to Automation Analyzer main panel. 

Line Commands for the Automation Analyzer Results Panel

Use the following line commands on the Automation Analyzer Results panel. Issue line commands from the prefix area
preceding the desired message.

D
Immediately generates a rule that suppresses and deletes the message from SYSLOG.

NOTE
Occurrences of a message that has been deleted will still be recorded in the OPSLOG.

E
Invokes EasyRule so you can create or edit a rule for the message. Use this command if you want to create a rule
that does something other than message suppression or deletion.

Q
Lets you view the MVS/QuickRef description of the message. For help with MVS/QuickRef error messages, see
the online help for OPSVIEW option 7.2.

S
Immediately generates a rule that suppresses the message.

X
Extracts the replies issued to a WTOR message for automation.
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Where to Find a Batch Job Version of OPSVIEW Option 7.2

The Automation Analyzer can be run in batch. Member OPS.CCLXCNTL(BATCHAA) on the distribution media contains a
sample JCL for running the Automation Analyzer in batch. You need to customize the JCL to reflect the data sets that are
in use at your site.

To specify the parameters for the analysis, you need to modify the OPAAISPF REXX program, which is in the
distribution REXX library. This simple program invokes the Automation Analyzer batch program (OPAABTCH) in an ISPF
environment, passing up to 13 positional values:

1. OPS/MVS subsystem name (for example, OPSS)
2. Start date in the form yyyy/mm/dd
3. Start time in the form hh:mm
4. End date in the form yyyy/mm/dd
5. End time in the form hh:mm
6. Name of the OPSLOG data set or * to analyze the “live” OPSLOG or the log name specified on positional parameter

13 below for the subsystem specified in argument 1 above
7. Analyze WTORs only (Y or N)
8. Reply processing (Y or N)
9. Ignore command echoes (Y or N)
10. Ignore suppressed messages (Y or N)
11. Ignore commands (Y or N)
12. Ignore hardcopy messages (Y or N)
13. OPSLOG log name

The 13 arguments above correspond to the entry fields on the OPSVIEW 7.2 panel. The Automation Analyzer Batch
Interface supports all of the parameters available on the OPSVIEW 7.2 panel. You must set these arguments in your copy
of OPAAISPF each time you run the Automation Analyzer in batch.

If the analysis executes successfully, a report is created in the ISPF list data set. Be sure to check the output of the batch
job for the name of this report data set. The high-level qualifier given to the data set depends on the userid value that you
specified in OPAAISPF.

How to Generate AOF Suppression Rules From an MPF Suppression List (Option 7.3)
Use OPSVIEW option 7.3 to automatically generate AOF message suppression rules from entries in an MPF suppression
list. The only entries that OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) converts to rules are those that are
simple message suppression entries. OPS/MVS does not convert entries in which the USEREXIT parameter has been
coded.

Conversion of an MPF Entry to an AOF Rule An Example

Suppose that the MPF suppression list contains this entry:

IEC507D

When the conversion is complete, this rule appears in the data set you specified:

)MSG IEC507D

)PROC

  RETURN 'SUPPRESS'
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Access Option 7.3

To access OPSVIEW option 7.3, you can either:

• Enter 3 on the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.3 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The MPF Conversion Panel

When you select option 7.3, the MPF Conversion panel appears. Following is a sample panel:

MPF Conversion ------- MSI1 ------ O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

Specify data sets below, then press ENTER key

Logical parmlib MPF list member:

   Member name  ===>

AOF rule data set (Do not specify a member name):

   DATA SET NAME  ===>

Enter END command to return to Utility Options Menu

Fields on the MPF Conversion Panel

The following fields appear on the MPF Conversion panel:

Member
Specify the name of the member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation that contains the MPF list you want to
convert.

Data Set Name
Specify the name of the PDS in which you want the generated AOF suppression rules to reside. Allocate this data
set before you use the MPF conversion utility. The data set must have these attributes:

• RECFM-FB
• LRECL-80
• DSORG-PO

WARNING
If the MPF list contains message suppression entries with the same names as existing members in the
data set, those members will be overwritten during the conversion.

How to Run the Conversion

After you specify values for the Member and Data Set Name fields, press Enter to begin the conversion.

Related Documentation

If you want more information about MPF lists, see the IBM documentation.

How to Create Parameter Statements for the IMS Operation Facility (Option 7.4)
Use OPSVIEW option 7.4 to create parameter statements for the IMS Operation Facility (IOF). These statements identify
the version of IMS that you are using, and are necessary for the operation of the IOF.
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What Is the IMS Operation Facility (IOF)

The IOF is an optional interface between OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) and IMS that
extends the OPS/MVS facilities to IMS. For example, you can write AOF rules that process IMS messages, and you can
use OPSVIEW to operate IMS.

A single copy of OPS/MVS can handle up to 32 copies of IMS. If you run multiple copies of IMS under the control of one
copy of OPS/MVS, the copies of IMS may be any combination of IMS levels that OPS/MVS supports.

Access Option 7.4

To access OPSVIEW option 7.4, you can either:

• Enter 4 on the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.4 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

The Run AMBLIST Panel

When you select option 7.4, the Run AMBLIST panel appears. OPS/MVS uses the information on this panel to create the
IMSCMD1OFFSET and IMSAOI1OFFSET parameter statements and place them in a data set that you specify.

Following is a sample panel:

Run AMBLIST ---------- MSI1 ------ O P S V I E W ------------- Subsystem OPSS

COMMAND ===>

IMS LOAD LIBRARY DATA SET       ===> 'IMSVS.RESLIB'

(This library must contain DFSVNUCx)

IMS NUCLEUS NAME                ===> DFSVNUC0

AMBLIST PROGRAM LOCATION        ===> 'SYS1.LINKLIB(AMBLIST)'

(Specify the library and member name containing the AMBLIST program)

OUTPUT PARAMETER DATA SET       ===> 'SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL(IMSPARMS)'

(Specify sequential dataset or PDS member to hold IMS parameters.)

(This dataset should be merged into the product parmlib dataset.)

Enter END command to return to UTILITY Options Menu

Fields on the Run AMBLIST Panel

The following fields appear on the Run AMBLIST panel:

IMS Load Library Data Set
Specify the name of the data set that contains the IMS nucleus. This data set must contain the member that you
specify in the IMS Nucleus Name field.
Default: IMSVS.RESLIB.

IMS Nucleus Name
Specify the name of the member that contains the IMS nucleus.
Default: DFSVNUC0.

AMBLIST Program Location
Specify the name of the data set and member in which the IBM service aid program (AMBLIST) resides. The
AMBLIST program generates a cross-reference listing of the IMS/VS nucleus. OPS/MVS scans the listing to find
the information it needs to create the parameter statements.
Default: SYS1.LINKLIB(AMBLIST).
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Output Parameter Data Set
Specify the name of either a sequential data set or a partitioned data set and member into which OPS/MVS
should insert the parameter statements.
Default: SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL(IMSPARMS).

How to Run the AMBLIST Program

After you specify values for the fields on the Run AMBLIST panel, press Enter. OPS/MVS creates the parameter
statements and places them in the data set you specified in the Output Parameter Data Set field.

Copy the Statements Into the Start Up Parameter Member

The parameter statements in the output data set look similar to the following:

OPSPARM SET(IMSCMD1OFFSET) VALUE(X'2F14')

OPSPARM SET(IMSAOI1OFFSET) VALUE(X'0E60')

Copy the parameter statements from the output data set into your OPS/MVS start up parameter member. Typically, this is
the appropriate OPSSPA00 member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

NOTE
If you are running multiple versions of IMS and you have already used values of IMSCMD1OFFSET
and IMSAOI1OFFSET, use the next highest unused values (for example, IMSCMD2OFFSET and
IMSAOI2OFFSET).

Where to Find a Batch Job Version of OPSVIEW Option 7.4

The OPS.CCLXSAMP(BATCHPRM) member on the OPS/MVS distribution media contains a batch job version of this
utility.

How to Create a Backup Copy of Your Global Variables (Option 7.5)
Use OPSVIEW option 7.5 to create a backup copy of your global variables. When you use this option, OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) generates an output data set containing REXX assignment statements for your
existing global variables.

WARNING

This option is not intended to be the primary mechanism for backing up global variables, nor is it capable of
backing up RDF tables. Use option 7.5:

• To perform ad hoc and partial backups
• To transfer global variables from one stem to another by editing the resulting OPS/REXX program

For details about the recommended global variable backup and restore facility that includes RDF tables, see Back Up and
Restore the SYSCHK1 VSAM File Data.

Access Option 7.5

To access OPSVIEW option 7.5, you can either:

• Enter 5 on the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.5 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.
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The Backup Globals Panel

The Backup Globals panel appears when you select option 7.5. Following is a sample panel:

Backup GLOBALS --------- XAE1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

Please enter the target Backup data set name:

     Data set name ===> 

If a backup of a specific global variable stem is desired, enter:

     Global variable stem ===> 

 Note: This utility is not intended as the primary mechanism for backing up

       Global Variables, nor is it capable of backing up RDF tables.

       It is intended for ad hoc and partial backups or to transfer Global

       Variables from one stem to another by editing the resulting OPS/REXX

       program.

Enter END command to return to OPS/MVS Utilities Options Menu  

Fields on the Backup Globals Panel

The following fields appear on the Backup Globals panel:

Data Set Name
Specify the name of the data set that is the target for the backup copy. If you enter a fully qualified data set name,
enclose it in single quotes. If you omit the quotes, OPS/MVS uses your TSO user ID as a prefix for the data set
name. The target for the backup copy can be either a sequential data set or the member of a PDS.

NOTE
If the target is the member of a PDS, the member name will be the name of the stem that you specify
in the Global Variable Stem field. If you do not specify a value for the Global Variable Stem field, the
member name will be GLVBKUP.

Global Variable Stem
If you want to create a backup copy of only those global variables with a particular stem, specify the name of the
stem. Otherwise, leave this field blank.

How to Begin the Backup Process

After you specify values for the fields on the Backup Globals panel, press Enter. If the data set you specified in the
Data set name field already exists, OPS/MVS generates the backup copy. If the data set does not exist, the Allocate
new backup panel appears to prompt you for data set information. After you enter the required information, OPS/
MVS generates the backup copy. Following is a sample Allocate new backup panel:

Allocate new backup  --- MSI1 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

Data set name: 'SAMPLE.BACKUP'

   Storage class      ===>            (SMS Storage class)                    

   Volume serial      ===>            (Blank for authorized default volume) *

   Generic unit       ===>            (Generic group name or unit address) * 

   Space units        ===> TRKS       (BLKS, TRKS, or CYLS)                  

   Primary quantity   ===> 10         (In above units)                       
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   Secondary quantity ===> 10         (In above units)                       

   Record format      ===> FB         (FB or VB)                            

   Record length      ===> 80                                                

   Block size         ===> 6160                                             

   DSORG              ===> PS         (PO or PS)                             

   Directory blocks   ===>            (For use with DSORG PO only)

  ( * Only one of these fields may be specified)

Press ENTER to allocate Global Variable backup data set as specified above

Enter END command to return to OPSLOG Utilities Options Menu    

Use an Alternate Method of Creating a Global Variable Backup

OPSVIEW option 7.5 invokes the OPGVBK OPS/REXX program to create the global variable backup copy. You can also
call this program from outside of OPSVIEW.

The OPGVBK OPS/REXX program accepts the following positional parameters in the order listed:

• The name of the pre-existing target data set for the backup copy (required)
• An optional OPS/MVS subsystem name (the default is OPSS)
• An optional global variable stem name (the default is all global variables)

The following example calls the OPGVBK OPS/REXX program to backup to existing data set MYUID.GV.BACKUP all
global variables in subsystem OPSX with a stem name of GLOBAL2:

CALL OPGVBK MYUID.GV.BACKUP,OPSX,GLOBAL2

NOTE
 The OPGVBK OPS/REXX program calls ISPF services. If ISPF is not available in the environment in which
you want to call OPGVBK, you may queue a request to have OPGVBK execute in an OSF TSO class server,
provided that the OSF TSO class servers are running ISPF. Except for REQ (request) rules, ISPF is not
available in an AOF rule environment.

The following example queues a request to have the OPGVBK OPS/REXX program execute in an OSF TSO class server
and backup to existing data set MYUID.GLOBAL.BACKUP all global variables in subsystem OPSS:

ADDRESS OSF "OI OPGVBK MYUID.GLOBAL.BACKUP"

Scheduling a Global Variable Backup

 OPS/MVS contains a built-in facility to internally schedule periodic backups of your global variable database that include
RDF tables.

How to Restore Global Variables and RDF Tables (Option 7.6)
Use OPSVIEW option 7.6 to allocate a backup DIV (data in virtual) SYSCHK1 dataset and restore global variables and/or
RDF tables.

WARNING
This option requires backup of the SYSCHK1 DIV dataset to be done regularly to be useful. Since in-use
SYSCHK1 DIV datasets cannot be accessed, do backups every time OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) is shut down.

Access Option 7.6

To access OPSVIEW option 7.6, you can either:
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• Enter 6 on the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =7.6 into any valid field in OPSVIEW.
• The following screen is a sample 7.6 panel:

SYSCHK1 Restore ----------- CA11 --- O P S V I E W ------------ Subsystem OPSV

Option ===>                                                                   

                                                                              

1  Allocate a SYSCHK1         Allocate a backup SYSCHK1 to your TSO session

2  Restore Global Variables   Browse and or restore global variables

3  Restore RDF Tables         Restore RDF Tables

4  Restore SYSCHK1 Dataset    Restore a local SYSCHK1 from a backup

Enter END command to return to the Utilities Menu

The Allocate A Syschk1 Panel

When you select option 7.6.1, the Allocate local SYSCHK1 panel appears. Enter a valid dataset name for a backup
SYSCHK1 Data In Virtual dataset.

The following screen is a sample panel:

Allocate local SYSCHK1--      --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>

Data set name:______________________________________

 Enter a dataset name (no quotes) of an existing SYSCHK1 backup.

 The backup cannot be in use by any OPSMVS address spaces.

 This will allocate the dataset to your TSO session.

Press ENTER to allocate above SYSCHK1 data set

Enter END command to return to the  SYSCHK1 restore Options Menu

Display Backup Global Variables Panel

When you select option 7.6.2, the Display Backup Global Variables Panel appears. Enter the letter R before a Variable
name to Restore that global variable to production. Other options are B for Browse and S to show subnodes.

The following screen is a sample panel:

Display Backup Global Variables---   OPSVIEW --------------- OPSV ---------------------

Command ===>

  Line Commands: B Browse         R Restore        S Show Subnodes

  Global Prefix: GLOBAL

  Subnode Name   Nodes Subnode Value

_ VAR1               0 16:18:22 EOJ

_ VAR2               1 GLOBAL.VAR2

_ VAR3               0 $HASP395 12:22:68 …….

_ VAR4               0 ABC
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Restore RDF TABLES

When you select option 7.6.3, the Restore RDF Tables Panel appears. Enter the letter R before an RDF TABLE name to
restore that table into production. You can enter a name to restore and optionally a new name, so that the table is copied
to production with the new name. You can also hit ENTER to display a list of tables eligible for restore.

The following screen is a sample panel:

RDF Table Restore---------------------------------------- OPSVIEW    SUBSYS(OPSV)

Option ===>

       R - Reload table

                    blank - Display table list

Specify Relational Table:

   Name     ===>________________________ (Required)

   New Name ===>________________________ (Optional)

Enter END command to return to SYSCHK1 Restore Menu

The following screen is a sample panel when you hit enter on the 7.6.3 panel:

Backup RDF TABLES--------------------- RDF Table List for dataset xyz.yyy 

Command ===>_______________________

    OPTIONS: R  -  Reload table

 Sel Table                       Restored name

 ___ @JEST1                      _______________________

 ___ @JEST2                      _______________________

 ___ @JEST3                      _______________________

You can enter R to restore the selected table. You can enter a new table name under the RESTORED NAME column to
restore the table to a new name. If the table name exists in the production, you are prompted with a panel. This panel
asks, if you wish to continue or to cancel the operation.

Copy any tables under SSM control or in use by automation to a NEW name that is not in use. Once the contents are
verified, manually delete, or rename the target table, then rename the restored table to the target name. If an SSM table it
is necessary remove it from SSM control before restoring to the original table name.

Restore Local SYSCHK1 From Backup

This option lets you restore a GLV backup dataset to a new or existing local SYSCHK1 VSAM Linear dataset for use in
the other GLV selective restore options. You can also use the resulting restored dataset as a live GLV SYSCHK1 for test
versions of OPS/MVS.

1. Enter a fully qualified backup dataset name or a partial name containing the wildcard mask characters (%,*). ‘%’
represents a single wildcard character while ‘*’ represents a multicharacter wildcard string.
The backup dataset must have DCB attributes LRECL=BLKSIZE=4096 to be a valid backup dataset. If mask
characters are used, a list of matching dataset names display.

2. Enter OPSLDS in the command field of the desired dataset, and hit PF3 to return to the restore screen.
The number of blocks in the dataset and the dataset create date display and you selected the backup dataset to
restore.

3. Enter the fully qualified name of the VSAM SYSCHK1 dataset that is being restored.
The dataset name can contain mask characters and is resolved in the same way as the backup dataset. If the dataset
name is fully qualified but does not yet exist, you can allocate the dataset using the allocation parameters fields.
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4. Enter the CHKALOC primary command in the command line to complete the allocation. The SYSCHK1 dataset
selection is now complete.

NOTE
The CHKALOC command is only required when a new SYSCHK1 dataset is the target of the restore.
Otherwise, you perform the CHKLOAD command to restore an existing SYSCHK1 dataset.

5. Enter the CHKLOAD primary command in the command line and the restore is executed.
The following example shows the 7.6.4 panel:

 Restore Local SYSCHK1 ----------- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPSX

 Command ===>                                                                   

 Enter the complete DSN of an existing backup or a DSN wildcard (%,*) mask.     

 Backup DSN:                                                                    

 Enter the complete DSN of an existing or new SYSCHK1 or a DSN wildcard mask.   

 SYSCHK1 DSN:                                                                   

 New SYSCHK1 Allocation Parameters:                                             

   Storage class   ===>            (SMS storage class)                          

   Volume serial   ===>            (Blank for default volume)                   

   Space units     ===>            (RECORDS,CYLS,TRKS)                          

   Primary units   ===>            (In above units)                             

   Secondary units ===>            (In above units)                             

 Enter CHKLOAD command to restore the SYSCHK1 data set                          

 Enter END command to return to the SYSCHK1 Restore Options Menu 

Other OPSVIEW Options
 

This section contains the following topics:

• Overview of the OPSVIEW Support Option (Option 5)
• Selections on the OPSVIEW Support Menu
• Message Information (Option 5.1)
• Access the AutoMate Rules Translator (Option A)
• Overview of the OPSVIEW ISPF Option (Option I)
• Overview of the SYSVIEW Option (Option S)
• Overview of the OPSVIEW Tutorial Option (Option T)
• Overview of the OPSVIEW User Option (Option U)
• FTP Documentation to Broadcom (Option 5.3)

Overview of the OPSVIEW Support Option (Option 5)
Use OPSVIEW option 5 as a source of information when you have a question about OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) or want more information.

Enter 5 on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu to access the OPSVIEW Support Menu panel:

Support ---------------- CA11 --- O P S V I E W --------------- Subsystem OPST  

Option ===>  

    

 Logon to https://support.broadcom.com for technical support.      

 1  CA OPS/MVS Message ID Lookup    
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 2  Display Product Versions/Releases

 3  FTP Documentation   

 

Enter END command to return to OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu  

Selections on the OPSVIEW Support Menu
For the most part, the selections for option 5 are self-explanatory. However, brief descriptions follow:

1 - Message ID Lookup
Find information about OPS/MVS messages using the numeric portion of the message ID.

2 - Display Product Versions/Releases
Display the version and release numbers of your copy of  and any of the following products with which it shares
an interface: z/OS, DFP, DFSMS, JES2 or JES3 or JES3plus, ISPF, RACF or ACF2 or Top Secret, TSO, and
VTAM

3 -
FTP Documentation to Broadcom
FTP documentation to a Broadcom Support case number

Message Information (Option 5.1)
Use OPSVIEW option 5.1 to find information about OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
messages using only the numeric portion of the message ID. The actual message IDs vary by subsystem name. The
message severity, which is the last character of the ID, can be customized by using the OPSPARM command processor
or the OPSPRM OPS/REXX function. This means that each installation may see slightly different message IDs. This
application allows you to find information about any message using the invariant numeric portion of the message ID.

Display the message information using either ISPF Browse or View.

NOTE
For this application to function correctly, you must have the OPS/MVS HELP file allocated to the SYSHELP DD.

The following is a sample OPSVIEW option 5.1 screen:

Support --------------- XE61 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- Subsystem OPSS

Command ===>                                                                 

Please enter the numeric portion of any OPS/MVS message ID: 

     Message number ===>

     Display mode   ===> B  (B - Browse, V - View)

You must have the OPS/MVS HELP file allocated to the

SYSHELP DD for this application to function correctly.

Enter END command to return
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Access the AutoMate Rules Translator (Option A)
Use OPSVIEW option A to convert rules that were created using Automate to a format that is compatible with OPS/MVS®

Event Management and Automation. Only former Automate users need to use this option.

To access this application, you can either

• Enter A on the OPSVIEW Utilities Menu.
• Use the ISPF jump function by entering =A into any valid field in OPSVIEW.

Overview of the OPSVIEW ISPF Option (Option I)
OPSVIEW option I enables you to access and use ISPF/PDF services.

Enter I on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu to access ISPF from in OPSVIEW. OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation takes you to the ISPF Primary Options Menu.

For information about ISPF/PDF, consult your ISPF/PDF manual set.

Overview of the SYSVIEW Option (Option S)
OPSVIEW option S enables you to access the SYSVIEW product.

Enter S on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu to access the SYSVIEW product.

Overview of the OPSVIEW Tutorial Option (Option T)
Use OPSVIEW option T to access the OPSVIEW online tutorial. The tutorial is a combination of all of the help panels for
all of the individual OPSVIEW applications.

Enter T on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu to access the OPSVIEW tutorial:

Tutorial ---------------------- O P S V I E W -------------------------------

OPTION ===>

   Welcome to OPSVIEW, the interactive component of OPS/MVS.

   The following topics are presented in sequence, or may be selected

   by number.

   G  General     - General information about OPSVIEW

   0  Parms       - Set OPSVIEW and ISPF default values

   1  OPSLOG      - Browse OPSLOG

   2  Editors     - AOF Rules, REXX programs, SQL Tables

   3  Sys Cntl    - Display/Modify System Resources

   4  Control     - Control OPS/MVS

   6  Command     - Enter JES/MVS commands directly

   7  Utilities   - Run OPS/MVS Utilities

   U  User        - User-defined applications

Selections on the OPSVIEW Tutorial Menu

The selections on the Tutorial Menu panel correspond to many of the selections you find on the OPSVIEW Primary
Options Menu panel.

Navigate Through the OPSVIEW Tutorial

Use these commands to move through the tutorial:
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BACK
Show the previous page.

SKIP
Skip to the next topic.

TOP
Return to the primary OPSVIEW Tutorial Menu panel.

UP
Show a list of the next highest level of tutorial topics.

Overview of the OPSVIEW User Option (Option U)
Use OPSVIEW option U to invoke your user-defined applications.

To access the OPSVIEW User Applications panel, enter U on the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu. The User
Applications panel is a dummy menu that you can modify to list your user-defined applications. OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation also provides a dummy tutorial panel that you can modify to create online help for your
applications.

For more information about how to set up user-defined applications, see the ISPF/Dialog Management Services manual. It
provides general information about the ISPF Dialog Manager and can help you to create custom tutorials.

FTP Documentation to Broadcom (Option 5.3)
Use OPSVIEW option 5.3 to FTP documentation such as OPSLOGs, DUMPs, RULEs and REXX Execs for support
cases to Broadcom. The information that is entered in the required fields is used to build and submit JCL to FTP data
to supportftp.broadcom.com. You also have the option to TERSE the data if desired.     

NOTE

Use the JOBCARD command to create a valid jobcard to be used by the SUBMIT command.

NOTE

Default FTP and TERSE JCL is provided but can be customized to site specifications using the FTPJCL and
TERSEJCL commands.                                

The following is a sample OPSVIEW option 5.3 screen:

FTP documentation to CA   SYS1 --- O P S V I E W ---------------- Subsystem OPSS

 Command ===>                                                                 

 Commands:  JOBCARD  FTPJCL  TERSEJCL  SUBMIT                              

 

* Required fields                                                          

 

* Jobname      ===> MYJOBNM                                               

* Userid       ===> myuserid@mycom.com                                         +

* Password     ===>                                                            +

* Dsname       ===> OPSMVS.ARCHIVED.OPSLOG                           

* Site ID      ===> 0123456     (nnnnnnn)                                  

* Case number  ===> 01234567    (nnnnnnnn)                                 

* Terse        ===> YES         (YES or NO)                                

 

FTP documentation to CA.                                                    
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 Enter END command to return

Description of the required fields:
Jobname

The jobname to be used by the SUBMIT command.
Userid

Specifies your userid for the Broadcom Support website. The userid must be from 1 to 64 characters with no
embedded blanks.

Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the userid. The password must be from 1 to 64 characters with no
embedded blanks.

Dsname
The source data set name to be FTPed to Broadcom. The following types of data sets are not supported:

• VSAM
• HFS
• DSORG not PS or PO

Site ID
The site identifier. Site ID is used in building the target FTP directory. Site ID must be 7 numeric digits. If less than
seven numeric digits are specified, then the value is right justified with zeros.

Case number
The Broadcom Support case number which is to be associated with the data set FTPed to Broadcom. Case
number must be eight numeric digits. If less than eight numeric digits are specified then the value is left justified
with zeros.

Terse
A YES or NO value which controls whether the IBM AMATERSE utility program is used to compress the
requested source dataset which is then FTPed to Broadcom.

Description of primary commands:
SUBMIT

Submit the FTP job.
JOBCARD

Create a valid jobcard to be used by the submit command.
FTPJCL

Modify default FTP JCL to site standards.
TERSEJCL

Modify default TERSE JCL to site standards.

Using OPSLOG WebView
This section describes how to use OPSLOG WebView to view OPSLOG using a modern web browser interface.

Logging On to OPSLOG WebView
This article describes how to logon to OPSLOG WebView.
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Prerequisite Software

The OPSLOG WebView web application is launched on your workstation using the Java Network Launch Protocol (JNLP).
An OPSLOG WebView .jnlp file is downloaded by your web browser and executed by JNLP client software that is installed
on your work station. Historically, the Java Web Start (JWS) JNLP client contained in the Java Runtime Environment
(JRE) was used to launch the OPSLOG WebView web application. This required you to install the JRE on your work
station. JWS was deprecated in Java 9, and removed from the JRE distribution starting with Java 11. Users that have the
JRE installed for releases prior to Java 11 may continue to use JWS to launch the OPSLOG WebView application.

Users that do not have the JRE installed, or have it installed for Java 11 and above, must install JNLP client software
on their workstation prior to launching the OPSLOG WebView web application. We have tested the OpenWebStart
JNLP client with the OPLOG WebView application and recommend it be used to launch the application. To install
OpenWebStart, see https://openwebstart.com. By default, OpenWebStart contains its own copy of the JRE, so you are not
required to have the JRE installed on your workstation.

Launch the OPSLOG WebView Application

You open an OPSLOG WebView web page to launch the OPSLOG WebView application.

NOTE
This is the z/OS system where an OPSLOGSV STC is running.

To ensure that you use the most recent copy of files for the OPSLOG WebView application, we recommend that you:

1. Delete temporary internet files and offline content on your workstation by using the control options of your web
browser.

2. Delete any previously existing OPSLOG WebView application from the Java cache by using the Java Control Panel.

Follow these steps to launch the OPSLOG WebView application:

1. Point your web browser to a URI of the following format:
http://appHost.appDomain:appPort#/opslog

To determine the value of the URI for your site, see Install and Configure OPSLOG WebView.
The OPSLOG WebView launch page is displayed in your browser window.

2. Click the Launch button on the OPSLOG WebView launch page. A file with an extension of .jnlp should be
downloaded. If the file is not downloaded, click the Direct Launch link below the Launch button.
A file with an extension of .jnlp is downloaded.

3. Double-click on the downloaded .jnlp file to start the OPSLOG WebView application in a new window.
The Connect Server dialog of the application is displayed.

Logon to an OPSLOG WebView Server

You logon to an OPSLOG WebView Server (OPSLOGSV STC) running on a z/OS host system by entering the required
values in the Connect Server dialog of the OPSLOG WebView application.

Follow these steps to logon to an OPSLOG WebView Server running on z/OS:

1. In the Host Name field of the Connect Server dialog, enter the URI of an OPSLOG WebView Server using the format
http://serverHost.serverDomain:serverPort# , or select a previously specified URI from the drop down
box.

NOTE
This is the z/OS system where an OPSLOGSV STC is running.

2. In the User Name field of the Connect Server dialog, enter a valid user ID for the z/OS system where the OPSLOG
WebView Server is running.

NOTE
The user ID must have an OMVS segment defined.
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3. In the Password field of the Connect Server dialog, enter the password for the user ID specified in the User Name
field.

4. Click the Login button.
To cancel the logon request, click the Cancel button.

Depending on your OPS/MVS environment, you may have to perform the following steps:

Select a Subsystem

When more than one copy of OPS/MVS is running on the z/OS system that you logged on to, you must select the OPS/
MVS subsystem whose OPSLOG you want to browse from the list of subsystem IDs displayed in the Choose Subsystem
dialog.

Select a LogName

When the selected OPS/MVS subsystem supports LogNames and has more than one active LogName, you must select
the OPSLOG you want to browse from the list of LogNames displayed in the Select LogName dialog.
The live OPSLOG that is currently receiving messages is denoted by an asterisk before its LogName.

Introduction to OPSLOG WebView

About OPSLOG WebView

In its OPSLOG, OPS/MVS keeps copies of all automation events. You can use OPSLOG WebView to view these events.
The OPSLOG WebView display can be refreshed either manually or automatically as additional events occur.

Using OPSLOG WebView, you can view automation events such as unsolicited z/OS and JES messages. Because the
number of events can be large, you can set an OPSLOG WebView profile to filter out some of them. This enables you to
browse a subset of events that includes only the types of events you want to see.

Besides customizing the events displayed, you can determine what columns appear on your display, and you can
customize your display colors and fonts. You can also perform search operations, and copy, paste, and print selected
message text.

For a list of tasks you can perform with OPSLOG WebView, see your help table of contents.

OPSLOG WebView Main Window

Upon logging in to OPSLOG WebView, the main window appears. The OPSLOG WebView main window is divided into
the following areas, designated by numbers 1 through 9 on the above screen:

Screen Area Description

1 Window Title OPSLOG WebView HostName
OPSLOGhost MSFID Encryption
HostName - Host name of connected
OPSWLOG web server
OPSLOGhost - Currenly displayed
OPSLOG host
MSFID - MSFID of connected local/remote
MSF system
Encryption - Level of encryption currently in
service:
Minimal encryption - password encryption
only
OPS encryption - proprietary encryption
SSL encryption
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2 OPSLOG WebView Menus The OPSLOG WebView menus provide you
with a variety of options for configuring and
viewing information on your display. For
more information, click the link.

3 OPSLOG WebView Toolbar For a description of the buttons available
on the OPSLOG WebView toolbar, click the
link.

4 Host Name Display Area This area appears on the top right portion
of the OPSLOG WebView main window. It
displays the SMFID and the host name of
the OPS/MVS host whose OPSLOG you
have logged on to.

5 Date and Time Display Area This area appears on the upper right side
of the OPSLOG WebView main window.
It displays the date and time of the top
message that appears in the OPSLOG
WebView display area.
Note that this is not the current date and
time.

6 OPSLOG WebView Display Area This area displays OPSLOG messages for
the OPSLOG host you choose to view. You
can configure the display area as follows:
Specify columns of information to display
Specify screen colors for the display area
Map OPS message colors to appear as
another color in the display area
Specify the OPSLOG message font for the
display area
Enable/disable automatic message refresh
of the display area using GO mode
Enable/disable message filtering by
specifying a profile
You can navigate the OPSLOG by
positioning the OPSLOG WebView display
using the scroll bars, arrow buttons, Bottom
button, Bottom and Top menu options, and
shortcut keys.

7 Profile Status Area This status area is located to the left of
the Command Line Area. The Profile
Status Area displays 'Data displayed is
filtered' when filtering is enabled. No status
message is displayed when the default
profile is enabled.

8 Command Line Area You may enter an OPS/MVS or z/OS
command in the text area or choose a
previously entered command from the Host
command list box. Click the Enter button or
press Enter to issue the command.
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9 General Status Area This status area is located to the right of
the Command Line Area. Status messages
related to find, locate, or host command
requests are displayed here. This status
area also displays 'GO Mode enabled'
to indicate when OPSLOG WebView is
operating in GO mode.

10 Top/Bottom Status Area This status area is located in the bottom
right corner of the OPSLOG WebView main
window. This status area displays TOP
when OPSLOG WebView is positioned at
the top of the OPSLOG. BOT is displayed
when OPSLOG WebView is positioned
at the bottom of the OPSLOG. No status
message is displayed when OPSLOG
WebView is positioned somewhere
between the top and the bottom of the
OPSLOG.

OPSLOG WebView Menus

The following is a list of the OPSLOG WebView menus and a description of their options:

• File:
Connect Server

Choose this option to initially connect to an OPSLOG server, to disconnect from one OPSLOG server and connect
to another, or to reconnect to a server if your TCP/IP communications channel closes.

Remote System List
Choose this option to select an MSF system whose OPSLOG messages you want to view on your OPSLOG
WebView display.

Bottom
Choose this option to refresh the OPSLOG WebView display with the most recent OPSLOG messages.

Print Selected
Choose this option to print selected lines from the screen to the Windows default printer.
To select contiguous rows of the display, position the cursor with your mouse on the first row of messages you
want to display, and then hold down the left mouse button and drag the cursor to the last row of messages you
want to display. The background color of the selected messages indicates which rows you have selected.

Exit
Choose this option to exit OPSLOG WebView.

• Edit:
Copy

Choose this option to copy selected message text to your local clipboard.
Paste

Choose this option to paste command text into the Host command input box. You cannot paste message text into
any other areas of the display.
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Select All
Choose this option to select all messages in the local buffer. Note that the local buffer is always larger than the
display screen. The vertical scroll bar gives an indication of how many messages will be selected by Select All
and displays their position relative to the screen.

• Search:
Locate

Choose this option to locate a specific message number, label, date, or time.
Find

Choose this option to display a dialog in which you can search by column name for events containing specific text
or specific values. For additional details, see How to Find Character Strings in OPSLOG Browse Event Text.

Refind
Choose this option to repeat the last find request.

Top
Choose this option to automatically scroll to the top of the OPSLOG.

Bottom
Choose this option to automatically scroll to the bottom of the OPSLOG.

• Options:
Display Columns

Choose this option to configure additional columns for the OPSLOG WebView display.
Profiles

Choose this option to select the messages you want to appear on the OPSLOG WebView display.
Fonts

Choose this option to change the font of messages shown on the OPSLOG WebView display.
Colors

Choose this option to change the coloring and highlighting of messages shown on the OPSLOG WebView display.
GO Mode

Choose this option to place the browser in GO (automatic update) mode. When selected, GO mode automatically
refreshes the messages on the OPSLOG WebView display at an interval you specify. The recommended interval
is 10 seconds. The GO mode interval can be adjusted under the Settings heading.

Settings
Choose this option to specify settings for operating in GO mode or for managing MSF system connections.

Display All Columns
Choose this option to display, in a tabular fashion, all of the information known about a selected message.

Set Label
Choose this option to assign an arbitrary label name to a selected message.

List Labels
Choose this option to list the messages to which you have assigned unique labels.

Show Toolbar
The Show Toolbar check box is a toggle option. Choose this option to display the OPSLOG WebView toolbar at
the top of the OPSLOG WebView main window.

• Help:
Contents and Index

Choose this option to display the contents and index of this help system.
Shortcuts and Keys Reference

Choose this option to display a list of keyboard shortcut keys and their description.
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Statistics
Choose this option to display diagnostic information requested by Support.

About
Choose this option to display copyright and release information for OPSLOG WebView.

OPSLOG WebView Toolbar

The OPSLOG WebView toolbar buttons descriptions follow:

Profiles
Creates and edits profiles that specify filtering criteria for determining what events or messages display.

Display
Configures display columns.

Help
Displays online help.

Bottom
Displays the most recent OPSLOG messages.

MSF System
Displays the MSF system name for the displayed OPSLOG. This button lets you select a remote or local MSF
system connection to an OPSLOG.

Profile Name
Selects and enables a profile for filtering displayed events or messages.

OPSLOG Host drop-down list
Displays the OPSLOG host name for the displayed OPSLOG. This button lets you select an active OPSLOG host
if you operate in a multi-OPSLOG host environment.

OPSLOG LogName drop-down list
Displays the OPSLOG LogName for the displayed OPSLOG. This button lets you select an OPSLOG LogName if
you operate in a multi-OPSLOG logname environment with multiple activated OPSLOGs where the live OPSLOG
is denoted with the asterisk.

Navigating the Main Menu

Vertical Scroll Bar

The presence of a vertical scroll bar to the right of the main screen indicates that more messages are buffered in your
local browser than can be displayed on the screen. By sliding the scroll bar up and down in the scroll track, you can
observe the locally available messages from the OPSLOG data set, without generating any data transfers from the host.
The length of the vertical scroll bar represents the number of messages that can fit on the screen compared to the number
of lines stored in the local buffer. The size of the vertical scroll bar is not an indication of the number of messages in the
OPSLOG.

The buttons on the horizontal scroll bar are:

Button Description

Up arrow Click this button to scroll up one line in the display. If the scroll bar
is at the top of the scroll track, then click this button to scroll up the
next contiguous full screen of lines.
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Down arrow Click this button to scroll down one line in the display. If the scroll
bar is already at the bottom of the scroll track, then click this
button to scroll down the next contiguous full screen of lines.

Top arrow Click this button to refresh the OPSLOG WebView display with the
current top of OPSLOG.

Bottom arrow Click this button to refresh the OPSLOG WebView display with the
current bottom of OPSLOG.

 

Horizontal Scroll Bar

If you choose to display more columns than can fit across the screen, then a horizontal scroll bar appears at the bottom of
the main screen. Use the horizontal scroll bar to bring off-screen columns on to the viewing area of the screen.

The horizontal scroll bar has the following buttons:

Left arrow
Click this button to move the scroll bar to the left.

Right arrow
Click this button to move the scroll bar to the right.

Use the Mouse and Keyboard

Use the mouse and keyboard to navigate the main screen and perform the following operations:

Right-click
Click the right mouse button to display a menu with the following options: Set Label, List Labels, Display All
Columns.

Left-click
Click the left mouse button to highlight and select a message.
To deselect a message, click the left mouse button on the highlighted message.

Left double-click
Double-click the left mouse button display the Display All Columns dialog. This dialog is a tabular presentation of
all the data available for the message.

Ctrl and left-click
Hold down the Ctrl key and click the left mouse button to highlight and select multiple messages.
To deselect multiple messages, hold down the Ctrl key and click the left mouse button on the highlighted
messages that you want to deselect.

Ctrl Left-click and drag
Hold down the Ctrl key with the left mouse button and drag the cursor over multiple messages to highlight and
select a group of messages.
To deselect a group of messages, click the left mouse button on any unselected message on the screen.

Up arrow
If a message is highlighted and selected, then press the Up arrow key to move the selection up one line. The
screen scrolls as necessary to track the selected line.

Down arrow
If a message is highlighted and selected, then press the Down arrow key to move the selection down one line.
The screen scrolls as necessary to track the selected line.
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Configuring OPSLOG WebView
This article describes how to configure your OPSLOG WebView session to browse a specific OPSLOG.

Choose an OPSLOG to Browse

If you are logged on to a z/OS system that is running more than one copy of OPS/MVS, you may choose the OPS/MVS
subsystem whose OPSLOG you want to browse.

NOTE
The subsystem that you choose must be running an OPSLOG WebView SERVER (OPSLOGSV STC).

To choose a Subsystem

1. Click the subsystem ID list box at the top right of the main window.
The list box displays the subsystem IDs of the copies of OPS/MVS that are running on the z/OS system.

2. Click on the subsystem ID of the copy of OPS/MVS whose OPSLOG you want to browse.
The live OPSLOG (that is currently receiving messages) of the selected subsystem is displayed in the main window.

Choose a LogName to Browse

If the selected OPS/MVS subsystem supports LogNames and has more than one active LogName, you may choose the
OPSLOG you want to browse.

To choose an OPSLOG

1. Click the LogName list box at the top right of the main window.
The live OPSLOG that is currently receiving messages is denoted by an asterisk before its LogName.

2. Click on the log name of the OPSLOG you want to browse.
The choosen OPSLOG is displayed in the main window.

NOTE
If the selected subsytem does not support LogNames, the list is empty and the list box is titled with n/a.

Browse the OPSLOG of a Remote System

If the selected OPS/MVS subsystem is runnning the Multi-System Facility (MSF), you may choose the remote MSF-
connected subsystem whose OPSLOG you want to browse.

To browse the OPSLOG of a remote system:

1. From the File menu, choose Remote System List.
The Remote System List dialog appears. This dialog displays a list of remote, MSF-connected systems that are
actively communicating with the current host OPS/MVS subsystem.

2. Choose an ACTIVE MSF system from the list. Note the following:
– You can only choose an MSF system whose status is ACTIVE. If you try to choose a remote system whose status

is INACTIVE or FAILED, the Select button is grayed out.
– To view a list of all ACTIVE, INACTIVE, and FAILED MSF-connected systems, click the All button. The All button

becomes the Active button. Click the Active button to return to a list of only ACTIVE MSF-connected systems.
3. Click the Select button.

To exit this screen without selecting a remote MSF system, click the Cancel button.

NOTE
No password is required to view the OPSLOG of a remote subsystem after you are logged on to a valid server.
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Disconnect from a Server

To disconnect from a server

1. Choose Connect Server from the File menu.
The Connect Server dialog appears.

2. Click the Drop button.
To exit without disconnecting from the server, click the Cancel button.

Logon to Another Server

After you disconnect from a server, you may logon to another OPSLOG WebView Server as if you were logging on to
OPSLOG WebView for the first time.

End Your OPSLOG WebView Session

Ending your OPSLOG WebView Session will stop the OPSLOG WebView application that is running on your workstation.

To end your session

1. Choose Exit from the File menu.
The verification dialog appears.

2. Click the Yes button.
To cancel without ending you session, click the No button.

Change OPSLOG WebView Settings

To change settings

To change OPSLOG WebView settings, you use the Settings dialog. From the Options menu, select Settings.

Using this box you can:

1. Choose Settings from the Options menu.
The Settings dialog appears.

2. Specify the number of seconds to wait while operating in GO Mode (GOMODE seconds)
3. Specify the number of seconds to wait for a remote MSF-connected subsystem (SYSWAIT seconds)
4. Click the OK button.

To cancel without changing your settings, click the Cancel button.

Configuring Profiles

Profile Dialog

Use the tabs at the top of the include and exclude lists to select what characteristics you want to use to select (include)
or reject (exclude). The tabs are Jobname, MSGID, Color, SYSNAME, and User. An asterisk ahead of the tab name
indicates that an element of the tab is in use, either in the Exclude or Include selections.

The following fields and buttons are on the OPSLOG WebView Profile dialog:

Field or Button Description

Profile Name Choose a profile from this list.

New button Creates a new profile.

Copy button Creates a new profile that is identical to the existing profile.

Reset button Resets the contents of the selected profile.
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Delete button Deletes the currently displayed profile.

Message Selection Attributes

These profile options pertain to selecting events for display:

Tab or Button Description

 Click on the field to the left to view a list of non-event- related
fields.

Include list Place items that you want to appear on the event display in the
Include list for that item. For example, when you include a job
name in the Include list for Jobname box, events with that job
name appear on the OPSLOG WebView display.
If you include multiple items in the Include list, they are linked with
a logical "or."
All items on the Exclude list for the item are processed before the
items in the Include list.

Exclude list Place items that you want excluded from the event display in the
Exclude list for that item. For example, when you put a job name
in the Exclude list for Jobname box, events with that job name are
excluded from the ones that will appear on the OPSLOG WebView
display.
If you specify multiple items in the Exclude list, they are linked with
a logical "or."
All items on the Exclude list for the item are processed before the
items on the Include list.

Add and Remove buttons Use these buttons to add and remove items from the Include and
Exclude lists on the Profile display.

Events

These profile options pertain to what events are displayed:

Option or Button Description

 Click on the field to the left to view a list of event-related fields.

Select All To select the messages pertaining to all events so that they all
appear on the OPSLOG WebView display, click the Select All
button.
You can deselect an event by clicking the check box of an event.

MSG Only button To deselect the messages pertaining to all events so that only
MSG events appear on the OPSLOG WebView display, click the
MSG Only button.
You can reselect an event by clicking the check box of an event.

General Dialog Buttons

OK button Click this button to save changes, apply this profile to the current
display, and close the dialog.

Apply button Click this button to save the changes made so far and apply this
profile to the current display.

2nd Level button Click this button to enter or display 2nd Level profile entries.
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Help button Click this option to display context sensitive help for the Profile
dialog.

Cancel button Click this button to close the dialog without saving changes or
applying the profile to the current display.

 

Configure a New Profile

You can filter the messages that appear on your OPSLOG display so that a subset of the events that you want to see
displays.

To configure a new profile for OPSLOG WebView

1. Either choose Profiles from the Options menu, or click the Profiles toolbar button.
The Profile dialog appears. To view descriptions of the fields on this dialog, click Fields.

2. On the Profile dialog, click the New button. 
The New Profile dialog appears.

3. Enter a new profile name and click the OK button.
4. Under Message selection attributes, click on the tab of the attribute for which you would like to add or remove from the

Include and Exclude lists. The available attributes are Jobname, MSGID, Color, SYSNAME, and User.
5. Add an attribute by clicking Add in the Include or Exclude list boxes. 

You are prompted to enter a new attribute name.
6. Enter additional attributes, if you wish. After all attributes and settings have been made, do one of the following:

– Click OK to activate the change or new profile and exit the dialog.
– Click Apply to activate the change or new profile and remain in the dialog.

7. Remove an attribute by highlighting the name of the attribute in the Include or Exclude lists and click Remove. 
The attribute is removed from the list.

8. Select or deselect Events by clicking the box next to the event. By default, all events are selected.
9. Select all events by clicking Select All and select only MSG events by clicking MSG only.
10. If you want the profile that you are creating to include scanning for a particular text string in the message text or

filtering by ASID, rulesets or exit- type, then click the 2nd Level button. 
The Second Level Profile dialog appears.

11. On the Second Level Profile dialog, add Scan for Text according to instructions in to scan for a particular text string
and click OK..

The new profile configuration is saved.

To exit the Profile dialog without saving your changes or applying the profile, click the Cancel button.

Add Scan for Text to a Profile

Use the OPSLOG WebView Second Level Profile dialog to add an entry to a profile specifying the particular text that you
want to scan for.

To add scan for text to a profile

1. On the OPSLOG WebView Profile dialog, click the 2nd Level button.
The OPSLOG WebView Second Level Profile dialog appears. For descriptions of fields on this dialog, click .

2. Specify additional filtering criteria by performing the following tasks:
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– To scan for a text string in the message text, type the character string that you want to view into the Scan for Text
field. Note that the text is case-sensitive. If you want to scan particular columns, fill in the Scan columns FROM and
TO boxes. You can specify up to three character strings.

– To filter by Ruleset, enter the Ruleset names you want to view in the boxes provided. Specify up to two Rulesets to
scan.

– To filter by ASID, enter the ASIDs you want to view in the boxes provided. Specify as many as four ASIDs to scan.
– To filter by exit types, click on the exit types you want to view. Specify up to three exit types.

3. Click the Save button.

Your changes to this profile are saved and you are returned to the main profile. If you want to close the box without saving
the changes or applying the profile, click the Exit button.

WARNING
If you add 2nd Level Profile entries, the additional processing can cause a delay in displaying your OPSLOG.

Configuring Your Display

Configure Display Columns

OPSLOG stores a large amount of data for each message and OPSLOG WebView can display it all. You can change the
format of the OPSLOG WebView display by adding and removing columns from the OPSLOG WebView display.

To configure the columns that are displayed on OPSLOG WebView

1. Either choose Display Columns from the Options menu, or click the Display toolbar button.
The Display Columns Configuration dialog appears. This dialog has a left and a right pane. The left pane contains
the Available Columns list, which is a list of column names that you can select to appear on the OPSLOG WebView
display and the right pane contains the Displayed Columns list, which is a list of column names that are already being
displayed. For descriptions of fields on the Display Columns Configuration dialog, click .

2. Optionally, sort the available column names according to Default or Names.
3. Add a column to the OPSLOG WebView display by highlighting the column name in the Available Columns list and

click the Add button.
The column is added to the Displayed Columns list.

4. Remove a column from the display by highlighting the column name in the Displayed Columns list and click the
Remove button.
The column is removed.

5. The order of the column names in the Displayed Columns list is the order in which they appear from left to right on the
OPSLOG WebView display. To arrange the columns in the order you choose, do one of the following:
– Remove all column names from the Display Columns list, and then add them back in the order in which you want to

view them on the OPSLOG WebView screen.
– Highlight a column name in the Display Columns list and move it up or down in the list by clicking on the Move

arrow buttons to the right of the pane.
– On the OPSLOG WebView display, click and drag the column names to the left or right to change their order.

NOTE
Every OPSLOG message contains text describing the issue. This text is displayed in the Text column, which
is always displayed regardless of the options you set. Except for the Text column, you can choose which
columns are displayed; however, we recommend that you include the Time and Jobname columns on your
screen since they apply to most messages.

6. After the Displayed Columns box lists the columns in the order you want them to be displayed, click OK.

The configuration is saved.

To exit the Display Columns Configuration dialog without saving your changes, click the Cancel button.
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Choose Fonts for Your Display

To select a different font for your OPSLOG WebView messages

1. Choose Fonts from the Options menu.

NOTE
To ensure that column headers are reasonably sized, we highly recommend that you select a fixed-pitch font.
Also, when a fixed-pitch font is selected, a ruler appears above the TEXT column, allowing you to determine
the relative position of each character in the message text.

2. On the Message Font Selection dialog, choose a font name and a font size. To see fields on the Message Font
Selection dialog, click .

3. Click Bold and Italic to apply these options to the font and click OK.

The selected font scheme is saved.

To exit the Message Font Selection dialog without saving your changes, click the Cancel button.

Choose Screen Display Colors

To specify foreground or background colors for unselected, selected, or highlighted messages appearing in the
OPSLOG WebView display area

1. From the Options menu, choose Colors.
2. Choose Screen Colors.
3. The Screen Color Selection dialog appears. To see fields on the Screen Color Selection dialog, click .
4. Click on the Screen Color Selection dialog and choose from the drop-down list the screen display color that you would

like to change.
5. Click the Change button. A dialog appears with your selection name in the top left corner of the box.
6. Click on the tabs to view the various color palettes. To select a color, click on it.
7. Click the OK button to return to the previous Screen Color Selection dialog.
8. Click the OK button to save the selected color scheme.

If you would like to exit the Screen Color Selection dialog without saving your changes, click the Cancel button.

Choose OPS Display Colors

To change the message foreground color of OPS messages on the OPSLOG WebView display

1. From the Options menu, choose Colors.
2. Choose OPS Color.

The OPS Color Mapping dialog appears.
3. Click on the OPS Color Mapping dialog and choose from the drop-down list the OPS color that you would like to map

to a specified foreground color in the OPSLOG WebView display. The OPS color NONE defaults to the color green.

NOTE
If you want to change the foreground color of OPS messages back to the default, click Reset and then click
OK to apply your change to the OPS messages and return to OPSLOG WebView.

4. To change the shade of the color you selected, click Change.
The Message Foreground dialog appears.

5. Click on the tabs to view the various color palettes. To select a color, click on it.
6. Click the OK button to return to the previous OPS Color Mapping dialog and apply the color to the OPS message text.
7. Click the OK button to save the selected color scheme and return to OPSLOG WebView.

If you would like to exit the OPS Color Mapping dialog without saving your changes, click the Cancel button.
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OPSLOG WebView Usage

Place OPSLOG WebView in GO Mode

To place OPSLOG WebView in GO (automatic update) mode, click the GO Mode check box from the Options menu.

The GO Mode check box is a toggle option. You can use it to turn GO mode on and off.

Specify a Label for OPSLOG Messages

Use this option to specify a label in the OPSLOG to be used as a target for the Locate command. This label provides a
name for a line on the display.

To specify a label for selected messages

1. Highlight the message for which you want to create a label.
2. Choose Set Label from the Options menu or right click the highlighted message and choose Set Label.

The Set Labels dialog appears.
3. Type the label name that you would like to apply to the selected message.
4. Click the Set button.

The label is applied to the highlighted message and the Set Labels dialog closes.

NOTE
If no message is selected, then the label is assigned to the first message that appears in the OPSLOG WebView
display.

Locate a Label for OPSLOG Messages

To locate an OPSLOG message by the label name that you created for it

1. Choose List Labels from the Options menu or right click any message and choose List Labels.
The List Labels dialog appears. A list of the label names that you created and message numbers that you have
assigned to them are displayed.

2. Select the label name for the message you want to locate from the list.
3. Click the Locate button. 

The message associated with the label name is displayed at the top of the OPSLOG WebView display.
To exit the List Labels dialog without applying the locate, click the Cancel button.

To clear a label that you created for OPSLOG messages

1. Choose List Labels from the Options menu or right click any message and choose List Labels.
2. Select the Label name that you would like to clear.
3. Click the Clear button. 

The Label name is cleared from the List Labels dialog.

To exit the List Labels dialog without applying the clear, click the Cancel button.

Locate Events in OPSLOG WebView

To position OPSLOG WebView at a particular event on a display

1. Choose Locate from the Search menu.
The Locate dialog appears.

2. Enter a message number, label, date, or time to locate.
3. Click the Locate button.
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Copy Event Text

You can copy selected lines from the main screen display and paste it in another document. Note that cut and paste are
not valid operations on the main screen display.

To copy event text

1. Select the text that you want to copy by clicking the line on the display. Hold down the Shift key to select multiple lines.
To select all lines in the local buffer, select the Select All option from the Edit menu, or enter the shortcut key Ctrl-A.
Note that the local buffer is never smaller than the display screen, and may be larger, sometimes much larger. The
vertical scroll bar gives a rough indication of how many lines Select All will select, and shows their position relative to
the screen.

2. Choose Copy from the Edit menu.
3. To paste the lines into another document, go to that document, click where you want the lines to be pasted, and then

choose Paste from the Edit menu.
If you paste the lines into a Microsoft Word for Windows document, then the information appears in table format. If you
paste the lines into Notepad or any other application that does not recognize tables, then the information appears as
text.

You can also use the standard shortcut keys to copy (Ctrl-C) and paste (Ctrl-P).

Display All Columns for an Event

For each message on OPSLOG WebView, only the columns of information that have been configured are displayed.

To display all columns of information for a message

1. Highlight the message for which you want to display all columns of information.
2. To display all columns for the message, do one of the following:

– Choose Display All Columns from the Options menu
– Right click the highlighted message and choose Display All Columns
– Left double-click the highlighted message
The Display All Columns dialog appears. All of the columns are displayed. For a description of fields on this dialog,
click .

3. The AF, COUNT, FLAGS, OPSF, RouteDesc, and RouteCodes columns all contain additional detailed information. To
view this information, click on the text in the column. The information is displayed in the Format area at the bottom of
the dialog. Note that any information that is displayed in the Format area can be copied to the clipboard. The next step
instructs you how to do this.

NOTE
Some flag fields contain hexadecimal codes that do not show any additional formatted information.

4. To copy information from the Format area to the clipboard, do the following:
– Click and drag to select all or some of the data displayed in the Format area field
– Press Ctrl-C or right-click and select Copy from the popup menu

To exit the Display All Columns dialog, click OK.

Find Character Strings in Event Text

To find a character string in event text

1. Choose Find from the Search menu.
The Find dialog appears. For descriptions of fields on this dialog, click .

2. Choose a column to search from the Specify column to search: list.
3. In the Enter text to find field, enter the text string that you want to find or choose a value from the drop-down list.
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NOTE
The COLOR and EVENT columns have predefined lists of possible search values, which are listed in the
drop-down box in the Enter text to find field.

4. Specify any parameters that you need to help you find the text. Starting column, Ending column, and Maximum events
fields are only applicable when you are searching the TEXT column.

5. Click the Find button.

When a Find request is successful, Find borders the event text containing the search text string. The search text string is
highlighted everywhere it appears in the OPSLOG WebView display and remains highlighted until another Find request is
submitted. To clear the search text highlighting, submit another Find request with a blank search text string.

When a Find request is unsuccessful for the maximum number of events specified for a Find request, a general status
message appears indicating that the search string has not been found so far. To continue searching, you can click on the
Find Next button or press the F5 key. Find Next repeats the last Find request starting from the resulting location of the last
Find request.

Issue z/OS and JES Commands

To issue a z/OS or JES command from OPSLOG WebView

1. At the command line at the bottom of the window, either type a command in the text area or choose a command from
the Command list box.

2. Click Enter to issue the command.

You can issue JES3 commands only if you are allowed to by the selected OPS/MVS host system.

Print Selected Lines of Event Text

To print lines of event text

1. Select the text that you want to print. Do this by clicking the line on the display. Hold down the Shift key to select
multiple lines.

2. Choose Print Selected from the File menu.

OPSLOG WebView Dialogs
Contents

Valid Shortcuts and Keys

Following is a list of keyboard shortcut keys that are valid when you are in the display area:

Key Description
Enter Refresh. Display the most recent OPSLOG messages.
F7 Scroll backward. Display previous OPSLOG messages relative to

the OPSLOG messages currently displayed.
F8 Scroll forward. Display next OPSLOG messags relative to the

OPSLOG messages currently displayed.
F10 Scroll left. Display the message column data to the left.
F11 Scroll right. Display the message column data to the right.
Ctrl-T Scroll to the top of the OPSLOG.
Ctrl-B Scroll to the bottom of the OPSLOG.
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Following is a list of accelerator keyboard shortcuts:

Key Description
Alt-F4 Exit.
Ctrl-B Bottom.
Ctrl-D Display Columns Configuration dialog.
Ctrl-E Settings dialog.
Ctrl-F Find dialog.
Double-click Double-click on a message to bring up the Display All Columns

dialog for that message.
F1 Help.
F3 Display All Columns dialog is launched for the selected message.

If no message is selected, then the Display All Columns dialog is
launched for the top message displayed in OPSLOG WebView.

F4 Set Labels dialog.
F5 Find Next (repeat last Find).
F6 List Labels dialog.
Ctrl-L Locate dialog.
Ctrl-O Connect/Drop Server connection dialog.
Ctrl-P Profiles dialog.
Ctrl-S Remote System List dialog.
ESC Close open dialog when applicable. Otherwise, clear screen

attributes such as highlighting as a result of a FIND command.

Following is a list of keyboard shortcut keys used for editing:

Key Description
Ctrl-C Copy selected messages or data
Ctrl-V Paste messages or data
Ctrl-A Select all messages

Following is a list of toolbar buttons that you can click on to quickly display information:

Button Description
Profiles Click this button to display the Profiles dialog. This dialog offers

a comprehensive set of tools that can be used to select which
messages you want to display on the OPSLOG WebView screen.

Display Click this button to display the Display Columns Configuration
dialog. This dialog can be used to configure columns for your
OPSLOG display.

Help Click this button to display the OPSLOG WebView online help.
Bottom Click this button to refresh the OPSLOG WebView display with the

most recent OPSLOG messages.

Connect to a Server Dialog

Use the Connect to a Server dialog to do the following:
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• Disconnect from one OPSLOG server and connect to another
• Reconnect to a server if your TCP/IP communications channel closes

Only one server is typically installed on a system and the name of the server is usually the same as the JES2 or JES3
node name of the system.

If more than one copy of OPS/MVS is running on the system on which the server is installed, then you can select which
copy of OPS/MVS is to supply OPSLOG data to your console. Once you have selected the system and the copy of OPS/
MVS whose OPSLOG messages you want to view, OPSLOG WebView displays those messages.

Fields and buttons on the Connect to a Server dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Host Name Either type or select from the list box the name of the host system

that is running the OPSLOG WebView server. The MVS host
system specified here must be running, under USS, the OPSLOG
WebView server that was installed from the OPS/MVS distribution
tape. Use the TCP/IP name of the MVS host system here.

User Name Enter a valid user name for the target MVS system. You can
choose to use existing TSO user IDs or define new user IDs
for this purpose. The only requirement is that the user ID be
authorized to log on to the target system.

Password Enter the password assigned to the specified user name.
Login button Click this button to connect to an OPSLOG WebView session on

the system you choose.
Drop button Click this button to disconnect from the OPSLOG server to which

you are currently connected.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Connect

Server dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to exit the Connect Server dialog without making

a selection.
Select button Highlight the OPSLOG that you want to view on the local system,

and then click this button to select it.
This button only appears when the server you logged on to has
more than one copy of OPS/MVS running on the system.

Advanced Options The following advanced options are used for special conditions:
Go Mode
Sets Automatic screen refresh (GO mode) as the default client
refresh mode. The client will start up in Go mode, and will
automatically return to Go mode whenever a "Bottom of screen"
command is issued implicitly by pressing Enter.
Default profile
The client selects the profile named .default, even if another profile
was in use at the time of the last client shutdown.
Safe mode
Starts the client without applying any profile. This mode can be
useful if you need to clear a .default profile that has been set too
selectively. You can edit, delete, or add a profile without enabling
any profile. You need to restart the client to cancel Safe Mode.
Normally, these options are not necessary.
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Display All Columns Dialog

Use the Display All Columns dialog to display all of the columns available for the first selected message. If no message is
selected, then the available columns are displayed for the top message in OPSLOG WebView.

The field and buttons on the Display All Columns dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Column data area This field displays all the columns and their values for the selected

message.
Format area This field interprets flags and other settings for the selected

column name where applicable. If no column name is selected,
then the default name of this field is Format area. If a column
name is selected, then the name of the selected column is
displayed in this field.

Exit button Click this button to exit the Display All Columns dialog.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Display All

Columns dialog.

Display Columns Configuration Dialog

Use the Display Columns Configuration dialog to configure columns for your OPSLOG display.

Fields and buttons on the Display Columns Configuration dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Sort options Use the Sort options to sort the columns in the Available

Columns list box. You can sort the columns by default order or
alphabetically by name.

Available Columns list box The Available Columns list box contains all the available columns
you can show on your OPSLOG WebView display. You can
choose from this list the names of the columns you want to display
and move them to the Displayed Columns list box.

Displayed Columns list box The Displayed Columns list box contains the list of columns you
have chosen for your OPSLOG display. You can choose these
columns from the Available Columns list box and move them to
the Displayed Columns list box.

Add and Add All buttons Click these buttons to add selected column names or all column
names from the Available Columns list box to the Displayed
Columns list box.

Remove and Remove All buttons Click these buttons to remove selected column names or all
column names from the Displayed Columns list box and place
them back in the Available Columns list box.

Move buttons Click the Move up or down arrow buttons to place the selected
column names in the Displayed Columns list box in the order you
want them to appear on your OPSLOG WebView display.

OK button Click this button to save the column message layout you have
configured.

Cancel button Click this button to restore the previous column message layout.
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Configure Display Columns

OPSLOG stores a large amount of data for each message and OPSLOG WebView can display it all. You can change the
format of the OPSLOG WebView display by adding and removing columns from the OPSLOG WebView display.

To configure the columns that are displayed on OPSLOG WebView

1. Either choose Display Columns from the Options menu, or click the Display toolbar button.
The Display Columns Configuration dialog appears. This dialog has a left and a right pane. The left pane contains
the Available Columns list, which is a list of column names that you can select to appear on the OPSLOG WebView
display and the right pane contains the Displayed Columns list, which is a list of column names that are already being
displayed. For descriptions of fields on the Display Columns Configuration dialog, click .

2. Optionally, sort the available column names according to Default or Names.
3. Add a column to the OPSLOG WebView display by highlighting the column name in the Available Columns list and

click the Add button.
The column is added to the Displayed Columns list.

4. Remove a column from the display by highlighting the column name in the Displayed Columns list and click the
Remove button.
The column is removed.

5. The order of the column names in the Displayed Columns list is the order in which they appear from left to right on the
OPSLOG WebView display. To arrange the columns in the order you choose, do one of the following:
– Remove all column names from the Display Columns list, and then add them back in the order in which you want to

view them on the OPSLOG WebView screen.
– Highlight a column name in the Display Columns list and move it up or down in the list by clicking on the Move

arrow buttons to the right of the pane.
– On the OPSLOG WebView display, click and drag the column names to the left or right to change their order.

NOTE
Every OPSLOG message contains text describing the issue. This text is displayed in the Text column, which
is always displayed regardless of the options you set. Except for the Text column, you can choose which
columns are displayed; however, we recommend that you include the Time and Jobname columns on your
screen since they apply to most messages.

6. After the Displayed Columns box lists the columns in the order you want them to be displayed, click OK.

The configuration is saved.

To exit the Display Columns Configuration dialog without saving your changes, click the Cancel button.

Event-related fields

This option Limits events to those
that

Value Default To use, also set

MSG Are WTO, WTOR, or
WTL messages or IMS
messages, including
those sent to MTO if the
IOF is installed

Y or N Y Not applicable. Always
included in the OPSLOG.

CMD Are MVS, JES, IMS, or
VM operator commands

Y or N Y BROWSECMD
parameter to YES

DIS Pertain to the disabling of
rules

Y or N Y BROWSEDIS parameter
to YES

DOM Pertain to delete-
operator- message
events

Y or N Y BROWSEDOM
parameter to YES
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ENA Pertain to the enabling of
rules

Y or N Y BROWSEENA parameter
to YES

EOM Pertain to end-of-memory
events

Y or N Y BROWSEEOM
parameter to YES

GLV Pertain to global variable
events

Y or N Y BROWSEGLV parameter
to YES or RULETRACE
parameter to on

OMG Pertain to OMEGAMON
exceptions

Y or N Y BROWSEOMG
parameter to YES

REQ Pertain to request events Y or N Y BROWSEREQ parameter
to YES

SEC Pertain to OPS/MVS
security events

Y or N Y BROWSESEC parameter
to YES

TOD Pertain to time-of-day
events

Y or N Y BROWSETOD parameter
to YES

SCR Pertain to EPI screen
events

Y or N Y BROWSESCR parameter
to YES

ARM Pertain to Automatic
Restart Management
events

Y or N Y Not applicable. Always
included in the OPSLOG.

EOS Pertain to end-of-step
events

Y or N Y BROWSEEOS parameter
to YES

EOJ Pertain to end-of-job
events

Y or N Y BROWSEEOJ parameter
to YES

TLM Pertain to time limit-
exceeding events

Y or N Y BROWSETLM parameter
to YES

USS Pertain to UNIX System
Services events

Y or N Y BROWSEUSS parameter
to YES

API Pertain to events from
other Broadcom software
products through a
programmable API.

Y or N Y BROWSEAPI parameter
to YES

RULETRACE Reflect data resulting
from the RULETRACE
parameter

Y or N Y RULETRACE parameter
is ON

Find Dialog

Use the Find dialog to find character strings in event text.

For more information on this topic, see How to Find Character Strings in OPSLOG Browse Event Text.

Fields and buttons on the Find dialog are:

Field Description
Specify column to search Choose this option to select the column that you want to search.
Enter text to find Enter the character string that you want to find.

Leaving this field blank and clicking the Find button clears
highlighted find results from the display area.
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Starting column Indicates the column number at which OPS/MVS should begin its
search for the text string that you have entered in the Find dialog.
If you specify a value for Ending Column, you must specify a value
for Starting Column.

Ending column Indicates the column number at which OPS/MVS should end its
search for the string you specified in the Find dialog. A value for
this field is optional.

Maximum events Specify the number of events that you want OPS/MVS to scan
before it abandons its search. You might want to specify a high
value for this field if you cannot narrow down the search by a time
range. The default maximum value is 5000.

Prefix Click this check box to specify the text string that you entered in
the Enter text to find field as the prefix of text strings you want to
find. For example, if you enter the text string OPS in the Enter text
to find field and then check the Prefix check box, all text strings
with the prefix OPS are found, such as OPSA, OPSE, OPSPROD,
and so on.

Next Check Next on the Find dialog to tell OPS/MVS to search forward
to the next occurrence of the text string that you have specified.

Previous Check Previous on the Find dialog to tell OPS/MVS to search
backward for the last occurrence of the text string you have
specified.

First Check First on the Find dialog to tell OPS/MVS to find the first
occurrence of the text string that you specified.

Last Check Last on the Find dialog to tell OPS/MVS to find the last
occurrence of the text string that you have specified.

Find button Click this button on the Find dialog to find the text string that you
have specified.

Refind button Click this button to repeat the last find request specified in the Find
dialog.

Host List Box

The Host list box appears on the top right portion of the OPSLOG display. It displays a drop-down list of the OPS/
MVS hosts on the server to which you have logged on. Choose a host from this list whose OPSLOG you want to view.

List Labels Dialog

Use the List Labels dialog to locate a Label Name that you assigned to a message.

The fields and buttons on the List Labels dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Label name This is the label name that you assigned to a message.
Message number This is the message number to which you assigned a label name.
Locate button Click this button to locate a message to which you assigned the

selected label name.
Clear button Click this button to clear the selected label name that you

assigned to a message.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the List

Labels dialog box.
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Cancel button Click this button to return to the OPSLOG WebView screen.

Locate Dialog

Use the Locate dialog to position your OPSLOG WebView display at a particular event or message. You can specify the
event by message number, label, date, or time. If the message or event you want to locate does not appear in the active
OPSLOG, then Locate positions the OPSLOG WebView display near to the message you want to locate.

Fields and buttons on this dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Message Number The number associated with the message that you want to locate.
Label The label associated with the message that you want to locate.
Date The date that the message you want to locate was issued. If date

is not specified, then the current date is used.
Time The time that the event you want to locate occurred. If time is not

specified, then the default time of 00:00:00 is used.
Locate button Click this button to locate a message number, label, date, or time

on the OPSLOG WebView display.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Locate

dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to close the Locate dialog without saving changes

or locating the message or event.

Message Font Selection Dialog

Use the Message Font Selection dialog to define a font for the text on your OPSLOG WebView display. Fields and buttons
on these dialogs are:

Field or Button Description
Font Name Choose this option to select the font in which you want OPSLOG

messages displayed. When you highlight a font name, an example
of it is displayed in the Example box and the font type, either fixed-
pitch or proportional, is displayed.
To ensure that column headers are reasonably sized, we highly
recommend that you select a fixed-pitch font. Also, when a fixed-
pitch font is selected, a ruler appears above the TEXT column,
allowing you to determine the relative position of each character in
the message text.

Font Size Choose this option to select the font size.
Bold Choose this option to make the font bold.
Italic Choose this option to italicize the font.
Example Displays an example of the font that you selected and whether it is

fixed-pitch or proportional.
OK button Click this button to save the font scheme you have selected and

apply it to OPSLOG WebView messages.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Message

Font Selection dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to close the dialog without saving changes or

applying the font to OPSLOG WebView messages.
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Non-event-related fields

This option Limits events to those
that

Value Default Special Instructions

Jobname Are produced by this job Up to eight job names None None
MSGID Have this message ID Up to eight message IDs None None
Color Display in this color Up to four colors None None
SYSNAME Are produced by this

system
Up to four SMF IDs None If your OPSLOG contains

events from only one
system, this option does
not limit events.

User Have matching data in
the USER column of the
OPSLOG

Up to four user IDs None If your site does not
update the user field
for the event (for
example, MSG.USER,
CMD.USER, or
OMG.USER) during rule
processing, leave this
option blank. The data
must be displayable and
in uppercase in order to
find a match.

OPS Color Mapping Dialog

Use the OPS Color Mapping dialog to define the foreground color of messages in the OPSLOG WebView display.

The following are the fields and buttons on these dialogs:

Field or Button Description
OPS Color Mapping This field contains a list of the OPS colors available for you to map

to a specified foreground color in the OPSLOG WebView display.
Change button Click this button to change the color of the message as it appears

on the OPSLOG WebView display.
Reset button Click this button to reset the OPSLOG WebView foreground colors

back to the default.
OK button Click this button on the OPS Color Mapping dialog to save the

color scheme you have chosen.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the OPS

Color Mapping dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to close the OPS Color Mapping dialog without

saving changes.

The following options pertain to the shading and highlighting of the OPS color you chose:

Option Description
Swatches Click on any color in this box to select it.
HSB Choose this option to increase or decrease the Hue, Saturation, or

Brightness of the color you selected on the Swatches tab.
RGB Choose this option to increase or decrease the amount of Red,

Green, or Blue in the color you selected on the Swatches tab.
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OK button Click this button to save any changes and return to the OPS Color
Mapping dialog.

Cancel button Click this button to close the dialog without saving changes and
return to the OPS Color Mapping dialog.

Reset button Click this button to reset any changes made in this dialog.

Profile Dialog

Use the tabs at the top of the include and exclude lists to select what characteristics you want to use to select (include)
or reject (exclude). The tabs are Jobname, MSGID, Color, SYSNAME, and User. An asterisk ahead of the tab name
indicates that an element of the tab is in use, either in the Exclude or Include selections.

The following fields and buttons are on the OPSLOG WebView Profile dialog:

Field or Button Description
Profile Name Choose a profile from this list.
New button Creates a new profile.
Copy button Creates a new profile that is identical to the existing profile.
Reset button Resets the contents of the selected profile.
Delete button Deletes the currently displayed profile.

Message Selection Attributes

These profile options pertain to selecting events for display:

Tab or Button Description
 Click on the field to the left to view a list of non-event- related

fields.
Include list Place items that you want to appear on the event display in the

Include list for that item. For example, when you include a job
name in the Include list for Jobname box, events with that job
name appear on the OPSLOG WebView display.
If you include multiple items in the Include list, they are linked with
a logical "or."
All items on the Exclude list for the item are processed before the
items in the Include list.

Exclude list Place items that you want excluded from the event display in the
Exclude list for that item. For example, when you put a job name
in the Exclude list for Jobname box, events with that job name are
excluded from the ones that will appear on the OPSLOG WebView
display.
If you specify multiple items in the Exclude list, they are linked with
a logical "or."
All items on the Exclude list for the item are processed before the
items on the Include list.

Add and Remove buttons Use these buttons to add and remove items from the Include and
Exclude lists on the Profile display.

Events
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These profile options pertain to what events are displayed:

Option or Button Description
 Click on the field to the left to view a list of event-related fields.
Select All To select the messages pertaining to all events so that they all

appear on the OPSLOG WebView display, click the Select All
button.
You can deselect an event by clicking the check box of an event.

MSG Only button To deselect the messages pertaining to all events so that only
MSG events appear on the OPSLOG WebView display, click the
MSG Only button.
You can reselect an event by clicking the check box of an event.

General Dialog Buttons

OK button Click this button to save changes, apply this profile to the current
display, and close the dialog.

Apply button Click this button to save the changes made so far and apply this
profile to the current display.

2nd Level button Click this button to enter or display 2nd Level profile entries.
Help button Click this option to display context sensitive help for the Profile

dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to close the dialog without saving changes or

applying the profile to the current display.

Remote System List Dialog

Use the Remote System List dialog to select an MSF system whose OPSLOG messages you want to view on your
OPSLOG WebView display. Fields and buttons on this dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Ident Indicates whether the system listed is a local or remote system.
Name The name of the system whose OPSLOG you want to browse.
Status The status of the system. This can be ACTIVE, INACTIVE, or

FAILED. You can only view the OPSLOGs of systems whose
status is ACTIVE.

Alias List If the system is known by another name, it is listed here.
Select button Click this button to select the highlighted MSF system whose

OPSLOG messages you want to browse.
All/Active button The name of this button toggles. When the button is labeled All,

clicking on it causes the Select an OPSLOG dialog to display all
active and inactive systems. When the button is labeled Active,
clicking on it causes the inactive MSF systems to be deleted from
the display.

Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Remote
System List dialog.

Cancel button Click this button to exit the Remote System List dialog without
making a selection.
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Screen Color Selection Dialog

Use the Screen Color Selection dialog to define the coloring and highlighting of messages in the OPSLOG WebView
display. Fields and buttons on these dialogs are:

Field or Button Description
Screen Display Colors Choose this option to change the color of the OPSLOG WebView

screens.
Change button Click this button to change the color of the OPSLOG WebView

screen.
Reset button Click this button to reset the OPSLOG WebView screen colors

back to the default.
OK button Click this button on the Screen Color Selection dialog to save the

color scheme you have chosen.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Screen

Color Selection dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to close the Screen Color Selection dialog without

saving changes.

Change Color

These options pertain to the message coloring and highlighting:

Option Description
Swatches Click on any color in this box to select it.
HSB Choose this option to increase or decrease the Hue, Saturation, or

Brightness of the color you selected on the Swatches tab.
RGB Choose this option to increase or decrease the amount of Red,

Green, or Blue in the color you selected on the Swatches tab.
OK button Click this button to save any changes and return to the Screen

Color Selection dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to close the dialog without saving changes or

applying different screen colors.
Reset button Click this button to reset the OPSLOG WebView screen colors

back to the default.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Screen

Color Selection dialog.

Second Level Profile Dialog

Use the Second Level Profile dialog to add additional entries to a Profile. You can add entries to scan for message text,
rulesets, ASIDs, or exit types. Fields and buttons on the Second Level Profile dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Profile Name The name of the 2nd Level profile that you selected.
Scan for TEXT Enter a character string that must appear in the message text. You

can enter as many as three character strings.
Keep in mind that the text is case-sensitive.

Scan columns Use the FROM and TO columns to provide column numbers
limiting the text to scan.
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Ruleset Enter a Ruleset name to limit events to those that fired on the
given ruleset. You can specify up to two Rulesets.

ASID Enter an ASID to limit events to those that have ASID in the text.
You can specify up to four ASIDs.

Exit Type Enter an exit type to limit events to those that have that exit type in
the text. You can specify up to three exit types.

Reset button Click this button to reset the contents of the selected 2nd Level
profile to default settings.

OK button Click this button to save any changes to this profile and return to
the main profile dialog.

Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the OPSLOG
WebView Second Level Profile dialog.

Cancel button Click this button to close the OPSLOG WebView Second Level
Profile dialog without saving changes or applying the profile.

Set Labels Dialog

Use the Set Labels dialog to specify a label for a selected message so you can locate it by its label.

The fields and buttons on the Set Label dialog are:

Field or Button Description
Set Label Type a label name here or choose a label from the drop-down list.
Set button Click this button to assign a label name to the first selected

message and save it. If no message is selected, then the label
is assigned to the first message that appears in the OPSLOG
WebView display.

Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Set
Labels dialog.

Cancel button Click this button to exit the Set Label dialog without saving your
changes.

Settings Dialog

Use the Settings dialog to specify settings for operating in GO Mode or for managing MSF system connections.

The fields and buttons on the Settings dialog are:

Field or Button Description
GOMODE seconds Sets the frequency with which the OPSLOG WebView display is

automatically refreshed while operating in GO Mode. The default
setting is 10.

SYSWAIT seconds Sets the amount of time to wait for an MSF-connected system to
respond before declaring it a time expired condition. The default
setting is 30.

Reset button Click this button to reset the GOMODE seconds and SYSWAIT
seconds back to their default settings.

OK button Click this button to save any changes and exit.
Help button Click this button to display context sensitive help for the Settings

dialog.
Cancel button Click this button to close the dialog without saving changes.
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Specifying Seconds to Wait for Operating in GO Mode

You can specify the maximum number of seconds OPS/MVS waits for a response from OPSLOG while in GO Mode. This
is effectively the number of seconds OPS/MVS waits until it refreshes the data on the OPSLOG WebView display. The
minimum value is 1. The maximum value is either 86400 (24 hours) or the SMF maximum wait time, whichever is smaller.

To specify seconds to wait for operating in GO mode

1. From the Options menu, choose Settings.
The Settings dialog appears.

2. In the Settings dialog, type a number of seconds in the GOMODE seconds text box.
3. Click the OK button.

You can click the Reset button to reset all values on this dialog to their original defaults. The default number of seconds
for GOMODE is 10.
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Securing
This article describes methods for securing various OPS/MVS operational features from accidental or intentional misuse
or abuse by non-authorized users, such as:

• OPS/REXX functions
• OPS/REXX host environment commands
• POI TSO command processors
• OPS/REXX global variables
• Relational Data Facility (RDF) tables
• Operations Server Facility (OSF) operations
• Cross-systems operations using the Multi-System Facility (MSF)
• Webcenter operations

The specific operational features that can be secured are listed in the following article:

•  OPS/MVS Security Events 

The methods for securing these operational features are discussed in the following articless:

•  TSO OPER Authority 
•  OPUSEX Security User Exit 
•  AOF Security Rules 
•  SAF Calls to Process External Security Rules 

For a summary of best practices to secure these operational features, see Security Methods.

Other security topics are covered in these articles:

•  OSF Security 
•  Cross-system Security 
•  Webcenter Security 

OPS/MVS Security Events
Attempts to access OPS/MVS operational features from within the OPS/MVS main address space and AOF rules are
considered to be "authorized"; they do not create security events and they are not subject to security processing. All other
attempts to access OPS/MVS operational features are considered to be "non-authorized" and create "security events" that
are subject to security processing for authorization. This includes attempts from batch jobs, started tasks, and TSO users.

NOTE

Attempts to access operational features from within an Operational Server Facility (OSF) server started task are
considered to be non-authorized.

A security event is represented internally by the control block that is mapped by macro OPAU installed in SMP/E target
lib hlq.CCLXASM. An OPAU security event is processed first internally by the OPS/MVS main address space, which
may check to see if the user has TSO OPER authority and set field OPAURQRC accordingly. After that internal check,
the OPAU security event may be routed to the AOF, the OPUSEX security user exit, and the z/OS System Authorization
Facility (SAF) for additional processing. The following sections describe these processes:
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• TSO OPER Authority
• OPUSEX Security User Exit
• AOF Security Rules
• SAF Calls to Process External Security Rules

The exact path of processing that an OPAU security event takes depends on the configuration of OPS/MVS and your z/
OS security product (Top Secret, ACF2, or RACF). The path is illustrated in this chart:

This is a complete list of the OPS/MVS operational features that create security events, with their associated values in
field OPAURQTX of the OPAU:

Event in OPAURQTX Operational Feature

AP OPS/REXX ADDRESS AP host environment commands
OPSAOF OPS/REXX ADDRESS AOF host environment commands
OPSAPI OPS/REXX function OPSAPI()

OPSBCP 1 OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS host environment commands

OPSBRW POI command processor OPSBRW
OPSBRW OPS/REXX function OPSLOG()
OPSCMD POI command processor OPSCMD
OPSCMD OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPER host environment commands
OPSCTL OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL COF host environment commands
OPSCTL OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL ECF host environment commands
OPSCTL OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF host environment commands
OPSCTL OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG host environment commands
OPSCTL OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF host environment commands
OPSDOM POI command processor OPSDOM
OPSDOM OPS/REXX function OPSDOM()
OPSDOM OPS/REXX function OPSSEND(,D)
OPSEPI OPS/REXX ADDRESS EPI host environment commands
OPSGLOBAL OPS/REXX function OPSDELV()
OPSGLOBAL POI command processor OPSDELV
OPSGLOBAL OPS/REXX function OPSGETVL()
OPSGLOBAL POI command processor OPSGETVL
OPSGLOBAL OPS/REXX function OPSSETV()
OPSGLOBAL POI command processor OPSSETV
OPSGLOBAL OPS/REXX function OPSVALUE()
OPSGLOBAL OPS/REXX function OPSVASRV()
OPSGLOBAL Any reference to an OPS/REXX Global Variable
OPSHFI POI command processor OPSHFI
OPSHFI OPS/REXX function OPSHFI()
OPSLOG OPSLOG API requests - made by the pre-12.1 OPSLOG Archive Process, the Automation Analyzer, etc.
OPSOSF OPS/REXX ADDRESS OSF host environment commands
OPSOSF OPS/REXX ADDRESS OSFTSL host environment commands
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Event in OPAURQTX Operational Feature

OPSOSF OPS/REXX ADDRESS OSFTSP host environment commands
OPSOSF OPS/REXX ADDRESS TSO "OI|OX" host environment commands
OPSPARM POI command processor OPSPARM
OPSPARM OPS/REXX function OPSPRM()
OPSREPLY POI command processor OPSREPLY
OPSREQ POI command processor OPSREQ
OPSRMT POI command processor OPSRMT
OPSSMTBL POI command processor OPSSMTBL
OPSVIEW POI command processor OPSVIEW
OPSWTO OPS/REXX ADDRESS WTO host environment commands
OPSWTO POI command processor OPSWTO
OPSWTO OPS/REXX function OPSSEND(,A)
OPSWTO OPS/REXX function OPSSEND(,W)
SOF OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF host environment commands
SQL OPS/REXX ADDRESS SQL host environment commands
SQL POI command processor OPSQL
SUBSYSDSN OPEN of an OPS/MVS subsystem data set

USS OPS/REXX ADDRESS USS host environment commands

1 The OPSBCP security event for ADDRESS HWS occurs only if parameter HWSTYPE=OPSBCP.

TSO OPER Authority
The default, out-of-the-box method of securing access to OPS/MVS operational features is through TSO OPER authority.

TSO OPER authority is shorthand for TSO OPERATOR authority, and is the authority that is required by z/OS to use
the TSO system programming command OPERATOR. OPERATOR authority is granted by specifying OPER for a user
ID when you create or change an entry in SYS1.UADS. OPERATOR authority may also be granted using your External
Security Manager (ESM).

To grant a user ID TSO OPER authority using your ESM, use the following appropriate ESM commands:

For Top Secret:
TSS PERMIT(userid) TSOAUTH(OPER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS REFRESH

For ACF2:
SET RES(TSO)

RECKEY OPER ADD(USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(TSO)

For RACF:
PERMIT OPER CLASS(TSOAUTH) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(TSOAUTH)

To determine if your user ID has the appropriate TSO OPER authority, run the OPS/REXX program OPSIVP that is found
in your installed hlq>.CCLXEXEC data set.
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In the absence of security rules or a customized OPUSEX security user exit, OPS/MVS requires that non-authorized
attempts to access most of its operational features originate from an address space with a user ID that has TSO OPER
authority.

When the value of parameter EXTSECURITY is OFF (the default), the check for required TSO OPER authority sets field
OPAURQRC in the OPUA control block accordingly. The OPAU is then passed to the AOF for security rule processing,
and possibly to the OPUSEX user security exit, either of which may override the OPAURQRC setting.

NOTE
When the value of parameter EXTSECURITY is OFF, the user ID used to execute work in an an OSF TSO
server address space must be given TSO OPER authority to access OPS/MVS operational features. For details
on how that user ID is determined, see the OSFSECURITY Parameter.

NOTE
When value of parameter EXTSECURITY is ON, OPS/MVS does not check TSO OPER authority.

This table lists the OPS/MVS security events that require TSO OPER authority by default:

Event in
OPAURQTX

Requires
TSO OPER? Operational Feature

AP Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS AP host environment commands
OPSAOF Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS AOF host environment commands
OPSAPI Yes OPS/REXX function OPSAPI()

OPSBCP 1 Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS host environment commands

OPSBRW No POI command processor OPSBRW
OPSBRW No OPS/REXX function OPSLOG()
OPSCMD Yes POI command processor OPSCMD
OPSCMD Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPER host environment commands
OPSCTL Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL COF host environment commands
OPSCTL Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL ECF host environment commands
OPSCTL Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF host environment commands
OPSCTL Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG host environment commands
OPSCTL Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF host environment commands
OPSDOM No POI command processor OPSDOM
OPSDOM No OPS/REXX function OPSDOM()
OPSDOM No OPS/REXX function OPSSEND(,D)
OPSEPI Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS EPI host environment commands
OPSGLOBAL Yes OPS/REXX function OPSDELV()
OPSGLOBAL Yes POI command processor OPSDELV
OPSGLOBAL Yes OPS/REXX function OPSGETVL()
OPSGLOBAL Yes POI command processor OPSGETVL
OPSGLOBAL Yes OPS/REXX function OPSSETV()
OPSGLOBAL Yes POI command processor OPSSETV
OPSGLOBAL Yes OPS/REXX function OPSVALUE()
OPSGLOBAL Yes OPS/REXX function OPSVASRV()
OPSGLOBAL Yes Any reference to an OPS/REXX Global Variable
OPSHFI Yes POI command processor OPSHFI
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Event in
OPAURQTX

Requires
TSO OPER? Operational Feature

OPSHFI Yes OPS/REXX function OPSHFI()
OPSLOG No OPSLOG API requests - made by the Automation Analyzer, the OPS/REXX OPSLOG

function, etc.
OPSOSF Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OSF host environment commands
OPSOSF Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OSFTSL host environment commands
OPSOSF Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OSFTSP host environment commands
OPSOSF Yes OPS/REXX host environment command ADDRESS TSO "OI|OX"
OPSPARM Yes POI command processor OPSPARM
OPSPARM Yes OPS/REXX function OPSPRM()
OPSREPLY Yes POI command processor OPSREPLY
OPSREQ Yes POI command processor OPSREQ
OPSRMT Yes POI command processor OPSRMT
OPSSMTBL Yes POI command processor OPSSMTBL
OPSVIEW No POI command processor OPSVIEW
OPSWTO Yes OPS/REXX ADDRESS WTO host environment commands
OPSWTO Yes POI command processor OPSWTO
OPSWTO Yes OPS/REXX function OPSSEND(,A)
OPSWTO Yes OPS/REXX function OPSSEND(,W)
SOF No OPS/REXX ADDRESS SOF host environment commands
SQL No OPS/REXX ADDRESS SQL host environment commands
SQL No POI command processor OPSQL
SUBSYSDSN No OPEN of an OPS/MVS subsystem data set

USS No OPS/REXX ADDRESS USS host environment commands

1  The OPSBCP security event for ADDRESS HWS occurs only if parameter HWSTYPE=OPSBCP.

OPUSEX Security User Exit
OPUSEX is the security user exit that allows users to override either:

• TSO OPER authority checks made when parameter EXTSECURITY=OFF
• External security rule processing that returns RC<=4 (to accept the request for access) from SAF calls made when

parameter EXTSECURITY=ON

Input to OPUSEX is the security event control block that is mapped by macro OPAU installed in SMP/E target
lib hlq.CCLXASM. When parameter EXTSECURITY=OFF, field OPAURQRC is set to indicate the result of the internal
TSO OPER authority check. When parameter EXTSECURITY=ON, field OPAURQRC is always set to value OPAURCOK
(to accept the request for access). OPUSEX may alter field OPAURQRC to override the setting.

The default OPUSEX security user exit that is loaded at startup honors the inputted setting of OPAURQRC, with the
following exceptional overrides:
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• An OPSBRW security event is accepted
• An OPSLOG security event is accepted
• An OPSCMD security event for the MVS operator command QUIESCE is rejected
• An OPSCMD security event for the JES3 operator commands RETURN or DUMP is rejected
• An OPSCMD security event for the IMS operator command/CHE is rejected
• An OPSCMD security event for the following VM operator commands is rejected:

– #CP
– CP
– IPL
– LOGOFF
– LOGOUT
– SLEEP
– STOP
– SYSTEM
– SHUTDOWN

The default OPUSEX security user exit that is loaded at startup is delivered as assembler program OPUSEX installed in
SMP/E target lib hlq.CCLXASM.

AOF Security Rules
AOF security rules are the internal form of security rules that are coded in OPS/REXX to process OPS/MVS security
events for access to OPS/MVS operational features. AOF security rules are the legacy method of securing access to
OPS/MVS operational features before the introduction of parameter EXTSECURITY for support of z/OS external security
products using calls to SAF.

NOTE

The facility that is coded in the event definition section of an AOF security rule has the same value as field
OPAURQTX in the OPAU control block for the security event being processed and is available in the rule as
AOF variable SEC.OPAURQTX:

)SEC facility||eventqualifier

The OPS/REXX RETURN statement in an AOF security rule specifies the final disposition of a security event. Valid
RETURN values are:

RETURN value Meaning

NOACTION If no other AOF security rule returns ACCEPT or REJECT, the security event is passed to the OPUSEX security exit.
ACCEPT If no other AOF security rule returns REJECT, allows access to the requested operational feature and does not call the OPUSEX security exit.
REJECT Denies access to the requested operational feature and does not call the OPUSEX security exit.

If multiple rules respond to a single security event, the AOF uses the highest-precedence RETURN value. The order of
precedence is:

• REJECT (highest)
• ACCEPT
• NOACTION (lowest)

NOTE

For a detailed description of how to code AOF security rules, see Security Rules.
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When parameter EXTSECURITY=OFF security, AOF security rules are always called and can be used to either accept,
reject, or ignore the security event.

NOTE

AOF security rules can query your external security product to verify access to the operational feature by using
the OPS/REXX OPSECURE function, thereby creating a type of "hybrid" security solution that uses both internal
and external security rules.

When parameter EXTSECURITY=ON security, AOF security rules are called only when SAF calls to external z/OS
security products return RC<=4 (to accept the request for access). In this case, AOF security rules can be used only to
ignore the security event, or reject the security event at a more granular level than can be coded using external security
rules. For example, external security rules could allow access to all OPS/MVS parameters or all OPS/REXX global
variables, and AOF security rules could limit access to only specific parameters or global variables.

SAF Calls to Process External Security Rules
When parameter EXTSECURITY=ON, OPS/MVS makes calls to the z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) as part
of processing OPS/MVS security events for access to OPS/MVS operational features. The advantages of using SAF to
secure access are:

• You can use these standard z/OS security products to standardize and centralize security of OPS/MVS operational
features:
– Top Secret
– ACF2
– IBM RACF

• You can code standard security rules for your z/OS security product without the need to:
– Code AOF security rules in OPS/REXX
– Code the OPUSEX security user exit in assembler

• You can satisfy security auditing that requires the use of an external product to secure OPS/MVS. (That is,
requirements that OPS/MVS is not used to secure itself.)

When parameter EXTSECURITY=ON, AOF security rules (or the OPUSEX security user exit) can still be used as a
supplement to external security rules to refine access decisions. AOF rules can be used to reject security events at a
more granular level than can be done by using external security rules alone. For example, external security rules can
allow access to all OPS/MVS parameters or all OPS/REXX global variables, and AOF security rules can limit access to
only specific parameters or global variables.

SAF Resource Names and Access Levels
This table lists the default System Authorization Facility (SAF) resource name and access level of each OPS/MVS security
event:

Event in OPAURQTX Operational Feature  1
Verb Command

Keyword or
Function Argument

SAF Resource Name SAF Access Level

AP ADDRESS AP * OP$MVS.AP Read
OPSAOF ADDRESS AOF INDEX, LIST, LISTCOMP,

LISTINST, LISTSRC
OP$MVS.OPSAOF Read

OPSAOF ADDRESS AOF COMPILE, DELCOMP,
DISABLE, ENABLE,
RESETAUTO, SETAUTO

OP$MVS.OPSAOF Update

OPSAPI OPSAPI() * OP$MVS.OPSAPI Update

OPSBCP  3 ADDRESS HWS GETATTR OP$MVS.OPSBCP Read
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Event in OPAURQTX Operational Feature  1
Verb Command

Keyword or
Function Argument

SAF Resource Name SAF Access Level

OPSBCP  3 ADDRESS HWS SETATTR OP$MVS.OPSBCP Update

OPSBCP  3 ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD OP$MVS.OPSBCP Control|Delete  2

OPSBRW OPSBRW, OPSLOG() * OP$MVS.OPSBRW Read
OPSCMD OPSCMD, ADDRESS

OPER
* OP$MVS.OPSCMD Update

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
COF

LIST OP$MVS.OPSCTL.COF Read

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
COF

ACTIVATE,
DEACTIVATE, DEFINE,
DELETE

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.COF Update

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL ECF * OP$MVS.OPSCTL.ECF Read
OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL

MSF
LIST OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF

.LIST
Read

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
MSF

ACTIVATE,
DEACTIVATE, DEFAULT,
DEFINE, DELETE,
START, STOP

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF
.cmd

Update

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
OPSLOG

LIST OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPS
LOG

Read

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
OPSLOG

ACTIVATE,
DEACTIVATE, DEFINE,
DELETE, LOAD, RESET,
SETLIVE

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPS
LOG

Update

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF EXECSTATS, LIST,
QUEUE

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OSF Read

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF RESETQ, STOP OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OSF Update
OPSDOM OPSDOM, OPSDOM(),

OPSSEND(,D)
* OP$MVS.OPSDOM Update

OPSEPI ADDRESS EPI * OP$MVS.OPSEPI Update
OPSGLOBAL OPSGETVL,

OPSGETVL()
* OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL

.var
Read

OPSGLOBAL OPSDELV, OPSSETV,
OPSDELV(), OPSSETV()

* OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var

Update

OPSGLOBAL OPSVALUE() 0, E, F, I, J, K, L, N, O, S,
T

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var

Read

OPSGLOBAL OPSVALUE() 6, A, C, D, R, U, V OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var

Update

OPSGLOBAL OPSVASRV() GET, GETLIKE,
GETNEXT

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var

Read

OPSGLOBAL OPSVASRV() CREATE, DECR,
DELETE, DELLIKE,
INCR, PURGE, SWAP,
UPDATE

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var

Update

OPSGLOBAL Any reference to OPS/
REXX Global Variable for
query

For example: x =
GLOBAL.A

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var

Read
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Event in OPAURQTX Operational Feature  1
Verb Command

Keyword or
Function Argument

SAF Resource Name SAF Access Level

OPSGLOBAL Any reference to OPS/
REXX Global Variable for
update

For example: GLOBAL.A
= x

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var

Update

OPSHFI OPSHFI, OPSHFI() * OP$MVS.OPSHFI Update
OPSLOG OPSLOG API requests * OP$MVS.OPSLOG Read
OPSOSF ADDRESS OSF * OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF Update
OPSOSF ADDRESS OSFTSL * OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF

TSL
Update

OPSOSF ADDRESS OSFTSP * OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF
TSP

Update

OPSOSF ADDRESS TSO OI, OX OP$MVS.OPSOSF.TSO Update
OPSPARM OPSPARM, OPSPRM() SHOW OP$MVS.OPSPARM Read
OPSPARM OPSPARM, OPSPRM() SET OP$MVS.OPSPARM Update
OPSREPLY OPSREPLY * OP$MVS.OPSREPLY Update
OPSREQ OPSREQ * OP$MVS.OPSREQ Update
OPSRMT OPSRMT * OP$MVS.OPSRMT Update
OPSSMTBL OPSSMTBL LIST OP$MVS.OPSSMTBL Read
OPSSMTBL OPSSMTBL ADD, CHANGE,

DELETE, POST
OP$MVS.OPSSMTBL Update

OPSVIEW OPSVIEW * OP$MVS.OPSVIEW Read
OPSWTO OPSWTO, ADDRESS

WTO, OPSSEND(,A),
OPSSEND(,W)

* OP$MVS.OPSWTO Update

SOF ADDRESS SOF QUERY,PPRCCMD
DISPLAY

OP$MVS.SOF Read

SOF ADDRESS SOF COMMAND, DELETE,
FIND, LOG, READ,
TERMINATE, WRITE,
PPRCCMD DELETE/
FREEZE/RUN/SETUP

OP$MVS.SOF Update

SQL OPSQL, ADDRESS SQL CLOSE, DECLARE,
FETCH, OPEN, SELECT

OP$MVS.SQL.table[.cc] Read

SQL OPSQL, ADDRESS SQL ADD, CREATE, DELETE,
DROP, INSERT, UPDATE

OP$MVS.SQL.table[.cc] Update

SUBSYSDSN OPEN of an OPS/MVS
subsystem data set

* OP$MVS.SUBSYSDSN Update

USS ADDRESS USS * OP$MVS.USS Update

1  The descriptions of some operational features are condensed for readability. The following are full descriptions for each
listed abbreviation:

• ADDRESS xxxxx ≈ OPS/REXX ADDRESS xxxxx host environment command
• OPSxxxxx() ≈ OPS/REXX OPSxxxxx() function
• OPSxxxxx ≈ POI OPSxxxxx command
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2  The SAF access level required by the OPSBCP security event for ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD depends on the z/OS
security product being used:

• Control is required when using Top Secret or IBM RACF
• Delete is required when using ACF2
3  The OPSBCP security event for ADDRESS HWS occurs only if parameter HWSTYPE=OPSBCP.

SAF Access Levels

In general, operational features that display or query the state of the system or OPS/MVS require a SAF access level of
read, while features that alter the state of the system or OPS/MVS require a SAF access level of update. Some features
can either query or alter depending on the "verb" keyword or argument that is specified on the command or function, and
therefore have multiple entries in the table, distinguished by the middle column labeled "Verb ...", which lists the verbs for
each access level.

SAF Resource Classes

The SAF resource class of SAF resource names of OPS/MVS security events is determined by the value of the
EXTSECCLASS parameter. The default value depends on the external security product in use at your site:

• Defaults to FACILITY if the z/OS system is running IBM RACF.
• Defaults to FAC if the z/OS system is running ACF2.
• Defaults to IBMFAC if the z/OS system is running Top Secret.

SAF Resource Names

In general, the SAF resource names of OPS/MVS security events are of the form prefix.event[.suffix], where prefix is
the value of parameter EXTSECPREFIX (default of OP$MVS) and event is the value of field OPAURQTX in the OPAU
control block for the security event (which is the same as the facility that is coded in the event definition section of an
AOF security rule). Some security events also contain a suffix portion in their resource names, as described in the next
sections.

SAF Resource Name Lengths

The maximum length of a SAF resource name that is processed by SAF is determined by the definition of its SAF
resource class in your external security product. The following are the maximum processed lengths for resource classes
that are pre-defined to the various external security products:

• IBM RACF
– For class FACILITY, the maximum resource name length that is processed by SAF is 39
– For class XFACILIT, the maximum resource name length that is processed by SAF is 246

• ACF2
– For class FAC, the maximum resource name length that is processed by SAF is 39
– For class XFC, the maximum resource name length that is processed by SAF is 246

• Top Secret
– For class IBMFAC, the maximum resource name length that is processed by SAF is 39
– For class XFACILIT, the maximum resource name length that is processed by SAF is 246

WARNING

Care should be taken to ensure that all resource names constructed by OPS/MVS external security do not
exceed the maximum length that is processed by their resource class. Otherwise, multiple OPS/MVS operational
features may be secured by the same truncated resource name. To determine the length of resource names
constructed by OPS/MVS external security, see the following sections on this page.
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Depending on the length of resource names at your site, you may want to change the default setting of the
EXTCLASS parameter, and possibly define a new SAF resource class that allows for longer resource names.
For instructions on how define a new SAF resource class, see the appropriate topic for your external security
product in section Configuring Your External Security Product.

In general, your longest OPS/MVS external security resource name will likely be prefix.OPSGLOBAL.var. The
maximum length of the prefix specified by the EXTSECPREFIX parameter is 8. The maximum length of an
OPS/MVS global variable name var is 84. Including the two periods ".", the longest possible OPS/MVS external
security resource name is 103 (=L'OPSGLOBAL'+8+84+2).

This release of OPS/MVS supports a maximum resource name length of 44 characters. OPS/MVS version
14.0 supports resource name lengths of up to 255 characters.

SAF Resource Names for Access to Global Variables

The suffix var in SAF resource names OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.var used for access to OPS/REXX global variables is the
name of the global variable that is being accessed.

As indicated by the last two entries in the table for security event OPSGLOBAL, all references to global variables in OPS/
REXX code are subject to security checking, not only the variables that use the listed POI commands or OPS/REXX
functions.

NOTE

 The high-level security operation 'H' of OPS/REXX function OPSVALUE can be used to streamline access to
global variables in an OPS/REXX program. For more information, see the OPSVALUE function.

SAF Resource Names for SQL Access to RDF Tables

The suffix table[.cc] in SAF resource names OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.table[.cc] used for SQL access to RDF tables is the
name of the table that is being accessed, optionally followed by a two-character code cc for the SQL command that is
requesting access. The optional portion of the suffix is controlled by parameter EXTSECSQLSUFFIX. The default setting
of EXTSECSQLSUFFIX is TBL to indicate that only table is included in the suffix. When EXTSECSQLSUFFIX=TBL.CMD,
one of the following command codes is included in the cc portion of the suffix:

 cc SQL Command

CT Create Table
IN Insert Rows
UP Update Rows
SE Select
DE Delete Rows
DC Declare Cursor
DT Drop Table
CA Alter Table Add Column
CD Alter table drop column
CI Create Index
DI Drop Index

NOTE

The high-level security operation 'H' of OPS/REXX function OPSVALUE can be used to streamline SQL access
to RDF tables in an OPS/REXX program. For more information, see the OPSVALUE function.
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SAF Resource Names for ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF Command Processing

The suffix cmd in the SAF resource name OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF.cmd used to secure an ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF
command is the commmand specified on the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF cmd command. For example, when processing
the command ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF ACTIVATE MSFID(ALL)"  and parameter SAFCMDPREFIX is set to the
default value OP$MVS, OPS/MVS will make a call to SAF to verify that the issuer of the command has at least UPDATE
access to the SAF resource named OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF.ACTIVATE in the SAF resource class specified by the
EXTSECCLASS parameter.

Parameters for SAF External Security
These are the OPS/MVS parameters that control OPS/MVS System Authorization Facility (SAF) external security
processing. For full descriptions of these parameters, see Security Parameters.

• EXTSECCLASS
• EXTSECPREFIX
• EXTSECSHOW
• EXTSECSQLSUFFIX
• EXTSECURITY

Configuring Your External Security Product
This page outlines the General Process for Configuring Your External Security Product to secure access to OPS/
MVS operational features. The specific commands and terminology differ for each product; these sections describe the
specific configuration process for each external security product:

•  Configuring Top Secret 
•  Configuring ACF2 
•  Configuring RACF 

You may find it helpful to use The DEFSAF Utility Program to generate the commands that are required for your security
product.

General Process for Configuring Your External Security Product

Follow these steps to configure your external security product to secure access to OPS/MVS operational features:

1. (Optional) Set parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX and restart OPS/MVS
Perform this step only if you are not taking the default settings for these parameters.
These parameters are read by the DEFSAF utility program.

2. (Optional) Define a new owner for the new resources
3. (Optional) Define a new resource class for the new resources
4. Define the new resources
5. (Optional) Define new groups/profiles

a. Based on user roles
b. Based on access to the new resources

6. Permit access to the new resources
a. Permit access by a specific user
b. Permit access by a group/profile/role

7. (Optional) Add/connect/include users to/in groups/profiles
8. Set parameter EXTSECURITY=ON and restart OPS/MVS 
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The DEFSAF Utility Program
DEFSAF is a REXX utility program that can be used to generate the commands that are required to configure your
external security product to secure access to OPS/MVS operational features. If the executing userid has sufficient
authority, DEFSAF can also optionally issue the generated commands to your external security product. Otherwise,
the commands are stored in a temporary data set named userid.subsys.DEFSAF, where subsys is the subsystem ID
of OPS/MVS (OPSS by default). The commands can then be executed by a userid that has sufficient authority to do so.
Members BATTSS, BATACF2, and BATRACF in the installed SMP/E Target library pfx.CCLXCNTL contain sample JCL
for executing the external security commands for each external security product. The DEFSAF utility program itself is
installed in SMP/E Target library pfx.CCLXEXEC.

DEFSAF should be executed using either POI command processor OPSIMEX (OI) or OPSEXEC (OX), and has the
following syntax:

DEFSAF facility keywords

Argument facility is a positional argument that may be used to limit the scope of the commands that are generated by
DEFSAF to those required to secure a specific OPS/MVS security event only. A value of ALL may be specified to have
DEFSAF generate the commands that are required to secure all OPS/MVS security events. See the DEFSAF facility and
Group Names table for a list of all possible values for facility.

NOTE
For a complete description of all of the keywords arguments support by DEFSAF, see the comments in the
DEFSAF program.

By default, DEFSAF will:

• Assume the OPS/MVS subsystem ID is OPSS. This can be overridden by keyword SUB().
• Build commands for the external security product that is active on the system where DEFSAF is executed. This can be

overridden by keyword SEC().
• Use OPSS as the owner of the new OPS/MVS resources. This can be overridden by keyword SAFOW().
• Use the value of parameter EXTSECCLASS as the class of the new OPS/MVS resources. This can be overridden by

keyword SAFCL().
• Use the value of parameter EXTSECPREFIX as the prefix of the new OPS/MVS resource names. This can be

overridden by keyword SAFPX().
• Use pre-defined groups/profiles/roles to control access to the OPS/MVS resources. See the DEFSAF facility and

Group Names table for a list of these pre-defined group/profile/role names. This can be overridden by keyword
GROUPS(N).

The ACT() keyword is used to determine what action DEFSAF is to perform. For purposes of configuring external security,
the basic actions are ACT(DEFINE) and ACT(PERMIT).

DEFSAF is first called with ACT(DEFINE) specified to build the commands that are required to define the new OPS/
MVS resources to your external security product. Taking all of the defaults, this one simple command builds all of the
external security commands that are required to define the new OPS/MVS resources to your external security product,
with new groups/profiles/roles to control access to them:

TSO OI DEFSAF ALL ACT(DEFINE)

DEFSAF is then called with ACT(PERMIT) specified to build the external security commands that are required to permit
a specified user access to a specified resource. Keyword SAFRO(userid) is used to give a user READ access to a
resource. Keyword SAFRW(userid) is used to give a user UPDATE access to a resource.

For example, this command permits the user with id USERID1 access to the POI command OPSPARM SHOW:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSPARM ACT(PERMIT) SAFRO(USERID1)
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For example, this command permits the user with id USERID2 access to the POI commands OPSPARM SHOW and
OPSPARM SET:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSPARM ACT(PERMIT) SAFRW(USERID2)

Other examples of using DEFSAF to define OPS/MVS resources and permit access to them are given throughout these
sections:

•  Configuring Top Secret 
•  Configuring ACF2 
•  Configuring RACF 

DEFSAF facility and Group Names

The last two columns in this table list the DEFSAF facility and group/profile/role name for each possible access level of
each OPS/MVS security event.

Event in
OPAURQTX Operational Feature

Verb Command
Keyword

or Function
Argument

SAF Resource Name
SAF

Access
Level

DEFSAF
facility

DEFSAF
Group

Name 1 

AP ADDRESS AP * OP$MVS.AP Read OPSAP OPSAP

OPSAOF ADDRESS AOF INDEX, LIST,
LISTCOMP,
LISTINST,
LISTSRC

OP$MVS.OPSAOF Read OPSAOF OPSAOFR

OPSAOF ADDRESS AOF COMPILE,
DELCOMP,
DISABLE,
ENABLE,
RESETAUTO,
SETAUTO

OP$MVS.OPSAOF Update OPSAOF OPSAOF

OPSAPI OPSAPI() * OP$MVS.OPSAPI Update OPSAPI OPSAPI

OPSBCP ADDRESS HWS GETATTR OP$MVS.OPSBCP Read OPSBCP OPSBCPR

OPSBCP ADDRESS HWS SETATTR OP$MVS.OPSBCP Update OPSBCP OPSBCPU

OPSBCP ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD OP$MVS.OPSBCP Control|Del
ete

OPSBCP OPSBCPC

OPSBRW OPSBRW, OPSLOG() * OP$MVS.OPSBRW Read OPSBRW OPSBRW

OPSCMD OPSCMD, ADDRESS
OPER

* OP$MVS.OPSCMD Update OPSCMD OPSCMD

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
COF

LIST OP$MVS.OPSCTL.COF Read OPSCTCOF OPSCTCFR

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
COF

ACTIVATE,
DEACTIVATE,
DEFINE, DELETE

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.COF Update OPSCTCOF OPSCTCOF

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL ECF * OP$MVS.OPSCTL.ECF Read OPSCTECF OPSCTECF

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
MSF

LIST OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF
.LIST

Read OPSCTMSF OPSCTMSR
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Event in
OPAURQTX Operational Feature

Verb Command
Keyword

or Function
Argument

SAF Resource Name
SAF

Access
Level

DEFSAF
facility

DEFSAF
Group

Name 1 

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
MSF

ACTIVATE,
DEACTIVATE,
DEFAULT,
DEFINE, DELETE,
START, STOP

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF
.cmd

Update OPSCTMSF OPSCTMSF

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
OPSLOG

LIST OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPS
LOG

Read OPSCTLOG OPSCTLGR

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL
OPSLOG

ACTIVATE,
DEACTIVATE,
DEFINE, DELETE,
LOAD, RESET,
SETLIVE

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPS
LOG

Update OPSCTLOG OPSCTLOG

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF EXECSTATS,
LIST, QUEUE

OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OSF Read OPSCTOSF OPSCTOSR

OPSCTL ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF RESETQ, STOP OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OSF Update OPSCTOSF OPSCTOSF

OPSDOM OPSDOM, OPSDOM(),
OPSSEND(,D)

* OP$MVS.OPSDOM Update OPSDOM OPSDOM

OPSEPI ADDRESS EPI * OP$MVS.OPSEPI Update OPSEPI OPSEPI

OPSGLOBAL OPSGETVL,
OPSGETVL()

* OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Read OPSGLOBALOPSGLOBR

OPSGLOBAL OPSDELV, OPSSETV,
OPSDELV(), OPSSETV()

* OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Update OPSGLOBALOPSGLOB

OPSGLOBAL OPSVALUE() 0, E, F, I, J, K, L,
N, O, S, T

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Read OPSGLOBALOPSGLOBR

OPSGLOBAL OPSVALUE() 6, A, C, D, R, U, V OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Update OPSGLOBALOPSGLOB

OPSGLOBAL OPSVASRV() GET, GETLIKE,
GETNEXT

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Read OPSGLOBALOPSGLOBR

OPSGLOBAL OPSVASRV() CREATE,
DECR, DELETE,
DELLIKE, INCR,
PURGE, SWAP,
UPDATE

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Update OPSGLOBALOPSGLOB

OPSGLOBAL Any reference to OPS/
REXX Global Variable for
query

For example: x =
GLOBAL.A

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Read OPSGLOBALOPSGLOBR

OPSGLOBAL Any reference to OPS/
REXX Global Variable for
update

For example:
GLOBAL.A = x

OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL
.var 

Update OPSGLOBALOPSGLOB

OPSHFI OPSHFI, OPSHFI() * OP$MVS.OPSHFI Update OPSHFI OPSHFI

OPSLOG OPSLOG API requests * OP$MVS.OPSLOG Read OPSLOG OPSLOG

OPSOSF ADDRESS OSF * OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF Update OPSOSF OPSOSF
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Event in
OPAURQTX Operational Feature

Verb Command
Keyword

or Function
Argument

SAF Resource Name
SAF

Access
Level

DEFSAF
facility

DEFSAF
Group

Name 1 

OPSOSF ADDRESS OSFTSL * OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF
TSL

Update OPSOSTSL OPSOSTSL

OPSOSF ADDRESS OSFTSP * OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF
TSP

Update OPSOSTSP OPSOSTSP

OPSPARM OPSPARM, OPSPRM() SHOW OP$MVS.OPSPARM Read OPSPARM OPSPARMR

OPSPARM OPSPARM, OPSPRM() SET OP$MVS.OPSPARM Update OPSPARM OPSPARM

OPSREPLY OPSREPLY * OP$MVS.OPSREPLY Update OPSREP OPSREP

OPSREQ OPSREQ * OP$MVS.OPSREQ Update OPSREQ OPSREQ

OPSRMT OPSRMT * OP$MVS.OPSRMT Update OPSRMT OPSRMT

OPSSMTBL OPSSMTBL LIST OP$MVS.OPSSMTBL Read OPSSSM OPSSSMR

OPSSMTBL OPSSMTBL ADD, CHANGE,
DELETE, POST

OP$MVS.OPSSMTBL Update OPSSSM OPSSSM

OPSVIEW OPSVIEW * OP$MVS.OPSVIEW Read OPSVIEW OSPVIEW

OPSWTO OPSWTO, ADDRESS
WTO, OPSSEND(,A),
OPSSEND(,W)

* OP$MVS.OPSWTO Update OPSWTO OPSWTO

SOF ADDRESS SOF QUERY,
PPRCCMD
DISPLAY

OP$MVS.SOF Read OPSSOF OPSSOFR

SOF ADDRESS SOF COMMAND,
DELETE, FIND,
LOG, READ,
TERMINATE,
WRITE,
PPRCCMD
DELETE/FREEZE/
RUN/SETUP

OP$MVS.SOF Update OPSSOF OPSSOF

SQL OPSQL, ADDRESS SQL CLOSE,
DECLARE,
FETCH, OPEN,
SELECT

OP$MVS.SQL.table[.cc] Read OPSSQL OPSSQLR

SQL OPSQL, ADDRESS SQL ADD, CREATE,
DELETE, DROP,
INSERT, UPDATE

OP$MVS.SQL.table[.cc] Update OPSSQL OPSSQL

SUBSYSDSN OPEN of an OPS/MVS
subsystem data set

* OP$MVS.SUBSYSDSN Update OPSSUB OPSSUB

USS ADDRESS USS * OP$MVS.USS Update OPSUSS OPSUSSSV

1 The third character x in a group name OPx* used by DEFSAF is taken from the fourth character y of the OPS/
MVS subsystem ID specified by keyword SUB(OPSy). If keyword SUB() is not specified, group names OPS* are used by
default.
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Configuring Top Secret
Follow these steps to configure Top Secret to secure access to OPS/MVS operational features:

1. (Optional) Set parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX and restart OPS/MVS
Perform this step only if you are not taking the default settings for these parameters.
See section Parameters for SAF External Security.
These parameters are read by the DEFSAF utility program.

2. (Optional) Define a New Department in Top Secret to own the new resources
3. (Optional) Define a New Resource Class in Top Secret for the new resources
4. Define the New Resources in Top Secret
5. (Optional) Define New Profiles in Top Secret

a. Based on user roles
b. Based on access to the new OPS/MVS resources

6. (Optional) Add Profiles to Users in Top Secret
7. Permit Access to the New Resources in Top Secret

a. Permit access by specific user
b. Permit access by a profile

8. Set parameter EXTSECURITY=ON and restart OPS/MVS

(Optional) Define a New Department in Top Secret

You can define a new department to own the new OPS/MVS resources.

Issue this Top Secret command to define a new department named department:

TSS CREATE(department) TYPE(DEPT) NAME('CA OPS/MVS OWNER')

Define a New Department Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the above Top Secret command:

TSO OI DEFSAF OWNER ACT(DEFINE) SAFOW(department)

If you omit the SAFOW keyword parameter, DEFSAF uses the name of the OPS/MVS Subsystem (OPSS by default) as
the name of the new department.

(Optional) Define a New Resource Class in Top Secret

Parameter EXTSECCLASS controls the resource class of the new OPS/MVS resources. By default,
EXTSECCLASS=IBMFAC when Top Secret is active on the system. You may define a new resource class for the new
OPS/MVS resources.

Issue these Top Secret commands to define a new resource class named class:

TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(class) 

TSS REPLACE(RDT) RESCLASS(class) ACLST(ALL=FFFF,UPDATE=6000)

TSS REPLACE(RDT) RESCLASS(class) ACLST(READ=4000,NONE=0000) 

TSS REPLACE(RDT) RESCLASS(class) ATTR(LONG) DEFACC(NONE)
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The option ATTR(LONG) is the same as the option MAXLENGTH(44), and sets the maximum length of a resource name
of this class that is processed by SAF to 44. Specify option MAXLENGTH(length) to change the maximum length to
length.

Define a New Resource Class Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the above Top Secret commands:

TSO OI DEFSAF RDT ACT(DEFINE) SAFCL(class)

If you omit the SAFCL keyword parameter, DEFSAF uses the value of parameter EXTSECCLASS as the name of the new
resource class.

Define the New Resources in Top Secret

Parameter EXTSECPREFIX controls the prefix of the new OPS/MVS resources. By default, EXTSECPREFIX=OP$MVS.
You may select a different prefix for the new OPS/MVS resources. You must assign new OPS/MVS resources of the
selected prefix to a department in Top Secret.

Issue this Top Secret command to define the new resources of the selected prefix of the resource class that is
named class to the department named department:

TSS ADDTO(department) class(prefix) UNDERCUT

For example, this Top Secret command defines the (default) prefix OP$MVS of the new resources of the (default) class
IBMFAC to the department named OPSS:

TSS ADDTO(OPSS) IBMFAC(OP$MVS) UNDERCUT

Define the New Resources Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the required Top Secret commands:

TSO OI DEFSAF ALL ACT(DEFINE) SAFOW(department) SAFCL(class) SAFPF(prefix) GROUPS(N)

If you omit the SAFOW keyword parameter, DEFSAF uses the name of the OPS/MVS Subsystem (OPSS by default) as
the name of the department.

If you omit the SAFCL keyword parameter, DEFSAF uses the value of parameter EXTSECCLASS as the name of the
resource class.

If you omit the SAFPF keyword parameter, DEFSAF uses the value of parameter EXTSECPREFIX as the prefix of the
new resources.

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters, assuming the defaults for department name and parameters
EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

TSO OI DEFSAF ALL ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(N)

The previous example builds this Top Secret command:

TSS ADDTO(OPSS) IBMFAC(OP$MVS) UNDERCUT
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(Optional) Define New Profiles in Top Secret

You can define new profiles to control access to the new OPS/MVS resources. Profiles can be defined in two ways, as
described in the following sections.

Define New Profiles Based on User Roles

Using this method, a profile is defined for each type of user that you want to permit access to certain OPS/MVS resources,
based on the role that user plays in your data center. Some examples:

• You may want to give OPS/MVS administrators access to all OPS/MVS resources
• You may want to give CICS administrators access to only the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands
• You may want to give USS administrators access to only the ADDRESS USS commands
• You may want to give operators access to only the TSO OPSBRW, TSO OPSCMD, TSO OPSDOM, TSO OPSREPLY

commands
• You may want to give TSO users access to only the TSO OPSBRW command

The profiles are then permitted access to the appropriate OPS/MVS resources and added to the appropriate users.

Issue this Top Secret command to define a new profile named profile:

TSS CREATE(profile) TYPE(PROF) NAME('description')

For example, this Top Secret command defines a new profile named OPSADMIN:

TSS CREATE(OPSADMIN) TYPE(PROF) NAME('CA OPS/MVS ADMIN')

OPSADMIN will later be permitted access to all OPS/MVS resources and added to all OPS/MVS administrators.

Define New Profiles Based on Access to the New OPS/MVS Resources

Using this method, a profile is defined for each access level for each OPS/MVS resource. The profiles will later be
permitted the appropriate access levels for the appropriate OPS/MVS resources and added to the appropriate users.

Issue this Top Secret command to define a new profile:

TSS CREATE(profile) TYPE(PROF) NAME('description')

For example, these Top Secret commands define two new profiles that are named OPSPARMR and OPSPARMU:

TSS CREATE(OPSPARMR) TYPE(PROF) NAME('CA OPS/MVS OPSPARM READ')

TSS CREATE(OPSPARMU) TYPE(PROF) NAME('CA OPS/MVS OPSPARM UPDATE')

Profile OPSPARMR will later be permitted READ access to OPS/MVS resource OP$MVS.OPSPARM and added to all
users that must be able to query OPS/MVS parameters using command TSO OPSPARM SHOW. Profile OPSPARMU will
later be permitted UPDATE access to OPS/MVS resource OP$MVS.OPSPARM and added to all users that must be able
to both query and to update OPS/MVS parameters using commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW and TSO OPSPARM SET.

Define New Profiles Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to define any profiles other than the "pre-defined" profiles that are listed in the table
DEFSAF facility and Group Names, such as profiles based on user roles.

Execute DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(Y) specified to define the "pre-defined" profiles:

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(Y)

Executing the previous command also permits those newly defined profiles the appropriate access level to the
appropriate OPS/MVS resource name(s).
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For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(Y)

The previous example builds these Top Secret commands, assuming the defaults for department name and parameters
EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

TSS ADDTO(OPSS) IBMFAC(OP$MVS) UNDERCUT

TSS CREATE(OPSAOF) TYPE(PROF) DEPT(OPSS) NAME('GROUP OP$MVS.OPSAOF(U)')

TSS PERMIT(OPSAOF) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSAOF) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS CREATE(OPSAOFR) TYPE(PROF) DEPT(OPSS) NAME('GROUP OP$MVS.OPSAOF(R)')

TSS PERMIT(OPSAOFR) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSAOF) ACCESS(READ)

(Optional) Add Profiles to Users in Top Secret

If you have defined new Top Secret profiles to control access to the new OPS/MVS resources, you must add the
appropriate profiles to the appropriate users.

Issue this Top Secret command to add the profile that is named profile to the user with id userid:

TSS ADDTO(userid) PROF(profile)

For example, this Top Secret command adds the profile that is named OPSADMIN to the user with id USERID1:

TSS ADDTO(USERID1) PROF(OPSADMIN)

Add Profiles Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to add any profiles to users other than the "pre-defined" profiles that are listed in the
table DEFSAF facility and Group Names.

Execute DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(Y), and keyword SAFRO(userid) or SAFRW(userid) or SAFCR(userid)
specified to add the user with id userid to the "pre-defined" profile(s):

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(Y) [SAFRO(userid)|SAFRW(userid)|SAFCR(userid)]

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(Y) SAFRW(USERID2)

The previous example builds this Top Secret command:

TSS ADDTO(USERID2) PROFILE(OPSAOF)

Permit Access to the New Resources in Top Secret

Permission to access a particular OPS/MVS resource at a particular access level may be granted to a specific user, or to
a profile (that is added to multiple users).

Permit Access by a Specific User

Issue this Top Secret command to permit the user with the id userid access to the OPS/MVS resource named resource of
the class that is named class at the access level of level: 

TSS PERMIT(userid) class(resource) ACCESS(level)
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For example, these Top Secret commands permit the user with the id USERID1 access to the OPS/MVS command TSO
OPSPARM SHOW and the user with the id USERID2 access to the OPS/MVS commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW and
TSO OPSPARM SET, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

TSS PERMIT(USERID1) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSPARM) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USERID2) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSPARM) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Permit Access by a Specific User Using DEFSAF

DEFSAF can be used to permit a specific user access to a particular OPS/MVS resource at a particular access level
by executing DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(N), and keyword SAFRO(userid) or SAFRW(userid) or SAFCR(userid)
specified:

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) [SAFRO(userid)|SAFRW(userid)|SAFCR(userid)]

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) SAFRW(USERID2)

The previous example builds these Top Secret commands, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and
EXTSECPREFIX:

TSS PERMIT(USERID2) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSAOF) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Permit Access by a Profile

Issue this Top Secret command to permit the profile that is named profile access to the OPS/MVS resource
named resource of the class that is named class at the access level of level: 

TSS PERMIT(profile) class(resource) ACCESS(level)

For example, these Top Secret commands permit the profile that is named OPSPARMR access to the OPS/
MVS command TSO OPSPARM SHOW and the profile that is named OPSPARMU access to the OPS/MVS commands
TSO OPSPARM SHOW and TSO OPSPARM SET, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and
EXTSECPREFIX:

TSS PERMIT(OPSPARMR) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSPARM) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(OPSPARMU) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSPARM) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Permit Access by a Profile Using DEFSAF

NOTE
Permissions for "pre-defined" profiles are granted when you Define New Profiles Using DEFSAF.

DEFSAF can be used to permit access by a specific profile to a particular OPS/MVS resource at a particular access level
by executing DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(N), and keyword SAFRO(profile) or SAFRW(profile) or SAFCR(profile)
specified:

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) [SAFRO(profile)|SAFRW(profile)|SAFCRCR(profile)]

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) SAFRW(OPSPARMU)

The previous example builds these Top Secret commands, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and
EXTSECPREFIX:

TSS PERMIT(OPSPARMU) IBMFAC(OP$MVS.OPSAOF) ACCESS(UPDATE)
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Configuring ACF2
Follow these steps to configure ACF2 to secure access to OPS/MVS operational features:

1. (Optional) Set parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX and restart OPS/MVS
Perform this step only if you are not taking the default settings for these parameters.
See section Parameters for SAF External Security.
These parameters will be read by the DEFSAF utility program.

2. (Optional) Define a New Userid in ACF2 to own the new resources
3. (Optional) Define a New Resource Class in ACF2 for the new resources
4. Define the New Resources in ACF2
5. (Optional) Define New Groups in ACF2

a. Based on user roles
b. Based on access to the new OPS/MVS resources

6. (Optional) Include Users in Groups in ACF2
7. Permit Access to the New Resources in ACF2

a. Permit access by specific user
b. Permit access by a group

8. Set parameter EXTSECURITY=ON and restart OPS/MVS

(Optional) Define a New Userid in ACF2

You may choose to define a new user id to own the new OPS/MVS resources.

Issue these ACF2 commands to define a new userid:

SET LID

INSERT userid NAME(CA OPS/MVS OWNER) DUMPAUTH MUSASS -

JOBFROM NO-SMC NON-CNCL READALL RESTRICT SUBAUTH 

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(PROFILE)

Define a New Userid Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the above ACF2 command:

TSO OI DEFSAF OWNER ACT(DEFINE) SAFOW(userid)

If you omit the SAFOW keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the name of the OPS/MVS Subsystem (OPSS by default) as
the name of the new userid.

(Optional) Define a New Resource Class in ACF2

Parameter EXTSECCLASS controls the resource class of the new OPS/MVS resources. By default, EXTCLASS=FAC
when ACF2 is active on the system. You may choose to define a new resource class for the new OPS/MVS resources.
See the appropriate ACF2 documentation for instructions on how to do so.

Define a New Resource Class Using DEFSAF

DEFSAF does not build the ACF2 commands required to define a new resource class.
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Define the New Resources in ACF2

Parameter EXTSECPREFIX controls the prefix of the new OPS/MVS resources. By default, EXTSECPREFIX=OP$MVS .
You may choose a different prefix for the new OPS/MVS resources. You must assign new OPS/MVS resources of the
chosen prefix to a user in ACF2.

Issue these ACF2 commands to define the new resources of the chosen prefix of the resource class named class to the
user with id of userid:

SET RES(class) 

COMPILE * 

$KEY(prefix) TYPE(class) ROLESET OWNER(userid) 

OPSAOF USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

AP USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSBRW USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCMD USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.COF USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.ECF USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.MSF USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.OPSLOG USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSCTL.OSF USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSDOM USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSEPI USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSGLOBAL.- USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSHFI USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSLOG USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.OSF USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.TSO USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.OSFTSL USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSOSF.OSFTSP USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSPARM USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSREPLY USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSREQ USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSRMT USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSSMTBL USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SOF USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SQL.- USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SUBSYSDSN USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

USS USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSVIEW USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSWTO USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSAPI USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

STORE 

F ACF2,REBUILD(class) 

F ACF2,NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL)

For example, these ACF2 commands will define the (default) prefix OP$MVS of the new resources of the (default) class
FAC to the user id of OPSS:

SET RES(FAC) 

COMPILE * 

$KEY(OP$MVS) TYPE(FAC) ROLESET OWNER(OPSS) 
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OPSAOF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

AP USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSBRW USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCMD USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.COF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.ECF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.MSF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.OPSLOG USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSCTL.OSF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSDOM USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSEPI USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSGLOBAL.- USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSHFI USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSLOG USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.OSF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.TSO USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.OSFTSL USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSOSF.OSFTSP USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSPARM USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSREPLY USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSREQ USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSRMT USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSSMTBL USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SOF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SQL.- USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SUBSYSDSN USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

USS USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSVIEW USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSWTO USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSAPI USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

STORE 

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC) 

F ACF2,NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL)

Define the New Resources Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the above ACF2 commands:

TSO OI DEFSAF ALL ACT(DEFINE) SAFOW(userid) SAFCL(class) SAFPF(prefix) GROUPS(N)

If you omit the SAFOW keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the name of the OPS/MVS Subsystem (OPSS by default) as
the id of the user.

If you omit the SAFCL keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the value of parameter EXTSECCLASS as the name of the
resource class.

If you omit the SAFPF keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the value of parameter EXTSECPREFIX as the prefix of the
new resources.

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters, assuming the defaults for the id of the user and parameters
EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

TSO OI DEFSAF ALL ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(N)
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The previous example will build these ACF2 commands:

SET RES(FAC) 

COMPILE * 

$KEY(OP$MVS) TYPE(FAC) ROLESET OWNER(OPSS) 

OPSAOF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

AP USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSBRW USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCMD USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.COF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.ECF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.MSF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSCTL.OPSLOG USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSCTL.OSF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSDOM USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSEPI USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSGLOBAL.- USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSHFI USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSLOG USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.OSF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.TSO USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSOSF.OSFTSL USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSOSF.OSFTSP USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

OPSPARM USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSREPLY USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSREQ USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSRMT USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSSMTBL USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SOF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SQL.- USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

SUBSYSDSN USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

USS USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSVIEW USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSWTO USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

OPSAPI USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) 

STORE 

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC) 

F ACF2,NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL)

(Optional) Define New Groups in ACF2

You may choose to define new groups to control access to the new OPS/MVS resources. Groups can be defined in two
ways, as described in the following sections.

Define New Groups Based on User Roles

Using this method, a group is defined for each type of user that you want to permit access to certain OPS/MVS resources,
based on the role that user plays in your data center. Some examples:
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• You may want to give OPS/MVS administrators access to all OPS/MVS resources
• You may want to give CICS administrators access to only the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands
• You may want to give USS administrators access to only the ADDRESS USS commands
• You may want to give operators access to only the TSO OPSBRW, TSO OPSCMD, TSO OPSDOM, TSO OPSREPLY

commands
• You may want to give TSO users access to only the TSO OPSBRW command

The groups will then be permitted access to the appropriate OPS/MVS resources and include the appropriate users.

Issue this ACF2 command to define a new group that initially includes the user with id of userid:

SET X(ROL)

INSERT group INCLUDE(userid) ROLE REP

STORE

For example, this ACF2 command will to define a new group named OPSADMIN that initially includes the user with id of
OPSS:

SET X(ROL)

INSERT OPRADMIN INCLUDE(OPSS) ROLE REP

STORE

OPSADMIN will later be permitted access to all OPS/MVS resources and include all OPS/MVS administrators.

Define New Groups Based on Access to the New OPS/MVS Resources

Using this method, a group is defined for each access level for each OPS/MVS resource. The groups will later be
permitted the appropriate access levels for the appropriate OPS/MVS resources and include the appropriate users.

Issue this ACF2 command to define a new group that initially includes the user with id of userid:

SET X(ROL)

INSERT group INCLUDE(userid) ROLE REP

STORE

For example, these ACF2 commands will to define two new groups named OPSPARMR and OPSPARMU that initially
include the user with id of OPSS:

SET X(ROL)

INSERT OPSPARMRINCLUDE(OPSS) ROLE REP

INSERT OPSPARMUINCLUDE(OPSS) ROLE REP

STORE

Group OPSPARMR will later be permitted READ access to OPS/MVS resource OP$MVS.OPSPARM and connected to all
users that need to be able to query OPS/MVS parameters using command TSO OPSPARM SHOW. Group OPSPARMU
will later be permitted UPDATE access to OPS/MVS resource OP$MVS.OPSPARM and connected to all users that
need to be able to both query and update OPS/MVS parameters using commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW and TSO
OPSPARM SET.

Define New Groups Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to define any groups other than the "pre-defined" groups that are listed in the table
DEFSAF facility and Group Names, such as groups based on user roles.

Execute DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(Y) specified to define the "pre-defined" group(s):

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(Y)
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Executing the prior command will also permit those newly defined group(s) the appropriate access level to the
appropriate OPS/MVS resource name(s).

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(Y)

The previous example will build these ACF2 commands, assuming the defaults for owner name and parameters
EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

SET RES(FAC)

COMPILE *

$KEY(OP$MVS) TYPE(FAC) ROLESET OWNER(OPSS)

OPSAOF USER(OPSS) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE)

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

SET X(ROL)

INSERT OPSAOF INCLUDE(OPSS) ROLE REP

SET RES(FAC)

RECKEY OP$MVS ADD(OPSAOF ROLE(OPRAOF) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE))

STORE

SET X(ROL)

INSERT OPSAOFR INCLUDE(OPSS) ROLE REP

SET RES(FAC)

RECKEY OP$MVS ADD(OPSAOF ROLE(OPRAOFR) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))

STORE

(Optional) Include Users in Groups in ACF2

If you have defined new ACF2 groups to control access to the new OPS/MVS resources, you will need to include the
appropriate users in the appropriate groups.

Issue this ACF2 command to include the user with id userid in the group named group:

CHANGE group INCLUDE(userid) ROLE ADD

For example, this ACF2 command will include the user with id USERID1 in the group named OPSADMIN:

CHANGE OPSADMIN INCLUDE(USERID1) ROLE ADD

Include Users Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to include users in any groups other than the "pre-defined" groups that are listed in the
table DEFSAF facility and Group Names.

Execute DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(Y), and keyword SAFRO(userid) or SAFRW(userid) or SAFCR(userid)
specified to include the user with id userid in the "pre-defined" group(s):

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(Y) [SAFRO(userid)|SAFRW(userid)|SAFCR(userid)]

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(Y) SAFRW(USERID2)

The previous example will build these ACF2 commands:

SET X(ROL)
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CHANGE OPSAOF INCLUDE(USERID2) ROLE ADD

SET X(ROL)

CHANGE OPSAOFR INCLUDE(USERID2) ROLE ADD

Permit Access to the New Resources in ACF2

Permission to access a particular OPS/MVS resource at a particular access level may be granted to a specific user, or to
a group (that includes multiple users).

Permit Access by a Specific User

Issue this ACF2 command to permit the user with the id userid access to the OPS/MVS resource for the event with the
prefix of prefix of the class named class at the access level of level: 

SET RES(class)

RECKEY prefix ADD(event USER(userid) ALLOW SERVICE(level))

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(class)

For example, these ACF2 commands will permit the user with the id USERID1 access to the OPS/MVS command TSO
OPSPARM SHOW and the user with the id USERID2 access to the OPS/MVS commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW
and TSO OPSPARM SET, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

SET RES(FAC)

RECKEY OP$MVS ADD(OPSPARM USER(USERID1) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))

RECKEY OP$MVS ADD(OPSPARM USER(USERID2) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE))

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Permit Access by a Specific User Using DEFSAF

DEFSAF can be used to permit a specific user access to a particular OPS/MVS resource at a particular access level by
executing DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(N), and keyword SAFRO(userid) or SAFRW(userid) or SAFCR(userid)
specified:

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) [SAFRO(userid)|SAFRW(userid)|SAFCR(userid)]

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) SAFRW(USERID2)

The previous example will build these RACF commands, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and
EXTSECPREFIX:

PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSAOF CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USERID2) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(FACILITY)

Permit Access by a Group

Issue this ACF2 command to permit the group named group access to the OPS/MVS resource for the event with the prefix
of prefix of the class named class at the access level of level: 

SET RES(class)

RECKEY prefix ADD(event ROLE(group) ALLOW SERVICE(level))

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(class)
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For example, these ACF2 commands will permit the group named OPSPARMR access to the OPS/MVS command TSO
OPSPARM SHOW and the group named OPSPARMU access to the OPS/MVS commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW
and TSO OPSPARM SET, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

SET RES(FAC)

RECKEY OP$MVS ADD(OPSPARM ROLE(OPSPARMR) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))

RECKEY OP$MVS ADD(OPSPARM ROLE(OPSPARMU) ALLOW SERVICE(READ,UPDATE))

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Permit Access by a Group Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to permit access by any groups other than the "pre-defined" groups listed in the table
DEFSAF facility and Group Names.

Permissions for "pre-defined" groups are granted when you Define New Groups Using DEFSAF.

Configuring RACF
Follow these steps to configure RACF to secure access to OPS/MVS operational features:

1. (Optional) Set parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX and restart OPS/MVS
Perform this step only if you are not taking the default settings for these parameters.
See section Parameters for SAF External Security.
These parameters will be read by the DEFSAF utility program.

2. (Optional) Define a New Group in RACF to own the new resources
3. (Optional) Define a New Resource Class in RACF for the new resources
4. Define the New Resources in RACF
5. (Optional) Define New Groups in RACF

a. Based on user roles
b. Based on access to the new OPS/MVS resources

6. (Optional) Connect Users to Groups in RACF
7. Permit Access to the New Resources in RACF

a. Permit access by specific user
b. Permit access by a group

8. Set parameter EXTSECURITY=ON and restart OPS/MVS

(Optional) Define a New Group in RACF

You may choose to define a new group to own the new OPS/MVS resources.

Issue these RACF commands to define a new group:

ADDGROUP group OWNER(SYS1) SUPGROUP(SYS1) DATA('CA OPS/MVS OWNER')

RDEFINE APPL group OWNER(group) DATA('CA OPS/MVS APPL RESOURCE')

SETROPTS GRPLIST

Define a New Group Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the above RACF commands:
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TSO OI DEFSAF OWNER ACT(DEFINE) SAFOW(group)

If you omit the SAFOW keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the name of the OPS/MVS Subsystem (OPSS by default) as
the name of the new group.

(Optional) Define a New Resource Class in RACF

Parameter EXTSECCLASS controls the resource class of the new OPS/MVS resources. By default,
EXTCLASS=FACILITY when RACF is active on the system. You may choose to define a new resource class for the
new OPS/MVS resources.

Issue these RACF commands to define the new resource class named class:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT) 

RDEFINE CDT class UACC(NONE) 

RALTER CDT class CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(44))

RALTER CDT class CDTINFO(OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,NATIONAL,SPECIAL)) 

RALTER CDT class CDTINFO(DEFAULTRC(8) OPERATIONS(NO)) 

RALTER CDT class CDTINFO(PROFILESALLOWED(YES) GENERIC(ALLOWED) ) 

RALTER CDT class CDTINFO(POSIT(500) RACLIST(REQUIRED)) 

SETROPTS CLASSACT(class) 

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(class) 

SETROPTS GENERIC(class)

The option MAXLENGTH(44) sets the maximum length of a resource name of this class that is processed by SAF to 44.
Modify option MAXLENGTH(length) to change the maximum length to length.

Define a New Resource Class Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the above RACF commands:

TSO OI DEFSAF CDT ACT(DEFINE) SAFCL(class)

If you omit the SAFCL keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the value of parameter EXTSECCLASS as the name of the
new resource class.

Define the New Resources in RACF

Parameter EXTSECPREFIX controls the prefix of the new OPS/MVS resources. By default, EXTSECPREFIX=OP$MVS .
You may choose a different prefix for the new OPS/MVS resources. You must assign the new OPS/MVS resources with
the chosen prefix to an owner in RACF.

Issue these RACF commands to define the new resources with the chosen prefix of the resource class named class to the
owner named owner:

SETROPTS GRPLIST 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSAOF OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.AP OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSBRW OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSCMD OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSCTL.COF OWNER(owner) 
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RDEFINE class prefix.OPSCTL.ECF OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSCTL.MSF OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSCTL.OPSLOG OWNER(owner)

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSCTL.OSF OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSDOM OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSEPI OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSGLOBAL.** OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSHFI OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSLOG OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSOSF.OSF OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSOSF.TSO OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSOSF.OSFTSL OWNER(owner)

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSOSF.OSFTSP OWNER(owner)

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSPARM OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSREPLY OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSREQ OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSRMT OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSSMTBL OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.SOF OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.SQL.** OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.SUBSYSDSN OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.USS OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSVIEW OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSWTO OWNER(owner) 

RDEFINE class prefix.OPSAPI OWNER(owner) 

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(class)

For example, these RACF commands will define the (default) prefix OP$MVS of the new resources of the (default) class
FACILITY to the owner named OPSS:

SETROPTS GRPLIST 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSAOF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.AP OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSBRW OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCMD OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.COF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.ECF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPSLOG OWNER(OPSS)

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OSF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSDOM OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSEPI OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.** OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSHFI OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSLOG OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.TSO OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSFTSL OWNER(OPSS)

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSFTSP OWNER(OPSS)

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSPARM OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSREPLY OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSREQ OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSRMT OWNER(OPSS) 
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RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSSMTBL OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.SOF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.SQL.** OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.SUBSYSDSN OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.USS OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSVIEW OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSWTO OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSAPI OWNER(OPSS) 

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(FACILITY)

Define the New Resources Using DEFSAF

Alternatively, execute DEFSAF with these parameters to build the required RACF commands:

TSO OI DEFSAF ALL ACT(DEFINE) SAFOW(owner) SAFCL(class) SAFPF(prefix) GROUPS(N)

If you omit the SAFOW keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the name of the OPS/MVS Subsystem (OPSS by default) as
the name of the owner group.

If you omit the SAFCL keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the value of parameter EXTSECCLASS as the name of the
resource class.

If you omit the SAFPF keyword parameter, DEFSAF will use the value of parameter EXTSECPREFIX as the prefix of the
new resources.

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters, assuming the defaults for owner name and parameters
EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

TSO OI DEFSAF ALL ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(N)

The previous example will build these RACF commands:

SETROPTS GRPLIST 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSAOF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.AP OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSBRW OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCMD OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.COF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.ECF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.MSF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OPSLOG OWNER(OPSS)

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSCTL.OSF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSDOM OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSEPI OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSGLOBAL.** OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSHFI OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSLOG OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.TSO OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSFTSL OWNER(OPSS)

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSOSF.OSFTSP OWNER(OPSS)

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSPARM OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSREPLY OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSREQ OWNER(OPSS) 
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RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSRMT OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSSMTBL OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.SOF OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.SQL.** OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.SUBSYSDSN OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.USS OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSVIEW OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSWTO OWNER(OPSS) 

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSAPI OWNER(OPSS) 

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(FACILITY)

(Optional) Define New Groups in RACF

You may choose to define new groups to control access to the new OPS/MVS resources. Groups can be defined in two
ways, as described in the following sections.

Define New Groups Based on User Roles

Using this method, a group is defined for each type of user that you want to permit access to certain OPS/MVS resources,
based on the role that user plays in your data center. Some examples:

• You may want to give OPS/MVS administrators access to all OPS/MVS resources
• You may want to give CICS administrators access to only the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands
• You may want to give USS administrators access to only the ADDRESS USS commands
• You may want to give operators access to only the TSO OPSBRW, TSO OPSCMD, TSO OPSDOM, TSO OPSREPLY

commands
• You may want to give TSO users access to only the TSO OPSBRW command

The groups will then be permitted access to the appropriate OPS/MVS resources and connected to the appropriate users.

Issue this RACF command to define a new group named group to the owner named owner:

ADDGROUP group OWNER(owner) SUPGROUP(owner) DATA('description')

For example, this RACF command will define a new group named OPSADMIN to the owner group named (default) OPSS:

ADDGROUP OPSADMIN OWNER(OPSS) SUPGROUP(OPSS) DATA('CA OPS/MVS ADMIN')

OPSADMIN will later be permitted access to all OPS/MVS resources and connected to all OPS/MVS administrators.

Define New Groups Based on Access to the New OPS/MVS Resources

Using this method, a group is defined for each access level for each OPS/MVS resource. The groups will later be
permitted the appropriate access levels for the appropriate OPS/MVS resources and connected to the appropriate users.

Issue this RACF command to define a new group to the owner named owner:

ADDGROUP group OWNER(owner) SUPGROUP(owner) DATA('description')

For example, these RACF commands will define two new groups named OPSPARMR and OPSPARMU to the owner
group named (default) OPSS:

ADDGROUP OPSPARMR OWNER(OPSS) SUPGROUP(OPSS) DATA('CA OPS/MVS OPSPARM READ')

ADDGROUP OPSPARMU OWNER(OPSS) SUPGROUP(OPSS) DATA('CA OPS/MVS OPSPARM UPDATE')

Group OPSPARMR will later be permitted READ access to OPS/MVS resource OP$MVS.OPSPARM and connected to all
users that need to be able to query OPS/MVS parameters using command TSO OPSPARM SHOW. Group OPSPARMU
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will later be permitted UPDATE access to OPS/MVS resource OP$MVS.OPSPARM and connected to all users that
need to be able to both query and update OPS/MVS parameters using commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW and TSO
OPSPARM SET.

Define New Groups Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to define any groups other than the "pre-defined" groups that are listed in the table
DEFSAF facility and Group Names, such as groups based on user roles.

Execute DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(Y) specified to define the "pre-defined" group(s):

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(Y)

Executing the prior command will also permit those newly defined group(s) the appropriate access level to the appropriate
OPS/MVS resource name(s).

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(DEFINE) GROUPS(Y)

The previous example will build these RACF commands, assuming the defaults for owner name and parameters
EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

RDEFINE FACILITY OP$MVS.OPSAOF OWNER(OPSS)

ADDGROUP OPSAOF OWNER(OPSS) SUPGROUP(OPSS) DATA('GROUP OP$MVS.OPSAOF(U)')

PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSAOF CLASS(FACILITY) ID(OPSAOF) ACCESS(UPDATE)

ADDGROUP OPSAOFR OWNER(OPSS) SUPGROUP(OPSS) DATA('GROUP OP$MVS.OPSAOF(R)')

PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSAOF CLASS(FACILITY) ID(OPSAOFR) ACCESS(READ)

(Optional) Connect Users to Groups in RACF

If you have defined new RACF groups to control access to the new OPS/MVS resources, you will need to connect the
appropriate users to the appropriate groups.

Issue this RACF command to connect the user with id userid to the group named group that is owned by the owner:

CONNECT (userid) GROUP(group) OWNER(owner)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(SOMCLASS)

For example, this RACF command will connect the user with id USERID1 to the group named OPSADMIN that is owned
by (default) group OPSS:

CONNECT (USERID1) GROUP(OPSADMIN) OWNER(OPSS)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(SOMCLASS)

Connect Users Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to connect users to any groups other than the "pre-defined" groups that are listed in
the table DEFSAF facility and Group Names.

Execute DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(Y), and keyword SAFRO(userid) or SAFRW(userid) or SAFCR(userid)
specified to connect the user with id userid to the "pre-defined" group(s):

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(Y) [SAFRO(userid)|SAFRW(userid)|SAFCR(userid)]

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:
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TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(Y) SAFRW(USERID2)

The previous example will build these RACF commands, assuming the defaults for owner name and parameter
EXTSECCLASS:

CONNECT (USERID2) GROUP(OPSAOF) OWNER(OPSS) 

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(FACILITY) 

CONNECT (USERID2) GROUP(OPSAOFR) OWNER(OPSS)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(FACILITY)

Permit Access to the New Resources in RACF

Permission to access a particular OPS/MVS resource at a particular access level may be granted to a specific user, or to
a group (that is connected to multiple users).

Permit Access by a Specific User

Issue this RACF command to permit the user with the id userid access to the OPS/MVS resource named resource of the
class named class at the access level of level: 

PERMIT resource CLASS(class) ID(userid) ACCESS(level)

For example, these RACF commands will permit the user with the id USERID1 access to the OPS/MVS command TSO
OPSPARM SHOW and the user with the id USERID2 access to the OPS/MVS commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW
and TSO OPSPARM SET, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:

PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSPARM CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USERID1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSPARM CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USERID2) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Permit Access by a Specific User Using DEFSAF

DEFSAF can be used to permit a specific user access to a particular OPS/MVS resource at a particular access level
by executing DEFSAF with keyword GROUPS(N), and keyword SAFRO(userid) or SAFRW(userid) or SAFCR(userid)
specified:

TSO OI DEFSAF facility ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) [SAFRO(userid)|SAFRW(userid)|SAFCR(userid)]

For example, execute DEFSAF with these parameters:

TSO OI DEFSAF OPSAOF ACT(PERMIT) GROUPS(N) SAFRW(USERID2)

The previous example will build these RACF commands, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and
EXTSECPREFIX:

PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSAOF CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USERID2) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(FACILITY)

Permit Access by a Group

Issue this RACF command to permit the group named group access to the OPS/MVS resource named resource of the
class named class at the access level of level: 

PERMIT resource CLASS(class) ID(group) ACCESS(level)

For example, these RACF commands will permit the group named OPSPARMR access to the OPS/MVS command TSO
OPSPARM SHOW and the group named OPSPARMU access to the OPS/MVS commands TSO OPSPARM SHOW
and TSO OPSPARM SET, assuming the defaults for parameters EXTSECCLASS and EXTSECPREFIX:
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PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSPARM CLASS(FACILITY) ID(OPSPARMR) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT OP$MVS.OPSPARM CLASS(FACILITY) ID(OPSPARMU) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Permit Access by a Group Using DEFSAF

NOTE
DEFSAF cannot be used to permit access by any groups other than the "pre-defined" groups listed in the table
DEFSAF facility and Group Names.

Permission(s) for "pre-defined" group(s) is granted when you Define New Groups Using DEFSAF.

OSF Security
The following parameters control how security of the Operations Server Facility (OSF) is performed.

• OSFALLOWED
• OSFCHAR
• OSFCONSOLE
• OSFLOGONSOURCE
• OSFMINCONSAUTH
• OSFPRODUCT
• OSFSECURITY
• OSFSTC
• OSFSYSPLEXCMD
• OSFTSO

Cross-system Security
This section discusses how commands that are routed cross-system using the Multi-system Facility (MSF) are secured.

OPS/REXX functions and host environment commands and most POI commands that are routed to an external system
using the Multi-system Facility (MSF) are executed on the target system using the userid assigned to either the OPSMAIN
STC, an OPS/MVS OSF server, or an OPS/MVS USS server, as approriate. The exceptions follow.

OPSCMD Command Security

When a command is sent to execute on a remote system using the POI command OPSCMD, the user ID that is checked
and whose security privileges are used to execute that command on the target system is that of the issuer of the
command.

OPSRMT Command Security

When work is sent to execute in an OSF server address space on a remote system using the POI command OPSRMT,
and the OSFSECURITY parameter is set to CHECKUSERID, the user ID that is checked and whose security privileges
are used to execute that work on the target system is that of the issuer of the command.

How to Secure Incoming Commands from Test Systems

Use the SECURE|NOSECURE keywords on an OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE" command to identify
whether or not a remote system is secure.

Webcenter Security
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Webcenter Security (ACF2)
When regions are linked, you want to permit a remote region background user (nnnnBSYS) to log on to the local region. 

Define Remote Background User IDs

Define the remote background user ID to the local region.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the remote user ID nnnnBSYS as a user to the external security package. No password is required. Use the
following commands:

ACF

SET LID

INSERT nnnnBSYS NAME(bsys_user_name) PASSWORD(NOPW)

bsys_user_name specifies a text string to identify the user (for example, BSYS User 1).
2. Permit the remote user ID nnnnBSYS to the facility resource associated with the SYSBGRND MODELGROUP entry

in the PARMLIB(SXPARMS) member. The following command assumes the default value NETMASTR.BSYS is being
used:

ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY NETMASTR ADD(BSYS UID(bsysuid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

bsysuid is the user identification (UID) corresponding to the nnnnBSYS user.

Webcenter Security (Top Secret)
When regions are linked, you want to permit a remote region background user (nnnnBSYS) to log on to the local region. 

Define Remote Background User IDs

Define the remote background user ID to the local region.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the remote user ID nnnnBSYS as a user to the external security package. No password is required. Use the
following command:

TSS CRE(nnnnBSYS) TYPE(USER) DEPT(dept_acid) NAME('bsys_user_name') PASS(NOPW,0)

bsys_user_name specifies a text string to identify the user (for example, BSYS User 1).
2. Permit the remote user ID nnnnBSYS to the facility resource associated with the SYSBGRND MODELGROUP entry

in the PARMLIB(SXPARMS) member. The following command assumes the default value NETMASTR.BSYS is being
used:

TSS PERMIT(nnnnBSYS) IBMFAC(NETMASTR.BSYS) ACCESS(READ)

Webcenter Security (IBM RACF)
When regions are linked, you want to permit a remote region background user (nnnnBSYS) to log on to the local region. 

Define Remote Background User IDs

Define the remote background user ID to the local region.
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Follow these steps:

1. Define the remote user ID nnnnBSYS as a user to the external security package. No password is required. Use the
following command:

ADDUSER nnnnBSYS NAME('bsys_user_name')

bsys_user_name specifies a text string to identify the user (for example, BSYS User 1).
2. Permit the remote user ID nnnnBSYS to the facility resource associated with the SYSBGRND MODELGROUP entry

in the PARMLIB(SXPARMS) member. The following command assumes the default value NETMASTR.BSYS is being
used:

PERMIT NETMASTR.BSYS CLASS(FACILITY) ID(nnnnBSYS) ACCESS(READ)

bsysuid is the user identification (UID) corresponding to the nnnnBSYS user.
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Integrating

About Integrating with Other Products
How to Use This Integration Section
This section provides information and data to help you learn how to automate your data center with the OPS/
MVS product. It provides this information with varying levels of complexity and detail.

The target audience for this section is any data center automation personnel. It is written so that data center automaters
with varying degrees of experience and knowledge can use the content.

Portions of this section are written sequentially so that users with little knowledge or experience can start at the beginning
with OPS/MVS basics and, in order of lessons, learn about topics with ever-increasing complexity. This order also enables
users with higher, varying levels of system automation proficiency to learn about individual, selected topics as single,
usable portions of the whole.

Other portions of this section conform to the more standard, user-guide format. They present reference information
about OPS/MVS facilities that let you powerfully and efficiently design and implement your own system automation
blueprint.

If you have little or no experience, start at the beginning with the Begin Using the Product section and proceed as far as
you are comfortable. If you already have experience with OPS/MVS and want to learn about a specific tool or concept
that is explained with a step-by-step lesson, choose that topic from the table of contents (or index) and follow the section
from the point indicated, as long as appropriate. Note that, if appropriate, each lesson refers you to the correct reference
section with a corresponding topic.

How You Automate Your Data Center
This section discusses the role of the person or persons automating your data center.

Anybody can automate the z/OS system of a data center using OPS/MVS. Of course, data center operations, systems
programming experience, or both are helpful. In reality, however, it is often not operations experience that makes a
successful automater-it is more an understanding of the following:

• How your business operates
• Methods and procedures your business follows on a day-to-day basis
• The stated policies and procedures of your organization
• How your enterprise runs its data center, uses its z/OS operating system, and uses those computer programs that

were written to help your business operate

Operations Overview-Historically Speaking
This section explains how OPS/MVS has developed with respect to the history of data center operations.

Towards the beginning of computer system history, when programs were run using card decks and each line of program
code had its own card, programs (jobs) were run one at time. Output, usually in the form of a printout, was produced
at the time a job ran. If a job had errors or problems occurred when it ran, error messages were generally indicated on
its printout. In other words, computer operations were sequentially oriented. One job ran at a time, and no complicated
interfaces existed. At that time, there were no operations to automate.
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Later, computer systems shed the bulky card stack technology and had advanced to the point that more than one
job could run at the same time. Also, jobs themselves had advanced. As examples, they could read different types of
magnetic media for input and print to more than one printer for output. To accomplish these things, operations personnel
needed a means of communicating with the operating system of the computer, the programmers who were running jobs,
and other operations-type personnel. This communication was accomplished with the implementation of the system
console, the master terminal. Through this console, an operator could do things like start all jobs in a data center or be
notified about system errors.

As time went on, computer systems became more powerful and data centers became more complex. Data centers
were able to keep track of the information needs of an entire business. To do this, some data centers ran more than one
computer or operating system 24 hours a day, seven days a week. And their operators began using multiple system
consoles to communicate efficiently with this complex of computer activity.

Today, computers and their operating systems have become so powerful that many thousands of jobs can run every day
in one data center. The z/OS operating system for instance, the operating system of choice for many large data centers,
can run multiple versions of itself and each can run many jobs at the same time. In these complex data centers, human
operators cannot keep up with all system events. No person or persons can.

That is why a system automation product such as OPS/MVS has become critical. It can respond automatically to any or all
events that occur in a z/OS system such as the following:

• Follow established procedures
• Watch the message stream of the system
• Issue DISPLAY commands and examine their output
• Track time and execute scheduled actions based on time
• Apply common sense
• Take action
• Call for help
• Answer queries about the status of your system

Why Integrate
Through integration with other products, OPS/MVS provides you with a unified automation environment for your
enterprise. Integration with other products enables you to automate responses to events detected by those products, (for
example, performance problems detected by SYSVIEW).

OPS/MVS offers a broad set of integrated components for:

• Managing the health and availability of each aspect of your computing infrastructure
• Assessing and managing the cost of these components in the enterprise
• Managing the service to end users, ultimately sharing the costs of IT across the entities that use them

Integration with other products provides more ways to collect data to help automation applications make informed
decisions. It also provides a more comprehensive set of actions for automation applications. The more actions that can
be taken, the better a problem can be resolved. For example, not all CICS messages are issued to the z/OS console.
Some are issued to the CICS transient data queue. Also, some actions related to CICS cannot be issued as operator
commands. Instead, they must be issued as commands to CICS. To address these needs, the CICS Operational Facility
(COF) is offered as a separate component for integration with OPS/MVS. It provides the level of integration necessary to
solve CICS related problems.

As another example of the need for integration, OPS/MVS can react to events external to the job scheduling process,
thereby initiating actions that control job scheduling activities.
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Event Management

OPS/MVS reacts to events from various sources and automates responses. Facilities are available to provide enhanced
management for events from the following sources through integration:

• AP through the Common Components and Services CAICCI service and Multi-System Facility (MSF) to provide
outboard automation and automated notification, which includes paging, email, text-to-speech, voice notification,
solicitation of input through Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) tones, pre-recorded messages, and message
forwarding

• NSM through the OPS/MVS UNIX System Services (USS) interface, CCS Event Management component, and
CAICCI service to provide unified event management for your mainframe and distributed systems

• SYSVIEW through the OPS/MVS generic event application program interface (API) to provide automated responses to
performance related problems

• MIM through the OPS/MVS generic event API and MIC to provide automated responses to named events and cross-
system event management

• PDSMAN through the OPS/MVS generic event API to provide automated responses to partitioned resource situations
• CA 7 through the CCS Global Subsystem (GSS) and CAIENF services to enable the issuing of product-specific

commands to perform CA 7 functions in response to messages
• Jobtrac and Scheduler through the GSS service to enable the issuing of product-specific commands to perform Jobtrac

and Scheduler functions in response to messages
• NetMaster products to provide unified alert monitoring
• z/VM systems through a client/server application to enable automated responses to z/VM messages, and to monitor

and manage Linux for zSeries guests
• Customer Information Control System (CICS) through the CICS Operations Facility (COF) to provide automated

responses to CICS transient data queue (TDQ) messages
• Information Management System (IMS) through the IMS Operations Facility (IOF) to provide automated responses to

IMS messages
• Tivoli OMEGAMON XE by writing exception messages to OPS/MVS through the SUBSYS DD statement to provide

automated responses to those messages
• Tivoli NetView through the NetView Interface and the NetView Operator Facility (NOF) to unify network and system

automation

Problem Management

Service Desk Manager provides service request, incident, problem, and change management that maximizes analyst
productivity and enhances responsiveness. Integration enables OPS/MVS problems be recorded in Service Desk
Manager for analysis and action.

Integrating with CA 7

Overview and Value

Through integration, the OPS/MVS knowledge of both internal and external job scheduling events alleviates the
complexities of job scheduling through automated responses to various batch and job process conditions.

 OPS/MVS provides tight, two-way communications with the CA 7 scheduling product, including built-in REXX address
environments that enable OPS/MVS automation to display and control scheduling activities. For example, demand CA 7
to schedule a job in response to mainframe events. In addition, through integration with the CA 7 Browse Log, OPS/MVS
gains awareness of CA 7 events.

For two-way command integration, you must configure GSS. If you only must issue commands to CA 7, you can use the
OPSCA7 function. If you want OPS/MVS to have access to CA 7 browse log messages so that they can be automated,
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there are two methods: send selected browse log messages from CA 7 in the form of API events, or send all CA 7 browse
log messages by way of CAIENF.

Environment, OPS/REXX Function, Programs, and Rules

The following environment, function, programs, and rules are available to help you monitor and respond to CA 7 events:

• The ADDRESS CA7 environment allows you to send commands to CA 7 through OPS/REXX programs and retrieve
the responses.
CA 7 provides the CA7OPSRX OPS/REXX program in its CAICLS0 data set. This program uses ADDRESS CA7 to
send commands.

NOTE
 For more information, see the CA 7 Workload Automation Interface Reference Guide.

• The OPSCA7 OPS/REXX function allows you to send commands to CA 7 through OPS/REXX programs.
•  OPS/MVS provides the following sample OPS/REXX programs in the SAMPLES data set:

– The ADDRCA7 and UCC7 programs demand CA 7 to schedule a job and retrieve the job information.
– The SHUTCA7 program shuts down a CA 7 region.
– The SHUTCA7I program shuts down CA 7 Independent Communications Manager (ICOM).

• The sample CAS9200I and CAS9300E )MSG rules in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set start and stop the interface to CA
7 browse log based on the status of the CAIENF service.

Enable ADDRESS CA7

For OPS/MVS to use the ADDRESS CA7 environment, you must configure the GSS service to enable the environment.

To enable ADDRESS CA7, add the following statement in your GSS parameter library:

ADDRESS CA7 CAL2X2WR 15 TYPE 0

This change takes effect when GSS is recycled.

Access to the CA 7 Browse log messages

The recommended method to receive CA 7 browse log messages into OPS/MVS for automation is to configure CA 7 to
send selected messages as API events in the OPSLOG.

 Follow these steps: 

        1. Ensure that the OPS/MVS parameter APIACTIVE is set to ON/YES.

2. Configure CA 7 to send all or selected messages to OPS/MVS. For more information see CA 7 12.0 Interface with
OPS/MVS  or CA 7 12.0 Event Notifications. 

NOTE

: CA 7 Browse log messages that are sent as API events have a standard message id of CA7MSG.

To receive CA 7 browse log messages by way of ENF you must add a data control module (DCM) to the ENF database to
access the CA 7 Browse log.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install CA 7 Release 3.3 or higher.
2. Set the OPS/MVS INITCA7 parameter to YES in the OPSSPA00 member. If you want OPS/MVS to generate

ENF-related trace messages, then you must also set the OPS/MVS DEBUGENF parameter to YES. Also,
depending on the volume of browse messages that CA 7 produces, you may need to tailor the default values of the
CAIENFMAX and CAIENFRATE parameter.

3. Add the DCM to ENF. Verify with CA 7 Technical Support that their SAMPJCL contains an L232DCM1 job.
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This job installs the CA 7 browse event. An ENF EVENT command listing all of the DCMs that are installed should
display:
DCM module name: CAL2DCM1 Description: CA 7 BROWSE EVENT Installed

 date: 01.010 time: 11:25:20

Integrating with AP
 Contents 

  

Overview and Value

Through MSF, OPS/MVS provides bidirectional integration with AP. AP helps you consolidate events from and automate
responses to multiple platforms including mainframes managed by OPS/MVS.

Integration between OPS/MVS and AP lets you asynchronously transmit data and commands between OPS/MVS and AP.
For integration, you need to configure CAICCI and MSF.

The functions you can perform from OPS/MVS include the following:

• Trigger automation on AP workstation
• Write items to a queue
• Execute a REXX EXEC
• Address AP Alert 

The functions you can perform from AP include the following:

• Enable outboard automation for the entire z/OS shutdown and initial program load (IPL) process.
• Enable cross-system multi-platform correlation of events.
• Enable remote viewing and control of z/OS operator consoles and Hardware Management Console (HMC).
• Provide problem notification and escalation.

Environments and Rule

The following environments and rule are available to help you communicate with AP:

• The ADDRESS AP and the ADDRESS WTO environments enable you to send commands and messages to AP.

NOTE
For more information, see the Command and Function Reference 

• AP provides the ADDRESS OPS environment. The environment enables you to send commands and messages to
OPS/MVS.

NOTE
For more information, see the AP Reference Guide.

• The sample APNOTIFY )MSG rule in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set notifies AP when IKJ574I (broadcast data set full)
messages are not responded to.

Establish Communication with AP

For OPS/MVS to communicate with AP, you must configure both products.

The following components are required for the establishment of communication between OPS/MVS and AP:

• CAICCI service
• MSF
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NOTE
 This topic provides an overview of how to establish communication between OPS/MVS and AP. For detailed
information, see  Administrating .

 To configure OPS/MVS for communication with AP 

1. Ensure that CAICCI is installed on your system.
The CAICCI service is available to MSF as a means of communication.

2. Define MSF sessions in your MSFINIT program:
– Use the following statements to enable MSF to use CAICCI:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(msf_id_local) APPLID(local_vtam_name)"

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(msf_id_remote) APPLID(ap_caicci_id) CCI"

– Use the following statement to define AP to MSF:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(ap_host_name) APPLID(ap_caicci_id) AP"

NOTE
These changes take effect when MSF is recycled. If you want to make these changes available to the current
MSF instance, use OPSVIEW Option 4.2 to define these sessions to the current instance.

3. Ensure that the following statements are included in your OPSSPA00 program:
var = OPSPRM("SET","INITMSF","YES")

var = OPSPRM("SET","INITCCI","YES")

var = OPSPRM("SET","APDEFAULTUSERID","user_id")

var = OPSPRM("SET","OSFSECURITY","CHECKUSERID")

var = OPSPRM("SET","MSFDELAY","10")

These changes take effect when OPS/MVS is recycled.
OPS/MVS is configured for communication with AP.

 To configure AP for communication with OPS/MVS  

1. Access AP Configuration Manager, and then navigate to OPS/MVS Interface to open the CCI Configuration dialog.
2. Use the following REMOTE statement to define the MSF CAICCI node that AP connects to:

REMOTE=ops_host_nameops_caicci_id 32768 STARTUP PORT=ops_caicci_port

3. Open the OPS/MVS Event Traffic Configuration dialog, include the defined node, and recycle OPS/MVS Interface.
AP is configured for communication with OPS/MVS.

Automated Problem Notification

Through OPS/MVS Automated Operations Facility (AOF) rules, you can escalate problems on your z/OS systems and
use the Notification Manager in AP to automate problem notification using various methods (for example, paging). This
ensures that someone knows about the problems, irrespective of whether they are on the systems being monitored.

 Example: Notification of the Condition that the Broadcast Data Set Is Full 

A common problem on z/OS systems is for the broadcast data set to fill up, resulting in an IKJ574I message. You can use
the distributed sample &hlq.CCLXRULS(APNOTIFY) rule to notify appropriate staff of the problem:

1. The rule is enabled.
2. The initialization section of the rule sets up some initial values, including the list of timesharing option (TSO) users to

notify and the criteria for problem escalation.
3. When an IKJ574I message is detected, the rule uses ADDRESS OPER to send the following message to the TSO

users:
BROADCAST data set is full

It suppresses further IKJ574I messages from the console.
4. If the problem is not acknowledged after it has occurred a predefined number of times, it is escalated to a Notification

Manager group in  AP (as defined in MSFID) using ADDRESS AP.
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5. A group member acknowledges the problem and sets the GLOBAL.IKJ574I_ACKNOWLEDGED variable, suppressing
further messages from the console. The rule takes no further action until the variable is reset.

6. The problem is corrected, and the variable is reset.

Integrating with Zowe CLI
Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets users interact with the mainframe in a familiar format. The OPS/MVS Plug-
in for Zowe CLI introduces new CLI commands that enable efficient automation administration and resource management.
You can use the plug-in to integrate OPS/MVS automation into continuous integration/continuous development (CI/CD)
workflows.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed OPS/MVS users are entitled to support for this plug-
in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Learn More

The following resources can help you learn more about Zowe CLI and plug-ins:

• OPS/MVS Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Learn more about this plug-in and its available commands in the Brightside documentation.

• Installing Plug-ins
Learn how to install Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI.

• Zowe Docs Site
Learn about installing and using Zowe CLI, open source plug-ins, and other components such as Zowe API Mediation
Layer.

Brightside is the Broadcom enterprise-class support offering for Zowe. The Brightside documentation includes
information about Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI that are available for general use, Broadcom Early Access plug-ins
that require Brightside license to download, and simplified installation methods.

Zowe CLI is an open-source component of the Zowe project that lets you interact with the mainframe remotely and use
common tools such as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, bash scripts, and build tools for
mainframe development.

Integrating with CICS
 Contents 

  

Overview and Value

The CICS Operations Facility (COF) is an interface between OPS/MVS and CICS that extends the capability for AOF
rule processing to CICS messages, which are written only to CICS transient data queues. This additional message traffic
expands the number of automatable events that you can use to control CICS subsystems. Events that are visible to AOF
rules using the COF include terminal failures, the logon and logoff activities of the user, and journal switches.

With the COF interface installed, a single copy of OPS/MVS can handle an unlimited number of CICS address spaces.
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The interface enables OPS/MVS to seamlessly integrate CICS regions with the OPS/MVS operation of z/OS and JES. It
enables you to issue various operator-oriented CICS transactions (CEMT) through the z/OS MODIFY console command if
security and console definitions are properly defined to CICS. You have the capability to use the write-to-operator (WTO)
event on all transient data messages so they can be displayed on a specific console, the system log, and OPSLOG, and
periodically produce a special CICS heartbeat message to ensure that transaction activity is proceeding as usual in CICS.

Install the XTDOUT COF Interface for CICS/TS

The following list pertains to the CICS/TS interface:

• It uses the CICS global exit (XTDOUT) to intercept all transient data write requests. OPS/MVS matches a transient
data queue name against a list of designated queue names for AOF processing.

• Messages sent to the matched queue names are forwarded to the AOF for rules processing, which also allows for
message suppression and rewording. Messages sent to unmatched queue names are ignored by the exit.

• You build and maintain the designated queue name list with the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF command.
• No changes to the standard CICS DCT are required to intercept transient data messages and the selection of specific

destinations can be dynamically altered.
• You can build a distinct queue name list for each CICS region, and a general default list for undefined CICS regions.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy load module OPCITDCN from SYS1.OPS.CCLXLOAD to a library in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation.
2. The module is linked AMODE=31 and RMODE=ANY.
3. Define the transaction and program to CICS using the CICS RDO facility:

DEFINE GROUP(OPXTDOUT) PROGRAM(OPCITDCN)

   DATALOCATION(ANY) EXECKEY(CICS)

   LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER) RESIDENT(YES)

   DESCRIPTION(OPS/MVS XTDOUT GLOBAL EXIT)

DEFINE GROUP(OPXTDOUT) TRANSID(OPTD) PROGRAM(OPCITDCN)

   TASKDATAKEY(CICS) TASKDATALOC(ANY)

   DESCRIPTION(OPS/MVS XTDOUT EXIT CONTROL)

INSTALL GROUP(OPXTDOUT)

ADD GROUP(OPXTDOUT) LIST(DFHLIST)

The XTDOUT exit code is contained in the OPCITDCN program, and it is enabled as an entry point address in this
module using the name OPCITDEX. The exit program does not need to be defined to CICS.

4. Enable the XTDOUT exit by invoking OPTD from a CICS terminal or with a MODIFY command from a z/OS console.
OPCITDCN may be added to the CICS PLTPI stage 3 for automatic exit enablement at CICS initialization when
desired.

5. Activate the AOF processing of CICS messages by setting the INITCOF and CICSAOF parameters to YES and define,
at the least, the default transient data queue name list.
X = OPSPRM('SET','INITCOF','YES')

X = OPSPRM('SET','CICSAOF','YES')

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEFINE JOBNAME(DEFAULT)",

     "DESTIDS(CSMT,CSSL,CADL,...)"

The XTDOUT COF interface for CICS/TS is installed.

NOTE
 For information on permitting the suppression of transient data queue messages by AOF rules, see the
description of the CICSDELETE parameter.

The OPTD transaction may be used to disable and re-enable the exit at any time by invoking OPTD with a single
character command code as follows:
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• OPTD E-Enable the XTDOUT exit (default command)
• OPTD D-Disable the XTDOUT exit
• OPTD S-Display the status of the XTDOUT exit
• OPTD T-Issue a test message to the transient data queue
• OPTD H-Issue the periodic CICS status message, OPS3420O

Integrating with Data Content Discovery

Overview and Value

Data Content Discovery provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS. This integration lets you quickly and easily monitor
the active status events of the Data Content Discovery Controller.

When integrated, active status events let Data Content Discovery communicate with the OPS/MVS System State
Manager (SSM) component. The following list describes the event states:

starting
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is initializing.

up
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is active.

stopping
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is terminating.

down
Indicates that Data Content Discovery is inactive.

Environments and Rule

Resource state messages from Data Content Discovery are sent as event notifications to OPS/MVS using the OPS/MVS
generic event API. These messages are processed by) API rules to provide automated responses to partitioned resource
situations.

Data Content Discovery provides the sample rule SSMCAAPI) API in the &hlq.CCLXRULM data set. This sample rule
responds to the status of Data Content Discovery and the CASTATE events.

Establish Communication with Data Content Discovery

You do not need to perform any configuration in Data Content Discovery to enable the product interface to OPS/MVS.
Event communication is active when Data Content Discovery and OPS/MVS are active in the same z/OS image. By
default, the OPS API event parameter, APIACTIVE, is set to YES by OPS/MVS. This setting automatically enables the
integration with Data Content Discovery, letting the product provide information to OPS/MVS rules, or read information
from OPS/MVS. For more information, see OPS/MVS documentation.

 

Integrating with Jobtrac

Overview and Value

Integration between OPS/MVS and Jobtrac lets you issue Jobtrac commands in response to messages. For integration,
you need to configure GSS.
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Environment

The ADDRESS JOBTRAC environment is available to enable you to send commands to Jobtrac through OPS/REXX
programs and retrieve the responses.

Enable ADDRESS JOBTRAC

For OPS/MVS to use the ADDRESS JOBTRAC environment, you must configure the GSS service to enable the
environment.

To enable ADDRESS JOBTRAC, add the following statement in your GSS parameter library:

ADDRESS JOBTRAC GJTRGCUU 5 TYPE 3

This change takes effect when GSS is recycled.

Integrating with MIM
Contents

Overview and Value

MIM provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS in several areas, including product state management, health check
status management, and individual automation event management.

You do not need to do anything for MIM to enable the product interface to OPS/MVS and you do not need to issue any
MIM initialization statement or commands to activate the interface. If MIM and OPS/MVS are active in the same z/OS
image, MIM automatically communicates MIMautomation events to OPS/MVS.

Before the MIM-to-OPS/MVS interface existed, OPS/MVS could automate MIM events through console messages, and
OPS/MVS can still use MIM console message traffic for automation events. Console messages are processed by OPS/
MVS )MSG rules. Depending upon the particular automation event, OPS/MVS rules may need to correlate console
messages and, in some instances, issue commands and interrogate command responses to collect information about a
given event.

On the other hand, the MIM-to-OPS/MVS interface is an integrated two-way communication mechanism. MIM passes
automation event information directly to OPS/MVS, including all pertinent data related to the automation event in the form
of OPS REXX variables. These events can be automated using an OPS/MVS )API rule. This interface is more efficient
and reduces the complexity of OPS/MVS automation rules as the event data in readily available in REXX variables. This
internal interface also eliminates the dependence on the format and content of console message text.

Also, MIM can take action on an automation event as directed by an OPS/MVS )API automation rule. MIM and OPS/MVS
seamlessly work together to automate the management of shared-system resources.

Environment, Program, and Rules

The following environment, programs, and rules are available to help you monitor and respond to MIM events:

• The ADDRESS OPER environment enables you to send commands across systems through MIC and retrieve the
responses.

• The MEDSMIM OPS/REXX program in the SAMPLES data set gathers environmental information about MIM.
• OPS/MVS provides the following sample rules:

– The SSMCAAPI )API rule in the &hlq.CCLXRULM data set, and the APIHRTB1, APIHRTB2, and APIHRTB3 )API
rules in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set monitor and respond to the status of MIM. These rules respond to the
CASTATE and CAHEARTBT events.
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NOTE
For more information about the named events, see the MIM Resource Sharing Programming Guide.

– The APIMIMGR )API rule in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set data set monitors and responds to a VARY delay event
from MIA. This rule responds to the MIM2211 event.

NOTE
For more information about the named event, see the MIA Tape Sharing Programming Guide.

– The GCM )API rule in the &hlq.CCLXRULS data set excludes internal MIC messages from OPSLOG.

Set Up Interface to MIC

The interface between OPS/MVS and MIC provides the following capabilities:

• The OPS/MVS subsystem can issue cross-system commands through the MIC subsystem by using the OPSCMD
command processor or the ADDRESS OPER OPS/REXX host command environment to any system in the MICplex.
The solicited command response messages are returned to the command issuer and may optionally be recorded in the
OPSLOG.

• The OPS/MVS subsystem can receive unsolicited messages from any system in the MICplex and record them in the
OPSLOG.

• AOF rules can recognize and interrogate fields from solicited and unsolicited MIC imported messages and take action
based on the message data presented.

The MICplex can consist of up to 128 systems configured in a single sysplex, non-sysplex systems, systems in multiple
sysplexes, or VM systems where MIC for VM is running as a service machine. Messages from up to 128 systems can now
be forwarded through MIC to any OPS/MVS subsystem.

When all of your systems are in a single sysplex, you can use sysplex services to perform most of these functions.
However, the MIC message filtering criteria are superior to those provided by sysplex. If you have licensed the Multi-
System Facility (MSF), you can perform these functions by using the SYSTEM keyword of OPSCMD and ADDRESS
OPER and by writing AOF rules to forward messages from one system to another.

Configure the Interface

For instructions on how to configure MIC to do the following, see the MIC Message Sharing Systems Programmer Guide:

• Use the LINK command to enable the cross-system command and response feature
• Use the COLLECT command to have MIC import unsolicited messages to local OPS/MVS subsystem

If you only intend to use the MIC cross-system command interface and do not want to automate the command responses
or have them displayed in OPSLOG, then no OPS/MVS configuration is required.

If you intend to display MIC imported messages in OPSLOG, you must set the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter to
MVSGLOBAL. If you intend to have MIC imported messages automated by AOF rules, you must set the AOFMESSAGES
parameter to MVSGLOBAL.

NOTE

Changing this parameter may have a major impact on your automation

 

In most sites that run both products, OPS/MVS is usually started prior to MIC. However, if MIC is started before OPS/MVS
and the OPS/MVS SSIMSG parameter is set to a value of YES, you will find that the MIC internal encrypted messages
(all of which have message IDs that start with GCM/) appear in the OPSLOG. We recommend that you always start OPS/
MVS before MIC. However, if that sequence does not fit into your automation scheme, use the following sample rule
(which has also been included in member GCM of the OPS/MVS sample rules library) that demonstrates how to exclude
all the GCM messages from the OPSLOG.
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NOTE

You should not attempt to suppress these GCM/ messages or you will impact the functionality of MIC.

)MSG GCM/* NOOPSLOG 

)PROC 

return

Identify Messages Received from MIC

When writing AOF rules you need to be aware that MIC imported messages have the following attributes:

• The MSG.MIC environmental variable is set to 1.
• The MSG.REISSUE environmental variable is set to 1.
• The MSG.SYNA environmental variable contains the name of the system from which the message originated.
• The MSG.JOBNM environmental variable contains the job number of the task that originally issued the message. This

field contains a value of NONE when the originating task was a z/OS subsystem or a VM application, which did not
have a job number.

• The MSG.JOBID environmental variable contains the job number of the task that originally issued the message. This
field contains the MVS subsystem name or the VM application name when the originating task was a z/OS subsystem
or a VM application, which did not have a job number.

• The MSG.JOBNAME environmental variable contains the name of the task that originally issued the message.

MIC presents imported messages to OPS/MVS using the above standards, regardless of any MIC message editing
parameter values in effect on any system. In other words, MIC consistently presents OPS/MVS with original message
data regardless of the MIC message editing that may have taken place on a given system based on the MIC MIMINIT
EDITMESSAGE, SYSNAME, SYSTYPE, and JOBID parameters.

When the local MIC subsystem is directing imported messages to the local OPS/MVS subsystem, it is important that
AOF rules interrogate the MSG.SYNA, the MSG.REISSUE environmental variables, or both to identify the systems from
which messages are originating. Otherwise, these rules may misinterpret MIC imported messages as being from the local
system, which may result in unpredictable or incorrect actions.

The following sample AOF MSG rule allows imported MIC messages to be easily identified in OPSLOG. Filtering on the
USER column with a value of MIC limits the display to MIC imported messages. The display can also be limited to those
messages imported from a particular system by filtering on the COLOR column.

NOTE

This logic colorizes all imported messages from systems XE13, XE12, and XE07. If you only want to colorize
the MIC imported messages, the select statement needs to be subject to the MSG.MIC = 1 condition. If you
decide to implement this rule, we suggest that you merge the rule logic into any existing MSG * rules that you
may have.

)MSG * 

)PROC

if MSG.MIC = 1 then 

  MSG.USER = "MIC"  

select 

  when MSG.SYNA = "XE13" then 

    MSG.COLOR = OPSCOLOR("TURQ") 

  when MSG.SYNA = "XE12" then 

    MSG.COLOR = OPSCOLOR("YELLOW") 

  when MSG.SYNA = "XE07" then 

    MSG.COLOR = OPSCOLOR("PINK") 

  otherwise 

    nop 
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end

Integrating with NetMaster Products

Overview and Value

NetMaster products enable you to manage your mainframe networks and provide an alert monitor that warns you about
things that need attention. Integration between OPS/MVS and NetMaster products lets you consolidate system and
network alerts on a single monitor.

Environment

The ADDRESS NETMASTR environment is available to enable you to create and maintain alerts on the NetMaster alert
monitor.

Enable NetMaster to Handle External Alerts

For OPS/MVS to create and maintain alerts on the NetMaster alert monitor, you must configure the NetMaster region to
enable the feature.

To enable NetMaster to handle external alerts, specify YES in the Enable External Alerts? field of the ALERTS parameter
group.

NOTE
For more information, see your NetMaster documentation.

Integrating with NSM
Contents

Overview and Value

Integration between OPS/MVS and NSM provides the following capabilities:

• Send messages to NSM for event consolidation and correlation through the Event Management component of CCS for
z/OS and NSM. Integration through Event Management lets you see events from OPS/MVS in the NSM Event Console
and use NSM to perform event correlation.

• Send information about resources defined to SSM through the NSM SSM OPS/MVS Option to NSM for management
on a WorldView map.

Event Management

The Event Management components in CCS for z/OS enables you to route messages and commands bidirectionally
between any instance of Event Management, including other CCS for z/OS, NSM agents, and OPS/MVS. Event
management decisions can be made on the platform that makes the most sense.

Integration between the Event Management components in CCS for z/OS and NSM provides a focal point for message
management throughout your heterogeneous networked environment.

The following components are required for the establishment of communications between OPS/MVS and NSM through
Event Management:

• OPS/MVS USS interface to enable communications between OPS/MVS and CCS Event Management
• CAICCI services for connection between the OPS/MVS system and the NSM server to enable communications

between the Event Management components
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NOTE
For information about how to configure CAICCI, see Common Components and Services Administration.

USS Interface to Event Management

The OPS/MVS USS interface to z/OS Event Management does the following:

• Lets Event Management console messages be available in OPSLOG
• Lets USS rules take action on the Event Management console messages
• Lets OPS/MVS send commands and messages to z/OS Event Management or any other CCS Event Management

connected platform

Environment

The ADDRESS USS environment is available to enable you to send commands and messages to Event Management.

Set Up the USS Interface

For OPS/MVS to communicate with CCS Event Management, you must set up the USS interface.

NOTE
This topic provides an overview of how to set up the USS interface. For detailed information, see  Install the
UNIX System Services .

To set up the USS interface for CCS Event Management

1. Ensure that Event Management is installed on your system.
2. Customize the INSTUSEX job in the CNTL data set, and submit it.

The OPS/MVS message exit is copied to the Event Management file system.
3. Ensure that the following statements are included in your OPSSPA00 program:

var = OPSPRM("SET","INITUSS","YES")

        var = OPSPRM("SET","USSRULES","YES")

        var = OPSPRM("SET","USSACTIVE","ON")

       

These changes take effect when OPS/MVS is recycled.

Centralized Monitoring of Mainframe and Distributed Systems

By consolidating messages to the NSM Event Console, you can monitor the health of your mainframe and distributed
systems from a central location. OPS/MVS can send messages to the Event Console by using the ADDRESS USS WTO
command. A typical implementation can be as follows:

1. You want the Event Console to display messages that alert the operations staff to certain conditions on your
mainframe systems.

2. You create rules to detect those conditions.
3. In each rule, you include the following command so that when the rule triggers, a message (message_text) is sent to

the NSM server (nsm_host_name) for display on the Event Console:
ADDRESS USS "WTO TEXT('"message_text"') NODE(nsm_host_name)"

       

NOTE
The ADDRESS USS WTO command provides various keywords that let you specify attributes for the
message to be sent (for example, color). For more information, see the  Command and Function Reference .

4. When the rules are enabled, messages are sent using CAICCI to NSM as the monitored conditions occur.
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5. NSM can further process these messages (for example, correlate them with other messages and take appropriate
actions).

Integrating with PDSMAN

Overview and Value

Resource state messages from PDSMAN can be sent as event notifications to OPS/MVS using the OPS/MVS generic
event API. These messages can be processed by )API rules to provide automated responses to partitioned resource
situations.

NOTE

• Event notification passes information directly to OPS/MVS, including pertinent data in OPS/REXX variables.
• The integration between PDSMAN and OPS/MVS enhances the ability of your operations staff to automate

or track system operations, and to monitor and manage your partitioned library environment.

Rule

PDSMAN generates the PDSM_RSM event that you can use in )API rules. The APIPDSMN sample )API rule in the
&hlq.CCLXRULS data set monitors and responds to this event.

NOTE
For more information about the PDSM_RSM event, see the PDSMAN PDS Library Management Partitioned
Resource Monitoring User Guide.

Enable Event Notification from PDSMAN

For OPS/MVS to process event notifications from PDSMAN, you must configure PDSMAN to enable event notification.

Event notification is enabled in OPS/MVS by default through the APIACTIVE parameter.

To enable event notification in PDSMAN, set the OPSMVS parameter to YES in the relevant $MONITOR control
statements.

NOTE
For more information, see the PDSMAN PDS Library Management Administration Guide.

Integrating with Scheduler

Overview and Value

Integration between OPS/MVS and Scheduler lets you issue Scheduler commands in response to messages. For
integration, you need to configure GSS.

Environment

The ADDRESS CASCHD environment is available to enable you to send commands to Scheduler through OPS/REXX
programs and retrieve the responses.

Enable ADDRESS CASCHD

For OPS/MVS to use the ADDRESS CASCHD environment, you must configure the GSS service to enable the
environment.

To enable ADDRESS CASCHD, add the following statement in your GSS parameter library:
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ADDRESS CASCHD CAJCADDR 15 DETACH TYPE 0

This change takes effect when GSS is recycled.

Integrating with Service Desk Manager

Overview and Value

 OPS/MVS can open Service Desk Manager requests automatically for the following types of problems:

• Recoverable product abends
• Shortages of process blocks, which are necessary for automation
• Failure to respond to internal MSF ping requests
• Operator Server Facility (OSF) TSO server transactions that exceed their elapsed time or output line limits
• Automated Operations Facility (AOF) rules that fail to complete due to errors

This integration provides your organization with an immediately recorded notification of a problem so that it can be
addressed before causing more serious problems. For integration, you need to configure the CAICCI and CAISDI
services.

Enable Service Desk Manager Requests

For OPS/MVS to open Service Desk Manager requests, you must load the OPS/MVS data files in Service Desk Manager,
configure the CAICCI and CAISDI services, and enable Service Desk Manager requests in OPS/MVS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Load the OPS/MVS data files in Service Desk Manager using the following command. The data files are in the
$NX_ROOT\data\integrations\ directory.
pdm_userload -f data_file_name

NOTE
 For more information about the pdm_userload command, see the Service Desk Manager Administration
Guide.

a. Load the integOPMVS.dat data file.
b. (Required for ITIL-compliant Service Desk Manager only) Load the itil_integOPSMVS.dat data file.
Service Desk Manager is configured to accept Service Desk Manager requests from OPS/MVS.

2. Ensure that the CAICCI and CAISDI services are configured. Add a PRODUCT and an EVENT control statement to
the CAISDI/med parameter member, MEDPARMS, in your parmlib.
The CAISDI service is configured to pass OPS/MVS Service Desk Manager requests to Service Desk Manager using
CAICCI.

NOTE
 For detailed information, see Common Components and Services Service Desk Manager Installation.

3. Include the following statement in your OPSSPA00 program:
var = OPSPRM("SET","INITSD","YES")

 OPS/MVS is configured to be able to open Service Desk Manager requests. This change takes effect when OPS/
MVS is recycled. If you want to make this change available to the current OPS/MVS region, use OPSVIEW Option
4.1.1 to set the parameter in the current region and recycle the OPS/MVS Service Desk Manager Integration
component, SERVDESK.

NOTE
 For more information, see Parameter Reference.
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Create Service Desk Manager Requests

The address SERVDESK CREATE request environment lets you create a request on Service Desk Manager.

To create a Service Desk Manager request, use the following syntax:

address SERVDESK "REQ(CR) SUMM('summary_text.') DESC('description_text.') WAIT(25)"

Integrating with SYSVIEW

Overview and Value

Integration with SYSVIEW brings direct, automated responses to performance-related problems.

When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, multiple actions can be
taken. One action is to send information about an event through console messages, which can be processed by )MSG
rules; another action is to use the OPS/MVS generic event API to send an event notification to OPS/MVS, which can
be processed by )API rules. Event notification passes information directly to OPS/MVS, including pertinent data in
OPS/REXX variables. Using the event notification action reduces the number of console messages and the overhead
associated with processing the messages.

By proactively monitoring either type of event, the rules enable SYSVIEW commands to be issued automatically and the
responses returned to OPS/MVS. SYSVIEW commands can be issued to modify z/OS or any other monitored subsystem.
Updated data collected by SYSVIEW is available to OPS/REXX programs, providing continuously current information
for intelligent automated response. This interface enables OPS/MVS automation to display and control SYSVIEW
performance metrics, data collection settings, and monitoring tools.

Environment, Programs, and Rules

The following environment, programs, and rules are available to help you monitor and respond to SYSVIEW events:

• The ADDRESS SYSVIEWE environment enables you to send commands to SYSVIEW through OPS/REXX programs
and retrieve the responses.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSVIEW Administration Guide.

• OPS/MVS provides the following sample OPS/REXX programs and rules in the hlq.CCLXSAMP and hlq.CCLXRULS
data sets:
– The SPOOLMON program monitors and responds to threshold warnings for JES2 spool space and track groups

from SYSVIEW.
– The SYSVALRT program, together with the SYSVALRT )TOD rule, enables you to create an application to monitor

and respond to system alerts from SYSVIEW.
– The SYSVECMD program, together with the SYSVE )CMD rule, sends SYSVIEW commands.

• SYSVIEW generates CAGSV* events that you can use in )API rules.

NOTE
For more information, see the SYSVIEW Administration Guide.

Enable Event Notification from SYSVIEW

For OPS/MVS to process event notifications from SYSVIEW, you must configure SYSVIEW to enable event notification.

Event notification is enabled in OPS/MVS by default through the APIACTIVE parameter.

To enable event notification in SYSVIEW, set OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIFICATION to YES in either or both of the following
members in its hlq.CNM4BPRM data set: SYSDATA and SVWCOPTS.
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NOTE
For more information, see SYSVIEW Administration Guide.

Integrating with ESP
Communicating between job scheduling and system automation products is necessary when attempting to create truly
effective automated applications that require both products. For installations that utilize ESP, tools exist to allow your
automated applications to receive ESP event data, as well as issue and obtain command output from ESP commands.

Sending ESP Event Data to OPS/MVS 

Within ESP event procedures, you can utilize the SEND2OPS statement to forward any desired job monitoring data to
OPS/MVS. SEND2OPS generates a unique API event (CAESP00001) to OPS/MVS which can then be processed within
an API event rule (such as )API CAESP00001).

1. Verify that you set the OPS/MVS parm APIACTIVE to ON.
2. This settings lets OPS/MVS process the CAESP00001 API events sent from ESP or any other Broadcom product that

issues API events. Additionally, setting the BROWSEAPI OPS/MVS parameter to YES allows the SEND2OPS API
events to be logged within the OPSLOG for viewing.

NOTE

For more information about using SEND2OPS statement within WAEE procedures, see the ESP documentation:

•  Setting the OPSMVS parameter 
•  SEND2OPS Statement—Send a Message to OPS/MVS 

Obtaining ESP Information from within an OPS/MVS OPS/REXX Program

The >OPS/REXX Address ESP Host Environment lets OPS/REXX programs issue commands to the ESP product and
collect the associating command responses from the EDQ.

NOTE

 This host environment is only available in OPS/REXX programs that run in an OPS/MVS server, batch, or the
TSO foreground. Address ESP is not available in AOF rules directly.

 OPS/MVS and ESP Integration Samples

Refer to the following sample applications that demonstrate this integration.

 DSN  Member  Overview 

your.opsmvshlq.CCLXSAMP WAEEHLDAY Obtains the list of defined holidays within
ESP and assigns to an OPS/MVS global
variable utilizing the Address ESP Host
Environment.

your.opsmvshlq.CCLXSAMP WAEE2OPS Provides skeleton code to be used
within an ESP event procedure that uses
the SEND2OPS statement to send job
monitoring data to OPS/MVS.

your.opsmvshlq.CCLXRULS APIWAEE An OPS/MVS API rule that processes the
CAESP00001 API event created within the
WAEE2OPS sample OPS/REXX program.
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Integrating with IMS

Overview and Value

The IMS Operations Facility (IOF) is an interface between OPS/MVS and IMS that extends the OPS/MVS facilities to IMS.
For example, you can write AOF rules that process IMS messages, and you can use OPSVIEW to operate IMS.

A single copy of OPS/MVS can handle up to 32 copies of IMS. If you run multiple copies of IMS under the control of one
copy of OPS/MVS, the copies of IMS may be any combination of IMS levels that OPS/MVS supports.

The IOF interface enables OPS/MVS to seamlessly integrate IMS control regions with the OPS/MVS operation of z/
OS and JES. IMS requires its own master terminal, which receives most IMS related messages. The IOF interface
dynamically inserts an IMS Automated Operator (AO) exit to capture the IMS command and message traffic, and also
identifies and captures z/OS messages that are associated with the IMS. It provides integrated support for IMS DB/DC,
data communication control (DCCTL), and database control (DBCTL) environments.

To issue IMS commands and retrieve command responses, the IOF interface can use a batch message processing (BMP)
region, if it is available, or it can use the IMS write-to-operator-with-reply (WTOR) method when it needs to issue an IMS
command.

Configure IOF

Before you use IOF, you need to set up its parameters. If you do not have AO exits installed, you must also install the
supplied sample exits.

NOTE
 This topic provides an overview of how to configure IOF. For special considerations, see "Install the IMS
Operations Facility".

 To configure IOF 

1. Ensure that the following statements are included in your OPSSPA00 program:
– Include the following statement to activate IOF:

var = OPSPRM("SET","INITIMS","YES")

– Include the following statement for each IMS control region with which IOF communicates:
var = OPSPRM("SET","IMSnID","ims_id")

Include statements for other parameters as required.
These changes take effect when OPS/MVS is recycled.

NOTE
 For more information about IOF-related parameters, see "IMS-related (IOF) Parameters".

2. Install the supplied sample exits if you do not have AO exits installed:
– Customize the OPSAOUE0 job in the CNTL data set, and submit it.

A type 1 AO exit is installed.
– Customize the OPSAOE00 job in the CNTL data set, and submit it.

A type 2 AO exit is installed.
3. (Optional) Set up a BMP region.

OPS/MVS can issue IMS commands through this region instead of WTOR messages. For information on how to set
up a BMP regions, see "Install the IMS Operations Facility".
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Integrating with Tivoli NetView

Overview and Value

Integration between OPS/MVS and Tivoli NetView is provided by the NetView interface and NOF. It enables you to
combine the system automation capabilities of OPS/MVS with the network automation capabilities of Tivoli NetView.
Automation is done where it logically belongs, with both OPS/MVS and Tivoli NetView aware of the activities of each
other.

The NOF interface includes the following benefits:

• Two-way management for NetView alerts
• VTAM message handling
• Interface to the NetView STATMON (status monitoring) feature

NOTE
 For information about how to use NOF, see NetView Operations Facility.

Install the NetView Interface

Perform these steps to install the OPS/MVS NetView interface:

1. To gain access to the NetView unsolicited message stream, module OPNVEX11 must be relinked with a NetView exit
alias name of DSIEX11. To add the DSIEX11 alias using SMP/E, apply USERMOD(OPUM003) contained in member
USEREX11 of your installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library. Copy exit DSIEX11 from your installed hlq.CCLXLOAD library
to a library in your NetView STEPLIB concatenation. If you already have a DSIEX11 exit in NetView, then modify it to
include the logic in the OPS/MVS-supplied exit.
DSIEX11 resides, in source format, in member OPNVEX11 of your installed hlq.CCLXASM library. The exit sends
unsolicited messages to the master console, which in turn routes them through the subsystem interface where OPS/
MVS can access and automate them.

WARNING
 If you decide to no longer use the DSIEX11 exit, then you can safely delete the alias name from the load
library. The DSIEX11 exit is only an alias name of the OPNVEX11 module.

2. Copy member OPSALERT from your installed hlq.CCLXEXEC library to a data set in your NetView DSICLD
concatenation. This program is a NetView REXX EXEC.

3. Establish a connection between NetView and your MCS master console. The interface to issue NetView commands
from OPS/MVS rules or REXX programs is the same interface that IBM provides to enable NetView commands to be
issued from z/OS consoles.
Use a NetView AUTOTASK command to create an association between the MCS master console and a NetView user
ID. You can issue this command at a NetView terminal, or in the NetView initial CLIST member.
This command has the following format:
AUTOTASK CONSOLE=consolenumber,OPID=operatorid

consolenumber
The MCS console number.

operatorid
The NetView operator ID to be associated with the MCS console. NetView operator IDs are defined in the
DSIOPF member of the NetView parameter data set.

The OPS/MVS NetView interface assumes that you have established an association between a NetView operator ID
and your MCS master console. Consider modifying your NetView start up CLIST to issue the AUTOTASK command
for you when NetView starts.

4. Modify your NetView startup CLIST to issue the following command:
OPSALERT NOTIFY
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This command issues a series of NPDA set recording filter (SRF) commands to give OPS/MVS access to NetView
alert information. You can issue this command without restarting NetView after you complete step 2 of this NetView
installation process.

5. Copy the message table entry OPSAUTO from your installed hlq.CCLXCNTL library to your NetView automation
message table. If you do not have a NetView automation message table, copy the OPSAUTO member to a data set in
the NetView DSIPARM concatenation and issue the following command:
AUTOMSG MEMBER=OPSAUTO

To have this command invoked automatically at NetView startup, place it in the NetView start up CLIST.
If you already have a NetView message table, copy the message table entry to the bottom of your existing message
table and reactivate it with the AUTOMSG command.

6. Copy member ALERT from your installed hlq.CCLXEXEC library to a library that OPS/MVS rules can access (that is, a
library in the SYSEXEC concatenation). Doing this enables OPS/MVS rules and programs to use the ALERT function.

7.  OPS/MVS message rules can set or reset a bit in the MSG.AFLAGS variable.

NOTE
 For more information, see Message Rules.

8. To use the subset of POI command processors that can run as NetView command processors, define each command
processor in the DSICMD member of the NetView parmlib.
For example:
*-------------------------------------------------*

*     CA OPS/MVS NETVIEW CAPABLE POI COMMANDS  *

*-------------------------------------------------*

OPSGETV  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSGETV,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSGETVL CMDMDL  MOD=OPSGETVL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSSETV  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSSETV,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSDELV  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSDELV,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSQL    CMDMDL  MOD=OPSQL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

*-------------------------------------------------*

*        AUTOMATE/MVS COMMAND ALIASES OF OPSMODE  *

*-------------------------------------------------*

GETVAR   CMDMDL  MOD=GETVAR,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

GETVARL  CMDMDL  MOD=GETVARL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

SETVAR   CMDMDL  MOD=SETVAR,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

DELVAR   CMDMDL  MOD=DELVAR,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

SQL      CMDMDL  MOD=SQL,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

OPSMODE  CMDMDL  MOD=OPSMODE,TYPE=R,RES=Y,PARSE=N

CMDCLASS=1,2,3

If the load modules defined in the example above are not available in the system linklist or LPA, you must add a STEPLIB
for the OPS/MVS load library to the NetView procedure JCL and the library must be APF-authorized.

Since multiple OPS/MVS subsystems may be active on one system, default routing of all command requests to a desired
subsystem name can be accomplished by allocating a dummy data set with a ddname of OPS$xxxx, where xxxx is the
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subsystem name; you may use JCL or the NetView ALLOCATE command. OPSS is the default subsystem name. For
example:

ALLOC FILE(OPS$OPST) DUMMY

//OPS$OPST DD DUMMY

The OPS/MVS security rules do not currently have access to the NetView user ID for security checking of global variable
access. To permit global variable access to NetView command processors, you must enable a generic security rule for the
NetView address space. For example:

)SEC OPSGLOBAL*

)PROC

If Opsinfo('JOBNAME') = 'netview job name' Then

Return 'ACCEPT'

Else

Return 'NOACTION'

)END

Install the NetView Operator Facility

Installing the NetView Operator Facility (NOF) requires you to make changes to both your OPS/MVS and NetView
environments. You may want to consult the NetView systems programmer at your site for help with installing the NOF.

The NOF resides on the OPS/MVS distribution media. It uses the following installed libraries:

• The OPS/MVS sample rules library, hlq.CCLXRULB
• The OPS/MVS NetView CLIST library, hlq.CCLXCLS0

NOTE
 We also provide this library in variable block format.

• The OPS/MVS load library, hlq.CCLXLOAD
• The OPS/MVS control library, hlq.CCLXCNTL

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a rule set to house the sample rules supplied with the NOF by performing one of the following steps:
– Create a new rule set.
– Copy all of the members from hlq.CCLXRULB into an existing rule set.
If your site uses the OPS/MVS SECURITYRULESET parameter, copy OPNFSEC into your security rule set.
OPNFSEC is a security rule that gives NetView access to OPS/MVS global variables. You can use the OPNFCPYR
job in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set to copy OPNFSEC and other NOF rules.

2. Copy the NetView REXX programs from hlq.CCLXCLS0 to a library in the DSICLD concatenation in NetView. You can
use the OPNFCPYE job in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set to do this.

NOTE
 If you only concatenate the OPS/MVS load library to the NetView STEPLIB concatenation, then the OPS/
MVS DSIEX11 module (part of the former OPS/MVS NetView interface) gets control. See Install the NetView
Interface.

3. Make the hlq.CCLXLOAD library available to NetView. If your OPS/MVS load library is in the z/OS LNKLST, NetView
already has access to it. Otherwise, you need to copy the following load modules named from hlq.CCLXLOAD to your
NetView STEPLIB library. You can use the OPNFCPYL job in the hlq.CCLXCNTL data set to accomplish this.
OPNFSGLV enables NetView to set OPS/MVS global variables.

4. Include the entries from the OPNFATBL member of the hlq.CCLXCNTL data library in your NetView message
automation table. These entries trap events that OPS/MVS is interested in. We recommend that you use the NetView
%INCLUDE feature to include the OPNFATBL entries, because this method enables you to maintain the OPS/
MVS table entries separately.
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5. Configure a user ID called OPSMAIN on NetView so that OPSMAIN is a task that starts automatically when NetView
starts. You can use an existing autotask if you change the OPNFATBL member to route messages to it.

NOTE
 Using a new autotask is preferable, because doing so enables you to use the NetView TASKUTIL command
to track NOF resource consumption. The easiest way to create the autotask is to copy the autotask definition
for AUTO1, which is a standard NetView autotask.

6. (Optional) If you want to use the NetView STATMON interface, modify the DSICMN member of the NetView parameter
library (typically, DSIPARM) by removing comments from the statements that begin with the text SENDMSG. Activating
these statements will cause the NetView status monitor to issue CNM094I messages whenever a managed resource
changes state. You can control the volume of CNM094I messages by determining which types of resources should
generate these messages.

7. Make sure that the NetView subsystem address space is active. This is required to generate NetView alerts. You can
use the OPS/MVS System State Manager feature to manage this address space.

NOTE
 You can use the OPSNETV function of OPS/REXX to determine the status of the NetView subsystem
address space.

8. Use NetView LOADCL commands to load the NOF REXX programs into storage. This enables NetView to use the in-
storage copy of the program instead of having to get it from disk for every message and alert.

9. Modify the NetView startup procedure to issue the appropriate alert filtering commands. These commands are:
NPDA SRF (set recording filter)
Specifies which alerts you want to keep and filters out alerts you do not want. To enable all alerts to flow to NPDA, to
be displayed on the NPDA screen, and to be automated by OPS/MVS, you must issue the following command in your
NetView startup CLIST or after NetView is active:
NPDA SRF AREC PASS DEFAULT

 NPDA SVF (set viewing filter)
Specifies which alerts you want to see. To enable all alerts that OPS/MVS generates to appear on the NPDA display,
issue the following command in your NetView start up CLIST or after NetView is active:
NPDA SVF PASS DEFAULT

After you have completed the steps listed above, the NOF is ready to operate. When you activate your new NetView
message automation table, the NOF will behave like your existing DSIEX11 module (that is, if your DSIEX11 module
echoes unsolicited VTAM messages to the console, so will the NOF). At this point, you may want to set up your NOF
parameters using the OPNOF command.

Integrating with Tivoli OMEGAMON XE

Overview and Value

The OPS/MVS AOF component can respond to exceptions detected by any or all of the Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on
z/OS products. Currently, this means that OPS/MVS can interact with the following products:Tivoli OMEGAMON XE
on z/OSTivoli OMEGAMON for IMS on z/OSTivoli OMEGAMON XE for CICS on z/OSTivoli OMEGAMON XE for DB2
Performance Monitor/Expert on z/OS.Exceptions can be processed by )OMG rules.

Interface to Exception Analysis Process

The AOF cannot directly automate OMEGAMON exception messages because they are not routed through z/OS console
support. Fortunately, all Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS products support a log file onto which they write a copy of their
logical exception screen at the end of each analysis interval. The size of the OMEGAMON logical screen is one of its
startup parameters (LROWS), and users typically set it to a size much greater than the number of lines on the physical
screen. Thus, while important exception messages may not appear on the physical screen of an OMEGAMON for lack of
room, they will fit on the OMEGAMON logical screen and therefore are written to the log file.
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Interface to OMEGAMON

To establish an interface between OPS/MVS and OMEGAMON, insert an OxREPORT DD statement in the OMEGAMON
JCL procedure that uses the SUBSYS keyword to identify OPS/MVS as the target of that file.

SEND OMEGAMON MVS EXCEPTIONS TO CA OPS/MVS

//OMREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,MVS),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

               SEND OMEGAMON CICS EXCEPTIONS TO CA OPS/MVS

//OCREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,CICS),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

               SEND OMEGAMON CICS EXCEPTIONS TO CA OPS/MVS;

               IDENTIFY SOURCE CICS SYSTEM

//OCREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,CICS,CICSTEST),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

               SEND OMEGAMON IMS EXCEPTIONS TO CA OPS/MVS

//OIREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,IMS),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

               SEND OMEGAMON DB2 EXCEPTIONS TO CA OPS/MVS

//ODREPORT     DD   SUBSYS=(OPSS,OMEGAMON,DB2),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=81,BLKSIZE=81)

These JCL examples have the following format:

//ddname DD SUBSYS =(ssid,OMEGAMON,type{,reportid})

ddname
Specifies the ddname associated with the file.

ssid
Specifies the four-character OPS/MVS subsystem ID to which these messages are routed (usually OPSS).

type
Identifies the specific Tivoli OMEGAMON XE on z/OS product. The type must be MVS, CICS, IMS, or DB2.

reportid
(Optional) Specifies a unique report ID you can use in a rule to identify the source of the message.

Provide OMEGAMON Exceptions

Ensuring that the correct output is being written to the OxREPORT file requires some OMEGAMON customization.
Customization includes choosing thresholds and options to create and define a profile. Use the OMEGAMON User Profile
Facility to customize these parameters.

When using the AOF to automate OMEGAMON exceptions, note the following:

1. OPS/MVS must be started before OMEGAMON.
2. An OMEGAMON session must be active to feed the exception event process. If you have a dedicated mode terminal

next to the console that is always left on the exception analysis screen, use that terminal to provide the exception data.
If that terminal often displays other screens, then you risk missing important exceptions when the operators use it for
other functions. OPS/MVS can monitor exceptions only while the exception analysis screen is active.
The simplest way to configure the interface is to have a dedicated session with exception analysis always active.
However, this solution has two drawbacks, the first of which is mentioned in the previous paragraph. The second
drawback is that it requires a locally attached 3270 device.
An alternative solution is to use the OMEGAMON VTAM interface with an EPI logical terminal. This solution is more
complicated to configure, but it eliminates both of the problems associated with a dedicated 3270 terminal. The EPI
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session is hidden, so no one can walk up and change the screen. No real 3270 terminal is required, since the EPI is
used as a virtual 3270.

3. Check the LROWS parameter of the OMEGAMON started task JCL to ensure that all exceptions fit on the logical
screen that is written to the OxREPORT file. The default value for the LROWS parameter is two times the physical
screen minus one; the maximum value is 999.

4. All exceptions must be unboxed, either by setting the BOX parameters to NO for all exceptions or by turning boxes off
in the installation or user profile. You cannot alter the default profile. You can set some control options with the .SET
command and you can set some exception thresholds using the XACB command, the XSET command, or both. Use
these commands on the actual exception analysis screen for testing, but for production usage, place them in the
installation or user profile so that they execute at OMEGAMON startup.

NOTE
OMEGAMON installation procedures and actual commands can vary from one platform to another. The
commands referenced above may be specific to OMEGAMON for MVS. Consult the appropriate installation
guide for the IMS, CICS, and DB2 releases.

5. Set the page limit for the OMEGAMON OxREPORT file to a high number. To do so, either specify .PLM 999999999 in
a screen space or preferably use the PAGELIMIT option in the user profile.

6. The OMEGAMON logging facility must be turned on. You need to issue the LOGON command to OMEGAMON to tell
it to write screens to the OxREPORT file.
– OMEGAMON 7.1.0 and OMEGAMON II Configuration for dedicated terminals:

Create an initial screen space and enter the following commands on separate lines following the rules for creating
OMEGAMON screen spaces (commands should start in column 2):

OUTP REPORT

DDNM OPREPORT       (or whatever DDNAME is used in proc)

.LOGOUT

.LOGON

.FGO exscrn

• exscrn
Specifies the name of the screen space containing the exception analysis command.

– OMEGAMON II Configuration for OMVTAM:
a. a. Create an initial screen space and enter the following commands on separate lines following the rules for

creating OMEGAMON screen spaces (commands should start in column 2):

OUTP REPORT

DDNM OPREPORT       (cannot be OMREPORT)

.LOGOUT

.LOGON

.FGO exscrn

b. Log on to OMVTAM:

LOGON APPLID(OMVTAM) DATA('FSCR=yyyy')

•yyyy
Specifies the name of the screen space containing the commands described above. The purpose of the initial
screen space (in either dedicated or VTAM mode) is to configure the logging facility when OMEGAMON starts.
The .FGO command then transfers control to the exception analysis screen space, which then remains on the
screen and drives the exception analysis process on a regular interval (the OMEGAMON session must be in auto-
update mode).

7. Invoke exception analysis through one of these commands: LEXSY (for OM), LXIMS (for OI), or LCXSY (for OC).
Place the command in column 1 and be sure to prefix it with an L. The L tells OMEGAMON to label the exception by
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putting its four-character name on the screen in addition to the message. These exception names are the message
IDs that OPS/MVS uses to invoke its OMEGAMON rules.

At this point, you should see OMEGAMON messages appearing in OPSLOG, and you can enable rules to execute in
response to them. Each exception generates a message each time the screen is refreshed, so you may want to review
your exception thresholds and your refresh time to ensure that you do not flood OPSLOG with unimportant messages.
Use the OPS/MVS BROWSEOMG parameter to keep OMEGAMON messages from appearing in OPSLOG. If you set
the BROWSEOMG value to OFF, you can audit the occurrence of OMEGAMON messages that execute OMEGAMON
rules by including a SAY statement or an ADDRESS WTO host command that reports the text of the exception message
processed in the rules.

If you are licensed to use the OMEGAMON Exception Logging Facility (XLF), then you may want to consider using the
XLFLOG DD as an alternative to the OMEGAMON report file. The XLFLOG has the advantage that it does not repeatedly
generate exception events to OPS/MVS every OMEGAMON cycle. If you choose to use XLF, then you must customize
the OMEGAMON exception analysis values for persist and limit.

Integrating with z/VM Systems

Overview and Value

Integration with z/VM systems extends automation control to those systems. z/VM messages can be processed by )GLV
and )MSG rules.

NOTE
For information about the format of the z/VM messages to be processed, see Communicating with VM/CMS
Virtual Machines.

Integration is provided by a TCP/IP socket-based communications application. The application runs on a z/OS system as
a server, and on one or more z/VM systems as clients.

Environment and Programs

The following environment and programs are available to help you monitor and respond to z/VM events:

• The ADDRESS OPER environment enables you to send commands to z/VM systems and retrieve the responses.
• The sample COBCMDS1 COBOL program, CPIND OPS/REXX program, and PLICMDS1 PL/1 program in the

SAMPLES data set send z/VM commands and retrieve the responses.

Establish Communication

For OPS/MVS to communicate with a z/VM system, you must set up the OPVMSV server on the z/OS system and
the OPVMCL client on the z/VM system. The z/VM system must have an application that supports REXX sockets (for
example, VM:Operator).

NOTE
This topic provides an overview of how to establish communication between OPS/MVS and z/VM systems. For
detailed information, see Communicating with VM/CMS Virtual Machines.

To set up the OPVMSV server on the z/OS system

1. Set the following parameters in the OPVMSV member of the data set allocated with the SYSEXEC ddname:
zosipaddr

Specifies the address of the z/OS system.
zosipport

Defines the port of the server.
Customize other parameters as required.
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The server is configured.
2. Customize the OPVMJCL member in the CNTL data set.

The server started task or job is configured.
3. Execute the OPVMJCL member.

The server starts and can communicate with the clients.

To set up the OPVMCL client on a z/VM system

1. Customize the OPSMCL member of the OPS/MVS REXX data set:
– Set zosipaddr and zosipport to the same values as for the OPVMSV member.
– Set zvmtargetid to the z/VM user ID for the application that will communicate with OPS/MVS.
Customize other parameters as required.
The client is configured.

2. Transfer the customized OPSMCL member to a read-only minidisk on the z/VM system.
3. Define a z/VM user directory entry for the client with the following requirements:

– Set MACHINE to ESA.
– Set storage size to at least 8 MB.
– Ensure the user has access to the minidisk used in Step 2.

4. Execute OPSMCL.
The client starts and can communicate with the server.

Integrating with z/Linux

Overview and Value

Integration with z/Linux systems extends automation control to those systems. z/Linux messages can be processed by
AOF messages rules.

VM:Operator is required for the sample integration with z/Linux described here. The configuration of the required OPS/
MVS and VM:Operator components are described in the following sections:

z/OS to z/VM Client/Server Application

Install and configure the z/OS to z/VM Client/Server Application provided with OPS/MVS. For details, see "Communicating
with VM/CMS Virtual Machines" in the "Installing" section.

VMOPER CONFIG file

To enable VM:Operator to process messages from a z/Linux system, add a SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record to its
VMOPER CONFIG file. The SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record specifies the name of a new HOSTABLE file that you must
create. How you create the HOSTABLE file is described in the following section.

For detailed information about the SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record, see section "SYSLOGD Record" in the VM:Operator
documentation set. The syntax of a SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record is:

SYSLOGD COLLECTOR filename hostname [port/protocol] [TLSLABEL=tlslabel]

filename
Denotes the file name of the HOSTABLE file the collector process uses to translate a remote host IP address
of the sender of a z/Linux message into an arbitrary origin user ID to be used when the message is routed and
written to the VM:Operator system log. Specify the name of the new HOSTABLE file that you create.

hostname
Specifies the local host name or IP address of the network interface to be used to collect SYSLOG messages.
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port/protocol
Denotes the optional port and IP protocol VM:Operator listens to in order to receive remote SYSLOG messages.
The default (and traditional) value that SYSLOGD typically uses is 514/UDP. The newer SYSLOG-ng or
RSYSLOG client is also capable of sending with TCP.

Example SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record

The following example SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record specifies a HOSTABLE file named LINUX. It listens for SYSLOG
messages on TCP/IP port 2514 of the local host named VMOPER.HOSTNAME.NET:

SYSLOGD COLLECTOR LINUX VMOPER.HOSTNAME.NET 2514/TCP

HOSTABLE file

Following the example SYSLOGD COLLECTOR record above, create a new HOSTABLE file named LINUX that is used to
translate a remote host IP address of the sender of a z/Linux message into an arbitrary origin user ID to be used when the
message is routed and written to the VM:Operator system log.

For detailed information about a HOSTABLE file, see section "SYSLOGD Record" in the VM:Operator documentation set.
The format of a HOSTABLE file record is:

originId IPaddress

originId
Specifies an arbitrary origin user ID which indicates a specific Linux system. If the Linux system is running on z/
VM, we recommended using this ID as the user ID of the Linux virtual machine. The messages that are received
from the corresponding IP address are associated with this user ID.

IPaddress
Specifies the IP address of the sender of a z/Linux message.
Note: If a matching IP address is found, VM:Operator reformats the message as follows:

1. The message origin ID is taken from the matching HOSTABLE file entry.
2. The message class is set to *S.
3. The message is prefixed by a symbolic interpretation of the PRIority field.

Example HOSTABLE file record

The following example record in the example HOSTABLE file named LINUX causes an origin user ID of LINUX018 to be
used when a z/Linux message from IP address 10.110.25.115 is routed and written to the VM:Operator system log:

LINUX018 10.110.25.115

remote.conf file

To enable VM:Operator to process messages from a z/Linux system, add a record to the file /etc/rsyslog.d/remote.conf on
that z/Linux system. On the record, specify the IP address of host z/VM system where where VM:Operator is running.

Example remote.conf file record

*.* VMOPER.HOSTNAME.NET:2514
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Sample VM:Operator Rule OPLNXMSG

The sample VM:Operator rule named OPLNXMSG installed in library hlq.CCLXSAMP is used to route z/Linux messages
to the z/VM userid where the client OPVMCL REXX exec is running. Change "CLIENT1" in the sample to the z/VM userid
that is running the client OPVMCL REXX exec.

For more details, see the sample rule OPLNXMSG in the installed hlq.CCLXSAMP library.

The client OPVMCL REXX exec running on z/VM works in conjunction with the server OPVMSV REXX exec running on
z/OS. The client OPVMCL REXX exec receives the z/Linux messages from VM:Operator via the OPLNXMSG rule and
routes them to the IP listener OPVMSV REXX exec running on z/OS. For more information regarding the OPVM* REXX
execs, see "Communicating with VM/CMS Virtual Machines" in the "Installing" section.

Copy the sample OPLNXMSG rule to a z/VM file of type VMOPER to install it as a VMOPER macro (or rule) in
VM:Operator. For detailed information about VMOPER macros, see section "Writing Macros and Dialogs" in the
VM:Operator documentation set.

How you activate the sample OPLNXMSG VMOPER macro is discussed in the following section.

LOGTABLE Record

To activate the sample OPLNXMSG VMOPER macro (or rule), add the following records to the VM:Operator LOGTABLE
routing table:

IGNORE SPAWN OPLNXMSG MSG * *S

IGNORE SPAWN OPLNXMSG MSG * *

The LOGTABLE routing table is the primary routing table and is specified by a LOGTABLE record in the VMOPER
CONFIG file. It has functions for controlling routing and logging messages in VM:Operator. By default, all messages
appear in SYSTEM windows, unless the LOGTABLE or a SYSTABLE routing table has the message ignored. Once a
message has been matched, the specified actions are performed and the scan of the rest of the table is suppressed.
For detailed information about the LOGTABLE routing table, see section "LOGTABLE Routing Table" in the VM:Operator
documentation set.

Sample AOF Message Rule OPLNXRUL

When the OPVMSV REXX exec running on z/OS receives a z/Linux message from the client OPVMCL REXX exec
running on z/VM, it writes it as an MVS WTO to OPSLOG and that WTO is processed by the Automated Operations
Facility (AOF). This allows AOF message rules to be used to automate responses to z/Linux messages.

The sample AOF message rule named OPLNXRUL installed in library hlq.CCLXRULS is an example of how to automate
responses to z/Linux messages. Specifically, this rule uses the OPVMQM REXX exec running on z/OS to send a z/VM
command back to the z/VM host of the z/Linux system. The command QUERY USERS RESPONSE: YES is sent via a
message with arbitrary id OPS0001C. OPVMQM queues the OPS0001C message for processing by the server OPVMSV
REXX exec. OPSVMSV sends the queued OPS0001C message to the client OPVMCL REXX exec running on z/VM.
OPVMCL then forwards it to VM:Operator.

For more details, see the sample rule OPLNXRUL in the installed hlq.CCLXRULS library.

A VM:Operator VMOPER macro (or rule) must be active to process the OPS0001C message sent from sample AOF
message rule OPLNXRUL. A sample VMOPER macro is discussed in the following section.
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Sample VM:Operator Rule OPLNXRSP

The sample VM:Operator rule named OPLNXRSP installed in library hlq.CCLXSAMP is an example of how to process
a massage/command issued by an AOF rule in response to a z/Linux message. Specifically, sample rule OPLNXRSP
issues the z/VM command that is in the message with arbitrary id OPS0001C that was sent by AOF sample rule
OPLNXRUL. OPLNXRSP also traps the response to the z/VM command and sends it back to the OPVMSV server
running on z/OS via SMSG that is processed by the OPVMCL client running on z/VM.

For more details, see the sample rule OPLNXRSP in the installed hlq.CCLXSAMP library.
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Using Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A)
MTC-A is a web application that allows you to visualize the automation elements of multiple OPS/MVS subsystems that
may reside across multiple z/OS mainframe systems from a single web browser window.

Getting Started with MTC-A
Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A) is a web application that allows you to visualize the automation elements
of multiple OPS/MVS subsystems that may reside across multiple z/OS mainframe systems from a single web browser
window. This release of MTC-A enables you to visualize your Automated Operations Facility (AOF) rule environments and
your System Statemager (SSM) resource environments. Additional administration functionality will be introduced in future
releases of MTC-A.

For details about how to view your AOF rules environments, see MTC-A Rules Management.

For details about how to view your SSM resource environments, see MTC-A System State Manager (SSM).

Architecture Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the various components of MTC-A:
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The Web Application

The end-user web application is an easy to install and configure web application that you can use with most web
browsers. It includes both the Rules Management and the System State Manager pages which allow you to view detailed
information about your automation strategy on participating OPS/MVS systems. The latest versions of the following web
browsers are currently supported:

• Google Chrome
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
• Microsoft Edge
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The Data Store

Embedded databases store copies of the automation element details, with the exception of rule source, from all
participating OPS/MVS systems. A copy of the rule source for rules from all participating OPS/MVS systems is saved
into a file system. Both the databases and file system reside on the web application server. Requests to view automation
elements are fulfilled using the databases and file system. This improves performance by avoiding the need to send
requests to OPS/MVS systems.

The Data Transport

The CCS Message Service sends the requested information from each OPS/MVS system to the web application for
storage in the database and file system. It is also used to communicate handshake requests between the web application
and the OPS/MVS systems.

The CCS Message Service is a common service shared by multiple Broadcom applications, including MTC-A. A Message
Service server runs on each participating z/OS system. MTC-A includes an adapter (ops-admin-adapter) that runs in each
z/OS Message Service server. The adapter is the link for obtaining the requested information from each local instance of
OPS/MVS and sending it through the CCS Message Service. It is also the link for handshake communication flowing to
and from OPS/MVS.

The Message Service servers on each z/OS system connect to a common Message Service hub. The MTC-A web
application connects to the Message Service hub to receive the requested information and to handshake with all the
participating OPS/MVS systems.

The Source Data

The information stored in both the database and the file system is obtained from OPS/MVS on each participating z/
OS system. When an OPS/MVS subsystem handshakes with the MTC-A web application, OPS/MVS sends a copy of
all requested information to the web application. The web application periodically polls OPS/MVS on each system for
updated information. See both the ruleRefreshInterval parameter and the ssmRefreshInterval parameter in the Web
Application Configuration section.

Security

The Mainframe Team Center - Automation web application authenticates and authorizes users based on their z/OS
credentials and security definitions. The web application calls the ESM Security microservice, a standalone security
application installed as part of Common Components and Services, to authenticate and authorize all users of the web
application.

Install, Deploy and Configure MTC-A
Mainframe Tream Center - Automation (MTC-A) is the automation administration web browser user interface to OPS/
MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS). MTC-A lets you view automation elements of OPS/MVS that
reside on the mainframe in a modern, browser user interface.

This article contains information regarding how to install, deploy, and configure MTC-A and its prerequisite components.
As part of this process, you work with OPS/MVS and its MTC-A component. Additionally, you install and configure multiple
components of Common Components and Services (CCS). For this process, the following roles are required:

• Network Administrator
• Security Administrator
• Storage Administrator
• System Administrator
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NOTE
We recommend that all personnel review all MTC-A documentation before starting this process. Failure to do
so may slow your installation, deployment, and configuration time. Additionally, we recommend that you use the
worksheets in this article to record site-specific values and thus expedite the overall process.

Prerequisites

The following table lists the personnel that may be required to complete the installation, deployment, and configuration of
each prerequisite component, with a brief description of the component.

NOTE
All software components should be updated to their latest available PTF level.

NOTE
This table provides a sample sequence for you to install, deploy, and configure MTC-A's prerequisite
components. However, you can alter the sequence without causing issues with one exception. You must
configure Apache Tomcat before you configure the ESM Microservice. Regardless of the sequence that you
follow, do not continue to the MTC-A deploy and configure topics until you have completed deployment and
configuration of all prerequisites.

Software Description Role

Java Java must be running on all z/OS systems. Java 8 is lowest supported version. Systems Programmer

OPS/MVS Base (FMID
CCLXD50)

MTC-A communicates with multiple regions of OPS/MVS Base (FMID
CCLXD50) running on z/OS systems.
To install FMID CCLXD50, see Installing.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

OPS/MVS Web
Components (FMID
CCLXD51)

MTC-A must be installed on one z/OS system that is running an OPS/MVS
Base region. MTC-A is installed with OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID
CCLXD51).
If you are not running any other USS-based OPS/MVS components, you may
not have FMID CCLXD51 installed. To install FMID CCLXD51, see Installing.
You do not have to install or configure any other USS-based OPS/MVS
components delivered by FMID CCLXD51, such as OPSLOG WebView or
RESTful Web Services.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

CCS Apache Tomcat Only one instance of CCS Apache Tomcat needs to be deployed. Deploy
it on same system where you installed MTC-A, and that system must have
connectivity to the systems running the CCS Message Service Hub and the
CCS ESM Microservice (which can be same system).
CCS Apache Tomcat acts as a Web Application Server. It is ultimately
responsible for hosting the MTC-A Web application.
We recommend that you deploy a new copy of CCS Apache Tomcat to run
MTC-A only; see Deploy and Configure CCS Apache Tomcat.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator
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Software Description Role

CCS Message Service
Hub

Only one instance of the CCS Message Service Hub is required.  The hub
must be running on a system that has connectivity to the system running CCS
Apache Tomcat, which can be the same system.
The Message Service is used to relay data from OPS/MVS to MTC-A.
For your MTC-A implementation, you use two adapters: ops-admin-adapter
and discovery-adapter.
If you are not currently running the CCS Message Service, see Deploy and
Configure CCS Message Service.
If you are already running the CCS Message Service, see Deploy and Configure
Message Service for MTC-A.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

CCS Message Service
Server

You must configure an instance of the CCS Message Service Server on
each system that you want to connect to MTC-A. Each system must have
connectivity to the system running the CCS Message Service Hub, which can
be the same system.
The Message Service is used to relay data from OPS/MVS to MTC-A.
If you are not currently running the CCS Message Service, see Deploy and
Configure CCS Message Service.
If you are already running the CCS Message Service, see Configure the
Message Server Adapter for MTC-A.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

CCS ESM Microservice Only one instance of the CCS ESM Microservice is required. Install this
component on any system that has web connectivity to the system where the
CCS Apache Tomcat is installed, which can be the same system.
The CCS ESM Microservice performs user authentication requests against the
External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) that is running on
the LPAR. This service also integrates with your System Authorization Facility
(SAF) to use existing security definitions.
If you are not currently running the CCS ESM Microservice, see Deploy and
Configure the ESM Microservice.

Systems Programmer
Security Administrator
Network Administrator

MTC-A You must configure communications among the CCS components, configure
the message service adapter, and configure the web application.
To configure MTC-A, see Post-Installation Configuration.

Security Administrator
Storage Administrator
Systems Programmer

Parameter Worksheets

The deployment and configuration MTC-A requires knowledge of the installation, deployment, and configuration of each
prerequisite software component. As you install, deploy, and configure each prerequisite component, use the following
worksheets to record the values of parameters that are needed to complete the deployment and configuration of MTC-A.

CCS Apache Tomcat

Parameter Comments/Description Value

Deploy Path USS path which contains your ‘tomcat’ deploy directory. your value

Port Number Port number you configured for your instance of Apache Tomcat to use. your value
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CCS Message Service configured to use TLS-JKS

Parameter Comments/Description Value

Hub System Hostname Hostname of the system on which your deployed copy of the CCS Message
Service Hub is running.

your value

Hub Port Port on which you configured the CCS Message Service Hub to use. your value

Hub Protocol Protocol which you configured the CCS Message Service Hub to use. your value

Key Store Path USS path to the Java key store file.
Note: For Key Store Path and Password and Trust Store Path and Password,
copy these values from the Message Service Spoke store.

your value

Key Store Password Password to the Java key store file. your value

Trust Store Path USS path to the Java trust store. your value

Trust Store Password Password to the Java trust store. your value

Store Type Type of key store.
For example, JCERACFKS.

your value

CCS Message Service configured to use TLS-ESM

Parameter Comments/Description Value

Hub System Hostname Hostname of the system on which your deployed copy of the CCS Message
Service Hub is running.

your value

Hub Port Port on which you configured the CCS Message Service Hub to use. your value

Hub Protocol Protocol which you configured the CCS Message Service Hub to use. your value

Key Store User User ID used to retrieve keys from the ESM key store (Tomcat User ID). your value

Key Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that contains the private keys and certificates for the
key manager.

your value

Trust Store User User ID for used to retrieve keys from the ESM trust store (Tomcat User ID). your value

Trust Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that holds certificates for the trust manager. your value

Store Type Type of key store.
For example, JCERACFKS.

your value

ESM Microservice

Parameter Comments/Description Value

ESM System Hostname Hostname of the system on which you deployed the ESM microservice your value

ESM Port Port which you configured ESM microservice to use your value

Key Store User User ID used to retrieve keys from the ESM key store your value

Key Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that contains the private keys and certificates for the
key manager

your value

Trust Store User User ID for used to retrieve keys from the ESM trust store (Tomcat User ID) your value

Trust Store Key Ring Name of the ESM key ring that holds certificates for the trust manager your value
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Parameter Comments/Description Value

SAF Resource Class The z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) resource class that is used iwith
the SAF resource name to determine which users can access the MTC-A web
application. The default class name depends on the ESM (External Security
Manager).r at your site. You can use one of the defaults (ACF2: FAC, TSS:
IBMFAC, RACF: FACILITY) or create your own class using your ESM.

your value

SAF Resource Name The SAF resource name that is used with the SAF resource class to determine
which users can access the MTC-A web application.

your value

MTC-A Installation Script

Parameter Comments/Description Value

CCLXHFSM Mount point of the dataset with the low-level qualifier 'CCLXHFS.ZFS' installed
by OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51).
For example, path ‘/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS’.
Ensure that you have read access to this directory.
This directory should contain files such as mtcacfg.sh and mtcaApp.war

your value

TOMCATCONF Path to the 'context' directory of the CCS Tomcat instance.
Typically '<catalina_base>/conf/Catalina/localhost/', where <catalina_base> is
the location of your Tomcat instance on USS.
Ensure that you have read/write access to this directory.

your value

MTCADEPLOY Installation directory where you want to install MTC-A. You can select any
path that you want. We recommend that you use the path where your other
Broadcom software is installed.
For example, if you supply the path ‘/example/path’, MTC-A is deployed to
‘/example/path/mtca’. (MTC-A creates all parent directories necessary to
complete the path.)
Ensure the path you select meets the file size requirement for MTC-A as noted
in the Post-Installation Configuration topic.

your value

Deploy and Configure CCS Apache Tomcat
Deploy and configure CCS Apache Tomcat so that Broadcom mainframe products can share the binary executables and
can run separate product-specific regions of Apache Tomcat.

CCS Apache Tomcat provides a single installation of Apache Tomcat that can be shared by multiple Broadcom products.
The ability to share means that you do not need to install Apache Tomcat separately for all of your Broadcom mainframe
products.

CCS Apache Tomcat contains a modified version of Apache Tomcat that is optimized for running on z/OS platforms. This
modified version provides features like WTO messaging and the ability to configure CCS Apache Tomcat using PDS files
instead of USS files. PDS files simplify the process of viewing and modifying Apache Tomcat files.

Roles and Responsibilities

The following roles should install, deploy, and configure CCS Apache Tomcat:

Systems Administrator/Programmer
Downloads the required PTF, applies maintenance, deploys, and configures CCS Apache Tomcat on the CCS
Apache Tomcat Region. These tasks include deploying product web applications to the region.

Security Administrator
Configures the security settings for the security application that is active on the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.
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CCS Apache Tomcat Terminology

This documentation uses the following CCS Apache Tomcat terminology:
CCS Apache Tomcat Region

Indicates an address space where the CCS Apache Tomcat binary executables run.
CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS

Stores the files for a specific CCS Apache Tomcat Region. For example, the configuration, and log files are stored
here. A unique CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS exists for each CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS
Indicates the zFS where you deploy the CCS Apache Tomcat SMP/E target libraries. The zFS can be shared
among multiple CCS Apache Tomcat Regions.

CCS Apache Tomcat Instance
Refers collectively to the CCS Apache Tomcat Region and to the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS for that region.

Broadcom Products that Use CCS Apache Tomcat

The following Broadcom Mainframe products use CCS Apache Tomcat:

• Endevor
• File Master Plus
• InterTest Batch
• InterTest for CICS
• MAT
• NetMaster Web Portal
• OPS/MVS
• SymDump Batch
• SymDump for CICS
• Web Viewer

Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security
Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and set up default security in your CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

Systems Administrators and Programmers typically are responsible for deploying the appropriate OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation (CCS) SMP/E target libraries to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS. Security
Administrators must also select the security option to use for CCS Apache Tomcat and implement the security.

Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS

Follow these steps to deploy CCS Apache Tomcat.

1. Apply the latest CCS Apache Tomcat maintenance. CCS Apache Tomcat is updated regularly with the latest stable
build of Apache Tomcat, as frequently as every quarter. For information about the latest CCS Apache Tomcat PTF that
is published, see the Release Notes. For information about applying maintenance to CCS Apache Tomcat, see one of
the following articles:
– Maintain Products Using CSM
– Apply Preventative Maintenance

2. Copy the TOMDPLOY, TOMKXML, and TOMSEDIT members from the CAW0JCL SMP/E target library to a library
where you can customize them for your installation.
Also copy the member that represents the security application at your site: TOMKACF2 (ACF2), TOMKTSS (Top
Secret), or TOMKRACF (IBM RACF).
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3. Edit the following variables in the TOMSEDIT member. Start at the section header that is named Deploy CCS Apache
Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.

CCSHLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the data sets where OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation was
installed. Contact the System Installer to identify the installed values.
The CCSHLQ and DPLOYHLQ variables have the same default values. You must change at least one of them.
These values cannot match.
Default:CAI

SRCDIR
Specifies the mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat SMP/E Target zFS (by default, .CEG1ZFS1 ). TOMDPLOY
uses the path to copy CCS Apache Tomcat folders and files to the deployment zFS. This value was established
when OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation was installed. Contact the System Installer to identify the
installed values.
Default:/cai/CASoftware/CCS150/tpv

DISKUNIT
Specifies the disk unit to use when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data sets.
Default: 3390

VOLNAME
Specifies the volume to use when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data sets. Specify this
parameter only when SMS is not active on the system. When you specify this keyword, the SMS STORCLAS
parameter is ignored.
Default: Disabled (commented out)

STORCLAS
Specifies the storage class to use when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data sets. If you
specify the VOLNAME parameter, do not specify STORCLAS. If you specify both parameters, STORCLAS is
ignored.
Default: SC01

DPLOYHLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier to use when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data set. For
example, using the default value creates a zFS named CAI.CEG1ZFS1 .
The CCSHLQ and DPLOYHLQ variables have the same default values. You must change at least one of them.
These values cannot match.
Default:CAI

DPLOYDIR
Specifies the directory to use as the mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS. The TOMDPLOY
job mounts the zFS and then copies CCS Apache Tomcat folders and files from the SMP/E target libraries to
the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.

NOTE
The CATALINA_HOME variable that is used by Apache Tomcat and various products refers to the
tomcat directory at this mount point.

Default:/cai/CADeploy/CCS150/tpv
Default CATALINA_HOME:/cai/CADeploy/CCS150/tpv/tomcat

4. Save and close TOMSEDIT. You define the remaining variables later in this article.
5. Follow the steps in the TOMDPLOY job to create the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS. This zFS can be shared

by multiple CCS Apache Tomcat Regions.
When the TOMDPLOY job completes, expect the following results:

• The TOMDPLOY job completes with one of the following reason codes:
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– RC=0 is issued when VOLNAME is not defined.
– RC=2 is issued when VOLNAME is defined.
– If the return code equals 1 (RC=1) or it is greater than 2 (RC>2), an error occurred. Analyze the output and

correct any errors or warnings that are displayed.
• The CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS is created (CAI.CEG1ZFS1 ).
• The CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS is mounted and populated with a copy of the CCS Apache Tomcat

SMP/E library.

The Security Administrator should now select the security option for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region. See the next
section.

Configure Security for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

After you deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to a CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS, the Security Administrator should
choose a security option for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region. Choose an option now and implement the security, so that
the owners of the CCS Apache Tomcat Regions do not have to implement the security later.

Choose one of the following security options:

To have Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) handle the security, skip this procedure
and go to Configure a CCS Apache Tomcat Region. Perform that entire procedure, including the steps under
Change the CCS Apache Tomcat Region to Non-Secure for AT-TLS.

To have CCS Apache Tomcat handle the security, follow this procedure
to set up default certificates that all CCS Apache Tomcat Regions can use. Then, go to Configure a CCS Apache
Tomcat Region to configure the region. Ignore the steps under Change the CCS Apache Tomcat Region to Non-
Secure for AT-TLS.

Common Components and Services provides jobs that let you complete the following tasks automatically:

• Create and connect an Internal Certificate Authority (CA) certificate and an Internal CA key ring.
• Create and connect a Server certificate (signed by an Internal CA) and a Server key ring.
• Connect the Internal CA certificate to the Server key ring.
• Update the active Connector in the TOMSVXML member (server.xml) to use the new Server key ring.

IMPORTANT

Review the commands in the supplied jobs and verify that the commands conform to the security requirements
for your site.

TLS 1.3 support in CCS Apache Tomcat requires IBM Java Version 8 Service Refresh 6 FP25 or later.

The following steps describe how to create a default certificate that you can use for security in your CCS Apache Tomcat
Regions. Complete these steps only once.

1. Ensure that CCS Apache Tomcat was deployed successfully to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS. See the
first part of this article.

2. Edit the following variables in the TOMSEDIT member. Start at the section header that is named Configure Security for
the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

DPLOYDIR
Specifies the mount point of the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS that you created earlier in this article.

COMPANY
Specifies the company name.

ORG
Specifies the organization name.
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COUNTRY
Specifies the country name.

SRVID
Specifies the user ID that is associated with the Server Certificate.

SRVCERT
Specifies an 8-byte Server Certificate name.

SRVLABL
Specifies the Server Certificate label.

SRVKYRNG
Specifies the key ring name for the Server Certificate.

SRVCN
Specifies the Server Certificate common name.

SRVEXPDT
Specifies the Server Certificate expiration date:

• ACF2: mm/dd/yy
Range: mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/48 (1950 through 2048)

• Top Secret: mm/dd/yy
Range: mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/49 (1950 through 2049)

• IBM RACF: yyyy-mm-dd
Range: 1950-mm-dd to 9997-mm-dd (1950 through 9997)

SRVEXPTM
Specifies the Server Certificate expiration time, using the format hh:mm:ss.

CAID
Specifies the user ID that is associated with the Internal CA Certificate.

CACERT
Specifies an 8-byte CA Certificate name.

CALABL
Specifies the Internal CA Certificate Label (ACF2 and RACF only).

CAKYRNG
Specifies the key ring name for the Internal CA Certificate.

CACN
Specifies an Internal CA Certificate common name.

CAEXPDT
Specifies the Internal CA Certificate expiration date:

• ACF2: mm/dd/yy
Range: mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/48 (1950 through 2048)

• Top Secret: mm/dd/yy
Range: mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/49 (1950 through 2049)

• IBM RACF: yyyy-mm-dd
Range: 1950-mm-dd to 9997-mm-dd (1950 through 9997)

CAEXPTM
Specifies the Internal CA Certificate expiration time, using the format hh:mm:ss.

3. Save and close TOMSEDIT.
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4. Edit and run the job that corresponds with the security product that is active in your environment. The job creates a
default certificate that all CCS Apache Tomcat Regions can use, and it configures the TOMSVXML member.
– ACF2: TOMKACF2
– Top Secret: TOMKTSS
– IBM RACF: TOMKRACF

IMPORTANT
Mount the deployment file system to the same system on which you run the TOMK* job so that you can
update the server.xml file with the correct certificate information.

When the TOMK* job completes, expect the following results:

• The TOMK* job completes successfully with return code zero (RC=0).
• The TOMK* job creates a file that is named TOMSVXML_keyring. This file is in the DPLOYDIR/tomcat/conf

directory with the necessary updates to use the newly created certificate.
• If the TOMK* job completes with a return code that is greater than zero (RC>0), an error or warning occurred.

Analyze the output and correct any errors that are displayed.

You can now configure the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

Configure a CCS Apache Tomcat Region
After CCS Apache Tomcat is deployed, configure the region and start it. This task is typically performed by a System
Administrator.

Configure the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

Follow these steps to configure the region:

1. Copy the TOMALLOC, TOMCR8IN, and (optional) TOMWAR members from the CAW0JCL SMP/E target library to a
library where you can customize them for your installation.

2. Copy the TOMSEDIT member that you edited in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment
zFS to the library where you copied the TOMALLOC and TOMCR8IN members.

3. Edit the following variables in the TOMSEDIT member. These variables are used in the subsequent jobs. Start at
the section header that is named Configure a CCS Apache Tomcat Region. You may have prepopulated some of
these variables when you deployed the CCS Apache Tomcat to the deployment zFS. For example, you may have
prepopulated DISKUNIT, VOLNAME, STORCLAS, DPLOYHLQ, and DPLOYDIR.

DISKUNIT
Specifies the disk unit to use when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data sets.
Default: 3390

VOLNAME
Specifies the volume to use when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data sets. Specify this parameter
only when SMS (Storage Management Subsystem) is not active on the system. When you specify VOLNAME, the
SMS STORCLAS parameter is ignored.
Default: Disabled (commented out)

STORCLAS
Specifies the storage class to use when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data sets. If you specified
VOLNAME, do not specify STORCLAS. If you specify both parameters, STORCLAS is ignored.
Default: SC01

DPLOYHLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data set that was created when you
deployed CCS Apache Tomcat.
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The DPLOYHLQ variable has the same default value as the CCSHLQ variable in this member. (You specified a
CCSHLQ value when you deployed CCS Apache Tomcat.) You must change at least one of them. These values
cannot match.
Default: CAI

DPLOYDIR
Specifies the mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS that was created when you deployed
CCS Apache Tomcat.
Default: /cai/CADeploy/CCS150/tpv

REGNHLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier to use when creating the data sets that are unique to a specific CCS Apache
Tomcat Region. Usually, each product that uses CCS Apache Tomcat has its own set of region data sets. Using
the default value creates the following data sets:
CAI.PRODUCT.TOMCAT.CAIZFS

CAI.PRODUCT.TOMCAT.CAW0OPTV

CAI.PRODUCT.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC

Default: CAI.PRODUCT
REGNDIR

Specifies the directory to use as the mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data set. When you
run TOMALLOC in the next step, it mounts the zFS and copies folders and files from the CCS Apache Tomcat
Deployment zFS to the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

NOTE
The CATALINA_BASE variable that is used by Apache Tomcat and various products refers to the
tomcat directory at this mount point.

Default: /cai/CADeploy/productx
Default CATALINA_BASE: /cai/CADeploy/productx/tomcat

JAVAHOME
Specifies the USS path where IBM Java was installed. Java 8.0 or later is required.
Default: /sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64

PROCNAME
Specifies the new name for the procedure (PROC). Each CCS Apache Tomcat Region has its own
procedure. When you run the TOMALLOC job in the next step, it creates a sample PROC named
<REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC.
Default: TOMCATPR

SSLPORT
Specifies the port number on which the CCS Apache Tomcat Region waits for secure (https) incoming TCP
connections.
Default: 8443

SHUTPORT
Specifies the port number that is used to send shutdown commands to the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.
Default: 8005

WARFROM
(Optional) Specifies the USS directory or MVS data set from which to copy the product WAR file.
Default: /cai/CASoftware/product

WARFNAME
(Optional) Specifies the name of the WAR file:
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• If the WARFROM value is a USS directory, specify the name of the WAR file to copy. You can use wildcards
(*.war) to copy more than one WAR file.

• If the WARFROM value is an MVS data set, specify the name of the WAR file in the CCS Apache Tomcat
Region. Do not use wildcards.

Default: warfile1.war
WARMEMBR

(Optional) Specifies the member name of the WAR file to copy. Use this parameter when the WARFROM value is
an MVS data set. The parameter is ignored when the WARFROM value is a USS directory.
Default: Disabled (commented out)

4. Follow the instructions in TOMALLOC to create a CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS. This file system stores files
that are unique to a single CCS Apache Tomcat Region, like configuration files, product-specific files, and log files.
Each CCS Apache Tomcat Region requires its own CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS.

IMPORTANT
If the region file system already exists, back up any custom changes that you specified, and run TOMCR8IN
instead of TOMALLOC.

When you submit the TOMALLOC job, it performs the following actions:

• TOMALLOC creates and names a data set that is composed of the variables that you defined in Step 3. For
example, <REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC(<PROCNAME>). Retain the name of this data set. You must
specify its name when you start the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

• TOMALLOC creates two PDS libraries to hold the JCL procedure for starting the region and the
environment file for the region. The PDS libraries are named <REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC and
<REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0OPTV.

When the TOMALLOC job completes, it returns one of the following results:

• If VOLNAME is not defined, RC=0 is issued.
• If VOLNAME is defined, RC=2 is issued.
• Any other return code indicates an error. Analyze the output and correct any errors or warnings that are displayed.

If you have already created a default certificate for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS, the new CCS Apache
Tomcat Region is configured to use the certificate automatically.

5. (Optional) Deploy your product WAR file by following the instructions in TOMWAR to copy the WAR files to the CCS
Apache Tomcat Region zFS. You can also use TOMWAR to deploy updated WAR files to your CCS Apache Tomcat
Region.

IMPORTANT
Complete this step only when you are instructed to do so by your product documentation. If your product
supplies WAR files and jobs to deploy them, ignore this step. Instead, follow the steps in your product-
specific documentation.

You have configured the CCS Apache Tomcat Region to host the web application and started the region.

If you are using Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) instead of having CCS Apache Tomcat handle
the security, follow the next procedure to set the region to non-secure. Otherwise, skip the next procedure and go to the
following procedure.

(Optional) Change the CCS Apache Tomcat Region to Non-Secure for AT-TLS Security

To allow AT-TLS to handle the security of your CCS Apache Tomcat Region, change the region to non-secure. Having AT-
TLS and CCS Apache Tomcat handle security simultaneously causes connection failures.

IMPORTANT
If your site is not using AT-TLS security, skip this procedure and verify that the security for the CCS Apache
Tomcat Region has been set up as described in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security.
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Follow these steps to change the region to non-secure.

1. Back up your TOMSVXML member in &REGNHLQ..TOMCAT.CAW0OPTV.
2. Convert &REGNDIR/tomcat/conf/server.xml.unsecure.portoverride from ASCII to EBCDIC. Then,

replace the TOMSVXML member with the converted file.
3. In your TOMENVPR member in &REGNHLQ..TOMCAT.CAW0OPTV, uncomment the following line and specify a

value for the port:
-Dconnector.port=port

You have changed the CCS Apache Tomcat Region to non-secure to allow AT-TLS to handle the security.

If multiple server certificates are connected to the keyring, you can optionally select a specific certificate as described
in the next procedure. Otherwise, skip the next procedure and go to the last procedure to start the CCS Apache Tomcat
Region.

(Optional) Select a Specific Certificate in the Tomcat Server Keyring

If the Tomcat Server keyring is connected to multiple server certificates, the CCS Apache Tomcat Region selects the
first certificate that it finds during startup. You can force the use of a specific certificate. In the TOMSVXML member
of hlq.CAW0OPTV, specify the certificate label in the keyAlias attribute in the <Connector block. See the following
example:

<Connector... 

      ...          

      keystoreType="JCERACFKS"                                          

      keystoreFile="safkeyring://KEY_RING_OWNER/KEY_RING_NAME"          

      keyAlias="label-name"  <!-- add this line here -->          

      ... />

You have specified the server certificate to use.

You can now start the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

Start the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

Add the CCS Apache Tomcat Region to your SYSPROC concatenation and start the region.

1. Place the procedure containing the region startup JCL in your SYSPROC concatenation. This procedure is the
PROCNAME that you specified in TOMSEDIT. The procedure resides in the <REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC data
set that you created when you configured the region.

2. Start the CCS Apache Tomcat Region using the S <PROCNAME> command. The default PROCNAME value is
TOMCATPR. If you specified a different PROCNAME value in the TOMSEDIT member, use that value instead.
The following message is displayed: CATC0001I CA-CCS Tomcat is starting
After the region starts, the following message is displayed: CATC0002I CA-CCS Tomcat started in xxxx ms
(Apache Tomcat/<apache-tomcat-release>)
If an unsupported Java version is running in your CCS Apache Tomcat Region, one or more of the following messages
might appear when you issue the start command:
JVMJZBL2008E Could not find or load class: org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap
JVMJZBL2007E Stack trace follows: java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError:
JVMCFRE003 bad major version
To correct the problem, install Java 8 or later on the CCS Apache Tomcat Region and reissue the start command.

You have started the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

You can stop the CCS Apache Tomcat Region by issuing the P <PROCNAME> command. After CCS Apache Tomcat stops,
the following message is displayed: CATC0003I CA-CCS Tomcat stopping
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Deploy and Configure CCS Message Service
The OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (CCS) Message Service (Message Service), when deployed and
configured with other Broadcom products, coordinates the movement of Broadcom product data or z/OS data from z/OS
data producers to data consumers who are off of the z/OS platform. The Message Service lets you move high volumes of
data efficiently in high velocity environments.

Roles and Responsibilities

The installation, deployment, and configuration of the Message Service should be performed by the following roles:

• Systems Administrator/Programmer: To download the required PTF, apply maintenance, deploy and configure
Message Service.

• Security Administrator: To configure security settings for security application that is active in the Message Service
deployment region.

Prerequisite Components

The Message Service requires the latest service release Java 8 (64-bit).

TIP
We recommend to install the latest maintenance.

Message Service Topology

The Message Service consists of the following components:

Message Service hub
Receives messages from applications and Message Service servers, storing them and making them accessible to
other applications and Message Service servers.

Message Service server
Provides messaging services to adapters that facilitate messaging between specific applications and the Message
Service hub.

Message Service spoke node
Message Service server or any other Broadcom application that is connected to the Message Service hub. The
connection between any Broadcom application or Message Service server and the Message Server hub is a
(Message Service) spoke. The Broadcom application or Message Service server connected through a spoke is a
(Message Service) spoke node.

Deploy and Configure Message Service for MTC-A
Different mainframe products require different configurations of the Message Service. This article guides you through
the deployment and configuration of the Message Service to work with the MTC-A deployment. You may not have
to go through all of the articles in this section, choose only the ones that apply to you based on your security system
configuration.

Prerequisites

You installed CCS USS Based Services.
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Use the following articles to guide you through the process

1. Deploy and configure the Message Service hub, refer to the following articles:
a. Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS
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b. Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS
2. Deploy and configure the Message Service server, refer to the following articles:

a. Deploy Message Service Server for z/OS
b. Configure Message Service Server for z/OS
Repeat this step for every system you want to deploy Message Service to. For step 2b, you enable only the following
adapters:

ops-admin-adapter
Provides data transport between OPS/MVS rules data residing in z/OS DASD data sets and the MTC-A web
application. If you activated the OPS Admin Adapter for the Message Service, define the USS directory where
you installed the CCS environment in the CCS_EM_INSTALL_HOME environment variable . For the additional
information to configure the adapter, see Configure the Message Service Adapter.

discovery-adapter
Provides information about the z/OS system that the Message Service server runs under, which includes the z/OS
name, LPAR name, and SYSPLEX name

WARNING
Do not disable the discovery-adapter. Doing so causes all products that use the Message Service to
stop working.

3. Secure the communication between the hub, servers and MTC-A with the TLS protocol, refer to the following articles:
a. Generate Certificates for Secured (TLS) Message Service Communication
b. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service hub. Refer to one of the following articles depending on

whether you are using a Java Keystore or an external security manager (ESM) Keyring. In the case of the ESM
Keyring it also depends on whether the same ESM keyring is shared by the Message Service hub and spoke node:
• Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Hub
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub and Spoke Node on a Shared System

NOTE
During this last procedure, you are directed back to the product documentation. At that time, return to the
Configure the Message Service Hub for z/OS topic.

c. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service spoke nodes, refer to one of the following articles
depending on whether you are using a Java Keystore or an ESM Keyring:
• Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Spoke Node
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Spoke Node

NOTE
During these two procedures, you are directed back to the product documentation. At that time, return to
the Configure the Message Service Hub for z/OS topic.

Repeat this step for every Message Service server and MTC-A.
You have deployed and configured Message Service for MTC-A.
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Example: Message Service topology for MTC-A set up for multiple z/OS systems

Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS
As a systems administrator, you can use OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation to install a Message Service
hub that resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to deploy the Message Service hub.

Deploy Message Service Hub
The USS Based Services installation directory contains the CAW0JCL , CAW0OPTV and CAW0PROC Message Service data
sets. These data sets are used to deploy and configure the Message Service hub.

1. Create an empty data set <your deployment High-Level Qualifier (HLQ)>.CAW0JCL , if you have not
already done so, and copy over the following members from the CAW0JCL data set:
– J2ZSYM
– MSHDPLOY
– MSHMOUNT

TIP
It is a good practice to create copies of the members and make the edits in the copies. Edits made to original
members in their installation directory may be lost when a new PTF is applied.

2. Follow the instructions in the copied members and customize these members according to your specifications in the
order specified in Step 1.

NOTE
By default, the MSHDPLOY job creates a large file system for Message Service hub instances. The default
size for each file system for the Message Service instances is 20 GB. The value is specified in the J2ZSYM
member. Specifically, PRIMSZHB defines the primary size for Message Service Hub file system. You can
allocate an alternative size by updating appropriate parameters in J2ZSYM member. The size of each file
system can be up to 40 GB and should not be smaller than 500 MB.

3. Deploy and mount the hub by submitting the JCL members in the following order:
a. MSHDPLOY
b. MSHMOUNT
To verify the deployment was successful, navigate to USS (<USS deployment Path>/cfgb/instance ) and
making sure it contains messageServiceHub . The <USS deployment path> is the value set for DPLYPATH in
J2ZSYM .

4. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV and copy over the following members from the
CAW0OPTV data set:
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– ZMSHENV
– ZMSHENV2

5. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC and copy over the following member from
CAW0PROC data set:

• ZMSHUB

You finished deploying the Message Service hub.

Troubleshooting Message Service Hub Deployment

This section contains tips that you can use to troubleshoot problems that you encounter with Message Service hub
deployment.

Problem: Error During MSHDPLOY

An error occurs during the deployment of MSHDPLOY and the deployment is interrupted.

Symptom:

After running MSHDPLOY not all of the following VSAMs are created:

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.CPTARG.CCSZFS      

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.CPTARG.CCSZFS.DATA

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSH    

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSH.DATA

Solution:

Unmount the USS mount points <DPLTMPPT in J2ZSYM> and delete the VSAMs created. Check the logs to identify and
address the cause of the problem and resubmit the MSHDPLOY and MSHMOUNT JCL members.

Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS
As a systems administrator, you can use OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation to install a Message Service
hub that resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to configure the Message Service hub once it has
been deployed.

Configure the Message Service Hub z/OS Environment Variables

After you deploy the Message Service hub, configure the Message Service hub environment variables.

1. Edit the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications. Make note of the following:
– We recommend you set the MSH_PROTOCOL environment variable to TCP during the initial configuration. With the

TCP configuration you can run and test the Message Service hub deployment and verify it has been configured
successfully. The procedure on how to set up the Message Service hub for encrypted TLS communication is
covered in follow-up articles.

IMPORTANT

The TCP communication protocol is not secure in a production environment. Using TCP places your
communication with the Message Service hub at risk of being read by unauthorized persons. We
recommend you use TCP only for set up and testing purposes and then use secured TLS communication
protocol in all your production environments.

2. Edit the ZMSHUB member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications.
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Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs

As a security administrator, create a user to assign the Message Service hub deployment to. Set up runtime and security
privileges for the user ID, if you are running an external security manager (ESM) such as Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF
in your environment. The User ID that is assigned to the Message Service hub requires access to information about other
processes that connect to the Message Service by mapping the User ID to the Message Service hub started task.

When using the Message Service hub with Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values that
apply to the Data Mover. This step lets the two applications share permissions for USS files.

1. In your security system, create a new User ID <ZMSHUB user id> and add it to your OMVS group:
NOTE
ESM commands are case sensitive.

ACF2
SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <OMVS Group> GID(<OMVS Group GID>) 

SET LID

 INSERT <ZMSHUB user id> NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER') GROUP(<OMVS Group>)      

 MUSASS NO-SMC RESTRICT STC

Top Secret
TSS CREATE(CCSDMDPT) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE DEPARTMENT') TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

TSS CREATE(<ZMSHUB user id>) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER')  TYPE(USER) PASSWORD(NOPW,0)

 DEPARTMENT(CCSDMDPT)

TSS ADD(<OMVS Group>) GID(<OMVS Group GID>)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>)

IBM RACF
ADDUSER <ZMSHUB user id> DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>) NAME(‘MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER’)

ALTGROUP <OMVS Group> OMVS(GID(<OMVS GROUP GID>))

2. Make sure the User ID that you created in Step 1 is able to start up started tasks:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) FACILITY(STC)

IBM RACF
SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

3. Create an OMVS segment for the User ID using the following attributes:
– Home Directory: For example, /u/users/<ZMSHUB user id>
– UID: <next avaliable UID number>
– Login shell: For example,/bin/sh
– Group: <OMVS Group>

NOTE

Ensure that this GROUP is the same as the default GROUP that corresponds to the user ID that is used
for the installed and deployed Message Service spoke nodes.

If Message Service is running on Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values
used by Data Mover. Using these same values ensures that the applications share permissions for USS
files.
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Set the owner of the directory that you created to the User ID that you created in Step 1:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <ZMSHUB user id> OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(<next avaliable UID number>) HOME(<Message Service

 install Directory>)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) HOME(/u/users/<ZMSHUB user id>) GROUP(<OMVS Group>)

 UID(<next available UID number>)

IBM RACF
ALTUSER <ZMSHUB user id> OMVS(UID(<next available UID number>) HOME(<ZMS install directory>))

 NOPASSWORD

SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

4. Map the started task ZMSHUB to the User ID that you created in Step 1:
ACF2

T C(GSO)  

  INS STC.ZMSHUB GROUP(<OMVS Group>) LOGONID(<UID number >) STCID(ZMSHUB)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ZMSHUB) ACID(<ZMSHUB user id>)

IBM RACF
RDEFINE STARTED ZMSHUB.* STDATA(USER(<ZMSHUB user id>),GROUP(<OMVS Group>))

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

5. Grant the User ID that you created in Step 1 with the permission to read the EZB.STACKACCESS.sysname.tcpipid
resource profile:

ACF2
SET RES(SER)  

  RECKEY EZB ADD(STACKACCESS.<sysName>.<tcpName> UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)  

  F ACF2,REBUILD(SER),C(R)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVAUTH(EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid>)

IBM RACF
PERMIT EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid> ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CLASS(SERVAUTH) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

Run the Message Service Hub as a Started Task

After you deploy and configure the Message Service hub, if you are using the TCP protocol, you can start the Message
Service hub by running it as a started task. The Message Service hub runs as a started task in its own address space.
The default ZMSHUB proc resides in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set.

If you are using a TLS protocol, refrain from starting the Message Service hub until after you generate, import and
configure certificates as described in following articles. However, we recommend you set MSH_PROTOCOL to use TCP for
now, so you can run the Message Service hub and confirm it starts properly.

1. Issue the following operator command to start the Message Service hub:
/S ZMSHUB

The Message Service hub starts. To verify that the Message Service hub started successfully, confirm that the JES
output display contains the CAMS0011I message. This message indicates that the Message Service has started.
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TIP
Define the command as a z/OS auto command in CAIRIM to ensure that the Message Service hub starts in
a timely manner after each system IPL. For more information, see CAIRIM Auto Commands Member in the
article CAIRIM Operation.

2. (Optional) If you need to stop the Message Service hub to, for instance, configure it to use TLS protocol, issue the
following operator command:
/C ZMSHUB

The Message Service hub started task is cancelled.

Deploy Message Service Server for z/OS
As a systems administrator, you can use OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation to install a Message Service
server that resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to deploy the Message Service server.

Deploy Message Service Server

The USS Based Services installation directory contains the CAW0JCL , CAW0OPTV , CAW0PLD and CAW0PROC Message
Service data sets. These data sets are used to deploy and configure the Message Service server.

1. Create an empty data set <your deployment High-Level Qualifier (HLQ)>.CAW0JCL , if you have not
already done so, and copy over the following members from the CAW0JCL data set:
– J2ZSYM
– J2ZDPLOY
– J2ZMOUNT

TIP
It is a good practice to create copies of the members and make the edits in the copies. Edits made to original
members in their installation directory may be lost when a new PTF is applied.
NOTE
If you are deploying Message Service server on the same system as the Message Service hub, use the
existing <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0JCL data set and do not copy the J2ZSYM member again.

2. Follow the instructions in the copied members and customize these members according to your specifications in the
order specified in Step 1.

NOTE
By default, the J2ZDPLOY job creates a large file system for Message Service server instances. The default
size for each file system for the Message Service instances is 20 GB. The value is specified in the J2ZSYM
member. Specifically, PRIMSZSR defines the primary size for Message Service Server file system. You can
allocate an alternative size by updating appropriate parameters in J2ZSYM member. The size of each file
system can be up to 40 GB and should not be smaller than 500 MB. Mainframe Operational Intelligence
needs at least 20 GB.

3. Submit the JCL members in the following order:
a. J2ZDPLOY
b. J2ZMOUNT
To verify the deployment was successful, navigate to USS (<USS deployment Path>/cfgb/instance ) and
making sure it contains messageService . The <USS deployment path> is the value set for DPLYPATH in
J2ZSYM .

4. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PLD and copy over all the members from the CAW0PLD
data set.

5. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV and copy over the following members from
CAW0OPTV data set:
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– ZMSENVT
– ZMSENVT2

NOTE
If you are deploying Message Service server on the same system as the Message Service hub, use the
existing <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set.

6. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC and copy over the following member from
CAW0PROC data set:

• ZMSSTART

NOTE
If you are deploying Message Service server on the same system as the Message Service hub, use the
existing  <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set.

You finished deploying the Message Service hub.

Troubleshooting Message Service Server Deployment

This section contains tips that you can use to troubleshoot problems that you encounter with Message Service server
deployment.

Problem: Error During J2ZDPLOY

An error occurs during the deployment of J2ZDPLOY .

Symptom:

After running J2ZDPLOY not all of the following VSAMs are created:

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFS              

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFS.DATA          

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSB              

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSB.DATA        

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSJ              

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSJ.DATA        

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFS            

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFS.DATA        

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFSB            

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFSB.DATA     

Solution:

Unmount the USS mount points <DPLTMPPT in J2ZSYM> and delete the VSAM's created. Check the logs to identify
and address the cause of the problem and resubmit the J2ZDPLOY and J2ZMOUNT JCL members.

Configure Message Service Server for z/OS
Configure the Message Service server after it has been deployed.

As a systems administrator, you can use OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation to install a Message Service
server that resides on a z/OS USS file system.

Configure the Message Service Environment Variables

After you deploy the Message Service server, configure the Message Service server environment variables.

1. Edit the ZMSENVT member in the your-deployment-HLQ.CAW0OPTV data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications. Make note of the following points:
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– We recommend that you set the MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL environment variable to TCP during the initial
configuration. With the TCP configuration, you can run and test the Message Service server deployment and verify
it has been configured successfully. The procedure on how to set up the Message Service server for encrypted TLS
communication is covered in follow-up articles.

WARNING

The TCP communication protocol is not secure in a production environment. Using TCP places your
communication with the Message Service hub at risk of being read by unauthorized persons. We
recommend that you use TCP only for set up and testing purposes and then you use secured TLS
communication protocol in all your production environments.

– Enable adapters that you want to use and disable adapters that you do not want to use. Different applications make
use of different adapters, some of which may be mandatory. See the product documentation associated with this
implementation.

WARNING
The DISCOVERY-ADAPTER must not be disabled. Disabling this adapter causes all products that use
Message Service to stop working.

2. (Optional) Enable TLS v1.3 by setting ENABLE_TLSV13=YES .
NOTE
If you enable TLS v1.3, make sure that the system JDK is compatible with TLS v1.3

3. Edit the ZMSSTART member in the your-deployment-HLQ.CAW0PROC data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications.

Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs

As a security administrator, create a user to assign the Message Service server deployment to. Set up runtime and
security privileges for the user ID, if you are running an external security manager (ESM) such as Top Secret, ACF2,
or IBM RACF in your environment. The User ID that is assigned to the Message Service server requires access to
information about other processes that connect to the Message Service by mapping the User ID to the Message Service
server started task.

1. In your security system, create a new User ID ZMSSTART-user-id and add it to your OMVS group
NOTE
ESM commands are case sensitive.

ACF2
SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT OMVS-group GID(OMVS-group-GID) 

SET LID

 INSERT ZMSSTART-user-id NAME(message-service-stc-user) GROUP(OMVS-group)      

 MUSASS NO-SMC RESTRICT STC

Top Secret
TSS CREATE(CCSDMDPT) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE DEPARTMENT') TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

TSS CREATE(ZMSSTART-user-id) NAME(message-service-stc-user)  TYPE(USER) PASSWORD(NOPW,0)

 DEPARTMENT(CCSDMDPT)

TSS ADD(OMVS-group) GID(OMVS-group-GID)

TSS ADD(ZMSSTART-user-id) DFLTGRP(OMVS-group)

IBM RACF
ADDUSER ZMSSTART-user-id DFLTGRP(OMVS-group) NAME(‘MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER’)

ALTGROUP OMVS-group OMVS(GID(OMVS-group-GID))

2. Make sure the User ID that you created in Step 2 is able to start up started tasks:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)
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F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(ZMSSTART-user-id) FACILITY(STC)

IBM RACF
SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

3. Create an OMVS segment for the User ID using the following attributes:
Home Directory

For example, /u/users/ZMSSTART-user-id
UID

next-avaliable-UID-number

Login shell
For example,/bin/sh

Group
OMVS group

NOTE

Ensure that this GROUP is the same as the default GROUP that corresponds to the user ID that is used
for the installed and deployed Message Service spoke nodes.

If Message Service is running on Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values
used by Data Mover. Using these same values ensures that the applications share permissions for USS
files.

Set the owner of the directory that you created to the User ID that you created in Step 2:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT ZMSSTART-user-id OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(next-avaliable-UID-number) HOME(message-service-

install-directory)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(ZMSSTART-user-id) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) HOME(/u/users/ZMSSTART-user-id) GROUP(CCSDMGRP) UID(next-

available-UID-number)

IBM RACF
ALTUSER ZMSSTART-user-id OMVS(UID(next-available-UID-number) HOME(ZMS-install-directory)) NOPASSWORD

SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

4. Map the started task ZMSSTART to the User ID that you created in Step 2:
ACF2

T C(GSO)  

  INS STC.ZMSSTART GROUP(CCSDMGRP) LOGONID(<UID number >) STCID(ZMSSTART)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ZMSSTART) ACID(ZMSSTART-user-id)

IBM RACF
RDEFINE STARTED ZMSSTART.* STDATA(USER(ZMSSTART-user-id),GROUP(CCSDMGRP))

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH
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5. Grant the User ID that you created in Step 2 with the permission to read the EZB.STACKACCESS.sysname.tcpipid
resource profile:

ACF2
SET RES(SER)  

  RECKEY EZB ADD(STACKACCESS.<sysName>.<tcpName> UID(ZMSSTART-user-id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)  

  F ACF2,REBUILD(SER),C(R)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(ZMSSTART-user-id) SERVAUTH(EZB.STACKACCESS.sysname.tcpipid)

IBM RACF
PERMIT EZB.STACKACCESS.sysname.tcpipid ID(ZMSSTART-user-id) CLASS(SERVAUTH) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

Run Message Service Server as a Started Task

After you deploy and configure Message Service server, if you are using the TCP protocol, start Message Service server
by running it as a started task. The Message Service  server service runs as a started task in its own address space. The
default ZMSSTART proc resides in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set.

If you are using a TLS protocol, refrain from starting the Message Service server until after you generate, import and
configure certificates as described in following articles. However we recommend you set MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL to use TCP
for now, so you can run the Message Service server and confirm it starts properly.

1. Issue the following operator command to start the Message Service server:
/S ZMSSTART

The Message Service server starts. To verify that the Message Service server started successfully, confirm that the
JES output display contains the CAMS0001I message. This message indicates that the Message Service has started.

NOTE

Define the command as a z/OS auto command in CAIRIM to ensure that the Message Service server starts
in a timely manner after each system IPL. For more information, see CAIRIM Auto Commands Member topic
in the CAIRIM Operation article.

2. (Optional) If you need to stop the Message Service server to, for instance, configure it to use TLS protocol, issue the
following operator command:
/C ZMSSTART

The Message Service server started task is cancelled.

(Optional) CICS SMF Dictionary Utility

The Message Service provides the ZMSCDICT JCL that can extract CICS performance dictionary records from a SMF
data set or SMF log stream and copy the dictionary records to the Message Service server database. You may use the
ZMSCDICT JCL utility if you run the Message Service server to transport data from z/OS to MOI, specifically the CICS
monitoring performance data (Type 110 Subtype 1 SMF records). For more information, see How to Stream SMF Record
Data to MOI.

Troubleshooting: OMVS Segment Not Defined

The Message Service server is running using a user where the OMVS segment is not defined.

Symptom The following WTO message appears:

MSE0002 The home directory does not exist, please verify if OMVS
segment is defined.

Solution Assign an OMVS segment to the user.
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Troubleshooting: Failed to Create zDM Path zdmRegisterPath

The Message Service STC ID does not have proper permission to create the UNIX pipe that it uses to communicate with
Data Mover.

Symptom The following messages appear in the job output for Message Service:

ERROR [2017-07-14 13:38:20.715] [Message Service Server] -

 [com.ca.messagingservice.adapter.implementation.zdm.datasource.ZdmDataSourceInterface:initialize:124]

 [Thread-21] - Failed to create zDM path zdmRegisterPath

java.io.IOException: Failed to create pipe, errno=111

Solution This error indicates that the ID that is running the Message Service Server does not have permission to
create a file in the ${install-home}/cfgb/instance/messageService directory.

Perform the following corrective actions:

• Examine the ownership of this directory and ensure the owning group is the same as the group that is
assigned to the Message Service Server STC ID.

• Ensure that the directory has “group write” permission (the permission has the format drwxrwxr-x ).
• Ensure that the group that is assigned to the Data Mover STC ID is the same as the group assigned to

the Message Service Server STC ID.

Configure the Message Server Adapter for MTC-A

Review the introductory Message Service information in this documentation to understand the Message Service and its
components.

The ops-admin-adapter is a loadable component that runs inside the Message Service server and provides messaging
functionality between the MTC-A Web Application and OPS/MVS.

You must edit your Message Service server environment file to configure the adapter properly. The data set that contains
your environment file is the value of the ‘CAW0OPTV’ variable in the Message Service server proc. The member name is
included in the STDENV line of the proc.

Example: //STDENV   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0OPTV(ZMSENVT)Update your environment member to match the
following specifications:

• Set the value of 'OPS_ADMIN_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS' to 'ENABLED'.
• Set the value of 'CCSOPJEXJAR_PATH' to the path of the USS directory containing 'ccsopjex.jar'.
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_HOST' to match what you've specified in your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_PORT' to match what you've specified in your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL' to either 'SSL' or 'TCP' depending on your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).

You must recycle the Message Service server STC for these changes to take effect.

Generate TLS Certificates for Message Service
As a security administrator, you can configure the Message Service to communicate through the TLS secured
communication protocol. TLS requires that all Message Service hubs and spoke nodes use a shared set of certificates, or
a set of certificates signed by a trusted certificate authority. This article explains:

• How to generate a set of private keys and certificates in a z/OS environment.
• How to have the certificates signed by a certificate authority.
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Generate Private Keys and Certificates in z/OS environment

The CAW0PROC data set contains the ZMSSSL job. This job lets you generate keystore and trustStore files that contain the
private keys and certificates. These private keys and certificates are required for TLS secure communication.

1. Copy the following members from the CAW0OPTV data set under <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
– ZMSSENV
– ZMSSENV2

2. Copy the following member from the CAW0PROC data set under <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set:
– ZMSSSL

3. Edit the ZMSSENV member in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set. To do so, follow the instructions that
are provided in the member. Customize the environment variable to your site specifications.

4. Edit the ZMSSSL member in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set. To do so, follow the instructions that
are provided in the member. Customize the environment variable to your site specifications.

5. Run the ZMSSSL job.
This action generates the TLS keystore, the TLS trustStore, and the password properties files in the temporary
location. The temporary location is the location that you specified in the ZMSSENV member.

6. Verify that you generated the following files for the hub and the spoke nodes in the SSL_GEN_PATH directory. You
specified this directory in the ZMSSENV member.
– Keystore files
– TrustStore files
– Password properties files
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You generated two sets of TLS keystore, trustStore and password properties files for the hub and for the spoke nodes.
Make sure to store the password properties file at a secure location.
You can use these self-signed certificates without modification. Or, go to the next topic to have a certificate authority
sign the certificates.

(Optional) Sign Certificates Using a Certificate Authority

You can use a certificate authority (CA) to sign and verify your certificates.

1. Sign broker.ks and client.ks using a certificate authority. Create a certificate signing request (CSR). From the
command line, issue the following command to create the CSR:

NOTE
To use the following java keytool commands, set the path to your java home directory in your environment
variable.

keytool -certreq -alias hub_store -keystore broker.ks -storepass <password broker.ts> -file

 hub_sign_req.csr

            

keytool -certreq -alias spoke_store -keystore client.ks -storepass <password client.ts> -file

 spoke_sign_req.csr

2. A certification authority must process the CSR to generate the signed certificate. You have several options.
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– You can use any one of the public, commercial certificate authorities.
– You can use your own in-house certificate authority. Several commercial and open source software packages allow

you to set up an in-house certificate authority. We recommend this option, especially if you are generating many
certificates for the server and for personal use.

– You can use z/OS PKI Services to set up an in-house certificate authority. Consult the IBM Cryptographic Services
PKI Services Guide and Reference on using PKI Services.

– You can use open source products such as OpenSSL to sign the certificate.
– You can use the z/OS gskkyman program as a certificate authority. Consult the IBM Cryptographic Services System

Secure Socket Layer Programming for information about using gskkyman as a certificate authority.
Regardless of which method you employ to sign your certificate, you receive two certificates: the actual signed server
certificate and the certificate of the certificate authority. Depending on the certificate authority that you use, you receive
each certificate in a separate file or you receive a single PKCS#7 file containing both certificates.

3. Recreate empty broker.ts and client.ts truststores:
keytool -genkey -alias hub_store -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -validity <number_of_days> -keystore broker.ts

 -storepass <password_for_truststore>

            

keytool -genkey -alias spoke_store -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -validity <number_of_days> -keystore

 client.ts -storepass <password_for_truststore>

4. Import the certificate from certificate authority to the client.ts truststore:
keytool -import -keystore client.ts -file ca-certificate.pem.txt -alias theCARoot

5. Import the certificate authority certificate and the signed spoke certificate to the broker.ts truststore:
keytool –import –keystore broker.ks –file spoke_signed_cert.cer –alias spoke_store

keytool -import -keystore broker.ts -file ca-certificate.pem.txt -alias theCARoot

The client.ts and broker.ts truststores both contain the certificate authority's (CA) certificate:
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6. Do one of the following options:
– Set the MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION environment variable to TRUST-STORE when configuring the

Message Service hub. This option requires a copy of the Message Service spoke node certificate is present in the
trust store of the Message Service hub.

OR
– Set the MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION environment variable to CERTIFICATE-AUTHORITY when

configuring your Message Service hub. This option only requires that the certificate that is signed by the certificate
authority is present.

Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Hub
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to a Java Keystore that is used by a Message Service hub, and how to configure the hub to use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:
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• You deployed a Message Service hub.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub is not running.

Import Certificates to a Message Service Hub

Import the Message Service hub certificates to a Java Keystore and configure the hub to use them.

1. Copy the generated HUB_STORE files to the hub keystore:
cp SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE <message_service_deploy_home>/cfgb/instance/

messageServiceHub/keystores

You imported the certificates to the Java Keystore.
2. Modify the communication protocol related values in the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment

HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MSH_PROTOCOL=ssl 

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JKS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

You configured the Message Service hub.
3. Start the Message Service hub.

Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Spoke Node
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to a Java Keystore that is used by a Message Service spoke node, and how to configure the spoke node to
use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service server or installed a Broadcom application that uses the Message Service.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service spoke node is not running.

Import Certificates to a Message Service Spoke Node

Import the Message Service spoke node certificates to a Java Keystore and configure the spoke node to use them.

1. Copy the generated SPOKE_STORE files to the spoke node keystore:
cp SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE <message_service_deploy_home>/cfgb/instance/messageService/

keystores

You imported the certificates to the Java Keystore.
2. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke node:

– For a Message Service server, modify the communication protocol related values in the ZMSENVT member in the
<your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL 

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JKS
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NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication
port that you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT . This port is located in the ZMSENVT
member in the CAW0OPTV data set.

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

3. Start the Message Service spoke node.

Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Hub
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to an external security manager (ESM) that is used by a Message Service hub, and how to configure the hub
to use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service hub.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub is not running.

Import Self-signed Certificates

Copy the self-signed certificates from HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for
the Message Service hub and configure the hub to use them.

1. Export hub certificates from the following keystore file to a data set:
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificates from the following truststore file to a data set:
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ts

            

//export certificate from client.ts using java keytool

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ts

keytool -export -alias hub_store -file spoke.crt -keystore client.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM
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cp spoke.crt "//'<data.set.name.spoke.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA) 

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST 

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') 

CHANGE <ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.hub.p12>) LABLCERT('HUBCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.spoke.crt>) LABLCERT('SPKCRT')

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST 

RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) WITHLABEL('SPKCRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL) 

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)
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IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:

MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT  located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You configured the Message Service hub.
8. Start the Message Service hub.

Import Signed Certificates

Copy the certificates that were signed by a certificate authority, as well as the certificate authority certificates, from
HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for the Message Service hub and
configure the hub to use them.

1. Export hub certificate and private key from the following keystore file to a data set:
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks
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keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificate from the following truststore file to a data set:
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ts

            

//export certificate from client.ts using java keytool

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ts

keytool -export -alias hub_store -file spoke.crt -keystore client.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.crt "//'<data.set.name.spoke.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>')

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>')

CHANGE <ZMHUB user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.SPKCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>')

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') TRUST
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TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') TRUST

TSS REPLACE(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') TRUST

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCACRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCACRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

                

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS) USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

                

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)
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IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:

MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT  located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You configured the Message Service hub.
8. Start the Message Service hub.

Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Spoke Node
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to an external security manager (ESM) that is used by a Message Service spoke node, and how to configure
the spoke node to use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service server or installed a Broadcom application that uses the Message Service.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub and spoke node are not running.

Import Self-signed Certificates

Copy the self-signed certificates from HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for
the Message Service spoke node and configure the spoke node to use them.

1. Export spoke certificates from the following spoke's keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"
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//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

2. Export hub certificates from the following spoke's trustStore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ts

//export certificate from broker.ts using java 

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ts

keytool -export -alias spoke_store -file broker.crt -keystore broker.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp broker.crt "//'<data.set.name.hub.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the spoke node runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the spoke node runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA) 

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST 

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.crt>') 

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.spoke.p12>) LABLCERT('SPKCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.hub.crt>) LABLCERT('HUBCRT')

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST 

RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.hub.crt>') ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) WITHLABEL('HUBCRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
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ACF2
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

You configured the Message Service spoke node.
8. Start the Message Service spoke node.
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Import Signed Certificates

Copy the certificates that were signed by a certificate authority, as well as the certificate authority certificates, from
HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for the Message Service spoke node
and configure the spoke node to use them.

1. Export server certificate and private key from the following spoke's keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

2. Export the hub certificate from the following spoke's trustStore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ts

//export certificate from broker.ts using java 

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ts

keytool -export -alias spoke_store -file broker.crt -keystore broker.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp broker.crt "//'<data.set.name.hub.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the server runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the server runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)
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INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>')

                

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.crt>')

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>')

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hub.crt>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') TRUST

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCACRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCACRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

       

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

                

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))
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ACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

You configured the Message Service spoke node.
8. Start the Message Service spoke node.

Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Hub and Spoke Node
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to an external security manager (ESM) that is used by a Message Service hub and spoke node, and how to
configure the hub and spoke node to use them. A shared system may refer to one system, or multiple mainframes running
in the same sysplex, where both the Message Service hub and spoke node reside together.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service hub and a Message Service server or installed a Broadcom application that uses the
Message Service.

• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub and spoke node are not running. 
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Import Self-signed Certificates

Copy the self-signed certificates from HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for
the Message Service hub and spoke node and configure the hub and spoke node to use them.

1. Export the hub certificates from the following keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificates from the following keystore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword>

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Note that ZMSSTART refers to ZMSSTART or your applicaiton specific user. Execute the
appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:

ACF2
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)
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4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub hub runs:
ACF2

SET PR(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA) 

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST 

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

 

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.hub.p12>) LABLCERT('HUBCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.spoke.p12>) LABLCERT('SPKCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL) 

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL) CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.TS)

 RINGNAME(SPOKETS) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))
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RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

8. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set by changing the value that
you defined in the MSH_SSL_TYPE variable to JCERACFKS . The following example illustrates how to change the
communication protocol:
MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE
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NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You imported and configured certificates to an ESM Keyring for your Message Service hub and spoke nodes.
9. Start the Message Service hub and spoke node.

Import Signed Certificates

Copy the certificates that were signed by a certificate authority, as well as the certificate authority certificates, from
HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for the Message Service hub and spoke
node and configure the hub and spoke node to use them.

1. Export the hub certificate and private key from the following keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificate and private key from the following keystore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword>

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Note that ZMSSTART refers to ZMSSTART or your applicaiton specific user. Execute the
appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:

ACF2
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)
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TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>')

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>')

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') TRUST

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCACRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCACRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

                

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS) USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)
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CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)                

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)
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RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set by changing the value that
you defined in the MQ_SSL_TYPE variable to JCERACFKS . The following example illustrates how to change the
communication protocol:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

8. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.
9. Start the Message Service hub and spoke node.

Deploy and Configure the ESM Microservice
The ESM Microservice provides access to the services of the External Security Manager (or ESM, which can be ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF) running on a mainframe system. The ESM Microservice lets Broadcom applications log in
users with mainframe credentials, and check user authorization to mainframe resources. Because the microservice
interface is a set of REST endpoints, the service is available to applications running on or off the mainframe platform.

OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation delivers the ESM Microservice with the BASE Common Services
installation package under FMID CFF6F00.
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NOTE
The CCS SAF Service must be installed on the system before the full functionality of the ESM Microservice is
available. To install CCS SAF Service, see Deploy and Initialize CCS SAF Service.

This section describes how to install, deploy, configure, and start the ESM Microservice. This article also provides
information about configuring the required client certificate and PassTicket (a temporary substitute for the user’s
password) functionality. To perform these functions, you must be a Security Administrator for access authorities.

• Deploy the ESM Microservice
• Configure the ESM Microservice

Roles and Responsibilities

The following roles should install, deploy, and configure the ESM Microservice:

Systems Administrator/Programmer
:
Downloads the required PTFs and applies maintenance.

Security Administrator
:
Deploys and configures ESM Microservice.

Deploy the ESM Microservice
Complete the following steps to deploy ESM Microservice.

NOTE
The ESM Microservice PTF introduces executables to both the hlq.CAW0OPTV and hlq.CAW0PROC target
libraries.

1. Download the latest ESM Microservice PTF support. For information on how to download the appropriate PTF, see
Maintain Products Using CSM under the Install Maintenance section.

2. Deploy the hlq.CAW0OPTV target library to your runtime library.
3. Deploy the hlq.CAW0PROC target library to your runtime library.
4. Apply PTF. Copy the ESMDPLOY and ESMMOUNT jobs from the CAW0JCL target library to your library. Follow the

instructions in the members and customize them based on your requirements.
5. Deploy ESM Microservice using the JCLs in the following order:

- Submit the ESMDPLOY job.
- Submit the ESMMOUNT job.

ESM Microservice is deployed. Next, Configure the ESM Microservice.

Configure the ESM Microservice Overview
This article provides an overview of the steps to configure the ESM Microservice. The steps reside under the applicable
section, which starts at Customize ESM Microservice PROC

• Configure the ESM Microservice by editing the ESMENV member to specify the server.ssl.key-store, server.ssl.trust-
store, and server.key-alias. (Customize ESM Microservice PROC)

• Generate the server certificate and store it in the ESM key ring.
• Configure the client certificate after obtaining a signed certificate from a trusted Certificate Authority (CA).
• Establish the trust of the CA by adding the certificate to the client's trust store as a trusted CA.
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NOTE
For information about key rings and certificates, see the following articles: For ACF2, see Configure Key Rings
and Certificates for SSL/TLS Applications. For Top Secret, see Manage Key Rings.

The following diagram shows the relationships among the ESM Microservice configuration, the ESM key ring, the client
certificate, and the client application (Mainframe Team Center).

Figure 9: ESM Microservice Overview

The following tasks are required to configure the ESM Microservice. For the steps that are required to complete these
tasks, see the applicable section.

• Customize the ESM Microservice PROC
• Create a User ID and Assign Runtime and Security Privileges
• Generate Certificates

– Generate Certificates for ESM Microservice
– Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)
– Configure Key Rings and Permissions
– Configure the Environment
– Register a Client Application
– Start and Stop the ESM Microservice
– (Optional) Configure PassTicket Functionality
– Apply Maintenance to ESM Microservice

Customize the ESM Microservice PROC

Customize the PROC by editing the ESMPROC member in your runtime library where you deployed hlq.CAW0PROC by
replacing with the following sample ESMPROC.

1. Copy ESMPROC to your running PROCLIB data set. This step is required for JES to find the ESM server.
2. Customize ESMPROC member in your PROCLIB. This step lets ESM Microservice start with the necessary

configurations for your site.
– Set ‘STDENV DD DSN=’ to the location of you ESMENV file by replacing the sample text of

‘#HLQ.YOURENV(ESMENV)’.

The ESMPROC has been customized. Next, create the started task ID and assign runtime and security privileges for your
ESM.

Sample ESMPROC
//ESMPROC  PROC

//*

//  SET JAVACLS=''

//  SET ARGS='-jar esm.jar'
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//  SET LOGLVL='T'

//* SET LEPARM=''

//ESMPROC  EXEC PGM=JVMLDM86,REGION=0M,

//   PARM='LOGLVL JAVACLS ARGS' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*

//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//TRACE1   DD SYSOUT=*

//TRACE2   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDENV   DD DSN=#HLQ.YOURENV(ESMENV),

//         DISP=SHR

Create a Started Task ID for ACF2

The ESM Microservice started task ID is required to perform advanced permission requirements to the BPX.SERVER and
provide more access to certificates and keyrings.

Before you run the commands in this article, review the following items:

• You can issue the commands from the TSO Ready prompt or from the batch job.
• If you run from the batch job, the continuation mark ('-') indicates that the command is continued on the next line. This

mark must be included for the command to process.
• If you issue commands from the TSO Ready prompt, the continuation mark ('-') is not required.

Issue the following commands to create a started task ID for the ESM Microservice:

ACF

INSERT ESMSERV NAME(ESM MICROSERVICE) STC -

HOME(/u/users/esmserv) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(uid for ESMSERV) –

GROUP (OMVS group name)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD(SERVER UID(uid string for ESMSERV) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT STC.ESMPROC GROUP(OMVS group name) LOGONID(ESMSERV) STCID(ESMPROC)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

END

The ACF2 user ID has been created and given permission to run a server. A started task with the name ESMPROC has
been assigned to the new user.

Next, generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice or obtain a certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).
For the steps to generate certificates, see Generate Certificates.

Create a Started Task ID for Top Secret
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The ESM Microservice started task ID is required to perform advanced permission requirements to the BPX.SERVER and
provide extra access to certificates and keyrings.

Before you run the commands in this article, review the following items:

• You can issue the commands from the TSO Ready prompt or from the batch job.
• If you run from the batch job, the continuation mark ('-') indicates that the command is continued on the next line. This

mark must be included for the command to process.
• If you issue commands from the TSO Ready prompt, the continuation mark ('-') is not required.

Issue the following commands to create a started task ID for the ESM Microservice:

TSS CREATE(CCSESMDT) NAME('CCS ESM MICROSERVICE DEPT') - 

    TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

TSS CREATE(ESMSERV) NAME('ESM MICROSERVICE STC USER') - 

    TYPE(USER) - 

    PASSWORD(NOPW,0) - 

    DEPARTMENT(CCSESMDT) - 

    FACILITY(STC) 

TSS ADDTO(ESMSERV) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) - 

    HOME(/u/users/ESMSERV) GROUP(INSERTOMVSGROUP) - 

    UID(UIDHERE*)

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) DFLTGRP(INSERTOMVSGROUP)

TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ESMPROC) ACID(ESMSERV)

The Top Secret user ID has been created and given access to run a server and a started task with the name ESMPROC
has been assigned to the new user.

Next, generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice or obtain a certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).
For the steps to generate certificates, see Generate Certificates. 

Create a Started Task ID for IBM RACF

The ESM Microservice started task ID is required to perform advanced permission requirements to the BPX.SERVER and
provide more access to certificates and keyrings.

Before you enter the commands in this article, review the following items:

• You can issue the commands from the TSO Ready prompt or from the batch job.
• If you run from a batch job, the continuation mark ('-') indicates that the command is continued on the next line. This

mark must be included for the command to process.
• If you issue commands from the TSO Ready prompt, the continuation mark ('-') is not required.

Issue the following commands to create a started task ID for the ESM Microservice:

ADDGROUP CCSESMGP OMVS(GID(GIDHERE))

ADDUSER ESMSERV DFLTGRP(CCSESMGP) OMVS(UID(UIDHERE) -

HOME(/u/users/ESMSERV) PROGRAM(/bin/sh)) PASSWORD(password)

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

SETR GENERIC(STARTED)

RDEFINE STARTED ESMPROC.* STDATA(USER(ESMSERV))

SETR RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH
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An IBM RACF user ID has been created and given access to run a server and a started task with the name ESMPROC
has been assigned to the new user.

Next, generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice or obtain a certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).
For the steps to generate certificates, see Generate Certificates. 

Generate Certificates

The ESM Microservice provides access to core ESM security functionality, thus you must protect the use of this
functionality. The ESM Microservice uses TLS/SSL to ensure that communication between the clients and the ESM
Microservice is valid and secure. The ESM Microservice uses the following certificate concepts in its implementation.

This section explains certificate generation and manipulation using ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF. Examples are
provided for creation, signing and managing the needed certificates inside each security product. The ESM Microservice
supports key rings for certificate access. Examples are provided for importing externally generated/signed certificates into
ESM key rings on each security product. However, due to the varied landscape for certificate generation and signing, we
cannot support off-platform processes.

Many ESM Microservice consuming products perform host name verification on certificates. To ensure compliance with
this check, the ESM Microservice server certificate and client certificates must be generated with the fully qualified domain
name of the host where the ESM Microservice is running. For example: SUBJECT(CN('hostname.company.com')). Other
SUBJECT parameters may be specified if desired.

ESM Microservice Signing Certificate
First certificate in the ESM Microservice authority chain. This certificate is used to sign the certificates that must
be attached to the ESM Microservice server and the ESM Microservice applications (clients) key rings. This
certificate is the trusted authority that is used to issue other certificates. By signing another certificate with this
signer certificate, you declare that you trust the newly signed certificate.

ESM Microservice Server certificate
The ESM Microservice server running on your mainframe uses this certificate. This certificate is signed by the
ESM Signing Certificate. The ESMSERV user ID needs access to its public and private key.

ESM Microservice application (client) certificates
These certificates identify your client application and let your application verify the ESM Microservice server.
These certificates also allow secure communications between these parties. A copy of these certificates is
required on the mainframe that is housing the ESM Microservice. A copy of the same certificate must also be on
the machine that is housing the client. You should provide ESMSERV access to the public and private key on
these certificates.

Next, obtain a certificate by generating a certificate from your ESM or obtaining a certificate from a Certificate Authority
(CA). To complete these steps, see Obtain Certificates for your ESM.

Obtain Certificates for ACF2

In order for the ESM Microservice to provide access to core ESMs security functionality, you must generate a certificate
from your ESM or obtain certificates from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Review the following before proceeding.

• If you previously installed ESM Microservice, skip to Register a Client Application to complete the certificate process.
• You must complete step 1a. or 1b., depending on your site preference, before continuing to step 2, Configuring Key

Rings and Permissions.
– Step 1a: Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.

or
– Step 1b: Obtain certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).
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Follow these steps to obtain certificates.

1. Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.
a. Generate a Certificate Using ACF2

Generate Signing Certificate. The signing certificate is used to sign the certificates that are attached to the ESM
Microservice server and applications (clients) key rings.
ACF

GENCERT CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN –

SUBJ(CN='hostname.company.com' OU='Business Unit' -

O='Company Inc.' L='City' ST=\'ST' -

EMAIL='your-contact-point@company.com') -

EXPIRE(08/13/21) LABEL(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN)

The signing certificate has been generated and given to the CERTAUTH user.
Generate Server Certificate. The ESM Microservice server running on your LPAR uses the server certificate to
identify itself to client applications and ensure the connection between ESM Microservice and the client is secure.
The server certificate is signed by the ESM signing certificate.
ACF

GENCERT ESMSERV.ESMSERVR SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH -

LABEL(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN)) -

SUBJ(CN='hostname.company.com' OU='Business Unit' -O='Company Inc.' L='City' ST=\'ST' -

EMAIL='your-contact-point@company.com') -

EXPIRE(08/13/20) LABEL(ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT)

The server certificate has been generated and given to ESMSERV.
b. Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)

Import Signing Certificate and Chain. Importing the signing certificate and chain lets you leverage external
certificate authority on your LPAR. The necessary components are added to establish the trust of your server and
client certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT ESMSERV.ESMSIGN DSN('data.set.name') -

PASSWORD(‘password’)

CHANGE ESMSERV.ESMSIGN TRUST

The signing certificate and chain are now stored in the ESM database.
Import Server Certificate. Importing the server certificates lets the ESM control access to your external CA
managed certificate. This method allows only authorized users access to the sensitive private key data for your
ESM Microservice server certificate.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT DSN('data.set.name') -

PASSWORD('password')

CHANGE ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT TRUST

The ESM Microservice server certificate has been moved from the data set into the ESM database where access is
controlled.

2. Configure key rings and permissions
Create Key Ring. A key ring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The key ring lets you
standardize access to a set of certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT ESMSERV.MESMRING RINGNAME(MESMRING)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

A keyring has been created and available to hold certificates for ESM Microservice.
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Add Signing Certificate. Add a signing certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the signing
certificates in a single location.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN) -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add Server Certificate. Add a server certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the server certificates
in a single location.
ACF 

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT)  -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) -

USAGE(PERSONAL)

The server certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add permissions. Add permissions to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the ESMSERV the
access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(*****ESMSERV) SERVICE(READ) -

ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(*****ESMSERV) -

SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Records have been inserted into the ACF2 tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to operate.
The ACF2 tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Next, see Continue to Configure the Environment.

Obtain Certificates for Top Secret

In order for the ESM Microservice to provide access to core ESMs security functionality, you must generate a certificate
from your ESM or obtain certificates from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Review the following before proceeding.

• If you previously installed ESM Microservice, skip to Register a Client Application to complete the certificate process.
• You must complete step 1a. or 1b., depending on your site preference, before continuing to step 2, Configuring Key

Rings and Permissions.
– Step 1a: Generate a certificate form your ESM for ESM Microservice.

or
– Step 1b: Obtain certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Follow these steps to obtain certificates.

1. Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.
a. Generate a Certificate Using Top Secret.

Generate Signing Certificate. The signing certificate is used to sign the certificates that are attached to the ESM
Microservice server and applications (clients) key rings.
TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) -

SUBJECTN('CN="your-host.site.com" OU="Business Unit" -

O="Company Inc." L="City" ST="ST" -

EMAIL="your-contact-point@company.com"') -
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DIGICERT(ESMSIGN) -

LABLCERT(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN) NADATE(08/13/21)

The signing certificate has been generated and given to the CERTAUTH user.
Generate Server Certificate. The ESM Microservice server running on your LPAR uses this certificate to identify
itself to client applications and ensure the connection between ESM Microservice and the client is secure. The
server certificate is signed by the ESM signing certificate.
TSS GENCERT(ESMSERV) -

SUBJECTN('CN="your-host.site.com" OU="Business Unit" -

O="Company Inc." L="City" ST="ST" -

EMAIL="your-contact-point@company.com"') -

DIGICERT(ESMSRVCT) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,ESMMSIGN) -

LABLCERT(ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT) NADATE(08/13/21)

The server certificate has been generated and given to ESMSERV.
b. Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)

Import Signing Certificate and Chain. Importing the signing certificate and chain lets you leverage external
certificate authority on your LPAR. The necessary components are added to establish the trust of your server and
client certificates.
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(ESMSIGN)-

DCDSN(data.set.name) TRUST

The signing certificate and chain are now stored in the ESM database.
Import Server Certificate. Importing the server certificates lets the ESM control access to your external CA
managed certificate. This method allows only authorized users access to the sensitive private key data for your
ESM Microservice server certificate.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) DIGICERT(ESMSRVCT) -

DCDSN(data.set.name) PKCSPASS('password') TRUST

The ESM Microservice server certificate has been moved from the data set into the ESM database where access is
controlled.

2. Configure key rings and permissions.
Create Key Ring. A key ring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The key ring lets you
standardize access to a set of certificates.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING)

Records have been inserted into the Top Secret tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to
operate.
Add Signing Certificate. Add a signing certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the signing
certificates in a single location.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,ESMSIGN)-

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add Server Certificate. Add a server certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the server certificates
in a single location.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(ESMSERV,ESMSRVCT)-

USAGE(PERSONAL)

The server certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add permissions. Add permissions to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the ESMSERV the
access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGT) ACCESS(CONTROL)

Records have been inserted into the Top Secret tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to
operate.

3. Next, see Continue to Configure the Environment.
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Obtain Certificates for IBM RACF

In order for the ESM Microservice to provide access to core ESMs security functionality, you must generate a certificate
from your ESM or obtain certificates from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Review the following before proceeding.

• If you previously installed ESM Microservice, skip to Register a Client Application to complete the certificate process.
• You must complete step 1a. or 1b., depending on your site preference, before continuing to step 2, Configuring Key

Rings and Permissions.
– Step 1a: Generate a certificate form your ESM for ESM Microservice.

or
– Step 1b: Obtain certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Follow these steps to obtain certificates.

1. Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.
a. Generate a Certificate Using IBM RACF

Generate Signing Certificate. The signing certificate is used to sign the certificates that are attached to the ESM
Microservice server and applications (clients) key rings.
RACDCERT CERTAUTH GENCERT -

SUBJECTSDN(CN('hostname.company.com') OU('Business Unit') -

O('Company Inc.') L('City') SP('State')) -

NOTAFTER(DATE(2022/08/10)) -

keyusage(certsign) withlabel('ESMMICRO Cert Auth')

The signing certificate has been generated and given to the CERTAUTH user.
Generate Server Certificate. The ESM Microservice server running on your LPAR uses this certificate to identify
itself to client applications and ensure the connection between ESM Microservice and the client is secure. The
server certificate is signed by the ESM signing certificate.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) GENCERT -

SUBJECTSDN(CN('hostname.company.com') OU('Team Name') -

O('Company Inc.') L('City') SP('State') -) -

NOTAFTER(DATE(2022/08/10)) -

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO Serv Cert') -

SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH label('ESMMICRO Cert Auth'))

The server certificate has been generated and given to ESMSERV.
b. Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)

Import Signing Certificate and Chain. Importing the signing certificate and chain lets you leverage external
certificate authority on your LPAR. The necessary components are added to establish the trust of your server and
client certificates.
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('data.set.name.pem') –

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO Cert Auth') TRUST

The signing certificate and chain are now stored in the ESM database.
Import Server Certificate. Importing the server certificates lets the ESM control access to your external CA
managed certificate. This method allows only authorized users access to the sensitive private key data for your
ESM Microservice server certificate.
RACDCERT ADD('data.set.name') ID(ESMSERV)-

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO Serv Cert')

PASSWORD('password') TRUST

The ESM Microservice server certificate has been moved from the data set into the ESM database where access is
controlled.

2. Configure key rings and permissions
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Create Key Ring. A key ring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The key ring lets you
standardize access to a set of certificates.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) ADDRING(MESMRING)

A keyring has been created and available to hold certificates for ESM Microservice.
Add Signing Certificate. Add a signing certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the signing
certificates in a single location.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH -

LABEL('ESMMICRO Cert Auth') RING(MESMRING)-

USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The signing certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add Server Certificate. Add a server certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the server certificates
in a single location.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(ID(ESMSERV) LABEL('ESMMICRO Serv Cert')-

RING(MESMRING) USAGE(personal))

The server certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add permissions. Add permissions to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the ESMSERV the
access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyringss.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Records have been inserted into the IBM RACF tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to
operate. The IBM RACF tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Next, see Continue to Configure the Environment.

Configure the Environment

Configure the environment by editing the ESMENV member in the runtime where you deployed hlq.CAW0OPTV. Follow
the steps as they are laid out logically in the ESMENV member.

If you are using OPS/MVS or you have multiple security domains, additional configuration steps might be necessary.
Review OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration and Topology Configuration for Multiple Security Domains sections.

Next, proceed to Start and Stop the ESM Microservice, to start the ESM Microservice.

More Information:

• OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration
• Topology Configuration for Multiple Security Domains
• ESM Microservice ICSF Support

Register a Client Application

To protect the security and integrity of SAF, we require that applications communicating with the ESM Microservice be
previously registered with the ESM Microservice. Complete this task by providing ESM Microservice with a copy of your
application’s public key, which is used during the TLS handshake. Doing so verifies that you are who you say you are
before allowing access to make ESM Microservice requests.

To register a client application, see Register a Client Application for your ESM.
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WARNING
You must complete the Obtain Certificates steps before registering a client application. This process should be
started after initial set up of your product or component. For example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center
Automation.

Register a Client Application for ACF2

Similar to the process of generating or obtaining a server certificate for the ESM Microservice, you can generate the client
application certificates or obtain the certificates from an external Certificate Authority and import into your ESM. Follow
step A or B for your client application.

• Step A: Use ACF2 to Generate a Client Application Certificate - Generates a client certificate and connects to the
necessary keyrings.
or

• Step B: Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority - Imports
a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connects to the
necessary keyring.

Step A. Generate a Client Application Certificate

Generate a client application certificate and connect to the necessary keyrings.

1. Generate a client certificate owned by the client application started task ID and signed by the same certificate that
signed the ESM Microservice server certificate. By sharing a signing certificate, you can simplify the trust process.
ACF

GENCERT YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1 SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN)) -

SUBJ(CN='hostname.company.com' OU='Business Unit' -

O='Company Inc.' L='City' ST=\'ST' -

EMAIL='your-contact-point@company.com') -

EXPIRE(08/13/20) LABEL(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1)

You have generated a client certificate, which is owned by your client application user ID and included in the ESM
database.

2. Create a keyring for the client application started task ID, if one does not already exist, and grant access to the started
task ID to read the keyring and certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT YOURCLIENTSTCID RINGNAME(CLIENTRING)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

END

A keyring has been created for our client application YOURCLIENTSTCID which will hold certificates used to
communicate with the ESM Microservice. You granted the YOURCLIENTSTCID access to read certificates and the
certificates on this keyring.

3. Add a client certificate to the keyring of the client application started task ID (personal use). Placing the certificate on
the client application keyring allows for it to be found and used by the client application.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN) –

KEYRING(YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING) – 

RINGNAME(CLIENTRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1) -KEYRING(YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING) -
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RINGNAME(CLIENTRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

END

The client certificate has been placed on the client application keyring with usage (personal) allowing the client
application access to the public and private key of that certificate.

4. Add client certificate to ESM Microservice keyring. This steps builds a collection of trusted applications which are
identified by their certificates on the ESM keyring. ESMSERV checks this list for the certificate used by a client
application. If found, access is granted. If not found, the client application will be turned away with error message with
the following message:
Unregistered 423 – Locked: The client application is not registered with the Microservice.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1) KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) -

RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The client certificate has been placed on the ESM Microservice keyring with usage(CERTAUTH) allowing ESMSERV
access to the certificates public key only. The public key is used for client application registration checking.

Step B. Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority

Import a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connect to the
necessary keyring.

1. Create a keyring. A keyring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The keyring lets you standardize
access to a set of certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

INSERT YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING RINGNAME(CLIENTRING)

F ACF2, REBUILD(USR), CLASS(P)

A keyring has been created and is available to hold certificates for the client application.
2. Add permissions. Add permission to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the YOURCLIENTSTCID

the access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

          RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(*****YOURCLIENTSTCID)SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

          RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(*****YOURCLIENTSTCID) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Records have been inserted into the ACF2 tables to allow YOURCLIENTSTCID digital certificate access it needs to
operate. The ACF2 tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Import signing chain. Import a signing chain into the ESM database.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT SITECERT.certificate authority alias DSN('input.dataset.name.pem')

CHANGE SITECERT.certificate authority alias TRUST

The signing chain is now in the ESM database.
4. Add signing certificate. Add the signing chain to the keyring for ESM Microservice.

ACF

CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.certificate authority alias) -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing chain is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
5. Import client certificate. Import the client certificate into ESM database for the YOURCLIENTSTCID.

ACF

SET PRFOILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT USERID.client application alias DSN(input.dataset.name.p12) -
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PASSWORD('password')

CHANGE YOURCLIENTSTCID.client application alias TRUST

The client certificate has now been imported in the ESM database.
6.   Add client certificate to keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to YOURCLIENTSTCID keyring.

ACF

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.client application alias) -

   KEYRING(YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING) RINGNAME(CLIENTRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

The client certificate has been added to the YOURCLIENTSTCID keying.
7. Add client certificate keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to ESMSERV keyring.

ACF

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.certificate authority alias) -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The client certificate has now been added to the ESMSERV keyring.

Next, continue the installation of your product or it’s component, for example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center –
Automation.

Register a Client Application for Top Secret

Similar to the process of generating or obtaining a server certificate for the ESM Microservice, you can generate the client
application certificates or obtain the certificates from an external Certificate Authority and import into your ESM. Follow
step A or B for your client application.

• Step A: Use Top Secret to Generate a Client Application Certificate - Generates a client certificate and connects to the
necessary keyrings.
or

• Step B: Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority - Imports
a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connects to the
necessary keyring.

Step A. Generate a Client Application Certificate

Generate a client application certificate and connect to the necessary keyrings.

1. Generate a client certificate owned by the client application started task ID and signed by the same certificate that
signed the ESM Microservice server certificate. By sharing a signing certificate, you can simplify the trust process.
TSS GENCERT(YOURCLIENTSTCID) -

SUBJECTN('CN="your-host.site.com" OU="Business Unit" -

O="Company Inc." L="City" ST=\"ST" -

EMAIL="your-contact-point@company.com" ') -

DIGICERT(ESMAPPL1) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,ESMSIGN) -

LABLCERT(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1) NADATE(08/13/21)

You have generated a client certificate, which is owned by your client application user ID and included in the ESM
database.

2. Create a keyring for the client application started task ID, if one does not already exist, and grant access to the started
task ID to read the keyring and certificates.
TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID)KEYRING(CLIENTRING)

TSS PERMIT(YOURCLIENTSTCID)IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT)ACCESS(CONTROL)

A keyring has been created for our client application YOURCLIENTSTCID which will hold certificates used to
communicate with the ESM Microservice. You granted the YOURCLIENTSTCID access to read certificates and the
certificates on this keyring.

3. Add client certificate to keyring of the client application started task ID (personal use). Placing the certificate on the
client application keyring allows for it to be found and used by the client application.
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TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING) – 

RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,ESMSIGN) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)-

RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,ESMAPPL1) -

USAGE(PERSONAL)

The client certificate has been placed on the client application keyring with usage (personal) allowing the client
application access to the public and private key of that certificate.

4. Add client certificate to ESM Microservice keyring. This steps builds a collection of trusted applications which are
identified by their certificates on the ESM keyring. ESMSERV checks this list for the certificate used by a client
application. If found, access is granted. If not found, the client application will be turned away with error message with
the following message:
Unregistered 423 – Locked: The client application is not registered with the Microservice
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,ESMAPPL1) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The client certificate has been placed on the ESM Microservice keyring with usage(CERTAUTH) allowing ESMSERV
access to the certificates public key only. The public key is used for client application registration checking.

Step B. Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority

Import a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connect to the
necessary keyring.

1. Create a keyring. A keyring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The keyring lets you standardize
access to a set of certificates.
TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)

A keyring has been created and is available to hold certificates for the client application.
2. Add permissions. Add permission to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the YOURCLIENTSTCID

the access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
TSS PERMIT(YOURCLIENTSTCID) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGT) ACEE(CONTROL)

Records have been inserted into the ACF2 tables to allow YOURCLIENTSTCID digital certificate access it needs to
operate. The ACF2 tables have also been rebuilt

3. Import signing chain. Import a signing chain into the ESM database.
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(certificate authority alias) -

DCDSN(data.set.name.pem) TRUST

The signing chain is now in the ESM database.
4. Add signing chain. Add a signing chain to a keyring to enable YOURCLIENTSTCID to find the signing certificates in a

single location.
TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)-

RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,certificate authority alias) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing certificate is now included in the client keyring.
5. Add signing certificate. Add the signing chain to the keyring for ESM Microservice.

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING)-

RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,certificate authority alias) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing chain is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
6. Import client certificate. Import the client certificate into ESM database for the YOURCLIENTSTCID.

TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSCID) DIGICERT(client application alias) -

    DCDSN(data.set.name.p12) PKCSPASS('password') TRUST

The client certificate has now been imported in the ESM database.
7. Add client certificate to keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to YOURCLIENTSTCID keyring.

TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)-

RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,client application alias) USAGE(PERSONAL)
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The client certificate has been added to YOURCLIENTSTCID keying.
8. Add client certificate keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to ESMSERV keyring.

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING)-

RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,client application alias) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The client certificate has now been added to the ESMSERV keyring.

Next, continue the installation of your product or it’s component, for example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center –
Automation.

Register a Client Application for IBM RACF

Similar to the process of generating or obtaining a server certificate for the ESM Microservice, you can generate the client
application certificates or obtain the certificates from an external Certificate Authority and import into your ESM. Follow
step A or B for your client application.

• Step A: Use IBM RACF to Generate a Client Application Certificate - Generates a client certificate and connects to the
necessary keyrings.
or

• Step B: Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority - Imports
a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connects to the
necessary keyring.

Step A. Generate a Client Application Certificate

Generate a client application certificate and connect to the necessary keyrings.

1. Generate a client certificate owned by the client application STC ID and signed by the same certificate that signed the
ESM Microservice server certificate. By sharing a signing certificate, you can simplify the trust process.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) GENCERT -

SUBJECTSDN(CN('hostnameforESMSERV.company.com') OU('Team Name') –

O('Company Inc.') L('City') SP('State')) -

NOTAFTER(DATE(2022/08/10)) -

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO ESMAPPL1') -

SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('ESMMICRO Cert Auth'))

You have generated a client certificate, which is owned by your client application user ID and included in the ESM
database.

2. Create a keyring for the client application started task ID, if one does not already exist, and grant access to the started
task ID to read the keyring and certificates.
RACDCERT ADDRING(CLIENTRING) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

A keyring has been created for our client application YOURCLIENTSTCID which will hold certificates used to
communicate with the ESM Microservice. You granted the YOURCLIENTSTCID access to read certificates and the
certificates on this keyring.

3. Add client certificate to keyring of the client application started task ID (personal use). Placing the certificate on the
client application keyring allows for it to be found and used by the client application.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(CERTAUTH –

LABEL('ESMMICRO Cert AUTH') RING(CLIENTRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('ESMMICRO ESMAPPL1') RING(CLIENTRING) USAGE(personal))
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The client certificate has been placed on the client application keyring with usage (personal) allowing the client
application access to the public and private key of that certificate.

4. Add client certificate to ESM Microservice keyring. This steps builds a collection of trusted applications which are
identified by their certificates on the ESM keyring. ESMSERV checks this list for the certificate used by a client
application. If found, access is granted. If not found, the client application will be turned away with error message with
the following message:
Unregistered 423 – Locked: The client application is not registered with the Microservice.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('ESMMICRO ESMAPPL1' RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The client certificate has been placed on the ESM Microservice keyring with usage(CERTAUTH) allowing ESMSERV
access to the certificates public key only. The public key is used for client application registration checking.

Step B. Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority

1. Create a keyring. A keyring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The keyring lets you standardize
access to a set of certificates.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ADDRING(CLIENTRING)

A keyring has been created and is available to hold certificates for the client application.
2. Add permissions. Add permission to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the YOURCLIENTSTCID

the access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Records have been inserted into the IBM RACF tables to allow YOURCLIENTSTCID digital certificate access it needs
to operate. The IBM RACF tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Import signing chain. Import a signing chain into the ESM database.
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('data.set.name.pem')-

WITHLABEL('certificate authority alias') TRUST

The signing chain is now in the ESM database.
4. Add signing chain. Add a signing chain to a keyring to enable YOURCLIENTSTCID to find the signing certificates in a

single location.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(CERTAUTH –

LABEL('certificate authority alias') RING(CLIENTRING)) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The signing certificate is now included in the client keyring.
5. Add signing certificate. Add the signing chain to the keyring for ESM Microservice.

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('certificate authority alias') –

RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The signing chain is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
6. Import client certificate. Import the client certificate into ESM database for the YOURCLIENTSTCID.

RACDCERT ADD('data.set.name.p12') ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

WITHLABEL('client application alias') PASSWORD('password') TRUST

The client certificate has now been imported in the ESM database.
7. Add client certificate to keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to YOURCLIENTSTCID keyring.

RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('client application alias') RING(CLIENTRING) USAGE(PERSONAL))

The client certificate has been added to the YOURCLIENTSTCID keying.
8. Add client certificate keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to ESMSERV keyring.

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('client application alias') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The client certificate has now been added to ESMSERV keyring.
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Next, continue the installation of your product or it’s component, for example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center –
Automation.

Start and Stop the ESM Microservice

When you encounter any of the following conditions, you might need to stop or start the ESM Microservice:

• Initial startup after you install the ESM Microservice.
• Initial startup after a system IPL.
• Stop and restart the ESM Microservice after you apply maintenance.
• After registering a new client application. Recognizing a new client application can take up to 10 minutes. 

Restart the ESM Microservice if it fails or stops responding.

Start the ESM Microservice

1. Log in to the MVS console.
Before you start ESM Microservice, ensure that z/OS UNIX System Services (OMVS address space) are fully
initialized on the system.

2. Also, when running IBM RACF, ensure that the CAW0PLD deployment data set is added to the authorized program
list. To add CAW0PLD, issue the following commands:
RALTER PROGRAM * ADDMEM('hlq.deploy.CAW0PLD'//NOPADCHK)

SETROPTS REFRESH WHEN(PROGRAM)

3. Start the service:
S ESMPROC

The following message displays after the ESM Microservice starts:
INFO com.ca.esm.EsmApplication – Started EsmApplication in 7.712 seconds. (JVM running for 10.153)

Next, after the ESM Microservice has started, continue the installation of your product or its component, for example, you
are installing Mainframe Team Center – Automation.

Stop the ESM Microservice

1. Log in to the MVS console.
2. Stop the service:

P ESMPROC

The ESM Microservice stops.

(Optional) Configure PassTicket Functionality

The ESM Microservice offers a PassTicket service to client applications. A client application can call the ESM
Microservice to supply a PassTicket for a specified user and APPLID. Not all client applications use this service. However,
if an application uses this service, the application requests PassTickets for a specific APPLID or set of APPLIDs. You
must ensure that the ESM Microservice is authorized to issue PassTickets for those APPLIDs. For the APPLIDs that are
needed, if any, see your company documentation. You then authorize the ESM Microservice to issue PassTickets for the
correct APPLIDs.

Permit the ESM Microservice started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets for the client application’s users.
We provide configuration examples for all security products. Note the use of the following placeholders in the examples:

ESMSERV
Specifies a placeholder for the user ID of the ESM Microservice started task. This user ID must be authorized to
generate PassTickets for any user.
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ESMSERV is the default and suggested user ID. If you use a different user ID as the started task user, change
ESMSERV.

APPLID
Specifies a placeholder for the application ID used for the generation of PassTickets through the ESM
Microservice. Replace APPLID with the value specified by the client application documentation.

Example: Permit the ESM Microservice started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets

ACF2

ACF

SET RESOURCE(PTK)

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(APPLID.- UID(ESMSERV) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

   END

Top Secret

TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

IBM RACF

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.* CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(ESMERV) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Apply Maintenance to ESM Microservice

You might encounter conditions where you need to apply Maintenance to your ESM Microservice implementation. For
example:

• You installed the ESM Microservice using an APAR and you are now going to install the ESM Microservice PTF.
• You installed the ESM Microservice using a PTF. We released maintenance to the ESM Microservice, and the

installation is by PTF.

Apply maintenance for the ESM Microservice using the steps that are described in one of the following topics:

• Maintain ESM Microservice Using CSM
• Maintain ESM Microservice Without CSM

Review and follow the instructions that are described in the HOLDDATA that is contained in the maintenance, and follow
these steps.

1. Stop the ESM Microservice.
2. Deploy hlq.CAW0OPTV, hlq.CAW0PROC, and hlq.CAW0ZFS to your ESM Microservice run-time libraries. For more

information, see Deploy ESM Microservice.
3. Refresh Library Lookaside (LLA) to pick up new modules.

MODIFY LLA,REFRESH

Manage Topology Configurations
You can configure the ESM Microservice to work with trust among multiple domains, or to work in a single domain with
no sharing of security information across domains. This article describes the components of a topology configuration for
multiple security domains.
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To define a collection of mutually trusting security domains, create a topology configuration for the ESM Microservice that
has the following properties:

• The configuration assigns a name to each security domain.
• The configuration specifies the location of the ESM Microservice running in each domain. This location is given as a

URL of the form https://host:port/esm/v3.
• The configuration specifies domain membership, that is, to each domain it associates a list of member systems.

Manage the Multidomain Topology Configuration

The topology configuration contains important information. You must have a way to manage it. The following topics
describe strategies for configuration management.

Single Topology Configuration Server

With this method, a single copy of the topology configuration is stored with the ESM Microservice on a single domain. This
instance of the microservice has the role of topology configuration server. The instances of the ESM Microservice running
in the other domains are configured to run as topology configuration clients. All instances of the ESM Microservice,
running in all security domains, obtain the same topology configuration from the single topology configuration server using
a REST endpoint of the ESM Microservice.

This method lets you maintain only a single copy of the topology configuration, so management of the configuration
is simple. This method also guarantees that all running instances of the ESM Microservice have the same topology
configuration, so that the configuration information is consistent across all domains.

The risk with this method is that it depends on the High Availability of the ESM Microservice that has the role of topology
configuration server. If you believe that the availability of the chosen server domain is not reliable, assign the server role to
two or more domains.

Multiple Topology Configuration Servers

With this method, you select two or more domains on which the ESM Microservice has the role of topology configuration
server. You cconfigure the ESM Microservice on each selected domain with the same topology configuration. The
other instances of the ESM Microservice that are topology configuration clients are configured with the locations of all
configuration servers. Then each topology configuration client has a list of multiple domains from which to obtain its
topology configuration. If the client fails to obtain topology configuration from one server, it can try the other servers on the
list.

The advantage of this method is that the topology configuration is highly available, because it does not depend on the
availability of a single domain.

The disadvantage of this method is that you have an extra administrative task: to keep the several copies of the topology
configuration in sync. To address this issue, the ESM Microservice offers a REST endpoint, /validatetopology, that helps
your security administrator verify the consistency of multiple configurations.

This method is the extension of the preceding high availability method to all domains. The administrator copies the same
topology configuration file to the ESM Microservice configuration on every domain. Then each instance of the ESM
Microservice runs as a topology configuration server, and has its own copy of the configuration.

This method is the most highly available, but it could be costly for the administrator to maintain multiple copies of the
topology configuration. You can decide how to manage the file. The /validatetopology tool is available to help with
administration.

Manage Topology Configuration Copies

The ESM Microservice offers a REST endpoint that helps security administrators detect and correct errors that might exist
when using multiple topology configuration servers.
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The REST endpoint is as follows:

https://host:port/esm/v3/validatetopology

The host and port portions of the URL can point to any ESM Microservice running at your site.

The response to this URL is a plain text report that lists discrepancies among the copies of the topology configuration.

The report specifies the following items:

• The name and URL of each security domain
• Discrepancies that might exist among the several configurations
• System names that appear as members of multiple security domains.

The administrator can get this report by typing the URL into a web browser or REST client tool, such as Google Postman.

Configuring Client Applications as Topology Configuration Clients

Every Broadcom application that uses the services of the ESM Microservice plays the role of a topology configuration
client. Therefore, each application must be configured to point to the topology configuration servers.

The configuration requirements for client applications are as follows:

• The name of the default domain for the application
• A list of the URLs of the topology configuration servers
• A specification in minutes of how frequently the application should check for updates to the topology configuration.

When the client application is working with a single security domain that is not configured to support mutually trusting
domains, the client configuration requires these two items:

• The name of the default domain is "*"
• The URL of the ESM Microservice that is servicing the security domain

ESM Microservice Topology Configuration Reference

An ESM Microservice instance has the role of topology configuration server or topology configuration client. This article
describes the configuration settings for these two roles.

Single Security Domain

The default topology configuration settings set up the ESM Microservice for single domain mode with no sharing of
security information across domains.

When configuring the ESM Microservice for a single security domain, you do not need to specify any values for topology
configuration.

Mutually Trusting Security Domains

Topology Configuration Server Settings

A topology configuration server is configured with a complete description of the properties of all domains in the collection
of mutually trusting domains.

Include all system names in a security domain in this list for that domain. If a single system has multiple names in the
domain, put all names in this list. The domain order and the order of systems within a domain are irrelevant. The same
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system name should not appear as a member of two domains. If this scenario happens, the ESM Microservice cannot
identify the security domain that a system belongs to.

Configuration item name Type Valid values Comments
esm.topology.myDomain String The name of the security domain in which

the ESM Microservice is running.
This domain name should be one of the domain names
that is found in the topology configuration.

esm.topology.runAsServer Boolean This value should always be true. Must be true for instances of the ESM Microservice that
are topology configuration servers.

esm.topology.refreshMinutes Number The frequency with which the topology
configuration should be refreshed from its
source.

The value must be greater than 0.

ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_N_ Domain Holds the information for the Nth security
domain.

N is the index of this domain in an array or list of
domains, where N >= 0, and there must be no gaps in
the indices.

ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_N_DOMAIN String The name or id of the domain. Each security domain must be assigned a unique name
by the customer.

ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_N_DESCRIPTION String A description of the security domain. Any information the customer wants can be included.
ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_N_HOSTURL String Full URL of the ESM Microservice on this

domain.
The format should be: "https://host:port/
esm/v3".

Specify a fully qualified DNS domain name.

ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_N_SYSTEMS_K String Name of a system or LPAR in this
security domain.

K is the index of this system in an array or list of
systems belonging to this domain, where K >= 0,
and there must be no gaps in the indexes. Some
configuration formats, such as yaml, allow you to
specify lists without creating indices for the entries.
All names of all systems in the security domain should
be included in this list. If a single system has multiple
names, put all names in this list. Keep this list accurate.
Some Broadcom applications depend on this list to be
complete and correct.

Topology Configuration Client Settings

A topology configuration client is configured with the locations of the topology configuration servers. You can list multiple
configuration servers.

The client maintains a local cache of the topology configuration that it gets from one of the servers. The client refreshes
this cache at an interval of minutes that the customer specifies in the refreshMinutes setting.

Configuration item name Type Valid values Comments
esm.topology.myDomain String The name of the security domain in

which the ESM Microservice is running.
This domain name should be one of the domain names
that is in the topology configuration.

esm.topology.runAsServer Boolean This value should always be false. This setting must be false for all topology configuration
clients.

esm.topology.refreshMinutes Number The frequency with which the topology
configuration should be refreshed from a
topology configuration server.

The value must be greater than 0.
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ESM_TOPOLOGY_SERVER_URLS_N String An array of strings. Each string is
the full url of an ESM Microservice
instance that is able to provide global
topology. The format of the url must be:
"https://host:port/esm/v3".

N is the index of this server in an array or list of
servers, where N >=0, and there should be no gaps in
the indexes. For host, use a fully qualified DNS domain
name.

ESM Microservice Topology Configuration Example

The following example shows a basic topology configuration on z/OS.

Server Node Configuration Example

The following example shows how to configure a server node in a topology setup. There can be one or many server
nodes. Each server node in a single topology must contain the same _DOMAINS_ content. Clients reach out to the server
node to obtain the topology configuration. If multiple server nodes are configured the clients falls back to the other servers
if the preceding ones in the array are unavailable.

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.myDomain=SYS1"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.runAsServer=true"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.refreshMinutes=10"

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_0__DOMAIN=’SYS1’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_0__DESCRIPTION=’System 1 Domain’

export ESM_TOPOLGOY_DOMAINS_0__HOSTURL=’https://sys1.company.com:7100/esm/v3’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_0__SYSTEMS=’sys1,sysA’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_1__DOMAIN=’SYS2’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_1__DESCRIPTION=’System 2 Domain’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_1__HOSTURL=’https://sys2.company.com:7100/esm/v3’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_1__SYSTEMS=’SYS2’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_2__DOMAIN=SYS3’

export ESM_TOPOLGOY_DOMAINS_2__DESCRIPTION=’System 3 domain’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_2__HOSTURL=https://sys3.company.com:7100/esm/v3’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_DOMAINS_2__SYSTEMS=’SY3,SYSC’

Client Node Configuration Example

A topology client node is an instance of the ESM Microservice that does not house a copy of the topology configuration.
This node reaches out to the server node to obtain the configuration data. Many client nodes can exist as long as there is
one server node to obtain topology configuration from.

The following example shows a client node that is configured to reach out to a single-server node.

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.myDomain=SYS2"

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.runAsServer=false"

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.refreshMinutes=10"

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_SERVERURLS_0_=’https://sys1.company.com:7100/esm/v3’

export ESM_TOPOLOGY_SERVERURLS_1_=’https://sys2.company.com:7100/esm/v3’ -- These additional servers will only

 be added if you configured additional server nodes

OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration
This article describes the configuration settings for the OPS/MVS Health Check common service that is implemented by
the ESM Microservice. CAS/MVS API calls are made to notify the system of the status of your application, allowing it to be
monitored by the OPS/MVS product.

The following list describes OPS/MVS API calls that are made by ESM in class EsmApplicationEventsService:
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startup
Sends a state request to OPS/MVS that ESM is up and running. This call is made automatically on
ContextStarted and ContextRefreshed events.

shutdown
Sends a state request to OPS/MVS that ESM has shutdown. This call is made automatically on ContextStopped
and ContextClosed events.

heartbeat
Issues a heartbeat call to OPS/MVS to notify it of the health of ESM. Parameters are the application state and a
reason string. A scheduled task issues heartbeat calls on a timed basis. The time interval is determined by the
configuration parameter esm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval, which defaults to every 15 minutes as defined in
the application.properties file. To override the default, specify a new value by adding the following parameter for
configuration:
zOS

IJO="$IJO -Desm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval=n"
non-zOS

-Desm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval

OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration Reference

Configuration item name Type Description Restrictions

esm.healthcheck.product String The ESM product name. Hard coded as CA-ESM.  This
value should not be changed by
the customer.

esm.healthcheck.version String The version of ESM. Taken from the build of ESM.
  This value should not be
changed by the customer.

esm.healthcheck.heartbeatInter
val

Integer Interval to issue OPS/MVS
heartbeats.

Specified in minutes.  Default is
15 minutes.

OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration Examples

Example 1

The following example shows a sample configuration showing health check parameters in properties file format.

esm:

  healthcheck:

     heartbeatInterval: 15

Example 2

The following example shows a sample configuration showing health check parameters in yaml file format.

esm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval=15

Post-Installation Configuration
This article describes the tasks you perform to configure MTC-A and to enable the OPS/MVS Subsystems to connect
to MTC-A. After all prerequisite software components are installed, deployed, and configured, execute the following
procedures in the order listed:

1. Prepare for Configuration
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2. Establish Communication between OPS/MVS Subsystems and MTC-A
3. Deploy the MTC-A Web Application
4. Establish Communication with the ESM Microservice on z/OS
5. (Optional) Secure Communication with Apache Tomcat
6. Establish Communication with the Message Service Hub on z/OS
7. Configure the Message Service Server Adapter
8. Configure the Web Application
9. Configure Web Application Logging

Prepare for Configuration

Begin the post-installation configuration process by reviewing the information in this article.

Roles and Responsibilities

The MTC-A tasks require the following roles:

Security Administrator
: Performs tasks related to SSL and certification management.

Storage Administrator
: Performs tasks related to file size management.

System Administrator
: Performs tasks related to component and web application configuration.

Configuration Parameters

Before you begin configuring MTC-A, you must have the following information. If you used the MTC-A Parameter
Worksheet, it contains the required information.

• The mount point of the data set with the low-level qualifier 'CCLXHFS.ZFS' installed with OPS/MVS Web Components
(FMID CCLXD51)
– For example, path '/cai/opsmvs/CCLXHFS'.
– Ensure that you have read access to this directory.

• The installation directory where you want to deploy MTC-A. You can select any path, but we recommend that you
supply the path where your other Broadcom software is installed.
– For example, if you supply the path '/example/path', MTC-A is deployed to '/example/path/mtca'. MTC-A creates all

parent directories necessary to create the directory.
– Ensure that you have read/write access to this directory.

• The path to the 'context' directory of the Tomcat server
– Typically '<CATALINA_BASE>/conf/Catalina/localhost/', where <CATALINA_BASE> is the location of your Tomcat

instance on USS.
– Ensure that you have read/write access to this directory.

NOTE

You can find the CATALINA_BASE directory in the environment variables that are used by the JVM to
start the Common Components and Services (CCS) Tomcat server. To locate the environmental variables,
review the CCS Tomcat server procedure JCL. It contains a STDENV DD card that identifies where the
variables reside.

CCS uses a default value of '/cai/CADeploy/CCS/tpv/tomcat' for CATALINA_BASE.
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File System Size Requirements
The following components of MTC-A require space on mounted zFS file systems:

• The MTC-A installation
• The rule source file system
• The rule details database
• The SSM details database

These components can be configured for the same or separate zFS data sets. (For configuration details, see
the 'Database Configuration' Section in the 'Web Application Configuration' section of this documentation.) The following
amounts are the required free space for each component to function properly:

MTC-A Installation
150 MB minimum (Increasing this amount of space lets you keep a longer log history.)

MTC-A Rule Source File System
To calculate the minimum free space that is needed for the MTC-A rule source file system, take the sum of the
sizes of all your AOF rulesets, across all systems, and multiply it by 1.25.
Example: Consider a two LPAR system. On SYS1, you have two AOF rulesets. One is 200 KB and the other is
160 KB. On SYS2, you have only one rule data set, which is 300 KB in size. The sum of all the Rule DataSets is
660 KB. Multiplying 660KB by 1.25 yields a final size of 825 KB.

MTC-A Rule Details Database
1 KB per rule across all LPARs
Example: Consider a two LPAR system. If SYS1 has 100 rules and SYS2 has 75 rules, you need at least 175 KB
of free space.

MTC-A SSM Details Database
2 KB per managed SSM resource across all LPARs
Example: Consider a two LPAR system. If SYS1 has 350 SSM-managed resources and SYS2 has 50 managed
resources, you need at least 400 KB of free space.

NOTE

We strongly recommend mounting the file system or systems with the 'AGGRGROW' parameter. Doing so lets
the file systems grow dynamically when they run out of free space.

Establish Communication Between OPS/MVS Subsystems and MTC-A
You perform the following tasks to establish communication between MTC-A and the OPS/MVS subsystems that connect
to it.

1. Set the INITADMINUI parameter to YES
The OPS/MVS INITADMINUI parameter controls whether MTC-A is allowed to read data from that OPS/MVS
subsystem. Ensure that the value of this parameter is 'YES' for all OPS/MVS subsystems that will connect to MTC-A.
The default value of this parameter is 'NO'. (To prevent MTC-A from connecting to a subsystem, set this value to 'NO'
for that subsystem.)

2. Enable the ops-admin-adapter
An adapter named ops-admin-adapter runs inside the CCS Message Service Server. By default, the
adapter is DISABLED. To enable the adapter, follow the instructions in the CCS Message Service
member yourHLQ.CAW0OPTV(ZMSENVT) to configure the Message Service environment variables.

3. Grant access to the subsystem interface data sets
To collect data from the OPS/MVS subsystem, the ops-admin-adapter adapter reads the OPS/MVS subsystem
interface data sets. The userid that is associated with the CCS Message Service Server address space must be given
access to these data sets through OPS/MVS security. Access needs to be granted for all OPS/MVS subsystems that
will connect to MTC-A. Access is granted using one of the following two methods:
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The Automated Operations Facility (AOF)
Create and enable an AOF security rule for the SUBSYSDSN security event to grant access. For example:
)SEC SUBSYSDSN*

)PROC

if SEC.OPAUJBNA = 'ZMSSTART'  /* Is this Message Service? */

  then

    return 'ACCEPT'

  else

    return 'REJECT

Be sure to also verify that access will not be denied by an existing AOF security rule such as the following:
)SEC SUBSYSDSN*

)PROC

return 'REJECT'

The z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF)
If your OPS/MVS subsystem is running with External Security enabled (parameter EXTSECURITY set to
'ON'), you grant access through the external security product that is running on that z/OS LPAR. Assuming that
parameter EXTSECPREFIX is set to 'OP$MVS' (the default), you grant UPDATE access to the SAF resource
named 'OP$MVS.SUBSYSDSN'. The SAF resource class of this resource is specified by the EXTSECCLASS
parameter. The default value of EXTSECCLASS depends on the external security product that is running on the z/
OS LPAR where the OPS/MVS subsystem is running:

• FACILITY when using IBM RACF
• FAC when using ACF2
• IBMFAC when using Top Secret

For the steps to define SAF resources specific to your z/OS security product, see Securing.

Deploy the MTC-A Web Application
Sample JCL to execute the configuration script, mtcacfg.sh, is provided in yourHLQ.CCLXCNTL(OPMOIACG). Before
executing the batch job, complete this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Include a valid job card.
2. Set CCLXCLS0 to the fully qualified MVS data set name of the SMP/E CLIST target library installed by OPS/MVS

Base (FMID CCLXD50). For example,‘hlq.CCLXCLS0’.
3. Set CCLXHFSM to the USS mount point of the zFS installed by OPS/MVS Web Components (FMID CCLXD51).
4. Set TOMCATCONF to the USS path of your deployed Tomcat server’s “context” directory. The path of the context

directory is <catalina_base>/conf/Catalina/localhost.
5. Set MTCADEPLOY to the USS path where you want to deploy the MTC-A Web App. A new directory called /mtca is

created on this path and contains the mtcaApp.war as well as /conf and /log sub-directories.

Actions performed by the configuration script:

1. Creates the MTC-A installation file structure:
a. Creates the directory <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca
b. Creates the directory <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/logs
c. Creates the directory <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/conf

2. Copies the mtcaApp.war file from the specified CCLXHFSM mount point to the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca directory.
3. Copies the default product configuration file, conf.yaml, from the specified CCLXHFSM mount point to the

<MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/conf directory.
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4. Creates the log4j2.yaml configuration file in the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/logs directory. This configuration file controls
MTC-A’s logging behavior. No changes need to be made to this file.

5. Creates the Tomcat context definition file, mtca.xml, in the directory path specified in <TOMCATCONF>. The mtca.xml
file is used to define the MTC-A web application to Tomcat, including the locations of the MTC-A web application
archive file (mtcaApp.war), the MTC-A product configuration file (conf.yaml), and the directory containing the MTC-A
log files. If there is already an mtca.xml file in your <TOMCATCONF> path, it will be overwritten.

Upgrade an Existing MTC-A Installation

To upgrade your existing MTC-A Installation, run the same configuration batch job as you did during the initial installation.

The script inspects the supplied value of MTCADEPLOY and verifies an existing installation at that path. If one is found,
your current configuration is saved as 'MTCADEPLOY/mtca/conf/config.yaml.YY_MM_DD_hh_mm_ss'. Next, your current
configuration is upgraded to the appropriate version automatically. Verify the STDOUT of the upgrade job for messages
indicating the addition of fields to the configuration that must be set specifically for your site before MTC-A is restarted.

NOTE

If your 'mtca' directory is on the path '/a/b/c/mtca', supply the path '/a/b/c' as your value for the deploy location.

(Optional) Secure Communication with Apache Tomcat
You can optionally use the Secured HTTP feature to implement Tomcat security.

This feature lets you support encrypted conversations between the MTC-A web server and client web browsers. Using this
feature is an all-or-nothing decision; all pages are encrypted, or no pages are encrypted. At the start of a conversation,
secure network communications delivers a server certificate from the server to the client. This certificate identifies the
server, so that the client can be sure that the server is who it claims to be.

For detailed information regarding how to configure SSL on Apache Tomcat, see Configure Apache Tomcat to Use SSL
with Key Rings in the Common Components and Services documentation. If you open this article, we recommend that you
do so in a separate tab.

Establish Communication with the Message Service Hub on z/OS
The MTC-A application uses a common component called the CCS Message Service to provide the communication
path between the web application server (running under Apache Tomcat) and the participating OPS/MVS instances. This
communication infrastructure is described in the following diagram:
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Figure 10: MTC-A UNIX System Services

You must install the Message Service hub on an available LPAR or configure the web application and the participating
Message Service server instances to point to the same, existing Message Service hub instance. For more information
about how to install the Message Service hub on z/OS, see the topic Deploy and Configure CCS Message Service. This
documentation includes a section on installing, deploying, and configuring the CCS Message Service and a section on
configuring the Message Service hub to run on z/OS.

As part of the installation of the Message Service hub, you must configure this Message Service hub to support TLS
connections. Although non-TLS connections are allowed for testing purposes, we do not recommend using unencrypted
connections in a production environment. The CCS Message Service currently supports two different mechanisms for
storing client and server certificates used for establishing TLS connections: JKS (Java Key Store) and ESM (storing
certificates in an External Security Manager such as ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF). You should configure the MTC-A web
application to connect to the CCS Message Service hub using one of these TLS connection types.
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Configure the Web Application to Communicate with the Message Service Hub on z/OS Using the TLS-JKS
Connection Type

The TLS-JKS connection type uses USS file system files to store the client certificates and trust certificate chains required
to establish TLS connections to the Message Service hub. During the installation of the Message Service hub, you were
instructed to run the CAW0PROC(ZMSSSL) job to create the key store and trust store files used by the Message Service
hub and any Message Service client wanting to connect to the hub. These key store and trust store files were generated
in the <temporary_SSL_location> directory specified in the ZMSSENV member. Use this procedure to allow the web
application to use these certificates when creating TLS connections to the Message Service Hub.

Follow these steps:

1. Consult the topic Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS
2. Copy all the files from the <temporary_SSL_location>/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE directory to a new

directory named <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/mskeystores.
3. Open the password.properties file contained within the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/mskeystores directory to record the

passwords used for both the key store and the trust store files.
4. Edit the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml configuration file and modify the following parameters located under

the “hubConnection” section:
msHub

Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR that is running the Message Service hub.
msPort

Enter the TCP/IP port used by the Message Service hub.
msProtocol

Enter TLS-JKS.
validateServerHostname

• Enter "false" if using the self-signed certificates contained within the keystore and truststore generated by the
ZMSSSL job for TLS connectivity to the Message Service hub.

• Enter "true" if using certificates signed by a Certificate Authority (CA) within the keystore and truststore used
for TLS connectivity to the Message Service hub.

Modify the following parameters under the “tlsJks” section:

• keyStorePassword
Enter the value specified for the “keystorepassword” variable defined in the password.properties file.

• trustStorePassword
Enter the value specified for the “truststorepassword” variable defined in the password.properties file.

• The “keyStorePath” and “trustStorePath” values should not need to be changed from their default values if the
“mskeystores” directory was used to store the key store and trust store files.

Configure the Web Application to Communicate with the Message Service Hub on z/OS Using the TLS-ESM
Connection Type

The TLS-ESM connection type uses an external security manager (ESM) to store client and server certificates. On z/
OS, ESMs (such as RACF, ACF2, and Top Secret) use key rings for storing these certificates instead of USS filesystem
files. Although these certificates will be eventually stored in a key ring, you must still run the CAW0PROC(ZMSSSL) job to
create the key store and trust store files in a temporary directory under the USS filesystem before they can be loaded
into a key ring. Use this procedure to allow the web application to use certificates stored in a key ring when creating TLS
connections to the Message Service Hub.
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Follow these steps:

1. Consult the topic Generate TLS Certificates for Message Service and add both the certificates used by the Message
Service hub and the certificates used by “spoke” applications that connect to the Message Service hub to the
appropriate ESM key rings.

2. Update the following hub connection settings located under the “hubConnection” section in the <MTCADEPLOY>/
mtca/conf/conf.yaml configuration file:

msHub
Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR that is running the Message Service hub.

msPort
Enter the TCP/IP port used by the Message Service hub.

msProtocol
Enter “TLS-ESM”.

Modify the following parameters under the “tlsEsm” section:
keyStoreUser

Enter the user account associated with the “MSRING” key ring. This account should be the same as the
account associated with the ZMSHUB started task.

keyStoreKeyRing
Enter “MSRING”.

trustStoreUser
Enter the user account associated with the “MSRING” key ring. This account should be the same as the
account associated with the ZMSHUB started task.

trustStoreKeyRing
Enter “MSRING”.

storeType
Enter “JCERACFKS”.

Configure the Message Service Server Adapter
Review the Message Service information in the Common Components and Services documentation to understand the
Message Service and its components.

The ops-admin-adapter is a loadable component that runs inside the Message Service server and provides messaging
functionality between the MTC-A Web Application and OPS/MVS.

You must edit your Message Service server environment file to configure the adapter properly. The data set that contains
your environment file is the value of the ‘CAW0OPTV’ variable in the Message Service server proc. The member name is
included in the STDENV line of the proc. 

Example: //STDENV   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0OPTV(ZMSENVT)

Update your environment member to match the following specifications:

• Set the value of 'OPS_ADMIN_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS' to 'ENABLED'.  
• Set the value of 'CCSOPJEXJAR_PATH' to the path of the USS directory containing 'ccsopjex.jar'.
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_HOST' to match what you've specified in your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_PORT' to match what you've specified in your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).
• Set the value of 'MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL' to either 'SSL' or 'TCP' depending on your MTCA configuration

(<DEPLOY_LOCATION>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml).
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You must recycle the Message Service server STC for these changes to take effect.

Establish Communication with the ESM Microservice on z/OS
The MTC-A application must authenticate and authorize each user before granting the privilege to use the application.
This authentication and authorization is handled by a Common Components and Services component called the ESM
Microservice. ESM Microservice runs as a started task on one or more z/OS LPARs and is responsible for performing
user authentication requests against the External Security Manager (ESM) running on that LPAR (Top Secret, ACF2,
or IBM RACF). In addition to validating user credentials, the ESM Microservice lets you confirm the access level each
authenticated user has to a set of SAF resources.

To use the MTC-A application, the user must provide credentials that are valid on the associated mainframe security
domain, and the user account must have the prescribed access to the specified SAF resource (a combination of resource
class and resource name). For the MTC-A application, the administrator of the application can choose the class and the
name of the SAF resource to use when authorizing user accounts. Any authenticated user account that has at least READ
authority to the specified SAF resource is allowed to use the application.

Digital Certificates and the ESM Microservice 

The ESM Microservice provides access to authentication and authorization services of the mainframe LPAR on which
it has been installed. To secure this information, signed digital certificates must be used when establishing Transport
Layer Security (TLS) connections between the MTC-A web application and the ESM Microservice. These certificates
must be signed by a trusted Certificate Authority (CA), not self-signed. The ESM Microservice information in the Common
Components and Services documentation describes the requirement for a signed server certificate and how this server
certificate is loaded into a mainframe key ring. The MTC-A web application must also provide its own signed client
certificate during the TLS connection process. For consistency, the MTC-A web application also stores its signed client
certificate in a mainframe key ring.

Create the Client Certificate

After the ESM Microservice is installed and configured on as least one LPAR, you can start to configure the MTC-A web
application to communicate with this ESM Microservice. The first step in this configuration is to obtain a signed client
certificate. Normally, this process begins by creating a certificate signing request (CSR) using a certificate generation tool
such as the gskkyman utility available on z/OS or the openssl tool available on a variety of platforms. This CSR is then
sent to your CA for signing. Because this certificate is used to identify the client application, tell the signing CA that this
certificate must be enabled for client authentication. The CA extracts the certificate from the CSR, signs it, and returns to
you the signed certificate, with a database file containing a list of certificates representing trusted certificate authorities.

Load the Client Certificate

The signed certificate received from the signing CA must be loaded into two places: 

• The client certificate must be loaded into a key ring owned by the user running the MTC-A web application (such as
the Apache Tomcat instance configured to host the MTC-A web application). The certificate loaded into this key ring is
used during the TLS connection process to uniquely identify this client to the ESM Microservice.

• The client certificate must also be loaded into the key ring owned by the ESM Microservice. By loading your client
certificate into the ESM Microservice’s key ring, you have essentially “registered” your application with this service. The
ESM Microservice does not allow TLS connections from "unregistered" client applications (for additional security).

Load the Certificate Authority's Trust Certificate Chain

The signing CA is itself represented by a certificate or chain of certificates. This certificate chain is returned to the signing
requestor as a database containing the certificates of trusted certificate authorities. This database file is usually in the
PKCS #7 file format. If that CA trust certificate database has not been loaded previously, this trusted certificate authorities
database must be loaded into the ESM Microservice’s key ring. This step is required by the TLS protocol and allows
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the ESM Microservice to “trust” that the client certificate was signed by a reputable CA. Similarly, the trusted certificate
authorities database provided by the CA that signed the server certificate used by the ESM Microservice must be loaded
into the MTC-A web application’s key ring. This step allows the web application client to verify that the server’s certificate
was signed by a “trusted” CA.

Generate the Client Key Ring, Connect the Client Certificate, and Load the Trust Stores Using Top Secret

Generate the client key ring, load this key ring with the client signed certificate, register this application with the ESM
Microservice, and load the client and server trust stores with the appropriate trust certificate chains.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the client key ring and allow the web application to read from this key ring. The following examples
use MTCAUSER for the user assigned to the Apache Tomcat started task and MTCARING as the name of the client
key ring.
TSS ADD(MTCAUSER) KEYRING(MTCARING)

TSS PERMIT(MTCAUSER) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT) ACCESS(CONTROL)

2. Add the signed client certificate to the key ring. The following example uses MTCACERT as the certificate alias. The
signed certificate has been copied into a sequential data set called MTCA.DATA.CERT, and the password on the
PKCS #12 signed certificate is certpass.
TSS ADD(CERTSITE) DIGICERT('MTCACERT') DCDSN(MTCA.DATA.CERT) PKCSPASS('certpass') TRUST

TSS ADD(MTCAUSER) KEYRING(MTCARING) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,'MTCACERT') USAGE(PERSONAL)

3. Load the client certificate into the ESM Microservice’s keyring. The following example uses ESMSERV for the user
account assigned to the ESM Microservice and MESMRING as the name of the ESM Microservice’s key ring.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,'MTCACERT') USAGE(PERSONAL)

 
4. Load the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate chain into the client’s key ring. The following example

uses MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the ESM Microservice’s server certificate. The alias used for the server’s trust certificate chain is ESMTRST. If
the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate has been loaded into the special user account CERTAUTH, you may skip the
first command and just execute the second command to copy the previously loaded certificate chain into the client’s
key ring.
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(ESMTRST) DCDSN(MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST) TRUST

TSS ADD(MTCAUSER) KEYRING(MTCARING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH, ESMTRST) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

5. (Optional) Load the client’s trust certificate chain into the server’s key ring. This step is only required if a different
CA was used to sign the client’s certificate than was used to sign the server’s certificate. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST as the name of the sequential data set storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA
that signed the client’s certificate. The alias used for the client’s trust certificate chain is MTCATRST.
 

TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(MTCATRST) DCDSN(MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST) TRUST

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH, MTCATRST) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

Generate the Client Key Ring, Connect the Client Certificate, and Load the Trust Stores Using ACF2

Generate the client key ring, load this key ring with the client signed certificate, register this application with the ESM
Microservice, and load the client and server trust stores with the appropriate trust certificate chains.

Follow these steps: 

1. Set the key ring mode and generate the client key ring. Generate the client key ring and allow the web application to
read from this key ring. The following examples use MTCAUSER for the user assigned to the Apache Tomcat started
task and MTCARING as the name of the client key ring.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)
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INSERT MTCAUSER RINGNAME(MTCARING)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

END

ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(MTCAUSER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(MTCAUSER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

END

 
2. Add the signed client certificate to the key ring. The following example uses MTCACERT as the certificate alias. The

signed certificate has been copied into a sequential dataset called MTCA.DATA.CERT, and the password on the
PKCS #12 signed certificate is certpass.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT MTCAUSER.MTCACERT DSN('MTCA.DATA.CERT') PASSWORD('certpass')

CHANGE MTCAUSER.MTCACERT TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(MTCAUSER.MTCACERT) KEYRING(MTCAUSER) RINGNAME(MTCARING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

END

 
3. Load the client certificate into the ESM Microservice’s keyring. The following example uses ESMSERV for the user

account assigned to the ESM Microservice and MESMRING as the name of the ESM Microservice’s key ring.
ACF

STE PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.MTCACERT DSN(MTCA.DATA.CERT) PASSWORD('certpass')

CHANGE CERTAUTH.MTCACERT TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH. MTCACERT) KEYRING(ESMSERV) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

END

4. Load the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate chain into the client’s key ring. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the ESM Microservice’s server certificate. The alias used for the server’s trust certificate chain is ESMTRST.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT SITECERT.ESMTRST DSN(MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST)

CHANGE SITECERT.ESMTRST TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.ESMTRST) KEYRING(MTCAUSER) RINGNAME(MTCARING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

END

 
5. (Optional) Load the client’s trust certificate chain into the server’s key ring. This step is only required if a different

CA was used to sign the client’s certificate than was used to sign the server’s certificate. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the client’s certificate. The alias used for the client’s trust certificate chain is MTCATRST.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT SITECERT.MTCATRST DSN(MTCA.DATA.MTCATRST)

CHANGE SITECERT.MTCATRST TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.MTCATRST) KEYRING(ESMSERV) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

END

Generate the Client Key Ring, Connect the Client Certificate, and Load the Trust Stores Using IBM RACF

Generate the client key ring, load this key ring with the client signed certificate, register this application with the ESM
Microservice, and load the client and server trust stores with the appropriate trust certificate chains.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the client key ring and allow the web application to read from this keyring. The following examples
use MTCAUSER for the user assigned to the Apache Tomcat started task and MTCARING as the name of the client
key ring.
RACDCERT ADDRING(MTCARING) ID(MTCAUSER)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(MTCAUSER) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(MTCAUSER) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Add the signed client certificate to the key ring. The following example uses MTCACERT as the certificate alias. The
signed certificate has been copied into a sequential dataset called MTCA.DATA.CERT, and the password on the
PKCS #12 signed certificate is certpass.
RACDCERT SITE ADD('MTCA.DATA.CERT') WITHLABEL('MTCACERT') PASSWORD('certpass') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(MTCAUSER) CONNECT(SITE LABEL('MTCACERT') RING(MTCARING))

 
3. Load the client certificate into the ESM Microservice’s keyring. The following example uses ESMSERV for the user

account assigned to the ESM Microservice and MESMRING as the name of the ESM Microservice’s key ring.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(SITE LABEL('MTCACERT') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

 
4. Load the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate chain into the client’s key ring. The following example

uses MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST as the name of the sequential dataset storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA that
signed the ESM Microservice’s server certificate. The alias used for the server’s trust certificate chain is ESMTRST. If
the ESM Microservice’s trust certificate has been loaded into the special user account CERTAUTH, you may skip the
first command and just execute the second command to copy the previously loaded certificate chain into the client’s
key ring.
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('MTCA.DATA.SERVTRST') WITHLABEL('ESMTRST') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(MTCAUSER) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('ESMTRST') RING(MTCARING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

 
5. (Optional) Load the client’s trust certificate chain into the server’s key ring. This step is only required if a different

CA was used to sign the client’s certificate than was used to sign the server’s certificate. The following example
uses MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST as the name of the sequential data set storing the trusted certificate chain of the CA
that signed the client’s certificate. The alias used for the client’s trust certificate chain is MTCATRST.
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('MTCA.DATA.CLNTTRST') WITHLABEL('MTCATRST') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('MTCATRST') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

Configure the Web Application to Communicate with the ESM Microservice on z/OS

Follow these steps: 

1. For instructions on how to deploy and configure the ESM Microservice on one or more LPARs, see Deploy and
Configure the ESM Microservice.

2. Follow the steps outlined in the previous topics to load the client certificate and trust store certificate chains into the
appropriate key rings.

3. Update the following parameters in the security: section of the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/conf/conf.yaml
configuration file:

primaryEsmServer
Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR on which the "primary" ESM Microservice is installed. This LPAR will be
contacted first when making authentication and authorization requests.

primaryEsmPort
Enter the port number on which the primary ESM Microservice is listening.
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primaryEsmProtocol
The value for this parameter must be "TLS-ESM".

alternateEsmServer
(optional)
Enter the TCP/IP hostname of the LPAR on which the "alternate" ESM Microservice is installed. This LPAR
will only be contacted if the primary ESM Microservice LPAR is unavailable. If only a single ESM Microservice
instance is used, this value will be the same as the primaryEsmServer parameter.

alternateEsmPort
(optional)
Enter the port number on which the alternate ESM Microservice is listening. If only a single ESM Microservice
instance is used, this value will be the same as the primaryEsmPort parameter.

alternateEsmProtocol
(optional)
The value for this parameter must be "TLS-ESM".

tlsEsm section:
keyStoreUser

The user name assigned to the Apache Tomcat task hosting the MTC-A web application.
keyStoreKeyRing

The name of the key ring used to store the client certificate.
trustStoreUser

The user name assigned to the Apache Tomcat task hosting the web application.
trustStoreKeyRing

The name of the key ring used to store the trust certificate chain provided by the CA that signed the ESM
Microservice's server certificate. In our example above, this will be the same key ring that holds the client
certificate.

storeType
The value for this parameter must be "JCERACFKS".

safResourceClass
Enter the SAF resource class name to use for authorization requests.

safResourceName
Enter the SAF resource name to use for authorization requests.

Configure the Web Application
Upon successful completion of the mtcacfg.sh configuration script, a new USS directory (specified by the
MTCADEPLOY JCL variable) contains a subdirectory named "conf". This subdirectory contains a single application
configuration file named conf.yaml. This conf.yaml file contains several sections of configuration parameters, each of
which is described in this article.

 

Server Section

This section of the conf.yaml file contains the application server debug parameter.

debug
Enables (value "true") or disables (value "false") verbose logging for diagnostics and troubleshooting.
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Security Section for the ESM Microservice

This section of the conf.yaml file contains the following parameters to configure the connection between the MTC-A web
application server and the ESM Microservice. You must install and configure this microservice on at least one mainframe
LPAR.

You can install and configure a second instance of the ESM Microservice on a different LPAR to provide fail-over for
authentication requests. If you only use one instance of the ESM Microservice, the same configuration information can be
used for the following primary and alternate configuration parameters:

primaryEsmServer
The TCP/IP hostname or IP address of the LPAR on which the primary ESM Microservice is installed. This LPAR
is contacted first to authenticate any web application login request.

primaryEsmPort
The TCP/IP port number used by the primary ESM Microservice.

primaryEsmProtocol
The protocol used by the primary ESM Microservice (TLS-ESM). Currently, only the TLS-ESM connection protocol
is supported. This connection type uses TLS v1.2 to connect to the ESM Microservice. The client certificate
required by this connection is stored in an External Security Manager (ESM) key ring.

alternateEsmServer
The TCP/IP hostname or IP address of the LPAR on which the alternate ESM Microservice is installed. This LPAR
is contacted only if the primary server is unavailable.

alternateEsmPort
The TCP/IP port number used by the alternate ESM Microservice.

alternateEsmProtocol
The protocol used by the alternate ESM Microservice (TLS-ESM).

validateServerHostname
Enables or disables the hostname validation check for the ESM Microservice server certificate. Hostname
validation is a server identity check to ensure that the hostname specified in the MTC-A conf.yaml file matches
the hostname specified in the ESM Microservice’s server certificate. This test serves as a security check to
confirm that the MTC-A application is connecting to the correct ESM Microservice server. The default value of this
parameter is true, indicating hostname validation should be performed.

The ESM Microservice requires the use of client certificates and trusted root certificates to establish secure TLS
connections. These client certificates and trust certificate chains are stored in mainframe ESM key rings. The following
parameters define which key rings are used to store the required certificates and private keys:

keyStoreUser
The user id associated with the key ring that is used to store the private key and client certificate used during the
TLS handshake process. Because the web application runs under the security context of the Apache Tomcat
instance, this value is normally the user account assigned to the Apache Tomcat JCL procedure.

keyStoreKeyRing
The name of the key ring used to store the private key and client certificate.

trustStoreUser
The user id associated with the key ring that is used to store the trust certificate chain of the Certificate Authority
(CA) used to sign the ESM Microservice's server certificate. If you store the trust certificate chain in the same key
ring as the client certificate, this value is the same as the "keyStoreUser" parameter.

trustStoreKeyRing
The name of the key ring used to store the trust certificate chain of the CA used to sign the ESM Microservice's
server certificate.
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storeType
This value is reserved for future use and must be "JCERACFKS".

Security Section for the MTC-A Web Application

Users of the MTC-A web application will be automatically logged out of the website if no activity is detected on their
connection for a specified period of time. This inactivity timeout period can be configured using the session timeout
parameter located underneath the session area of the security section:

timeout
The amount of time (specified in minutes) after which a logon session with no recent activity will automatically be
logged out.
Default: 30

MTC-A uses the z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF) to secure access to its web interface in general and to the
specific components of its web interface. MTC-A makes SAF calls to verify that a user has READ access to the specific
SAF resource of the general SAF class for the component that they are trying to use. The names of the SAF resources
and SAF class that are used by MTC-A for authorization are controlled by the following configuration parameters in the
security section of the conf.yaml file:

safResourceClass
The name of the general SAF resource class used by MTC-A for authorization.

IMPORTANT
See the Security Best Practices section below.

safResourcePrefix
The prefix of the specific SAF resource names used by MTC-A for authorization.

IMPORTANT
See the Security Best Practices section below.

SAF Resource Names

The fully qualified name of the SAF resource that MTC-A uses to authorize user access is the value of parameter
safResourcePrefix concatenated with a predefined arbitrary suffix value, separated by a period:
safResourcePrefix.suffix

The following suffix values are used by MTC-A to secure access to their associated components of MTC-A. Examples
assume a value of OP$MVS for parameter safResourcePrefix:

• OPSVIEW
The ability to logon to the MTC-A web interface.
Example:
READ access to the resource OP$MVS.OPSVIEW permits a user to logon to MTC-A.

• OPSAOF
The ability to use MTC-A Rules Management.
Example:
READ access to the resource OP$MVS.OPSAOF permits a user to use MTC-A Rules Management.

• SQL.table
The ability to use MTC-A System State Manager (SSM).
SSM on the OPS/MVS region running on z/OS uses the OPS/MVS Relational Data Facility (RDF) to manage SSM
resources. The RDF tables SSM uses to manage resources are known as SSM resource tables. The table value used
in the SAF resource name is the name of a specific SSM resource table for which the user has access.
Example:
READ access to the resource OP$MVS.SQL.STCTBL permits a user to view only those SSM resources that are in
resource table STCTBL using MTC-A SSM.
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Security Best Practices

IMPORTANT
MTC-A security is not integrated with OPS/MVS internal security. Please read this section thoroughly.

MTC-A does not generate any Automated Operations Facility (AOF) security events in the OPS/MVS region running on z/
OS. It does not fire any AOF security rules and it does not generate any security events in OPSLOG. The SAF calls made
by OPS/MVS when running with parameter EXTSECURITY=ON are in no way related to the SAF calls made by MTC-A.
However, following these MTC-A security best practices will enable you to more easily grant existing users of OPS/MVS
similar permissions to use MTC-A when running with parameter EXTSECURITY=ON, either now or in the future. They
will also better position your MTC-A security configuration for possible integration with OPS/MVS internal security in the
future.

The security best practices are:

• Set safResourceClass to the same value as that of OPS/MVS parameter EXTSECCLASS.
The default value of EXTSECCLASS depends on the external security product running on the same z/OS system as
the OPS/MVS region:

• FACILITY when using IBM RACF.
• FAC when using ACF2.
• IBMFAC when using Top Secret.

• Set safResourcePrefix to the same value as that of OPS/MVS parameter EXTSECPREFIX
The default value of EXTSECPREFIX is OP$MVS.

When these best practices are followed, the permissions granted to specific users or groups/profiles through your external
security product for access to OPS/MVS operational features are the same permissions needed to access the similar
components of the MTC-A web application.

Examples:

The following examples assume that MTC-A parameter safResourcePrefix and OPS/MVS parameter EXTSECPREFIX
are both set to a value of OP$MVS:

• Users/groups/profiles that are permitted to issue command TSO OPSVIEW through READ access to SAF resource OP
$MVS.OPSVIEW are also permitted to logon to MTC-A.

• Users/groups/profiles that are permitted to query AOF rules using command TSO OPSVIEW or OPS/REXX ADDRESS
AOF commands through READ access to SAF resource OP$MVS.OPSAOF are also permitted to view AOF rules
using MTC-A Rule Management.

• Users/groups/profiles that are permitted to query only those SSM resources in resource table STCTBL using
command TSO OPSVIEW or OPS/REXX ADDRESS SQL commands through READ access to SAF resource OP
$MVS.SQL.STCTBL are also permitted to view only those same SSM resources using MTC-A SSM.

Message Service Hub Section

This section of the conf.yaml file contains parameters used to configure the connection between the web application and
the CA Message Service hub. The CA Message Service common component provides the communication path between
the web application and one or more instances of OPS/MVS. This Common Components and Services (CCS) component
uses a hub-and-spoke topology to reliably transport messages from one endpoint to another. You may use the Message
Service hub included as part of CCS (installed under USS) or an off-platform version of this common component provided
by another Broadcom product.

msHub
The TCP/IP hostname or IP address of the Message Service hub component. All systems participating in the
MTC-A application must connect to the same Message Service hub. This includes the Message Service server
common component installed on each participating LPAR.
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msPort
The TCP/IP port number used by the Message Service hub.

msProtocol
The network protocol used by the Message Service hub (TCP, TLS-JKS, or TLS-ESM). The TCP protocol uses
standard, unencrypted TCP/IP sockets for communication while the TLS-JKS and TLS-ESM protocols use
encrypted connections provided by Transport Layer Security (TLS). The TLS-JKS protocol uses Java keystore
files to store client certificates and trust store certificate chains created by the Message Service installation
process. The TLS-ESM protocol uses mainframe ESM key rings to store the client certificates and trust store
certificate chains used by the encrypted TLS connection.

msDataDir
This value is any fully qualified path where you want MTC-A temporary communication data to be stored. The
user id associated with the Tomcat server must have read/write access to this directory.

NOTE

If a “user.dir” Java environment variable was passed to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) used to launch
Apache Tomcat on USS, specify a fully qualified directory path for the “msDataDir” configuration
parameter, instead of using the “mtcaData” relative path name.

validateServerHostname
Controls validation of the hostname in the Message Service hub certificate when using one of the TLS connection
protocols. If using self-signed certificates generated by the ZMSSSL utility to connect to the Message Service
hub, you must set this parameter to "false" to disable hostname validation. Otherwise, when using certificates
signed by a Certificate Authority, set this parameter to "true" to enable hostname validation to prevent man-in-the-
middle attacks, as described in Apache ActiveMQ security advisory CVE-2018-11775.

If the TLS-JKS (TLS using Java keystore files to store certificates) protocol is selected, specify the following entries under
the "tlsJks" key:

keyStorePath
The full path to the Java key store file located in a USS directory.

keyStorePassword
The password to the Java key store file.

trustStorePath
The full path to the Java trust store file located in a USS directory.

trustStorePassword
The password to the Java trust store file.

If the TLS-ESM (TLS using the ESM (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF) to store certificates) protocol is selected, specify
the following entries under the "tlsEsm" key:

keyStoreUser
The user id for retrieving private keys and certificates from the key store ESM key ring.

keyStoreKeyRing
The name of the ESM key ring that holds the private keys and certificates for the key manager.

trustStoreUser
The user id for retrieving the trust certificate chain from the trust store ESM key ring.

trustStoreKeyRing
The name of the ESM key ring that holds the trust certificate chain for the trust manager.

storeType
The type of the key store. For example, JCERACFKS.
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Rules Section

The rules section of the conf.yaml file contains parameters that are used to configure how automation rules received from
different OPS/MVS instances are processed and stored. To provide a better user interface experience, information about
automation rules is stored locally on the web application server. Due to factors like network outages, this information may
become outdated. To avoid displaying outdated rule information, periodic refreshes of the cached rule information are
necessary. For information on the automatic detection of rule changes, see Rule Data Refresh.

ruleRefreshInterval
The number of hours between explicit refreshes of automation rules from a specific OPS/MVS instance.

SSM Section

The ssm section of the conf.yaml file contains parameters used to configure how SSM tables and resources received from
different OPS/MVS instances are processed and stored. To provide a better user interface experience, information about
SSM is stored locally on the web application server. Due to factors like network outages, this information may become
outdated. To avoid displaying outdated SSM information, periodic refreshes of the cached SSM information are necessary.
For information on the automatic detection of SSM changes, see SSM Data Refresh.

ssmRefreshInterval
The number of hours between explicit refreshes of SSM tables and resources from a specific OPS/MVS instance.

Database Configuration Section

The database configuration section of the conf.yaml file contains two parameters that can be set by the user to configure
the embedded database used by the MTC-A web application. We recommend keeping the default settings for both
parameters, but both can be changed to suit your specific needs.

dbConnect
The fully qualified path where both rules and SSM database content is stored (transaction log, indexes, and data
for the RULES, SSMDATA, SSMTABLE, and SSMRESOURCE tables).

dbSourcePath
The fully qualified path where rule source for all OPS/MVS instances will be stored.

By default, these settings are shipped prefixed with the '~' symbol. This causes the proceeding directory to be placed
in the user directory which, in our case, is the location in which the mtcaApp.war file resides. We recommend leaving
these values as is, but if you want to change either storage location we also recommend (but do not require) that they be
prefixed with '~'.

Once the application is successfully started, these files are created automatically in the directory chosen by the
parameters. 

opsrules
The rule source folder. This value is the high-level folder that contains all cached rule source for all OPS instance
rules.

opsrulesdb.mv.db
A <database>.mv.db file. This value is the database file that contains the transaction log, indexes, and data for the
RULES table.

mtcaRules.trace.db
A <database>.trace.db file. This value is the trace file that contains trace information.

mtcaSSM.mv.db
A <database>.mv.db file.  This value is the database file that contains the the transaction log, indexes, and data
for the  SSMDATA, SSMTABLE, and SSMRESOURCE tables.

mtcaSSM.trace.db
A <database>.trace.db file.  This value is the trace file which contains trace information.
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(Optional) Configure Web Application Logging
The mtcacfg.sh configuration script creates a new USS directory named "logs" under the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca directory
specified on the command line for this script. This directory contains log files generated by the web application. Once
created, log files can be viewed by using the ISPF 3.17 z/OS UNIX directory list utility to enter the VA (View - ASCII)
line command next to them. Because various components can write log messages to these files, you may occasionally
be unable to view the contents of one or more of these log files due to ISPF editor limitations. If this situation occurs,
download these logs files and use a different editor to view their contents. The format and sizes of these log files are
controlled by a configuration file called log4j2.yaml, which is located in the logs directory. 

TIP

Updates described below allow you to customize the output written to the log files if desired. None of these
updates are required.

This mtcacfg.sh configuration file defines two different logging targets, a rolling log file and a console appender that
sends log output to the default system output location. The rolling log file definition can be changed to specify the format
of messages written to this log file, the maximum size of each log file, and the number of previous log files to retain.
The console output definition can only be modified to change the format of messages displayed in the standard output
destination.

You can also limit the messages written to a log by specifying a log level in the level parameter. Each log message is
assigned a specific log level. Only those log messages that are at or below the log level specified by the level parameter
are displayed in the log file. This level parameter can have one of the following values: TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN,
ERROR, ALL, or OFF.

For example, if the level parameter is assigned the value of WARN, only those messages defined to have a level of
WARN or ERROR are displayed. If the value of ALL is used for this parameter, all messages are displayed in the log file. If
the value of OFF is specified, no messages are written to the log file.

You can deactivate one or both of the logging mechanisms by removing the associated "ref" entry underneath the
"AppenderRef" parameter for the specified logger configuration. For example, to avoid filling the job log with messages
from the web application, you can remove the "- ref: Console" entry from both the logger entry and the Root entry
contained underneath the Loggers parameter.

Configuration Section

The configuration section encompasses the entire configuration file and consists of the following sections and parameters:

status
The level of internal Log4j events that should be logged to the console. Valid values: trace, debug, info, warn,
error, and fatal.

Appenders
This subsection lets you define Log4j appenders that are used to log product-related messages to output
locations such as log files or the console.

Loggers
This subsection lets you define the level of logging to be used by different areas of the product.

Appenders Section

The Appenders section contains destination information for log messages generated by the product. As shipped, this
section contains two appender definitions: a RollingFile destination and a Console destination.

RollingFile
This section defines a log file for the log message destination. The following parameters are used to define how
log messages are written to this file:
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name
Name of the appender. This value is referenced in the Loggers section to identify this appender and
should not be changed.

fileName
The file name and path of the log file. This value uses a pre-defined variable of ${sys:logFilePath} to
identify the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/logs directory.

filePattern
The file renaming pattern to use when rolling the active log file due to size restrictions.

Policies
The policy definition used to determine when the active log file is rolled.
SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy

A rolling log file policy that will cause the active log file to roll when it reaches a predetermined
size.
size

The maximum size a log file should reach before it is rolled.
DefaultRolloverStrategy

A strategy that will be used when it is time to roll the active log file.
max

The maximum number of previous log files to retain when the log file roll strategy is executed.
PatternLayout

A log message layout that describes how messages sent to the output destination should be displayed.
Pattern

The definition of the log message layout that is used when log messages are written to the output
destination. Valid layout definitions are defined in the Log4j documentation.

Console
This section defines how log messages are written to the STDOUT output stream of the Apache Tomcat instance.
name

Name of the appender. This value is referenced in the Loggers section to identify this appender and
should not be changed.

target
Set to SYSTEM_OUT and should not be changed.

PatternLayout
A log message layout that describes how messages sent to the output destination should be displayed.
Pattern

The definition of the log message layout that will be used when log messages are written to the
output destination. Valid layout definitions are defined in the Log4j documentation.

Loggers Section

The Loggers section allows you to define which appenders to use for different sections of the product and which level of
logging will be used for each section.

Logger
This section defines the different loggers that is used by the product. By default, only one logger is defined.
name

The name of the logger. In this case, the name of the logger is the name of the product package that uses
this logger.
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additivity
Determines whether the same log message should be written to multiple loggers. Default: false.

level
Each log message is assigned a specific log level. Only those log messages that are at or below the log
level specified by this parameter are displayed in the output destination. Valid values: TRACE, DEBUG,
INFO, WARN, ERROR, ALL, or OFF.

AppenderRef
This section is used to select one or more appenders that will be used when this logger is selected. As
shipped, the "Rolling" and "Console" appenders are used as output destinations for log messages.

Root
This section defines a logger that is used if no other logger can be used for a log message.
level

The log level used to determine whether a log message destined for this logger should be forwarded to
the output destination.

AppenderRef
This section is used to select one or more appenders that are used when this logger is selected. As
shipped, the "Rolling" and "Console" appenders are used as output destinations for log messages.

Administrating MTC-A
This section explains how to administrate and troubleshoot Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A).

Troubleshooting

Problems with the MTC-A Web Application

Use the below MTC-A Troubleshooting Checklist for help with troubleshooting problems with the MTC-A Web Application,
such as:

• Unable to navigate to MTC-A through your web browser.
• Incorrect or missing rule data.
• Incorrect or missing SSM data.

If your environment is in accordance with the checklist and you are still experiencing problems, contact Broadcom Support
for assistance.

MTC-A Troubleshooting Checklist

• Ensure that the MTC-A Web Application, the CCS Message Service Hub, each CCS Message Service Server, and the
ESM Microservice are all running at the latest maintenance level.

• Ensure that the OPS/MVS INITADMINUI parameter is set to YES on each instance of OPS/MVS that you wish to
connect to MTC-A.

• Ensure that the CCS Message Service Hub (ZMSHUB STC) is running.
• Ensure that a CCS Message Service Server (ZMSSTART STC) is running on each LPAR that is running an instance of

OPS/MVS that you wish to connect to MTC-A.
• Ensure that the ops-admin-adapter is enabled on each CCS Message Service Server. To verify this, verify that the

STDENV file of each ZMSSTART STC contains the line OPS_ADMIN_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED .
• Ensure that each CCS Message Service Server successfully connected to the CCS Message Service Hub and that

the ops-admin-adapter started successfully. To verify this, look for the following messages in the {install_path}/cfgb/
instance/messageService/logs/server.log file:
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– Started the broker successfully
– Successfully initialized adapter 'ops-admin-adapter'

• Inspect the <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/logs/mtca-app.log file to ensure that each instance of OPS/MVS connected
successfully. Look for the following message for each instance of OPS/MVS that you expect to connect:
– Received discovery response from OPS instance lpar_hostname:ssid

For example:
Received discovery response from OPS instance sys1.broadcom.com:OPSS

Problems with the ops_admin_adapter

Use this section for help with troubleshooting problems that you suspect are caused by the ops_admin_adapter running
under the Common Components and Services (CCS) Message Service Server.

Collect Diagnostic Data

Collect the available diagnostic data for the following CCS components:

Message Service Server (ZMSSTART STC)
The following sources of diagnostic data are available:

• An SVC DUMP
• The STDOUT and STDERR files

These files contain diagnostic trace information. The environment variable MSZ_LOGLEVEL specified in the
STDENV file controls the amount of trace information produced. By default, it is set INFO. This setting can be
changed to DEBUG to produce much more detailed trace information. In general, do not change this value
unless directed to do so by Broadcom Support.

• The SYSOUT file
This file contains diagnostic information pertaining to the JVM which the server is running under. The
diagnostic information include the settings of environmental variables that are passed to this JVM, including
the following:
– MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL
– MQ_HUB_HOST
– MQ_HUB_PORT

Message Service Hub (ZMSHUB STC)
The following sources of diagnostic data are available:

• An SVC DUMP
• The STDOUT and STDERR files

ESM Microservice (ESMSVC STC)
The following sources of diagnostic data are available:

• An SVC DUMP
• The STDOUT and STDERR files

Diagnostic Modify Commands

The ops_admin_adapter will respond to the following diagnostic MVS MODIFY console commands directed to the CCS
Message Service Server ZMSSTART STC:

F ZMSSTART,APPL=OPSADM:list
List the OPS/MVS instances that are being managed by the adapter.

F ZMSSTART,APPL=OPSADM:OPSs
List the specific OPS/MVS instance with the subsystem id of OPSs that is being managed by this adapter.
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F ZMSSTART,APPL=OPSADM:ssct
Show a short list of OPS/MVS instances that is being managed by this adapter.

F ZMSSTART,APPL=OPSADM:scan
Run an OPS/MVS instance scan process.

F ZMSSTART,APPL=OPSADM:threads
List the Java Threads that are currently active under the ops_admin_adapter adapter.

MTC-A Log Files

The USS directory <MTCADEPLOY>/mtca/logs contains the log files mtca_app.log and mtca_app_nn.log generated by
the MTC-A web application. These log files may contain diagnostic information. These logs are variable-width and may
not be suitable for browsing directly on z/OS using ISPF because of their large width. We highly recommend that these log
files be transferred to a Windows machine where there are editors available to that can more easily view these logs. Using
a transfer method such as FTP.

Review Diagnostic Data

Consider the following questions as you review the diagnostic data you have collected. Your answers to these questions
may help you diagnose the problem that you are having. If you need assistance in diagnosing a problem, contact
Broadcom Support.

• What was the sequence of events before the error condition?
• What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
• Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
• Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
• Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
• Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, etc.) changed?

Using MTC-A
This section discusses how to use the Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A) web browser user interface.

Log On to Mainframe Team Center - Automation
To log on to MTC-A, you must first point your web browser to the URL managed by the MTC-A web application. This
URL consists of the host name of the mainframe LPAR on which the MTC-A web application is installed, the TCP/IP port
number used by the Apache Tomcat server hosting the MTC-A web application, and the well-known context name for the
MTC-A web application (/mtca). For example, if the TCP/IP host name of the mainframe LPAR is "mvs1", the TCP/IP port
number used by the Apache Tomcat server is "8443" and TLS connectivity has been configured within the Apache Tomcat
server, you could use the following URL to access the MTC-A logon page:

https://mvs1:8443/mtca

To log on to MTC-A, enter your mainframe Username and Password on the logon page and click 'LOGIN'. Log on using a
userid that has access to the z/OS system where the ESM Microservice that is being used by MTC-A is running.
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Upon successful log on, you will be presented with the Rule Manager page.

Security Requirements

Your mainframe userid must have READ access to a specific z/OS Security Access Facility (SAF) resource in order
to log on to MTC-A. This access is permitted using the external security product that is running on the same z/OS
system as the ESM Microservice. Assuming that the MTC-A parameter safResourcePrefix in the conf.yaml file in
directory <MTCADEPLOY>/conf is set to the value OP$MVS, you must have READ access to the SAF resource
named OP$MVS.OPSVIEW. The SAF resource class of this SAF resource is specified by the the MTC-A parameter
safResourceClass in the conf.yaml file. For more information about configuring security, see Configure the Web
Application.

Log Off of Mainframe Team Center - Automation
To log off of MTC-A, click on the user icon at the top right corner of any page and select 'Sign Out'.
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Upon successful log off, you are presented with the logon page.

NOTE
Users are automatically logged off of the MTC-A website if no activity is detected on their connection for a
specified period of time. This inactivity timeout period can be configured using the session timeout parameter
located underneath the session area of the security section in the conf.yaml file. The default value is 30 minutes.

Access Product Information
This section describes how to access Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A) product information.

Access the Broadcom Communities and Support Websites
You can access the Broadcom Communities and Support websites by clicking the arrow beside the userid at the top right
of any page.

Select Broadcom Communities from the list to access the Broadcom Communities website:
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Select Broadcom Support from the list to access the Broadcom Support website:
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Access Mainframe Team Center - Automation Documentation
To access MTC-A documentation, click the Help icon (question mark) on the far-left navigation bar of any page.

You will be presented with the main page for MTC-A documentation.

  

View Product Version Information
To view version information about your MTC-A environment, click the arrow beside the user in the top right of any page,
and select About.

This dialog shows you the name of the product and the version.
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Access AP Alert Manager
The Alert Manager component of AP provides a centralized location for displaying alerts that are generated by several
applications, including OPS/MVS. To launch the Alert Manager application in a web browser window, click the Alert
Manager icon (triangled exclamation point) on the far-left navigation bar of any page.

You must then login to the Alert Manager application using your Microsoft Windows domain credentials.
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Rules Management
The Rules Management page lets you visualize rules on each OPS/MVS subsystem that is connected to Mainframe Team
Center - Automation (MTC-A).

NOTE

• This release of MTC-A does not support dynamic rules, compiled rules and converted Automate rules.
• To prevent exposing your security configuration to unauthorized users, rules of type security (SEC) do not

appear anywhere in MTC-A.

To access the Rules Management page, click on the 'Rules' icon (folded page) on the far-left navigation bar of any page.
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From the Rules Management page you can do the following:

View Subsystem List
The navigation accordion in the left panel of the page lists the participating OPS/MVS subsystems.

View Ruleset List
Select a subsystem to expand the navigation accordion to list the rulesets on that subsystem.

View Rule List
Select a ruleset to expand the navigation accordion to list the rules in that ruleset.

View Rule Details
Select a rule to display its detail information in the right panel of the Rules Management page.

Rule Source
Use the 'Rule Source' tab on the Rule Details panel to display the source code for the rule.

Rule Comparison
Use the 'Rule Comparison' tab on the Rule Details panel to compare key metrics for the rule to those of other
rules of the same name and ruleset across all other participating subsystems.

Missing Rule
Use the 'Missing Rule' tab on the Rule Details panel to list all other participating subsystems that do not have a
rule of the same name and ruleset.

Rule Analysis
Use the 'Rule Analysis' tab on the Rule Details panel to display the rule's relationship to other associated rules
and REXX programs in a graphical tree structure.

Search for Rules
Use the 'Search Rules' bar located above the rule accordion to search for a specific rule or set of rules.

Filter Rules
Use the 'Filter Options' dialog to specify criteria used to filter the rules that are listed in the rule accordion.

Display Help Information
Hover your mouse over any field for at least two seconds to display help information for that field.
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Security Requirements

Your mainframe userid must have READ access to a specific z/OS Security Access Facility (SAF) resource in order to
use MTC-A Rules Management. This access is permitted using the external security product that is running on the same
z/OS system as the OPS/MVS region whose AOF rules you are trying to view. Assuming that the MTC-A parameter
safResourcePrefix in the conf.yaml file in directory <MTCADEPLOY>/conf is set to the value OP$MVS, you must have
READ access to the SAF resource named OP$MVS.OPSAOF. The SAF resource class of this SAF resource is specified
by the the MTC-A parameter safResourceClass in the conf.yaml file. For more information about configuring security, see
Configure the Web Application.

If you have the required SAF access and are unable to view AOF rules using MTC-A Rules Management, verify that the
CCS Message Service server has access to the SUBSYSDSNs of the OPS/MVS regions to which MTC-A is connected.
For more information, see Establish Communication between OPS/MVS Subsystems and MTC-A.

View Subsystem List
The rules accordion in the left panel of the Rules Management page lists the OPS/MVS subsystems that are connected to
Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A). The subsystems are the top level of the rules accordion. Each subsystem
entry in the accordion is labeled system:subsystem (nn), where nn is the number of AOF rulesets for that subsystem.

 

 

View Ruleset List
To view a list of the rulesets for an OPS/MVS subsystem, click on a subsystem entry in the rules accordion in the left
panel of the Rules Management page. The entry expands to list the rulesets for that subsystem. Each ruleset entry in the
accordion is labeled ruleset (nn), where nn is the number of rules in that ruleset.
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View Rule List
To view a list of the rules in a ruleset for an OPS/MVS subsystem, click on a ruleset entry in the rules accordion in the left
panel of the MTC-A Rules Management page. The entry expands to list the rules in that ruleset.

NOTE

• This release of MTC-A does not support dynamic rules, compiled rules and converted Automate rules.
• To prevent exposing you security configuration to unauthorized users, rules of type security (SEC) do not

appear anywhere in MTC-A.

 

 

View Rule Details
To view the Rule Details panel for a rule, click on a rule entry in the rules accordion in the left panel of the Rule
Management page. Detailed information about the selected rule is displayed in the right panel of the page.
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NOTE

• This release of MTC-A does not support dynamic rules, compiled rules and converted Automate rules.
• To prevent exposing your security configuration to unauthorized users, rules of type security (SEC) do not

appear anywhere in MTC-A.

 

 

The Rule Details panel displays a heading of the system:subsystem / ruleset / rule names for the selected rule. To the
right of rule name, the enabled status of the rule is displayed. Underneath the heading is a static section of the panel that
displays the following fields of information about the selected rule:

Event ID
Identifier of the event(s) for which the rule will fire.

Auto Enabled
Auto enabled stetting of the rule.

Size/Lines
Number of lines of source code in the rule.

Fire Count
Number of times the rule has fired.

Type
Type of event for which the rule will fire.

Created
Date on which the rule was created.

Updated
Date on which the rule was last updated, followed by the userid that last updated the rule, in parenthesis.

Below the static section of the panel is a row of the following tabs. Select one of these tabs to populate the bottom section
of the panel with more specific information about the selected rule:
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Rule Source
Displays of the source code for the rule. This is the default section displayed when a rule is selected.

Rule Comparison
Compares the selected rule to other rules with the same name on other OPS/MVS subsystems and displays a
table of the results.

Missing Rule
Displays a table of the OPS/MVS subsystems that do not contain a rule of the same name as the selected rule.

Rule Analysis
Identifies automation components (that is, REXX programs and other rules) associated with the rule and displays
them in graphical tree structure.

Rule Source

To display a rule's source code in the bottom section of the Rule Details panel, click on the Rule Source tab. This is the
default section displayed when the Rule Details panel is first displayed.

NOTE
The source code displayed reflects the in-memory source, not the source in the ruleset. The in-memory source
may be different than the ruleset source if the ruleset source has been updated but the rule has not been re-
enabled.

Rule Comparison

NOTE
OPS/MVS provides an introductory video to the Rule Comparison Feature at the Broadcom Educate You Tube
Channel.

To compare a rule to other rules that have the same ruleset and rule name on other OPS/MVS subsystems, click on the
Rule Comparison (xx/yy) tab on the Rule Details panel for a selected rule:
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The bottom section of the Rule Details panel displays a table of the yy number of subsystems that are discovered to have
a ruleset and rule with the same name. The xx number of those same-named rules do not match the selected rule in some
way.

The Rule Comparison table contains one row per subsystem, with the system:subsystem name displayed in the column
labeled System. The first row contains data for the selected rule and is shaded green, followed by one row of data for
each discovered rule. The columns of the table (that are listed below) contain key rule metric data that is used to compare
rules across subsystems. Except for the Status Match column, a column entry for a discovered rule that does not match
that column entry for the selected rule is shaded red, to indicate a mismatch.

Source Match
The source code of the discovered rule is compared to the source code of the selected rule (ignoring whitespace
characters). If they match, this column entry for the discovered rule contains a green "checkmark" icon. If they do
not match, this column entry for the discovered rule contains a red "!" icon.

Lines
Number of lines of source code in the rule.

Type
Type of event for which the rule will fire.

Last Updated
Date on which the rule was last updated.

By User
Userid that last updated the rule.

Enabled
Enabled status of the rule.

Auto Enabled
Auto enabled stetting of the rule.

The Status Match column is for reference only. It indicates the overall match status of both the Enabled and Auto
Enabled columns combined. If those column entries for the discovered rule both match those column entries for the
selected rule, the Status Match column entry for the discovered rule contains a green "checkmark" icon. Otherwise, it
contains a red "!" icon.

NOTE
If ISPF statistics are not enabled for a specific ruleset, the rules contained in that ruleset may not have valid
values for the Auto Enabled, Type, By User, and Last Updated columns.

 

If one of these column entries for the selected rule contains invalid data, that column is not used for comparison,
and that column entry for all discovered rules contains the same matching value, to indicate a match.

 

Conversely, if one of these column entries for a discovered rule contains invalid data and that column entry
for the selected rule contains valid data, that column entry for the discovered rule is shaded red, to indicate a
mismatch.

Click on any column header to alternately sort the table by ascending or descending order of the entries for that column.
An arrow next to the name of the column indicates its sort order. By default, the table is sorted by ascending order of the
entries for the System column.

To refresh the entire table, click on the "Check Again" button.

Example:
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In the sample display above, the selected rule is ARCHMSG3 in ruleset MVSSYS of subsystem OPSS on system
SYSTEM1. A rule that has the same ruleset and rule name is discovered in the OPSS subsystem on systems SYSTEM2,
SYSTEM3 and SYSTEM4. The key metric data for the selected rule completely matches that of the rule discovered on
system SYSTEM4. The enabled state and the auto enabled setting of the selected rule does not match those of the rules
discovered on systems SYSTEM2 and SYSTEM3.

Missing Rule Section

To display a table of the OPS/MVS subsystems that do not have a rule with the same ruleset and rule name as the
selected rule, click on the Missing Rule (ii) tab on the Rule Details panel:

 

 

The table contains one row per subsystem, with its system:subsystem names in the column labeled System. The first row
is the for selected subsystem, followed by one row for each subsystem that is missing the same-named rule.

Click on the System column header to alternately sort the table by ascending or descending order of the entries for that
column. An arrow next to the name of the column indicates its sort order. By default, the table is sorted by ascending order
of the entries for the System column.

To refresh the entire table, click on the "Check Again" button.

Example:

In the sample display above, the selected rule is ARCHMSG3 in ruleset MVSSYS of subsystem OPSS on system
SYSTEM1. A rule that has the same ruleset and rule name is missing from subsystem OPSS on systems SYSTEM5,
SYSTEM6 and SYSTEM7.
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Rule Analysis

NOTE
OPS/MVS provides an introductory video to the Rule Analysis Feature at the Broadcom Educate You Tube
Channel.

The Rule Analysis feature identifies automation components that the selected rule my potentially invoke. These
associated automation components consist of REXX programs that may be called directly by the rule and AOF rules that
may indirectly fire on host environment commands issued by the rule. For example, if the selected rule issues a WTO
message and that message event fires a message (MSG) rule, that MSG rule is associated with the selected rule.

NOTE
As detailed in the section How Rule Source Code is Analyzed, there are significant limits to what associated
automation components can be identified by Rule Analysis.

To perform rule analysis for the selected rule, click on the Rule Analysis tab on the Rule Details panel. The selected rule
and its associated automation components are displayed graphically in a tree structure in the bottom section of the Rule
Details panel.

Sample Rule Analysis tree:

 

 

The selected rule is displayed as the top node of the tree, with one branch node for associated Rules and another
for associated REXX. Each branch node is labeled with the number of components that it contains. A branch node
is collapsed and expanded by alternately clicking on the "+/-" button that is next to the label. Associated automation
components are displayed individually as nodes of their appropriate branch.
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Use the horizontal and vertical scroll bars to reposition the tree when it is too large for the display area. Use your mouse to
reposition the tree by clicking on and dragging it. Use your mouse wheel to zoom the display. Click on the "circled arrows"
button in the upper right corner of the display area to reset the tree to its original size and position.

Consider the following as you view the association tree:

• The order in which nodes are displayed does not indicate the order in which the associated components may be
invoked.

• Multiple potential invocations of a single associated component are represented by a single node.
• Analysis does not identify "nested" components. For example, if MYRULE is identified as an associated component,

analysis is not then performed on MYRULE to identify its associated components.

How Rule Source Code is Analyzed

Rule Analysis scans the OPS/REXX source code of the selected rule looking for specific text patterns to identify its
associated components. For example, Rule Analysis scans for the text pattern CALL "program" , where program is the
literal name of a REXX program being called. So if the instruction CALL "MYREXX" is found, the REXX program named
MYREXX is identified as being associated with the selected rule and is added as a node of the tree.

Identifying associated rules requires two levels of analysis. First, a potential automation event is identified by scanning the
source code of the selected rule. For example, Rule Analysis scans for the text pattern "COMMAND(command text)"
, where command text is the literal text of an operator command being issued (presumably using the ADDRESS OPER
host environment, as explained below.)

Second, the rules that fire on the potential automation event are identified by scanning the AOF rulesets for rules with
a matching event id. For example, if the instruction ADDRESS OPER "COMMAND(SSM SHUT)" is found, the rulesets
are scanned for command rules that have event ids that fire on the command text SSM . Continuing the example, if
the command rule SSMCNTL is found to have the event id )CMD SSM , then SSMCNTL is identified as a rule that is
associated with the selected rule and is added as a node of the tree.

Supported OPS/REXX Syntax

This section describes how source code is processed by Rule Analysis before scanning, and explains general OPS/REXX
syntax requirements.

• Rule Analysis scans for literal text patterns only; command text "constructed" from interpreted REXX variables or any
form of concatenation is not supported. The exception is a continued line (discussed next).
Example:
The following line of source code does not match the text pattern "OPSREQ CODE(code)" :
"OPSREQ CODE("var")"

• An instruction or command text may be split across multiple lines using continuation (,). Concatenation at the end of a
continued line (||,) is honored.
Example:
Rule Analysis constructs the single line of source code "OPSEXEC PROGRAM('USER.REXX(SOMEPGM)')" for
analysis from the following two lines of source code:
"OPSEXEC PROGRAM('USER.REXX"||,

                 "(SOMEPGM)')"

• Source code matches a Rule Analysis text pattern only if it is the first non-white text on the line being analyzed.
Example:
The following line of source code does not match the text pattern "OPSREQ CODE(code)" :
ADDRESS TSO; If flag Then "OPSREQ CODE(MYREQ)"

• An appropriate ADDRESS host instruction that precedes a host environment command on the same line is optional.
Example:
Rule Analysis identifies MYREXX and YOURREXX as associated components from the following lines of source code:
ADDRESS TSO "OI PROGRAM(MYREXX)"
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"OI PROGRAM(YOURREXX)"

• Otherwise, the active host address environment is not considered when scanning for matching text patterns.
Example:
Rule Analysis will identify MYREXX as an associated component from the following lines of source code:
ADDRESS TSO

x = "Hi"

say x

"OI PROGRAM(MYREXX)"

• Quotes in text patterns are required literals. Required quoted pairs may be single (') or double (") quotes.
Example:
The following lines of source code both match the text pattern CALL "program" :
CALL "MYREXX"

CALL 'MYREXX'

• All syntax is case-insensitive
• Comments are not analyzed
• ISPF line sequence numbers (NUMS ON) are supported
• White space is compressed

Supported Text Patterns

The following sections list the specific text patterns that are scanned for by Rule Analysis.

The following conventions are used to document the text patterns:

• Optional literal text that matches the pattern is in brackets ('[' and ']'). The brackets themselves are not part of the
pattern.
Example:
Both of the following lines of source code match the text pattern [ADDRESS TSO] "OI PROGRAM(program) … " :
ADDRESS TSO "OI PROGRAM(MYREXX)"

"OI PROGRAM(MYREXX)"

• An ellipsis ('…') represents optional keywords that match the pattern.
Example:
The following line of source code matches the text pattern "OI PROGRAM(program) … " :
"OI PROGRAM(MYREXX) ARG(MYARG)"

• Text in italics represents the literal event id or REXX name that is extracted for analysis.
Example:
Rule Analysis extracts the request event id MYREQ from the following line of source code that matches the text pattern
"OPSREQ code … " :
"OPSREQ MYREQ"

Text Patterns That Identify Associated REXX

Listed below are the specific text patterns used by Rule Analysis to identify associated REXX. Note that other than a
sequential dataset, Rule Analysis does not identify the dataset that contains an associated REXX program nor does it
verify the existence of the program.

Support text patterns:
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• [ADDRESS TSO] "OI PROGRAM(program) … "
• [ADDRESS TSO] "OX PROGRAM(qualifier) … "
• [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSIMEX PROGRAM(program) … "
• [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSEXEC PROGRAM('pds.name(program)') … "
• [ADDRESS TSO] "OI program … "
• [ADDRESS TSO] "OX 'pds.name(program)' … "
• [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSIMEX program … "
• CALL "program"

Text Patterns That Identify Associated Rules

There are four types of rules that can be associated with another rule. Below are listed the specific text patterns used by
Rule Analysis to identify events that are in turn used to identify associated rules.

1. REQ Rules
Any rule that uses the OPSREQ command processor has the potential to have associated request rules.
Supported text patterns:
– [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSREQ code … "
– [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSREQ CODE(code) … "

2. MSG Rules
Any rule that issues a message using either the ADDRESS WTO host environment or the OPSWTO command
processor has the potential to have associated message rules. The optional MSGID keyword may be coded before or
after the TEXT keyword. If the MSGID keyword is missing from the command being analyzed, the default message id
OPS137I is used for analysis.
Supported text patterns:
– [ADDRESS WTO] " … [MSGID(msgid)] … TEXT('text') … "
– [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSWTO … [MSGID(msgid)] … TEXT('text') … "

3. CMD Rules
Any rule that issues a command using either the OPSCMD command processor or the ADDRESS OPER host
environment has the potential to have associated command rules. Any abbreviation of the COMMAND keyword
matches the text patterns.
Supported text patterns:
– [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSCMD cmd … "
– [ADDRESS TSO] "OPSCMD … COMMAND(cmd) … "
– [ADDRESS OPER] "COMMAND(cmd … ) … "

4. API Rules
Any rule that issues a generic event using the OPSAPI function has the potential to have associated Generic Event
API rules.
Supported text patterns:
– OPSAPI ("EVTCODE(code) … ")

Search for Rules
The MTC-A web UI provides the following two mechanisms that help you find specific rules:

1. The Search Rules search bar is used to narrow the list of rules in the rules accordion by ruleset and rule name.
2. The Filter Options dialog is used to narrow the list of rules in the rules accordion by other specific rule criteria.

Only those rules that match both a name search string and the specified filter criteria are displayed in the accordion.
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Rule Name Search

To search for rulesets or rules by name, click on the Search Rules search bar above the rules accordion and enter your
search string. The accordion lists only those subsystems, rulesets and rules whose name contains the search string, at
any position in the name. Thus, wildcarding is automatic for a name prefix and suffix. No other wildcarding is supported.

In the following example, only rulesets and rules whose name contains the string "WTOR" are listed in the accordion. The
number (nn) next to the subsystem and ruleset names indicates how many matching rulesets and rules were found in that
subsystem or ruleset.

 

 

Filter Rules

To filter the list of rules that is displayed in the accordion based on selected criteria, click on the "SHOW FILTERS" button
located at the top of the window.
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The Filter Options dialog is opened.

 

 

In the Filter Options panel shown above, specify the criteria used to filter the list of rules that is displayed in the accordion.
Only those rules whose details match all your specified filter options are listed in the rules accordion. Options that are not
specified are not used to filter the list.

For example, when the filter options selected in the panel shown above are applied, only rules of type API or MSG in
subsytem OPSS on system SYSTEM1 that were last updated between 1/9/2017 and 9/18/2017 and have fired more than
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5 times will be listed in the rules accordian. The following unselected criteria will not be used to filter the list: the rule's
state, auto-enabled setting, and last updated user ID.

Available Filter Options

You may select from the following options to filter the list of rules that is displayed in the rules accordion:

Rule Type
The type of the rule. (Rule types are associated with how the rule is triggered. For example, “MSG” rules are
triggered based on console messages, “SCR” rules are triggered when a virtual terminal screen changes, and so
forth. The rule type is defined in the OPS/REXX source code of rule.) This field is a selection list from which you
can select multiple rule types. If no types are selected, this filter option is not used to filter the list.

Rule State
The current state of the rule. This field is a selection list from which you can select one of the following three
values:

• “----“
This filter option is not used to filter the list.

• “Enabled”
List only rules that are currently enabled.

• “Disabled”
List only rules that are currently disabled.

Auto-Enabled
The current auto-enabled (AE) setting for the rule. This field is a selection list from which you can select one of the
following three values:

• “----“
This filter option is not used to filter the list.

• “Yes”
List only rules that are currently auto-enabled.

• “No”
List only rules that are currently not auto-enabled.

Last Updated User ID
The user ID of the last individual to update the rule. If this field is blank, this filter option is not used to filter the list.

Rule Fire Count
The total number of times the rule has executed. This filter option includes the following two fields:

• The selection list field from which you can select one of three values:
– “----“

This filter option is not used to filter the list.
– “Greater than”

List only rules that have fired more than the number of times specified in the count field.
– “Less Than”

List only rules that have fired less than the number of times specified in the count field.
• The number compared to the fire count for the rule using the operator specified in the selection field.

Last Updated
The last date on which the rule was updated. This filter option includes the following two fields:

• The selection list field from which you can select one of the following five values:
– “----“

This filter option is not used to filter the list.
– “On Date”
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List only rules that were last updated on the date specified in the first date field.
– “On or After Date”

List only rules that were last updated on or after the date specified in the first date field.
– “On or Before Date”

List only rules that were last updated on or before the date specified in the first date field.
– “Specific Date Range”

List only rules that were last updated on or after the date specified in the first date field and on or before the
date specified on the second date field.

• The "On Date", "On or After Date", "On or Before Date" or the first date of the "Specified Date Range" used by
the selection field.

• The second date of the "Specified Date Range" used by the selection field.

Systems
The participating OPS/MVS subsystem that contains the rule. This field is a selection list from which you can
select multiple subsystems. If this field is blank, this filter option is not used to filter the list.

Available Dialog Actions

The selection of filter options does not by itself alter the list of rules that is displayed in the accordian. After specifiying
your filter criteria, select one of the following buttons located at the bottom of the Filter Options panel to perform the
associated dialog action:

Apply Filters
Update the rules accordion to list only those rules that match your specified filter criteria and any specified Search
Rules string.

Clear Filters
Clear all filter options without altering the rules accordion.

Hide Filters
Close the dialog without altering the rules accordion.

The filter status area is located at the upper right corner of the display. If one or more filters are currently applied, the
status area will display “Filters are active". If no filters are applied, the status area will display “No filters active”.

Rule Data Refresh
An entire refresh of all rule data in Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A) is performed at the frequency specified
by the ruleRefreshInterval parameter in the MTC-A web application conf.yaml file.

Most updates to AOF rules that are made on z/OS are automatically picked up by MTC-A at the time of change. The
following rule changes are automatically detected:

• Addition of a new rule
• Rename of an existing rule
• Deletion of an existing rule
• Modification of a rule's source code
• Enablement of a rule
• Disablement of a rule
• Change to the auto-enabled status of a rule

NOTE
Users that are currently logged in to the MTC-A web application will not see the updated rule data until their next
browser refresh. If the browser display being refreshed contains updated data, that display will be lost and the
user will be placed back onto the Rules Management home page.
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System State Manager (SSM)
The System State Manager page lets you visualize SSM resources on each OPS/MVS subsystem that is connected to
Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A).

To access the System State Manager page, click the SSM icon (tree) on the far-left navigation bar of any page.

Sample System State Manager page:

 

 

From the System State Manger page you can do the following:

View SSM Subsystem List
The navigation accordion in the left panel of the page lists the participating OPS/MVS subsystems.

View SSM Subsystem Summary
Select a subsystem to display its detail information in the right panel of the System State Manager page.

View SSM Table List
Select a subsystem to expand the navigation accordion to list the SSM resource tables on that subsystem.

View SSM Resource List
Select a resource table to expand the navigation accordion to list the SSM resources in that table.

View SSM Resource Details
Select a resource to display its detail information in the right panel of the System State Manager page.

Search for Resources
Use the Search Resources search bar located above the resource accordion list to search for a specific (set of)
resources or resource tables.

Filter Resources
Use the 'Filter Resources' dialog to specify criteria used to filter the list of resources that is displayed in the
resource accordion.

Refresh the Display
Manually refresh the System State Manger page and specify an automatic refresh interval.

Display Help Information
Hover your mouse over any field for at least two seconds to display help information for that field.
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Security Requirements

Your mainframe userid must have READ access to specific z/OS Security Access Facility (SAF) resources in order to use
MTC-A SSM. This access is permitted using the external security product that is running on the same z/OS system as the
OPS/MVS region whose SSM resources you are trying to view. Assuming that the MTC-A parameter safResourcePrefix
in the conf.yaml file in directory <MTCADEPLOY>/conf is set to the value OP$MVS, you must have READ access to the
SAF resources named OP$MVS.SQL.table, where table is the name of a specific SSM resource table. You can view the
SSM resources in each resource table for which you have access. The SAF resource class of these SAF resources is
specified by the the MTC-A parameter safResourceClass in the conf.yaml file. For more information about configuring
security, see Configure the Web Application.

If you have the required SAF access and are unable to view SSM resources rules using MTC-A SSM, verify that the CCS
Message Service server has access to the SUBSYSDSNs of the OPS/MVS regions to which MTC-A is connected. For
more information, see Establish Communication between OPS/MVS Subsystems and MTC-A.

View SSM Subsystem List
The resources accordion in the left panel of the System State Manager page lists the OPS/MVS subsystems that
are connected to Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A). The subsystems are the top level of the resources
accordion. Each subsystem entry in the accordion is labeled system:subsystem (nn), where nn is the number of resource
tables being managed by System State Manager (SSM) on that subsystem.

NOTE

Only the subsystems where SSM is active are listed in the resources accordion. SSM is active when the
STATEMAN parameter is set to any value other than 'INACTIVE'. The setting of the STATEMAN parameter is
referred to as the global SSM processing mode of the subsystem.

Sample SSM subsystem list display:
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View SSM Subsystem Summary
To view the SSM Subsystem Summary panel for a subsystem, click on the subsystem name in the resources accordion
in the left panel of the System State Manager page. System State Manager (SSM) summary information for the selected
subsystem is displayed in the right panel of the page.

Sample Subsystem Summary panel:

 

 

The heading of the SSM Subsystem Summary panel displays the system:subsystem names and the global SSM Mode:
mode (value of the STATEMAN parameter) for the selected subsystem. Underneath the heading, each SSM resource
defined to the selected subsystem is displayed in one of four lists according to the current values of their current and
desired states. The lists are labeled as follows:

Mismatched (nn)
A list of the nn number of resources for the selected subsystem whose current state does not match its desired
state.

Matched Up/Up (nn)
A list of the nn number of resources for the selected subsystem whose current state matches its desired state,
and the matched states are equal to their resource table-defined 'UP' state value.

Matched Down/Down (nn)
A list of the nn number of resources for the selected subsystem whose current state matches its desired state,
and the matched states are equal to their resource table-defined 'DOWN' state value.

Matched Other (nn)
A list of the nn number of resources for the selected subsystem whose current state matches its desired state, but
the matched states are not equal to either of their resource table-defined 'UP' or 'DOWN' state values.

NOTE
For more information about the states of a resource, see Understanding CURRENT and DESIRED Resource
States.

By default, the detail panel will display only those SSM resources on that system with Mismatched current and desired
states. To also see resources with Matched desired and current states in the display, click the button labeled "SHOW
MATCHED".

Sample Mismatched resources list:
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To hide the Matched lists again, click the button labeled "HIDE MATCHED".

Each listed resource name is a hyperlink to the Resource Details panel for that resource.

View SSM Table List
To view a list of the System State Manager (SSM) resource tables for an OPS/MVS subsystem, click on a subsystem
entry in the rules accordion in the left panel of the System State Manager page. The entry expands to list the resource
tables on that subsystem. Each table entry in the accordion is labeled table (nn), where nn is the number of resources in
that table.

NOTE
Only the resource tables that are being managed by SSM are listed in the resources accordion. A resource table
is being managed by SSM if there is an entry for that table in the SSM_MANAGED_TBLS table.
 
Only the resource tables that are active are listed in the resources accordion. A resource table is active if its
processing mode is set to any value other than 'INACTIVE'.

Sample SSM table list display:
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View SSM Resource List
To view a list of the System State Manager (SSM) resources in an SSM resource table, click on a table entry in the
resources accordion in the left panel of the System State Manager page. The entry expands to list the resources in that
table.

Sample SSM resource list display:
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Resource Matched Status

To the left of a resource name in the resources accordion is an icon denoting that resource's matched status, which is
the relationship between its current and desired states. The states corresponding to each possible icon are listed in the
following table:

Current State Desired State Icon

Up Up
  

Down Down
  

Up Down
  

Down Up
  

Up Unknown
  

Down Unknown
  

Unknown Up
  

Unknown Down
  

Unknown Unknown
  

NOTE

Any state value other than the table-relative UP, DOWN, or UNKNOWN state names is treated as UNKNOWN.

Move-Eligibility

The presence of a "hand truck" icon to the near right of a resource name in the accordion indicates that the resource is
eligible to be moved, which is determined as follows:

1. If the value of the SSMPLEXNAME parameter is not set or is blank, the resource is not eligible to be moved.
2. If there is no SSM#MOVMOD column defined in the resource's resource table, the resource is not eligible to be

moved.
3. If the Move mode (value of the SSM#MOVMOD column) for the resource is 'INACTIVE', the resource is not eligible to

be moved.
4. Otherwise, the resource is eligible to be moved and the hand truck icon is displayed for that resource.

In the above sample resource list, only the resources ABENDAID, AOFOSF and AOFUSS are eligible to be moved.

Effective Processing Mode

Displayed to the far right of a resource name in the accordion is the resource's effective processing mode, if other than
ACTIVE.
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NOTE
Any processing mode value other than 'INACTIVE', 'PASSIVE', 'NOPREREQ' or 'ACTIVE' is treated and
displayed as ACTIVE.

NOTE
For a description of the effective processing mode of a resource, see Understanding SSM Resource
Management Modes.

View SSM Resource Details
To view the Resource Details panel for a resource, click on a resource entry in the resource accordion in the left panel of
the System State Manager page. Detailed information about the selected resource is displayed in the right panel of the
page.

Sample Resource Details panel:

 

 

The heading of the Resource Details panel displays the system:subsystem / table / resource names for the selected
resource. Underneath the heading the following three categories of information about the selected resource are displayed:

States
The States category displays the values of the current and desired states of the selected resource, labeled as
follows:
Current

The contents of the CURRENT_STATE column for this resource in its resource table.
Desired

The contents of the DESIRED_STATE column for this resource in its resource table.

NOTE
For descriptions of SSM resource states, see Understanding CURRENT and DESIRED Resource
States.
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Modes
The Modes category displays the values of the various processing modes of the selected resource, labeled as
follows:
Resource

The SSM processing mode of the selected resource. This is the contents of the MODE column for this
resource in its resource table.

NOTE
For descriptions of SSM processing modes, see Understanding SSM Resource Management
Modes.

Prerequisite
The prerequisite processing mode of the selected resource. This is the contents of the PREMODE
column for this resource in its resource table.

Reference
The prerequisite reference mode of the selected resource. This is the contents of the REFMODE column
for this resource in its resource table.

NOTE
For descriptions of SSM prerequisite processing modes, see How to Control Prerequisite
Resource Processing.

Action
The Action mode of the selected resource.

Move
The Move mode (value of the SSM#MOVMOD column) of the selected resource.

Details
The Details category displays the following fields of information:
Type

The type of the selected resource.
IPL State

The IPL state of the selected resource.

Below the details, there is a tabbed section with the heading Prerequisites(nnn). This section appears by default when
the resource detail display is opened. This section contains a table of the nnn number of prerequisite resources of the
currently selected resource. The table contains the following columns:

Prerequisite Name
The name(s) of the prerequisite resource(s). All resource names contained in a MINOF statement are displayed
in a single row. A resource name may be a hyperlink in blue text that links to the resource detail page for that
resource. A resource name will be in plain black text (not a hyperlink) under the following conditions:

• No resource of that name actually exists.
For example, the PREREQ column in the SSM resource table for an SSM resource may contain the value
BOGUS, while no resource of the name BOGUS is actually defined to SSM.

• No resource of that name has been discovered by MTC-A.
TIP
You can manually force a new MTC-A discovery of SSM resources using the circled arrows refresh
button available on all MTC-A SSM displays.

• The resource of that name cannot be displayed properly by the OPSVIEW SSM Prereq display (ISPF panel
OP4112S4). This panel is reachable using the P line command from OPSVIEW option 4.11.2. The following
types of resource names cannot be displayed properly by the panel:
– The name contains all period characters.
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For example, the names ., .. and ....
– The name begins with two or more period characters.

For example, the names ..TWO, ...THREE and ....FOUR.
– The name contains a single quote character.

For example, the name 'QUOTED NAME'.
– The name contains an open parenthesis character.

For example, the name RESOURCE(NAME).

Current State
The current state of the resource, if it has been discovered by MTC-A.

Note
One of the following possible reasons that the Prerequisite Name column is blank or contains resource name(s)
that are not hyperlinks:
Invalid

The MINOF statement is empty.
Link hidden, clear filter to show link

The resource of that name does not match the filter specified on the SSM accordion.
Unreachable

A resource of that name has not been discovered by MTC-A.

NOTE
For a description of prerequisite and subrequisite resources, see Understanding Prerequisites and
Subrequisites.

Search for Resources
The MTC-A web UI provides the following two mechanisms that help you find specific resources:

1. The Search Resources search bar is used to narrow the list of resources in the resources accordion by subsystem,
table and resource name.

2. The Filter Resources dialog is used to narrow the list of resources in the resource accordion by other specific resource
criteria.

Only those resources that match both a name search string and the specified filter criteria are displayed in the accordion.

Resource Name Search

To search for resources by name, click on the Search Resources search bar above the resources accordion and enter
your search string of up to 18 characters. The accordion lists only those resources whose name contains the search
string, at any position in the name. Thus, wildcarding is automatic for a name prefix and suffix. No other wildcarding is
supported.

In the following example, only resources whose name contains the string "LOG" are listed in the accordion. The number
(nn) next to the subsystem and table names indicates how many matching tables or resources were found in that
subsystem or table.
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Filter Resources

To filter the list of resources that is displayed in the accordion based on selected criteria, click on the "funnel" button
located to the right of the Search Resources search bar. The Filter Resources dialog is opened.
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When the SSM resource filter dialog is first opened, only the most commonly used filter options are displayed. To see all
of the available filter options, click the “MORE” link to expand the filter dialog to display all of the available filter options.
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The expanded filter dialog shows all of the available filter options. To hide the advanced filter options, you can click the
“LESS” link to shrink the filter dialog back to its original size.

In the Filter Resources panel shown above, specify the criteria used to filter the list of resources that is displayed in the
accordion. Only those resources whose details match all your specified filter options are listed in the resources accordion.
Options that are not specified are not used to filter the list. When you are done selecting items for a filter option, either
click the mouse anywhere outside of the drop-down control or click use the Esc key to close the drop-down list and retain
your selections.

Available Filter Options

You may select from the following options to filter the list of resources that is displayed in the resource accordion:

System
The participating OPS/MVS subsystem that contains the resource. This field is a selection list from which you can
select multiple subsystems. If none are selected, this filter option is not used to filter the list.
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Table
The table in which the resource resides. This field is a selection list from which you can select multiple tables. If
none are selected, this filter option is not used to filter the list.

Resource Type
The type of resource. This field is a selection list from which you can select multiple types. If none are selected,
this filter option is not used to filter the list.

State Match
The state match status, which is the relationship between the resource’s current and desired states. This field is a
selection list from which you can select one or more of the following values. If none are selected, this filter option
is not used to filter the list.

• “Up/Up”
List resources with matching table-relative UP state values.

• “Down/Down”
List resources with matching table-relative DOWN state values.

• “Mismatch”
List resources with mismatched states.

Resource Mode
The mode of the resource. This field is a selection list from which you can select one or more of the following
values. If none are selected, this filter option is not used to filter the list.

• “ACTIVE”
List resources in active mode.

• “INACTIVE”
List resources in inactive mode.

• “NOPREREQ”
List resources in no prerequisites mode.

• “PASSIVE”
List resources in passive mode.

Prerequisite Mode
The prerequisite mode of the resource. This field is a selection list from which you can select one or more of the
following values. If none are selected, this filter option is not used to filter the list.

• “ACTIVE”
List resources in active prerequisite mode.

• “INACTIVE”
List resources in inactive prerequisite mode.

• “PREREQ”
List resources in "prerequisites only" prerequisite mode.

• “SUBREQ”
List resources in "subrequisites only" prerequisite mode.

Reference Mode
The reference mode of the resource. This field is a selection list from which you can select one or more of the
following values. If none are selected, this filter option is not used to filter the list.

• “ACTIVE”
List resources in active reference mode.

• “INACTIVE”
List resources in inactive reference mode.

• “PREREQ”
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List resources in "prerequisites only" reference mode.
• “SUBREQ”

List resources in "subrequisites only" reference mode.

Movable?
The eligibility of the resource to be moved, which is determined as follows:

1. If the value of the SSMPLEXNAME parameter is not set or is blank, the resource is not eligible to be moved.
2. If there is no SSM#MOVMOD column defined in the resource's resource table, the resource is not eligible to

be moved.
3. If the Move mode (value of the SSM#MOVMOD column) for the resource is "INACTIVE", the resource is not

eligible to be moved.
4. Otherwise, the resource is eligible to be moved.

This field is a selection list from which you can select one of the following values. If none are selected, this filter
option is not used to filter the list.

• “Yes”
List only resources that are eligible to be moved.

• “No”
List only resources that are not eligible to be moved.

Available Dialog Actions

The selection of filter options does not by itself alter the list of resources that is displayed in the accordion. After specifying
your filter criteria, select one of the following buttons located at the bottom of the Filter Resources panel to perform the
associated dialog action:

Apply
Close the dialog and update the resources accordion to list only those resources that match your specified filter
criteria and any specified name search string.

Cancel
Close the dialog without altering the resources accordion.

If filter options are being used to filter the displayed resources accordion, they are displayed underneath the Search
Resources search bar as a list labeled Active Filters. To remove the active filters and display an unfiltered list of
resources in the accordion, click the “CLEAR FILTERS” button located next to the list.

SSM Data Refresh
An entire refresh of all System State Manager (SSM) data in Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A) is performed
automatically at the frequency specified by the ssmRefreshInterval parameter in the MTC-A web application conf.yaml file.

Updates to SSM mode, SSM managed tables, and most SSM resource detail data that are made on z/OS are picked-
up by MTC-A automatically at the time of the change. For resource detail data, only changes to SSM-monitored columns
are picked up automatically at the time of the change. Changes to non-monitored resource table columns such as TYPE
and IPL_STATE are picked up automatically only when an SSM mode, SSM managed table, or SSM monitored resource
column is changed. Otherwise, changes to non-monitored columns are picked up only by the periodic entire refresh.

System State Manager Page Refresh

The System State Manager page has a manual refresh button (circled arrows icon) located in the upper right corner. Click
the button to refresh the web page with the latest SSM data obtained by MTC-A. Both the navigation accordion in the left
panel and the detail information in the right panel of a page are refreshed.
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To the left of the manual refresh button is a selection field whose value determines how often the page is automatically
refreshed. Choose from one of the following options:

Auto refresh off
The System State Manger web page is never refreshed automatically. This is the default.

Auto refresh ever 10s
The System State Manger web page is refreshed automatically every 10 seconds.

Auto refresh ever 60s
The System State Manger web page is refreshed automatically every 60 seconds.

 

 

IMPORTANT
Both the manual refresh button and the auto refresh setting do not drive a refresh of SSM data in the MTC-A
web application. They simply refresh the System State Manager page displayed in your web browser with the
latest data obtained by the MTC-A web application.
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Reference Information
The topics in this section contain reference information.

OPS/MVS Quick Reference
Use this article as a quick reference on how to use some of the more common features of OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS).

Common OPSVIEW Menus

To navigate the OPSVIEW menus quickly, use the ISPF jump function followed by the option specification. For example,
enter =2.1 to jump to the AOF Edit menu. The following tables provide jumps to the most frequently used OPSVIEW
menus:

AOF

Jump Menu Lets You...
=2.1 AOF Edit Edit and test AOF rules before putting them

into production
=2.2 AOF Compile Maintain the AOF test compiled rules library
=4.5.1 AOF Control Control your production rules and rule sets
=4.5.3 AOF Enabled Create an interactive list of enabled rules

Editors

Jump Menu Lets You...
=2.1 AOF Edit Edit and test AOF rules before putting them

into production
=2.2 AOF Compile Maintain the AOF test compiled rules library
=2.3 EasyRule Create or modify rules using panels
=2.4 REXX Edit Edit, compile, and test REXX programs
=2.6 Table Edit Create and edit tables used by the

Relational Data Framework (RDF)

Product Control

Jump Menu Lets You...
=4.1.1 Product Parameters View and modify parameter settings
=4.3 OSF Information View detailed execution statistics from the

OSF panel
=4.5.1 AOF Control Control your production rules and rule sets
=4.5.3 AOF Enabled Create an interactive list of enabled rules
=4.6 Start the Main Product Start OPS/MVS
=4.8 Global Variables Control global variables
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=4.11.1 SSM Control Set and display SSM parameters and
resource tables

Messages

Jump Menu Lets You...
=5.1 Message ID Lookup Display information about OPS/MVS and

SOF messages

Product Levels

Jump Menu Lets You...
=5.2 Product Releases Display product releases

Utilities

Jump Menu Lets You...
=7.1 OPSLOG Utilities OPSLOG archive and merge utilities
=7.2 Automation Analyzer Analyze the messages in an OPSLOG
=7.5 Global Variable Backup Create a backup copy of your global

variables
=I.3 ISPF Utility Selection Use the ISPF utility selection panel

Primary Access

Jump Menu Lets You...
=I ISPF/PDF Use the ISPF/PDF services
=S SYSVIEW Access the SYSVIEW product

OPS/REXX Host Commands

This section contains frequently used OPS/REXX host commands.

ADDRESS OPER—Perform Automated Tasks

Use the ADDRESS OPER host environment to perform automated tasks with your OPS/MVS AOF rules and OPS/REXX
programs. These tasks include issuing z/OS, JES, subsystem, or product-specific commands.

ADDRESS OPER "keywords"

/* optional keywords             */

[BMPCMDOUT(OPSLOG|WTO|NONE)]

[COMMAND(text)]

[CAPTURE(msgtextlist)]

[CMDECHO(YES|NO)]

[CMDLOG(YES|NO)]

[CMDRESP(REXX|CLIST)]

[CMDWAIT(seconds)]

[CONTYPE(ANY|EXTCONS|SSCONS|XTRACONS)]

[DELAY(seconds)]
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[IMSID(name|*|list)]

[IMSPLEX(name|*)]

[IMSREPLY]

[INTERVAL(centiseconds)]

[LOCALONLY]

[LOG(YES|NO|OFF)]

[MAXCMDOUT(number)]

[NAME|CONNAME(consolename)]

[OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

[PREFIX(name)]

[PROPRESP]

[PROPUSER]

[STOPEND(YES|NO)]

[STOPMSG(msgtextlist)]

[STOPRESP(msgtextlist)]

[SYSID|SYSTEM(systemids)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[TOKENS(YES|NO)]

[VERBOSE(YES|NO)]

[WAIT(seconds)]

[XML(YES|NO)]

ADDRESS OPSCTL—Control Components

Use the ADDRESS OPSCTL commands to control the ECF, MSF, COF, and OSF components.

ECF Component

ECF LIST- Returns information about each ECF user who is logged onto a console.

MSF Component

MSF DEFAULT - Specifies a default system name and system wait value for the currently executing REXX program or
rule.

MSF START- Tells OPS/MVS to initialize the MSF on the local MSF system.

MSF STOP - Instructs the local copy of OPS/MVS to end its sessions with the remote OPS/MVS copies.

MSF and COF Components

MSF|COF ACTIVATE - Causes MSF to activate a VTAM session with MSF on another system. Associates a transient data
queue and the COF.

NOTE
You can permanently add queues to the CICS Operations Facility using ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands in
an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program.

MSF|COF DEACTIVATE - Ends the MSF session between the local and remote copies. Ends the association between a
transient data queue and the COF.MSF|

COF DEFINE - Defines to the MSF the systems it can communicate with. Defines to COF a list of CICS transient data
queue names to be selected for AOF processing.

MSF|COF DELETE - Deletes MSF or COF defined resources.

MSF|COF LIST - Displays all MSF or COF resources that are currently defined and their status.
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OSF Component

OSF EXECSTATS - Returns performance information about the OSF server.

OSF LIST - Returns information about active servers to the external data queue.

OSF QUEUES - Returns status and historical information about the server execution queue to the external data queue.

OSF RESETQ - Discards all pending commands waiting on the OSF execute queue.

OSF STOP nnnn - Stops the specified server.

OPSLOG Component

DEFINE - Defines a new OPSLOG.

ACTIVATE - Makes an OPSLOG active.

SETLIVE - Makes a previously active OPSLOG the live log.

RESET - Empties an active OPSLOG of data content and resets the message number (MSGNO) back to zeros. This
cannot be the live log.

LIST - Lists all defined OPLOGs.

DEACTIVATE - Changes the status of a currently activated OPSLOG back to defined.

DELETE - Deletes an OPSLOG definition.

Examples: ADDRESS OPSCTL COF Define, Activate, and List Commands

• To create a list of CICS transient data queue names, use the following ADDRESS OPSCTL COF DEFINE command:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEFINE keywords"

JOBNAME(jobname)

/* optional keywords       */

STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)

STATUS

DESTIDS(destidlist)

OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT

SYSTEM(sysname)

SYSWAIT(seconds)

• To add the specified transient data queue names to any destination list that matches the selection criteria, use the
following ADDRESS OPSCTL COF ACTIVATE command:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF ACTIVATE keywords"

JOBNAME(jobname)

/* optional keywords       */

STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)

STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)

DESTIDS(destidlist)

OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT

SYSTEM(sysname)

SYSWAIT(seconds)

• To display the contents of any transient data destination list that matches the selection criteria, use the following
ADDRESS OPSCTL COF LIST command:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF LIST keywords"

JOBNAME(jobname)

/* optional keywords       */

STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)

STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)
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OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT

SYSTEM(sysname)

SYSWAIT(seconds)

SUMMARY

Example: Define Multiple MSF Links between Systems

The following example defines multiple MSF links between systems. One link uses OPS/MVS native APPC session
protocol. The second link uses CCI and its session protocol, which could be XES, XCF, or TCP/IP.

ADDRESS OPSCTL

If SYSID = OPS11L Then

  Do

    "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPS11L)   APPLID(A11IOPSL)"       /* local */

    "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPS31L)   APPLID(A31SENF) CCI"    /* remote CCI */

    "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPS31LVT) APPLID(A31IOPSL) APPC"  /* remote APPC */

  End

If SYSID = OPS31L Then

  Do

    "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPS31L)   APPLID(A31IOPSL)"       /* local */

    "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPS11L)   APPLID(A11SENF) CCI"    /* remote CCI */

    "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPS11LVT) APPLID(A11IOPSL) APPC"  /* remote APPC */

  End

NOTE

The MSFID for the CCI DEFINE must match the local MSFID for the remote system.

ADDRESS SQL—Create and Maintain SQL Tables

Use the ADDRESS SQL host environment to create and maintain SQL tables in the OPS/MVS RDF component. You
invoke an SQL statement from an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program.

ADDRESS SQL sqlstatement

/* SQL Statements: */

ALTER TABLE

CLOSE

CREATE TABLE

DECLARE CURSOR

DELETE FROM

DROP TABLE

FETCH

INSERT

OPEN

SELECT

UPDATE

Examples: ADDRESS SQL create and update table statements

• To create a table that is named TESTTBL and insert two rows into it, use the following series of SQL statements:
ADDRESS SQL

  "CREATE TABLE TESTTBL (ACTION_NAME CHAR(17) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,",

    "ACTION_TYPE CHAR(8) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, ACTION_TEXT CHAR(200))"

ADDRESS SQL

  "INSERT INTO TESTTBL (ACTION_NAME, ACTION_TYPE, ACTION_TEXT)",

    "VALUES ('UNKNOWN', 'TEST1', 'TSOCMD(OPSWTO TEXT(''UNKNOWN FIRED''))')"

ADDRESS SQL
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  "INSERT INTO TESTTBL (ACTION_NAME, ACTION_TYPE, ACTION_TEXT)",

    "VALUES ('DOWN_UP', 'TEST1', 'TSOCMD(OPSWTO TEXT(''DOWN_UP FIRED''))')"

• To change the current state, desired state, and mode values specified for a resource, invoke the following SQL
UPDATE statement from a rule or OPS/REXX program:
ADDRESS SQL

  "UPDATE tablename SET columnname = 'state' WHERE NAME = 'name'"

ADDRESS WTO—Issue WTO Messages

Use ADDRESS WTO instructions in any section of any type of rule to issue WTO messages.

• To issue a single-line WTO message, use the following instructions:
ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('messagetext') keywords"

/* optional keywords */

AREAID(areaid)

CNNAME(consolenames)

DELAY(delaytime)

DESC(desccode)

HILITE|LOWLITE

MCSFLAGS(flagvalues)

MSGID(messageid)

NOLOG

OPTION(value)

REPLY

ROUTE(routecode)

SUBSYS(ssid)

SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)

SYSWAIT(seconds)

TOKEN(dom token)

WAIT(waittime)

WTOID(wtoid)

• To issue a multiline WTO message, use the following instructions:
ADDRESS WTO "TEXTVAR(stem-name) keywords"

/* optional keywords */

AREAID(areaid)

CNNAME(consolenames)

DELAY(delaytime)

DESC(desccode)

HILITE|LOWLITE

LINETYPE(linetype)

MCSFLAGS(flagvalues)

MSGID(messageid)

NOLOG

OPTION(value)

ROUTE(routecode)

SUBSYS(ssid)

SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)

SYSWAIT(seconds)

TOKEN(dom token)

WTOID(wtoid)
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OPSLOG Browse Primary Commands

Use the OPSLOG Browse primary commands to change the display format and navigate OPSLOG data.

To change the OPSLOG Browse display format, use the DISPLAY command

DISPLAY keyword

/* optional keywords */

ADdress, AFlags, Asid, AUTOTokn, AUTOTOKX, CART, CARTX, COLor, CONSNAME, CouNt, Date, DIsp, DSpname,

 ELapsedtime, Event, EVENTId, EXittype, Flags, IMsid, IMSType, JES3clas, JOBId, Jobname, JobNm, Length,

 MSFDest, MSFid, Msgid, MSGNo, NONE, OJOBNAME, Opsflags, RELease, Route, RouteX, RULeset, RULESET1, RULESET2,

 RULESET3, RULESET4, RULESET5, SPecial, Sysid, SYSNAme, TErmname, Time, TimeStmp, TOKen, User, USERId, USERX,

 Wtoid, and XCONID

To position the display at a specific event, use the LOCATE command

Locate evtnum|date|time|[date time]|[time date}|label

To locate character strings in event text, use the FIND command

FIND string|*

FIRST|LAST|NEXT|PREV

startcol|startcol endcol

evtnum

To repeat the FIND command, use the RFIND command

RFIND

To place OPSLOG Browse in automatic update mode, use the GOMODE command

GOMODE seconds

To issue z/OS and JES commands from the OPSLOG Browse command line, use the OC and OPSCMD commands

OC

OPSCMD

To set or clear option values, use the PROFILE command

PROFILE

{criteria {newvalue1 {newvalue2 {newvalue3 {newvalue4}}}}}

LIST

SET {profid}

CLEAR

To exclude option values, use the PROFILEX command

PROFILEX

To access the OPSLOG of a remote system, use the SYSTEM command

SYSTEM sysname|?|*

To set the maximum number of seconds to wait for a response from a remote system, use the SYSWAIT command

SYSWAIT seconds

POI Command Processors

The following is a list of frequently used POI command processors.
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OPSDOM—Delete an Operator Message

Use the OPSDOM command processor to delete a message from the operator console.

OPSDOM

{AMRFID(amrfid)|DOMID(domid)|TOKEN(tokenid)}

[DELAY(seconds)]

[SUBSYS(ssid)]

OPSQL Command—Invoke SQL Statements

Use the OPSQL command to invoke SQL statements from a TSO terminal, a TSO CLIST, or a TSO/E REXX program.

OPSQL statement

Examples: OPSQL Statements

• To create a relational table named DAILY_SCHEDULE, use the following TSO CLIST:
PROC 0

CONTROL MSG CONLIST SYMLIST

OPSQL CREATE TABLE DAILY_SCHEDULE        +

     (NAME        CHAR(8) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, +

     EVENT        CHAR(4) NOT NULL,             +

     TYPE         CHAR(1) UPPER CASE,           +

     STATUS       CHAR(1) UPPER CASE,           +

     SCHED_DATE   DATE,                         +

     SCHED_TIME   TIME,                         +

     REPEAT_TIME  TIME,                         +

     RUN_DATE     DATE,                         +

     RUN_TIME     TIME,                         +

     END_DATE     DATE,                         +

     END_TIME     TIME,                         +

     MAX_CC       CHAR(4),                      +

     PREREQ1      CHAR(20),                     +

     PRETYPE1     CHAR(1),                      +

     PREREQ2      CHAR(20),                     +

     PRETYPE2     CHAR(1),                      +

     PREREQ3      CHAR(20),                     +

     PRETYPE3     CHAR(1)) SUB(OPSF)

     WRITE &SQLCODE

     WRITE &SYSOUTLINE

     WRITE &LASTCC

• To change the current state, desired state, and mode values specified for a resource, invoke a CLIST or REXX
program that contains the following clause:
OPSQL UPDATE tablename SET columnname = 'state' WHERE NAME = 'name'

STATESET Command—Set the State for a Resource

Use the STATESET command to change the current state and desired state values specified for a resource.

STATESET (keywords)

/* Specify one of the following required keywords. */

tablename.resourcename

resourcename
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/* optional keywords */

ACTMODE(mode)

CMDRESP(TERMINAL|NOWHERE|XDQ)

CURRENT(currentstate)

DESIRED(desiredstate)

MODE(mode)

PREMODE(mode)

PREREQ(prereqstate)

REFMODE(mode)

SUBREQ(subreqstate)

SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)

SYSTEM(msfids)

SYSWAIT(seconds)

TNGNOTIFY(ALWAYS|NEVER)

WAIT(0,seconds)

Examples: STATESET command

• Set the state of all resources that depend on VTAM to down:
STATESET VTAM SUBREQ(DOWN)

• List the current and desired states, and the mode of VTAM:
STATESET VTAM

• Change the state of VTAM to down:
STATESET VTAM DESIRED(DOWN)

Examples: STATESET command invoked from REXX, TSO, and UNIX REXX environments

• Invoke from a REXX program using an AOF rule or automation procedure in either TSO/E REXX or OPS/REXX:
CALL 'STATESET' resourcename [options]

• Invoke from a TSO environment using the OPS/MVS OI command:
OI STATESET resourcename [options]

• Invoke from the TSO command line, such as ISPF option 6 or TSO Ready mode:
STATESET resourcename [options]

• Invoke from a UNIX REXX statement:
Address H "tso 'OI STATESET STCTBL.CICSUSS CURRENT(DOWN)'"

Command and Function Reference
This section describes the following features of OPS/MVS:

• The commands OPS/REXX programs or AOF rules can issue to various host environments
• Reference information for the Relational Data Framework (RDF) facility
• The built-in functions of OPS/REXX
• The command processors that the Programmable Operations Interface (POI) uses to interact with the console facilities

of z/OS

How You Interpret Syntax Diagrams
The following legend has been provided to help you read the syntax diagrams provided for each command:

ALL UPPERCASE or all lowercase
Identifies control verbs, object identifiers, and arguments that must be exactly as shown.
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NOTE
Whether you use all uppercase or all lowercase depends on which platform you are documenting.

MIXed Case
Identifies abbreviations. The uppercase letters are the minimum abbreviation; lowercase letters are optional.

lowercase italics
Identifies a value that you must supply.

[ ] Brackets
Identifies optional arguments. Brackets are put around each argument. Multiple arguments are separated by a
space.

{ } Braces
Identifies required arguments among multiple arguments. Braces are put around each argument. Multiple
arguments are separated by a space.

Underlined Text
Indicates default values.

|
Separates alternative arguments (choose one).

...
Indicates that the preceding items or group of items can be repeated.

Host Environment Commands
This section describes the commands OPS/REXX programs or AOF rules can issue to various host environments,
including facilities of OPS/MVS such as POI and MSF, and system facilities such as TSO and ISPF.

 

NOTE

The OPS/MVS team provides a library of Best Practices videos in conjunction with many of our features and
functions. To learn more about OPS/MVS Host Environments you can view a short video on the Broadcom
Educate YouTube channel.

 

A host command is a command that an OPS/REXX program or an AOF rule sends to a non-REXX environment for
execution. You use an ADDRESS instruction in a rule or OPS/REXX program to pass the command to the host. To find
out which of the host environments are supported by each rule type, see Using AOF Rules.

This section contains the following topics:
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• List of Host Environment Commands
• Host Environments
• Responses from Host Commands
• REXX Instructions Against Host Commands
• How Rules Process Host Commands
• ADDRESS ALERTMON Host Environment
• ADDRESS AOF Commands
• ADDRESS AP Commands
• ADDRESS EPI Commands
• ADDRESS HWS Commands
• ADDRESS LXCON Commands
• ADDRESS MIM Command
• ADDRESS MQ Commands
• ADDRESS NETMAN Host Environment
• ADDRESS NETMASTR Host Environment
• ADDRESS OPER Host Environment
• ADDRESS OPSCTL Host Environment
• ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for the COF
• ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for the ECF
• ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for the MSF
• ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for OPSLOG
• ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for OSF
• ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Host Environment
• ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Commands
• ADDRESS OSF -- Route Commands to TSO Server
• ADDRESS OSFTSL -- Route Commands to TSL Server
• ADDRESS OSFTSP -- Route Commands to TSP Server
• ADDRESS SERVDESK -- Create Service Desk Requests
• ADDRESS SOF -- Manage Devices
• ADDRESS SQL Commands
• ADDRESS SYSVIEWE -- Interface to SYSVIEW
• ADDRESS TSO -- Route Commands to TSO
• ADDRESS WTO -- Issue WTO Messages

List of Host Environment Commands
OPS/REXX provides the following host environment commands:

ADDRESS AOF commands
Send commands to the AOF.
ADDRESS AOF COMPILE

Creates compiled versions of rules.
ADDRESS AOF DELCOMP

Deletes compiled versions of rules.
ADDRESS AOF DISABLE

Makes rules ineligible to run.
ADDRESS AOF ENABLE

Makes rules eligible to run.
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ADDRESS AOF INDEX
Allows an OPS/REXX program to find the rules OPS/MVS is using.

ADDRESS AOF LIST
Fetches statistics about rules and rule sets.

ADDRESS AOF LISTCOMP
Fetches statistics about compiled rules and rule sets.

ADDRESS AOF LISTINST
Fetches statistics about enabled rules and rule sets, regardless of whether the rules reside on DASD.
Returns information about dynamic rules.

ADDRESS AOF LISTSRC
Lists the source code of an enabled rule.

ADDRESS AOF RESETAUTO
Prevents a rule or rule-set from being automatically enabled at OPS/MVS startup.

ADDRESS AOF SETAUTO
Automatically enables a rule or rule-set at the next OPS/MVS startup.

ADDRESS AOF SUBSYS
Sets the z/OS SSID of the OPS/MVS product that processes subsequent ADDRESS AOF commands.

ADDRESS AP commands
Allows OPS/MVS to communicate with an MSF-connected Automation Point (AP)system.
ADDRESS AP ALERT

Sends an alert to AP Alert Manager.
ADDRESS AP NMFIND

Invokes Notification Manager on an MSF-connected AP system.
ADDRESS AP PPQ

Writes one or more items to a specified queue on an MSF-connected AP system.
ADDRESS AP REXX

Sends a command to an MSF-controlled AP system to execute a REXX EXEC.
ADDRESS EPI commands

Allows OPS/REXX programs to define and operate virtual terminals that interact with VTAM applications through
the EPI.
ADDRESS EPI BIND

Temporarily dedicates a VTAM application session to a specific OPS/MVS TSO user, CLIST, or REXX
EXEC.

ADDRESS EPI CHANGE
Changes an existing definition of a virtual terminal.

ADDRESS EPI DEBUG
Turns on or off VTAM exit debugging.

ADDRESS EPI DEFINE
Defines a virtual terminal to the EPI.

ADDRESS EPI DELETE
Deletes one or more virtual terminal definitions from the EI.

ADDRESS EPI DEQ
Releases ownership of the virtual terminal.
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ADDRESS EPI DISABLE
Disables one or more virtual terminals.

ADDRESS EPI ENABLE
Activates a virtual terminal.

ADDRESS EPI ENQ
Enqueues a virtual terminal or tests for terminal ownership.

ADDRESS EPI GETSCRN
Fetches the current screen image from an OPS/MVS -monitored VTAM session and displays it on the
terminal.

ADDRESS EPI HELP
Returns a list of valid EPI host commands to the external data queue.

ADDRESS EPI INQINPUT
Checks to see whether the virtual keyboard can accept input.

ADDRESS EPI LIST
Displays the status of one or more virtual terminals.

ADDRESS EPI LOGOFF
Logs off a virtual terminal from an external product.

ADDRESS EPI LOGON
Logs a virtual terminal on to an external product.

ADDRESS EPI MSGID
Determines whether output lines that all EPI host commands return to the EPI external data queue have a
prefix.

ADDRESS EPI MVCURSOR
Moves the cursor to the named row and column position on the virtual terminal screen.

ADDRESS EPI PEEK
Displays the contents of the virtual terminal screen buffer in hexadecimal format.

ADDRESS EPI POKE
Modifies the contents of the virtual terminal screen buffer.

ADDRESS EPI RDCURSOR
Returns the cursor position, which is specified by row and column number.

ADDRESS EPI RDSCREEN
Returns the entire virtual terminal screen as a set of output lines.

ADDRESS EPI RDSCRROW
Returns a specified row as one output line.

ADDRESS EPI SESSCMD
Enables you to issue a command to a VTAM application session.

ADDRESS EPI SETMODEL
Sets the model number for the virtual terminal.

ADDRESS EPI SETTERM
Sets the current virtual terminal.

ADDRESS EPI SETUNAME
Sets the user-defined name for a virtual terminal.

ADDRESS EPI SUBATTR
Affects how the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands return host attribute characters.
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ADDRESS EPI SUBSYS
Directs EPI host commands from the current OPS/REXX program to an EPI other than the one using the
default z/OS subsystem ID, which is OPSS.

ADDRESS EPI SUBUNPT
Affects how the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands return unprintable characters.

ADDRESS EPI TIMEOUT
Determines how long EPI commands wait before timing out.

ADDRESS EPI TRACE
Turns tracing of terminal activity on and off.

ADDRESS EPI TRIM
Turns on and off trimming.

ADDRESS EPI TYPE
Simulates typing at a 3278 keyboard.

ADDRESS EPI TYPESEC
Simulates typing at a 3278 keyboard without writing the typed text to OPSLOG.

ADDRESS EPI TYPETEST
Test-runs a TYPE command.

ADDRESS EPI UNBIND
Reverses the effect of a BIND command and releases the indicated session for access by other sources.

ADDRESS EPI WAIT
Delays processing of a request rule or REXX program by a number of seconds.

ADDRESS EPI WAITTOD
Delays processing of a request rule or REXX program until a specific time of day is reached.

ADDRESS ESP commands
Sends commands to the ESP product.

NOTE
You cannot use ADDRESS ESP in rules.

ADDRESS HWS commands
Allows you to interface with the IBM z/OS Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii) to execute BCPii
hardware commands, and retrieve and set system attributes.
ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD

Sends a hardware command to the BCPii.
ADDRESS HWS GETATTR

Returns a system attribute from the BCPii.
ADDRESS HWS SETATTR

Sets a system attribute using the BCPii.
ADDRESS ISPEXEC

Sends commands to ISPF, which must be active to receive them.
ADDRESS LINKMVS

Enable an OPS/REXX program to invoke user-written and standard z/OS utility programs that support only the
standard z/OS batch parameter list.

ADDRESS LINKPGM
Enable an OPS/REXX program to invoke user-written and standard z/OS utility programs that support a standard
z/OS batch parameter list.
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ADDRESS LXCON commands
ADDRESS LXCON LXCMD | VMCMD

Sends VM or Linux commands to the USS server for execution by the Mainframe Connector started task.
ADDRESS LXCON LIST

Displays properties of VM or Linux systems that are connected to the Mainframe Connector started task.
ADDRESS MESSAGE

Enable you to debug host commands in rules or REXX programs without actually issuing any live commands.
ADDRESS MIM commands

Obtain information about shared resources from MIM.
ADDRESS MIM ENV

Contains environment information about the MIM driver.
ADDRESS MIM QNAME

Contains statistics and status of the system ENQ/DEQ and RESERVE/RELEASE activity.
ADDRESS MIM TAPE

Contains status information relating to the system tape activity.
ADDRESS MQ commands

Allows you to interface with IBM WebSphere MQ to send and retrieve MQ messages, set attributes for the queues
or queue managers, and inquire which attributes are set for the queues or queue managers.
ADDRESS MQ CONNECT

Connects to a Queue Manager.
ADDRESS MQ OPEN

Opens a message queue.
ADDRESS MQ GET

Returns a message from the message queue.
ADDRESS MQ PUT

Places a message on the message queue.
ADDRESS MQ SET

Sets the message queue attributes.
ADDRESS MQ INQUIRE

Returns the message queue attributes.
ADDRESS MQ CLOSE

Closes the message queue.
ADDRESS MQ DISCONNECT

Disconnects from the Queue Manager.
ADDRESS NETMAN

Enables you to open, update, or close records in Netman.
ADDRESS NETMASTR

Creates alerts on the NetMaster NM for SNA Alert Monitor screen.
ADDRESS OPER

Permits you to issue operator commands (z/OS, JES, MVS/JES3, and VM) from an OPS/REXX program or AOF
rule.

ADDRESS OPSCTL commands
Control the OPS/MVS COF, ECF, OSF, OPSLOG and MSF components.
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ADDRESS OPSCTL COF ACTIVATE
Adds transient data queue names to a destination list or lists.

ADDRESS OPSCTL COF DEACTIVATE
Deletes transient data queue names from a destination list or lists.

ADDRESS OPSCTL COF DEFINE
Creates a list of CICS transient data queue names.

ADDRESS OPSCTL COF DELETE
Deletes one or more defined or default transient data queue name lists.

ADDRESS OPSCTL COF LIST
Displays the contents of a transient data destination list or lists.

ADDRESS OPSCTL ECF LIST
Lists information about console users that are logged on to the ECF.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF ACTIVATE
Activates a session or sessions.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEACTIVATE
Deactivates a session or sessions.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT
Specifies a default system name and system wait value for the currently executing REXX program or rule.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE
Defines the VTAM LU-LU sessions that the MSF establishes and maintains with copies of OPS/MVS
running on other systems.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DELETE
Deletes definitions for either the specified system or for all MSF resources.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF LIST
Returns information about defined MSF sessions to the external data queue.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF START
Starts the MSF on the local system.

ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF STOP
Causes OPS/MVS to end its sessions with all other copies of the MSF on other systems.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG DEFINE
Define a new OPSLOG for future use.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG ACTIVATE
Activate a defined OPSLOG entry

ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG SETLIVE
Make an active OPSLOG the live OPSLOG.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG RESET
Empty an active (not live) OPSLOG.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG LIST
List all of the OPSLOGs

ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG DEACTIVATE
Deactivate an active OPSLOG

ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG DELETE
Delete an OPSLOG definition
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ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF EXECSTATS
Returns information about the performance of the OSF to the external data queue.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF LIST
Returns information about active OSF servers to the external data queue.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF QUEUES
Displays the status and history of the OSF server queue.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF RESETQ
All pending commands waiting on the OSF execute queue are immediately discarded.

ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF STOP
Stops a server.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM commands
Allow you to issue the ADDRESS OPSDYNAM commands for dynamic allocation, concatenation,
deconcatenation, and information retrieval functions.
ADDRESS OPSDYNAM ALLOCATE

Allocates the following information to a z/OS ddname with selected attributes:

• An existing or new data set
• A list of existing data sets
• A dummy data set
• A subsystem data set

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM CONCAT
Either permanently or temporarily concatenates a list of ddnames to the first ddname specified.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM DECONCAT
Deconcatenates a nonpermanent, existing concatenation back to the originally allocated ddnames of the
concatenated data sets.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM FREE
Frees a list of ddnames, data set names, or both.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM INFO
Returns the data set name, ddname, and data set organization of a currently allocated data set or
ddname.

ADDRESS OSF
Routes commands to OPS/MVS OSF TSO server address spaces.

ADDRESS OSFTSL
Routes commands to OPS/MVS OSF TSL server address spaces.

ADDRESS OSFTSP
Routes commands to OPS/MVS OSF TSP server address spaces.

ADDRESS SERVDESK
Creates new requests on Service Desk Manager.

ADDRESS SOF
Interfaces with the IBM I/O subsystem to provide advanced management capabilities for devices that are attached
through the ESCON directors and FICON switches.

ADDRESS SQL
Enables you to create and maintain relational tables.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE
Sends commands to SYSVIEW.
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ADDRESS TSO
Routes commands to TSO.

ADDRESS USS commands
Interface with UNIX System Services (USS) to issue UNIX or Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS
API commands, send alerts to IBM NetCool, open incidents in various service management products, and route
WTO, WTOR, REPLY, and DOM events to DX Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM).
ADDRESS USS DOM

Removes a message from the held message area of the Event Manager console display.
ADDRESS USS CMD

Issues a USS command or any internal command that is executed by the Event Manager.
ADDRESS USS PING

Tests whether the Event Manager is active and reachable on a specified node name.
ADDRESS USS REPLY

Replies to an outstanding WTOR in the Event Manager.
ADDRESS USS USSCMD

Issues any UNIX command that can be executed from a shell environment.
ADDRESS USS WTO

Issues a message to the Event Manager.
ADDRESS USS WTOR

Issues a message to and then waits for a reply from the Event Manager.
ADDRESS USS NCREQ

Sends an alert to IBM NetCool.
ADDRESS USS SMREQ

Opens an incident in one of the supported service management products.
ADDRESS USS UIMEVENT

Routes a WTO, WTOR, REPLY, or DOM event to DX UIM.
ADDRESS USS UIMEVENT ACTION(MESSAGE)

Routes a WTO or WTOR event to DX UIM.
ADDRESS USS UIMEVENT ACTION(REPLY)

Routes a REPLY to WTOR event to DX UIM.
ADDRESS USS UIMEVENT ACTION(DELETE)

Routes a delete operator message (DOM) event to DX UIM.
ADDRESS WTO

Issues single line and multiline WTO messages.

Host Environments
OPS/REXX supports these host environments:
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• ADDRESS AOF instructions send commands to the OPS/MVS Automated Operations Facility
• ADDRESS AP instructions allow you to send commands to Unicenter Automation Point
• ADDRESS EPI instructions send commands to VTAM applications accessed by the OPS/MVS EPI facility
• ADDRESS ISPEXEC instructions issue commands controlling ISPF dialogs
• ADDRESS LINKMVS instructions enable an OPS/REXX program to invoke user-written and standard z/OS utility

programs that support only the standard z/OS batch parameter list. Rules cannot use the LINKMVS environment.
Invoke this environment without running under the TSO TMP

• ADDRESS LINKPGM instructions enable an OPS/REXX program to invoke user-written and standard z/OS utility
programs that support a standard z/OS parameter list. Rules cannot use the LINKPGM environment. You can invoke
this environment without running under the TSO TMP

• ADDRESS LXCON instructions allow an OPS/REXX program to issue commands to VM and Linux systems that are
connected to the local system by the Mainframe Connector

• ADDRESS MIM interfaces with the MIM API to retrieve environment, qname, and tape information that MIM collects
and maintains

• ADDRESS MESSAGE instructions enable you to debug host commands in rules or REXX programs without actually
issuing any live commands

• ADDRESS NETMAN instructions enable you to open, update, or close records in Netman
• ADDRESS NETMASTR instructions enable you to create alerts on the NetMaster NM for SNA Alert Monitor screen
• ADDRESS OPER instructions issue operator commands (system, JES, or VM/CP commands)
• ADDRESS OPSCTL instructions issue commands to control OPS/MVS facilities
• ADDRESS OPSDYNAM instructions provide dynamic allocation, unallocation, concatenation, deconcatenation, and

information retrieval functions for data sets in the current address space
• ADDRESS OSF instructions allow REXX programs and rules to issue TSO commands and CLIST commands to an

OSF TSO server

NOTE

Use the ADDRESS OSF environment instead of the ADDRESS TSO environment, except in request rules.
This request makes certain that the command is sent to an OSF TSO server for execution. Using ADDRESS
TSO, the environment to which the command is sent is dependent upon the environment in which ADDRESS
TSO is executing

• ADDRESS OSFTSL instructions allow REXX programs and rules to issue TSO commands and CLIST commands to
an OSF TSL server. TSL servers are intended for work that runs for relatively long periods of time

• ADDRESS OSFTSP instructions allow REXX programs and rules to issue TSO commands and CLIST commands to
an OSF TSP server. TSP servers are intended for high priority work

• ADDRESS SERVDESK instructions allow you to create requests using Service Desk Manager
• ADDRESS SOF interfaces with the IBM I/O subsystem to provide advanced management capabilities for devices that

are attached through the ESCON directors and FICON switches
• ADDRESS SQL instructions issue SQL commands to create, modify, and delete the relational tables where the OPS/

MVS Relational Data Framework stores information about your system. For detailed descriptions of ADDRESS SQL
instructions and their syntax, see Relational Data Framework Reference.

• ADDRESS SYSVIEWE instructions issue commands directly to SYSVIEW and return the results of the commands.
Rules cannot use the SYSVIEWE Command

• ADDRESS TSO instructions issue TSO commands and invoke CLISTs
• ADDRESS USS instructions route work to an OSF USS Server Available commands are:

- USSCMD to issue UNIX commands
- CMD, DOM, PING, REPLY, WTO, and WTOR to issue API calls to CCS for z/OS Network Systems Manager - Event
Manager (NSM EM)
- UIMEVENT to send events to DX Unified Infrastructure Management
- SMREQ to send REST API calls to NIM SM

• ADDRESS WTO instructions issue WTO messages synchronously
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OPS/REXX always issues host commands to the host environment named in the last ADDRESS instruction that executed.
For instance, in the following example, OPS/REXX issues the D A,L command to the operating system and the LISTBC
command to TSO:

address OPER

"D A,L"

address TSO

"LISTBC"

External Host Environments

OPS/REXX programs, but not AOF rules, can send host commands to host environments outside the OPS/MVS product.
When an ADDRESS statement references a host environment that the OPS/MVS product does not recognize as one of its
built-in environments (those described in the previous section), OPS/MVS passes the request to the GSS software. GSS
is part of CCS for z/OS.

You must have installed and started the GSS address space and any Broadcom product (such as Jobtrac or Scheduler) to
which you are passing host commands. For more information, see the CCS for z/OS documentation

Output Returned from External Environments

GSS returns output from a host command that is forwarded by OPS/MVS to the external data queue of the OPS/REXX
program that issued the command. The RC variable receives one of these values:

• -20, if GSS is not active or it fails
• -3, if GSS also does not recognize the named host environment
• The return code from the host command, in all other cases

How Host Command Delimiters Work

To ensure that OPS/REXX parses host commands properly, use keywords and quotation marks correctly in host
commands and understand how OPS/REXX interprets these commands.

To use keywords and quotation marks, follow these guidelines:

• Enclose the complete text of a host command in double quotes. If that command contains a text string, enclose the
string in single quotes.
Example: Text string that is enclosed in single quotes
ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('VTAM IS DOWN')"

• Enclose everything except for variable names in double quotation marks.
Example: The first statement sets an OPS/REXX variable called JOBNAME. The command text being sent to TSO
through the OPSCMD command references this variable, so two sets of quotes delimit the text outside the variable
name.
JOBNAME = MSG.JOBNAME

ADDRESS TSO

 "OPSCMD COM($C '"jobname"')"

• When the text of a host command is too large to fit on one line:
– Use the || symbol and a comma to indicate that the command text breaks and continues onto the next line.
– Use double quotes to indicate the beginning and end of each piece of the host command.
Example: Host command text that spans two or more lines
ADDRESS TSO 

 "OPSWTO TEXT('This message is so "||,

 "long that I couldn't pos"||,

 "sibly fit it on one line')"
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Responses from Host Commands
This section discusses external data queues, rules and host command responses, OPS/REXX host command output,
return codes, and security considerations for host commands.

External Data Queue

OPS/REXX places responses from host commands in the external data queue. You can read responses line by line
from this queue using the PULL instruction. To find how many lines remain in the external data queue, use the QUEUED
function.

Issue Commands from Rules without Host Command Responses

Some types of AOF rules do not process responses from host commands. For example, message rules run
synchronously in the z/OS subsystem exit, so they do not wait for commands to generate output.

 To issue a command from a rule that does not process command responses: 

1. Write the command as an asynchronous command procedure (using either TSO/E REXX or OPS/REXX).
2. Write your rule so that it runs the procedure in a server address space.

 Example: Issue Commands from Rules 

The following OPS/REXX program issues a 'D A,L' operator command and displays the responses at the terminal of the
user:

address OPER

"D A,L"             /* responses placed in external data queue */

 do while queued() > 0

   parse pull x     /* retrieve a line from the queue          */

   say x            /* display it at the terminal              */

 end

If a rule needs to issue a command, and then act upon the command response, make the rule a request rule and invoke it
from a different command procedure.

How OPS/REXX Gets Host Command Output

How OPS/REXX obtains the messages that host commands generate depends on the environment to which the
commands were addressed:

 Environment  How OPS/REXX Fetches the Response 

AOF Host commands sent through the ADDRESS AOF instruction
are directives to the internal OPS/MVS AOF control facilities. For
descriptions of these commands and the output they send to the
external data queue, see ADDRESS AOF Commands.

AP The ADDRESS AP instruction routes commands to MSF-
connected AP systems. AP uses CAICCI as a communication
protocol and acts as a limited-function remote MSF system. For
more information about using ADDRESS AP, see ADDRESS AP
Commands.
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EPI The ADDRESS EPI instruction routes commands to the OPS/
MVS External Product Interface. These commands allow users
to control and interact with VTAM virtual terminals. Output from
EPI host commands is returned in the external data queue. For
more information on using ADDRESS EPI, see ADDRESS EPI
Commands.

ISPEXEC The ADDRESS ISPEXEC instruction sends commands to ISPF,
which must be active to receive them.

LINKMVS For information about this host environment, see the IBM
documentation.

LINKPGM For information about this host environment, see the IBM
documentation.

MESSAGE MESSAGE is the default host environment for AOFTEST.
An ADDRESS MESSAGE instruction displays commands
as messages. The text of the command becomes
the text of a WTO message. You can use ADDRESS
MESSAGE during debugging to inhibit live commands.
For more information, see the descriptions of the OPS/
MVS parameters AOFDEFAULTADDRESS and REXXDEFAULTADDRESS.

OSF The ADDRESS OSF instruction routes commands to OPS/
MVS OSF TSO server address spaces. Output from TSO
commands directed to the OSF host environment does not return
to the OPS/REXX program or to rules. Host commands sent to
a server through ADDRESS OSF can contain no more than 256
bytes.

OSFTSL The ADDRESS OSFTSL instruction routes commands to OPS/
MVS OSF TSL server address spaces. Output from TSO
commands directed to the OSFTSL host environment does not
return to the OPS/REXX program or to rules. Host commands sent
to an OSF TSL server through ADDRESS OSFTSL can contain no
more than 256 bytes.

OSFTSP The ADDRESS OSFTSP instruction routes commands to OPS/
MVS OSF TSP server address spaces. Output from TSO
commands directed to the OSFTSP host environment does not
return to the OPS/REXX program or to rules. Host commands sent
to an OSF TSP server through ADDRESS OSFTSP can contain
no more than 256 bytes.

Return Codes from Host Commands

When a host command executes, OPS/REXX sets the variable RC to a value indicating whether the command
executed without errors or failures. In general, errors are problems that the calling program can probably recover from,
and failures are unrecoverable errors. When an abend occurs as a host command executes, OPS/REXX considers the
abend to be a failure.

• If the value of RC is zero, the host command detected no error or failure.
• If RC has a positive value, the host command detected an error.
• If the RC value is negative, the host command detected a failure.
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Security Considerations for Host Commands

Host commands issued from AOF rules are considered authorized from an OPS/MVS product perspective and are not
subject to OPS/MVS security processing. When used in an OPS/REXX program in an insecure environment (for example,
the TSO address space of a user or in a server), the use of any of these host command environments results in the
creation of OPS/MVS product security events:

• AOF
• EPI
• OPER
• OPSCTL
• SQL
• WTO

NOTE
For information on OPS/MVS security, see Securing.

REXX Instructions Against Host Commands
In OPS/REXX, instructions provide logic structures (IF ... THEN ... ELSE ..., DO WHILE ... END) and define variables,
while host commands allow you to issue actions (TSO commands, ISPEXEC commands, z/OS operator commands,
JES commands, and VM/CP commands). In general, when OPS/REXX encounters an instruction consisting solely of an
expression (a string by itself is a valid expression), it assumes that the instruction is a host command.

OPS/REXX does not interpret the syntax of host commands. To OPS/REXX, a host command is a meaningless string of
characters. For instance, if you make a coding mistake such as placing an OPS/REXX function on a line by itself without
a variable and an equal sign, OPS/REXX will probably interpret it as a host command and send it to the environment
specified in the last ADDRESS statement. Conversely, instructions have a specific meaning to OPS/REXX.

Examples: OPS/REXX Instructions and Host Commands

OPS/REXX program demonstrating instructions and host commands:

if today = "Friday" then

  say "TGIF !!!"

else

  do

    address OPER "D A,L"

    address TSO "LISTBC"

  end

In the above example, the strings D A,L and LISTBC are host commands. All other constructs are OPS/REXX
instructions. The specific instructions are:

• if ... then ... else ...
• say ...
• do ... end
• address ...

The data structures shown are:

• Variables (today)
• String constants (“Friday”, “TGIF !!!”, “OPER”, “D A,L”, “TSO”, and “LISTBC”)
• Expressions (today = “Friday”)
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How Rules Process Host Commands
This section lists the types of host commands and explains how rule sections and types of rules process them.

ADDRESS AOF
In the )INIT and )TERM sections of all rules and the )PROC sections of all rules exceptcommandrules:

• OPS/REXX sends commands to the AOF for execution.
• Command output cannot be retrieved from the external data queue.
• OPS/REXX routes command output to the destination specified with the AOFDEST parameter.

In the )PROC section of command rules:

• OPS/REXX sends commands to the AOF for execution.
• Command output cannot be retrieved from the external data queue.
• Command output goes to the console where the command was issued.

ADDRESS EPI
In the )INIT and )TERM sections of all rules and the )PROC sections of all rules except request rules ADDRESS
EPI commands are subject to NOWAIT considerations.
In the )PROC section of request rules command output can be retrieved from the external data queue.

ADDRESS ISPEXEC
In the )INIT and )TERM sections of all rules and the )PROC sections of all rules except request rules ADDRESS
ISPEXEC commands are not supported.
In the )PROC section of request rules:

• ADDRESS IPSEXEC commands can execute synchronously if the OPSREQ command is issued from in an
ISPF environment.

• In a server, the rules for batch execution of ISPF apply. For more information, see the IBM documentation.

ADDRESS OPER
In the )INIT and )TERM sections of all rules:

• ADDRESS OPER instructions can issue operator commands.
• Command output cannot be retrieved from the external data queue.
• OPS/REXX routes command output to either the z/OS master console or the JES3 master console.

In the )PROC section of command, DOM, EOM, global variable, message, and OMEGAMON rules:

• ADDRESS OPER instructions can issue operator commands.
• OPS/REXX cannot retrieve command output from the external data queue.
• OPS/REXX routes command output to the z/OS master console.

In the )PROC section of request and time-of-day rules:

• ADDRESS OPER instructions can issue operator commands.
• OPS/REXX can retrieve command output from the external data queue.

ADDRESS OPSCTL
You can use ADDRESS OPSCTL instructions in any section of any type of rule, but you cannot always retrieve
the command output.

ADDRESS SOF
You can use ADDRESS SOF to communicate between the ADDRESS SOF host command and the SOF server
through the CAICCI interface.

ADDRESS SQL
You can use ADDRESS SQL instructions in any section of any type of rule.
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ADDRESS WTO
You can use ADDRESS WTO instructions in any section of any type of rule.
In any type of rule except for time-of-day (TOD) and request (REQ) rules, OPS/MVS converts to an OPSWTO
command processor any ADDRESS WTO instruction that contains one of these keywords: REPLY, WAIT, or
DELAY. OPS/MVS performs this conversion because it does not delay rule processing.
When a TOD or REQ rule contains an ADDRESS WTO command that specifies the DELAY, WAIT, or REPLY
keywords, OPS/MVS permits the ADDRESS WTO command to execute synchronously. The TOD or REQ rule
waits until the ADDRESS WTO command completes before it resumes processing.

NOTE

The use of the REPLY, WAIT, or DELAY keyword in a TOD rule may delay the execution of other TOD
rules.

ADDRESS ALERTMON Host Environment
See ADDRESS NETMASTR alert function description.

ADDRESS AOF Commands
Contents

The ADDRESS AOF host environment sends commands to the Automated Operations Facility (AOF). The AOF uses
rules (compact OPS/REXX programs) to respond automatically when events occur on your system, relieving system
operators from having to identify each event and react to it. For a description of AOF rules and how to use them, see 
Using AOF Rules .

AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs can issue ADDRESS AOF commands. All of these commands place some
information in the external data queue, and all set the RC variable to the return code from the task that the command
performs.

Some ADDRESS AOF commands require you to specify a rule set and rule. To do so, you must know the current values
of three parameters:

• RULEALTFIX specifies the highest level (first) qualifier of the name of the alternate rules data set.
• RULEPREFIX specifies the highest level qualifier of the current rules data set.
• RULESUFFIX specifies the lowest level (last) qualifier of the current rules data set.

NOTE
For descriptions of these parameters, see the  Parameter Reference .

ADDRESS AOF Command Format

Most ADDRESS AOF commands act on a rule set or a rule in a rule set, and conform to the following syntax. There are
some exceptions; complete syntax and descriptions of all ADDRESS AOF commands appear in the sections that follow.

ADDRESS AOF "commandverb keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.rule]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

In the syntax shown:

commandverb
Specifies one of the following AOF commands:
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• COMPILE
• DELCOM
• DISABLE
• ENABLE
• INDEX
• LIST
• LISTCOMP
• LISTINST
• LISTSRC
• RESETAUTO
• SETAUTO
• SUBSYS

ruleset
(Optional) Specifies the middle qualifier of the current rules data set-the qualifier that lies between the qualifiers
specified by the RULEPREFIX or RULEALTFIX and RULESUFFIX parameters.
For example, if the name of the current rules data set is SYS1.OPS.IPL.RULES, the RULEPREFIX is SYS1.OPS,
the RULESUFFIX is RULES, and the ruleset value is IPL.

rule
(Optional) Indicates the value is a member of the current rules data set.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Enables you to perform cross-system AOF operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL
Routes the AOF command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT
Routes the AOF command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.

sysnames
Routes the AOF command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as the
value of sysnames.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds OPS/MVS waits for output from a remote system. You may specify a
value between 1 and 600 seconds.
Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT keywords.

OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT
Determines whether the command returns output to the external data queue. Specify OUTPUT to have output
returned; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS AOF command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

WARNING
The OUTPUT and NOOUTPUT keywords are valid only when they are used in conjunction with the SYSTEM
keyword. This restriction applies to all ADDRESS AOF host commands.

How ADDRESS OPSCTL Routes AOF Commands to Other Systems

You can use the ADDRESS OPSCTL host command environment to send an AOF command to a remote system.

Example: ADDRESS OPSCTL with ADDRESS AOF
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This example uses ADDRESS OPSCTL in conjunction with ADDRESS AOF:

ADDRESS AOF

SUBSYS "OPSF"

ADDRESS OPSCTL

  "MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(SYS1) SYSWAIT(10)"

If you use ADDRESS OPSCTL in this way, specify only one system name as the value for the SYSTEM keyword.

AOF Commands and the Test Facility

Avoid issuing AOF commands from within the test facility; doing so can cause undesirable side effects on your production
system.

Command Execution When the Product Is Down

When OPS/MVS is down:

• ADDRESS AOF commands have no effect.
• Issuing an AOF command sets the RC variable to 20.
• The external data queue contains the OPS4300I message, which reports that OPS/MVS could not execute the

command.

OPSVIEW options 2.1, 2.2, 4.5.1, and 4.5.2, which all pertain to the AOF, are written in OPS/REXX. These options
provide many examples of how to use ADDRESS AOF and ADDRESS ISPEXEC instructions.

AOF COMPILE -- Create Compiled Rules

The COMPILE command creates compiled versions of rules. This command operates only if you set valid values for the
OPS/MVS AOFPRECOMPILED and AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN parameters.

When you issue the COMPILE command, OPS/MVS saves the compiled rule, rule set, or rule sets in the data set
specified by the AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN parameter.

Compiling rules in advance lets you start automating system operations tasks immediately when OPS/MVS starts up.

AOF COMPILE has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "COMPILE keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.rule]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

NOTE
You cannot use the ISPF Delete PDS Member utility to delete compiled rules.

AOF COMPILE Sample Coding Statements

The following examples show sample coding statements for AOF COMPILE:

• To compile all rules in all rule sets, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "COMPILE"

• To compile all rules in the named rule set, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "COMPILE ruleset"

To compile a single rule, issue this command:

ADDRESS AOF "COMPILE ruleset.rule"
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AOF DELCOMP -- Delete Compiled Rules

The DELCOMP command deletes compiled versions of rules. This command operates only if you set valid values for the
OPS/MVS AOFPRECOMPILED and AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN parameters.

When you issue the DELCOMP command, OPS/MVS deletes the compiled rule, rule set, or rule sets in the data set that
the AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN parameter specified.

AOF DELCOMP has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "DELCOMP keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.rule]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

 

AOF DELCOMP Sample Coding Statements

The following examples show sample coding statements for AOF DELCOMP:

• To delete all compiled rules in all compiled rule sets, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "DELCOMP"

• To delete all compiled rules in the named rule set, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "DELCOMP ruleset"

• To delete a single compiled rule, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "DELCOMP ruleset.rule"

AOF DISABLE -- Disable Rules

The DISABLE command makes rules ineligible to run and removes them from storage.

When you issue the DISABLE command, OPS/MVS sets the RC variable to zero. Unless the NOOUTPUT keyword is
specified, the external data queue contains the results of any SAY statements in the )TERM section of the rule. These
results appear as OPS1000I messages.

AOF DISABLE has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "DISABLE keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.rule|*DYNAMIC.rule]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

AOF DISABLE Sample Coding Statements

The following examples show sample coding statements for AOF DISABLE:

• To disable all enabled rules (for example, at OPS/MVS shutdown), issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

  "DISABLE"

• To disable all enabled rules in a rule set, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF
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  "DISABLE ruleset"

• To disable a single rule in a rule set, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

  "DISABLE ruleset.rule"

• To disable a dynamic rule, issue this command:

ADDRESS AOF

     "DISABLE *DYNAMIC.rule"

NOTE
The original location of the source text of the rule (either the external data queue or stem variables) is irrelevant.

Dynamic Rules Support for DISABLE

Specifying a rule set name of *DYNAMIC on your DISABLE command indicates that the rules you want to disable are
dynamic rules.

Keep these guidelines in mind when working with dynamic rules:

• If your DISABLE command is intended for dynamic rules, do not specify the SYSTEM keyword.
• Disabling dynamic rules requires the specification of a rule name.
• Do not use the *DYNAMIC rule set name for non-dynamic rules.

AOF ENABLE -- Enable Rules

The ENABLE command makes rules eligible to run, causing the )INIT sections of those rules to execute. This command
sets the RC variable to zero. Unless the NOOUTPUT keyword has been specified, the external data queue contains the
results of any SAY statements in the )INIT section of the rule. These results appear as OPS1000I messages.

AOF ENABLE has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "ENABLE keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.rule|*DYNAMIC.rule[STEM(stemname)]] 

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

NOTE
If you specify *DYNAMIC.rule, you may also specify the STEM(stemname) keyword.

STEM
Specifies the stem name of the variables.
Use STEM when the rules that you want to enable are dynamic rules whose source text is contained in REXX
stem variables.
The value of stemname can be up to 84 bytes long and does not need to end with a period. OPS/MVS recognizes
the end of the source text of the rule when it encounters a null stem variable value or a stem variable that
is undefined or uninitialized. A rule that is constructed in stem variables can have a maximum length of 255
characters per stem variable. If you omit the STEM keyword, OPS/MVS retrieves the source text of the rule from
the external data queue; this is the default. The maximum length of lines in the external data queue is 255.
Note: At the time they are enabled, non-dynamic rules have a one-to-one correspondence with a member in a
rule set. Dynamic rules, in contrast, exist only in storage.

AOF ENABLE Sample Coding Statements

The following examples show sample coding statements for AOF ENABLE:

• To activate all rules that are set to be enabled automatically, issue this command:
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ADDRESS AOF "ENABLE"

• To activate all rules in a rule set that are set to be enabled automatically, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "ENABLE ruleset"

• To enable a single rule regardless of its auto-enable status, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "ENABLE ruleset.rule"

• To route an ENABLE command to two MSF-defined systems that are named MVS1 and MVS4, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF "ENABLE ruleset.rule", "SYSTEM(MVS1,MVS4)"

• To enable or disable a dynamic rule whose source text is in the external data queue, use the following command or
method:
QUEUE ")CMD TESTCMD"

    QUEUE ")INIT"

    QUEUE " entries = 0"

    QUEUE ")PROC"

    QUEUE " entries = entries + 1"

    QUEUE " IF entries // 10 = 0 THEN"

    QUEUE " SAY 'Rule TESTRULE has been entered 'entries' times'"

    QUEUE " return 'accept' "

    QUEUE " SAY 'Rule TESTRULE total entries = 'entries "

    ADDRESS AOF

    "ENABLE *DYNAMIC.TESTRULE"

    .

    .

    "DISABLE *DYNAMIC.TESTRULE"

NOTE
The rule issues a REXX SAY statement to the console every ten times that the rule executes. When the rule is
disabled, it issues a REXX SAY statement that indicates the total number of times that the rule executed.

• To enable and disable a dynamic rule whose source text is in the stem variables whose names have a stem of
STEMVAR:
STEMVAR.1 = ")CMD TESTCMD"

    STEMVAR.2 = ")INIT"

    STEMVAR.3 = " entries = 0"

    STEMVAR.4 = ")PROC"

    STEMVAR.5 = " entries = entries + 1"

    STEMVAR.6 = " IF entries // 10 = 0

    THEN"

    STEMVAR.7 = " SAY 'Rule TESTRULE has been entered 'entries' times'"

    STEMVAR.8 = " return 'accept' "

    STEMVAR.9 = " SAY 'Rule TESTRULE total entries = 'entries "

    ADDRESS AOF

    "ENABLE *DYNAMIC.TESTRULE

        STEM(STEMVAR)"

    .

    .

    "DISABLE *DYNAMIC.TESTRULE"

Dynamic Rules Support for ENABLE

Specifying a rule set name of *DYNAMIC on your ENABLE command indicates that the rules you want to enable are
dynamic rules. The source text of dynamic rules can be constructed in either of these places:
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• The REXX external data queue.
• A series of REXX stem variables.

Use the following guidelines when working with dynamic rules:

• The maximum size of a dynamic rule is one megabyte.
• If your ENABLE command is intended for dynamic rules, do not specify the SYSTEM or SYSWAIT keywords.
• Do not use the *DYNAMIC rule set name for non-dynamic rules.
• Do not use global variable stems with the STEM keyword.

AOF INDEX -- Return Rules Data Set Information

The INDEX command causes an OPS/REXX program to find the rules OPS/MVS is using on your production system.

The INDEX command produces the following results:

• The INDEX command returns a minimum of two words that provide information about the rules data set that OPS/MVS
is using.

• The first word the INDEX command returns has the following format: prefix.*.suffix. In this formatting, prefix represents
the setting of the RULEPREFIX parameter, suffix represents the setting of the RULESUFFIX parameter, and .*. is a
literal placeholder. The first word specifies the data set names that OPS/MVS searches for rules.

• The second word the INDEX command returns is either SINGLE or MULTIPLE. If the RULEALTFIX parameter is a
set value, the word the INDEX command returns is MULTIPLE. If RULEPREFIX2 is specified, the word the INDEX
command returns is MULTS, and the INDEX command also returns a third word. The third word the INDEX command
returns is similar to the first but uses the RULEFPREFIX2 parameter to create the prefix2.*.suffix string rather than the
RULEPREFIX parameter.
In most installations, RULEALTFIX and RULEPREFIX2 are unset, and the second word INDEX returns is SINGLE.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC value is set to zero. Unless the NOOUTPUT keyword has been
specified, the external data queue contains an output string similar to the one described previously.

AOF INDEX has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "INDEX keywords"

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

AOF LIST -- Provide Rule and Rule Sets Statistics

The LIST command fetches statistics about rules and rule sets. This command sets the RC variable to zero. Unless the
NOOUTPUT keyword is implicitly specified, the external data queue contains messages that provide rule or rule set
statistics. The LIST and LIST ruleset.* forms of the command produce multiple sets of statistics, one for each rule or rule
set.

AOF LIST has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "LIST keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.*|ruleset.rule|=NOSTATS]

   [SYSTEM(sysname)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

Note: If the SYSTEM keyword is used for this command, it may contain only one system name. EXT and ALL refer to all
external systems (more than one) and are therefore not allowed.

AOF LIST Sample Coding Statements

The following examples show sample coding statements for AOF LIST:
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• To list all rule sets and their cumulative statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LIST"

or

ADDRESS AOF

    "LIST =NOSTATS"

NOTE
If you use the =NOSTATS keyword, OPS/MVS lists only rule set names. Omitting the statistics saves system
overhead.

• To list all rule sets on system MVS1 and their cumulative statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LIST SYSTEM(MVS1)"

• To list the members in a single rule set and its cumulative statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LIST ruleset"

• To list all rules in a rule set with statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LIST ruleset.*"

• To list a single rule in a rule set with statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LIST ruleset.rule"

Statistics for Rules

Unless NOOUTPUT is implicitly specified, issuing the LIST command for a rule inserts the following information into the
OPS/REXX external data queue:

Word Number: 1
Length: 8
Contains the message ID.

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
Contains the member or rule name.

Word Number: 3
Length: 1
Contains the rule status of either E (Enabled) or D (Disabled).

Word Number: 4
Length: 1
Contains a flag indicating whether the rule has been auto-enabled: either Y (Yes) or N (No)

Word Number: 5
Length: 1
Contents reserved for OPS/MVS use.

Word Number: 6
Length: 3
Contains a code indicating the rule type:
API-Application Program Interface rule
ARM-Automatic Restart Management rule
CMD-Command rule
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DOM-Delete-operator-message rule
EOJ-End-of-job rule
EOM-End-of-memory rule
EOS-End-of-step rule
GLV-Global variable rule
MSG-Message rule
OMG-OMEGAMON rule
REQ-Request rule
SCR-Screen rule
SEC-Security rule
TLM-Time limit event rule
TOD-Time-of-day rule
USS-UNIX System Services rule

Word Number: 7
Length: 5
Contains the version and modification level of the rule (vv.mm), or **.** if no PDF statistics were requested.

Word Number: 8
Length: 10
Contains the date when the rule was created (yyyy/mm/dd), or * if no PDF statistics were requested.

Word Number: 9
Length: 10
Contains the date when the rule was last modified (yyyy/mm/dd), or * if no PDF statistics were requested.

Word Number: 10
Length: 5
Contains the time when the rule was last modified (hh:mm), or * if no PDF statistics were requested.

Word Number: 11
Length: 3
Contains the current number of lines in the rule, or * if no PDF statistics were requested.

Word Number: 12
Length: 3
Contains the initial number of lines in the rule, or * if no PDF statistics were requested.

Word Number: 13
Length: 3
Contains the number of lines in the rule that have modification numbers appended to them, or * if no PDF
statistics were requested.

Word Number: 14
Length: 8
Contains the TSO user ID of the last user who modified the rule, or * if no PDF statistics were requested.

Word Number: 15
Length: 10
Contains the date when the rule executed last (yyyy/mm/dd).

Word Number: 16
Length: 8
Contains the time when the rule executed last (hh:mm:ss).

Word Number: 17
Length: 10
Contains the date when the rule will execute next (yyyy/mm/dd); for TOD rules only.
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Word Number: 18
Length: 8
Contains the time when the rule will execute next (hh:mm:ss); for TOD rules only.

Word Number: 19
Length: 11
Contains the number of times the rule has executed.

Word Number: 20
Length: 1
Contains the flag indicating whether the message appears in OPSLOG: either Y (Yes) or N (No); for MSG rules
only.

AOF LISTCOMP -- List Compiled Rule Statistics

The LISTCOMP command fetches statistics about compiled rules and rule sets. This command sets the RC variable to
zero. Unless the NOOUTPUT keyword is implicitly specified, the external data queue contains messages that provide rule
or rule set statistics. The LISTCOMP and LISTCOMP ruleset.* forms of the command produce multiple sets of statistics,
one for each rule or rule set.

AOF LISTCOMP has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "LISTCOMP keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.*|ruleset.rule]

   [SYSTEM(sysname)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

NOTE
If the SYSTEM keyword is used for this command, it may contain only one system name. EXT and ALL refer to
all external systems (more than one) and are therefore not allowed.

AOF LISTCOMP Sample Coding Statements

The following examples show sample coding statements for AOF LISTCOMP:

• To list all compiled rule sets and their cumulative statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTCOMP"

• To list a single compiled rule set and its cumulative statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTCOMP ruleset"

• To list all rules in a compiled rule set with statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTCOMP ruleset.*"

• To list a single compiled rule in a rule set with statistics, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTCOMP ruleset.rule"

Statistics for Rules

Unless NOOUTPUT is implicitly specified, the LISTCOMP command inserts the following information into the OPS/REXX
external data queue.

• For a LISTCOMP ruleset.rulename or LISTCOMP ruleset command:
Word Number: 1

Length: 8
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Contains the message ID.
Word Number: 2

Length: 8
Contains the source rule name.

Word Number: 3
Length: 10
Contains the date when the rule was compiled (in yyyy/mm/dd format).

Word Number: 4
Length: 5
Contains the time when the rule was compiled (in hh:mm format).

For a LISTCOMP ruleset command, a record with the above data will be returned for each compiled rule that exists
within the specified ruleset. Meaning, if the ruleset has 10 compiled rules, then 10 records will be returned to the EDQ.

• For a LISTCOMP command to request data on all precompiled rulesets:
Word Number: 1

Length: 8
Contains the message ID

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
Contains the ruleset name.

Word Number: 3
Length: 10
Contains the earliest compile date for a compiled rule within the ruleset (in yyyy/mm/dd format).

Word Number: 4
Length: 5
Contains the earliest compile time for a compiled rule within the ruleset (in hh:mm format).

Word Number: 5
Length: 10
Contains the most recent compile date for a compiled rule within the ruleset (in yyyy/mm/dd format).

Word Number: 6
Length: 5
Contains the most recent compile time for a compiled rule within the ruleset (in hh:mm format).

Word Number: 7
Length: 7
Contains the number of compiled rules that the ruleset contains.

AOF LISTINST -- List Enabled Rule Statistics

The LISTINST command fetches statistics about enabled rules and rule sets, regardless of whether the rules are resident
on DASD. Unlike the LIST command, the LISTINST command returns information about dynamic rules.

This command sets the RC variable to zero. Unless the NOOUTPUT keyword is implicitly specified, the external data
queue contains messages that provide rule or rule set statistics. If a parameter error occurs, the RC variable is set to 12.
A return code of 12 includes descriptive messages.

AOF LISTINST has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "LISTINST keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.*|ruleset.rule|*dynamic\*dynamic.*\*dynamic.newrule]

   [RULETYPE(type)]

   [SYSTEM(sysname)]
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   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

NOTE

• If the SYSTEM keyword is used for this command, it may contain only one system name. EXT and ALL refer
to all external systems (more than one) and are therefore not allowed.

• To specify the type of rules for which you are requesting statistics, use the RULETYPE keyword. The type
can have any of the following values: ARM, CMD, DOM, EOJ, EOM, EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR,
SEC, TLM, TOD, or USS. Specifying a value for the RULETYPE keyword is optional; if you let it default, the
LISTINST command returns statistics for enabled rules of all types.

 

AOF LISTINST Sample Coding Statements

The following examples show sample coding statements for AOF LISTINST:

• To list all rule sets that contain enabled rules, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTINST"

• To list all rule sets on system MVS1 that contain enabled rules, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTINST SYSTEM(MVS1)"

• To list the rule sets on system MV2 that contain enabled message rules, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTINST RULETYPE(MSG) SYSTEM(MV2)"

• To list all enabled command rules in a rule set, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTINST ruleset.* RULETYPE(CMD)"

• To list all enabled dynamic rules, issue this command:
ADDRESS AOF

    "LISTINST *dynamic.*"

Statistics for Rule Sets

OPS/MVS inserts this information into the OPS/REXX external data queue when you issue the LISTINST command in
either of these ways:

• You include ruleset.rule in the command.
• You include ruleset.* in the command.

Each line of output describes one rule set that meets the selection criteria specified on the LISTINST command.

Word Number Length Contents
1 8 The message ID, which is OPx3945I
2 8 The name of the rule set
3 1 The enablement status of the rule set,

which is always E
4 3 The type of enabled rules in the rule set.

If the enabled rules in the rule set are all
the same type, that type is returned (for
example, CMD or OMG); if the rules are
mixed, the value MIX is returned
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5 6 A count of the rules in the rule set that are
enabled

6 10 The most recent date on which a rule in the
rule set was executed (yyyy/mm/dd)

7 8 The most recent time at which a rule in the
rule set was executed (hh:mm:ss)

8 10 If any of the selected rules in the rule set
are TOD rules, this word indicates the next
date on which a TOD rule is to execute
(yyyy/mm/dd); if none of the enabled rules
in the rule set are TOD rules, the value
NONE is returned

9 8 If any of the selected rules in the rule set
are TOD rules, this word indicates the next
time at which a TOD rule is to execute
(hh:mm:ss); if none of the enabled rules in
the rule set are TOD rules, the value NONE
is returned

10 10 The most recent date on which a rule in the
rule set was enabled (yyyy/mm/dd)

11 8 The most recent time at which a rule in the
rule set was enabled (hh:mm:ss)

12 11 The number of times that the rule was
executed

13 6 If any of the selected rules in the rule set
are TOD rules, this word provides a count
of the enabled TOD rules that contain the
NOMSG qualifier; if there are no enabled
TOD rules meeting this criterion, an asterisk
(*) is returned

14 6 If any of the selected rules in the rule set
are TOD rules, this word provides a count
of the enabled TOD rules that contain the
NOSYNCH qualifier; if there are no enabled
TOD rules meeting this criterion, an asterisk
(*) is returned

15 6 If any of the selected rules in the rule set
are TOD rules, this word provides a count
of the enabled TOD rules that contain the
CATCHUPMAN qualifier; if there are no
enabled TOD rules meeting this criterion,
an asterisk (*) is returned

16 6 If any of the selected rules in the rule set
are TOD rules, this word provides a count
of the enabled TOD rules that contain the
CATCHUPYES qualifier; if there are no
enabled TOD rules meeting this criterion,
an asterisk (*) is returned
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17 6 If any of the selected rules in the rule set
are MSG rules, this word provides a count
of the enabled MSG rules that contain
the NOOPSLOG option; if there are no
enabled MSG rules meeting this criterion,
an asterisk (*) is returned

18 12 The highest number of External Data
Queue (EDQ) entries created by any rule
selected in this rule set.

 

Statistics for Rules

OPS/MVS inserts this information into the OPS/REXX external data queue when you issue the LISTINST command in
either of these ways:

• You include ruleset.rule in the command.
• You include ruleset.* in the command.

Each line of output describes one rule that meets the selection criteria specified on the LISTINST command.

Word Number: 1
Length: 8
Contains the message ID, which is OPx3944I.

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
Contains the name of the rule set.

Word Number: 3
Length: 8
Contains the name of the rule.

Word Number: 4
Length: 1
Contains the enablement status of the rule set, which is always E.

Word Number: 5
Length: 3
Contains a code indicating the rule type:
API-Application Program Interface rule
ARM-Automatic Restart Management rule
CMD-Command rule
DOM-Delete-operator-message rule
EOJ-End-of-job rule
EOM-End-of-memory rule
EOS-End-of-step rule
GLV-Global variable rule
MSG-Message rule
OMG-OMEGAMON rule
REQ-Request rule
SCR-Screen rule
SEC-Security rule
TLM-Time limit event rule
TOD-Time-of-day rule
USS-UNIX System Services rule
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Word Number: 6
Length: 10
Contains the most recent date on which the rule was executed (yyyy/mm/dd).

Word Number: 7
Length: 8
Contains the most recent time at which the rule was executed (hh:mm:ss).

Word Number: 8
Length: 10
If the selected rule is a TOD rule, this word indicates the next date on which it is to execute (yyyy/mm/dd); if it is
not a TOD rule, this word contains the value NONE.

Word Number: 9
Length: 8
If the selected rule is a TOD rule, this word indicates the next time at which it is to execute (hh/mm/ss); if it is not a
TOD rule, this word contains the value NONE.

Word Number: 10
Length: 10
Contains the date on which the rule was enabled (yyyy/mm/dd).

Word Number: 11
Length: 8
Contains the time at which the rule was enabled (hh:mm:ss).

Word Number: 12
Length: 9
Contains the number of times that the rule was executed.

Word Number: 13
Length: 8
Contains the maximum number of times the rule is allowed to execute.

Word Number: 14
Length: 1
If the selected rule is a TOD rule, this word contains Y if the MSG qualifier was specified in the rule or N if the
NOMSG qualifier was specified in the rule; this word contains an asterisk (*) if the rule is not a TOD rule.

Word Number: 15
Length: 1
If the selected rule is a TOD rule, this word contains Y if the SYNCH qualifier was specified in the rule or N if the
NOSYNCH qualifier was specified in the rule; this word contains an asterisk (*) if the rule is not a TOD rule.

Word Number: 16
Length: 1
If the selected rule is a TOD rule, this word contains M if the CATCHUPMAN qualifier was specified in the rule, Y if
the CATCHUPYES qualifier was specified in the rule or N if the CATCHUPNO qualifier was specified (the default);
this word contains an asterisk (*) if the rule is not a TOD rule.

Word Number: 17
Length: 1
If the selected rule is a MSG rule, this word contains N if the NOOPSLOG option was specified in the rule or Y if
the rule was permitted to default to OPSLOG; this word contains an asterisk (*) if the rule is not a MSG rule.

Word Number: 18
Length: 1-50
Contains the event ID specified on the header line of the rule-this is the event that causes the rule to execute; this
word contains N/A if the rule is a TOD rule.
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Word Number: 19
Length: 12
Contains the highest number of External Data Queue (EDQ) entries created by this rule.

AOF LISTSRC -- List Source Code

The LISTSRC command lists the source code of a rule. For each line of the source text of the enabled rule, one line of
output is returned to the external data queue.

NOTE
Consider the following information when you use the LISTSRC command:

• You can specify any valid rule set name for the value of ruleset, including *DYNAMIC. No default is specified.
• Specify the valid name of an enabled rule for the value of rule. You cannot specify an asterisk (*). No default is

specified.
• For all enabled rules to be eligible for LISTSRC processing, the AOFSOURCETEXT parameter must be set to YES. If

the AOFSOURCETEXT parameter is set to NO, only dynamic rules are eligible for LISTSRC processing.
• When the value of the AOFSOURCETEXT parameter is NO and you issue the LISTSRC command, OPS/MVS returns

the following information to the external data queue:
– Return code 20
– Message OPS3811I, which indicates that OPS/MVS could not find the source text of the rule.

AOF LISTSRC has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "LISTSRC keywords"

   {ruleset.rule}

   [SYSTEM(sysname)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

NOTE
If the SYSTEM keyword is used for this command, it may contain only one system name. EXT and ALL refer to
all external systems (more than one) and are therefore not allowed.

AOF LISTSRCD -- List Source Code from DASD

The LISTSRCD command lists the source code of a rule directly from the ruleset in which it resides. For each line of the
source text, one line of output is returned to the external data queue.

This command sets the RC variable to zero.

Consider the following information when you use the LISTSRCD command:

• You can specify any valid rule set name for the value of ruleset, excluding *DYNAMIC, since they do not exist on
DASD. No default is specified.

• Specify the valid name of a rule for the value of rule. You cannot specify an asterisk (*). No default is specified.

AOF LISTSRCD has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "LISTSRCD keywords"

   {ruleset.rule}

   [SYSTEM(sysname)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

NOTE

If the SYSTEM keyword is used for this command, it may contain only one system name. EXT and ALL refer to
all external systems (more than one) and are therefore not allowed.
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AOF RESETAUTO -- Prevent Automatic Enabling of Rule

The RESETAUTO command prevents a rule or a rule set from being enabled automatically at OPS/MVS startup.

If the command executes successfully, it sets the RC variable to zero, which means that the external data queue contains
no output lines.

To use the RESETAUTO command to delete a compiled version of a rule or a rule set automatically, perform the following
actions:

• Set the OPS/MVS AOFPRECOMPILED parameter to YES.
• Set the OPS/MVS AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN parameter to the name of a valid compiled rules library. For more

information, see the  Parameter Reference .

Consider the following information when you use the RESETAUTO command:

• The ruleset operand turns off automatic enablement for all rules in the named rule set. The ruleset.rule operand turns
off automatic enablement for a specific rule in the named rule set.

• The OPS/MVS product issues the RESETAUTO command for a rule or rule set for which automatic enablement is
already turned off.

AOF RESETAUTO has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "RESETAUTO keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.rule]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

AOF SETAUTO -- Enable a Rule at Startup

The SETAUTO command automatically enables a rule or rule set at the next OPS/MVS startup.

This command sets the RC variable to zero, which means that the external data queue contains no output lines.

To use the SETAUTO command to automatically save a compiled version of a rule or a rule set, perform the following
actions:

• Set the OPS/MVS AOFPRECOMPILED parameter to YES.
• Set the OPS/MVS AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN parameter to the name of a valid compiled rules library. For more

information, see the  Parameter Reference .

Consider the following information when you use the SETAUTO command:

• The ruleset operand automatically turns on auto-enablement for all rules in the named rule set. The ruleset.rule
operand automatically turns on enablement for a specific rule in the named rule set.

• The OPS/MVS product allows you to issue the SETAUTO command for a rule or rule set that is already enabled
automatically.

• All rule members must have valid ISPF statistics.

NOTE
You can use the ISPF Delete PDS Member utility to delete compiled rules. You will not be able to read the
member names, however, which means that you will not know which rules you delete.

AOF SETAUTO has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "SETAUTO keywords"

   [ruleset|ruleset.rule]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]
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   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

AOF SUBSYS -- Set Subsystem Identifier

The SUBSYS command sets the z/OS subsystem identifier (SSID) of the copy of OPS/MVS that processes subsequent
ADDRESS AOF commands, and some REXX functions. These REXX functions include OPSVALUE and OPSPRM.

Use this command only if both of the following circumstances apply:

• You are running multiple copies of OPS/MVS.
• You want to address the commands to a copy of OPS/MVS that is not using the default SSID. The default SSID for

OPS/MVS is OPSS.

This command sets the RC variable to zero, which means that the external data queue contains no output lines.

Consider the following information when you use the SUBSYS command:

• The only ADDRESS AOF commands that go to the specified SSID are those commands that are issued from the OPS/
REXX program that issues the SUBSYS command. ADDRESS AOF commands that are issued from subsequent OPS/
REXX programs go to other destinations.

• For OPS/REXX programs that run as part of a started task, the default SSID is the first four characters of the current
step name. 

NOTE
 

AOF SUBSYS has the following format:

ADDRESS AOF "SUBSYS keyword"

   [sid]

SUBSYS
Identifies the subsystem where the copy of OPS/MVS that receives ADDRESS AOF commands is running.

ADDRESS AOF Return Codes

ADDRESS AOF commands produce the following return codes:

<0
The host command environment abended while processing the AOF command.

0
The command executed successfully.

>0
The host command issuing the AOF command contained errors.

4
A warning message was issued.

6
AOF is inactive (The AOFACTIVE parameter is set to OFF)

8
The command timed out because it took too much time to complete. Not all responses were received.

10
Rule set OPEN error

12
An error occurred in one of the I/O service routines. Check related messages in the external data queue and/or
the OPSLOG to determine the cause
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16
The AOF command contained a syntax error.

18
Rule set CLOSE error

20
The subsystem is not active, and OPS/MVS is not running.

22
Parameter list error (this is an internal error)

24
The subsystem version is incompatible with this command.

26
GETMAIN/FREEMAIN storage error. Insufficient storage in the main product address space.

28
SENDMG failed.

30
Catalog error detected when attempting to find the rule data sets that match the ruleset prefix and suffix.

32
The authorization exit rejected the AOF command.

34
Rule not found.

36
The user exit abended.

38
Rule has no ISPF statistics

40
Required output was not produced.

42
There is an AOF compile syntax error.

44
The SYSWAIT time expired before all output was retrieved from the remote system.

45
Ruleset prefix error.

46
Ruleset suffix error.

48
Receive message error from cross-system operation.

52
Either of the following:

• Message queue allocation or deallocation failed.
• The AOF facility is not active.

56
The specified system ID is not defined to the MSF.

57
Ruleset alternate prefix error.
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60
The specified system is not active.

64
There is a mismatch between MSF versions.

68
An action command was ignored, because the remote system that sent the command is not secure.

72
An internal service failed. An informative message is issued that further documents the failure.

76
The maximum dynamic rule size of one megabyte has been exceeded.

80
The maximum dynamic rule line length of 255 bytes has been exceeded.

84
The command failed because it was not issued from the SECURITYRULESET.

196
An ADDRESS AOF list type command (LIST, LISTSRC, LISTCOMP, LISTINST) was issued but the NOOUTPUT
flag was either explicitly set or implied. Since no output can be returned, this operation is considered to be
an error. Specifying multiple systems or using either EXT or ALL in the SYSTEM keyword on one of the list
commands above most likely causes this error.

200
The rule has no PROC or TERM section and has been automatically disabled. This does not necessarily indicate
an error.

ADDRESS AP Commands
The OPS/REXX ADDRESS AP host environment commands allow one-way communication from OPS/MVS to AP. With
ADDRESS AP, you can:

AP ALERT -- Alert the Alert Manager

ADDRESS AP ALERT sends an alert to Alert Manager on an MSF-connected AP system.

ADDRESS AP ALERT command has the following format:

ADDRESS AP ALERT

           SYSTEM(apname)

           RESOURCE(rsc)

           DESCRIPTION(desc)

           [SYSID(zosname)]

           [NOTE(note)]

           [OWNER(own)]

           [SEVERITY(CRITICAL | MAJOR | MINOR | WARNING | INFO)]

           [AGENT(agnt)]

           [EXPIRATION(NEVER | DAYS(dd) | HOURS(hh) | MINUTES(mm))]

           [CUSTOM(col1(val1) col2(val2) …)]

           [DEBUG(YES | NO)]  

SYSTEM
The 1- to 8-character MSF name of the AP system. An MSF ID cannot exceed 8 bytes.
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RESOURCE
Identifies the resource for which the alert is issued.
Examples: TSO userid, CICS transaction name, VTAM node name

DESCRIPTION
Description detailing information about the alert.

SEVERITY
(Optional) Identifies the severity of the alert. If not specified, INFO is assumed. You can specify a character string
or an integer value. The following equivalent values are accepted:

String Integer

CRITICAL 1
MAJOR 2
MINOR 3
WARNING 4
INFO 5

SYSID
(Optional) Identifies the z/OS system from which the alert is sent. If not specified, the default is one of
the following values that uniquely identifies the z/OS system within the enterprise network. In the table
below,cecname,lparnameandvmnameare the values of fields ECTVHDNM, ECTVLPNM and ECTVHDNM,
respectively. These are fields in the z/OS control block ECVT which is mapped by IBM macro IHAECVT.

z/OS Configuration Default SYSID

Runnning in LPAR mode cecname.lparname

Running as z/VM guest cecname.vmname

NOTE
(Optional) Supplemental description. There is no default.

OWNER
(Optional) Identifies the owner to the which alert should be assigned. There is no default.

AGENT
(Optional) Identifies the agent that detected the condition.  Default is ‘OPS/MVS.OPSs’, where OPSsis the OPS/
MVS subsystem name.

EXPIRATION
(Optional) Specifies how long the alert should be kept before it gets automatically acknowledged. Default is
NEVER.

CUSTOM
(Optional) Used to provide values for custom fields/columns added to the AP alerts table.  Column names must be
specified exactly as defined in the AP schema, and may not be abbreviated.  No editing, type checking, or length
validation is performed on the individual values. Spaces are not allowed in column names or their values. We
suggest you that use an underscore or some other character in place of a space. There is no default.

DEBUG
(Optional) Used to control debugging output messages. When DEBUG(YES) is specified, debugging messages
are written to the External Date queue. Default is NO
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NOTE

RESOURCE, DESCRIPTION, NOTE, OWNER, AGENT and CUSTOM have no fixed size limit. However, the
total length of the alert sent to Automation Point is limited to 30,000 bytes.

AP NMFind -- Invoke the Notification Manager

The ADDRESS AP NMFIND invokes the Notification Manager on an MSF-connected AP system. You tell it:

• Whom to contact
• What to tell the person
• What action to take when the person responds

NOTE

NMFIND is a not a synchronous process, therefore OPS/MVS does not wait for an action or an answer from AP.

The ADDRESS AP NMFIND command has the following format:

ADDRESS AP NMFIND

SYSTEM(apsysname)

   {GROUP(group)|NAME(name)|PERSON(person)}

  TELL(tell-text)

  [ACKNOWLEDGEOPS(OPShost,string)]

  [ACKNOWLEDGEAP(string)]

  [ATTACHMENT(filename)]

  [FAILUREREXX(failure-action)]

  [MTUP(string)]

  [USERPARMS(parameter1(value1)[parameter2(value2)])]

  [DEBUG(YES|NO)]

SYSTEM
Defines the 1- to 8-character MSF name of the AP system. A system ID cannot exceed 8 bytes.

GROUP
Defines the 1- to 32-character name of the group to contact.
Mutually exclusive with NAME and PERSON.

NAME
Defines the 1- to 32-character name of the group or person to contact.
Mutually exclusive with GROUP and PERSON.

PERSON
Defines the 1- to 32-character name of the person to contact.
Mutually exclusive with GROUP and NAME

TELL
Sends the message to the specified group, name, or person.
The length of the TELL string is subject to restrictions on the local AP machine. For details, see the AP
Documentation.

ACKNOWLEDGEOPS
(Optional) Sends an acknowledgement message with string included in the message text to the OPSLOG and
AOF of the OPS/MVS system whose MSF ID is OPShost.
string must be a character string with a maximum length of 240 characters.

ACKNOWLEDGEAP
(Optional) Writes an acknowledgement message with string included in the message text to the AP Message
window specified by apsysname. AP rules may therefore be written to react to acknowledgement messages.
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string must be a character string with a maximum length of 240 characters.

AP NMFind Sample Coding Statements

ATTACHMENT 

(Optional) Identifies the user-supplied file that is to be attached to any notifications made using a method defined to
send mail using the SENDMAIL command. The file must be accessible from the Notification Server that is issuing
the SENDMAIL command. Only one file can be specified per NMFIND request. The maximum length of the filename
(including path) is 512 characters.

Example:

ATTACHMENT('c:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Application\ error.log')

NOTE
To use the ATTACHMENT option, you must configure the Notification Server to use SMTP for mail requests.

Default: There is no default.

FAILUREREXX 

(Optional) Identifies the name of the REXX program to run on the AP system when every action in the call tree fails.
This value must be a valid AP REXX program name and should be consistent with length capabilities of the AP REXX
PROGRAM keyword, allowing enough space for the directory name.

MTUP

(Optional) Specifies which method the Methods to Use Profile (MTUP) uses for a particular instance of an NMFND
notification request.

Valid values are:

profile
Any combination of method type codes B through W.

A
All method types specified for all active schedules.

Default: A

NOTE

For more information on the MTUP operand, see Notificantion Manger Commands in the AP dcoumentation.

USERPARMS

(Optional) Specifies a list of method parameters whose associated values override any like-named parameters during the
execution of NMFIND.REX. The length of the USERPARMS list is subject to restrictions on the local AP machine.

For example, assume this operand is defined as follows:

USERPARMS( SubjectText(UAP notification using NM))

The USERPARMS-defined value overrides the parameter SubjectText for any method using that parameter.

Default: There is no default.

DEBUG 

(Optional) Indicates whether debugging messages are to be generated.

Valid values are:

YES-Generate debugging messages.
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NO-Do not generate debugging messages.

Default: NO

AP NMFind Sample Coding Statements

Suppose you have determined that when a particular JES is having difficulties, you need to NMFIND the lead JES
systems programmer, Jim Smith. The OPS/MVS rule that trapped the error message from JES would contain this clause:

ADDRESS AP "NMFIND SYSTEM(SYS47) PERSON('JIM SMITH') TELL('JES is down')"

Notification Manager uses its database technology (which is based on a relational database) to determine the
communications method it should use to contact Jim Smith, based on the time and day. Notification Manager proceeds to
contact Jim Smith and relay the message according to the following:

• If the contact method was the AP voice technology, Jim receives a phone call at the phone number pointed to by his
notification schedule.

• If the contact method was the numeric pager, Notification Manager pages Jim with the numeric message consisting of
the phone number that he needs to call and an ID number that will authorize him to receive the voice message.

If the contact method was the alphanumeric pager, the message appears on the pager that belongs to Jim along with a
phone number and ID that he can use to obtain any information that was not sent through his pager. For instance, the
message to be sent might be longer than the length supported by his paging service.

AP PPQ -- Write to Queue

The ADDRESS AP PPQ WRITE command writes one or more items to a specified queue on an MSF-connected AP
system.

The ADDRESS AP PPQ WRITE command has the following format:

ADDRESS AP 'PPQ WRITE {SYSTEM(apsysname)} {QUEUE(qname)}

  {ITEM(item)|VAR(varname)}

  [ITEMNUM(LAST|FIRST|itemnum)]'

The following operands are required:

SYSTEM
Defines the 1-character to 8-character MSF name of the AP system. A system ID cannot exceed 8 bytes.

QUEUE
Defines the 1-character to 16-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric
characters and any of these special characters:
! @ # $ _ (for example, !Qun1, Queue1, 12334)
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

ITEM
Specifies the item to write to the queue. The item value cannot exceed 30,000 characters in length and can be
either a literal string (such as “this is an item”) or a simple variable name (not enclosed in the host command
quotation marks so that REXX can evaluate it).

WARNING
You cannot specify the ITEM operand if you specify the VAR operand.

VAR
Defines the name of a simple variable on the local machine containing the item to be written to the queue, qname.
Example:
Vartest = 'this is a test'
variable ='12345…..'
The rule for varname is to follow standard simple variable naming conventions that are used in REXX.
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varname cannot exceed 50 characters in length. The value of varname cannot exceed 30,000 characters in
length.

WARNING
You cannot specify the VAR operand if you specify the ITEM operand.

ITEMNUM
(Optional) Specifies the starting item to write to the queue.
Assume that the specified queue contains count number of items and that you want to write n items to the queue.
Valid ITEMNUM values are:
LAST

Starts the write operation from the end of the queue. The first item that is written to the queue is item
number count+1 and succeeding items are numbered count+2, count+3, and so on through count+n. This
is the default method for writing to the queue.

FIRST
Starts the write operation from the beginning of the queue. The current item number 1 in the queue becomes item
number 1+n after n items are written.
Itemnum
Starts the write operation from somewhere in the middle of the queue. The WRITE command writes n items
ahead of an item (specified by itemnum) that already exists in the queue (so that the current itemnum becomes
itemnum+n after n items are written).

WARNING
The starting item that you specify must exist or must be the count+1 item in the queue. Specifying
an itemnum value beyond the end of the queue generates an error.

Default: LAST or 0

AP REXX -- Execute a REXX EXEC

ADDRESS AP REXX sends a command to an MSF-connected AP system to execute a REXX EXEC. OPS/MVS can send
REXX string commands up to 508 characters long.

ADDRESS AP REXX command has the following syntax:

ADDRESS AP REXX {SYSTEM(apsysname)} {PROGRAM(REXX-program-name)} [ARG(data)]

SYSTEM
Defines the 1- to 8-character MSF name of the AP system.

PROGRAM
Defines the 1- to 256-character name of the REXX program. The program name can contain alphanumeric
characters and any of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The program name cannot contain blanks.

ARG
(Optional) Defines an arbitrary (possibly null) string of arguments to be passed to the REXX program. The length
of this string may not exceed 508 characters in length, and must be character data only (no binary or packed
decimal data).
If the argument string contains blanks or non-alphabetic characters, enclose the argument string in quotation
marks.

Example: How to specify the argument string

ADDRESS AP REXX SYSTEM(SYS02X) PROGRAM(PROGA) ARG("This argument string contains blanks")
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ADDRESS AP Return Codes

ADDRESS AP commands produce the following return codes:

0
The specified AP system was found to be active to MSF, and the command was sent to the MSF CCI send queue.
This return code does not provide any indication as to whether the command executed successfully.

8
Maximum command length exceeded.

12
Invalid character found.

14
Syntax error.

16
Parse error.

18
Item and variable mutually exclusive.

20
Main address space inactive.

22
Major control block error.

24
Item or variable keyword missing.

28
No valid system found.

30
Internal abend occurred.

34
PPQ WRITE variable value too long.

38
Security module rejected command.

40
Invalid request type.

44
Invalid queue name blank not allowed.

48
Invalid queue name.

50
Group/Name/Person are mutually exclusive.

52
An internal abend has occurred.

53
MTUP-if first character is A, then string length must be 1.

54
MTUP characters must be alphabetic.
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55
MTUP characters must be A or B to W.

56
MTUP-the A character can only be used alone.

60
Host variable not found.

61
Bad variable name.

62
Invalid variable value.

63
Variable name is invalid.

64
Host variable resolve out of storage.

68
Storage pool obtain failed.

70
No system found.

74
Current system is not an MSF AP defined system.

80
Send message to AP queue failed.

ADDRESS EPI Commands
 Contents 

  

ADDRESS EPI commands allow OPS/REXX programs to define and operate virtual terminals that interact with VTAM
applications through the OPS/MVS External Product Interface (EPI) facility. Using EPI, OPS/REXX programs can:

• Log on to a VTAM application.
• Enter commands and data from a simulated virtual terminal keyboard.
• Read data from the virtual terminal screen.
• Log off from a VTAM application.
• Share a single session with applications (such as OMEGAMON) running in VTAM mode.
• Automate responses when a VTAM application triggers a system event; for example, when:

– A message rule issues a message.
– The application issues a command.
– An OMEGAMON rule triggers an OMEGAMON event.
– A request rule triggers a user-initiated event.
– A TOD rule schedules an event at a predetermined time of day.

The ADDRESS EPI commands and procedures for using the EPI are so closely related that any discussion of EPI use
needs to include descriptions of the commands. For this reason, this Command and Function Reference lists the EPI host
commands, their keywords and return codes, and briefly summarizes what these commands do. For complete information
about using EPI host commands, see External Product Interface (EPI).
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Types of ADDRESS EPI Commands

The following lists the types of EPI host commands:

• Output control ADDRESS EPI commands affect the format of the output from all other EPI host commands.
Commands in this group are:
– MSGID
– SUBATTR
– SUBSYS
– SUBUNPT
– TIMEOUT
– TRIM

• Virtual terminal ADDRESS EPI commands control the EPI use of virtual terminals. Commands in this group are:
– CHANGE
– DEFINE
– DELETE
– DEQ
– DISABLE
– ENABLE
– ENQ
– INQINPUT
– LIST
– LOGOFF
– LOGON
– MVCURSOR
– PEEK
– POKE
– RDCURSOR
– RDSCREEN
– RDSCRROW
– SETMODEL
– SETTERM
– SETUNAME
– TRACE
– TYPE
– TYPESEC
– TYPETEST

• These commands support the EPI Record and Playback feature, although they may also be used independently:
– BIND
– GETSCRN
– SESSCMD
– UNBIND

• General ADDRESS EPI commands provide information about or control processing time for other ADDRESS EPI
commands. Commands in this group are:
– DEBUG
– HELP
– WAIT
– WAITTOD
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ADDRESS EPI Return Codes in REXX Programs

When any ADDRESS EPI command executes in a REXX program, the variable RC in that program will contain one of the
following return codes:

<0
The host environment abended while processing the EPI command.

0
The command executed successfully.

>0
The host command issuing the EPI command contained errors.

4
A warning message was issued.

8
The command timed out because it took too much time to complete. Not all responses were received.

12
The command failed, and an error message was issued.

16
The EPI command contained a syntax error.

20
Either of the following:

• The subsystem is not active, and OPS/MVS is not running.
• The EPI facility is not active.

24
The subsystem version is incompatible with this command.

28
SENDMG failed.

32
The authorization exit rejected the EPI command.

36
The user exit abended.

EPI BIND -- Dedicate a VTAM Session

EPI BIND lets you dedicate a VTAM application session temporarily to a specific OPS/MVS TSO user, CLIST, or REXX
EXEC. While a session is bound, the TSO user or automation procedure that issued the BIND command can send
commands to that session without interruption from other users or procedures.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "BIND keywords"

   {sessid}

   [,waittime]

   [,SUBSYS(ssid)]

sessid
Defines the session ID for the OPS/MVS-monitored VTAM session to be bound.

waittime
(Optional) Defines the time, in seconds, that OPS/MVS waits for the session to become available. If the session
does not become available in the allotted time, OPS/MVS cancels the BIND attempt with a return code of 20.
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Value: 1 to 600 seconds
Default: 60

SUBSYS
(Optional) Addresses the command to a copy of OPS/MVS with a subsystem ID other than the default subsystem
ID.
Default: OPSS

EPI BIND Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement binds the VTAM session with session ID CICS1 and waits for up to two minutes:

BIND CICS1,120

BIND Return Codes

The BIND command produces these return codes:

0
The command completed successfully.

4
A syntax error occurred. OPS/MVS generates messages describing the error.

8
The EPI terminal, or session ID, is not defined.

12
The OPS/MVS subsystem is not active.

16
The session is not available.

20
The BIND command timed out.

40
There is no response from the main subsystem.

EPI CHANGE -- Change Virtual Terminal Definition

EPI CHANGE lets you change an existing definition of a virtual terminal. You can only change virtual terminals that are
currently in an inactive state.

EPI CHANGE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "CHANGE keywords"

   {termname|ALL|*}

   [PASSWORD(termpswd)]

   [APPLID(prodappl)]

   [LOGMODE(modename)]

   [LOGONPARM('parmstring')]

   [ACCEPT|REJECT]

   [NORETRY|RETRY(secondsretries)]

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal being changed, which must match the name of an APPL statement in
your VTAM definition list library.
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ALL
The CHANGE ALL command can save you time in modifying your virtual terminal definitions. If you define and
activate new virtual terminals after you have issued the CHANGE ALL command, reissue the CHANGE ALL
command to give your new virtual terminals the same characteristics as the other terminals.

*
Gives the current virtual terminal the new definition through the SETTERM command.

PASSWORD(termpswd)
(Optional) Provides the password for the named virtual terminal, or for all virtual terminals if you are issuing the
CHANGE ALL command. Use this keyword only if the VTAM APPL statement for this virtual terminal includes
the PRTCT keyword, which allows VTAM to provide password protection. The password that you specify with the
CHANGE command must match the password, if any, on the VTAM APPL statement for this virtual terminal.
Alternatively, you can specify the PASSWORD keyword on the EPI ENABLE command.

APPLID(prodappl)
(Optional) Defines the VTAM application name of the external product that this virtual terminal is logged on to.
See the description of the EPI LOGON command. You can either specify the APPLID keyword in the CHANGE
command or enter it when you log on to EPI. If you supply a prodappl value at logon and on the CHANGE
command, the value that you supplied at logon takes precedence.

LOGMODE(modename)
(Optional) Defines the name of the entry in the VTAM logmode table to be used when this virtual terminal is
logged on. This entry should describe an SLU2 type virtual terminal used by IBM 3278 terminal models 2, 3, or 4.
If neither your CHANGE command or the LOGON command that you issue for this terminal specifies a logmode,
EPI uses the default logmode table entry (as defined by VTAM for your system) for this virtual terminal.

LOGONPARM('parmstring')
(Optional) Defines the character string, enclosed in quotation marks, that EPI passes to an external product when
this virtual terminal logs on to that product. Supply a parmstring on your CHANGE command or when you log the
virtual terminal on to an external product is optional.

ACCEPT or REJECT
(Optional) These mutually exclusive keywords determine whether EPI accepts requests from external products to
acquire this virtual terminal. VTAM does not allow disabled virtual terminals to be acquired.

NORETRY
(Optional) Overrides a previously issued EPI CHANGE or LOGON command for this virtual terminal that specified
RETRY. When you specify NORETRY, EPI does not allow retrying of LOGON commands, and does not try to
reestablish a session that fails after logon.

RETRY(seconds retries)
(Optional) Overrides a previously issued EPI CHANGE or LOGON command for this virtual terminal that specified
NORETRY. The seconds value specifies how many seconds EPI waits between attempts to log on to a virtual
terminal or to reestablish a failed session. Use a value from 1 through 86400 (the number of seconds in 24 hours).
The default value is 30 seconds. The retries value specifies how many times EPI can try to log on to a virtual
terminal or to reestablish a failed session. The default value is 0, which allows only one retry attempt. If that
attempt fails, EPI places the virtual terminal in NORETRY mode. You can specify any number of retries up to
65535.

EPI CHANGE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement changes the logmode value for all virtual terminals to T3278M2:

CHANGE ALL LOGMODE(T3278M2)
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CHANGE Return Codes

The CHANGE command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute for one of these reasons:

• The terminal is not defined.
• No terminals were inactive when a CHANGE ALL command was issued.
• The terminal is active, so its definition could not be changed.

12
The command failed because the new terminal name already exists.

EPI DEBUG -- Control VTAM Exit Debugging

EPI DEBUG turns VTAM exit debugging on or off.

EPI DEBUG has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "DEBUG keyword"

   {ON|OFF}

ON
Turns debugging on and causes EPI to write a hardcopy message each time a VTAM exit is entered.

OFF
Turns debugging off.

 Default: OFF

EPI DEBUG Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement turns on the VTAM exit debugging:

DEBUG ON

DEBUG Return Codes

The DEBUG command produces the return codes described in ADDRESS EPI Return Codes in REXX Programs.

EPI DEFINE -- Define a Virtual Terminal to EPI

EPI DEFINE defines a virtual terminal to EPI.

EPI DEFINE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "DEFINE keywords"

   {termname}

   [PASSWORD(termpswd)]

   [APPLID(prodappl)]

   [LOGMODE(modename)]

   [LOGONPARM('parmstring')]

   [ACCEPT|REJECT]

   [NORETRY|RETRY(seconds)]
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termname
Provides the name of the virtual terminal being changed, which must match the name of an APPL statement in
your VTAM definition list library.

PASSWORD(termpswd)
(Optional) Provides the password for the named virtual terminal, or for all virtual terminals if you are issuing the
CHANGE ALL command. Use this keyword only if the VTAM APPL statement for this virtual terminal includes
the PRTCT keyword, which allows VTAM to provide password protection. The password that you specify with the
CHANGE command must match the password, if any, on the VTAM APPL statement for this virtual terminal.
Alternatively, you can specify the PASSWORD keyword on the EPI ENABLE command.

APPLID(prodappl)
(Optional) Defines the VTAM application name of the external product that this virtual terminal is logged on to.
See the description of the EPI LOGON command. You can either specify the APPLID keyword in the CHANGE
command or enter it when you log on to EPI. If you supply a prodappl value at logon and on the CHANGE
command, the value supplied at logon takes precedence.

LOGMODE(modename)
(Optional) Defines the name of the entry in the VTAM logmode table to be used when this virtual terminal is
logged on. This entry should describe an SLU2 type virtual terminal used by IBM 3278 terminal models 2, 3, or 4.
If neither your CHANGE command or the LOGON command you issue for this terminal specifies a logmode, EPI
uses the default logmode table entry (as defined by VTAM for your system) for this virtual terminal.

LOGONPARM('parmstring')
(Optional) The character string, enclosed in quotation marks, that EPI passes to an external product when this
virtual terminal logs on to that product. Supplying a parmstring on your CHANGE command or when you log the
virtual terminal on to an external product is optional.

ACCEPT or REJECT
(Optional) These mutually exclusive keywords determine whether EPI accepts requests from external products to
acquire this virtual terminal. VTAM does not allow disabled virtual terminals to be acquired.

NORETRY
(Optional) Overrides a previously issued EPI CHANGE or LOGON command for this virtual terminal that specified
RETRY. When you specify NORETRY, EPI does not allow retrying of LOGON commands and does not try to
reestablish a session that fails after logon.

RETRY(seconds retries)
(Optional) Overrides a previously issued EPI CHANGE or LOGON command for this virtual terminal that specified
NORETRY. The seconds value specifies how many seconds EPI waits between attempts to log on to a virtual
terminal or to reestablish a failed session. Use a value from 1 through 86400 (the number of seconds in 24 hours).
The default value is 30 seconds. The retries value specifies how many times EPI can try to log on to a virtual
terminal or to reestablish a failed session. The default value is 0, which allows only one retry attempt; if that
attempt fails, EPI places the virtual terminal in NORETRY mode. You can specify any number of retries up to
65535.

EPI DEFINE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement names the virtual terminal TERM1, associates it with the application OMVTAM,
and specifies the logmode as T3278M2:

DEFINE TERM1 APPLID(OMVTAM) LOGMODE(T3278M2)

DEFINE Return Codes

The DEFINE command produces these return codes:
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0
The terminal is now defined to EPI.

4
You cannot use ALL as a terminal name.

12
The command failed. An error message reports the error that caused the command failure; either the new
terminal name already exists or you specified no terminal name.

EPI DELETE -- Delete Virtual Terminal Definitions

EPI DELETE deletes one or more virtual terminal definitions from EPI.

EPI DELETE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "DELETE keyword"

   {termname|ALL|*}

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal whose definition you want to delete. You cannot delete a virtual terminal
definition unless you have disabled that terminal using the EPI DISABLE command.

ALL
Instructs EPI to delete all terminal definitions.

*
Deletes the current terminal defined through the SETTERM command.

EPI DELETE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement deletes the virtual terminal named TERM2:

DELETE TERM2

DELETE Return Codes

The DELETE command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed normally.

4
No terminals were deleted because the terminals have not been defined or because the terminals are enabled.

12
The deleted request failed and an error message was issued.

EPI DEQ -- Release Virtual Terminal Ownership

EPI DEQ releases ownership of (dequeue) the virtual terminal. Request rules are the only AOF rules that can use this
command.

EPI DEQ has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "DEQ keywords"

   {termname|*}

   /* You can choose one or both of the following optional keywords. */

   [FORCE]

   [ALL]
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termname
Defines the virtual terminal that you want to release.

*
Release the current terminal defined through the SETTERM command.

FORCE
(Optional) Forces the current ownership of this virtual terminal to be released, even if the current program does
not own the terminal.

WARNING

Use the FORCE keyword with caution, because it can produce undesirable results.

ALL
(Optional) Forces the release of all virtual terminals.

EPI DEQ Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement releases ownership of the TERM2 virtual terminal:

DEQ TERM2

DEQ Return Codes

The DEQ command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute because the named terminal is disabled, or because the command specified a
nonexistent terminal name.

12
The command failed. When this occurs, EPI issues this error message:
No ENQ was found. Error posting next ENQ in chain.

EPI DISABLE Command -- Disable Virtual Terminals

EPI DISABLE disables one or more virtual terminals.

NOTE

We strongly recommend that you do not use the EPI DISABLE command in your automation procedures; the
use of this command may result in hang conditions inside the VTAM code, and the EPI is unable to process
commands. Rather, you should use the EPI ENABLE command at initialization to enable your virtual terminals,
and you should keep the terminals enabled until the product is terminated.

EPI DISABLE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "DISABLE keywords"

   {termname|ALL|*}

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal you want to disable. EPI stops the session between this virtual terminal
and the external product it is logged on to before disabling the terminal. Once a terminal is disabled, it stops
communicating with the external product and EPI. If any commands were being processed when the terminal was
disabled, those commands do not execute. An EPI message reports that the terminal was disabled.
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You cannot delete a virtual terminal definition unless you have disabled that terminal using the DISABLE
command.

ALL
Disables all virtual terminals.

WARNING
Although the DISABLE ALL command shuts the EPI down quickly, use it with caution, because an
external product logged onto one or more of your virtual terminals can have problems if you disable its
terminal without logging off properly.

*
Disables the current terminal defined through the SETTERM command.

EPI DISABLE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement disables the TERM1 virtual terminal:

DISABLE TERM1

DISABLE Return Codes

The DISABLE command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed as usual.

4
No terminals were disabled because the terminals have not been defined or because the terminals are already
disabled.

EPI ENABLE -- Activate a Virtual Terminal

The EPI ENABLE command activates a virtual terminal by issuing a VTAM OPEN ACB request. This command also
determines whether external products can acquire this virtual terminal.

EPI ENABLE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "ENABLE keywords"

   {termname|ALL|*}

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal that you want to enable. You can only enable terminals that were defined
through the DEFINE command previously, and you must define the virtual terminal name (the VTAM application
ID) to VTAM.

ALL
Instructs EPI to try to enable all defined virtual terminals that currently are disabled.

*
Enables the current terminal defined through the SETTERM command.

EPI ENABLE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement enables the virtual terminal flagged as the current terminal (through the SETTERM
command):

ENABLE *
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ENABLE Return Codes

The ENABLE command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed as usual.

4
No terminals were enabled (ENABLE ALL) because the terminals have not been defined or because the terminals
are disabled.

12
The enable request failed and an error message was issued.

EPI ENQ -- Enqueue a Virtual Terminal

The EPI ENQ command enqueues a virtual terminal or test for terminal ownership. If you do not issue this command to
release an enqueued terminal, that terminal dequeues automatically when the REXX program ends. To enqueue more
than one terminal, issue multiple ENQ commands in ascending order by terminal name. Request rules are the only AOF
rules that can use this command.

EPI ENQ has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "ENQ keywords"

   {termname|*}

   [NOWAIT|TEST|WAIT]

termname
Defines the name of the terminal that you want to enqueue.

*
The current terminal that is defined through the SETTERM command.

NOWAIT
(Optional) Tells EPI to assign ownership of the virtual terminal only if it is available immediately (otherwise,
ownership is not assigned).

TEST
(Optional) Tells EPI to return control to the REXX program immediately and to set the return code to indicate the
status of terminal ownership.

WAIT
(Optional) Tells EPI to wait until the virtual terminal is owned before returning control to the REXX program issuing
the ENQ command. Specifying termname as the only ENQ operand has the same result as specifying the WAIT
keyword.
Default: WAIT

EPI ENQ Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement enqueues virtual terminal TERM1:

ENQ TERM1

ENQ Return Codes

The ENQ command produces these return codes:

0
If the command specified WAIT or NOWAIT, ownership has been assigned. If the command specified TEST, the
terminal was available without waiting.
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4
The command did not execute. EPI issues a warning message explaining that the command did not execute
because the terminal was disabled, was not defined, or is already enqueued.

12
The command failed for one of the following reasons, described in an EPI error message:

• Another user has already enqueued the terminal.
• A conflict exists with an ENQ command issued previously.
• The ENQ request area GETMAIN failed.

EPI GETSCRN -- Display Screen Image

The EPI GETSCRN command fetches the current screen image from an OPS/MVS-monitored VTAM session, and
displays the image on the terminal. Optionally, GETSCRN can store the screen image in OPS/REXX variables that
describe the contents and state of the screen.

EPI GETSCRN has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "GETSCRN keywords"

   {SESSION(sessid)}

   [CMDRESP(dest)]

   [PREFIX(prefix)]

   [SUBSYS(ssid)]

   [TRUNCATE(YES|NO)]

SESSION
Defines the session ID of the monitored session.
Value: 1 to 8 characters

CMDRESP
(Optional) Specifies the variables to store the fetched screen image.
Value: CLIST or REXX
Default: CLIST

PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the prefix that you want to use when you create the CLIST or REXX variables.
Value: 1 to 6 characters

NOTE

For more details about these variables, see Use SESSCMD in a CLIST or REXX EXEC.

SUBSYS
(Optional) Addresses the command to a copy of OPS/MVS with a subsystem ID other than the default subsystem
ID, which is OPSS.

TRUNCATE
(Optional) Specifies whether OPS/MVS truncates the screen image display when you enter GETSCRN from a
TSO terminal.
Value: YES or NO
Default: YES

EPI GETSCRN Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement fetches the current screen of the VTAM session with session ID CICS2 and
displays it on the TSO terminal:

GETSCRN SESSION(CICS2)
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This example shows the use of GETSCRN in a REXX program. This REXX program retrieves the current screen from a
VTAM session and displays all the CLIST variables that OPS/MVS generates from the display.

SESSION = ARG(1)

ADDRESS EPI

'GETSCRN SESSION('SESSION') PREFIX(LINE)'

IF RC > 0 THEN EXIT

SAY 'THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES HAVE BEEN SET'

SAY 'CSRCOL =' CSRCOL

SAY 'CSRPOS =' CSRPOS

SAY 'CSRROW =' CSRROW

SAY 'SCREEN =' SCREEN

SAY 'SCRLEN =' SCRLEN

SAY 'SCRSIZE =' SCRSIZE

SAY 'SCRSTAT =' SCRSTAT

SAY 'SCRWDTH =' SCRWDTH

DO I=1 TO LINE.0

  SAY I ':' LINE.I

END

RETURN

GETSCRN Return Codes

The GETSCRN command produces these return codes:

0
Completed successfully.
Cancels Currently Executing Script: No

4
ATM0111I USER NOT AUTHORIZED TO ACCESS command
Cancels Currently Executing Script: Yes

8
ATM1110I SESSION sessid DOES NOT EXIST
Cancels Currently Executing Script: Yes

12
ATM0106I OPS/MVS IS NOT ACTIVE TO PROCESS COMMAND
Cancels Currently Executing Script: No

16
One of the following messages:

• ATM1140I SESSION CONTROL TASK IS NOT ACTIVE
• ATM1141I SESSION IS NOT AVAILABLE
• ATM1142E OPEN INTERFACE HAS ABENDED

Cancels Currently Executing Script: Yes (for all three messages)
20

ATM1143I SCREEN IMAGE IS NOT AVAILABLE
Cancels Currently Executing Script: No

EPI HELP -- Returns Valid EPI Commands

The EPI HELP command returns a list of all the valid EPI host commands to the external data queue. Use this command
when you receive a new version of the EPI to determine which EPI commands it recognizes.
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EPI HELP has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "HELP" (no keywords)

HELP Return Code

The HELP command produces this return code:

0
The command executed successfully.

EPI INQINPUT -- Input Indicator

The EPI INQINPUT command lets you verify that the virtual keyboard is not locked. Use this command before you issue
the TYPE command. This verification shows that its input inhibited indicator is off and that it can accept input from the
REXX program that issued the INQINPUT command.

EPI INQINPUT has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "INQINPUT keywords"

   {termname|*}

   [NOWAIT|WAIT]

termname
Defines the name of the terminal about which you are inquiring.

*
Inquire about the state of the current terminal that is defined through the SETTERM command.

NOWAIT
(Optional) Tells EPI to return the current state of the input indicator immediately. To force this indicator to off,
allowing the program to send data to the virtual terminal, issue this command:
TYPE termname !RESET

Issuing this command does not prevent the external product from turning the indicator back on.
WAIT

(Optional) Tells EPI to place the program issuing the INQINPUT command into a wait state until the external
product connected to this virtual terminal has unlocked the keyboard.

EPI INQINPUT Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement causes the REXX program that interacts with the TERM2 virtual terminal to pause
until the virtual keyboard can accept input:

INQINPUT TERM2 WAIT

INQINPUT Return Codes

The INQINPUT command produces these return codes:

0
Input is not inhibited.

1
Input is inhibited. In this situation, only the !RESET scan code will operate.

4
The virtual terminal is not defined.
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12
The command failed because the virtual terminal is not enabled.

EPI LIST -- Display Virtual Terminal Status

The EPI LIST command displays the status of one or more virtual terminals. The LIST command runs in AOF rules
synchronously and returns data to the external data queue.

EPI LIST has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "LIST keywords"

   {termname|ALL|*}

termname
Defines the name of the terminal for which you want status information. EPI displays only information about the
named terminal.

ALL
Instructs EPI to display the status of all defined virtual terminals.

*
Shows the status of the current terminal that is defined through the SETTERM command.

EPI LIST Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement shows a screen that the EPI LIST ALL command returns:

                              VTAM           === RETRY ===     VTAM

TERMNAME USERNAME  STATUS   APPLNAME LOGMODE SECS  MAX  NOW  RTNCD  FDBK2

-------- --------  ------   -------- ------- ----  ---  ---  -----  -----

OMTERM3  OMEGAMON  ACTIVE   OMVTAM   T3278M3   30   30    0  X'00' x'00'

OMTERM1  OMVTAM    ACTIVE   OMVTAM   T3278M3   30   30    0  X'00' x'00'

OMTERM2  OMCICS    ENABLED  OMVTAM   T3278M3   30   30    0  X'10' x'01'

CA7TERM  CA7       RETRYING CA7                30    4    2  X'00' x'00'

OPSS0001 TSO1      ACTIVE   TSO                NO RETRY      X'00' x'00'

OPS0002  TSO2      ACTIVE   TSO                NO RETRY      X'00' x'00'

LIST Return Codes

The LIST command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
No terminals were defined.

EPI LOGOFF -- Log Off a Virtual Terminal

The EPI LOGOFF command logs a virtual terminal off from an external product. The terminal remains active unless you
also issue the EPI DISABLE command.

When you issue the LOGOFF command, you log off from the external product that is associated with this virtual terminal.
For example, if a virtual terminal were logged on to TSO, you would log off from TSO. You can exit to the TSO READY
prompt, and then issue the TSO LOGOFF command.

EPI LOGOFF has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "LOGOFF keywords"
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   {termname|ALL|*}

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal you are logging off.

ALL
Instructs EPI to log off all virtual terminals.

*
Logs off the current terminal that is defined through the SETTERM command.

EPI LOGOFF Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement logs off a virtual terminal with message prefixing turned off:

MSGID OFF

LOGOFF TERM4

LOGOFF Return Codes

The LOGOFF command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The specified virtual terminal was not logged off because it has not been defined or is not logged on.

12
The LOGOFF command failed.

EPI LOGON -- Log On a Virtual Terminal

The LOGON command logs a virtual terminal on to an external product by causing EPI to issue a VTAM REQSESS
request.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "LOGON keywords"

   {termname|ALL|*}

   [APPLID(prodappl)]

   [LOGMODE(modename)]

   [LOGONPARM('parmstring')]

   [NORETRY|RETRY(secondsretries)]

 Note: The LOGON command uses most of the same keywords as the EPI CHANGE and EPI DEFINE commands.

EPI LOGON Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement logs on with message prefixing active:

MSGID ON

LOGON TERM4

LOGON Return Codes

The LOGON command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.
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4
The specified virtual terminal was not logged on because it has not been defined, is disabled, or is already logged
on.

12
The LOGON command failed.

EPI MSGID -- Prefix Message IDs

The EPI MSGID command determines whether output lines that all EPI host commands return to the EPI external data
queue have a prefix. This prefix, which begins with the characters OPS, consists of an eight-character message ID and a
trailing blank.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "MSGID keyword"

   {ON|OFF}

ON
Causes message IDs to be prefixed to output lines in the external data queue. ON is the default setting.

OFF
Causes output lines to return to the external data queue without prefixes.

 Default: ON

EPI MSGID Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement turns off message prefixing:

MSGID OFF

MSGID Return Codes

The MSGID command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully, turning message prefixing ON.

1
The command executed successfully, turning message prefixing OFF.

EPI MVCURSOR -- Move Cursor Position

The EPI MVCURSOR command moves the cursor to the named row and column position on the virtual terminal screen.

EPI MVCURSOR has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "MVCURSOR keywords"

   /* You must specify a value for each keyword.   */

     {termname|*}

     {row}

     {col}

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal for which you are specifying cursor position.

*
Moves the cursor for the current terminal that is defined through the SETTERM command.
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row
Identifies the number of the row where you want to place the cursor.

col
Identifies the number of the column where you want to place the cursor.

EPI MVCURSOR Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement moves the cursor to column 1 of row 1:

MVCURSOR TERM01 1 1

MVCURSOR Return Codes

The MVCURSOR command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute. An error message reports whether the command failed because the named
terminal is not defined or because the terminal is disabled.

12
The command specified an invalid row, column, or both.

EPI PEEK -- Display Screen Buffer in Hexadecimal

The EPI PEEK command displays the contents of the virtual terminal screen buffer in hexadecimal format. EPI displays 16
hexadecimal bytes for each output line except for row 0 of the screen. PEEK under EPI does not read the contents of row
0.

Usually, you issue this command to interrogate 3278 host attribute bytes. The PEEK command runs in AOF rules
synchronously and returns data to the external data queue. The command returns buffer code in EBCDIC format;
values ranging from X'20' through X'3F' are attribute bytes. You can read the screen more easily using the EPI
RDSCREEN and EPI RDSCRROW commands.

EPI PEEK has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "PEEK keywords"

   /* You must specify a value for each keyword.   */

   {termname|*}

   {row}

   {col}

   {length}

termname
Defines the virtual terminal for which you want to display buffer contents.

*
Specifies the current terminal that is defined through the SETTERM command.

row
Identifies the number of the screen row where capturing of buffer contents begins.

col
Identifies the number of the screen column where capturing of buffer contents begins.

length
Defines the number of lines from the screen buffer that you want to display.
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EPI PEEK Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement issues this PEEK command:

PEEK TERM4 22 1 30

You receive the following output:

24 D9 C5 C1 C4 E8 20 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 *.READY..........*

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

This example shows the beginning of the TSO READY message on terminal TERM4. The first number, 24, is a high-
intensity unprotected attribute byte. The five characters following it are READY in 3278 buffer code. The number following
that, 20, is a low-intensity unprotected attribute byte.

PEEK Return Codes

The PEEK command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The virtual terminal is not defined or not enabled.

12
The command specifies an invalid row/column/length value. Either the row or the column is larger than the screen
size or the length value extends past the end of the screen.

EPI POKE -- Modify Screen Buffer Contents

The EPI POKE command modifies the contents of the virtual terminal screen buffer. POKE under EPI does not read the
contents of row 0.

EPI POKE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "POKE keywords"

   /* You must specify a value for each keyword.   */

   {termname|*}

   {row}

   {col}

   {poketext}

termname
Defines the virtual terminal for which you want to modify buffer contents.

*
Specifies the current terminal that is defined through the SETTERM command.

row
Specifies the number of the screen row where altering of buffer contents begins.

col
Specifies the number of the screen column where altering of buffer contents begins.

poketext
Provides a character string or a hexadecimal string that is enclosed in quotation marks. The value is the actual
3278 buffer code.
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EPI POKE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement shows buffer code representing the string READY at column 2 of row 22:

POKE TERM4 22 2 "D9 C5 C1 C4 E8 20"x

POKE Return Codes

The POKE command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute because the virtual terminal is not defined or is disabled.

12
The command failed, probably because it specifies an invalid row/column value. Either the row or the column is
larger than the screen size.

EPI RDCURSOR -- Request Cursor Position

The EPI RDCURSOR command returns the cursor position that the row and column number specify. This command runs
in AOF rules synchronously and returns data in the external data queue.

EPI RDCURSOR has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "RDCURSOR keywords"

   {termname|*}

termname
Defines the virtual terminal for which you want to retrieve the cursor position.

*
Retrieves the cursor position for the current terminal that is defined by the SETTERM command.

EPI RDCURSOR Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement requests the cursor position on virtual terminal TERM3:

RDCURSOR TERM3

If the cursor is at row 23, column 1, the output from this command is 23 1.

RDCURSOR Return Codes

The RDCURSOR command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute because the virtual terminal is not defined or is disabled.

EPI RDSCREEN -- Retrieve Virtual Terminal Screen

The EPI RDSCREEN command returns the entire virtual terminal screen as a set of output lines. The first output line is
the operator information area, which is the status line at the bottom of the screen. The remaining lines are the screen
contents starting with the top row. If trimming is on, trailing blanks are trimmed.

This command runs in AOF rules synchronously and returns data in the external data queue.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "RDSCREEN keywords"

   {termname|*}

termname
Defines the virtual terminal for which you want to retrieve the screen.

*
Retrieves the screen for the current terminal that is defined by the SETTERM command.

EPI RDSCREEN Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement returns the screen image on virtual terminal TERM4:

RDSCREEN TERM4

RDSCREEN Return Codes

The RDSCREEN command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute because the virtual terminal is not defined or is disabled.

EPI RDSCRROW -- Return Text from Specified Row

The EPI RDSCRROW command returns a specified row as one output line. EPI does not allow the RDSCRROW
command to read row 0, the operator information area. If trimming is on, trailing blanks are trimmed.

This command runs in AOF rules synchronously and returns data in the external data queue.

EPI RDSCRROW has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "RDSCRROW keywords"

   {termname|*}

   {row}

termname
Defines the virtual terminal from which you want to retrieve the row.

*
Retrieves the specified row for the current terminal that is defined by the SETTERM command.

row
Specifies the number of the row to return.

EPI RDSCRROW Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement returns the text on line 24 of the screen image on virtual terminal TERM4:

RDSCRROW TERM4 24

RDSCRROW Return Codes

The RDSCRROW command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.
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4
The command did not execute because the virtual terminal is not defined or is disabled.

12
The command specified an invalid row number.

EPI SESSCMD -- Issue Command to VTAM Session

The EPI SESSCMD command issues a command to a VTAM application session. For SESSCMD to function, OPS/
MVS must be monitoring the VTAM session.

EPI SESSCMD has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "SESSCMD keywords"

   {'cmdtext'}

   {SESSION(sessid)}

   [CMDRESP(dest)]

   [CMDWAIT(maxwait)]

   [ID(screenid)]

   [MAXCMDOUT(maxlines)]

   [PREFIX(prefix)]

   [STOPMSG(text,text)]

   [SUBSYS(ssid)]

   [TRUNCATE(YES|NO)]

cmdtext
Specifies the text of the command to be issued to the VTAM session.
Value: Up to 1,000 bytes long.
If the cmdtext contains quotes, you can specify the command in one of the following ways:

• Use two consecutive single quotes for each quote that pass to the application. For example, SESSCMD
'''DSIRB11.ASM''' causes the text 'DSIRB11.ASM' to be set.

• Use a pair of characters other than question marks to enclose the text. For example,
SESSCMD /'DSIRB11.ASM'/ causes the text 'DSIRB11.ASM' to be set.

As part of the command text you enter, include an abbreviation for an AID key, that is, one of the function keys
on the 3270 keyboard. When OPS/MVS executes SESSCMD, it issues the command and sends the function
keystroke that you specified. If you do not enter a key abbreviation, OPS/MVS issues the specified command, and
then sends an Enter keystroke.
To simulate an Enter keystroke, use this text:
SESSCMD ''

Otherwise, the Enter keystroke is implied. A key abbreviation consists of the at-sign (@) followed by a lowercase
letter, a digit, or uppercase C. The abbreviations correspond as much as possible to the actual name of the key.
For example, the abbreviation for the CLEAR key is @C, the abbreviation for PF3 is @3, and so on. For a list of
possible abbreviations, see Keyboard Mnemonics for Special Function Keys.
When specifying an abbreviation for an AID key, enter the abbreviation exactly as shown in Keyboard Mnemonics
for Special Function Keys. Otherwise, SESSCMD cannot interpret the abbreviation that you entered as a valid
keystroke. The abbreviation must be the final item in your text, or else OPS/MVS issues this message:
OPS4386W EXTRANEOUS CHARACTERS IGNORED AFTER PF, PA OR CLEAR KEY

After this message appears, OPS/MVS continues to process the SESSCMD command processor. However, OPS/
MVS sends only the command text that preceded the key abbreviation, plus the key abbreviation itself, to the
VTAM session.

SESSION
Specifies the session ID of the VTAM application session.
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CMDRESP
(Optional) Specifies the variables to store the fetched screen image.
The dest value can be either CLIST or REXX.
Default: CLIST

CMDWAIT
(Optional) Specifies the maximum amount of time that SESSCMD waits before it times out. SESSCMD normally
waits for the terminal keyboard unlock condition before it returns to the current screen image (unless it is used
with the STOPMSG keyword).
When used with the STOPMSG keyword, SESSCMD tries to satisfy the STOPMSG request until the CMDWAIT
value expires.
Default: 1 second, and the maximum value is 900 seconds.

ID
(Optional) Assigns a one- to eight-character ID to the screen image generated by the command. In screen rules,
this ID identifies the command that produced the screen.
OPS/MVS assigns this ID to all responses from the application while the SESSCMD command processor is
executing, regardless of whether those responses are responses to the command or to some other application
action.
Default: No screen ID.

MAXCMDOUT
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of lines that SESSCMD returns.

PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the one- to six-character prefix to be used when creating the CLIST or REXX variables.

STOPMSG
(Optional) Specifies a text string that OPS/MVS searches for as it receives the response from a command issued
to a VTAM application session (through SESSCMD). If text matches any text in the response screen returned
by the VTAM session, OPS/MVS terminates the SESSCMD. If no text in the response screen matches text,
SESSCMD times out, producing an error message and return code.
You can specify up to ten text elements with the STOPMSG keyword. Each text element can use as many as 32
characters. If you specify more than one text element, you must separate those elements with commas as shown
in the following example:
STOPMSG(text,text,text, . . .)

Also, text can contain non-alphabetic characters. For example, many application screens terminate with three
asterisks (***). So if you want SESSCMD to terminate when OPS/MVS detects the end of the response screen
from the VTAM session, specify STOPMSG(***).

NOTE

• Exercise caution when using the STOPMSG keyword to search for a text string when a high value is
specified for the CMDWAIT keyword-doing so may encumber your system resources.

• SESSCMD polls the terminal four times a second for updates to the screen until the CMDWAIT value
expires or a STOPMSG string is found

SUBSYS
(Optional) Addresses the command to a copy of OPS/MVS with a subsystem ID other than the default subsystem
ID, which is OPSS.

TRUNCATE
(Optional) Specifies whether OPS/MVS truncates the screen image display when you enter SESSCMD from a
TSO terminal. Possible TRUNCATE values are YES, which tells OPS/MVS to truncate this display to make it more
readable; and NO, which tells OPS/MVS not to truncate this display.
Default: YES
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EPI SESSCMD Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement gets TSO session TSOAA11 out of ISPF and back to the READY prompt:

SESSCMD '=X' SESSION(TSOAA11)

The following example shows the use of the SESSCMD command in a REXX program:

sess = 'A44IEPC1'

/* GET THE CURRENT SCREEN IMAGE INTO STEM VARIABLES PREFIXED WITH LINE*/

ADDRESS EPI

"GETSCRN SESSION("sess") CMDRESP(REXX) PREFIX(LINE)"

IF RC > 0 THEN

  DO

    SAY "GETSCRN RETURN CODE =" RC

    EXIT

  END

DO FOREVER

  DO Z=1 TO LINE.0

    LINE.Z = SUBSTR(LINE.Z,1,60)

  END

  ADDRESS WTO

  "TEXTVAR(LINE.) MSGID('')"

  "TEXT('CURSOR AT ROW" csrrow ", COLUMN" csrcol "ENTER COMMAND",

    "OR EXIT') REPLY"

  IF RC > 0 THEN EXIT

  IF QUEUED() > 1 THEN EXIT

  PARSE PULL . RPLY

  "TEXT('OPERATOR REPLY IS:" rply "')"

  IF POS('EXIT',RPLY) > 0 THEN EXIT

  ADDRESS EPI

  "SESSCMD /"rply"/ SESSION("sess") CMDRESP(REXX) PREFIX(LINE)",

    "CMDWAIT(5)"

  IF RC > 0 THEN

    DO

      DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0

        PARSE PULL X; SAY X

      END

      EXIT

    END

END

RETURN
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Keyboard Mnemonics for Special Function Keys

The following is a list of function key abbreviations for use in the cmdtext operand under SESSCMD. Note that the
uppercase and lowercase alphabetic characters are abbreviations for different keys.

@C Clear
@1 PF1
@2 PF2
@3 PF3
@4 PF4
@5 PF5
@6 PF6

@7 PF7
@8 PF8
@9 PF9
@a PF10
@b PF11
@c PF12
@d PF13

@e PF14
@f PF15
@g PF16
@h PF17
@i PF18
@j PF19
@k PF20

@l PF21
@m PF22
@n PF23
@o PF24
@x PA1
@y PA2
@z PA3

You also can insert special escape instructions in the text string to specify where on the screen the text should be placed.
You can specify the following instructions:

 Abbreviations  Instructions 
@(xx,yy) Go to line xx, column yy. (1,1) is the topmost left character on the

screen.
@B Tab backwards one field.
@F Erase the End-of-File character. This replaces all remaining

characters in the current field with blanks.
@L Move the cursor left one position.
@N Move the cursor down one line and to the first unprotected field

that follows the current cursor position. If the cursor is on the last
screen line, wrap to the home position on the screen.

@T Tab forward one field.
@U Move the cursor up one position.
@V Move the cursor down one position.
@Z Move the cursor right one position.
@0 Go to home (position (1,1)).
@- Continuation feature. When this operator is entered at the end of

the SESSCMD text, the automatic Enter key is not sent.

To include the @ sign as text, specify @@.

NOTE

 OPS/MVS does not translate the text string to uppercase.

Use SESSCMD in a CLIST or REXX EXEC

When you use the SESSCMD command in a CLIST or a REXX EXEC, you can capture the response to the issued
command in CLIST or REXX variables. A CLIST or REXX EXEC can then analyze the response and take the appropriate
action. SESSCMD creates the output CLIST or REXX variables shown in the following table:

 Variable Contents  Variable Name If CMDRESP(CLIST)  Variable Name If CMDRESP(REXX) 
The column in which the cursor appears.
The leftmost column of the screen is
column 1.

CSRCOL CSRCOL
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The location of the cursor as a single
number.

CSRPOS CSRPOS

The row or line on which the cursor
appears. The first line on the screen is line
1.

CSRROW CSRROW

The number of lines up to the last non-
blank line on the screen.

LINENO LINENO

The number of lines in the returned screen
image. LINE is the default prefix.

 prefix  prefix.0

The text of line m in the returned screen
image.

 prefixm  prefix.m 

The number of words in line m of the
screen image.

 prefixmW  prefix.m.0

The nth word in line m of the screen image.
The value of n can be any integer from 1 to
4.

 prefixmWn  prefix.m.n 

The entire screen contents. This variable
contains a string consisting of all of the
lines from the screen laid end-to-end,
starting from the left.

SCREEN SCREEN

The total number of rows or lines (blank
and non-blank) on the screen.

SCRLEN SCRLEN

The total size of the screen. OPS/
MVS generates this value by multiplying
&SCREEN by &SCRWDTH.

SCRSIZE SCRSIZE

The current state of the keyboard (LOCKED
or UNLOCKED).

SCRSTAT SCRSTAT

The total number of columns on the screen.
An 80-byte screen has 80 columns.

SCRWDTH SCRWDTH

EPI SESSCMD Return Codes

If SESSCMD executes in a script, some error conditions (listed in the following table) may cause the script to be canceled.
The SESSCMD command produces one of these return codes:

4
A command syntax error occurred.

8
The EPI terminal, or session ID, is not defined.

12
The subsystem is inactive.

20
The screen is not available.

24
The EPI is inactive.

28
Protected field store.

36
The command timed out.
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56
The EPI command send failed.

60
Authorization check failed.

64
An authorization check abend occurred.

EPI SETMODEL -- Set Model Number

The EPI SETMODEL command sets the model number for the virtual terminal. If this terminal is enabled, the SETMODEL
command disables the terminal internally, sets the model number, and then re-enables the terminal.

WARNING
 We strongly recommend that you do not use this command because it will be removed in a future release. This
command does not actually set the model number for the virtual terminal. The type of the terminal is controlled
by the value of the LOGMODE keyword on the EPI CHANGE, EPI DEFINE, or EPI LOGON command.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "SETMODEL keywords"

   {termname|*}

   {model}

termname
Defines the virtual terminal for which you are setting a model number.

*
Sets a model number for the current terminal that is defined by the SETTERM command.

model
Specifies the model number, which must be 2, 3, or 4.

EPI SETMODEL Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sets the terminal model for TERM3 to model 3:

SETMODEL TERM3 3

SETMODEL Return Codes

The SETMODEL command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The virtual terminal is not defined.

EPI SETTERM -- Set the Virtual Terminal

The EPI SETTERM command sets the current virtual terminal. Subsequent commands that specify * as
the termname value refer to this terminal. When the REXX program begins, the current virtual terminal is undefined.

EPI SETTERM has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "SETTERM keyword"

   {termname}
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termname
Defines the virtual terminal to be designated as the current terminal.

EPI SETTERM Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sets virtual terminal 5 as the current virtual terminal:

SETTERM TERM5

SETTERM Return Code

The SETTERM command produces this return code:

0
The command executed successfully.

EPI SETUNAME -- Set User-Defined Name

The EPI SETUNAME command sets the user-defined name for a virtual terminal. To cancel out the current user-defined
name, omit the user_termname operand.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "SETUNAME keyword"

   {termname|*}

   [user_termname]

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal that you are giving a user-defined name. This name must be the
termname value that is defined for this terminal through the DEFINE or CHANGE command.

*
Sets a model number for the current terminal that is defined by the SETTERM command.

user_termname
(Optional) Specifies the name that you use for this virtual terminal.

EPI SETUNAME Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sets user-defined name for virtual terminal TERM3 to CICSTERM:

SETUNAME TERM3 CICSTERM

SETUNAME Return Codes

The SETUNAME command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute because the virtual terminal name is not defined.

12
The user_termname value is already defined.

EPI SUBATTR -- Return Attribute Characters

The EPI SUBATTR command affects how the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands return host attribute characters.
Use this command to return all attribute bytes as values between X'20' and X'3F' (no translation).
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EPI SUBATTR has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "SUBATTR keyword"

   {ON|OFF}

   [sub_char]

ON
Tells EPI to translate attribute characters. This value reverses the effects of a previously issued SUBATTR OFF
command.

OFF
Tells EPI not to translate attribute characters.
Default: OFF

sub_char
(Optional) Specifies the character to be substituted for all host attribute byte characters of output from the
RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands. This value can be a single character or a numeric value from 0
through 255 that corresponds to the EBCDIC value of the desired character.

EPI SUBATTR Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sets substitute character for host attribute byte characters to a percent sign:

SUBATTR % ON

SUBATTR Return Codes

Return codes from the SUBATTR command represent the EBCDIC equivalents of the previous SUBATTR value. You can
use a subroutine to alter the SUBATTR value temporarily, and then restore the environment to its former state.

EPI SUBSYS -- Direct Host Commands

The EPI SUBSYS command directs EPI host commands from the current OPS/REXX program to an EPI other than the
one using the OPS/MVS default z/OS subsystem ID of OPSS. Once the SUBSYS command is issued, all subsequent EPI
host commands from the current REXX program go to this subsystem until the program encounters another EPI SUBSYS
command.

EPI SUBSYS has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "SUBSYS keyword"

  {ssid}

ssid
Defines the four-character z/OS subsystem ID of the copy of OPS/MVS.

EPI SUBSYS Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sets Subsystem ID to OPSV:

SUBSYS OPSV

Return Codes

The EPI SUBSYS command produces only the return codes described in ADDRESS EPI Return Codes in REXX
Programs.
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EPI SUBUNPT -- Set Substitute Character for Unprintable Characters

The EPI SUBUNPT command affects how the RDSCREEN and RDSCRROW commands return unprintable characters.

EPI SUBUNPT has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "SUBUNPT keywords"

   {sub_char}

   {ON|OFF}

sub_char
Defines the character to be substituted for all unprintable characters of output from the RDSCREEN and
RDSCRROW commands. This value can be a single character or a numeric value from 0 through 255 that
corresponds to the EBCDIC value of the desired character.

ON
Tells EPI to translate unprintable characters. This value reverses the effects of a previously issued SUBUNPT
OFF command.

OFF
(Default) Tells EPI not to translate unprintable characters.

EPI SUBUNPT Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sets the substitute character for unprintable characters to a slash and turns
translation for these characters on:

SUBUNPT / ON

SUBUNPT Return Codes

Return codes from the SUBUNPT command represent the EBCDIC equivalents of the previous SUBUNPT value. You can
use a subroutine to alter the SUBUNPT value temporarily, and then restore the environment to its former state.

EPI TIMEOUT -- Set Timeout Value

The EPI TIMEOUT command determines how long EPI commands wait before timing out. When a command times out,
the external data queue receives this message:

EPI COMMAND TIMED OUT BEFORE ALL RESPONSES RECEIVED

EPI TIMEOUT has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "TIMEOUT keyword"

   {seconds}

seconds
Defines the number of seconds, from 1 through 86400, to wait before EPI commands time out.
Default: 60 seconds

EPI TIMEOUT Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sets the timeout value to 45 seconds:

TIMEOUT 45

TIMEOUT Return Codes

The TIMEOUT command produces only the return codes described in ADDRESS EPI Return Codes in REXX Programs.
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EPI TRACE -- Set Trace Value

The EPI TRACE command turns tracing of terminal activity on and off. When tracing is on, EPI writes hardcopy messages
to display RPLs and buffers being sent and received.

EPI TRACE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "TRACE keywords"

   {ON|OFF}

   {termname|*}

ON
Turns on terminal tracing.

OFF
(Default) Turns off terminal tracing.

termname
Defines the name of the virtual terminal for which you are setting the trace.

*
Traces the current terminal as defined by the SETTERM command.

EPI TRACE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement enables terminal tracing:

TRACE term1 ON

TRACE Return Codes

The TRACE command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute. A warning message explains why, either because no terminals were found to trace
or because the specified terminal name could not be found.

EPI TRIM -- Remove Leading and Trailing Blanks

The EPI TRIM command causes all leading and trailing blanks to be kept on output.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you do not use this command since it will be removed in a future release. This
command does not actually turn trimming on or off. Trimming is always off for EPI.

EPI TRIM has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "TRIM keyword"

   {ON|OFF}

ON
Turns on terminal trimming.

OFF
(Default) Turns off terminal trimming.
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EPI TRIM Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement enables terminal trimming:

TRIM ON

TRIM Return Codes

The TRIM command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully, changing the setting from OFF to ON.

1
The command executed successfully, changing the setting from ON to OFF.

EPI TYPE -- Simulate Typing

The EPI TYPE command simulates typing at a 3278 keyboard. If the value of the EPICMDLOGGING parameter is YES,
EPI writes to OPSLOG any text sent to a virtual terminal through the TYPE command.

EPI TYPE has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "TYPE keywords"

   {termname|*}

   {text}

termname
Defines the terminal to which you are sending text.

text
Defines the text to send to the external product associated with this virtual terminal. This text combines literal text
enclosed in single quotation marks (such as the text of a command) and the names of keys on the 3278 keyboard
(such as Enter).

NOTE
 For more information about using the TYPE command, see  Command and Function Reference .

EPI TYPE Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sends virtual terminal TERM1 a character sequence that moves the cursor to the
first input field on the screen, erases its contents, enters the characters =X, and then issues the ENTER keystroke:

TYPE TERM1 !HOME!ERASE_EOF=X!ENTER

TYPE Return Codes

The TYPE command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute. A warning message explains why, either because the terminal is not defined or
because it is not enabled.

12
The command tried to issue an invalid keystroke. This code often results when the keyboard is inhibited from
accepting input or when the command tries to enter text into a protected field on the screen.
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3278 Host Key Names

The key equivalents described in the following table are for use with the TYPE and TYPESEC commands. There are 87
keys on the real 3278 keyboard; the following four of them, however, are not accessible from a virtual keyboard:

• ALT
• SHIFT_KEY_L
• SHIFT_KEY_R
• SHIFT_LOCK

Keys that are the same on a PC keyboard and a 3278 keyboard (alphanumeric keys and some symbols) are accessed as
usual.

The others are accessed through the HOSTKEYS command, which defines about 160 OPS/REXX variables to simulate
the 3278 keyings that a PC keyboard does not duplicate. Each variable consists of an exclamation point (!) followed by a
variable name describing the host key. Thus, !A has not been assigned by HOSTKEYS (key A as usual), but !ALT_A has
been assigned.

 3278 Host Key  Simulated by Typing… 
lowercase alphabetic keys (a-z) a-z
uppercase alphabetic keys (A-Z) A-Z - To simulate the Alt versions of these keys, type !ALT_x

where x is the desired key. For example, to simulate Alt-A type !
ALT_A.

numeric keys (0-9) 0-9
APL key !APL
CLEAR !CLEAR
Alt-Cursor !ALT_CURSOR
DEV CNCL !DEV_CNCL
Home key !HOME
IDENT key !IDENT
PA1 !PA1
PA2 !PA2
SYS_REQ !SYS_REQ
TEST key !TEST
@ @
# #
$ $
% %
& &
* *
( (
) )
- -
= =
_ _
+ +
< < or !LT
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> > or !GT
{ {
} }
/ /
\ \
? ?
! !
. .
, ,
: :
; ;
' ' or !QUOTE1
" " or !QUOTE2
backquote key !BKQUOTE
Alt-¢ cent sign !ALT_CENT_SIGN
~ !TILDE
| !VERTICAL_BAR
¬ !NOT_SIGN
ATTN !ATTN
backspace key !BKSPACE
backtab key !BACKTAB
clicker key !CLICKER
CURSR BLINK !CURSR_BLINK or !CSR_BLN
CURSR SEL !CURSOR_SEL or !CSR_SEL
DUP key !DUP
FIELD MARK key !FIELD_MARK or !FLD_MRK
print screen key !PRT_SCR
Reset key !RESET - You can simulate the shifted versions of these keys by

entering !SHF_xxxx, where xxxx is the OPS/REXX variable name
for the simulated key. For example, to simulate Shift-ATTN, enter !
SHF_ATTN.

PF keys (PF1-PF24) !PF1-!PF24
down arrow !D_ARROW
left arrow !L_ARROW
right arrow !R_ARROW
up arrow !U_ARROW
cent sign !CENT_SIGN
DELETE key !DELETE
ENTER key !ENTER
ERASE EOF !ERASE_EOF or !ERS_EOF
ERASE INPUT !ERASE_INPUT or !EI
Insert key !INSERT
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RETURN key !RETURN
Space bar !SPACE
Tab key !TAB
Unused key !UNUSED_KEY or !UK - To simulate the shifted and Alt versions

of these keys, enter! SHF_xxxx or! ALT_xxxx, where xxxx is the
OPS/REXX variable name for the simulated key. For example, to
simulate Shift-Insert, enter !SHF_INSERT; to simulate Alt-Insert,
type !ALT_INSERT.

EPI TYPESEC -- Simulate Typing without Displaying in OPSLOG

The EPI TYPESEC command simulates typing at a 3278 keyboard without writing the typed text to OPSLOG. For
example, you can use the TYPESEC command to keep passwords from appearing in OPSLOG.

EPI TYPESEC has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "TYPESEC keywords"

   {termname|*}

   {text}

termname
Defines the terminal to which you are sending text.

*
Sends the text to the current virtual terminal.

text
Defines the text to be sent to the external product associated with this virtual terminal. This text combines literal
text that is enclosed in single quotation marks, such as the text of a command, and the names of keys on the
3278 keyboard, such as Enter.

EPI TYPESEC Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sends virtual terminal TERM1 a character sequence that moves the cursor to the
first input field on the screen, erases its contents, enters a password, and then issues an ENTER keystroke:

TYPESEC TERM1 !HOME!ERASE_EOFsecret!ENTER

TYPESEC Return Codes

The TYPESEC command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute. A warning message explains why, either because the terminal is not defined or
because it is not enabled.

12
The command tried to issue an invalid keystroke. This code often results when the keyboard is inhibited from
accepting input or when the command tries to enter text into a protected field on the screen.

EPI TYPETEST -- Test a TYPE Command

The EPI TYPETEST command test-runs a TYPE command. Instead of simulating typing at a 3278 keyboard, the
TYPETEST command returns the keystrokes as output lines, one per key.
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EPI TYPETEST has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "TYPETEST keywords"

   {termname|*}

   {text}

termname
Defines the terminal to which you are sending text.

*
Sends the text to the current virtual terminal.

text
Defines the text to send to the external product associated with this virtual terminal. This text combines literal text
that is enclosed in single quotation marks, such as the text of a command and the names of keys on the 3278
keyboard, such as Enter.

EPI TYPETEST Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement sends the current virtual terminal a character sequence that moves the cursor to
the home position on the screen, tabs backward, erases the screen text there, enters the text K E,D and then presses the
Enter key.

TYPETEST * !HOME!BACKTAB!ERASE_EOF'K E,D'!ENTER

The TYPETEST command then returns this output:

0  04  HOME

0  0C  BACKTAB

0  08  ERASE_EOF

0  7D '

0  D2  K

0  40

0  C5  E

0  6B  ,

0  C4  D

0  7D '

0  7D  ENTER

The first, one-digit field may be 0 for a normal key, 1 for a shifted key, or 2 for a key pressed while the ALT key is held
down. The two-digit field is the EPI scan code (useful for debugging). The last field is the EPI host key name.

TYPETEST Return Codes

The TYPETEST command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
The command did not execute. A warning message explains why, either because the terminal is not defined or
because it is not enabled.

12
The command tried to issue an invalid keystroke. This code often results when the keyboard is inhibited from
accepting input or when the command tries to enter text into a protected field on the screen.
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EPI UNBIND -- Undo a Bind

The EPI UNBIND command reverses the effect of a BIND command and release the indicated session for access by other
sources.

EPI UNBIND has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "UNBIND keywords"

  {sessid}

  [,SUBSYS(ssid)]

sessid
Defines the session ID for the VTAM application session that you want to unbind.

,SUBSYS(ssid)
(Optional) Addresses the command to a copy of OPS/MVS with a subsystem ID other than the default subsystem
ID.
Default subsystem ID: OPSS

EPI UNBIND Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement releases the CICS2 session so that other TSO users or automation procedures
can bind to it:

UNBIND CICS2

UNBIND Return Codes

The UNBIND command produces these return codes:

0
The command completed successfully.

4
A syntax error occurred. OPS/MVS will generate messages describing the error.

8
The EPI terminal, or session ID, is not defined.

12
The OPS/MVS subsystem is not active.

16
The session is not available.

40
There is no response from the main subsystem.

EPI WAIT -- Delay Rule Processing

The EPI WAIT command in a REXX program or an AOF request rule delays processing of that rule or program for a
specified number of seconds. Request rules are the only rules that can use this command.

EPI WAIT has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "WAIT keyword"

   {seconds}
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seconds
Defines the wait interval in seconds. You can specify any number of seconds from 0 through 86400 (the number
of seconds in 24 hours). The number can be either an integer or a real number with two places to the right of the
decimal point.

EPI WAIT Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement pauses processing for 5 seconds:

WAIT 5

WAIT Return Code

The WAIT command produces this return code:

0
The command executed successfully.

EPI WAITTOD -- Set Processing Delay Time

The EPI WAITTOD command delays processing of a REXX program or an AOF request rule until a specific time of day
has been reached. Request rules are the only rules that can use this command.

EPI WAITTOD has the following format:

ADDRESS EPI "WAITTOD keyword"

   {hh mm ss}

hh mm ss
Defines the wait time of day in hours (hh), minutes (mm), and seconds (ss).

NOTE

You must specify the time in military format (for example, 8:15:30 a.m. equals 081530 in military time).
The time that you specify also must be at least one second, and not more than 24 hours, into the future.

EPI WAITTOD Sample Coding Statements

The following sample coding statement pauses processing until 1:35 p.m.:

WAITTOD 13 35 0

WAITTOD Return Codes

The WAITTOD command produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

12
The time specified is not within 1 to 86400 seconds into the future.

Address ESP Host Environment
This host environment lets OPS/REXX programs issue commands to ESP.
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Utilization Environments for Address ESP

The Address ESP host environment is only available in OPS/REXX programs that run in an OPS/MVS server, batch, or
the TSO foreground. This host environment is not directly available in AOF rules.

Installation Requirements

The address space that runs the OPS/REXX program which issues the ADDRESS ESP host command must have access
to the ESP load library. Therefore, the hlq.WAEE.LOAD dsn must be either in the LINKLIST, or it must be allocated
through a //STEPLIB DD within the running address space, such as the OPSOSF procedure.

WARNING

ESP must be at version r11.4 with ESP APAR RO75777 applied or any higher release after r11.4.

Coding Syntax
address ESP

"Subsys(xxxx);command"

Sample Coding Statements provides specific syntax details about each of these listed functions and keywords.

 Subsys 

Identifies the defined ESP subsystem name in which the command is to be directed.

NOTE

This keyword is required and it must proceed the ESP command that you are issuing. A semicolon (;)
must separate the Subsys from the command 

  command  

Specifies any valid ESP command as supported through the ESP command processor.

Generated Output

Any expected command output from the ESP command returns to the External Data Queue (EDQ) of the executing OPS/
REXX program.

Sample Coding Statements

Sample 1 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Issue a valid CA WAEE command from an OPS/REXX program.            */

/* Logic will simply issue a command and say back the returned        */

/* output.                                                            */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

waeecmd = 'LJ OPSJOB'                  /* Desired CA WAEE command     */

address ESP                            /* Set ESP host environment    */

"Subsys(X114);"waeecmd                 /* Build required keywords     */

say 'RC of cmd 'waeecmd'='rc           /* Simple say of return code   */

cmdoutlines = QUEUED()                 /* Set the # of cmd responses  */

say 'Collected output for 'waeecmd':'                                   

do cmdoutlines                         /* Set loop for all responses  */

 pull cmdout                           /* Pull one line from EDQ      */

 say ' ***>'cmdout                     /* Simple say of this cmd line */

end                                    /* End of all responses        */
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return 

Sample 1 Program Results
RC of cmd LJ OPSJOB=0                                                    

Collected output for LJ OPSJOB:                                          

 ***>ESP2449I JOB OPSJOB LISTING                                         

 ***>OPSJOB(JOB49538), COMPLETED, CC 8, CCFAIL, NODE USILCA11            

 ***>SUBMITTED BY ESP AT 11.18.17 ON WED  1APR, EVENT ZHALI13.OPSMVS     

 ***>JCL FROM ZHALI13.PSS.JCLLIB(OPSJOB)                                 

 ***>PROGRAMMER LUCY, ACCOUNT 11310000                                   

 ***>JOB IS IN APPL TESTOPS GENERATION 5                                 

 ***>FULL JOB NAME OPSJOB.TEST                                           

 ***>                                                                    

 ***>STEPNAME-PROCSTEP-PROGNAME--EXCP-#T-S-N-CPU-TIME-SUNITS-REGION--CMPC

 ***>ESPCCCHK          CYBES080    94  0 0 0  0:00.01    394   268K     0

 ***>S1                CONDCODE     1  0 0 0  0:00.00    161    12K     8

 ***>                                                                    

 ***>PNODE----OUT---QTIME-POST_BY--SYS-                                  

 ***>INPUT    11.18     0          CAnn 

 ***>EXEC     11.18     0 SYSTEM   CAnn

 Sample 2 
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Issue a valid CA WAEE command from an OPS/REXX program.            */

/* Logic will simply issue a command and say back the returned        */

/* output.                                                            */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

waeecmd = 'LISTCKPT'                   /* Desired CA WAEE command     */

address ESP                            /* Set ESP host environment    */

"Subsys(X114);"waeecmd                 /* Build required keywords     */

say 'RC of cmd 'waeecmd'='rc           /* Simple say of return code   */

cmdoutlines = QUEUED()                 /* Set the # of cmd responses  */

say 'Collected output for 'waeecmd':'                                   

do cmdoutlines                         /* Set loop for all responses  */

 pull cmdout                           /* Pull one line from EDQ      */

 say ' ***>'cmdout                     /* Simple say of this cmd line */

end                                    /* End of all responses        */

return 

Sample 2 Program Results
RC of cmd LISTCKPT=0 

Collected output for LISTCKPT: 

 ***>ESP2320I CHECKPOINT DATASET STATUS 

 ***>PRIMARY CHECKPOINT CYB2.TS.ESP.V114.MASTER.CKPT 

 ***>MAX CHECKPOINT SIZE 5160960 

 ***>HIGHEST ADDRESS USED 10088 

 ***>1024 BYTES IMBEDDED FREE SPACE

Debugging Guidelines

Utilize the traditional REXX ‘TRACE I’ statement to debug program logic. Interrogate the Return Code for specific details.
Additional non zero return code error information may be present in the External Data Queue.
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Return Codes
-10

Attempted to use the host command in an AOF rule
0

Command issued successfully
4

Invalid subsystem name
Invalid keyword

8
Invalid command

12
Access to ESP subsystem denied by security system

NOTE

For a list of host commands, see the ESP Release 11.4 User Guide. For a complete list of return codes, see
the ESP Release 11.4 Command Reference Guide.

ADDRESS HWS Commands [Deprecated]
  

WARNING
This feature requires the deprecated Hardware Interface Service (HISRV), which reached end-of-service 31
AUG 2019. HISRV is replaced by the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII). For information on using
ADRESS HWS with the new OPSBCPII Server, see ADDRESS HWS Commands.

The ADDRESS HWS host command environment requires the Common Components and Services Hardware Interface
Service (HiSrv) to interact with IBM’s BCPii which allows you to perform the following tasks:

• Execute hardware commands through BCPii.
• Retrieve system attributes through BCPii.
• Update system attributes through BCPii.

ADDRESS HWS requires that the INITHWS parameter must be set to YES. ADDRESS HWS is only available in an OPS/
REXX program and an AOF Request (REQ) rules environment.

NOTE

• For more information about how to install and configure the Hardware Interface Service (HiSrv),
see Hardware Interface Service and Mainframe Connector.

• For more information about mapping BCPii attributes from OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation to IBM, see Mapping OPS/MVS BCPii Attributes to IBM Attributes.

ADDRESS HWS Command Format

The ADDRESS HWS command provides operations to do the following operations:

• Send a command to HiSrv.
• Get the value of a system attribute from HiSrv.
• Update the value of a system attribute through HiSrv.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS HWS "operation parameters"
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  {SENDCMD}

  {GETATTR}

  {SETATTR}

HWS SENDCMD -- Sends command to HiSrv

The ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD command lets you execute a specific hardware command for a specific target.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS HWS "SENDCMD keywords"

/* required keywords */

{CMDTEXT(full command)} 

{ENTITY(list of entities)}

/* optional keywords */

[DEBUG(YES|NO)]

[TIMEOUT(value)]

CMDTEXT
Contains the full text command that you want to execute through HiSrv. Commands are formatted for the
Hardware Interface Service. A complete list of commands and their functions is available in Hardware Interface
Service and Mainframe Connector.

COMMON KEYWORDS
ENTITY, DEBUG and TIMEOUT are keywords common across every HWS command, and are defined in
section ADDRESS HWS Common Keyword.

 Examples: HWS Connect 

This example sends a command to deactivate LPAR SAMPLE1, because SAMPLE1 is not a unique LPAR name the CPC
must be specified. In this case IBM.MACHINE.SAMPLE:

ADDRESS HWS "SENDCMD CMDTEXT('DEACTIVATE FORCE=YES') ENTITY(LPAR('SAMPLE1') CPC('IBM..MACHINE.SAMPLE'))"

This example executes the operating system command: command on LPAR SAMPLE2, which is uniquely named in the
topology. It also prints debugging messages:

ADDRESS HWS "SENDCMD CMDTEXT('OSCMD PRIORITY=HIGH COMMAND=command')

ENTITY(LPAR('SAMPLE2')) (DEBUG(YES)"

• Return information from SENDCMD
The REXX variables HWSRC and HWSRS contain the address environment return and reason codes respectively.
When a hardware command is executed, a hardware event notification is created. Validation and/or error reporting
must be done by catching these events, see Hardware Event API Rules . 

HWS GETATTR -- Get the value of a system attribute

The ADDRESS HWS GETATTR command lets you retrieve the value of a single attribute from a specific target.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS “HWS GETATTR keywords”  

/*required keywords */

{ATTR(name of attr)} 

{ENTITY(list of entities)} 

/* optional keywords */

[DEBUG(YES|NO)]

[REFRESH(YES|NO)]
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[TIMEOUT(value)]

ATTR
ATTR specifies the name of the target attribute to be updated. These names are derived from the attribute names
used by BCPii.

REFRESH
REFRESH defaults to NO, if REFRESH(YES) is specified HiSrv calls to BCPii to get the updated value.

COMMON KEYWORDS
ENTITY, DEBUG and TIMEOUT are keywords common across every HWS command, and are defined in
section ADDRESS HWS Common Keyword.

 Examples: HWS GETATTR 

This OPS request rule gets the value of the attribute CPCVERSION and returns it in the REXX variable HWS

GETATTR Rule:

 )req GETCPCVER 

 )proc 

 Address HWS 

 "Getattr attr('"CPCVERSION"')", 

 "Entity(cpc('IBMXXXXX.YYYY'))", 

 "Refresh(yes)", 

 "Debug(yes) Timeout(5)" 

 say 'HWSRC='HWSRC 

 say 'HWSRS='HWSRS 

 say 'HWS Get CPCVERSION Attribute ='HWS.CPCVERSION

GETATTR Output:

OPM3092H OPSREQ GETCPCVER 

 OPM0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv connected to CPC entity: IBMXXXXX.YYYY 

 OPM0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv Get request sent for attribute CPCVERSION on CPC IBMXXXXX.YYYY

 OPM3092H HWSRC=0 

 OPM3092H HWSRS=00000000 

 OPM3092H HWS Get CPCVERSION Attribute =2.13.1

Return information from GETATTR
The REXX variables HWSRC and HWSRS contain the address environment return and reason codes
respectively. A REXX variable containing the attribute value is returned. The variable has the name structure
HWS.attribute_name where the attribute name is the character string that is specified in the ATTR keyword. For
example, a request for the attribute CPCNAME would be returned in the REXX variable HWS.CPCNAME. The
format of the value in the variable is different depending on the data type of the variable. Attribute data types
include:
Binary

This data type is a fixed or variable length binary values, they are returned as hex value strings.
Boolean

True and False values that are returned as either the character string ‘TRUE’ or the character string
‘FALSE’.

Character Strings
This data type is a fixed or variable length strings of characters and is returned as such.
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Handler
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported so a hex representation of the binary attribute value is
returned.

IP Address
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported so a hex representation of the binary attribute value is
returned.

Signed Binary Number
Returned as a signed integer value in the range -2,147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647.

Unsigned Binary Number
Returned as a positive integer value in the range 0 through 4,294,967,295.

Unknown Binary Value
The type for a BCPii attribute that is undocumented or not identifiable. Unknown binary is not supported
so a hex representation of the binary attribute value is returned.

NOTE
All attributes are returned in the format that is required for the ATTRVAL keyword in the SETATTR call.

HWS SETATTR -- Update the value of a system attribute

The ADDRESS HWS SETATTR command lets you update the value of a single attribute for a specific target.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS HWS "SETATTR keywords" 

/* required keywords */

{ATTR(name of attr)} 

{ATTRVAL(new attr value)} 

{ENTITY(list of entities)} 

/* optional keywords */

[DEBUG(YES|NO)]

[TIMEOUT(value)]

ATTR
ATTR specifies the name of the target attribute to be updated. These names are derived from the attribute names
used by BCPii.

ATTRVAL
ATTRVAL contains the value the specified attribute should be updated to. Attribute values have several different
types including:
Binary

This data type is a fixed or variable length binary values, they are entered as either hex values or hex
strings. For example: ATTRVAL(X’A23F4D0F’) or ATTRVAL(A43B5CFF)

Boolean
True and False values that are set using the character strings ‘TRUE’ and ‘FALSE’. For example:
ATTRVAL(FALSE)

Character Strings
This data type is a fixed or variable length strings of characters and are specified in ATTRVAL as such.
For example: ATTRVAL(string) or ATTRVAL(‘another string’)

Handler
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported by SETATTR.

IP Address
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported by SETATTR.
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Signed Binary Number
A signed integer value in the range −2,147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647. This value requires a leading
sign for negative numbers. For example: ATTRVAL(-34523) or ATTRVAL(4)

Unsigned Binary Number
A positive integer value in the range 0 through 4,294,967,295. For example: ATTRVAL(657874)

Unknown Binary Value
The data type for a BCPii attribute is undocumented or not identified. Unknown binary is not supported by
SETATTR.

COMMON KEYWORDS
ENTITY, DEBUG and TIMEOUT are keywords common across every HWS command, and are defined in
section ADDRESS HWS Common Keyword.

 Example: HWS SETATTR 

In this example, we will change the value of SGPIPW (Shared General Processor Initial Processing Weight) on an LPAR
from 47 to 46. The following display is the output of a GETATTR to confirm the initial value is of SGPIPW on SYS1 is 47.

GETATTR Output Before SETATTR:

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv connected to LPAR entity: SYS1

 OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv Get request sent for attribute SGPIPW on LPAR SYS1 

 OPZ3092H HWSRC=0 

 OPZ3092H WSRS=00000000

 OPZ3092H HWS Get SGPIPW Attribute =47

This OPS request rule sets the value of the attribute SGPIPW and returns it in the REXX variable HWS.SGPIPW. The
command sets the value of SGPIPW on SYS1 to 46, times out after ten seconds, and creates debugging messages.

SETATTR Rule:

)req SETSGPIPW 

 )proc

 Address HWS 

 "Setattr attr('"SGPIPW"') ATTRVAL(46)", 

 "Entity(Ensemble('IBMXXXXX.YYYY')", 

 "CPC('IBMXXXXX.YYYY')", 

 "lpar('"SYS1"'))", 

 "Debug(yes) Timeout(10)" 

 say 'HWSRC='HWSRC 

 say 'HWSRS='HWSRS 

 say 'HWS Set SGPIPW Attribute ='HWS.SGPIPW

SETATTR Output:

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv connected to LPAR entity: SYS1

 HWSSECUR SECURITY EVENT CPC IBMXXXXX.YYYY ID=1318 A IBMXXXXX operation was started by YYYY from SE LIC.Change

 LPAR Control

 HWSSECUR SECURITY EVENT CPC IBMXXXXX.YYYY ID=718 Logical partition control settings were changed.

 OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv Attribute SGPIPW set to on LPAR SYS1 

 HWSATRUPDT ATTRIBUTES ADDED OR UPDATED LPAR SYS1

 OPZ3092H HWSRC=0 

 OPZ3092H HWSRS=00000000

 OPZ3092H HWS Set SGPIPW Attributed =46

To confirm out SETATTR was effective, we performed another GETATTR and received the following output. As you can
see, the value of SGPIPW on SYS1 changed from 47 to 46.
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GETATTR Output After SETATTR:

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv connected to LPAR entity: SYS1 

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - HiSrv Get request sent for attribute SGPIPW on LPAR SYS1

 OPZ3092H HWSRC=0

 OPZ3092H HWSRS=00000000

 OPZ3092H HWS Get SGPIPW Attribute =46

ADDRESS HWS Common Keywords

 ENTITY 

Entities are specific components of a systems topology and allow you to target different sections of the topology with
commands. The system topology is a hierarchical tree with multiple possible nodes for each entity type. For example,
there could be many LPAR nodes under their respective CPC nodes. Each system has a unique topology which can be
viewed by interacting directly with HiSrv.

One entity can be specified for each entity type and one or more entity types can be provided in ENTITY( ). The order of
the entities does not matter and the entity that is the lowest in the topology is assumed to be the target entity. A single
entity can be specified if the entity’s name is unique across the entire topology for entities of that type. In the case where a
non-unique name is given for an entity, the name of its parent must also be provided for a unique identify.

The entity keyword takes the following form:

ENTITY({TYPE(entity name)} {TYPE(entity name)}  ... )

Possible TYPEs are listed:

•  INSTALLATION 

The highest targetable level in the topology. The parent for this entity type is the root and is never specified.

ENSEMBLE
Used to specify all the machines in a given area. The parent of this entity type is INSTALLATION.

CPC
Specifies a specific Central Processing Complex. The parent of this entity type is ENSEMBLE.

LPAR
Specifies a specific logical partition. The parent of this entity type is CPC.

CAPREC
Specifies a specific Capacity Record. The parent of this entity type is CPC.

PROFILES
This type currently only acts as a parent for the next three entity types. The parent of this entity type is CPC.

RAP
Specifies a specific Reset Activation Profile. The parent of this entity type is PROFILES.

IAP
Specifies a specific Image Activation Profile. The parent of this entity type is PROFILES.

LAP
Specifies a specific Load Activation Profile. The parent of this entity type is PROFILES.

 TIMEOUT 

TIMEOUT is an optional keyword that specifies the maximum number of seconds to wait for a single HiSrv request.
TIMEOUT is a value from 0 through 21474836. If TIMEOUT is not provided, a default value of 120 seconds is used. If 0 is
specified, HiSrv interactions will never timeout.
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NOTE
 This value is not the maximum time for the entire HWS command but rather is used separately for each
individual call to HiSrv.

 DEBUG 

Debug is an optional keyword that can be set to either YES or NO. If DEBUG is not specified the value defaults to NO.
If a value of YES is provided, more debugging messages are created with the message IDs OPS0349T, OPS1946E, or
OPS341S.

ADDRESS HWS Return and Reason Codes in REXX Programs

When an error occurs, regardless of the value of DEBUG an error message with the ID OPS0341S is created. This error
message contains the return and reason code. These codes are also placed into REXX variables. When any ADDRESS
HWS command executes in a REXX program, the variable HWSRC and HWSRS in that program contains the return and
reason codes. If the return code is:

0
The command has executed successfully.

8
The command has failed, and an error message was issued. Refer to the section below titled ‘Deciphering
ADDRESS HWS Reason Codes’ to understand why the command failed.

12
A nonzero return code was received from HiSrv. Refer to the section below entitled ‘Deciphering ADDRESS HWS
Reason Codes’ to understand why the command failed.

16
The host environment has abended while processing the HWS command.

Deciphering Address HWS Reason Codes

RC=8 Reason Codes

The four byte reason code is formatted this way:

             BYTE 0 (HIGH ORDER)    - Set to x’00’
            BYTE 1                               - Set to x’00’
            BYTE 2                               - Sub-Reason Code
            BYTE 3 (LOW ORDER)     - Reason Code 

RC=8 Reason Codes (Low Order Byte)  

Code Meaning Sub-Reasons
X'10' FICOBK error control block not found. None
X'11' The INITHWS parameter was not set. None
X'12' Attempting to run within a no-wait rule. None
X'20' PSF Command string length error. None
X'21' PSF PARSE error. None
X'22' PSF SCAN error. None
X'23' Attribute name not found in table (ALTHW). None
X'24' Attribute type is not supported. None
X'30' ZHWIAPI connection error. None
X'31' No entity was specified. None
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X'32' HiSrv internal communication error. Contact
Broadcom Support and provide the full
return and reason codes.

None

X'33' Parent entity was not specified. None
X'40' Internal error, invalid attribute length.

Contact Broadcom Support and provide the
full return and reason codes.

None

X'41' An internal REXX variable error. See Table ‘Internal REXX Variable Error
Sub-Reasons’

X'42' An internal REXX variable error. Contact
Broadcom Support and provide the full
return and reason codes.

None

 Internal REXX Variable Error Sub-Reasons 

Code Meaning
X'00' Operation Successful
X'01' Variable Not Found (Access Only)
X'02' Bad Variable Name
X'03' Bad Variable Value
X'0A' Bad Call to GRXEXCOM
X'0B' Out of Storage
X'0C' Failure in System Service
X'0D' Variable Name Invalid
X'0E' Variable Value Too Long

 RC=12 Reason Codes 

The reason codes provided in this section are the most common reason codes received when RC=12. If the reason
code you need is not included in this list, please refer to the complete listing in the Common Components and Services
Hardware Interface Service.

The four-byte reason code is formatted this way

  BYTE 0 (HIGH ORDER) - Module ID (Included in the Common Components and Services Hardware Interface
Service doc)
         BYTE 1                                - Set to x’00’
         BYTE 2                                - Sub-Reason Code
         BYTE 3 (LOW ORDER)       - Reason Code 

RC=12 Reason Codes (Low Order Byte)

 Code  Reason  Has Sub-Reasons 
X’02’ Server Inactive See Table: Server Inactive Sub-Reasons
X’0C’ Request Timeout
X’0D’ Request Cancelled
X’92’ No Event Exit
X’93’ No Connection to Entity
X’95’ No Event Codes in List
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X’9F’ Not Authorized
X’A4’ Bad ENTID
X’A5’ No Connection to Parent ENTID
X’A6’ Bad Parent ENTID
X’A7’ Entity Not Found
X’A8’ No Access to Entity
X’A9’ Too Many Entity Connections
X’AA’ Bad ENTTOKEN See Table: Bad ENTTOKEN Sub-Reasons
X‘B0’ ‘Num’ and ‘Type’ both zero
X’B1’ SENDCMD Text Parse Error
X’B2’ SENDCMD Struct Data Error
X’B3’ SENDCMD Unknown Command
X’B4’ SENDCMD CMD N/S by TGT
X’B5’ SENDCMD User Not Authorized
X’B6’ SENDCMD Issue Error
X’B7’ SENDCMD No STG
X’C1’ GETATTR Internal Error 1
X’C2’ GETATTR Internal Error 2
X’C3’ CONN PCONN=N, Not Authorized
X’C4’ GEN N/AUTH See Table: Not Authorized Sub-reasons
X’C5’ ATTR UPD Fail See Table: Attribute Update Failure

NOTE

If the reason code you are interested is not included in this list, please refer to the complete listing in the
Common Components and Services Hardware Interface Service.

 Server Inactive Sub-Reasons 

 Code  Sub-Reason 
X’10’ SSI Not Active
X’11’ HWI Not Active
X’12’ SAB Not Allocated
X’13’ SAB Bad EYEC
X’14’ $HWS In SAB Not Initialized
X’15’ K70 NTCONST Bad
X’16’ K70 NTVLMI Bad
X’17’ DEV SSID N/ACT/FND
X’18’ API @ Is Zero
X’F0’ Server Shutting Down
X’FF’ Server TERM While Wait
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Bad ENTTOKEN Sub-Reasons

 Code  Sub-Reason 
X’01’ ENTTOKEN Is Zero
X’02’ ENTTOKEN Bad Format
X’03’ ENTTOKEN Value Not Found (I.E. Not Connected)

Not Authorized Sub-Reasons

 Code  Sub-Reason 
X’01’ No Access to Entity
X’02’ No Access to Parent Entity
X’03’ No Access to Child Entity
X’10’ Don’t Have READ Authorization
X’11’ Don’t Have UPDATE Authorization
X’12’ Don’t Have ‘CTL’ Authorization
X’13’ Don’t have ALTER Authorization
X’20’ SEC=SRV Not Authorized
X’21’ ACEE PROV Not Authorized

   

Attribute Update Failure Sub-Reasons

 Code  Sub-Reason 
X’10’ Attribute Code Bad (< 1)
X’11’ Attribute Code Not Known
X’12’ ATTR Code N/S for Entity
X’13’ Attribute Code Not Updatable
X’14’ Attribute Value Length > Area Length
X’1F’ Storage Error
X’20’ Entity Deleted
X’21’ No Current I/F
X’22’ Current I/F No Attribute MOD
X’23’ Attribute N/S by Current I/F
X’24’ Attribute N/U by Current I/F
X’30’ Bad Value Length
X’31’ Bad Value
X’32’ Security Error (See Log)
X’33’ Interface Error (See Log)
X’3F’ Unknown I/F Error
X’99’ Unknown Error
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 ADDRESS HWS Security

The Hardware Interface Service (HiSrv) handles all security with external SAF calls to determine the authority of a user
that is associated with the calling address space. If the call is made in a cross-memory environment, the user of the
address space where the call originated is used.

For more information about a HiSrv security configuration, see the Hardware Interface Service and Mainframe Connector.

Mapping OPS/MVS BCPii Attributes to IBM Attributes

The following tables show the BCPii attribute mappings from OPS/MVS to IBM. The OPS/MVS column shows what our
product supports with HiSrv, while the IBM Attribute column shows the corresponding IBM element.

NOTE

 Most corresponding IBM elements have the HWI_ prefix added in the IBM Attributes column. For example,
ERRSTAT in OPS/MVS corresponds to HWI_ERRSTAT in IBM. If the IBM attribute name differs significantly, the
entry is displayed in bold. For more information about these attributes, see the IBM Knowledge Center.

General Attribute Codes (All Entities)

OPS/MVS Attributes IBM Attributes SETTABLE WITH SETATTR

ERRSTAT HWI_ERRSTAT  

BUSYSTAT HWI_BUSYSTAT  

MSGSTAT HWI_MSGSTAT  

OPERSTAT HWI_OPERSTAT  

ACCSTAT HWI_ACCSTAT X

ACTPROF HWI_APROF X

LUAPROF HWI_LUAPROF  

IMLMODE HWI_IMLMODE  

   

CPC Attribute Codes

 

OPS/MVS Attributes IBM Attributes SETTABLE WITH SETTATR

IPADDR HWI_IPADDR  

SNAADDR HWI_SNAADDR  

MMODEL HWI_MMODEL  

MTYPE HWI_MTYPE  

MSERIAL HWI_MSERIAL  

CPCSERIAL HWI_CPCSERIAL  

CPCID HWI_CPCID  

RESERVEID HWI_RESERVEID  

SVCERQD HWI_SVCEREQD  
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CBUINSTD HWI_CBUINSTD  

CBUENABLED HWI_CBUENABLD  

CBUACTIVE HWI_CBUACTIVE  

CBUACTDT HWI_CBUACTDT  

CBUEXPDT HWI_CBUEXPDT  

CBUTESTAR HWI_CBUTESTAR  

CBUREALAV HWI_CBUREALAV  

PRUNTYPE HWI_PRUNTYPE X

PRUNTIME HWI_PRUNTIME X

PRUNTSEW HWI_PRUNTSEW X

OOCINST HWI_OOCINST  

OOCACT HWI_OOCACT  

OOCENAB HWI_OOCENAB  

OOCADT HWI_OOCADT  

PCPCSWM HWI_PCPCSWM  

PPBPSWM HWI_PPBPSWM  

PPTPSWM HWI_PPTPSWM  

PCPCMSU HWI_PCPCMSU  

PPBPMSU HWI_PPBMPSU  

PPTPMSU HWI_PPTPMSU  

NUMGPP HWI_NUMGPP  

NUMSAP HWI_NUMSAP  

NUMZAAP HWI_NUMIFAP  

NUMIFLP HWI_NUMIFLP  

NUMICFP HWI_NUMICFP  

NUMZIIP HWI_NUMIIPP  

NUMFLTYP HWI_NUMFLTYP  

NUMSPAREP HWI_NUMSPARE  

NUMPENDP HWI_NUMPENDP X

CAPCHGALLWD HWI_CAPCHGALLWD  

DGRSTAT HWI_DGRSTAT  

CPM HWI_CURRPPOWERMODE  

SPM HWI_SUPPPPOWERMODE  

STPCONFIG HWI_STPCONFIG  

NUMPGPP HWI_NUMPGPP  

NUMPSAP HWI_NUMPSAP  

NUMPZAAP HWI_NUMPAAP  

NUMPIFLP HWI_NUMPIFLP  
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NUMPICFP HWI_NUMPICFP  

NUMPZIIP HWI_NUMPIIPP  

PMIND HWI_POWERMODEALLOWED  

CPCVERSION HWI_VERSION  

CPCMCLINFO HWI_EC_MCL_INFO  

CPCIPADDRS HWI_LIST_IP_ADDRESSES  

LPAR Attribute Codes

OPS/MVS Attributes IBM Attributes SETTABLE WITH SETTATR

OSNAME HWI_OSNAME  

OSTYPE HWI_OSTYPE  

OSLEVEL HWI_OSLEVEL  

PXNAME HWI_SYSPLEX  

CLNAME HWI_CLUSTER  

PARTID HWI_PARTITIONID  

DEFCAP HWI_DEFCAP X

SGPIPW HWI_SGPIPW X

SGPIPWCAP HWI_SGPIPWCAP X

SGPPWMIN HWI_SGPPWMIN X

SGPPWMAX HWI_SGPPWMAX X

SGPPW HWI_SGPPW  

SGPPWCAP HWI_SGPPWCAP  

WLM HWI_WLM  

ZAAPIPW HWI_IFAIPW X

ZAAPIPWCAP HWI_IFAIPWCAP X

ZAAPPWMIN HWI_IFAPWMIN X

ZAAPPWMAX HWI_IFAPWMAX X

ZAAPPW HWI_IFAPW  

ZAAPPWCAP HWI_IFAPWCAP  

IFLIPW HWI_IFLIPW  

IFLIPWCAP HWI_IFLIPWCAP  

IFLPWMIN HWI_IFLPWMIN X

IFLPWMAX HWI_IFLPWMAX X

IFLPW HWI_IFLPW  

IFLPWCAP HWI_IFLPWCAP  

ICFIPW HWI_ICFIPW X

ICFIPWCAP HWI_ICFIPWCAP X

ICFPWMIN HWI_ICFPWMIN X
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ICFPWMAX HWI_ICFPWMAX X

ICFPW HWI_ICFPW  

ICFPWCAP HWI_ICFPWCAP  

ZIIPIPW HWI_IIPIPW  

ZIIPIPWCAP HWI_IIPIPWCAP  

ZIIPPWMIN HWI_IIPPWMIN X

ZIIPWMAX HWI_IIPPWMAX X

ZIIPPW HWI_IIPPW  

ZIIPPWCAP HWI_IIPPWCAP  

IPLTOKEN HWI_IPLTOKEN  

PSWS HWI_PSWS  

GPCAP HWI_GROUP_PROFILE_CAPACITY X

OPSYSCODE (DERIVED, ENUM) HWI_OPSYSCODE X

OPSYSNAME (DERIVED) HWI_OPSYSNAME X

OPSYSVERS (DERIVED) HWI_OPSYSVERS X

LULOADPARM HWI_LAST_USED_LOADPARM X

LULOADADDR HWI_LAST_USED_LOADADDR X

CAPREC Attribute Codes

OPS/MVS Attributes IBM Attributes SETTABLE WITH SETATTR

RECID HWI_RECID  

RECTYPE HWI_RECTYPE  

ACTSTAT HWI_ACTSTAT  

ACTDATE HWI_ACTDATE  

EXPDATE HWI_EXPDATE  

ACTEXP HWI_ACTEXP  

MAXRADS HWI_MAXRADS  

MAXTADS HWI_MAXTADS  

REMRADS HWI_REMRADS  

REMTADS HWI_REMTADS  

OOCODREC HWI_OOCODREC  

XXX_PROF Common Attribute Codes

OPS/MVS Attributes IBM Attributes SETTABLE WITH SETATTR

IOCDS HWI_IOCDS X

IPLADDR HWI_IPL_ADDRESS X

IPLPARM HWI_IPL_PARM X

IPLTYPE HWI_IPL_TYPE X
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WWPORTNAME HWI_WW_PORTNAME X

BOOTPGMSEL HWI_BOOT_PGM_SELECTOR X

LUNUM HWI_LU_NUM X

BOOTBLKADDR HWI_BOOTREC_BLK_ADDR X

LOADPARM HWI_OPSYS_LOADPARM X

GPNAME HWI_GROUP_PROF_NAME X

LOADATACT HWI_LOAD_AT_ACTIVATION X

MBCSTG HWI_CENTRAL_STOR X

RSVDCSTG HWI_RES_CENTRAL_STOR X

MBXSTG HWI_EXPANDED_STOR X

NUMGPPI HWI_NUM_GPP X

NUMRESGPP HWI_NUM_RESGPP X

NUMZAAPI HWI_NUM_IFA X

NUMRESZAAP HWI_NUM_RESIFA X

NUMIFLPI HWI_NUM_IFL X

NUMRESIFL HWI_NUM_RESIFL X

NUMICFPI HWI_NUM_ICF X

NUMRESICF HWI_NUM_RESICF X

NUMZIIPI HWI_NUM_ZIIP X

NUMRESZIIP HWI_NUM_RESZIIP X

NUMSHRGPP HWI_NUM_SHARED_GPP X

NUMRESSHRGPP HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_GPP X

NUMSHRZAAP HWI_NUM_SHARED_IFA X

NUMRESSHRZAAP HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_IFA X

NUMSHRIFL HWI_NUM_SHARED_IFL X

NUMRESSHRIFL HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_IFL X

NUMSHRICF HWI_NUM_SHARED_ICF X

NUMRESSHRICF HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_ICF X

NUMSHRZIIP HWI_NUM_SHARED_ZIIP X

NUMRESSHRZIIP HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_ZIIP X

BSCACC HWI_BASIC_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTL X

PSCAAC HWI_PROBSTATE_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLX

CRCACC HWI_CRYPTOACTIVITY_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLX

EXCACC HWI_EXTENDED_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLX

COCACC HWI_COPROCESSOR_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLX

BSCCSC HWI_BASIC_CPU_SAMPLING_AUTH_CNTLX

ASS HWI_APROF_STORE_STATUS X

ALT HWI_APROF_LOADTYPE X
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TIMEOFFSETDAYS HWI_TIME_OFFSET_DAYS X

TIMEOFFSETMINS HWI_TIME_OFFSET_MINUTES X

TIMEOFFSETHOURS HWI_TIME_OFFSET_HOURS X

TIMEOFFSETINCR HWI_TIME_OFFSET_INCREASE X

LICCCVALEN HWI_LICCC_VALIDATION_ENABLED X

GPDCNTL HWI_GLOBAL_PERFORMANCE_DATA_CONTROLX

IOCONFIGCNTL HWI_IO_CONFIGURATION_CONTROL X

CROSSPARTAUTH HWI_CROSS_PARTITION_AUTHORITY X

LOGPARTISO HWI_LOGICAL_PARTITION_ISOLATION X

PROFDESC HWI_PROFILE_DESCRIPTION X

PROFPARTID HWI_PROFILE_PARTITION_ID X

OPMODE HWI_OPERATING_MODE X

CLOCKTYPE HWI_LAST_USED_LOADPARM X

ADDRESS HWS Commands
This article describes the OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS host environment commands:

  

TIP
This feature uses the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) that replaces the deprecated Hardware Interface
Service (HISRV), which reached end-of-service 31 AUG 2019.

The ADDRESS HWS host environment uses the OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) to interact with IBM’s z/OS BCPii,
which allows you to perform the following tasks

• Execute hardware commands through BCPii.
• Retrieve system attributes through BCPii.
• Update system attributes through BCPii.

ADDRESS HWS requires that the INITHWS Parameter be set to YES.

ADDRESS HWS is only available in an OPS/REXX program and an AOF Request (REQ) rule environment.

• For more information about how to install the OPSBCPII Server, see Install and Configure Hardware Services (HWS).
• For more information about how to control the OPSBCPII Server, see Controlling the OPSBCPII Server.

ADDRESS HWS Commands

The ADDRESS HWS host environment provides commands to do the following operations:

• Send a command to BCPii.
• Retrieve the value of a system attribute from BCPii.
• Update the value of a system attribute through BCPii.

The ADDRESS HWS host environment commands have the following format:

ADDRESS HWS "SENDCMD|GETATTR|SETATTR parameters"
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HWS SENDCMD (Send a command to BCPii)

The ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD command lets you execute a specific hardware command for a specific target. This
command has the following format:

ADDRESS HWS "SENDCMD CMDTEXT(command) ENTITY(list of entities) optional keywords"

command
The text of the hardware command to issue. The command text is derived from the BCPii command text. For a
complete list of commands and their functions, see Mapping ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD to IBM z/OS BCPii
Commands.

list of entities
Identifies the hardware entity targeted by the command. For the list of common entities, see ENTITY.

optional keywords
For the descriptions of common optional keywords, see DEBUG and TIMEOUT.

Examples

This example sends a command to deactivate LPAR SAMPLE1, because SAMPLE1 is not a unique LPAR name the CPC
must be specified. In this case IBM.MACHINE.SAMPLE:

ADDRESS HWS "SENDCMD CMDTEXT('DEACTIVATE FORCE=YES') ENTITY(LPAR('SAMPLE1') CPC('IBM.MACHINE.SAMPLE'))"

This example executes the operating system command: command on LPAR SAMPLE2, which is uniquely named in the
topology. It also prints debugging messages:

ADDRESS HWS "SENDCMD CMDTEXT('OSCMD PRIORITY=HIGH COMMAND=command') ENTITY(LPAR('SAMPLE2')) (DEBUG(YES)"

Returned Information

The REXX variables HWSRC and HWSRS contain the address environment return and reason codes respectively. When
a hardware command is executed, a hardware event notification is created. Validation and/or error reporting must be done
by catching these events, see Hardware Event API Rules.

HWS GETATTR (Retrieve the value of a system attribute)

The ADDRESS HWS GETATTR command lets you retrieve the value of a single attribute from a specific target. This
command has the following format:

ADDRESS "HWS GETATTR ATTR(name) ENTITY(list of entities) [REFRESH(value)] optional keywords"

name
The name of the attribute to be retrieved. The attribute name is derived from the BCPii attribute name. For a
complete list of attributes and their descriptions, see Mapping ADDRESS HWS GETATTR|SETATTR to IBM z/OS
BCPii Attributes.

list of entities
Identifies the hardware entity targeted by the command. For the list of common entities, see ENTITY.

value
YES returns an updated attribute value from BCPii. NO returns the a stored attribute value from the latest
discovered z/OS BCPii topology. NO is the default.

optional keywords
For the descriptions of common optional keywords, see DEBUG and TIMEOUT.

Examples

The following example AOF request rule gets the value of the attribute CPCVERSION and returns it in the REXX variable
HWS:
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)req GETCPCVER

)proc

Address HWS

"Getattr attr('"CPCVERSION"')",

"Entity(cpc('IBMXXXXX.YYYY'))",

"Refresh(yes)",

"Debug(yes) Timeout(5)"

say 'HWSRC='HWSRC

say 'HWSRS='HWSRS

say 'HWS Get CPCVERSION Attribute ='HWS.CPCVERSION

The following is sample output from the previous example:

OPM3092H OPSREQ GETCPCVER

OPM0349T ADDRESSHWS - connected to CPC entity: IBMXXXXX.YYYY

OPM0349T ADDRESSHWS - Get request sent for attribute CPCVERSION on CPC IBMXXXXX.YYYY

OPM3092H HWSRC=0

OPM3092H HWSRS=00000000

OPM3092H HWS Get CPCVERSION Attribute =2.13.1

   

Returned Information

The REXX variables HWSRC and HWSRS contain the address environment return and reason codes
respectively. A REXX variable containing the attribute value is returned. The variable has the name structure
HWS.attribute_name where attribute_name is the character string that is specified in the ATTR keyword. For example, a
request for the attribute CPCNAME would be returned in the REXX variable HWS.CPCNAME. The format of the value in
the variable is different depending on the data type of the variable. Attribute data types include:

Binary
This data type is a fixed or variable length binary values, they are returned as hex value strings.

Boolean
True and False values that are returned as either the character string ‘TRUE’ or the character string ‘FALSE’.

Character Strings
This data type is a fixed or variable length strings of characters and is returned as such.

Handler
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported so a hex representation of the binary attribute value is returned.

IP Address
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported so a hex representation of the binary attribute value is returned.

Signed Binary Number
Returned as a signed integer value in the range -2,147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647.

Unsigned Binary Number
Returned as a positive integer value in the range 0 through 4,294,967,295.

Unknown Binary Value
The type for a BCPii attribute that is undocumented or not identifiable. Unknown binary is not supported so a hex
representation of the binary attribute value is returned.

NOTE
All attributes are returned in the format that is required by the ATTRVAL keyword on the SETATTR command.
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HWS SETATTR (Update the value of a system attribute)

The ADDRESS HWS SETATTR command lets you update the value of a single attribute for a specific target. This
command has the following format:

ADDRESS "HWS SETATTR ATTR(name) ATTRVAL(value) ENTITY(list of entities) optional keywords"

name
The name of the attribute to be updated. The attribute name is derived from the BCPii attribute name. For a
complete list of attributes and their descriptions, see Mapping ADDRESS HWS GETATTR|SETATTR to IBM z/OS
BCPii Attributes.

list of entities
Identifies the hardware entity targeted by the command. For the list of common entities, see ENTITY.

value
The new value of the attribute to be updated. The following are the possible attribute types:
Binary

This data type is a fixed or variable length binary values, they are entered as either hex values or hex
strings. For example: ATTRVAL(X’A23F4D0F’) or ATTRVAL(A43B5CFF)

Boolean
True and False values that are set using the character strings ‘TRUE’ and ‘FALSE’. For example:
ATTRVAL(FALSE)

Character Strings
This data type is a fixed or variable length strings of characters and are specified in ATTRVAL as such.
For example: ATTRVAL(string) or ATTRVAL(‘another string’)

Handler
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported by SETATTR.

IP Address
A BCPii attribute type that is not supported by SETATTR.

Signed Binary Number
A signed integer value in the range −2,147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647. This value requires a leading
sign for negative numbers. For example: ATTRVAL(-34523) or ATTRVAL(4)

Unsigned Binary Number
A positive integer value in the range 0 through 4,294,967,295. For example: ATTRVAL(657874)

Unknown Binary Value
The data type for a BCPii attribute is undocumented or not identified. Unknown binary is not supported by
SETATTR.

optional keywords
For the descriptions of common optional keywords, see DEBUG and TIMEOUT.

Examples

In this example, the value of attribute SGPIPW (Shared General Processor Initial Processing Weight) on an LPAR is
changed from 47 to 46.

The following display is sample output of a GETATTR command to confirm the initial value of attribute SGPIPW on SYS1
is 47:

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - connected to LPAR entity: SYS1

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - Get request sent for attribute SGPIPW on LPAR SYS1

OPZ3092H HWSRC=0

OPZ3092H WSRS=00000000
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OPZ3092H HWS Get SGPIPW Attribute =47

The following AOF request rule sets the value of the attribute SGPIPW and returns it in the REXX variable HWS.SGPIPW.
The SETATTR command sets the value of attribute SGPIPW on SYS1 to 46, times out after ten seconds, and creates
debugging messages:

)req SETSGPIPW

)proc

Address HWS

"Setattr attr('"SGPIPW"') ATTRVAL(46)",

"Entity(",

"CPC('IBMXXXXX.YYYY')",

"lpar('"SYS1"'))",

"Debug(yes) Timeout(10)"

say 'HWSRC='HWSRC

say 'HWSRS='HWSRS

say 'HWS Set SGPIPW Attribute ='HWS.SGPIPW

   

The following is sample output from the previous example:

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - connected to LPAR entity: SYS1

HWSSECUR SECURITY EVENT CPC IBMXXXXX.YYYY ID=1318 A IBMXXXXX operation was started by YYYY from SE LIC.Change

 LPAR Control

HWSSECUR SECURITY EVENT CPC IBMXXXXX.YYYY ID=718 Logical partition control settings were changed.

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - Attribute SGPIPW set to on LPAR SYS1

HWSATRUPDT ATTRIBUTES ADDED OR UPDATED LPAR SYS1

OPZ3092H HWSRC=0

OPZ3092H HWSRS=00000000

OPZ3092H HWS Set SGPIPW Attributed =46

   

The following display is sample output of a subsequent GETATTR command to confirm that the value of the attribute
SGPIPW on SYS1 changed to 46:

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - connected to LPAR entity: SYS1

OPZ0349T ADDRESSHWS - Get request sent for attribute SGPIPW on LPAR SYS1

OPZ3092H HWSRC=0

OPZ3092H HWSRS=00000000

OPZ3092H HWS Get SGPIPW Attribute =46

   

ADDRESS HWS Common Keywords

The following keywords are common to all ADDRESS HWS commands.

DEBUG

DEBUG is an optional keyword that can be set to either YES or NO. If DEBUG is not specified the value defaults to NO.
If a value of YES is provided, more debugging messages are created with the message IDs OPS0349T, OPS1946E, or
OPS341S.

ENTITY
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ENTITY is a required keyword that identifies the hardware entity targeted by the command. Hardware entities are specific
components of a system's topology that allow you to target different sections of the topology with commands. The system
topology is a hierarchical tree with multiple possible nodes for each entity type. For example, there could be many LPAR
nodes under their respective CPC nodes. Each system has a unique topology which can be displayed by the OPSBCPII
Server command DISPLAY TOPOLOGY.

An entity is specified by a series of type(name) keywords on the ENTITY keyword of an ADRESS HWS command. Each
specified type(value) keyword identifies a unique entity in the system's topology that is used to identify the target entity of
the command. The order of the type(name) keywords does not matter, and the entity that is the lowest in the topology is
assumed to be the target entity. If the target entity’s name is unique across the entire topology for all entities of that type, a
single type(name) keyword can be specified. Otherwise, the type(name) of all parent entities of the target entity must also
be specified to provide for unique identification.

The ENTITY keyword takes the following form:

ENTITY(type(name) [type(name)] ...)

type

The type of entity to be targeted. The following are the possible entity types:

CPC
The highest targetable level in the topology. Specifies a specific Central Processing Complex.

LPAR
Specifies a specific logical partition. The parent of this entity type is CPC.

CAPREC
Specifies a specific Capacity Record. The parent of this entity type is CPC.

IMAGEGROUP
Specifies a specific group of logical partitions. The parent of this entity type is CPC.

PROFILES
This type currently only acts as a parent for the next three entity types. The parent of this entity type is CPC.

RAP
Specifies a specific Reset Activation Profile. The parent of this entity type is PROFILES.

IAP
Specifies a specific Image Activation Profile. The parent of this entity type is PROFILES.

LAP
Specifies a specific Load Activation Profile. The parent of this entity type is PROFILES.

name
The specific name of the entity of the specified type.

TIMEOUT

TIMEOUT is an optional keyword that specifies the maximum number of seconds to wait for a single OPSBCPII request.
TIMEOUT is a value from 0 through 21474836. If TIMEOUT is not provided, a default value of 120 seconds is used. If 0 is
specified, the OPSBCPII interactions will never timeout.

NOTE
This value is not the maximum time for the entire HWS command but rather is used separately for each
individual call to OPSBCPII.
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ADDRESS HWS Return and Reason Codes in REXX Programs

When an error occurs an error message with the ID OPS0341S is created regardless of the value of the DEBUG keyword.
This error message contains the return and reason code. These codes are also placed into REXX variables. When any
ADDRESS HWS command executes in an OPS/REXX program, the variables HWSRC and HWSRS in that program
contain the return and reason codes, respectively. The following are the possibe return codes:

0 or x'00'
The command executed successfully.

8 or x'08'
The command failed and an error message was issued. To understand why the command failed, see RC=x'08'
Reason Codes.

12 or x'0C'
A non-zero return code was received from the OPSBCPII Server. To understand why the command failed,
see RC=x'0C' Reason Codes.

16 or x'10'
The command failed due to an error returned from the IBM BCPII API service call. The reason code is equivalent
to the IBM return codes that are documented in the IBM manual named MVS Programming: Callable Services for
High-Level Languages.

Deciphering Address HWS Reason Codes

The following sections describe possible RC=x'08' and RC=x'0C' reason codes.

RC=x'08' Reason Codes 

x'0801'
CAMASTER has not been initialized; unable to locate the Broadcom anchor table.

x'0802'
The OPSBCPII Server is currently inactive.

x'0803'
Failure to locate the parameter list 'passed' by the requestor.

x'0804'
The parameter list passed by the requestor is not able to be referenced by the requestor OR Error retrieving the
requestors parameter list from the requestor address space.

x'0805'
The REQUEST specification is invalid.

x'0806'
PSF command string length error.

x'0807'
The CPC name must be specified to locate a unique target entity.

x'0808'
FICOBK error control block not found.

x'0809'
INITHWS parameter not set.

x'0810'
Running from within a nowait rule.

x'0811'
PSF PARSE error.
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x'0812'
PSF SCAN error.

x'0813'
GREXX_VAR call error.

x'0814'
CRACRXVR internal call error.

x'0815'
Getmain for GETATTR buffer failed.

x'0816'
No entity specified.

x'0817'
Invalid connection token.

x'0818'
Target entity not fould in AVL tree.

x'0819'
The request timed out in the OPSBCPII Server.

x'0820'
The BCPii command is missing.

x'0821'
The BCPii command is invalid.

x'0822'
The parameter entered for this BCPii command is invalid.

x'0823'
The parameter value entered for this BCPii command is invalid.

x'0824'
This BCPii command requires a missing parameter.

x'0825'
The parameter entered for this BCPii command is too long.

x'0826'
The BCPii attribute is invalid.

x'0827'
The attribute entered is not settable.

x'0828
The BCPii boolean value is invalid.

x'0829'
The BCPii attribute is invalid.

x'0830'
The RACROUTE DELETE call failed to delete the obtained ACEE.

RC=x'0C' Reason Codes 

x'0C01'
PC Interface Routine abended and recovered. The request could not be completed.

x'0C02'
PC Routine abended and recovered. The request could not be completed.
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x'0C03'
Unable to locate the query work area in common storage.

x'0C04'
The requester is currently in SRB mode.

x'0C05'
The requester currently owns one or more system locks.

x'0C06'
The request was not able to be completed successfully.

x'0C07'
The request could not be queued to the OPSBCPII Server address space.

x'0C08'
The OPSBCPII Server abended while servicing this request.

x'0C09'
The OPSBCPII Server terminated while servicing this request.

x'0C10'
The GETSAFTK call was unable to locate the callers ACEE.

x'0C11'
The RACROUTE CREATE failed to create an ACEE.

Mapping ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD to IBM z/OS BCPii Commands

This article lists the available ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD commands. The ADDRESS HWS SENDCMD command text is
derived from the BCPii command text.

TIP
This feature uses the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) that replaces the deprecated Hardware Interface
Service (HISRV), which reached end-of-service 31 AUG 2019.

For detailed BCPII command descriptions (such as maximum field lengths), see the z/OS manual MVS Programming:
Callable Services for High-Level Languages in the IBM Knowledge Center.

The available ADDRESS HWS commands are:

  

ACTIVATE - Activate CPC or LPAR

The ACTIVATE command activates a CPC or an image (LPAR). You cannot activate the current CPC or LPAR.

Syntax

ACTIVATE [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]

Parameters

FORCE={ NO | YES }
Default: YES

ACTWITHPROF - Activate CPC or LPAR with profile

The ACTWITHPROF command activates a CPC or an image (LPAR) using the specified activation profile. You cannot
activate the current CPC or LPAR.

Syntax
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ACTWITHPROF [ PROFILE=name ] [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]

Parameters

PROFILE=name
Activation profile name. If omitted, or the value of this operand is NONE or LAST, the last-used activation profile is
used.

FORCE={ NO | YES }
Default: YES

CBU - Control CPC Capacity Backup

The CBU command controls Capacity Backup for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this command.

Syntax

CBU { ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE } [ TYPE={ REAL | TEST } ]

Parameters

ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE
Type of Capacity Backup operation you want to perform:
ACTIVATE

Activates Capacity Backup. The TYPE operand is required in this case.
UNDO | DEACTIVATE

Deactivates Capacity Backup. The TYPE operand is not needed in this case (the operand is ignored if
specified).

TYPE={ REAL | TEST }
(Required for CBU ACTIVATE) Type of Capacity Backup to be activated.

HWMSG - Control Message Retention

The HWMSG command controls the status of the messages that the hardware retains. Only a CPC entity can process this
command.

Syntax

HWMSG { REFRESH | DELETE } [ TIMESTAMP=timestamp ]

Parameters

REFRESH | DELETE
Action that you want to perform:
REFRESH

All currently retained hardware messages are reissued. (They are delivered as events to registered event
listeners). The TIMESTAMP operand is not needed in this case (the operand is ignored if specified)

DELETE
A hardware message with a matching timestamp is deleted. The TIMESTAMP operand is required in this
case.

TIMESTAMP=timestamp
(Required for HWMSG DELETE) Timestamp of the message to be deleted. The operand must be in the following
format:
TIMESTAMP=yyyymmddhhmmssttt
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NOTE
The timestamp text on a message event is not in this format.

LOAD/IPL - IPL an LPAR

The LOAD (or IPL) command requests a LOAD or initial program load (IPL) operation in an LPAR. This command cannot
be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

Syntax

  { LOAD | IPL } [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ] [ ADDRESS=address ] [ PARM=parm ] [ FOLD={ YES | NO } ]

Parameters

FORCE={ NO| YES }
(Optional) Controls whether a LOAD can be done while the LPAR is executing. FORCE=NO stops a LOAD
operation being performed. FORCE=YES can be used to force a LOAD operation regardless of the execution
state of any operating system in the LPAR.
Default: YES

ADDRESS=address
(Optional) Address to load (IPL) from.
Default: Load address in the activation profile

PARM=parm
(Optional) Parameter to pass to the loaded system. The value cannot contain embedded blanks. The value is
uppercased unless FOLD=NO is also specified.
Default: Parameter in the activation profile

FOLD={ YES | NO }
(Optional) Controls the folding to uppercase/lowercase of the PARM value.
Specify FOLD=YES if you want the PARM value to be uppercased.
Specify FOLD=NO if you want the PARM value to be lowercased.
Default: YES, fold the PARM value to uppercase.

OOCOD - Control On/Off Capacity on Demand

The OOCOD command controls On/Off Capacity On Demand (CoD) for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this
command.

Syntax

OOCOD { ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE } [ ORDERNUM=ordernum ]

Parameters

ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE
Type of OOCOD operation you want to perform:
ACTIVATE

Activates On/Off CoD. The ORDERNUM operand is required in this case.
UNDO | DEACTIVATE

Deactivates On/Off CoD. The ORDERNUM operand is not required in this case (the operand is ignored if
specified).

ORDERNUM=ordernum
(Required for OOCOD ACTIVATE)
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OSCMD - Send Operating System Command

The OSCMD command sends an operating system command to the operating system in an LPAR. Only an LPAR entity
can process this command.

NOTE
The target operating system is not guaranteed to receive the command, or that the command can be executed.
Also, no response is returned from the target. (Some operating systems send OSMSG events, but there is no
easy way to correlate the messages in these events to a specific OSCMD request.)

Syntax

OSCMD [ PRIORITY={ NORMAL | HIGH } ] [ FOLD={ YES | NO } ] [ COMMAND=command ]

Parameters

PRIORITY={ NORMAL | HIGH }
(Optional) Priority for this command. The meaning of this priority is not defined. The priority depends on the target
operating system.

FOLD={ YES | NO }
(Optional) Controls the folding to uppercase/lowercase of the command string.
Specify FOLD=YES if you want the operating system command to be uppercased.
Specify FOLD=NO if you want the operating system command to be lowercased.
Default: YES, fold the command to uppercase.

WARNING
The PRIORITY and FOLD parameters must precede the COMMAND parameter. Otherwise, they are
treated as part of the command.

COMMAND=command
Actual command that you want to pass to the target operating system. The rest of the command text is treated as
part of the command that is passed.

NOTE
The format and meaning of the actual command depends on the operating system executing in the
targeted LPAR.

PSWRESTART - Perform PSW RESTART

The PSWRESTART command requests that an (executing) LPAR perform a PSW RESTART operation. This command
cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

Syntax

PSWRESTART

SCSILOAD/SCSIIPL - IPL an LPAR

The SCSILOAD (or SCSIIPL) command requests a LOAD or initial program load (IPL) operation in an LPAR. This
command cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

Syntax

  

   { SCSILOAD | SCSIIPL } [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]                                        

   [ ADDRESS=address ]     

   [ PARM=parm ]

   [ FOLD={ YES | NO } ]

   [ WWPORT=value ]
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   [ LUNUM=value ] 

   [ BOOTPGMSEL=number ]

   [ OPSYSLOADPARM=value ]

   [ BOOTRECBLKADDR=value ]  

  

Parameters

FORCE={ NO| YES }
(Optional) Controls whether a LOAD can be done while the LPAR is executing.
FORCE=NO stops a LOAD operation being performed.
FORCE=YES can be used to force a LOAD operation regardless of the execution state of any operating system in
the LPAR.
Default: YES

ADDRESS=address
(Optional) Address to load (IPL) from.
Default: Load address in the activation profile

PARM=parm
(Optional) Parameter to pass to the loaded system. The value cannot contain embedded blanks. The value is
uppercased unless FOLD=NO is also specified.
Default: Parameter in the activation profile

FOLD={ YES | NO }
(Optional) Controls the folding to uppercase/lowercase of the PARM and OPSYSLOADPARM parameter values.
Specify FOLD=YES if you want the PARM and OPSYSLOADPARM value to be uppercased. Specify FOLD=NO if
you want the PARM and OPSYSLOADPARM value to be lowercased.
Default: YES, fold the PARM and OPSYSLOADPARM values to uppercase.

WWPORT=value
Specifies the World Wide Port Name to be used. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and
A through F). The string must have an even number of characters.

LUNUM=value
Specifies the logical unit number (LUN) to be used. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9
and A through F). The string must have an even number of characters.

BOOTPGMSEL=number
Specifies the boot program selector to be used.

OPSYSLOADPARM=value
Specifies the operating system-specific load parameters to be used for the SCSI Load. The value cannot contain
embedded blanks. The value is uppercased unless FOLD=NO has been specified.

BOOTRECBLKADDR=value
Specifies the boot record logical block address. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and
A through F). The string must have an even number of characters.

START - Start an LPAR

The START command starts an LPAR. This command cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can
process this command.

Syntax

START
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STOP - Stop an LPAR

The STOP command stops an LPAR. This command cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can
process this command.

Syntax

STOP

SYSRESET - Reset an LPAR

The SYSRESET command requests a system reset for an LPAR (image). This command cannot be directed at the current
LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

Syntax

SYSRESET { NORMAL | CLEAR } [ FORCE={ NO | YES }

Parameters

NORMAL | CLEAR
Type of reset you want to perform:
NORMAL

Some elements of the LPAR are not cleared (for example, main storage).
CLEAR

A ‘clear’ operation is performed.
FORCE={ NO | YES }

Default: YES

SYSRESETIPLT - Reset an LPAR

The SYSRESET command requests a system reset for an LPAR (image). This command cannot be directed at the current
LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

Syntax

SYSRESETIPLT { NORMAL | CLEAR } [ FORCE={ NO | YES } [ IPLTOKEN=ipltoken ]

Parameters

NORMAL | CLEAR
Type of reset you want to perform:
NORMAL

Some elements of the LPAR are not cleared (for example, main storage).
CLEAR

A ‘clear’ operation is performed.
FORCE={ NO | YES }

Default: YES
IPLTOKEN=ipltoken

Value of the IPLTOKEN for this LPAR. The current IPLTOKEN value can be retrieved (the value is an attribute of
an LPAR entity).
If the targeted hardware does not support the system reset with an IPLTOKEN, the request fails.

TEMPCAP - Control Temporary Capacity

The TEMPCAP command controls temporary capacity for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this command.
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Syntax

   TEMPCAP { ADD | REMOVE }

   { RECORDID=recordid }

   [ MODEL=model ]

   [ AAPSTEP=number | IFLSTEP=number | ICFSTEP=number | IIPSTEP=number | SAPSTEP=number]

   [ PRIORITY=NO | YES ] 

   [ TEST=NO | YES ]

  

Parameters

ADD | REMOVE
Specifies whether to add or remove temporary capacity:
ADD

Adds temporary processors or increases temporary model capacity to a CPC.
REMOVE

Removes temporary processors or decreases temporary model capacity from a CPC.
RECORDID=recordid

Specifies the identifier of the capacity record.
Limits: Eight characters

MODEL=model
(Optional) Specifies the software model for the capacity addition or removal. The value must be one of the
software models in the capacity record. Implicit in this value is the number of general processors added or
removed.
If this parameter is not specified, the current software model is not changed.
Limits: Three characters

AAPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to (increment to or decrement from) the number of application assist processors. If
this parameter is not specified, the number of application assist processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

IFLSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of Integrated Facility for Linux processors. If this parameter is not
specified, the number of Integrated Facility for Linux processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

ICFSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of internal coupling facility processors. If this parameter is not
specified, the number of internal coupling facility processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

IIPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of integrated information processors. If this parameter is not
specified, the number of integrated information processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

SAPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of system assist processors. If this parameter is not specified, the
number of system assist processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255
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PRIORITY=NO | YES
(Optional) Specifies whether the capacity addition is a priority request. A priority request proceeds even if not
enough processors are available to satisfy the request immediately. This parameter is ignored for capacity
removal operations.
Default: NO

TEST=NO | YES
(Optional) Specifies whether the additional capacity is to be added as test or real. This parameter is ignored for
capacity removal operations.
Default: NO

Example 1

The following example applies to OPS/MVS only. Add temporary capacity to the CPC named SAMPLE.CPCNAME, as
follows:

Use the capacity record with identifier 12345.

Change the general processors to a model A99.

Add 3 IFL processors.

Specify that the activation should not take priority.

Specify that the activation is not a test, but a real activation.

ADDRESS HWS “SENDCMD ENTITY(CPC(‘SAMPLE.CPCNAME’)) CMDTEXT(‘TEMPCAP ADD RECORDID=12345 MODEL=A99 IFL=3

 PRIORITY=NO TEST=NO’)”

Example 2

The following example applies to OPS/MVS only. Remove temporary capacity from the CPC named SAMPLE.CPCNAME,
as follows:

Use the capacity record with identifier 12345.

Change the general processors to a model A99.

Add 3 IFL processors.

ADDRESS HWS “SENDCMD ENTITY(CPC(‘SAMPLE.CPCNAME’)) CMDTEXT(‘TEMPCAP REMOVE RECORDID=12345 MODEL=A99 IFL=3’)”

Mapping ADDRESS HWS GETATTR|SETATTR to IBM z/OS BCPii Attributes

This article contains tables showing the attribute mappings from the OPS/REXX ADDRESS HWS GETATTR|SETATTR
commands to the z/OS BCPii attributes.

TIP
This feature uses the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII) that replaces the deprecated Hardware Interface
Service (HISRV), which reached end-of-service 31 AUG 2019.

The ADDRESS HWS Attribute column in the tables shows the attribute name that ADDRESS HWS uses, while the
BCPii Attribute column shows the corresponding z/OS BCPii attribute. The Settable by SETATTR column indicates those
attributes whose values can be modified by the ADDRESS HWS SETATTR command.

NOTE
Most corresponding z/OS BCPii elements have the HWI_ prefix added in the BCPii Attribute column.
For example, attribute name ERRSTAT on ADDRESS HWS commands corresponds to attribute name
HWI_ERRSTAT in z/OS BCPii. If the z/OS BCPii attribute name differs significantly, the entry is displayed in
bold. For more information about these attributes, see the z/OS manual MVS Programming: Callable Services
for High-Level Languages in the IBM Knowledge Center.
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General Attributes (All Entities)

 

ADDRESS HWS Attribute z/OS BCPii Attribute Settable by SETATTR?

NAME HWI_NAME No

ERRSTAT HWI_ERRSTAT No

BUSYSTAT HWI_BUSYSTAT No

MSGSTAT HWI_MSGSTAT No

OPERSTAT HWI_OPERSTAT No

ACCSTAT HWI_ACCSTAT Yes

ACTPROF HWI_APROF Yes

LUAPROF HWI_LUAPROF No

OBJTYPE HWI_OBJTYPE No

IMLMODE HWI_IMLMODE No

Entity CPC Attributes

 

ADDRESS HWS Attribute z/OS BCPii Attribute Settable by SETATTR?

IPADDR HWI_IPADDR No

SNAADDR HWI_SNAADDR No

MMODEL HWI_MMODEL No

MTYPE HWI_MTYPE No

MSERIAL HWI_MSERIAL No

CPCSERIAL HWI_CPCSERIAL No

CPCID HWI_CPCID No

RESERVEID HWI_RESERVEID No

SVCERQD HWI_SVCEREQD No

CBUINSTD HWI_CBUINSTD No

CBUENABLED HWI_CBUENABLD No

CBUACTIVE HWI_CBUACTIVE No

CBUACTDT HWI_CBUACTDT No

CBUEXPDT HWI_CBUEXPDT No

CBUTESTAR HWI_CBUTESTAR No

CBUREALAV HWI_CBUREALAV No

PRUNTYPE HWI_PRUNTYPE Yes

PRUNTIME HWI_PRUNTIME Yes

PRUNTSEW HWI_PRUNTSEW Yes
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OOCINST HWI_OOCINST No

OOCACT HWI_OOCACT No

OOCENAB HWI_OOCENAB No

OOCADT HWI_OOCADT No

PCPCSWM HWI_PCPCSWM No

PPBPSWM HWI_PPBPSWM No

PPTPSWM HWI_PPTPSWM No

PCPCMSU HWI_PCPCMSU No

PPBPMSU HWI_PPBMPSU No

PPTPMSU HWI_PPTPMSU No

NUMGPP HWI_NUMGPP No

NUMSAP HWI_NUMSAP No

NUMZAAP HWI_NUMIFAP No

NUMIFLP HWI_NUMIFLP No

NUMICFP HWI_NUMICFP No

NUMZIIP HWI_NUMIIPP No

NUMFLTYP HWI_NUMFLTYP No

NUMSPAREP HWI_NUMSPARE No

NUMPENDP HWI_NUMPENDP Yes

CAPCHGALLWD HWI_CAPCHGALLWD No

DGRSTAT HWI_DGRSTAT No

CPM HWI_CURRPPOWERMODE No

SPM HWI_SUPPPPOWERMODE No

STPCONFIG HWI_STPCONFIG No

NUMPGPP HWI_NUMPGPP No

NUMPSAP HWI_NUMPSAP No

NUMPZAAP HWI_NUMPAAP No

NUMPIFLP HWI_NUMPIFLP No

NUMPICFP HWI_NUMPICFP No

NUMPZIIP HWI_NUMPIIPP No

PMIND HWI_POWERMODEALLOWED No

CPCVERSION HWI_VERSION No

CPCMCLINFO HWI_EC_MCL_INFO No

CPCIPADDRS HWI_LIST_IP_ADDRESSES No

AUTOSWENABLED HWI_AUTO_SWITCH_ENABLED No

CPCNAME HWI_CPCNAME Yes
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Entity LPAR Attributes

 

ADDDRESS HWS Attribute z/OS BCPii Attribute Settable by SETATTR?

OSNAME HWI_OSNAME No

OSTYPE HWI_OSTYPE No

OSLEVEL HWI_OSLEVEL No

PXNAME HWI_SYSPLEX No

CLNAME HWI_CLUSTER No

PARTID HWI_PARTITIONID No

DEFCAP HWI_DEFCAP Yes

SGPIPW HWI_SGPIPW Yes

SGPIPWCAP HWI_SGPIPWCAP Yes

SGPPWMIN HWI_SGPPWMIN Yes

SGPPWMAX HWI_SGPPWMAX Yes

SGPPW HWI_SGPPW No

SGPPWCAP HWI_SGPPWCAP No

WLM HWI_WLM No

ZAAPIPW HWI_IFAIPW Yes

ZAAPIPWCAP HWI_IFAIPWCAP Yes

ZAAPPWMIN HWI_IFAPWMIN Yes

ZAAPPWMAX HWI_IFAPWMAX Yes

ZAAPPW HWI_IFAPW No

ZAAPPWCAP HWI_IFAPWCAP No

IFLIPW HWI_IFLIPW No

IFLIPWCAP HWI_IFLIPWCAP No

IFLPWMIN HWI_IFLPWMIN Yes

IFLPWMAX HWI_IFLPWMAX Yes

IFLPW HWI_IFLPW No

IFLPWCAP HWI_IFLPWCAP No

ICFIPW HWI_ICFIPW Yes

ICFIPWCAP HWI_ICFIPWCAP Yes

ICFPWMIN HWI_ICFPWMIN Yes

ICFPWMAX HWI_ICFPWMAX Yes

ICFPW HWI_ICFPW No

ICFPWCAP HWI_ICFPWCAP No

ZIIPIPW HWI_IIPIPW No
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ZIIPIPWCAP HWI_IIPIPWCAP No

ZIIPPWMIN HWI_IIPPWMIN Yes

ZIIPPWMAX HWI_IIPPWMAX Yes

ZIIPPW HWI_IIPPW No

ZIIPPWCAP HWI_IIPPWCAP No

IPLTOKEN HWI_IPLTOKEN No

PSWS HWI_PSWS No

GPCAP HWI_GROUP_PROFILE_CAPACITY Yes

LULOADPARM HWI_LAST_USED_LOADPARM No

LULOADADDR HWI_LAST_USED_LOADADDR No

ABSCAP HWI_ABSCAP Yes

ABSCAPVAL HWI_ABSCAPVAL Yes

IFAABSCAP HWI_IFAABSCAP Yes

IFAABSCAPVAL HWI_IFAABSCAPVAL Yes

IFLABSCAP HWI_IFLABSCAP Yes

IFLABSCAPVAL HWI_IFLABSCAPVAL Yes

ICFABSCAP HWI_ICFABSCAP Yes

ICFABSCAPVAL HWI_ICFABSCAPVAL Yes

IIPABSCAP HWI_IIPABSCAP Yes

IIPABSCAPVAL HWI_IIPABSCAPVAL Yes

GPABSCAP HWI_GROUP_PROF_ABSCAP Yes

GPABSCAPVAL HWI_GROUP_PROF_ABSCAPVAL Yes

GPICFABSCAP HWI_GROUP_PROF_ICFABSCAP Yes

GPICFABSCAPVAL HWI_GROUP_PROF_ICFABSCAPVAL Yes

GPIFLABSCAP HWI_GROUP_PROF_IFLABSCAP Yes

GPIFLABSCAPVAL HWI_GROUP_PROF_IFLABSCAPVAL Yes

GPIIPABSCAP HWI_GROUP_PROF_IIPABSCAP Yes

GPIIPABSCAPVAL HWI_GROUP_PROF_IIPABSCAPVAL Yes

Entity CAPREC Attributes

 

ADDDRESS HWS Attribute Iz/OS BCPii Attribute Settable by SETATTR?

RECID HWI_RECID No

RECTYPE HWI_RECTYPE No

ACTSTAT HWI_ACTSTAT No

ACTDATE HWI_ACTDATE No

EXPDATE HWI_EXPDATE No
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ACTEXP HWI_ACTEXP No

MAXRADS HWI_MAXRADS No

MAXTADS HWI_MAXTADS No

REMRADS HWI_REMRADS No

REMTADS HWI_REMTADS No

OOCODREC HWI_OOCODREC No

Common Attributes for Entities PROFILE.RAP|IAP|LAP

 

ADDDRESS HWS Attribute z/OS BCPii Attribute Settable by SETATTR?

IOCDS HWI_IOCDS Yes

IPLADDR HWI_IPL_ADDRESS Yes

IPLPARM HWI_IPL_PARM Yes

IPLTYPE HWI_IPL_TYPE Yes

WWPORTNAME HWI_WW_PORTNAME Yes

BOOTPGMSEL HWI_BOOT_PGM_SELECTOR Yes

LUNUM HWI_LU_NUM Yes

BOOTBLKADDR HWI_BOOTREC_BLK_ADDR Yes

LOADPARM HWI_OPSYS_LOADPARM Yes

GPNAME HWI_GROUP_PROF_NAME Yes

LOADATACT HWI_LOAD_AT_ACTIVATION Yes

MBCSTG HWI_CENTRAL_STOR Yes

RSVDCSTG HWI_RES_CENTRAL_STOR Yes

MBXSTG HWI_EXPANDED_STOR Yes

RSVDXSTG HWI_RES_EXPANDED_STOR Yes

NUMGPPI HWI_NUM_GPP Yes

NUMRESGPP HWI_NUM_RESGPP Yes

NUMZAAPI HWI_NUM_IFA Yes

NUMRESZAAP HWI_NUM_RESIFA Yes

NUMIFLPI HWI_NUM_IFL Yes

NUMRESIFL HWI_NUM_RESIFL Yes

NUMICFPI HWI_NUM_ICF Yes

NUMRESICF HWI_NUM_RESICF Yes

NUMZIIPI HWI_NUM_ZIIP Yes

NUMRESZIIP HWI_NUM_RESZIIP Yes

NUMSHRGPP HWI_NUM_SHARED_GPP Yes

NUMRESSHRGPP HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_GPP Yes
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NUMSHRZAAP HWI_NUM_SHARED_IFA Yes

NUMRESSHRZAAP HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_IFA Yes

NUMSHRIFL HWI_NUM_SHARED_IFL Yes

NUMRESSHRIFL HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_IFL Yes

NUMSHRICF HWI_NUM_SHARED_ICF Yes

NUMRESSHRICF HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_ICF Yes

NUMSHRZIIP HWI_NUM_SHARED_ZIIP Yes

NUMRESSHRZIIP HWI_NUM_RES_SHARED_ZIIP Yes

BSCACC HWI_BASIC_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTL Yes

PSCACC HWI_PROBSTATE_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLYes

CRCACC HWI_CRYPTOACTIVITY_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLYes

EXCACC HWI_EXTENDED_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLYes

COCACC HWI_COPROCESSOR_CPU_AUTH_COUNT_CNTLYes

BSCCSC HWI_BASIC_CPU_SAMPLING_AUTH_CNTLYes

ASS HWI_APROF_STORE_STATUS Yes

ALT HWI_APROF_LOADTYPE Yes

PROFDESC HWI_PROFILE_DESCRIPTION Yes

PROFPARTID HWI_PROFILE_PARTITION_ID Yes

OPMODE HWI_OPERATING_MODE Yes

CLOCKTYPE HWI_CLOCK_TYPE Yes

TIMEOFFSETDAYS HWI_TIME_OFFSET_DAYS Yes

TIMEOFFSETMINS HWI_TIME_OFFSET_MINUTES Yes

TIMEOFFSETHOURS HWI_TIME_OFFSET_HOURS Yes

TIMEOFFSETINCR HWI_TIME_OFFSET_INCREASE Yes

LICCCVALEN HWI_LICCC_VALIDATION_ENABLED Yes

GPDCNTL HWI_GLOBAL_PERFORMANCE_DATA_CONTROLYes

IOCONFIGCNTL HWI_IO_CONFIGURATION_CONTROL Yes

CROSSPARTAUTH HWI_CROSS_PARTITION_AUTHORITY No

LOGPARTISO HWI_LOGICAL_PARTITION_ISOLATION Yes

 

ADDRESS LXCON Commands [Deprecated]
 Contents 

WARNING
This feature requires the deprecated CCS Mainframe Connector for z/Linux, which reached end-of-service 31
AUG 2019. It will continue to be supported, but is now considered deprecated. There is no direct replacement.
Some of its functionality may be replaced by using the OPS/MVS z/OS to z/VM Client/Server sample
application. For more information, see sections "Integrating with z/VM" and "Integrating with z/Linux".
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The ADDRESS LXCON host command environment requires the Mainframe Connector be operational as documented
in the Hardware Interface Service and Mainframe Connector. The Parameter Reference section describes all associated
Linux Connector Interface parameters and how OPS/MVS interfaces with Mainframe Connector.

The ADDRESS LXCON is an OPS/REXX host command environment that lets you perform the following actions:

• Send a command to Linux or VM operating systems.
• (Optionally) Receive a response from Linux or VM operating systems. Command output from any ADDRESS LXCON

command returns only when the STEM keyword is specified.
• List the properties of selected VM and Linux systems that are connected to the Mainframe Connector.

Linux and VM commands are sent to the USS server where they are processed and sent to the Mainframe Connector
that routes the commands to the desired Linux or VM system. The response lines are returned to the issuing OPS/REXX
program in REXX stem variables.

Since the ADDRESS LXCON VM and Linux command processing uses the USS server for command execution, it shares
the ADDRESS USS Return Codes.

ADDRESS LXCON LXCMD -- Send Commands To Linux System

The LXCMD command issues any Linux command that can be executed from a shell environment.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS LXCON "LXCMD keywords"

  {COMMAND('cmd text')}

  {LXNAME(linux name)}

  {VMNODE(vm name)}

  [LOG(Y|N)]

  [STEM(stem)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

  [DELAY(seconds)]

COMMAND
This required keyword defines the text of the LINUX command. This keyword can be up to 2048 characters in
mixed case.

LXNAME
Defines the name of a Linux guest to which you want to send the command.

VMNODE
Defines a name of VM system under which Linux guest, specified by the LXNAME parameter, is running.

LOG, STEM, WAIT, and DELAY
(Optional) Specify the LOG, STEM, WAIT, and DELAY keywords. These keywords have the same meaning as the
ADDRESS USS Common Keywords.

ADDRESS LXCON VMCMD -- Send Commands To VM System

The VMCMD command issues a VM command that can be executed from a VM command line.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS LXCON "VMCMD keywords"

  {COMMAND('cmd text')}

  {VMNODE(vm name)}

  [LOG(Y|N)]

  [STEM(stem)]
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  [WAIT(seconds)]

  [DELAY(seconds)]

COMMAND
This required keyword defines the text of the VM command. This keyword can be up to 2048 characters in mixed
case.

VMNODE
Defines the name of a VM system to which you want to send the command.

LOG, STEM, WAIT, and DELAY
(Optional) Specify the LOG, STEM, WAIT, and DELAY keywords. These keywords have the same meaning as the
ADDRESS USS Common Keywords.

 Example: Issue command to a Linux system  

This command lists active processes on a Linux system that is a VM guest machine and returns the response lines in
stem variables with the stem name LXCMD. LXCMD.0 is set to the number of lines returned. The command waits up to 30
seconds for the response.

ADDRESS LXCON "LXCMD LXNAME(LINUX113) VMNODE(ZVM002) COMMAND('ps  - e') STEM(LXCMD.) WAIT(30)"

ADDRESS LXCON LIST -- Return VM And Linux System Properties

The LIST command returns formatted, word delimited records of the properties of all or selected VM and Linux systems
that are connected to the Mainframe Connector. The records are returned in stem variables. This command is always
executed synchronously without any waits or the services of the USS server.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS LXCON "LIST keywords"

  [VMNODE(vm name | N/A)]

  [LXNAME(linux name | N/A)]

  [STEM(stem)]

VMNODE
(Optional) Filters selection of the VM system records by a full or partial VM node name or the value N/A to
exclude all VM systems. Partial VM node names are specified as a prefix with a trailing ‘*’. If VMNODE is not
specified, all VM system records are returned.

LXNAME
(Optional) Filters selection of Linux system records by a full or partial Linux system name or the value N/A to
exclude all Linux systems. Partial Linux system names are specified as a prefix with a trailing ‘*’. If LXNAME is not
specified, all Linux system records are returned.

STEM
(Optional) Output from this command is always returned in stem variables. Specify the keyword only, if the default
value is not acceptable.

Default stem
LXLST

Created Stem Variable For A VM System Record

The output stem variable record for a VM system has the following word delimited fields. Some field values contain blanks
that have been translated to hexadecimal X’FE’. Translate these values to restore the original values.

VM system record ID
Always contains 'VMTP’
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CP node name
Contains one through eight characters

CMS node name
Contains one through eight characters

Time zone seconds offset from GMT
Contains an integer

CP system ID
Contains the first line of ‘Q CPLEVEL’ VM command response

CP version number
Contains an integer

CP release level
Contains an integer

CP modification level
Contains an integer

CP service level
Contains integer

CMS system ID
Contains the first line of ‘Q CMSLEVEL’ VM command response

CMS level
Contains an integer

CMS service level
Contains an integer

Created Stem Variable For A Linux System Record

The output stem variable record for a Linux system has the following word delimited fields. Some field values contain
blanks that have been translated to hexadecimal X’FE’. Translate these values to restore the original values.

Linux system record ID
Always contains ‘LXTP’

Linux system name
Contains a character string

VM guest node name
Contains one through eight characters or ‘N/A’ when not a VM guest.

Linux system IP address
IP address in presentation format

Linux version
Contains a character string

Linux release
Contains a character string

Machine name
Contains a character string

OS name
Contains a character string.

The following REXX function restores embedded blanks:
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NORMAL_FIELD = TRANSLATE(INCOMING_FIELD,'  ','FE'X)

 Example: List with filters 

This command finds all VM systems whose names begin with ‘ZV’. Exclude all Linux records. Results are returned in stem
variables LXLST.nn with LXLST.0=number of records returned.

ADDRESS LXCON "LIST VMNODE(ZV*) LXNAME(N/A)"

ADDRESS MIM Command
Contents

The ADDRESS MIM host command environment interfaces with the MIM API to retrieve environment, qname, and tape
information collected and maintained by MIM. These three unique functions of MIM information have their own individual
formats. The MIM API interface call returns the collected data to the caller as a series of REXX variables.

The MIM API returns the following three types of data:

ENV
Contains environment information about the MIM driver

QNAME
Contains statistics and status of system ENQ/DEQ and RESERVE/RELEASE activity

TAPE
Contains status information relating to the system tape activity

Common REXX Variables

The MIM API interface call returns the data collected by the ADDRESS MIM functions to the caller as a series of REXX
variables. Variables unique to each function are described in their appropriate sections.

The three ADDRESS MIM functions return the following common REXX variables:

MIM.RETURN
Contains the return code. You can examine this variable to determine the results of command execution. In some
cases, the reason code may contain additional information. The value is identical to the REXX return code RC.

MIM.REASON
Contains additional information as to the reason for the return code. The return code will indicate when the reason
code may be examined.

Address MIM Formats

Each command request type has a set of common parameters and a set of unique parameters that are tailored to the
function they perform.

The ADDRESS MIM command has the following format:

ADDRESS MIM "function 'common keywords' 'specific keywords'"

Use the following format to request system tape information:

ADDRESS MIM "TAPE 'common keywords' 'specific keywords'"

Use the following format to request environmental information:

ADDRESS MIM "ENV 'common keywords' 'specific keywords'"

Use the following format to request ENQ/DEQ information:
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ADDRESS MIM "QNAME 'common keywords' 'specific keywords'"

Common Keywords

The following keyword variables are common to all ADDRESS MIM functions. Variables unique to each function are
described in their appropriate sections.

SYSTEM(name)
Specifies the name of the MIM subsystem to which the request is directed. Enter the name as a 4-character
string. The request can be sent to a specific MIM facility or the special name MIMD if a specific name is not
known.
Default: MIMD

STEM(string)
Specifies the first qualifier of the stem variable name, which is generated for all REXX variables produced by
the ADDRESS MIM command. The character string defining the stem can be up to 48 characters long. The total
length for the variable name cannot exceed 64 characters.
Default: The function identifiers: TAPE, ENV, or QNAME

DEBUG(YES|NO|nnn)
Displays diagnostic information. Use this diagnostic tool with care. DEBUG can generate a large volume of
information to OPSLOG if the DISPLAY option is also selected. To display only the startup parameter values to
OPSLOG, specify DEBUG without using the DISPLAY option.
YES

Activates tracing. The DISPLAY option controls the information being traced.
nnn

Activates tracing and overrides the display length of 320 for MIM API control blocks. The DISPLAY option
controls the information being traced.

NO
Turns tracing off.

Default: NO
DISPLAY(CB|VAR|ALL)

Specifies the type of data to display. The DEBUG option must be active. All data displays in hex and character
and all display output is directed to OPSLOG.
CB

Displays MIM API structures for a length of 320 or the value of DEBUG(nnn).
VAR

Displays all REXX variables created as a result of command execution. The entire variable is displayed.
ALL

Displays both CB and VAR data.
If DISPLAY is omitted, no trace information will be displayed.

Common Return and Reason Codes

The following return codes are common to most functions. In addition to the actual return code in R15, REXX variables
MIM.RETURN and MIM.REASON can also be examined.

0
Indicates the command executed successfully and terminated properly.

1
Indicates the command string is too long.
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2
Indicates an error occurred during a parsing scan.

3
Received a syntax error from an executing TAPE function. The MIM.REASON normally contains a zero, but may
contain one of the following specific codes to indicate the cause of certain errors when received from an executing
TAPE function:

• 1 - An invalid range has been specified.
• 2 - A count was specified with non-numeric characters.
• 3 - An invalid hardware address was used under LOCAL search. However, partial results may still be returned.

9
Indicates an error occurred during the creation of a REXX variable.

10
Indicates there is no MIM facility available to service the request.

11
QNAME

Indicates the specified QNAME does not exist. This return code applies only in a case where the
NAMELIST option is used, and there is not a single match.

TAPE
Indicates the specified devices do not all matched selection criteria. The reason code contains one of the
following specific codes:
1 - Indicates no TAPE devices were found.
2 - Indicates a device list is specified, but only some devices were found.

12
The storage requirement for a response buffer exceeds the allowable limits. If you are running the command as
a rule, the storage limitation is 32K. Additional filtration might be necessary to reduce the amount of returning
information. If the command is not running as a rule, the limit is the amount of available storage.

13
Indicates the request to free storage has failed.

14
Indicates an abend occurred. MIM.REASON contains the abend code.

16
Indicates the OPS subsystem is not active.

17
Indicates an internal control block error was detected. MIM.REASON contains one of the following specific codes:
1 - Indicates the control block belongs to OPS/MVS.
2 - Indicates the control block belongs to the MIM API.

10nn
Specifies the return codes over 1000 are indicative of an error recognized by the MIM API. The actual MIM return
code nn is incremented by 1000. MIM.REASON contains 1 if the error is SSOB related, or 2 if from within the MIM
API.

ENV Function

The ENV function interfaces with the MIM DRIVER API. This function is a common class service type. All active MIM
address spaces can process the ENV function and provide environmental information to the API caller that relates to the
MIM subsystems running on the local system.
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The ADDRESS MIM ENV command syntax may contain optional common keywords, but has no keywords specific to the
function:

ADDRESS MIM "ENV 'common keywords'"

ENV Generated REXX Variables

All REXX variables created by the ENV function have a name stem beginning with either ENV., or the override value
specified in the STEM keyword. This section uses the default value ENV for the example stem.

The ENV function returns data to the calling program or calling rule that contains the following three sets of REXX
variables:

• The first group displays a list of MIM address spaces and has the following format:
ENV.n

• The second group returns information related to systems that ENV.n connects to. These variables have the following
format:
ENV.n.SYS.m

• The last group contains information about facilities that ENV.n has defined. These variables have the following format:
ENV.n.FAC.m

Examples: ENV REXX Variables

• ENV.n
ENV.0=1

ENV.1=01 * MIIPROC & r11.6 SP0 11.50 MIMI 0038 0000 YYYNNNNN 3 IC CC

C1CC1B09BADB87EB NORMAL Active C1CA19611F35DFE4 UP

• ENV.n.FAC.n
ENV.1.FAC.0=3

ENV.1.FAC.1=MIM Multi-image_Manager/MIM CA_MIM_Resource_Sharing

ENV.1.FAC.2=GDIF Global_Data_Integrity_Facility/GDIF CA_MII_Data_Sharing

ENV.1.FAC.3=ECMF ENQ_Conflict_Management_Facility/ECMF CA_MII_Data_Sharing 

• ENV.n.SYS.n
ENV.1.SYS.0=3

ENV.1.SYS.1=01 NONICMF XAD1 MIIPROC r11.6 SP0 01 001 zOS Active * * XAD1

PLEXC1 * XAD1 MF01 z/OS 01.08.00 XAD1

ENV.1.SYS.2=01 NONICMF XA55 * * * 55 002 zOS Freed * * XA55 * * * * * * XA55

ENV.1.SYS.3=01 NONICMF CA11 MIIPROC r11.6 SP0 11 005 zOS Active * * CA11

PLEXC1 * CA11 MF01 z/OS 01.08.00 CA11

Variable ENV.n

The ENV function creates the ENV.n variable for every active MIM address space. The ENV.0 variable contains the count
of these MIM subsystems. For example, values about MIM subsystems are in ENV.1 through ENV.x where x is equal to
ENV.0. The index numbers do not have leading zeros.

Every ENV.n stem has the ENV.n.SYS.0 variable, which contains the number (m) of systems connected to MIM.n. These
systems are in ENV.n.SYS.1 through m. In the same manner every ENV.n stem has also ENV.n.FAC.0 variable with
number m of facilities. These are in ENV.n.SYS.1 through m.

In all cases, leading zeroes and multiple blanks are suppressed in the data fields within each variable. All components
within the created variables comply with REXX standards, and as such are variable length, blank separated, and easily
parsed into individual REXX names. If no data is available for a particular field, it will contain a single asterisk. Also, any
blanks within a field will be replaced by an underscore.

The following lists the sequence of fields for ENV.n variable:
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1
Contains the two-character MIM block version identifier.

2
Contains the MIM complex name, which can be up to eight characters.

3
Contains the jobname, which can be up to eight characters.

4
Contains the SSI command prefix, which can be up to eight characters.

5
Contains the MIM product version, which can be up to eight characters.

6
Contains the MIM product maintenance level, which can be up to eight characters.

7
Contains the MIM compatibility level, which can be up to eight characters.

8
Contains the MIM subsystem name, which can be up to four characters.

9
Contains the Address space ID (ASID), specified in four hexadecimal characters.

10
Contains the number of active facilities specified as a four-character numeric value.

11
Contains the Facility Mask specified as an eight-bit mask translated to a single eight-character word. Characters
are Y or N corresponding to on or off. The facilities correspond to the character positions as follows:

• 1 - MIM Driver
• 2 - GDIF
• 3 - ECMF
• 4 - EDIF
• 5 - GTAF
• 6 - TPCF
• 7 - GCMF
• 8 - ICMF

12
Contains the control file medium specified as a one-character numeric value, the possible values and their
meanings are:

• 1 - None
• 2 - DASDONLY
• 3 - CTCDASD
• 4 - CTCONLY
• 5 - XCF

13
Contains the initial control file technique, which has the following possible values:
ID - Initial DASD
IC - Initial CTC
* - Not CTCDASD
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14
Contains the current control file technique, which has the following possible values:
CD - ICurrent DASD
CC - ICurrent CTC
* - INot CTCDASD

15
Contains the heart-beat time. The time-of-day clock value consists of 16 hexadecimal characters.

16
Contains the heart-beat status, which consists of the following possible values:

• NORMAL
• WARNING
• PROBLEM

17
Contains the heart-beat reason, which can have up to 32 characters. The heart-beat reason is documented in the
MIM Programming Guide section MIM Health Check State Management.

18
Contains the OPS/MVS operational time. The time-of-day clock value consists of 16 hexadecimal characters.

19
Contains the OPS/MVS operational state, which can have the following possible values:

• STARTING
• UP
• STOPPING
• DOWN

Variable ENV.n.SYS.m

The MIMSYS command displays the status and configuration of the MIM address spaces running in the complex. The
following lists the sequence of fields for ENV.n.SYS.m variable:

1
Contains the two-character MIM block version identifier.

2
Indicates whether the system is connected using ICMF or a control file. The possible values are:

• ICMF - ICMF connected system
• NONICMF - Control File System

3
Contains the MIM system name, which is up to eight characters.

4
Contains the MIM jobname, which is up to eight characters.

5
Contains the MIM product release, which is up to eight characters.

6
Contains the MIM product maintenance level, which is up to eight characters.

7
Contains the MIM alias name, which is up to two characters.
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8
Contains the MIM system index number, which is a numeric value of up to three characters.

9
Contains the operating system type, specified as either zOS or zVM.

10
Contains the MIM state, which has the following possible values:

• Unknown
• Starting
• Active
• Stopped
• Sleeping
• Awakening
• Migrating
• Freed
• Quiesced
• Pending
• Synchronizing
• Inactive

11
Contains the ICMF system name, which can be up to eight characters.

12
Contains the LSERV subsystem name, which can be up to four characters.

13
Contains the system name, which can be up to eight characters.

14
Contains the sysplex name, which can be up to eight characters.

15
Contains the VM user ID, which can be up to eight characters.

16
Contains the LPAR name, which can be up to eight characters.

17
Contains the hardware configuration name, which can be up to eight characters.

18
Contains the operating system name, which can be up to eight characters.

19
Contains the operating system version, which can be up to eight characters.

20
Contains the system SMF ID, which can be up to four characters.

Variable ENV.n.FAC.m

This set of variables contains details about the active facilities in each MIM address space. The following lists the
sequence of fields for ENV.n.FAC.m variable:

1
Contains the facility name. The possible values are:
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• MIM
• GDIF
• ECMF
• EDIF
• GTAF
• TPCF
• GCMF
• ICMF

2
Contains the facility full name, which can be up to 48 characters.

3
Contains the component family name, which can be up to 64 characters.

Example: ENV

The ENV function does not have any specific keywords:

ADDRESS MIM "ENV"

QNAME Function

The QNAME function interfaces with the MIM DRIVER API service type that provides environmental information to the API
caller on the status of the ENQ/DEQ and the reserve and release activity. Information is available on both managed and
non-managed QNAMES, with an option to select either or both.

QNAME Function Keywords

The following keyword variables are unique to ADDRESS MIM QNAME functions:

QINFO(M|NM|ALL|NONE)
Specifies the type of QNAMES to satisfy this request for information. Valid values are:
M

Returns header and detail information on managed QNAMES only.
NM

Returns header and detail information on non-managed QNAMES only.
ALL

Returns header and detail information on QNAMES that are both managed and non-managed.
NONE

Returns header information only.
Default: ALL

NAMELIST(name,…name)
Restricts the amount of returned information to a specific name, a range of names, or a list of up to 16 names. If
you use a list, enclose the names in parentheses and separate individual entries with either a comma or space.
Names can be up to 8 characters. Use wildcards by appending the leading portion of a name with an asterisk (*).
Unless the trailing * is present, the name is considered to be specific, and must match exactly. Lists can contain a
mix of both specific and wildcard names.
Only one header information variable is created per ADDRESS MIM command. Variables containing detail
QNAME information are created in the order they appear in the NAMELIST. Variables for managed entries are
created first, followed by those for non-managed entries.
Default: Returns information on all QNAME entries available to MIM at the time of the call.
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WARNING
There is a direct connection between the number of QNAME entries available to the MIM API and the storage
required to satisfy this command. When running as a rule, storage demands are limited to 32K, which will
probably cause a QNAME request for all available information to fail. Therefore, name filtration is highly
recommended when running as a rule.

QNAME Generated REXX Variables

All REXX variables created by the QNAME function have a name stem beginning with either QNAME, or the override
value specified in the STEM keyword. This section uses the default value of QNAME for the example stem.

This function always creates the following variables:

• One REXX variable with the following name:
QNAME.SL

• A string of variables, one for each of the QNAME entries returned by the MIM API, which has the following name:
QNAME.QNM.n

The last element of the name QNAME.QNM.n is a running sequence number, which starts with 1 and is incremented by
1 for each new variable, with no leading zeroes. To bypass creation of the QNAME.QNM.n variable, use the QNINFO
keyword. In all cases, leading zeroes and multiple blanks are suppressed in the data fields within each variable.

All components within the created variables comply with REXX standards of being variable length, blank separated, and
can easily be parsed into individual REXX names.

Examples of the QNAME REXX Variables

• QNAME.SL
QNAME.SL=01 MIIPROC r11.6 SP0 PD01 1 0 108012 21271060 0 0 0 0 10 0 7538123

0 4 923822 0 37727431 85021

• QNAME.QNM.n
QNAME.QNM.0=1 

QNAME.QNM.1=SYSDSN 776805 769331 0 0 36 776805 769331 0 0 36 M

QNAME.SL Variable

This header variable may contain the following information:

• The general status and statistics on the entire MIM subsystem facility servicing QNAME requests
• The counts of the created individual QNAME.QNM.n variables

Only one QNAME.SL variable is created per ADDRESS MIM QNAME command, regardless of the NAMELIST option.

The following lists the sequence of individual elements in this variable:

1
Contains the two-character MIM block version identifier.

2
Contains the jobname, which can be up to eight characters.

3
Contains the MIM product version, which can be up to eight characters.

4
Contains the MIM product maintenance level, which can be up to eight characters.

5
Contains the MIM system name, which can be up eight characters.
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6
Contains the count of REXX variables created for managed entries, expressed as nine numeric characters.

7
Contains the count of REXX variables created for non-managed entries, expressed as nine numeric characters.

8
Contains the activation date, expressed as six numeric characters formatted as CYYDDD (century, year, and
day).

9
Contains the activation time, expressed as a seven- or eight-character string formatted as hhmmssth (hours,
minutes, seconds, and tenths of seconds). A leading 0 in the hh area is suppressed.

10
Contains the count reset date, which has the same format as #8 above.

11
Contains the count reset time, which has the same format as #9 above.

12
Contains the service reset date, which has the same format as #8 above.

13
Contains the service reset time, which has the same format as #9 above.

14
Contains the accumulated service reset time in seconds, expressed as up to 9 numeric characters. It will contain
0 if the counter is totally empty, or can be expressed as “<1” if only microseconds are accumulated.

15
Contains the accumulated service reset time since last reset, and has the same format as #14 above.

16
Contains the accumulated ENQ/RESERVE requests, which can be up to 9 numeric characters.

17
Contains the accumulated ENQ/RESERVE requests since the last reset, which can be up to 9 numeric
characters.

18
Contains the accumulated ENQ/RESERVE control file cycles expressed as up to 9 numeric characters.

19
Contains the accumulated ENQ/RESERVE control file cycles since last reset, which can be up to 9 numeric
characters.

20
Contains the total number of integrity failures that were prevented, which can be up to 9 numeric characters.

21
Contains the total number of local integrity failures that were prevented, which can be up to 9 numeric characters.

QNAME.QNM.n

This set of variables contains detailed conflicts, ENQ, and RESERVE information. A variable set is created for every
QNAME entry that matches the selection criteria specified by the QINFO and NAMELIST command options. The trailing
element of the stem name is a sequence number starting with 1 and incremented by 1 for each variable created. Internal
processing checks for the managed QNAMES first, non-managed QNAMES second. So, when non-managed QNAMES
are desired, their sequence numbers will be the highest. If multiple names are specified within the NAMELIST keyword,
sequence number incrementing continues across names.
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The sequence of individual elements in these variables is as follows:

1
Contains the name of the QNAME entry, which can be up to eight characters.

2
Contains the number of ENQ requests since last reset.

3
Contains the number of ENQ processed since last reset.

4
Contains the number of RESERVE requests since last reset.

5
Contains the number of RESERVE processed since last reset.

6
Contains the number of conflicts since last reset.

7
Contains the number of ENQ requests since last restart.

8
Contains the number of ENQ processed since last restart.

9
Contains the number of RESERVE requests since last restart.

10
Contains the number of RESERVE processed since last restart.

11
Contains the number of conflicts since last restart.

12
QNAME type, valid values are:

• * = non-managed
• N = GDIF=NO
• M = SYSTEM
• S = SYSTEMS
• R = RESERVES
• A = ALL

NOTE

 Items 2-11 above are all expressed as numeric strings up to 9 characters long, with leading zeroes removed, or
0 if empty.

Example 1: Request information for QNAME SYSABCDE

To requested information for QNAME SYSABCDE only, regardless if it is managed or not, the MIM subsystem name is not
known so the default MIMD is used, and the desired stem is SYST, enter the following:

ADDRESS MIM "QNAME 'NAMELIST(SYSABCDE)' 'STEM(SYST)'"

If the name SYSABCDE does not exit, return code 11 results. If it does exist, REXX variables SYST.SL and SYST.QNM.1
are created.

Example 2: Request QNAME information for all non-managed entries
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To request QNAME information for all non-managed entries, and the default system and stem names are acceptable,
enter the following:

ADDRESS MIM QNAME QINFO(NM)

If no non-managed QNAME entry is found, the return code is 10. Otherwise, it is 0, the REXX variable QNAME.SL returns
with one each for every QNAME entry found. The names start with QNAME.QNM.1, then progress to QNAME.QNM.2,
and so on.

Example 3: Request QNAME information for name ENQTEST

To request QNAME information for name ENQTEST when tracing is activated to display the REXX variables only, and the
QNAME ENQTEST is serviced only by the MIM subsystem MIMT, enter the following:

ADDRESS MIM "QNAME 'NAMELIST(ENQTEST)' 'DEBUG(YES)' 'DISPLAY(VAR)'

'SYSTEM(MIMT)'"

Return code 10 may result if the MIM system MIMT is not active.

Example 4: Request SYS* managed entries

To request information on all managed entries with names starting with SYS*, and the specific entries SVTS and
KEESPIN, enter the following:

ADDRESS MIM QNAME NAMELIST(SYS*,SVTS,KEESPIN)

If at least one entry matches the selection criteria, the return code is 0, along with the appropriate REXX variables. If no
QNAME entry is found, the return code is 11.

Example 5: Request header information

To request only the header information in the REXX variable STEM.SL, with the default stem name QNAME, enter the
following:

ADDRESS MIM QINFO(NONE)

TAPE Function

The TAPE function interfaces with the MIM TPDVD API service type that provides environmental information to the API
caller relating to the status of system tapes. Potentially, the amount of TAPE data returned can be very large. However,
this data can be filtered by using the keywords listed below which are unique to ADDRESS MIM TAPE.

TAPE Function -- Keyword Variables

This section discusses the keyword variables unique to the ADDRESS MIM TAPE functions.

• Specify GLOBAL or LOCAL to limit the range of devices returned
GLOBAL|LOCAL(name[FOR number]|[TO name]|[,name[,name...]] )

LOCAL
Searches for devices based on their hardware address.

GLOBAL
Searches for devices based on the symbolic MIM names and then returns information for all devices on all
systems in the MIA complex that match the specified criteria.

There are 3 methods to specify devices within the GLOBAL|LOCAL keyword:
List -

A list of up to 50 device names, delimited by a comma, can be stipulated. ADDRESS MIM TAPE will limit its
enquiry to the devices in this list. For example:
ADDRESS MIM "TAPE 'GLOBAL(R180,R182,R18A,R18F)'"
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Range -
Using TO as the second parameter between two device names will cause ADDRESS MIM TAPE to examine
every device in-between, inclusive of the device names specified. An example of its use could be:
ADDRESS MIM "TAPE 'GLOBAL(R180 TO R18F)'"

Please note that the first device specified, in this case R180, must be the lower value.
Count -

Using FOR as the second parameter will cause ADDRESS MIM TAPE to examine every device from the 1st
parameter for the number specified in the 3rd parameter. An example of its use could be:
ADDRESS MIM "TAPE 'GLOBAL(R180 FOR 16)'"

• Specify TAPE to choose the type of device on which to collect and return the Tape information
TYPE(3420|3480|3490|3495|3590)

You can choose only one of these five device types at any one time. If the TYPE keyword is omitted, all device types
within the criteria are examined.

NOTE

Device Type is only known for devices managed on the local system. Specifying this keyword automatically
excludes any device not managed on the local system. Therefore, if the GLOBAL keyword is used in
conjunction with the TYPE keyword, all results will be for devices that match the criteria on the local system
only.

• Specify STATUS to restrict the returned data to only those devices that match the parameters on this keyword
STATUS(ONLINE|OFFLINE|ALLOC|MPEND|OPEND)

Only one of these five possible parameters can be used at a time.
ALLOC

Refers to devices that have been allocated to a job
MPEND

Refers to devices that are mount-pending
OPEND

Refers to devices that are offline-pending.
If the STATUS keyword is omitted, data will be returned for devices under any status, provided they match the rest of
the specified criteria.

TAPE Generated REXX Variables

All REXX variables created by the TAPE function have a name stem beginning with either TAPE., or an override value
supplied in the STEM keyword. This section uses the default value TAPE for the example stem.

Examples: TAPE REXX Variables

• TAPE.n
TAPE.0=1 

TAPE.1=01 NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN E7D * * 3480 *

YNYNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN SE7D 0 * * * * * *

• TAPE.n.SYS.n
TAPE.1.SYS.0=3

TAPE.1.SYS.1=01 NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN PD01

NNNNNYNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

TAPE.1.SYS.2=01 NYNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN PD02

NNNNNYNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

TAPE.1.SYS.3=01 NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN PD03

NNNNNYNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
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Variable TAPE.n

Variables of the form TAPE.n are created, one for each device that matches the criteria specified by the user. The very
first variable, TAPE.0, contains the total number of these devices that are returned. Each of these variables contains a
single string of 16 blank-delimited fields. If no data is available for a particular field, a single asterisk displays. Blanks
within a field are replaced by an underscore.

The following lists the sequence of fields for TAPE.n:

1
Contains the two-character MIM block version identifier.

2
Contains flag bytes 0, 1 and 2, 24 Boolean characters (eight for each flag), and either Y or N table column
identifier. The conditions represented by each flag position are as follows:

• 1 - Device not locally managed.
• 2 - Caller asked for OS system name but the OS system name is not yet available. System names for this

block will be filled in with the value of the 3rd position on the DEFSYS statement.
• 3-24 - Reserved.

3
Contains the internal MIM device number, this is equivalent to the device hardware address, specified in four
hexadecimal characters.

4
Contains the four-character device UCB address.

5
Contains the four-character preference value. The possible values are from 0001 to 0255.

6
Contains one of the following device types: 3420, 3480, 3490, 3495 or 3590.

7
Contains the autopath host name, which can be MIM or any name of up to four characters.

8
Contains flag bytes 3, 4, 5, and 6, 32 Boolean characters (eight for each flag), and either Y or N table column
identifier. The following are the local device attributes represented by each flag:

• 1 - Device has ACL installed
• 2 - Device has active ACL
• 3 - Device has IDRC
• 4-32 - Reserved

9
Contains the four character global device name.

10
Contains the elapsed mount-pending time in seconds, which can be up to 10 numeric characters.

11
Contains the elapsed mount pending time in the format hh:mm:ss.

12
Contains the jobname for which the device is reserved. The name can be up to eight characters.

13
Contains the system name on which the device is reserved for the job. The name can contain up to 8 characters.
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14
Contains the job name that has this device allocated. The name can contain up to eight characters.

15
Contains the user data assigned to the device by the MIA VARY command.

16
Contains the VOLSER when the device is mounted or mount-pending. The VOLSER is six alpha-numeric
characters.

Variable TAPE.n.SYS.m

For each TAPE.n REXX variable, a varying number of associated variables return data on the status of the device on each
system in the MIA complex.

These variables take the form of TAPE.n.SYS.m, where m is any decimal number in a sequence of decimal numbers.
Each variable contains a single string of four blank-delimited fields. If no data is available for a particular field, it will
contain a single asterisk. Blanks within a field are replaced by underscores.

TAPE.n.SYS.0 contains the total number of systems in the MIA complex. The sequence for TAPE.n.SYS.m follows:

1
Contains the two-character MIM block version identifier.

2
Contains flag bytes 0, 1 and 2, 24 Boolean characters (eight for each flag), and either Y or N table column
identifier. The conditions represented by each flag position are as follows:

• 1 - Device not managed on this system.
• 2 - This system is the local system to the API request. That is, this system is the system that originated the API

request.
• 3 - This system has been freed from the MIA complex.
• 4 - Caller asked for OS system name but the OS system name is not yet available. System names for this

block will be filled in with the value of the third position on the DEFSYS statement.
• 5-24 - Reserved.

3
Contains the system name represented by this variable, which can be up to eight characters.

4
Contains flag bytes 3, 4, 5 and 6, 32 Boolean characters (eight for each flag), and either Y or N table column
identifier. The device status values (for this system) represented y each flag position are as follows:
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• 1 - Device is DEDICATED to this system (MIA VARY DEDICATED)
• 2 - Device is DEDICATED to an external system (MIA VARY DEDICATED)
• 3 - Device is NOTAVAILABLE (MIA VARY NOTAVAILABLE)
• 4 - Device is OVERGENNED (MIA VARY OVERGENNED)
• 5 - Device is ALLOCATED
• 6 - Device is ONLINE
• 7 - Device is MOUNT PENDING on this system
• 8 - Device is JOB RESERVED (MIA VARY JOB)
• 9 - Device is PENDING OFFLINE
• 10 - Reserved
• 11 - Device is reserved for CP (VM only - MIA VARY CPON)
• 12 - Device is attached to a guest operating system (VM only - MIA ATTACH with SYSTEM option)
• 13 - Device is JOB RESERVED with the FORCE option (MIA VARY JOB with FORCE option)
• 14-32 - Reserved

Example 1: Request allocated tape information

To request information for all allocated tapes with device names between 3100 and 3900 within the MIM complex and the
desired stem is MIA, enter:

ADDRESS MIM "TAPE 'GLOBAL(3100 TO 3900)' 'STATUS(ALLOC)' 'STEM(MIA)'"

GLOBAL keyword
Ensures the allocation of a matching device on any system in the MIM complex.

TO parameter
Specifies the examination of all devices between and inclusive of 3100 and 3900.

ALLOC parameter in STATUS
Ensures the return of only those devices that are currently allocated.

Result: REXX variables are generated in the form of MIA.n and MIA.n.SYS.m, when allocated devices within this range
are found. If no device exists that matches the criteria, a return code of 11 is set.

Example 2: Request device information for hardware addresses

To request information for the devices with online hardware addresses of 3200, E70 and 3800 and use the default stem of
TAPE, issue:

ADDRESS MIM "TAPE 'LOCAL(3200,E70,3800)' 'STATUS(ONLINE)'"

The LOCAL keyword indicates that we want to search for devices using their hardware address. The ONLINE parameter
of STATUS further limits the returned devices to only those that are presently online.

ADDRESS MQ Commands
The ADDRESS MQ host command environment interfaces with IBM WebSphere MQ to let you do the following tasks:

• Send and retrieve MQ messages
• Set attributes for the queues or queue managers
• Inquire which attributes are set for the queues or queue managers.

ADDRESS MQ requires that the INITMSF parameter must be set to YES. ADDRESS MQ is not available in AOF Rules.

NOTE
Any address space that issues ADDRESS MQ commands must have The MQSERIES load library in the steplib
concatenation, unless it is in linklist.
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ADDRESS MQ Command Format

The ADDRESS MQ command provides operations to do the following:

• Connect to a queue manager.
• Open a queue.
• Put messages in the queue and get messages from the queue as many times as needed.
• Set queue manager attributes.
• Inquire which attributes are set for the queue or queue manager.
• Close the queue.
• Disconnect from the queue manager.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ "operation parameters"

  {CONNECT} {OPEN} {GET} {PUT} {SET} {INQUIRE} {CLOSE} {DISCONNECT}

MQ CONNECT -- Provide Queue Manager Connection

The ADDRESS MQ Connect command lets you specify a specific Queue Manager connection.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ CONNECT {QMGR(name)} {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)}

QMGR
Specifies the queue manager name to which you want to connect. The name can be up to 48 bytes and is case
sensitive.

CONHANDLE(varHCONN)
Specifies the variable name to store the connection handle.

Example: MQ Connect

This example connects to the queue manager CSQ7:

ADDRESS MQ "CONNECT QMGR(CSQ7) CONHANDLE(hconn)"

MQ OPEN -- Open a Queue

The ADDRESS MQ OPEN command lets you open a specific message queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ OPEN {QUEUE(name)|QMGR(name)} 

  {OPTIONS(DEFAULT|SHARED|EXCLUSIVE|BROWSE|OUTPUT|SET|INQUIRE)} 

  {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)} 

  {OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)}

QUEUE
Defines the message queue name. The name is case sensitive and can be up to 48 bytes.
Mutually exclusive with QMGR.

QMGR
Defines the queue manager name. The name is case sensitive and can be up to 48 bytes.
Mutually exclusive with QUEUE.

OPTIONS
Specifies your access or other options.
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• For QUEUE, you can specify BROWSE, OUTPUT, SET, or INQUIRE. In addition, you may omit or specify one
of the following mutually exclusive parameters: DEFAULT, SHARED, EXCLUSIVE.

• For QMGR, you can specify only INQUIRE mode.
• DEFAULT

Indicates the default queue setting. The message is deleted from the queue.
• SHARED

Indicates shared access. The message is deleted from the queue.
• EXCLUSIVE

Indicates exclusive access. The message is deleted from the queue.
• BROWSE

Indicates using browse mode to access the message queue. The message is kept on the queue.
• OUTPUT

Indicates output mode. This option is necessary for putting messages on the queue.
• SET

Indicates set mode. This option is necessary for setting the attributes of the queue.
• INQUIRE

Indicates inquire mode. This option is necessary for inquiring which attributes of the queue or queue manager
are set.

CONHANDLE(varHCONN)
Defines the variable name that stores the Connection Handle.

OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)
Defines the variable name that stores the Object Handle.

Example: MQ OPEN

This example shows how to open a queue (QM2) for output.

ADDRESS MQ "OPEN QUEUE(QM2) OPTIONS(OUTPUT)",

           "CONHANDLE(hconn) OBJHANDLE(hobj)"

MQ GET -- Retrieve Messages

The ADDRESS MQ GET command retrieves messages from the message queue using the FIFO retrieval method.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ GET OPTIONS([TRUNCATE] [KEEP] [CORRELID(corr)] [WAIT(time)] [CONVERT(ccsid)])

   {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)}

   {OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)}

   {DATA(varDATA)}

OPTIONS
Specifies the processing options.
TRUNCATE

(Optional) Allows data to be truncated. If omitted, the GET operation fails when the data contains over
32,000 bytes.

KEEP
(Optional) Causes messages to be kept on the queue. Keep is required when the queue is being
browsed.

CORRELID
(Optional) Defines the correlation ID of the message to be returned.
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NOTE

The CORRELID must be specified in hex format.

WAIT
(Optional) Specifies the amount of time in seconds to wait for the message. If omitted, GET does not wait
for any messages.
Possible value:

1 to 900 seconds
CONVERT

NOTE
(Optional) Converts data to the host code page that is specified by the decimal ccsid (Coded
Character Set ID). For a list of possible CCSIDs, see section Converting Character Sets in IBM
manual z/OS DFSMS Using Data Sets (SC23-6855-30).

CONHANDLE(varHCONN)
Defines the variable name that stores the connection handle.

OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)
Defines the variable name that stores the object handle.

DATA(varDATA)
Defines the variable name that stores the message.

Example: MQ GET

This example gets a message with a specific CorrelID, stored in variable mycorr:

ADDRESS MQ "GET OPTIONS(CORRELID("mycorr"))",

           "CONHANDLE(hconn) OBJHANDLE(hobj) DATA(data2get)"

MQ PUT -- Put Messages on the Queue

The ADDRESS MQ PUT command puts the message on a message queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ PUT OPTIONS([STEM(varSTEM)] [CORRELID(NEW)] [EXPIRY(time units | UNLIMITED)] [FORMAT(NONE |

 STRING)] [PRIORITY(msgpriority)])

   {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)}

   {OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)}

   {DATA(varDATA)}

OPTIONS
Specifies the processing options.
STEM(varSTEM)

(Optional) Creates the variable varSTEM.CORRELID that contains a value of CorrelID. The output
displays in hex format.

CORRELID(NEW)
(Optional) Puts the message and receives new unique CORRELID, which is stored in
varSTEM.CORRELID.
Specifying STEM automatically creates the variable varSTEM.CORRELID. If STEM is omitted, the default
name MQ.CORRELID is used.

NOTE
The new CORRELID is prefixed with 'OPS/MVS'.
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EXPIRY(time units | UNLIMITED)
(Optional) Specifies the expiration time of the message in minutes, hours, days, or weeks.
Possible values:

• Time: 1 to 120
• Units: Minutes, hours, days, or weeks
• UNLIMITED: An unlimited expiration time

Default: Unlimited
FORMAT(NONE | STRING)

(Optional) Specifies a format name of message data.

• Possible values:
• NONE: Format of message data is undefined. Data cannot be converted using the CONVERT option.
• STRING: Message of this format can be converted when the CONVERT option is specified.

Default: NONE
PRIORITY(msgpriority)

(Optional) Puts the message and set the message priority.

• Possible values:
• msgpriority: 0 - 9.

Default: A queue default message priority.
CONHANDLE(varHCONN)

Defines the variable name that stores the connection handle.
OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)

Defines the variable name that stores the object handle.
DATA(varDATA)

Defines the variable name that stores the message.

NOTE
Input data automatically truncates to 32,000 bytes if data > 32000 bytes.

Examples: MQ PUT

This example puts the message on the queue, specifies an expiry time, and receives the Correl ID to
MYSTEM.CORRELID:

ADDRESS MQ "PUT OPTIONS(EXPIRY(80 DAYS),STEM(myStem),CORRELID(NEW))",

           "CONHANDLE(hconn) OBJHANDLE(hobj) DATA(data2put)"

This example does not specify the STEM option, which receives the Correl ID to MQ.CORRELID:

ADDRESS MQ "PUT OPTIONS(EXPIRY(80 DAYS),CORRELID(NEW))",

           "CONHANDLE(hconn) OBJHANDLE(hobj) DATA(data2put)"

MQ SET -- Set Attributes

The ADDRESS MQ SET command sets the queue attributes.

Before calling this command, you must store the attributes in compound variables. This lets you specify a stem variable or
use the default stem, and the tail is the attribute name.

NOTE
This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS MQ SET

   {ATTRIBUTES(attributes)}

   [STEM(varSTEM)]

   {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)}

   {OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)}

ATTRIBUTES(attributes)
Specifies the attributes to set. You can specify all valid attributes.
There are two types of attributes:
Character attributes

The character length is defined with IBM definitions. If the length is greater, then the attribute will be
truncated.
TRIGGER_DATA

Sets the trigger data (length - MQ_TRIGGER_DATA_LENGTH).
Integer attributes

INHIBIT_GET
Controls whether to allow GET operations.
Valid values: 0 - 1

0
enable

1
disable

INHIBIT_PUT
Controls whether to allow PUT operations.
Valid values: 0 - 1

0
enable

1
disable

TRIGGER_CONTROL
Sets the trigger control.
Valid values: 0 - 1

0
enable

1
disable

TRIGGER_DEPTH
Sets the trigger depth.
Valid values: 1 - 999999999

TRIGGER_MSG_PRIORITY
Sets the threshold message priority for triggers.
Valid values: 0 - MaxPriority

MaxPriority
Maximum message priority supported by the queue manager.
Lowest: 0
Highest: MaxPriority
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TRIGGER_TYPE
Sets the trigger type.
Valid values: 0 - 3
0
none
1
first
2
every
3
depth

NOTE
To see full description of attributes, see the IBM WebSphere MQ Application Programming Reference,
where character attributes are prefixed with MQCA_ and integer attributes with MQIA_.

STEM(varSTEM)
(Optional) Defines the stem of the compound variable that stores the attributes. If omitted, MQ will be used.
Attributes are read from this variable and set by the MQ SET command.
Default: MQ

CONHANDLE(varHCONN)
Defines the variable name that stores the connection handle.

OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)
Defines the variable name that stores the object handle.

Examples: Use MQ SET to Set Attributes

This example inhibits messages from being put on the queue and omits the STEM keyword.

MQ.INHIBIT_PUT = 1 

address MQ "SET CONHANDLE(HCONN) OBJHANDLE(HOBJ)",  

           "ATTRIBUTES(INHIBIT_PUT)" 

This example allows messages to be put on the queue and sets the trigger data field.

SET.INHIBIT_PUT = 0 

SET.TRIGGER_DATA = "MQTEST" 

address MQ "SET CONHANDLE(HCONN) OBJHANDLE(HOBJ)", 

           "ATTRIBUTES(INHIBIT_PUT, TRIGGER_DATA) STEM(SET)"

MQ INQUIRE -- Inquire Attributes

The ADDRESS MQ INQUIRE command inquires which attributes are set for the queue or queue manager.

Calling this command creates the compound variables, where you can specify a stem variable or use the default stem,
and the tail is the attribute name.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ INQUIRE

   {ATTRIBUTES(attributes)}

   [STEM(varSTEM)]

   {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)}

   {OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)}

ATTRIBUTES(attributes)
Specifies which attributes to get. You can specify up to 16 attributes.
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There are six types of attributes:

• Character attributes for the queue
• Character attributes for the queue manager
• Character attributes common for queue and queue manager
• Integer attributes for the queue
• Integer attributes for the queue manager
• Integer attributes common for queue and queue manager
• Character attributes for the queue:

– BACKOUT_REQ_Q_NAME
Returns the excessive backout requeue name.

– BASE_Q_NAME
Returns the queue name to which the alias resolves.

– CF_STRUC_NAME
Returns the coupling-facility structure name.

– CLUSTER_NAME
Returns the cluster name.

– CLUSTER_NAMELIST
Returns the cluster name list.

– CREATION_DATE
Returns the queue creation date.

– CREATION_TIME
Returns the queue creation time.

– INITIATION_Q_NAME
Returns the initiation queue name.

– PROCESS_NAME
Returns the process definition name.

– Q_DESC
Returns the queue description.

– Q_NAME
Returns the queue name.

– REMOTE_Q_MGR_NAME
Returns the remote queue manager name.

– REMOTE_Q_NAME
Returns the remote queue name as known on the remote queue manager.

– STORAGE_CLASS
Returns the storage class name.

– TRIGGER_DATA
Returns the trigger data.

– XMIT_Q_NAME
Returns the transmission queue name.

• Character attributes for the queue manager:
– CHANNEL_AUTO_DEF_EXIT

Returns the automatic channel definition exit name.
– CLUSTER_WORKLOAD_DATA

Returns the data passed to cluster workload exit.
– CLUSTER_WORKLOAD_EXIT

Returns the cluster workload exit name.
– COMMAND_INPUT_Q_NAME
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Returns the system command input queue name.
– DEAD_LETTER_Q_NAME

Returns the dead-letter queue name.
– DEF_XMIT_Q_NAME

Returns the default transmission queue name.
– DNS_GROUP

Returns the TCP listener group name.
– IGQ_USER_ID

Returns the intra-group queuing user identifier.
– LU_GROUP_NAME

Returns the LU 6.2 listener generic LU name.
– LU_NAME

Returns the LU name to use for outbound LU 6.2 transmissions.
– LU62_ARM_SUFFIX

Returns the suffix of the SYS1.PARMLIB member APPCPMxx.
– Q_MGR_DESC

Returns the queue manager description.
– Q_MGR_IDENTIFIER

Returns the queue-manager identifier.
– Q_MGR_NAME

Returns the local queue manager name.
– QSG_NAME

Returns the queue-sharing group name.
– REPOSITORY_NAME

Returns the cluster name for which queue manager provides repository services.
– REPOSITORY_NAMELIST

Returns the name of the namelist object containing the names of clusters for which queue manager
provides repository services.

– TCP_NAME
Returns the name of the TCP/IP system that you are using.

• Character attributes common for queue and queue manager:
– ALTERATION_DATE

Returns the date of most-recent alteration.
– ALTERATION_TIME

Returns the time of most-recent alteration.
• Integer attributes for the queue:

– BACKOUT_THRESHOLD
Returns the backout threshold.

– CLWL_Q_PRIORITY
Returns the priority of the queue.

– CLWL_Q_RANK
Returns the rank of the queue.

– CLWL_USEQ
Returns the remote queues to be used.

– CURRENT_Q_DEPTH
Returns the number of messages on queue.

– DEF_BIND
Returns the default binding.

– DEF_INPUT_OPEN_OPTION
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Returns the default open-for-input option.
– DEF_PERSISTENCE

Returns the default message persistence.
– DEF_PRIORITY

Returns the default message priority.
– DEFINITION_TYPE

Returns the queue definition type.
– HARDEN_GET_BACKOUT

Returns whether to harden the backout count.
– INDEX_TYPE

Returns the type of index maintained for queue.
– INHIBIT_GET

Returns whether get operations are allowed.
– INHIBIT_PUT

Returns whether put operations are allowed.
– MAX_MSG_LENGTH

Returns the maximum message length.
– MAX_Q_DEPTH

Returns the maximum number of messages allowed on queue.
– MSG_DELIVERY_SEQUENCE

Returns whether message priority is relevant.
– NPM_CLASS

Returns the level of reliability for nonpersistent messages.
– OPEN_INPUT_COUNT

Returns the number of MQOPEN calls that have the queue open for input.
– OPEN_OUTPUT_COUNT

Returns the number of MQOPEN calls that have the queue open for output.
– Q_TYPE

Returns the queue type.
– QSG_DISP

Returns the queue-sharing group disposition.
– RETENTION_INTERVAL

Returns the queue retention interval.
– SHAREABILITY

Returns whether the queue can be shared for input.
– TRIGGER_CONTROL

Returns the trigger control.
– TRIGGER_DEPTH

Returns the trigger depth.
– TRIGGER_MSG_PRIORITY

Returns the threshold message priority for triggers.
Valid values: 0 - MaxPriority

– MaxPriority
Maximum message priority supported by the queue manager.
Lowest: 0
Highest: MaxPriority

– TRIGGER_TYPE
Returns the trigger type.

– USAGE
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Returns the usage.
• Integer attributes for the queue manager:

– ACTIVE_CHANNELS
Returns the maximum number of active channels.

– ADOPTNEWMCA_CHECK
Returns whether to adopt the new MCA when a new inbound channel is detected with the same name as
the active MCA.

– ADOPTNEWMCA_TYPE
Returns whether to automatically restart an orphaned MCA instance of a given channel type when a new
inbound channel request matches the AdoptNewMCACheck parameters.

– BRIDGE_EVENT
Returns the control attribute for IMS bridge events.

– CHANNEL_EVENT
Returns the control attribute for channel events.

– CHINIT_ADAPTERS
Returns the number of adapter subtasks to use for processing WebSphere MQ calls.

– CHINIT_DISPATCHERS
Returns the number of dispatchers to use for the channel initiator.

– CHINIT_TRACE_AUTO_START
Returns whether to start channel initiator trace automatically.

– CHINIT_TRACE_TABLE_SIZE
Returns the size of the channel initiator's trace data space (in MB).

– CLUSTER_WORKLOAD_LENGTH
Returns the cluster workload length.

– CLWL_MRU_CHANNELS
Returns the channel MRU.

– CODED_CHAR_SET_ID
Returns the coded character set identifier.

– COMMAND_EVENT
Returns the control attribute for command events.

– COMMAND_LEVEL
Returns the command level supported by queue manager.

– DNS_WLM
Returns whether the TCP listener registers with Workload Manager for Dynamic Domain Name Services.

– EXPIRY_INTERVAL
Returns the interval between scans for expired messages.

– IGQ_PUT_AUTHORITY
Returns the intra-group queuing put authority.

– INTRA_GROUP_QUEUING
Returns the intra-group queuing support.

– LISTENER_TIMER
Returns the time interval in seconds between WebSphere MQ attempts to restart the listener (in case of an
APPC or TCP/IP failure).

– LU62_CHANNELS
Returns the maximum number of channels that can be current, or clients that can be connected.

– MAX_CHANNELS
Returns the maximum number of channels that can be current.

– MAX_HANDLES
Returns the maximum number of handles.

– MAX_MSG_LENGTH
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Returns the maximum message length.
– MAX_PRIORITY

Returns the maximum priority.
– MAX_UNCOMMITTED_MSGS

Returns the maximum number of uncommitted messages within a unit of work.
– OUTBOUND_PORT_MAX with OUTBOUND_PORT_MIN

Defines range of port numbers to use when binding outgoing channels.
– OUTBOUND_PORT_MIN with OUTBOUND_PORT_MAX

Defines range of port numbers to use when binding outgoing channels.
– PLATFORM

Returns the platform on which the queue manager resides.
– RECEIVE_TIMEOUT

Returns approximately how long a TCP/IP channel waits to receive data.
– RECEIVE_TIMEOUT_MIN

Returns the minimum time that a TCP/IP channel waits to receive data.
– RECEIVE_TIMEOUT_TYPE

Returns approximately how long a TCP/IP channel waits to receive data.
– SSL_EVENT

Returns the control attribute for channel events.
– SSL_RESET_COUNT

Returns the SSL key reset count.
– SYNCPOINT

Returns the syncpoint availability.
– TCP_CHANNELS

Returns the maximum number of channels that can be current, or clients that can be connected.
– TCP_KEEP_ALIVE

Returns whether to use the TCP KEEPALIVE facility to check that the connection is still available.
– TCP_STACK_TYPE

Returns whether the channel initiator can use only the TCP/IP address space specified in TCPNAME, or
can optionally bind to any selected TCP/IP address.

– TRACE_ROUTE_RECORDING
Controls recording of trace-route information.

– TRIGGER_INTERVAL
Returns the trigger interval.

• Integer attributes for the queue and queue manager
– CLWL_USEQ

Use remote queues.

STEM(varSTEM)
(Optional) Defines the stem of the compound variable that stores the attributes. If omitted, MQ will be used.
This compound variable is created after the MQ INQUIRE command.

CONHANDLE(varHCONN)
Defines the variable name that stores the connection handle.

OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)
Defines the variable name that stores the object handle.

Examples: MQ INQUIRE

This example of MQ INQUIRE has two attributes, alteration date and time, and omits the STEM.

address MQ "INQUIRE CONHANDLE(HCONN) OBJHANDLE(HOBJ)",  

           "ATTRIBUTES(ALTERATION_DATE ALTERATION_TIME)"
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say MQ.ALTENATION_DATE 

say MQ.ALTENATION_TIME

This example of MQ INQUIRE has three attributes, TCP name, number of handles, and TCP channels. The STEM is
omitted. This example is valid only if the object is queue manager (object opened with MQ OPEN command).

address MQ "INQUIRE CONHANDLE(HCONN) OBJHANDLE(HOBJ)",  

           "ATTRIBUTES(TCP_NAME MAX_HANDLES TCP_CHANNELS)"

say MQ.TCP_NAME 

say MQ.MAX_HANDLES

say MQ.TCP_CHANNELS

MQ CLOSE -- Close Queue

The ADDRESS MQ CLOSE command closes the message queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ CLOSE

   {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)}

   {OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)}

CONHANDLE(varHCONN)
Defines the variable name that stores the connection handle.

OBJHANDLE(varHOBJ)
Defines the variable name that stores the object handle.

Example: MQ CLOSE

This example closes the message queue:

ADDRESS MQ "CLOSE CONHANDLE(hconn) OBJHANDLE(hobj)"

MQ DISCONNECT -- Disconnect Queue Manager

The ADDRESS MQ DISCONNECT command disconnects from a specific queue manager.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS MQ DISCONNECT

   {CONHANDLE(varHCONN)}

CONHANDLE(varHCONN)
Defines the variable name that stores the connection handle.

Example: MQ DISCONNECT

This example disconnects from the message queue:

ADDRESS MQ "DISCONNECT CONHANDLE(hconn)"

ADDRESS MQ Debug Parameter

The DEBUG parameter can be specified to create debugging information and send it to the OPSLOG. DEBUG is an
optional parameter available for every ADDRESS MQ command.

The DEBUG parameter can be specified for any MQ command using the following format:

ADDRESS MQ "command DEBUG(keyword)"

  {YES|NO}
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YES
Turns debugging on, which causes MQ to send debugging information to the OPSLOG.

NO
Turns debugging off.

Default: NO

How to Use ADDRESS MQ Commands

The following process provides an example of how to use MQ commands.

We will do the following:

1. Connect to the queue manager.
2. Open the queue for output and setting.
3. Inhibit the putting of the messages.
4. Try to put the message (command will fail).
5. Allow the putting of the messages.
6. Try again to put the message with expiration time 5 minutes (command will work).
7. Close the queue.
8. Disconnect from the queue manager.

Using the following ADDRESS MQ commands:

(1) address MQ "CONNECT QMGR(CS01) CONHANDLE(CH)" 

(2) address MQ "OPEN QUEUE(CS01.MYQUEUE) OPTIONS(OUTPUT, SET)",

               "CONHANDLE(CH) OBJHANDLE(OH)" 

(3) MQ.INHIBIT_PUT = 1 

    address MQ "SET CONHANDLE(CH) OBJHANDLE(OH)", 

               "ATTRIBUTES(INHIBIT_PUT)" 

(4) MYDATA = "This message will not be on the queue." 

    address MQ "PUT CONHANDLE(CH) OBJHANDle(OH) DATA(MYDATA)" 

(5) MQ.INHIBIT_PUT = 0

    address MQ "SET CONHANDLE(CH) OBJHANDLE(OH)",

               "ATTRIBUTES(INHIBIT_PUT)"

(6) MYDATA = "This message will be on the queue." 

    address MQ "PUT CONHANDLE(CH) OBJHANDLE(OH) OPTIONS(EXPIRY(5 MINUTES))",

               "DATA(MYDATA)"

(7) address MQ "CLOSE CONHANDLE(CH) OBJHANDLE(OH)" 

(8) address MQ "DISCONNECT CONHANDLE(CH)"

ADDRESS MQ Return Codes

Variables MQ.RETURN and MQ.REASON are created after each CONNECT, OPEN, GET, PUT, CLOSE, DISCONNECT
command executes. The MQ.RETURN variable contains the same value as RC. The MQ.REASON variable contains
detail information about the RETURN code.

ADDRESS MQ produces the following return and reason codes:

0
Okay

1. Output data from the GET function truncated
2. Input data for the PUT function truncated
3. Input data for the SET function truncated
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2
PSF error

1. Parse error
2. Syntax error

4
Error when accessing or creating a REXX variable.

1. Invalid integer value

8
Error during the CONNECT, DISCONNECT, OPEN, or CLOSE operation.

1. ADDRESS MQ cannot be used in a rule.
Possible error in the called MQ macro (see the note).

12
Error during the GET, PUT, SET, or INQUIRE operation. Possible error in the called MQ macro (see the note).

1. Convert error
Possible error with ccsid or data format.

16
Unexpected ABEND.

20
ADDRESS MQ could not send or retrieve MQ messages. Check to ensure that the INITMSF parameter is set to
YES.

NOTE

To see details about MQ macro reason codes, see the IBM WebSphere MQ for z/OS Messages and
Codes. MQ.REASON contains the decimal form of the MQ reason code

ADDRESS NETMAN Host Environment
The ADDRESS NETMAN host environment enables you to open, update, or close records in Netman. This REXX-based
interface allows OPS/MVS rules or OPS/REXX programs to perform Netman functions in real time, while an event is
actually occurring. The ADDRESS NETMAN host environment uses an Application Programming Interface (API) to issue
Machine-Generated Problem Tracking (MGPT) commands. The API allows OPS/MVS to manipulate problem records
in a Netman database, whether Netman is running on the same system or a remote system. This feature also forces
important information such as job names, message IDs, and message text to be automatically filled in while you are using
the interface.

Keep these points in mind when you issue the ADDRESS NETMAN host command:

• The maximum length of an ADDRESS NETMAN host command is 256 characters. Whenever possible, use the MGPT
table overrides to automatically fill in field values, providing more room for the values that cannot be overridden.

• ADDRESS NETMAN commands that are issued from a rule, except a TOD or REQ rule, cause Netman response
messages to be issued as WTOs to the hardcopy log (a message rule may trap these messages). OPS/REXX
programs, TOD rules, and REQ rules obtain their Netman response messages synchronously in the external data
queue.

• The ADDRESS NETMAN interface requires the NETMAN CCI, or NCCI, receiver to be active.

NOTE
For more information about the NCCI, see the Netman Techniques Guide and Systems Programmer Guide. For
details about MGPT and the API, you should also see the Netman API documentation.
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ADDRESS NETMASTR Host Environment
The ADDRESS NETMASTR host environment is used to create, update, replace, annotate, set, close, and clear alerts on
the NetMaster Alert Monitor screen. This host environment can be used in both OPS/REXX programs and synchronous
AOF rules.

NOTE
The ADDRESS NETMASTR interface is available in NetMaster.

ADDRESS NETMASTR Command -- Create and Work with Alerts

The ADDRESS NETMASTR host environment is used to create, update, replace, annotate, set, close, and clear alerts on
the NetMaster Alert Monitor screen. This host environment can be used in both OPS/REXX programs and synchronous
AOF rules.

NOTE

The ADDRESS NETMASTR interface is available in NetMaster.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS NETMASTR "function"

  {CALLTYPE(ANNOTATE|CLEAR|CLOSE|CREATE|REPLACE|SET|UPDATE)}

  [ANUSERID(uid)]

  [APPLID(ApplicationID)]

  [CLASSID(ClassID)]

  [DESC('Description')]

  [EXPLAIN('string1','string2',...,'string20')]

  [EXPLVAR(GrexxVarPrefix)]

  [NMSUBSYS(NetMasterSSID)]

  [RECMACTN('string1','string2',...,'string20')]

  [RECMAVAR(GrexxVarPrefix)]

  [RESCLASS(ResourceClass)]

  [RESID(ResourceID)]

  [RESOURCE(ResourceName)]

  [RESTYPE(ResourceType)]

  [SEVERITY(1|2|3|4)]

  [SEVUPDT(YES|NO)]

  [SYSACTN('string1','string2',...,'string20')]

  [SYSACVAR(GrexxVarPrefix)]

  [SYSTEMNM(SystemName)]

  [TEXT('string1','string2',...,'string20')]

  [TEXTUPDT(YES|NO)]

  [TEXTVAR(GrexxVarPrefix)]

  [TRACKID(TrackingID)]

function
The required function code is the only positional parameter. Currently, the only supported function code is ALERT.

ANUSERID
(Optional) Defines the user ID to be associated with the annotation text that is specified on the TEXT or TEXTVAR
keywords. This keyword only has meaning for CALLTYPE(ANNOTATE) and is ignored if specified with any other
CALLTYPE value. The uid can be any 1- to 32-character text string representing a user ID. Enclose the string
in quotes if it contains any blanks. This string may, but does not necessarily have to, represent a standard TSO
USERID.
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APPLID
(Optional) Defines the application ID as it appears in the NetMaster Alert Monitor display. The APPLID must be
a valid OPS/MVS subsystem name. It must be exactly four characters long, begin with the character string OPS,
and end with an uppercase alphabetic character.
Example: Specifying an application ID
APPLID(OPSA)

When this keyword is omitted, the current OPS/MVS subsystem ID (typically OPSS) is used as the default value.
The APPLID value is used for alert correlation in combination with the CLASSID, RESID, and in some cases the
TRACKID values, when you perform operations on existing alerts.

CALLTYPE
Specifies the type of ALERT call. This keyword is required.
ANNOTATE

Adds notes to an existing alert that matches the APPLID, CLASSID, RESID, and TRACKID specified
when the alert was created. ANNOTATE uses keywords ANUSERID and TEXT or TEXTVAR.

CLEAR
Clears one or more alerts that match the values specified in the APPLID, CLASSID, and RESID keywords
to identify the alerts you want to clear.

CLOSE
Closes the most recent alert created with the APPLID, CLASSID, RESID, and TRACKID specified when
the alert was created.

CREATE
Creates a new alert.

REPLACE
Replaces one or more active alerts that match the values specified in the APPLID, CLASSID, and RESID
keywords with a new alert. All old alerts that match the APPLID, CLASSID, and RESID keywords are
closed and annotated with text indicating that they were replaced by a new alert. A new alert will be
created if there is no match on APPLID, CLASSID, and RESID.

SET
Sets certain attributes of an alert that was previously created by specifying its APPLID, CLASSID, RESID,
and TRACKID. Only the following alert attributes may be changed with a SET command:

• DESC
• EXPLANAT
• RECMACTN
• RESOURCE
• SEVERITY
• SYSTEMNM
• SYSACTN
• TEXT

UPDATE
Updates a recurring alert that matches the APPLID, CLASSID, and RESID. A recurring alert includes
fields that indicate how many times the alert has occurred, the last date/time it occurred, and the elapsed
time between the first and most recent occurrences. These fields are also present, but null, in normal
alerts. The procedure to update a recurring alert is exactly the same as that to create a recurring alert.
This call creates a new alert, if none exist, or updates the alert, if it does exist. The alert severity can
optionally be updated by specifying the SEVUPDT keyword. The alert description, text, explanation,
system action and recommended action can optionally be updated by specifying the TEXTUPDT
keyword.
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CLASSID
(Optional) Defines the class of alert. This is used to differentiate between types of alerts. The class ID can be any
1- to 30-character text string. Enclose the string in quotes if it contains any blanks. The CLASSID value is used
for alert correlation in combination with the APPLID, RESID, and in some cases the TRACKID values, when you
perform operations on existing alerts. For example:
CLASSID('OPS/MVS')

DESC
(Optional) Defines the alert description. If this keyword is omitted, then a default description string of 'No
description' is used. Specify a text string of up to 80 characters enclosed in single quotes. The text is displayed
under the Alert Description heading in the NetMaster Alert Monitor display.

EXPLAIN
(Optional) Specifies up to 20 text strings, each containing up to 75 characters. Each line of text is displayed as
a separate line under the Alert Explanation heading in the NetMaster Alert Monitor display. Below are sample
system action strings:
EXPLAIN('This alert is being displayed because today is Blue Monday','Second explanation

 string','Third expl string')

You can insert the contents of a REXX variable into the system action string. For example, the sample below
inserts the contents of variable EXPLANAT into the explanation text as an explanation string:
EXPLAIN('"||EXPLANAT||"')

NOTE

The EXPLVAR and EXPLAIN keywords are mutually exclusive.

EXPLVAR
(Optional) Defines the stem for a set of REXX variables with each variable containing one line of explanation
text. You define these variables and assign lines of text to them in separate statements in the OPS/REXX
program that invokes the ADDRESS NETMASTR environment. You are limited to a maximum of 20 lines
of explanation text and each line can contain up to 75 characters. If you specify more than 20 lines or the
lines are longer than 75 characters, then the data beyond the defined limits is ignored. For example, if you
specify EXPLVAR(LINE_DATA.), then the names of the variables storing lines of your explanation text will be
LINE_DATA.1, LINE_DATA.2, and so on.
The stem name you specify must meet standard REXX conventions for stem names. If you are not familiar with
these conventions, then see the book The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to Programming by M. F.
Cowlishaw.
Instead of a stem, the EXPLVAR keyword can also specify a valid REXX variable name prefix. For example,
if you specify EXPLVAR(PREFIX_DATA), then the names of variables storing your system action text are
PREFIX_DATA1, PREFIX_DATA2, and so on.
The number of lines of explanation text produced depends on the number of consecutive variables that meet the
criteria. Therefore, in the following example:
explvar.1="'This alert is being displayed because today is Blue Monday."

explvar.2="Second explanation string"

explvar.3="Third expl string"

A command specifying ADDRESS NETMASTR EXPLVAR(“explvar.”) produces only three lines of explanation
text.

NOTE

The EXPLVAR and EXPLAIN keywords are mutually exclusive.

NMSUBSYS
(Optional) Defines the name of the NetMaster EPS subsystem to which the request is directed. The NetMaster
EPS subsystem name can be any 4-character name of an active NetMaster subsystem. This keyword should be
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specified only if the typical mechanism of automatically finding an active NetMaster subsystem does not work or
you want to select an alternate NetMaster subsystem.

RECMACTN
(Optional) Specifies up to 20 text strings, each containing up to 75 characters. Each line of text is displayed as a
separate line under the Recommended Action heading in the NetMaster Alert Monitor display. Below are some
sample system action strings:
RECMACTN('Restart the system to correct the error',",

"'Second recommended action string','Third rec string')

You can insert the contents of a REXX variable into the system action string. For example, the sample below
inserts the contents of variable RECACT into the recommended action text as a recommended action string:
RECMACTN('"||RECACT||"')

NOTE

The RECMAVAR and RECMACTN keywords are mutually exclusive.

RECMAVAR
(Optional) Defines the stem for a set of REXX variables with each variable containing one line of recommended
action text. You define these variables and assign lines of text to them in separate statements in the OPS/REXX
program that invokes the ADDRESS NETMASTR environment. You are limited to a maximum of 20 lines of
recommended action text and each line can contain up to 75 characters. If you specify more than 20 lines or
the lines are longer than 75 characters, then the data beyond the defined limits is ignored. For example, if you
specify RECMAVAR(LINE_DATA.), the names of the variables storing lines of your alert text will be LINE_DATA.1,
LINE_DATA.2, and so on.
The stem name you specify must meet standard REXX conventions for stem names. If you are not familiar with
these conventions, then see the book The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to Programming by M. F.
Cowlishaw.
Instead of a stem, the RECMAVAR keyword can also specify a valid REXX variable name prefix. For example, if
you specify RECMAVAR(PREFIX_DATA), then the names of variables storing your recommended action text are
PREFIX_DATA1, PREFIX_DATA2, and so on.
The number of lines of recommended action text produced depends on the number of consecutive variables that
meet the criteria. Therefore, in the following example:
recmavar.1="Restart the system to correct the error"

recmavar.2="Second recommended action string"

recmavar.3="Third rec string"

A command specifying ADDRESS NETMASTR RECMAVAR(“recmavar.”) produces only three lines of
recommended action text.

NOTE

The RECMAVAR and RECMACTN keywords are mutually exclusive.

RESCLASS
(Optional) Defines the logical resource class associated with the alert resource. The resource class can be any 1-
to 50-character text string. Enclose the string in quotes if it contains any blanks. The resource class can contain
any string that is meaningful to the operator viewing the Alert Monitor. For example:
RESCLASS('System State Manager Resource Class')

RESID
(Optional) Defines an identifier that uniquely identifies the resource to the application. The resource identifier can
be any 1- to 128-character text string. Enclose the string in quotes if it contains any blanks. The RESID value is
used for alert correlation in combination with the APPLID, CLASSID, and in some cases the TRACKID values,
when you perform operations on existing alerts. For example:
RESID(SystemStateManager)
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RESOURCE
(Optional) Defines the logical resource name associated with the alert. The resource name can be any 1- to 50-
character text string. Enclose the string in quotes if it contains any blanks. The resource name can be a System
State Manager (SSM) resource name or any other name that is meaningful to the operator viewing the Alert
Monitor. For example:
RESOURCE(SSMRES1)

RESTYPE
(Optional) Defines the logical resource type associated with the alert resource. The resource type can be any 1- to
50-character text string. Enclose the string in quotes if it contains any blanks. The resource type can contain any
string that is meaningful to the operator viewing the Alert Monitor. For example:
RESTYPE(STC)

SEVERITY
(Optional) Specifies the severity of the alert. When this keyword is not specified, the alert severity defaults to a
value of 4 (low). The severity value must be a single numeric digit from the following list of severities:
1-Critical
2-High
3-Medium
4-Low
For example:
SEVERITY(2)

SEVUPDT
(Optional) Indicates whether the SEVERITY keyword value is used to update the severity of the alert when
specified with CALLTYPE(UPDATE). This keyword is ignored with all other CALLTYPE values.

SYSACTN
(Optional) Specifies up to 20 text strings, each containing up to 75 characters. Each line of text is displayed as a
separate line under the System Action heading in the NetMaster Alert Monitor display. Below are sample system
action strings:
SYSACTN('The system will shut down if no corrective action is taken','Second system action

 string','Third sys string')

You can insert the contents of a REXX variable into the system action string. For example, the sample below
inserts the contents of variable SYSACT into the system action text as a system action string:
SYSACTN('"||SYSACT||"')

NOTE

The SYSACVAR and SYSACTN keywords are mutually exclusive.

SYSACVAR
(Optional) Defines the stem for a set of REXX variables with each variable containing one line of system action
text. You define these variables and assign lines of text to them in separate statements in the OPS/REXX
program that invokes the ADDRESS NETMASTR environment. You are limited to a maximum of 20 lines of
system action text and each line can contain up to 75 characters. If you specify more than 20 lines or the lines
are longer than 75 characters, then the data beyond the defined limits is ignored. For example, if you specify
SYSACVAR(LINE_DATA.), then the names of the variables storing lines of your system action text will be
LINE_DATA.1, LINE_DATA.2, and so on.
The stem name you specify must meet standard REXX conventions for stem names. If you are not familiar with
these conventions, then see the book The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to Programming by M. F.
Cowlishaw.
Instead of a stem, the SYSACVAR keyword can also specify a valid REXX variable name prefix. For example,
if you specify SYSACVAR(PREFIX_DATA), then the names of variables storing your system action text are
PREFIX_DATA1, PREFIX_DATA2, and so on.
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The number of lines of system action text produced depends on the number of consecutive variables that meet
the criteria. Therefore, in the following example:
sysacvar.1="The system will shut down if no corrective action is taken"

sysacvar.2="Second system action string"

sysacvar.3="Third sys string"

A command specifying ADDRESS NETMASTR SYSACVAR(“sysacvar.”) produces only three lines of system
action text.

NOTE

The SYSACVAR and SYSACTN keywords are mutually exclusive.

SYSTEMNM
(Optional) Defines the system name associated with the alert. The resource type can be any 1- to 8-character text
string. For example:
SYSTEMNM(SOMESYS)

TEXT
(Optional) Specifies up to 20 text strings, each containing up to 75 characters. Each line of text is displayed as a
separate line under the Alert Text heading in the NetMaster Alert Monitor display. Below are sample text strings:
TEXT('text string1','second text string','third text string')

You can insert the contents of a REXX variable into the message text. For example, the sample below inserts the
contents of variable FIELDA into the message text as a text string:
TEXT('"||FIELDA||"')

NOTE

The TEXTVAR and TEXT keywords are mutually exclusive.

TEXTUPDT
(Optional) Indicates whether the DESC, EXPLAIN, EXPLVAR, RECMACTN, RECMAVAR, SYSACTN, SYSAVAR,
TEXT, and TEXTVAR keyword values are used to update the alert when specified with CALLTYPE(UPDATE).
This keyword is ignored with all other CALLTYPE values.

TEXTVAR
(Optional) Defines the stem for a set of REXX variables with each variable containing one line of alert text.
You define these variables and assign lines of message text to them in separate statements in the OPS/REXX
program that invokes the ADDRESS NETMASTR environment. You are limited to a maximum of 20 lines of
message text and each line can contain up to 75 characters. If you specify more than 20 lines or the lines
are longer than 75 characters, then the data beyond the defined limits is ignored. For example, if you specify
TEXTVAR(LINE_DATA.), then the names of the variables storing lines of your alert text will be LINE_DATA.1,
LINE_DATA.2, and so on.
The stem name you specify must meet standard REXX conventions for stem names. If you are not familiar with
these conventions, then see the book The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to Programming by M. F.
Cowlishaw.
Instead of a stem, the TEXTVAR keyword can also specify a valid REXX variable name prefix. For example,
if you specify TEXTVAR(PREFIX_DATA), the names of variables storing your text are PREFIX_DATA1,
PREFIX_DATA2, and so on.
The number of lines of alert text produced depends on the number of consecutive variables that meet the criteria.
Therefore, in the following example:
LineData.1="Line1"

LineData.2="Line2"

LineData.3="Line3"

A command specifying ADDRESS NETMASTR TEXTVAR(”LineData.”) produces only three lines of text data.
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NOTE

The TEXTVAR and TEXT keywords are mutually exclusive.

TRACKID
(Optional) Defines a unique 1- to 32-character TrackingID or correlation token that must be specified on the
CREATE request, if you want to be able to perform certain operations (ANNOTATE, CLOSE, and SET) on the
same alert in the future. To do so, you should save the TrackingID that you specify on the CREATE request for
later use. You may choose to define and use a set of unique TrackingIDs for use by your OPS/REXX applications
or you may choose to dynamically generate unique tokens on each request. A good mechanism for doing so
would be to use OPSINFO("SYSNAME")||C2X(OPSINFO("CLOCK")) as the TRACKID value.
Example:
TRACKID(AnyIDThatYouLike12345)

NOTE

NetMaster internally appends the APPLID to the TRACKID so that you cannot create a token that
conflicts with another application.

Examples: ADDRESS NETMASTR

• Create an alert
This example uses the ADDRESS NETMASTR host environment to create an alert on the NetMaster Alert Monitor
screen:
/*Create an alert */

txtvar.1 = "The named resource is in an alert logical state"

txtvar.2 = "Reason: The system needs to be restarted"

recmavar.1 = "Restart the system to correct the error"

recmavar.2 = "Second recommended action string"

recmavar.3 = "Third rec string"

sysacvar.1 = "The system will shut down if no"

sysacvar.2 = "corrective action is taken"

address NETMASTR "Alert callTYPE(CR) TRACKID(MyTrackingID)" ,

  "DESC('This is a test alert from CA OPS/MVS')" ,

  "RESOURCE(SSMRES1) APPLID(OPSA) Severity(3)" ,

  "RESCLASS('System State Manager Resource Class') RESTYPE(STC)" ,

  "TEXTVAR(txtvar.)" ,

  "RECMAVAR(recmavar.)" ,

  "SYSACVAR(sysacvar.)" ,

  "SYSTEMNM(SYSA)"

if RC <> 0 then

  do

    say "address NETMASTR failed, RC="RC

    do QUEUED()

      parse pull line

      say line

    end

  end

• Update the severity of the alert
This example uses the ADDRESS NETMASTR host environment to update the severity of the alert created in the
previous example:
/* Update the alert */

address NETMASTR "Alert callTYPE(UPD)" ,                      

  "RESOURCE(SSMRES1) APPLID(OPSA) Severity(2) SEVUPDT(YES)" , 

  "RESCLASS('System State Manager Resource Class')"           
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if RC <> 0 then                                               

  do                                                          

    say "address NETMASTR failed, RC="RC                      

    do QUEUED()                                               

      parse pull line                                         

      say line                                                

    end                                                       

  end  

• Annotate the alert
This example uses the ADDRESS NETMASTR host environment to annotate the alert created above:
/* Annotate the alert */                                        

address NETMASTR "Alert callTYPE(AN)" ,                         

  "APPLID(OPSA)" ,                                              

  "TRACKID(MyTrackingID)" ,                                     

  "ANUSERID(USERID1) ",                                         

  "TEXT('Annotating this alert','More annotation text')"        

if RC <> 0 then                                                 

  do                                                            

    say "address NETMASTR failed, RC="RC                        

    do QUEUED()                                                 

      parse pull line                                           

      say line                                                  

    end                                                         

  end                                                           

exit                                                            

• Close the alert
This example uses the ADDRESS NETMASTR host environment to close the alert created above:
/* Close the alert */

address NETMASTR "Alert callTYPE(CLO)" ,

  "APPLID(OPSA)" ,                     

  "TRACKID(MyTrackingID)"          

if RC <> 0 then                                               

  do                                                          

    say "address NETMASTR failed, RC="RC                      

    do QUEUED()                                               

      parse pull line                                         

      say line                                                

    end                                                       

  end

 

NOTE
 

 

ADDRESS NETMASTR Return Codes

The ADDRESS NETMASTR host environment produces these return codes:

0
The NetMaster alert was successfully passed to NetMaster.
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1
An attempt to free TEXTVAR storage failed.

2
An attempt to free EXPLVAR storage failed.

3
An attempt to free RECMAVAR storage failed.

4
An attempt to free SYSACVAR storage failed.

9
An attempt to free NM buffer storage failed.

10
GETMAIN for the NM buffer area failed.

11
GETMAIN for the TEXTVAR area failed.

12
GETMAIN for the EXPLVAR area failed.

13
GETMAIN for the RECMAVAR area failed.

14
GETMAIN for the SYSACVAR area failed.

21
An abend occurred. See message OPS9600x and the associated mini-dump.

22
An abend occurred in the NetMaster interface. See message OPS9500x and the associated mini-dump.

23
A non-zero return code from the NetMaster interface ($NMXEVNT).

31
The command string is too long.

38
There is a syntax error in the command.

39
A scan error occurred while parsing the command.

41
An error occurred retrieving TEXTVAR variables.

42
An error occurred retrieving EXPLVAR variables.

43
An error occurred retrieving RECMAVAR variables.

44
An error occurred retrieving SYSACVAR variables.

51
Invalid APPLID.
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NOTE
The return code from ADDRESS NETMASTR does not provide any indication of whether NetMaster generated
the alert. A zero return code means that a NetMaster system accepted the internal command passed to it.

 

 

ADDRESS OPER Host Environment
 Contents 

  

The ADDRESS OPER host environment permits you to issue operator commands from an OPS/REXX program or AOF
rule. The ADDRESS OPER OPS/REXX host environment performs automated tasks with your OPS/MVS AOF rules and
OPS/REXX programs, such as issuing z/OS, JES, subsystem, or product specific commands.

Use ADDRESS OPER to issue the following types of operator commands:

IMS Type 2 Commands
IMS Type-2 format commands are designed to be issued to the IMSPLEX Operations Manager, not any specific
IMS system, and are identified to ADDRESS OPER by the presence of the keyword IMSPLEX. IMS provides a
complete range of Type-2 commands, all of which must be issued in Type-2 format, and also allows some existing
Type-1 commands to be issued directly to the Operations Manager using the Type-2 syntax. Upon receiving a
Type-2 command, the manager distributes the work to participating IMS systems, and returns all collected output
to the original issuer of the command.
The SYSID/SYSTEM parameters provide a method for remote execution. If a command is directed to a remote
system through an MSF connection, the remote system must have the following configured properly:

• An active IMS configured for Type2 message execution
• Any IMSPLEX considerations unique to that system

System-related keywords such as the IMSPLEX name, apply to the remote system. The sending system does not
perform any IMS functions, and does not require an active IMS to be running.

JES
Prefix JES2 commands with a dollar sign ($). Prefix JES3 commands with an asterisk (*).

MVS (or MVS/JES3)
There is a limit to the number of output lines OPS/MVS can capture, but it is so large that truncation is unlikely.

VM
Prefix VM commands with a pound sign followed by the letters CP (#CP). The OPS/MVS product issues VM
commands using the standard z/VM Diagnose Interface, which has these requirements:

• A buffer, which is used to return the response to the VM command, must be passed to the Diagnose Interface.
• The buffer must be contiguous in real memory (as seen by z/OS).

Because there is no z/OS mechanism for allocating contiguous real memory, VM command responses are limited
to the size of a single real storage frame, which is 4 KB.

Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment

Effective usage of this host environment is determined by the programmatic need to process or not to process the
command response output. Meaning, should the automation:

• Dispatch a command and continue
• Issue a command and programmatically process the command responses
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Use the guidelines in this section to utilize the ADDRESS OPER host environment to accommodate either method of
issuing commands within your automation.

Dispatch a Command and Continue Processing

To issue a command without the need to programmatically process the command output:

• Utilize the NOOUTPUT keyword
ADDRESS OPER

"Command(text of command) Nooutput"

This can be abbreviated to:
ADDRESS OPER

"C(text of command) Noo"

• In a NOOUTPUT condition, specify (if needed) the keywords IMSID, MFORM, CONNAME, PROPRESP (from within
an AOF CMD rule only), and SYSTEM.

• The NOOUTPUT commands require OPS/MVS to use the console as set through the OCCONSOLENAME parameter.
Obtain optimal efficiency for automation issuing the NOOUTPUT commands by following these rules:
– Ensure that the setting of the OCCONSOLENAME parameter is that of a unique OPS/MVS extra extended console.

For more information about the EXTRAEXTCONSOLES and EXTRAEXTPREFIX parameters that are used during
initialization to allocate extended consoles, see the  Parameter Reference .

– Make the OCCONSOLENAME parameter change permanent by incorporating the change in the OPS/MVS start up
REXX exec.

– Authorize the issuing console, specified through the OCCONSOLENAME parameter, as required by the various
products so the automation can issue NOOUTPUT commands to it. For example, in the case of a CICS command,
the console may need to be defined to the CICS TCT table.

Issue a Command and Process the Command Response

Utilize the ADDRESS OPER host environment to issue a command and programmatically process the command
responses

 To issue a command and programmatically process the command output 

1. Ensure that an OPS/REXX function does not exist for the command response output that you want to process.
OPS/REXX functions are an integral component of OPS/MVS that retrieve a wide variety of system data needed to
make programmatic decisions within AOF rules and OPS/REXX programs. These functions are much more efficient
than the equivalent system command, and in some cases retrieve data that cannot be retrieved with any system
command. Additionally, these functions allow you to obtain the information synchronously from within AOF rules.

2. Since no waiting is allowed from within AOF rules, except in Request (REQ) rules, the NOOUTPUT option is always
enforced and no command response output is collected for programmatic processing. To circumvent this and
successfully collect and process command responses, you can dispatch or trigger an OPS/REXX program from an
AOF rule to an OPS/MVS OSF TSO class server as shown in this example:
)MSG IST521I

)PROC

/* React to GBIND failures if the from node is A45PROD.   */

/* The logic of this rule simply interrogates the message */

/* text to see if this is a GBIND failure for the A45PROD */

/* node. If it is, then we need to trigger an EXEC called */

/* IST521I to run in an OSF TSO server. This is needed    */

/* because we need to issue VTAM commands and interrogate */

/* the command output, and waiting can't be done from     */

/* within the AOF rule environment.                       */

/*                                                        */
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/* IST521I GBIND failed for ISTCOS from A45PROD to A04X99 */

fromnode = WORD(MSG.TEXT,7)

tonode = WORD(MSG.TEXT,9)

if fromnode ¬= 'A45PROD' then return       /* NOT A45PROD */

/* Trigger OPS/REXX program IST521I to an OPSOSF server   */

/* passing it the nodes as arguments. IST521I would be    */

/* located in the OPSEXEC or SYSEXEC concatenation of the */

/* OPSOSF procedure. This program would then contain the  */

/* Address OPER host environment command to issue the     */

/* needed VTAM display command and successfully           */

/* interrogate the command output.                        */

Address Osf

"OI PROGRAM(IST52I1) ARG("fromnode tonode") "

3. Specify one or more command output trapping keywords to override the default command response collection
mechanisms. The required trapping keywords depend on how the command generates the command responses.
Command responses can be any of the following:
– Single MLWTO command responses
– Multiple sets of MLWTO command responses
– Individual WTO command responses
– Command responses not directed back to the issuing console
For examples of specific usage of the ADDRESS OPER for each type of command response, see the Example
section.

4. Utilize the OPSLOG display columns OPSFLAGS and CONSNAME to determine the type of command response that
is being generated.
The values of the OPSFLAGS column identifies the message type (WTO, or MLWTO), and the CONSNAME column
identifies if the responses are being directed back to the console that issued the command.

5. Determine the bit representations of the OPSFLAGS column by placing the cursor on the response line within the
OPSLOG and hit enter.
The Display All Columns for MSG Event pop-up panel displays.

6. Display the field descriptions by placing the cursor on the OPSF field and hit enter.
The field description displays.

NOTE

 For a description of each bit representation of the OPSFLAGS column, see Message Rules.

Usage of ADDRESS OPER

These examples show specific usage of the ADDRESS OPER for each type of command response.

• Command and Collected Output in the Single Line MLWTO Form
A majority of command responses are in the form of single line MLWTOs as illustrated with the following D
NET,ID command. For a single MLWTO command response, the most effective keywords are CMDWAIT(xx), and
INTERVAL(0).
Single MLWTO-generated command response output as extracted from the OPSLOG:

OPSLOG Browse  OPS11Q   - CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 07:17:12

OPSF CnslName ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4-

8000 OPS11X01 D NET,ID=A11IOPS,E 

2408 OPS11X01 IST075I NAME = A11IOPS, TYPE = APPL SEGMENT

2408 OPS11X01 IST486I STATUS= ACTIV, DESIRED STATE= ACTIV

2408 OPS11X01 IST360I APPLICATIONS:                      

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSA CONCT      A11IOPSB CONCT 

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSD CONCT      A11IOPSE CONCT 
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2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSG CONCT      A11IOPSH CONCT 

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSJ CONCT      A11IOPSK CONCT 

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSM CONCT      A11IOPSN ACT/S 

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSP ACT/S      A11IOPSQ ACT/S 

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSS CONCT      A11IOPST ACT/S 

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSW ACT/S      A11IOPSX CONCT 

2408 OPS11X01 IST080I A11IOPSZ CONCT      A11IOPSV ACT/S 

2608 OPS11X01 IST314I END

Using this VTAM display command as an example, the following code illustrates issuing a command and collecting output
that is returned as a SINGLE MLWTO (Primary line, followed by data lines, with one end line for end of response) back to
the issuing OPS/MVS console.

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Start out with a clean EDQ before issuing the command. */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

clearedq = OPSCLEDQ()

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Issue the VTAM display command using the necessary     */

/* command response trapping keywords.

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

ADDRESS OPER

"Command(D NET,ID=A11IOPS,E) Cmdwait(30) Interval(0)"

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/*Simply display back the captured command responses. The */

/*collected command responses are destined for the        */

/*External Data queue of the program and can be extracted */

/*via the PULL instruction.                               */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

cmdoutlines = QUEUED()

do cmdoutlines

 pull cmdoutput

 say '**>OUTPUT='cmdoutput 

end

The following keywords are used within the above sample:

Command(D NET,ID=A11OPS,E)
Specifies the text of the command to be issued (VTAM Display command in this case).

CMDWAIT(30)
Sets a CONDITIONAL wait time of 30 seconds. Meaning the total wait time for collecting output will be up to 30
seconds or until some stop trapping condition occurs. The stop trapping condition in the case of the single line
MLWTO response will be the collection of the end-line of the command response.

Interval(0) keyword
Disables the stop trapping mechanism that measures the delivery time of each collected command output line.

Command and Collected Output in the Multiple Line MLWTO Form
Some command responses are in the form of multiple MLWTOs as illustrated with the following JES2 $DF
command. For multiple MLWTO command responses that are directed back to the OPS/MVS console in which the
command was issued, the most effective keywords are CMDWAIT(xx), INTERVAL(xx), and STOPEND(NO).
Multiple MLWTO-generated command response output as extracted from the OPSLOG:

OPSLOG Browse  OPS11Q   - CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 09:50:25 05JUN2009 COLS 001 05

OPSF CnslName WTO ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----

8000 OPS11X01 00000000 $DF                                                  
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3008 OPS11X01 1B0724D2 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL                                 

3408 OPS11X01 1B0724D2 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL             F=DPLX     C=**** T=*

3608 OPS11X01 1B0724D2 $HASP621 PRMODE=LINE     CLASS A=24                  

3008 OPS11X01 1B0724D3 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL                                 

3408 OPS11X01 1B0724D3 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL             F=GARY     C=**** T=*

3608 OPS11X01 1B0724D3 $HASP621 PRMODE=LINE     CLASS A=1                   

3008 OPS11X01 1B0724D4 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL                                 

3408 OPS11X01 1B0724D4 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL             F=OBER     C=**** T=*

3608 OPS11X01 1B0724D4 $HASP621 PRMODE=LINE     CLASS B=12    M=5           

3008 OPS11X01 1B0724D5 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL                                 

3408 OPS11X01 1B0724D5 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL             F=STD      C=**** T=*

3408 OPS11X01 1B0724D5 $HASP621 PRMODE=LINE     CLASS A=1578  B=14    G=1   

3608 OPS11X01 1B0724D5 $HASP621 CLASS P=95    R=95    S=3     T=5     X=21  

3008 OPS11X01 1B0724D6 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL                                 

3408 OPS11X01 1B0724D6 $HASP621 OUT R=LOCAL             F=STD      C=**** T=*

3608 OPS11X01 1B0724D6 $HASP621 PRMODE=LINE     CLASS X=1                   

Using this JES2 $DF display command as an example, the following code illustrates issuing a command and collecting
output that is returned as a multiple MLWTO (Primary line, followed by data lines, an end-line, then another sequence
of primary line, data line, end-line etc. Notice the WTOID OPSLOG display in the $DF output that changes with each
MLWTO occurrence.)

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Start out with a clean EDQ before issuing the command. */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

clearedq = OPSCLEDQ()                                       

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Issue the JES2 $DF command using the necessary command */

/* response trapping keywords.                            */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

address Oper                                                

"Command($DF) CMDWAIT(30) INTERVAL(300) STOPEND(NO)"        

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Simply display back the captured command responses. The*/

/* collected command responses are destined for the       */

/* external data queue of the program and can be          */

/* extracted and processed via the PULL instruction.      */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

cmdoutlines = QUEUED()                                      

do cmdoutlines 

 pull cmdoutput 

 say '**>Output='cmdoutput 

end 

The above sample uses the following keywords:

Command($DF)
Specifies the text of the command to be issued (JES2 $DF Display command in this case).

CMDWAIT(30)
Sets a CONDITIONAL wait time of 30 seconds. Meaning the total wait time for collecting output will be up to 30
seconds or until some stop trapping condition occurs. The stop trapping condition in the case of this JES2 $DF
command response will be the INTERVAL condition as noted below.
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Interval(300) keyword
Sets the stop trapping mechanism that measures the delivery time between each collected command output
line to be that of 300 centiseconds. Therefore, when the delivery time of 300 centiseconds occurs, the response
trapping will terminate.
The STOPRESP(message ID) keyword could optionally be utilized if the specified message ID indicates that all
the desired output has been issued. Specific use of the STOPRESP keyword can be found in the example titled
Using the STOPRESP and STOPMSG keywords to terminate response processing.

Command and Collected Output in the Single Line WTO Form
Some command responses are in the form of Single line WTOs as illustrated with the following z/OS Reset
command. For single line WTO command responses that are directed back to the OPS/MVS console
in which the command was issued, the most effective keywords are CMDWAIT(xx), INTERVAL(0) and
STOPRESP(messageid).
Single line WTO generated command response output as extracted from the OPSLOG:

OPSLOG Browse  OPS11Q   - CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 09:50:25 05JUN2009 COLS 001 05

OPSF CnslName WTO ID   ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----

0000 OPS11X01 00000000 E PCPDA115,SRVCLASS=BATSTWLM

8008 OPS11X01 1B0724D2 IEE304I PCPDA115 JOB RESET

Using this z/OS Reset command as an example, the following code illustrates issuing a command and collecting output
that is returned in the form of single line WTOs.

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Accept name of batch job from invoking MSG rule        */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

arg jobname

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Start out with a clean EDQ before issuing the command. */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

clearedq = OPSCLEDQ()

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Issue the OS/390 reset command using the necessary     */

/* command response trapping keywords.                    */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

address Oper

"Command(E "jobname",SRVCLASS=BATSTWLM)",   

   "CMDWAIT(30) INTERVAL(0) STOPRESP(IEE304I)"

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Simply display back the captured command responses. The*/

/* collected command responses are destined for the       */

/* external data queue of the program and can be          */

/* extracted and processed via the PULL instruction.      */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

cmdoutlines = QUEUED()

do cmdoutlines

 pull cmdoutput

 say '**>Output='cmdoutput

end

The following keywords are used within the above sample:

Command(E "jobname",SRVCLASS=BATSTWLM)
Specifies the text of the command to be issued with variable substitution. In this case, the z/OS Reset command.
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CMDWAIT(30)
Sets a CONDITIONAL wait time of 30 seconds. Meaning the total wait time for collecting output will be up to 30
seconds or until some stop trapping condition occurs. The stop trapping condition in the case of this z/OS reset
command response will be the STOPRESP condition as noted below.

Interval(0) keyword
Disables the stop trapping mechanism that measures the delivery time between each collected command output
line. This mechanism is being disabled since the command response in the case of the z/OS Reset command
generates a specific message ID that can be used within the STOPRESP() keyword.

STOPRESP(IEE304I) keyword
Sets the stop trapping mechanism to be that of the command response message IEE304I. Meaning with
CMDWAIT(30), the total time of command response collection will be up to 30 seconds or until the message
IEE304I is collected as set using this STOPRESP keyword.

Command and Collected Output for Responses not Directed Back to the Issuing Console
Typically, most command responses are internally directed back to the console that issued the command.
However, there are some product specific commands in which the command responses are directed elsewhere;
such as to the master console or the system log. For command responses that are not directed back to the OPS/
MVS console in which the command was issued, the most effective keywords are CMDWAIT(xx), INTERVAL(0),
CAPTURE(message, messages, or message prefix) and STOPMSG(message ID).
Single line WTO generated command response output as extracted from the OPSLOG:

OPSLOG Browse  OPS11Q  - CA11 -- OPSVIEW -- 09:50:25 05JUN2006 COLS 001 05

CnslName Message ID ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----

OPS11X01 MODIFY     F PTX0099,DISPLAY                                    

NONE     PXM0105    PXM0105 CA/XMANAGER MODIFY IN PROGRESS XMID=1154     

NONE     PXM0107    PXM0107 MODIFY TEXT = DISPLAY                        

NONE     PXM0111    PXM0111 XMANAGER DISPLAY WORKLOAD IN PROGRESS        

NONE     PXM0112    PXM0112 XMANAGER CURRENTLY HAS NO WORKLOAD

NONE     PXM0109    PXM0109 XMANAGER MODIFY PROCESSING COMPLETE

Using this XMANAGER Display command as an example, note the CONSNAME field of the OPSLOG for the command
responses not being sent back to console that issued the DISPLAY command. The following code illustrates issuing a
command and collecting output not routed back to the issuing console using this XMANAGER command as an example.

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/  

/* Start out with a clean EDQ before issuing the command. */  

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/  

clearedq = OPSCLEDQ()                                         

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/  

/* Issue the XMANAGER command using the necessary         */  

/* command response trapping keywords.                    */  

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/  

address Oper

"Command(F PTX0099,DISPLAY) Cmdwait(30)",   

   "Capture(PXM) Interval(0) Stopmsg(PXM0109)"

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/  

/* Simply display back the captured command responses. The*/  

/* collected command responses are destined for the       */  

/* external data queue of the program and can be          */  

/* extracted and processed via the PULL instruction.      */  

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/  

cmdoutlines = QUEUED()

do cmdoutlines
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 pull cmdoutput

 say '**>Output='cmdoutput

end

The following keywords are used within the above sample:

Command(F PTX0099,DISPLAY)
Specifies the text of the command to be issued.

Cmdwait(30)
Sets a CONDITIONAL wait time of 30 seconds. This sets the total wait time for collecting output to up to 30
seconds or until some stop trapping condition occurs. The stop trapping condition in the case of this XMANAGER
command response will be the STOPMSG condition as noted below.

Capture(PXM)
By default, only console directed command responses are collected. This keyword causes the code to collect or
capture these all nonconsole directed PXM messages.

Interval(0) keyword
Disables the stop trapping mechanism that measures the delivery time between each collected command output
line. This mechanism is being disabled since the command response in the case of the XMANAGER Display
command generates a specific message ID that can be used within the STOPMSG() keyword.

Stopmsg(PXM0109) keyword
Sets the stop trapping mechanism to be that of the command response message PXM0109. This means that
with CMDWAIT(30), the total time of command response collection will be up to 30 seconds or until the message
PXM0109 is collected as set through this STOPMSG keyword.

Using the STOPRESP Keyword
This example uses the STOPRESP Keyword to collect command responses issued back to the issuing console in
the form of multiple MLWTOS with a unique ending message.
For command responses that are directed back to the issuing OPS/MVS console in the form of multiple MLWTOs,
and that contain a unique message ID indicating all desired output has been sent, the most effective keywords are
CMDWAIT(xx), INTERVAL(0), STOPEND(NO) and STOPRESP(messageid).
Multiple MLWTO command response with a unique message that indicates end of response as extracted from the
OPSLOG:

OPSLOG Browse  OPS11Q  - CA11 --- OPSVIEW --- 10:33:54 12JUN2006 COLS 001 065

OPSF CnslName ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6--+

8000 OPS11X01 !PP1ADIS DB(DSNDB01) SPACENAM(DBD01) LIMIT(*) LOCKS

8008 OPS11X01 DSNT360I  !PP1A ***********************************

2808 OPS11X01 DSNT361I  !PP1A *  DISPLAY DATABASE SUMMARY

2E08 OPS11X01                *    GLOBAL LOCKS

8008 OPS11X01 DSNT360I  !PP1A ***********************************

2808 OPS11X01 DSNT362I  !PP1A     DATABASE = DSNDB01  STATUS = RW

2E08 OPS11X01                    DBD LENGTH = 8000

2808 OPS11X01 DSNT397I  !PP1A

2C08 OPS11X01 NAME   TYPE PART STATUS             CONNID   CORRID       LOCKI

2C08 OPS11X01 -------- ---- ---- ------------------ -------- ------------ ---

2C08 OPS11X01 DBD01  TS        RW                                       H-S,P

2C08 OPS11X01     -                  MEMBER NAME PP4A                        

2C08 OPS11X01 DBD01    TS        RW                                     H-S,P

2C08 OPS11X01     -                  MEMBER NAME PP1A                       

2E08 OPS11X01 ******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE DSNDB01  ENDED    *****************

8008 OPS11X01 DSN9022I  !PP1A DSNTDDIS 'DISPLAY DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION
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Using this DB2 display command as an example, note the multiple MLWTO response and the unique DSN9022I message
that indicates the response is complete. The following code illustrates issuing this type of command and collecting the
output.

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Start out with a clean EDQ before issuing the command. */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

clearedq = OPSCLEDQ()                                       

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Issue the DB2 Thread display command                   */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

address Oper                                                

"C(!PP1ADIS DB(DSNDB01) SPACENAM(DBD01) LIMIT(*) LOCKS)",   

   "CMDWAIT(30) STOPRESP(DSN9022I) INTERVAL(0) STOPEND(NO)" 

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Simply display back the captured command responses. The*/

/* collected command responses are destined for the       */

/* external data queue of the program and can be          */

/* extracted and processed via the PULL instruction.      */

/*--------------------------------------------------------*/

cmdoutlines = QUEUED()

do cmdoutlines

 pull cmdoutput 

 say '**>Output='cmdoutput 

end 

Command(!PP1ADIS DB(DSNDB01) SPACENAM(DBD01) LIMIT(*) LOCKS)
Specifies the text of the command to be issued.

Cmdwait(30)
Sets a CONDITIONAL wait time of 30 seconds. Meaning the total wait time for collecting output will be up to
30 seconds or until some stop trapping condition occurs. The stop trapping condition in the case of this DB2
command response will be the STOPRESP condition.

Interval(0) keyword
Disables the stop trapping mechanism that measures the delivery time between each collected command output
line. This mechanism is being disabled since the command response in the case of this DB2 Display command
generates a specific message ID that can be used within the STOPRESP() keyword.

Stopresp(DSN9022I) keyword
Sets the stop trapping mechanism to be that of the command response message DSN9022I being sent back to
the issuing console. This means that with CMDWAIT(30), the total time of command response collection will be up
to 30 seconds or until the message DSN9022I is collected as set via this STOPRESP keyword.

Issuing IMS Type 2 Messages
These examples both issue the QUERY IMSPLEX command in IMS Type 2 Message format.

1. The following example specifies an explicit IMSPLEX name and allows a wildcard IMSID:
"C(QUERY IMSPLEX) CMDRESP(REXX) IMSID(*) IMSPLEX(IPLEX)"

2. The following example specifies an explicit IMSID, IMSS, and will be handled by the IMSPLEX that system
IMSS belongs to.
"C(QUERY IMSPLEX) CMDRESP(REXX) IMSID(IMSS) IMSPLEX(*)"
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ADDRESS OPER Security With Audit Ability

Because you can use the ADDRESS OPER host command environment to enter commands that can crash JES, z/OS, or
VM, we have built security measures into ADDRESS OPER. The default security authorization exit for ADDRESS OPER
commands issues an error message and terminates if you do not have OPER authority. ADDRESS OPER also terminates
if you specify any of the following commands:

• IMS command-/CHE
• JES3 commands-*DUMP, *RETUR
• z/OS command-QUIESCE
• VM commands-CP, #CP, I, IPL, LOG, LOGOFF, LOGOUT, SHUTDOWN, SYS, SYSTEM

All commands issued through the ADDRESS OPER host command environment go into the system log, prefaced with
message ID OPS1181H.

ADDRESS OPER Keywords

The ADDRESS OPER host environment supports different keywords, depending on whether the ADDRESS OPER
command is issued from within an OPS/REXX program or an AOF rule.

• In order to issue IMS Type 2 commands, access must be available to IBM modules CSLSRG00 and CSLSDR00.
Those are shipped in IMS product libraries at release 9.1 or greater, and are usually named hlq.SDFSRESL. The entire
IMS product library can be allocated, or a private data set with just those isolated modules, and may be an explicit
allocation, or a LNKLST entry.

• If you use the ADDRESS OPER host environment to issue an operator command from an OPS/REXX program, you
may include any of the keywords listed under Format 2 in your command string.

• If you use the ADDRESS OPER host environment to issue an operator command from an AOF rule that allows
WAITs (a REQ, SCR, or TOD rule), you may include any of the keywords listed under Format 2 in your command
string.

• If you use the ADDRESS OPER host environment to issue an operator command from an AOF rule that does not allow
WAITs (any rule other than REQ, SCR, or TOD), the only keywords listed under Format 2 that you may specify in your
command string are IMSID, MFORM, NAME/CONNAME, and SYSTEM /SYSID.

• You cannot issue IMS Type 2 message from a rule. Type 2 message implementation is based on internal event WAIT
and POST completions, and as such is not appropriate within a rule environment.

• The IMS Type 2 message interface is a direct API call to the IMSPLEX manager, and not an operator message. All
responses are returned through the same API. As a result, BMP is not involved, and keywords dealing with response
disposition and routing are not applicable.

Formats for ADDRESS OPER Commands

Use either of the following formats when using the ADDRESS OPER host command environment. Use format 1 when you
do not want to specify any additional keywords.

1. You may use this format for ADDRESS OPER commands:
ADDRESS OPER "keywords" {text}

2. You may also use this format for ADDRESS OPER commands. If you specify the COMMAND keyword, it must
precede any other keywords you specify.
ADDRESS OPER "keywords"

  [BMPCMDOUT(OPSLOG|WTO|NONE)]

  [COMMAND(text)]

  [CAPTURE(msgtextlist)]

  [CMDECHO(YES|NO)]

  [CMDLOG(YES|NO)]

  [CMDRESP(REXX|CLIST)]
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  [CMDWAIT(seconds)]

  [CONTYPE(ANY|EXTCONS|SSCONS|XTRACONS)]

  [DELAY(seconds)]

  [IMSID(name|*|list)]

  [IMSPLEX(name|*)]

  [IMSREPLY]

  [INTERVAL(centiseconds)]

  [LOCALONLY]

  [LOG(YES|NO|OFF)]

  [MAXCMDOUT(number)]

  [NAME|CONNAME(consolename)]

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [PREFIX(name)]

  [PROPRESP]

  [PROPUSER]

  [STOPEND(YES|NO)]

  [STOPMSG(msgtextlist)]

  [STOPRESP(msgtextlist)]

  [SYSID|SYSTEM(systemids)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [TOKENS(YES|NO)]

  [VERBOSE(YES|NO)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

  [XML(YES|NO)]

 BMPCMDOUT Keyword 

(Optional) Controls echoing of the current IMS command output. This keyword only applies if you are using an IOF BMP
for issuing IMS commands. Possible values are:

OPSLOG
Echoes all output associated with the current IMS command back to OPSLOG as trace messages. This results in
a small amount of additional overhead to the command (assuming that the number of lines of output is not large).
No output is sent back to any z/OS console or to the subsystem interface.

WTO
Echoes all output associated with the current IMS command as Write To Operator messages to the z/OS console.
Note that using this option can add a significant amount of overhead to IMS command processing and has the
potential of flooding the consoles with command output messages.

NONE (Default)
Sends IMS commands to the BMP and returns the responses to the issuing program (if so requested). This
recommended approach results in the lowest amount of overhead.
The use of this keyword does not affect the way in which the IMS command output is returned to the command
issuer.

 COMMAND(text) or text Keyword 

(Optional) Indicates the text of the operator command you want to issue.

NOTE

If you specify the COMMAND keyword, it must precede any other keywords you specify.

 CAPTURE(msgtextlist) 

(Optional) Captures command responses that are not internally routed back to the OPS/MVS console that issued the
command. For correct usage of this keyword, see Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment.
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The CAPTURE keyword captures command response messages based on text segments matching the first characters
(starting with column 1) of the messages. The command response messages captured by specification of this keyword
are in addition to the usual command response messages captured by ADDRESS OPER, based on other specified
keywords. You can specify up to ten message text segments with this keyword, and each text segment can be up to 124
characters.

For example:

CAPTURE(xyz, jbstr0004,IST02)

captures these messages:

xyz003

xyztest

xyZ7 Fred is at lunch

xyztest This is a test

jbstr0004AX10

ist02test

ist02job

IST02 Today is Wednesday

If a text segment contains blanks, commas, quotes, or parentheses, you must enclose that segment in quotes. For
example, the second segment in the following list contains blanks, so it is enclosed in single quotes:

CAPTURE(IST02,' JOBS     M/S     TS')

All message text segments specified on this keyword will match both uppercase and lowercase text in potential matching
messages. For example, this segment:

CAPTURE('OPX0996I END OF')

Matches both of these messages:

OPX0996I end of exec

OPX0996I END OF JOB

The CAPTURE keyword accepts the wildcard character *. If you specify CAPTURE(*), all messages are trapped.

Use the CAPTURE keyword to trap command responses that are not directed to the console where the command was
issued. You can specify the CAPTURE keyword with either the STOPMSG keyword or the STOPRESP keyword.

 CMDECHO(YES|NO) 

(Optional) Instructs ADDRESS OPER to capture or omit the command echo line from the command response. You can
specify either YES, which is the default, or NO.

 Default: YES

 CMDLOG(YES|NO) 

(Optional) Determines whether the echo line from the command issued by ADDRESS OPER goes into the SYSLOG data
set and the command response. You can specify either YES, which is the default, or NO.

 Default: YES

 CMDRESP(REXX|CLIST) 

When used to issue an IMS Type 2 message, only CMDRESP(REXX)can be specified to create REXX variables. If
CMDRESP is omitted, the output will be written to the EDQ. This restriction is only valid if IMS Type 2 message syntax is
used.

For more information, see the section REXX Output from IMS Type 2 Message Reponses.
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When not used for an IMS Type 2 message, CMDRESP can be used to create REXX or CLIST format variables similar to
the OPSCMD variable output. Command output messages are still collected in the EDQ. After the command is complete,
the messages are internally extracted from the EDQ and converted to output variables. To create token variables for
each output message variable, the TOKENS(YES) keyword must also be supplied. The default is TOKENS(NO). The
OUTDELIM parameter supplies the token parsing characters used.

 CMDWAIT(seconds) 

(Optional) Specifies, in seconds, how long ADDRESS OPER waits for command output collection to complete. ADDRESS
OPER examines the number of lines collected every few hundredths of a second, based on the value specified with the
INTERVAL keyword. If no new output lines are forthcoming after at least two output lines have been received, ADDRESS
OPER terminates the response before the CMDWAIT period expires. The CMDWAIT period can be 1 to 600 seconds.

If the ADDRESS OPER includes the STOPEND(YES) keyword, the end line of a multi-line WTO message also stops
response collection. The main difference between the CMDWAIT and WAIT keywords is that WAIT specifies an
unconditional wait period, while CMDWAIT specifies a conditional wait based on a continuous, timely collection of
response lines. For correct usage of this keyword, see the examples in Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment.

 Default: The value of the OPS/MVS OCWAIT parameter.

When used in IMS Type 2 message syntax, the CMDWAIT and WAIT keywords are identical, and specify the maximum
wait time in seconds for message completion. IBM documentation on IMSPLEX usage implies that the delay in gathering
results from multiple IMS systems can be considerable, and should be considered normal. The default if omitted is 120, or
2 minutes.

 CONTYPE(ANY|EXTCONS|SSCONS|XTRACONS) 

(Optional) Specifies the appropriate type of console for the command you are issuing. The default for CONTYPE is the
current value of the OCCONTYPE parameter. Values are:

ANY
OPS/MVS selects the first available console to issue the command. OPS/MVS selects consoles in the order listed
here. The search order may change in a future release.

• Subsystem consoles
• XTRACONS consoles
• Extended consoles

EXTCONS
OPS/MVS selects the first available extended console. Extended consoles are controlled by the
EXTENDEDCONSOLES parameter.

SSCONS
OPS/MVS selects the first available subsystem console. Subsystem consoles are controlled by the
SUBSYSDEFAULT parameter.

XTRACONS
OPS/MVS selects the first available extra extended console. Extra extended consoles are controlled by the
EXTRAEXTCONSOLES parameter.

 Notes: 

• If the CONTYPE keyword is not specified for a cross-system command, then the value of OCCONTYPE on the target
system is used.

• The CONTYPE keyword is mutually exclusive with the NAME/CONNAME keyword.

 DELAY(seconds) 

(Optional) Specifies, in seconds, how long ADDRESS OPER pauses before processing the current system command. You
can specify any number of seconds between 1 and 300.
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This keyword can only be used within AOF rules. If logically possible, avoid using long delay values. Utilize dynamic AOF
rules within automated applications that require a long delay or wait to occur prior to the issuing of a command or after
the command has been issued. For examples of using dynamic TOD rules (time interval delay or wait) and dynamic MSG
rules (event triggered delay wait), see the sample OPS/REXX programs SHUTCA7, SHUTDB2, and SHUTIMS in the
hlq.CCLXSAMP OPS/MVS dsn.

 Default: There is no default.

IMSID(name|*|list)
(Optional) If you use the IMS Operation Facility at your site, you can use the ADDRESS OPER command
processor to issue IMS commands.
If you are running only one copy of IMS on the system where you issue the ADDRESS OPER command
processor, you can omit the IMSID keyword. However, if several copies of IMS (such as a production version and
a test version) reside on the system, use the IMSID keyword to specify the IMS control region that should receive
the command.
IMS IDs can contain from one to four characters. IBM ships IMS with a default IMS ID of IMSA. If you do not know
the IMS ID of the IMS you want OPS/MVS to control, ask your systems management department.
When used in IMS Type 2 message syntax, the command is issued to the IMSPLEX manager, and distributed
from there. The IMSID is used to establish eligibility of participating IMS systems to receive the command. If the
IMSID is omitted, the first IMS system capable of responding will receive the command. If IMSID is specified
as a wildcard *, all participating IMS systems will receive the command. IMSID can also be specified as a list,
separated by spaces or commas, of specific IMS system names to receive the command. The IMSID wildcard *
should not be used unless the IMSPLEX keyword is specified with an explicit name.

NOTE
A list or a wildcard in the IMSID keyword may only be used in communication with the IMSPLEX
manager. The IMSPLEX keyword must be specified in order for the command to be issued to more than
one IMS.

IMSPLEX(name|*)
The presence of the IMSPLEX keyword implies IMS Type 2 message syntax. It can be specified as a specific
IMSPLEX name, in which case the IMSID keyword controls selection of participating IMS systems. IMSPLEX can
also be specified as a wildcard *, meaning the IMSID determines the IMSPLEX name. In this case, the IMSID
cannot be specified as a wildcard *, but must contain a valid IMS system name. The IMSID, or the first of a list,
will be used to locate the name of its associated IMSPLEX.

IMSREPLY
(Optional) Causes the current IMS command to be issued using the IMS WTOR instead of the BMP. This keyword
applies only if you use the IOF BMP to issue IMS commands. Other IMS commands issued using OPSCMD or
ADDRESS OPER without this keyword will still go to the BMP.

NOTE
If the keyword is used for non-IMS commands, it is ignored. It will also be ignored when the IOF BMP
facility is not in use. In that case, the IMS WTOR is already being used to issue IMS commands;
therefore, the keyword is meaningless.

INTERVAL(centiseconds)
(Optional) Specifies, in centiseconds, how frequently ADDRESS OPER tests for command response lines to see
if the response has ended. The INTERVAL value temporarily overrides the value of the OPS/MVS OCINTERVAL
parameter.
The default for INTERVAL is the value of the OCINTERVAL parameter, but you can specify any number between
10 and 300, or a value of 0 to bypass interval testing.
For correct usage of this keyword, see the examples in Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment.

LOCALONLY
(Optional) Indicates that only messages from the local system are considered as potential command response
candidates.
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This keyword should be used in conjunction with the CAPTURE and STOPMSG keywords to prevent output from
other systems possibly being returned as command output.

LOG(YES|NO|OFF)
(Optional) Determines whether response lines from the command issued by ADDRESS OPER go into the
SYSLOG and/or OPSLOG data sets. Valid options are:
YES

(Default) Command responses and command echo will be logged in both SYSLOG and OPSLOG.
NO

SYSLOG will only contain the command echo, responses will not be logged. OPSLOG will contain both
the command echo and command responses.

OFF
Command echo and command responses will not be logged to the SYSLOG. OPSLOG will contain the
command responses, command echo will not be logged. If command output is being collected within an
OPS/REXX program, the command echo will be omitted.

NOWHERE
Command echo and command responses will not be logged in both SYSLOG and OPSLOG. If command
output is being collected within an OPS/REXX program, the command echo will be omitted.

Default: YES

NOTE

• Whether command response lines are logged depends on how the OPS/MVS AOFDELETE
parameter is set. The LOG keyword affects the logging of only the command response lines returned
to the originating console.

• If MIC is running at your site, specifying LOG(OFF) does not always have the desired effect. In some
cases, MIC still sends response lines to the SYSLOG data set.

MAXCMDOUT(number)
(Optional) Defines how many command output lines ADDRESS OPER collects before terminating the command
response. If the command output contains more lines than the MAXCMDOUT value, ADDRESS OPER stops
collecting command output. You can specify any value between 1 and 32767 for MAXCMDOUT.
If the command is issuing IMS Type2 messages and generating REXX variables, the amount of output can
become heavy when the VERBOSE option is specified in a busy IMSPLEX environment, and all participating
systems respond. This parameter can limit the REXX output volume to a maximum of 32K variables.
Default: The value of the OPS/MVS OCMAXMSG parameter. If used to control REXX output from IMS Type 2
messages, the default is 16384.

NAME|CONNAME(consolename)
(Optional) The NAME keyword and its equivalent keyword, CONNAME, define the name of the console to receive
the command that ADDRESS OPER issues. The console name you provide can contain as many as eight
characters. The NAME or CONNAME keyword and the ID keyword are mutually exclusive.
You can retrieve command output when the specified console is allocated to OPS/MVS. If the console is not
allocated or does not exist, ADDRESS OPER issues a return code of 190.

OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT
(Optional) The mutually exclusive OUTPUT and NOOUTPUT keywords determine whether you receive output
from the command issued by ADDRESS OPER.
Default: OUTPUT
The NOOUTPUT keyword requests that no command output be returned. ADDRESS OPER executes the
specified command but creates no output variables and displays no command output lines. The NOOUTPUT and
WAIT keywords are mutually exclusive. For correct usage of this keyword, see Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host
Environment.
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OUTDELIM
(Optional) Use this keyword to specify two values:

• The delimiter string used to parse command output lines into words
• YES or NO, depending on whether you want the delimiter characters themselves to appear in generated word

variables

A blank is always a delimiter. The defaults are YES and any of the delimiter characters shown here:
'( ) / = , '
Separate the two OUTDELIM operands with a comma, as shown here:
OUTDELIM('@',NO)

PREFIX(name)
(Optional) Defines a prefix name for created variables.
Default prefix name for IMS Type 2: IMSTYP2
Default prefix name for non-IMS Type 2: CMDOUT

PROPRESP
(Optional) This keyword is useful only when ADDRESS OPER is used in CMD rules. In all other environments,
this keyword is ignored. When used in CMD rules, this keyword causes the console name and CART (Command
and Response Token) associated with the command that triggered the CMD rule to be propagated to the CMD
being issued by ADDRESS OPER. Use this keyword when you want the output of the command being issued
through ADDRESS OPER to be associated with the original command that triggered the CMD rule.

PROPUSER
(Optional) This keyword is useful only when ADDRESS OPER is used in CMD rules. In all other environments,
this keyword is ignored. When PROPUSER is used in CMD rules, it causes the user ID associated with the
command that triggers the CMD rule to be propagated to the CMD that ADDRESS OPER issues. Use this
keyword when you want the user ID of the command that is issued through ADDRESS OPER to be associated
with the original command that triggers the CMD rule.

STOPEND(YES|NO)
(Optional) Determines whether the end line of a multiline WTO message stops ADDRESS OPER from collecting
further command output. For correct usage of this keyword, see Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment.
YES

(Default)The command response terminates at the first end line of a multiline WTO message or at the
time specified through the CMDWAIT keyword or the OCWAIT parameter.

NO
ADDRESS OPER continues collecting command output until one of the following occurs:

• The time interval specified by the CMDWAIT keyword or OCWAIT parameter expires
• No new command output lines are collected in the time interval specified by the INTERVAL keyword

Default: YES
STOPMSG(msgtextlist)

(Optional) Specifies a list of one to ten message text segments matching the first characters (starting with column
1) of the messages that terminate the collection of command response lines. When ADDRESS OPER detects any
of these text segments, it stops collecting response lines. The message segment or segments you specify need
not be directed to the console receiving the command response. Each item in the list of message text segments
you specify can contain no more than 124 characters.
All message text segments specified on this keyword will match both uppercase and lowercase text in potential
matching messages. For correct usage of this keyword, see Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment.

NOTE
STOPMSG does not work with IMS Type 2 commands.
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STOPRESP(msgtextlist)
(Optional) Specifies a list of one to ten message text segments matching the first characters (starting with column
1) of the messages that terminate the collection of command response lines. The message segments you
specify must be directed to the console receiving the command response, and each item in the segment list can
contain no more than 124 characters. You can use the STOPRESP keyword to terminate the collection of a long
command response once the desired response line is found.
All message text segments specified on this keyword will match both uppercase and lowercase text in potential
matching messages.
The STOPRESP and STOPMSG keywords are mutually exclusive. For correct usage of this keyword, see Utilize
the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment.

SYSID or SYSTEM(systemids)
(Optional) For more information on the SYSID or SYSTEM keywords, see Specifying an MSF System ID on a POI
Command Processor.

NOTE
If more than one system is specified or implied, then the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied.

SYSWAIT(seconds)
(Optional) Usually, when ADDRESS OPER issues a command to a remote system, the total wait time for a
response to the command is the sum of two values:

• The time specified with the WAIT or CMDWAIT keyword of ADDRESS OPER, or the OCWAIT parameter
default value

• The delay time, if any, that the OPS/MVS MSF component imposes, up to the value specified on the DELAY
keyword for the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE command issued on the local (source) system to define the
remote (target) system, or the OPS/MVS MSFSYSWAIT parameter if the DELAY keyword was not specified

The SYSWAIT keyword specifies a value, in seconds, that temporarily overrides the MSF delay time. You can
specify a value from 1 to 600.

TOKENS(YES|NO)
(Optional) When CMDRESP(REXX|CLIST) is specified for a non-IMS Type2 command, each output message
may be parsed into token variables. The token parsing delimiter characters are specified by the OUTDELIM
keyword. If OUTDELIM is omitted, the default values for OUTDELIM are used.
Default: NO

VERBOSE(YES|NO)
(Optional) Generates individual REXX variables to identify individual elements of the structured response and
header data returned when an IMS Type2 command is issued. This option can lead to considerable volume in
cases when several IMS systems under IMSPLEX control all respond to a command.
Default: NO

WAIT(seconds)
(Optional) Specifies that the ADDRESS OPER is to unconditionally wait for a period of time to receive output
from the current command. In most cases a conditional wait using the CMDWAIT keyword in conjunction with
the INTERVAL and various STOPxxxx keywords can be used to effectively collect command responses, thus
eliminating the need for a unconditional WAIT. For details of how to successfully collect command response traffic,
see Utilize the ADDRESS OPER Host Environment.
When used in IMS Type 2 message syntax, the WAIT keyword is identical to CMDWAIT, and described there.

XML(YES|NO)
IMS Type 2 responses are all returned as text units within XML framing. The XML keyword can be specified as
NO to strip both leading and trailing framing XML characters, or YES to include them with the output.
Default: NO
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NOTE
Keep these things in mind when you issue a command through the ADDRESS OPER host command
environment:

• When you use ADDRESS OPER to route a command to a remote system through an AOF rule, the
NOOUTPUT keyword is implied.

• Although WAITs are allowed in TOD rules, they are not recommended because they may delay the execution
of other TOD rules.

Output Variables Generated by ADDRESS OPER

When you use ADDRESS OPER in an OPS/REXX program, you can capture the response to the issued command in
REXX or CLIST format variable names similar to OPSCMD. The program can then analyze the response and take the
appropriate action.

The following list shows the output variables that ADDRESS OPER creates. The value prefix is the value specified with
the PREFIX keyword.

• Contains the number of lines returned in the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefix0
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.0 

• Contains the text of line n of the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixn
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.n 

The n value is an integer corresponding to the output line number.

• Contains the number of words in line n of the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixnW
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.n.0 

• Contains the mth word in line n of the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixnWm
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.n.m
The m is a number indicating the position of the word in output line n.

• Contains the name of the console associated with the command.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixCONNAME
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefixCONNAME

ADDRESS OPER Return Codes

ADDRESS OPER commands produce these return codes:

 Return Code  Message Number  Message Text 
0 OPS1100 COMMAND EXECUTION SUCCESSFUL
0 n/a NO REPLY COMMAND OUTPUT
4 OPS1101 COMMAND GENERATED NO OUTPUT
8 OPS1102 OUTPUT RETRIEVAL MECHANISM

DOWN
12 OPS1103 NO MVS/JES/VM COMMAND ENTERED
16 OPS1104 MVS/JES/VM CMD LENGTH EXCEEDS

MAXIMUM
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20 OPS1105 MVS/JES/VM CMD OUTPUT BUF
OVERFLOW. When RC 20 is returned
from a command containing an IMS Type2
command, it indicates a condition where the
number of REXX output variables exceeded
the allowable limit set by the MAXCMDOUT
keyword.

24 OPS1106 VM COMMAND INVALID - MVS NOT
RUNNING UNDER VM

28 OPS1107 AUTHORIZATION CHECK FAILED
32 OPS1108 NO JES3 COMMAND OUTPUT ON JES3

LOCALS
36 OPS1109 INVALID KEYWORD COMBINATION

ENTERED
40 OPS1110 INVALID LOCAL/REMOTE SYSTEM ID
44 OPS1111 SYSTEM ID IS NOT ACTIVE
48 OPS1112 COMMANDS DISABLED AT THIS TIME
52 n/a SOME TYPE OF SYSTEM NOT ACTIVE
56 n/a SOME TYPE OF THING NOT FOUND
60 OPS1115 SOME TYPE OF ERROR OCCURRED
64 OPS1116 PRODUCT MUST BE ACTIVE TO USE

COMMAND
88 OPS1122 TSO/E IS NOT INSTALLED
92 OPS1123 COMMAND NOT ISSUED WITH

AUTHORIZATION
96 OPS1124 NO CNSLS AVAILABLE FOR CMD OUT

RETRIEVAL
100 OPS1125 NO CONSOLES OF THE CORRECT TYPE

EXIST
104 OPS1126 MAIN PRODUCT ADDRESS SPACE

TERMINATED
108 OPS1127 MULTI-SYSTEM FACILITY NOT

INSTALLED
112 OPS1128 MULTI-SYSTEM FACILITY NOT ACTIVE
120 OPS1130 MULTIPLE IMS IDS MISSING IMSPLEX

KEYWORD
124 OPS1131 HOST SYSTEM INACTIVE
128 OPS1132 CONSOLE CONTROL BLOCK TAG

CHECK
132 OPS1133 MESSAGE QUEUE SEND ERROR
136 OPS1134 MESSAGE QUEUE RECEIVE ERROR
160 OPS1140 CONSOLE CONTROL BLOCK ENABLE

FAILED
164 OPS1141 CONSOLE BLOCK RELEASE LOGIC

ERROR
172 OPS1143 COMMAND FUNCTION AREA GET/FREE

FAILED
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176 OPS1144 COMMAND OUTPUT BUFFER GET/FREE
FAILED

180 OPS1145 COMMAND OUTPUT QUEUE GET/FREE
FAILED

184 OPS1146 ABEND FAILURE IN USER EXIT
186 OPS1146 ABEND FAILURE IN FUNCTION ROUTINE
188 OPS1147 MGCR (SVC 34) FAILURE
189 OPS1147 MGCRE (SVC 34) FAILURE
190 OPS1153 CONVCON FAILURE
200 OPS1150 COMMAND SCAN AREA ALLOCATION

FAILED
204 OPS1151 COMMAND SCAN AREA RELEASE

FAILED
212 OPS1153 COMMAND LENGTH IS ZERO
216 OPS1154 INVALID COMMAND BUFFER FORMAT
220 OPS1155 MASTER CONTROL BLOCK ERROR
224 OPS1156 IKJSCAN ERROR
240 OPS1160 CLIST VARIABLE ACCESS ERROR
244 OPS1161 WORD TOKENIZATION ERROR
248 OPS1162 SYSOUTTRAP CONVERSION ERROR
252 OPS1164 COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR
253 OPS1183 KEYWORD NOT SUPPORTED IN

CURRENT MVS LEVEL
254 OPS1184 INVALID CONSOLE ID SPECIFIED
255 OPS1153 NAME AND ID ARE MUTUALLY

EXCLUSIVE
256 OPS4363 KEYWORD NOT VALID IN THIS

ENVIRONMENT

 

IMS Type 2 Message Return and Reason Codes

The IMSPLEX manager API interface can generate a variety of unique return and reason codes, documented in IBM
manual SC18-9967, IMS V10 System Programming API Ref. Errors associated with API registration can be found under
the section CSLSCREG Return and Reason Codes and those with API dialog under CSLOMI Return and Reason Codes.

The ADDRESS OPER implementation utilizes only two of the API facilities. In the case of an error, OPS message 1137 is
issued for a registration failure, and message 1138 will accompany a request/response error.

Both messages contain return and response codes, which can be used to look up the specific error condition in the above
documentation, in the following format:

return/reason codes = X'aaaaaaaa'/X'bbbbbbbb'

Please note that a registration error will not allow the command to continue. A dialog error, however, can occur after the
IMSPLEX manager starts data accumulation and might have incomplete results to return, thus producing a combination of
both an error message and valid, but possibly partial, results.

The following error is an indication that the appropriate IMS product load library is not allocated:
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X'01000010'/X'00004004' CSLSRG00 could not be loaded.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Host Environment
Contents

Using the ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment, your rules and OPS/REXX procedures can control the OPS/MVS COF,
ECF, OSF, OPSLOG, and MSF components. This host environment is used by OPSVIEW options 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.13.

The ADDRESS OPSCTL environment returns command output to the OPS/REXX external data queue, with blanks
separating the individual output fields.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands

The ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment controls the ECF, MSF ONLY, MSF, and COF, and OSF components.

• To control the ECF component, the ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment uses the following command:
ECF LIST

Returns information about each ECF user logged onto a console.
• To control the MSF component, the ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment uses the following commands:
MSF DEFAULT

Enables you to specify a default system name and system wait value for the currently executing REXX program or
rule. Only those OPS/REXX functions that support cross system operations and do not allow the explicit setting of
a system name and system wait value (for example: OPSVALUE), are applicable.

MSF START
Tells OPS/MVS to initialize the MSF on the local MSF system, to open its VTAM access control block, and to
begin communicating with copies of OPS/MVS running on remote systems.

MSF STOP
Instructs the local copy of OPS/MVS to end its sessions with remote OPS/MVS copies and to close its VTAM
access control block.

• To control the MSF and COF components, the ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment uses the following commands:
MSF|COF ACTIVATE

This command does one of the following:

• Causes the MSF to try to activate a VTAM session with the MSF running on another system
• Causes an association between a transient data queue and the COF

MSF|COF DEACTIVATE
Ends the session between local and remote copies of the MSF, or ends the association between a transient data
queue and the COF.

MSF|COF DEFINE
Defines to the MSF the systems it can communicate with, or defines to the COF a list of CICS transient data
queue names to be selected for AOF processing.

MSF|COF DELETE
Deletes either specific or all MSF or COF resources that you have defined.

MSF|COF LIST
Displays all MSF or COF resources currently defined and their status.

• To control the OSF component, the ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment uses the following commands:
OSF EXECSTATS

Returns performance information about the OSF server component. This information is useful for tuning OSF-
related parameters to meet the performance objectives of your installation.
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OSF LIST
Returns information about active servers to the external data queue.

OSF QUEUES
Returns status and historical information about the server execution queue to the external data queue.

OSF RESETQ
Causes all pending commands waiting on the OSF execute queue to be immediately discarded. As a result of this
command, all existing OSF execute queue statistics are reset to 0 (zero).

OSF STOP nnnn
Stops the server that has the address space ID nnnn.

• To control the OPSLOG component, the ADDRESS OPSCTL host environment uses the following commands:
DEFINE

Defines a new OPSLOG for future use.
ACTIVATE

Makes a previously defined OPSLOG definition active for use. In the cases where the OPSLOG is DIV-backed,
the data set must exist at the time it is activated.

SETLIVE
Makes a previously active, read/write, OPSLOG the live log. This means that new events processed by the OPS/
MVS subsystem are added to this OPSLOG. There can only be one live OPSLOG. Other than at product startup
where there is no prior live log, the prior live log becomes an active log again.

RESET
Empties an active, read/write, OPSLOG (it cannot be the live log), which makes it available for use as an empty
log.

LIST
Lists all of the defined OPSLOGs.

DEACTIVATE
Changes the status of an OPSLOG back to defined.

DELETE
Deletes an OPSLOG definition.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Return Codes

All ADDRESS OPSCTL host commands set a return code. Each command returns a code of 0 if it completes successfully.
If a command does not execute successfully, you receive a non-zero return code and OPS/MVS writes an error message
into the OPS/REXX external data queue.

The ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF LIST host command returns a code of 4 if no MSF system is defined, or a code of 8 when
OPS/MVS cannot perform the list request. These LIST commands do not generate error messages.

In the following sections, return codes specific to each particular type of OPSCTL command (OSF, COF, ECF, and MSF)
are listed. In addition, the following return codes apply to all OPSCTL commands:

0
The command completed successfully.

12
The command was too long (>32768) or too short.

13
The command length exceeded an internal limit.

16
The command contained an unknown request (a request other than OSF, COF, ECF, or MSF).
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20
The OPS/MVS subsystem is not active.

28
An abend occurred in the user security exit.

32
The authorization exit or a security rule rejected the OPSCTL command.

36
A required verb is missing.

44
A syntax error was detected during command string parsing.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for the COF
ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands enable you to tailor lists of CICS transient data queue names that the CICS
XTDOUT global exit will intercept and pass to the AOF for rule processing.

  

Each copy of OPS/MVS that is active on your system may use a different list of queue names for AOF processing, or may
ignore transient data queue message traffic altogether.

Optionally, the AOF may suppress or reword a transient data queue message.

Wildcards Used in OPSCTL COF Commands

Follow these guidelines when using wildcards in an OPSCTL COF command:

• For certain keywords that you specify on the DELETE, ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, and LIST commands, you can use
the asterisk (*) character as a wildcard suffix.
For example, this keyword value matches CICSPROD, CICSTEST, CICSSYS2, and any other job name beginning with
the characters CICS:
JOBNAME(CICS*)

Where wildcard suffixes are valid, the ability to use them is noted in the keyword descriptions.
• For the JOBNAME and STEPNAME keywords on the DELETE command, you can specify the asterisk (*) character by

itself to match all job names or step names.

Generate the DEFAULT List

The sections that follow describe the commands you use to tailor and manipulate lists of transient data queue destination
names. In addition to the lists you generate by using the COF DEFINE command, the CICS XTDOUT exit generates a
DEFAULT list.

Once the XTDOUT exit is installed in a CICS region, the next transient data record that is written causes the exit to create
a transient data queue name list for each active OPS/MVS subsystem that has its INITAOF and CICSAOF parameters set
to YES.

If no predefined name list with a matching job name is found, then the DEFAULT list is used. JOBNAME(DEFAULT) is
reserved for this purpose.

You can use any of the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands to manipulate the DEFAULT list, but only if you explicitly
identify it by specifying DEFAULT as the value for the JOBNAME keyword for the command.

NOTE

The DEFAULT list is never selected if you use a wildcard suffix when you specify JOBNAME.
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After a CICS region has built its destination name list by copying the DEFAULT list, the list is identified by the CICS job
name.

If the DEFAULT list is not defined in advance, CICS regions build empty destination name lists, and no messages are sent
to the AOF. You can use the COF ACTIVATE command to add destination names to the empty list. Alternatively, use the
COF DEFINE command to build the DEFAULT list.

If you use the COF DELETE command to remove the current list that is associated with a particular CICS region, the next
transient data write request from that region builds a new list from the now defined DEFAULT list.

Destination IDs

When you issue the COF DEFINE, COF ACTIVATE, and COF DEACTIVATE commands, you may specify a list of
destination IDs for the DESTIDS keyword. Destination IDs are the names of CICS transient data queue destinations, as
defined in the CICS destination control table, or DCT. If no DESTIDS are specified on the DEFINE command, then CICS
regions build empty destination name lists, and no messages are sent to the AOF from that CICS region. You can use the
COF ACTIVATE command to add destination names to the empty list at a later time.

You can use the COF ACTIVATE command to add destination names to the empty list at a later time.

You can use the CICS CEMT command to display the names of CICS destination queues.

For your convenience, you can use the following destination name in any OPSCTL COF command to see the DEFAULT
destination ID list that is described in the previous section:

%%%%

For example, consider the following:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEFINE JOBNAME(DEFAULT)",

  "DESTIDS(CSMT,CSSL,CADL,CSDL,CSKL)"

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEFINE JOBNAME(CICSPROD)",

  "DESTIDS(%%%%,CSPL,CSNE)"

Indirect Destination IDs

Indirect transient dataset queue names can be added to the explicit DESTIDS list just like any other intra-partition queue
name. Because of the potentially large number and volatility of indirect queue names, the INDIRECT(YES) keyword is
available. This keyword causes all indirect transient data queue names whose target queue names are explicitly defined
in the DESTIDS keyword to be treated as implicitly defined. This keyword eliminates the need to constantly monitor the
indirect queue name definitions in order to update the DESTIDS list.

COF ACTIVATE -- Add Transient Data Queue Names

This command adds the specified transient data queue names to any destination list that matches the selection criteria
you specify.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF ACTIVATE keywords"

  {JOBNAME(jobname)}

  [STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)]

  [STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)]

  [DESTIDS(destidlist)]

  [INDIRECT(YES|NO)

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysname)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]
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JOBNAME(jobname)
Defines the one- to eight-character job name of the CICS region.
Position: This required keyword and must be first in the command syntax.
When specifying the job name, you may use the wildcard suffix.

STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)
(Optional) Defines the one- to eight-character step name of the CICS region (or task ID for a started task).
Position: It must follow the required JOBNAME keyword and precede the optional DESTIDS keyword.
This keyword intended for sites that use a shared CICS JCL PROC to start CICS regions. Since all CICS regions
have the same job name at such sites, use the STEPNAME keyword to differentiate the various regions.
You must include the STEPNAME keyword in your COF ACTIVATE command to activate any transient data
queue names whose definitions included the STEPNAME keyword.
When specifying the step name, you may use the wildcard suffix.

STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)
(Optional) Indicates the action of the ACTIVATE command is either ACTIVE or INACTIVE lists.
Position: It must follow the required JOBNAME keyword and precede the optional DESTIDS keyword.
ACTIVE

Specifies the lists in use by a CICS region.
INACTIVE

Specifies the lists not currently in use by a CICS region.
DESTIDS(destidlist)

(Optional) Defines the transient data queue destinations that you want to add, as defined in the CICS DCT
(destination control table).
Position: This optional keyword must follow the optional keywords STEPNAME and STATUS (if they are used).
You can specify as many as 100 destination names in a list; each can contain from one to four characters.
The OPS/MVS product maintains the names in your lists in sorted order and eliminates any duplicate names. If
the limit of 100 DESTIDS is exceeded as a result of an ACTIVATE command, then the list is sorted first and the
last entries in the sorted sequence are discarded.

INDIRECT(YES|NO)
(Optional) Any indirect transient queue names that point to a defined transient queue name in the DESTIDS list
can be processed by the COF interface. This indirect transient queue message is counted as messages issued to
the corresponding DESTIDS defined destination name.
Position: This optional keyword must follow the optional keywords STEPNAME and STATUS (if they are used).
YES

Specifies that undefined indirect transient data queue names are processed by the COF interface.
NO

(Default) Specifies that only transient data queue names in the DESTIDS list are processed by the COF
interface.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM(sysname), and SYSWAIT(seconds)
(Optional) You may specify the keywords that are common to all ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands.
Position: Place these optional keywords at the end of the command.

COF DEACTIVATE -- Delete Transient Data Queue Names

This command deletes the specified transient data queue names from any destination list that matches the selection
criteria you specify.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEACTIVATE keywords"

  {JOBNAME(jobname)}
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  [STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)]

  [STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)]

  [DESTIDS(destidlist)]

  [INDIRECT(YES|NO)

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysname)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

JOBNAME(jobname)
Defines the one- to eight-character job name of the CICS region.
Position: This required keyword must be first in the command syntax.
When specifying the job name, you can use the wildcard suffix.

STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)
(Optional) Defines the one- to eight-character step name of the CICS region (or task ID for a started task).
Position: STEPNAME must follow the JOBNAME keyword and STEPNAME must precede the optional DESTIDS
keyword.
This keyword is intended for sites that use a shared CICS JCL PROC to start CICS regions. Since all CICS
regions have the same job name at such sites, use the STEPNAME keyword to differentiate the various regions.
The STEPNAME keyword must be included in your COF DEACTIVATE command to deactivate any transient data
queue names whose definitions included the STEPNAME keyword.
When specifying the step name, you can use the wildcard suffix.

STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)
(Optional) Specifies the action of the DEACTIVATE command as either ACTIVE or INACTIVE lists.
Position: STATUS must follow the JOBNAME keyword and STATUS must precede the optional DESTIDS
keyword.
ACTIVE

Specifies the lists in use by a CICS region.
INACTIVE

Specifies the lists not currently in use by a CICS region.
DESTIDS(destidlist)

(Optional) Defines the one- to four-character transient data queue destinations that you want to delete.
Position: This optional keyword must follow the optional keywords STEPNAME and STATUS (if they are used).
When specifying destination names to be deleted, you can use the wildcard suffix.

INDIRECT(YES|NO)
(Optional) Specifies whether any indirect transient data queue names that ultimately point to a defined transient
data queue name in the DESTIDS list can be processed by the COF interface. This keyword is counted as
messages issued to the corresponding defined destination name.
Position: This optional keyword must follow the optional keywords STEPNAME and STATUS (if they are used).
YES

Specifies that undefined indirect transient data queue names is processed by the COF interface.
NO

(Default) Specifies that only transient data queue names in the DESTIDS list are processed by the COF
interface.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM(sysname), and SYSWAIT(seconds)
(Optional) You can specify the common keywords described in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL
COF Commands.
Position: Place these optional keywords at the end of the command.
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COF DEFINE -- Create Transient Data Queue Name List

The COF DEFINE command creates a list of CICS transient data queue names. For the CICS region identified by the
JOBNAME keyword, STEPNAME keyword, or both the CICS XTDOUT exit selects the destinations on this list and passes
them to the AOF for rule processing. If a current list exists that was not defined, but rather built, from the default list by the
first message intercepted by the XTDOUT exit, the old connection list will be deleted by the new defined list. Duplicate
DEFINEs for the same CICS JOBNAME/STEPNAME combination are not allowed. The old definition must be deleted first.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEFINE keywords"

  {JOBNAME(jobname)}

  [STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)]

  [DESTIDS(destidlist)]

  [INDIRECT(YES|NO)

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysname)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

JOBNAME(jobname)
Defines the one- to eight-character job name of the CICS region.
Position: This required keyword must be first in the command syntax.

STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)
(Optional) Defines the one- to eight-character step name of the CICS region (or task ID for a started task).
Position: It must follow the required JOBNAME keyword and precede the optional DESTIDS keyword.
This optional keyword is intended for sites that use a shared CICS JCL PROC to start CICS regions. Since all
CICS regions have the same job name at such sites, use the STEPNAME keyword to differentiate the various
regions.
If you specify the STEPNAME keyword in the definition of a transient data queue name list, you must also specify
it in any other COF commands (ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, DELETE, LIST) to select the transient data queues on
that list.
For example, suppose that you issue this command to define a CICS connection:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DEFINE JOBNAME(CICSTOR)",

"STEPNAME(TOR) DESTIDS(CSMT,CSSL)"

The following COF LIST command will not select the CICS connection defined above, because the COF LIST
command does not include the STEPNAME keyword:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF LIST JOBNAME(*)"

But this COF LIST command will select the CICS connection:
ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF LIST JOBNAME(*) STEPNAME(*)".

DESTIDS(destidlist)
(Optional) Defines a list of transient data queue destinations, as defined in the CICS DCT (destination control
table).
Position: This optional keyword must follow the optional STEPNAME keyword (if used).
You can specify as many as 100 destination names in a list; each name can contain from one to four characters.
OPS/MVS maintains the names in your lists in sorted order and eliminates any duplicate names.

INDIRECT(YES|NO)
(Optional) Specifies whether any indirect transient data queue names that ultimately point to a defined transient
data queue name in the DESTIDS list can be processed by the COF interface. This keyword is counted as
messages issued to the corresponding defined destination name.
Position: This optional keyword must follow the optional keywords STEPNAME and STATUS (if they are used).
YES

Specifies that undefined indirect transient data queue names is processed by the COF interface.
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NO
(Default) Specifies that only transient data queue names in the DESTIDS list are processed by the COF
interface.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM(sysname), and SYSWAIT(seconds)
(Optional) You may specify the common keywords described in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL
COF Commands.
Position: Place these optional keywords at the end of the command.

COF DELETE -- Delete Transient Data Queue Name List

This command deletes any defined or default transient data queue name lists that match the selection criteria specified on
the command.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF DELETE keywords"

  {JOBNAME(jobname)}

  [STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)]

  [STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)]

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysname)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

JOBNAME(jobname)
Defines the one- to eight-character job name of the CICS region. When specifying the job name, you may use the
wildcard suffix, or specify * by itself to match all job names.

STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)
(Optional) Defines the one- to eight-character step name of the CICS region (or task ID for a started task).
This keyword is intended for sites that use a shared CICS JCL PROC to start CICS regions. Since all CICS
regions have the same job name at such sites, use the STEPNAME keyword to differentiate the various regions.
You must include the STEPNAME keyword in your COF DELETE command to delete any transient data queue
names whose definitions included the STEPNAME keyword.
When specifying the step name, you may use the wildcard suffix, or specify * by itself to match all step names.

STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)
(Optional) Limits the action of the DELETE command to either ACTIVE or INACTIVE lists:
ACTIVE

Lists in use by a CICS region
INACTIVE

Lists not currently in use by a CICS region
OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM(sysname), and SYSWAIT(seconds)

(Optional) You may specify the keywords common to all ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands.

COF LIST -- Display Transient Data Destination List

The COF LIST command displays the contents of any transient data destination list that matches the selection criteria you
specify.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "COF LIST keywords"

  {JOBNAME(jobname,[SUMMARY])}

  [STEPNAME(stepname|taskid)]

  [STATUS(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)]
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  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysname)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

The optional keyword SUMMARY must follow the jobname value, and a comma must separate it from the jobname value
as follows:

JOBNAME(TESTJOB,SUMMARY)

JOBNAME
Defines the one- to eight-character job name of the CICS region. If you include the SUMMARY positional
parameter, the COF LIST command returns only one record per matching CICS connection, rather than one
record for each destination name in the destination name list.
When specifying the job name, you may use the wildcard suffix.

STEPNAME
(Optional) Defines the one- to eight-character step name of the CICS region (or task ID for a started task).
This keyword is intended for sites that use a shared CICS JCL PROC to start CICS regions. Since all CICS
regions have the same job name at such sites, use the STEPNAME keyword to differentiate the various regions.
You must include the STEPNAME keyword in your COF LIST command to list any transient data queue names
whose definitions included the STEPNAME keyword.
When specifying the step name, you may use the wildcard suffix.

STATUS
(Optional) Limits the action of the LIST command to either ACTIVE or INACTIVE lists:
ACTIVE

Lists in use by a CICS region
INACTIVE

Lists not currently in use by a CICS region
OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, and SYSWAIT

(Optional) You may specify the keywords common to all ADDRESS OPSCTL COF commands.

COF List Command Output

The COF LIST command returns the following system information to the OPS/REXX external data queue as data fields
separated by blanks. If you specify JOBNAME(jobname,SUMMARY) on your COF LIST command, only one record per
matching CICS connection is returned. If you omit the SUMMARY parameter, one record is produced for each destination
name contained in each selected list.

Word Number: 1
Length: 8
Contains the CICS job name.

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
Contains the CICS step name or for a started task, the task ID.

Word Number: 3
Length: 8
Contains the CICS generic VTAM application ID from the SIT.

Word Number: 4
Length: 4
Contains the CICS system ID from the SIT.

Word Number: 5
Length: 4
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Contains the address space ID of the CICS region, in printable hexadecimal format.
Word Number: 6

Length: 1
Contains a flag indicating whether a match on the STEPNAME is required:
Y

OPSCTL COF DEFINE command generated this list which includes the STEPNAME keyword. In order to
use this list, the step name of the CICS region must match.

N
The step name is informational only; no match is required.

Word Number: 7
Length: 8
Contains the status of the list:

• ACTIVE-A CICS region is using the list.
• INACTIVE-The list is not in use.

Word Number: 8
Length: 8
Contains the origin of the list:

• DEFINED-An OPSCTL COF DEFINE command generated the list.
• DEFAULT-A CICS region built this destination name list by copying the default list.

Word Number: 9
Length: 8
Contains the address of the XTDOUT global exit area, in printable hexadecimal format for debugging

Word Number: 10
Length: 3
Contains the total number of transient data queue names in the list

Word Number: 11
Length: 3
Contains the index number of this transient data queue name in the list

Word Number: 12
Length: 4
SUMMMARY omitted

This word contains the name of the transient data queue destination, or N/A if the transient data queue list
is empty.

SUMMARY specified
This word contains the INDIRECT option value YES or NO.

Word Number: 13
Length: 7
SUMMMARY omitted

This word contains a count of the messages sent to the AOF for this transient data queue name.
SUMMARY specified

This word contains the sum of all message counts for all destinations in the list.

OPSCTL COF Return Codes

OPSCTL COF commands produce the following return codes:
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8
The COF found no matches to the selection criteria that were specified.

40
There is no command output from the remote command.

44
A command syntax error occurred.

48
A system service error occurred.

72
An invalid system name was specified.

76
No last message was received from the remote command.

92
The COF DEFINE command failed.

96
The COF DELETE command failed.

100
The COF ACTIVATE or COF DEACTIVATE command failed.

101
An ACTIVATE command added more DESTIDS than are allowed (over 100). Only the first 100 in alphabetic
sequence are retained.

104
The COF interface is not initialized.

Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL COF Commands

All ADDRESS OPSCTL COF host commands share the following keywords, which support cross-system execution:

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
Determines whether the command returns output to the external data queue. OUTPUT and NOOUTPUT are
mutually exclusive. Specify OUTPUT to have output returned; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.

SYSTEM(sysname)
Defines the system name for the remote copy of OPS/MVS. The value of sysname can contain from one to eight
characters.

SYSWAIT(seconds)
Defines the maximum time that the command waits for output from the remote system. You can specify a value
from 1 to 300 seconds; the default is the value of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter.
Omit the SYSWAIT keyword if you specify NOOUTPUT, because there is no reason to wait unless you want to
collect output.
Commands issued to the local system ignore the SYSWAIT keyword.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for the ECF
There is only one ADDRESS OPSCTL command for the ECF. 

ECF LIST -- List Console Users

The ECF LIST command lists information about console users logged onto the ECF.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "ECF LIST" (no keywords)

ECFLIST Command Output

The ECFLIST command returns the following output data, separated by blanks to the external data queue. OPSVIEW
option 4.4 also displays this information.

Word Number: 1
Length: 4
Contains the ID of the address space (in hexadecimal format).

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
Contains the started task name for the address space.

Word Number: 3
Length: 8
Contains the four-character OPS/MVS subsystem ID, followed by the ID of the z/OS console at which the ECF
logged on (for example, OPSS/0900).

Word Number: 4
Length: 5
Contains the number of transactions the address space processed since it was started

Word Number: 5
Length: 8
Contains the length of time that has passed since the address space began processing the current transaction

NOTE

The format of this word depends upon its content:

• If the value is less than 1000 seconds, the format is sss.tttS, where sss is seconds and ttt is tenths of
a second, and S is appended.

• If the value is less than 100 hours but greater than or equal to 1000 seconds, the format is hh.mm.ss,
where hh is hours, mm is minutes, and ss is seconds.

• If the value is greater than or equal to 100 hours, the format is hhhhh.mm, where hhhhh is hours and
mm is minutes.

Word Number: 6
Length: 8
Contains the amount of CPU time the address space has used so far to process the current transaction.
The format of word 6 depends upon its content. For details, see the note in the description of word 5.

Word Number: 7
Length: 7
Contains the number of lines of output produced so far by the processing of the current transaction.

Word Number: 8
Length: 8
Contains the name of the z/OS console at which the ECF user logged on (for example, XE03921).

If no consoles are logged onto the ECF, the ECF LIST command produces no output.

OPSCTL ECF LIST Return Codes

The OPSCTL ECF LIST command produces the following return codes:
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24
The subsystem version is incompatible.

60
The ECF request contained an invalid verb.

64
The ECF request contained a syntax error.

68
An OPS/MVS service routine failure (SENDMSG) occurred.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for the MSF
 Contents 

  

This section describes ADDRESS OPSCTL commands for the MSF.

To specify the subsystem for ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF commands, use an ADDRESS AOF command.

MSF ACTIVATE -- Activate a Session

This command causes the MSF to try to activate a session with the named system or with all defined remote systems.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF ACTIVATE keywords"

  {msfid(sysname|ALL)}

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

MSFID(sysname or ALL)
A required keyword specifying the name of the system to be activated. System names can contain one to eight
characters. The first character must be @, #, or $ or an alphabetic character, but the remaining characters can be
any alphabetic or national character. If you specify ALL in place of sysname, the MSF tries to activate sessions
with all defined remote systems that do not currently have active sessions.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT keywords.

MSF DEACTIVATE -- End a Session

This command causes the MSF to end the session between the local system and the named remote system or all
sessions between the local system and all defined remote systems.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEACTIVATE keywords"

  {msfid(sysname|ALL)}

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]
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MSFID(sysname or ALL)
A required keyword specifying the name of the system to be deactivated. System names can contain one to eight
characters. The first character must be @, #, or $ or an alphabetic character, but the remaining characters can be
any alphabetic or national character. If you specify ALL in place of sysname, the MSF tries to stop sessions with
all defined remote systems that currently have active sessions.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT keywords.

MSF DEFAULT -- Specify System Name and Wait Defaults

This command enables you to specify a default system name and system wait value for the currently executing REXX
program or rule.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFAULT keywords"

  [SYSTEM(sysname)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

SYSTEM(sysname)
(Optional) Defines the name of the remote or local MSF system that is to receive the command. The value
of sysname can contain from one to eight characters.
If you issue the MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM command, the value you specify for the SYSTEM keyword overrides
any SYSTEM values you may have previously specified for the REXX program or rule.

SYSWAIT(seconds)
(Optional) Defines the maximum time that the command waits for output from the remote system. You may specify
a value between 1 and 300 seconds.
If you issue the MSF DEFAULT SYSWAIT command, the value you specify for the SYSWAIT keyword overrides
any SYSWAIT values you may have previously specified for the REXX program or rule.

NOTE
 ADDRESS OPER and ADDRESS SQL commands do not currently support the MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(ALL)
command. If you want to send ADDRESS OPER or ADDRESS SQL traffic to all systems, then you must specify
the SYSTEM(ALL) keyword on the ADDRESS OPER and ADDRESS SQL commands.

MSF DEFINE -- Define VTAM LU to LU Sessions

This command defines the VTAM LU to LU sessions that the MSF establishes and maintains with copies of OPS/
MVS running on other systems. Typically, the MSF uses these sessions to send and receive commands and command
responses.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE keywords"

  {msfid(sysname)}

  {APPLID(vtamname)}

  [PASSWORD(password)]

  [NORETRY|RETRY(seconds retries)]

  [ALIAS(alias1,...alias8)]

  [DELAY(seconds)]

  [APPC|CCI|AP]

  [SECURE|NOSECURE]

  [LOGMODE(logmode)]

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]
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  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

MSFID(sysname)
Defines the system name. System names can contain one to eight characters. The first character must be @,
#, or $ or an alphabetic character, but the remaining characters can be any alphabetic, numeric, or national
characters. The words ALL and EXT are reserved names and cannot be used as a system name or an alias.

APPLID(vtamname)
Defines one of the following:

• If you are defining a remote system and will specify the CCI keyword to indicate that the MSF should use the
CAICCI communications services to communicate with the remote system, use the APPLID keyword to specify
the CAICCI system ID of the remote system. The MSF checks to make sure that the value you specify is valid.

• If you are defining a remote system and will specify the AP keyword to indicate that MSF should use the
CAICCI communication services to communicate with the remote system, use the APPLID keyword to specify
the CCI host name of the remote AP system.

For the value of the APPLID keyword to be valid, ensure that it has the following characteristics:

• When you specify the APPC keyword, the value of APPLID must be a valid VTAM application name.
• When you specify the CCI keyword, the value of APPLID must be the CAICCI system ID.
• When you specify the AP keyword, the value of the APPLID must be a CCI host name. If the CCI host name

is longer than eight characters, the value of the APPLID can be either the first eight characters of the CCI host
name or the CCI alias name, if one is specified.

The value that you specify for the APPLID keyword must match the value specified on the APPL statement you
placed in your SYS1.VTAMLST data set for the MSF when you installed OPS/MVS.

PASSWORD(password)
(Optional) Defines the password the MSF uses when opening its VTAM ACB. It is required only when you define
the local MSF system and when the APPL specification in SYS1.VTAMLST requires a password. This password
must match the password on the APPL statement.

NORETRY
(Optional) Instructs the MSF not to reestablish the session. Use this optional keyword only when defining a
remote system.

RETRY(seconds retries)
(Optional) Tells the MSF on the local system to try to reestablish the session and, if the attempt fails, to try again.
The seconds value specifies how many seconds the MSF waits between attempts to connect to the system being
defined (if you are defining a remote system) or between attempts to start the local MSF. The value for seconds
must be an integer between 30 and 86400, and the default is 30 seconds.
The retries value specifies the maximum number of times the MSF tries to start the local MSF or establish a
remote session. This value must be an integer between 0 and 65535. Zero, which causes the MSF to make no
retry attempt, is the default.

ALIAS(alias,…alias8)
(Optional) Defines one to eight alternate names that the MSF can use for this system. Use the same syntax rules
for aliases as for system names. You can use an alias only when you issue cross-system commands using the
OPSRMT command or the SYSID keyword of the OPSCMD command.

DELAY(seconds)
(Optional) Defines the network delay time between the local MSF system and the remote system being defined.
The seconds value must be an integer between 0 and 60, and 1 second is the default.
Use the DELAY keyword together with the WAIT value for the OPSCMD command or the default wait value for the
OCWAIT command, as follows:
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• When you specify the WAIT value for OPSCMD, that value plus the value of DELAY seconds becomes the
local wait time and the original wait time becomes the remote wait time.

• When you specify no wait value for OPSCMD, the sum of the OCWAIT value and the DELAY seconds value
becomes the local wait time and the remote wait time is the OCWAIT time on the remote system.

• If you specify no WAIT value on the OPSCMD command processor, we strongly recommend that the OCWAIT
values on the local and remote systems be identical.

APPC
(Optional) Tells the MSF to use LU 6.2 protocols to communicate with this remote system. The APPC keyword is
valid only for releases of the OPS/MVS product after 2.2.0.

CCI
(Optional) If you are using CAICCI at your site, this value tells the MSF to use the CAICCI cross-platform
communications services to communicate with the remote system. To use this value, you must have CCS for z/
OS installed on your system, and the CAICCI interface must be enabled. For more information, see the CCS for z/
OS documentation.
Each local CAICCI system must have a unique system identifier (sysid). ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF uses the sysid
to establish a connection to a remote system. For example:
ADDRESS OPSCL "MSF DEFINE MSFID(OPSS0B) APPLID(CCI0B) CCI"

NOTE
CCI0B is the sysid of CCI on system B.

AP
(Optional) An optional keyword, when specified on a remote system, which is used to identify a connection to an
AP system. This connection is actually a special case of a CCI connected system. However, since the remote AP
system has different capabilities than a remote OPS/MVS system, a different connection type designation is used
to avoid sending commands to AP that it does not support. To use this value, you must have the CCS for z/OS
installed on your system, and the CAICCI interface must be enabled. For more information, see the CCS for z/OS
documentation.

SECURE and NOSECURE
(Optional) To help you secure your automation environment, specify the optional SECURE or NOSECURE
keyword when using the MSF DEFINE command to define an MSF system. These keywords can be particularly
useful in an environment where you want to connect production and test systems through the MSF.
Specify SECURE to indicate that the remote system being defined is secure, and thus any commands received
from that system can be processed by the local system.
Specify NOSECURE to indicate that the remote system being defined is not secure (that is, it is a test system).
Only display commands received from a non-secure system are processed by the local system. Any commands
that could do harm to the secure (that is, production) system, such as enabling an AOF rule, are ignored.
The SECURE and NOSECURE keywords are ignored for the local system, whose commands are always
processed. SECURE is the default.

LOGMODE(logmode)
(Optional) Defines a logmode name. If you do not specify a logmode name, OPS/MVS uses the value of its
MSFLOGMODE parameter.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT keywords described in the
Keywords Common to ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF Commands section.

MSF DELETE -- Delete Definitions

This command causes the MSF to delete definitions for either the specified system or for all MSF resources.

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DELETE keywords"

  {msfid(sysname|ALL)}

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

MSFID(sysname or ALL)
Specifies the name of the system to be deleted. System names can contain one to eight characters. The first
character must be @, #, or $ or an alphabetic character, but the remaining characters can be any alphabetic or
national character. If you specify ALL in place of sysname, the MSF deletes definitions for all inactive systems.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT keywords.

MSF LIST -- Return Session Information

This command returns information about defined MSF sessions, including session status.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF LIST keywords"

  {msfid(sysname|ALL)}

  [FILTPLEX(plexname)]

  [FILTSTAT(A|N)]

  [FILTSUBS(subsys)]

  [FILTSYS(sysname)]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

MSFID(sysname or ALL)
Specifies the name of the system whose information is to be returned. System names can contain one to eight
characters. The first character must be @, #, or $ or an alphabetic character, but the remaining characters can be
any alphabetic or national character. If you specify ALL in place of sysname, OPS/MVS returns information about
all defined sessions.

FILTPLEX (plexname)
(Optional) Defines the sysplex name to be used as a filter.

FILTSTAT(A|N)
(Optional) Returns status information. Specify an A to return information only for remote MSF systems whose
connections to the local system are ACTIVE. Specify an N to return information only for remote MSF systems
whose connections to the local system are in a status other than ACTIVE.

FILTSUBS(subsys)
(Optional) Defines the OPS/MVS subsystem name used to select the remote system. This is useful when there
are multiple copies of OPS/MVS running on the same remote system.

FILTSYS(sysname)
(Optional) Defines the z/OS SYSNAME as specified in logical parmlib member IEASYSxx used to select the
remote MSF system. This is useful when multiple MSF links are defined to a particular system.

SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT
(Optional) You may specify the SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT keywords described in Keywords Common to
ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF Commands.

NOTE
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• The local system is always excluded when any FILTxxx keyword is specified.
• When multiple FILTxxx keywords are specified, each filter is applied to each remote MSF system.
• FILTSTAT performs filtering on all supported versions of MSF-connected systems.
• Wildcarding on the filters is not supported.

MSF LIST Output

The MSF LIST command returns the following session information to the OPS/REXX external data queue as data fields
separated by blanks:

Word Number: 1
Length: 1
Contains a system identifier, L for the local MSF or R for the remote MSF

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
The system name

Word Number: 3-10
Length: 8
Words 3 through 10 may contain up to eight system aliases (one alias per word, with each word having a length of
eight). If you have defined no systems, the value N/A appears in each word.

Word Number: 11
Length: 8
Contains the VTAM applid for the system

Word Number: 12
Length: 8
Contains the VTAM logmode for the system, or N/A

Word Number: 13
Length: 2
Contains a VTAM return code, shown as two hexadecimal characters

Word Number: 14
Length: 2
Contains a VTAM feedback code, shown as two hexadecimal characters

Word Number: 15
Length: 4
Contains one of these values, depending upon how the MSF session was defined:

• AP
• APPC
• CCI
• N/A (for the local MSF system)

Word Number: 16
Length: 5
Contains the retry time, in seconds

Word Number: 17
Length: 5
Contains the maximum number of retry attempts allowed

Word Number: 18
Length: 5
Contains the current number of retries
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Word Number: 19
Length: 3
Contains the expected network delay, in seconds

Word Number: 20
Length: 8
Contains one of the following session statuses: ACTIVE, INACTIVE, FAILED, RETRYING, or PND-INCT (pending
inactive)
For the local system record, this word contains the status of the MSF connection to VTAM, and word number 23
contains the status of the MSF connection to CAICCI.

Word Number: 21
Length: 8
Contains the product name (OPS/MSF or Conserve)

Word Number: 22
Length: 8
Contains the version code of OPS/MSF

Word Number: 23
Length: 8
Contains the information in this word differs depending on whether the record applies to a local system or a
remote system (see the description of word number 1).
For a remote system record, this word contains a value (SECURE or NOSECURE) indicating the security status
that was assigned to the remote system when the system was defined through the MSF DEFINE command. If
the MSF DEFINE command was used to define the remote system but the SECURE/NOSECURE keyword was
omitted, the default is SECURE, and the value of word 23 is SECURE.
For the local system record, this word contains the status of the MSF connection to CAICCI. This status may be
one of the following: ACTIVE, INACTIVE, FAILED.

Word Number: 24
Length: 8
Contains the SYSNAME as defined in the active IEASYSxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation on the
remote system. If this information has not yet been obtained from the remote system, then this field contains the
value N/A.

Word Number: 25
Length: 4
Contains the SMF identifier as defined on the SID keyword in the SMFPRMxx member of the Logical Parmlib
Concatenation on the remote system. If this information has not yet been obtained from the remote system, then
this field contains the value N/A.

Word Number: 26
Length: 8
Contains the name of the sysplex in which the remote system is a member. If this information has not yet been
obtained from the remote system, then this field contains the value N/A.

Word Number: 27
Length: 4
Contains the OPS/MVS subsystem identifier of the remote OPS/MVS system. If this information has not yet been
obtained from the remote system, then this field contains the value N/A.

Word Number: 28
Length: 8
Contains the value of OPS/MVS parameter SSMPLEXNAME on the remote system. If no SSMplex name is
defined, then the default value is NONE. If this information has not yet been obtained from the remote system,
then this field contains the value N/A.
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Word Number: 29
Length: 5
Contains the value of OPS/MVS parameter SSMPRIORITY on the remote system. If this information has not yet
been obtained from the remote system, then this field contains the value 0.

Word Number: 30
Length: 1
Contains the first character of the value of OPS/MVS parameter SSMACTIVEGLOBAL on the remote system.
Specifies a value of Y if the remote system is an SSMGA active global status manager, or a value of N if not.
If this information has not yet been obtained from the remote system, then this field contains the value N.

MSF START -- Start MSF

This command tells OPS/MVS to start the MSF on the local system. The MSF opens its VTAM access control block (ACB)
and becomes able to send requests to or receive data from OPS/MVS copies running on remote systems.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF START keywords"

  [NORETRY|RETRY(seconds retries)]

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

NORETRY
(Optional) Causes the MSF to execute the START command with no result if the MSF cannot open its VTAM ACB
(for example, if VTAM is not active).

RETRY(seconds retries)
(Optional) If the MSF cannot open its VTAM ACB, RETRY causes the MSF to try again every seconds seconds
to the maximum number of attempts specified with retries. You can specify a value between 30 and 86400 for
seconds; the default is 30. You can specify a value between 0 and 65535 for retries; the default is 0.

NOTE

RETRY values are only applicable when the local system attempts to open its VTAM ACB. The CCI
subtask, once started, automatically retries any failed attempts to connect to the CAICCI component of
CCS for z/OS up to 1000 times every 30 seconds without causing any delay to the MSF main task. If the
INITCCI parameter is changed to OFF or NO while the CCI retry is in progress, then the CCI subtask
will terminate following the end of the next 30-second interval.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, and WAIT
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, and WAIT keywords.

MSF STOP -- Stop MSF Sessions

This command tells OPS/MVS to end its sessions with all other copies of the MSF on other systems and to close its VTAM
ACB.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF STOP keywords"

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(nnn)]

  [WAIT(seconds)]

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and WAIT keywords.
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OPSCTL MSF Return Codes

OPSCTL MSF commands produce these return codes:

4
For the MSF DEFINE command, the system definition failed. One of the following conditions occurred:

• The name of the system, an alias, or a VTAM APPLID you are trying to define already exists.
• Either a system by the same name is already defined or the name is an alias for an existing system.
• A failure (for example, a virtual storage shortage) occurred while attempting to allocate the storage necessary

to represent the MSF system.

For the MSF DELETE command, no MSF system was deleted. One of the following conditions occurred:

• The system is not defined.
• The system is still active. Active systems must first be deactivated before being deleted.
• A failure occurred while freeing the storage associated with the MSF system being deleted.

For the MSF LIST command, no systems were listed because none have been defined.
For the MSF ACTIVATE command, the system was already active or is not defined.
For the MSF DEACTIVATE command, no MSF system was deactivated. This could mean that the system
specified was already inactive or has not been defined.
For the MSF START command, some VTAM related failure occurred (see messages).
For the MSF STOP command, the local system has not been defined.

8
An OPSCTL MSF LIST command was issued, but the OPS/MVS product cannot perform the LIST request.

16
For the MSF START command, the local MSF system has not been defined or is already active.

24
Destination does not support SYSTEM() command.

40
No command output returned.

44
The OPS/MVS INITMSF parameter is currently set to NO.

NOTE

When the INITMSF parameter is set to NO (its default value), the RC value for all OPSCTL MSF
commands is 44.

70
Current system not defined or active to MSF.

76
Error in command output processing.

80
The MSF request contained an invalid verb.

84
The MSF request contained a command syntax error.

88
An error exists in the tokenization routine.

92
Command disallowed during product termination.
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93
The system name specified on an ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT command does not exist or is not active.

99
The sending system is considered non-secure.

Keywords Common to ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF Commands

This section describes the SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, WAIT, OUTPUT, and NOOUTPUT keywords.

NOTE

 OUTPUT/NOUTPUT does not apply to the OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT and OPSCTL MSF LIST commands.

• Keywords Common to All OPSCTL MSF Commands
SYSTEM(sysid)

Defines the name of the remote or local MSF system that is to receive the command. The value of sysid can
contain from one to eight characters.
OPS/MVS does not check to see whether the sysid system is active when the host command executes. In place
of sysid, you may specify either of these values:
ALL

Indicates that the command should be routed to all active MSF systems (including the system on which
the command was issued).

EXT
Indicates that the command should be routed to all active MSF systems, with the exception of the system
on which the command was issued.

If you do not specify the SYSTEM keyword, the value defaults to the value specified on the OPSCTL MSF
DEFAULT SYSTEM command.

SYSWAIT(nnn)
Defines the maximum time that the command waits for output from the remote system. You may specify a value
between 1 and 300 seconds.
If you do not specify the SYSWAIT keyword, the value defaults to the value specified on the OPSCTL MSF
DEFAULT SYSWAIT command.

• Keywords Common to Most OPSCTL MSF Commands
With the exception of the OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT and OPSCTL MSF LIST commands, all ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF
host commands share the following keywords:

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
Determines whether the command returns output to the external data queue. OUTPUT and NOOUTPUT are
mutually exclusive. Specify OUTPUT to have output returned; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.

With the exception of the OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT, all ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF host commands share the following
keyword:

WAIT(seconds)
Defines the maximum time that the ADDRESS OPSCTL command waits for output. Omit the WAIT keyword if you
specify NOOUTPUT, because there is no reason to wait unless you want to collect output. The OPS/MVS product
ignores any command output generated after the indicated number of seconds has expired.
There is no default value for WAIT. OPS/MVS does not check to see if the value you specify is in a particular
range of seconds.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for OPSLOG
 Contents 
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ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG commands enable you to manage and control the OPSLOGs for use by your OPS/
MVS subsystem. Each copy of OPS/MVS that is active on your system uses a unique set of OPSLOGs.

You may use the following types of OPSLOGs:

• DIV-backed OPSLOG data sets - the data is backed to disk and retained across product restarts.
• In-storage OPSLOGs - not backed to disk - the data is discarded when the log is inactivated or the product terminates.

Each OPSLOG can have the following formats:

• Read/write
These OPSLOGs are eligible to be the live OPSLOG.

• Read-only
These OPSLOGs contain restored data from the OPSLOG archival system.

NOTE

A live OPSLOG is the log currently being updated with new events as they occur in the system.

WARNING

• DIV-backed OPSLOGs that are used as the live OPSLOG must be treated like a page data set.
• Do not use large in-storage OPSLOGs unless you are certain that your page data sets can handle the

potential increased paging load.
• When introducing multiple OPSLOGs into your existing OPS/MVS configuration for the first time, and have

the OPSLOG archive component previously implemented, you must ensure that OPS/MVS r11.6 (or higher)
archive components are being utilized.

• For information about migration, see the Release Notes .

Each copy of OPS/MVS that is active on your system must use unique OPSLOG data sets if DIV-backed OPSLOGs are
being used. Even if you are able to do so, it is unsafe and unreliable to have an OPSLOG DIV data set being used as the
live OPSLOG on more than one OPS/MVS subsystem.

OPSLOG ACTIVATE -- Activates an OPSLOG

The OPSLOG ACTIVATE command makes a previously defined OPSLOG definition active for use. If the OPSLOG is DIV-
backed, the data set must exist at the time it is activated.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG ACTIVATE(logname) optional-keywords"

  [BROWSEMAX(nnnnnn)][READONLY|READWRITE]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(nnn)]

ACTIVATE(logname)
Defines the log name of one to sixteen characters.

BROWSEMAX
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of messages in the OPSLOG message area.
It lets you override the BROWSEMAX value specified on the OPSLOG DEFINE command or defaulted from the
BROWSEMAX product parameter.
Value: A numeric value in the range from 1 to 2950000

READONLY|READWRITE
(Optional) Overrides any settings from the earlier DEFINE command.
These keywords are mutually exclusive.
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READONLY
Indicates that the OPSLOG cannot be updated. This keyword is typically used when activating a restored
OPSLOG.

READWRITE
(Default) Indicates that the OPSLOG can be updated. An OPSLOG must have the READWRITE attribute
to be eligible for the OPSLOG SETLIVE command.

SYSTEM and SYSWAIT
Lets you specify the common keywords described in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG
Commands.

NOTE

The OPSLOG ACTIVATE command execution is asynchronous. The return code from this command only
indicates that the command syntax used is valid and that initial command checking did not find any errors.
Actual command execution is performed later (after the issuing REXX program or AOF rule resumes execution)
under a different task and most likely in a different address space than the one the command was issued from.
One example of such an error is attempting to activate an OPSLOG where the specified DIV data set does
not exist. The OPSLOG status will be pending active until the activation is complete. In the case where a large
DIV-backed OPSLOG is being used for the first time, it may take a minute or even longer for the asynchronous
execution to complete. REXX code that needs to validate that the activation has completed should wait for a
short period of time and then check the output from an OPSLOG LIST command to validate that the activation
completed successfully.

 Example: ACTIVATE command 

• This command activates an already defined OPSLOG with a log name of DivLog2 (the log name is not case sensitive
and could be specified as DIVLOG2 with the same results). The BROWSEMAX and read/write settings specified or
defaulted, on the prior DEFINE statement for this OPSLOG, are used.
ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG ACTIVATE(DivLog2)"

• This command activates an already defined OPSLOG with a log name of DivLog2. Any BROWSEMAX and
READWRITE values set for this OPSLOG on the prior DEFINE statement are overridden by this command.
ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG ACTIVATE(DivLog2) BROWSEMAX(100000)READONLY"

OPSLOG DEACTIVATE -- Deactivate an OPSLOG

The OPSLOG DEACTIVATE command makes a previously active OPSLOG definition inactive for use.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG {DEACTIVATE(logname)} optional-keywords"

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(nnn)]

DEACTIVATE(logname)
Defines the log name of one to sixteen characters.

SYSTEM and SYSWAIT
(Optional) Lets you specify the common keywords described in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL
OPSLOG Commands.

NOTE

The OPSLOG DEACTIVATE command execution is asynchronous. The return code from this command only
indicates that the command syntax used is valid and that initial command checking did not find any errors.
Actual command execution is performed later (after the issuing REXX program or AOF rule resumes execution)
under a different task and most likely in a different address space than the one the command was issued from.
The status of the OPSLOG will be “pending inactive” until the deactivation is complete. In the case where a DIV-
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backed OPSLOG is being used, the asynchronous processing includes a final checkpoint to write the data from
the OPSLOG data space to the DIV data set. This process may take a few seconds to complete. REXX code
that needs to validate that the deactivation has completed should wait for a short period of time and then check
the output from an OPSLOG LIST command to validate that the deactivation completed successfully.

 Example: DEACTIVATE command 

This command deactivates an active OPSLOG with a log name of DivLog2.

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG DEACTIVATE(DivLog2)"

When completed, the OPSLOG named DivLog2 can no longer be browsed using either OPSLOG Browse or OPSLOG
WebView.

OPSLOG DEFINE -- Define an OPSLOG

The OPSLOG DEFINE command creates a new OPSLOG definition.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG {DEFINE(logname)} optional-keywords"

  [DSNAME(divdsname)]

  [BROWSEMAX(nnnnnn)] [READONLY|READWRITE]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(nnn)]

DEFINE(logname)
Defines a unique log name of one to sixteen characters.
The name must be 1-16 characters in length, and must contain only alphabetic, numeric, or any of the following
special characters:

• $ - dollar sign
• * - pound sign or hash
• @ - at sign
• . - period
• _ - underscore
• ! - exclamation point  
• ? - question mark

The name is not case sensitive. It cannot start with a numeric character, an underscore (_) or a question mark (?),
and cannot end with an underscore (_). Imbedded blanks are not allowed. The LOGNAME must be unique for
each OPS/MVS subsystem.
The following name is reserved and should not be used: INSTAUTODEFINED.

DSNAME
(Optional) For DIV data sets, defines the actual data set name of the physical data set. In this case, the data set
name must conform to standard z/OS data set naming restrictions.
For an in-storage OPSLOG, you must start the pseudo- data set name with the character string 'IN-STORAGE'
and it is not required to conform to standard z/OS data set naming restrictions.
Do not use the following reserved name: IN-STORAGEAUTO.
For a DIV-backed data set name, it is possible to define the OPSLOG prior to the data set being created. The
data set must actually exist at the time the OPSLOG is activated.

BROWSEMAX
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of messages in the OPSLOG message area.
It lets you override the default value which is the BROWSEMAX parameter value. For a DIV-backed OPSLOG
that has already been used, the value you specify will be overridden by the existing BROWSEMAX value in the
data set.
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Value: A numeric value in the range from 1 to 2950000.
READONLY|READWRITE

(Optional) Indicates the mode in which the data set is to be accessed. These keywords are mutually exclusive.
The value can be subsequently overridden on a future OPSLOG ACTIVATE command.
READONLY

Specifies that the OPSLOG cannot be updated. This keyword is typically used when defining an OPSLOG
that will be used to hold a restored OPSLOG.

READWRITE
(Default) Specifies that the OPSLOG can be updated. An OPSLOG must have the READWRITE attribute
to be eligible for the OPSLOG SETLIVE command.

SYSTEM and SYSWAIT
(Optional) You may specify the common keywords described in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL
OPSLOG Commands in this section.

 Example: DEFINE command 

• This command defines a new in-storage OPSLOG named InstLog2. Unless the BROWSEMAX value is subsequently
overridden on an ACTIVATE command, this OPSLOG will use the value specified by the BROWSEMAX product
parameter. Unless the read/write status is subsequently overridden on an ACTIVATE command, this OPSLOG will be
READWRITE.
ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG DEFINE(InstLog2) DSNAME(IN-STORAGE)"

• This command defines an OPSLOG with a log name of RestLog1 and a DIV data set name of
OPSMVS.REST.OPSLOG for the purpose of being able to browse a restored OPSLOG. As recommended the
restored log is defined as being READONLY. Assuming that the data set already contains a restored OPSLOG, the
BROWSEMAX value will be automatically determined at activation from the values stored in the restored OPSLOG.
ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG DEFINE(RestLog1) DSNAME('OPSMVS.REST.OPSLOG') READONLY"

• This command defines an OPSLOG with a log name of DivLogTemp and a DIV data set name of
OPSMVS.TMP.OPSLOG. The DIV data is not required to exist at the time the DEFINE command is executed. Unless
overridden at activation time, the BROWSEMAX value is set at 100000 and the data set will be used as READWRITE.
ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG DEFINE(DivLogTemp) DSNAME(OPSMVS.TMP.OPSLOG) BROWSEMAX(100000)"

OPSLOG DELETE -- Delete an OPSLOG

The OPSLOG DELETE command tells OPS/MVS to delete the definition for an OPSLOG.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG {DELETE(logname)} optional-keywords"

  SYSTEM(sysid)

  SYSWAIT(nnn)

DELETE(logname)
Defines the one- to sixteen-character log name.

SYSTEM and SYSWAIT
(Optional) You may specify the SYSTEM and SYSWAIT keywords described in Keywords Common to ADDRESS
OPSCTL OPSLOG Commands.

 Example: DELETE command 

This command deletes the definition for an OPSLOG with a log name of TempLog. TempLog must be defined but not
active or live at the time this command is executed.

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG DELETE(TempLog)"
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OPSLOG LIST -- List All OPSLOG Definitions

The OPSLOG LIST command lists all of the existing OPSLOG definitions.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG LIST optional-keywords"

  SYSTEM(sysid)

  SYSWAIT(nnn)

SYSTEM and SYSWAIT
(Optional) You may specify the common keywords described in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL
OPSLOG Commands.

Output from OPSLOG LIST Command

The OPSLOG LIST command returns the following OPSLOG information to the OPS/REXX external data queue as data
fields separated by blanks. One record is produced for each defined OPSLOG.

Word Number: 1
Length: 16
Contains the OPSLOG log name.

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
Contains the OPSLOG DDNAME. This value is internally generated except for the case where the OPSLOG DD
is allocated to the main address space via JCL or dynamic allocation.

Word Number: 3
Length: 44
Contains the OPSLOG DIV data set name or a pseudo-data set name for an in-storage OPSLOG.

Word Number: 4
Length: 10
Contains the BROWSEMAX value defined or actually being used for this OPSLOG (depending on the status).
This is a numeric value in the range of 0 to 4925000.

Word Number: 5
Length: 1
Contains a flag indicating whether or not this OPSLOG is read-only:

• R - Read-only
• W - Read/write

Word Number: 6
Length: 1
Contains a flag indicating whether this is the live OPSLOG:

• L- Live OPSLOG
• N-Non-live OPSLOG

Word Number: 7
Length: 1
Contains a flag indicating how this OPSLOG was defined:

• A - The OPSLOG was automatically defined
• D - The OPSLOG was explicitly defined by an ADDRESS OPSCTL “OPSLOG DEFINE” command

Word Number: 8
Length: 1
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Contains a flag indicating how this OPSLOG is backed:

• D - The OPSLOG is DIV-backed
• S - The OPSLOG exists only in a data space attached to the OPS/MVS main address space and is not saved

on disk

Word Number: 9
Length: 8
Contains the status of this OPSLOG definition. The possible status values are:

• Defined - The OPSLOG is defined.
• Active - The OPSLOG is active and eligible for Browsing.
• PendAct - The OPSLOG is pending activation. An OPSLOG ACTIVATE command has been issued but the

activation process has not yet completed.
• PendIAct - The OPSLOG is pending deactivation. A OPSLOG DEACTIVATE command has been issued but

the deactivation process has not yet completed.
• PendRest - The OPSLOG is pending reset. An OPSLOG RESET command has been issued but the reset

process has not yet completed.

Word Number: 10
Length: 10
Lock value. This is an internal field that may be used for debugging and is not intended for customer use.

 Note: The OPSLOG LIST command cannot be used with the SYSTEM keyword and the SYSID of a remote MSF system
in a NOWAIT AOF rule. In that environment the command will fail with an RC of 116. Using a SYSID of * or the name (or
alias) of the local system will be successful.

 Example: LIST command 

This command lists all of the defined OPSLOGs (including those that are active and live) to the external data queue of the
OPS/REXX program or AOF rule that issued the command.

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG LIST"

OPSLOG RESET -- Reset Active OPSLOG

The OPSLOG RESET command tells OPS/MVS to reset an active OPSLOG.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG {RESET(logname)} optional-keywords"

  SYSTEM(sysid)

  SYSWAIT(nnn)

RESET(logname)
Defines the one- to sixteen-character log name.

SYSTEM and SYSWAIT
(Optional) You may specify the SYSTEM and SYSWAIT keywords described in Keywords Common to ADDRESS
OPSCTL OPSLOG Commands.

 Usage Notes: 

• Do not reset an OPSLOG until you are certain that you no longer need to browse the events in that log.
• If you are archiving OPSLOG data you should wait until after the final archive has completed for this OPSLOG before

resetting the log. The archival system schedules the final archive some time (up to two minutes) after the SETLIVE
command was executed that switched the live OPSLOG away from this log.

• The OPSLOG RESET command execution is asynchronous. The return code indicates that the command syntax used
is valid and that initial command checking did not find any errors. Actual command execution is performed later (after
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the issuing REXX program or AOF rule resumes execution) under a different task and in a different address space
than the one the command was issued from. The OPSLOG status will be pending reset until the reset is complete. The
reset process is normally very fast and unless there is a delay in the OPSLOG Execute Processor subtask in the OPS/
MVS main address space it is unlikely that any delays will be noticed. Nevertheless REXX code that needs to validate
that the reset has completed should wait for a short period of time and then check the output from an OPSLOG LIST
command to validate that the reset completed successfully and that the OPSLOG is in Active status.

 Example: RESET command 

Reset empties the OPSLOG with a log name of TempLog. If this OPSLOG is made live, it will begin recording with event
sequence number 1. After a previously live log completes its final archive and is no longer needed for browsing, you
should reset this log before making it live again.

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG RESET(TempLog)"

OPSLOG SETLIVE -- Make OPSLOG Live

The OPSLOG SETLIVE command tells OPS/MVS to make the requested OPSLOG the live OPSLOG. The live OPSLOG
is the log currently used to record events as they occur in the system.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG {SETLIVE(logname)} optional-keywords"

  SYSTEM(sysid)

  SYSWAIT(nnn)

SETLIVE(logname)
Defines the one- to sixteen-character log name.

SYSTEM and SYSWAIT
(Optional) You may specify the SYSTEM and SYSWAIT keywords described in Keywords Common to ADDRESS
OPSCTL OPSLOG Commands.

 Usage Notes: 

• The OPSLOG SETLIVE command execution is somewhat asynchronous. The return code from this command
indicates that the command syntax used is valid and that the log switch has occurred to the new live OPSLOG.
However as part of the SETLIVE processing the final checkpoint for the previously live OPSLOG must be completed
asynchronously under a task in the OPS/MVS main address space. By that time the REXX program or AOF rule that
issued this command has resumed execution. The status of the new live OPSLOG is reflected immediately upon
completion of this command.

• Immediately prior to the OPSLOG switch a message is issued that is recorded in the previously live OPSLOG
indicating the switch to the new live OPSLOG and immediately following the switch a message is issued that is
recorded to the new live OPSLOG indicating the name of the previously live OPSLOG. For example the previously live
log will contain a message similar to the following:
OPS4603H NewLogName is now the live OPSLOG and the new live log will contain a message similar to the following:
OPS4603H OldLogName was the live OPSLOG

 Example: SETLIVE command 

This command makes TempLog the live OPSLOG. TempLog must be active and read/write for this command to succeed.

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OPSLOG SETLIVE(TempLog)"

OPSCTL OPSLOG Return Codes

OPSCTL OPSLOG commands produce these return codes:
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111
The ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG command string is too short. No command verb was supplied.
Examples of valid command verbs are: DEFINE, ACTIVATE and SETLIVE.

112
A syntax error was detected while parsing the OPSCTL OPSLOG command.

113
A syntax error was detected while scanning the OPSCTL OPSLOG command.

114
The log name specified is invalid. Log names must be from 1 to 16 characters in length and may contain any
characters that are valid in OPS/REXX variable names. They cannot be all numeric and cannot start with a
numeric character.

115
Either MSF is not active or the SYSTEM keyword was specified with an MSF SYSID that is invalid or inactive.

116
The OPSCTL OPSLOG LIST command cannot be used with the SYSTEM keyword in a NOWAIT environment.

117
A cross-system OPSCTL OPSLOG command was rejected because the target system is at a release below
11.06.00 and does not support this command.

121
A DEFINE command failed because the log name specified is already defined. Log names must be unique.

122
A DEFINE command failed because the data set name or pseudo-data set name specified is already defined.
Data set names must be unique.

123
A DEFINE command failed because the maximum number of OPSLOGs are already defined.

124
A DEFINE command failed because of an internal 'lock' failure.

131
An ACTIVATE command failed because the maximum number of OPSLOGs are already activated. The maximum
number of active OPSLOGs is controlled by the BROWSEACTIVEMAX product parameter.

132
An ACTIVATE command failed because the requested log name is already the live OPSLOG.

133
An ACTIVATE command failed because the requested log name is either already active or is in transition.

141
A SETLIVE command failed because the requested log name is already the live OPSLOG.

142
A SETLIVE or RESET command failed because the named OPSLOG is read-only.

143
A SETLIVE or RESET command failed because the named OPSLOG is not currently active and is therefore
ineligible for this command.

144
A SETLIVE command failed because of an internal lock failure.

145
A SETLIVE command failed because of an internal failure. OPS_DSP address is zero.
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146
A SETLIVE command failed because a non-normal UCBLEVEL value has been set for the device on which
the OPSLOG data set resides. This is typically a short-lived condition and may be caused by EMC AutoSwap
processing. Wait for a short time before retrying the command.

147
A RESET command failed because the named OPSLOG is currently the live OPSLOG.

148
A RESET command failed because of an internal lock failure.

149
A RESET command failed because of an internal unlock failure.

151
A DEACTIVATE command failed because the named OPSLOG is currently the live OPSLOG.

152
A DEACTIVATE command failed because the named OPSLOG is not currently active and is therefore ineligible
for this command.

153
A DEACTIVATE command failed because there is a checkpoint pending for the named OPSLOG. A checkpoint
writes the data in the OPSLOG data space to a DIV data set. Wait for the checkpoint to complete before retrying
this command.

154
A DEACTIVATE command failed because there is a reset pending for the named OPSLOG. Wait for the reset to
complete before retrying this command.

155
A DEACTIVATE command failed because there is a high checkpoint pending for the named OPSLOG. A high-
checkpoint only occurs when a new DIV-backed OPSLOG is first used and may take some time to complete. Wait
for the high checkpoint to complete before retrying this command.

161
A DELETE command failed because the named OPSLOG is currently the live OPSLOG.

162
A DELETE command failed because the named OPSLOG was not defined using an OPSCTL OPSLOG DEFINE
command.

163
A DELETE command failed because the named OPSLOG is not currently inactive and is therefore ineligible for
this command.

169
The current command failed due to a failure in unlocking the internal OPSLOG control block.

171
A LIST command failed because there are no OPSLOG entries to list.

177
A LIST command failed because of a missing buffer address. This internal error can only occur if there is an error
in OPSLOG WebView.

178
A LIST command failed because of an internal buffer error (zero entries). This internal error can only occur if there
is an error in OPSLOG WebView.
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179
A LIST command failed because of an internal buffer overflow. This internal error can only occur if there is an
error in OPSLOG WebView.

191
The log name specified on the current command does not exist on this OPS/MVS subsystem.

200
An attempt to send to message to a message queue failed. Check the external data queue and the OPSLOG for
messages relating to a “send failure”.

201
An attempt to obtain storage failed. Check the external data queue and the OPSLOG for messages relating to
storage failures.

202
No output was received as the result of a cross-system command.

203
Message queue allocation failed.

204
Message queue deletion failed.

205
Error in command output processing.

206
An error occurred attempting to send a message to an MSF queue.

207
The control blocks required for OPSCTL OPSLOG processing have not been created yet.

208
An ABEND occurred during OPSCTL OPSLOG processing.

Keywords Common to ADDRESS OPSCTL OPSLOG Commands

The following SYSTEM and SYSWAIT keywords can be used in any OPSCTL OPSLOG command.

SYSTEM(sysid)
Defines the name of the remote or local MSF system that is to receive the command. The value of sysid can
contain from one to eight characters. See the detailed syntax restrictions for an MSF system name in MSF
DEFINE Command” in this section.

SYSWAIT(nnn)
Defines the maximum time that the command waits for output from the remote system. You may specify a value
between 1 and 300 seconds.

ADDRESS OPSCTL Commands for OSF
The next several sections describe ADDRESS OPSCTL commands for the OSF.

OSF EXECSTATS -- Return Performance Statistics

This command returns information about the performance of the OSF component to the OPS/REXX external data queue.
You can use this information to help you to fine-tune your OSF-related parameters to meet the performance objectives of
your installation.

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS OPSCTL "OSF EXECSTATS keywords"

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [CLASS(class)]

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS keywords described in
Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF Commands.

Output from OSF EXECSTATS Command

The OSF EXECSTATS command returns the following output data, which are separated by blanks, in the external data
queue. OPSVIEW option 4.3 also displays this information.

Word Number: 1
Length: 7
Contains the total number of times a server was started.

Word Number: 2
Length: 7
Contains the number of times a server was started to maintain the number of servers that are specified by the
OSFMIN, OSFTSLMIN, OSFTSPMIN, or USSMIN parameter as appropriate.

Word Number: 3
Length: 7
Contains the number of times a server was started because the OSF execution queue depth was greater than or
equal to the value of the OSFQADD, OSFTSLQADD, OSFTSPQADD, or USSQADD parameter as appropriate.

Word Number: 4
Length: 7
Contains the number of times a server was started because an earlier server start command failed to complete
successfully; the OSFALLOWRESTART and USSALLOWRESTART parameters control server restarts.

Word Number: 5
Length: 7
Contains the number of OSF commands that were executed.

Word Number: 6
Length: 10
Contains the average elapsed time, in seconds, that each OSF command took to complete.

Word Number: 7
Length: 10
Contains the minimum elapsed time, in seconds, that an OSF command took to complete.

Word Number: 8
Length: 10
Contains the maximum elapsed time, in seconds, that an OSF command took to complete.

Word Number: 9
Length: 7
Contains the number of times an OSF server has been terminated due to the number of completed transactions in
that server being equal to or greater than the value of the OSFRECYCLE parameter.

Word Number: 10
Length: 7
Contains the highest number of non-terminating OSF servers that have been in service since OPS/MVS was
started.
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OSF LIST -- Return Active Server Statistics

This command returns information about active OSF servers to the OPS/REXX external data queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OSF LIST keywords"

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [CLASS (class)]

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS keywords described
in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF Commands.

Output from OSF LIST Command

For each OSF server, the OSF LIST command returns two output records to the external data queue. OPSVIEW option
4.3 displays these records, inserting blanks between fields and displaying UNAVAIL or N/A in place of fields inappropriate
for the status of the server. The first record contains the following data:

Word Number: 1
Length: 4
Contains the address space ID in hexadecimal format.

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
The server job name.

Word Number: 3
Length: 8
Contains one of the following server status values:

• ACTIVE, indicating that the server is processing a request.
• IDLE, indicating that the server is waiting for work.
• INIT, indicating that the server is initializing.
• TERM, indicating that the server is shutting down.
• FAILED, indicating that the server failed to initialize. If the FAILED status persists, contact support at

Broadcom Support.
• UNAVAIL, indicating that the server has shut down while processing a request. Should this shut down occur,

the remaining fields in this output record contains N/A, the transaction count, the elapsed time, CPU time used,
output lines, and the command text. If the UNAVAIL status persists, contact Support.

Word Number: 4
Length: 5
Contains a count of total transactions that are executed on this server.

Word Number: 5
Length: 8
If the server is active, word 5 contains the server elapsed time for the current transaction. Otherwise, the word
contains the cumulative elapsed time for all of the transactions this server has processed since it started. The
data in word 5 is in one of the following formats:

• sss.tttS, indicating seconds.milliseconds
• hh.mm.ss, indicating hours.minutes.seconds
• hhhhh.mm, indicating hours.minutes
• NOTAVAIL, indicating that there is no valid time format
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Word Number: 6
Length: 8
If the server is active, word 6 contains the amount of CPU time the server has used so far to process the current
transaction. Otherwise, the value of word 6 is cumulative for all transactions the server has processed since it
started. The data in word 6 will be in one of the following formats:
sss.tttS, indicating seconds.milliseconds
hh.mm.ss, indicating hours.minutes.seconds
hhhhh.mm, indicating hours.minutes
NOTAVAIL, indicating that there is no valid time format

Word Number: 7
Length: 7
If the server is active, the value of word 7 indicates the number of output lines produced for the current
transaction. Otherwise, the value is cumulative for all transactions the server has processed since it started.

Word Number: 8
Length: 1
Contains either Y or N, indicating whether this server acquired a JES job ID.

Word Number: 9
Length: 20
Contains debugging information for use by Broadcom Support.

Word Number: 10
Length: 4
Contains the four-character OPS/MVS subsystem ID.

The second record that the OSF LIST command returns contains 256 bytes of the current (or last) command text. This
text occupies a separate record to allow you to use the OPS/REXX PARSE statements, WORD function, or both to extract
data from the first record.

OSF QUEUES -- Display Server Queue Status

This command displays the status and history of the OSF server queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OSF QUEUES keywords"

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [CLASS(class)]

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS keywords described in
Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF Commands.

Output from OSF QUEUES

The OSF QUEUES command returns the following output data, separated by blanks, in the external data queue.
OPSVIEW option 4.3 also displays this information.

Word Number: 1
Length: 10
Contains the average length of time, in seconds, that a command remains on the queue before the OSF
dispatches it to a server.

Word Number: 2
Length: 8
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Contains the number of commands currently on the queue.
Word Number: 3

Length: 8
The maximum number of commands that have been on the queue at one time (since OPS/MVS was last started).

Word Number: 4 - 24
Length: Variable, each with a length between 1 and 8
Contains a total of 21 transaction counters-one for each time the OSF execute queue was empty, had one
transaction waiting, had two transactions waiting, and so on up to 19 transactions waiting. There is also a single
counter for each time the queue had 20 or more pending transactions.
The counters illustrate the frequency distribution of observed queue depths. The queue depth is sampled each
time a command is removed from the top of the queue for execution by a server.

Word Number: 25
Length: 10
Contains the minimum length of time, in seconds, that a command remained on the queue before being
dispatched to a server.

Word Number: 26
Length: 10
The maximum length of time, in seconds, that a command remained on the queue before being dispatched to a
server.

Word Number: 27
Length: 10
Contains the number of commands that were added to the OSF server queue.

OSF RESETQ -- Reset Execute Queue

This command causes all pending commands waiting on the OSF execute queue to be immediately discarded. As a result
of this command, all existing OSF execute queue statistics are reset to 0 (zero).

Use this command only in emergency situations, such as if a looping rule or REXX program erroneously fills up the OSF
execute queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OSF RESETQ keywords"

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

  [CLASS(class)]

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS keywords described in
Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF Commands.

OSF STOP -- Stop the Server Address Space

This command stops the server with address space ID nnnn.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OSF STOP keywords"

  {nnnn}

  [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

  [SYSWAIT(seconds)]
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  [CLASS(class)]

nnnn
Defines the one- to four-character address space ID of the server you want to stop, expressed hexadecimal
format.

OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS
(Optional) You may specify the OUTPUT, NOOUTPUT, SYSTEM, SYSWAIT, and CLASS keywords described in
Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF Commands.

Terminate a Server Immediately

When an OSF STOP command is issued to a server that is currently running a transaction (ACTIVE status), the server will
not be terminated until the current transaction completes.

To terminate an active server immediately, issue the z/OS CANCEL command.

For example, a server executing this REXX program terminates as usual:

asid = C2X(OPSINFO('ASID'))

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OSF STOP" asid

exit

In this example, the server transaction will not be terminated until the 30 second OPSWAIT completes and the transaction
terminates (assuming that OSFWAIT and OSFRUN are not exceeded):

asid = C2X(OPSINFO('ASID'))

ADDRESS OPSCTL "OSF STOP" asid

temp = OPSWAIT(30)

exit

OPSCTL OSF Return Codes

OPSCTL OSF commands produce these return codes:

Return Code Description
24 The subsystem version is incompatible
40 No command output was received
44 The OSF request contained a syntax error
48 An OPS/MVS service routine failure (SENDMSG or ECB POST)

occurred
52 Invalid server control block address
56 The address space that you specified on a STOP command is not

a server
72 The system ID that you specified is invalid or inactive
76 The last message was not received for command output
80 The server class is invalid
84 The server class is not active

For additional return codes that apply to all OPSCTL commands, see ADDRESS OPSCTL Return Codes.

Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF Commands

All ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF host commands share the following keywords:
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CLASS(class)
(Optional) Specifies which class of OSF server to which the command refers. This optional keyword may be
specified on any of the ADDRESS OPSCTL OSF host commands.
The only possible values for the CLASS keyword are:

• TSL
• TSO
• TSP
• USS
• SLG

TSO is the default if the CLASS keyword is not specified.
OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT

(Optional) Determines whether the command returns output to the external data queue of the system that
originated the command. Specify OUTPUT to have output returned; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
When running in an AOF rule environment, NOOUTPUT is always forced. In all other environments, these
defaults exist:

• OSF EXECSTATS-OUTPUT
• OSF LIST-OUTPUT
• OSF QUEUES-OUTPUT
• OSF RESETQ-NOOUTPUT
• OSF STOP-NOOUTPUT

Do not specify NOOUTPUT in conjunction with the SYSWAIT keyword.
Commands issued to the local system ignore the OUTPUT and NOOUTPUT keywords.

SYSTEM(sysid)
(Optional) If your site uses the OPS/MVS product on multiple systems connected by the MSF, you can use
this keyword to send commands between the systems. OPS/MVS routes the command to the system with the
specified MSF sysid. You may also specify an asterisk (*) for sysid to route the command to the local system
only. If the SYSTEM keyword is not specified, then by default the command is routed to the local system only,
regardless of whether MSF is running.

SYSWAIT(seconds)
(Optional) Specifies the maximum time (from 1 to 300 seconds) that the command waits for output from the
remote system.
Omit the SYSWAIT keyword if you specify NOOUTPUT, because there is no reason to wait unless you want to
collect output.
Commands issued to the local system ignore the SYSWAIT keyword.

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Host Environment
Contents

The ADDRESS OPSDYNAM host environment provides dynamic allocation, unallocation, concatenation,
deconcatenation, and information retrieval functions for data sets in the current address space. It is designed to be a
functional replacement for the TSO ALLOCATE and FREE commands in an OPS/REXX program. In addition, it provides
functionality for concatenating existing allocations and controlling the attributes of allocated data sets. It supports the
handling of GDG data sets by relative generation number. It also enhances dynamic allocation performance in an OPS/
REXX program.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM "keywords"
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OPSDYNAM Used as a TSO/REXX or OPS/REXX Function

OPSDYNAM may also be executed as a TSO/E or OPS/REXX function with a single character string argument that is the
same as the OPSDYNAM command syntax. The return code of the request is returned.

Use the following format to execute a TSO/E or OPS/REXX function with a single character string argument:

FRC = OPSDYNAM("ALLOC FILE(xyz) DSN(myfile) SHR")

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Compared to TSO ALLOCATE

Using ADDRESS OPSDYNAM provides the following advantages over TSO ALLOCATE:

• OPSDYNAM does not require the TSO TMP. It can be executed in a batch program or in an OPS/MVS TOD, SCR, or
REQ rule.

• Execution speed improves five to ten times in an OPS/REXX program using OPSDYNAM.
• OPSDYNAM gives you more control over the output message generation, including REXX/CLIST variable return

values.
• OPSDYNAM works in TSO/E as a REXX function.
• OPSDYNAM supports GDG relative generation numbers in user selectable mode (GDGLOCATE keyword).
• OPSDYNAM allows you to allocate subsystem data sets such as OPS/MVS GDI data sets.
• OPSDYNAM includes the INFO, CONCAT, and DECONCAT functions of dynamic allocation

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Commands
This section describes OPS/REXX ADDRESS OPSDYNAM host commands.

OPSDYNAM ALLOCATE -- Allocate Data Set

The ALLOCATE command allocates an existing or new data set, a list of existing data sets, a dummy data set, a
subsystem data set, or a SYSOUT data set to a z/OS ddname with selected attributes.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM "ALLOCATE keywords"

  [FILE|DDNAME(ddname1,ddname2,... ddname65)]

  [DATASET|DSNAME(dsname1|*,dsname2,... dsname16)|DUMMY]

FILE|DDNAME(ddname1, ddname2,…ddname65)
(Optional) Defines a valid z/OS ddname or list of ddnames for the FREE and CONCAT commands. If a ddname
is not supplied for the ALLOCATE command, the system generates a ddname of the form SYSnnnnn, which is
returned in the REXX variable OPSDD. A maximum of 65 ddnames may be specified.

DATASET|DSNAME (dsname1|*, dsname2, …dsname16)
(Optional) Specifies a single z/OS data set name or a list of data set names for the ALLOCATE and FREE
commands. When a list of data set names is specified for ALLOCATE, the data sets are concatenated to a single
ddname. A maximum of 16 data set names may be specified. If the data set name is not enclosed in quotes,
the TSO data set prefix is added to the name. A PDS member name or relative GDG number may be appended
to the data set name delimited by matched parentheses. If a data set name is not supplied for the ALLOCATE
command, z/OS generates a temporary data set name. If DSN (*) is specified for the ALLOCATE command, the
TSO terminal device is allocated. This is equivalent to specifying the TERM(TS) keyword.

DUMMY
(Optional) Allocates a null data set. This keyword is mutually exclusive with the DSNAME keyword.
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MEMBER
(Optional) Provides a PDS member name or relative GDG number (0, +1,…). When this keyword is specified with
a data set list, it applies only to the first data set name in the list.
ALLOC DSN('OPSMVS.CCLXLOAD(OPSDYNAM)')...

is equivalent to:
ALLOC DSN('OPSMVS.CCLXLOAD') MEMBER (OPSDYNAM) ...

TERM(TS)
(Optional) Allocates the TSO terminal as an input or output data set. Allocation keywords other than DCB-related
attributes are ignored.

SUBSYS
(Optional) Allocates a subsystem data set such as an OPS/MVS generic interface data set. The first parameter
must be the 4-character subsystem name. One to six subsystem parameters may optionally be specified. The
maximum length of a parameter is 67 characters.

REUSE
(Optional) Replaces any old allocation with a new allocation for a ddname. This is equivalent to issuing a FREE
command for the old file, and then allocating the new file.

CONVERTIBLE(YES|NO)
Specifies whether an allocation can be modified and reused by a subsequent allocation.
YES

Assigns the convertible attribute to the new allocation.
NO

(Default) Does not convert the allocation by a subsequent allocation.
PERMANENT(YES|NO)

(Optional) Specifies whether the allocation can be deallocated to meet the control limit.
YES

(Default) The allocation will not be deallocated by the system to stay in the control limit of the number of
dynamically allocated data sets specified by the DYNAMNBR parameter on the JCL EXEC statement.
YES is the default for the ALLOCATE command.

NO
The system can deallocate this data set when it is not in use to meet the control limit.

ALLOWCONVERT
(Optional) Allows dynamic allocation to search for a current convertible allocation that is not in use and alter it to
meet the new allocation criteria. This capability helps dynamic allocation to stay in the control limit.

GDGLOCATE
(Optional) Allows the GDG catalog entry to be reread prior to resolution of the relative generation number.
When GDGLOCATE is not specified, and when a GDG is allocated with a relative generation number such as
+1, subsequent allocations of the same generation number refer to the same data set. When GDGLOCATE is
specified, if the +1 generation is now reallocated, a new data set is created since the prior +1 generation is now
generation 0 in the catalog.

NEW|MOD|OLD|SHR
(Optional) Specifies the current status of the allocation and corresponds with the first operand of JCL DD
statement DISP=keyword.

SYSOUT(class)
(Optional) Allocates a JES spool data set of the specified output class. SYSOUT is mutually exclusive with current
status keywords.

SYSOUT(class,pgm,name)
The abbreviated form of SYSOUT(class) WRITER(pgm) FORM(name).
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UNCATLG|CATLG|DELETE|KEEP
(Optional) Specifies the normal disposition of the data set when it is deallocated and corresponds to the second
operand of the JCL DD statement DISP=keyword.

COND(UNCATLG| CATLG|DELETE|KEEP)
(Optional) Specifies the conditional disposition of the data set when an abnormal termination of the job step or
address space occurs. This corresponds to the third operand of the JCL DD statement DISP=keyword.

FREE(CLOSE)
(Optional) Causes the data set to be deallocated when the program closes it. This eliminates the need to issue a
FREE command to deallocate the data set.

SPACE(prime, secondary)
(Optional) Defines the primary and secondary space allocation amounts for DASD data sets. The units of
allocation are specified by a separate keyword.

DIR(dirblocks)
(Optional) Determines the number of directory blocks for PDS data sets.

SPACE(prime, secondary, dir)
(Optional) Specifies an expanded form of SPACE that includes the number of directory blocks for PDS data sets.

TRACKS
(Optional) Defines units of allocation space.

CYLINDERS
(Optional) Specifies the units of allocation space.

BLOCK(size)
(Optional) Defines the units of allocation space. If the BLKSIZE keyword is not specified, then the block operand
size is also the BLKSIZE value. This allocation type is device-independent.

AVBLOCK(size)
(Optional) Defines the units of allocation space. The BLKSIZE operand is not set by this keyword. When specified
in an SMS environment, AVBLOCK can be used to allocate space by the number of logical records with an SMS
determined block size. AVGREC should also be specified with this keyword.

AVGREC(U|K|M)
(Optional) Specifies the multiplier for space units when BLOCK, BLKSIZE, or AVBLOCK is used for device-
independent space allocation.

• U-Multiply space units by 1
• K-Multiply space units by 1024
• M-Multiply space units by 1048576

RELEASE
(Optional) Releases the unused space of a new data set when a program closes it.

ROUND
(Optional) Specifies that space allocation on a DASD device should be rounded up to the next cylinder boundary
for improved performance.

UNIT(unitname)
(Optional) Defines the generic or esoteric device name on which the data set is to be allocated.

UCOUNT(unitcount)
(Optional) For multi-volume data sets, defines the maximum number of devices to be allocated to the data set.

PARALLEL
(Optional) Indicates that one device should be allocated for each volume of a multi-volume data set. This keyword
is mutually exclusive with the UCOUNT keyword.
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VOLUME(vol1,…,vol6)
(Optional) Defines a list of one to six volume serial number names on which a new data set is to be placed or an
old data set exists.

REFVOL(dsname)
(Optional) Allocates a new data set on the same volume as an existing catalogued data set. This keyword is
mutually exclusive with the VOLUME keyword.

VSEQ(volume sequence number)
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of volumes that may be used by a data set.

POSITION(0-9999)
(Optional) Specifies the relative file number of the data set on multi-file tape volume. The maximum number is
9999.

PRIVATE
(Optional) Indicates that any mountable volumes that are not permanently resident or reserved should be marked
with the private storage attribute.

DEFER
(Optional) Indicates that any mountable volumes used by a data set should not be physically mounted until they
are referenced.

LABEL(NL|SL|NSL|SUL| BLP|LTM|AL|AUL)
(Optional) Specifies the type of label processing to be performed when the data set is opened.

PASSWORD
(Optional) Indicates that you must supply a password to acquire input and output access to the data set.

NOPWREAD
(Optional) Indicates that you must supply a password to acquire output access to the data set. Input access is
permitted without a password.

DSPASSWORD(password)
(Optional) Defines the password required to access the data set. If not specified, the system operator must supply
the password. SMS-managed data sets do not use password protection.

INPUT
(Optional) Indicates that the data set may be opened for input only. This keyword is equivalent to the JCL DD
statement IN parameter of the LABEL operand.

OUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates that the data set may be opened for output only. This keyword is equivalent to the JCL DD
statement OUT parameter of the LABEL operand and is mutually exclusive with the INPUT keyword.

RETPD(0-9999)
(Optional) Defines the number of days from the current date that must pass before the data set can be deleted or
overwritten.

EXPDT(ccyyddd|yyddd)
(Optional) Defines the Julian date on which the data set may be deleted or overwritten. The long form that
includes the century is recommended. This keyword is mutually exclusive with RETPD.

DEN(556|800|1600|6250)
(Optional) Indicates the recording density for magnetic tape data sets.

REFDSN(dsname)
(Optional) Defines the name of a catalogued DASD data set from which DCB attributes should be copied.

REFDD(ddname)
(Optional) Defines the ddname of a currently allocated data set from which DCB attributes should be copied. This
keyword is mutually exclusive with REFDSN.
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USING(attr)
(Optional) Defines the name of an attribute data set created by the TSO ATTRIB command for copying of DCB
parameters. This is equivalent to using the REFDD keyword that points to a null data set allocation with DCB
attributes.

DSORG(VSAM|PO|POU| DA|DAU|PS|PSU|IS|ISU)
(Optional) Specifies the data set organization.

RECFM(FB|VB|VBS|U|DA|FBA|VBA|FBM|VBM…)
(Optional) Specifies the record format of the data set. Unlike TSO ALLOCATE, there are no spaces between the
record format designation characters.

BLKSIZE(0-32760)
(Optional) Defines the block size for the data set. The maximum block size is 32760. When allocation space units
are not specified, it is also the average block size (AVBLOCK) value.

LRECL(0-32760)
(Optional) Defines the logical record length of the data set. The maximum length is 32760.

STORCLAS(storage class)
(Optional) Specifies the SMS storage class name.

MGMTCLAS(management class)
(Optional) Specifies the SMS management class name.

DATACLAS(data class)
(Optional) Defines the SMS data class for allocation.

LIKE(dsname)
(Optional) Defines a model data set name whose space and DCB attributes are to be copied as defaults when
corresponding keywords are not explicitly specified.

DSNTYPE(LIBRARY|PDS)
(Optional) Specifies the type of partitioned data set to be allocated. LIBRARY indicates a PDSE.

KEYOFF(0-32760)
(Optional) Defines the offset of the key field in the record for a VSAM KSDS allocation. This function requires
SMS.

KEYLEN(0-255)
(Optional) Defines the length of the KEY field for a VSAM KSDS or other direct access data set.

RECORG(KS|ES|RR|LS)
(Optional) Specifies the data set organization for a VSAM data set. Possible organizations:

• KS-Keyed sequence data set
• ES-Entry sequence data set
• RR-Relative record data set
• LS-Linear data set

RLS(NRI|CR)
(Optional) Allows record level sharing for sysplex VSAM files using the coupling facility with SMS.

• NRI-No read integrity
• CR-Consistent read integrity

SPIN(UNALLOC|NO)
(Optional) Specifies when the SYSOUT data set should be made available for printing.

• UNALLOC-Available when deallocated
• NO-Not available until step termination
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HOLD
(Optional) Places the SYSOUT data set on the JES hold queue when deallocated.

DEST(node|userid)
(Optional) Specifies the name of a JES node or TSO user ID to which an output data set is to be routed.

WRITER(pgm)
(Optional) Defines the name of an external writer program that prints a SYSOUT data set instead of the JES
subsystem. If you are submitting JCL to an internal reader, the value of pgm may be specified as INTRDR.

FORMS(name)
(Optional) Defines the name of the form that is mounted on the printer when printing a SYSOUT data set.

UCS(charset)
(Optional) Defines the universal character set (font) to be used when printing a SYSOUT data set.

FCB(image)
(Optional) Defines the forms control buffer to be used when printing a SYSOUT data set.

FOLD
(Optional) Specifies whether lower case characters are to be translated to upper case for printing a SYSOUT data
set.

COPIES(0-255)
(Optional) Defines the number of copies of a SYSOUT data set to print. This number is subject to the installation
limit. The maximum number of copies permitted is 255.

OUTLIM(0-16777215)
(Optional) Defines the number of output lines for a SYSOUT data set. The maximum number of lines permitted is
16777215.

UNALLOCATE
(Optional) Indicates that the data set is to be deallocated even if it is permanently allocated. This is the default for
the OPSDYNAM FREE command.

REMOVE
(Optional) Indicates that only the in-use attribute is to be removed from the data set being freed, even if the data
set is permanently allocated. This keyword is mutually exclusive with UNALLOCATE.

PATH(pathname)
(Optional) Specifies the 1- to 255-character fully qualified name of an HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file.
Pathname must begin with a / and include all sub-directory names down to the file name.

PATHDISP(normal, abnormal)
(Optional)
normal

The normal disposition of the HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file when deallocated. Valid values are
KEEP or DELETE.

abnormal
The conditional disposition of the HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file when deallocated due to an
abnormal termination of the job step or address space. Valid values are KEEP or DELETE.

Default: PATHDISP(KEEP,KEEP)
FILEDATA(TEXT|BINARY)

(Optional)
BINARY

The HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file records are not delimited by the new line character X'15'. This
is the default.
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TEXT
The HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file records are delimited by the new line character.

PATHMODE(acess1,access2,…access14)
(Optional) accessnn = 1 to 14 file access specifications to set the read/write/execute access attributes of a new
HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file. The valid values are:
SIRUSR    SIWUSR    SIXUSR    SIRWXU

SIRGRP    SIWGRP    SIXGRP    SIRWXG

SIROTH    SIWOTH    SIXOTH    SIRWXO

SISUID    SISGID

The meanings of these values are documented in the section on the TSO ALLOCATE command.
PATHOPS(option1,option2,…option8)

(Optional) optionn = 1 to 8 file access and status options that determine how the HFS or zFS in compatibility
mode file is opened and processed.
One file option from the access group and up to seven file options from the status group may be specified from
the following list:
Access Group:

• ORDONLY
• OWRONLY
• ORDWR

Status Group:

• OAPPEND
• OCREAT
• OEXCL
• ONOCTTY
• ONONBLOCK
• OSYNC
• OTRUNC

The meanings of these options are documented in the section describing the TSO ALLOCATE command.
EATTR(OPT|NO)

(Optional) Specifies whether the data set can support extended attributes. By definition, a data set with extended
attributes can reside in EAS (extended address space) on an EAV (extended address volume). These attributes
can be specified for non-VSAM data sets as well as for VSAM data sets.
OPT

Extended attributes are optional, and will be created if the data set is created on an EAV. In addition, the
data set can be created in the EAS of the EAV.

NO
No Extended Attributes allowed.

SMSHONOR
(Optional) Specifies that the system must honor the device name or the esoteric specified on the unit name for an
SMS tape library request.

The following common keywords may be specified for the ALLOCATE command:

DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG
You may specify the DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG keywords described in Keywords Common to All ADDRESS
OPSDYNAM Commands.

 Examples: OPSDYNAM ALLOCATE  
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The following allocates a new text file:

Address OPSDYNAM 

"Allocate ddname(CRHFS)",

  "Path('/u/users/opsmvs/rexxpgm1')",

  "Pathopts(ORDWR,OCREAT)",

  "Pathmode(SIRWXU,SIRWXG,SIXOTH) Filedata(TEXT)"

The following allocates an existing data set:

/* Allocate an existing data set */

Address OPSDYNAM 

"Allocate DD(oldrule) DSN('sys1.old.rules') Shr Reuse"

If rc > 0 Then Signal DYNERROR

Return rc

DYNERROR:

Address OPSDYNAM 

  Say Sourceline(sigl-1)

  Say "OPSDYNAM error RC="rc "Error code="opsercd,

      "Info code="opsifcd

  Do While Queued() > 0

  Pull errmsg

  Say errmsg

End

Return rc

The following allocates a new rules partitioned data set:

/* Allocate a new rules pds data set */

Address OPSDYNAM 

"Allocate DD(newrule) DSN('sys1.new.rules') New Catlg",

"Like('opsdev.o.rules') Recfm(FB) Block(3120) Space(100,100,40)"

If rc > 0 Then Signal DYNERROR

Return rc

DYNERROR:

  Say Sourceline(sigl-1)

  Say "OPSDYNAM error RC="rc "Error code="opsercd,

      "Info code="opsifcd

  Do While Queued() > 0

  Pull errmsg

  Say errmsg

End

Return rc

OPSDYNAM CONCAT -- Concatenate DDNames

The CONCAT command either permanently or temporarily concatenates a list of ddnames to the first ddname specified. If
you specify PERMANENT(YES), the concatenation is permanent and may not be deconcatenated. The default is NO.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM "CONCAT keywords"

  [FILE|DDNAME(ddname1,ddname2,...ddname65)]

  [PERMANENT(YES|NO)]
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  [DELAY]

  [CMDRESP(type)]

  [MSG(ON|OFF)]

FILE|DDNAME(ddname1, ddname2,…ddname65)
(Optional) Defines a list of currently allocated ddnames that are to be concatenated to the first ddname. A
maximum of 65 ddnames may be specified.

PERMANENT(YES|NO)
(Optional) Specifies whether the allocation will be deallocated to meet the control limit.
YES

(Default) Specifies the allocation will not be deallocated by the system to stay in the control limit of the
number of dynamically allocated data sets specified by the DYNAMNBR parameter on the JCL EXEC
statement.

NO
Specifies the system deallocates this data set when it is not in use to meet the control limit.

The following common keywords may be specified for the CONCAT command:

DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG
(Optional) You may specify theDELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG keywords described in Keywords Common to All
ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Commands.

 Example: OPSDYNAM CONCAT 

The following temporarily concatenates data sets to the ddname of an old rule:

/* Temporarily concatenate the data sets to the oldrule ddname */

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

"Concat DD(oldrulenewrule)"

If rc > 0 Then Signal DYNERROR

Return rc

DYNERROR:

  Say Sourceline(sigl-1)

  Say "OPSDYNAM error RC="rc "Error code="opsercd,

      "Info code="opsifcd

  Do While Queued() > 0

  Pull errmsg

  Say errmsg

End

Return rc

OPSDYNAM DECONCAT -- Deconcatenate DDNames

The DECONCAT command deconcatenates a non-permanent, existing concatenation (by ddname) back to the originally
allocated ddnames of the concatenated data sets.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM "DECONCAT keywords"

  [FILE|DDNAME(ddname)]

  [DELAY]

  [CMDRESP(type)]

  [MSG(ON|OFF)]
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FILE|DDNAME(ddname)
(Optional) Specifies the ddname of an existing concatenation of data sets with the non-permanent attribute.

The following common keywords may be specified:

DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG
(Optional) You may specify the DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG keywords described in Keywords Common to All
ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Commands.

 Example: OPSDYNAM DECONCAT 

The following removes concatenation and restores the original ddnames:

/* Remove the concatenation and restore the original ddnames */

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

"Deconcat DD(oldrule)"

If rc > 0 then Signal DYNERROR

Return rc

DYNERROR:

  Say Sourceline(sigl-1)

  Say "OPSDYNAM error RC="rc "Error code="opsercd,

      "Info code="opsifcd

  Do While Queued() > 0

  Pull errmsg

  Say errmsg

End

Return rc

OPSDYNAM FREE -- Free DD and Data Set Names

The FREE command frees a list of ddnames, data set names, or both. It provides the option to remove only the in-use
attribute, or to deallocate a permanently allocated data set. The default is to deallocate a permanently allocated data set.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM "FREE keywords"

  [FILE|DDNAME(ddname1,ddanme2,...ddname65)]

  [DATASET|DSNAME(dsname1,dsname2,... dsname16)]

  [UNALLOCATE|REMOVE]

  [DELAY]

  [CMDRESP(type)]

  [MSG(ON|OFF)]

  [PATH(pathname)]

FILE|DDNAME (ddname1, ddname2… ddname65)
(Optional) Defines a valid z/OS ddname or list of ddnames to be freed. A maximum of 65 ddnames may be
specified.

DATASET|DSNAME (dsname1, dsname2, …dsname16)
(Optional) Defines a single z/OS data set name or a list of data set names to be freed. A maximum of 16 data set
names may be specified. If the data set name is not enclosed in quotes, then the TSO data set prefix is added to
the name. A PDS member name or relative GDG number may be appended to the data set name delimited by
matched parentheses.

UNALLOCATE
(Optional) Indicates that the data set is to be deallocated even if it is permanently allocated. This is the default for
the FREE command.
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REMOVE
(Optional) Indicates that only the in-use attribute is to be removed from the data set being freed, even if the data
set is permanently allocated. This keyword is mutually exclusive with the UNALLOCATE keyword.

PATH(pathname)
(Optional) Defines the 1-255 character fully qualified name of an HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file. Pathname
must begin with a / and include all sub-directory names down to the file name.

The following common keywords may be specified:

DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG
(Optional) You may specify the DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG keywords described in Keywords Common to All
ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Commands.

 Example: OPSDYNAM FREE 

The following frees and unallocates files:

/* Free and unallocate the files */

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

  "Free DD(oldrule,newrule)"

  If rc > 0 Then Signal DYNERROR

Return rc

DYNERROR:

  Say Sourceline(sigl-1)

  Say "OPSDYNAM error RC="rc "Error code="opsercd,

      "Info code="opsifcd

  Do While Queued() > 0

  Pull errmsg

  Say errmsg

End

Return rc

OPSDYNAM INFO -- Display Data Set Information

The INFO command returns the data set name, ddname, and data set organization of a currently allocated data set or
ddname.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM "INFO keywords"

  [FILE|DDNAME(ddname) OR DATASET|DSNAME(dsname)]

  [DELAY]

  [CMDRESP(type)]

  [MSG(ON|OFF)]

  [PATH(pathname)]

FILE|DDNAME (ddname)
(Optional) Defines a currently allocated z/OS ddname for which information should be returned. If the ddname
points to a concatenated list of data sets, the INFO function only returns information on the first data set in the
concatenation.

DATASET|DSNAME(dsname)
(Optional) Defines the name of a currently allocated data set for which information should be returned. This
keyword is mutually exclusive with the DDNAME keyword. If the data set name is not enclosed in quotes, then the
TSO data set prefix is added to the name. A PDS member name or relative GDG number may be appended to
the data set name delimited by matched parentheses.
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PATH(pathname)
(Optional) Defines the 1- to 255-character fully qualified name of an HFS or zFS in compatibility mode file.
Pathname must begin with a / and include all sub-directory names down to the file name.

The following common keywords may be specified:

DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG
(Optional) You may specify the DELAY, CMDRESP, and MSG keywords described in Keywords Common to All
ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Commands.

 Example: OPSDYNAM INFO 

The following displays allocation information:

/* Display information about the allocation */

ADDRESS OPSDYNAM

  "Info DD(oldrule)"

  If rc > 0 The Signal DYNERROR

  Say "DDname" opsdd "allocated to" opsdsn "is dsorg" opsdsorg

Return rc

DYNERROR:

  Say Sourceline(sigl-1)

  Say "OPSDYNAM error RC="rc "Error code="opsercd,

      "Info code="opsifcd

  Do While Queued() > 0

  Pull errmsg

  Say errmsg

End

Return rc

OPSDYNAM Command Return Codes

The following return codes are produced:

0
Command executed with no errors. The information code variable may be greater than zero, indicating that a non-
critical error was encountered.

4
Command did not execute successfully. The error code indicates the nature of the error and a DAIRFAIL message
is generated if MSG(ON) is active.

8
Dynamic allocation installation exit denied the request.

12
Dynamic allocation parameter list is invalid. Some keyword combinations permitted by OPSDYNAM may not be
acceptable to dynamic allocation.

40
Command syntax or data set name invalid.

Keywords Common to All ADDRESS OPSDYNAM Commands

The following optional keywords are shared by OPSDYNAM host commands:

CMDRESP(type)
Defines the type of response desired from the request. Possible values are:
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• TERMINAL-Issues any error message to the TSO terminal.
• NOWHERE-Does not issue any execution error messages. Syntax error messages are still issued.
• XDQ-Puts the messages in the REXX external data queue
• CLIST/REXX-Sets the following result variables:

– OPSIFCD = SVC99 INFO CODE
– OPSERCD = SVC99 ERROR CODE
– OPSMSCD = SMS reason code
– OPSDSN = DSNAME (INFO request)
– OPSDSORG = DSORG (INFO request)
– OPSVOL = VOLUME (ALLOC/INFO request)
– OPSMEMBER = Member name (INFO request)
– OPSDISP = Data set status (INFO request)
– OPSSTORCLAS = Storage class (INFO request)
– OPSMGMTCLAS = Management class (INFO request)
– OPSDATACLAS = Data class (INFO request)
– OPSAVGREC = Allocation unit (INFO request)
– OPSDSNTYPE = Data set type (INFO request)
– OPSPATHOPTS = z/OS UNIX file options (INFO request)
– OPSPATHMODE = z/OS UNIX file access attributes (INFO request)
– OPSFILEDATA = z/OS UNIX file organization (INFO request)

Default: REXX
DELAY(seconds)

Defines the number of seconds to wait before issuing the OPSDYNAM request. The maximum time for delay is
300 seconds.
Default: 0.

MSG(ON|OFF)
Indicates whether dynamic allocation failure messages (DAIRFAIL) are to be generated. These messages
indicate the reason for the failure. Possible values are:

• ON-Generates failure messages. The default for CMDRESP(TERMINAL|XDQ) is ON.
• OFF-Does not generate failure messages. The default for CMDRESP(NOWHERE|REXX|CLIST) is OFF.

 Example: Common Keywords 

The following shows the common ADDRESS OPSDYNAM keywords:

address OPSDYNAM

  /*Allocate an existing data set */

  "Allocate DD(oldrule) DSN('sys1.old.rules') Shr Reuse"

  if RC > 0 then signal DYNERROR

  /* Display information about the allocation */

  "Info DD(oldrule)"

  if RC > 0 then signal DYNERROR

  say "DDname" opsdd "allocated to "opsdsn "is dsorg" opsdsorg

  /* Allocate a new rules pds data set */

  "Allocate DD(newrule) DSN('sys1.new.rules') New Catlg" ,

   "Like('opsdev.o.rules') Recfm(FB) Block(3120)  Space(100,100,40)"

  if RC > 0 then signal DYNERROR

  say "New rule data set allocated on" opsvol

  /* Temporarily concatenate the data sets to the oldrule DD name */

  "Concat DD(oldrule newrule)"
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  if RC > 0 then signal DYNERROR

  /* Remove the concatenation and restore the original DD names */

  "Deconcat DD(oldrule)"

  if RC > 0 then signal DYNERROR

  /* Free and unallocate the files */

  "Free DD(oldrule,newrule)"

  if RC > 0 then signal DYNERROR

return 0

DYNERROR:

  say SOURCELINE(sigl-1)

  say "OPSDYNAM error RC="rc "Error code="opsercd "Info code="opsifcd ,

       "SMS reason code="opsmscd

  do while QUEUED() > 0

    pull errmsg

    say errmsg

  end

return RC

ADDRESS OSF -- Route Commands to TSO Server
The ADDRESS OSF instruction routes commands to OPS/MVS TSO server address spaces. Output from TSO
commands directed to the OSF host environment is not returned to rules or the OPS/REXX program. Host commands
sent to a server through ADDRESS OSF cannot contain more than 6144 bytes. This includes the command text and any
additional parameters.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OSF "OSF command"

To schedule an OPS/REXX EXEC to run asynchronously in an OSF TSO server address space, use code similar to the
following:

ADDRESS OSF

"OI servprogargument"

ADDRESS OSF Return Codes

The ADDRESS OSF instruction produces the return codes listed in the following table.

NOTE
The ADDRESS OSF return codes indicate whether a command was successfully sent to the OSF execute
queue. They do not imply that a command executed successfully in a server.

0
The OSF command was successfully added to the OSF execute queue.

4
The OSF execute queue has overflowed; the command cannot be queued.

20
Either of the following:

• The product is not active. See message OPS4340S.
• The OSF facility is not active.

32
The authorization exit or a security rule rejected the OSF command. See message OPS4346E.
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36
An abend occurred in the user security exit. See message OPS4347S.

44
The OSF command is too long. See message OPS4342E.

ADDRESS OSFTSL -- Route Commands to TSL Server
Contents

The ADDRESS OSFTSL instruction routes commands to OPS/MVS TSL server address spaces. Output from TSO
commands directed to the OSF TSL host environment is not returned to rules or the OPS/REXX program. Host
commands sent to a server through ADDRESS OSFTSL cannot contain more than 6144 bytes. This includes the
command text and any additional parameters.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OSFTSL "TSO command"

To schedule an OPS/REXX EXEC to run asynchronously in an OSF TSL server address space, use code similar to the
following:

ADDRESS OSFTSL

"OI servprogargument"

ADDRESS OSFTSL Return Codes

The ADDRESS OSFTSL return codes indicate whether a command was successfully sent to the OSFTSL execute queue.
They do not imply that a command executed successfully in a server.

The ADDRESS OSFTSL instruction produces the following return codes:

0
The OSFTSL command was successfully added to the OSFTSL execute queue.

1
The OSFTSL command was successfully added to the OSFTSL execute queue. However, the OSFTSLMIN and
OSFTSLMAX parameters are both set to zero. Unless these parameters are changed, the command will never be
processed and if additional commands are sent, the queue will likely overflow.

4
The OSFTSL execute queue has overflowed. The command cannot be queued.

20
Either one of the following is true:

• The product is not active. See message OPS4340S.
• The OSF facility is not active.

32
The authorization exit or a security rule rejected the OSFTSL command. See message OPS4346E.

36
An abend occurred in the user security exit. See message OPS4347S.

44
The OSFTSL command is too long. See message OPS4342E.
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ADDRESS OSFTSP -- Route Commands to TSP Server
The ADDRESS OSFTSP instruction routes commands to OPS/MVS TSP server address spaces. Output from TSO
commands directed to the OSF TSP host environment is not returned to rules or the OPS/REXX program. Host
commands sent to a server through ADDRESS OSFTSP cannot contain more than 6144 bytes. This includes the
command text and any additional parameters.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OSFTSP "TSO command"

To schedule an OPS/REXX EXEC to run asynchronously in an OSF TSP server address space, use code similar to the
following:

ADDRESS OSFTSP

"OI servprogargument"

ADDRESS OSFTSP Return Codes

The ADDRESS OSFTSP instruction produces the return codes listed below.

NOTE
The ADDRESS OSFTSP return codes indicate whether a command was successfully sent to the OSFTSP
execute queue. They do not imply that a command executed successfully in a server.

0
The OSFTSP command was successfully added to the OSFTSP execute queue.

1
The OSFTSP command was successfully added to the OSFTSP execute queue. However, the OSFTSPMIN and
OSFTSPMAX parameters are both set to zero. Unless these parameters are changed, the command will never be
processed, and if additional commands are sent, the queue will likely overflow at some future time.

4
The OSFTSP execute queue has overflowed. The command cannot be queued.

20
Either one of the following is true:

• The product is not active. See message OPS4340S.
• The OSF facility is not active.

32
The authorization exit or a security rule rejected the OSFTSP command. See message OPS4346E.

36
An abend occurred in the user security exit. See message OPS4347S.

44
The OSFTSP command is too long. See message OPS4342E.

ADDRESS SERVDESK -- Create Service Desk Requests
The ADDRESS SERVDESK host environment lets you create a request on Service Desk Manager and is available from
OPS/REXX programs or AOF rules. The ADDRESS SERVDESK host environment uses CAISDI/med server and CAISDI/
soap server to create the request.

NOTE
For more information, see Service Desk Manager Interface.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS SERVDESK "keywords"

Keywords for ADDRESS SERVDESK:

REQUEST(CREATE)
Creates a request.
REQUEST(CREATE)

NOTE
CREATE is the only keycode available.

SUMMARY('text')
Defines the summary text to be displayed on Service Desk Manager. This field is visible in the list of all requests.
Limit: 240 characters
SUMMARY('text')

DESCRIPTION('text')
Defines the description to be displayed on Service Desk Manager. This field is visible in details of request.
Limit: 4000 characters
DESCRIPTION('text')

text
This parameter is translated to XML so that symbols, such as & and <, are replaced with an appropriate
XML entity. For example, the ampersand (&) is translated to &amp. and < is translated to &lt. Therefore,
allow for the extra bytes.

Example: An XML translation from symbols to text
This example shows 14 bytes being sent but address SERVDESK converted the ampersand character to &amp.
Therefore 18 bytes are sent to Service Desk Manager instead of 14.
'Test & Results' converts to 'Test &amp. Results'

Specify text normally, the address SERVDESK does the translation.
WAIT(n)

(Optional) Defines the wait time in seconds to create requests, either synchronous or asynchronous. If omitted,
the AOF rule default value of 0 is set, and OPS/REXX default value of 60 seconds is set.
0

An Asynchronous request, valid value in the AOF rule only.
10

Minimum value, valid in OPS/REXX only.
3600.

Maximum value, valid in OPS/REXX only
9999

Special value, unlimited timeout to create a synchronous request, valid in OPS/REXX only.
To set the timeout for 100 seconds to create a synchronous request, enter WAIT(100).

DEBUG(YES|NO)
(Optional) Specifies whether to print debug information to OPSLOG.
YES

Prints debug information to OPSLOG.
NO

Does not print debug information to OPSLOG.
Default: NO
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OPS/REXX Output Variables

Four OPS/REXX variables are created as output. These variables are accessible from OPS/REXX and AOF rule.

SERVDESK.RETURN
Contains the return code. In some cases, the reason code can contain more information.

SERVDESK.REASON
Contains more information as to the reason for the return code.

SERVDESK.NUMBER
Contains the number of created requests.

SERVDESK.HANDLE
Specifies how to handle the requests from ADDRESS SERVDESK.

ADDRESS SERVDESK Formats

The following examples show different REQUEST(CREATE) formats.

• Example 1: OPS/REXX code to create a service desk request
The following OPS/REXX code produces a detail screen of the create request. All requests are created as priority two.
address SERVDESK "REQUEST(CREATE) SUMMARY('Testing request')",

"DESCRIPTION('This is the test of address SERVDESK') WAIT(30) DEBUG(YES)"

if rc = 0 then say "Request was created: #"||SERVDESK.NUMBER

Produces the following detail screen:

• Example 2: OPS/REXX code
address SERVDESK "REQUEST(CREATE) SUMMARY('Test 2')

DESCRIPTION('Test number two.')"

Produces the following detail screen:

• Example 3a: AOF Rule code with Wait set to 0.
)CMD SERVRULE

)INIT

)PROC

  address SERVDESK "REQUEST(CREATE) SUMMARY('AOF Rule Test') WAIT(0)",

                   DESCRIPTION('AOF Rule Test with WAIT(0) parameter.')"

)TERM

)END

• Example 3b: OPS/REXX code to run the rule
address AOF "SUBSYS OPSX"

address AOF "ENABLE RULES.SERVRULE"

address OPER "C(SERVRULE)"

address AOF "DISABLE RULES.SERVRULE"

NOTE
Produces the following detail screen:

Example: Request List

The following display shows the list of service desk requests:
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Command Return and Reason Codes

The following codes are common to most functions. In addition to the actual return code, the reason codes can also be
examined.

0
Indicates the command executed successfully and terminated properly.

1
Indicates an error occurred during a parsing scan. The SERVDESK.REASON normally contains a zero, but may
contain one of the following specific codes to indicate the cause of certain errors:

• 1 - Indicates an error occurred during a parsing scan.
• 2 - Indicates an error occurred during a scan.

2
WAIT(n) in the rule, n>0

3
Indicates an error occurred during the DESC XML translation.
The SERVDESK.REASON normally contains a zero, but may contain one of the following specific codes to
indicate the cause:

• 1 - Encountered a DESCription XML translation error.
• 2 - Encountered a SUMMary XML translation error.
• 3 - Indicates the DESCription contains only blanks.
• 4 - Indicates the SUMMary contains only blanks.

4
Indicates that there was an error in processing the API request.

• 4 - Found no matching API request for CANCEL.
• 8 - The request was not processed because it timed out.
• 12 - Could not obtain the virtual storage needed to process the request.
• 16 - Detected an unauthorized use of the CAISDI/med interface.
• 20 - Encountered an unexpected Name/Token service routine error.
• 24 - CAISDI/med address space is not active.
• 28 - Encountered a permanent CAISDI/soap server error while processing the request.
• 32 - Detected an invalid API parameter list value.
• 36 - An unexpected ABEND occurred.
• 40 - An unexpected error occurred while retrieving data.
• 44 - An unexpected error occurred while processing a CANCEL request.
• 48 - An unexpected error occurred while processing a PURGE request.
• 52 - The product value is not defined to the CAISDI/med interface.
• 56 - The CAISDI/med did not have a defined server to process the request.
• 60 - The caller canceled the request.

5
Indicates a variable creation error.

6
Indicates an abend occurred
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ADDRESS SOF -- Manage Devices
The ADDRESS SOF command is issued internally within the Switch Operations Facility (SOF) ISPF Interface.
Communication between the ADDRESS SOF host command and the SOF server uses the CAICCI interface.

  

The ADDRESS SOF host environment interfaces with the IBM I/O subsystem to provide advanced management
capabilities for devices that are attached through the ESCON directors and FICON switches.

For detailed interface information, see the IBM manual SA23-0356, titled ESCON Director Programming Interface.

The ADDRESS SOF host environment also provides an interface to Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy commands through its
PPRCCMD request type. With this set of commands, you can set up and can manage the PPRC option of remote copy,
which is based on disaster recovery needs. This option includes creating and deleting paths and volume pairs or querying
existing setup of the DR PPRC environment.

The command has the following format:

"request 'specific keywords' 'common keywords' "

Execution Considerations

The ADDRESS SOF command cannot be executed in a rule or in cross-memory access mode. Use of ADDRESS SOF
can be authorized using external security or AOF security rules. The security rule event specifier is SOF:

)SEC SOF

Common Keywords of ADDRESS SOF

These keyword variables are common to all ADDRESS SOF functions. Function-specific variables are described
separately in their corresponding sections.

SERVER(ccisysname|*,cciapplname)
Defines the SERVER name consisting of a CCI system name, followed by a CCI application name. The system
name can be one to eight characters, or wildcards, where permitted. The CCI application name identifies the SOF
server to which the request is directed. Enter the name as a character string of up to 20 characters.
Defaults:ccisysname='*' and cciapplname='SOF*'

STEM(string)
Defines the first qualifier of the stem variable name generated for all REXX variables produced by the ADDRESS
SOF command. Enter the STEM keyword as a 1- to 64-character string. A trailing period is not necessary.
Default: OPSOF

SYSWAIT(seconds)
Defines the maximum wait time as a digit between 10 and 300 for the function to complete. The function will
complete with a timeout error if the SYSWAIT time is exceeded.
Default: 30

DEBUG(YES|VAR|CB|ALL|NO)
Specifies the trace the status and display data to OPSLOG.
YES

Trace progress only.
VAR

Trace progress and display REXX variables.
CB

Trace progress and display control blocks.
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ALL
Trace and display all of the above.

NO
Disable tracing and displays.

Default: NO

Common REXX Variables

Several common variables are returned by multiple functions. Variables unique to each function are described in their
appropriate sections.

OPSOFRTN
Contains the return code, and can be examined to determine the results of command execution. In some cases,
the reason code may contain additional information. The value is equivalent to the REXX return code RC.

OPSOFRSN
Contains reason code information triggered by some conditions in addition to the return code. The return code will
indicate when the reason code may be examined.

stem.0
Contains the count of all following REXX variables names stem.1…stem.x. The stem.0 variable is created for
every function. If no variables are created, stem.0 will contain 0.
Example: OPSOF.0 = 4

stemEMSG
Returns a 72-byte text string after each function call. When the result is successful, the text string contains all
blanks; otherwise, it will contain the error description.

NOTE
In spite of the leading stem, this is a simple variable name without multiple qualifiers.

Example: OPSOFEMSG

Sample Rules and Programs

Sample rules and programs are supplied for your reference to help you use specific SOF functions. For samples, see
the hlq.CCLXRULS and hlq.CCLXSAMP data sets, and Sample Automation.

Return and Reason Codes

The following return codes are common to most functions.

0
Command was successful and terminated properly.

1
SOF completion error. The reason code contains the failing SOF return code.

2
Abend occurred in the CCI API. The reason code contains the abend code.

3
Abend occurred in the ADDRESS SOF code. The reason code contains the abend code.

4
REXX variable access failure. The reason code contains the GREXX_VAR return code.

5
REXX variable creation failure. The reason code contains the GREXX_VAR return code.
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6
Unsupported response type received from the SOF server.

7
ADDRESS SOF is running in cross-memory mode.

8
CCI RECEIVE error. Error notification may be immediate or delayed until after a WAIT ECB is posted, in which
case the reason code will contain the ECB posting X'41' (decimal 65). If the notification is immediate, the reason
code will contain the original CCI failing return code.

9
CCI SEND error. The reason code contains the failing CCI return code.

10
Omitted SERVER keyword, the SOF server cannot be identified.

11
Command length error.

12
Command syntax error.

13
Parsing scan error. Check the External Data Queue for additional descriptor messages.

14
CCI initialization failure. The reason code contains the CCI return code.

15
Authorization failure. Reason code contains failing OPAUCK return code.

Special Character Handling Considerations

Certain long descriptor strings, typically 24-30 bytes, can contain any mix of characters, including imbedded blanks. Since
the REXX word structure is based on blank separators, maintaining the original image requires two translation steps. The
first translates all imbedded blanks to X'FE' characters when returned in a REXX variable. The next step is a user effort to
reverse that back to blanks for display purposes or similar reasons. Please note that as long as REXX word boundaries
need to be maintained, the second translation step should not be done.

The following fields are subject to the dual translation:

• Device ID
• Switch file name
• Port name
• Descriptor name

The following REXX function restores imbedded blanks:

NORMAL_FIELD = TRANSLATE(INCOMING_FIELD,'  ','FE'X)

Device ID String Composition

A device ID is a unique system generated identifier for each device in a system. The device ID consists of the
concatenation of the following six fields and may contain imbedded blanks:

Device type
Contains six characters (Example: 009020)

Device model number
Contains three characters (Example: T01)
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Device manufacturer
Contains three characters (Example: IBM)

Device manufacturer plant code
Contains two characters (Example: 02)

Device serial number
Contains 12 characters (Example: 000012345678)

Device tag
Contains a binary half-word integer (Example: 001F)

The final device ID is the concatenation all components. The fields follow each other with no separating blanks, although
any individual component may contain imbedded blanks.

 Example: Sample device ID 

type|model|manufacturer|plant|serial|tag

CHPID(002094S28IBM020000000508512080)

Device ID input
ADDRESS SOF converts the tag portion of device ID operands from 4-byte printable hex back to 2-byte binary
before sending them as input operands to the SOF commands.

Device ID output
The Device ID field is subject to the blank translation as described above. In addition, the Device ID tag field is
also converted from a 2-byte hex value to its 4-byte decimal character equivalent. Individual components of the
Device ID can be broken down using positional parsing as shown in the following example.

 Example: Sample device ID parse 

Parse Var deviddevtype 7 devmodel 10 devmfg 13 devplant 15 devserial

27 devtag

Say 'Device Plant is' Translate(devplant,' ','FE'x)

Non-QUERY SOF Request Types

This section provides all ADDRESS SOF request types, except the QUERY request, and keywords.

COMMAND -- Issue a Command to the SOF Server

Issues a command directly to the SOF server. The text is enclosed in quotes, may contain blanks, and contains any
permissible command string. Command responses are returned as one or more server messages.

The SOF operator command has the following command format:

COMMAND 'text string to SOF server'

Created variables:

• Output stem variable records-Consists of one message response line per variable
• Output buffer-Consists of message responses lines delimited by the new line character

 Message response: 0-128 characters

 stemEMSG: 1-72 character description of outcome

DELETE FILES SWITCH -- Delete Switch Configuration File

The DELETE FILES SWITCH command deletes a specific switch configuration file.
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This command has the following format:

DELETE FILES SWITCH(devid) FILENAME(filename)

Returns one stemEMSG variable containing a 1-72 character description of outcome.

FIND SOF -- Find Active SOF Servers

The FIND SOF command finds active SOF servers.

This command has the following command format:

FIND SOF [OPTION(CCIPLEX)] SERVER(ccisysname,cciapplname)

FIND
Allows wildcarding to the SERVER definition. The FIND request is directed to the CCI API, not the SOF server.

OPTION(CCIPLEX)
(Optional keyword) Indicates that the CCI system name in the SERVER keyword is actually a CCI sysplex name.
Only servers belonging to this CCI sysplex will be eligible for selection.

The optional SERVER keyword specifies a specific or generic CCI system name and an SOF server CCI application
name. The full or generic application name that is specified should match the cciapplname parameter of an SOF server.

If the SERVER keyword or any arguments are omitted, the default values of ccisysname='*' and cciapplname='OPS*' are
used.

 Created stem variables: 

WARNING
Due to concurrent parallel threads within the CCI server, the output of the FIND can result in duplicate server
names.

The output stem variable records have the following word delimited fields for each matching CCI application name found:

• CCI system name - Contains one to eight characters
• CCI application name - Contains 1 to 20 characters
• L/R - Indicates L=on local system and R=on remote system
• Receive status - Indicates ACTIVE or INACTIVE
• CCI release level - Contains small integer 0-255
• CCI sysplex name - Contains one to eight characters or N/A if not in CCI sysplex
• Jobname - Contains one to eight characters
• Jobid - Contains eight characters
• Receive queuing on - Contains Y/N
• Number of messages queued - Contains integer
• Number of sends to this application - Contains integer
• Number of receives from this application - Contains integer
• Specific sender CCI system name - Contains eight characters or N/A
• Specific sender CCI application name - Contains 1-20 characters or N/A

LOG -- Issue SOF Server Log Message

The LOG command issues a message to the SOF server log. A timestamp is prefixed to the message text by the SOF
server unless NOPREFIX is specified.

This command has the following command format:

LOG "message text" [NOPREFIX]
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NOPREFIX
(Optional) Indicates that no timestamp is prefixed to the message text by the SOF server.

Only the stemEMSG variable is returned from the server task.

READ FILES SWITCH -- Read Switch Configuration

The READ FILES command reads a specific switch configuration file.

This command has the following command format:

READ FILES SWITCH(devid) FILENAME(filename)

The output stem variable records will have the same format as the output from the QUERY PORTS command, plus the
following two additional simple variables:

• stemDESC - Contains a file description of 1 to 24 characters.
• stemEMSG - Contains an error message of 0 to 72 characters if the file is unable to be read.

TERMINATE -- Terminate CCI Session

The TERMINATE command terminates the CCI session. It cancels all outstanding CCI functions and should be the last in
a series of ADDRESS SOF commands.

This command has the following command format:

TERMINATE

No output is returned.

WRITE FILES -- Create or Replace Switch Configuration File

The WRITE FILES command writes (creates or replaces) a specific switch configuration file and provides a 1- to 24-
character description.

This command has the following command format:

WRITE FILES SWITCH(devid) FILENAME(filename) DESCRIPTION(filedesc)

 Created a stem variable: 

stemEMSG
Contains a description of the outcome from 1 to 72 characters when the write operation fails.

QUERY SOF Request Types

This section provides all ADDRESS SOF QUERY request types and the corresponding keywords.

A stemEMSG simple variable is returned after each function call.

QUERY CHPIDS -- Query Global Channel Port ID

The QUERY CHPIDS command obtains global channel port ID (ChpID) information for the following:

• A specific ChpID by the device ID
• A range of ChpID based on the relative position number assigned by SOF for all known ChpID

The range form of this command can limit the amount of output per command. To continue the output, start at the next
sequential relative position number. If CHPID is omitted and STARTPOS is not specified, then STARTPOS defaults to
(0,65535).
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This command has the following format:

QUERY CHPIDS [CHPID(devid) | STARTPOS(relative position number,

  count of ChpIDs to return) ]

 Created stem variables 

The output stem variable records contain the following word delimited fields for each GLOBAL ChpID information record
returned by the SOF server.

• Global relative position number - Contains integer
• Number of connected LPARS - Contains integer
• ChpID channel path number - Contains two printable hex digits
• ChpID identifier - Contains the ChpID DevID string
• Switch port address - Contains two printable hex digits 00-FF
• Switch identifier - Contains the switch DevID string

QUERY CHPIDS LOCAL SYSNAME -- Query Local System CHPID

The QUERY CHPIDS LOCAL command obtains local system ChpID information for a range of ChpIDs on a specific
system. The SYSNAME keyword is required. CHPNUM defaults to (00,FF) when not specified.

QUERY CHPIDS LOCAL SYSNAME(ccisysname)

  [CHPNUM(first returned CHPID number, last returned ChpID number)]

 Created stem variables: See QUERY CHPID LOCAL CHPID.

QUERY CHPIDS LOCAL CHPID -- Query CHPID for Device ID

The QUERY CHPIDS LOCAL CHPID command obtains local system ChpID information for a particular ChpID device ID
for all systems to which the ChpID is connected.

QUERY CHPIDS LOCAL CHPID(devid)

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records contain the following word delimited fields for each local ChpID information record
returned by the SOF server.

• CCI system name - Contains 1 to 8 characters
• Number of connected devices - Contains integer
• ChpID channel path number - Contains two printable hex digits
• ChpID identifier - Contains the ChpID DevID string
• Switch device number - Contains four printable hex characters
• Switch port address - Contains two printable hex digits 00-FF
• Switch identifier - Contains the switch DevID string

QUERY CONTROLUNITS -- Query Global Control Unit

The QUERY CONTROLUNITS command obtains global control unit information for the following:

• A specific control unit or device by the DevID
• A range of control units based on the global relative position number assigned by SOF for all known control units.

You can use the range form of this command for limiting the amount of output per command. Output may be continued by
starting at the next sequential relative position number. If CONTROLUNIT and DEVICE are omitted and STARTPOS is not
specified, then STARTPOS defaults to (0,65535).
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This command has the following format:

QUERY CONTROLUNITS

  [CONROLUNIT(devid)|DEVICE(devid)|

   STARTPOS(global relative position number, count of CUs to return)]

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records will have the following word delimited fields for each GLOBAL control unit information
record returned by the SOF server.

• Global relative position number - Contains integer
• CU identifier - Contains the CU DevID string.

For more information see Device ID String Composition.
• Connected devices count - Contains integer
• Connected switches count - Contains integer
• Connected systems count - Contains integer

QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL SYSNAME -- Query the Local System Control Unit

The QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL SYSNAME command obtains local system control unit information for the
following:

• All control units on a system
• A range control unit numbers on a system
• A single specific device attached to a control unit on a system

The SYSNAME keyword must be specified.

This command has the following format:

QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL SYSNAME(ccisysname)

  [CUNUM(first cu device number, count of CUs to be returned)|

   DEVNUM(a specific device number)]

 Created stem variables: See the following QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL CONTROLUNIT command.

QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL CONTROLUNIT -- Query a Specific Local System Control Unit

The QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL CONTROLUNIT command obtains local system control unit information for a
specific control unit device ID for each system that the CU is connected to.

This command has the following format:

QUERY CONTROLUNITS LOCAL CONTROLUNIT(devid)

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records have the following word delimited fields for each local control unit information record
returned by the SOF server. In most cases the hardware identifier and the switch port attached node identifier are
identical. However, small discrepancies may exist due to different hardware discovery mechanisms used by the operating
system and the switch device. Usually, the difference is in the tag value of the device ID.

• CCI system name - Contains one to eight characters
• CU device number from I/O definition - Contains four printable hex characters
• CU hardware identifier - Contains the CU DevID string
• Connected devices count - Contains integer
• Connected switches count - Contains integer
• CU switch port attached node identifier - Contains the node DevID string.
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QUERY CUSWITCH CONTROLUNIT -- Query Global Switch

The QUERY CUSWITCH CONTROLUNIT command obtains global switch information for a specific control unit device ID.

This command has the following format:

QUERY CUSWITCH CONTROLUNIT(devid)

 Created stem variables: See the QUERY SWITCHES command.

QUERY CUSWITCH LOCAL SYSNAME -- Query Local System Switch

The QUERY CUSWITCH LOCAL SYSNAME command obtains local system switch information for a specific control unit
number.

This command has the following format:

QUERY CUSWITCH LOCAL SYSNAME(ccisyname) CUNUM(cudevicenumber)

 Created stem variables:  See the QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL request.

QUERY DEVICES -- Query Specific Global Device

The QUERY DEVICES command obtains global device information for a specific device or for a range of devices based
on the global relative position number assigned by SOF for all known devices.

Filtering capabilities are as follows:

• The device ID components filter the device selection within the range of devices. Wildcard filtering is supported by the
same wildcard matching characters and rules as the OPSLIKE REXX function.

• The range and filter form of this command limits the amount of output per command. Continue the output by starting at
the next sequential relative position number. If DEVICE is omitted and STARTPOS is not specified, then STARTPOS
defaults to (0,64).

• The optional BACKWARD keyword scans for devices with global relative position numbers less than or equal to the
STARTPOS value.

This command has the following format:

QUERY DEVICES

  [DEVICE(devid)|STARTPOS(global relative position number,

   count of devices to return) BACKWARD]

  [FILTERBY(devtype,devmodel,devmfg,devplant,devserial,devtag)]

 Created stem variables: See the QUERY DEVICES CONTROLUNIT command request.

QUERY DEVICES CONTROLUNIT -- Query Range of Control Unit Attached Devices

The QUERY DEVICES CONTROLUNIT command obtains global device information for a range of devices attached to a
specific control unit based on the global relative position number assigned by SOF for all known devices.

Selection of devices within the range of devices requested can be filtered by the device ID components. Wildcard filtering
is supported using the same wildcard matching characters and rules as the OPSLIKE REXX function. The range and filter
form of this command are useful for limiting the amount of output per command. Output may be continued by starting
at the next sequential relative position number. If STARTPOS is not specified, then STARTPOS defaults to (0,64). The
optional BACKWARD keyword results in scanning for devices with global relative position numbers less than or equal to
the STARTPOS value.

This command has the following format:

QUERY DEVICES CONTROLUNIT(devid)
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  [STARTPOS(global relative position number, count of devices to return)]

  [BACKWARD]

  [FILTERBY(devtype,devmodel,devmfg,devplant,devserial,devtag)]

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records contain the following word delimited fields for each GLOBAL device information record
returned by the SOF server. In addition the simple variable name, stemTOT will contain the total number of devices
available for retrieval.

• Global relative position number - Contains integer data
• Device identifier - Contains the device DevID string.
• Device connected system count - Contains integer data
• Device CU connections count - Contains integer data

For more information see Device ID String Composition.

QUERY DEVICES LOCAL SYSNAME -- Query Starting Local Device

The QUERY DEVICES LOCAL SYSNAME command obtains local system information for a range of devices based
on the starting local device number and count of desired devices. Both keywords are required. If device count is not
specified, it defaults to 1. Selection of devices within the range of devices requested can be filtered by the 1-8 character
device type produced by the z/OS EDTINFO macro and the last known volume serial number. Wildcard filtering is
supported using the same wildcard matching characters and rules as the OPSLIKE REXX function.

This command has the following format:

QUERY DEVICES LOCAL SYSNAME(ccisysname) DEVNUM(first local device

   number, count of devices to return)

  [BACKWARD]

  [CUNUM(local CU number)] [FILTERBY(devicetype,volser) ONLINE]

BACKWARD
(Optional) Scans for devices with local device numbers less than or equal to the STARTPOS value.

CUNUM
(Optional) Attaches the selected devices to a particular control unit number.

ONLINE
(Optional) Causes OFFLINE devices to be filtered out.

 Created stem variables: Identical to the following request.

QUERY DEVICES LOCAL DEVICE -- Query Device ID

The QUERY DEVICES LOCAL DEVICE command obtains local system device information for a specific device by device
ID for each system on which the device is defined.

This command has the following format:

QUERY DEVICES LOCAL DEVICE(devid)

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records have the following word delimited fields for each local device information record that is
returned by the SOF server. In addition, the simple variable name, stemTOT contains the total number of local devices
available for retrieval.

CCI system name
Contains one to eight characters.
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Device number
Contains four printable hex characters.

Device identifier
Contains the device DevID string.

Device UCB type
Contains eight printable hex characters. This value is mapped by the UCBTYP field in the IEFUCBOB macro.

Device Type
Contains the one- to eight-character device type determined by the EDTINFO macro using the UCB device type.

Device last known status
Contains two printable hex characters that contain the device status. This value is mapped by the UCBSTAT field
in the IEFUCBOB macro.

Device last known volser
Contains one to six characters or N/A.

CU connection count
Contains small integer.

ChpID connection count
Contains small integer.

ChpID connections array
Contains 16 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of ChpID where each occurrence is a two-character
hexadecimal ChpID number or 00. The number of valid ChpIDs is determined by the ChpID connection count.

ChpID status bit flag array
16 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of ChpID status bits flag where each occurrence is a two-character
hexadecimal value. The value meanings are defined in the IOSDPATH macro at label PATHBITS.

ChpID type array
16 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of ChpID channel type where each occurrence is a two-character
hexadecimal value. Value meanings are defined in the IOSDPATH macro at label PATHINTTYPE.

ChpID port array
16 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of port address where each occurrence is a two-character
hexadecimal value.

CU port array
16 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of switch port number where each occurrence is a two-character
hexadecimal port number or 00.

CU connections array
32 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of CU number where each occurrence is a four-character
hexadecimal CU number or 0000. The number of valid CUs is determined by the CU connection count.

Logical path mask
Eight-byte string consisting of the letters Y and N representing bit settings 1 and 0 in the LPM.

CU switch array
Contains 16 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of CU switch number where each occurrence is a two-
character hexadecimal CU switch number or 00. The number of valid CU switch numbers is determined by the
ChpID connection count.

CU switch devid array
Contains 240 printable hex characters. Eight occurrences of CU switch device ID where each occurrence is a
thirty-character CU switch device ID or ‘N/A---------------------------‘. The number of valid CU switch device ids is
determined by the ChpID connection count.
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QUERY FILES SWITCH -- Query Configuration Files

The QUERY FILES SWITCH command obtains a list of configuration files stored on a switch device.

This command has the following format:

QUERY FILES SWITCH(devid)

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records will have the following word delimited fields for each switch file information record
returned by the SOF server.

• Switch file name - Contains one to eight characters. Valid name characters are upper case A-Z, 0-9, - and _
• Switch file description - Contains 1 to 24 characters
• Time file last written - Specified as HH:MM:SS
• Date file last written - Specified as yyyy/mm/dd
• File status flag - Specified as one printable hex character

'10'x = File is saved on disk
'08'x = File is open
'04'x = File is locked
'80'x = Last file in the switch file list, which can be combined with other flag settings.

QUERY PORTS PORTADDR -- Query ESCON/FICON Switch Ports

The QUERY PORTS PORTADDR command obtains information on a range of ESCON/FICON switch ports for a specific
switch device.

This command has the following format:

QUERY PORTS PORTADDR(fromport|*,toport|*) {SWITCH(devid)}

PORTADDR
Specifies a range of port addresses (00-FF) such as PORTADDR(C0,DF). If the PORTADDR keyword is omitted,
then the default is PORTADDR(*,*).

fromport|*
Defaults to 00 when * is specified.

toport|*
Defaults to FF when * is specified. If omitted, then the fromport specification is copied.

SWITCH
Contains the switch device ID obtained from the QUERY SWITCHES command or other switch-connected device
commands.

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records will have the following word delimited fields for each port information record returned by
the SOF server.

• Port number - Two printable hex characters 00-FF.
• Port address - Two printable hex characters 00-FF.
• Port descriptor - Eight printable hex characters. Same structure as port descriptor words returned by QUERY SWITCH.
• Dedicated port address - Two printable hex characters 00-FF. Only valid when port is marked as dedicated in the port

descriptor.
• Port prohibit mask - 256 character string of Y and N characters.

Y - Prohibits dynamic connections
N - Allows dynamic connections
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The position of each character in the mask maps to the port address range 00-FF. For example, the second character
in the string indicates (Y/N) whether the current port is prohibited from dynamically connecting to port address 01.

• Port name - 1-24 characters or N/A. Imbedded blanks in the name are translated to 'FE'x and need to be translated
back to blanks for display and commands.

• Port DCM Flag - Two hex character flag byte with dynamic channel management information for the port.
'80'x = Port is installed
'40'x = Offline to DCM by command
'20'x = Offline to DCM by system
'10'x = Ineligible for use by DCM
'04'x = Attached to a channel
'02'x = Attached to control units
'01'x = Neither channel nor control unit attached

• Port Misc Flag - Two hex character flag byte with additional connection information for the port.
'80'x = Channel is known on a local system
'40'x = Port is an E-port connected to another switch.

• Port ChpID - Two hex character ChpID number when the port is connected to a channel. Only valid if the DCM flag
indicates that a channel is attached to the port.

• Node device type - small integer
0 = Unspecified
1 = I/O Device
2 = Control unit

• Node device class - small integer
0 = Unspecified
1 = DASD
2 = Magnetic tape
3 = Unit record (input)
4 = Unit record (output)
5 = Printer
6 = Communications controller
7 = Full screen terminal
8 = Line mode terminal
9 = Channel-to-channel adapter
10 = Switch

• Node identifier - the attached device node ID string.

QUERY SWITCHES -- Query ESCON/FICON Switch by Device ID

The QUERY SWITCHES command obtains global ESCON/FICON switch information for a specific switch by device ID
or for a range of switches based on the global relative position number assigned by SOF for all known switches. Use the
range form of this command to limit the amount of output per command. Output may be continued by starting at the next
sequential relative position number. If SWITCH is omitted and STARTPOS is not specified, then STARTPOS defaults to
(0,65535).

This command has the following format:

QUERY SWITCHES

  [SWITCH(devid)|STARTPOS(global relative position number,

   count of switches to return)]

 Created stem variables: 

The output stem variable records will have the following word delimited fields for each GLOBAL switch information record
returned by the SOF server.
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• Relative position number - Specified as integer.
• Switch name - Contains 1 to 24 characters or N/A. Imbedded blanks in the name are translated to 'FE'x and need to be

translated back to blanks for display and commands.
• Switch identifier - Contains the switch DevID string.
• Ports implemented - Contains small integer 0-255
• Ports installed - Contains small integer 0-255
• ChpIDs attached - Contains small integer 0-255
• Control units attached - Contains small integer 0-255
• Systems attached - Contains small integer 0-255
• 1 byte status flag expressed as 2 byte printable hexadecimal. Multiple flag settings may be combined. The flag

indicators are defined as follows:
'80'x = switch could not be allocated
'40'x = switch is offline
'20'x = SW_SWNUM contains global switch number
'10'x = switch is virtual
'08'x = FICON switch

• 256 words of eight-character port descriptors in printable hexadecimal. The port descriptor consists of the following
substring fields:
– 1-2 Port attribute flag

'80'x = port is not installed
'40'x = port is blocked
'20'x = port is prohibited for dynamic connections
'10'x = port has a dedicated connection
'08'x = port number and address are valid
'05'x = FICON port
'04'x = external laser port
'03'x = external LED port
'01'x = internal port
'00'x = unknown or not installed port

– 3-4 Port hardware status flag
'80'x = port not installed
'40'x = port link failure
'20'x = spare port
'10'x = port is offline
'08'x = port is in maintenance mode
'04'x = control unit is connected to port
'02'x = port requires service
'01'x = invalid port attachment

– 5-7 Port number 00-FF
– 7-8 Port address 00-FF

NOTE
 Port addresses are not necessarily the same as their physical port numbers.

QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SYSNAME -- Query Specific Local System Switches

The QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SYSNAME command obtains a full or partial list of local system switches that are
connected to the specified system.

This command has the following format:

QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SYSNAME(ccisysname)

  [SWINUM]
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SWINUM
(Optional) Limits returned data by specifying the first switch device number and a count of the number of switches
that should be returned.
Default count: 1

The created stem variables are the same as the QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SWITCH command request.

QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SWITCH -- Query Local System Connected Switches

The QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SWITCH command obtains the local system view of a single switch for all systems to
which the switch is connected.

This command has the following format:

QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SWITCH(devid)

 Created stem variables: The output stem variable records contain the following word delimited fields for each LOCAL
switch information record returned by the SOF server:

• CCI system name - 1-8 characters
• Switch device number - 4 printable hexadecimal digits
• Switch name - 1-24 characters or N/A. Imbedded blanks in the name are translated to 'FE'x and need to be translated

back to blanks for display and commands.
• Switch identifier - the switch DevID string.
• Ports implemented - small integer 0-255
• Ports installed - small integer 0-255
• ChpIDs attached - small integer 0-255
• Control units attached - small integer 0-255
• Devices attached - integer
• Switch status flag - 2 hexadecimal characters
• 256 words of 8-character port descriptors in printable hexadecimal. The port descriptor is the same as the GLOBAL

switch information record.

QUERY SYSTEMS -- Query Manager Systems

The QUERY SWITCHES LOCAL SWITCH command obtains a list of SOF z/OS managed systems that are connected to
the specified SOF server and have the same CCI application name. The SYSNAME keyword designates a specific CCI
system name or '*' for all system names.

For the SWITCH, CONTROLUNIT, DEVICE, and CHPID keywords, obtain a list of systems to which the specified device
ID is connected.

This command has the following format:

QUERY SYSTEMS

  [SYSNAME(ccisysname|*)|SWITCH(devid)|CONTROLUNIT(devid)|

   DEVICE(devid)|CHPID(devid)]

 Created stem variables: The output stem variable records contain the following word delimited fields for each system
information response block returned by the SOF server.
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• CCI system name - 1-8 characters
• System Status Flag - 2 hexadecimal characters
• SMF name - 1-4 characters
• Central processing complex name - 1-8 characters
• LPAR name - 1-8 characters
• Sysplex name - 1-8 characters or N/A
• System identifier - the system DevID string.
• ESCON/FICON switch count - integer
• Control units count - integer
• Channel path count - integer
• Device count - integer
• Last system health check date - yyyy/mm/dd or N/A
• Last system heath check time - hh:mm:ss or N/A

PPRCCMD Request Types

This section provides all ADDRESS SOF PPRCCMD request types and the corresponding keywords.

A stem EMSG simple variable is returned after each function call.

PPRCCMD DISPLAY GCU -- Query Global Control Units (Storage Controllers)

The PPRCCMD DISPLAY GCU command obtains information about all Global Control Units that are detected by a
system and have valid World Wide Node Name (WWNN) which indicates that a FICON path can be established.

This command has the following format:

PPRCCMD DISPLAY GCU

Created stem variables:
The output stem variable records contain these word delimited fields for each GCU information record that is
returned by the SOF server.

• CU identifier which contains the CU DevID string
• World Wide Node Name (WWNN)

PPRCCMD DISPLAY PATH -- Query all established PPRC paths

The PPRCCMD DISPLAY PATH command obtains all established paths between all Local Control Units (LCUs) that are
detected by a system.

This command has the following format:

PPRCCMD DISPLAY PATH 

Created stem variables:
The output stem variable records contain the following delimited fields for each path information record that are
returned by the SOF server.
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• Primary storage subsystem ID (SSID) which contains primary LCU ID
• Primary serial number which contains serial number of primary storage controller
• Primary logical subsystem (LSS) number
• Primary fibre channel adapter (FCA) number
• Primary world wide node name (WWNN)
• Secondary storage subsystem ID (SSID) which contains secondary LCU ID
• Secondary serial number which contains serial number of secondary storage controller
• Secondary logical subsystem (LSS) number
• Secondary fibre channel adapter (FCA) number
• Secondary world wide node name (WWNN)
• Path status is one byte

PPRCCMD DISPLAY VOLUME -- Query all established PPRC volume pairs

The PPRCCMD DISPLAY VOLUME command obtains all established volume pairs that are detected by a system.

This command has the following format:

PPRCCMD DISPLAY VOLUME

Created stem variables:
The output stem variable records contain the following delimited fields for each volume pair information record
that are returned by the SOF server.

• Primary volume device ID
• Primary serial number which contains serial number of primary storage controller
• Primary storage subsystem ID (SSID) which contains primary LCU ID
• Primary channel connection address (CCA)
• Primary logical subsystem (LSS) number
• Secondary storage subsystem ID (SSID) which contains secondary LCU ID
• Secondary channel connection address (CCA)
• Secondary logical subsystem (LSS) number
• Copy state
• Volume state

PPRCCMD SETUP PATH -- Setup new PPRC path

The PPRCCMD SETUP PATH command establishes an FCP (fibre channel protocol) path between a primary site logical
subsystem and a recovery (secondary) site logical subsystem.

When the primary site logical subsystem supports eight paths, each SETUP PATH command can establish up to eight
paths from one primary site logical subsystem to a single recovery site logical subsystem. You can link up to four recovery
site logical subsystems to one primary site logical subsystem. These links require that you issue a separate SETUP PATH
command for each logical subsystem.

NOTE
 To replace paths use the SETUP PATH command. The paths on the command are treated as a path set. Any
subsequent SETUP PATH command removes paths that were previously established and replaces them with
the new set of paths. To ensure that you do not remove paths that you want to keep, use caution when using this
command.

This command has the following format:

PPRCCMD SETUP PATH DEVNUM(devid) LINK(up to 8 path addresses)

PWWNN(wwnn) PSSID(ssid) [PLSS(lss)]
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SWWNN(wwnn) SSSID(ssid) [SLSS(lss)]

[CGROUP(YES|NO) SUBCHSET(0|1)]

DEVNUM(devid)
Specifies the device number of any simplex disk volume that is attached to the primary storage controller without
directing any operation to the volume. The devid is the four-digit hexadecimal address of any disk volume behind
the primary site storage control.

LINK(X’aaaabbbb’[ X’ccccdddd’ X’ xxxxyyyy’ …])
Specifies the addressing paths from the primary site logical subsystem to the recovery site logical subsystem.
You can specify up to eight Fibre Channel path addresses (if the primary site logical subsystem supports it),
separated with a blank.

NOTE
Duplicate link addresses are not allowed.

Each path address is an 8-digit hexadecimal address. The format of each Fibre Channel path address has the
hex digit form aaaabbbb where:

• aaaa  
Specifies the Fibre Channel adapter that is used for the path in the primary subsystem.

•   bbbb 
Specifies the Fibre Channel adapter that is used for the path in the secondary subsystem.

PWNN(wwnn)
Specifies the World Wide Node Name of the primary storage controller and it is exactly 16-digit hexadecimal
number.

PSSID(ssid)
Specifies the primary site storage subsystem ID and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.

PLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the primary site logical subsystem number and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SWNN(wwnn)
Specifies the World Wide Node Name of the secondary storage controller and it is exactly 16-digit hexadecimal
number.

SSSID(ssid)
Specifies the secondary site storage subsystem ID and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.

SLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the secondary site logical subsystem number and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

CGROUP(YES|NO)
(Optional) Specifies whether a PPRC volume pair in a consistency group remains in a long-busy condition for a
specified period following an error that is related to the associated volume pair. When an error occurs, and one of
the volumes in that consistency group is suspended. The volumes in that consistency group are suspended when
the next write occurs to a volume.
One of the following values must be specified with the CGROUP parameter:
NO

(Default) Specifies when an error occurs to a PPRC volume pair in a consistency group, the long-busy
condition is not enabled for the associated volume pair.

YES
Specifies when an error occurs to a PPRC volume pair in a consistency group, the long-busy condition is
enabled for the associated volume pair.
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NOTE
Automation products can detect PPRC volume pair outages on these devices and can take the
appropriate action.

SUBCHSET(0|1)
(Optional) Specifies the subchannel set where the command is issued. The subchannel set where the I/O is
issued is the subchannel set as defined in the Hardware Configuration Dialog (HCD). The values are:
0

(Default) Subchannel set 0.
1

Subchannel set 1.
Created stem variables:

The output stem variable records contain the following delimited fields:

• Return code
• Reason code
• Error message

PPRCCMD DELETE PATH -- Delete selected PPRC path

The PPRCCMD DELETE PATH command deletes all established paths between a primary site logical subsystem and a
recovery (secondary) site logical subsystem. Only active paths between the specified logical subsystems are affected; all
other paths to other subsystems are unaffected.

NOTE
 Before issuing a DELETE PATH command, issue a DELETE VOLUME command to all active PPRC volume
pairs. The DELETE PATH command can cause the issuance of an ANTP0121I message when this sequence is
not followed.

This command has the following format:

PPRCCMD DELETE PATH DEVNUM(devid)

PWWNN(wwnn) PSSID(ssid) [PLSS(lss)]

SWWNN(wwnn) SSSID(ssid) [SLSS(lss)]

[SUBCHSET(0|1)]

DEVNUM(devid)
Specifies the device number of any simplex disk volume that is attached to the primary storage controller without
directing any operation to the volume.
The devid is the four-digit hexadecimal address of any disk volume behind the primary site storage control.

PWNN(wwnn)
Specifies the World Wide Node Name of the primary storage controller and it is exactly 16-digit hexadecimal
number.

PSSID(ssid)
Specifies the primary site storage subsystem ID and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.

PLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the primary site logical subsystem number and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SWNN(wwnn)
Specifies the World Wide Node Name of the secondary storage controller and it is exactly 16-digit hexadecimal
number.

SSSID(ssid)
Specifies the secondary site storage subsystem ID and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.
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SLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the secondary site logical subsystem number and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SUBCHSET(0|1)
(Optional) Specifies the subchannel set where the command is issued. The subchannel set where the I/O is
issued is the subchannel set as defined in the Hardware Configuration Dialog (HCD). The values are:
0

(Default) Subchannel set 0.
1

Subchannel set 1.
Created stem variables:

The output stem variable record contains the following delimited fields:

• Return code
• Reason code
• Error message

PPRCCMD SETUP VOLUME -- Setup new PPRC volume pairs

The PPRCCMD SETUP VOLUME command specifies PPRC primary and secondary volumes. In order for this command
to complete successfully, a PPRC link must be active between the primary logical subsystem and the secondary logical
subsystem.

When establishing a pair of devices, the primary and secondary volumes must have the same number of tracks on each
cylinder and the same number of bytes on each track. The secondary device must have the same number or a greater
number of cylinders as compared to the primary device.

This command has the following format:

PPRCCMD SETUP VOLUME DEVNUM(devid) VOLCNT(a number of consecutive volumes to be processed)

  PSERIAL(serial) PCCA(cca) PSSID(ssid) [PLSS(lss)]

  SSERIAL(serial) SCCA(cca) SSSID(ssid) [SLSS(lss)]

  [SUBCHSET(0|1)] [MODE(COPY|NOCOPY|INCRES|RESYNC)] [CRIT(YES|NO)] [ONLINSEC(YES|NO)]

DEVNUM(devid)
Specifies the device number of the primary volume for the volume pair to be established. The device number is
the four-digit hexadecimal address of the device to which the I/O operation is directed.

VOLCNT(number)
Specifies the number of consecutive primary volumes to be paired with the same number of secondary volumes
within one logical subsystem.

PSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the primary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.

PCCA(cca)
Specifies the primary a two-digit channel connection address.

PSSID(ssid)
Specifies the primary site storage subsystem ID and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.

PLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the primary site logical subsystem number and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the secondary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.
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SCCA(cca)
Specifies the secondary a two-digit channel connection address.

SSSID(ssid)
Specifies the secondary site storage subsystem ID and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.

SLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the secondary site logical subsystem number and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SUBCHSET(0|1)
(Optional) Specifies the subchannel set where the command is issued. The subchannel set where the I/O is
issued is the subchannel set as defined in the Hardware Configuration Dialog (HCD). The values are:
0

(Default) Subchannel set 0.
1

Subchannel set 1.
MODE(copy/nocopy/incres/resync)

(Optional) Specifies one of the following PPRC modes:
COPY

Specifies that PPRC copy all tracks on the primary volume to the secondary volume.
NOCOPY

(Default) Specifies only those tracks on the primary volume that are updated after this command is issued
are copied to the secondary volume. Specify this mode only if the volumes are exact copies of each other.
The NOCOPY option assumes that the specified volumes are fully synchronized at the time the copy is
started. Ensure that no I/O operations occur to either volume before starting the copy operation.

WARNING
To protect the data integrity of the two volumes, use this option.

INCRES
Limits the tracks to be copied by doing an incremental resynchronization using the change recording
bitmaps.

RESYNC
Specifies that PPRC reestablish a suspended copy. Use this option only after verifying that either the
primary and secondary volumes are both in a suspended state, or the secondary is in a simplex state
and the primary is suspended. PPRC only copies from the primary volume to the secondary volume the
cylinders that were updated during the period of suspension.

CRIT(YES|NO)
(Optional) Specifies whether PPRC allows subsequent write requests to the primary volume. The values are:
NO

(Default) Specifies if an I/O completion error occurs that PPRC allows subsequent write requests to the
PPRC primary volume. The primary storage control performs change recording.

YES
Specifies if an I/O error occurs that PPRC either allows or does not allow subsequent writes, depending
on how the storage subsystem is configured. The PPRC pair then remains in a suspended state until you
correct the problem.

ONLINSEC(YES|NO)
(Optional) Specifies whether the secondary volume is online to a host system. The values are:
NO

(Default) Specifies if the secondary volume appears to be online to any host system, the SETUP
VOLUME command fails with an error.
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YES
Specifies that the SETUP VOLUME command can be processed even if the secondary volume appears
to be online to a host system.

Created stem variables:
The output stem variable record contains the following delimited fields:

• Return code
• Reason code
• Error message

PPRCCMD DELETE VOLUME -- Delete selected PPRC volume pair

The PPRCCMD DELETE VOLUME command deletes a volume pair.

This command has the following format:

PRCCMD DELETE VOLUME DEVNUM(devid)

  PSERIAL(serial) PCCA(cca) PSSID(ssid) [PLSS(lss)]

  SSERIAL(serial) SCCA(cca) SSSID(ssid) [SLSS(lss)]

  [SUBCHSET(0|1)]

DEVNUM(devid)
Specifies the device number of the primary volume for the volume pair to be deleted. The device number is the
four-digit hexadecimal address of the device to which the I/O operation is directed.

PSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the primary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.

PCCA(cca)
Specifies the primary a two-digit channel connection address.

PSSID(ssid)
Specifies the primary site storage subsystem ID and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.

PLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the primary site logical subsystem number and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the secondary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.

SCCA(cca)
Specifies the secondary a two-digit channel connection address.

SSSID(ssid)
Specifies the secondary site storage subsystem ID and it is a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the secondary site logical subsystem number and it is a four-digit hexadecimal number.

SUBCHSET(0|1)
(Optional) Specifies the subchannel set where the command is issued. The subchannel set where the I/O is
issued is the subchannel set as defined in the Hardware Configuration Dialog (HCD). The values are:
0

(Default) Subchannel set 0.
1

Subchannel set 1.
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Created stem variables:
The output stem variable record contains the following delimited fields:

• Return code
• Reason code
• Error message

PPRCCMD FREEZE -- Stop Updates to the Secondary Subsystem

You can use PPRCCMD FREEZE when your automation application detects a failure while mirroring data from the
primary to the secondary. The FREEEZE command lets you preserve data consistency.

WARNING
You must be intimately familiar with PPRC before coding applications that issue the FREEZE command.

The PPRCCMD FREEZE command stops all updates to secondary subsystems for pairs that have primary and secondary
volumes on the corresponding logical subsystems that this command specified. The system suspends these pairs and
removes all paths between the specified primary and secondary subsystems.

All host application I/O to the primary holds off with a long busy condition for 2 minutes, or until a PPRCCMD RUN
command is issued. To use the FREEZE command, establish the path with CGROUP(YES) as the PPRCCMD SETUP
PATH command specifies.

If you fail to specify CGROUP(YES) in the PPRCCMD SETUP PATH command, the host I/O is not held off with a long
busy condition. To resume operations, you reestablish the paths between the primary and secondary subsystems. Then,
you reestablish the pairs using the MODE(RESYNC) parameter, through the PPRCCMD SETUP VOLUME command.

This command has the following format:

PRCCMD FREEZE DEVNUM(devid)

  PSERIAL(serial) PSSID(ssid) [PLSS(lss)]

  SSERIAL(serial) SSSID(ssid) [SLSS(lss)]

  [SUBCHSET(0|1)]

DEVNUM(devid)
Specifies the device number of any disk volume that is attached to the primary site storage control, without
directing any operation to the volume. The device number is the four-digit hexadecimal address of any disk
volume behind the primary site storage control.

PSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the primary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.

PSSID(ssid)
Specifies the primary site storage subsystem ID as a four-digit hexadecimal number.

PLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the primary site logical subsystem number as a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the secondary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.

SSSID(ssid)
Specifies the secondary site storage subsystem ID as a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the secondary site logical subsystem number as a four-digit hexadecimal number.
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SUBCHSET(0|1)
(Optional) Specifies the subchannel set that issued the command. The subchannel set that issued the I/O is the
subchannel set as defined in the Hardware Configuration Dialog (HCD).
This set has the following values:
0

(Default) Subchannel set to 0.
1

Subchannel set to 1.
Created stem variables:

The output stem variable record contains the following delimited fields:

• Return code
• Reason code
• Error message

PPRCCMD RUN -- Resumes I/O on Primary Volumes

The PPRCCMD RUN command specifies that host application I/O can resume on primary volumes for pairs that have
primary and secondary volumes on the corresponding logical subsystems that this command specified, which have been
suspended due to an earlier PPRCCMD FREEZE command.

This command has the following format:

PRCCMD RUN DEVNUM(devid)

  PSERIAL(serial) PSSID(ssid) [PLSS(lss)]

  SSERIAL(serial) SSSID(ssid) [SLSS(lss)]

  [SUBCHSET(0|1)]

DEVNUM(devid)
Specifies the device number of any disk volume that is attached to the primary site storage control without
directing any operation to the volume. The device number is the four-digit hexadecimal address of any disk
volume behind the primary site storage control.

PSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the primary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.

PSSID(ssid)
Specifies the primary site storage subsystem ID as a four-digit hexadecimal number.

PLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the primary site logical subsystem number as a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SSERIAL(serial)
Specifies the secondary storage control serial number, which can include up to 12 digits, depending on the type of
storage control.

SSSID(ssid)
Specifies the secondary site storage subsystem ID as a two-digit hexadecimal number.

SLSS(lss)
(Optional) Specifies the secondary site logical subsystem number as a four-digit hexadecimal number.

SUBCHSET(0|1)
(Optional) Specifies the subchannel set where the command is issued. The subchannel set where the I/O is
issued is the subchannel set as defined in the Hardware Configuration Dialog (HCD).
This set has the following values:
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0
(Default) Subchannel set to 0.

1
Subchannel set to 1.

Created stem variables:
The output stem variable record contains the following delimited fields:

• Return code
• Reason code
• Error message.

ADDRESS SOF Examples

The examples presented here demonstrate various uses of the ADDRESS SOF command. Actual commands will start
with “ADDRESS SOF”. To simplify the appearance in these examples, “ADDRESS SOF” is omitted.

 Example 1: Find the Servers 

This command finds all SOF servers with the CCI application name starting with 'ABCDE'.

"FIND SOF SERVER(*,ABCDE*)"

NOTE
 This is a command to the CCI API, and you can use wildcards to specify the SERVER.

 Example 2: Obtain List of Managed Systems 

This command obtains a list of all SOF managed systems that are connected to the specified SOF server and have the
same CCI application name.

"QUERY SYSTEMS SYSNAME(*) SERVER(A11SENF,OPSofServer)"

 Example 3: Send an Operator Command to the SOF Server 

This command sends an operator command to the SOF server specified by the SERVER keyword.

"COMMAND 'Display Defaults' SERVER(A31SENF,OPSofServer)"

 Example 4: Obtain Port Information 

This command obtains port information on switch ports 0-F, associated with the switch identified by the SWITCH keyword.

"QUERY PORTS PORTADDR(0,f)", "SWITCH(006064001MCD010000831206250006)",

"SERVER(A11SENF,OPSofServer)'"

Example 5: Obtain Configuration Information

This command obtains configuration file information for the file associated with the switch identified by the SWITCH
keyword.

"QUERY FILES SERVER(A11SENF,OPSofServer)",

"SWITCH(009032005IBM020000000412030000)"

 Example 6: Use of the FILTERBY Keyword 

This example issues the FILTERBY keyword on the QUERY command against a control unit. It will retrieve information
only for attached devices made by manufacturer XYZ with tags starting with 4A.

ADDRESS SOF 'QUERY DEVICES',

'CONTROLUNIT(002105302MFG060000000806960326)',

'FILTERBY(*,*,XYZ,*,*,4A**)'
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Both the control unit and every attached device have a unique device ID (DevID) consisting of the following components:

• Type - 6 characters
• Model - 3 characters
• Manufacturer - 3 characters
• Plant - 2 characters
• Serial # - 12 characters
• Tag - 4 characters

NOTE

 In this example, we entered the entire control unit DevID for proper CU identification, separated the DevID for
device selection into individual components to comply with FILTERBY syntax, specified the full manufacturer 3-
character ID, and partially wildcarded the Tag.

PPRCCMD Request Examples

 Example 1: Display all defined paths 

This command finds all PPRC paths which exist within the current environment.

"PPRCCMD DISPLAY PATH SERVER(A11SENF,OPSofServer)"

 Example 2: Create new path between primary and secondary LSSes 

This command establishes new PPRC path which consists of two fibre channel links.

"PPRCCMD SETUP PATH DEVNUM(8401) PWWNN(5005076308FFC641) PSSID(8400) PLSS(02)",

"SWWNN(5005076303FFC38B) SSSID(8500) SLSS(03)",

"CGROUP(NO) SUBCHSET(0)",

"LINK(X'00330233' X'01030303')",

"SERVER(A11SENF,OPSofServer)"

 Example 3: Create new volume pairs 

This command creates ten consecutive volume pairs starting with 8410-8510 pair.

"PPRCCMD SETUP VOLUME DEVNUM(8410) VOLCNT(10)",

"PSERIAL(0000000MC711) PCCA(10) PSSID(8400) PLSS(02)",

"SSERIAL(000000062241) SCCA(10) SSSID(8500) SLSS(03)",

"SERVER(A11SENF,OPSofServer)"

ADDRESS SQL Commands
For complete information about ADDRESS SQL instructions, including syntax diagrams, see Relational Data Framework
Reference.

For complete RDF usage, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE -- Interface to SYSVIEW
The ADDRESS SYSVIEWE host environment provides a direct interface to the SYSVIEW product without requiring the
use of GSS. The ADDRESS SYSVIEWE host environment sends commands directly to SYSVIEW and returns output
from those commands directly to the OPS/REXX external data queue.

NOTE

For an example of how to use ADDRESS SYSVIEW, see member SYSVIEWE of the hlq.CCLXSAMP data set.
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For example, the following code:

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

"COMMAND(LINKLIST)"

"COMMAND(END)"

do while QUEUED() > 0

  pull line

  say line

end

Produces output similar to the following:

MGSVX900I CA SYSVIEW 12.5 COPYRIGHT 2009 CA. INC.

T|SYSVIEW|12.5|LA88|LINKLIST|10/09/09|14:50:31|

I JOBNAME USER104   ASID 012C  JOBID TSU03947

I SETNAME LNKLST00            STATUS CURRENT IPL CHK   ALLOCATIONS ACTIVE

I LLA SEARCH AVAILABLE    EXTENTS 109

I LIBRARIES  89  ALLOC   0  OPEN   0

H|CMD|DATASET-NAME                                |XTN|VOLSER|APF|MESSAGE

D|   |SYS1.LINKLIB                                |  2|MVRB14|APF|

D|   |SYS1.MIGLIB                                 |  1|MVRB14|APF|

D|   |SYS1.CMDLIB                                 |  1|MVRB14|APF|

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE Return Codes

The ADDRESS SYSVIEWE host environment produces these return codes:

100
ADDRESS SYSVIEWE cannot be used in a rule.

103
LOAD failed for the SYSVIEWE API module.

All of the return codes below 100 are documented in the SYSVIEW guides. For more information about these return codes
and other aspects of the SYSVIEW API, see the SYSVIEW guides.

NOTE

Return code 36 indicates a problem with the REXX external data queue. In most cases this means that the
external data queue overflowed.

Usage Notes for ADDRESS SYSVIEWE

Keep these points in mind when using the ADDRESS SYSVIEWE host environment:

• The SYSVIEW load library must be accessible to the task executing the executing the command, by means of either
STEPLIB or LNKLST.

• The ADDRESS SYSVIEWE host environment is not available in AOF rules.
• The END command must be the last command you send to the API. As a result of the END command, the RC variable

is set to 20 to indicate that the API has terminated.
• The first character in each returned line indicates the type of data being returned.

ADDRESS TSO -- Route Commands to TSO
Contents
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The ADDRESS TSO instruction routes commands to TSO. OPS/REXX captures output from TSO commands using the
standard TSO/E mechanism for trapping messages issued with the PUTLINE service routine. Nevertheless, OPS/REXX
captures neither messages issued by TSO using TPUT nor full-screen output, however requested. Host commands sent
to a server through ADDRESS TSO can contain no more than 256 bytes. When invoked from rules (with the exception of
REQ rules), host commands are always sent to a server for execution.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TSO "TSO command"

ADDRESS TSO Return Codes

The meaning of the ADDRESS TSO return code value varies depending on the command issued.

ADDRESS USS Commands

ADDRESS USS is an OPS/REXX Host Command environment that allows you to issue UNIX System Services
commands and, optionally, retrieve command responses. The commands are sent to the USS class of OSF servers for
execution in a UNIX System Services environment, and the responses are returned to the issuing OPS/REXX program in
the form of REXX stem variables.

NOTE

Limit: The maximum length of the complete ADDRESS USS command including keywords and operands is
2048 bytes.

ADDRESS USS NCREQ – NetCool Request

ADDRESS USS NCREQ is an OPS/REXX Host Command that allows you to send alerts to the IBM NetCool product. 

NCREQ Syntax

The NCREQ command has the following format:

ADDRESS USS NCREQ

     schemaName1(value1)

     …

     schemaNamen(valuen)

     [HOST(hostname)]

     [PASSWORD(pasword)]

     [PORT(port)]

     [PROXYHOST(proxyhost)

     [PROXYPORT[proxyport]

     [TIMEOUT(seconds)]

     [URI(uri)]

     [USERID(userid)]

     [DEBUG(debugopts)]

     /* Optional USS Keywords     */

     [DELAY[seconds)]

     [LOG(YES|NO)]

     [STEM(stemname)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]
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NCREQ Keywords

The following keywords supply information to be included in the alert sent to the IBM NetCool product. These keywords
match the name of a field/column in the NetCool Alert status table. The standard NetCool Alert Status Schema is
documented at IBM Knowledge Center. During initialization, the OPS/MVS USS server reads a local configuration file,
which is identified by DD name OPNCSCHM, to obtain the names and basic type information of the fields in the schema.
This file may be customized to account for fields which are added by the site.

Keyword Explanation/Values

schemaNamex schemaNamex should be the name of a field/column in the NetCool Alert status table. The standard
NetCool Alert Status Schema is documented at IBM Knowledge Center. During initialization, the
OPS/MVS USS server reads a local configuration file, which is identified by DDNAME OPNCSCHM,
to obtain the names and basic type information of the fields in the schema. This file may be
customized to account for fields which are added by the site. The type and maximum length of the
value is determined by the schema configuration file.

The following keywords provide information that is required to establish a connection with NETCOOL. Default values for
most of these keywords may be specified as USS environmental variables coded in the ENVFILE file of your OPS/MVS
USS Server STC PROC. Members OPSUSS and USSENV00 in installed library hlq.CCLXCNTL contain a sample USS
Server STC PROC and ENVFILE file, respectively.

Keyword Explanation/Values USS Environment Variable
Containing Default Value

HOST Name of the host system for NETCOOL. When keyword HOST
is specified, the command is directed only to that specified host
system. When the CA_OPS_NETCOOL_HOST environment
variable is used, the command is directed to each host system
named on the variable until successful or the list is exhausted.

CA_OPS_NETCOOL_HOST

PASSWORD The password for the specified userid that is used to connect to
NETCOOL.

CA_OPS_NETCOOL_PASSWORD

PORT Numeric port number for NETCOOL. CA_OPS_NETCOOL_PORT
PROXYHOST Name of the proxy host to be used. CA_OPS_NETCOOL_PROXYHOST

Default: None. If the variable is not defined,
no proxy will be used.

PROXYPORT Numeric port number to be used for connecting to the proxy host. CA_OPS_NETCOOL_PROXYPORT
Default: None. If the variable is not defined,
no proxy will be used.

URI Name of the ‘create alert’ endpoint for NETCOOL. CA_OPS_NETCOOL_URI
Default: xxxxxx

USERID The user ID used to connect to NETCOOL. CA_OPS_NETCOOL_USER
TIMEOUT Timeout limit, in seconds, for connection attempts. CA_OPS_NETCOOL_TIMEOUT

Default: 30
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The following optional keyword controls command execution and output:

Keyword Explanation/Values

DEBUG Used to control debugging messages that are written to the external data queue. You may specify one or more of the
following values:

Value Debugging messages issued

ALL All debugging messages
HTTP Details of HTTP activity
JSON Results of JSON parser activity
OPTIONS Results of calls to the HWTHSET service
REQUESTBODY Body of the HTTP GET request
RESPONSEBODY Body of the HTTP response

NCREQ Example

The following example Rexx program can be found in member OPNCREQ in the hlq.CCLXSAMP data set.

/* OPNCREQ - sample rexx program to create NetCool alert */

     CEC       = WORD(OPSIPL(LOAD,HWNAME),2)

     LPAR     = WORD(OPSIPL(LOAD,LPARNAME),2)

     NODE    = CEC || '.' || LPAR

     ADDRESS USS "NCREQ" ,

     "Identifier(NCREQ Sample Alert)",

     "Summary(Sample alert from OPSREXX)",

     "Type(1)",

     "First(*) Last(*),",

     "Agent(OPS/MVS)",

     "Expire(120)",

     "EventID('NCREQ Sample')",

     "Manager('OPS/MVS testing')",

     "AlertGroup(z/OS Systems)",

     "Node(" || NODE || ")",

     "STEM(OUT.)"

     /* Display the output */

     SAY "Ouput from NCREQ command:"

     DO I = 1 to OUT.0

     SAY out.i

     END

NCREQ Example Output
NCREQ.RESPONSE.HTTPCODE='HTTP/1.1 201 Created'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.URI='http://OpsNetCool1.mydomain.com:8080/objectserver/restapi/alerts/status/

kf/8626%3ANCOMS'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Identifier='NCREQ Sample Alert'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Serial='8626'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Node='CEC1.LPAR1'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Manager='OPS/MVS testing'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Agent='OPS/MVS'
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     NCREQ.RESPONSE.AlertGroup='z/OS Systems'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Severity='1'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Summary='Sample alert from OPSREXX'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.StateChange='1556708884'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.FirstOccurrence='1556708883'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.LastOccurrence='1556708883'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.InternalLast='1556708884'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Type='1'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.Tally='1'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.EventId='NCREQ Sample'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.ExpireTime='120'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.ServerName='NCOMS'

     NCREQ.RESPONSE.ServerSerial='8626'

WARNING

Migration Issues: A DD statement (OPNCSCHM), which specifies the configuration file for the NetCool Alert
Status table, must be added to the PROC for the OPS USS server.

ADDRESS USS SMREQ – Service Management Request

Use the SMREQ command to create/open incidents in external Service Management products.

SMREQ Syntax

The SMREQ command has the following format:

ADDRESS USS SMREQ

     [AFFECTEDCIID(affectedciid)]

     [AFFECTEDENDUSERID(affecteduserid)]

     [AFFECTEDSERVICECIID(affectedserviceCIID)]

     [AFFECTEDSERVICENAME(affectedservicename)]

     [ASSIGNEECOMPANY(assigneecompany)]

     [ASSIGNEEGROUP(assigneegroup)]

     [ASSIGNEEGROUPID(assigneegroupid)]

     [ASSIGNEEUSERID(assigneeuserid)]

     [CALLBACKTIMESTAMP(timestamp)]

     [CATEGORY(category)]

     [COMMENT(comment)]

     [DESCRIPTION(description)]

     [IMPACT(impact)]

     [IMPACTEDUSERCONTACTPHONE(impacteduserphone)]

     [IMPACTEDUSERFIRSTNAME(impactedfirstname)]

     [IMPACTEDUSERLASTNAME(impactedlastname)]

     [IMPACTEDUSERLOCATION(impacteduserlocation)]

     [IMPACTEDUSERORGANIZATION(impacteduserorganization)]

     [INCIDENTTYPE(incidenttype)]

     [NAME(name)]

     [ORIGINATINGID(originatingid)]

     [PRIORITY(priority)]

     [REPORTEDBYUSERID(reportedbyuserid)]

     [SEVERITY(severity)]

     [SUBCATEGORY(subcategory)]

     [TEMPLATEID(templateid)]

     [TENANTID(tenantid)]
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     [TICKETTYPE(tickettype)]

     [URGENCY(urgency)]

     [KEYWORDS(keywords)]

     [VALUES(values)]

     [HOSTNAME(hostname)]

     [PASSWORD(pasword)]

     [PORT(port)]

     [SERVICENAME(servicename)]

     [URI(uri)]

     [USERID(userid)]

     [DEBUG(debugopts)]

     /* Optional USS Keywords     */

     [DELAY[seconds)]

     [LOG(Y|N)]

     [STEM(stemname)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]

NOTE

Except where otherwise noted, all values that are specified on keywords are character strings. Character strings
must be enclosed in quotes if any blanks or special characters are included.

SMREQ Keywords

The following keywords supply information to be included in the new ticket/incident created in the target Service
Management product. These keywords match the names in the NIM SM Incident Schema. SMREQ keyword names and
their values are mapped by NIM SM into the corresponding schema items for the target Service Management product.
See the SERVICENAME keyword for a list of keywords (if any) required by each target Service Management product; all
other keywords are optional.

Keyword Explanation/Values

AFFECTEDCIID This keyword may be abbreviated as ACIID. Maximum length is
31 bytes.

AFFECTEDENDUSERID Name of the user who is impacted by the incident. Maximum
length is 31 bytes.

AFFECTEDSERVICECIID Maximum length is 31 bytes.
AFFECTEDSERVICENAME Maximum length is 31 bytes.
ASSIGNEECOMPANY Company of the assignee that is associated to the incident. This

keyword can be abbreviated as ACOMPANY.  Maximum length is
31 bytes.

ASSIGNEEGROUP User group of the assignee that is associated to the incident. This
keyword can be abbreviated as AGROUP.  Maximum length is 31
bytes.

ASSIGNEEGROUPID Group ID of the assignee that is associated to the incident. This
keyword can be abbreviated as AGID. Maximum length is 31
bytes.

ASSIGNEEUSERID USERID of the user to whom the incident is assigned. This
keyword can be abbreviated as AUSERID. Maximum length is 31
bytes.

CALLBACKTIMESTAMP Time at which the incident must be followed up. Specify in SQL
DateTime format: yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ssZ

CATEGORY Incident category. Maximum length is 31 bytes.
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Keyword Explanation/Values

COMMENT Supplementary comment text. Maximum length is 127 bytes.
DESCRIPTION Description of the incident. Maximum length is 127 bytes.
IMPACT Impact of the incident. Acceptable values: HIGH, LOW, MEDIUM
IMPACTEDUSERCONTACTPHONE Phone number of the impacted user. This keyword can be

abbreviated as IUPHONE.  Maximum length is 31 bytes.
IMPACTEDUSERFIRSTTNAME First name of impacted user. This keyword can be abbreviated as

IUFN. Maximum length is 31 bytes.
IMPACTEDUSERLASTNAME Last name of impacted user. This keyword can be abbreviated as

IULN. Maximum length is 31 bytes.
IMPACTEDUSERLOCATION Location of impacted user. This keyword can be abbreviated as

IULOC. Maximum length is 31 bytes.
IMPACTEDUSERORGANIZATION Organization of impacted user. This keyword can be abbreviated

as IUORG. Maximum length is 31 bytes.
INCIDENTTYPE Maximum length is 31 bytes.
NAME Incident name or short description. Maximum length is 63 bytes.
ORIGINATINGID Maximum length is 31 bytes.
PRIORITY Priority of the incident. Acceptable values:  HIGH, LOW,

MODERATE, PLANNING.
REPORTEDBYUSERID Maximum length is 31 bytes.
SEVERITY Severity of the incident. Acceptable values: HIGH, LOW, MEDIUM
SUBCATEGORY Incident subcategory. Maximum length is 31 bytes.
TEMPLATEID Maximum length is 31 bytes.
TENANTID Maximum length is 31 bytes.
TICKETTYPE Maximum length is 31 bytes.
URGENCY Urgency of the incident. Acceptable values: HIGH, LOW, MEDIUM

The optional keywords KEYWORDS and VALUES can be used to add custom keyword values to the request. For each
keyword name listed on keyword KEYWORDS, there must be a corresponding keyword value listed in the same position
on keyword VALUE:

Keyword Explanation/Values

KEYWORDS List of keyword names to be added to the request. A maximum of 10 names can be specified, each
with a maximum length of 31 bytes.

VALUES List of keyword values for the corresponding keyword names that are specified on keyword
KEYWORDS. Each value has a maximum length of 127 bytes.

The following keywords provide information that is required to establish a connection with NIM SM. Default values for
most of these keywords may be specified as USS environmental variables coded in the ENVFILE file of your OPS/MVS
USS Server STC PROC. Members OPSUSS and USSENV00 in installed library hlq.CCLXCNTL contain a sample USS
Server STC PROC and ENVFILE file, respectively.
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NOTE

There is no equivalent keyword to override the value of the USS environmental variable
CA_OPS_CANIMSM_TIMEOUT.

Keyword Explanation/Values USS Environment Variable
Containing Default Value

HOSTNAME Name of the host system for NIM SM. When keyword
HOSTNAME is specified, the command is directed only to that
specified host system. When the CA_OPS_CANIMSM_HOST
environment variable is used, the command is directed to each
host system named on the variable until successful or the list is
exhausted.

CA_OPS_CANIMSM_HOST

PASSWORD The password for the specified userid that is used to connect to
NIM SM.

CA_OPS_CANIMSM_PASSWORD

PORT Numeric port number for NIM SM. CA_OPS_CANIMSM_PORT
SERVICENAME Name/MDRID of the target Service Management product. If

not specified, the operation is performed on the default Service
Management product that is configured in NIM SM. Currently,
NIM SM supports the Mixed Case values that are listed in the
following table. The last column in the table lists the keywords (if
any) required by each product.

Value
Service

Management
Product

Required
Keywords

ServiceNow ServiceNow NAME or
DESCRIPTION

CASDM Service Desk
Manager

NAME or
DESCRIPTION

ServiceAide ServiceAide NAME
BMCRemedy BMC Remedy NAME
HPServiceManager HP Service Manager NAME and

DESCRIPTION
SapSolManagerITSMSAP Solution

Manager ITSM
NAME,
REPORTEDBYUSERID,
and PRIORITY

SFDCServiceCloud Salesforce Service
Cloud

NAME and
DESCRIPTION

n/a

URI Name of the ‘create incident’ endpoint for NIM SM. CA_OPS_CANIMSM_URI
Default: /ca-nim-sm/api/v2/Incident

USERID The user ID used to connect to NIM SM. CA_OPS_CANIMSM_USER
n/a The number of seconds before timeout of the underlying send and

receive TCP/IP messages between OPS/MVS and NIM SM.
CA_OPS_CANIMSM_TIMEOUT
Default: 30
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The following optional keyword controls command execution and output:

Keyword Explanation/Values

DEBUG Used to control debugging messages that are written to the external data queue. You may specify one or more of the
following values:

Value Debugging messages issued

ALL All debugging messages
HTTP Details of HTTP activity
JSON Results of JSON parser activity
OPTIONS Results of calls to the HWTHSET service
REQUESTBODY Body of the HTTP GET request
RESPONSEBODY Body of the HTTP response

SMREQ Example

In addition to the following example, see the sample OPS/REXX program in member OPSMREQ in the hlq.CCLXSAMP
data set.

Example 1: Open an incident with ServiceNow.

This command opens an incident with third-party service management product ServiceNow. SMREQ waits for a maximum
of 90 seconds to receive a response, and stores the response in the REXX stem variable named OUT.

ADDRESS USS SMREQ name(SMREQ sample) description(ServiceNow) Service(ServiceNow) stem(out.) wait(90)

ADDRESS USS UIMEVENT – DX Unified Infrastructure Management Event

Use the UIMEVENT command to route WTO, WTOR, REPLY, and DOM events to the DX Unified Infrastructure
Management.

UIMEVENT Syntax

The UIMEVENT command has the following format:

ADDRESS USS UIMEVENT

     [ACTION(action)]

     [TEXT(text)]

     [COLOR(color|)]

     [REPLYID(replynum)]

     [MSGNUM(msgnum)]

     [TOKEN(msgtoken)]

     [SEVERITY(severity)]

     [USERID(userid)]

     /* Optional USS Keywords     */

     [DELAY(seconds)]

     [LOG(Y|N)]

     [STEM(stem)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]
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UIMEVENT Keywords

The following table lists and describes the UIMEVENT keywords:

Keyword Explanation/Values

ACTION One of the following values:
MESSAGE - Event is a new message (WTO or WTOR). This is the default.
REPLY       - Reply to a previously issued WTOR.
DELETE    - Delete a previously issued message.

TEXT Description or other text to be included in the event, which is enclosed in single or double quotes.
COLOR Message color: RED, GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE, BLUE, PINK, PURPLE, NONE.
REPLYNUM Numeric reply number for a WTOR.
MSGNUM Numeric message number, usually the value of MSG.WTOID in a )MSG rule.
MSGTOKEN Numeric token, usually the value of MSG.TOKEN in a )MSG rule, or DOM.TOKEN in a )DOM rule.
SEVERITY Severity code, one of the following codes:

I           - Informational
W        - Warning
E          - Error
S          - Severe error
F          - Fatal error

USERID User ID that is associated with the event

ADDRESS USS USSCMD – Issue UNIX Commands

Use the USSCMD command to issue any UNIX command that can be executed from a shell environment. This includes
the CAWTOR, CAWTO, OPRCMD, CAREPLY, and OPRPING commands that are provided with CCS NSM EM.

USSCMD Syntax

The USSCMD command has the following format:

ADDRESS USS USSCMD {COMMAND(cmd text)}

     /* Optional USS Keywords     */

     [LOG(Y|N)]

     [STEM(stem)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]

     [DELAY(seconds)]

USSCMD Keywords

The following table lists and describes the required USSCMD keywords:

Keyword Explanation/Values

COMMAND This required keyword defines the text of the USS command. The keyword can be up to 2048
characters in mixed case. Proper care must be given for text that contains any metacharacters,
or characters with special meaning to the UNIX System Services (USS) shell. Some common
metacharacters are ^ $ . * + ? [ ] | ( ) \. To use one of these characters literally (without its special
meaning), enter a backslash in front of the character. For example, to use the $ character without
its special meaning, specify \$ in the text. For a complete list of metacharacters, see the IBM
documentation on the USS shell.
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Calls to the CCS NSM Event Management (EM) API

A subset of ADDRESS USS commands results in calls to the CCS NSM EM Application Programming Interface (API)
from the USS server. API calls like these augment the standard UNIX commands that are provided with CCS NSM EM
that are executable using the USSCMD command: CAWTOR, CAWTO, OPRCMD, CAREPLY, and OPRPING.

The API commands bring more functionality to the standard CCS for z/OS commands because they let you specify values
for the optional fields of the message records (for example, message severity that can be used by Event Manger, or OPS/
MVS rules for automation applications). Some API functions, such as DOM, have no equivalent UNIX command in CCS
for z/OS.

For example, when executed as a USSCMD, the CAWTOR waits indefinitely for a response. The WTOR API call honors
the wait time that is specified by the caller and removes the WTOR if no response is provided in the waiting period.
Honoring the wait time prevents USS server cancellation if the transaction elapsed time limit for the server is exceeded.

These ADDRESS USS commands are used to call the CCS NSM EM API:

ADDRESS USS CMD -- Issue USS Commands

Use the CMD command to issue a USS command or any internal command that is executed by the Event Management
component of CCS for z/OS. The response is displayed on the Event Manager console. No response lines are returned.

The CMD command has the following syntax:

ADDRESS USS CMD keywords
[COMMAND(cmd text)] /* Optional EM API Keywords     [CATEGORY(categoryname)]   
[SOURCE(source name)]    [COLOR(red|green|yellow|orange|blue|pink|purple)]   
[ATTRIBUTE(BLINK|REVERSE)]    [USERID(user id)]    [USERDATA(user data)]    [PROCESS(process
data)]    [WORKSTATION(workstation name)]    [TAG (platform)]    [DEVICE(device name)]   
[NODE(nodename)]
/* Optional USS Keywords     */
[LOG(Y|N)]
[STEM(stem)]
[WAIT(seconds)]
[DELAY(seconds)]

The following table lists and describes the required CMD keywords:

Keyword Value/Explanation
COMMAND Specifies a 1-character to 255-character string of command text

for the Event Manager in mixed case.

ADDRESS USS DOM -- Remove Message from Console Display

Use the DOM command to remove a message from the held message area of the Event Manager console display. The
ADDRESS DOM function is the equivalent of the Acknowledge Message function that is performed manually at the Event
Manager console or by the DELKEEP command on the Windows version of NSM.

The DOM command has the following syntax:

ADDRESS USS "DOM keywords"

     /* Optional EM API Keywords    */

     [TEXT('match text')]

     [REPLYID(reply number)]

     [MSGNUM(message number)]

     /* Optional USS Keywords    */

     [LOG(Y|N)]
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     [STEM(stem)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]

     [DELAY(seconds)]

ADDRESS USS PING -- Ping Event Manager

Use the PING command to test whether Event Manager is active and reachable on a specified node name.

NOTE
The USSCODE variable indicates whether the PING was successful.

The PING command has the following syntax:

ADDRESS USS "PING keywords"

     /* Optional EM API Keywords    */

     [NODE(nodename)]

     [LITE]

     /* Optional USS Keywords    8?

     [LOG(Y|N)]

     [STEM(stem)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]

     [DELAY(seconds)]

ADDRESS USS REPLY -- Reply to WTOR

Use the REPLY command to reply to an outstanding WTOR in the Event Management component of CCS for z/OS.

The REPLY command has the following syntax:

ADDRESS USS  "REPLY keywords"

     /* Optional EM API Keywords    */

     [TEXT('reply text')]

     [REPLYID(reply number)]

     [NODE(nodename)]

     /* Optional USS Keywords    */

     [LOG(Y|N)]

     [STEM(stem)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]

     [DELAY(seconds)]

NOTE

Due to the asynchronous nature of the REPLY command, the specified REPLYID is not validated before the
return of the underlying Event Manager command to the ADDRESS USS environment. Therefore, an invalid
REPLYID is not reported through the returned RC value. If the REPLY ID is invalid, then the following USS
message is generated on the system where the REPLY command was targeted to run.

%CAOP_E_501 Replyid not found.

If it was a z/OS system, then it is available to AOF USS rules and OPSLOG. You can write an AOF USS rule on
the example message using CAOP_E_501 as the message ID.

ADDRESS USS WTO -- Send Message to Event Manager

Use the WTO command to issue a message to the Event Management component of CCS for z/OS. The example that is
provided is the API version of the CAWTO command.

The WTO command has the following syntax:
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ADDRESS USS "WTO keywords"

     /* Optional EM API Keywords    */

     [TEXT('message text')]

     [NODE(nodename)]

     [MSGNUM(message number)]

     [CATEGORY('category name')]

     [SOURCE('source name')]

     [SEVERITY(I|W|E|S|F)]

     [COLOR(red|green|yellow|orange|blue|pink|purple)]

     [ATTRIBUTE(BLINK|REVERSE)]

     [KEEP]

     [HILITE]

     [INVISIBLE]

     [LOGONLY]

     [USERID('user id')]

     [USERDATA('user data')]

     [PROCESS('process data')]

     [WORKSTATION('workstation name')]

     [TAG('platform')]

     [DEVICE('device name')]

     /* Optional USS Keywords     /

     [LOG(Y|N)]

     [STEM(stem)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]

     [DELAY(seconds)]

ADDRESS USS WTOR -- Send and Receive Messages

Use the WTOR command to issue a message to, and wait for a reply from, the Event Management component of CCS
for z/OS. If the reply is completed before the wait time expires, the reply text is returned. The CAWTOR USS command
waits until a response is received with no time-out provision. If no response is supplied, the USS server abnormally ends
because the time limit for the transaction was exceeded.

NOTE
5 seconds are added to the value specified for the WAIT keyword to allow for the removal of a WTOR for which
no reply is received.

The WTO command has the following syntax:

ADDRESS USS "WTOR keywords"

     /* Optional EM API Keywords   */

     [TEXT('message text')]

     [ATTRIBUTE(BLINK|REVERSE)]

     [CATEGORY('category name')]

     [COLOR(red|green|yellow|orange|blue|pink|purple)]

     [DEVICE('device name')]

     [HILITE]

     [INVISIBLE]

     [KEEP]

     [LOGONLY]

     [NODE(nodename)]

     [MSGNUM(message number)]

     [PROCESS('process data')]

     [SEVERITY(I|W|E|S|F)]
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     [SOURCE('source name')]

     [TAG('platform')]

     [USERDATA('user data')]

     [USERID('user id')]

     [WORKSTATION('workstation name')]

     [DELAY(seconds)]

     /* Optional USS Keywords     */

     [LOG(Y|N)]

     [STEM(stem)]

     [WAIT(seconds)]

NOTE

The HILITE, INVISIBLE, and KEEP keywords do not affect a command when it is directed to a Event Console
on z/OS, whether it is the local system where the ADDRESS USS WTOR command was issued or a remote
system where the WTOR command was directed through the NODE keyword.

Keywords Common to All NSM EM API Calls

The following keywords are common to all NSM EM API calls:

ATTRIBUTE
Specifies the video attributes of the message in the Event Manager console display.

• BLINK-Causes the message to blink on and off
• REVERSE-Causes the message to appear against a highlighted background

Default: None
CATEGORY

Categorizes the message event using a string of 1 to 255 characters.
Default: UNIAPI

COLOR
Specifies the color of the message in the Event Manager console display. Valid values are red, green, yellow,
orange, blue, pink, and purple.

cmd text
Specifies a 1-character to 2048-character UNIX command in mixed case that is valid for a UNIX shell
environment.

command text
Specifies a 1-character to 255-character string of command text for the Event Manager in mixed case.

DEVICE
Specifies a string of 1 to 255 characters that associates an SNMP trap message with a particular device.
Default: None

INVISIBLE
Causes the message not to appear on the Event Manager console display. The message is still retained in the
Event Manager log file.
Default: The message displays

HILITE
Causes the message to be highlighted on the Event Manager console display.
Default: Normal intensity

KEEP
Indicates that the message should be placed in the held message area of the Event Manger console display until
the message is acknowledged.
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Default: The message displays in the normal message area.
LITE

Indicates that PING should only test the connectivity to the target node, without sending a test message to the
Event Manager on the target system.

LOGONLY
Skips the Event Manager action processing for the message. This means that the message cannot be automated
by Event Manager rules; however, it can still be automated by OPS/MVS USS rules.
Default: Event Manager action processing proceeds

match text
Contains the 1-character to 255-character string that is the exact message text of the message that is to be
DOMd when the message number is not supplied. Generic matching of the remainder of the text is implied when
an asterisk * appears as the last character of the match text.

MSGNUM
Assigns an arbitrary positive fullword integer to the message for identification purposes (such as 1302 in the
OPS1302E message). When used with the DOM verb, the number for the message is the Event Manager log
record number, which is acknowledged and removed from the held display area. The log record number can only
be obtained from the detail message display of the Event Manager console.
Default: None

TEXT
Specifies a 1-character to 255-character string of message text in mixed case.

NODE
Specifies a string of 1 to 64 characters that designates the target node for the API function. The TCP/IP host
name of the target system is required for all API functions that are not directed to the local system.
Default: The local node name

TAG
Specifies a string of 1 to 255 characters that records the type of platform that generated the message. When this
operand is omitted, default values are supplied for each platform type that runs Unicenter.
Default:

• OS390 (for CCS for z/OS)
• WNT (for the Windows NT framework)

PROCESS
Specifies a string of 1 to 255 characters that records the USS process ID and program data of the issuer of the
message. The required format is: nnnnn,data
Notes:

• nnnnn is a numeric value (usually the USS process number). If this value is omitted, you must still supply the
comma.

• data is an arbitrary string of characters, such as a program name.

Default: process ID, program name
reply number

Specifies the reply number that appears between the parentheses at the front of a WTOR message event.
For example, the number 12 is required for the REPLY verb to reply to the correct WTOR. When used with the
DOM verb and when the REPLY ID is specified, the reply number is prefixed to the matching message text. This
causes the correct WTOR to be acknowledged and removed from the held display area of the console of Event
Manager. The REPLY ID can be omitted if the matching text already contains the REPLY ID.
Default: None

reply text
Specifies a 1-character to 255-character string that replies to an outstanding Event Manager WTOR.
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SEVERITY
Provides an indicator of the type and severity of the message.
Values are:
I = Informational
E = Error
F = Failure
S = Success
W = Warning
Default: None

SOURCE
Identifies the application that generated the event using a string of 1 to 255 characters.
Default: The OPS/MVS subsystem name (OPSS)

USERDATA
Specifies a string of 1 to 255 characters that may be used as desired. This field may contain more data that
further explains the meaning of the message text.

USERID
Identifies the user who generated the event using a string of 1 to 32 characters. For CCS for z/OS, the USERID is
the security package user ID. For Windows, the USERID is the Domain\User who created the event.
Default: Security package user ID

WORKSTATION
Specifies the name of the workstation using a string of 1 to 255 characters. This field is primarily used by the
Broadcom Workload Management application.
Default: None

Keywords Common to All ADDRESS USS Commands

The following table lists and describes the optional keywords common to all ADDRESS USS commands. ADDRESS USS
Commands Keywords cannot be abbreviated.

Keyword Explanation/Values

DELAY Delays the processing of a command by the time specified. The command is not executed until this
value expires.

LOG When the STEM keyword is not specified (when output is not returned), the LOG keyword controls
whether any output that is produced by the function is sent to the SYSLOG and OPSLOG. LOG(N)
causes the output to be discarded without any logging. LOG(Y) sends the output to SYSLOG and
OPSLOG. LOG(Y) is the default. When the STEM keyword is used, the LOG keyword is ignored and
no logging occurs.

STEM Defines the REXX variable stem that is used to create the variables containing the command output.
STEM.0 indicates the number of output variables created. If this keyword is omitted, ADDRESS USS
defaults to NOOUTPUT.

A REXX variable (not an OPS/REXX GLOBAL variable) must be specified on the STEM keyword. If
an OPS/REXX GLOBAL variable is specified, an error is produced.

• The STEM keyword must be specified when a command is issued and a response is expected.
• When ADDRESS USS is issued from a rule without the STEM keyword, and the request is

successfully queued to the USS server for execution, a return code of 0 is always returned.
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Keyword Explanation/Values

WAIT Specifies a time between 1 second and 604800 seconds to allow ADDRESS USS to wait for
command output to be returned. This keyword is only valid when STEM is specified and output is
expected.

Note: The OSF USS servers are intended to execute relatively short USS commands. While long
WAIT values may be used, we strongly recommend that the WAIT value is not set higher than 600
seconds (10 minutes). Long-running transactions should be run in the background by placing the
ampersand (&) symbol at the end of the USS command. However, doing so results in the command
output not being returned to the OPS/REXX EXEC that issued the command. Using the OSF USS
servers to execute long running transactions may result in other automation that is time-critical not
to execute in a timely fashion, because all of the USS servers may be busy executing long-running
work. Executing long running transactions may also result in the OSF USS execute queue filling up,
which may result in ADDRESS USS failures and failing automation.

WARNING

Command output from any ADDRESS USS command is only returned when the STEM keyword is specified.
The associated WAIT keyword is only necessary when a wait time greater or less than the default OCWAIT
parameter time is required. When Address USS is executed in an AOF rule type that does not permit waiting
for output (all rules types except REQ, and SCR), the STEM, WAIT, and DELAY keywords are ignored and no
output is returned. In this case, an RC=0 simply means that the Address USS command was successfully added
to the USS server command queue.

ADDRESS USS Return Codes

The ADDRESS USS command produces these return codes:

0

The request was completed successfully.

8

A command execution error has occurred.

16

A security failure has occurred.

20

The OPS/MVS subsystem is not active.

24

There has been a STEM name error.

32

There has been a system level error.

36

The USS server was not initialized.

40

The USS server is not available.

44

A command length error has occurred.
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48

A syntax error has occurred.

52

A message queue error has occurred.

56

No output was received.

60

A receive error has been detected.

64

Obtained storage release failed.

68

A timer failure for delay has occurred.

72

A failure has occurred in sending the command to the USS server.

76

The server message queue address was not found.

USSCODE and USSREASON Variables

USSCODE and USSREASON are OPS/REXX variables that are created when a USS command is executed and an
answer is returned. When ADDRESS USS is expected to return output, and a return code of 8 or greater is returned, see
the OPS/REXX variables USSCODE and USSREASON.

Some specific values and meanings of the USSCODE and USSREASON variables are listed here:

USSCODE USSREASON Meaning

0 N/A Request completed successfully
16 101 USS server command/API not found
16 102 USS server command/API not implemented
40 N/A USS server command syntax error
1001 N/A DOM message not found
1001 103 WTOR API timed out while waiting for response
1002 N/A CCS for z/OS inactive
1200 N/A Event Manager not active on node
1202 N/A Requested Event Manager entity not found
1203 N/A Invalid API parameters
1204 N/A Event Manager node unreachable
1205 N/A API function not yet implemented
1299 N/A Other API error
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NOTE

For the ADDRESS USS USSCMD command, a constant of 1000 is added to any non-zero return code from the
command in USSCODE. Reason codes in USSREASON are returned as is. Meanings for USS command return
and reason codes can be found in the IBM documentation.

ADDRESS WTO -- Issue WTO and WTOR Messages
Use the ADDRESS WTO host environment to issue a WTO or WTOR message synchronously from OPS/REXX.

The ADDRESS WTO host environment complements the OPSWTO command processor, giving you more flexibility
in issuing WTO messages. Use the ADDRESS WTO host environment to issue a write-to-operator (WTO) or write-to-
operator-with-reply (WTOR) message synchronously from OPS/REXX. The WTO or WTOR is issued when the ADDRESS
WTO instruction executes, and processing is suspended while waiting for a reply to a WTOR. By contrast, when the
OPSWTO command processor is used in an Automated Operations Facility (AOF) rule, the command is sent to an
Operations Server Facility (OSF) server to be processed asynchronously, which can cause a slight delay before the WTO
or WTOR is issued.

IMPORTANT
For important information about using the DELAY, REPLY and WAIT keywords in AOF rules, see the section
"Using ADDRESS WTO in AOF Rules" below.

ADDRESS WTO Syntax

Use one of the following formats for an ADDRESS WTO command.

To issue a single-line WTO message, use this format of the ADDRESS WTO command:

ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('message text') keywords"

 [AREAID(areaid)]

 [CNNAME(consolenames)]

 [DELAY(delaytime)]

 [DESC(desccode)]

 [HILITE|LOWLITE]

 [MCSFLAGS(flagvalues)]

 [MSGID(messageid)]

 [NOLOG]

 [OPTION(value)]

 [ROUTE(routecode)]

 [SUBSYS(ssid)]

 [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

 [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

 [TOKEN(dom token)]

 [WTOID[(wtoid)]]

To issue a single-line WTOR message, specify the REPLY keyword:

ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('message text') REPLY keywords"

 [AREAID(areaid)]

 [CNNAME(consolenames)]

 [DELAY(delaytime)]

 [DESC(desccode)]

 [HILITE|LOWLITE]

 [MCSFLAGS(flagvalues)]

 [MSGID(messageid)]

 [NOLOG]
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 [OPTION(value)]

 [ROUTE(routecode)]

 [SUBSYS(ssid)]

 [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

 [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

 [TOKEN(dom token)]

 [WAIT(waittime)]

 [WTOID[(wtoid)]]

To issue a multi-line WTO message, use this format of the ADDRESS WTO command:

ADDRESS WTO "TEXTVAR(stem-name) keywords"

 [AREAID(areaid)]

 [CNNAME(consolenames)]

 [DELAY(delaytime)]

 [DESC(desccode)]

 [HILITE|LOWLITE]

 [LINETYPE(linetype)]

 [MCSFLAGS(flagvalues)]

 [MSGID(messageid)]

 [NOLOG]

 [OPTION(value)]

 [ROUTE(routecode)]

 [SUBSYS(ssid)]

 [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

 [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

 [TOKEN(dom token)]

 [WTOID[(wtoid)]]

NOTE
Specifying a wtoid value for the WTOID keyword is optional.

ADDRESS WTO Keywords

Following lists and describes the ADDRESS WTO optional keywords:

AREAID
Defines the console area ID to display the message. You must use this keyword to specify the console to receive
the message. You also must specify the DESC keyword with the values 8 and 9.
You cannot use the AREAID keyword with the REPLY keyword.

CNNAME
Defines the names of the consoles that will receive the WTO or WTOR message. Specify up to 16 alphanumeric
console names containing up to eight characters each.

DELAY
Defines how long processing is suspended before issuing the WTO or WTOR message. You can abbreviate
DELAY as DL. Specify any delay time between 1 and 300 seconds. DELAY has no default value.

IMPORTANT
For important information about using the DELAY keyword in AOF rulea, see Using ADDRESS WTO in
AOF Rules.

DESC
Defines message descriptor codes for the current message. Descriptor codes are numbers between 1 and 16;
codes 1 through 6 and descriptor code 11 are mutually exclusive.
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You can assign codes 7 through 10 in combination with any other code, but each code must be unique. If you
specify more than one code, separate them with commas as shown in the following example:
DESC(1,7)
The following is a list of additional descriptor codes and their corresponding values:
1-SYSFAIL
2-IMEDACTN
3-EVENACTN
4-SYSSTAT
5-IMEDCMD
6-JOBSTAT
7-APPLPRGM
8-OOLMSG
9-OPERREQ
10-DYNSTAT
11-CRITEVET
12-HILITE

NOTE

• If numeric descriptor codes are used, no leading zeros are permitted.
• There is no support for descriptor codes when issuing a WTO with REPLY. Use of the DESC

keyword and the REPLY keyword together results in an error condition and return code 12.

HILITE and LOWLITE
Determines how the WTO or WTOR message displays on the console that receives it. Specify HILITE to send a
high-intensity, non-scrollable WTO or WTOR, or specify LOWLITE to make the message scrollable and displayed
in low intensity.

LINETYPE
Designates control and label lines in the WTO message.
Possible values for this keyword are:

• C-Message line 1 is a control line.
• CL-Message line 1 is a control line and line 2 is a label line.
• CLL-Message line 1 is a control line and lines 2 and 3 are label lines.
• L-Message line 1 is a label line.
• LL-Message lines 1 and 2 are label lines.

MCSFLAGS
Indicates MCS flag values, which are passed to the operating system. Each MCS flag is a unique character string.
Following are sample MCS flags:
MCSFLAGS(BRDCST)

You can specify any of these flag values:

• RESP-The WTO is an immediate command response.
• REPLY-The WTO is a reply to a WTOR.
• BRDCST-Broadcast the message to all active consoles.
• HRDCPY-Queue the message for hard copy only.

For example, the following instruction routes the message to OPSLOG and SYSLOG only. The message does not
appear on any console:
ADDRESS WTO "MSGID(MYID0200) TEXT('Hard copy only message text') MCSFLAGS(HRDCPY)"
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MSGID
Defines the message ID that prefixes the WTO text. If you omit the MSGID keyword, the OPSWTO command
processor uses a default message ID, OPS1371I. Other message IDs can contain up to 10 characters. Message
IDs are not padded with blanks.

NOLOG
Suppresses the generation of message OPS1370H, which documents the origin and parameters of the WTO
message.

OPTION
Performs the same function that the OPTION argument of the OPSSEND() OPS/REXX built-in function does. Its
purpose is to precisely route messages to a specific area in a local or cross-system environment.
If you issue the ADDRESS WTO command from a message rule (for example, to re-route the message), the
route and descriptor codes that are used will be the same as those for the original message that caused the rule
to execute. You can override this by specifying the ROUTE keyword, DESC keyword, or both in the text of the
ADDRESS WTO command.
WTO messages that arrive at a remote copy of OPS/MVS through an MSF link are always logged in OPSLOG;
however, the OPTION keyword permits you to specify additional processing that should occur for those
messages.
Values for OPTION are:

• A -- Specifies that the AOF of the copy of OPS/MVS on the receiving system processes the message. When
the message is received it can cause rules to execute on the receiving system. However, if those rules use the
variable MSG.SYSID to determine the system ID of the system on which the message was originally written to
the operator, the rules will not execute on the receiving system.
If you specify A in any rule other than a REQ or TOD rule, it is converted to W.
You cannot specify OPTION(A) if you have specified a value for either the REPLY (for WTORs) keyword or the
TEXTVAR (for MLWTOs) keyword.

• B -- Specifies that the message goes only to the OPSLOG Browse data area. B is the default for the OPTION
keyword.
You cannot specify OPTION(B) if you have specified a value for either the REPLY (for WTORs) keyword or the
TEXTVAR (for MLWTOs) keyword.

• C -- Specifies that the message is WTOd on the receiving system, but OPS/MVS does not subject it to AOF
processing. The values of the ROUTE, DESC, and CNNAME keywords route the message on the receiving
system when you specify C as the value of OPTION.
You cannot specify OPTION(C) if you have specified a value for either the REPLY (for WTORs) keyword or the
TEXTVAR (for MLWTOs) keyword.

• L -- Specifies that the message is WTOd on the receiving system as a local message, but OPS/MVS does not
subject it to AOF processing. The values of the ROUTE, DESC, and CNNAME keywords route the message
on the receiving system when you specify L as the value of OPTION.
You cannot specify OPTION(L) if you have specified a value for either the REPLY (for WTORs) keyword or the
TEXTVAR (for MLWTOs) keyword.
The SYSNAME column in OPSLOG on the receiving system will indicate the system from which the message
was sent, but the SYSLOG/ OPERLOG will show the message as being locally issued on the receiving
system. This differs from option C which issues the message as a foreign or reissued WTO on the receiving
system.

• W -- Tells OPS/REXX to reissue a WTO for the message on the receiving system, and tells the AOF to process
that message as though the receiving system had generated it. The value of the MSG.SYSID variable for a
rule processing the re-WTOd message is that of the system where the rule is running, because that is where
the WTO is issued.
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NOTE

 Values A, B, C, and L are not valid for multi-line WTOs. If any of these values are specified for the
OPTION keyword in an MLWTO, the OPS1361S message is issued and a return code of 128 is
generated.

REPLY
The message is issued as a WTOR. Processing is suspended while waiting (up to the time specified by the WAIT
keyword) to be posted with a reply. The reply is placed on the external data queue.

IMPORTANT
For important information about using the REPLY keyword in AOF rules, see section "Using ADDRESS
WTO in AOF Rules" below.

NOTE

• The REPLY and TEXTVAR keywords are mutually exclusive.
• There is no support for descriptor codes when issuing a WTO with REPLY. Use of the DESC

keyword and the REPLY keyword together results in an error condition and return code 12.
• The maximum reply length is 119 characters.

ROUTE
Defines route codes for the message. You can specify as many route codes as you need to, separated by
commas.
A route code is any number between 1 and 128 or one of the following character strings:

• MSTRACTN-Equivalent to route code 1
• MSTRINFO-Equivalent to route code 2
• TAPEPOOL-Equivalent to route code 3
• DASDPOOL-Equivalent to route code 4
• TAPELIB-Equivalent to route code 5
• DISKLIB-Equivalent to route code 6
• UR-Equivalent to route code 7
• TP-Equivalent to route code 8
• SECURITY-Equivalent to route code 9
• SYSERR-Equivalent to route code 10
• PROGINFO-Equivalent to route code 11
• EMULATOR-Equivalent to route code 12

WARNING
Routing codes 30-40 may be specified, but they are considered reserved routing codes by IBM and are
ignored.

SUBSYS
Defines the subsystem ID of the system that will receive the WTO message.

SYSTEM
Sends a WTO message to a remote system. Specify one of these values for SYSTEM:

• ALL-All copies of the OPS/MVS product that are defined to the MSF issue the WTO message.
• EXT-All remote copies of OPS/MVS that are defined to the MSF issue the WTO message.
• sysnames-Specify a list of 1 to 8 MSF-defined system names (remote or local). Each of the listed systems

issues the WTO message.

Output is returned only when you specify a single system name as the value of sysnames. Output may be
generated if you specify the WTOID or REPLY keyword.
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For the SYSTEM keyword to work, MSF must connect the copies of OPS/MVS running on the local and remote
systems.

NOTE
Also, see the description of the SYSWAIT keyword.

SYSWAIT
Defines the number of seconds (from 1 to 300) of wait time to accommodate communication delays across
systems. OPS/MVS adds the value of the SYSWAIT keyword to the MSFSYSWAIT value.

NOTE
Also see the description of the SYSTEM keyword.

TEXT
Defines the text of a single-line WTO or WTOR message. The text must be delimited by quotes if it contains
blanks. (To use the delimiting quote character in the text itself, specify a concatenated pair of that delimiting quote
character ("" or '').) Leading and trailing blanks in the text are honored. The text may contain up to 124 characters,
minus the length of the value of the MSGID keyword.
The following examples contain valid message text:
ADDRESS WTO "TEXT(ThisIsATestMessage')"  /* Issues message: ThisIsATestMessage */

ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('This Is A Test Message')"  /* Issues message: This Is A Test Message */

ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('This Is A ''Test'' Message')"  /* Issues this message: This Is A 'Test' Message */

You can insert the contents of a REXX variable into the message text. The following example inserts the contents
of variable FIELDA into the message text:
FIELDA="Test"

ADDRESS WTO "TEXT('This Is A "||FIELDA||" Message')"  /* Issues message: This Is A Test Message */

TEXTVAR
Provides the stem for a set of REXX variables, each variable containing one line of a multi-line WTO message.
You define these variables and assign lines of message text to them in separate statements in the OPS/REXX
program that invokes the ADDRESS WTO environment. You are limited to a maximum of 255 lines of message
text.
For example, if you specify TEXTVAR(LINE_DATA.), the names of the variables storing lines of your WTO will be
LINE_DATA.1, LINE_DATA.2, and so on.
The stem name you specify must meet standard REXX conventions for stem names. If you are not familiar with
these conventions, consult The REXX LANGUAGE: A Practical Approach to Programming by M.F. Cowlishaw.
You can order a copy of the Cowlishaw book from Prentice-Hall.
Instead of a stem, the TEXTVAR keyword can also specify a valid REXX variable name prefix. For example,
if you specify TEXTVAR(PREFIX_DATA), the names of variables storing your WTO are PREFIX_DATA1,
PREFIX_DATA2, and so on.
The number of lines of output produced depends on the number of consecutive variables that meet the criteria.
Thus, in the following example:
LineData.1 = "Line1"
LineData.2 = "Line2"
LineData.4 = "Line4"
A command specifying ADDRESS WTO TEXTVAR(“LineData.”) produces only two lines of data output.

NOTE
The TEXTVAR and REPLY keywords are mutually exclusive.

TOKEN
Defines a one- to four-character name or a one- to four-byte hexadecimal value such as ABCD or X'0A204200'.
The token value can be used in delete-operator-message (DOM) processing to delete all messages that have the
same token value.
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WAIT
Defines how long processing may be suspended after issuing the WTO or WTOR message, presumably waiting
for a reply. If not posted with a reply in the specified amount of time, the WTOR, if any, is deleted and processing
resumes. Specify any wait time from 1 through 3600 seconds; the default is 300 seconds (5 minutes).

IMPORTANT
For important information about using the WAIT keyword in AOF rules, see section"Using ADDRESS
WTO in AOF Rules" below.

WTOID
If you specify the WTOID keyword with no argument, OPS/REXX returns the number for the WTO message into
the OPS/REXX external data queue.
The optional wtoid argument specifies the name of the variable that will store the WTO ID number. The value
returned will be in unprintable binary format.
You can use the REXX C2X function to convert the value to displayable hexadecimal format. For example:
C2X(WTOID_VAR_NAME)

To convert the value to displayable numeric format, use the REXX C2D function. For example:
C2D(WTOID_VAR_NAME)

ADDRESS WTO Return Codes

The ADDRESS WTO host environment produces these return codes. A non-zero return code is accompanied by an OPS/
MVS error message in the external data queue.

0
The WTO/WTOR completed normally.

4
The WTO/WTOR TEXT keyword is missing.

8
The authorization check failed.

12
The DESC keyword cannot be used with the REPLY keyword.

14
The TEXTVAR keyword cannot be used with the REPLY keyword.

16
The HILITE and LOWLITE keywords are mutually exclusive.

18
The subsystem is not active and OPS/MVS is not running.

20
The length of the WTO/WTOR is greater than the allowed maximum.

24
The combination of the specified message text and MSGID exceeded the maximum length allowed.

32
The WTOR timed out. No reply was received.

36
A WAIT was ended by an attention interrupt.

40
You must specify the CNNAME keyword in conjunction with the AREAID keyword.
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44
You cannot use the AREAID keyword with the REPLY keyword.

48
An invalid value was specified for the ROUTE, DESC, or MCSFLAGS keyword.

52
A CLIST variable access error occurred.

56
A word tokenization error occurred.

80
TSO/E is not installed.

84
A command buffer parse error occurred.

88
The command processor is not authorized.

92
The authorization user exit abended.

96
A serious system macro error occurred.

100
A serious product control block error occurred.

108
You specified an invalid value for the CNNAME keyword.

112
The values specified for the CNNAME keyword is in conflict.

116
The MLWTO TEXTVAR variable was not found.

120
The value of the MLWTO TEXTVAR variable is too long.

122
Cross-system WTO request failed, MSF is not active.

123
Cross-system WTO request failed, none of the SYSIDs in the list are active.

124
A cross-system request cannot be completed. Check for error messages in the external data queue related to this
error.

125
The message text for an AP WTO request contains an invalid character.

126
There are too many active remote systems.

127
The output message queue could not be allocated the for a cross-system WTO request due to insufficient virtual
storage.
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128
The OPTION keyword is in error. Either an invalid value was supplied or OPTION A or B was used with the
REPLY or TEXTVAR keyword.

132
The SYSTEM keyword value of ALL is mutually exclusive with EXT.

134
The WTOID keyword is not allowed when specifying multiple consoles.

136
The NOLOG keyword may only be specified in AOF rules.

186
There was an abend %1 in the WTO function routine.

NOTE
Return codes greater than 1000 indicate a problem in the IBM WTO service. Since OPS/MVS adds a value of
1000 to IBM WTO return codes, you must subtract 1000 from the ADDRESS WTO return code and then review
the IBM documentation for its meaning. IBM documentation normally lists the WTO macro return and reason
codes in hexadecimal form.

Usage Notes for ADDRESS WTO

The following sections contain points to consider when using the ADDRESS WTO host environment.

Using ADDRESS WTO in AOF Rules

Keep these points in mind when using the ADDRESS WTO host environment in AOF rules:

• IMPORTANT
For rules of types other than time-of-day (TOD) and request (REQ):
To protect system performance, the AOF will not allow rules to execute code that can potentially put the
executing task in a wait state. Therefore, if a rule contains an ADDRESS WTO instruction with the keywords
DELAY, REPLY or WAIT specified, the AOF converts that instruction at the time of execution into an
OPSWTO command processor that is sent to an OSF server and processed asyncronously.

• IMPORTANT
Using the DELAY, REPLY or WAIT keywords in a TOD rule may delay the execution of other TOD rules.

• When issuing a WTO message from message (MSG) rule, be careful not to introduce a recursion loop by issuing a
WTO that will be processed by the rule itself. In particular, do not use the same message id as the one that is currently
being processed. For example, the following MSG rule is recursive:
)MSG MYID0100

)PROC

ADDRESS WTO "MSGID(MYID0100) TEXT('My recursive message')"

Using ADDRESS WTO to Issue Multi-line WTOs

Keep these points in mind when using the ADDRESS WTO host environment to issue multi-line WTOs:

• Multi-line WTO messages have these length restrictions:

Line Type Maximum Length

Control 34

Data 70
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Line Type Maximum Length

Label 70

• If you do not specify a value for the LINETYPE keyword, all lines are treated as data lines.
• You must take into account the length of the message ID when considering the length of the first data line of a multi-

line WTO. The maximum length of the first data line is 70 characters. This includes the number of characters in the
message ID and a blank separator between the message ID and the message text. For example, if the message
ID is the 8 character string MESSAGID, then the actual text on the first data line of the MLWTO cannot exceed 61
characters (70 minus 9 (the number of characters in MESSAGID (8) plus the blank separator (1)).

ADDRESS WTO and AP

The ADDRESS WTO host environment allows a single-line message to be written to AP from an OPS/REXX program. In
all cases, only character data may be sent between OPS/MVS and AP.

Valid characters include all alphanumeric characters, plus blank.

? < > : ; , ( ) ¬ ~ ` % ! - _ / \ & * $ # @ '''' = ¦ '"' { } .

Both ADDRESS WTO and OPSWTO will accept all the keywords, regardless of their relevancy to AP. AP ignores any
keywords (for example, ROUTE, DESC) that are not applicable to AP processing.

OPS/REXX Built-in Functions
This section contains a description of all OPS/REXX functions that are either not available in standard REXX or work
differently than the standard REXX function.

For information on now to debug problems using OPS/REXX functions, see Function Debugging Guidelines.

DATE Function

Purpose

Use the OPS/REXX DATE function as you would the standard TSO/E REXX DATE function to convert date formats.
However, unlike the standard TSO/E REXX DATE function, the default format of the input date is yyyyddd, where ddd is
the Julian day of the year yyyy. This date format is not supported by the standard TSO/E REXX DATE function.

NOTE

REXX code that uses the DATE function invokes the TSO/E REXX version of the function when running under
TSO/E.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.
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Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = DATE([format_out][,date][,format_in])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  format_out (Optional) A single character that defines
the format of the output date. Possible
values are values which are supported
by the standard TSO/E REXX DATE
function: B, C, D, E, J, M, N, O, S, U, W 
If not specified, the default format
is N: dd mon yyyy, where dd is the day of
the month, mon is the mixed case three-
character abbreviation of the month, and
where yyyy is the year.

 2  date (Optional) The date to be converted.
If not specified, the default is the current
date at execution time.

 3  format_in (Optional) A single character that defines
the format of the input date positional
argument. Unlike the standard TSO/E
REXX DATE function, the only supported
values are: B, S 

If not specified, the default format
is yyyyddd, where ddd is the Julian day of
the year yyyy.

Note: The default format yyyyddd is not
supported by the standard TSO/E REXX
DATE function. This format is useful for
calculating past and future dates. For
example, the date 1 Feb 2009 in standard
TSO/E REXX format N is expressed as
2009032 in this default format that is unique
to OPS/REXX.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPS/REXX DATE function returns the input date positional argument in the format that is specified by the positional
argument format_in.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.
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Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

Study this table of examples to get a better understanding of how DATE works, assuming that the date today is March 21,
2018:

x = DATE() 21 Mar 2018

x = DATE('D') 80

x = DATE('N','2018080') 21 Mar 2018

x = DATE('U','20180321','S') 03/21/18

Example Statement Value
Returned in x

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use the OPS/REXX DATE function:

• The standard TSO/E REXX date format B is the number of whole days since the base date and including the base
date, January 1, 0001. This number excludes the current day, because it is incomplete. For example, the following
code would set var to the date today in format B:
var = DATE('B') + 1

• Conversion to the B date format using the OPS/REXX DATE function decrements the input date, even if the
input date is supplied in B format. For example, the following statement sets var to 731246 when executed as OPS/
REXX, but sets var to 731247 when executed as TSO/E REXX:
var = DATE('B',731247,'B')

• When converting from the B date format to any other format, the standard TSO/E REXX DATE function adds one day
to the resulting date, whereas the OPS/REXX DATE function does not.

FIND Function

Purpose

The OPS/REXX function FIND(string,phrase,start) is equivalent to the standard REXX function
WORDPOS(phrase,string,start). In general, use WORDPOS instead of FIND. For more information about WORDPOS,
see the IBM TSO/E REXX documentation.

The OPS/REXX function FIND(string,phrase) is equivalent to the TSO/E REXX function FIND(string,phrase). The OPS/
REXX function FIND also supports an optional third positional argument start that is not supported by the TSO/E REXX
function FIND.

NOTE

REXX code that uses the FIND function invokes the TSO/E REXX version of the function when running under
TSO/E.
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = FIND(string,phrase[,start])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 string (Required) A blank-delimited string of one
or more words to be searched.

2 phrase (Required) A blank-delimited string of one
or more words for which to search.

3 start (Optional) A non-zero integer that specifies
the word number in string at which to start
the search for phrase. If not specified, the
default is 1.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns the word number in string at which the first word in phrase is found, or else zero.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

Study this table of examples to get a better understanding of how FIND works:

Example Statement Value
Returned in x

x = FIND('now is the time','the') 3

x = FIND('now is the time','The') 0

x = FIND('now is the time','is the') 2

x = FIND('now  is  the  time',' is     the ') 2

x = FIND('now is the time','is The') 0

x = FIND('now is the time','is time') 0

x = FIND('To be or not to be','be') 2

x = FIND('To be or not to be','be',3) 6

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• In general, use the standard REXX function WORDPOS instead of the OPS/REXX function FIND. For more
information about the WORDPOS function, see the IBM TSO/E REXX documentation.

• During the search, multiple blanks between words in either string or phrase are treated as single blanks.

INDEX Function
Contents

The INDEX function returns the position of the first character of string2 in string1. If string1 does not contain string2, OPS/
REXX returns 0. The search for string2 begins at the first character of string1 unless you specify a startingposition for the
search.

NOTE
Use the INDEX function in OPS/REXX or AOF rules. REXX code that uses the INDEX function invokes the TSO/
E REXX version of the function when running under TSO/E.

INDEX has the following format:

var = INDEX(string1,string2[,startingposition])

INDEX(string1,string2)
Performs the same operation as the POS(string2,string1) function of TSO/E. For new code, use POS, not INDEX.
Both functions support an optional startingposition parameter, but the first two arguments are swapped.

OPSAPI Function

Purpose

Use the OPSAPI function in any supported REXX environment to generate an OPS/MVS generic event. The OPSAPI
function internally uses the OPS/MVS Generic Event API to generate the event. The generated generic event can be
processed by Automated Operations Facility (AOF) API rules.
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes No Yes

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSAPI("EVTCODE(code) [EVTTEXT(text)]")

Positional Arguments

This function accepts one positional argument, which is a string of keywords that are described as follows.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts the following keyword arguments which may be specified in any order and must be separated from
each other by blanks:

Keyword Description

 EVTCODE(code) (Required) A ten-character event code that is passed to the AOF
API rule. The code is translated to uppercase.

 EVTTEXT(text) (Optional) Event text that is passed to the AOF API rule.
The text is translated to uppercase, and may contain up to 255
characters.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values indicating the success or failure of the request:

 0 Request successfully processed

 12 Storage failure

 28 Authorization failed

 40 Invalid function arguments

Value Meaning

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

This example creates the OPS/MVS generic event named OPSSTEST:

x = OPSAPI("EVTCODE('OPSSTEST') EVTTEXT('HELLO WORLD!')")

The following is a sample AOF API rule that processes the OPS/MVS generic event named OPSSTEST:

)API OPSSTEST                                

)PROC                                        

SAY 'API.APPLICATION= ' API.APPLICATION      

SAY 'API.ID=' API.ID                         

SAY 'API.TEXT=' API.TEXT                     

SAY 'OPSSTEST API Rule has fired!'

Usage Notes

None

OPSARM Function

Purpose

Use the OPSARM function in an AOF rule to issue requests for z/OS Automatic Restart Management (ARM) services on
behalf of the current address space.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSARM function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The z/OS Automatic Restart Manager (ARM) must be enabled.

Coding Syntax for REGISTER Request

The REGISTER request is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSARM('REGISTER',elemname,[elemtype],[termtype],[timeout],[starttext],[eventexit])
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Positional Arguments for REGISTER Request

The REGISTER request accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  REGISTER  (Required) Request that the current JOB
or STC is placed under ARM control for
automatic restart if the job or task ends
without issuing a DEREGISTER request.
When termtype is CURSYS, request is to
register an abstract ARM element that is
not associated with any particular address
space.

 2  elemname (Required) A 1-character to 16-character
element name that is unique across the
sysplex. Used to identify this particular JOB
or STC uniquely for restart, or an abstract
element.

 3  elemtype (Optional) A 1-character to 8-character
element type to relate the element to a
restart order level in the ARM policy.

 4  termtype (Optional) A value of CURSYS indicates
that the request is to register an abstract
element.
Otherwise, the types of termination for
which a restart of this element is requested.
Valid values are:

Value Type of Termination
 ALLTERM This or other

systems in the
sysplex terminate.
ALLTERM is the
default.

 ELEMTERM Failure of this
element (JOB or
STC) on the local
system.

 SYSTERM The local system
terminates or is
removed from the
sysplex.
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 5  timeout (Optional) The amount of time that ARM
waits for a restarted JOB or STC to
issue a REGISTER request. Not valid
when termtype is CURSYS. Valid values
are:

Value Amount of time
 LONG Six hours.
 NORMAL 5 minutes. The

default.

 6  starttext (Optional) For STC elements, up to 128
characters of mixed case restart command
text if different from original start command
text. Not valid when termtype is CURSYS.

 7  eventexit (Optional) The name of an event exit load
module to be invoked when a restart event
occurs. The load module must be in LPA
or a linklist library. AOF ARM rules, which
run as a system-level event exit, generally
preclude the need to use event exits. Not
valid when termtype is CURSYS.

Coding Syntax for ASSOCIATE Request

The ASSOCIATE request is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSARM('ASSOCIATE',{elemname}[,token])

Positional Arguments for ASSOCIATE Requests

The ASSOCIATE request accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  ASSOCIATE  (Required) The Associate request is
provided for a backup job or task such
as an XRF task to override the automatic
restart of a currently registered element.
The task that initially registered the element
name is restarted after the task that issues
the associate request deregisters itself.

 2  elemname (Conditional) The name of the registered
ARM element to override, unless the
element is abstract.

 3  token (Optional) The ARM token for the abstract
ARM element to override. The token is a
32-character hexadecimal value that is
returned in variable OPSRMTOKEN when
the abstract element was registered.
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Coding Syntax for Other Requests

All other requests are coded using this syntax:

var = OPSARM(operation[,token])

Positional Arguments for Other Requests

All other requests accept these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  operation (Required) The ARM service to be
performed. Possible values are:

Value Description
 WAITPRED Issue this request

during an automatic
restart if this
element depends
on a predecessor
element in the ARM
policy definition. The
job or task waits for
the predecessor
elements to issue
their READY
requests or for the
policy wait time limit
to be exceeded.

 READY Indicates that job
or task is fully
initialized and
ready to process
work. This request
primarily applies
to transaction
processing tasks
such as CICS.

 DEREGISTER Terminates ARM
control of the job or
task. No automatic
restart is performed
once the job or task
deregisters.

 2  token (Optional) The ARM token when the
ARM element is abstract. The token is a
32-character hexadecimal value that is
returned in variable OPSRMTOKEN when
the abstract element was registered.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible decimal codes indicating the success or failure of the request:

 0 Successful call

 4 Successful call with a warning condition

 8 Functional error

 12 Environment error

 16 System error

 28 OPS/MVS subsystem inactive

 40 Syntax error, bad function call

 70 Syntax error, too many arguments

Value Meaning

Returned Variables

This function sets the variable OPSRECD to the decimal reason code associated with the return code.  Some common
reason codes when RC=4:

OPSRECD Meaning

260 Register request for restart with original start text or JCL.

264 Register request for restart with different start text or JCL.

516 WAITPRED request has timed out. Predecessor did not issue
READY within the time limit.

772 READY request is completed, but some predecessor element
has not issued a READY. WAITPRED was not issued when
predecessor elements were defined.

NOTE
See IBM z/OS ICXARM macro for a complete list of return and associated reason codes.

When operation is REGISTER and 0 or 4 is returned (to indicate success), the following variables are created:

Variable Description/Value

 OPSRGTYPE Type of registration. Possible values are:

Value Meaning
 1 Initial REGISTER request

performed.
 2 Restart REGISTER request

performed.
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 OPSRGFLAG A hexadecimal flag byte indicating special restart conditions:

Flag Special restart condition
'80'x ARM restarts are disabled in

this sysplex. Automatic restart
on failure is not performed.

'40'x ASSOCIATE request completed
in previous start. Reissue
ASSOCIATE request.

'20'x READY request completed
in previous start. Element
reached ready state before
failure causing restart.

To test for bit setting 'n0'x in REXX, use
BITAND(OPSRGFLAG,'n0'x)='n0'x.

 OPSRGHOMEID MVS clone ID of original registration.

 OPSRGCURID MVS clone ID of current registration. Compare to home ID to
detect cross-system restart.

 OPSRMTOKEN ARM token. The REGISTER request creates and returns this
32-character hexadecimal value when registering an abstract
element (termtype is 'CURSYS'). Save this value to specify as
the token on subsequent requests for this abstract element. The
contents of the token must not be modified by the application
registering the element.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example uses OPSARM in an AOF message rule to place the batch job that is named PAYROLL1 under ARM control
when no predecessor elements are defined:

)MSG $HASP373

)INIT

armjob ='PAYROLL1'

)PROC

If msg.jobname = armjob Then Do

  arc = Opsarm('REGISTER',armjob,,'ELEMTERM')

  If arc < 8 Then Do

    arc = Opsarm('READY')

    Say armjob "HAS REGISTERED WITH ARM"

  End

  Else

    Say "ARM REGISTRATION OF" armjob "FAILED RC="arc "REASON="opsrecd

End

Return 'NORMAL'

)END

This example uses OPSARM to issue register and ready ARM requests for an abstract element named 'THING':
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arc = opsarm('REGISTER','THING',,'CURSYS')

If arc < 8 Then

  arc = opsarm('READY',opsrmtoken)

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• Use OPSARM in AOF message rules to allow any batch job or started task to request ARM services for itself based on
its own message traffic instead of internally coded calls to the ICXARM macro. The typical sequence of ARM requests
is:
a. Issue a REGISTER request when the batch job or started task starts. You must provide a sysplex-unique element

name to identify this batch job or started task.
b. If the register request returns indication that an ARM restart is being performed, issue a WAITPRED request to

ensure that it restarts properly, in accordance with the ARM policy in the ARM couple data set.
c. Issue a READY request when the job or started task is fully operational.
d. Issue a DEREGISTER request when the job or task terminates as usual and no automatic restart is desired.

WARNING

The message being processed by the AOF message rule must originate from the address space that is the
intended target of the ARM request. Do not use messages that originate from system address spaces such
as *MASTER*, CONSOLE, or JESx to issue ARM requests.

• You can issue requests for abstract ARM elements from any address space. The REGISTER request for an abstract
element is identified by specifying a termtype of CURSYS. Subsequent requests are identified by specifying a token.

• The OPSARM function is usually used with the OPSARMST function.

NOTE

The meaning and use of each type of ARM request that is supported by the IXCARM macro is explained in
further detail in the IBM document z/OS MVS Programming: Sysplex Services Guide (SA23-1400-30).

OPSARMST Function

Purpose

Use the OPSARMST function to obtain z/OS Automatic Restart Manager (ARM) data for a unique ARM element name, a
particular job name, an ARM restart group name, a single system, or a full sysplex. The primary use of this function is to
determine whether a single job or element name is registered with ARM and its current status and attributes. For tasks or
jobs that were registered with ARM (possibly using the OPS/REXX OPSARM function) in one AOF rule, the OPSARMST
function can be used in another subsequent AOF rule to determine whether the element should be deregistered at normal
end-of-job or set to the Ready state by a task-issued message.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script
Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

The z/OS Automatic Restart Manager (ARM) must be enabled.
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Coding Syntax

The OPSARMST function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSARMST(criterion,name,['LOCALONLY'],['DETAILS'],['keywords'])

Positional Arguments

The OPSARMST function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
1 criterion (Required) The criterion used to retrieve

ARM element records from the system. The
possible values are:

Value Retrieves ARM
element record(s)
for:

ALLDATA All ARM elements in
the current sysplex.

ELEMENT One ARM element
with a specific
sysplex-unique
ARM element name.

JOBNAME All ARM elements
with a specific job
name.(More than
one record may
be returned since
job names are not
necessarily unique.)

RESTARTGRP All ARM elements
with a specific ARM
restart group name.

SYSNAME All ARM elements
on a specific z/
OS system in the
current sysplex.

2 name (Conditional) The ARM element name,
job name, restart group name, or system
name value for the associated criterion
value specified. (Wildcard values are not
supported.)
ARM element records are returned for
only those ARM elements whose criterion
matches this name. When criterion is
ALLDATA, this argument should be null.

3 LOCALONLY (Optional) Limits the scope of ARM data
retrieval to the current system only. This
argument should only be specified when
criterion is JOBNAME and RESTARTGRP
selector name arguments.
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4 DETAILS (Optional) Causes the complete set of
output variables to be created for each
selected ARM element record. If omitted,
only global and basic variables are created,
but not detail variables.

5 keywords (Optional) A string containing one or more
supported Keyword Arguments, separated
by blanks.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSARMST function accepts these keyword arguments, separated by blanks and specified as a single string for
positional argument 5, keywords:

Keyword Description
PREFIX(prefix) (Optional) Specifies the prefix to be used for the names of

returned variables that are created by the function. When prefix
ends with a period, it is used "as is" to form a true REXX stem
variable that is easy to Drop. When prefix does not end with a
period, an underscore is appended to then end of prefix to form
multiple REXX stem variables. The default value is ARMST, which
returns variables named ARMST_*.

SUBSYS(ssid) (Optional) Specifies the Subsystem ID (SSID) of the OPS/MVS
Subsystem that is to process the request. The default SSID is
OPSS.

Returned Value

The OPSARMST function returns one of the following values indicating the success or failure of the request:  The IBM
IXCQUERY macro call provides the ARM data for this function.

Value Meaning
-2 An error was encountered executing the function.

When an error is the result of a failure in the IBM IXCQUERY
macro call, a diagnostic message that contains the return and
reason codes from IXCQUERY is also produced.

Note: For more information about the IXCQUERY return and
reason codes, see the IBM documentation.

-1 ARM is not active on the system.
≥0 The count of ARM elements that matched the specified positional

argument criterion and name. One set of Basic and Detailed
element record variables is created for each ARM element.

Returned Variables

The OPSARMST function creates REXX variables that contain ARM element record data for each ARM element that
matches the values specified for positional arguments criterion and name, as well as global sysplex-wide ARM status
data. OPS/MVS invokes the IBM MVS Assembler macro IXCQUERY to obtain the ARM data for this function.
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NOTE

For additional information on the meaning of much of the ARM data returned in these variables, see the IBM
documentation.

The variables created fall into three classes:

• Global ARM status variables
• Basic ARM element record variables
• Detailed ARM element record variables

NOTE
The names of the following variables assume that the default variable name prefix ARMST is being used.

Global ARM Status Variables

The following single set of variables that contains data about the overall state of ARM in the sysplex:

Variable name Contents
ARMST_ARMSTATUS The functional status of ARM regarding its ability to perform

restarts of failed elements. Possible values are: ENABLED or
DISABLED

ARMST_ARMCONNECT The connection status of the ARM couple data set across the
sysplex. Possible values are: WARN (indicating data may not be
current due to one or more system failures) or FULL

ARMST_ARMELEMENTS The current count of element names in use by ARM.
ARMST_MAXELEMENTS The maximum number of element names allowed by the current

ARM policy.

Basic ARM Element Record Variables

For each n number of matching ARM elements found, one set of the following variables whose names end with a number
"n" that contains the most useful (basic) data from an ARM element record:

Variable name Contents
ARMST_ASID.n The address space number in which the element is currently

running or most recently ran in hexadecimal character format
ARMST_CURRSYS.n The current system on which the element is running.
ARMST_ELEMENT.n The 1- to 16-character name of the ARM element selected.
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ARMST_ELEMBIND.n The relationship between the element and the system. Possible
values are:

Value Meaning
CURJOB Applies to standard job and

started task restarts. If the
batch job or started task
represented by the element
fails, it needs to be restarted.

CURSYS Applies to abstract resources.
The application registering with
automatic restart management
needs to be restarted only
when the system fails.

ARMST_ELEMSTATE.n The current ARM state of the element. Possible values are:

Value Meaning
STARTING Registered but not ready.
AVAILABLE Registered and ready.
AVAILABLE-TO Registered and considered

ready due to a wait for ready
timeout.

FAILED Failed and not restarted.
RESTARTING Restarting but not registered.
RECOVERING Restarted and registered but

not ready.
N/A Status not available.

ARMST_INITSYS.n The system on which the element initially registered.
ARMST_JOBTYPE.n The job type of the element. Possible values are:

Value Job type
JOB Batch job
STC Started task

ARMST_JOBNAME.n The name of the job or started task. If the element is in a failed or
restarting state, the value N/A.

ARMST_RMTOKEN.n The Restart Manager Token, the 32-character hexadecimal
number identifying the abstract element.

ARMST_TOTRESTARTS.n The total number of restarts for this element since initial
registration.
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Detailed ARM Element Record Variables

For each n number of matching ARM elements found, one set of the following variables whose names end with a number
"n" that contains the less useful (detailed) remaining data from an ARM element record:

Variable name Contents
ARMST_ASSOCBACKING.n The association to the ARM element named in

ARMST_ASSOCELEMENT.n. Possible values are:

Value Meaning
blank The current element is not

participating in any association.
FOR The current element is the

back-up  for  the associated
element.

BY The current element is being
backed-up  by  the associated
element.

ARMST_ASSOCELEMENT.n The name of the associated element that the current element is
either backed-up  by  or is the back-up  for.  (To determine which
case applies, see ARMST_ASSOCBACKING.n.) Blank if no ARM
associate request has been issued by or for the current element.

ARMST_ASSOCSYSNAME.n The name of the system on which the associated element named
in ARMST_ASSOCELEMENT.n is running.

ARMST_ELEMTYPE.n The element type name assigned at registration. Element type
names determine the restart order that ARM uses for multiple
element restarts. Blank if no type was assigned.

ARMST_EVENTEXIT.n The name of the event exit load module specified on the
registration request of the element. Blank if no event exit was
specified.

ARMST_FREECSA.n The number of kilobytes of CSA that must be available on the
target system for this element to be restarted cross-system.

ARMST_FRESTARTDATE.n The date in YYYYMMDD format of the first restart of this element.
N/A if the element has never been restarted.

ARMST_FRESTARTTIME.n The time in HH:MM:SS format of the first restart of the element. N/
A if the element has never been restarted.

ARMST_INITCLONE.n The clone ID of the system on which the element initially
registered.

ARMST_INTRESTARTS.n The number of times the element has restarted in the restart
interval specified in the current ARM policy.

ARMST_JESGROUP.n The name of the JES XCF group to which the element belongs.
ARMST_LEVEL.n The level number of this element determined by the element type

name from the registration request and the LEVEL parameter in
the current ARM policy. Level number determines the sequence in
which elements are restarted.

ARMST_LRESTARTDATE.n The date in YYYYMMDD format of the most recent restart of this
element. N/A if the element has never been restarted.

ARMST_LRESTARTTIME.n The time in HH:MM:SS format of the most recent restart of this
element. N/A if the element has never been restarted.
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ARMST_MAXRESTARTS.n The maximum number of restart attempts that ARM allows in the
restart interval specified in the current ARM policy. The element is
deregistered if this limit is exceeded.

ARMST_OVERRIDE.n Indicates the existence of command text or override JCL used for
restarts for this element. The actual command text or JCL location
is available at ARM restart time in AOF ARM rules. Possible
values are:

Value Meaning
blank Neither command text nor

override JCL is used to restart
the element.

CMD Command text will be used to
restart the element.

JCL Alternate JCL stream will be
used to restart the element.

ARMST_PACING.n The number of seconds that ARM delays the restart of this
element when multiple elements in the same restart group are
being restarted. This helps reduce system overload when many
elements are being restarted.

ARMST_READYTIMEOUT.n The maximum number of seconds that ARM waits to issue
a Ready request after a restart of this element. If this time is
exceeded, the element is treated as Ready but the element status
in ARMST_ELEMSTATE.n is AVAILABLE-TO.

ARMST_REGISTERDATE.n The date in YYYYMMDD format that the element last registered
with ARM for the first time or after being deregistered.

ARMST_REGISTERTIME.n The time in HH:MM:SS format that the element last registered with
ARM for the first time or after being deregistered.

ARMST_RESTARTGROUP.n The name of the restart group that the element belongs to, as
determined by the current ARM policy. If the default ARM policy is
active or restarts are currently disabled, this value is DEFAULT.

ARMST_RESTARTINT.n The number of seconds in the restart interval over which restart
attempts are counted and compared to the maximum value in the
current ARM policy.

ARMST_RESTARTTIMEOUT.n The maximum number of seconds that ARM waits for this
restarted element to reregister with ARM. The element is
deregistered if this time is exceeded.
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ARMST_TERMTYPE.n An indicator for whether cross-system restarts are allowed for this
element. Possible values are:

Value Meaning
ALLTERM Cross-system restarts are

allowed on another eligible
system that meets the ARM
policy requirements.

CURSYS This element is an abstract
element.

ELEMTERM No cross-system restarts are
allowed.

SYSTERM Cross-system restarts are
allowed only when the  system 
on which the element is
registered is removed from
the sysplex or unexpectedly
terminates, but not when
the  element  unexpectedly
terminates.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Example

This example assumes that an AOF message rule processes message IEF403I at task start time. For the NetSpy started
task named NETSPY, the message rule registers NETSPY with ARM using ARM element name NETSPYPROD by using
the OPSARM function:

)MSG IEF403I

)PROC

If MSG.JOBNAME = 'NETSPY' Then

  var = OPSARM('REGISTER','NETSPYPROD',,'ELEMTERM')

Return

After start-up, NetSpy is considered ready for work when it issues the message NSY0145. The OPSARMST function is
used in another AOF message rule to ensure that the NSY0145 message came from the ARM element NETSPYPROD by
comparing the ASID of the message issuer with the ARM element's ASID. If the ASIDs match, then ARM is notified that
NETSPY is ready for work using the OPSARM function:

)MSG NSY0145

)PROC

armcnt = OPSARMST('ELEMENT','NETSPYPROD')

If (armcnt = 1) & (armst_asid.1 = C2X(MSG.OASID)) Then

  armrc = OPSARM('READY')

)END

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:
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• The OPSARMST function is usually used in conjunction with the OPSARM function.

OPSAUTO Function

Purpose

Use the OPSAUTO function to query and change the autoenabled status of AOF rule members.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSAUTO may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

TOD 1 Yes No No No

NOTE

1 The PROC section of an AOF time-of-day rule is the only rule section that can use this function.

System Requirements

The OPSAUTO function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSAUTO function is coded using the following syntax:

var = OPSAUTO(operation,ddname,member)

Positional Arguments

The OPSAUTO function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
This argument is not case-sensitive. Valid
values are:

Value Operation to be
performed

I Inquire about the
autoenabled status
AOF rule member.

R Reset the
autoenabled
status of AOF rule
member.

S Set the autoenabled
status of AOF rule
member.
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2 ddname (Required) The DDname of an allocated
AOF rule data set. Use the ADDRESS
OPSDYNAM or TSO ALLOCATE command
or an equivalent method to allocate the
AOF rule data set.

3 member (Required) The name of any existing AOF
rule member in the AOF rule data set
allocated to DD ddname. This AOF rule
member must have valid ISPF statistics.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSAUTO function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSAUTO function returns one of the following single character values:

Value Description

Y The AOF rule member was autoenabled before execution of this
function.

N The AOF rule member was not autoenabled before execution of
this function.

NOTE

If the returned value contains more than one character, that value is an error message

Returned Variables

The OPSAUTO function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSAUTO function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example sets the autoenabled status of rule member MEM1 and resets the autoenabled status of rule member
MEM2 in rule data set OPS.TEST.RULES. All function arguments are converted to uppercase before execution.

address TSO

"ALLOC FILE(DD1) DA('OPS.TEST.RULES') SHR REUSE"

Old_State_Mem1 = OPSAUTO("S","DD1","mem1")

Old_State_Mem2 = OPSAUTO("R","DD1","mem2")

"FREE FILE(DD1)"

Usage Notes

Consider the following information when you use this function:
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• This function can be used before OPS/MVS is active, whereas equivalent ADDRESS AOF host
commands require OPS/MVS be active.

• The security packages of your system must provide security for the AOF rule data set.
• The PROC section of an AOF time-of-day rule is the only rule section that can use this function.
• You can use this function on any partitioned data set, but it has meaning only for OPS/MVS AOF rule data sets.

 

OPSBITS Function

Purpose

Use the OPSBITS function to obtain a non-printable character string that is an internal binary representation of a bit mask.
The bits turned on in the returned bit mask are those specified by input arguments to the function. The OPSBITS function
is useful in an AOF message rule to set AOF variables such as MSG.DESC, MSG.MCSFG, and MSG.ROUTE.

Supported Coding Environments

This function can be coded in the following environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using the following syntax:

var = OPSBITS(bita[,bitb[,...[,bitn]] ])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts the following positional arguments:

1. bita
(Optional) A value indicating a bit to be set in the bit mask that is returned by the function. Multiple values can be
specified in any order.
The value can be an integer that is the number of the bit to be set in the returned bit mask, where bit number 1 is the
leftmost bit in the mask, bit number 2 is the second leftmost bit in the mask, and so on.

NOTE
By convention, z/OS assembler language bit masks start with bit number 0 as the leftmost bit of a bit mask.
For example, the IBM macro IHAWQE that maps the z/OS WQE control block defines a symbol BIT0 EQU
128 for the leftmost bit of an eight bit-mask. You would code OPSBITS(1) in OPS/REXX to set this bit.
Because OPSBITS does not recognize a bit numbered 0, executing the function OPSBIT(0) results in an
error.

The value can also be one of the following character strings that are provided for ease of use. The following character
strings are grouped by their equivalent flag bit settings that are defined in the z/OS WQE control block fields
WQEDESCD, WQEMCSF, and WQEROUT equivalent to the AOF message rule variables MSG.DESC, MSG.MCSFG,
and MSG.ROUTE.
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NOTE
For a mapping of the WQE control block, see member IHAWQE in z/OS macro library SYS1.MODGEN or
control block WQE in IBM manual z/OS MVS Data Areas Volume 4 (RRP - XTL) (GA32-0938-30).

Descriptor Code strings to be used with MSG.DESC

Character
String

Integer
Value

Corresponding
Flag in WQEDESCD

HILITE 1 WQEDCA

SYSFAIL 1 WQEDCA

IMEDACTN 2 WQEDCB

EVENACTN 3 WQEDCC

SYSSTAT 4 WQEDCD

IMEDCMD 5 WQEDCE

JOBSTAT 6 WQEDCF

APPLPRGM 7 WQEDCG

OOLMSG 8 WQEDCH

OPERREQ 9 WQEDCI

DYNSTAT 10 WQEDCJ

CRITEVET 11 WQEDCK

MSCFLAG strings to be used with MSG.MCSFG

Character
String

Integer
Value

Corresponding
Flag in WQEMCSF

CODES 1 WQEMCSA

RESP 3 WQEMCSC

MSGTYP 4 WQEMCSD

REPLY 5 WQEMCSE

BRDCST 6 WQEMCSFF

HRDCPY 7 WQEMCSG

NOTIME 9 WQEMCSI

MLWTO 10 WQEMCSJ

NOLOG 11 WQEMCSK

EXWPL 12 WQEMCSL

CMD 13 WQEMCSM

NOCPY 14 WQEMCSN

Route Code strings to be used with MSG.ROUTE

Character
String

Integer
Value

Corresponding
Flag in WQEMCSF

MSTRACTN 1 WQEROUTA

MSTRINFO 2 WQEROUTB
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Character
String

Integer
Value

Corresponding
Flag in WQEMCSF

TAPEPOOL 3 WQEROUTC

DASDPOOL 4 WQEROUTD

TAPELIB 5 WQEROUTE

DISKLIB 6 WQEROUTF

UR 7 WQEROUTG

TP 8 WQEROUTH

SECURITY 9 WQEROUTI

SYSERROR 10 WQEROUTJ

PGMRINFO 11 WQEROUTK

EMULATOR 12 WQEROUTl
2. bitn

(Optional) You can specify as many bit arguments as you want, in any order.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns a non-printable character string that is an internal binary representation of a bit mask. The bits turned
on in the returned bit mask are those specified by the input argument bits, where bit number 1 is the leftmost bit in the
mask, bit number 2 is the second leftmost bit in the mask, and so on. The length of the returned character string is the
length needed to hold the rightmost bit specified by the input argument bits.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example shows multiple calls to the OPSBITS function that all result in a bit mask being loaded into AOF message
rule variable MSG.ROUTE where only the "system security" flag bit WQROUTI is turned on:

secVar = 'SECURITY'

MSG.ROUTE = OPSBITS(secVar)

MSG.ROUTE = OPSBITS('SECURITY')

MSG.ROUTE = OPSBITS(9)

The following example shows how to use the OPSBITS function to set additional flag bits in an existing bit mask, without
altering the status of any of the existing flag bits. It also illustrates how to use OPS/REXX function OPSBN in conjunction
with function OPSBITS:

curr_bits = OPSBN('10010011'B)

Say curr_bits              /* Outputs 1,4,7,8 */

new_bits = curr_bits||',3,4'
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Interpret "x = OPSBITS("new_bits")"

Say OPSBN(x)              /* Outputs 1,3,4,7,8 */

Output that is generated by the previous example:

1,4,7,8

1,3,4,7,8

The following example shows how to use the OPSBITS function in an AOF message rule to set the SECURITY flag bit in
the existing bit mask that is stored in variable MSG.ROUTE, without altering the status of any of its existing flag bits:

curr_bits = OPSBN(MSG.ROUTE)

new_bits = curr_bits||',ROUTE'

Interpret "MSG.DESC = OPSBITS("new_bits")"

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• You might find it useful to use OPS/REXX function OPSBN in conjunction with function OPSBITS.

OPSBN Function

Purpose

Use the OPSBN function to convert a binary value into a string of integers that are separated by commas that is suitable
for use on the DESC and ROUTCDE operands of a WTO.

NOTE

The OPSBN function is not dependent upon OPS/MVS being active.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSBN(string)
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 string (Required) Contains the binary string to
be converted into a message routing or
descriptor code.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

Depending on the value of string, the OPSBN function returns an integer or a string of integers numbers that are
separated by commas. The input string is converted so that input bit 0 yields output integer 1, input bit 1 yields output
integer 2, and so on.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example illustrates how the OPSBN function converts a binary value into a string of integers:

say OPSBN('10010011'B)

The following is the output that is generated by the previous example:

1,4,7,8

This example illustrates the use of the OPSBN function in an AOF MSG rule to propagate the routing codes of the original
message to a replacement message:

)MSG SOMEMSG

)PROC

/* Issue a replacement message with the same route code */

address WTO "MSGID(NEWMSGID) TEXT('Just testing')" ,

               "ROUTE("OPSBN(MSG.ROUTE)")"

Usage Notes

None

OPSCA7 Function

Purpose

Use the OPSCA7 function to issue CA 7 commands from an OPS/REXX program.
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in the following environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

No Yes No No No

System Requirements

The OPSCA7 function calls load module U7SVC installed by CA 7. Therefore the calling OPS/REXX program must have
access to module U7SVC, either by a specified STEPLIB data set or a LINKLIST data set.

NOTE

For more information, see Manage the U7SVC Facility in Configuring CA 7.

Coding Syntax

The OPSCA7 function is coded using the following syntax:

RC = OPSCA7(commandstring)

Positional Arguments

The OPSCA7 function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  commandstring (Required) A CA 7 command string, with
commands separated by semicolons ";".

Keyword Arguments

The OPSCA7 function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSCA7 function returns one of the following possible numeric values:

 0 The commandstring was successfully passed to the U7SBC
routine.

This value does not mean that the commandstring was executed
successfully. The EDQ may contain information about possible
command syntax errors.

 28 The OPSCA7 function was called in a rule. The OPSCA7 function
can only be called from an OPS/REXX program.

 40 The passed argument was not valid.

 69 No argument was passed.

 70 More than one argument was passed.

 806 The program module U7SVC was not found in the STEPLIB or
LINKLIST data sets.

Value Meaning
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Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example issues command "DEMAND,JOB=ACTJ001" to instance CA72 of CA 7 under authority of user UID001:

RC = OPSCA7("CA7=CA72;/LOGON UID001;DEMAND,JOB=ACTJ001;/LOGOFF")

Usage Notes

Consider the following information when you use this function:

• By default, the U7SVC program communicates with instance CA71. However, you can specify "CA7=CA7n;" at the
start of the commandstring to communicate with a different instance.

• You can enter CA 7 queue maintenance commands (other than D commands) through the U7SVC program.
They must follow the same sequence as if using a CA 7 batch terminal. To validate user access to CA 7,
the commandstring must start with command "/LOGON userid;", followed by the desired commands and end with
command ";/LOGOFF".

 

OPSCAWTO Function

Purpose

Use the OPSCAWTO function to send a message to an external system in the form of an SNMP trap. Sending an alert
enables the external system to take an action or display the message as an alert.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

For a list of the CCS for z/OS components that are required to use OPSCAWTO, see CCS for z/OS Component
Requirements.

The OPSCAWTO function uses the CAIENF component of CCS for z/OS to send the SNMP trap asynchronously. The
installation and activation of the ENFSNMPM component of CCS for z/OS is described in the CCS for z/OS Installation
Guide. Add the SNMP data control module (DCM) to the Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) database. Add the starting of
the ENFSNMPM task to the CAIENF commands or to the spawn service file of the main CAIENF task.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:
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var = OPSCAWTO(destination,message[,options[,OIDmodifier]] )

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  destination (Required) The destination node of the TCP/IP network to which the SNMP trap is
sent, specified as a TCP/IP address or host name. To obtain the correct IP address
or host name of the desired destination, consult your network communication
personnel.Example of a TCP/IP address: '123.456.78.90'Example of a TCP/IP host
name: 'some.host.name'

 2  message (Required) The text of the message to be sent as an SNMP trap. The text cannot contain
the double-quotation mark (“) character. Example: 'Hello world, this is OPS/MVS'
If the specified message text exceeds the maximum allowed length, then it is
automatically truncated to the maximum allowed length and the OPSCAWTO function
returns a value of 1.
The maximum allowed length of the message text depends on the calling
environment and the length of the values that are specified for positional
arguments destination and OIDmodifier:
If function OPSCAWTO is called in an AOF rule, then:
L'destination + L'OIDmodifier + L'message <= 299 * 
If function OPSCAWTO is not called in an AOF rule, then:
L'destination + L'OIDmodifier + L'message <= 447 * 
 * If the value specified for positional argument options contains the option character E,
then decrement this value by 19.

 3  options (Optional) A one or two character string that specifies the optional processing to be done.
You may specify either or both of the following option characters in any order:

Char Description

 D Requests debug processing. Causes the CCS for z/OS ENFSNMPM
task to produce detailed trace messages about sending the SNMP
trap to the target destination. To be used for problem resolution.
Verify that the trap message was received, processed, and sent by
ENFSNMPM. To view the trace messages, display the JESMSGLG
DD or SYSPRINT DD of the ENFSNMPM started task using
SYSVIEW or SDSF.

 E Requests enterprise processing. Causes the OID used by the
OPSCAWTO function (default of '1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.4.2') to be inserted
into the enterprise ID portion of SNMP trap. If not specified, the
default enterprise ID specified for the ENFSNMPM task is used.
Specify this option when the receiving SNMP manager uses the
enterprise ID of the trap to identify the sender uniquely.
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# Argument Value

 4  OIDmodifier (Optional) A string of dot and digit characters that are appended to the end of the default
SNMP OID (Object Identifier) used by the OPSCAWTO function. Must begin with a dot
character.

SNMP uses the OID to identify the origin and type of information in a message. The
default OID used by the OPSCAWTO function is '1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.4.2'. This OID
indicates that the SNMP trap that is issued by the OPSCAWTO function comes
from OPS/MVS. Other software products that receive and interpret SNMP traps require
different or extra identifiers to use the information in a message. This option allows you
to append characters to the end of the default OID used by the OPSCAWTO function.
(The default '1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.4.2' portion of the OID used by the OPSCAWTO function
remains fixed.)

Example: Specifying a value of '.3.2.1' for positional argument OIDmodifier causes the
OPSCAWTO function to use the OID '1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.4.2.3.2.1'.

Note: We recommend that you create your own OIDs starting with
'1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.4.2.999’ to avoid the possibility of future conflicts with OPS/MVS OIDs.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values indicating the success or failure of the request:

Value Meaning

0 The message was successfully passed to CCS for z/OS ENF.

1 The message text was truncated and successfully passed to CCS for z/OS ENF.

4 CCS for z/OS ENF is inactive.

8 CCS for z/OS and ENF logic error.

12 CCS for z/OS ENF abend occurred.

16 CCS for z/OS ENF unrecoverable error.

20 Invalid CCS for z/OS ENF parameter list.

40 Function syntax error.

NOTE

The OPSCAWTO function uses the CAIENF component of CCS for z/OS to send the SNMP trap
asynchronously. The OPSCAWTO function receives no notification from the external system that the SNMP trap
arrived at the specified node successfully.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

This example sends the message 'OPS/MVS is up' to the TCP/IP node with the host name of 'console':

var = OPSCAWTO('console','OPS/MVS is up')

Usage Notes

None

OPSCLEDQ Function

Purpose

Use the OPSCLEDQ function to clear the external data queue (EDQ).

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSCLEDQ function may be coded in the following environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The OPSCLEDQ function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSCLEDQ function is coded using the following syntax:

 var = OPSCLEDQ()

Positional Arguments

The OPSCLEDQ function accepts no positional arguments.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSCLEDQ function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Values

The OPSCLEDQ function always returns null.

Returned Variables

The OPSCLEDQ function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSCLEDQ function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

This example clears the EDQ:

 x = OPSCLEDQ()

Usage Notes

This function is a short cut that you can use in place of the following OPS/REXX code:

Do While QUEUED() > 0     

  Pull x   

End   

OPSCOLOR Function

Purpose

Use the OPSCOLOR function in an AOF MSG rule to set or query the value of event variable MSG.COLOR to control the
color of a message as displayed in OPSLOG Browse and, optionally, on the console. This function converts the name of
a color (text string) into a 1-byte binary value to set variable MSG.COLOR. OPSCOLOR also converts the 1-byte binary
value of variable MSG.COLOR into a color name (text string).

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSCOLOR  function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

All 1 Yes No No No

NOTE

1 This function is intended to be used in an AOF MSG rule.

System Requirements

The OPSCOLOR function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSCOLOR function is coded using the following syntax:

var = OPSCOLOR(color)
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Positional Arguments

The OPSCOLOR function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 color (Required) The color of a message as
displayed in OPSLOG Browse and,
optionally, on the console specified as
either a text, numeric or hexadecimal value.
Valid values are:

Text Numeric Hexadecimal
NONE 0 '00'x

GREEN 1 '01'x
BLUE 2 '02'x
RED 3 '03'x

WHITE 4 '04'x
PINK 5 '05'x

YELLOW 6 '06'x
TURQ 7 '07'x

Keyword Arguments

The OPSCOLOR function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of the following possible values:

NONE Text string returned when color is 0 or  '00'x.

GREEN Text string returned when color is 1 or  '01'x.

BLUE Text string returned when color is 2 or  '02'x.

RED Text string returned when color is 3 or  '03'x.

WHITE Text string returned when color is 4 or  '04'x.

PINK Text string returned when color is 5 or  '05'x.

YELLOW Text string returned when color is 6 or  '06'x.

TURQ Text string returned when color is 7 or  '07'x.

0 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
NONE.

1 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
GREEN.

2 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
BLUE.

3 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
RED.
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4 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
WHITE.

5 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
PINK.

6 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
YELLOW.

7 Binary (not numeric or hexadecimal) value returned when color is
TURQ.

Value Description

Returned Variables

The OPSCOLOR function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSCOLOR function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

The OPSCOLOR example queries the display color of the message being processed by an AOF MSG rule and sets it to
turquoise if it has not been set to any other color:

)MSG somemsg

)PROC

  if MSG.COLOR = 'NONE' then

    MSG.COLOR = OPSCOLOR('TURQ')

Usage Notes

Consider the following information when you use this function:

• When color is specified as a text value, this function returns a binary value that is useful for storing in AOF message
event variable MSG.COLOR, but is not a printable numeric or hexadecimal value. For example, the following line of
code displays null, not the printable numeric value '0' or hexadecimal value '00'x:

say OPSCOLOR('NONE')  /* This will display null */

OPSCPF Function

Purpose

Use the OPSCPF function to obtain information about the z/OS Command Prefix Facility (CPF).

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No
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System Requirements

Various z/OS subsystems define command prefixes for the following reasons:

• To simplify the process of issuing commands
• To provide a mechanism for issuing commands on other systems in a sysplex without requiring the use of the z/OS

ROUTE command

Coding Syntax

The OPSCPF function is coded using the following syntax:

 var = OPSCPF(operation[,prefix[,owner[,system]] ])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 function (Required) The operation to be performed.
The only valid value is I, for inquiry.

2 prefix (Optional) A one to eight character string
compared (using the length of prefix) to
CPF prefixes. If specified, information is
obtained only for those CPF prefixes that
match.

3 owner (Optional) A one to eight character string
compared (using the length of owner) to
CPF prefix owners. If specified, information
is obtained only for those CPF prefixes with
a matching owner.

4 system (Optional) A one to eight character string
compared (using the length of system)
to CPF prefix systems. If specified,
information is obtained only for those CPF
prefixes with a matching system.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSCOF function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSCPF function returns the number of lines it added to the EDQ.

Returned Variables

The OPSCPF function sets no variables.
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Returned EDQ Data

The OPSCPF function places information that it obtains about z/OS CPF prefixes on the EDQ. One line is added for each
CPF prefix. Each line has the following format:

Word Number WordLength WordContents

1 8 The CPF prefix string.

2 8 The name of the application that owns the
prefix. This application is an arbitrary name
that the user of CPF services supplies; it
does not always correspond to a job name.

3 8 The system to which commands with this
prefix are routed.

4 8 The scope of the prefix. Possible values
are: SYSTEM or SYSPLEX

5 1 Indicates whether the prefix is removed
from the command before it is presented to
the target system. Possible values are: Y or
N

6 8 The FAILDISP value that was specified
when the CPF prefix was defined. These
values indicate the disposition of a
defined prefix when the owning address
space or system terminates. For further
information, see your IBM documentation.
Possible values are: RETAIN, PURGE, or
SYSPURGE

NOTE

 The lengths of the returned words may change in a future release and new words may be added after the last
documented word. However, their relative position (word number) will not change.

Coding Examples

This example obtains information about all CPF prefixes:

temp = OPSCPF("I")

  do temp

    pull line

    say line

  end

An example of output that is generated by the previous example:

$        JES2     XE13     SYSTEM   N SYSPURGE

$        JES2     XE03     SYSTEM   N SYSPURGE

OA>      OPSAOSF  XE03     SYSPLEX  N PURGE   

EA>      OPSAECF  XE03     SYSTEM   N PURGE   

This example sets the variable temp1 to the number of CPF prefixes that begin with the string “OPS”:
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temp1 = OPSCPF("I","OPS")  /* Get a count of prefixes starting with OPS */

temp2 = OPSCLEDQ()         /* Clear the EDQ of any OPSCPF output */

Usage Notes

Consider the following information when you use this function:

• This function obtains data that is similar to the data returned by the z/OS DISPLAY OPDATA command. However, you
can use this function synchronously in AOF rules or OPS/REXX programs without waiting for a response.

OPSCPU Function

Purpose

Use the OPSCPU function to obtain information about the processors.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSCPU function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

• z/OS 1.6 and higher
• On systems older than z/OS 1.6, OPSCPU returns a value of zero and adds no lines to the EDQ

Coding Syntax

The OPSCPU function is coded using the following syntax:

 var = OPSCPU(operation)

Positional Arguments

The OPSCPU function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
The only valid value is I, for inquiry.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSCPU function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSCPU function returns the number of lines it added to the EDQ.
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Returned Variables

The OPSCPU function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSCPU function places information that it obtains about the processors on the EDQ. One line is added for each
processor. Each line has the following format:

Word  Number WordLength WordContents

1 3 The processor address as a hexadecimal
string. Possible values are: 00 - FF

2 8 The processor type. Possible values are:
CPU, ICF, zAAP, zIIP, UNKNOWN

3 8 The processor status. Possible values are:
ONLINE, OFFLINE, NOTAVAIL

4 3 Whether the processor is WLM-managed.
Possible values are: WLM or *

5 10 The CPU ID of the processor when
processor status (word 3) is ONLINE.
Otherwise, N/A.

NOTE

 The lengths of these words may change in a future release and new words may be added after the last
documented word. However, their relative position (word number) will not change.

Coding Examples

This example obtains processor information:

processors = OPSCPU("I")

  say "Number of processors:" processors

  do temp

    pull line

    say line

  end

Example output that is generated by the previous example:

Number of processors: 9

00  CPU      online    *   0A08312091

01  CPU      online    *   0A08312091

02  CPU      online    *   0A08312091

03  CPU      online    *   0A08312091

04  zAAP     online    *   0A08312091

05  CPU      offline   *   N/A       

06  CPU      offline   *   N/A       

07  zAAP     notavail  *   N/A       

08  zIIP     offline   *   N/A       
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Usage Notes

Consider the following information when you use this function:

• This function obtains data that is similar to the data returned by the z/OS DISPLAY M=CPU command. However, you
can use this function synchronously in AOF rules or OPS/REXX programs without waiting for a response.

OPSDELV Function

Purpose

Use the OPSDELV function to delete variables with Automate-format names or OPS/REXX global variables. This function
has no effect on other variables.

NOTE

This function is supplied for compatibility with Automate code. When you write new code, use the OPSVALUE
function instead.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSDELV function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

Automate-format variable names are defined by the Automate-Related Parameters parameters.

Coding Syntax

The OPSDELV function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

 OPSDELV namemask [keywords]

The OPSDELV function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

 var = OPSDELV("namemask [keywords]")

NOTE

This function accepts only one positional argument when called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX. That
positional argument is a string of positional and keyword arguments that are passed to the function. In this
context, it is the contents of that string that are documented in the following two sections, Positional Arguments
and Keyword Arguments.
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Positional Arguments

The OPSDELV function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 namemask (Required) Name of variable(s) to
delete. Variable(s) whose name matches
the specified namemask are deleted.
namemask may contain the following
wildcard characters:

Wildcard Matches
+ Any single character

in a variable
name.For Automate-
format variable
names, may
be specified
anywhere in the
namemask.For
OPS/REXX global
variable names,
may be specified
anywhere after
the first period in
the namemask.
For example, a
globalx.+0 is valid,
but global+.0 is not
valid.

* Any number of
trailing characters
in a variable name.
May be specified
only as the last
character of the
namemask. For
example, globalx.0*
is valid, but global*.0
is not valid.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSDELV function accepts the same optional keyword arguments as the OPSDELV Command Processor.

Returned Value

This function returns the number of variables deleted.
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Returned Variables

The OPSDELV function sets variable OPSRC to a numeric value that indicates the success or failure of the request. The
possible numeric values are:

Value Meaning

0 Request succeeded.

4 Request failed.

12 The OPS/MVS product is not active.

40 Invalid REXX function argument.

See the OPSDELV Command Processor for more variables that may be set by specified keywords.

Returned EDQ Data

See the OPSDELV Command Processor for any EDQ data that may be added by specified keywords.

Coding Examples

This example specifies an invalid namemask. No variables are deleted. Variable OPSRC is set to 4 and variable n is set to
0:

n = OPSDELV('MYVARS.*')

This example deletes global variables that match the namemask GLOBAL.XYZ* on the local system only. For example,
global variables GLOBAL.XYZ1 and GLOBAL.XYZ.1 are both deleted. Variable OPSRC is set to 0 and variable n is set to
the number of global variables deleted:

n = OPSDELV('GLOBAL.XYZ*')

This example deletes global variables that match the namemask GLOBAL.XYZ* on the local system and any active MSF-
connected system. Variable OPSRC is set to 0 and variable n is set to the number of global variables that are deleted  on
the local system only :

n = OPSDELV('GLOBAL.XYZ*  SYSTEM(ALL)')

NOTE

For more examples of the use of OPSDELV, see the OPSDELV Command Processor.

Usage Notes

This function is supplied for compatibility with Automate code. When you write new code, use OPSVALUE instead.

OPSDEV Function

Purpose

Use the OPSDEV function to obtain device information synchronously from the Unit Control Block (UCB).
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Supported Coding Environments

The OPSDEV function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The number of devices whose information is obtained by a single call to this function is limited by the size of the EDQ, as
set by the REXXMAXQUEUE parameter. See the section "Usage Notes".

Coding Syntax

The OPSDEV function is coded using this syntax:

 var = OPSDEV(masktype,mask[,status[,subchannel_set[,'MORE']] ])

Positional Arguments

The OPSDEV function accepts these positional arguments:

1. masktype
(Required) Indicates the type of data that are specified by mask. Valid values are: D, U, V 

2. mask
(Required) Identifies the device(s) for which information is obtained. Information is obtained for device(s) that match
the specified mask. The value of mask depends on the value that is specified for masktype:

masktype
value

mask
value

D A device type. Valid values are:

COMM Communications devices
CTC Channel-to-Channel adapters

DASD Direct-Access Storage Devices.
TAPE Tape devices
TERM Terminal (graphic) devices
UREC Unit Record devices

* All devices

U A three-, four-, or five-digit device number or mask that may contain the following wildcard characters:

% Any single character in the device number. May be specified anywhere in the mask.
* Any single character in the device number. May be specified anywhere in the mask.

When a three- or four-digit device number or mask is specified, this function obtains information about
devices that are logically in subchannel set 0. When a five-digit device number or mask sdddd is
specified, s indicates the subchannel set number (0 or 1) and cannot be masked. The device
number dddd within that subchannel set can be masked.
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masktype
value

mask
value

V A six-character volume serial number or mask that may contain the following wildcard characters:

% Any single character in the volume serial number. May be specified anywhere in
the mask.

* Any number of trailing characters in the volume serial number. May be specified only
as the last character of the mask.

Note: Only devices of type DASD are searched for matching volume serial numbers.

3. status
(Optional) The status of device(s) for which information is obtained. Valid values are:

A All devices.
O ONLINE devices. This is the default.
F OFFLINE (including UNAVAILABLE) devices.
U UNAVAILABLE devices.

4. subchannel_set
(Optional) The subchannel set of device(s) for which information is obtained. Only valid for U with a four-digit mask.
Ignored for U with a five-digit mask. Valid values are:

0 Subchannel set 0. This is the default.
1 Subchannel set 1.

5. MORE
(Optional) Indicates that this call is after a previous identical call that was incomplete and set OPSRC=1 because the
number of requested devices exceeded the size of the EDQ as set by the REXXMAXQUEUE parameter. Indicates
that this call should obtain device data for another REXXMAXQUEUE number of devices that was not obtained by the
previous call, starting with the first device whose data was not obtained by the previous call.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSDEV function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSDEV function returns the number of lines it added to the EDQ.

Returned Variables

The OPSDEV function sets variable OPSRC to a numeric value that indicates the success or failure of the request. The
possible numeric values are:

Value Meaning

0 Request succeeded.

1 Request is incomplete because not all device information would fit on the EDQ. Issue an identical subsequent call with
the argument MORE specified.
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Returned EDQ Data

The OPSDEV function places information that it obtains about devices on the EDQ. One line is added for each device.
Each line has this format:

Word
Number

Word
Length

Word
Contents

1 4 The device number, prefixed with a leading 0.

2 6 When the device type (word 4) is DASD or TAPE, the volume serial number.
Otherwise, the value is N/A.

Note: If the volume serial field contains embedded blanks, the blanks are replaced with the underscore
character "_". This may occur when using MIA with single character system aliases defined on the
DEFSYS statement in MIMINIT. In this case, the pseudo-volser field, which might look like '2 =GTA', is
displayed by OPSDEV as '2_=GTA'. This preserves the number of words in the output record.

3 8 The device status. Possible values are: ONLINE, OFFLINE, UNAVAIL

4 4 The device type. Possible values are:

COMM Communications
CTC Channel-to-Channel adapter

DASD Direct Access Storage Device
TAPE Tape
TERM Terminal (graphic)
UNKN Unknown
UREC Unit record

5 4 The device type qualifier. Possible values depend on the device type (word 4):

COMM (word 4) Possible values: 2701, 2702, 2703, 3705 (including 3725 and 3745), 3791
CTC (word 4) Possible values: 3172 (3172 acting like a CTC), BCTC (basic mode ESCON CTC),

FCTC (FICON CTC), IQD (Internal Queued device), OSA (OSA device), OSAD
(OSA diagnostic device), OSN (OSA NCP device), PCTC (parallel CTC), RS6K
(RS6000 acting like a CTC), SCTC (serial CTC), UNKN (unknown CTC device)

DASD (word 4) Possible values: 3330, 3340, 3350, 3375, 3380, 3390, 9345
TAPE (word 4) Possible values: 3420, 3423, 3480, 348S (3480 tape device with Automatic

Cartridge Loader (ACL) installed), 3490, 349S (3490 tape device with ACL installed),
3590

UREC (word 4) Possible values: 1403, 2501, 2540, 3203, 3211, 3505, 3800, 382X, 3890, 3895,
4245, 4248, SWCH, UNKN

6 4 When the device type (word 4) is DASD, the volume mount attribute. Possible values are: PUBLIC,
PRIVATE, STORAGE, UNKNOWN
When the device type (word 4) is TAPE, the volume mount attribute. Possible values are: MOUNT-P
(mount pending) or N/A
Otherwise, the value is N/A.

7 6 When the device type (word 4) is DASD or TAPE, the volume reserve characteristic. Possible values are:
RSVD, UNRSVD
Otherwise, the value is N/A.

8 4 When the device type (word 4) is DASD, the volume reserve count (number of data sets allocated to the
device).
When the device type (word 4) is TAPE, the 4-byte binary WTO ID of the associated z/OS mount message
when the volume mount attribute (word 6) is MOUNT-P (mount pending).
Otherwise, the value is N/A.
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Word
Number

Word
Length

Word
Contents

9 4 When the device type (word 4) is DASD, the volume open count (number of data sets open on the device).
Otherwise, the value is N/A.

10 8 When the device type (word 4) is TAPE, the name of the address space that allocated the device.
Otherwise, the value is N/A.

11 7 When the device status (word 3) is ONLINE, the allocation status of the device. Possible values
are: ALLOC, UNALLOC
Otherwise, the value is N/A.

12 8 When the device status (word 3) is ONLINE, the I/O status of the device. Possible values are:

BOXED A hot I/O condition is detected for the device.
INTREQ An intervention-required message has been issued or is about to be issued for the

device.
NOTRDY The device is not ready for I/O.

OK The device is ready for I/O.

Otherwise, the value is N/A.

13 8 When the device type (word 4) is TAPE, the ACL status of the device. Possible values are: ACLINST
(installed), ACLACTIV (active), NOACL
Otherwise, the value is N/A.

14 4 When the device type (word 4) is TAPE and the device status (word 3) is ONLINE, the auto-switch status of
the device. Possible values are:

AFH The device is auto-switchable and assigned to a foreign host.
AUTS The device is auto-switchable and not assigned to a foreign host.

NAUTS The device is not auto-switchable.

Otherwise, the value is N/A.

15 4 When the device type (word 4) is TAPE and the device status (word 3) is ONLINE, indicates if the device
is being managed by a Device Manager. Known device managers include JES3 and MIA (when the
ASSIGN=(MULTISYSTEM,password) is specified on the GTAINIT statement). Other device managers may
exist. Possible values are: DEVM, NODM

Otherwise, the value is N/A.

16 1 The subchannel set number for the device number (word 1).

Coding Examples

This example obtains the count of online devices with a mounted volume serial number of SYS*:

say "Count of SYS* volumes =" OPSDEV("V","SYS*")

do while QUEUED() > 0

  pull data

  say data

end

This is sample output that is generated by the preceding example:

Count of SYS* volumes = 2

02BC SYSRES ONLINE   DASD 3380 PRIVATE  UNRSVD   87   63 ...

02BE SYSTST ONLINE   DASD 3380 PRIVATE  UNRSVD    8    2 ...

This example contains the count of all offline devices on the system:
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OPLines = OPSDEV('D','*','F')

say "There are" OPLines "offline devices of all types"

x = OPSCLEDQ()

This example obtains the count of online tape devices:

OPLines = OPSDEV('D','TAPE')

say "There are" OPLines "online tape devices"

do OPLines

  pull edqline

  say edqline

end

This example obtains a count of existing devices numbered 5F3* in subchannel set 0:

Dev = OPSDEV('U','05F3*','A')

say "There are" Dev "devices matching request qualifier"

do while QUEUED() > 0

  pull edqline

  say edqline

end

This example illustrates how to code multiple calls to OPSDEV to handle an EDQ overflow condition when OPSRC=1:

x = OPSDEV('D','DASD','O')

  Call SayQueue

  Do While ( OPSRC == '1' )

    x = OPSDEV('D','DASD','O','MORE')

    Call SayQueue

  End

  Exit

SayQueue:

  Do While QUEUED() > 0

    Pull DevInfo

    Say DevInfo

  End

  Return

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• Code your calls to the OPSDEV function so that if the initial call is incomplete due to OPSRC=1, more repeated
identical calls are made to obtain all of the device information you requested. See the last example under section
Coding Examples.

OPSDOM Function

Purpose

Use the OPSDOM function to delete an operator message.
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Supported Coding Environments

The OPSDOM function may be coded in these environments:

Yes Yes No No No

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

System Requirements

The OPSDOM function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSDOM function is coded using the following syntax:

var = OPSDOM(idtype,id)
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Positional Arguments

The OPSDOM function accepts the following positional arguments:

 1  idtype (Required) Indicates the type of data
that are specified by id. Valid values
are: D, T, W 

 2  id (Required) Identifies the operator message
to be deleted. The value of id depends on
the value that is specified for idtype:

 idtype  id value
 D The decimal value

of the WTO ID
assigned to the
message by MVS
when the message
was issued. Can
be derived by
converting the
binary value of AOF
message variable
MSG.WTOID to
decimal using
REXX function
C2D. For example,
C2D(MSG.WTOID).

 T The 4-byte WTO
token that is
specified when
the message was
issued. Can be
taken from AOF
message variable
MSG.TOKEN.

 W The 4-byte binary
(non-printable) WTO
ID assigned to the
message by MVS
when the message
was issued. Can
be taken from AOF
message variable
MSG.WTOID.

# Argument Value

Keyword Arguments

The OPSDOM function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Values

The OPSDOM function always returns 0.
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Additional Output

The OPSDOM function generates no additional output.

Coding Examples

Suppose that the following statements were executed in an AOF MSG rule that is named MSGSAVE to process a
message that was issued with a token being specified:

GLVTEMP3.WTOID = MSG.WTOID

GLVTEMP3.TOKEN = MSG.TOKEN

Then  one  of the following OPSDOM functions could be executed elsewhere in an OPS/REXX program. Or it could be
executed by another AOF rule to delete the message that is processed by AOF MSG rule MSGSAVE in the previous
example:

temp = OPSDOM('D',C2D(GLVTEMP3.WTOID))

temp = OPSDOM('T',GLVTEMP3.TOKEN)

temp = OPSDOM('W',GLVTEMP3.WTOID)

Usage Notes

Consider the following information when you use the OPSDOM function:

• You cannot use the OPSDOM function in an AOF MSG rule to delete the message being processed by the rule.
• Function OPSDOM('T',id) where id is a WTO token can be issued only from the same address space that issued the

message to be deleted.

OPSDUMP Function

Purpose

Use the OPSDUMP function in an AOF rule to take a dump of the current address space.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes No No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSDUMP(['title'][,['name'][,'QUIESCE']] )
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 title (Optional) A string of 1 to 100 characters
that specifies the dump title. Default is
'OPS/MVS SVC DUMP'.

2 name (Optional) Specifies the address spaces to
dump. If omitted, only the HOME address
space is dumped. Valid values are:

Value Description

ALL Dumps the OPS/
MVS, HOME,
PRIMARY, and
SECONDARY
address spaces.

OPS Dumps the OPS/
MVS and HOME
address spaces.

3 QUIESCE (Optional) If specified, sets the system
as non-dispatchable while CSA and SQA
are being dumped. Otherwise, the system
continues to run while performing the dump.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns the return code from the IBM z/OS SDUMP SVC. The return code is typically 0. However, when
an OPS/REXX program that is not in Supervisor State calls OPSDUMP, an SVC dump does not occur and the function
returns a value of 8.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

The following example illustrates how you can use the OPSDUMP function to take an SVC dump of an address space that
causes an AOF message rule to execute. The dump includes OPS/MVS private storage. The rule disables itself after it
executes, preventing multiple dumps from being taken:

)MSG somemsg

  )PROC
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    qq = OPSDUMP("This is a test of OPSDUMP","OPS")

    Address AOF "DISABLE" OPSINFO("MAINPGM")

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• The OPSDUMP function must be invoked in Supervisor State.

OPSECURE Function

Purpose

Use the OPSECURE function to return various types of information that is related to security products ACF2, RACF,
or Top Secret. Each option is discussed in its own section:

• Option A: Return data from the standard security control block (ACEE)
• Option D: Return data set access authority
• Option F: Return a field from an ACF2 logonid record
• Option I: Return information about the security product
• Option P: Return password validity (and optionally reset password)
• Option R: Return general resource access authority

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSECURE function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The security product ACF2, RACF, or Top Secret must be installed and activated.

If the security product is started after OPS/MVS, issue the following command to force OPS/MVS to recheck, and then
become aware of, the security product:

F OPSs,RESTART(SECURITY)

Coding Syntax

The OPSECURE function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSECURE(option,arg1,arg2,...,argn)

Positional Arguments

The OPSECURE function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 option (Required) Valid options that are described in the following sections are: A, D, F, I, P, R 
n argn Arguments for each option are described in the following sections.
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Keyword Arguments

The OPSECURE function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns these possible string values:

Value Meaning

UNKNOWN SECURITY PRODUCT String returned when:
• No security product is installed
• The security product has not started yet
• The security product is started after OPS/MVS

SECURITY PRODUCT INACTIVE String returned when:
• The security product is installed but not active
• The function is called in an AOF security rule and the security

package is not yet available

Other possible returned values are described in the following sections.

Returned Variables

The OPSECURE function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSECURE function adds no data to the EDQ.

Option A: Return data from the standard security control block (ACEE)

Purpose

Use this option to return data from the ACEE.

Coding Syntax

The OPSECURE function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSECURE('A',field)

Positional Arguments

The OPSECURE function accepts these positional arguments:

1. A
(Required) Return data from the ACEE.

2. field
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(Required) Specifies the ACEE field whose contents is to be returned. Valid values depend on the security product that
is active:

Value Description Returned data Valid for
ACF2?

Valid for
RACF?

Valid
for Top
Secret?

VERSION ACEE version field The ACEE version code as a character
string (for example, 2).

Yes Yes Yes

INSTALLATIONDATA Installation data The installation data as a character
string that may contain unprintable
characters.

No Yes Yes

USERDATA User data field The user data as a character string that
may contain unprintable characters.

No Yes Yes

USERID User ID string The userid (for example, USERID1). Yes Yes Yes

GROUP Group name string The group name (for example, *). Yes Yes Yes

SPECIAL Special attribute The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

AUTOMATIC Automatic data security The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No Yes Yes

OPERATIONS Operations attribute The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

AUDITOR Auditor attribute The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

Yes No Yes

LOG LOG MOST operation
flag

The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

Yes Yes Yes

PRIVILEGED STC with privileged flag The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

DEFINED User is defined to the
security system flag

The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

Yes Yes Yes

ALTER ALTER authority flag The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

CONTROL CONTROL authority flag The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

UPDATE UPDATE authority flag The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes
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Value Description Returned data Valid for
ACF2?

Valid for
RACF?

Valid
for Top
Secret?

READ READ authority flag The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

NONE NONE authority flag The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

GROUPLISTCONTAINS Group list contents The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

DATE RACINIT date The date that security was last
initialized (RACINIT) for this user in
the form yyyy/mm/dd (for example,
2003/11/06).

Yes Yes Yes

STCNAME Started task name The data as a character string (for
example, OPSMAIN).

Yes Yes Yes

DEFINEUSERS Authorized to define
users

The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

PROTECTDASD Authorized to protect
DASD

The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

PROTECTTAPE Authorized to protect tape The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

PROTECTTERMINALS Authorized to protect
terminals

The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

APPLICATIONLEVEL Application level The string 1 if the current user has this
attribute or 0 if the current user does
not have this attribute.

No No Yes

PORTOFENTRYLEVEL Port of entry level An integer value. No No Yes

PORTOFENTRYDATA Port of entry data The data as a character string that may
contain unprintable characters.

No No Yes

TERMINALID Terminal ID The data as a character string (for
example, A55TU071).

Yes Yes Yes

CLASSAUTHORIZATIONSClass authorizations A four-byte hexadecimal string where
the meaning of the bits in the string is
installation-dependent (based on the
Class Descriptor entries). You can use
the C2X function to convert this field to
printable format.

No No Yes

APPLICATION Application name The data as a character string. Yes Yes Yes

APPLICATIONDATA Application data The data as a character string that may
contain unprintable characters.

No No Yes
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Value Description Returned data Valid for
ACF2?

Valid for
RACF?

Valid
for Top
Secret?

USERNAME User name field The user name as a character string
(for example, JOHN SMITH).

Yes Yes Yes

GROUPLIST Group list A blank-separated list of group names
or, if there are no groups that are
defined, a zero-length string.

No Yes Yes

SURROGATEUSERID Surrogate user ID (audit) The data as a character string. No No Yes

Returned Value

See the table for the positional argument field. 

Coding Examples

This example obtains the userid of the current user:

userid = OPSECURE('A','USERID')Say "Current userid is:" userid

Usage Notes

None.

Option D: Return data set access authority

Purpose

Use this option to verify the current user's authority to access a data set.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSECURE('D',dsname,access[,volser])var = OPSSECURE('D',dsname,type[,volser])

Positional Arguments

The OPSECURE function accepts these positional arguments:

1. D
(Required) Return data set access authority.

2. dsname
(Required) Name of the data set to which access is being verified.

3. access
(Required) Type of access being verified. Valid values depend on the security product that is active. The default
is R for Read access:

Value Access Valid for ACF2? Valid for RACF? Valid for Top Secret?

A Alter Yes Yes Yes

A Allocate No No No

C Control No Yes Yes
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Value Access Valid for ACF2? Valid for RACF? Valid for Top Secret?

E Execute Yes Yes Yes

R Read Yes Yes Yes

U Update Yes Yes Yes

W Write Yes No No
4. volser

(Optional) The volume serial number on which the named data set to be verified resides.

Returned Value

The OPSECURE function returns these possible string values depending on the security product that is active:

Value Meaning Valid for
ACF2?

Valid for
RACF?

Valid
for Top
Secret?

ALLOW The specified type of access to the
specified dsname (on the specified volser) is
allowed.

Yes Yes Yes

RESOURCE ACCESS DENIED The specified type of access to the
specified dsname (on the specified volser) is not
allowed.

No Yes Yes

RESOURCE NOT PROTECTED The specified dsname (on the specified volser) is not
being protected by the active security product. (This
string is returned if you did not specify a volser and
the security product is running without GENERIC
resources.)

No Yes Yes

Coding Examples

This example tests if the current user has read access to the data set named 'SYS1.PARMLIB':

not = 'not'

dsn = 'SYS1.PARMLIB'

temp = OPSECURE('D',dsn,'R')

If temp = 'ALLOW' Then

  not = ''

Say 'You do' not 'have Read access to' dsn

Usage Notes

For ACF2 and Top Secret, each OPSECURE function call that returns a data set access violation message counts as
a real access violation. ACF2 may cancel the current job or TSO ID for excessive data set access violations. For this
reason, avoid calling the OPSECURE function with every possible data set name to try to find out which data sets you can
access.

Option F: Return a field from an ACF2 logonid record

Purpose

Use this option to return the value of a field from an ACF2 logonid record.
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NOTE
This option is not valid for security products RACF and Top Secret.

Coding Syntax

The OPSECURE function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSECURE('F',field)

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

1. F
(Required) Return a field from an ACF2 logonid record.

2. field
(Required) The name of the logonid field whose contents is to be returned.  For information about valid field names,
see the appropriate ACF2 guide. Alternatively, display a list of valid field names by issuing the command TSO ACF
followed by the subcommand HELP FIELDS. You may also specify other user-defined fields that you defined to ACF2.

Returned Value

The OPSECURE function returns the contents of the specified logon ID field. See the appropriate ACF2 guide for a
description of the data format of each field. This function always returns the field data as a character string without any
leading or trailing blanks. OPS/REXX performs the following conversions depending on the field data format:

• Binary fields are converted to signed decimal values without leading zeros or blanks. The number zero is returned as
0.

• Character fields are returned as is, possibly truncated to the OPS/REXX-defined maximum valid string length.
• Date fields are converted to the format yyyy/mm/dd with leading zeros retained (so that the result is always exactly ten

non-blank characters). A zero date field is returned as the string ****/**/**.
• Time fields are converted to the format hh:mm:ss with leading zeros retained (so that the result is always exactly eight

non-blank characters).
• Bit fields are converted to a 0 (FALSE or off) or a 1 (TRUE or on).
• Clock fields are converted to the format yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss with leading zeros retained. The format contains exactly

eight non-blank characters, a blank, and eight more non-blank characters. A zero date field is returned as the string **/
**/**.

• Hexadecimal fields are returned as is. Use the C2X function of OPS/REXX to convert these fields to a printable format.
• Encoded/encrypted fields are always returned as null strings. As a result, you cannot use the OPSECURE function to

return passwords.

Coding Examples

This example tests if the current user is an ACF2 security administrator:

If OPSECURE('F','SECURITY') = 0 Then

  Do

    Say 'This action is limited to security administrators'

    Exit

  End

Usage Notes

None.
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Option I: Return information about the security product

Purpose

Use this option to return informat about the active security product.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSECURE('I',type)

Positional Arguments

The OPSECURE function accepts these positional arguments:

1. I
(Required) Return information about the security product.

2. type
Required) The type of product information to be returned. Valid values depend on the security product that is active:

Value Returned data Valid for
ACF2?

Valid for
RACF?

Valid
for Top
Secret?

PRODUCT The name of the security product: TSS, RACF,
ACF2, or UNKNOWN SECURITY PRODUCT

Yes Yes Yes

MODE One of the following ACF2 operating modes: QUIET,
LOG, WARN, ABORT, OFF

Yes No No

RELEASE The release number of the active security product as
a text string.
For ACF2: rr.rr or UNKNOWN SECURITY RELEASE
For RACF or Top Secret: rr.i  or rr.rr 

Yes Yes Yes

USERID The security product user ID of the current user. Yes Yes Yes

GROUP The ID of the security group to which the current
security product user or job is assigned.

No Yes Yes

UID The UID string for the current ACF2 user. Yes No No

SOURCE The submission source for the current job or TSO
session. The submission source is either the VTAM
LU name for TSO sessions or the name of the job,
TSO user, or started task that submitted the current
job (wrote it to the internal reader).

Yes Yes Yes

SPECIAL TRUE if the current user ID has the Special attribute,
otherwise FALSE.

No Yes Yes

AUDITOR TRUE if the current user ID has the Auditor attribute,
otherwise FALSE.

No Yes Yes

OPERATIONS TRUE if the current user ID has the Operations
attribute, otherwise FALSE.

No Yes Yes
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Value Returned data Valid for
ACF2?

Valid for
RACF?

Valid
for Top
Secret?

USERDATA The installation data for the current user ID. This
value will be removed from the OPS/MVS product
in a future release. Modify your code and use the
OPSECURE('A','INSTALLATIONDATA') function
instead.

No No Yes

Returned Value

See the previous table for the type argument. When a type other than PRODUCT, MODE, or RELEASE is specified,
the information that is returned is based on the security environment of the current task or address space. If the current
address space does not have a valid security environment (for example, CONSOLE), the value that is returned is INVALID
SECURITY ENVIRONMENT.

Coding Examples

This example tests if the active security product is RACF:

prod = OPSECURE('I','PRODUCT')

If prod = 'RACF' Then

  Exit

Usage Notes

 For commands issued from real MCS consoles, use the AOF environmental variable CMD.USERID in an AOF command
rule to obtain the user ID of the command issuer.

Option P: Return password validity (and optionally reset password)

Purpose

Use this option to validate a password, and optionally reset it.

Coding Syntax

The OPSECURE function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSECURE('P',userid,password[,newpassword])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

1. P
(Required) Return password validity (and optionally reset password).

2. userid
(Required) The userid whose password is to be validated (and optionally reset).

3. password
(Required) The password to be validated (and optionally reset) for the specified userid.

4. newpassword
(Optional) The new password for the userid whose password is being validated. For RACF, must be in uppercase.
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Returned Value

The OPSECURE function returns these possible string values depending on the security product that is active:

Value Meaning Valid for
ACF2?

Valid for
RACF?

Valid
for Top
Secret?

ALLOW The specified password is valid for the
specified userid and set to newpassword if specified.

Yes Yes Yes

message An OPS/REXX message that is issued when
the specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

Yes No No

INVALID SECURITY ENVIRONMENT The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

USER PROFILE NOT DEFINED The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

PASSWORD IS NOT AUTHORIZED The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

PASSWORD HAS EXPIRED The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

USER NOT DEFINED TO THE
GROUP

The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

REJECTED BY INSTALLATION EXIT The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

ACCESS HAS BEEN REVOKED The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

SECURITY PRODUCT IS NOT
ACTIVE

The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

GROUP ACCESS HAS BEEN
REVOKED

The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE THIS
TERMINAL

The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

INVALID DAY OR TIME OF DAY The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

TERMINAL CANNOT BE USED The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE
APPLICATION

The specified password is not valid for the
specified userid.

No Yes Yes

Coding Examples

This example validates the security product userid and password that is obtained from the EDQ:

Pull user pass

temp = OPSECURE('P',user,pass)

If temp = 'ALLOW' Then

  Say 'Valid userid/password'

Else

  Say 'Invalid userid/password'
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Usage Notes

For ACF2, OPSECURE function calls for an invalid password increases the invalid password violation counter for the
specified userid. 

Option R: Return general resource access authority

Purpose

Use this option to verify the current user's authority to access a general resource.

NOTE
For more information about generalized resources, see the appropriate ACF2, RACF, Top Secret or guide.

Coding Syntax

The OPSECURE function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSECURE('R',class,name,access[,logoption])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

1. R
(Required) Return general resource access authority.

2. class
(Required) Class of the resource to which access is being verified.

3. name
(Required) Name of the resource to which access is being verified.

4. access
(Required) Type of access being verified. Valid values depend on the security product that is active. The default
is R for Read access:

Value Access Valid for ACF2? Valid for RACF? Valid for Top Secret?

A Add Yes No No

A Alter No Yes Yes

C Control No Yes Yes

D Delete Yes No No

R Read Yes Yes Yes

U Update Yes Yes Yes
5. logoption

(Optional) Controls logging for failed verifications. Overrides the setting of the OPS/MVS SECURITYLOG parameter.
If omitted, the setting of the SECURITYLOG parameter is in effect. Logging always occurs outside the AOF rule
environment unless the OPS/REXX compiler has APF authority. Valid values are:

L Failed verifications are logged.
N Failed verifications are not logged.
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Returned Value

The OPSECURE function returns these possible string values:

Value Meaning

ALLOW The specified type of access to the specified resource name of the
specified resource class is allowed.

RESOURCE ACCESS DENIED The specified type of access to the specified resource name of the
specified resource class is not allowed.

RESOURCE NOT PROTECTED The specified resource name of the specified resource class is not
protected by the active security product.

Coding Examples

This example tests if the current user has update access to general resource name MVS.VARY.DEV in general resource
class OPERCMDS, which secures the ability to issue z/OS commands VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE:

not = 'not'

temp = OPSECURE('R','OPERCMDS','MVS.VARY.DEV','U')

If temp = 'ALLOW' Then

  not = ''

Say 'You do' not 'have VARY ONLINE/OFFLINE authority'

Usage Notes

None

OPSENQ Function for z/OS ENQ/DEQ System Services

Purpose

The OPSENQ function uses the z/OS ENQ/DEQ system services to serialize use of resources. See the IBM
documentation for a more detailed description of those services.

WARNING

If not used properly, this function can leave serialized resources enqueued. If serialized resources are left
enqueued, your system may become inoperable. See Usage Notes.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSENQ function for z/OS ENQ/DEQ may be coded in these environments:

Yes Yes No No No

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

System Requirements

The OPSENQ function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSENQ function is coded using this syntax:
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var = OPSENQ(operation[,major[,minor[,type[,scope[,ret]] ]] ])

Positional Arguments

The OPSENQ function accepts these positional arguments, which correspond to parameters of the z/OS ENQ/DEQ
system services. See the IBM documentation for a more detailed description of those parameters.

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed
on the serialized resource. Valid values are:

Value Operation to be
performed

D Dequeue from
(release control
of) the serialized
resource.

E Enqueue on (obtain
control of) the
serialized resource.

2 major (Optional) The major name (qName) of the
serialized resource that is specified as a
1-8 character string. By convention, the
major and minor names together identify
the resource.
If omitted, the default is OPS/MVS.

3 minor (Optional) The minor name (rName) of the
serialized resource that is specified as a
1-255 character string. By convention, the
major and minor names together identify
the resource.
If omitted when used in an AOF
rule, the default is the 29-character,
blank-padded, left-justified string
RULEOPSxssssssss.rrrrrrrr; where rrrrrrrr is
the 8-character, left-justified, blank-padded
name of the rule, and ssssssss is the 8-
character, right-justified, blank-padded
name of its rule set, and OPSx is the name
of its OPS/MVS subsystem.
If omitted when used in an OPS/
REXX program, the default is the 29-
character, left-justified, blank-padded
string RULEuuuuuuuu pppppppp; where
pppppppp is the 8-character, left-justified,
blank-padded name of the program, and
uuuuuuuu is the 8-character, left-justified,
blank-padded name of its job or TSO user
ID.
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4 type (Optional) When operation is E (enqueue),
the requested type of control over the
resource. Valid values are:

Value Type of control
E Exclusive control.

This is the default.
S Shared control.

When operation is D, (dequeue), this
argument is ignored.

5 scope (Optional) The scope of resource
serialization. Valid values are:

Value Scope of
serialization

STEP Job step-wide
serialization.

SYSTEM Local system-
wide serialization.

SYSTEMS Global systems-
wide serialization.

The scope that is specified to dequeue from
a resource must match the scope that was
specified to enqueue on that resource.
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6 ret (Optional) The condition for return from the
function.

When operation is E (enqueque), valid
values are:

Value Condition for return

HAVE Conditionally wait to
obtain control of the
resource, if control
is not already held.
This is the default.

NONE Unconditionally wait
to obtain control of
the resource.

Warning! Ends
abnormally
(ABENDs) if control
is already held.

TEST Test for the
availability of the
resource, but neither
wait nor request to
obtain control of it.

USE Request control of
the resource, but do
not wait to obtain it.

When operation is D (dequeque), valid
values are:

Value Condition for return

HAVE Conditionally
release control of
the resource, if
control is held.

NONE Unconditionally
release control of
the resource.

Warning! Ends
abnormally
(ABENDs) if control
is not already held.

# Argument Value

Keyword Arguments

TheOPSENQ function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

The OPSENQ function returns a numeric value that is the return code from the z/OS ENQ/DEQ system service. See the
IBM documentation for a description of possible return codes.

Returned Variables

The OPSENQ function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSENQ function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

Suppose the OPS/REXX global variable that is named GLOBAL.COUNT is used as a counter that can be modified by
multiple OPS/REXX programs running asynchronously on the same system. Code similar to this example can be used in
each OPS/REXX program to serialize updates to the counter.  In this case, it uses the arbitrary resource qName of "OPS/
MVS" and rName of "COUNT":

    SIGNAL ON SYNTAX

    temp = OPSENQ("E",,"COUNT")      /* WAIT to obtain exclusive control of the counter on this system */

/*  GLOBAL.COUNT = GLOBAL.COUNT + 1     Uncomment to increment count */

/*  GLOBAL.COUNT = GLOBAL.COUNT - 1     Uncomment to decrement count */

SYNTAX:

    temp = OPSENQ("D",,"COUNT")      /* Release control of the counter on this system */

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• An AOF rule or OPS/REXX program that enqueues on (obtain control of) a serialized resource should contain SIGNAL
ON SYNTAX code to dequeue from (release control of) that serialized resource in the case of an error.

WARNING

If serialized resources are left enqueued, your system may become inoperable.

OPSENQ Function for z/OS GQSCAN System Service

Purpose

The OPSENQ function uses the z/OS GQSCAN system service to obtain information about serialized resources from
z/OS Global Resource Serialization (GRS) queue. See the IBM documentation for a more detailed description of that
service.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No
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System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSENQ(operation,[major],[minor],[type],scope)

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments, which correspond to parameters of the z/OS GQSCAN system
service. See the IBM documentation for a more detailed description of those parameters.

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
Valid values are:

Value Operation to
be performed

C Obtain information
about resource
serialization
conflicts.

Q Obtain information
about serialized
resources.

2 major (Optional) The major name (qName) or
mask of the serialized resource(s) for which
you want to obtain information. This name
is specified as a 1-8 character string. By
convention, the major and minor names
together identify the resource. May contain
the wildcard character * in the last position
to match any number of trailing characters
in the qName. If omitted, the default is *.

Note: For Q, the major name and the minor
name cannot both be the single wildcard
character *.

3 minor (Optional) The minor name (rName) or
mask of the serialized resource(s) for which
you want to obtain information, which is
specified as a 1-255 character string. By
convention, the major and minor names
together identify the resource. May contain
the wildcard character * in the last position
to match any number of trailing characters
in the rName. If omitted, the default is *.

Note: For Q, the major name and the minor
name cannot both be the single wildcard
character *.
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4 type (Optional) This argument is meaningless
and used only as a placeholder. If not
omitted, the only valid value is the single
wildcard character *.

5 scope (Required) The scope of resource
serialization for which information is
returned. Valid values are:

Value Scope of control

STEP Information is
obtained for
serialized resources
with job step-wide
scope of control
only.

SYSTEM Information is
obtained for
serialized resources
with local system-
wide scope of
control only.

SYSTEMS Information is
obtained for
serialized resources
with global systems-
wide scope of
control only.

ALL Information is
obtained for
all serialized
resources,
regardless of scope
of control.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns the number of lines it added to the EDQ.

Returned Variables

This function sets the variables OPSRC and OPSRS to numeric values indicating the success or failure of the function.
The possible numeric values are:

OPSRC value Meaning and OPSRS value

0 The function was called properly and at least one matching
serialized resource was found. The value of OPSRS is zero.
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4 The function was called properly, but no matching serialized
resources were found. The value of OPSRS is zero.

10 or 12 An error occurred while processing the request. See the IBM
documentation for the GQSCAN service for more information.
OPSRC contains the return code from the GQSCAN service, and
OPSRS contains the reason code from the GQSCAN service.

99 The function was called properly, but too many serialized
resources were found and the EDQ overflowed. Either use the
information that is returned or retry the operation with a larger
EDQ. The value of OPSRS is zero.

NOTE

A syntax error in the function call statement causes an OPS/REXX error and terminates the program. Message
"REXX error 40, Incorrect Call to Routine" is generated.

Returned EDQ Data

This function places information that it obtains about serialized resources on the EDQ. One line is added for each
serialized resource. Each line has this format:

Word Number Word Length Word Contents

1 17 The job name of the requestor of the
serialized resource, or the job names of
the provider and requestor of the serialized
resource, concatenated by a slash "/".

2 8 The system name of the requestor of the
serialized resource.

3 8 The major name (qName) of the serialized
resource.

4 4 The requested scope of resource
serialization. Possible values are:

Value Scope of
serialization

SYS Local system-wide
SYSS Global systems-

wide
STEP Job step-wide
UNKN Should never occur.

5 1

6 9 The ASID of the requestor of the serialized
resource, or the ASIDs of the provider
and requestor of the serialized resource,
concatenated by a slash "/", in hexadecimal
format.

7 8 The TCB address of the requestor of the
serialized resource in hexadecimal format.
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8 1 The status of the request for the serialized
resource. Possible values are:

Value Status of request
O Owns the serialized

resource
W Is waiting for the

serialized resource

9 1 The requested type of control over the
serialized resource. Possible values are:

Value Type of control
E Exclusive control
S Shared control

10 4 The device number of a RESERVE request,
otherwise N/A.

11 255 The minor name (rName) of the serialized
resource.

Note: The minor name (rName) of the
serialized resource may contain embedded
blanks. Therefore, treat every word after
the tenth word as part of the minor name
(rName). Each record on the EDQ contains
at least eleven words.

Coding Examples

This example generates output that contains information about all ENQ conflicts in the GRS complex:

#owners = 0                                

#waiters =0                                

record.0 = OPSENQ("C",'*','*','*',"ALL")   

i = 0                                      

Do While QUEUED() > 0                      

  i = i + 1                                

  Pull record.i                            

  If WORD(record.i,8) = 'O' Then           

    #owners = #owners + 1                  

  Else                                     

    #waiters = #owners + 1                 

End                                        

Say "GQSCAN RETCODE="OPSRC "RSNCODE="OPSRSC

Say "# of ENQ conflicts =" #owners         

Say "# of ENQ waiters=" #waiters           

Say "GQSCAN ENQ conflicts list:"           

Do n = 1 To record.0                       

  Say record.n                             

End                                        
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This is sample output that is generated by the previous example. CATALOG provides serialization that is requested by
CHEST11, ASCHINT, and QACQ420:

GQSCAN RETCODE=0 RSNCODE=0                                                              

# of ENQ conflicts = 4                                                                  

# of ENQ waiters= 8                                                                     

GQSCAN ENQ conflicts list:                                                              

EBAG              SYS2     CYBERRSV SYS  L 00B8      007F4E88 O E N/A  EBAG             

MMAP007A          SYS2     CYBERRSV SYS  L 0086      007FEAB8 W E N/A  EBAG             

RAWAB018          SYS1     J2ZSVCQN STEP L 046E      007F80D8 O E N/A  J2ZLOGMSG        

RAWAB018          SYS1     J2ZSVCQN STEP L 046E      007B2A58 W E N/A  J2ZLOGMSG        

RAWAB019          SYS1     J2ZSVCQN STEP L 0431      007F80D8 O E N/A  J2ZLOGMSG        

RAWAB019          SYS1     J2ZSVCQN STEP L 0431      007B2A58 W E N/A  J2ZLOGMSG        

CATALOG/CHEST11   SYS2     SYSIGGV2 SYS  L 002C/0108 007935A8 W S 286E ICF.CYBQA.USERCAT

CATALOG/ASCHINT   SYS2     SYSIGGV2 SYS  L 002C/00B8 00790D08 W S 286E ICF.CYBQA.USERCAT

CATALOG/QACQ420   SYS2     SYSIGGV2 SYS  L 002C/010D 00790A60 W S 286E ICF.CYBQA.USERCAT

VANQAVC6          SYS1     VANTDATA STEP L 017C      0076FAC8 O S N/A  LSPACEPO         

VANQAVC6          SYS1     VANTDATA STEP L 017C      0076F8A8 W E N/A  LSPACEPO         

VANQAVC6          SYS1     VANTDATA STEP L 017C      0075C470 W S N/A  LSPACEPO         

This example obtains ENQ information about the local system for an OPS/MVS rule data set:

lines=OPSENQ('Q','SYSDSN','SYS1.OPS.SUPPRESS.RULES',,'SYSTEM')

This example obtains ENQ information throughout the GRS complex for all ISPF Editor ENQs held for all data set names
with high level qualifier MYUID:

lines=OPSENQ('Q','SPFEDIT','MYUID.*',,'ALL')

Usage Notes

None.

OPSGETVL Function

Purpose

Use the OPSGETVL function to retrieve the names of Automate-format variables or OPS/REXX global variables. This
function has no effect on other variables.

NOTE

This function is supplied for compatibility with Automate code. When you write new code, use the OPSVALUE
function instead.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSGETVL function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

Automate-format variable names are defined by the Automate-Related Parameters parameters.
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Coding Syntax

The OPSGETVL function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

 OPSGETVL namemask [prefix] [keywords]

The OPSGETVL function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

 var = OPSGETVL("namemask [prefix] [keywords]")

NOTE

This function accepts only one positional argument when called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX. That
positional argument is a string of positional and keyword arguments that are passed to the function. In this
context, it is the contents of that string that are documented in the following two sections, Positional Arguments
and Keyword Arguments.
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Positional Arguments

The OPSGETVL function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 namemask (Required) Mask of variable name(s) to
retrieve. Variable name(s) that match
the specified namemask are retrieved.
namemask may contain the following
wildcard characters:

Wildcard Matches
+ Any single character

in a variable name.
For Automate-
format variable
names, may be
specified anywhere
in the namemask.
For OPS/REXX
global variable
names, may be
specified anywhere
after the first period
in the namemask.
For example, a
globalx.+0 is valid,
but global+.0 is not
valid

* Any number of
trailing characters
in a variable name.
May be specified
only as the last
character of the
namemask. For
example, globalx.0*
is valid, but global*.0
is not valid.

2 prefix (Optional) Specifies the prefix to be used
for the names of variables that are created
by the request. The default value is GETVL.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSGETVL function accepts the same optional keyword arguments as the OPSGETVL Command Processor.

Returned Value

This function returns the number of variable names retrieved.
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Returned Variables

The OPSGETVL function creates variables whose names begin with the specified prefix positional argument (which
defaults to GETVL).

The variable that is named prefixTK is set to the "resume" token number to be used in the TOKEN keyword argument on
a subsequent invocation of OPSGETVL when OPSRC=8. This variable indicates that the number of variables that match
the specified namemask exceeds the maximum that is specified by keyword argument MAX (which defaults to 99).

When the keyword argument CMDRESP(CLIST) is specified, variables with names of the format prefix n are created. The
variable that is named prefix0 contains the n number of variables whose names match the specified namemask. Each
matching variable name is stored in the remaining output variables that are named prefix1 through prefix n.

When the keyword argument CMDRESP(REXX) is specified, REXX stem variables with names of the format prefix.n are
created. The stem variable that is named prefix.0 contains the n number of variables whose names match the
specified namemask. Each matching variable name is stored in the remaining output variables that are named prefix.1
through prefix.n.

The OPSGETVL function sets variable OPSRC to a numeric value that indicates the success or failure of the request. The
possible numeric values are:

Value Meaning

0 Request succeeded.

4 No matching variable names were retrieved.

8 The maximum number of matching variable names was returned,
but more matching names exist. Invoke the OPSGETVL function
again with the same namemask and the keyword argument
TOKEN(prefixTK) to obtain the remaining variable names.

10 The value that you specified for the TOKEN keyword is invalid.

12 The OPS/MVS product is not active.

40 Invalid REXX function argument.

See the OPSGETVL Command Processor for more details about variables that are created by the OPSGETVL function.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSGETVL function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This OPS/REXX example uses function OPSGETVL to obtain information about OPS/REXX global variables named
GLOBALX.*:

  globalx.0=1

  globalx.1='test1234567890abcdefghij'

  globalx.2='abcdefghijklmnopqrvwxyz12345'

  globalx.3='zyxwvrqponmlkjihgfedcba12345'

  a = OPSGETVL('globalx.*')

  if opsrc <> 0 & opsrc <> 8 then

    do 

      say queued()

      say 'opsrc='||opsrc
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      exit

    end

  if opsrc = 8 then

    say 'Some variable names not returned due to MAX limit.'

  say 'a =' a

  do i = 1 to a

    say getvl.i

  end

Example output that is generated by the previous example:

a = 4

GLOBALX.0

GLOBALX.1

   GLOBALX.2

   GLOBALX.3

NOTE

For more examples of the use of OPSGETVL, see the OPSGETVL Command Processor.

Usage Notes

This function is supplied for compatibility with Automate code. When you write new code, use OPSVALUE instead.

OPSHFI Function

Purpose

Use the OPSHFI function to store values of Automate-format variables and OPS/REXX global variables in an external
VSAM key-sequenced data set. Using OPSHFI, you can WRITE variable records to the VSAM file, READ variable records
from the VSAM file, or DELETE variable records from the VSAM file. The VSAM file can be shared among multiple
systems, which makes OPSHFI a useful replacement for a large quantity of cross-system OPSVALUE function calls. See
the OPSHFI Command Processor for more details.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

The VSAM file that is used by OPSHFI is defined using the Define the Shared File VSAM KSDS.

Automate-format variable names are defined by
the ATMLOCALSCOPEnn and ATMSHARESHAREDSCOPEnn parameters.
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Coding Syntax

The OPSHFI function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

 OPSHFI operation namemask [keywords]

The OPSHFI function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

 var = OPSHFI("operation namemask [keywords]")

NOTE

This function accepts only one positional argument when called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX. That
positional argument is a string of positional and keyword arguments that are passed to the function. In this
context, it is the contents of that string that are documented in the following two sections, Positional Arguments
and Keyword Arguments.

Positional Arguments

The OPSGETVL function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
Valid values are: READ, WRITE, DELETE
See the OPSHFI Command Processor for
detailed descriptions of these operations.

2 namemask (Required) Mask of variable name(s) to be
operated on.
See the OPSHFI Command Processor for a
detailed description of namemask.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSHFI function accepts the same optional keyword arguments as the OPSHFI Command Processor.

Returned Value

This function returns the number of variable names that are retrieved for processing.

Returned Variables

The OPSHFI function sets variable OPSRC to a numeric value that indicates the success or failure of the request. The
possible numeric values are:

Value Meaning

0 Request succeeded.

2 The request that is executed successfully, but no variable count
was returned because NOOUTPUT was specified or implied.

4 When operation is READ, no matching VSAM records were found.
When operation is WRITE, there is no space in the VSAM data set
or the data set is not allocated.

8 An error was encountered during processing.
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12 The OPS/MVS product is not active.

40 Invalid REXX function argument.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSHFI function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This OPS/REXX example uses function OPSHFI to read all variables matching the namemask GLVTEMP1.PJC* into
storage, and replace existing variables in memory or creates them as needed:

a = OPSHFI('READ GLVTEMP1.PJC.* SHARED')

This OPS/REXX example uses function OPSHFI to write all variables matching the namemask GLVTEMP1.PJC* to the
VSAM file as local variables:

a = OPSHFI('WRITE GLVTEMP1.PJC.* LOCAL')

This OPS/REXX example uses function OPSHFI to delete all local variables matching the namemask GLVTEMP1.PJC*
from the VSAM file. LOCAL scope is the default and can be omitted:

a = OPSHFI('DELETE GLVTEMP1.PJC.* LOCAL')

NOTE

For more examples of the use of OPSHFI, see the OPSHFI Command Processor.

Usage Notes

When function OPSHFI is used in an AOF rule in which waits are not allowed, the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied.

OPSINFO Function
NOTE

The OPS/MVS team provides a library of Best Practices videos of many of our features and functions. To learn
more about OPSINFO, view a this short video.

Purpose

Use the OPSINFO function to obtain information about OPS/MVS or about the environment where the issuing OPS/REXX
program is running.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No
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System Requirements

Some JES2 information that is obtained by the OPSINFO function requires access to a JES2 offsets table. Module
OPJ2DF contains an already-assembled, already-linked default JES2 offsets table with support for the currently supported
JES2 versions. PTFs are provided in the maintenance stream for JES2 versions that were not GA before the release of
this level of OPS/MVS.

At startup, OPS/MVS checks to see what release of JES2 is running, and then loads and searches the OPJ2DF module.
If the OPJ2DF module contains an offset table matching your JES2 release, all OPS/MVS components use the default
offsets table in OPJ2DF.

Coding Syntax

The OPSINFO function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSINFO(type)

Positional Arguments

The OPSINFO function accepts these positional arguments:

1. type

(Required) Specifies the type of information to be obtained. Valid values are:

ACCOUNT Multiple accounting fields for the current address space, which is separated by blanks.
AOFTEST A string indicating whether the call was made from a rule executing in AOF Test:

ACTIVE Running in a rule in AOF Test
INACTIVE Not running in a rule in AOF Test

AMJOBID Null if the job is running SUB=MSTR. Otherwise, the job ID in one of these formats:

yyynnnnn yyy is STC, JOB or TSU, and nnnnn is the JES job ID number
ynnnnnnn y is S (STC), J (JOB) or T (TSU), and nnnnnnn is the JES job ID number

NOTE

OPSINFO('JOBID') returns the same information in a slightly different format.

ARCHLVL A string indicating the architecture level of the CPU:

1 ESA/390 architecture
2 z/OS architecture

ASID Two characters whose binary value is the z/OS ASID (Address Space Identifier) ) of the current address
space.

CAS9STATUS The string INIT or NOTINIT to indicate the initialization status of the Common Components and Services
(CCS) LMP (License Management Program) RIM component.

CLOCK The 8-byte binary result of executing a STORE CLOCK instruction on the CPU at the moment the
function is called.

CPCMODEL A string containing the model number of the central processing complex (CPC) on which this program
or rule is executing on. This value is related to the value returned by OPSINFO ('CPUMODEL'), but is
in a more meaningful format. On an IBM 9672-R75, for example, OPSINFO ('CPCMODEL') returns the
value R75, whereas OPSINFO ('CPUMODEL') returns the value 77. When model number of the CPC is
unavailable, the value that is returned is identical to that returned by OPSINFO ('CPUMODEL').

CPCMODELD A string containing the dynamic model number of the central processing complex (CPC) on
which this program or rule is executing. This value is usually the same as that returned by
OPSINFO('CPCMODEL'), but it is different in the following cases:
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• A dynamic processor upgrade has been performed and the CPC has not been IMLed. In this case, a
null  string is returned.

• The processor does not support the STSI instruction. In this case, the string NOSTSI is returned.
• The STSI instruction failed to retrieve the required information. In this case, the string STSIFL is

returned. Report this behavior to OPS/MVS customer support and request assistance.
• The OPS/MVS subsystem is not active. In this case, the string SS_N/A is returned.

NOTE

In AOF Test, this function returns the same value that is returned by
OPSINFO('CPCMODEL'). If outside of AOF Test and the result is not one of the special
strings NOSTSI, STSIFL, or SS_N/A, you can compare the result of this function with the
result of OPSINFO('CPCMODEL') to determine whether a dynamic processor upgrade
has been performed.

CPSZAAPS The count of zAAPs (zSeries Application Assist Processors) currently online.
CPSZIIPS The count of zIIPs (zSeries Integrated Information Processors) currently online.

CPSREGULAR The count of regular central processors (CPs) currently online.
CPUID The six-character CPU identifier of the CPU where this program or rule is running.

CPUMODEL The two-character CPU submodel code of the CPU where this program or rule is running. When running
under VM, the string FF.

CPUSCONFIG The number of CPUs that are in the configured state. A CPU is in the configured state when it is in the
configuration and available for executing programs.

CPUSONLINE The count of regular CPs and zAAPs (zSeries Application Assist Processors) and zIIPs (zSeries
Integrated Information Processors) currently online.

CPUSRESERVED The number of CPUs that are in the reserved state. A CPU is in the reserved state when it is in the
configuration, it is not available to be used to execute programs, and it cannot be made available by
issuing instructions to place it in the configured state.

NOTE

You may be able to place a reserved CPU manually in the standby or configured state.

CCPUSSTANDBY The number of CPUs that are in the standby state. A CPU is in the standby state when it is in the
configuration, it is not available to be used to execute programs, and it can be made available by issuing
instructions to place it in the configured state.

CPUSTOTAL The total number of CPUs in the configuration. This number includes all CPUs in the configured state,
the standby state, or the reserved state.

NOTE

CPUSTOTAL = CPUSCONFIG + CPUSSTANDBY + CPUSRESERVED

CPUTYPE The four-character CPU type (for instance, 9672) of the CPU where the program or rule is running.
DFPVERSION If DFSMS is not installed, the version of DFP running on the current system in the form r.r (for example,

3.3).
If DFSMS is installed, the same value that is returned by OPSINFO('DFSMSVERSION').

DFSMSVERSION The version of DFSMS running on the current system in the form r.r (for example, 1.5). If DFSMS is not
installed, the string N/A.

EVENTTYPE A string indicating the type of event the rule is processing, such as MSG or DOM.
When called from an AOF rule, one of these values: API, ARM, CMD, DIS, DOM, ENA, EOJ, EOM,
EOS, GLV, MSG, OMG, REQ, SCR, SEC, TLM, TOD, USSWhen called from outside the AOF rule
environment (for example, in an OPS/REXX program in a server), the string NONE.
This function call is intended for use in external OPS/REXX functions that may be called by more than
one type of rule.

EXECNODEID The JES2 execution node ID. If the primary job entry subsystem is not JES2, or JES2 is not active when
this function is called, the string *NOT-AVAILABLE*.

EXECPGM The name of the program that is specified on the JCL statement EXEC PGM= for the current step.
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EXITTYPE A string indicating the type of exit in which the AOF captured the event that triggered this rule.
When called from an AOF rule, one of these values: CA7, CICS, DSN, ERR, IMS, JES3, MVS, NONE,
OMG, TRAC, NIP, CNSVWhen called from outside the AOF rule environment (for example, in an OPS/
REXX program in a server), the string NONE.
A common use of this function call to prevent the processing of a single message more than once in the
IMS or JES3 environments.

GRSMODE A string indicating the mode in which Global Resource Serialization (GRS) is executing:

NONE Global GRS is not active.
RING Global GRS is in Ring mode.
STAR Global GRS is in Star mode.
UNKN Unable to determine the global GRS mode.

HARDWARENAME The name of the processor configuration.
IMSID The IMS identifier (IMSID) associated with the address space where the OPS/REXX program is running.

If the IOF is not installed or is inactive, if the address space is not an IMS Control Region, a DLISAS
Region, a DBRC address space, a Message Processing Region, or a Batch Message Processing
Region, the string NONE. This function call is of greatest use in AOF message rules. For example,
canceling an IMS BMP is dangerous because doing so can bring down all of IMS. A rule can use the
OPSINFO function to:

• Determine if the job issuing a z/OS message that usually calls for cancellation is an IMS-dependent
region.

• Take some other action for these regions.

NOTE

This function call is available only if the IOF (IMS Operations Facility) is licensed,
installed, and active.

IMSTYPE A string that Indicates the type of IMS region for the address space in which the current program or rule
is running:

BCH The address space is an IMS BMP region.
CTL The address space is an IMS Control Region.
DEP The address space is an IMS MPP region.
NON The address space is not associated with any IMS Control Region,

or the IOF is not installed or is inactive.

NOTE

OPSINFO cannot determine if the address space is using batch DL/I facilities independent of
any Control Region (even if using database- or block-level sharing through DBRC/IRLM).

NOTE

This function call is available only if the IOF (IMS Operations Facility) is licensed, installed,
and active.

INPUTDEV The name of the input device for the current job. If the primary job entry subsystem is not JES2, or JES2
is not active when this function is called, the string *NOT-AVAILABLE*. The input device can be an
internal reader, a card reader, a remote workstation, or a line that is connected to an NJE system. This
function call enables you to enforce an installation policy that is based on where a job comes from. For
example, to prevent a job that came in from LNE1 from exceeding the output limit.

IPLDATE The date when z/OS was last IPLed (for example, 20030428 for April 28, 2003), in standard OPS/REXX
date format S.

IPLDEVICE The device number of the DASD volume from which the last IPL was performed (for example, 9C01).
This device number can have four hexadecimal digits.
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IPLTIME The time when z/OS was last IPLed (for example, 13:30:10 for 1:30 P.M. plus 10 seconds), in standard
OPS/REXX time format N.

IPLTYPE A value representing how the system was last IPLed:

CLPA Using the CLPA option.
CVIO Using the CVIO option.

WARM Warm-started (IPLed without a complete shutdown).

IPLVOLSER The volume serial number of the DASD volume from which the last IPL was performed (for example,
SYSRES).

ISPF The string ACTIVE when ISPF is active in the current environment, otherwise NOT ACTIVE. Use this
function call to verify whether ISPF services can be used in the current OPS/REXX program.

JCTUSER A 64-byte hexadecimal string containing data that is obtained from the consecutive 4-byte fields in the
JES2 JCT ($JCT), JCTUSER0 through JCTUSERF. If the primary job entry subsystem is not JES2, or
JES2 is not active when this function is called, the string *NOT-AVAILABLE*.

JES The name of the Primary Job Entry Subsystem. Typically, this value is either JES2 or JES3. However,
it can be any subsystem name that you have assigned to the primary JES (JES5, JES9, and so on).
Contrast this function call with OPSINFO('JESTYPE').

JES3GBLNAME The JES3 global processor name if JES3 is the primary job entry subsystem and JES3 is active,
otherwise null.

JES3SPOOL When invoked from an AOF rule, a string indicating the status of the JES3 global spool:

N/A Function call that is invoked from a rule in the AOF test environment or a program.
NONE This is a JES3 global system and no spool space problems exist.

NOTJES3 The host system is not running JES3 or if the ignore JES3 flag is set.
JES3DOWN JES3 has failed or if JES3 is not started.
JES3LOCAL The current system is a JES3 local system.

MARGINALSPACE JES3 spool space is marginal.
MINIMALBUFFERS JES3 JSAM buffers are minimal.

MINIMALSPACE JES3 spool space is minimal.

JESSYSNAME The ID of the JES on which OPS/MVS is active. For systems running JES2, this value is the SMFID of
the current z/OS system. For systems running JES3, it is the MP name.

JESTYPE The string JES2 or JES3 or JES3plus to indicate the type of Primary Job Entry Subsystem (JES) that is
running. Contrast this function call with OPSINFO('JES').

NOTE

The returned string not be valid when the primary JES is inactive in the system (for example,
immediately following an IPL).

JOBCLASS The job class of the program or rule currently executing. In a JES3 environment, the eight-character
JES3 job class.

JOBID The JES job identifier of the current home address space, in one of these formats:

xnnnnn x is J (JOB), T (TSU), or S (STC) and nnnnn is the job number.
xnnnnnnn x is J (JOB), T (TSU), or S (STC) and nnnnnnn is the job number.

NOTE

OPSINFO('AMJOBID') returns the same information in a slightly different format.

NOTE

For more information about the use of OPSINFO('JOBID') in a message rule, see the
description of the MSG.JOBID variable in AOF Variables Available in MSG Rules.

JOBNAME The JOBNAME associated with the address space where the program or rule is running. For a message
rule that is being processed in the z/OS SS09 exit, the job name of the issuer of the WTO that triggered
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the rule is returned. For a reissued message that originated on another system, the job name that is
returned is the one that actually issued the WTO on the originating system.

LCPUSCONFIG The number of logical CPUs for this LPAR level-2 configuration that are in the configured state. A logical
CPU is in the configured state when it is in the level-2 configuration and it is available to be used to
execute programs.

LCPUSRESERVED The number of CPUs for this LPAR level-2 configuration that are in the reserved state. A logical CPU
is in the reserved state when it is in the level-2 configuration, it is not available to be used to execute
program. It cannot be made available by issuing instructions to place it in the configured state. (It may
be possible to place the reserved CPU in the standby or configured state through manual actions.)

LCPUSSTANDBY The number of logical CPUs for this LPAR level-2 configuration that are in the standby state. A logical
CPU is in the standby state when it is in the level-2 configuration, it is not available to be used to
execute programs, and it can be made available by issuing instructions to place it in the configured
state.

LCPUSTOTAL The total number of logical CPUs that are provided for this LPAR level-2 configuration. This number
includes all of the logical CPUs that are in the configured state, the standby state, or the reserved state.

NOTE

LCPUSTOTAL = LCPUSCONFIG + LCPUSSTANDBY + LCPUSRESERVED

LCSSID The logical channel subsystem ID as a hexadecimal number. One processor has four logical channel
subsystems. Each processor can have up to 1024 CHPIDs.

LEAPSECONDS The leap seconds value in seconds. Use this value with the value that is returned by
OPSINFO('TIMEZONE') to convert a GMT time to local time.

NOTE

Civil time is occasionally adjusted in 1-second increments to ensure that the difference
between a uniform timescale that is defined by atomic clocks does not differ from rotational
time by more than 0.9 seconds. Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), an atomic time, is the
basis for civil time.

LEVEL A variable length string that provides the version, release, and maintenance level of the OPS/MVS
product. The format of this string is vV.rR.MM, where vV is the one or two-character version number, rR
is the one or two-character release number, and MM is the two-character maintenance level. MM is left-
padded with the character '0' if necessary. For example, OPS/MVS running at the base installation level
will return the string '14.0.00'.

LOADPARM The eight-character IPL Load Parameter string that was specified on the service console when the
system was last IPLed. For older versions of z/OS, a  null  string.

LOCMSTCONSNM The first console name that has master authority on the local system. If there is no console that has
master authority on the local system, the name of the sysplex master console is returned. When a no-
consoles condition exists in the system, a  null  string.

LPARNAME The LPAR name of the processor configuration. If not in LPAR mode, a  null  string.
LPARNUM The LPAR number as a hexadecimal number. This number distinguishes the configuration from all other

level-2 configurations that are provided by the same LPAR hypervisor.
MAINPGM The program name or the ruleset.rulename of the rule that invoked the currently executing OPS/REXX

program. When the main program or rule is still executing, this value is the same as the value returned
by OPSINFO('PROGRAM'). For example, suppose that program A calls program B, which, in turn, calls
program C. The following values would be returned to these programs:

• If invoked from program A, both OPSINFO('PROGRAM') and OPSINFO('MAINPGM') return A.
• If invoked from program B, OPSINFO('PROGRAM') returns B and OPSINFO('MAINPGM') returns A.
• If invoked from program C, OPSINFO('PROGRAM') returns C and OPSINFO('MAINPGM') returns A.

MAINPRM The character string that is specified on the PARM field on the EXEC card when OPS/MVS was started.
This string can contain up to 100 characters.

MAXEDQ The maximum number of lines that can be placed in the OPS/REXX External Data Queue (EDQ) at any
one time for the current program or rule (for example, 3000).
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MODULE The name of the module that triggered the AOF event. For example, in a message rule the name of the
module (program) that issued the WTO is returned. When invoked from a program running in a TSO
address space or in an OSF server, the name of an OPS/MVS module. Use the following table to match
products to modules:

Module Product Calling environment

BDNRCSCH RCS Command or message that
is issued by Remote Console
(RCS)

DSIOST NetView NetView
DSIPPT NetView NetView
IEAVMQWR MCS Command that is issued from an

MCS console
ISFMAIN SDSF TSO or batch
MIMCNSCH MIC Command or message from MIC
OPER TSOOPER Command that is issued by TSO

OPER
OPSAEX OPS/MVS Event that is created by an OPS/

MVS command processor

MSFDEFAULTSYS The default MSF (Multi-System Facility) system id (MSFID) for the current program or rule. The default
MSFID is set through the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(xxxx) host command.

MSFID The MSF system id of the local system in the MSF network (that is, the local OPS/MVS SYSID
parameter.)

NOTE

For more information, see the description of the SYSID parameter in the MSF Parameters
Reference.

MSGCLASS The message class of the current job. This value can be used to determine output requirements for
various printers. If the primary job entry subsystem is not JES2, or JES2 is not active when this function
is called, *NOT-AVAILABLE*.

MSTCONSNM The name of the current MCS master console. When a no-consoles condition exists in the system, a 
null  string.

MVSVERSION The level of z/OS on which this function call was executed, in the form version.release.modlevel.
NOTIFYID The TSO user identifier who is notified when the job completes. Under some conditions, the string

*NOT-AVAILABLE*. This value can be used to send a TSO user messages concerning their job.
OMVS The status of the OMVS kernel: READY or NOT READY

OPSLOGMSGNUM The OPSLOG message number that is associated with the current event, as a text string. This function
is useful when used with the OPS/REXX OPSLOG() function. A string of zeros is returned under the
following conditions:

• When called in a non-AOF rule environment
• When the AOF event type is not being recorded in OPSLOG. For example, when called from a TOD

rule and the OPS/MVS BROWSETOD parameter is set to NO.
• An AOF MSG rule for which NOOPSLOG is specified.

ORIGINNODE The originating node of the current job. If the primary job entry subsystem is not JES2, or JES2 is not
active when this function is called, the string *NOT-AVAILABLE*. Use this function call to implement
a security policy for your system, or (with the Multi-System Facility) to inform users about the status of
their jobs.

PGN The Performance Group Number (PGN) of the currently executing address space. This value is always
0 when the system is running in GOAL mode.
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PRODUCT The value of the OPS/MVS PRODUCTNAME parameter.

NOTE

For more information, see the description of the PRODUCTNAME parameter in the
Miscellaneous Operating Parameters Reference.

PRODUCTSTARTS The number of times that the current OPS/MVS subsystem has been started since the last time an IPL
of z/OS occurred, or 0 if the subsystem has not been started since the last IPL.
A valid value is returned even if the OPS/MVS subsystem being queried is inactive.

NOTE

The only time that you can absolutely infer that OPS/MVS is down from using this function
call is if it returns 0. If it returns any other value, OPS/MVS could be either up or down. To
determine if a particular OPS/MVS subsystem is active, verify RC=0 is set by this command:

ADDRESS AOF "SUBSYS ssid"

PRODUCTSTATUS One of these strings indicating the status of OPS/MVS: ACTIVE, INIT, TERM

This function call can only be used in AOF rules. If invoked from a program, a  null  string.
Typically, this function call is used in:

• The initialization section of a rule, to determine if this is the OPS/MVS initial startup.
• The termination section of a rule, to determine if OPS/MVS is terminating.

PRODUCTSTCNAME The name of the OPS/MVS started task or job. If the product is not active, the string INACTIVE.
PROGRAM If invoked from an OPS/REXX program, the name of the member from which OPS/REXX read the

program. If read from a sequential data set, a  null  string.If invoked from an AOF rule, the string
ruleset.rule.

PROGRAMMER The programmer information that is associated with the current address space. In the AOF environment,
except when running in a server, the information that is returned is for the address space that triggered
the AOF event.

REALSTORAGE The size of the actual real storage online.

On systems running z/OS 2.4 and prior, the value returned is the number of kilobytes.

On systems running z/OS 2.5 and later, the value returned is the number of megabytes, gigabytes
or terabytes, as indicated by the last character of the returned value: M, G, or T. Precision is to three
decimal places. Some examples:

Returned Value Description

100.500M 100.500 megabytes

450.000G 450 gigabytes

12.000T 12 terabytes

RELEASE An 8-byte string that provides the version and release level of the OPS/MVS product. The format of this
string is vv.rr.00, where vv is the version number and rr is the release number. Each number is a two-
character string, left-padded with the character '0' if necessary.

NOTE

Synonym for OPSINFO ('VERSION').

SCHENV The Scheduling Environment Name that is associated with the output of the current address space. If
the primary job entry subsystem is not JES2, or JES2 is not active when this function is called, the string
*NOT-AVAILABLE*.

SERVICECLASS The WLM service class name, up to a maximum of eight characters. If the name does not exist, the
string N/A.
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SMFID The SMF identifier that your site has assigned to the z/OS image on which OPS/MVS is running.
z/OS gets this value at IPL time from the appropriate SMFPRMnn member of the Logical Parmlib
Concatenation.

SSMSUBSTOP A string indicating whether the SSM subtask has been requested to terminate.:

N/A Function call was made outside of the OPS/MVS address space.
NONE The SSM subtask has no pending request to terminate.
YES the SSM subtask must terminate.

STATEMANSTATUS A string indicating the status of the System State Manager (SSM) task:

ACTIVE SSM is active.
INACTIVE SSM is inactive.

NONE SSM is not being used.
NOPREREQ SSM is active but performs no prerequisite checking.

*NOT-AVAILABLE* OPS/MVS is not active.
PASSIVE SSM is active but is not monitoring resources.

STATEMANTABLE The name of the Relational Date Facility (RDF) table that System State Manager (SSM) is using or
would use if it were active:

STEPNAME The stepname or alternate task ID of the current address space. For example, if you issue the command
S CICS.CICSA, the stepname for that address space is CICSA.

SUBMITTER The user ID that submitted the current job. If the primary job entry subsystem is not JES2, or JES2 is not
active when this function is called, the string *NOT-AVAILABLE*.

SUBSYS The four-character z/OS subsystem name that OPS/MVS is using. OPS/MVS obtains this value from the
first four characters of the PARM field on the EXEC statement in the JCL procedure that is used to start
OPS/MVS. The default subsystem name is OPSS.

SYSCLONE The 1-byte or 2-byte shorthand notation for the z/OS system name from the IEASYMxx member in the
Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

SYSNAME The z/OS system name. Global Resource Serialization (GRS) uses this name to identify different
systems in a GRS complex/sysplex. z/OS gets this value at IPL time from the SYSNAME parameter in
the IEASYSxx member in the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

SYSOPSYS A string containing the z/OS name, version, release, modification level, and FMID. For example,
z/OS 01.05.00 HBB7708

SYSPLEX The z/OS sysplex name from the COUPLExx or LOADxx members in the Logical Parmlib
Concatenation.

TMP A string indicating if TMP is active in the current environment: ACTIVE or NOT ACTIVE. Use this
function to verify whether TSO services can be used in the current program.

TIMEZONE The time zone offset from GMT in seconds. Use this value with the value that is retuned by
OPSINFO('LEAPSECONDS') to convert a GMT time to local time.

NOTE

This value may be a negative number.

TSOEVERSION The TSO/E release level in the form v.rr.m (for example, 2.06.0). If TSO/E is not installed, the string N/A.
TZADJUST The time zone offset from GMT as a 16 character zoned hexadecimal string. This value is required by

the OPSLOG function TZADJ keyword operand for adjusting system clock times on systems using non-
standard z/OS time zone values.

NOTE

This value may be a negative number.

USSEGID The effective numeric USS group ID. If this ID is unavailable or undefined, the string N/A. An effective
group ID may be different from the real group ID of the user that created the process. Effective group
ID is the group ID used for security checks. Authorized programs are allowed to change their group ID
when required.
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USSEUID The effective numeric USS user ID. If this ID is unavailable or undefined, the string N/A. An effective
user ID may be different from the real user ID of the user that created the process. Effective user ID is
the user ID used for security checks. Authorized programs are allowed to change their user ID when
required.

USSGID The real numeric USS group ID. If this ID is unavailable or undefined, the string N/A. The real numeric
USS group ID is the original group ID of the user that created the process.

USSPGID The numeric USS process group ID. If this ID is unavailable or undefined, the string N/A. The process
group ID is the group ID of the main process that created the current process.

USSPID The USS process ID number (PID), in decimal format, of the current z/OS task. If this ID is unavailable
or undefined, the string N/A. The primary use of this function it to capture the PID from long-running
USS processes that issue messages resulting in AOF message events.

NOTE

This number is not the same as the PID of the parent process when UNIX services fork
or spawn are used to issue a message. These UNIX services may generate a short-term
process resulting in a message that triggers an AOF message event.

USSPPID The USS PID of the parent process of the current z/OS task. If this ID is unavailable or undefined, the
string N/A. The parent process ID is the process ID of the process that created the current process.

USSUID The USS real user ID of the current z/OS task. If this ID is unavailable or undefined, the string N/A. The
real user ID is the original user ID of the user that created the current process.

UTC The coordinated universal time (UTC) in the form yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.
VERSION An 8-byte string that provides the version and release level of the OPS/MVS product. The format of this

string is vv.rr.00, where vv is the version number and rr is the release number. Each number is a two-
character string, left-padded with the character '0' if necessary.

NOTE

Synonym for OPSINFO ('RELEASE').

VMUSERID The VM user ID of the virtual machine on which this z/OS image is a guest. If z/OS is not running under
VM, a  null  string.

WSSIZE The size in bytes of the REXX workspace for the current program or rule (for example, 1572864). The
REXX workspace is used to contain REXX variables.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSINFO function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSINFO function returns data as described previously in the section Positional Arguments.

Returned Variables

The OPSINFO function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSINFO function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example checks to see if OPS/MVS release 13.0 or greater is running:

If SUBSTR(OPSINFO("VERSION"),1,5)>="13.00" Then NOP
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Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use the OPSINFO function:

• When Work Load Manager (WLM) controls JES2 initiators, JES-related information is not available at EOS (end of
step) and EOJ (end of job). For example, OPSINFO('JOBID') in an AOF EOJ rule would return null when WLM controls
the JES2 initiators.

OPSIPL Function

Purpose

Use the OPSIPL function to obtain the value of a z/OS IPL parameter, and the xx suffix of the IEASYSxx or
LOADxx member in the z/OS Logical Parmlib Concatenation where the value was specified.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

OPSIPL memberpfx parameter

This function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

var = OPSIPL(memberpfx,parameter)
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 memberpfx (Required) The prefix of the member in the z/OS Logical Parmlib Concatenation where the z/OS
IPL parameter may be specified: IEASYS or LOAD

2 parameter (Required) The z/OS IPL parameter whose value is to be obtained. Valid values depend on the
memberpfx specified:

memberpfx parameter values

IEASYS Value Description

APF The suffix for the IEAAPFxx member
APG The automatic priority group dispatching

priority
BLDL The obsolete suffix for the IEABLDxx member
BLDLF The obsolete suffix for the IEABLDxx member
CEE The suffix for the CEEPRMxx members
CLOCK The suffix for the CLOCKxx members
CLPA The create link pack area option
CMB The additional device classes for

measurement data 
CMD The suffix for the COMMNDxx members 
CON The suffix for the CONSOLxx members and

the JES3 option 
CONT The operator used CONT on console override

reply 
COUPLE The suffix string for COUPLExx member 
CPQE Unknown parameter
CSA The size of CSA and ECSA
CSCBLOC The location of CSCB control blocks (ABOVE

or BELOW)
CVIO The clear VIO data set option 
DEVSUP The suffix for the DEVSUPxx members 
DIAG The suffix for the DIAGxx members 
DRMODE The option to IPL a recovery system as part

of a disaster recovery scenario that requires
special handling of certain resources (YES or
NO)

DUMP The option to place SYS1.DUMPxx data sets
on DASD at IPL time and their suffix range

DUPLEX The data set name of the duplex page data
set

EXIT The suffix for the EXITxx member
FIX The suffix for the IEAFIXxx members and the

protect option
GRS The GRS participation initialization parameter
GRSCNF The suffix for the GRSCNFxx member for

GRS
GRSRNL The suffix for the GRSRNLxx members or

EXCLUDE
ICS The suffix for the IEAICSxx member for SRM
IKJTSO The suffix for the IKJTSOxx member
IOS The suffix for the IECIOSxx member for MIH

and I/O
IPS The suffix for the IEAIPSxx member for SRM
LFAREA The amount of central storage to be made

available to back large pages
LICENSE Indicates whether this system is running with a

z/OS or a ZNALC license (z/OS or ZNALC)
LNK The suffix for the LNKLSTxx members
LNKAUTH The linklist authorization option (LNKLST or

APFTAB)
LOGCLS The JES output class for SYSLOG data sets
LOGLMT The number of WTLs per SYSLOG file
LOGREC The LOGREC data set name or recording

medium
LPA The suffix for the LPALSTxx members
MAXCAD The number of SCOPE=COMMON data

spaces available to all users
MAXUSER The maximum number of concurrent address

spaces
MLPA The suffix for the IEALPAxx members and the

protect option
MSTRJCL The suffix of the MSTRJCLxx member for the

Master JCL
NONVIO The list of NON-VIO eligible page data set

names
NSYSLX The number of additional system linkage

indexes
NUCMAP Obsolete parameter
OMVS The suffix for the BPXPRMxx members for

OpenEdition
OPI Allow operator overrides of

IEASYSxx members option (YES or NO)
OPT The suffix of the IEAOPTxx member for SRM
PAGE The list of page data set names
PAGEO The list of page data set names that are

entered by the operator
PAGNUM The obsolete parameter that is replaced by

PAGTOTL
PAGTOTL The maximum number of PAGE and SWAP

data sets
PAK The suffix for IEAPAKxx members
PLEXCFG The type of system configuration into which

system can start
PRESCPU The option to cause system initialization

processing to bring logically online the CPUs
that appear to MVS to be physically online,
without regard to the number of CPUs defined
to be initially online in the logical partition
profile

PROD The suffix for the IFAPRDxx members
PROG The suffix for the PROGxx members
PURGE The obsolete option to dismount MSS

volumes
RDE Include reliability data extractor option (YES or

NO)
REAL The maximum storage for V=R jobs
RER The reduced error recovery for magnetic tapes

(YES or NO)
RSU The central storage units available for

reconfiguration
RSVNONR The number of reserved entries in ASVT for

non-reusable entries
RSVSTRT The number of reserved entries in ASVT for

START
RTLS The suffix for the CSVRTLxx member
SCH The suffix for the SCHEDxx members
SMF The suffix for the SMFPRMxx member for

SMF
SMS The suffix for IGDSMSxx member for SMS
SQA SQA and ESQA sizes
SSN The suffix for the IEFSSNxx members
SVC The suffix for the IEASVCxx members
SWAP The SWAP data set name list 
SYSNAME The system name 
SYSP The suffix for the IEASYSxx members that are

used for IPL
UNI The suffix for the CUNUNIxx members 
VAL The suffix for VATLSTxx members 
VIODSN The name of the VIO journal data set 
VRREGN The V=R region size 

LOAD Value Description
HWNAME The HCD name of the central processor

complex
IEASYM The suffix of the IEASYMxx members 
IODF The I/O definition file statement image 
IODFUNIT The IODF unit address 
IPLDEVICE The IPL LOADxx parameter data set device

number 
IPLDSN The IPL LOADxx parameter data set name 
IPLFLAGS The 1-byte LOADxx usage flag settings from

field IPALFLAG of the IPA control block:
• Bit X'80' on indicates that the system

used the Master JCL from PARMLIB. If
off, the system used the Master JCL from
LINKLIB.

• Bit x'40' on indicates that the system
used the Master JCL IEFPARMS DD
parameter libraries. If off, the system used
the LOADxx parameter libraries.

IPLIMSI The initial message suppression character
from the IPL 

IPLTOD The suffix of the LOADxx member followed
by the date and time of completion of system
initialization in the form yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss

LPARNAME The partition name, in HCD or IOCP 
MTLSHARE The MTLSHARE option that enables a full-

support MTL system to treat manual tape
library defined devices as stand-alone devices
(Y or N)

NUCLEUS The one-digit suffix of the selected nucleus
IEANUC0n 

NUCLST The suffix of the NUCLSTxx parameter library
member and wait flag 

PARMLIB0 The number of parmlib data sets defined 
PARMLIB1 The first parameter library DSN, volume serial

number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB2 The second parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB3 The third parameter library DSN, volume serial

number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB4 The fourth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB5 The fifth parameter library DSN, volume serial

number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB6 The sixth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB7 The seventh parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB8 The eighth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB9 The ninth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB10 The tenth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB11 The eleventh parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB12 The twelfth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB13 The thirteenth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB14 The fourteenth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB15 The fifteenth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB16 The sixteenth parameter library DSN, volume

serial number, and usage flag (1-byte binary) 
PARMLIB17 The seventeenth parameter library DSN,

volume serial number, and usage flag (1-byte
binary) 

SYSCAT The Master catalog definition statement
image 

SYSPARM The suffix for IEASYSxx members 
SYSPLEX The name of the sysplex that the system

participates in 
VMUSERID The z/VM userid under which the guest

system is running 

Note: Documentation on the meaning and format of all parameters can be found in the z/OS
Initialization and Tuning Reference and in the z/OS macro IHAIPA.
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Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

When called by OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX, this function returns a two-word string in the form suffix value, where:

Value Description

suffix May be one of these possible values:

Value Meaning

D The returned value of the specified z/OS IPL parameter is the default setting (that is, the
parameter was not set in any member (IEASYSxx or LOADxx) of the z/OS Logical Parmlib
Concatenation)

O The returned value of the specified z/OS IPL parameter was set by the operator at IPL time
xx The suffix of the member (IEASYSxx or LOADxx) of the z/OS Logical Parmlib Concatenation

where the specified z/OS IPL parameter was set to the returned value

null The specified z/OS IPL parameter was not set

value The value of the specified z/OS IPL parameter that is used for the latest IPL. May be null if the parameter was not
set

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

When called as a TSO command or from a TSO/E CLIST, this function adds a one line of data to the EDQ in the form
memberpfx  parameter  suffix  value, where:

Value Description

memberpfx The memberpfx that is specified on the function call

parameter The parameter that is specified on the function call 

suffix See the Description in the prior section Returned Value 

value See the Description in the prior section Returned Value

Coding Examples

This example obtains the value of the CSCBLOC parameter that is specified in the IEASYSxx member:

Say  OPSIPL('IEASYS','CSCBLOC')

This example shows the output that is generated by the previous example when the CSCBLOC parameter was not
specified in the IEASYSxx member and the default value ABOVE was used for the IPL:

D ABOVE

This example obtains the value of the CMD parameter that is specified in the IEASYSxx member:

Say  OPSIPL('IEASYS','CMD')
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This example is output that is generated by the previous example when the value (00,44,A2) was specified for the CMD
parameter in member IEASYS01:

01 (00,44,A2)

This example obtains the value of the CMD parameter that is specified in the IEASYSxx member, and reads the contents
of all of the COMMNDxx members that are used for the IPL onto the EDQ:

cmdx = OPSIPL('IEASYS','CMD')

Parse Var cmdx ieasys_suffix cmdval

cmdval = Strip(Translate(cmdval,,'(,)'))

Do while cmdval <> ''

  Parse Var cmdval suffix cmdval

  pcnt = OPSPRMLB('LISTMEM','COMMND'||suffix)

End

This example obtains the value of the IODF parameter that is specified in the LOADxx member:

iodf = OPSIPL('LOAD','IODF')

Say iodf

This example shows output that is generated by the previous example:

31 25 MF01     CONFIGD1

This example obtains and parses the value of the IODF parameter that is specified in the LOADxx member:

iodf = OPSIPL('LOAD','IODF')

Parse Var iodf load_suffix iodf_stmt

Parse Var iodf_stmt iodf_suffix 3 . 4 iodf_hlq 12 . 13,

          iodf_config 21 . 22 iodf_edt 24 . 25 iodf_devsup 26

Usage Notes

None.

OPSJES2 Function

Purpose

Use the OPSJES2 function to obtain JES2-related resource data from the primary JES2. Use this function to inquire about
the status of initiators, the input queue, local and remote printers, spool function, NJE/RJE lines, and multi-access spool
(MAS) information.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script
Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

NOTE

This function operates only systems running JES2.
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This function requires access to a JES2 offsets table. Module OPJ2DF contains an already-assembled, already-linked
default JES2 offsets table with support for the currently-supported JES2 versions. PTFs are provided in the maintenance
stream for JES2 versions that were not GA before the release of this level of OPS/MVS.

At startup, OPS/MVS checks to see what release of JES2 is running, and then loads and searches the OPJ2DF module.
If the OPJ2DF module contains an offset table matching your JES2 release, all OPS/MVS components use the default
offsets table in OPJ2DF.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSJES2(operation,resource[,class[,status[,order]] ])

   

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
1 operation (Required) The operation to be

performed. The only valid value is I, for
inquiry.

2 resource (Required) Identifies the JES2 resource for
which you want data. Valid values are:

Value JES2 Resource
INIT Initiators

INPQ Input queue
LINE NJE/RJE lines
MASI Multi-access spool

definition
PRTS Printers
SPOL Spool
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3 class (Optional) A string of concatenated one-
byte JES2 classes (for example, 'ABCD')
used to filter the inquiry results, or * to
return resources of all classes. The default
is *. The number of classes that can be
specified varies by resource. Valid only for
these resource values, with the indicated
minimum and maximum number of classes
allowed:

resourcevalue Min #
of classes

Max #
of classes

INIT 1 36
INPQ 1 1
PRTS 1 16

This argument is ignored for all other
resource values.

4 status (Optional) Indicates the resource status
that is used to filter the inquiry results. Valid
only when the resource value is INIT or
PRTS. This argument is ignored for all
other resource values. Valid values are:

Value Resource Status
A Active
B Busy (valid only

when resource
value is PRTS)

D Drained
H Halted
I Inactive
P Draining
Z Halting
* Any status (default)
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5 order (Optional) Controls how the class argument
is used to filter the inquiry results. Valid
only when the resource value is INIT or
PRTS. This argument is ignored for all
other resource values. Valid values are:

Value Returned resources
A Resources whose

class definition
contains any of
the classes that
are specified in the
class argument

E Resources whose
class definition
exactly matches
the specified class
argument

S Resources
whose class
definition contains
the specified
class argument
somewhere in the
definition

* Resources whose
class definition
contains all of the
classes that are
specified in the
class argument, in
any order

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns the number of lines it added to the EDQ.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function places information that it obtains about JES2 resources on the EDQ. One line is added for each resource.
The format of each line depends on the specified resource value. Each format is documented here in its own section.
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Returned EDQ Data for an INIT (Initiator) Resource

1 4 The initiator ID or name.
2 8 The initiator status: ACTIVE, DRAINED,

DRAINING, HALTED, HALTING,
INACTIVE, or STARTING

3 8 The job name.
4 8 The job number.
5 1 The job class.
6 2 The job execution priority (1 through 15).
7 36 The initiator classes.
8 4 The initiator number.
9 4 The initiator ASID.

10 4 The requests that are serviced by the
initiator: JES2 or WLM

11 16 The WLM scheduling environment name.
Word
Number

Word

Length

Word

Contents

Returned EDQ Data for an INPQ (Input Queue) Resource

1 8 The job name.
2 8 The job number.
3 1 The job class.
4 2 The job execution priority.
5 18 The job status: AWAITING_EXECUTION or

EXECUTING
6 28 The job hold data: CANCELED,

DUPLICATE_JOBNAME, HELD, or PURGE
7 160 The job system affinities, each up to 4 bytes

long, separated by commas. If no system
affinities, the string ANY,****,****,...

Note: There are no blanks in this string,
and REXX considers this string to be a
single word.

Note:  You can define up to 32 system
affinities for each job using the job
parameter S=(sys1,sys2,...).

Word
Number

Word

Length

Word

Contents
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Returned EDQ Data for a LINE (RJE/NJE Line) Resource

1 8 The line name as defined in JES2PARM.
2 4 The unit name (the UCB device number or

the string SNA).
3 8 The node name.
4 8 The VTAM application ID.
5 8 The line status: ACTIVE, INACTIVE,

DRAINED, or DRAINING
6 10 The last transmission date, in the

form yyyy/mm/dd.
7 8 The last transmission time, in the

form hh:mm:ss.
8 8 If a CSC line, the total EXCPs done.

If an SNA line, the total count of VTAM
requests processed.

Word
Number

Word

Length

Word

Contents

Returned EDQ Data for a PRTS (Printer) Resource

1 8 The printer name ID.
2 4 The printer device number, or FSS if the

printer is an FSS mode printer.
3 8 The printer status: ACTIVE, INACTIVE,

BUSY, HALTING, HALTED, DRAINING, or
DRAINED.

4 8 The job name.
5 8 If an FSS printer, the FSS name.
6 8 If an FSS printer, the FSS procedure name.
7 16 The printer's supported output classes.

Word
Number

Word

Length

Word

Contents

Returned EDQ Data for a SPOL (Spool) Resource

1 6 The current number of active spool
volumes.

2 6 The maximum number of spool volumes
specified.

3 6 The spool volume prefix.
4 6 The percentage of spool space used.

Word
Number

Word

Length

Word

Contents
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Returned EDQ Data for a MASI (Multi-Access Spool Information) Resource

1 4 The member name of the system.
2 4 The system ID number, as a numeric value

(for example, 1).
3 8 The status of this member: ACTIVE,

INACTIVE, DORMANT, or UNDEF
When status is INACTIVE or UNDEF, all
remaining words contain *.

4 1 The independent mode indicator: Y or N
5 1 The boss indicator: Y or N
6 10 The last checkpoint date, in the form

yyyy/mm/dd.
7 8 The last checkpoint time, in the form

hh:mm:ss.
8 8 The sysplex name, or an * if the system is

not in a sysplex.
9 8 The system name of the z/OS image in

which this system is active. This value is
obtained by the system at IPL time from the
SYSNAME parameter in Logical Parmlib
Concatenation member IEASYSxx.

10 8 The JES2 version string. Any blanks in
the JES2 version string are replaced with
underscores (for example, OS_2.10).

11 4 The JES2 product level, as a numeric value
(for example, 33).

12 4 The JES2 service level, as a numeric value
(for example, 0).

13 8 The last start type for this member. Valid
values are:

Value Meaning
ALLMEMWM All-member warm

start
COLD Cold start

COLDFMT Cold start with
format

HOT Hot start
MVSIPL MVS was IPLed
QUICK Quick start

SMWARM Single member
warm start

$EMEMWM $E MEMBER(x)
warm start

14 10 The last JES2 start date, in the form
yyyy/mm/dd.
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15 8 The last JES2 start time, in the form
hh:mm:ss.

16 4 The JES2 subsystem name (for example,
JES2).

17 8 The checkpoint HOLD value (in hundredths
of a second). This value is specified on the
HOLD parameter of the JES2 initialization
MASDEF statement or the $T MASDEF
command.

18 8 The minimum DORMANCY value (in
hundredths of a second). This value is
specified on the DORMANCY parameter of
the JES2 initialization MASDEF statement
or the $T MASDEF command.

19 8 The maximum DORMANCY value (in
hundredths of a second). This value is
specified on the DORMANCY parameter of
the JES2 initialization MASDEF statement
or the $T MASDEF command.

20 8 The SYNCTOL value (in seconds). This
value is specified on the SYNCTOL
parameter of the JES2 initialization
MASDEF statement or the $T MASDEF
command.

21 8 The actual current HOLD value (in
hundredths of a second).

22 8 The actual current DORMANCY value (in
hundredths of a second).

23 4 The ID number of the MAS member that
initiated the restart for this system ($ESYS).

Word
Number

Word

Length

Word

Contents

Coding Examples

Each of these example OPS/REXX statements obtain data about all JES2 initiators and are functionally identical:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT')

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','*')

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','*','*')

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','*','*','*')

This example generates output that contains data about all halted JES2 initiators whose class definition contains class A:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','A','H')

say 'There are' NumLines 'halted class A initiators'

do NumLines

  pull line

  say line

end

This example obtains data about all JES2 initiators whose class definition contains any of the classes A, B, C, or D:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','ABCD','*','A')
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This example obtains data about all JES2 initiators whose class definition contains only classes A, B, C, and D in that
exact order:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','ABCD','*','E')

This example obtains data about all JES2 initiators whose class definition somewhere contains classes A and B in that
specific order:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','AB','*','S')

This example obtains data about all active JES2 initiators:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','*','A')

This example obtains data about all inactive JES2 initiators:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','*','I','*')

This example obtains data about all active JES2 initiators whose class definition somewhere contains classes A, B, C, and
D in that specific order:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INIT','ABCD','A','S')

Both of these example OPS/REXX statements obtain data about all jobs in the JES2 input queue and are functionally
identical:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INPQ')

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INPQ','*')

This example obtains data about all jobs in the JES2 input queue in class A:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','INPQ','A')

This example obtains data about all JES2 NJE/RJE lines:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','LINE')

This example obtains data about all JES2 printers whose class definition contains class B:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','PRTS','B')

Both of these example OPS/REXX statements obtain data about all JES2 printers and are functionally identical:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','PRTS')

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','PRTS','*','*','*')

This example obtains data about all JES2 printers whose class definition contains classes A, B, C, and D:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','PRTS','ABCD','*','*')

This example obtains data about all active JES2 printers whose class definition contains classes A, B, C, and D:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','PRTS','ABCD','A','*')

This example obtains data about all drained JES2 printers:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','PRTS','*','D','*')

This example obtains data about the JES2 spool:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','SPOL')

This example obtains data about all members of the JES2 MAS complex:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','MASI')
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This example obtains data about all active members of the JES2 MAS complex:

NumLines = OPSJES2('I','MASI','A')

Usage Notes

None.

OPSJESX Function

Purpose

Use the OPSJESX function to obtain extended status information about jobs in the JES queue, for either JES2 or JES3.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSJESX function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script
TOD, REQ 1 Yes No No No

NOTE

1 Use within AOF request (REQ) rules is restricted to within System State Manager (SSM) only.

System Requirements

The OPSJESX function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSJESX function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSJESX(operation,'keyword1  keyword2 ... keywordn')

Positional Arguments

The OPSJESX function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
1 operation (Required) The operation to be

performed. The only valid value is S, for
extended status.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSJESX function accepts two sets of keyword arguments:

• Filtering keywords which are combined as logical conjunctions and filter the job information that is obtained by the
function

• Processing keywords which identify the JES subsystem whose job queue is processed by the function and which
control the processing of the obtained job information

All keywords are optional, may be specified in any order, and must be separated by blanks.
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Filtering Keyword Arguments

Filtering keywords are used to identify (filter) jobs in the JES queue for which extended status information is obtained.
Information is obtained only for those jobs whose characteristics satisfy all requirements of the specified filtering
keywords. Some filtering keywords support masked values which may contain the following wildcard characters that are
specified anywhere in the value mask:

*
(asterisk) matches none or more characters

?
(question mark) matches only one character

 These optional filtering keywords are supported for each indicated JES type (JES2 or JES3):

Keyword Filters jobs by Example Wildcards? JES2? JES3?
CLASS(class1,...,class16)Class. Specify up to

sixteen classes or
ranges of classes.
Valid values are:
A-Z, 0-9, @, $

CLASS(@,A,B,C,M-
R,0-3)

No Yes Yes

DESTINATION(dest1,...,dest4)Default print or
punch destination.
Specify up to four
eight-character
destinations.
1 Wildcard masking
is supported only for
the user ID portion
of a destination on
JES2 only.

DESTINATION(PRO
DSYS1)

Yes 1 Yes Yes

EXECNODE(node) Execution node.
Specify the eight-
character NJE node
where the job is (to
be) or was executed.

EXECNODE(PROD
SYS1)

No Yes Yes
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HELDJOBS(type) Held job type.
Specify one of these
values for type:

type Descript
ion

YES Requests
jobs
that are
currently
held.

NO Requested
jobs that
are not
currently
held.

DUPL Requestss
jobs
that are
currently
held
because
they are
duplicate
jobs.

HELDJOB(DUPL) No Yes Yes

JOBID(id) Job ID. Specify
the eight-character
UPPERCASE ID
which must start with
one of the prefixes: I,
INT, J, JOB, S, STC,
T, TSU

JOBID(JOB12345) No Yes Yes

JOBNAME(name1,...,name8)Job name.
Specify up to eight
eight-character
UPPERCASE names
or masks. 

JOBNAME(*TEST*,
INIT??1)

Yes Yes Yes

JOBTYPE(type1,...,type4)Job type. Specify up
to four of these type
values:

type Descript
ion

APPC LU 6.2
JOB Batch job
STC Started

task
TSU TSO

user

JOBTYPE(STC,TSU
)

No Yes Yes
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MEMBER(member) MAS (Mutil-
Access Spool)
member. Specify
the eight-character
UPPERCASE
member or mask.

MEMBER(TEST3*) Yes Yes No

OJOBID(id) Original job
ID. Specify the
eight-character
UPPERCASE ID
which must start
with the prefix J or
JOB followed by the
original job ID.
(If the job was sent
by NJE, the original
job ID can differ from
the job ID.)

OJOBID(JOB54321) No Yes No

ORIGINODE(node) Original node.
Specify the eight-
character NJE
node where the job
originated.

ORIGININODE(PRO
DSYS1)

No Yes No

OWNER(userid) Owner. Specify
the eight-character
UPPERCASE userid
or mask.

OWNER(JO?N*) Yes Yes Yes
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PHASE(phase) Job processing
phase.

On JES2, specify
one of these values
for phase (listed in
processing order):

phase Descript
ion

INPUT Job is
active
in input
processing.

WTCONV Job is
queued
for
conversion.

CONV Job is
actively
converting.

VOLWT Job is
queued
for
SETUP.

Note:
Not
currently
used.

SETUP Job is
active in
SETUP.

Note:
Not
currently
used.

SELECT Job is
queued
for the
execution.

ONMAIN Job is
actively
executing.

SPIN JES2 is
processing
SPIN
data sets
for the
JOB.

WTBKDN Job is
queued
for
output
processing.

BRKDWN Job is
active in
output
processing.

OUTPT Job is on
the hard
copy
queue.

WTPURG Job is
queued
for a
purge.

PURG Job is
being
purged.

RECV Job is
active on
an NJE
SYSOUT
receiver.

WTXMIT Job is
queued
for
execution
on
another
NJE
node.

XMIT Job is
active
on an
NJE JOB
transmitter. 

EXEC Job
has not
completed
execution.

Note:
Combines
multiple
phases
in a
single
request.

POSTEX  Job has
completed
execution.

Note:
Combines
multiple
phases
in a
single
request.

On JES3, specify
one of these values
for phase (listed in
processing order):

phase Descript
ion

NOSUB No
subchain
exists.

FSSCI Job is
active in
conversion/
interpretation
in an
FSS
address
space.

PSCBAT Job is
awaiting
postscan
(batch).

PSCDSL Job is
awaiting
postscan
(demand
select).

FETCH Job is
awaiting
volume
fetch.

VOLWT Job is
awaiting
start
setup.

SYSSEL Job is
awaiting
or active
in the
MDS
system
select
processing.

ALLOC Job is
awaiting
resource
allocation.

VOLUAV Job is
awaiting
unavailable
volumes.

VERIFY Job is
awaiting
volume
mounts.

SYSVER Job is
awaiting
or active
in the
MDS
system
verification
processing.

ERROR Job
encountered
an error
during
the MDS
processing.

SELECT Job is
awaiting
selection
on main.

ONMAIN Job is
scheduled
on main.

BRKDWN Job is
awaiting
breakdown.

RESTRT Job is
awaiting
the MDS
restart
processing.

DONE The main
part and
the MDS
processing
are
complete
for the
job. 

OUTPT Job is
awaiting
output
service. 

OUTQUE Job is
awaiting
output
service
writer. 

OSWAIT Job is
awaiting
rsvd
services. 

CMPLT Output
service
complete
for this
job. 

DEMSEL Job is
awaiting
selection
on main
(demand
select
job).

EFWAIT The
ending
function
request
waiting
for an I/O
completion. 

EFBAD The
ending
function
request
that
is not
processed. 

MAXNDX The
maximum
request
index
value. 

PHASE(EXEC) No Yes Yes
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PRIORITY(priority) Priority. Specify the
three-digit priority,
which can range
from 0 to 15 on
JES2.

PRIORITY(15) No Yes Yes

SCHEDUL(schedule) Scheduling
environment. Specify
the sixteen-character
UPPERCASE
environment or
mask.

SCHEDUL(DFG) No Yes Yes

SECLABEL(label) Security label
(assigned by the
security product).
Specify the
eight-character
UPPERCASE label
or mask.

SECLABEL(SYSHIG
H)

Yes Yes Yes

SPOOLVOL(vol1,...,vol4)Spool volume.
Specify up to four
six-character volume
serial numbers.

SPOOLVOL(SPOL1
0)

No Yes Yes

SUBMITTER(userid) Submitter. Specify
the eight-character
UPPERCASE userid
or mask.
2 This parameter is
valid for JES3 on z/
OS version 1.7 or
higher only.

SUBMITTER(ADMI
N*)

Yes Yes Yes 2

SYSTEM(name) System where
jobs are actively
executing or active
on a device. Specify
the eight-character
UPPERCASE name
or mask..

SYSTEM(SYS*) Yes Yes Yes

WLMSERVICE(class)WLM service
class. Specify the
eight-character
UPPERCASE class.

WLMSERVICE(ONL
TEST)

No Yes No

Processing Keyword Arguments

Processing keywords are used to identify the JES subsystem whose job queue is processed by the function and control
the processing of the obtained job information.

These optional processing keywords are supported for each indicated JES type (JES2 or JES3):

Keyword Description Example
JESSUBSYS(name) Specify the four-character name of the

JES subsystem whose job queue is
processed. If omitted, the JES subsystem
provided by the system is used.

JESSUBSYS(JES3)
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MAX(n) Specify the ten-digit maximum number of
output stem variables that can be created. If
omitted, defaults to 2000. MAX(0) indicates
that the number is unlimited.

MAX(0)

SECTIONS(section1,...,sectionx) Specify the  "sections" of extended job
status information to be returned in output
stem variables.

Note: These "sections" correspond to the
Job Information Elements for the Extended
Status Function Call (SSI 80) as described
in the IBM guide z/OS MVS Using the
Subsystem Interface. To determine the
name of the Job Information Element
that corresponds to a section, add the
prefix STAT to the section name. For
example, STATAFFS is the name of the Job
Information Element that corresponds with
section AFFS.

Specify any number of these values for
section:

section Indicates that
extended job status
information is
returned for:

ALL All of the following
listed sections.
Cannot be specified
with any other
section.

AFFS The Member Affinity
section

J2TR The JES2 terse
section

J3TR The JES3 terse
section

SCHD The Execution
Scheduling section

SCHS The Schedulable
Systems section

SCLF The SECLABEL
Availability section

If omitted, only the JQTR section of
extended job status information is returned.

Note: The JQTR section is always
returned, and therefore is not listed here.

STEM(var) Specify the stem (prefix) of the output stem
variable names to contain the obtained
job information. If omitted, defaults to
OPSJESX.

STEM(MYJOBS)
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Returned Value

This function returns the number of jobs for which information is returned in the output stem variables.

Returned Variables

Returned Variables OPSRC and OPSRE

This function sets variable OPSRC to a numeric value that indicates the success or failure of the request (Return Code),
and associated variable OPSRE to a numeric value that indicates the reason for a failure (Reason Code).

The possible numeric values are:

OPSRCvalue Meaning
0 Request succeeded.
1 Error in OPS/MVS related processing.

OPSRE
value

Reason

2  Parsing error
4 OPS/REXX variable creation

error

Note: If the creation of
the OPSRC or OPSRE
variable fails, the following
message is generated,
where nnnnnnnn is the offset
in module OPSJESX:“CLIST/
REXX variable access error,
RC=4, detected at OPSJESX
+X' nnnnnnnn'”

8 Invalid AOF rule detected
12 The OPS/MVS subsystem is

not active
16 Serious product control block

error

Note: If an ABEND occurs, the ABEND code will be stored in
OPSRE. The ABEND code can be eight hexadecimal numbers.
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2 Subsystem error as reported by IBM IEFSSREQ processing.

Note: The following OPSRE reason code values correspond
to the IBM IEFSSREQ return codes as documented in the
IBM manual z/OS Using the Subsystem Interface. For more
information, see the IBM manual.

OPSRE
value

Reason

4 The specified JES subsystem
name does not support the
extended status function call.

8 The specified JES subsystem
name exists but is not active.

12 The specified JES subsystem
name is not defined to MVS.

16 The function code 80 (Extended
Status Function Call) is greater
than the maximum number of
functions that are supported by
the specified JES subsystem
name.

20 Either the SSIB control block
or the SSOB control block has
incorrect lengths or formats.

24 The SSI has not been
initialized.

4 Filtering keyword error. The filtering keywords cannot be used as
specified.

8 Filtering keyword logic error.
12 Invalid operation that is specified.

Returned Stem Variables

This function creates output stem variables that contain the extended job status information that is obtained by the
function.

The stem variable named var.0 (where var is the value that is specified on the STEM keyword argument, default
OPSJESX) contains the number of jobs for which information is returned in the remaining output stem variables.

The names of the remaining output stem variables are var_section.n, with variables created for each section specified on
the SECTION keyword argument and each job (numbered 1 through n) found by the function. (For example, the variable
named OPSJESX.JQTR.1 would contain the JQTR section data for the first job that is found by the function.)

Data for each requested section is returned as a string of words that are delimited by blanks. The word data for each
section is mapped as follows.

NOTE

The words returned for each section correlate to fields provided in the IBM mapping for each Job Information
Element using IBM macro IAZSSST. The fields are also described under Job Information Elements for the
Extended Status Function Call in the IBM guide z/OS MVS Using the Subsystem Interface. The correlating IBM
field name is listed in the mappings.
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Section AFFS Word Mapping

This section is created if the job has affinities to a subset of members.

Word
Number

Word
Length

IBM Field Name Word
Contents

1 5 STAFNUM The number of members for
which the job has affinity. (This
number may be greater than
64.)

2 8 STJ3MEMB Name of a member for which
the job has affinity.

... ... ... ... this is a list of the first 64
names of members for which
the job has affinity ...

n 8 STJ3MEMB Name of a member for which
the job has affinity.

Section JQTR Word Mapping

This section contains common fields, which are common for all job types.

Word
Number

Word
Length

IBM Field Name Word
Contents

1 8 STTRNAME Job name
2 8 STTRJID Job ID
3 8 STTROJID Original job ID
4 8 STTRCLAS Job class
5 8 STTRONOD Origin node
6 8 STTRXNOD Execution Node
7 8 STTRPRND Default print node
8 8 STTRPRRE Default print remote name
9 8 STTRPUND Default punch node

10 8 STTRPURE Default punch remode
11 8 STTROUID Owner userid
12 8 STTRSECL SECLABEL (Contains

INACTIVE if job is not active)
13 8 STTRRSYS MVS system (Contains

INACTIVE if job is not active)
14 8 STTRRMEM JES2 member (Contains

INACTIVE if job is not active)
15 18 STTRDEVN Name of device for job

(Contains N/A if job is not
active)

16 6 STTRPHAZ Job phase. Possible values are
the same as those listed for
PHASE keyword.
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17 9 STTRHOLD Job hold indicator. Possible
values are: NOTHELD, HELD,
DUPLICITY

18 4 STTRJTYP Job type. Possible values are:
STC, TSU, JOB, APPC

19 3 STTRPRIO Job priority
20 2 STTRARMS Job ARM status
21 2 STTRMISC Job miscellaneous indicators, as

two hexadecimal numbers.
22 8 STTRXIND Job completion indicator.

Possible values are: N/A,
NORMAL, CC, JCLERR,
CANCELED, ABEND, CABEND,
SECERR, EOM

23 7 STTRMXCC Max return code in format
sac:uac, where sac is the three-
digit hexadecimal System
Abend Code and uac is the
three-digit hexadecimal User
Abend Code

24 11 STTRQPOS Job position on class or phase
queue

25 8 STTRJNUM Binary job number
26 7 STTRSPUS Percent SPOOL Utilization in

format x.xxxx%
27 8 STTRSLOG MVS system name for log if

SYSLOG job

Section J2TR Word Mapping

This section is created only if the job came from a JES2 subsystem. The section contains JES2 specific information
common for all job types.

Word
Number

Word
Length

IBM Field Name Word
Contents

1 2 STJ2FLG1 IBM mapping field in
hexadecimal

2 8 STJ2JKEY The JES2 job key for the job in
hexadecimal

3 16 STJ2SPOL The spool token that is
associated with the job in
hexadecimal

4 11 STJ2SPAC The number of track groups of
SPOOL space that is used by
the job. A value of -1 indicates
that the count is not available.

5 4 STJ2DPNO Default print node in
hexadecimal

6 4 STJ2DPRM Default print remote in
hexadecimal
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7 8 STJ2DPUS Default print user ID
8 4 STJ2INPN Input node in hexadecimal
9 4 STJ2XEQN Execution node in hexadecimal

10 8 STJ2JQEI Index of JQE in hexadecimal
11 2 STJ2OFSL Offload status mask in

hexadecimal
12 2 STJ2BUSY Busy byte in hexadecimal

Section J3TR Word Mapping

This section is created only if the job came from a JES3 subsystem. The section contains JES3 specific information
common for all job types.

Word
Number

Word
Length

IBM Field Name Word
Contents

1 16 STJ3SPOL Spool data token in
hexadecimal

2 64 STJ3JSTT List of reasons why a job is
waiting to run. Each reason
contains a two-digit hexadecimal
number. Reasons are
concatenated. The maximum
number of reasons is 32.

3 8 STJ3JSTM A system name corresponding
to the reason in STJ3JSTT

... ... ... ... this is a list of up to 32 system
names corresponding to the list
of reasons in STJ3JSTT ...

n 8 STJ3JSTM A system name corresponding
to the reason in STJ3JSTT+32

Section SCHD Word Mapping

This section is created if the job is scheduled for execution. This section cannot be returned by JES3 subsystem.

Word
Number

Word
Length

IBM Field Name Word
Contents

1 2 STSCAHLD Reasons why the job does not
run in hexadecimal

2 3 STSCFLG1 Job class mode. Possible values
are: JES or WLM

3 4 STSCASID ASID where job is executing in
hexadecimal

4 8 STSCSRVC Service class
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5 11 STSCESTT Estimated time to execute in
seconds for the job. Valid only
if the job is awaiting execution,
if the job is scheduled to WLM
class,if the job is not held or
can currently run. -1 is possible
value.

6 16 STSCSENV Scheduling environment that is
required by the job

7 11 STSCQPOS Position of the job on a WLM
service class queue

8 11 STSCQNUM Number of jobs on this WLM
service class queue

9 11 STSCQACT Number of active jobs on this
WLM service class queue

10 11 STSCAVGQ Average queue time for jobs
in the WLM service class. -1 is
possible value.

11 11 STSCQTIM Actual queue time for the job. -1
is possible value.

Section SCHS Word Mapping

This section is created if the job is scheduled for execution and if the section requires a scheduling environment that is
available on at least one system. This section cannot be returned by JES3 subsystem.

Word
Number

Word
Length

IBM Field Name Word
Contents

1 5 STSCSNUM The number of systems which
have the required scheduling
environment

2 8 STJ3SSYS Name of a system which
has the required scheduling
environment

... ... ... ... this is a list of the first 64
names of systems for which the
job has affinity ...

n 8 STJ3SSYS Name of a system which
has the required scheduling
environment

Section SCHS Word Mapping

This section is created if the SECLABEL by system RACF option is enabled and the job is queued for conversion
processing or execution. This section cannot be returned by JES3 subsystem.

Word
Number

Word
Length

IBM Field Name Word
Contents

1 5 STSCLNUM The number of systems where
SECLABEL is active
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2 8 STJ3LSYS Name of a system where
SECLABEL is active

... ... ... ... this is a list of the first 64
names of systems where
SECLABEL is active ...

n 8 STJ3LSYS Name of a system where
SECLABEL is active

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example generates output that contains the job name and job id of all duplicated jobs on the JES queue:

rtvl = OPSJESX("S","HELDJOB(DUPL)")

if OPSRC = 0 then

  do i = 1 to OPSJESX.0

    say word(OPSJESX_JQTR.i,1) word(OPSJESX_JQTR.i,2)

  end

This example generates output that contains the job name and job ID of all jobs where the job name either contains word
TEST or if the job name contains three characters:

rtvl = OPSJESX("S","JOBNAME(*TEST*,'???')") 

if OPSRC = 0 then 

  do i = 1 to OPSJESX.0 

    say word(OPSJESX_JQTR.i,1) word(OPSJESX_JQTR.i,2) 

  end

This example generates output that contains the job name, job ID, class, and J2TR section (if exists) for the first 25 jobs in
class A to K, class Z, or class 1 through 3, and owner starting with characters AB:

rtvl = OPSJESX("S","CLASS(A-K,Z,1-3) OWNER(AB*)",  

                   "STEM(O) SECTION(J2TR) MAX(25)")

if OPSRC = 0 then

  do i = 1 to O.0

    parse var O_JQTR.i jobName jobID . class . 

    say jobName jobID class

    if symbol("O_J2TR."||i) = "VAR" then 

      say O_J2TR.i 

    say 

  end 

Usage Notes

None
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OPSLIKE Function

Purpose

Use the OPSLIKE function to compare a string against a masked string that may contain wildcard characters.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSLIKE(mask,target[,wildchars])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 mask (Required) A masked string that may
contain wildcard characters, to be
compared against the specified target
string.

2 target (Required) The string being tested, to
be compared against the specified mask
string.

3 wildchars (Optional) Default is '*?'. A string of
characters that may be used as wildcard
characters in the mask string. The first
character specifies the character that
matches zero or more characters. The
second character specifies the character
that matches exactly one character.
(Third, fourth, fifth, etc. characters may be
specified, and are defined the same as the
second character.)

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

0 False, the specified strings do not match.

1 True, the specified strings match.

Value Meaning

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

These example statements all compare strings that match and set variable temp to 1:

temp = OPSLIKE('ABC','ABC')

temp = OPSLIKE('*ABC*','ABC')

temp = OPSLIKE('*ABC*','123ABCXYZ')

temp = OPSLIKE('*ABC*','123XYZABC')

temp = OPSLIKE('A?C*Z','A9CWXYZ')

temp = OPSLIKE('ABC*Z??','ABCWXYZ22')

temp = OPSLIKE('#A%C#','???A*C???','#%')

temp = OPSLIKE('%A#C%','?A*B@C9?','#%')

These example statements all compare strings that do not match and set variable temp to 0:

temp = OPSLIKE('ABC','XYZ')

temp = OPSLIKE('A*C','XYZ')

temp = OPSLIKE('A?C*Z','A89CWXYZ')

temp = OPSLIKE('ABC*Z??','ABCWXYZ2')

temp = OPSLIKE('A%C#','A**C???','#%')

Usage Notes

None.

OPSLOG Function (Basic format)

Purpose

Use the basic format of the OPSLOG function to extract messages from the local live OPSLOG by message time or
message number, and optionally by message ID, and place them on the EDQ.
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSLOG(operation,start,n[,id])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed. The only valid value is L, for load.

2 start (Required) Determines the first message to be extracted from OPSLOG. Valid values
are:

Value Description

hh:mm:ss A time-of-day value. This value appears in the Timestmp column
of an OPSLOG display dialog. If no message in OPSLOG occurs
at the specified time-of-day, the first message thereafter is used.

msgnum An absolute OPSLOG message sequence number. This number
is assigned by OPS/MVS and appears in the MessageNum
column of an OPSLOG display dialog.

-s A negative integer. Message extraction starts at the current time-
of-day, minus the number of seconds specified by -s.

Note: An OPSLOG display dilaog can be reached via OPSLOG WebView.

3 n (Required) A positive integer indicating the maximum number of messages to be
extracted from OPSLOG.

4 id (Optional) A message ID used to filter the messages extracted from OPSLOG. A trailing
asterisk '*' may be be used as a wildcard that matches all remaining characters in a
message ID. Only messages that match the filter id are extracted from OPSLOG.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

This function returns the number of messages extracted from the local live OPSLOG, which is also the number of lines
added to the EDQ.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds one line of message text to the EDQ for each message extracted from the local live OPSLOG.

Coding Examples

This example uses the basic format of the OPSLOG function to extract from OPSLOG the oldest ten messages that were
issued within the last thirty seconds and whose message ID begins with the characters IEF:

var = OPSLOG('L',-30,10,'IEF*')

Usage Notes

The DISPLAY command available in an OPSLOG display dialog.

OPSLOG Function (Expanded format)

Purpose

Use the expanded format of the OPSLOG function to extract messages from an OPSLOG, with filtering that is comparable
to the DISPLAY command available in an OPSLOG display dialog. You may specify an OPSLOG other than the local live
OPSLOG.

NOTE

An OPSLOG display dialog can be reached through OPSVIEW option 1 (OPSLOG), the OPSBRW POI
command processor, or OPSLOG WebView.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes 1 Yes Yes Yes No

NOTE
1 You cannot extract cross-system OPSLOG messages from AOF rules.

System Requirements for OPSLOG Function Security

The OPSLOG function requires the same security authorization as OPSLOG Browse (OPSVIEW option 1) when invoked
from a TSO or batch address space.

When an AOF rule calls the OPSLOG function (either on your system or under the AOF Test Facility), the rule does not
check to see whether the user has authority to access OPSLOG Browse.
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Coding Syntax

The OPSLOG function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

OPSLOG operation {required keyword} [optional keywords]

The OPSLOG function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

var = OPSLOG("operation {required keyword} [optional keywords]")

NOTE

This function accepts only one positional argument when called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX. That
positional argument is a string of positional and keyword arguments that are passed to the function. In this
context, it is the contents of that string that are documented in the following two sections, Positional Arguments
and Keyword Arguments.

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  operation (Required) The operation to be performed. Valid values and their returned information
are:

Value Returned information

EXTRACT Extracted messages are written to the destination specified by the
keyword argument CMDRESP, prefaced by extracted OPSLOG
message data specified by the keyword argument OUTCOLS.

EXTOPMO When keyword argument DDNAME is specified, extracted message
data is written to that file as OPMO control blocks. That file can then
be used by function OPSLOGMG.
When keyword argument DDNAME is not specified, extracted
messages only are written to the destination specified by the keyword
argument CMDRESP and the keyword argument OUTCOLS is
ignored.

Keyword Arguments

The keyword arguments that are accepted by function OPSLOG are divided (for documentation purposes only) into the
following groups:

• Initiation keyword arguments (Required)
• Termination keyword arguments (Optional)
• Routing keyword arguments (Optional)
• Output keyword arguments (Optional) 
• Filtering keyword arguments (Optional)

Initiation Keyword Arguments (Required)

The following required keyword arguments determine the initial message to be extracted from the specified OPSLOG.
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You must specify either MSGNUM, or TIME, or DATE, or both TIME and DATE. MSGNUM is mutually exclusive of TIME
and DATE.

Keyword Description

MSGNUM(nnnnnnnnnn) (Conditional) An absolute OPSLOG message sequence number in the specified
OPSLOG.
A message's OPSLOG message sequence number is assigned by OPS/MVS. It appears
in the MessageNum column of an OPSLOG display.
If the specified OPSLOG message sequence number is less than the sequence number
of the first message in the specified OPSLOG, then the first message in the specified
OPSLOG is the initial message to be extracted.If the specified OPSLOG message
sequence number is greater than the sequence number of the last message in the
specified OPSLOG, the last message in the specified OPSLOG is the initial message to
be extracted.

TIME([h]h[:mm[:ss]]|-sec) (Conditional) Specifies a time-of-day in the specified OPSLOG at which to initiate
message extraction. Valid values are:

Value Description

h[h[:mm[:ss]]] A time-of-day value.
This value appears in the Timestmp column of an
OPSLOG display.
Required hour may be specified as one digit h or two
digits hh.
Optional minutes and seconds must be specified as two
digits, mm and ss.

-sec A negative integer representing a number of seconds.
Message extraction starts at the current time-of-day,
minus the number of seconds specified.

When keyword argument TIME is omitted and keyword argument DATE is specified, the
time-of-day 00:00:00 is the default.
If no message in the specified OPSLOG occurs at the specified time-of-day on the
specified date, the first message thereafter is the initial message to be extracted.

DATE(ddmmm[yy[yy]]) (Conditional) Specifies a date in the specified OPSLOG at which to initiate message
extraction.
This value appears in the Date column of an OPSLOG display.
Day-of-month must be specified as two digits dd.
Month-of-year must be specified as the first three characters of the name of the month.
For example: JAN.
Optional year may be specified as the last two digits yy of a year, or a full four-
digit yyyy year. If omitted, the current year is the default.
If keyword argument DATE is omitted, the current date is the default.
If no message in the specified OPSLOG occurs at the specified time-of-day on the
specified date, the first message thereafter is the initial message to be extracted.
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Termination Keyword Arguments (Optional)

The following optional keyword arguments determine where in the specified OPSLOG to terminate message extraction.

Keyword Description

ENDMSGNUM(nnnnnnnnnn) (Optional) An absolute OPSLOG message sequence number in the specified OPSLOG.
A message's OPSLOG message sequence number is assigned by OPS/MVS and
appears in the MessageNum column of an OPSLOG display.
Message extraction is terminated when this OPSLOG message sequence number is
reached, regardless of the specification of keyword argument MSGCOUNT.
If not specified, the default value is 1000.

MSGCOUNT(n) (Optional) A positive integer that specifies the maximum number of messages to be
extracted.
Message extraction is terminated when this number of messages is reached, regardless
of the specification of keyword argument ENDMSGNUM.

Routing Keyword Arguments (Optional)

The following optional keyword arguments determine where to route the request for message extraction.

Keyword Description

LOGNAME(logname) (Optional) The name of an activated OPSLOG from which to extract messages.
If not specified, the current live OPSLOG is used.

SUBSYS(ssid) (Optional) The Subsystem ID (SSID) of the OPS/MVS subsystem OPSx on the local
system, from where the request is issued, that is to process the request.
(The SUBSYS keyword argument would only be needed if running multiple copies
of OPS/MVS on a single system.)
The default SSID is OPSS.

SYSTEM(msfid) (Optional) The Multi-System Facility (MSF) system ID (MSF-id) or alias of an active MSF
connection to the system where the request should be routed.
The default is the local system, from where the request was issued. The value that you
specify on the SYSTEM keyword argument overrides any value set in the issuing OPS/
REXX program or AOF rule by an MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM command.
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Output Keyword Arguments (Optional)

The following optional keyword arguments determine where to route the output from the request.

Keyword Description

CMDRESP(destination) (Optional) Specifies the destination of output when the operation is EXTRACT, or when
the operation is EXTOPMO and the keyword argument DDNAME is not specified. Valid
values are:

 Value Destination

CLIST Variables with names of the format prefix n,
where prefix is the value that is specified on the keyword
argument PREFIX. The variable that is named prefix0
contains the n number of messages that are extracted
from the specified OPSLOG. Each extracted message
is stored in the remaining output variables that are
named prefix1 through prefix n.
This value is the default when OPSLOG is executed from
a TSO/E CLIST.

REXX REXX stem variables with names of the format prefix.n,
where prefix is the value that is specified on the
keyword argument PREFIX. The stem variable that is
named prefix.0 contains the n number of messages that
are extracted from the specified OPSLOG. Each extracted
message is stored in the remaining output variables that
are named prefix.1 through prefix.n.
This value is only allowed when OPSLOG is executed as
a function in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program.

TERM Your terminal.
This value is always used when OPSLOG is executed as
a TSO/E command processor, even if not specified.

XDQ The REXX External Data Queue (EDQ).
This value is only allowed, and is the default, when
OPSLOG is executed as a function in an OPS/REXX or
TSO/E REXX program.

DDNAME(ddname) (Optional) Specifies the name of an allocated DD that is opened for output and is fixed
blocked with LRECL=640. When this keyword is specified and operation is EXTOPMO,
output is written as OPMO control blocks to the file allocated to the specified DD. That
file can then be used by function OPSLOGMG.
This keyword is only honored when operation is EXTOPMO.

OUTCOLS(col1[,...[,col44]]) (Optional) Specifies up to 44 OPSLOG message data fields. For each extracted
message, the blank-delimited values of these fields, in the order that is specified, preface
the message text that is routed to the destination specified on keyword argument
CMDRESP when operation is EXTRACT. The word NONE replaces blank or null
values in the output. Possible values are values that are supported by the DISPLAY
command available in an OPSLOG display dialog, except for CART and CARTX.
This keyword is only honored when operation is EXTRACT.

PREFIX(prefix) (Optional) Specifies the prefix to be used for the names of variables that are created
when CLIST or REXX is specified on the keyword argument CMDRESP.
The default value is OPLG.
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Keyword Description

TZADJUST(adjustment) (Optional) This value is the hex time zone adjustment number that is found on Z/OS
systems in the CVTLDTO field of the CVT Extension.

TZO(offset) (Optional) Specifies the time zone offset for data in the OPSLOG being processed. This
is required when function OPSLOGMG is being used to "merge" OPSLOG data from
multiple systems in different time zones.

Filtering Keyword Arguments (Optional)

The following optional keyword arguments determine what messages are extracted from the specified OPSLOG by
setting message filtering criteria. Except for keywords CONSNAME and JOBID, these keyword arguments correspond
to similarly named criteria that are allowed on the PROFILE and PROFILEX commands available in an OPSLOG
display dialog. By default, with no filtering keyword arguments specified, the OPSLOG function extracts all messages
in the specified OPSLOG within the time range that is specified by initiation and termination keyword arguments. When
specified, a filtering keyword argument indicates an OPSLOG message data field that must match the specified value
for a message to be extracted (that is, "included"). As indicated in the following table, some keyword arguments support
a leading backslash (\) character on the specified value. This backslash indicates that messages whose OPSLOG data
field does not match the specified value are not extracted (that is, "excluded"). As indicated in the following table, some
keyword arguments support a trailing asterisk (*) "wildcard" character on the specified value, which matches any number
of trailing characters in the OPSLOG message data field. As indicated in the following table, some keyword arguments
support the specification of multiple values.

NOTE

OPSLOG message data field names are the names of the display columns available in an OPSLOG display
dialog.

Keyword "Exclude"
with "\"?

"Wildcard"
with "*"?

Filtered OPSLOG message
data field name and description

ASID(id1[,...[,id4]]) No No (Optional) The hexadecimal address space identifier
(ASID) of the address space that generated the
event. Up to four values may be specified.

COLORS(color1[,...[,color4]]) Yes No (Optional) The color of the message. Up to four
values may be specified. Possible values are:
NONE, RED, BLUE, WHITE, PINK, YELLOW,
GREEN, TURQUOISE

CONSNAME(name) No No (Optional) The name of the console that is
associated with the event.

EVENTTYPE(type1[,...[,type20]]) Yes No (Optional) The type of event. Possible values are:
MSG, RUL, CMD, DIS, DOM, ENA, EOM, GLV,
OMG, REQ, SEC, TOD, SCR, ARM, EOS, EOJ,
TLM, USS, API, ALL

EXITTYPE(type1[,...[,type3]) No No (Optional) The type of exit that captured the event.
Up to three values may be specified. Possible values
are: NONE, MVS, JES3, IMS, OMG, DSN, TRA, NIP,
CICS, CNSV, CA7

JOBID(id) No No (Optional) The job ID of the job that generated the
event.

JOBNAME(name1[,...[,name8]]) Yes Yes (Optional) The name of the job that generated the
event. Up to eight values may be specified.

MSGID(id1[,...[,id8]]) Yes Yes (Optional) The message identifier of the event.
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Keyword "Exclude"
with "\"?

"Wildcard"
with "*"?

Filtered OPSLOG message
data field name and description

RULESET(ruleset1.rulename1[...
[,ruleset2.rulename2]])

No Yes (Optional) The named AOF rule in the AOF ruleset
that processed on the event. Up to two values may
be specified. Wildcard character may be specified for
both ruleset and rulename.

SCANTEXT1('text'[,fromcol[,tocol]]) No No (Optional) A case-sensitive text string
that appears in the event message text
between columns fromcol and tocol. If not
specified, fromcol defaults to 1 and tocol defaults to
the last possible column.

SCANTEXT2('text'[,fromcol[,tocol]]) No No (Optional) A case-sensitive text string
that appears in the event message text
between columns fromcol and tocol. If not
specified, fromcol defaults to 1 and tocol defaults to
the last possible column.

SCANTEXT3('text'[,fromcol[,tocol]]) No No (Optional) A case-sensitive text string
that appears in the event message text
between columns fromcol and tocol. If not
specified, fromcol defaults to 1 and tocol defaults to
the last possible column.

SYSNAME(name1[,...[,name4]]) Yes Yes (Optional) The name of the system that generated
the event. Up to four values may be specified.

USER(data1[,...[,data4]]) Yes Yes (Optional) The event user data after AOF
processing. Up to four values may be specified.

Returned Value

The expanded format of the OPSLOG function returns one of the following possible numeric values:

Value Meaning

0 Indicates success.
40 Indicates a bad call or function.
41 Indicates a numeric conversion error.
48 Indicates a system failure.

Returned Variables

Depending on the setting of keyword argument CMDRESP, OPSLOG may create variables whose names are constructed
using the prefix set by keyword argument PREFIX.

See the description of keyword argument CMDRESP(CLIST) for a description of variables that it creates.

See the description of keyword argument CMDRESP(REXX) for a description of variables that it creates.

Returned EDQ Data

When executed as a function in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program with keyword argument CMDRESP(XDQ)
specified or defaulted to, OPSLOG will add data to the EDQ in the form of one extracted OPSLOG message per line.
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Coding Examples

This example extracts up to four messages from the local live OPSLOG, starting with the message issued at or after 8:30
AM. The extracted messages are stored in REXX stem variables with the prefix ABC.The variable named ABC.0 contains
the count of retrieved messages. Variables named ABC.n contain the retrieved message text, prefaced by the values
of OPSLOG message data fields TIME and DATE. A REXX parse statement can be used to obtain the individual data
elements: Parse Var ABC.1 time date msgtext  

var = OPSLOG('EXTRACT MSGCOUNT(4) TIME(08:30) OUTCOLS(TIME,DATE) CMDRESP(REXX) PREFIX(ABC)')

This example extracts up to two thousand messages from the live OPSLOG on system CA11, starting with the message
issued at or after 8:30 AM. The extracted messages are stored as OPMO records in the data set allocated to the DD
named SORTOUT.

var = OPSLOG('EXTOPMO MSGCOUNT(2000) TIME(08:30) DDNAME(SORTOUT) SYSNAME(CA11)')

This example invokes OPSLOG as a TSO command to extract up to ten messages from the local live OPSLOG that are
not generated by the job named JOB00001, starting at the current time minus 10 seconds. The extracted messages are
written to the terminal, prefaced by the values of OPSLOG message data fields TIME and JOBNAME.

OPSLOG EXTRACT MSGCOUNT(10) TIME(-10) JOBNAME(\JOB00001) OUTCOLS(TIME,JOBNAME) CMDRESP(TERM)

See OPS/REXX sample program OPSLGSCN in data set hlq.CCLXSAMP for an example of how to obtain and email any
OPS/REXX execution errors for AOF rules.

See OPS/REXX sample program OPSLGEXT in data set hlq.CCLXSAMP for an example of how to obtain OPSLOG data
for a specific job name and save that data as OPMO records in an output file.

Usage Notes

The basic format of the OPSLOG function extracts messages only from the local live OPSLOG and only by message time
or message number, and optionally by message ID.

OPSLOGMG Function

Purpose

Use the OPSLOGMG function to load an active, read-only OPSLOG with data from a data set created by operation
EXTOPMO of the expanded version of function OPSLOG.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using this syntax:

OPSLOGMG operation DDNAME(ddname) LOGNAME(logname) [RESET] [SUBSYS(ssid)]
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This function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using this syntax:

var = OPSLOGMG('operation DDNAME(ddname) LOGNAME(logname) [RESET] [SUBSYS(ssid)]')

NOTE

When called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX, the OPSLOGMG function accepts only one positional argument,
which is a string of positional and keyword arguments passed to the function. In this context, it is the contents of
that string that are documented in the following two sections, Positional Arguments and Keyword Arguments.

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be
performed. The only valid value is LOAD.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts these keyword arguments:

Keyword Description

DDNAME(ddname) (Required) Specifies the DD name of an allocated data set created by operation
EXTOPMO of the expanded version of function OPSLOG.

LOGNAME(logname) (Required) Specifies the name of an existing, active, read-only OPSLOG where the data
is inserted.

RESET (Optional) Requests that the existing contents of the OPSLOG named logname are
destroyed before inserting new data.

SUBSYS(ssid) (Optional) Specifies the Subsystem ID (SSID) of the OPS/MVS Subsystem that is to
process the request. The default SSID is OPSS.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

Value Description

0 Request succeeded

4 Request failed

12 Request not processed because the (specified) OPS/MVS subsystem is not active or ended
abnormally

 40 Request not processed due to an OPS/REXX syntax error

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

This example loads the OPSLOG named MYLOG with the contents of the data set allocated to the DD named SORTOUT
whose contents was created by operation EXTOPMO of the expanded version of function OPSLOG:

var = OPSLOGMG('LOAD LOGNAME(MYLOG) DDNAME(SORTOUT)')

This example is the same as the prior example, but requests that OPS/MVS Subsystem OPSP process the request and
that MYLOG be emptied before inserting of new data:

var = OPSLOGMG('LOAD LOGNAME(MYLOG) DDNAME(SORTOUT) SUBSYS(OPSP) RESET')

Usage Notes

The OPSLOGMG function can be called multiple times to "merge" OPSLOG data from multiple systems into a single
common read-only OPSLOG that can be viewed using an OPSLOG display dialog.

OPSPDS Function

Purpose

Use the OPSPDS function to perform various operations on a (concatenated list of) partitioned data set(s) (PDS or
PDSE).

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

No Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSPDS(operation,source,target)
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed,
specified in uppercase. (Mixed-case text
strings may not be supported in the future.)
Valid values are:

Value Operation to be
performed

DELETE Deletes memname
from pdsname.

EXISTS Determines if
memname exists in
the (concatenated
list of) partition data
set(s) specified by
source.

READDIR Reads the directory
of a partitioned data
set specified by
source and loads
all of the found
member names
into the OPS/REXX
stem variable
stemname. If source
is the DD name
of concatenated
list of partitioned
data sets, only the
directory of the first
partitioned data set
in the list is read.
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2 source (Required) Specifies the (concatenated list
of) partitioned data set(s) to be operated
on. May be one of the following values:

Value Description
pdsname A partitioned

data set name.
Must be specified
when operation is
DELETE.

ddname The name of a
DD allocated to
a (concatenated
list of) partitioned
data set(s). Cannot
be specified
when operation is
DELETE.

3 target (Required) May be one of the following
values:

Value Description
memname The name of a

partitioned data
set member
when operation
is DELETE or
EXISTS.

stemname The 1-32 character
name of an OPS/
REXX stem variable
when operation is
READDIR. May
or may not end in
a period. Cannot
be any kind of
OPS/REXX global
variable name.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

0 Request successfully processed

4 Invalid operation specified

8 Invalid pdsname specified

12 Invalid target specified
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16 Specified memname or pdsname does not exist

20 Data set open failed

24 BLDL failed

28 STOW delete failed

32 Data set close failed

36 Create of OPS/REXX variable stemname failed

40 Error reading data set directory

44 Data set not yet open

48 Execution attempted in an AOF rule

Value Description

Returned Variables

When operation is READDIR, the stem variable named stemname is (created and) populated: 

Variable name Value

stemname.0 The n number of stem variables populated.

stemname.n The blank-separated names of the members that are found in the
(concatenated list of) partitioned data set(s) specified by source.
You must process every blank-separated member name in every
stem variable to process every found member name.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example determines if member RULE1 exists in partitioned data set OPSMVS.MY.RULES:

pds = 'OPSMVS.MY.RULES'                 

mem = 'RULE1'                         

not = ' not '                            

r_c = OPSPDS('EXISTS',pds,mem)           

If r_c = 0 Then                          

  not = ' '                              

Say pds "does"||not||"contain member" mem

This example deletes member REXXPGM1 from partitioned data set MY.REXX:

r_c = OPSPDS('DELETE','MY.REXX','REXXPGM1')

This example returns an enumerated list of all members in partitioned data set MY.PART.DATASET:

pds = 'MY.PART.DATASET'                                                    

r_c = OPSDYNAM("ALLOCATE FILE(MYPDS) DSNAME('"pds"') SHR")                   

If r_c <> 0 Then Do                                                          

  Say "OPSDYNAM failed RC="r_c                                               

  Exit                                                                       

End                                                                          

r_c = OPSPDS('READDIR','MYPDS','MEMBER.')                                    
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If r_c <> 0 Then Do                                                          

  Say "OPSPDS failed RC="r_c                                                 

  Exit                                                                       

End                                                                          

t = 0                        /* Initialize number of members found         */

Say pds "contains members:"                                                  

Do m = 1 to MEMBER.0                                                         

  list = MEMBER.m            /* Single stem var may contain many mem names */

  Do i = 1 To WORDS(list)    /* Process each member name in this stem var  */

    t = t + 1                /* Increment number of members found          */

    Say t":" WORD(MEMBER.m,i)                                                

  End i                                                                      

End m                                                                        

Usage Notes

None

OPSPRM Function to SET Parameter Values

Purpose

Use the OPSPRM function to set the value of an OPS/MVS parameter or change the severity code of an OPS/
MVS message.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSPRM(operation,target,value[,,sysid])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
The only valid value is SET. 
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 2  target (Required) The OPS/MVS parameter to be
assigned the value value.

Or the OPS/MVS message ID whose
severity code is to be changed to the
value value. For a message OPSnnnnc, the
message ID is OPSnnnn.

 3  value (Required) The value to be assigned to the
specified target. For a message OPSnnnnc,
the severity code is c.

 4  (Forbidden) This argument must not be
specified.

 5  sysid (Optional) Specifies the system(s) where
the operation is to be performed. May be
one of the following values:

Value Description

 * The local system.
This is the default.

 msfid The MSF system
ID (MSF-id) of
an active MSF-
connected system.

 ALL All systems
on active MSF
connections,
including the local
system.

 EXT All systems
on active MSF
connections, other
than the local
system.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

 Value  Meaning 

0 The function executed successfully.

8 The function cannot be used before OPS/MVS becomes active.

12 You omitted the operation.

16 You omitted the value.

20 The named parameter cannot be changed after initialization.
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24 You specified a display-only target. 

28 You specified an input-only field.

32 The value that you specified are invalid.

36 An authorization check failed.

44 You specified an invalid argument for this operation. 

92 A master control block error occurred.

96 OPS/REXX cannot find the master control block.

100 An authorization exit abend failure occurred.

108 OPS/REXX cannot find the control block.

112 The master and local version codes do not match.

120 The system move data routine failed.

124 The service routine failed.

128 The specified sysid is not an active system.

132 Message queue allocation failed.

136 The last message was never received.

140 Command output error.

144 Cross-system send error.

148 The action command was ignored, because the remote system
that sent the command is not secure.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example sets parameter REXXMAXQUEUE to 9999 on all active MSF-connected systems, including the local
system:

var = OPSPRM("SET",9999,,,"ALL")

To change the severity code c to a value of d for a message OPSnnnnc, use a statement similar to this:

var = OPSPRM("SET","OPSnnnn","d",,"ALL")

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:
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• This function is used by OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 to set the value of  OPS/MVS parameters.
• For more information about OPS/MVS parameters, see the Parameter Reference.
• This function can be used while OPS/MVS is initializing. For example, you can use this function in

your OPSRPAnn start-up OPS/REXX program that is invoked by your OPSTART1 CLIST to set the values of
parameters and change the severity of messages.

•  Although the OPSPARM command processor can set parameter values, the OPSPRM function processes the request
faster. Use the OPSPRM function if performance is important.

WARNING
Before changing the severity code of any OPS/MVS message, see Understanding OPS/MVS Messages.

 

OPSPRM Function to SHOW Parameter Values

Purpose

Use the OPSPRM function to obtain the description and value of an OPS/MVS parameter, or the severity code of an OPS/
MVS message or information about an OPS/MVS load module.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSPRM(operation,source[,["INFO"][,["NAMES"][,sysid]] ])
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  operation (Required) The operation to be performed. The only valid value is SHOW. 

 2  source (Required) May be one of the following values:

Value Description

 ALL Requests that the description and value of each OPS/MVS parameter be obtained. For each parameter, a line of the format "description value" is added to
the EDQ. Both description and value may contain more than one word.

 GROUPS Requests that the description and name of each OPS/MVS parameter group be obtained. For each parameter group, a line of the format "description
name" is added to the EDQ. The description may contain more than one word.

 parameter The OPS/MVS parameter whose description and value is to be obtained. A line of the format "description value" is added to the EDQ.
Both description and value may contain more than one word.

 msgid The OPS/MVS message ID whose severity code is to be obtained. For a message OPSnnnnc, the message ID is OPSnnnn and the severity code is c. A
line of the format "SEVERITY OF MESSAGE ID OPSnnnn 'c'" is added to the EDQ.

 module The OPS/MVS load module whose address is to be obtained. A line of the format "ADDRESS OF MODULE module X'xxxxxxxx'" is added to the EDQ,
where xxxxxxxx is the hexadecimal address of the load module.
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# Argument Value

 3  INFO (Optional) Requests that additional information about source be obtained. The information that is obtained depends on the value that is specified for source:

source
value Information obtained

 ALL For each modifiable parameter, the possible values it can have. For each possible value, a line of the format "description value" is added to the EDQ.
Both description and value may contain more than one word.For each display-only parameter, the line "NO PARAMETER VALUE INFORMATION IS
AVAILABLE" is added to the EDQ.

 GROUPS Cannot be specified with INFO. 

 parameter If parameter is modifiable, the possible values it can have. For each possible value, a line of the format "description value" is added to the EDQ.
Both description and value may contain more than one word.
If parameter is display-only, the line "NO PARAMETER VALUE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE".

 msgid The line "NO PARAMETER VALUE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE" is added to the EDQ.

 module These 14 lines describing the attributes of the load module are added to the EDQ, where programmer may be more than one word and eligible is either YES
or NO:
• MODULE ORIGINAL ADDRESS X'xxxxxxxx'
• MODULE FINAL ADDRESS X'xxxxxxxx'
• MODULE VECTOR TABLE ENTRY ADDRESS X'xxxxxxxx'
• MODULE SIZE nnnn BYTES
• MODULE ORIGINAL LOCATION location 
• MODULE FINAL LOCATION location 
• MODULE PROTECT KEY CODE (n)
• MODULE AMODE nn 
• MODULE VERSION vv.rr.00
• MODULE PROGRAMMER NAME programmer 
• MODULE ASSEMBLY DATE mm/dd/yy 
• MODULE ASSEMBLY TIME hh.mm 
• MODULE IS ELIGIBLE FOR RELOAD eligible 
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# Argument Value

 4  NAMES (Optional) Requests that additional information about source be obtained. The information that is obtained depends on the value that is specified for source:

source
value Information obtained

 ALL For each parameter, a line of the format "parameter  m group" is added to the EDQ, where group is the name of the parameter group to which the
parameter belongs and m is one of the following values to indicate the modifiability of the parameter:

Value Modifiablity of the parameter

 I The parameter is modifiable only during initialization of OPS/MVS.
 N The parameter is display-only and cannot be modified.
 Y The parameter is modifiable at any time.

 GROUPS Cannot be specified with NAMES. 

 parameter A line of the format "parameter  m group" is added to the EDQ, where group is the name of the parameter group to which the parameter belongs and m is
one of the following values to indicate the modifiability of the parameter:

Value Modifiablity of the parameter

 I The parameter is modifiable only during initialization of OPS/MVS.

 N The parameter is display-only and cannot be modified.

 Y The parameter is modifiable at any time.

 msgid A line of the format "msgid m" is added to the EDQ, where m is one of the following values to indicate the modifiability of the severity code of the message
ID:

Value Modifiablity of the severity code

 N The severity code is not modifiable.
 Y The severity code is modifiable.

 module A line of the format "module N PRODMODULES" is added to the EDQ.

 5  sysid (Optional) Specifies the system(s) where the operation is to be performed. May be one of the following values:

Value Description

 * The local system. This is the default.

 msfid The MSF system ID (MSF-id) of an active MSF connection.

 ALL All systems on active MSF connections, including the local system.

 EXT All systems on active MSF connections, other than the local system.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

Value Description

 0 The function that is executed successfully.

 8 The function cannot be used before OPS/MVS becomes active.

 12 You omitted the operation. 

 28 You specified an input-only field.

 36 An authorization check failed.

 44 You specified an invalid argument for with GROUPS  .  

 56 No parameter information is available.

 92 A master control block error occurred.

 96 OPS/REXX cannot find the master control block.

 100 An authorization exit abend failure occurred.

 108 OPS/REXX cannot find the control block.

 112 The master and local version codes do not match.

 120 The system move data routine failed.

 124 The service routine failed.

 128 The specified sysid is not an active system.

 132 Message queue allocation failed.

 136 The last message was never received.

 140 Command output error.

 144 Cross-system send error.

 148 The action command was ignored, because the remote system that sent the command is not secure.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds data to the EDQ as described in the previous section, Positional Arguments.

Coding Examples

This example obtains the value of parameter OSFMIN on the system with MSF-id SYS1:

RetCode = OPSPRM("SHOW","OSFMIN",,,"SYS1")

Do While QUEUED() > 0

 Pull data

 Say data

End

This is sample output that is generated by the previous example:

OSF MINIMUM ACTIVE SERVER COUNT 2 SERVERS
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This example obtains the severity code for message OPS0123 and its eligibility for modification:

RetCode = OPSPRM("SHOW","OPS0123",,"NAMES")

Do While QUEUED() > 0

 Pull data

 Say data

End

This is sample output that is generated by the previous example:

SEVERITY OF MESSAGE ID OPS0123 'O'

OPS0123 Y                         

This example obtains the address of module OPITQWFU and its attributes on the local system:

RetCode = OPSPRM("SHOW","OPITQWFU","INFO")

Do While QUEUED() > 0

 Pull data

 Say data

End

This is sample output that is generated by the previous example:

ADDRESS OF MODULE OPITQWFU                      X'0B3AF000'

MODULE ORIGINAL ADDRESS                         X'0B3AF000'

MODULE FINAL ADDRESS                            X'0B3AF000'

MODULE VECTOR TABLE ENTRY ADDRESS               X'0979BA30'

MODULE SIZE                                     6880 BYTES

MODULE ORIGINAL LOCATION                        EPRIVATE

MODULE FINAL LOCATION                           EPRIVATE

MODULE PROTECT KEY                              CODE (2)

MODULE AMODE                                    31 

MODULE VERSION                                  13.05.00

MODULE PROGRAMMER NAME                          OPSASM 

MODULE ASSEMBLY DATE                            07/21/18

MODULE ASSEMBLY TIME                            21.50 

MODULE IS ELIGIBLE FOR RELOAD                   YES 

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• This function is used by OPSVIEW option 4.1.1 View and Modify Parameter Settings to display the value of  OPS/
MVS parameters.

• For more information about OPS/MVS parameters, see the Parameter Reference.
• For more information about OPS/MVS message severity codes, see Understanding OPS/MVS Messages.
• This function can be used while OPS/MVS is initializing. For example, you can use this function in

your OPSRPAnn start-up OPS/REXX invoked by your OPSTART1 CLIST to obtain the values of parameters, the
severity code of messages or information about load modules.

•  Although the OPSPARM command processor can set parameter values, the OPSPRM function processes the request
faster. Use the OPSPRM function if performance is important.
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OPSPRMLB Function

Purpose

Use the OPSPRMLIB function to obtain information from the z/OS SYS1.PARMLIB logical concatenation.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

TOD, SCR, REQ 1 Yes No No No

NOTE

1 The REQ rule must be issued from the OPS/MVS main address space (for example, from the SSM STATESET
program).

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSPRMLB(operation[,member])
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required)  The operation to be performed.
Valid values are:

Value Operation to be
performed

LIST Obtain all of the
names of the
libraries in the z/
OS SYS1.PARMLIB
logical
concatenation
and the volume
serial numbers on
which they reside
(if a volume serial
number is provided
on the PARMLIB
statement)

LISTMEM Obtain the contents
of the first member
that is named
member found in
the z/OS logical
SYS1.PARMLIB
concatenation

2 member (Conditional) A partitioned data set member
name

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns the number of lines it added to the EDQ.

Returned Variables

This function sets variable OPSRC to a numeric value that indicates the success or failure of the request. The possible
numeric values are:

Value Meaning

0 Request succeeded.

4 - 40 IEFPRMLB service error. The return code and reason code
message are placed on the EDQ. For the return code and reason
code meanings, see the IEFPRMLB Macro section of the z/OS
Assembler Reference Guide.
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1016 Request was made in an invalid environment. Request cannot be
made in cross memory mode, like most AOF rules.

1028 Product service error.
• If Queued() does not equal REXXMAXQUEUE, reason error

message(s) where placed on the EDQ.
• If Queued() equals REXXMAXQUEUE, the EDQ is not large

enough to contain all of the data that are returned by this
request.

• If the request was made in a TSO session when the profile
message ID is on, the message OPS4233I ERROR SENDING
MESSAGE TO EXTERNAL DATA QUEUE is output. The
message is prefixed by OPS3092H when executing in an OSF
server.

NOTE

An OPS/REXX syntax error terminates the program and error message "A REXX error 40, Incorrect Call to
Routine" is output.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example obtains all of the library names in the z/OS SYS1.PARMLIB logical concatenation:

x=OPSPRMLB("LIST") 

Say x              

Say OPSRC          

Do While Queued()>0

 Parse Pull temp   

 Say temp          

End                

This is sample output that is generated by the previous example:

3                                                 

0                                                 

PIT.IPL.PARMLIB                             PIT00R

SYS1.PARMLIB                                      

SYS2.USER.PARMLIB                                  

This example obtains the contents of the first member that is named LOAD00 found in the z/OS SYS1.PARMLIB logical
concatenation:

x=OPSPRMLB("LISTMEM","LOAD00") 

Say x              

Say OPSRC          

Do While Queued()>0

 Parse Pull temp   

 Say temp          

End                

This is sample output that is generated by the previous example:

10                                                          
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0                                                           

*VSCP    00                                                 

IODF     02 SYS1                                            

NUCLEUS  1                                                  

SYSPARM  00                                                 

IEASYM   00                                                 

SYSCAT   MVXE23113CICF.VMVXE23                              

PARMLIB  PIT.IPL.PARMLIB                              PIT00R

PARMLIB  SYS1.PARMLIB                                       

PARMLIB  SYS2.USER.PARMLIB                                  

INITSQA  0064K 0512K                                        

Usage Notes

None.

OPSSEND Function for Message Events

Purpose

Use this OPSSEND function in any AOF rule to send a message event to an MSF-connected (Multi-System Facility)
remote copy of OPS/MVS, or the local copy of OPS/MVS.

NOTE
The processing described here assumes that OPS/MVS parameters AOFMESSAGES and
BROWSEMESSAGES are set to a value of MVS. Different settings will result in different processing.

An event is sent to the OPSLOG of the receiving copy of OPS/MVS. Additional processing by the receiving copy of OPS/
MVS is controlled by the option that is specified on the function call. Additional processing may include issuing a WTO
(Write To Operator) and processing the event by the AOF.

The OPSSEND function is primarily used to send a message event to a remote copy of OPS/MVS. OPSSEND is most
commonly used in an AOF message rule to send a copy of the message that triggered the rule to a remote copy of OPS/
MVS. If such a message is high-intensity and non-scrolling, the DOM event for the message can be transmitted to the
remote system from an AOF DOM rule using the OPSSEND function. See OPSSEND Function for DOM Events.

See the "Usage Notes" below for warnings and other less common uses.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes No No No No

System Requirements

The MSF (Multi-System Facility) of OPS/MVS must be installed and active to send a message event to a remote copy
of OPS/MVS.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var=OPSSEND(sysid[,[option][,[text][,[routecodes][,[desccodes][,,[consolename]] ]] ]] )
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

1. sysid
(Required) Specifies the copy of OPS/MVS to receive the event being sent. May be one of the following values:

* Indicates the local copy of OPS/MVS. Valid only when option is B, C, L, or W.
msfid The MSF system ID (MSF-id) of the remote copy of OPS/MVS.

2. option
(Optional) Indicates that a message event is being sent, and controls how the receiving copy of OPS/MVS processes
it.
An event is sent to the OPSLOG of the receiving copy of OPS/MVS. Additional processing by the receiving copy
of OPS/MVS is controlled by the value specified. Additional processing may include issuing a WTO and processing
the event by the AOF. Valid values for sending message events are listed here, with their corresponding options for
processing by the receiving copy of OPS/MVS. The default is B.

Value WTO
issued?

Event
processed

by the
AOF? 2

Event
Sent to

OPSLOG

Contents of AOF
variable MSG.SYSID

Contents of OPSLOG
SYSNAME column

System that is
identified in z/OS

OPERLOG/SYSLOG

A No Yes2,3 Yes6 Sending system id Sending system name N/A

B No No Yes5 N/A Sending system name N/A

C Yes1,7 No Yes6,7 N/A Sending system name Sending system name

L Yes1,7 No Yes6,7 N/A Sending system name Receiving system name

W Yes1,8 Yes2,4,8 Yes8 Receiving system id Sending system name Sending system name

1 The WTO contains the message text, routecodes, and desccodes specified on the OPSSEND function call.
When the call is made from an AOF message rule, these values default to the values of AOF variables MSG.TEXT,
MSG.ROUTE, and MSG.DESC. (In this case, the WTO is referred to as "re-WTOed" or a "re-issued" WTO.) If
the WTO is a high-intensity, non-scrolling operator message, it can be DOMed (Delete Operator Message) on the
receiving system by invoking a separate OPSSEND function call from an AOF DOM rule on the sending system. See
OPSSEND Function for DOM Events.
2 The values of AOF variables MSG.TEXT, MSG.ROUTE, and MSG.DESC are values that are specified by text,
routecodes, and desccodes on the OPSSEND function call. When the call is made from an AOF message rule, these
values default to the values of AOF variables MSG.TEXT, MSG.ROUTE, and MSG.DESC.
3 When the OPSSEND function call is made from an AOF message rule, the values of AOF variables MSG.WTOID
and MSG.TOKEN on the receiving system are identical to the values on the sending system. Otherwise,
MSG.WTOID=0 and MSG.TOKEN=null (because there was no original WTO).
4 The value of AOF variable MSG.WTOID is the WTO ID generated by z/OS for the new WTO. When the OPSSEND
function call is made from an AOF message rule, the value of AOF variable MSG.TOKEN is identical to the value of
MSG.WTOID on the sending system. Otherwise, MSG.TOKEN=null.
5 When OPSSEND is invoked with a sysid of *, a new message event is sent to OPSLOG. When OPSSEND is
invoked with a sysid of a remote msfid, a copy of the original event is sent to OPSLOG and will be of the same event
type as the invoking rule.
6 When OPSSEND is invoked by a message rule, a copy of the message event being processed by the rule is sent to
OPSLOG. Otherwise, a new message event is sent to OPSLOG.
7 The WTO does not generate a new message event; it is the message event that is referred to in 6 that is sent to
OPSLOG.
8 The WTO does generate a new message event and it is this event that is processed by the AOF and sent to
OPSLOG.
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3. text
(Conditional) The text of the message event being sent. This argument is required when the function is invoked from
an AOF rule other than a message rule.
This argument is optional when the function is invoked from an AOF message rule, and defaults to the contents of
AOF variable MSG.TEXT if it has not been modified.

4. routecodes
(Optional) The MCS routing codes for the message being sent. Specified as a character string holding the internal
bit configuration of the routing codes, represented as 16-byte binary. It has the same format as the MSG.ROUTE
field. When the function is invoked from an AOF message rule, this argument defaults to the contents of AOF variable
MSG.ROUTE if it has not been modified.

5. desccodes
(Optional) The MCS descriptor codes for the message being sent. Specified as a character string holding the internal
bit configuration of the descriptor codes. It has the same format as the MSG.DESC field. When the function is invoked
from an AOF message rule, this argument defaults to the contents of AOF arable MSG.DESSC if it has not been
modified.

6. consoleid
(Conditional) The value for this positional argument is obsolete, however a value MUST be specified and only
conditionally if the positional argument seven (7) is being used to specify a consolename. A valid value for the
placeholder would be to code consecutive commas (,,). Any previous specified value is ignored.

7. consolename
(Optional) The two- to eight-character name of a z/OS console to receive the message. When specified with an
option of C, L or W, this argument may be used to send the message to another z/OS system in the same Sysplex
as the receiving copy of OPS/MVS. That other z/OS system may or may not be running OPS/MVS. This method of
transmitting a message is separate from and in addition to using the MSF for transmission by specifying an msfid.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

Value Meaning

0 Request succeeded.

4 The MSF connection associated with the specified msfid is not active.

8 An invalid msfid was specified.

12 The specified msfid is the original source of the message. This return code is generated only when the
message rule that invoked the function is processing a message that came from another system through
the MSF. The OPS/MVS product prevents loops through the MSF by preventing a message from returning
to the system where it originated.

16 The specified msfid is that of the local system. The OPSSEND function can send messages only to a
remote system.

20 The MSF is not active.

24 The MSF is not installed.

28 The OPSSEND function was invoked outside the AOF (rule) environment. Only AOF rules can invoke the
OPSSEND function.
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Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example sends a copy of the message event being processed by the message rule to the OPSLOG of OPS/
MVS running on the system that is MSF-connected to this system through MSF-id SYSA. The message is issued as a
WTO on that system, and appears in SYSLOG on that system as though the message originated on that system. The
message event is not processed by the AOF on that system:

)MSG SOMEMSG

)PROC

  temp = OPSSEND("SYSA","L")

This example sends a message event to the OPSLOG of OPS/MVS running on the system that is MSF-connected to
this system through MSF-id SYSA. The message is not issued as a WTO on that system. The message event is not
processed by the AOF on that system:

 )MSG SOMEMSG )PROC sys = OPSINFO('SYSNAME')

  msg = "System" sys "processed API event:" API.ID API.TEXT

  temp = OPSSEND("SYSA","B",msg)

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• When you invoke the function in an AOF message rule with an option of A or W to send a message whose text is
reformatted from the contents of AOF variable MSG.TEXT, be aware of how the reformatted message text may
affect AOF message rule processing on the receiving system, which is based on the message ID. If necessary or
desirable, the original message ID may be obtained from the AOF variable MSG.ID and inserted as the first word of
such reformatted message text to verify the integrity of the message ID for AOF processing on the receiving system.

• When you specify a sysid of * with an option of C, L or W, you can WTO a message on the local system without using
an OSF server (OPS/MVS Server Facility server).

WARNING
When you specify a sysid of * with an option of W, you can easily create a recursion loop, using up all the OPS/
MVS process blocks.

OPSSEND Function for DOM Events

Purpose

Use this OPSSEND function in an AOF DOM (Delete Operator Message) rule to delete a high-intensity, non-
scrolling operator message on an MSF-connected (Multi-System Facility) remote system that was sent using the
OPSSEND function with an option of C, L, or W. See OPSSEND Function for Message Events.

NOTE

The collection of DOM events in OPSLOG is controlled by OPS/MVS parameter BROWSEDOM.

A copy of the original DOM event is sent to the OPSLOG of the receiving copy of OPS/MVS. A new DOM event is also
generated by the receiving copy of OPS/MVS, sent to OPSLOG and processed by the AOF. The value of AOF variable
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DOM.TOKEN is equal to the value of AOF variable MSG.WTOID when the message was sent by an OPSSEND function
that was issued from an AOF message rule. The new DOM event deletes the message.

Supported Coding Environments

This OPSSEND Function for DOM Events may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

DOM No No No No

System Requirements

The MSF (Multi-System Facility) of OPS/MVS must be installed and active.

Coding Syntax

The OPSSEND Function for DOM Events is coded using this syntax:

var=OPSSEND(msfid,option)

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  msfid (Required) The MSF system ID (MSF-id) of
the remote copy of OPS/MVS.

 2  option (Required) The only valid value is D, for
DOM.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

 0 Request succeeded.

 4 The MSF connection that is associated with the specified msfid is
not active.

 8 An invalid msfid was specified.

 16 The msfid specified is that of the local system. The OPSSEND
function can send messages only to a remote system.

 20 The MSF is not active.

 24 The MSF is not installed.

 28 The OPSSEND function was invoked outside the AOF (rule)
environment. Only AOF rules can invoke the OPSSEND function.

Value Meaning
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Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example DOMs the high-intensity, non-scrolling WTO message on the system that is MSF-connected to this system
through an MSF-id SYSA that was issued there as a result of an OPSSEND function call on this system:

)DOM *

)PROC

  temp = OPSSEND("SYSA","D")

Usage Notes

None.

OPSSETV Function

Purpose

Use the OPSSETV function to assign a value to a variable with an Automate-format name or an OPS/REXX global
variable. This function has no effect on other variables.

NOTE

This function is supplied for compatibility with Automate code. When you write new code, use the OPSVALUE
function instead.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

Automate-format variable names are defined by the Automate-Related Parameters parameters.

Coding Syntax

Invoke this function as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

 OPSSETV varmame varvalue [keywords]

This function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

 var = OPSSETV("varname varvalue [keywords]")
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NOTE

When called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX, this function accepts only one positional argument, which is
a string of positional and keyword arguments that are passed to the function. In this context, it is the contents of
that string that are documented in the following two sections, Positional Arguments and Keyword Arguments.

Positional Arguments

This function accepts the following positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 varname (Required) Name of the variable
to be assigned the value varvalue.

2 varvalue (Required) Value to be assigned to the
variable named varname.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts the same optional keyword arguments as the OPSSETV Command Processor.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible numeric values:

Value Meaning

0 Request failed

1 Request succeeded

Returned Variables

This function sets variable OPSRC to a numeric value that indicates the success or failure of the request. The possible
numeric values are:

0 Request succeeded.

4 Request failed.

12 The OPS/MVS product is not active.

40 Invalid REXX function argument.

Value Meaning

See the OPSSETV Command Processor for additional variables that may be set by specified keywords.

Returned EDQ Data

See the OPSSETV Command Processor for any EDQ data that may be added by specified keywords.

Coding Examples

This example uses keyword arguments on the OPSSETV function call:

ba = 'ABCWXYZ THE CATS IN THE CUPBOARD BUT HE DONT SEE ME.' 
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aa =OPSSETV('GLOBALY.1 ('ba')') 

If OPSRC <> 0 Then Do 

  Say "OPSRC="||OPSRC

  Exit 

End 

Say globaly.1 

 

aa =OPSSETV('GLOBALY.1 ( pantry ) OFFSET(25) UPPERCASE(no)')

If OPSRC <> 0 Then Do 

  Say "OPSRC="||OPSRC 

  Exit 

End 

Say GLOBALY.1

This code shows the output that is generated by the preceding example:

ABCWXYZ THE CATS IN THE CUPBOARD BUT HE DONT SEE ME. ABCWXYZ THE CATS IN THE pantry BUT HE DONT SEE ME.

ABCWXYZ THE CATS IN THE pantry BUT HE DONT SEE ME.

NOTE

For more examples of the use of OPSSETV, see the OPSSETV Command Processor.

Usage Notes

This function is supplied for compatibility with Automate code. When you write new code, use OPSVALUE instead.

OPSSMF Function

Purpose

Use the OPSSMF function in an AOF rule to write a user-formatted subtype SMF record or one of the following internally
generated OPS/MVS summary subtype SMF records:

• OPS/MVS termination summary record (Subtype 1)
• Global variable subtask termination summary record (Subtype 4)
• SQL (RDF) statistics record (Subtype 5)
• EPI statistics record (Subtype 8)

 

NOTE

All SMF records created by OPS/MVS use the SMF record number specified by the SMFRECORDNUMBER
parameter. This includes those records created by the OPSSMF function, including user-formatted subtype
records.

NOTE

The SMFH DSECT in member OPSMRC of the installed hlq.CCLXASM data set maps the standard 40-byte
header used for all SMF records, including user-formatted subtype records created by the OPSSMF function.

Member OPSMRC also contains the SMnn DSECTs that map all of the nn-numbered subtype SMF records
created by OPS/MVS internal components.

Subtype numbers from 1 to 999 are reserved for the internally generated SMF records. Subtype numbers from
1000 to 32767 can be used for user-created SMF records.
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WARNING

Internally generated OPS/MVS summary SMF subtype records can only be written by the OPSSMF function
from within the OPS/MVS address space. An AOF rule that invokes the OPSSMF function must be executing
within the OPS/MVS address space.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSSMF function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes No No No No

System Requirements

The OPSSMF function creates SMF records only when the SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter is set to a value other than
0 (the default value).

Coding Syntax

The OPSSMF function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSSMF(subtype[,data])

   

Positional Arguments

The OPSSMF function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 subtype (Required) The numeric value of the
subtype SMF record to be created.
Valid values for an internally
generated OPS/MVS summary subtype
SMF records are: 1, 4, 5, or 8.
Valid values for a user-created subtype
SMF record are in the range: 1000-32767

2 data (Conditional) The data for a user-created
subtype SMF record. This data follows the
standard 40-byte SMFH record header that
is populated automatically by OPS/MVS.
The user-specified data can contain at most
344 bytes. If the data exceeds this limit, it
will be truncated and a warning message is
issued.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSSMF function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

The OPSSMF function returns one of these possible numeric values:

Value Meaning

0 The SMF record was successfully written.

4 OPS/REXX received a non-zero return code from the IBM
SMFWTM macro while trying to write the SMF record. This error
may result when all SMF data sets are full.

6 The requested internally generated OPS/MVS summary subtype
SMF record cannot be written in this environment.

7 A failure occurred in the internal OPS/MVS SMF record writing
routine.

8 The SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter is set to 0 or the
SMFRECORDING parameter is set to NO.

9 An invalid subtype SMF record was specified.

Returned Variables

The OPSSMF function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSSMF function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

The following example uses the OPSSMF function to create a subtype 1000 SMF record. Assume that the subtype record
data has been built in an OPS/REXX variable named SMFrecord.

temp = OPSSMF(1000,SMFrecord)

The following TOD rule will fire every hour and create a user-formatted subtype 1000 SMF record that contains the
number of messages that were suppressed during the past hour. The rule uses the MSGSUPPRESS parameter and a
global variable to calculate the number of suppressed messages. The standard 40-byte SMFH record header is populated
automatically by OPS/MVS.

)TOD SUNDAY, 1 HOUR, SATURDAY                                           

)INIT                                                                   

/*                                                                      

  This rule fires every hour on every day of the week                   

*/                                                                      

/*                                                                      

  Initialize a global variable to the value of the MSGSUPPRESS parameter

  Format of SHOWed line on EDQ:  SUPPRESS MESSAGE DISPOSITION n MESSAGES

*/                                                                      

  x = OPSPRM("SHOW","MSGSUPPRESS")                                      

  Do While Queued() > 0                                                 

   Parse Pull line                                                      

   nn =  word(line,words(line)-1)                                       

   zz = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.MSGSUPPRESS','U',nn)                           
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  End                                                                   

)PROC                                                                   

/*                                                                      

  Calculate number of suppressed messages in the past hour              

*/                                                                      

  old# = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.MSGSUPPRESS','O')                             

  x = OPSPRM("SHOW","MSGSUPPRESS")                                      

  Do While Queued() > 0                                                 

   Parse Pull line                                                      

   new# =  word(line,words(line)-1)  /* Isolate the value */            

   suppressed# = new# - old#                                            

  End                                                                   

/*                                                                      

  Save the new value of the MSGSUPPRESS parameter.                      

*/                                                                      

  zz = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.MSGSUPPRESS','U',new#)                          

/*                                                                      

  Cut SMF record that contains # of suppressed messages in past hour    

*/                                                                      

  x = OPSSMF(1000,suppressed#)                                          

  

The following EOJ rule will enable a dynamic TOD rule when the SMF address space terminates. The TOD rule will create
an OPS/MVS termination summary (subtype 1) SMF record.

)EOJ SMF

)PROC

Queue ")TOD *+1 SECOND"

Queue ")PROC"

Queue "  x = OPSSMF(1) "

Address AOF "ENABLE *DYNAMIC.SUMMARY"

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• You can use this function in the AOF Test Facility; if you do, OPS/REXX checks the syntax of the OPSSMF arguments
and returns a value of zero without writing any SMF records.

OPSSMTBL Function

Purpose

Use the OPSSMTBL function to modify the OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM) directory table, change some of the
attributes of the SSM resource information tables in the directory, and retrieve the names of SSM resource information
tables into variables or as messages on your TSO terminal.
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using this syntax:

OPSSMTBL keyword1  keyword2 ... keywordn

This function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

var = OPSSMTBL('keyword1  keyword2 ... keywordn')

NOTE

When called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX, the OPSLOGMG function accepts only one positional argument,
which is a string of keyword arguments passed to the function. In this context, it is the contents of that string that
are documented in the following Keyword Arguments section.

Positional Arguments

This function accepts no positional arguments.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSSMTBL function accepts the same keyword arguments as the OPSSMTBL Command Processor.

Returned Value

The OPSSMTBL function returns the same values as the OPSSMTBL Command Processor.

Returned Variables

See the OPSSMTBL Command Processor for variables that may be set by specified keywords.

Returned EDQ Data

See the OPSSMTBL Command Processor for any EDQ data that may be added by specified keywords.

Coding Examples

This example obtains the names of resource information tables that SSM is currently managing and stores them in REXX
stem variables SSMTBL.n, with REXX stem variable SSMTBL.0 set to the n number of names obtained:

frc = OPSSMTBL("LIST CMDRESP(REXX)")
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Usage Notes

None.

OPSSRM Function

Purpose

Use the OPSSRM function to return information about the z/OS System Resource Manager (SRM).

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSSRM function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The OPSSRM function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSSRM function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSSRM(operation,stat)

Positional Arguments

The OPSSRM function accepts these positional arguments:

1. operation
Required) The operation to be performed. The only valid value is I, for information.

2. stat
(Required) Identifies the SRM statistic to be returned. Valid values are:

ASMG The current average length of the auxiliary storage manager queue (ASMQ) as seen by the SRM. The
lower the value, the better the system performs.

AFQA The current number of storage frames on the available frame queue. The higher the value, the better the
system performs. This value is only valid for z/OS 1.7 and higher. Older z/OS versions return a value of
zero.

CPU The long-term CPU busy value from the SRM control table.
LSwapTSO The number of logically swapped TSO users.

LSwapNTSO The number of logically swapped non-TSO users.
Paging The current average paging rate of the system as seen by the SRM.

PageDelay The current page delay time of the paging subsystem, in milliseconds, as seen by the SRM. The lower
the value, the better the system performs.

ThinkTime The system Think Time in seconds.
UIC The current average unreferenced interval count (UIC) of the system as seen by the SRM. The values

vary from 0 through 2540. Use the UICCUR value instead of this one on z/OS 1.8 and higher systems.
UICCUR The current UIC used for SRM internal management. The values vary from 0 through 65535. A UICCUR

value of 65535 means that there are enough frames on the available frame queue in the system. This
value is only valid for z/OS 1.8 and higher. Older z/OS versions return a value of zero.
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UICMIN The lowest UIC found on the last "walk" through the whole of storage. The values vary from 0 through
65535. This value is only valid for z/OS 1.8 and higher. Older z/OS versions return a value of zero.

UICMAX The highest UIC found on the last "walk" through the whole of storage. The values vary from 0 through
65535. This value is only valid for z/OS 1.8 and higher. Older z/OS versions return a value of zero.

ZIIPUSAGE The utilization of the zIIP processors. This is equivalent to the value returned by CPU, but for the zIIP
processors.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSSRM function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSSRM function returns the value of the SRM statistic that is specified by argument stat.

Returned Variables

The OPSSRM function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSSRM function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

The OPSSRM example generates output when there is a high load being placed on real storage:

if OPSSRM("I"," CurUIC ") < 10 then

                    say "There is significant demand for real storage!"

Usage Notes

None

OPSTATUS Function
NOTE

The OPS/MVS team provides a library of Best Practices videos in conjunction with many of our features and
functions. To learn more about OPSTATUS you can view a short video on the Broadcom Educate YouTube
Channel. 

Purpose

Use the OPSTATUS function to obtain information about one of the following system entities:

• Address spaces currently active or in the *LOGON* state
• IMS systems that are currently active
• Batch jobs
• Attached APPC transactions (ATX)
• Outstanding WTORs (Write To Operator Replies)
• Started tasks and system address spaces
• TSO users
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The OPSTATUS function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSTATUS(type,output,mask[,sysid])
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Positional Arguments

The OPSTATUS function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  type (Required) Indicates the type of system entities that are identified by the specified mask.
Valid values are:

Value Type of data to obtain

 A Address spaces
 I IMS systems
 J Batch jobs
 P Attached APPC transactions (ATX)
 R Outstanding WTORs (Write To Operator Replies)
 S Started tasks and system address spaces
 T TSO users

 2  output (Required) Indicates the amount of information to add to the EDQ for the system entities
that are identified by the specified mask, depending on the value specified for type. Valid
values are:

Value Amount of information to add to the EDQ

 A None.
 I When type is A, J, P, S, or T: For each identified address space,

one ASID Record.
When type is I: For each identified IMS system, one IMS
Record followed by one associated ASID Record that identifies the
IMS system.
When type is R: For each identified outstanding WTOR on the
specified system that also originated from the specified system,
one WTOR Record followed by one associated ASID Record that
identifies the issuer of the WTOR on the specified system.

 L When type is I: For each identified IMS system, one IMS Record.
When type is R: For each identified outstanding WTOR, one WTOR
Record.
Otherwise: Invalid for all other values of type.

 S When type is R: For each identified outstanding WTOR in the sysplex,
one WTOR Record followed by one associated WTOR Issuer
Record that identifies the issuer of the WTOR on the originating
system.
Otherwise: Invalid for all other values of type.

 W  When type is A, J, P, S, or T: For each identified address space,
one ASID WLM Record.
Otherwise: Invalid for all other values of type.

 X When type is R: For each identified outstanding WTOR
on the specified system that also originated from the
specified system , one WTOR Record followed by one
associated WTOR Issuer Record that identifies the issuer of the
WTOR on the specified system. 
Otherwise: Invalid for all other values of type.
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# Argument Value

 3  mask (Required) A character string that identifies the system entities for which information is to
be obtained. Information is obtained for those system entities of the specified type whose
name matches this character string. The character string may contain a trailing * as a
wildcard character that matches any number of characters. The character * by itself is a
valid value and matches all entities of the specified type.

Note: You must specify the character * by itself to identify address spaces in the
*LOGON* state.

 4  sysid (Optional) Specifies the system from which to obtain information for the entities that are
identified by the specified mask. Requires separately licensed Multi-System Facility. Valid
values are:

Value Description

 * The MSF system ID (MSF-id) set by the host command ADDRESS
OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT. This is the default.

 msfid An MSF system ID (MSF-id) or alias of an active MSF connection.

If the local MSF-id is used or implied, the sysid argument is ignored.
The number of seconds that the function waits for a response is determined by the
SYSWAIT value on the host command ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT (when it is
greater than zero) or the value of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter.
When the sysid argument is specified for a remote system within a no-wait AOF rule, no
output for the function is returned. 
An invalid or inactive MSF-id or alias causes the OPS/REXX program to be interrupted
for a SYNTAX error. Use the host command ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF LIST to validate
the MSF system ID before using it as an argument for any OPS/REXX function.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSTATUS function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

The OPSTATUS function always returns the count of system entities that it identified by the specified mask. This count
may be 0.

Returned Variables

The OPSTATUS function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSTATUS function may add one or more of the following records (lines) to the EDQ depending on the value
of output, as described previously. Each added record is one line on the EDQ. The format of each record (line) is
documented here in its own section.
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ASID Record

Word Number Word Length Word Contents

1 8 Job name or STC name or TSO ID. The value is INIT for idle initiators.
2 8 Step name. The value is: NONE if step name is not available; job class name for idle

initiators under JES3 control. TSO logon procedure name for TSO users.
3 8 PROC step name. The value is: NONE if PROC step name not available; IEFPROC for

idle initiators.
4 4 Address Space Identifier (ASID) (four hexadecimal digits with leading zeros).
5 3 Value indicating address space status:

Value Meaning

IN* Swapping in
IN Swapped in

NSW Non-swappable
OU* Swapping out
OUT Swapped out and ready
OWT Swapped out and waiting

6 3 Value indicating address space type:

Value Meaning

ATX Attached APPC address space
INI Initiator

JOB Batch job
STC Started task
SYS System address space

TSU TSO user

7 3 Number of Step-Must-Completes.
8 3 Performance group.

Note: When the system is running in GOAL mode, this value is always zero. Specify a
value of W for output to obtain WLM information when running in GOAL mode.

9 3 Domain.

Note: When the system is running in GOAL mode, this value is always zero. Specify a
value of W for output to obtain WLM information when running in GOAL mode.
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Word Number Word Length Word Contents

10 17 CPU time in the form sssssssss.mmmmmm, where sssssssss is seconds
and mmmmmm is microseconds.

This value represents the total CPU time (TCB + SRB) consumed by the current job step
only.

The value is NONE if the data is unavailable for any reason.

Note: The value of word ten has no direct relationship with the value of word thirteen.
They are two different measures of CPU time. For started tasks, TSO users, and single-
step batch jobs, the two values may or may not be fairly close. For multi-step jobs that
are in the second or subsequent step, the values probably differ greatly.

11 17 Elapsed time in the form sssssssss.mmmmmm, where sssssssss is seconds
and mmmmmm is microseconds.

The value is NONE if the data is unavailable for any reason.

12 8 JES job ID, in a different form for each job type:

Form Job Type

JOBnnnnn Batch job
STCnnnnn Started task
TSUnnnnn TSO user

Note: The JES job ID of an idle initiator is always in the format STCnnnnn.

The value is NONE if the address space associated with the record did not start under
JES and it has not used the subsystem interface to acquire a JES job ID dynamically, as
described in the following text.

Note: Servers and other address spaces may request a job ID later, even when they
are not started under JES. (That is, if the address space was started under the master
subsystem using the SUB=MSTR keyword.) In such cases, JES builds the correct
data structures, and then creates a job ID for the address space. Job IDs can also be
returned to the system for reuse. Having a JES job ID at a particular moment means
that JES allows use of any of its services. These services include internal readers for job
submission, writers for SYSOUT data sets and allocation, and so on. Without a JES job
ID, JES services cannot be used, and errors occur as a result.

13 17 CPU time in the form sssssssss.mmmmmm, where sssssssss is seconds
and mmmmmm is microseconds.

This value represents the total task time (TCB) consumed by all job steps in the address
space (the same value that is returned by the z/OS DISPLAY command).

The value is NONE if the data is unavailable for any reason.

Note: The value of word thirteen has no direct relationship with the value of word ten.
They are two different measures of CPU time. For started tasks, TSO users, and single-
step batch jobs, the two values may or may not be fairly close. For multi-step jobs that
are in the second or subsequent step, the values probably differ greatly.

14 1 Value that indicates whether the address space is associated with USS. The vale is: N if
no; O if yes.

15 10 Total number of auxiliary storage (paging space) slots that are used by the address
space. Each slot is 4096 bytes, or 4 KB.

16 10 Total number of real storage frames that are in the private region that is used by the
address space. Each frame is 4096 bytes, or 4 KB.
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Word Number Word Length Word Contents

17 10 Total number of expanded storage pages that are used by the address space. Each page
is 4096 bytes, or 4 KB.

Note: On z/OS systems running in 64-bit mode, expanded storage is not supported and
this value always contains zeros.

18 8 User id that is associated with the address space. When no user ID is available, this field
contains the value NONE.

Note: If the address space is a multi-user address space, the user id reflects the user id
that was initially associated with the address space/job.

19 10 Number of bytes of CSA associated with the address space. If Common Storage
Tracking is inactive, this word contains the value NONE.

20 10 Number of bytes of ECSA associated with the address space. If Common Storage
Tracking is inactive, this word contains the value NONE.

21 10 Number of bytes of SQA associated with the address space. If Common Storage
Tracking is inactive, this word contains the value NONE.

22 10 Number of bytes of ESQA associated with the address space. If Common Storage
Tracking is inactive, this word contains the value NONE.

23 17 CPU time in the form sssssssss.mmmmmm, where sssssssss is seconds
and mmmmmm is microseconds.

This word represents the total CPU time (TCB + SRB) used by all enclaves that are
owned by the current address space with the current jobname.

The value is NONE if the data is unavailable for any reason.

Note: An enclave is a transaction that can span multiple dispatchable units (SRBs and
tasks) in one or more address spaces and is reported on and managed as a unit. An
enclave is managed separately from the address space it runs in. CPU and I/O resources
that are associated with processing the transaction are managed by the performance
goal of the transaction and reported to the transaction.

NOTE

The time format of sssssssss.mmmmmm used for CPU Time and Elapsed Time values in the ASID
Record differs from the format that is displayed in OPSVIEW option 3.1. Since the OPSTATUS function is
intended for automation rather than for producing displayable records, this format reduces the need to convert
time data for use in automation. These time values may require separation into seconds and microseconds
to be used with OPS/REXX. The following is sample OPS/REXX code that obtains a time value in the format
of sssssssss.mmmmmm and separates the seconds and microseconds:

count = OPSTATUS('A','I','VTAM')

Pull record

cputime = WORD(record,10)

seconds = WORD(TRANSLATE(cputime,' ','.'),1)

microsecs = WORD(TRANSLATE(cputime,' ','.'),2)

ASID WLM Record

Word Number Word Length Word Contents

1 8 Address space name or *MASTER*.
2 8 Step name or NONE.
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Word Number Word Length Word Contents

3 8 PROC step name or NONE.
4 4 Address Space Identifier (ASID) (four hexadecimal digits with leading zeros) or NONE.
5 8 Service Class Name. Can be any number of alphanumeric characters. If this string

contains /, it is either an error condition or WLM is in COMPAT mode.
6 3 WLM service-class period number or 0.
7 8 Workload name. N/A if either of the following conditions apply: No workload name that is

defined or system is in COMPAT mode.
8 8 Resource group name. N/A if either of the following conditions apply: No resource group

name that is defined or system is in COMPAT mode.
9  1 One of the following values:

Value Meaning
Y The address space is designated as a server address space to

WLM.
N The address space is not designated as a server address space

or the system is in COMPAT mode.

10 1 One of the following values:

Value Meaning
Y The address space was reset through the RESET xxx,QUIESCE

command.
N The QUIESCE delay indicator is not set or the system is in

COMPAT mode.

IMS Record

Word Number Word Length Word Contents

1 4 IMS system identifier.
2 1 IMS subsystem character.

WTOR Record

Word Number Word Length Word Contents

1 2 or 4 Outstanding reply number.
2 126 WTOR message text (starts with the three-digit reply ID, followed by a space).
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WTOR Issuer Record

Word Number Word Length Word Contents

1 8 Originating address space name.
2 8 JES job ID associated with the issuing address space, in a different form for each job

type:

Form Job Type
JOBnnnnn Batch job
STCnnnnn Started task
TSUnnnnn TSO user

Note: The JES job ID of an idle initiator is always in the format STCnnnnn. 

3 4 Address Space Identifier (ASID) (four hexadecimal digits with leading zeros) on the
originating system.

4 8 System name on which the WTOR was issued.
5 8 Security user ID of the WTOR issuer.
6 10 Elapsed time in seconds that the WTOR has been outstanding.

Coding Examples

This example uses the OPSTATUS function to obtain information about all of the active address spaces on the system:

Say 'Count of address spaces:' OPSTATUS('A','I','*')

Do While QUEUED() > 0

Pull x

Say x

End

An example of output that is generated by the previous example:

Count of address spaces: 12

*MASTER* NONE     NONE    0001 NSW SYS ....(more columns here)...

PCAUTH   PCAUTH   NONE    0002 NSW SYS ..........................

TRACE    TRACE    NONE    0003 NSW SYS ..........................

GRS      GRS      NONE    0004 NSW SYS ..........................

DUMPSRV  DUMPSRV  DUMPSRV 0005 OWT SYS ..........................

CONSOLE  CONSOLE  NONE    0006 NSW SYS ..........................

ALLOCAS  ALLOCAS  NONE    0006 NSW SYS ..........................

SMF      SMF      IEFPROC 0007 NSW SYS ..........................

ACF2     ACF2     IEFPROC 0008 NSW STC ..........................

NIT      STEP2    NONE    0011 OWT INI ..........................

BATJOB1  STEP2    NONE    0012 NSW JOB ..........................

TSOID1   NONE     NONE    0009 OWT TSU ..........................

This example uses the OPSTATUS function to determine whether the CICSPROD address space is active:

jobname = "CICSPROD"

status = OPSTATUS("A","A",jobname)

If status=1 Then taskstat = "UP"

This example uses the OPSTATUS function to determine whether a TSO user with the userid of TSOUSER is logged on:
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userid = "TSOUSER" /* Replace TSOUSER with a valid TSO user ID */

If OPSTATUS("T","A",userid) <> 1 Then

Say userid "is not logged on at this time."

This example uses the OPSTATUS function to obtain information about outstanding WTORs and the address spaces that
issued them:

Say "Count of Outstanding Replies" OPSTATUS("R","I","*")

Do While QUEUED() > 0

Pull line

Say  line

End

This example uses the OPSTATUS function to obtain information about outstanding WTORs that were issued on this
system and that have been outstanding for more than 5 minutes (300 seconds):

ThisSys = OPSINFO("SYSNAME")

temp = OPSTATUS("R","S","*")

Do While QUEUED() > 0

Parse Pull ReplyID Text

Parse Pull jbnm jbid asid syna uid secs .

If (syna = ThisSys) & (secs > 300) Then

Say jbnm jbid asid uid secs ReplyID Text

End

Usage Notes

WARNING
Using the OPSTATUS function to count the number of batch jobs from a $HASP message rule cannot provide
you with accurate results. The message can be issued on behalf of a batch job before the OPSTATUS function
counts it or after OPSTATUS counts it. Batch jobs can show up as active before the program is executing, or
after the program has finished executing but before JES has finished handling work on its behalf.

OPSTHRSH Function
NOTE

The OPS/MVS team provides a library of Best Practices videos in conjunction with many of our features and
functions. To learn more about OPSTHRSH you can view a short video on the Broadcom Educate YouTube
Channel.

Purpose

Use the event count that is returned by the OPSTHRSH function to implement a threshold for automation logic in an AOF
rule that can fire numerous times within a specific time interval. Possible scenarios for using a threshold include:

• To stop automation actions for similar events after x number of occurrences in y number of seconds.
• To  start automation actions for similar events after x number of occurrences in y number of seconds.
• To  throttle (or slow) automation actions for similar events to only a fraction of x number of occurrences in y number of

seconds.

An example of each of these scenarios is given in section Coding Examples.

NOTE

The OPSTHRSH function can be used as a simplified replacement for common lengthy legacy threshold code
that is duplicated across numerous AOF rules.
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes No No No No

NOTE

The OPSTHRSH function is particularly useful in MSG, API, and USS rules.

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSTHRSH(type,interval[,criteria[,position[,mlwto_line#]] ])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 type (Required) Indicates the type of threshold counter being implemented:

Value Type of threshold

A A separate threshold count is returned for each address space
that fires an event that satisfies the specified criteria, if any.

C A single threshold count is returned for all events that are fired by
any address space and satisfy the specified criteria.

E A single threshold count is returned for all events that are fired by
any address space.

2 interval (Required) The number of seconds in the time interval for this threshold. Maximum
allowed value is 2678400.

3 criteria (Conditional) The criteria character string that must exist somewhere within the firing
event. Limit is 50 characters. Valid only when type is A or C.

4 position (Optional) The position within the firing event at which the specified criteria character
string must start. If not specified, the specified criteria character string may start at any
position within the firing event. Valid only when type is A or C.

5 mlwto_line# (Optional) The specific line number of a multi-line WTO firing event within which the
specified criteria character string must exist. Valid only for MSG rules with the MLWTO
option specified. Valid only when ftype is A or C.

Note: The mlwto_line# argument is not currently supported by AOF Test.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

This function returns the number (count) of events that have fired during the specified time interval. This count can be
used to implement threshold automation logic. Once a count is set to one, it is reset to one for the next event that fires
after the specified time interval has elapsed.  The definition of count depends on the value that is specified for type:

type Definition of count

A Only events that satisfy the specified criteria, if any, and were fired by this particular address space. If
criteria is specified, the count can possibly be zero if no events have matched the specified criteria.

C All events that are fired by any address space that satisfy the specified criteria. In this case, the count can
possibly be zero if no events have matched the specified criteria.

E All events that are fired by any address space. In this case, the count can never be zero.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example uses a threshold to stop the automation logic after the first event seen within a 20-second time interval:

count = OPSTHRSH('E',20)

If count = 1 Then

  Do

  ... automation logic ...

  End

This example uses a threshold to start the automation logic after the 100th event is seen for the same address space
within a 60-second time interval:

count = OPSTHRSH('A',60)

If count >= 100 Then

Do

... automation logic ...

End

This example uses a threshold to throttle the automation logic to every tenth multi-line message event seen within a 600-
second time interval that contains the word FAILED starting at position 20 of line 3:

count = OPSTHRSH('C',600,'FAILED',20,3)

If count//10 = 0 Then

Do

... automation logic ...

End

Usage Notes

None.
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OPSTORE Function

Purpose

Use the OPSTORE function to retrieve a copy of virtual storage data.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSTORE(operation,address,length)

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
 The only valid value is S, for storage.

2 address (Required) The address of virtual storage
data to be copied. Can be any virtual
storage address in the home address
space. When an OPS/REXX program
runs in an APF-authorized environment,
all virtual storage locations in the home
address space can be accessed. Under
usual circumstances, only production (not
test) AOF rules run as APF-authorized.
However, OPS/MVS TSO command
processors that have been added to
the TSO authorization tables are an
exception to this rule. When a OPS/REXX
program running in a non-APF-authorized
environment invokes the OPSTORE
function to access fetch-protected storage,
a zero-length result is returned.

3 address (Required) The length of virtual storage
data to be copied. Can be any non-negative
integer value up to 256 (inclusive).
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Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns a character string of the specified length that contains a copy of the virtual storage at the
specified address.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example uses the OPSTORE function to retrieve the address of the CVT:

cvt = OPSTORE('S','10'X,4)

This example illustrates the difference between the OPS/REXX function OPSTORE and the TSO/E function STORAGE:

/* REXX */

parse source rexxtype .

if rexxtype == "OPS/REXX" then

  do

    CVT      = OPSTORE("S",'10'x,4)

    asvt     = OPSTORE("S",D2C(C2D(CVT) + 556),4)

    asvtnonr = C2D(OPSTORE("S",D2C(C2D(asvt) + 488),4))

    asvtanr  = C2D(OPSTORE("S",D2C(C2D(asvt) + 496),4))

  end

else

  do

    CVT      = C2D(STORAGE(10,4))

    asvt     = C2D(STORAGE(D2X(CVT + 556),4))

    asvtnonr = C2D(STORAGE(D2X(asVT + 488),4))

    asvtanr  = C2D(STORAGE(D2X(asVT + 496),4))

  end

say "asvtnonr = "asvtnonr

say "asvtanr  = "asvtanr

result = asvtanr - asvtnonr

Usage Notes

None
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OPSUBMIT Function

Purpose

Use the OPSUBMIT function to submit a batch job directly from an OPS/REXX program. The JCL that is submitted can be
in either the external data queue or a set of OPS/REXX stem variables.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

No Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSUBMIT([stem.])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 stem. (Optional) The name of a REXX stem
variable which contains the JCL to be
submitted, one card per indexed stem
variable of the names stem.1, stem.2, ...
stem.n.
If omitted, the JCL to be submitted is on the
external data queue (EDQ), one card per
queued line.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns then number of JCL cards submitted as a batch job.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

This example submits the same JCL as two unique batch jobs using both formats of the OPSUBMIT function:

qqq.1 = "//TESTJOB      JOB  REGION=1M,"

qqq.2 = "//             MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERID1"

qqq.3 = "//*"

qqq.4 = "// EXEC PGM=IEFBR14"

n = OPSUBMIT(qqq.)

say n "lines submitted from stem variables"

do i = 1 to 4

  queue qqq.i

end

n = OPSUBMIT()

say n "lines submitted from the EDQ"

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• All lines and variables are either truncated or extended to a length of 80 bytes.
• If you use the OPSUBMIT function in an AOF rule, the function is treated as a null operation and it returns a null string.
• To use the OPSUBMIT function in a SUB-MSTR OSF environment, the OPS/MVS OSFGETJOBID parameter must be

set to YES.

OPSUSS Function
Use the OPSUSS function to obtain information about z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) processes (tasks), users,
groups, and dub status.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSUSS function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

REQ, TOD Yes Yes No No

System Requirements

The OPSUSS function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSUSS function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSUSS(output_type,input_type[,input_value[,'keywords']] )
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Positional Arguments

The OPSUSS function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 output (Required) Identifies the type of USS information being requested or processed. Valid values are:

Value Description
PROCESS Requests information for the USS processes that match the specified

input_value of the specified input_type.
USER Requests information for the USS user ID or user name that is specified

by the input_value of the specified input_type.
GROUP Requests information for the USS group ID or group name that is

specified by the input_value of the specified input_type.
INFO Requests the USS dub status for the current USS process.
SET Requests the effective USS user ID or group ID of the current USS

process be changed to the ID specified by the input_value of the specified
input_type, if allowed by the USS security system.

2 input_type (Required) Identifies the type of USS information that is specified by the input_value, or the explicit
data to be retrieved when input_value is null. Valid values depend on the value that is specified for
output:

Value Description Valid with output of ...
PID The input_value is a USS process ID number. PROCESS
PPID The input_value is a USS process ID number of

a parent USS process.
PROCESS

UID The input_value is a real USS user ID number. PROCESS, USER
EUID The input_value is an effective USS user ID

number.
PROCESS, SET

GID The input_value is a real USS group ID number. PROCESS, GROUP
EGID The input_value is an effective USS group ID

number.
PROCESS, SET

ALLDATA The input_value is null; the request is for
information for all USS processes permitted to
be retrieved by the USS security system.

PROCESS

PATH The input_value is a USS path name or z/OS
program name that is associated with a process.

PROCESS

COMMAND The input_value is a command invocation string
or z/OS program name that started a USS
process.

PROCESS

JOBNAME The input_value is the z/OS job name of the
address space in which the USS process is
running.

PROCESS

NAME The input_value is a USS user or group name. USER, GROUP
DUB The input_value is null; the request is for the

USS dub status of the current task.
INFO
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# Argument Value

3 input_value (Conditional) When input_type is ALLDATA or DUB, this value should be null. Otherwise, this value
is a string or number or name of the specified input_type.
When input_type is PATH, COMMAND, or JOBNAME, this value may be a mask that contains a
leading and/or trailing wildcard character '*' that matches any number of leading and/or trailing
characters. It may contain any number of the wildcard character '%' that matches any single
character in that position.
When output is PROCESS, output REXX stem variables are created for all  n  number of USS
processes that match the value or mask of the specified input_value of the specified input_type.
When output is USER or GROUP, output REXX stem variables are created only for the single USS
user or group that matches the specified value of the specified input_type.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSUSS function accepts these optional keyword arguments. The OPSUSS keyword arguments may be specified in
any order and must be separated from each other by blanks:

Keyword Description

DETAILS (Optional) Requests that both the Basic and DETAIL sets of output REXX stem variables
be created. If omitted, only the Basic set of output variables is created.

PREFIX(prefix) (Optional) Requests that the specified character string prefix is used as the prefix of
the created output variable names.When prefix ends with a period, it is used "as is" to
form a true REXX stem variable that is easy to drop. For example, MYPREFIX.PID.1
when prefix='MYPREFIX.'.Otherwise, an underscore is appended to the prefix
value to form multiple REXX stem variables. For example, MYPREFIX_PID.1 when
prefix='MYPREFIX'.The default prefix value is USSDA, in which case output variable
names are prefixed with USSDA_.

Returned Value

When OMVS is stopped or is in the process of shutting down, the OPSUSS function returns 0.

Otherwise, the value that is returned depends on the value of output:

Value of output Returned value

PROCESS The count of matching USS processes found

USER The USS user ID

GROUP The USS group ID

INFO 1 if function succeeded; 0 if function failed

SET 1 if function succeeded; 0 if function failed

Returned Variables

When the value of output is SET, the OPSUSS function creates no variables.

Otherwise, the OPSUSS function creates a Basic (and optional DETAIL) set of REXX stem variables, one for each
n number of USS entities found by the function. When output is USER or GROUP or INFO, n will always be 1. The
construction of each variable name depends on the value of prefix. Using the default prefix value of USSDA, the following
sets of Basic and DETAIL REXX stem variables are created for each value of output:
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PROCESS Basic Variables

Name Contents

USSDA_PID.n The unique numeric process ID of this USS process.

USSDA_PPID.n The numeric process ID of the parent of this USS process.

USSDA_PROCSTATUS.n The 1-byte hexadecimal status flag of this USS process. X'80' means that the process is
stopped. For all possible flag bit meanings, see IBM macro BPXYPGPS.

USSDA_TASTSTATUS.n The single alphabetic character code value of the state of this USS process. For code
meanings or the description of the USS ps command, see IBM macro BPXYPGPS.

USSDA_SID.n The numeric session ID of this USS process.

USSDA_PGPID.n The numeric group ID of this USS process.

USSDA_FGPID.n The numeric foreground group ID of this USS process.

USSDA_EUID.n The numeric effective user ID of this USS process.

USSDA_RUID.n The numeric real user ID of this USS process.

USSDA_EGID.n The numeric effective group ID of this USS process.

USSDA_RGID.n The numeric real group ID of this USS process.

USSDA_SERVERNAME.n The server name of this USS process if it registered with USS as a file server.

USSDA_SYSCALLS.n The number of USS system service calls made by this USS process.

USSDA_STARTDATE.n The date this USS process was created in yyyymmdd format.

USSDA_STARTTIME.n The time this USS process was created in hh:mm:ss format.

USSDA_SYSTEMCPU.n The amount of system overhead CPU time in seconds (ssss.hh) consumed by this USS
process.

USSDA_USERCPU.n The amount of user CPU time in seconds (ssss.hh) consumed by this USS process.

USSDA_CONTTY.n The controlling terminal name for this USS process, if any.

USSDA_PATH.n The path name or z/OS program name of the program that is associated with this USS
process.

USSDA_COMMAND.n The USS command name and its arguments or the z/OS program name that is
associated with this USS process.

USSDA_JOBNAME.n The z/OS job name of the address space in which this USS process is running.

USSDA_ASID.n The address space identifier (ASID) of the address space in which this USS process is
running, in hexadecimal character format.

PROCESS DETAIL Variables

Name Contents

USSDA_SUID.n The numeric saved user ID for this USS process.

USSDA_SGID.n The numeric saved group ID for this process.

USSDA_TOTSIZE.n The number of bytes of virtual storage that this USS process is using.

USSDA_MVSSWAP.n The z/OS swap status of this USS process. Possible values are IN or OUT.
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Name Contents

USSDA_SERVERTYPE.n An integer indicating the virtual file system server type. Possible values are:

Value Server type
0 Not a server
1 File server
2 Lock server. 
3 File exporter

USSDA_SERVERFLAGS.n The 4-byte binary value of the server flag field that is mapped in IBM macro BPXYNREG.

USSDA_MAXVNODES.n The maximum number of active file server tokens that are allowed for the server.

USSDA_USEDVNODES.n The current number of active file server tokens in use by the server.

USSDA_KERNALWAIT.n The number of elapsed seconds (ssss.hh) since this USS process entered a kernel wait
state.

USER Basic Variables

Name Contents

USSDA_USERNAME.1 The security system USS user name of this user.

USSDA_.USERID1 The numeric USS user ID of this user.

USSDA_GROUPID.1 The numeric USS group ID of this user.

USER DETAIL Variables

Name Contents

USSDA_PATH.1 The path name of the initial working directory at logon for this user.

USSDA_PROGRAM.1 The name of the initial program to execute at logon for this user.

GROUP Basic Variables

Name Contents

USSDA_GROUPNAME.1 The USS group name of this group.

USSDA_.GROUPID1 The numeric USS group ID of this group.

USSDA_MEMCOUNT.1 The number of USS user names belonging to this group.

GROUP DETAIL Variables

Name Contents

USSDA_MEMLIST.1 A string of blank-separated USS user names that belong to this group.
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INFO Basic Variables

Name Contents

USSDA_DUBSTATUS.1 The USS dub status of the current task. Possible values are:

Value Dub status
DUBBED_FIRST Task is dubbed and was caused by this program.
DUBBED Task is dubbed and was caused by another task. 
DUB_MAY_FAIL Task is not dubbed and any dub attempt may fail due to

an incomplete user security profile. 
DUB_OKAY Task is not dubbed and any dub attempt would most likely

succeed. 
DUB_AS_PROCESS The task has not been dubbed but the address space has

been dubbed. If this task is dubbed, it becomes a new
process in this address space. 

DUB_AS_THREAD The task has not been dubbed but the address space has
been dubbed. If this task is dubbed, it becomes a new
thread in the address space process. 

INFO DETAIL Variables

N/A

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSUSS function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example uses OPSUSS to get the pid of CAIOPR (Event Manager):

procpid=0

procstat='DOWN'

If OPSINFO('OMVS') == 'READY' Then Do

  pid=OPSINFO('USSPID') 

  /*                                                */

  /*  If not dubbed yet, change to superuser mode   */

  /*                                                */

  If pid = 'N/A' Then

    uid=OPSUSS('SET','EUID',0)

  /*                                                */

  /*  Find caiopr processes                         */

  /*                                                */

  status=OPSUSS('PROCESS','PATH','*/tngfw/opr/bin/caiopr')  

  Select 

    When status = 1 Then

      Do

        procstat='UP'

        procpid=USSDA_PID.1

      End

    /*                                              */
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    /* Handle multiple occurrences of the same path */

    /* but with one parent pid (caiopr)             */

    /*                                              */

    When status > 1 Then

      Do 

        pgid=USSDA_PGPID.1

        Do ix = 2 To status

          if USSDA_PGPID.ix <> pgid then

            leave                        

        End

        If ix > status Then

          Do

            procpid=pgid

            procstat='UP'

          End

      End 

    Otherwise 

      Nop

  End

End

Usage Notes

Consider this information when you use this function:

• USS security systems do not usually allow users to obtain process information for tasks that do not belong to them.  A
temporary switch to user ID 0 can be required to obtain the desired process data. 

• If the caller is properly authorized by the security system, the effective user or group ID of the caller can be changed
dynamically.

OPSVALUE Function
The OPSVALUE function lets you manipulate compound symbols in ways that are not possible in standard OPS/REXX.
For example, the OPSVALUE function lets you use compound symbols, especially global compound symbols, as a kind of
database.

NOTE

 The OPSVALUE function can be used in OPS/REXX or AOF rules.

This function has the following format:

var = OPSVALUE(derivedname[,[actioncode][,[newvalue][,oldvalue]] ])

   

derivedname
Defines the name of the symbol to be acted on. When you use this argument without quotation marks, simple
symbols (which are case-sensitive) following the stem are replaced by their values. Although the derived name
can be as long as 84 bytes, global variable rules can process only the first 50 bytes of the name. Therefore, you
can want to limit the length of global variable names to 50 bytes.

actioncode
(Optional) Specifies the action to be taken on that symbol.

newvalue
(Optional) Supplies the new value, if any, to assign to the symbol.
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oldvalue
(Optional) Fetches the value of the symbol before the actioncode action takes place.

Limits for Global Variable Stems

Do not create too many global variables under a single global variable stem. If you create too many global variables, you
can no longer view them under OPSVIEW option 4.8 or access them using the OPSVALUE function.

The absolute product limit is 32,768 variables under a single global variable stem. However, in practice, we strongly
recommend that no more than 10,000 global variables exist at any given instant under a single global variable stem.

NOTE
Viewing too many variables is restricted when going cross-system. Trying to access several hundred variables
can cause a time-out on the MSF link.

The maximum length of the derived name of a global variable is 84.

OPSVALUE and Cross-system Operations

To use the OPSVALUE function for cross-system operations, change the default system name by using the following
command:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(sysname)"

   

Any subsequent OPSVALUE function is routed to the sysname system. Specify an individual system name on the
ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT host command that is associated with the OPSVALUE function. Values of ALL and
EXT are invalid when used with OPSVALUE.

To return to the local system, use this command:

ADDRESS OPSCTL "MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(*)"

   

NOTE
See information about the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT command.

Actions OPSVALUE Takes

OPSVALUE returns a value from the function call, and, in the case of some action codes, also places information in the
external data queue.

You can specify the following actioncode values. If you omit the actioncode, then OPS/REXX uses the code V by default.

• 0 (Zero)
– Obtains the value of a global variable. If the global variable does not exist, then OPS/REXX returns a zero.
– Does not change the external data queue.

NOTE
If you use this function, you cannot differentiate between a global variable that has a value of zero and a
global variable that does not exist.

Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'0')

     

• 6 (Delete single variable)
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– Removes the node that the derived name specifies without removing any of its subnodes.
– Returns 1 if the node was deleted; returns 0 if the node was not found.
– Does not change the external data queue.
– Does not allow other accessors of compound symbols to see partially updated symbol names.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'6')

     

• A (Add)
– Adds a number that is specified by increment to the existing compound symbol given by derivedname
– Returns the sum of the compound symbol and the increment.
– Does not change the external data queue.
– All references to the compound symbol are serialized during the ADD operation. You can use this function safely to

increment a counter that concurrent tasks set.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'A',increment)

     

• C (Compare and update)
– Updates a compound symbol after verifying its current value. If the node does not exist, then OPS/REXX creates it

but assigns no value to it, giving the symbol the same value as its name.
– Safely updates Global Compound Symbols that are shared by more than one rule or Global Compound Symbols

that multiple copies of the same rule may access and update.
– Does not change the OPS/REXX external data queue.
– Returns one of the following values:

• The REXX true value (1), if the comparison found the pre-action value of the symbol to be equal to old value and
the compound symbol was updated.

• The REXX false value (0), if the comparison found unequal values and therefore did not update the value of the
compound symbol.

– Serializes the compare and update operations for global variables.
Example: To perform the Compare and Update action, four rather than three operands must be used with the 'C' code.
The syntax is as follows:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'C',newvalue,oldvalue)

     

Usage Example: The following example demonstrates how to initialize a counter in the )PROC section of a rule
safely, using the Compare and Update action code. After possible initialization, the counter is incremented using
the Add action code. By using serialized OPSVALUE functions to initialize and increment the counter, this example
safely allows for the possibility that multiple tasks running in the same address space can issue message IEF13241
concurrently.
)MSG IEF13241

)PROC 

/* Load name of OPS job variable used to hold message */

count per job. */

counter='GLVJOBID.IEF13241'

/*                                                       */

/* Initialize the counter if it does not exist (i.e.     */

/* this is the first IEF13241 message to be issued by    */

/* this job since this rule was enabled.)  To allow for  */

/* the possibility that another task in this same job    */

/* has simultaneously issued another "first" IEF13241    */

/* message and is executing this same rule concurrent    */

/* to this task, use the serialized OPSVALUE Compare and */
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/* Update function:                                      */

  Temp = OPSVALUE(counter,'C',0,counter) 

/* We do not care about the success of the above Compare */

/* and Update. It will succeed only the first time that  */

/* it is executed by this job.  In that case, since the  */

/* variable does not yet exist, OPSVALUE will create the */

/* variable and give it a value of its own name, causing */

/* the Compare to succeed and the value to be Updated    */

/* to 0.  The Compare will fail for all subsequent       */

/* executions by this same job, since the variable will  */

/* already exist, and its value will not be equal to its */

/* own name.  In that case, the variable may have been   */

/* initialized days ago by a task that is no longer      */

/* attached, or it may have been initialized a           */

/* microsecond ago by a task that is executing this same */

/* rule concurrent to this task.  It does not matter.    */

/* The counter is initialized only once per job.         */

/*                                                       */

/* Increment the counter by 1.  To allow for the         */

/* possibility that another task in this same job has    */

/* simultaneously issued another IEF13241 message and is */

/* executing this same rule concurrent to this task, use */

/* the serialized OPSVALUE Add function:                 */

  temp = OPSVALUE(counter,'A',1)

RETURN

     

• D (Drop)
– Performs the OPS/REXX DROP operation on the compound symbol that derivedname specifies. The compound

symbol is reset to its uninitialized value; that is, its derived name. If derivedname is the name of a stem, then all
compound symbols belonging to that stem are not only dropped, but also rendered nonexistent and the virtual
storage that is allocated to them is released.

– Returns the value of derivedname.
– Does not change the external data queue.
– All other references to the derivedname will either see the compound symbol as it existed before the DROP

operation began, or as it is after the DROP operation completes.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'D')

     

• E (Existence)
– Checks to see whether a given global variable exists.
– Does not change the OPS/REXX external data queue.
– Returns the status of a given global variable as one of these characters:

• I-Initialized
• U-Uninitialized
• N-does Not exist

Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE('derivedname','E')
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NOTE
For most types of variables, N and U have interchangeable meanings. However, for global variables,
N means that no storage exists for a variable; and U means that the variable exists in storage, but is
uninitialized and is set to the value of its name.

• F (Find)
– Checks to see if a given global variable exists. The F action is more efficient and more reliable than using the E and

O functions together.
– Returns the status of a given global variable as one of these characters:

I-Initialized
U-Uninitialized
N-does Not exist

When the returned value is not N (meaning that the derived name exists), the value of the node is returned on the
external data queue. The maximum length of a string pulled from the external data queue is 350 bytes. OPS/MVS
truncates longer values.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'F')

     

• H (High-level security)
– Establishes an authorization status for subsequent global variable and SQL access requests made by an OPS/

REXX program. This authorization status provides more efficient access to global variables and SQL tables for an
OPS/REXX program.
You can use this function from any environment that supports OPSVALUE, such as REXX programs, rules, GEM,
and OPSLINK. However, for this function to be useful for OPSVALUE or ADDRESS SQL, you must use it in an
OPS/REXX program.
For OPSVALUE requests, you must specify one of the following values for the derivedname variable:
• GLOBAL.READONLY
• GLOBAL.READWRITE
For ADDRESS SQL requests, you must specify one of the following values for the derivedname variable:
• GLOBAL.SQLREADONLY
• GLOBAL.SQLREADWRITE

– Returns a value that describes the authorization status of the OPS/REXX program:
AUTH-The request is permitted.
NOTAUTH-The request is denied (no error message is issued).
When the AUTH value is returned, subsequent OPSVALUE or SQL calls from the OPS/REXX program do not
create the type of OPSGLOBAL or SQL security events that correspond to the authority level that was obtained on
the preceding high-level security call. For example:

• If you specify GLOBAL.READWRITE on the function, and the returned value is AUTH, no subsequent OPSVALUE
calls create security events.

• If you specify GLOBAL.READONLY on the function, and the returned value is AUTH, no subsequent OPSVALUE
access-type calls create security events.

• If you specify GLOBAL.SQLREADWRITE on the function, and the returned value is AUTH, no subsequent ADDRESS
SQL operations create security events.

• If you specify GLOBAL.SQLREADONLY on the function, and the returned value is AUTH, no subsequent ADDRESS
SQL access-type operations create security events.
– Results in an OPSGLOBAL product security event (SEC rule). The SEC.AUGLOPCH is set to H, and the

SEC.AUGLRQTY variable is set to one of the following values:
A (Access)-If you specify GLOBAL.READONLY or GLOBAL.SQLREADONLY
U (Update)-If you specify GLOBAL.READWRITE or GLOBAL.SQLREADWRITE

Examples:
RTVL = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.READONLY','H')
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RTVL = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.READWRITE','H')

RTVL = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.SQLREADONLY','H')

RTVL = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.SQLREADWRITE','H')

     

• I (Information)
– Returns information about all of the immediate subnodes of the derivedname to the external data queue

The derivedname value must be a compound symbol node. The return value is the number of immediate subnodes
that exist. The external data queue contains two lines per subnode: the first line contains the next segment of the
derived name, and the second line contains statistics about the derived name. The second line that is returned for
each derived name contains the following information. The first piece of information indicates the word number, the
second indicates the length of the word, and the third describes the word.

• 1, 8-The number of subnodes under this subnode
• 2, 10-Creation date (in the form yyyy/mm/dd)
• 3, 8-Creation time (in the form hh:mm:ss)
• 4, 17-Creation ruleset.rule or program name
• 5, 8-Creation Jobname/Taskname/TSO ID
• 6, 10-Last modification date (in the form yyyy/mm/dd)
• 7, 8-Last modification time (in the form hh:mm:ss)
• 8, 17-Last modification ruleset.rule or program name
• 9, 8-Last modification Jobname/Taskname/TSO ID
• 10, 1-This word, which is reserved, always contains the value 0; provides compatibility with programs expecting a

numeric value
• 11, 8-Number of updates to this node
• 12,10-Last access date (in the form yyyy/mm/dd) or the string NONE if the variable was created under an older release

of the product. This information lets users determine when global variables have not been used in a long time and thus
may be eligible for deletion:
– Returns the number of subnodes that are listed in the external data queue
– Places two lines per subnode in the external data queue
– Returns no partially updated symbol names
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'I')

     

• J (Immediate subtree count)
Returns a count of all the immediate subnodes of derivedname.
This action returns the same result value as the I or L action codes. However, the external data queue is not modified.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'J')

     

• K (subtree count)
Returns a count of all the subnodes of the derivedname
The result value that this action returns is the same value that the S or T action code returns. However, the external
data queue is not modified.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'K')

     

• L (List)
– Lists the derived names of all the immediate subnodes of derivedname by placing them on the external data queue
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The results of this action illustrate the difference between dropped symbols (processed by action D) and removed
symbols (processed by action R). Dropped symbols still exist, so the List action can find them. The List action does
not return removed symbols.

– Returns the number of subnodes that are listed in the external data queue
– Places a list of subnodes of the specified nodes in the external data queue
– Returns no partially updated symbol names
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'L')

     

• N (Null)
– Obtains the value of a global variable. If the global variable does not exist, then OPS/REXX returns a null string.
– Does not change the external data queue.

NOTE
If you use this function, you cannot differentiate between a global variable that has a null string as its value
and a global variable that does not exist.

Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'N')

     

• O (Obtain)
– Obtains the value of a global variable. If the global variable does not exist, OPS/REXX returns an error
– Does not change the external data queue
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'O')

     

• R (Remove)
– Removes the node that is specified by derivedname and all of its subnodes. Once a node is removed, it ceases to

exist.
– Returns the number of subnodes that are removed.
– Does not change the external data queue.
– Does not allow other accessors of compound symbols to see partially updated symbols.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'R')

     

• S (Subtree)
– Lists the derived names of all the subnodes of derivedname in the external data queue. Action code S is similar to

code L with two differences:
• OPS/REXX places the entire global variable name in the external data queue.
• All subnodes of the derived name are listed.

– Returns the number of subnodes that are listed in the external data queue.
– Places the entire global variable name in the external data queue.
– Returns no partially updated symbol names.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'S')

     

• T (subTree/info)
– Returns to the external data queue information about all the subnodes of the derivedname

The derivedname value parameter must be a compound symbol node. The return value is the number of subnodes
that exist. The external data queue contains two lines per subnode: the first line contains the next segment of
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the derived name, and the second line contains statistics about the derived name. The second line contains the
following information, in which the first piece of information indicates the word number, the second indicates the
length of the word, and the third describes the word.
• 1, 8-The number of subnodes under this subnode (always contains a zero)
• 2, 10-Creation date (in the form yyyy/mm/dd)
• 3, 8-Creation time (in the form hh:mm:ss)
• 4, 17-Creation ruleset.rule or program name
• 5, 8-Creation Jobname/Taskname/TSO ID
• 6, 10-Last modification date (in the form yyyy/mm/dd
• 7, 8-Last modification time (in the form hh:mm:ss)
• 8, 17-Last modification ruleset.rule or program name
• 9, 8-Last modification Jobname/Taskname/TSO ID
• 10, 8-This word, which is reserved, always contains the value 0; provides compatibility with programs expecting

a numeric value
• 11, 8-Number of updates to this node
• 12,10-Last access date (in the form yyyy/mm/dd) or the string NONE if the variable was created under an older

release of the product; permits users to determine when global variables have not been used in a long time and
thus can be eligible for deletion.

Action code T resembles code I with three differences:
• The entire global variable name goes into the external data queue.
• All subnodes of the derived name are listed.
• The Number of Subnodes field on the second line of the pair of messages in the external data queue for each

node always contains zero.
– Returns the number of subnodes that are listed in the external data queue
– Places in the external data queue two lines per subnode and the entire Global Variable name
– Returns no partially updated symbol names
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'T')

     

• U (Update)
– Assigns newvalue as the value of the compound symbol that is specified by derivedname. If the compound does not

exist, OPS/REXX creates it then gives it the new value.
– Returns the value that is specified by newvalue
– Does not change the external data queue
– Prevents others accessing compound symbols from seeing partially updated symbols
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'U',newvalue)

     

• V (Value)
– Returns the current value of the node that is specified by derivedname. If the node does not exist, OPS/REXX

creates it but assigns it no value. This assignment gives the symbol the same value as its name.
– Does not change the external data queue.
– Prevents the issuer of OPSVALUE from seeing partially updated symbols.
Example:
RTVL = OPSVALUE(derivedname,'V')
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Examples OPSVALUE
Review the following examples for a better understanding of OPSVALUE: Example 1 The following example
shows how you can use a serialized update of global variables to implement an enqueue/dequeue strategy
that is similar to the RDF table editor:
enqsys = OPSINFO('MSFID'); vrc=0       /* Get our sysid           */

enqnew = 'HELD BY' userid 'ON' enqsys  /* New value for enqueue   */

if sysid <> '' then do                 /* Remote resource?        */

  Address 'OPSCTL' "MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM("sysid")"  /* Xsys request*/

  enqsys = sysid                       /* Sysid for variable name */

end                                                                

enqvar = 'GLVTEMP0.ENQ.'enqsys'.'resource  /* ENQ variable name   */

do i=1 to 100 while vrc=0              /* Try 100 times or works  */

  enqold = OPSVALUE(enqvar,'V')        /* Get current ENQ value   */

  if enqold = '' | enqold = enqvar then  /* If ENQ is free        */

    vrc = OPSVALUE(enqvar,'C',enqnew,enqold)  /* Grab ENQ         */

  else                                                             

    rc = OPSWAIT(1)                    /* Wait a little and retry */

end                                                                

if sysid <> '' then                    /* Reset Xsys environment  */

  Address 'OPSCTL' "MSF DEFAULT SYSTEM(*)"                         

if vrc = 0 then                        /* Test ENQ obtained       */

  say 'Enqueue of' enqsys'.'resource 'failed. enqold  /* Failure  */

else                                                               

  deqlist = deqlist enqvar             /* Save var name for DEQ   */

   

Example 2 The following example deletes variables that are subnodes of GLOBALA.TEST. if they have not
been referenced in one year. The last reference date is word 12 of the variable data record.
xrc = OPSCLEDQ()                       /* Clear EDQ               */

vcnt = OPSVALUE('GLOBALA.TEST.','T')   /* Get data on subnodes    */

do i=1 to vcnt while QUEUED() > 0      /* Loop thru subnode data  */

  pull varname                         /* First record is name    */

  pull vardata                         /* Second is data record   */

  if WORD(vardata,12) = 'NONE' then    /* Real old variable       */

    vardate = 19900101                 /* Set to ancient date     */

  else                                 /* Get data as yyyymmdd    */

    vardate = SPACE(TRANSLATE(WORD(vardata,12),' ','/'),0)         

  if DATE('B') - DATE('B',vardate,'S') > 365 then  /* Not used?   */

    rcnt = OPSVALUE(varname,'R')       /* Delete var + subnodes   */

end

   

Example 3 The following example DROPS (deletes) all variables that are subnodes of GLOBALA.TEST. and
sets GLOBALA.TEST. to uninitialized:
val = OPSVALUE('GLOBALA.TEST.','D')    /* Delete all subnodes     */

   

Example 4 The following example requests high-level security for the highest level of authority that is allowed.
High-level security reduces overhead in applications that perform many global variable operations.
sec = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.READWRITE','H')  /* Request update auth    */

if sec <> 'AUTH' then

  sec = OPSVALUE('GLOBAL.READONLY','H')  /* Try read only auth    */
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OPSVASRV Function

Purpose

Use the OPSVASRV function to create and manipulate OPS/REXX "sysplex variables" with the stems GLVPLXPx
(permanent) or GLVPLXTx (temporary) that are defined in the Common Components and Services (CCS) Common
Variable Service (CAVARSRV) component. These variables are independent from the standard OPS/REXX global
variables.

When the CCS CAVARSRV component is active on each system within the sysplex, it provides a tool available to any
copy of OPS/MVS running within the boundaries of that sysplex through this OPSVASRV function. As long as one system
in the sysplex remains active, the variables that OPSVASRV creates within any copy of OPS/MVS running within the
boundaries of that sysplex continue to exist across IPLs of systems within the boundaries of that sysplex.

The GLVPLXTx stem is used to define temporary sysplex variables that are only stored in main storage of the CCS
CAVARSRV component and disappear when the last system in the sysplex is shut down.

The GLVPLXPx stem is used to define "permanent" sysplex variables that are backed up continuously to a shared VSAM
file. A restore of the GLVPLXPx variables occurs when OPS/MVS starts on the first system in a sysplex restart.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes  1 Yes Yes Yes Yes

NOTE
1  You may use the OPSVASRV function in API, ARM, and REQ AOF rules only.

System Requirements

Install the CCS CAVARSRV component on each system in the sysplex which creates and manipulates sysplex variables.

NOTE

For more information about the installation of the CCS CAVARSRV component, see the CCS CAVARSRV
documentation.

To use the GLVPLXPx stem for "permanent" sysplex variables that are backed up to a shared VSAM file, you must set the
OPS/MVS PLEXVAR* parameters to the same values on all systems in the sysplex, and parameter PLEXVARBKUP must
be set to YES.

Coding Syntax

The OPSVASRV function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

OPSVASRV operation [keywords]

The OPSVASRV function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

var = OPSVASRV("operation [keywords]")

NOTE

This function accepts only one positional argument when called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX. That
positional argument is a string of positional and keyword arguments that are passed to the function. In this
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context, it is the contents of that string that are documented in the following two sections, Positional Arguments
and Keyword Arguments.

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

1. operation
(Required) The operation to be performed. Valid values are:

CREATE Create the single sysplex variable whose name is specified by the NAME keyword argument, whose
initial value is specified by the DATAVAR or DATAVAL keyword argument, and whose type is specified
by the DATATYPE keyword argument.

DECR Decrement by the value that is specified by the DATAVAL or DATAVAR keyword argument the value of
the single sysplex variable of DATATYPE(SIGNED32) whose name is specified by the NAME keyword
argument.

DELETE Delete the single sysplex variable whose name is specified by the NAME keyword argument.
DELLIKE Delete all sysplex variables whose names match the variable name mask that is specified by the NAME

keyword argument.
GET Obtain the value of the single sysplex variable whose name is specified by the NAME keyword

argument.
GETLIKE Obtain the values of sysplex variables whose names match the variable name mask that is specified by

the NAME keyword argument. The OPTIONS keyword argument can be used to select or limit the data
that is returned.

GETNEXT Obtain the value of the first (or next, if the TOKEN keyword argument is specified) sysplex variable,
whose name matches the variable name mask as specified by NAME keyword argument.

INCR Increment by the value that is specified by the DATAVAL or DATAVAR keyword argument the value of
the single sysplex variable of DATATYPE(SIGNED32) whose name is specified by the NAME keyword
argument.

PURGE Purge/Delete all sysplex variables that are created by the same OPS/MVS subsystem across all sysplex
systems.

SWAP Update the sysplex variable whose name is specified by the NAME keyword argument as a compare
and swap instruction, whose current value is specified by the CURVAL or CURVAR keyword argument,
and whose new value is specified by the DATAVAL or DATAVAR keyword argument.

UPDATE Update an existing single sysplex variable (or create a sysplex variable of DATATYPE(STRING)) whose
name is specified by NAME keyword argument with the value that is specified by the DATAVAL or
DATAVAR keyword argument.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts the same keyword arguments as the OPSVASRV Command Processor.

This function also accepts the following keyword arguments. Required keyword arguments are dependent on the specified
operation positional argument:

CMDRESP(response) See description in OPSVASRV Command Processor. Determines if this request creates CLIST or REXX
stem variables or EDQ data.

CURVAL(literal) A literal value that specifies the current value of the variable that is specified by the NAME keyword
argument, when operation is SWAP. Mutually exclusive with keyword argument CURVAR.

CURVAR(varname) The name of simple variable that contains the current value of the variable that is specified by the NAME
keyword argument, when operation is SWAP. Mutually exclusive with keyword argument CURVAL.

DATAVAL(literal) A literal value that is required when operation is CREATE, DECR, INCR, SWAP, or UPDATE. Mutually
exclusive with keyword argument DATAVAR.

DATAVAR(varname) The name of simple variable that contains a value that is required when operation is CREATE, DECR,
INCR, SWAP, or UPDATE. Mutually exclusive with keyword argument DATAVAL.
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DATATYPE(type) The type of variable data, optionally specified when operation is CREATE.
If keyword argument DATATYPE was specified on the operation CREATE, it must be specified on the
operation UPDATE. Valid values are:

SIGNED32 A 32-bit signed integer
STRING A text string
UNDEF Undefined. This is the default if keyword argument DATAYPE is omitted.

XML An XML document

DELAY(seconds) The number of seconds that this request waits before it is processed. You can specify any number of
seconds from 1 to 300. The default is 0.

NOTE
The DELAY keyword argument is ignored when OPSVASRV is executed in an AOF rule.

GROUP(name) An arbitrary name by which to associate a set of variables. Must be 16 characters or less.
NAME(namemask) Mask of the sysplex variable name(s) to be operated on. A valid sysplex variable name must begin with

the stem GLVPLXTx or GLVPLXPx, where x=A-Z or 0-9. The maximum sysplex variable name length is
128 characters. Name lengths fewer than 80 characters are recommended. namemask may contain the
following wildcard characters:

? Any single character in a sysplex variable name. May be specified in character
position 7 or 8 of the sysplex variable stem name (for example, GLVPLX??), or any
position thereafter.

* Any number of characters in a sysplex variable name. May be specified in character
position 7 or 8 of the sysplex variable stem name (for example, GLVPLX**), or any
position thereafter.

NOTE
Like OPSVALUE, operations on variables where x=A-Z can fire AOF Global Variable Rules
(GLV) rules. Operations on variables where x=0-9 never fire AOF GLV rules.

OPTIONS(option1,option2,...)Provide more processing options. Valid options are:

NOSYNCUPDT Treat this request as asynchronous. Do not wait for the specified operation to
complete. Always return RC=0, RSN=0, even if the request fails.

NOVALUES Do not return the value for each variable when the operation is GET, GETLIKE, or
GETNEXT.

STATS Include associated metadata for each variable that is obtained when operation is
GET, GETLIKE, or GETNEXT. This is a default option when operation is GETNEXT.

SUBNAME Perform z/OS system symbol substitution on the variable name that is specified by
the NAME keyword argument.

PREFIX(prefix) The prefix to be used for the names of CLIST or REXX stem variables that are created by this request. The
default value is VASRV_.

SUBSYS() The name of the OPS/MVS subsystem that is to execute this request. This keyword is only needed when
multiple copies of OPS/MVS exist and the request is to occur for a specific OPS/MVS subsystem.

TOKEN(id) Identifies the next sysplex variable whose value is to be obtained when operation is GETNEXT. This token
id would have been returned in variable VASRV_TOKEN by a previously issued GETNEXT operation.

Returned Value

When operation is GET or GETNEXT, the OPSVASRV function returns the value of the sysplex variable that is obtained
by the request. Otherwise, the value that is returned by the OPSVASRV function is undefined.
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Returned Variables

The OPSVASRV function sets the variables VASRV_RC and VASRV_RSN to numeric return and reason codes that
indicate the success or failure of the request. Common return and reason codes are:

VASRV_RC VASRV_RE Description

0 0 The request was successful.
4 4 Duplicate variable.
4 8 Variable not found.
4 12 An obtain request was made but the user-supplied area was not large enough to return all data.
4 16 No variables exist within CCS CAVARSRV from any OPS/MVS subsystem.

4 20 No match on specified keyword argument NAME.

4 40 Unequal comparison on SWAP operation. No variable update took place.

8 4 Variable Service is unavailable (macro detected error).
8 8 Variable Service is unavailable (service uninitialized).
8 12 Variable Service is unavailable (CAVARSRV address space is unavailable).
8 16 Variable Service is unavailable (CAVARSRV address that is terminated before queued request could

complete).
8 20 Decimal floating-point increment / decrement is not supported by this system.
8 40 A DECR or INCR operation failed because the variable was not created as DATATYPE(SIGNED32).

Returned variables for operation GETLIKE

When operation is GETLIKE and keyword argument CMRDRESP(REXX) is specified, the OPSVASRV function creates
indexed REXX stem variables with names of the format prefixsuffix.1 through prefixsuffix.n, where prefix is the value that
is specified by keyword argument PREFIX and n is the total number of sysplex variable names that matched the specified
keyword argument NAME(namemask).

NOTE

Similarly, when operation is GETLIKE and keyword argument CMRDRESP(CLIST) is specified, the OPSVASRV
function creates indexed variables with names of the format prefixsuffix1 through prefixsuffix n.

For simplicity, the remainder of this page describes only indexed REXX stem variable names, assuming the
default prefix of VASRV_.

The following output variables may be created, depending on the specified OPTIONS:

VASRV_NAME.0 The n number of sysplex variable names that matched the specified keyword argument NAME(namemask).
This variable is always created.

VASRV_NAME.n The 1-128 character name of the sysplex variable.
This variable is always created.

Example: GLVPLXT1.STATUS.SYSTEM

VASRV_VALUE.n An 8-character word that identifies the DATATYPE (SIGNED32, STRING, UNDEF, or XML), followed by the
1-3000 character value of the sysplex variable.
This variable is not created when OPTION(NOVALUE) is specified.

Example: UNDEF PROD CICSA ACTIVE ON SYSTEMX

VASRV_TOKEN.n The 32 printable hex character token of the sysplex variable.
This variable is only created when OPTION(STATS) is specified.
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Example: FFFFFFFFF2F4F6F9FFFFFFAFCF2F0F0

VASRV_INFO.n Detailed information about the sysplex variable, represented as the following 19 blank-delimited words.
This variable is only created when OPTION(STATS) is specified.

Word
Number

Word
Length

Word
Contents

1 1-16 The variable product name, always OPS/MVS.
2 1-16 The variable instance name, always an OPS/MVS subsystem name, such as OPSS.
3 1-16 The variable GROUP name. Example: PRODPAYROLL
4 5-8 The variable DATATYPE. Example: STRING
5 7 The variable scope, always SYSPLEX.
6 1 The single character N (No) or Y (Yes) indicating if the variable is eligible to trigger

an AOF GLV rule.
7 4 The variable persistence attribute, always TEMP (for temporary).
8 1-8 The name of the system that created the variable.
9 1-8 The userid or job name that created the variable.
10 1-8 The program name or memory address that created the variable.
11 10 The variable creation date in yyyy/mm/dd format.
12 8 The variable creation time in hh:mm:ss format.
13 1-8 The name of the system that updated the variable.
14 1-8 The userid or job name that updated the variable.
15 1-8 The program name or memory address that updated the variable.
16 10 The variable update date in yyyy/mm/dd format.
17 8 The variable update time in hh:mm:ss format.
18 10 The variable last reference date in yyyy/mm/dd format.
19 8 The variable last reference time in hh:mm:ss format.

Returned variables for operation GETNEXT

The output variables that are created when operation is GETLIKE are also created when operation is GETNEXT and
keyword argument OPTION(STATS) is specified (or defaulted to).The stem variable index is omitted from the variables,
because only one instance of each variable is created. The VASRV_NAME variable provides the complete variable name
of the returned variable.

Returned variables for operation GET

The output variables that are created when operation is GETLIKE are also created when operation is GET and keyword
argument OPTION(STATS) is specified. The stem variable index is omitted from the variables, because only one instance
of each variable is created. The VASRV_NAME variable provides the complete variable name of the returned variable.

Returned EDQ Data

When keyword argument CMDRESP(XDQ) is specified, the return and reason codes for the request are put on the EDQ
as message OPS8016I.

When keyword argument CMDRESP(XDQ) is specified and operation is GET, GETLIKE, or GETNEXT, messages
OPS8013I are placed on the EDQ and contain the values that would otherwise be placed in REXX or CLIST variables that
are created when keyword argument CMDRESP(REXX) or CMDRESP(CLIST) is specified.
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Coding Examples

This example creates sysplex variables using the CREATE operation of the OPSVASRV function:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Create basic variable named GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.1 with desired        */

/* value using the NAME and DATAVAL keywords. This variable can then  */

/* be accessed by any OPS/MVS system that is also running with the    */

/* CCS CAVARSRV component active.                                     */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

setvar = OPSVASRV("CREATE NAME(GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.1)",

                  "DATAVAL('Specify contents of the variable here')")

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Use simple variables that identify the name of the variable and    */

/* its value, using the NAME and DATAVAR keywords. DATAVAR is useful  */

/* if the variable value is lengthy and/or contains mixed quotation   */

/* marks or any other special characters.                             */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

varname = 'GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.2'

varval  = 'Specify the contents of the variable here'

setvar  = OPSVASRV("CREATE NAME("varname") DATAVAR(varval)")            

This example updates a sysplex variable using the UPDATE operation of the OPSVASRV function:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Variable will be automatically created if it does not exist.       */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

varname = 'GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.1'

varval  = 'Contents of the variable'

update  = OPSVASRV("UPDATE NAME("varname") DATAVAR(varval)")            

This example obtains a sysplex variable value using the GET operation of the OPSVASRV function:

varname = 'GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.1'

varval   = OPSVASRV("GET NAME('"varname"')")

Say '****The value of sysplex variable 'varname'='varval

This example obtains the names and values of multiple sysplex variables using the GETLIKE operation of the OPSVASRV
function:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Simulate population of sysplex vars named GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYSA    */

/*                                           GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYSB    */

/*                                           GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYSC    */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

x = OPSVASRV("CREATE NAME(GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYSA) DATAVAL('Value A')")

x = OPSVASRV("CREATE NAME(GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYSB) DATAVAL('Value B')")

x = OPSVASRV("CREATE NAME(GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYSC) DATAVAL('Value C')")

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Use variable name mask and GETLIKE operation to obtain names and   */

/* values of sysplex variables named GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYS*.           */

/* Data is returned in REXX stem variables named VASRV_*.             */

/* Note that first word of value returned in variable VASRV_VALUE.n   */

/* is the variable's DATATYPE identifier.                             */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

mask = 'GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA*'
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x = OPSVASRV("GETLIKE NAME('"mask"')")

Say '****Total number of variables = 'VASRV_NAME.0

Do v = 1 To VASRV_NAME.0

 Parse Var VASRV_VALUE.v vartype varval

 Say 'Variable name  = 'VASRV_NAME.v

 Say 'Variable value = 'varval

End                                                                     

This example obtains the names, values, and statistics of multiple sysplex variables using the keyword argument
OPTION(STATS) of the GETLIKE operation of the OPSVASRV function:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Use keyword argument OPTIONS(STATS) to obtain variable metadata    */

/* like group name, create date, create time, etc. in REXX stem       */

/* varaible named VASRV_INFO.n                                        */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

mask = 'GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA*'

x = OPSVASRV("GETLIKE NAME('"mask"') OPTIONS(STATS)")

Say '****Total number of variables = 'VASRV_NAME.0

Do v = 1 To VASRV_NAME.0

 Parse Var VASRV_VALUE.v vartype varval

 vargroup = WORD(VASRV_INFO.v,3)

 varcdate = WORD(VASRV_INFO.v,11)

 varctime = WORD(VASRV_INFO.v,12)

 Say 'Variable Name  = 'VASRV_NAME.v

 Say '         Type  = 'vartype

 Say '         Value = 'varval

 Say '         Group = 'vargroup

 Say '         CDATE = 'varcdate

 Say '         CTIME = 'varctime

End                                                                     

This example obtains the names and values of multiple sysplex variables using the GETNEXT operation of the
OPSVASRV function:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Use variable name mask and GETNEXT operations to obtain names and  */

/* values of sysplex variables named GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA.SYS*.           */

/* The first GETNEXT will obtain the first variable, and also set the */

/* REXX stem variable VASRV_TOKEN that will be used on the TOKEN      */

/* keyword argument of the GETNEXT that is done within a loop.        */

/* A non-zero VASRV_RC will end the loop.                             */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

mask = 'GLVPLXT0.IPLDATA*'

x = OPSVASRV("GETNEXT NAME('"mask"')")

Parse Var VASRV_VALUE vartype varval

Say 'Value of variable' VASRV_NAME '=' varval

Do While VASRV_RC = 0

  x  = OPSVASRV("GETNEXT NAME("mask") TOKEN("VASRV_TOKEN")")

  Parse Var VASRV_VALUE vartype varval

  If VASRV_RC = 0 Then

    Say 'Value of variable' VASRV_NAME '=' varval

End                                                                     

This example implements a sysplex variable as a counter using the INCR operation of the OPSVASRV function:
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/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Create a binary counter sysplex variable with required keyword     */

/* argument DATATYPE(SIGNED32) that can be used with the DECR/INCR    */

/* operations. Set initial value to zero.                             */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

x = OPSVASRV("CREATE NAME(GLVPLXT0.ABENDCNTR)",

             "DATAVAL(0)",

             "DATATYPE(SIGNED32)")

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Add a value of 1 to the counter variable using the INCR operation. */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

x = OPSVASRV("INCR NAME(GLVPLXT0.ABENDCNTR)",

             "DATAVAL(1)")

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Obtain the binary value of the counter variable and wrap it in a   */

/* REX C2D() function to view it in decimal format.                   */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

varname = 'GLVPLXT0.ABENDCNTR'

varval = OPSVASRV("GET NAME(GLVPLXT0.ABENDCNTR)")

say '****The value of counter variable' varname '=' C2D(varval)         

This example deletes a single sysplex variable using the DELETE operation of the OPSVASRV function:

x  = OPSVASRV("DELETE NAME(GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.1)")

This example deletes multiple sysplex variables using the DELETE operation of the OPSVASRV function:

x  = OPSVASRV("DELETE NAME(GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.*)")

This example purges all sysplex variables using the PURGE operation of the OPSVASRV function:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Purge all sysplex variables within the CCS CAVARSRV component.     */

/* !!WARNING!! Use this function with caution as sysplex variables    */

/* are not checkpointed in any copy of the CCS CAVARSRV component.    */

/* Thus a PURGE will cause all OPS/MVS regions to no longer have      */

/* to any sysplex variable.                                           */

/*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*/

x = OPSVASRV('PURGE')                                                   

Usage Notes

None

OPSVSAM Function

Purpose

Use the OPSVSAM function to read and write VSAM KSDS, ESDS, and RRDS files.
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Supported Coding Environments

The OPSVSAM function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script
TOD Yes No No No

System Requirements

The OPSVSAM function has no system requirements.

Supported VSAM Operations

These supported VSAM operations, with their coding syntax, and positional arguments, are described individually in the
following sections:

• OPEN
• POINT
• READ
• READUP
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• ENDREQ
• INSERT
• CLOSET
• CLOSE 

OPEN Operation

The OPEN operation opens a VSAM file for input or output.

OPEN Coding Syntax

The OPEN operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('OPEN',ddname,dsname[,mode[,option]] )

OPEN Positional Arguments

The OPEN operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Conditional) Name of the DD associated

with the VSAM file to be opened.
If dsname is missing, the ddname DD must
be pre-allocated before the function call.
If dsname is specified, the dsname file
is dynamically allocated to the specified
ddname DD. If the ddname is not specified,
a system-generated ddname is used.
One of or both ddname and dsname must
be specified.
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3 dsname (Conditional) Name of the VSAM file to be
opened.If dsname is missing, the ddname
DD must be pre-allocated before the
function call.
If dsname is specified, the dsname file
is dynamically allocated to the specified
ddname DD. If the ddname is not specified,
a system-generated ddname is used.
One of or both ddname and dsname must
be specified.

4 mode (Optional) The mode in which the VSAM file
is opened. Valid values are:

Value Description
I Open the file for

input. This is the
default.

O Open the file for
output.
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5 option (Optional) You may optionally specify one
of the following mutually exclusive options
for the open operation:

Value Description
RES Open the file with a

reserve to serialize
access across
systems. The major
name of the reserve
is the ddname and
the minor name is
the literal SVDB.

Warning! Because
a reserve can cause
system performance
problems, consult
with your systems
programming group
before using this
option.

RLS Open the file for
Record Level
Sharing, a feature
of z/OS that allows
VSAM files to be
shared across
systems in a
sysplex. To use
RLS, the file must
be SMS-managed
and defined with
the LOG(NONE)
parameter.

Note: Consult
your systems
programming
group regarding the
availability of this
feature.

POINT Operation

The POINT operation positions the VSAM file to the record whose key matches the specified key (and keylength) for
subsequent sequential processing.

POINT Coding Syntax

The POINT operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('POINT',ddname,key[,keylength[,criterion]] )
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POINT Positional Arguments

The POINT operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated with

the VSAM file to be positioned.
3 key (Required) Key of the matching record to

where the VSAM file should be positioned.
4 keylength (Optional) For a KSDS file, the length of a

substring or blank-padded extension of the
key to be matched. Not specified for RRDS
and ESDS files. Default is the length of the
key.
Not specified for RRDS and ESDS files.

5 criterion (Optional) The key match criterion. Valid
values are:

Value Description
KEQ Record key equal

to key. To avoid a
record not found
condition, a real
record key must
match (partially
up to the specified
keylength).

KGE Record key greater
than or equal to key.
If no real record key
matches, the file is
positioned at the
record with the next
highest key.

READ Operation

The READ operation reads the next sequential record or a specific record in the VSAM file. If no key is specified, the next
sequential record is read. If a key (and keylength) is specified, the matching record is read.

READ Coding Syntax

The READ operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('READ',ddname,[key[,keylength[,criterion]] ])
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READ Positional Arguments

The READ operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated with

the VSAM file to be read.
3 key (Optional) Key of the matching record to

be read directly. If not specified, the next
sequential record is read.

4 keylength (Optional) For a KSDS file, the length of a
substring or blank-padded extension of the
key to be matched. Default is the length of
the key.Not specified for RRDS and ESDS
files.

5 criterion (Optional) The key match criterion. Valid
values are:

Value Description
KEQ Record key equal

to key. To avoid a
record not found
condition, a real
record key must
match (partially
up to the specified
keylength).

KGE Record key greater
than or equal to key.
If no real record key
matches, the record
with the next highest
key is read.

READUP Operation

The READUP operation is the same as the READ operation, but can be followed by an UPDATE or DELETE operation on
the read record. A "control interval lock" is obtained to prevent concurrent access to the read record by another task using
shared access to the same file. This lock is freed by the subsequent UPDATE, DELETE, READ, READUP, or ENDREQ
operation.

READUP Coding Syntax

The READUP operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('READUP',ddname,[key[,keylength[,criterion]] ])
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READUP Positional Arguments

The READUP operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated with

the VSAM file to be read.
3 key (Optional) Key of the matching record to

be read directly. If not specified, the next
sequential record is read.

4 keylength (Optional) For a KSDS file, the length of a
substring or blank-padded extension of the
key to be matched. Default is the length of
the key.
Not specified for RRDS and ESDS files.

5 criterion (Optional) The key match criterion. Valid
values are:

Value Description
KEQ Record key equal

to key. To avoid a
record not found
condition, a real
record key must
match (partially
up to the specified
keylength).

KGE Record key greater
than or equal to
key. If no real record
key matches, the
record with the next
highest key is read.

UPDATE Operation

The UPDATE operation replaces the record in the VSAM file that was read by the prior READUP operation.

UPDATE Coding Syntax

The UPDATE operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('UPDATE',ddname,record)

UPDATE Positional Arguments

The UPDATE operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated with

the VSAM file to be updated.
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3 record (Required) Record data to replace the
VSAM record that is read by the prior
READUP operation.

DELETE Operation

The DELETE operation deletes the record in the VSAM file that was read by the prior READUP operation.

DELETE Coding Syntax

The DELETE operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('DELETE',ddname)

ENDREQ Operation

The ENDREQ operation frees any "control interval lock" for the VSAM file that was obtained by a prior READUP
operation.

ENDREQ Coding Syntax

The ENDREQ operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('ENDREQ',ddname)

ENDREQ Positional Arguments

The ENDREQ operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated with

the VSAM file for which to free any "control
interval lock" that was obtained by a prior
READUP operation.

INSERT Operation

The INSERT operation adds a new record (with the specified key) to the VSAM file. 

INSERT Coding Syntax

The INSERT operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('INSERT',ddname,record,key)

INSERT Positional Arguments

The INSERT operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated with

the VSAM file to be updated.
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3 record (Required) New record data to insert into
the VSAM file.

4 key (Conditional) For an RRDS file, the new
relative record number.For a KSDS file, the
key is obtained from the new record.For an
ESDS file, the new record is always written
to the end of the file.

CLOSET Operation

The CLOSET operation temporarily closes an opened VSAM file and ensures that these actions occur:

• All modified VSAM records are written to DASD.
• All catalog information is updated to reflect any changes to the high-used RBA and any additional extents that were

allocated.
• SMF usage data is generated.

NOTE

An OPEN operation is not required to continue processing the VSAM file after the CLOSET operation.

CLOSET Coding Syntax

The CLOSET operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('CLOSET',ddname)

CLOSET Positional Arguments

The CLOSET operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated with

the VSAM file to be temporarily closed.

CLOSE Operation

The CLOSE operation closes an opened VSAM file.

CLOSE Coding Syntax

The CLOSE operation is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSVSAM('CLOSE',ddname)
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CLOSE Positional Arguments

The CLOSE operation accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value
2 ddname (Required) Name of the DD associated

with the VSAM file to be closed. If the DD
was dynamically allocated by the OPEN
operation, the DD is dynamically de-
allocated.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

For READ and READUP operations, this function returns the record that was read.

Otherwise, this function returns null.

Returned Variables

This function sets the variables OPSRC and OPSRE to the return and reason code of the VSAM operation.

NOTE

For detailed information about the meaning of the return and reason codes, see the VSAM macro
documentation in the IBM manual z/OS DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets. Some common codes:

OPSRC OPSRE Meaning

8 4 End-of-file on POINT/READ/READUP
operation

8 16 Record-not-found on POINT/READ/
READUP operation with KEQ (key
equal to) option

78 n Dynamic allocation failure or abend

This function sets these additional variables for all operations:

Variable Contents
OPSKEY The key of the last record that was read or written. Relative record

numbers and relative byte addresses (RBA) are stored as 4-byte
binary numbers. To convert to decimal number strings, use the
function C2D(OPSKEY).

OPSRBA The RBA of the last record that was read or written in 4-byte
binary format.

This function sets these additional variables for the OPEN operation only:

Variable Contents
OPSDD  The DDname of the file. This variable can be used for the

DDNAME argument of all subsequent operations.
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OPSDSN The data set name of the file. 
OPSLRECL The maximum record size. 
OPSKEYLN The KSDS full key length. 
OPSKEYOF The KSDS key offset relative to one. You can use this offset as the

begin value in a REXX SUBSTR function to extract the key value
from a returned record.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example illustrates the performance of VSAM file operations on a VSAM KSDS with a character key length of 10 that
begins in position 1 of a maximum 100-byte record:

  Signal On Syntax Name VSAM_ERROR

/*                                                */

/*  Dynamically allocate and open the VSAM file   */

/*                                                */

  vrc = OPSVSAM('OPEN',,'TEST.VSAM.KSDS','O')

  If OPSRC > 0 Then

    Signal VSAM_ERROR

/*                                                */

/*  Insert a new record with key = OPSMVS         */

/*                                                */

  newrec = SUBSTR('OPSMVS',1,OPSKEYLN) || 'TEST DATA RECORD'

  vrc = OPSVSAM('INSERT',OPSDD,newrec)

  If OPSRC > 0 Then

    If OPSRC = 8 & OPSRE = 8 Then

      Say 'Duplicate record:' newrec

    Else

      Signal VSAM_ERROR

/*                                                */

/*  Retrieve and delete the record we just added  */

/*                                                */

vrc = OPSVSAM('READUP',OPSDD,SUBSTR(newrec,1,OPSKEYLN))

If OPSRC = 0 Then

  vrc = OPSVSAM('DELETE',OPSDD)

Else

  Signal VSAM_ERROR

/*                                                */

/*  Clean up and exit                             */

/*                                                */

Signal ALL_DONE

/*                                                */

/*  VSAM error procedure                          */

/*                                                */

VSAM_ERROR:

  Say 'OPSVSAM error: RC='OPSRC 'REASON='OPSRE 'DD='OPSDD

  Do While QUEUED() > 0

    Pull xdqmsg

    Say xdqmsg
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  End

ALL_DONE:

  lrc = OPSRC

  vrc = OPSVSAM('CLOSE',OPSDD)

  Exit lrc

Usage Notes

Consider the following access strategies for each type of VSAM file:

• KSDS (Key Sequenced Data Set)
A KSDS VSAM file can be positioned sequentially to the next record by not specifying a key, or directly to a specific
record that matches (partially) the specified key (and keylength).
Specify the key as a string value. Specify the keylength only when a substring or a blank-padded extension of the key
is desired. The default keylength is the length of the key.
For record INSERT, do not specify the key. The key is obtained from the record.

• RRDS (Relative Record Data Set)
An RRDS VSAM file can be positioned sequentially to the next record by not specifying a key, or directly to a specific
record with the relative record number specified by the key.
Specify the key as a REXX numeric string or a 4-byte binary value (for example, '0000001'x). Do not specify
the keylength.
For record INSERT, specify the new relative record number as the key.

• ESDS (Entry-Sequenced Data Set)
An ESDS VSAM file can be positioned sequentially to the next record by not specifying a key, or directly to a specific
record with the relative byte address (RBA) specified by the key.
Specify the key as a 4-byte binary value (for example, '000001A0'x). Do not specify the keylength.
For record INSERT does not specify the key. The record is always placed at the end of the file.

OPSWAIT Function

Purpose

Use the OPSWAIT function to suspend processing for a specified timeframe. This function may also be abbreviated as
OW.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSWAIT function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

REQ 1 Yes Yes Yes No

NOTE

1 This function should be used in AOF REQ rules only. If used in a TOD rule, it will delay the execution of other
time-of-day rules. If used in any other type of AOF rule, it is ignored.

System Requirements

The OPSWAIT function has no system requirements.
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Coding Syntax

Invoke the OPSWAIT function as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:

OPSWAIT {interval|keywords}

The OPSWAIT function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using either this syntax:

OPSWAIT(seconds)

Or this syntax:

OPSWAIT("{interval|keywords}")

NOTE

When called from OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX, the OPSWAIT function accepts only one positional argument.
It accepts either a number of seconds or a string of positional and keyword arguments passed to the function.
In the context of a string, the contents of that string are documented in the following two sections: Positional
Arguments and Keyword Arguments.

Positional Arguments

The OPSWAIT function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 seconds (Conditional) The number of seconds
to suspend processing; may contain a
decimal point and up to two decimal digits
to indicate a fraction of a second.

1 interval (Conditional) The interval of time
to suspend processing, in the
format hh:mm:ss format, where hh is
the number of hours, mm the number of
minutes, and ss the number of seconds.

Keyword Arguments

The OPSWAIT function accepts the same keyword arguments as the OPSWAIT Command Processor.

Returned Value

The OPSWAIT function always returns a null string.

Returned Variables

The OPSWAIT function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

The OPSWAIT function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

The following example suspends processing for one half of a second:

temp = OPSWAIT(.5)

The following example suspends processing for one minute and thirty seconds:

temp = OPSWAIT("1:30")

When executed from midnight to noon, this example suspends processing until noon. When executed from noon to
midnight, it does not suspend processing:

temp = OW("UNTIL(12:00) MAXTIME(12:00)")

Usage Notes

None.

OPSWLM Function to Retrieve the WLM State

Purpose

Use the OPSWLM function to retrieve the state of a z/OS WLM scheduling environment on the specified system.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

Yes Yes No No No

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSWLM(operation,environment,system)

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
The only valid value is I, for retrieve
information.

2 environment (Required) The name of the WLM
scheduling environment whose state is to
be retrieved on the specified system.
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3 system (Optional) The name of the system on
which to retrieve the state of the specified
WLM scheduling environment. If not
specified, the current system is the default.

# Argument Value

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible test strings:

AVAIL The specified WLM scheduling environment is available on the
specified system .

NOTAVAIL The specified WLM scheduling environment is not available on the
specified system .

NOTSUPT The specified system does not support scheduling environment
services. This return code is set for unsupported releases of the
operating system.

NOTEXIST The specified scheduling environment does not exist on the
specified system.

ERROR RC=nn RS=xxxxxxxxx The IBM IWMSESET service returned an unexpected return code
and reason code combination. This string contains the return
code (in decimal) and reason code (in hexadecimal) from the
IWMSESET service. In addition, message OPs4280E is issued
and contains similar information. Check the IBM documentation for
the WLM IWMSESET service and attempt to diagnose and correct
the problem. If you are unable to resolve the problem, contact
Broadcom customer support at Broadcom Support and provide the
AOF rule or OPS/REXX program and the exact contents of this
error value.

OPSDOWN The OPS/MVS main address space is not active.

ABEND An abend occurred either in the OPSWLM function or in the
product WLM service routine. Check the OPSLOG for message
OPs9500S. The message indicates the abend code and
the module name and offset where the abend occurred. For
assistance, contact Broadcom customer support at Broadocm
Support.

Value Meaning

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.
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Coding Examples

This example retireves the state of the WLM scheduling environment that is named IMSA on the current system:

temp = OPSWLM("I",'IMSA')

This example retrieves the state of the WLM scheduling environment that is named IMSA on system SYSB:

temp = OPSWLM("I",'IMSA',"SYSB")

Usage Notes

None.

OPSWLM Function to Set a WLM Resource State

Purpose

Use the OPSWLM function to set the status of a z/OS WLM scheduling environment resource on the current system.

Supported Coding Environments

The OPSWLM function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The OPSWLM function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSWLM function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSWLM(operation,resource,state)

Positional Arguments

The OPSWLM function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
The only valid value is S, for set.

2 resource (Required) The name of the WLM
scheduling environment resource whose
status is to be set to the specified state on
the current system.

3 state (Required) The state to which the specified
WLM scheduling environment resource is to
be set. Valid values are: ON, OFF, RESET
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Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns one of these possible text strings:

OK The specified WLM scheduling environment resource was set to
the specified state on the current system.

NOTSUPT The current system does not support scheduling environment
services. This return code is set for unsupported releases of the
operating system.

NOTEXIST The specified resource does not exist. Select the resource that is
specified. If the specified resource is correct, verify whether the
resource is defined in the active WLM service policy.

ERROR RC=nn RS=xxxxxxxxx The IBM IWMSESET service returned an unexpected return code
and reason code combination. This string contains the return
code (in decimal) and reason code (in hexadecimal) from the
IWMSESET service. In addition, message OPs4280E is issued
and contains similar information. Check the IBM documentation for
the WLM IWMSESET service and attempt to diagnose and correct
the problem. If you are unable to resolve the problem, contact
Broadcom customer support at Broadcom Support. Provide the
AOF rule or OPS/REXX program and the exact contents of this
error value.

OPSDOWN The OPS/MVS main address space is not active.

ABEND An abend occurred either in the OPSWLM function or in the
product WLM service routine. Check the OPSLOG for message
OPs9500S. The message indicates the abend code and
the module name and offset where the abend occurred. For
assistance, contact Broadcom customer support at Broadcom
Support.

Value Meaning

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

The following example sets the state of the WLM scheduling environment resource that is named Q51 on the current
system to ON:

temp = OPSWLM("S",'Q51',"ON")

The following example resets the state of the WLM scheduling environment resource that is named Q51 on the current
system:
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temp = OPSWLM("S",'Q51',"RESET")

Usage Notes

None.

OPSWORD Function

Purpose

Use the OPSWORD function as you would the standard REXX function WORD, to return a specific word in a text string.
Unlike the standard REXX function WORD, OPSWORD finds words that are delimited by blanks and/or commas, whereas
the standard REXX function WORD finds words that are delimited by blanks only. The OPSWORD function is useful
when parsing messages that contain positional output where an empty field is indicated by two successive commas. See
section Coding Examples that follow.

NOTE

This function provides compatibility for translated Automate rules that contain the AOF environmental variables
&WORDnn and &MLWORDnn.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSWORD(string,n)

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  string (Required) The text string to be searched,
up to 32,000 characters.

 2  n (Required) The sequential position
within string of the word you want to find.
Each word in string is delimited by a pair of
blanks, or a blank and a comma, or a pair
of commas. The word that is delimited by a
pair of commas is the null string.
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Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns the nth word in string. If string contains fewer than n number of words, the null string is returned.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example generates the output that follows it:

Say 'Word number 2 is' OPSWORD('HELLO,,MOTHER,HELLO FATHER',2)

Say 'Word number 3 is' OPSWORD('HELLO,,MOTHER,HELLO FATHER',3)

Say 'Word number 5 is' OPSWORD('HELLO,,MOTHER,HELLO FATHER',5)

This is the output that is created by the previous example:

Word number 2 is

Word number 3 is MOTHER

Word number 5 is FATHER

Usage Notes

None.

OPSYSPLX Function

Purpose

Use the OPSYSPLX function to obtain information about systems in the current sysplex.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

The OPSYSPLX function is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST using the following syntax:
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OPSYSPLX operation  type [keywords]

The OPSYSPLX function is coded in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program using the following syntax:

var = OPSYSPLX(operation,type[,'[mask] keywords'])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

1. operation
(Required) The operation to be performed. The only valid value is I, for inquiry.

2. type
(Required) The type of information to be returned. The only valid value is SYSTEM, or some abbreviation of SYSTEM.

3. mask
(Optional) Identifies systems for which information is obtained. Information is obtained for those systems in the current
sysplex whose name matches the specified mask. mask may contain the following wildcard characters:

% Any single character in the system name. May be specified anywhere in the mask.
* Any number of trailing characters in the system name. May be specified only as the last character of

the mask.

The default value is * (by default, information is returned for all systems in the sysplex.)
NOTE
The mask positional argument is only supported when OPSYSPLX is used as a function in an OPS/REXX or
TSO/E REXX program.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts these optional keyword arguments. Keywords may be specified in any order and must be separated
by blanks:

CMDRESP(destination) (Optional) Specifies the destination of information (output) obtained by the request. Valid values are:

CLIST Variables with names of the format prefix n, where prefix is the value that is
specified on the PREFIX keyword argument. The variable that is named prefix0
contains the n number of systems in the current sysplex whose name matches
the specified mask. One record of data for each matching system is stored in the
remaining output variables that are named prefix1 through prefix n. See Returned
EDQ Data for the format of each such record.

This is the default when OPSYSPLX is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a
TSO/E CLIST.

NOWHERE None.
REXX REXX stem variables with names of the format prefix.n, where prefix is the value

that is specified on the PREFIX keyword argument. The stem variable that is
named prefix.0 contains the n number of systems in the current sysplex whose
name matches the specified mask. One record of data for each matching system
is stored in the remaining output variables that are named prefix.1 through prefix.n.
See Returned EDQ Data for the format of each such record.

NOTE
When OPSYSPLX is invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E
CLIST, CMDRESP(REXX) is ignored and behaves as if CMDRESP(XDQ)
were specified.

TERMINAL Your terminal.
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NOTE
When OPSYSPLX is used as a function in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E
REXX program, CMDRESP(TERMINAL) is ignored and defaults to
CMDRESP(XDQ).

XDQ The REXX External Data Queue (EDQ). See Returned EDQ Data for the format of
each record added to the EDQ.
This is the default when OPSYSPLX is used as a function in an OPS/REXX or TSO/
E REXX program.

DELAY(seconds) (Optional) Specifies, in seconds, how long the function pauses before processing the request. You can
specify any number of seconds from 1 through 300. This keyword is ignored when specified on calls that
are made from AOF rules that do not allow waits, that is, all AOF rules except TOD and REQ rules.

PREFIX(prefix) (Optional) Specifies the prefix to be used for the names of variables that are created when keyword
argument CMDRESP(CLIST) or CMDRESP(REXX) is specified. The default value is SYSPLEX.

SUBSYS(ssid) (Optional) Specifies the Subsystem ID (SSID) of the OPS/MVS Subsystem that is to process the request.
The default SSID is OPSS.

SYSNAME(mask) (Optional)  Identifies systems for which information is obtained. Information is obtained for those systems
in the current sysplex whose name matches the specified mask. mask may contain the following wildcard
characters:

%  Any single character in the system name. May be specified anywhere in the mask.
* Any number of trailing characters in the system name. May be specified only as the

last character of the mask.

The default value is * (by default, information is returned for all systems in the sysplex.)

NOTE
The SYSNAME keyword argument is only supported when OPSYSPLX is invoked as a TSO/E
command or from a TSO/E CLIST.

Returned Value

When used as a function in an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX program, OPSYSPLX returns then number of systems in the
current sysplex whose name matches the specified mask.

When invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST, OPSYSPLX returns 0 if the call was successful or a non-
zero value to indicate an error.

Returned Variables

Depending on how it is invoked and the setting of keyword argument CMDRESP, OPSYSPLX may create variables whose
names are constructed using the prefix set by keyword argument PREFIX.

When invoked as a TSO/E command or from a TSO/E CLIST, OPSYSPLX sets the variable that is named prefix to the
name of the current sysplex.

See the description of keyword argument CMDRESP(CLIST) for a description of variables that it creates.

See the description of keyword argument CMDRESP(REXX) for a description of variables that it creates.

Returned EDQ Data

When keyword argument CMDRESP(XDQ) is specified, OPSYSPLX adds one line of data to the EDQ for each system in
the current sysplex whose name matches the specified mask. Each line has the following format; this is the same format
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of data that are stored in variables that are created by CMDRESP(CLIST) or CMDRESP(REXX) keyword argument
settings:

Word
Number

Word
Length

Word
Contents

1 8 System name.

2 2 System clone ID (SYSCLONE). 

3 8 Sysplex name.

4 16 Sysplex identifier token. 

5 8 Last date of status update, in the form DATE('S'). 

6 8 Last time of status update, in the form TIME('N'). 

7 4 System slot number. 

8 4 System release number.

9 8 Monitor interval, in units of 1/100 seconds. 

10 8 Operator interval, in units of 1/100 seconds. 

11 74 System status. The status consists of descriptive substrings that are separated by plus (+) signs. Possible
descriptive substring values are: ACTIVE, CLEANUP, IN_SYSPLEX_PARTITIONING, SINGLE_SYSTEM,
STATUS_UPDATE_MISSING

NOTE

The lengths of these words may change in a future release and new words may be added after the last
documented word. However, their relative position (word number) will not change.

Coding Examples

This REXX example obtains information about all the systems in the current sysplex:

temp = OPSYSPLX("I","S")

Do temp

  Pull line

  Say line

End

Example output that is generated by the previous example:

XE13   13 AORPLX01 AEC00ECC0E441A06 20030602 18:00:59 1   5  6000   6500   ACTIVE

XE03   03 AORPLX01 AEC00ECC0E441A06 20030602 18:01:04 2   5  6000   6500   ACTIVE

Usage Notes

None.

OPSYSSYM Function

Purpose

Use the OPSYSSYM function to retrieve the value(s) of (a) z/OS system symbol(s).
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Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

The appropriate IEASYMxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation defines the system symbols.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = OPSYSSYM(operation,[prefix][,sysid])

Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 operation (Required) The operation to be performed.
Valid values are:

Value Description
I Retrieve the z/OS

system symbols,
and their values,
that match the
specified prefix and
place them on the
EDQ.

R Return the value
of the z/OS system
symbol that exactly
matches the
specified prefix as
the value of the
function.If no such z/
OS system symbol
exists, an empty
string is returned.No
changes are made
to the external data
queue.
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2 prefix (Optional) Specifies one to 18 characters
that are compared against the defined z/OS
system symbols.

When operation is I, the prefix matches
any defined z/OS system symbol up to the
length of the prefix. If prefix is omitted, all
defined z/OS system symbols match.

When operation is R, the prefix only
matches a defined z/OS system symbol of
the exact length of the prefix.

Note: If you omit the & character as the first
character of the prefix, it is automatically
inserted.

3 sysid (Optional) Specifies the system on which
the operation is to be performed. Requires
separately licensed Multi-System Facility.
Valid values are:

Value Description
* The MSF system

ID (MSF-id) set by
the host command
ADDRESS OPSCTL
MSF DEFAULT. This
is the default.

msfid An MSF system ID
(MSF-id) or alias of
an active MSF
connection.

If the local MSF-id is used or implied, the
sysid argument is ignored.
The number of seconds that the function
waits for a response is determined by the
SYSWAIT value on the host command
ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFAULT (when
it is greater than zero) or the value of the
MSFSYSWAIT parameter.
When the sysid argument is specified for a
remote system within a no-wait AOF rule,
no output for the function is returned. 
An invalid or inactive MSF-id or alias
causes the OPS/REXX program to be
interrupted for a SYNTAX error. Use the
host command ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF
LIST to validate the MSF system ID before
using it as an argument for any OPS/REXX
function.

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.
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Returned Value

When operation is I, the OPSYSSYM function returns the number of the z/OS system symbols that match the
specified prefix. If no such z/OS system symbols exist, zero is returned.

When operation is R, the OPSYSSYM function returns the value of the z/OS system symbol that exactly matches the
specified prefix. If no such z/OS system symbol exists, an empty string is returned.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

When operation is R, the OPSYSSYM function adds to the EDQ one line of data for each z/OS system symbol that
matches the specified prefix. Each line has the following format:

Word
Number

Word
Length

Word
Contents

1 18 Matching z/OS system symbol name

2 50 Value of matching z/OS system symbol

NOTE

The lengths of these words may change in a future release and new words may be added after the last
documented word. However, their relative position (word number) does not change.

Coding Examples

This example uses the OPSYSSYM function to obtain all of the z/OS system symbols that are defined to the system, and
their values:

temp = OPSYSSYM("I")

Do temp

  Pull line

  Say line

End

Example output that is generated by the previous example:

&SYS.              31      

&SYSALVL.          2       

&SYSCLONE.         31      

&SYSNAME.          SY31    

&SYSOSLVL.         Z1020300

&SYSPLEX.          PLEXC1  

&SYSPV.            SYSP01  

&SYSR1.            MVR23C  

This example uses the OPSYSSYM function to set the value of variable temp to the number of z/OS system symbols that
begin with the string “&SYSP”:

temp = OPSYSSYM("I","&SYSP")

This example uses the OPSYSSYM function to set the value of variable temp to the value z/OS system symbol
“&SYSNAME”:
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temp = OPSYSSYM("R","SYSNAME")

This example uses the OPSYSSYM function to obtain all of the z/OS system symbols that begin with the string
“&SYSP”, and their values, which are defined on the remote MSF-connected system with the MSF-id of SYSB:

temp = OPSYSSYM("I","&SYSP","SYSB")

Do temp

  Pull line

  Say line

End

Usage Notes

None

TIME Function

Purpose

Use the OPS/REXX TIME function in a standalone OPS/REXX program as you would the standard TSO/E REXX TIME
function to return the current or elapsed time.

The following list describes how the OPS/REXX TIME function operates when executed in the various types of AOF rules:

• In a REQ rule, this function operates identically to the standard TSO/E REXX TIME function and returns the current or
elapsed time.

• In any rule other than a REQ rule, the elapsed time that is returned is always zero.
• In a TOD rule, the current time that is returned is always the time when the rule was scheduled to execute.
• In any other type of rule, the current time that is returned is always the time when the rule actually executes.

NOTE

REXX code that uses the TRACE function invokes the TSO/E REXX version of the function when running
under TSO/E.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = TIME([option])
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

1 option (Optional) A single character that defines
the value (current or elapsed) and format of
the output time. Possible values are values
which are supported by the standard TSO/E
REXX TIME function: C, E, H, L, M, N, R, S

If not specified, the default value is N:
Returns the current time in 24-hour clock
format hh:mm:ss, where hh is hours, mm is
minutes, and ss is seconds.

Note: For a complete description of all
possible options, including the use of
options E and R to return elapsed time,
see the TIME function in IBM manual z/OS
TSO/E REXX Reference (SA32-0972-02).

Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns the current or elapsed time in the format specified by option.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example returns the current time in 24-hour clock format hh:mm:ss:

var = TIME()

Usage Notes

None

TRACE Function

Purpose

Use the OPS/REXX TRACE function as you would the standard TSO/E REXX TRACE function to obtain the current value
of the TRACE setting and optionally change its value.

Unlike standard TSO/E REXX, program lines consisting solely of comments do not appear in OPS/REXX TRACE output.
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NOTE

REXX code that uses the TRACE function invokes the TSO/E REXX version of the function when running under
TSO/E.

Supported Coding Environments

This function may be coded in these environments:

AOF Rules OPS/REXX TSO/E REXX TSO/E CLIST USS Script

Yes Yes No No No

System Requirements

This function has no system requirements.

Coding Syntax

This function is coded using this syntax:

var = TRACE([setting])
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Positional Arguments

This function accepts these positional arguments:

# Argument Value

 1  setting (Optional) A single character that identifies
the TRACE setting to be activated, which
controls the amount of trace data generated
(that is, displayed). Possible values include
a subset of the values which are supported
by the standard TSO/E REXX TRACE
function:

Value Description

 A Trace all clauses
before execution.

 C Trace all host
commands before
execution.

 E Trace host
command errors.

 F Trace host
commend failures.

 I Trace all clauses
before execution
and intermediate
results.

 L Trace labels passed
during execution.

 N Trace normal. That
is, trace any host
command resulting
in a negative return
code. This is the
default setting.

 O Trace off.

 R Trace all clauses
before execution
and final results.
This is the setting
suggested for
general debugging.

Note: The following values that are
supported by the standard TSO/E REXX
function are not supported by the OPS/
REXX TRACE function: S, !, ?,  n , -n  
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Keyword Arguments

This function accepts no keyword arguments.

Returned Value

This function returns a single character representing the current value of the TRACE setting before the optional change to
a new setting.

Returned Variables

This function sets no variables.

Returned EDQ Data

This function adds no data to the EDQ.

Coding Examples

This example turns on tracing of all clauses before execution and final results:

var = TRACE("R")

Usage Notes

None

Function Debugging Guidelines
This generic technique for debugging problems with OPS/REXX functions is common to all OPS/REXX functions.

Incorporate a ‘SIGNAL on SYNTAX’ routine within the rule or program to obtain and display any error messages that are
returned during a function call failure. Additionally, use a ‘TRACE I’ REXX statement when it is needed before the function
call to obtain the logical trace activity within the invoking rule or program. The common debugging code has a format
similar to the following example:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

  /* Create Signal on Syntax routine to obtain any failure messages.    *

  /*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*

  signal on syntax                                                     

  /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

  /* Add TRACE I if needed to trace logic flow of rule/program.         *

  /*--+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7*

  trace I

  varname = 'GLVPLXT0.VARTEST.1'

  varval  = 'TEST NUMBER 1'

  setvar  = OPSVASRV("CREATE NAME("varname") DATAVAL('"varval"')")

  return

syntax:

  do queued()

    pull err_info

    say 'Failure info from OPSVASRV='err_info

  end
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Relational Data Framework Reference
This section provides syntax information for statements, programs, and functions that are used with the Relational Data
Framework component of OPS/MVS.

This section contains the following topics:

• SQL Statements
• OPS/REXX Programs
• Relational Table Editor Batch API Functions

SQL Statements
 Contents 

  

This section provides the syntax for using the OPS/MVS SQL commands.

Expressions Used in SQL Statements

The SQL statements described in this section are used to perform various functions related to SQL tables and the data
in them. These statements consist of a verb that enacts the main function (for example, SELECT) along with required
and optional arguments. The arguments that you provide in these statements can include clauses, predicates, operators,
functions, keywords, and data type definitions.

The following table describes the various types of expressions that may be used in these statements. Additional usage
information about these expressions is provided in the syntax pages that follow. Provided with each expression shown in
the table is an example of its usage.

 Expression  Type  Usage  Example 
AND Operator Adds conditions to a statement. WHERE COL1 = 'A' AND COL2

= 'B'
AS Keyword Creates aliases for table names. TABLE1 AS T
AVG Function Determines the average value of

a column.
AVG(COL1)

CHAR Data Type Defines a fixed length character-
type data column.

ADD COLUMN COL1 CHAR(8)

COUNT Function Counts the number of rows in a
table.

COUNT (*) FROM TABLE1

DATE Data Type Defines a date-type data
column.

ADD COLUMN COL2 DATE

DECIMAL Data Type Defines a decimal-type data
column.

ADD COLUMN COL3 DECIMAL

ESCAPE Keyword Causes the next character to be
taken literally.

LIKE '10$%' ESCAPE '$'

HEX Data Type Defines a hexadecimal-type
data column.

ADD COLUMN COL4 HEX(2)

IN Predicate Matches groups of data. WHERE COL1 IN ('A','B')
INTEGER Data Type Defines an integer-type data

column.
ADD COLUMN COL5 INTEGER

LIKE Predicate Matches strings to column
values.

WHERE COL1 LIKE 'AB%'
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MAX Function Determines the maximum value
in a column.

MAX (COL1)

MIN Function Determines the minimum value
in a column.

MIN (COL1)

NOT Operator Specifies a negative match. WHERE NOT COL1 = 'A'
OR Operator Allows for one of two statements

to be true.
WHERE COL1 = 'A' OR COL2 =
'B'

SMALLINT Data Type Defines a half-word integer-type
data column.

ADD COLUMN COL6
SMALLINT

SUBSTR Function Allows string selection for
comparison.

SUBSTR ('abc' FROM 1 FOR 3)

SUM Function Determines the sum of all
values in a column.

SUM (COL1)

TIME Data Type Defines a time-type data
column.

ADD COLUMN COL7 TIME

TIMESTAMP Data Type Defines a date/time-type data
column.

ADD COLUMN COL8
TIMESTAMP

VARCHAR Data Type Defines a variable length
character-type data column.

ADD COLUMN COL1
VARCHAR(300)

WHERE Clause Establishes search criteria for a
statement.

WHERE COL1 = 'A'

=,<>,<=,>=,<,> Operator Used to compare values. WHERE COL1 >= 2

 

ALTER TABLE Statement -- Add a Table Column

The ALTER TABLE statement, issued with an ADD COLUMN clause, lets you add a column to an existing relational table.
A table contains up to 100 columns.

NOTE
 You can use host variables for tablename and colname.

• • Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:
ADDRESS SQL "ALTER TABLE keywords"{tablename}

    ADD COLUMN

    {colname}

    {datatype}

    [DEFAULT string|NULL]

    [UPPER CASE]

    [NOT NULL]

    [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

    [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

    [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

    [SYSPLEX]

    [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

• To invoke the statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST, use this syntax:
OPSQL ALTER TABLE {tablename}

    ADD COLUMN

    {colname}

    {datatype}
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    [DEFAULT 'string'|NULL]

    [UPPER CASE]

    [NOT NULL]

•  tablename
Defines the name of the relational table to which you are adding a column.
Limits: 1-18-character-length long name

•  colname
Defines the name of the column that you are adding.
Limits: 1-18-character-length long name

•  datatype
Defines the type of data that the column stores.
Data types include:

• CHAR(length)
Specifies character data, with length as the fixed number of characters you want this column to store.

NOTE

 We recommend using data type CHAR for most purposes. If the length of the stored data differs from row
to row, and the full potential column length is seldom used, use VARCHAR. CHAR and VARCHAR are
processed more efficiently than other data types.

•  DATE
Specifies the date, in the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Example: 1994-07-25

•  DECIMAL
Specifies decimal data
Limits: 1-15 digits

•  HEX(length)
Specifies hexadecimal data, with length as the maximum number of hexadecimal bytes this column stores.

•  INTEGER
Specifies full-word integer data.
Limits: maximum value of 2147483647

•  SMALLINT
Specifies half-word integer data.
Limits: maximum value of 32767

•  TIME(length)
Specifies the time, in the format hh:mm:ss.nnn.
Example: 13:21:53.876
Note: If a value for length is not specified, the default value is 8.

•  TIMESTAMP(length)
Specifies date and time, in a format that combines the DATE and TIME formats.

NOTE

 If a value for length is not specified, the default value is 20.
•  VARCHAR(length)

Specifies character data; length represents the maximum number of characters this column stores.

NOTE

• Data of type CHAR is stored in fixed lengths by RDF and padded, as necessary, with blank characters. Data
of type VARCHAR is stored in variable lengths by RDF and not padded. Use of the VARCHAR data type
saves space in the OPS/MVS global variable pool. Space is saved when the pool is used to store data that
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is shorter than the maximum defined length of a column. VARCHAR data types cannot be defined as primary
keys because of their variable length values.

• The DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP data types are stored as unsigned packed decimal numbers. When you
insert, update, delete, or search for values of these types, specify the data type with the value.

 Example: WHERE UPDATE = DATE '1994-04-27' 

DEFAULT string
(Optional) Indicates that the string is a default value to be set for this column, if an INSERT statement does not
provide a data value.

NOTE
The default string can be either a character string or a numeric string. If you are using the OPSQL
command processor to invoke the ALTER TABLE statement, enclose the value of the string in single
quotes.

NULL
(Optional) Indicates that the column can contain no data. NULL is the default.

UPPER CASE
(Optional) The UPPER CASE keyword in a column definition specifies that the column can contain only
uppercase characters. UPPER CASE also instructs SQL to convert any lowercase value in that column to
uppercase.

NOT NULL
(Optional) Indicates that the new column cannot contain a null data value.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of the following values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information about the SYSTEM keyword, see the Using 

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds.

NOTE
Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To have output returned,
specify OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 
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(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Example: Add a Table Column 

Add an eight-character column called OPERNAME

ADDRESS SQL

  "ALTER TABLE SYSTEMS ADD COLUMN OPERNAME CHAR(8) NOT NULL"

CLOSE Statement -- End Cursor Operation

The CLOSE statement ends a cursor operation.

Consider the following information when you use the CLOSE statement:

• The SQL command that executes the CLOSE statement must be issued from an AOF rule, an OPS/REXX program,
a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST. You cannot invoke SQL commands that perform cursor operations from a
TSO terminal.

NOTE
 To release resources, include the CLOSE statement when a cursor operation has ended.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "CLOSE keywords" {cursorname}

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

To invoke the statement from a TSO/E REXX program or a TSO CLIST, use this syntax:

OPSQL CLOSE {cursorname}

cursorname
Defines the name of the cursor operation you are ending.

SYSTEM
Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.
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NOTE
 For more information about the SYSTEM operand, see the Using.

SYSWAIT
Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds.

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify OUTPUT;
otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Example: CLOSE CURSTAT Command 

To end the cursor operation named CURSTAT, you can issue this command from an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL

  "CLOSE CURSTAT"

CREATE TABLE Statement -- Define Relational Table

Issue a CREATE TABLE statement to define a new relational table to OPS/MVS.

The OPS/MVS product supports up to 1000 relational tables. You can define as many as 100 columns per table, with as
many rows as you need. Each row can contain up to 16,000 characters.

To create a table, invoke an SQL statement using the keywords and arguments that are shown on the following pages.
For each column, include a separate column definition clause in your CREATE TABLE statement. Separate the column
definition clauses with commas.

For a list of reserved keywords in SQL statements, see Using the Relational Data Framework. When specifying columns
for relational tables, do not use these keywords as column names.

When using the CREATE TABLE statement:
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• You can use host variables for tablename and colname.
• The following minimum and maximum lengths apply to columns of the specified data type:

 Data Type  Minimum - Maximum 
CHAR 1 - 16000
DECIMAL 1 - 15
HEX 1 - 256
TIME 8 - 15
TIMESTAMP 19 - 26
VARCHAR 1 - 16000

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "CREATE [GLOBAL TEMPORARY] TABLE keywords"

   {tablename}

   {datatype}

   /* For every column that you define, you may specify one or more of */

   /* these keywords. If you use them, specify them after the datatype */

   /* keyword, in the closing parentheses. Specify them in the order   */

   /* shown:                                                           */

   [UPPER CASE]

   [NOT NULL]

   [PRIMARY KEY]

   [DEFAULT 'string'|NULL]

   /* You may specify these keywords only once for each CREATE TABLE statement: */

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

Use this syntax to invoke the statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST:

OPSQL CREATE [GLOBAL TEMPORARY] TABLE

   {tablename(colnamedatatype)}

   /* For every column that you define, you may specify one or more of */

   /* these keywords. If you use them, specify them after the datatype */

   /* keyword, in the closing parentheses. Specify them in the order   */

   /* shown:                                                           */

   [UPPER CASE]

   [NOT NULL]

   [PRIMARY KEY]

   [DEFAULT 'string'|NULL]

You may specify these operands for the CREATE TABLE statement:

tablename
Defines the 1- to 18-character name of the table you create.

colname
Defines the 1- to 18-character name of a column that you define for this table.

NOTE
 For more information about naming columns, see Reserved Keywords in SQL Statements.
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datatype
Defines the type of data the column stores. Data types include:
CHAR(length)

Specifies character data; length specifies the fixed number of characters you want this column to store.

NOTE
We recommend that you use the data type CHAR.

DATE
Specifies the date, in the format yyyy-mm-dd.
Example: 1994-07-25.

DECIMAL
Specifies decimal data.
Limits: 1-15 digits

HEX(length)
Specifies hexadecimal data; (length) specifies the maximum number of hexadecimal bytes this column
stores.

INTEGER
Specifies full-word integer data.
Limits: maximum value of 2147483647

SMALLINT
Specifies half-word integer data.
Limits: maximum value of 32767

TIME(length)
Specifies the time, in the format hh:mm:ss.nnn.
Example: 13:21:53.876
Note: If a value for length is not specified, the default value is 8.

TIMESTAMP(length)
Specifies the date and time, in a format that combines the DATE and TIME formats.
Note: If a value for length is not specified, the default value is 20.

VARCHAR(length)
Specifies character data; length represents the maximum number of characters this column stores.

NOTE
Data of type CHAR is stored in fixed lengths by RDF and padded, as necessary, with blank characters.
Data of type VARCHAR is stored in variable lengths by RDF and not padded. Use of the VARCHAR
data type saves space in the OPS/MVS global variable pool. Space is saved when the pool is used to
store data that is shorter than the maximum defined length of a column. VARCHAR data types cannot
be defined as primary keys because of their variable length values.The DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP
data types are stored as unsigned packed decimal numbers. When you are inserting, updating, deleting,
or searching for values of these types, specify the data type with the value.

Example: WHERE UPDATE = DATE '2004-04-27'
GLOBAL TEMPORARY

(Optional) Creates a table definition in the SYSCKH1 DIV data set enables you to store relational table data.
Include the GLOBAL TEMPORARY operand on a CREATE TABLE statement. Although the table definition is
permanent, the table rows are temporary. OPS/MVS deletes the table rows when it stops.
To create a table definition, use the following syntax:
ADDRESS SQL

    "CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE (rest of SQL statement...)"
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UPPER CASE
(Optional) Indicates that the column can contain only uppercase characters. UPPER CASE also instructs SQL
to convert any lowercase value in that column to uppercase. Specify UPPER CASE if you want INSERT and
UPDATE statements to always translate data to uppercase before storing that data in the table.
In the OPS/MVS version of SQL, all string data comparisons are case-sensitive.

NOT NULL
(Optional) Indicates that the column can never contain a null data value.

PRIMARY KEY
(Optional) Designates a column as the primary key for this table. The primary key parallels the concept of keyed
files and improves Relational Data Framework performance.

NOTE
VARCHAR data type columns cannot be specified as primary keys.

You can define up to ten columns as the primary key. However, columns must be defined sequentially and
contiguous to each other, and their combined length cannot exceed 71 characters. If you do not identify a primary
key, the Relational Data Framework stores rows in the order you added them. We recommend that you always
specify at least one column as the primary key for every table. Processing nonkeyed tables with the table editor
requires significant overhead.
When you designate more than one column as a primary key, you can enter PRIMARY KEY next to each column
definition. Alternatively, you can enter the column definitions, then enter PRIMARY KEY(firstcol-lastcol) at the end
of the column definitions.

NOTE
The firstcol and lastcol variables represent the first and last sequentially contiguous columns of the
primary key.

When the OPS/MVS table editor displays a table definition, you cannot enter new data into a PRIMARY KEY field.
To change the contents of this field, perform the following actions:

1. Copy the line that contains the PRIMARY KEY field.
2. Edit the PRIMARY KEY field on the new line.
3. Delete the original line.

NOTE
We recommend that you use CHAR data type columns for the primary key.

DEFAULT string
(Optional) The string is a default value to be set for this column when an INSERT statement does not provide a
data value. The default string can be either a character string or a numeric string. If you are using the OPSQL
command processor to invoke the CREATE TABLE statement, enclose the value of the string in single quotes.

NULL
(Default) Indicates that the column can contain no data.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:

ALL
Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.

EXT
Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.

sysnames
Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from 1 to 8 system names as the value of
sysnames.
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NOTE
 For more information about the SYSTEM operand, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds.

NOTE
Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. Specify OUTPUT to return
output; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Examples: CREATE TABLE 

The following examples illustrate the use of CREATE TABLE.

 Example 1-Designate a Primary Key 

This CREATE TABLE statement sets up the SYSTEMS table. The RECOV_PROC column stores the desired name of a
REXX program to invoke when the current and desired states of a system do not match.

ADDRESS SQL

  "CREATE TABLE SYSTEMS (NAME CHAR(8) PRIMARY KEY,",

               "CURRENT_STATE CHAR(4),",

               "DESIRED_STATE CHAR(4),",

               "RECOV_PROC    CHAR(8))"

The NAME column stores the system name. Because system names should be unique and provide an easy way to refer
to rows in the table, the NAME column is defined as the primary key.

 Example 2-Invoke the CREATE TABLE Statement from a TSO CLIST 

This TSO CLIST creates a relational table named DAILY_SCHEDULE.

PROC 0

 CONTROL MSG CONLIST SYMLIST

     OPSQL   CREATE TABLE DAILY_SCHEDULE                 +

        (NAME         CHAR(8) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,      +

         EVENT        CHAR(4) NOT NULL,                  +
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         TYPE         CHAR(1) UPPER CASE,                +

         STATUS       CHAR(1) UPPER CASE,                +

         SCHED_DATE   DATE,                              +

         SCHED_TIME   TIME,                              +

         REPEAT_TIME  TIME,                              +

         RUN_DATE     DATE,                              +

         RUN_TIME     TIME,                              +

         END_DATE     DATE,                              +

         END_TIME     TIME,                              +

         MAX_CC       CHAR(4),                           +

         PREREQ1      CHAR(20),                          +

         PRETYPE1     CHAR(1),                           +

         PREREQ2      CHAR(20),                          +

         PRETYPE2     CHAR(1),                           +

         PREREQ3      CHAR(20),                          +

         PRETYPE3     CHAR(1)) SUB(OPSF)

WRITE &SQLCODE

WRITE &SYSOUTLINE

WRITE &LASTCC

 Example 3-Case-sensitive Comparison A 

In the OPS/MVS version of SQL, all string data comparisons are case-sensitive. Examples 3 and 4 deal with case-
sensitivity issues.

For example, this sample CREATE TABLE statement sets up the SYSTEMS table:

ADDRESS SQL

  "CREATE TABLE SYSTEMS (NAME CHAR(8) PRIMARY KEY,",

               "CURRENT_STATE CHAR(4),",

               "DESIRED_STATE CHAR(4),",

               "RECOV_PROC    CHAR(8))"

Now suppose that the NAME column in the SYSTEMS table contains the lowercase value 'cics'. The following SELECT
statement asks SQL to return all columns containing the characters 'cics':

SELECT * FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME = 'cics'

This statement returns the 'cics' value from the NAME column, because it matches the lowercase 'cics' specified on the
SELECT statement.

 Example 4-Case-sensitive Comparison B 

Now suppose that you are still using the CREATE TABLE statement shown in Example 3 and that the NAME column in
the SYSTEMS table still contains the lowercase value 'cics'. However, your SELECT statement is as follows:

SELECT * FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME = 'CICS'

This SELECT statement does not return the value 'cics' from the NAME column, because the uppercase search criteria
'CICS' does not match the lowercase column value 'cics'.

DECLARE CURSOR Statement -- Define a Cursor

The DECLARE CURSOR statement lets you define a cursor. To establish the location in a table where the cursor
operation occurs, include a SELECT statement.
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NOTE
 The SQL command that executes DECLARE CURSOR must be issued from an AOF rule, an OPS/REXX
program, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST. You cannot invoke SQL commands that perform cursor
operations from a TSO terminal.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "DECLARE {cursorname} CURSOR FOR {selectstatement} keywords"

   /* Optional Keywords:                 */

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   {SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

To invoke the statement from a TSO/E REXX program, use this syntax:

OPSQL DECLARE {cursorname} CURSOR FOR {selectstatement}

You can specify these operands for the DECLARE CURSOR statement:

cursorname
Defines the 1- to 18-character name of the cursor that you are defining.
Insert the cursorname keyword between the words DECLARE and CURSOR.

selectstatement
Defines the statement that contains the selection criteria for the cursor operation. Insert the selectstatement
keyword after the word FOR.

NOTE
 For more information about select statement, see SELECT Statement.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information about the SYSTEM operand, see Notes on Performing Cross-system SQL Operations in
Using the Relation Data Framwork.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT. NOOUTPUT is implied when:
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• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Example: SQL command that defines a cursor operation 

This example SQL command defines a cursor operation named STATDOWN that selects the application ID, update time,
and status from a table named APPLICATIONS when the status is DOWN.

ADDRESS SQL

  "DECLARE STATDOWN CURSOR FOR",

    "SELECT APPLID, UPDATE, STATUS FROM APPLICATIONS",

      "WHERE STATUS = 'DOWN'"

DELETE FROM Statement -- Delete a Row

The DELETE FROM statement lets you delete a specified row in any operation. In a searched operation, DELETE FROM
deletes the row or rows that meet the specified criteria on a SELECT clause. In a cursor operation, DELETE FROM
deletes the row currently being processed.

WARNING
If you use the DELETE FROM statement for a table, and you do not include a WHERE clause, all rows from the
table are deleted. Use the DELETE FROM statement with extreme caution.

Consider the following information when you use the DELETE FROM statement:

• You can use a host variable for tablename.
• If you invoke DELETE FROM for a cursor operation, the statement must be issued from an AOF rule, an OPS/REXX

program, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST. You cannot invoke SQL commands that perform cursor operations
from a TSO terminal.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "DELETE FROM keywords"

   {tablename}

   [WHERE searchcriteria]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

Use this syntax to invoke the statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST:

OPSQL DELETE FROM {tablename}

   [WHERE searchcriteria]
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You may specify these operands for the DELETE FROM statement:

tablename
Defines the name of the table from which you want to delete rows.

searchcriteria
(Optional) For a searched operation, the criteria on a WHERE clause can be any valid search criteria.
(Optional) For a cursor operation, the criteria on a WHERE clause must include CURRENT OF cursorname. The
CURRENT OF cursorname causes the function to be performed on the row being processed in the cursorname
operation. See the example that follows.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information about the SYSTEM operand, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Examples: DELETE FROM 

These examples illustrate the use of the DELETE FROM statement:
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• Example 1-Using DELETE FROM in a Searched Operation
Suppose that you want to delete from the SYSTEMS table all information associated with the CICS1 system. You can
do this by invoking the following statement from OPS/REXX:
ADDRESS SQL

  "DELETE FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME = 'CICS1'"

• Example 2-Using DELETE FROM in a Cursor Operation
To delete the current row being processed in a cursor operation named STATDOWN, issue this command from an AOF
rule:
ADDRESS SQL

  "DELETE FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE CURRENT OF STATDOWN"

• Example 3-Using DELETE FROM to Empty a Table
When you want to delete a relational table, you must first delete all of the rows in that table. You do this by invoking a
DELETE FROM statement that omits the WHERE clause, as shown here:
ADDRESS SQL

  "DELETE FROM SYSTEMS"

Then, to remove the relational table from the DIV data set, invoke a DROP TABLE statement, which is described in the
next section.

DROP TABLE Statement -- Remove Table from DIV Data Set

The DROP TABLE statement lets you remove a relational table from the DIV data set. You must use the DELETE
FROM statement to delete all the rows in a table before you can delete the table. The deletion of table rows prevents the
accidental deletion of a table that contains information that a rule or an automation procedure requires.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "DROP TABLE keywords"

   {tablename}

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

To invoke the statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST, use this syntax:

OPSQL DROP TABLE

   {tablename}

NOTE

 You can use a host variable for tablename.

You may specify these operands for the DROP TABLE statement:

tablename
Defines the 1- to 18-character name of the table to be removed.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
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sysnames
Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information about the SYSTEM operand, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Example: Delete the SYSTEMS Table 

The following two statements delete the SYSTEMS table. The first statement deletes all contents of all rows in the table.
The DROP TABLE statement then deletes the empty table.

ADDRESS SQL

  "DELETE FROM SYSTEMS"

ADDRESS SQL

  "DROP TABLE SYSTEMS"

FETCH Statement -- Retrieve Row Values

The FETCH statement lets you retrieve the values in the current row of a cursor operation. Usually this statement is
executed in a loop that the SQLCODE variable controls so that OPS/MVS processes each row in a cursor operation. For
a sample program that uses SQLCODE, see OPS/REXX Program That Demonstrates Cursor Operations in Using the
Relational Data Framework.

NOTE

 The SQL command that executes the FETCH statement must be issued from an AOF rule, an OPS/REXX
program, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST. You cannot invoke SQL commands that perform cursor
operations from a TSO terminal.
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Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "FETCH keywords"

   /* Specify these required keywords in the order shown:   */

   {cursorname}

   {INTO(hostvarlist)}

   /* Optional keywords                */

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

Use this syntax to invoke the statement from a TSO/E REXX program or a TSO CLIST:

OPSQL FETCH

   /* Specify the following required keywords in the order shown:   */

   {cursorname}

   {INTO(hostvarlist)}

Specify these operands for the FETCH statement:

cursorname
Defines the name of the cursor operation from which you retrieve values.

hostvarlist
Defines a set of host variable names in which you can store the selected column values. Specify a name for each
column that is defined in the SELECT clause of the DECLARE CURSOR statement, and in the same order.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Use the SYSTEM keyword to perform cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. Specify from one to eight system names as the value
of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:
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• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Example: SQL Command 

To retrieve the values from the example cursor called STATDOWN, issue this SQL command:

ADDRESS SQL

  "FETCH STATDOWN INTO (:APPLID,:UPDATE,:STATUS)"

INSERT Statement -- Insert Table Rows

The INSERT statement lets you insert new rows into a table. You can define as many rows per table as you need.

Consider the following information when you use the INSERT statement:

• You can use host variables for columnlist or tablename.
• The order of the columns in columnlist must match the order of the values in valuelist. You do not need to match the

actual order of the columns in the table with columnlist. If the order of columnlist and valuelist match each other, the
values are inserted into the columns properly.

• Unless you specify the QUERY STATEMENT operand, provide values for all columns that are defined in the table as
NOT NULL. Otherwise, OPS/MVS gives the columns for which you specify no values the default value on the CREATE
TABLE statement that defines this table. If you specify no default, the OPS/MVS product makes the columns null.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "INSERT keywords"

   {INTO}

   [(columnlist)]

   /* The following keywords are mutually exclusive:  */

   [VALUES(valuelist)]

   [QUERY STATEMENT]

   /* Place these keywords at the end of the command if you use them: */

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

To invoke the statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST, use this syntax:

OPSQL INSERT

   /* Specify these required keywords in the order shown:   */

   {INTO}
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   {tablename}

   /* Optional keywords      */

   [(columnlist)]

   /* The following keywords are mutually exclusive:   */

   [VALUES(valuelist)]

   [QUERY STATEMENT]

Specify these operands for the INSERT statement:

tablename
Defines the table to which you add rows.

columnlist
(Optional) Defines the column names that store the values that you specify with the valuelist operand. If you
specify no columnlist, SQL stores the values into the columns in the order in which they were defined on the
CREATE TABLE statement for this table.

valuelist
(Optional) Defines the column values for the new row. A column can have any of the following values:

• A date
• A time
• A timestamp
• A character string
• A numeric string
• A host variable
• NULL (which sets a null value)

QUERY STATEMENT
(Optional) Retrieves the values to be inserted into the table. This value can be any valid search criteria. See Using
the Relational Data Framework.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds
Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:
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• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Examples: Using the INSERT statement 

These examples illustrate the use of the INSERT statement:

• Example 1-Inserting Values into Selected Columns
When your table contains many columns but you need to set values for only a few columns initially, you can insert
values into selected columns. When specifying column values with the VALUES clause, specify them in the same
order you used to specify columns in the column list. The following sample statement, invoked by OPS/REXX, inserts
a row into the SYSTEMS table. This row will have the values CICS1 and DOWN in the NAME and CURRENT_STATE
columns respectively:
ADDRESS SQL

 "INSERT INTO SYSTEMS (NAME, CURRENT_STATE) VALUES ('CICS1' 'DOWN')"

• Example 2-Specifying Values Through Host Variables
You also can specify values through host variables. For example, to insert a job name value into a row of the
SYSTEMS table, you could use the variable JOBNAME in an AOF rule as follows:
JOBNAME = MSG.JOBNAME

ADDRESS SQL

  "INSERT INTO SYSTEMS (NAME) VALUES (:JOBNAME)"

• Example 3-Using a Query Statement
Suppose that you have two tables. The APPLICATIONS table contains four columns: APPL_ID, USER_ID, UPDATE,
and STATUS. The structure of the NEWAPPS table is identical to that of the APPLICATIONS table. You might
want to add a row to the APPLICATIONS table for each of the new applications that have been altered by a certain
three users. In this case, you could substitute the VALUES clause with a query statement and invoke your INSERT
statement from a TSO CLIST as follows:
OPSQL INSERT INTO APPLICATIONS SELECT * FROM NEWAPPS +

  WHERE USER_ID IN ('TSOUSR1','TSOUSR2','TSOUSR3')

OPEN Statement -- Initiate Cursor Operation

The OPEN statement lets you initiate a cursor operation. When you issue the OPEN statement, the SELECT criteria for
the cursor operation (specified with the DECLARE CURSOR statement) is immediately executed.

NOTE
 The SQL command that executes the OPEN statement must be issued from an AOF rule, an OPS/REXX
program, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST. You cannot invoke SQL commands that perform cursor
operations from a TSO terminal.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:
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ADDRESS SQL "OPEN keywords"

   {cursorname}

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

To invoke the statement from a TSO/E REXX program or a TSO CLIST, use this syntax:

OPSQL OPEN {cursorname}

You may specify these operands for the OPEN statement:

cursorname
Defines the name of the cursor you are initiating (previously defined using the DECLARE CURSOR statement).

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names.

NOTE
 For more information, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

SYSWAIT
(Optional). Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.
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 Example: Initiate a cursor operation named STATDOWN 

To initiate the cursor operation named STATDOWN, issue this command from an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL

  "OPEN STATDOWN"

SELECT Statement -- Extract Relational Table Data

The SELECT statement lets you extract data from a relational table that meets criteria you specify. You can use the
SELECT statement by itself or in another statement, which is known as a subquery.

NOTE
You can use host variables for columnlist or tablename.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "SELECT {columnlist|*} keywords"

   /* The following keyword must follow the optional INTO hostvarlist keywords, */

   /* if used. You may specify more than one tablename; if you do, be sure to   */

   /* separate each one with a comma:                                           */

   {FROM tablename}

   

   /* The following, if used, must follow the required columnlist or * keyword: */

   [INTO hostvarlist]

   

   /* The following, if used, must follow the required FROM tablename keywords: */

   [WHERE searchcriteria]

   [ORDER BY colname ASC|DESC]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [COLLIST]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

To invoke the statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST, use this syntax:

OPSQL SELECT {columnlist|*}

   /* This keyword must follow the optional INTO hostvarlist keywords (if used). */

   /* You may specify more than one tablename; if you do, be sure to separate   */

   /* each one with a comma:                                                    */

   {FROM tablename}

   /* These keywords, if used, must follow the required columnlist or * keyword: */

   [INTO hostvarlist]

   /* These keywords, if used, must follow the required FROM tablename keywords: */

   [WHERE searchcriteria]

   [ORDER BY colname ASC|DESC]

   [COLLIST]

   [LINESIZE(20-250)]

Specify these operands for the SELECT statement:

columnlist
Defines the column names that contain the values you want. Separate each Each column name with a comma. If
you specify an asterisk (*), OPS/MVS selects all columns in the table.
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hostvarlist
(Optional) Defines the host variables (TSO, REXX, or global variables) in which you want to store the selected
column values. OPS/MVS returns data from selected columns from left to right into the corresponding host
variables.
You would not use this option in a cursor declaration, as this function would be accomplished through the FETCH
statement.

tablename
Defines the name of the table from which you are selecting data. If you specify multiple tables for a join operation,
separate each distinct table name with a comma. If a blank rather than a comma follows a table name, the next
table name is considered to be an alias or correlation value of the preceding table.

NOTE
 For more information about join operations, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

searchcriteria
(Optional) Defines the data OPS/MVS looks for as it searches for the data you want to fetch from the table.OPS/
MVS compares the contents of each row in the table to the searchcriteria you specify. OPS/MVS then processes
those rows whose contents meet the search criteria. For example, specify WHERE NAME='CICS' on a SELECT
statement if you want to fetch data that is associated with the CICS system.

NOTE
 For more information about search criteria, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

colname
(Optional). Defines the name of the column SQL uses as a guideline for sorting table data that this SELECT
statement retrieves. If you also specify the ASC keyword, SQL sorts the retrieved values in ascending order. The
order starts with the value in the colname column that comes first in the alphabet or is numerically lowest. If you
specify the DESC keyword, SQL sorts the retrieved values in descending order. The order starts with the value in
the colname column that comes last in the alphabet or is numerically highest.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information, see Using the Relational Data Framework.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:
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• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule.
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword.
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT).

COLLIST
(Optional) This option can be used when SELECT * is specified. COLLIST returns column information in three
extra variables:

• COLUMN#LIST
Displays a list of column names. Column names display in column definition sequence. A single space
separates column names.

• COLUMN#TYPE
Displays a list of single-character type identifiers. A single space separates column names. The positioning of
this wordlist corresponds to that of the COLUMN#LIST list. After a name index is determined, it can be used to
position to the type identifier. The identifier codes are described below.

• COLUMN#KEYS
Displays a list of column names which are defined as primary keys. This list may not correspond to either of
the other two additional variables, and should be referenced separately.

•  Column Type identifiers
The definitions correspond to the datatype specification at column creation.
1 = CHAR 2 = VARCHAR3 = HEX 4 = INTEGER 5 = SMALLINT6 = DECIMAL 7 = DATE8 = TIME 9 =
TIMESTAMP

LINESIZE (20-250) (OPSQL POI command)
(Optional) Sets the maximum size of the terminal output lines returned by OPSQL when terminal output is implied
by the environment in which the command is executed.
Use this operand to set a line size that matches a sysout print line when the command is run in a batch TSO TMP
with SYSTSPRT assigned to SYSOUT.
Defaults:
TSO: 79 characters
Netview: 68 characters

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

Output from the SELECT Statement

Most SQL statements modify relational tables, and their only output is the SQLCODE variable. However, the SELECT
statement returns data stored in selected rows. How this data is treated depends on the source from which you invoked
SQL.

• Output From a TSO Terminal
If you invoke a SELECT statement from a TSO terminal, SQL displays the returned column values on the terminal, one
row at a time. A display line can contain up to 250 characters. To fit as much information as possible on one line, SQL
either truncates some lengthy character fields to 20 bytes or, if necessary, omits several column values.
If you need to see the complete text of a display line, you can do so through the OPS/MVS relational table editor.
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To look at all of the rows in a table, you could invoke a SELECT statement from foreground TSO as follows:
OPSQL SELECT * FROM tablename

• Output From a TSO/E REXX Program or a TSO CLIST
When you issue the OPSQL command processor from in a TSO/E REXX program or a TSO CLIST, the terminal
receives no output. Instead, the selected values are returned as REXX or CLIST variables.

• Output From an AOF Rule or an OPS/REXX Program
If an AOF rule or any other type of OPS/REXX program invokes a SELECT statement, SQL fetches the values from
each selected row and places them into stem variables:
– If the SELECT statement does not contain an INTO clause, the column name becomes the REXX variable stem.
– If the SELECT or FETCH statement includes the INTO clause, the REXX variable stems are those specified on it.
Unless you specify otherwise, SQL returns the column values in host variables. When you want to return a value into a
variable or a column that has a different name, include the INTO clause in your SELECT statement. The INTO clause
supplies the names of the variables where you want to store the returned values.
For example, suppose that you want to extract from the SYSTEMS table values from the NAME and
CURRENT_STATE columns, and you want to store those values in variables called SYSNAME and STATE. You would
invoke a SELECT statement like the following:
ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT NAME, CURRENT_STATE INTO :SYSNAME :STATE",

    "FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME='CICS1'"

This statement generates these OPS/REXX output variables:
– SYSNAME.0, set to 1 (the number of rows matching the search criteria)
– SYSNAME.1, set to CICS (the value in the NAME column for the selected row)
– STATE.0, set to 1 (the number of rows matching the search criteria)
– STATE.1, set to DOWN (the value in the CURRENT_STATE column for the selected row)
– SQLCODE, set to 0 (indicating that the SELECT statement executed successfully)
Use the FETCH cursor operation statement to select data one row at a time. For more information, refer to the
description of the FETCH statement..

 Examples: SELECT Statement 

The following examples illustrate the use of the SELECT statement.

• Example 1-Selecting Data From All the Columns in a Row
Suppose that you want to fetch the contents of only one row. If you wanted only the data for system CICS1 from the
SYSTEMS table, you could use this SELECT statement in an OPS/REXX program:
ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT * FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME = 'CICS1'"

The asterisk indicates that you want SQL to return data from all columns in the row where the NAME column has the
value CICS1.

• Example 2-Comparing Two Columns
When using the WHERE clause in an SQL statement, you typically compare a column against a string or host variable.
However, you also can compare one column against another. For example, the SYSTEMS table contains system
status information, so you can get a list of all the systems where the current state does not equal the desired state. To
get this list, invoke the following SELECT statement from OPS/REXX:
ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT * FROM SYSTEMS WHERE CURRENT_STATE <> DESIRED_STATE"

• Example 3-Specifying Multiple Search Criteria
When you need to specify multiple search criteria linked by a mixture of AND and OR operators, you may need to
enclose some of the criteria in parentheses to ensure the right result. For example, to select row CICS1 or CICS2, but
only when the current state of the CICS1 or CICS2 system is DOWN, you could invoke the following statement from
OPS/REXX:
ADDRESS SQL
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  "SELECT * FROM SYSTEMS WHERE CURRENT_STATE = 'DOWN'",

    "AND (NAME = 'CICS1' OR NAME = 'CICS2')"

If you leave out the parentheses, row CICS1 would be selected when its current state is down, but row CICS2 would
be selected regardless of its state.

• Example 4-Retrieving Data From Selected Columns
In the preceding examples, the SELECT statements fetched data from all columns of the selected rows because an
asterisk was specified as the columnlist operand. However, you can instruct OPS/MVS to fetch data only from certain
columns. The following SELECT statement, which is invoked from an OPS/REXX program, asks OPS/MVS to return
only the data stored in the CURRENT_STATE column.
ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT CURRENT_STATE FROM SYSTEMS WHERE NAME = 'CICS'"

• Example 5-Inserting Retrieved Data Into a REXX Variable
When instructing OPS/MVS to fetch data from a certain column in a certain row, you can insert the retrieved data into
a REXX variable. To retrieve the value FIXIMS and place it in the REXX variable RECOV, you could use this REXX
statement:
ADDRESS SQL

   "SELECT RECOV_PROC INTO RECOV FROM SYSTEMS",

   "WHERE NAME = 'IMS'"

The INTO clause identifies the variable that will store the retrieved value, FIXIMS.
• Example 6-Selecting Multiple Columns

When you want to select multiple columns from a table, you can invoke a SELECT statement like this from a rule:
ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT CURRENT_STATE, DESIRED_STATE FROM SYSTEMS"

• Example 7-Using SELECT in a TSO/E REXX Program
You can use the SELECT statement in a TSO/E REXX program, as shown here:
OPSQL "SELECT NAME INTO :XYZ FROM COLUMN SUB(OPSF)"

SAY XYZ

DO I = 1 TO XYZ.0

  SAY XYZ.I

END

• Example 8-Using SELECT for Cross-System SQL Operations
You can use the SYSTEM keyword to select all items from STCTABLE on the ZOS1 system. The SYSWAIT(7)
keyword indicates that you want the SQL processor to wait for 7 seconds for output from ZOS1:
ADDRESS SQL

  "SELECT * FROM STCTABLE SYSTEM(ZOS1) SYSWAIT(7)"

UPDATE Statement -- Insert Values

The UPDATE statement lets you insert values into selected columns in a table. The WHERE clause identifies the rows
in the table that you want to update. You then specify simple expressions in the SET clause to indicate how you want to
update the identified column.

Consider the following information when you use the UPDATE statement:

• If you omit the WHERE clause, SQL updates the identified columns in all rows.
• You can use host variables for colname and tablename.
• If you invoke an UPDATE statement for a cursor operation, the statement must be issued from an AOF rule, an OPS/

REXX program, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST. You cannot invoke SQL commands that perform cursor
operations from a TSO terminal.
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NOTE
 If you are updating multiple columns, specify a SET clause with multiple colname operands and separate the
operands with commas.

Use this syntax in an AOF rule or an OPS/REXX program:

ADDRESS SQL "UPDATE keywords"

   {tablename}

   {SET colname=string|:hostvar|NULL}

    [WHERE searchcriteria]

   [SYSTEM(ALL|EXT|sysnames)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

   [SYSPLEX]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

To invoke the statement from a TSO terminal, a TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO CLIST, use this syntax:

OPSQL UPDATE

   {tablename}

   {SET colname=string|:hostvar|NULL}

    [WHERE searchcriteria]

Specify these operands for the UPDATE statement:

tablename
Defines the name of the table you want to update.

colname
Defines the name of the column into which you are inserting data. You can specify the colname value as a string,
a host variable name, or as NULL. To update multiple columns, include multiple colname clauses in your UPDATE
statement, and separate them with commas.

searchcriteria
(Optional) For a searched operation, the criteria on a WHERE clause can be any valid search criteria.

NOTE
 For more information about specifying search criteria, see Searched Operations in Using the Relational Data
Framework.

(Optional) For a cursor operation, the criteria on a WHERE clause must include CURRENT OF cursorname, which causes
the function to be performed on the current row being processed in the cursorname operation.

SYSTEM
(Optional) Performs cross-system SQL operations. Specify one of these values:
ALL

Routes the SQL command to all active MSF-defined systems, including the local system.
EXT

Routes the SQL command to all remote, active MSF-defined systems.
sysnames

Routes the SQL command to the specified systems. You may specify from one to eight system names as
the value of sysnames.

NOTE
 For more information about cross-system SQL operations, see Notes on Performing Cross-system SQL
Operations in Using the Relational Data Framework.
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SYSWAIT
(Optional). Defines the number of seconds the SQL processor waits for output from a remote system.
Limits: 1-300 seconds

NOTE
 Do not specify a value for SYSWAIT if you specify the SYSTEM(ALL), SYSTEM(EXT), or NOOUTPUT
keywords.

OUTPUT or NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Indicates whether the command returns output to the external data queue. To return output, specify
OUTPUT; otherwise, specify NOOUTPUT.
NOOUTPUT is implied when:

• The ADDRESS SQL command is issued in an AOF rule
• You specify more than one system name as the value of the SYSTEM(sysnames) keyword
• You specify SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT)

 SYSPLEX 

(Optional) Reduces the scope of the SYSTEM(ALL|EXT) operand to MSF connected systems that belong to the same z/
OS sysplex as the command issuer. The keyword has no effect on a list of explicit system names.

 SUBSYS 

(Optional) Performs SQL operations on other OPS/MVS subsystems that are in communication with the current one.
Specify the following value:

subsystem
Routes the SQL command to the specified subsystem. You can use only one four-character name of the
subsystem as follows: OPSx.

 Examples: UPDATE 

These examples illustrate the use of the UPDATE statement:

• Example 1-Using UPDATE in a Searched Operation
Suppose that you want to alter the SYSTEMS table by changing the current state value for the CICS1 system to UP. To
do this, you would use this SQL statement in an AOF rule:
ADDRESS SQL

  "UPDATE SYSTEMS SET CURRENT_STATE = 'UP' WHERE NAME = 'CICS1'"

• Example 2-A Searched Operations That Omits the WHERE Clause
You have one or more rules that execute when OPS/MVS starts up, and you want to set the current state of all
systems to DOWN. You plan to decide later whether a specific system should be up or down. You could invoke the
SQL statement from a rule as follows:
ADDRESS SQL

  "UPDATE SYSTEMS SET CURRENT_STATE = 'DOWN'"

The absence of the WHERE clause from this statement signals that you want to update the CURRENT_STATE column
in all rows.

• Example 3-Using UPDATE in a Cursor Operation
To set the value of the STATUS column to UP for the current row in a cursor operation called STATDOWN, you could
include this SQL statement in a TSO CLIST:
OPSQL UPDATE APPLICATIONS SET STATUS = 'UP'

  WHERE CURRENT OF STATDOWN

OPS/REXX Programs
Contents
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This section provides the syntax for using the READTBL and WRITETBL OPS/REXX programs.

READTBL Program -- Read Backup Data Set

The READTBL OPS/REXX program reads the backup data set created by the WRITETBL program and rebuilds the table
on the target OPS/MVS system using the data from the data set. Use the TABLE keyword to rename the reconstructed
table.

To invoke the READTBL program, issue the following command:

OI READTBL

   [CMDRESP(TERMINAL|XDQ)]

   [DSNAME(datasetname)]

   [FIND(tablename)]

   [LIST]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

   [TABLE(tablename)]

Specify these keywords when you invoke the READTBL program:

CMDRESP
(Optional) Has the following possible values:
TERMINAL

Causes messages to be issued to the terminal or default destination.
XDQ

Causes messages to be placed in the REXX external data queue.
Default: TERMINAL

DSNAME
(Optional) Defines the name of the backup data set. To specify the full data set name, enclose the name within
a pair of single quotes, as shown in the following example. If you omit the quotes, the user ID becomes the high-
level node.
DSNAME('OPS.BACKUP.STCTBL')

NOTE
The backup data set must have the attributes DSORG=PS, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80. In addition, WRITETBL
must have been used to offload the table into this data set.

NOTE
If you specify no data set name, OPS/MVS uses the default name userid.subsys.WRITETBL.

FIND
(Optional) Searches the backup data set for a matching table name. If a matching table name is found, the table is
recreated.

LIST
(Optional) Reads a backup data set and issues a message for each table name that is found.

SUBSYS
(Optional). Defines the subsystem name of OPS/MVS that contains the desired table.

TABLE
(Optional) Defines the name of the recreated table.
Default: The original name of the table.
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WRITETBL Program -- Create Backup RDF Table

The WRITETBL OPS/REXX program creates a sequential data set that contains a backup copy of an RDF table.
WRITETBL retrieves the definition of the table and row data from SQL. The READTBL OPS/REXX program can then
reconstruct the table from this backup data set using SQL on any system where the OPS/MVS product runs.

To invoke the WRITETBL program, issue the following command:

OI WRITETBL

   {TABLE(tablename)}

   [BLKSIZE(9040,blocksize)]

   [CMDRESP(TERMINAL|XDQ)]

   [DISP(SHR|MOD)]

   [DROPCOL('columnames')]

   [DSNAME(datasetname)]

   [SPACE('pri,sec')]

   [SUBSYS(subsystem)]

   [UNIT(unitname)]

   [VOLSER(volume)]

Specify these keywords when invoking the WRITETBL program:

TABLE
Defines the name of the table to be written to a backup data set. Invoking the WRITETBL program against a table
does not change that table.

BLKSIZE
(Optional) Sets the z/OS block size for the backup data set. The value that you specify must be a multiple of 80.
The default value is 9,040.

CMDRESP
(Optional) Possible values:
TERMINAL

Causes messages to be issued to the terminal or default destination.
XDQ

Causes messages to be placed in the REXX external data queue.
Default: TERMINAL

DISP
(Optional) Defines the initial status of the backup data set if the data set already exists. If more than one RDF
table is being backed up to the same data set, DISP(MOD) must be specified for all but the first table.
Default: SHR

DROPCOL
(Optional) Defines the names of any columns to be dropped from the backup copy of the table (but not from the
original table). If you want to drop more than one column, enclose the list of column names in quotation marks
and separate them with at least one blank.

NOTE
The backup data set does not contain the column definition or the row data for dropped columns.

DSNAME
(Optional) Defines the name of the backup data set. To specify the full data set name, enclose the name within
a pair of single quotes as shown in the following example. If you omit the quotes, the user ID becomes the high-
level node.
DSNAME('OPS.BACKUP.STCTBL')
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NOTE
The backup data set must have the attributes DSORG=PS, RECFM=FB, LRECL=80. If you specify no
data set name, OPS/MVS uses the default name userid.subsys.WRITETBL.

SPACE
(Optional) Sets the primary and secondary z/OS space allocation for the backup data set, in blocks.
Default: '50,50'

SUBSYS
(Optional) Defines the subsystem name of OPS/MVS that contains the table to be backed up.

UNIT
(Optional) Provides the z/OS unit name for allocating the backup data set.
Default: SYSDA

VOLSER
(Optional) Defines a volume serial number for the backup data set. There is no default volume.

Relational Table Editor Batch API Functions
Contents

This section shows the syntax for the API functions provided by the ASOTEAPI OPS/REXX program.

Non-zero Return Values

A non-zero return value from ASOTEAPI should be considered a failure. The REXX SAY statement or the table editor
program may issue error messages. In some cases, an ISPF message number and its variable substitution values for the
message may display. To find the message text, look for the ISPF message prefix in the appropriate OPSMLIB member.

COPY Function -- Copy Data Rows

The COPY function copies the structure and data rows of a current table to another table. If the target table does not exist,
the COPY function creates a new table. If the target table exists, it is deleted and recreated with the new table structure
and data.

COPY has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI COPY TABLE(from_table_name) TARGET(to_table_name) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether this potentially destructive operation may be performed on an active System
State Manager table. A value of YES prohibits this operation. The default is NO, except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

NOTE
To copy the columns of a table to another table, use the TRANSFER function.

DELETE Function -- Remove Table

The DELETE function removes all the rows from a table and drops the table from the Relational Data Framework so that it
no longer exists.

DELETE has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI DELETE TABLE(table_name) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether the potentially destructive operation is performed on an active System State
Manager resource table or the SSM directory table. A value of NO unconditionally allows the operation. A value of YES
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prohibits the requested operation against any active SSM table. The default is NO except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

DROPCOLS Function -- Remove Table Columns

The DROPCOLS function removes unwanted columns from a table. The table is then placed into storage, deleted, and
recreated without the dropped columns. The list of column names to remove is limited to 200 bytes in length, and a blank
separates each column name.

DROPCOLS has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI DROPCOLS TABLE(table_name) COLUMNS(colname colname...) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether the potentially destructive operation is performed on an active System State
Manager resource table or the SSM directory table. A value of NO unconditionally allows the operation. A value of YES
prohibits the requested operation against any active SSM table. The default is NO except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

FREE Function -- Remove the Global Variable Enqueue

The FREE function removes the global variable enqueue from a table that is being used by another user or that is
orphaned by an unexpected termination that leaves the enqueue in the held state.

FREE has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI FREE TABLE(table_name) {USER(system>userid)}

NOTE
If you use the optional USER keyword, you can specify that the FREE function can only be performed if a
system and user name that you specify match the current value of the enqueue holder. If you do not specify the
USER keyword, the FREE function is performed unconditionally. This may cause unpredictable results if other
users are manipulating the table.

RENAME Function -- Rename Tables

The RENAME function renames a table by copying the table to a new table and deleting the old table.

RENAME has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI RENAME TABLE(from_table_name) TARGET(to_table_name) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether the potentially destructive operation is performed on an active System State
Manager resource table or the SSM directory table. A value of NO unconditionally allows the operation. A value of YES
prohibits the requested operation against any active SSM table. The default is NO except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

RENCOLS Function -- Rename Column Names

The RENCOLS function renames selected column names of a current table to new column names in a new table.
Unchanged columns are copied as is. The columns to be renamed are specified in pairs of old column name and new
column name. The total length of the column name list cannot exceed 200 characters.

The RENCOLS function has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI RENCOLS TABLE(from_table_name) TARGET(to_table_name)

                       COLUMNS(fromcol tocol fromcol tocol...) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether the potentially destructive operation is performed on an active System State
Manager resource table or the SSM directory table. A value of NO unconditionally allows the operation. A value of YES
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prohibits the requested operation against any active SSM table. The default is NO except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

TRANSFER Function -- Copy Matching Column Names

The TRANSFER function copies data from matching column names in a table to the corresponding columns in another
table. The columns in the tables are considered to be corresponding if the name and data type match and the columns
have the same NOT NULL attribute. Any differences in the length of the columns are padded or truncated, as appropriate.

When the new data rows from the source table are added to the target table, columns in the target table that are not
matched in the source table are assigned their default values. Unmatched columns in the source table are discarded.
If the key field column names do not match or the key values are replicated, there may be duplicate rows. In an ISPF
environment, a panel is displayed to allow manual resolution of the duplicate rows. The TRANSFER function fails in a
non-ISPF environment.

TRANSFER has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI TRANSFER TABLE(from_table_name) TARGET(to_table_name) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether the potentially destructive operation is performed on an active System State
Manager resource table or the SSM directory table. A value of NO unconditionally allows the operation. A value of YES
prohibits the requested operation against any active SSM table. The default is NO except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

UCCCOPY Function -- Add Upper Case to Copied Rows

The UCCCOPY function copies the structure and rows of a table to a new table and adds the UPPER CASE attribute to
all character-type columns in the new table.

UCCCOPY has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI UCCCOPY TABLE(from_table_name) TARGET(to_table_name) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether the potentially destructive operation is performed on an active System State
Manager resource table or the SSM directory table. A value of NO unconditionally allows the operation. A value of YES
prohibits the requested operation against any active SSM table. The default is NO except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

UCPKCOPY Function -- Add Upper Case to Primary Keys

The UCPKCOPY function copies the structure and rows of a table to a new table and adds the UPPER CASE attribute to
all character-type columns that are primary keys in the new table.

UCPKCOPY has the following syntax:

OI ASOTEAPI UCPKCOPY TABLE(from_table_name) TARGET(to_table_name) SSMPROT(YES|NO)

The SSMPROT keyword determines whether the potentially destructive operation is performed on an active System State
Manager resource table or the SSM directory table. A value of NO unconditionally allows the operation. A value of YES
prohibits the requested operation against any active SSM table. The default is NO except for the DELETE, DROPCOLS,
and RENAME operations.

POI Command Processors
The OPS/MVS Programmable Operations Interface (POI) is a set of command processors that can be used to control the
operation of OPS/MVS and access z/OS and subsystem functions.

This section describes how to use the POI in general, and each of its command processors specifically.
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List of POI Command Processors
This article briefly describes each of the OPS/MVS command processors available in its Programmable Operations
Interface (POI). It also includes a description of the STATESET REXX program.

OPSBRW
Enables you to view OPS/MVS events

OPSCMD
Issues z/OS, JES, VM, and IMS commands from a CLIST, an OPS/REXX program, or a TSO terminal and
receives output

OPSDELV
Deletes global status variables that match a variable name mask you specify

OPSDOM
Deletes a message from the console of the operator

OPSEXEC
Enables you to run an OPS/REXX program explicitly

OPSGETV
Retrieves the value of a global variable, and either displays it at the terminal or stores it in a CLIST or REXX
variable

OPSGETVL
Retrieves the names of global variables that match a variable name mask you specify, and either returns them to
your terminal or stores them in CLIST or REXX variables

OPSHFI
Provides the capability to store values for global variables on an external VSAM key-sequenced data set; using
OPSHFI, you may WRITE global variables to the VSAM file, READ variable records from the VSAM file, or
DELETE variable records from the VSAM file

OPSIMEX
Enables you to run an OPS/REXX program implicitly.

OPSPARM
Displays, and enables you to change, the values of the OPS/MVS operating parameters

OPSQL
Invokes SQL statements from a TSO terminal, a TSO CLIST, or a TSO/E REXX program

OPSREPLY
Compares WTOR messages to a specified set of values and issues replies to messages containing matching
values

OPSREQ
Invokes AOF request rules

OPSRMT
Enables you to issue TSO commands to other systems from either a TSO terminal or from a console logged onto
the ECF component

OPSSETV
Creates a global status variable or updates the value of a global status variable

OPSSMTBL
Enables you to maintain the directory table of the System State Manager

OPSVASRV
Manipulate CCS Sysplex variables
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OPSVIEW
Provides access to OPSVIEW, which is the OPS/MVS full-screen, interactive application for controlling OPS/MVS
itself, z/OS, and JES

OPSWAIT
Enables you to suspend processing of a CLIST or REXX program until a specified amount of time passes or a
specific time is reached

OPSWTO
Issues one-line and multiline WTO and WTOR messages from an OPS/REXX program, a TSO/E REXX program
or CLIST, or a TSO READY prompt

STATESET REXX program
Enables you to change the current state, desired state, and mode values specified for a resource; display the
current state or desired state value of a resource; indicate whether OPS/MVS waits for the current state of a
resource to equal its desired state

Benefits of POI
This article describes in general how to use the command processors available with the OPS/MVS Programmable
Operations Interface (POI).

 Contents 

  

The POI is a set of command processors that can be used to control the operation of OPS/MVS and access z/OS and
subsystem functions. POI command processors can be used in many ways in different environments. The following are
just a few examples of how POI command processors can be used:

• Issue the commands required to coordinate processing for batch jobs and the online systems they support.
 
For example, if you have a batch job requiring exclusive use of a CICS file, that job can include a job step that runs the
TSO Terminal Monitor Program (TMP) in batch mode. This job step can use the POI TSO OPSCMD command to issue
CICS commands (through the z/OS MODIFY command) that take control of the needed file from CICS. After the job
step executes, a subsequent job step can use the batch TMP again to return the file to CICS.

• Capture, in TSO CLISTs, command sequences that your system operators issue manually.
 
When you use the OPS/MVS Enhanced Console Facility to invoke the CLISTs, these command sequences run
automatically.

• Customize ISPF dialogs that guide help desk personnel or end users through complex operational procedures that
might otherwise require help from senior programmers or systems analysts.
 
POI commands can automate steps of these procedures that extract information from z/OS, issuing the commands
needed to get the information and processing the command output in the ISPF dialog. Users of these dialogs need to
do nothing except respond to prompts for information that only they can supply.

Security Considerations for POI

The POI controls many areas of system operation, so you might want to restrict who can use its command processors and
what those users can do with them. For details on securing POI commmands, see Securing.

Another method for securing access is by read-protecting the deployed copy of the hlq.CCLXLOAD library installed by
OPS/MVS, which contains the load modules that execute the command processors.
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NOTE
Security rules execute for all POI commands that are issued from an unsecured environment (for example, the
TSO address space of a user).

Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command

You can use the SUBSYS keyword available on almost all POI commands to specify the subsystem ID of a particular copy
of OPS/MVS on the local system, from where the command was issued, that should process the command. The SUBSYS
keyword overrides the default subsystem ID, which is usually OPSS but may be changed as described below.

The only exception is the OPSWAIT command. Since execution of OPSWAIT does not require communication with an
OPS/MVS subsystem, it does not support the SUBSYS keyword.

Change the Default Subsystem ID

The default OPS/MVS subsystem ID that is used for all POI commands is OPSS. Users can modify their own default
subsystem ID.

To change the default subsystem ID, a user can allocate a DD DUMMY of the name OPS$OPSx (where x is any
alphabetic character). The last four characters of this DD name is the default OPS/MVS subsystem ID that is used for all
POI commands issued.

 Example: Change The Default Subsystem ID 

TSO users might issue the following command to set the default OPS/MVS subsystem ID for their session to OPSA:

ALLOC F(OPS$OPSA) DUMMY

When OPS/MVS finds multiple DDs of this form, it uses the first one found in the TIOT.

NOTE
The order of DDs in the TIOT has no connection to the order in which they are allocated.

Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command

You can use the SYSID or SYSTEM keywords available on many (but not all) POI command processor to specify the MSF
system IDs of those copies of OPS/MVS to which the command should be routed. Routing is done by the subsystem on
the local system, from where the command was issued, that was specified on the SUBSYS keyword (or OPSS by default).
If not specified (or if the SYSID or SYSTEM keywords are not supported), then the command is routed to only the local
system, from where the command was issued.

Except where noted for each command processor, the SYSID or SYSTEM keywords generally support these values:

 Value  Description 
* Indicates that only the local system should receive the command. This is the default, and the same as not

specifying the SYSID or SYSTEM keywords. When you are not using MSF, specify this value or no SYSID
or SYSTEM keywords.

 msfids Indicates a list of from one to eight MSF system IDs (remote or local) that should receive the command.
ALL Indicates that all active MSF-connected systems should receive the command, including the local system.
EXT Indicates that all active MSF-connected systems other than the local system should receive the command.

Securing POI Commands Routed to Remote MSF-connected Systems

Most POI commands that are routed to an external system using the SYSTEM or SYSID keyword are executed on the
target system using the userid assigned to either the OPSMAIN STC, an OPS/MVS OSF server, or an OPS/MVS USS
server, as approriate. The exceptions follow.
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OPSCMD Command Security

When a command is sent to execute on a remote system using the POI command OPSCMD, the user ID that is checked
and whose security privileges are used to execute that command on the target system is that of the issuer of the
command.

OPSRMT Command Security

When work is sent to execute in an OSF server address space on a remote system using the POI command OPSRMT,
and the OSFSECURITY parameter is set to CHECKUSERID, the user ID that is checked and whose security privileges
are used to execute that work on the target system is that of the issuer of the command.

Where to Use POI Commands

You can use POI commands as follows:

• By including them in a TSO CLIST or TSO/E REXX program.
• By issuing them in ADDRESS TSO host environment instructions in an OPS/REXX program. The TSO host

environment must be present to execute a POI command in an OPS/REXX program.
• By including them in a UNIX REXX program running under UNIX System Services (USS).
• By issuing them as NetView commands or NetView REXX functions.
• By issuing them interactively in a user TSO session.
• By specifying them in a z/OS parameter string as input to a TSO/E CALL command outside of the TSO host

environment.
• By specifying them as the PGM value on the EXEC statement in a batch job step with parameters specified as the

PARM value.
• By including them in the //SYSTSIN DD in a batch job step that is running the TSO TMP in batch mode..

Issue POI Commands in Batch Mode

Use the following JCL to run a single POI command as a batch job step:

// EXEC PGM=command,PARM='command parameter'

Use the following JCL to issue multiple POI commands running under the TSO TMP as a batch job step:

// EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,PARM='first TSO or POI command or CLIST to be executed'

// SYSPROC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.clistlib

// SYSEXEC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.rexxlib

// SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

// SYSTSIN DD *

   (TSO commands or CLISTs to be executed,

                   * including *

    POI commands to be executed,

                   * including *

    OX commands to invoke OPS/REXX programs from data sets,

    OI commands to invoke OPS/REXX programs from //SYSEXEC)

    /*

Abbreviations in POI Command Text

In coded automation procedures, such as CLISTs or OPS/REXX programs, always specify the complete text of POI
commands and their keywords and operands. Doing so avoids syntax ambiguity in the future as new command
processors are added to OPS/MVS.
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If you are issuing a POI command online, as you would during an interactive TSO session, you can (in most cases) use
the shortest unique abbreviations. Be aware that the shortest unique abbreviation of a command, keyword, or operand
can change from release to release.

Using OPS/REXX Efficiently

When a particular operation (such as waiting) needs to be performed from an OPS/REXX program or AOF rule, and the
operation can be performed either by using a POI TSO command or by using an OPS/REXX function or host environment
command, the OPS/REXX function or host environment command is always more efficient.

When the same operation is performed repeatedly, such as in a loop, the difference in CPU resources that are consumed
can be significant.

For these reasons, we recommend that whenever possible the OPS/REXX function or host environment command (as
shown in the following table) be used in place of the POI command in an OPS/REXX program or AOF rule:

POI Command REXX Function/Host Command

OPSCMD, OC ADDRESS OPER
OPSDOM OPSDOM()
OPSGETV, OPSGETVL, OPSSETV, OPSDELV OPSVALUE()
OPSPARM OPSPRM()
OPSQL ADDRESS SQL
OPSVASRV OPSVARSV()
OPSWAIT OPSWAIT()
OPSWTO ADDRESS WTO

How to Use Commands

Use the following table to determine where and how to use POI command processorss. Keep these guidelines in mind:

• All POI command processors can run as stand-alone TSO commands or TSO/E CLIST commands.
• In TSO/E REXX and OPS/REXX, all commands can run as ADDRESS TSO host commands. The TSO/E REXX

Function column in the table indicates what commands can also be used as TSO/E REXX functions.
• The OPS/REXX Preferred Method column in the table shows the recommended host environment for invocation of the

command, or the equivalent OPS/REXX built-in function.
• The NetView column in the table indicates what POI commands can execute as NetView commands or NetView REXX

functions.
• The Batch column in the table indicates the ability of a command to run outside of TSO using a z/OS parameter string

as input to the TSO/E CALL command or the following z/OS JCL statement:
// EXEC PGM=command,PARM='command parameter'

POI Command TSO/E REXX
Function? OPS/REXX Preferred Method NetView? Batch?

OPSBRW
(Requires ISPF)

No OPSLOG() function.
Note that the OPSLOG() function lets
you retrieve data from the OPSLOG
and it is not equivalent to the OPSLOG
command.

No No

OPSCMD No ADDRESS OPER comand No Yes
OPSDELV Yes OPSVALUE() function Yes Yes
OPSDOM No OPSDOM() function No Yes
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POI Command TSO/E REXX
Function? OPS/REXX Preferred Method NetView? Batch?

OPSEXEC No N/A No Yes
OPSGETV Yes OPSVALUE() function Yes Yes
OPSGETVL Yes OPSVALUE() function Yes Yes
OPSHFI Yes OPSHFI() function No Yes
OPSIMEX No N/A No Yes
OPSPARM No OPSPRM(...) function No Yes
OPSQL Yes ADDRESS SQL command Yes Yes
OPSREPLY No N/A No Yes
OPSREQ No N/A No Yes
OPSRMT No N/A No Yes
OPSSETV Yes OPSVALUE(...) function Yes Yes
OPSSMTBL Yes OPSSMTBL(...) function Yes Yes
OPSVIEW
(Requires ISPF)

No N/A No No

OPSWAIT Yes OPSWAIT(...) function No Yes
OPSWTO No ADDRESS WTO command No Yes

 

Run POI Commands in UNIX

UNIX System Services (USS) allows the TSO/E REXX language to be used in the UNIX environment to execute shell
commands and other USS callable services. The function of such a REXX program is similar to that of a UNIX shell script.
For a complete description of the capabilities of UNIX REXX, see the IBM documentation.

In UNIX REXX, a limited number of OPS/MVS POI commands can be used. Only those POI commands that are
documented as also being callable as TSO/E REXX functions will function properly in UNIX REXX. These POI
commands include OPSDELV, OPSGETV, OPSGETVL, OPSHFI, OPSQL, OPSSETV, OPSSMTBL, and OPSWAIT.
The CMDRESP(TERMINAL) option available with some of these commands results in WTO message output and
consequently should not be used. Since the UNIX REXX environment is not a TSO environment, security rules for
protected resources such as SQL and OPSGLOBAL must be enabled to allow access to these resources, as in z/OS
batch mode.

The UNIX shell provides a 'tso' command for executing TSO commands from the UNIX environment. From an OMVS TSO
session, the command is executed in the address space of a TSO user. From a non-TSO UNIX environment, a temporary
TSO TMP is created to execute the command.

If you want to execute a POI command that does not run as a REXX function or if you want the OI command to execute
an OPS/REXX program, use the TSO shell command. The following UNIX REXX statement invokes the STATESET OPS/
REXX program:

Address SH "tso 'OI STATESET STCTBL.CICSUSS CURRENT(DOWN)'"

The same OPS/REXX program could be invoked directly from the shell outside of a UNIX REXX program with the
command:

tso 'OI STATESET STCTBL.CICSUSS CURRENT(DOWN)'
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NOTE
For running the OI and OX commands as a shell commands without TSO, see Execute OPS/REXX Programs
from USS.

When a TSO TMP is created to execute the OI command, the SYSEXEC DD name must be allocated to the appropriate
data sets. This can be accomplished by setting the environment variable SYSEXEC to the list of data set names required
before the tso shell command is issued. The following command concatenates two data sets to the SYSEXEC ddname:

export SYSEXEC=MYOWN.REXX:SYS1.OPS.CCLXEXEC

A generalized mechanism for allocating any required data sets for the created TSO TMP is described in the IBM
documentation.

In all the above scenarios, the assumption was made that the OPS/MVS commands were in the system linklist or
LPA. If this is not the case, the environment variable STEPLIB must include the OPS/MVS load library in the STEPLIB
concatenation. The following shell command updates or creates the STEPLIB variable:

export STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:SYS1.OPS.CCLXLOAD

OPSBRW -- View Automation Events
The OPSBRW command processor lets you view automation events. To display these events, OPSBRW invokes the
same program as OPSVIEW option 1 (OPSLOG).

 Abbreviation: OB

OPSBRW has the following syntax:

OPSBRW|OB

   [LOGNAME(logname)]

   [SUBSYS(ssid)]

   [SYSTEM|SYSID(msfid)]

   [NOPROFILE]

LOGNAME
(Optional) Defines the log name of the OPSLOG that you want to browse.
Limits: 1-16 character length log name

SUBSYS
(Optional) Defines the subsystem ID of the OPSLOG.

NOTE
For more information about the SUBSYS keyword, see Specifying a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM or SYSID
(Optional) You may specify a single system only.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSTEM or SYSID keywords, see Specifying an MSF System ID on a
POI Command.

NOPROFILE
(Optional) Starts OPSLOG Browse with a clear profile.

OPSCMD Command Processor -- Issue z/OS, JES, VM, and IMS Commands
The OPSCMD command processor issues z/OS, JES, VM, and IMS commands from a CLIST, an OPS/REXX program, a
TSO/E REXX program, or a TSO terminal and receives the command output.
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 Abbreviation: OC is the abbreviation of OPSCMD.

NOTE

 You can use OPSCMD to issue IMS commands only if your site has installed the optional OPS/MVS IMS
Operations Facility (IOF).

 

OPSCMD provides a positional format and an operand format for issuing a command.

1. The positional format for the OPSCMD command processor does not want support any keywords:
OPSCMD|OC cmdtext

2. The operand format for the OPSCMD command processor supports additional keywords:
OPSCMD|OC COMMAND(cmdtext) 

[BMPCMDOUT(OPSLOG|WTO|NONE)]

[CAPTURE(msgtextlist)]

[CMDECHO(YES|NO)]

[CMDLOG(YES|NO)]

[CMDRESP(destination[,REPLY])]

[CMDWAIT(seconds)]

[CONTYPE(ANY|EXTCONS|SSCONS|XTRACONS)]

[DELAY(seconds)]

[IMSID(name|*|list)]

[IMSPLEX(name|*)]

[IMSREPLY]

[INTERVAL(ocinterval)]

[LOG(YES|NO|OFF)]

[MAXCMDOUT(number)]

[MFORM(M|J|S)]

[NAME|CONNAME(consolename)]

[NOCLIST]

[OUTDELIM(delimstring,YES|NO)]

[OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

[PREFIX(CMDOUT,prefix)]

[STOPEND(YES|NO)]

[STOPMSG(msgtextlist)]

[STOPRESP(msgtextlist)]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SYSID|SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[WAIT(seconds)]

[XML(YES|NO)]

NOTE
The operand format for the OPSCMD command processor supports most of the same keywords that the
ADDRESS OPER host environment supports. If you are unsure of the meaning of any of these keywords, see
the description of the ADDRESS OPER command keywords.

cmdtext
The cmdtext operand is the text of the command for OPSCMD. This text is totally freeform, and OPS/MVS does
not convert it to uppercase characters.

COMMAND
The COMMAND keyword supplies the text of the system command you are issuing.
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The COMMAND keyword has no default value. If you omit this keyword but specify other keywords, OPS/
MVS places you in OPSCMD subcommand mode.
If the command text contains unmatched parentheses, you must follow conventional TSO syntax and enclose the
text in quotation marks.
If you use non-alphabetic characters as command control characters, you might need to enclose the command in
quotation marks.
You can invoke OPSCMD without keywords so long as the first word of the command string does not conflict with
any keywords or their operands.
Example: Specify command text. In the example, quotes are used to delimit command text.
OPSCMD COMMAND(')testrex')

CMDRESP
This keyword determines where the output from any variation of OPSCMD goes. Specify any of the following as
the destination of output:
TERMINAL

Displays the command output as lines on a TSO terminal. CMDRESP(TERMINAL) is the default.
CLIST

Generates an array of TSO CLIST variables. The value of the PREFIX keyword provides the prefix for
these variables.

REXX
Generates a series of REXX stem variables. The value of the PREFIX keyword is the stem for these
variables.

NOWHERE
Suppresses the return of any command output, either as variables or as display lines.

Optionally, you can specify a second positional parameter, called REPLY, for the CMDRESP keyword. Specifying
REPLY causes the response from the REPLY command to be captured. Typically, the response is the REPLY
echo and z/OS message IEE600I, but the response can include more if the issuer of the WTOR message
requests it (for example, if IMS is the issuer).
The POI ignores invalid values for CMDRESP. Even usually valid values such as REXX and CLIST can be invalid
in certain contexts. For instance, if you specify CMDRESP(CLIST) on an OPSCMD that is not issued in a CLIST.
When OPSCMD executes in an OPS/REXX program, command output lines are written to the external data
queue only; no stem variables are generated even if you specify CMDRESP(REXX).
When OPSCMD executes in a TSO/E REXX program, command output lines are never written to the external
data queue.
When you specify either CMDRESP(CLIST) or CMDRESP(REXX) for OPSCMD, no &SYSOUTLINE variables are
generated.

INTERVAL
(Optional) This keyword specifies, in centiseconds, how frequently OPSCMD tests for command response
lines to see if the response has ended. The INTERVAL value temporarily overrides the value of the OPS/
MVS OCINTERVAL parameter.
The default for INTERVAL is the value of the OCINTERVAL parameter, but you can specify any number between
10 and 300, or a value of 0 to bypass interval testing.

MFORM
(Optional) This keyword specifies the format for command output. You can specify MFORM with any system
command, but it affects only the output of commands that display information about jobs on the system in multiple
lines (one line per job), for example the JES2 $DI and $DA commands.
Specify one of these values for MFORM:

• J - Lines of command output include either the job name or the job ID prefix.
• M - Command output lines do not include the job name and job ID prefix. MFORM(M) is the default.
• S - Lines of command output include the system name prefix.
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OUTDELIM
(Optional) Use this keyword to specify two values:

• The delimiter string used to parse command output lines into words
• YES or NO, depending on whether you want the delimiter characters themselves to appear in generated word

variables

A blank is always a delimiter. The defaults are YES and any of the delimiter characters shown here:
'( ) / = , '

Separate the two OUTDELIM operands with a comma, as shown here:
OUTDELIM('@',NO)

PREFIX
(Optional) This keyword defines the prefix for the names of variables generated when you specify the
CMDRESP(CLIST) or CMDRESP(REXX) keyword. For CMDRESP(REXX), the PREFIX value provides the stem
name of the variables generated.
Default value for PREFIX: CMDOUT

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE
If more than one system is specified, the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied.

OPSCMD Security With Audit Ability

For information about how to secure access to OPSCMD, see Securing. To prevent desctructive use of OPSCMD,
OPSCMD terminates without processing the following destructive commands:

Type of Command Command

IMS /CHE

JES3 *DUMP, *RETURN

MVS QUIESCE

VM CP, #CP, I, IPL, LOG, LOGOFF, LOGOUT, SHUTDOWN, SYS, SYSTEM

All commands issued through OPSCMD go into the system log, prefaced with message ID OPS1181H.

Guidelines for Issuing OPSCMD

When you are issuing OPSCMD in automation procedures, follow these guidelines:

• In coded automation procedures, such as CLISTs or OPS/REXX programs, always specify the complete text of
command processors and their keywords and operands. Doing so avoids syntax ambiguity in the future as we add new
command processors to OPS/MVS.

• The length of all operands for the CAPTURE, STOPMSG, and STOPRESP keywords, added together, cannot exceed
1240 bytes.

• Since the OPS/MVS MSF component sends only 320 bytes of OPSCMD text to a remote system, you should limit the
length of CAPTURE, STOPMSG, and STOPRESP operands accordingly.

• OPSCMD does not support the command stacking delimiter.
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Output Variables Generated by OPSCMD

When you use OPSCMD in a CLIST or REXX program, you can capture the response to the issued command in REXX or
CLIST variables. The program can then analyze the response and take the appropriate action.

The following list shows the output variables that OPSCMD creates. The value prefix is the value specified with the
PREFIX keyword.

• Contains the number of lines returned in the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefix and prefix0
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.0

• Contains the text of line n of the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixn
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.n
The n value is an integer corresponding to the output line number.

• Contains the number of words in line n of the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixnW
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.n.0

• Contains the mth word in line n of the command response.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixnWm
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefix.n.m
The m is a number indicating the position of the word in output line n.

• Contains the return code from the command.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixRC
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefixRC

• Contains the name of the console associated with the command.
Variable Name if CMDRESP(CLIST): prefixCONNAME
Variable Name if CMDRESP(REXX): prefixCONNAME

IMS Type 2 Message Considerations

A subset of the IMS Type 2 message facility implemented in the ADDRESS OPER host environment is available to the
OPSCMD command processor. The keywords associated with issuing IMS Type 2 commands, IMSID, IMSPLEX, WAIT,
and XML, are all described under that section, as well as return and reason code interpretation. You can direct output from
a Type 2 command to the terminal or the EDQ.

In order to issue IMS Type 2 commands, access must be available to IBM modules CSLSRG00 and CSLSDR00. Those
are shipped in IMS product libraries at release 9.1 or greater, and are usually named hlq.SDFSRESL. The entire IMS
product library can be allocated, or a private data set with just those isolated modules, and may be an explicit allocation,
or a LNKLST entry.

Command Characters for Subsystem Commands

z/OS supports the use of special command characters to identify the subsystem to which a command entered from the
console is directed. The following is a list of commonly used command characters. When you use OPSCMD to issue the
command, you must prefix the command with the appropriate subsystem command character to address a command to
one of the subsystems in this list.

$
JES2 command.

* or 8
JES3 command. While you can omit the command character when issuing a JES3 command from a JES3
console, you must include the character when issuing a JES3 command through OPSCMD.
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-
DB2 command. You can change the DB2 command character by modifying its entry in the appropriate
IEFSSNxx member of the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

OPSCMD Command Characters for IMS Operation

The OPS/MVS IMS Operation Facility supports a table of command characters that imply the specific control region for
which a command is intended. Defining and using these command characters enables you to omit the IMSID keyword on
the OPSCMD, and thus use the simpler form of OPSCMD syntax.

For information on defining IMS command characters, see the description of the IMSnCHAR parameter.

A single copy of OPS/MVS can manage up to 32 separate copies of IMS. For a list of the versions of IMS that the OPS/
MVS product supports, see the Installation Guide. If you run more than one IMS under the control of OPS/MVS, they can
be at any combination of supported IMS levels.

Issue VM Commands Through OPSCMD

The prefix #CP must precede the text of any VM command. OPSCMD strips the #CP prefix out and passes the rest of the
command text to VM for execution. OPSCMD can issue only one VM command at a time.

Most VM, JES, or z/OS commands that OPSCMD issues return output, except for a few commands, for example, z/OS
REPLY. Even if a command returns no output, it is always executed by z/OS, JES, or VM.

Issue the OPSCMD from CLISTs

In most cases, you issue OPSCMD from a CLIST to capture the output of system commands in variables so the CLIST
can then act on that output. However, you can also direct the command output to a TSO terminal.

NOTE

 If you are using OPSCMD from a CLIST and you turn on CLIST debugging options, you will probably receive a
bogus first line of output (reflecting the command you entered), with all the correct output lines starting with the
second line returned through the SYSOUTTRAP feature. If your CLIST uses debugging options, your code must
allow for this extra output line. OPS/REXX TRACE options do not introduce extra lines into the external data
queue.

 

 Examples: Issue the OPSCMD from CLISTSs

The following OPSCMD examples show how to issue the same command with different abbreviations for OPSCMD:

• To execute a z/OS display command, issue one of the following commands:
OPSCMD d a,l

OC d a,l

• To execute a JES3 display command, issue the following command:
OPSCMD *i a

• To execute a VM query command, issue the following command:
OPSCMD #cp q n

• To execute a z/OS command, issue one of the following commands:
OPSCMD COMMAND(d r,l)

OPSCMD command(D r,l)
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Use OPSCMD Subcommand Mode

From an interactive TSO session only, OPSCMD can be used in subcommand mode, which provides an easy way to
enter multiple system commands.

1. Issue the OPSCMD or OC command without supplying a system command to enter subcommand mode. The values
of any operands specified on the command will be used for all subsequent system commands that are entered in
subcommand mode. If no operands are specified, all default values are used. For example, the following commands
all cause OPSCMD to enter subcommand mode:
OPSCMD

OC

OPSCMD NOOUTPUT

OC WAIT(15) SYSTEM(EXT)

In response, you see the OC prompt, which indicates that the command processor is in subcommand mode and ready
to process a system command.

2. After each prompt, you can enter a system command. The command executes, you receive any output from the
command, and another OC prompt is displayed.

3. To exit subcommand mode, enter the END command.

 Example: Use OPSCMD Subcommand Mode 

The following illustration shows you sample interaction between the OPS/MVS product and a user in OPSCMD
subcommand mode. Text shown in bold is what appears on the screen; the other text describes what each item is.

READY                  - READY prompt from TSO

OC                     - You enter OC to invoke OPSCMD subcommand mode

 OC                    - Prompt from OPSCMD

D R,L                  - z/OS command that you enter

 (output from D R,L command...)

 OC                    - Prompt from OPSCMD

#CP Q N                - VM command that you enter

 (output from Q N command...)

 OC                    - Prompt from OPSCMD

*I B                   - JES3 command that you enter

 (output from *I B command...)

 OC                    - Prompt from OPSCMD

 (blank line that you enter)

 OC                    - Prompt from OPSCMD

END                    - You enter END to cancel OPSCMD subcommand mode

READY                  - READY prompt from TSO

Use OPSCMD with z/OS REPLY Command

You can use OPSCMD to reply to any WTOR message. OPSCMD checks each verb in the system command you specify
to see if that verb is R or REPLY; if so, OPSCMD issues the command using the z/OS master console. The only output
from such commands is a message stating that there is no z/OS response to a reply.

The length of the reply text specified through OPSCMD must be less than or equal to the maximum reply length. You
receive no error message if you specify reply text that is too long. For example, consider the following:

opscmd command(reply 29,n)

opscmd r 35,n

oc     reply 99,'y'

You can obtain output from REPLY commands by using the CMDRESP(REPLY) keyword to override the usual
NOOUTPUT default. A subsystem or extended console is used to issue the REPLY command.
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How OPSCMD Retrieves Command Output

Where you receive output from a command issued by OPSCMD depends on how you issued OPSCMD:

If OPSCMD is issued from … The command output …

A TSO terminal Is displayed on the terminal

A CLIST Goes into CLIST variables if SYSOUTTRAP is active

An OPS/REXX program (through an ADDRESS TSO instruction) Goes to the OPS/REXX external data queue

OPSCMD internally determines when it has received the last line of command output. If you do not receive all of the
output you expect, specify the WAIT keyword with OPSCMD or increase the specified wait time.

OPSCMD receives z/OS or JES2 command output only if the OPS/MVS address space is active. If OPS/MVS is not
running, the system command you specified executes, but OPSCMD generates a non-zero return code and issues the
following message:

COMMAND OUTPUT RETRIEVAL NOT OPERATIONAL

You can always receive VM command output if z/OS runs under VM, even if the OPS/MVS address space is not running.
The OPS/MVS product can retrieve up to 4 KB of output from VM, the maximum amount of contiguous real storage that
VM can obtain from z/OS. If a VM command produces more than 4 KB of output, OPSCMD returns the first 4 KB of output
and this message:

VM COMMAND OUTPUT BUFFER OVERFLOW

z/OS and JES2 commands can return up to 2000 lines of output. You can increase this value either by using the
OPSPRM REXX function to alter the OCMAXMSG parameter value, or by using the MAXCMDOUT keyword.

You receive the following error message if the OPS/MVS address space is active but a command issued through
OPSCMD produces no output:

{MVS|VM|IMS} COMMAND GENERATED NO OUTPUT

CLIST Variables That TSO/E Creates

Under TSO, if the variable &SYSOUTTRAP has a value greater than zero, the first n lines of command output (where n is
the value of &SYSOUTTRAP) go into CLIST variables called &SYSOUTLINEx (x is the line number).

NOTE

 These variables are not created if the OPSCMD command processor includes the CMDRESP(REXX) or
CMDRESP(CLIST) keyword.

Typical &SYSOUTTRAP values range from 1 to several thousand. When TSO/E captures command output, it also sets
the variable &SYSOUTLINE to the number of &SYSOUTLINEx variables it created. You must do the following:

• Copy the value of &SYSOUTLINE into a separate CLIST variable before your CLIST does any further processing.
You must copy the &SYSOUTLINE value because the next TSO command in the CLIST will reset it.

• Set &SYSOUTTRAP to zero immediately so that output from a subsequent command does not overlay the CLIST
variables just created.

CLIST variables that OPSCMD creates exist until you delete them. Thus, issuing an OPSCMD that generates 100 lines of
output creates variables &SYSOUTLINE1 through &SYSOUTLINE100. If you issue another OPSCMD that produces 10
output lines, &SYSOUTLINE1 through &SYSOUTLINE10 contain the new output lines, while &SYSOUTLINE11 through
&SYSOUTLINE100 contain the rest of the output of the previous command.
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CLIST Variables That OPSCMD Creates

If you issue OPSCMD without the CMDRESP(REXX), CMDRESP(CLIST), or NOCLIST keywords and &SYSOUTTRAP
has a value other than zero, OPSCMD creates additional CLIST variables from system command output. These variables
contain the number of tokens found in each line of system command output and the value of each token.

NOTE

 Tokens are strings enclosed in delimiters. The OPS/MVS product recognizes blanks and the following
characters as delimiters: ( ) / = ,. All delimiters except the blank are also tokens and have CLIST variables
created for them. Each use of any delimiter, except the blank, counts as one delimiter, but any number of blanks
in one row counts as a single delimiter.

The CLIST variables created have these names:

Name Description

&SYSOUTLINEnW Contains the number of tokens in line n. n is the current output line number without any
leading zeroes or blanks.

&SYSOUTLINEnWm Contains the value of the mth token on line n. m is a sequential token number (starting
with 1 and increased incrementally by 1) and n is the current output line number.

OPSCMD Return Codes

OPSCMD generates the following return codes:

Return Code Message Number Message Text

0 OPS1100 COMMAND EXECUTION SUCCESSFUL

0 n/a NO REPLY COMMAND OUTPUT

4 OPS1101 COMMAND GENERATED NO OUTPUT

8 OPS1102 OUTPUT RETRIEVAL MECHANISM DOWN

12 OPS1103 NO MVS/JES/VM COMMAND ENTERED

16 OPS1104 MVS/JES/VM CMD LENGTH EXCEEDS MAXIMUM

20 OPS1105 MVS/JES/VM CMD OUTPUT BUF OVERFLOW

24 OPS1106 VM COMMAND INVALID - MVS NOT UNDER VM

28 OPS1107 AUTHORIZATION CHECK FAILED

32 OPS1108 NO JES3 COMMAND OUTPUT ON JES3 LOCALS

36 OPS1109 INVALID KEYWORD COMBINATION ENTERED

40 OPS1110 INVALID LOCAL/REMOTE SYSTEM ID

44 OPS1111 SYSTEM ID IS NOT ACTIVE

48 OPS1112 COMMANDS DISABLED AT THIS TIME

52 n/a SOME TYPE OF SYSTEM NOT ACTIVE

56 n/a SOME TYPE OF THING NOT FOUND

60 OPS1115 SOME TYPE OF ERROR OCCURRED

64 OPS1116 PRODUCT MUST BE ACTIVE TO USE COMMAND

88 OPS1122 TSO/E IS NOT INSTALLED

92 OPS1123 COMMAND NOT ISSUED WITH AUTHORIZATION
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Return Code Message Number Message Text

96 OPS1124 NO CNSLS AVAILABLE FOR CMD OUT RETRIEVAL

100 OPS1125 NO CONSOLES OF THE CORRECT TYPE EXIST

104 OPS1126 MAIN PRODUCT ADDRESS SPACE TERMINATED

108 OPS1127 MULTI-SYSTEM FACILITY NOT INSTALLED

112 OPS1128 MULTI-SYSTEM FACILITY NOT ACTIVE

120 OPS1130 MULTIPLE IMS IDS MISSING IMSPLEX KEYWORD

124 OPS1131 HOST SYSTEM INACTIVE

128 OPS1132 CONSOLE CONTROL BLOCK TAG CHECK

132 OPS1133 MESSAGE QUEUE SEND ERROR

136 OPS1134 MESSAGE QUEUE RECEIVE ERROR

160 OPS1140 CONSOLE CONTROL BLOCK ENABLE FAILED

164 OPS1141 CONSOLE BLOCK RELEASE LOGIC ERROR

172 OPS1143 COMMAND FUNCTION AREA GET/FREE FAILED

176 OPS1144 COMMAND OUTPUT BUFFER GET/FREE FAILED

180 OPS1145 COMMAND OUTPUT QUEUE GET/FREE FAILED

184 OPS1146 ABEND FAILURE IN USER EXIT

186 OPS1146 ABEND FAILURE IN FUNCTION ROUTINE

188 OPS1147 MGCR (SVC 34) FAILURE

189 OPS1147 MGCRE (SVC 34) FAILURE

190 OPS1153 CONVCON FAILURE

200 OPS1150 COMMAND SCAN AREA ALLOCATION FAILED

204 OPS1151 COMMAND SCAN AREA RELEASE FAILED

216 OPS1154 INVALID COMMAND BUFFER FORMAT

220 OPS1155 MASTER CONTROL BLOCK ERROR

224 OPS1156 IKJSCAN ERROR

240 OPS1160 CLIST VARIABLE ACCESS ERROR

244 OPS1161 WORD TOKENIZATION ERROR

248 OPS1162 SYSOUTTRAP CONVERSION ERROR

252 OPS1164 COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR

253 OPS1183 KEYWORD NOT SUPPORTED IN CURRENT MVS LEVEL

254 OPS1184 INVALID CONSOLE ID SPECIFIED

255 OPS1153 NAME AND ID ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

256 OPS4363 KEYWORD NOT VALID IN THIS ENVIRONMENT

Type 2 messages and commands utilize a specialized API to communicate with the IMSPLEX manager, and therefore are
exposed to a new series of return and reason codes unique to conditions within the API.

Return and reason codes generated by this API have a distinctive format, where both return and reason codes are
represented as:
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X'nnnnnnnn' 

For example, X'01000010'/X'00004004' is defined in the IBM documentation as CSLSRG00 could not be loaded, which
indicates that the two required IMS modules are not available to OPS/MVS processing.

NOTE
 The new series of type 2 return and reason codes are produced by IBM code, and documented in the IBM
manual IMS V10 System Programming API Reference manual number SC18-9967-00, which is applicable to
IMS version 10. Errors associated with API registration can be found under the section CSLSCREG Return and
Reason Codes, and those with API dialog under CSLOMI Return and Reason Codes.

OPSDELV Command Processor -- Delete Global Variables
The OPSDELV command processor deletes global variables whose names match a name mask that you specify and
returns the count of the deleted variables.

NOTE

 As a result of OPSDELV, both the global variable values and the names of the global variables are deleted.

Unlike the OPSVALUE function used with the R (remove) action code, the OPSDELV command processor does not
remove subnodes of the variable names. Only those variables whose names match the value of namemask are removed.

You can invoke OPSDELV as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function. The function has a single argument equal to the
OPSDELV TSO command syntax. The value returned by the function is the count of deleted variables. OPS/MVS sets
the OPSRC variable to the same return code that would have been generated if you had invoked OPSDELV as a TSO
command.

OPSDELV has the following syntax:

OPSDELV {namemask}

   [CMDRESP(TERMINAL|REXX|CLIST|NOWHERE|XDQ)]

   [DELAY(0,seconds)]

   [SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

   [SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

   [SYSWAIT(seconds)]

   [TOKEN]

namemask
For the namemask value, specify either a complete variable name or a variable name that includes one or both of
the special characters described here. OPS/MVS searches through the global variables on the specified system
and tries to find any names that match namemask.
The namemask can have the maximum global variable size in length, and is automatically converted to
uppercase. You can use two special characters in the namemask:
+ -

This wildcard character matches any single character in a variable name.
* -

Used as the last character in the namemask, this wildcard character matches any number of trailing
characters in a variable name.

The namemask that you specify can be either of the following:

• A valid OPS/MVS global variable name that begins with a valid global variable stem prefix (GLOBAL,
GLOBALx, GLVTEMPx, or GLVJOBID).

• An Automate-format variable name up to 32 characters in length. OPS/MVS looks at the values of the
ATMLOCALSCOPEnn and ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn parameters to determine the appropriate global variable
stem prefix and adds it internally.
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Guidelines for specifying namemask:

• If your name mask is for OPS/MVS global variable names, do not include wildcard characters in the first stem
of the namemask value.

• Name masks for Automate-format variable names can include wildcard characters anywhere in the mask,
since OPS/MVS adds the appropriate global or shared stem prefix to the mask internally.

Examples:namemask
GLOBAL0.ABCD*
Matches all OPS/MVS global variable names with twelve or more characters that begin with GLOBAL0.ABCD,
such as GLOBAL0.ABCDEF.
TAPE_+++_STATUS
Matches all Automate-format variable names with 15 characters, where the sixth through eighth characters can be
any character, and the other characters are equal to those in the mask, such as TAPE_280_STATUS.
+++
Matches all Automate-format variable names that are composed of three characters.
+++*
Matches all Automate-format variable names that are composed of three or more characters.
GLVTEMP1.*
Matches all OPS/MVS global variable names that begin with the stem GLVTEMP1.

CMDRESP
(Optional) Indicates how OPS/MVS handles the response from OPSDELV. Values are:
TERMINAL
Displays the response at the terminal.
REXX
Sets the variable OPSDLCNT to the number of variables that are deleted by the command.
CLIST
Sets the variable OPSDLCNT to the number of variables that are deleted by the command.
NOWHERE
Tells OPS/MVS to not issue any messages except error messages. This option is provided to eliminate messages
in REXX programs.
XDQ
Places the messages that are normally written to the terminal into the REXX external data queue.
When you invoke your OPSDELV request as a TSO command, the default of CMDRESP is
CMDRESP(TERMINAL).
When you invoke your OPSDELV request as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function, the default of CMDRESP is
CMDRESP(NOWHERE).

DELAY
(Optional) Indicates the number of seconds that your OPSDELV request waits before it can be processed. You
can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 300.
Default: 0 seconds

SUBSYS
div/(Optional) For more information about the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI
Command Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information about the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE
If more than one system is specified or implied, and the local system is one of the systems that receives
the request, then OPS/MVS returns only the count for the local system.
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SYSWAIT
(Optional) For a cross-system request, the SYSWAIT keyword specifies the number of seconds for OPS/MVS to
wait for the remote system to receive and respond to the OPSDELV request.
Default: The value of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter; you can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 600.

TOKEN
(Optional) Lets you delete a single variable, if the variable has not been updated since the last time it was
retrieved with an OPSGETV command and the TOKEN keyword. The value that is specified for the TOKEN
keyword is compared to the current update count for the variable. If the values match, the variable is deleted. If
the values do not match, the requested deletion is rejected.

OPSDELV Sample Coding Statements

This example finds all variables with names that match the mask, deletes them, and displays the number of deleted
variables at the terminal:

OPSDELV GLOBAL0.XYZ+ABC*

This REXX function finds all global variables with names that match the mask and deletes them. Since SYSTEM(ALL)
is specified, OPS/MVS sends the request to all systems that are connected through the MSF or CCI (CAICCI)
communications protocols. The cnt variable is set to the number of variables deleted on the local system. The OPSRC
variable is set to the same return code that would have been set if you had invoked OPSDELV as a TSO command:

cnt = OPSDELV ('GLOBAL0.XYZ* SYSTEM(ALL)')

OPSDELV Return and Reason Codes

OPSDELV produces these return codes:

 Return Code  Description 

0 The command executed successfully.

4 The command failed due to errors.

12 The OPS/MVS product is inactive.

40 You invoked the OPSDELV request as a REXX function, and it
included an invalid REXX function argument.

OPSDOM Command Processor -- Delete Operator Messages
The OPSDOM command processor deletes a message from the console of the operator.

OPSDOM has the following format:

OPSDOM

   {AMRFID(amrfid)|DOMID(domid)|TOKEN(tokenid)}

   [DELAY(seconds)]

   [SUBSYS(ssid)]

AMRFID(amrfid)
Specifies the Action Message Retention Facility (AMRF) ID of the message, as displayed on the z/OS command
D R,L. The value of amrfid must be a numeric value from 1 to 100000.

DOMID(domid)
Specifies the WTO IDs that z/OS returned when the original message was issued. You can specify a list of up to
10 DOM IDs.
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TOKEN(tokenid)
Specifies the value of the TOKEN operand that was used on a previous WTO or WTOR. If you mark a
group of messages using the TOKEN operand, you can delete all messages at once through this keyword.
Specify tokenid either as a 4-byte character string or as a hexadecimal string in the form: X'nnnnnnnn'.

NOTE
This keyword must be issued under the same address space as the message that is being deleted.
Therefore, the utility of this keyword is limited.

DELAY
(Optional) Specifies a number of seconds, from 1 to 300, for OPS/MVS to wait before issuing the DOM. You
can use this keyword to avoid a problem in situations in which a WTO message has not been issued or has not
finished processing before a corresponding DOM request is issued.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information about the SUBSYS keyword, see Specifying a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

Return Codes

OPSDOM produces these return codes:

 Return Code  Message Number  Message Text 

0 OPS1229 DOM COMPLETED NORMALLY

12 OPS1225 NO CORRESPONDING MESSAGE
FOUND

16 OPS1226 AUTHORIZATION CHECK FAILED

84 n/a COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR

88 OPS1231 COMMAND PROCESSOR NOT
AUTHORIZED

92 OPS1235 AUTHORIZATION USER EXIT ABENDED

100 OPS1237 SERIOUS SYSTEM MACRO ERROR

104 OPS1238 SERIOUS CONTROL BLOCK ERROR

108 OPS1230 INVALID COMMAND BUFFER FORMAT

OPSEXEC Command Processor -- Run a Specified Program
The OPSEXEC command processor causes an explicitly specified program to run. The function of OPSEXEC compares
to that of OPSIMEX, except that OPSEXEC requires that you supply the full command path. OPSEXEC can execute a
command that is outside the command concatenation.

 Abbreviation: OX

OPSEXEC has the following syntax:

OPSEXEC|OX

   {PROGRAM('dsname')|PROGRAM('dsname(member)')}

   [ARG('arguments')]

   [ITRACE(x)]

   [MAXEDQ(lines)]

   [SUBSYS(ssid)]

   [WORKSPACE(size)]
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To execute an OPS/REXX source program directly from TSO READY mode (or ISPF PDF menu 6) using the OPS/REXX
interpreter, use the following format for OPSEXEC:

OPSEXEC|OX "dsname" arguments

OPSEXEC Keywords and Arguments
You can abbreviate the PROGRAM, ARG, and SUBSYS keywords as P, A, and S respectively.

PROGRAM
This argument defines the data set (or optionally, member) of the OPS/REXX source program to execute.
You can provide the PROGRAM name as a fully qualified data set name, enclosed in single quotes, and can
represent either a sequential data set or a PDS. If you specify a PDS, then you must also specify a member.
You can also specify a member of a precompiled REXX data set. The record formats supported for the SYSEXEC
libraries are the same as those formats supported for REXX data sets used to invoke OPS/REXX explicitly.
You can provide the program name as an unquoted data set name or an unquoted data set name and member
name. If you do not use quotes, then the OPSEXEC command processor creates a data set name that consists of
your default TSO prefix, then any data set name that you specified, and finally REXX.
Examples: PROGRAM arguments

1. Specify a fully qualified data set name to execute a REXX EXEC stored in a sequential data set:
ADDRESS TSO "OPSEXEC PROGRAM('TSOPFX.OPS.PROGRAM1')"

2. Specify a fully qualified data set name and member to execute a REXX EXEC stored in a member of a PDS:
ADDRESS TSO "OPSEXEC PROGRAM('OPSPFX.OPS.REXX(TESTPROG)')"

3. Specify an unquoted data set:
ADDRESS TSO "OPSEXEC PROGRAM(MYLIB)"

OPSEXEC expands the previous example to userprefix.MYLIB.REXX, which is presumed to be a
sequential data set, where userprefix represents your default TSO prefix. Similarly, OPSEXEC expands
PROGRAM(MYLIB(member)) to userprefix.MYLIB.REXX(member), and PROGRAM((member)) expands to
userprefix.REXX(member).

ARG
(Optional) Specifies any characters to be passed to the program. Leading blanks are stripped from the argument.
Enclose the argument in quotes only if you want to pass those quotes to the program. The 'arguments' string
cannot exceed 256 characters in length. The following three examples show sample arguments:
The following command invokes program 'userprefix.MYLIB.REXX(ABC)' with a null argument:
OX MYLIB(ABC)

The following command invokes program 'SYS1.REXX(ABC)' with an argument of Now is the time:
OX "SYS1.REXX(ABC)" Now is the time

The following command invokes the program 'userprefix.REXX(ABC)' with the argument string 'SYS1.LINKLIB'.
OX (ABC) "SYS1.LINKLIB"

NOTE

If the argument string includes a quotation mark, OPS/REXX must be able to tell the difference between
a quote that is part of a string and the quotes that delimit the string.

To signify that a quote is part of a string, you can use a pair of quotation marks to represent it as shown in the
following example:
OX PROGRAM(TEST) ARG('There is a single quote ''in this arg string')

OX PROGRAM(TEST) ARG("There is a double quote ""in this arg string")

However, a better way to distinguish a quote in a string from the string delimiters is to make the delimiters
a different type of quote from that used in the string. For example, if the string contains a double quote, use
single quotes as string delimiters. Conversely, if the string contains a single quote, use double quotes as string
delimiters. Consider the following example:
OX PROGRAM(TEST) ARG("There is a single quote 'in this arg string")
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OX PROGRAM(TEST) ARG('There is a double quote "in this arg string')

If the argument string includes any unbalanced parentheses, OPS/REXX must be able to tell the difference
between an unbalanced parenthesis that is part of a string and a command syntax error. To signify that
unbalanced parentheses are part of a string, you must enclose the string in quotation marks as shown in the
following example:
OX PROGRAM(TEST) ARG('There is an unbalanced (parentheses in this arg string')

OX PROGRAM(TEST) ARG("There is an unbalanced) parentheses in this arg string")

You do not have to enclose argument strings that contain balanced parentheses in quotation marks. In fact, OPS/
MVSdoes not even require that you use the keyword format of the command in such cases, as shown in the
following example:
OX PROGRAM(TEST) ARG(There is a balanced () parentheses in this arg string)

OX TEST There is a balanced ( parentheses ) in this arg string

NOTE

The quotes are part of the argument that passed to the program.

ITRACE
(Optional) Sets an initial TRACE value for program execution.
The ITRACE keyword enables you to do debugging without having to add a TRACE statement to your OPS/REXX
program.
This debugging is useful especially for debugging precompiled OPS/REXX programs. You do not have to go back
and edit the source version to add the TRACE statement to perform debugging. You can specify any of these
values in place of x:

• A-Trace all
• C-Trace host commands before execution only
• E-Trace host command errors
• F-Trace host command failures
• I-Trace intermediate results
• L-Trace labels only
• N-Trace normal
• O-Trace off
• R-Trace results

NOTE

Any TRACE statement that is in the OPS/REXX program overrides the value that you specify for the
ITRACE keyword.

MAXEDQ
(Optional) Overrides the value (for this execution only) of the OPS/MVS REXXMAXQUEUE parameter. The
REXXMAXQUEUE parameter sets the maximum number of output lines that an OPS/REXX program or request
rule can have in its external data queue.

SUBSYS
For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command Processor.

WORKSPACE
(Optional) Defines the size of the REXX program workspace, as specified in bytes. The default size is 1.5 MB.
The minimum value is 40960, which only works for OPS/REXX programs that use few variables. For example,
if a program creates many stem variables (compound symbols) and you want a 3-MB area, you would specify
WORKSPACE(3145728).
Workspace size limits the maximum number of nested calls, symbols, and values that can be used during
program execution. If your programs have large memory requirements, use the size value to specify a workspace
that is larger than the default.
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OPSGETV Command Processor -- Retrieve Global Variable Value
The OPSGETV command processor retrieves the value of a global variable that you specify. Depending on the keywords
that you specify for your OPSGETV request, OPS/MVS either displays the value of the variable on your terminal or stores
it in a CLIST or REXX variable.

You can retrieve the entire value of the variable, or only a substring portion of the value.

NOTE
 If the variable that you specify does not exist, OPS/MVS returns a null value and no CLIST or REXX variable is
created.

In addition to invoking OPSGETV as a TSO command, you can invoke it as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function. The
function will have a single argument equal to the OPSGETV TSO command syntax. The value returned by the function will
be the specified value of the variable. The OPS/MVS product sets the OPSRC variable to the same return code that would
have been generated if you had invoked OPSGETV as a TSO command.

To invoke OPSGETV as a REXX function, use the following format:

OPSGETV

{varname}

[outputvar(ATMSV)]

[CMDRESP(TERMINAL|REXX|CLIST|NOWHERE)]

[DELAY(0,seconds)]

[OFFSET(displacement,length)]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SYSTEM(msfids)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[TOKEN(ATMSVTK,tkvname)]

varname
For the value of varname, specify the complete name of the global variable whose value you want to retrieve. The
varname that you specify can be either of the following:

• A valid OPS/MVS global variable name beginning with a valid global variable stem prefix (GLOBAL,
GLOBALx, GLVTEMPx, or GLVJOBID).

• An Automate-format variable name up to 32 characters in length. OPS/MVS looks at the values of the
ATMLOCALSCOPEnn and ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn parameters to determine the appropriate global variable
stem prefix and adds it internally.

outputvar
(Optional) When the OPSGETV command processor is running in a CLIST or REXX environment, use the
outputvar operand to specify the name of the CLIST or REXX variable into which the retrieved variable value
should be stored.

NOTE
If you specify a value for outputvar, it must precede any other optional keywords that you specify.

Default: ATMSV
CMDRESP

(Optional) The CMDRESP keyword specifies how the output from the OPSGETV command processor is handled.
Values are:
TERMINAL

Displays the first 100 characters of the retrieved variable value and the update counter token value at the
terminal. A plus sign (+) at the end of the retrieved variable value indicates that the value is longer than
100 characters.
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REXX
Creates the REXX output variable specified by outputvar and the token variable specified by
TOKEN(tkvname). Stores the retrieved variable value in outputvar and the retrieved update counter token
value in tkvname.

CLIST
Creates the CLIST output variable specified by outputvar and the token variable specified by
TOKEN(tkvname). Stores the retrieved variable value in outputvar and the retrieved update counter token
value in tkvname.

NOWHERE
Tells OPS/MVS that it should not issue any messages except error messages. This option is provided to
eliminate messages in REXX programs.

Default of CMDRESP when you invoke your OPSGETV request as a TSO command: both
CMDRESP(TERMINAL) and CMDRESP(CLIST)
Default of CMDRESP when you invoke your OPSGETV request as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function:
CMDRESP(REXX)

NOTE
Values of CMDRESP(CLIST) and CMDRESP(REXX) are honored only when the appropriate variable
creation environment is possible.

DELAY
(Optional) The DELAY keyword indicates the number of seconds that your OPSGETV request waits before it can
be processed. The default is 0; you can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 300.

OFFSET
(Optional) To retrieve only a substring portion of the value of a variable, use the OFFSET keyword to indicate two
things:

• The substring displacement of the value to be retrieved, relative to 1
• The length of the value to be retrieved

OPS/MVS retrieves only the requested portion of the value of the variable. If displacement is outside the current
value of the variable, OPS/MVS returns a null value. The range for both displacement and length is from 1 to
32,000. The default of displacement is 1; the default of length is the length of the current value of the variable.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specifying a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specifying an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE
You may specify a single system only.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) For a cross-system request, the SYSWAIT keyword specifies the number of seconds that OPS/
MVS should wait for the remote system to receive and respond to the OPSGETV request. The default is the value
of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter; you can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 600.

TOKEN
(Optional) Use the TOKEN keyword to specify the name of the CLIST or REXX variable that is to be set to the
value of the update counter token. You can use this token value to perform a serialized update in a subsequent
OPSSETV request. OPS/MVS sets tkvname only when the OPSGETV command processor is running in a CLIST
or REXX program. The token value is only displayed or assigned to a variable when the TOKEN keyword is
explicitly specified.
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Default: ATMSVTK

 Examples: OPSGETV 

• This example retrieves the value and update token of the GLOBAL0.XYZ variable. If the command is issued from a
CLIST or REXX program, OPS/MVS stores the retrieved value of the variable in the OUTVAR variable and stores the
retrieved update counter token value in the OUTTK variable. In addition, OPS/MVS issues messages indicating the
retrieved variable value and update token value:
OPSGETV GLOBAL0.XYZ OUTVAR TOKEN(OUTTK)

• This REXX function finds the current value of the GLOBAL0.XY variable and retrieves the substring portion of the
variable beginning at the fifth character of the value of the variable and continuing for a length of eight characters (or
until the end of the variable value, whichever comes first). The resulting substring will be stored in the val variable.
If the GLOBAL0.XY variable does not exist or an error occurs, the val variable is null. No messages except error
messages are produced. The OPSRC variable is set to the same return code that would have been set if you had
invoked OPSGETV as a TSO command:
val = OPSGETV('GLOBAL0.XY OFFSET(5,8) CMDRESP(NOWHERE)')

Return Codes

OPSGETV produces these return codes:

 Return Code  Description 

0 The command executed successfully.

4 The command failed due to errors.

12 The OPS/MVS product is inactive.

40 You invoked the OPSGETV request as a REXX function, and it
included an invalid REXX function argument.

OPSGETVL Command Processor -- Get Global Variable Names
The OPSGETVL command processor retrieves the names of global variables that match a variable name mask that you
specify. Depending on the keywords that you specify for your OPSGETVL request, OPS/MVS either displays the list of
variables on your terminal or stores them in CLIST or REXX variables. Typically, you will use the retrieved variable names
in subsequent variable manipulation operations.

In addition to invoking OPSGETVL as a TSO command, you can invoke it as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function.
The function has a single argument equal to the OPSGETVL TSO command syntax. The value returned by the function
is the count of retrieved variable names. The OPS/MVS product sets the OPSRC variable to the same return code that
would have been generated if you had invoked OPSGETVL as a TSO command.

 Contents 

This command has the following format:

OPSGETVL

{namemask}

[prefix]

[CMDRESP(TERMINAL|REXX|CLIST|NOWHERE)]

[DELAY(0,seconds)]

[MAX(99,count)]

[SORT(ASCEND|DESCEND)]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SYSTEM(msfids)]
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[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[TOKEN(nn)]

namemask
For the value of namemask, specify either a complete variable name or a variable name that includes one or both
of the special characters described here. The OPS/MVS product searches through the global variables on the
specified system and tries to find any names that match namemask.
The namemask can be up to the maximum global variable size in length, and is automatically converted to
uppercase.
You can use two special characters in the namemask:
+

- Matches any single character in a variable name.
*

- Used as the last character in the namemask, this wildcard character matches any number of trailing
characters in a variable name.

The namemask that you specify can be either of the following:

• A valid OPS/MVS global variable name beginning with a valid global variable stem prefix (GLOBAL,
GLOBALx, GLVTEMPx, or GLVJOBID).

• An Automate-format variable name up to 32 characters in length. OPS/MVS looks at the values of the
ATMLOCALSCOPEnn and ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn parameters to determine the appropriate global variable
stem prefix and adds it internally.

Guidelines for specifying namemask:

• If your name mask is for OPS/MVS global variable names, do not include wildcard characters in the first stem
of the namemask value. Name masks for Automate-format variable names can include wildcard characters
anywhere in the mask, since OPS/MVS adds the appropriate global or shared stem prefix to the mask
internally.

• When you specify an Automate-format name mask that contains wildcard characters, and the name mask
would usually match an Automate built-in variable name, the OPSGETVL command processor does not return
the matching built-in variable names. For example, if you specify OPSGETVL ATMSYST*, the built-in variable
ATMSYSTEM is not returned. However, if you specify OPSGETVL ATMSYSTEM, ATMSYSTEM is returned
because no wildcard characters are present in your namemask value.

namemask examples:
GLOBAL0.ABCD*
Matches all OPS/MVS global variable names with 12 or more characters that begin with GLOBAL0.ABCD, such
as GLOBAL0.ABCDEF.
TAPE_+++_STATUS
Matches all Automate-format variable names with 15 characters, where the sixth through eighth characters can be
any character and the other characters are equal to those in the mask, such as TAPE_280_STATUS.
+++
Matches all Automate-format variable names composed of three characters.
+++*
Matches all Automate-format variable names composed of three or more characters.
GLVTEMP1.*
Matches all OPS/MVS global variable names that begin with the stem GLVTEMP1.

prefix

NOTE

If you specify a value for prefix, it must precede any other optional keywords that you specify.
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(Optional) When you invoke OPSGETVL from a CLIST or REXX EXEC, you can assign the retrieved variable
names to a variable array. Use the prefix operand to indicate the prefix of the CLIST or REXX variable names into
which the retrieved variable names are to be stored.
Default: GETVL
The value of prefix affects the following:

• If you specify CMDRESP(REXX), the value of prefix becomes the stem name of the REXX variables in the
array.

• If you specify CMDRESP(CLIST), the index value of the array is concatenated to the value of prefix.
• The token value is returned in the variable prefixTK.

For more information, see CLIST or REXX Variables Generated by OPSGETVL.
CMDRESP

(Optional) The CMDRESP keyword specifies where the output goes when OPSGETVL executes. Values are:
TERMINAL

Displays the response (number of variable names returned, the token, and all variable names selected) at
the terminal.

REXX
Generates an output variable array using the REXX stem variable format, which is prefix.index.

CLIST
Generates an output variable array using the CLIST variable name format, which is prefix||index.

NOWHERE
Tells OPS/MVS that it should not issue any messages except error messages. This option is provided to
eliminate messages in REXX programs.

When you invoke your OPSGETVL request as a TSO command, the default of CMDRESP is both
CMDRESP(TERMINAL) and CMDRESP(CLIST).
When you invoke your OPSGETVL request as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function, the default of CMDRESP
is CMDRESP(REXX).

NOTE
Values of CMDRESP(CLIST) and CMDRESP(REXX) are honored only when the appropriate variable
creation environment is possible.

For more information, see CLIST or REXX Variables Generated by OPSGETVL.
DELAY

(Optional) The DELAY keyword indicates the number of seconds that your OPSGETVL request waits before it can
be processed. The default is 0; you can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 300.

MAX
(Optional) The MAX keyword indicates the maximum number of variable names that OPS/MVS is to return for
this OPSGETVL request. If more matching variable names exist than the number specified by count, OPS/
MVS generates a resume token. The default is 99; you can specify any number from 1 to 2048.

SORT
(Optional) The SORT keyword tells OPS/MVS how to sort the returned variable names before displaying them or
assigning them to CLIST or REXX variables.
Values are:
ASCEND

(Default) Sort the variable names in ascending order.
DESCEND

Sort the variable names in descending order.
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SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE
You may specify a single system only.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) For a cross-system request, the SYSWAIT keyword specifies the number of seconds that OPS/
MVS should wait for the remote system to receive and respond to the OPSGETVL request. The default is the
value of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter; you can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 600.

TOKEN
(Optional) Use the TOKEN keyword to specify the numeric token number that was returned by a previous
OPSGETVL request. By specifying a value for this keyword, you indicate that OPS/MVS should start
the current search for matching variable names at the variable name following the last name that was returned
by the previous OPSGETVL request. The TOKEN keyword is useful when large numbers of variable names are
being retrieved. There is no default.

 Examples: OPSGETVL 

• This example finds all variable names that match the mask and displays them at the terminal. A maximum of 200
names is returned:
OPSGETVL GLOBAL0.XYZ+ABC* MAX(200)

• This REXX function finds all global variable names that match the mask and generates a REXX variable array where
VNAME.0 contains the variable name count and VNAME.n is the nth variable name returned. The cnt variable contains
the same value as VNAME.0. The OPSRC variable is set to the same return code that would have been set if you had
invoked OPSGETVL as a TSO command:
cnt = OPSGETVL('GLOBAL0.XYZ* VNAME')

CLIST or REXX Variables Generated by OPSGETVL

OPSGETVL generates these CLIST or REXX variables:

 CLIST  REXX  Value 

GETVLTK GETVLTK Resume token number

GETVL, GETVL0 GETVL.0 Returned name count

GETVL1 to GETVLn GETVL.1 to GETVL.n First returned name to the last returned
name

Return Codes

OPSGETVL produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

4
No matching variable names were found.

8
The maximum number of matching variable names was returned, but more matching names exist.
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10
The value you specified for the TOKEN keyword is invalid. Reissue the original OPSGETVL request.

12
The OPS/MVS product is inactive.

40
You invoked the OPSGETVL request as a REXX function, and it included an invalid REXX function argument.

OPSHFI Command Processor -- Store Global Variable Values
The OPSHFI command processor provides the capability to store values of global variables on an external VSAM key-
sequenced data set that can be shared among systems. Using OPSHFI, you can WRITE global variables to the VSAM
file, READ variable records from the VSAM file, or DELETE variable records from the VSAM file.

Since global variables are usually checkpointed as their values change over time, you can use the OPSHFI command
processor to reset variables to specific initial values at OPS/MVS initialization (or as required).

When the VSAM file is shared across systems, values can be propagated to or synchronized with other copies of OPS/
MVS. This ability is useful when cross-system OPSVALUE function calls can be too voluminous.

In addition to invoking OPSHFI as a TSO command, you can invoke it as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function. The
function has a single argument equal to the OPSHFI TSO command syntax. The value returned by the function is the
count of retrieved VSAM records that were selected for processing. The OPS/MVS product sets the OPSRC variable to
the same return code that would have been generated if you had invoked OPSHFI as a TSO command. When OPSHFI is
invoked as a function in an AOF rule in which waits are not allowed, the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied.

Use this format for the OPSHFI command processor:

OPSHFI

{READ|WRITE|DELETE}

{namemask}

[CMDRESP(TERMINAL|NOWHERE)]

[DELAY(0,seconds)]

[GLVRULES(YES|NO)]

[OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

[SHARED|LOCAL]

[SMFID(smfid)]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SVRULES(YES|NO)]

[SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

[SYSWAIT(120,seconds)]

READ, WRITE, and DELETE
The READ, WRITE, and DELETE keywords indicate the function that you want to perform with this OPSHFI
request. Specify any of the following:
READ

Reads every variable record from the VSAM file that meets the following criteria:

• The variable name matches the value of namemask.
• The scope of the variable matches the specified scope criteria.

For each variable record that is selected, the OPSHFI READ command creates a global variable using
the variable name and value from the VSAM record. If a global variable was written as a shared variable,
then it can be read into memory on any system that shares the VSAM file.
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WRITE
Finds all global variables that match the value of namemask and writes their names and values to the
VSAM file with the specified scope. The global variables can be written as shared variables or as local
variables. Shared variables are made available to any system that shares the VSAM data set; however,
local variables are available only to the system that wrote them. Writing global variables to VSAM does
not change their values in memory. Likewise, subsequent updates to global variables in memory are not
automatically sent to VSAM.

DELETE
Finds all matching variable records on the VSAM file and deletes them from the file. No global variables
are altered.

WARNING
The DELETE keyword does not remove the variables from memory.

namemask
For the value of namemask, specify either a complete variable name or a variable name that includes one or both
of the special characters described here. The OPS/MVS product searches through the global variables on the
specified system and tries to find any names that match namemask.
The namemask can be up to the maximum global variable size in length, and is automatically converted to
uppercase.
You can use two special characters in the namemask:
+ -

Matches any single character in a variable name.
* -

Used as the last character in the namemask, this wildcard character matches any number of trailing
characters in a variable name.

The namemask that you specify can be either of the following:

• A valid OPS/MVS global variable name beginning with a valid global variable stem prefix (GLOBAL,
GLOBALx, or GLVTEMPx). Global stem prefix GLVJOBID is not supported by the OPSHFI function.

• An Automate-format variable name up to 32 characters in length. OPS/MVS looks at the values of the
ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn parameters to determine the appropriate global variable stem prefix and adds it
internally.

Guidelines for specifying namemask:

• If your name mask is for OPS/MVS global variable names, do not include wildcard characters in the first stem
of the namemask value. Name masks for Automate-format variable names can include wildcard characters
anywhere in the mask, since OPS/MVS adds the appropriate global or shared stem prefix to the mask
internally.

• You can specify only global and shared variable names when you specify an Automate-format name mask.
Automate built-in and environmental variable names are ignored.

 namemask examples:
GLOBAL0.ABCD*
Matches all OPS/MVS global variable names with 12 or more characters that begin with GLOBAL0.ABCD, such
as GLOBAL0.ABCDEF.
TAPE_+++_STATUS
Matches all Automate-format variable names with 15 characters, where the sixth through eighth characters can be
any character and the other characters are equal to those in the mask, such as TAPE_280_STATUS.
+++
Matches all Automate-format variable names composed of three characters.
+++*
Matches all Automate-format variable names composed of three or more characters.
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GLVTEMP1.*
Matches all OPS/MVS global variable names that begin with the stem GLVTEMP1.

CMDRESP
(Optional) The CMDRESP keyword specifies how output is to be handled when OPSHFI executes.
Values are:
TERMINAL

Displays the response at the terminal.
NOWHERE

Tells OPS/MVS that it should not issue any messages except error messages. This option is provided to
eliminate messages in REXX programs.

When you invoke your OPSHFI request as a TSO command, the default of CMDRESP is
CMDRESP(TERMINAL).
When you invoke your OPSHFI request as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function, the default of CMDRESP is
CMDRESP(NOWHERE).

DELAY
(Optional) The DELAY keyword indicates the number of seconds that your OPSHFI request waits before it can be
processed. The default is 0; you can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 300.

GLVRULES
(Optional) The GLVRULES keyword is an alias of the SVRULES keyword. Both keywords perform the same
function.

OUTPUT and NOOUTPUT
(Optional) If you specify OUTPUT, the following occur:

• The request is queued to the shared file server task in the OPS/MVS main product address space
• The command waits for the request to complete
• The command returns the count of variable records that were selected for processing

If you specify NOOUTPUT, no value is returned and return code 2 is set.
SHARED and LOCAL

(Optional) If you specify LOCAL, OPS/MVS sets the SMF ID to the SMF ID of the system on which the OPSHFI
request executes.
If you specify SHARED, the SMF ID is blank. Only records with a blank SMF ID suffix are processed.
When the value of namemask begins with a stem (in other words, it is an OPS/MVS-format name mask), the
default is LOCAL. When the value of namemask is an Automate-format name mask, the default is LOCAL and
SHARED because the Automate prefix tables are used to determine the correct scope.

SMFID
(Optional) Use the SMFID keyword to specify the SMF ID suffix that OPS/MVS should append to the VSAM
variable name record key. If your OPSHFI request specifies the READ or DELETE keyword, OPS/MVS processes
only those records having this SMF ID suffix. If your request specifies the WRITE keyword, OPS/MVS appends
the specified SMF ID to each variable record that is written. There is no default.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SVRULES
(Optional) The SVRULES keyword indicates whether you want the variables that OPSHFI changes to be
processed by global variable rules. Values are:

• YES - Indicates that you want rules to process the variables.
• NO - (Default) Indicates that you do not want rules to process the variables.
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NOTE
The SVRULES keyword applies only when you are requesting a READ of the VSAM file.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE
If more than one system is specified or implied, then the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) The SYSWAIT keyword specifies the number of seconds that OPS/MVS should wait for a response
to the OPSHFI request on either the local system or a remote system. The default is 120; you can specify any
number of seconds from 1 to 600. The default is high due to the possibility of reserve contention for control of the
VSAM file among multiple systems.

 Examples: OPSHFI 

• This example reads every variable record from the VSAM file that meets these criteria:
– The variable name matches the mask.
– The variable record specifies the SMF ID of the local system.
For each variable record that is selected, OPS/MVS creates or updates the corresponding global variable with the
value in the record:
OPSHFI READ GLOBAL0.XYZ+ABC* LOCAL

• This REXX function searches the global variable pool for matching names. For any matches it finds, it adds a record
to the VSAM file (or updates a record already in the VSAM file) with the current value of the global variable. A
blank SMF ID is appended to the variable name key. The number of VSAM records added or updated is returned in
the cnt variable. The OPSRC variable is set to the same return code that would have been set if you had invoked
OPSHFI as a TSO command:
cnt = OPSHFI('WRITE GLOBAL0.SHARED.XYZ* SHARED')

Variable Characteristics

Review these variable characteristics:

• A global variable written to the shared VSAM file can have a local or global scope.
• A local variable has the SMF ID of the local system appended to its variable name to form the complete key of the

variable record.
• A shared variable has no SMF ID appended to its name.
• Local variables are intended for a particular system, while shared variables are intended for multiple systems.

However, you can use the SMFID keyword to manipulate the variables from any system using the VSAM file.

OPSHFI Return Codes

OPSHFI produces these return codes:

0
The command executed successfully.

2
The command executed successfully, but no variable count was returned since NOOUTPUT was specified or
implied.

4
For read operations, no matching VSAM records were found.
For write operations, there is no space in the VSAM data set or the data set is not allocated.
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8
An error was encountered during processing.

12
The OPS/MVS product is inactive.

40
You invoked the OPSHFI request as a REXX function, and it included an invalid REXX function argument.

OPSIMEX Command Processor -- Executes a Member as a REXX Program
The OPSIMEX command processor causes a member found in the OPSEXEC DD concatenation or the SYSEXEC DD
concatenation to be executed as a REXX program.

 Abbreviation: OI

OPSIMEX has the following syntax:

OPSIMEX|OI

{PROGRAM(member)}

[ARG('arguments')]

[ITRACE(x)]

[MAXEDQ(lines)]

[SUBSYS(ssid)]

[WORKSPACE(size)]

NOTE

 The member keyword refers to the name of a member that you can find by searching the OPSEXEC DD
concatenation first, and then searching the SYSEXEC DD concatenation.

You can also use this abbreviated format for OPSIMEX:

OPSIMEX|OI member arguments

OPSIMEX Keywords and Arguments
The OPSIMEX command uses the same keywords and arguments as the OPSEXEC command, except that the
data set name containing the member to be executed is implicit and cannot be specified in OPSIMEX.

NOTE

When using the form of the OPSIMEX or OI command that uses PROGRAM or other keywords, enclose
the argument string in single quotation marks.

The record formats supported for the SYSEXEC libraries are the same as those formats supported for REXX data
sets used to invoke OPS/REXX explicitly.

OPSPARM Command Processor
Contents

The OPSPARM command processor displays and lets you change the OPS/MVS operating parameters.

You can issue the OPSPARM command in the following cases:
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• When initializing OPS/MVS, through the OPSTART1 CLIST or the appropriate OPSSPA00 member of the Logical
Parmlib Concatenation that OPSTART1 invokes. This is the only way to set the parameters described as parameters to
set at initialization.

• Using option 6 of the ISPF main menu to display or change parameter values.
• Anywhere a TSO command processor or OPS/REXX program can execute.

OPSPARM Format -- Change Parameters

To change parameters, use this format of the OPSPARM command:

OPSPARM 

{SET(parmname)}

{VALUE(parmvalue)}

[SUBSYS(ssid)]

[SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

SET and VALUE
Identifies the name of the parameter to be changed and the new value for the parameter.
Always specify the SET and VALUE keywords together, for example:
OPSPARM SET(OSFMAX) VALUE(2)

OPSPARM SET(SYSID) VALUE(PRODSYS)

If you specify an invalid parmname, the OPSPARM command processor issues an error message and a return
code of 60.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM (Used With SET)
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.
Examples: SYSTEM keyword

1. In this OPSPARM command, the SYSTEM keyword specifies that the OCWAIT parameter will be set to 7 on
system OPSY:
OPSPARM SET(OCWAIT) VALUE(7) SYSTEM(OPSY)

2. In this example, the SYSTEM keyword specifies that the OCWAIT parameter is to be set to 9 on all systems
except the local system:
OPSPARM SET(OCWAIT) VALUE(9) SYSTEM(EXT)

3. Finally, this example indicates that the OCWAIT parameter is to be set to 8 on all systems including the local
one:
OPSPARM SET(OCWAIT) VALUE(8) SYSTEM(ALL)

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds that OPS/MVS waits for a response from a remote system. You can
specify a value from 1 to 300; the default is the value of MSFSYSWAIT.

OPSPARM Format -- Display Parameters

To display parameters, use this format for the OPSPARM command:

OPSPARM

{SHOW(name|GROUPS|ALL)}

[INFO|NAMES|CLIST]

[SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]
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[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

SHOW
The SHOW keyword, used when you display parameter values, specifies which parameters to display.
Specify one of these options:
name

Displays the value of the named parameter or the values of all parameters in the named group.
GROUPS

Displays a list of the parameter groups.
ALL

Displays all parameter values.
The following examples use the SHOW keyword.

• This example displays the value of the ECFSECURITY parameter:
• OPSPARM SHOW(ECFSECURITY)
• This example displays the values of all parameters in the PRODACTIVITY parameter group:

OPSPARM SHOW(PRODACTIVITY)

INFO
(Optional) Use the INFO keyword with the SHOW keyword to display the possible values the parameter can have.
For example, to see all possible values of the ECFSECURITY parameter, issue this command:
OPSPARM SHOW(ECFSECURITY) INFO

NAMES
(Optional) Use the NAMES keyword with the SHOW keyword to display the names and modifiability indicators of
individual parameters. You cannot use NAMES with the SHOW(GROUPS) keyword.
For example, to see the names of the parameters in the PRODACTIVITY group, issue this command:
OPSPARM SHOW(PRODACTIVITY) NAMES

CLIST
(Optional) Creates CLIST variables based on OPS/MVS parameters. These variables have the same names and
corresponding values as the parameters.
The CLIST keyword is especially useful for obtaining the values of fields such as SYSID, which you can use in
CLISTs for conditional processing based on the system where the CLIST runs.

SYSTEM (Used With SHOW)
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE

If more than one system is specified or implied, and the local system is one of the systems that will
receive the request, then OPS/MVS returns only the value on the local system.

In the following example, the SYSTEM keyword in this command indicates that SYSA is the name of the system on which
the command is to execute and from which the response is to be returned:

OPSPARM SHOW(OCWAIT) SYSTEM(SYSA)

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds OPS/MVS waits for a response from a remote system. You can
specify a value from 1 to 300.
Default: MSFSYSWAIT
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Using OPSPARM to Display and Set Message Severity Codes

While initializing OPS/MVS or after it becomes active, you can use the OPSPARM command processor to display and set
severity codes for OPS/MVS messages.

Display a Message Severity Code

To display the severity code c for message OPSnnnnc, use this form of the OPSPARM command:

OPSPARM SHOW(OPSnnnn)

Change a Message Severity Code

To change the severity code c to d for message OPSnnnnc, use this form of the OPSPARM command:

OPSPARM SET(OPSnnnn) VALUE('d')

WARNING
Before changing the severity code of any OPS/MVS message, see Understanding OPS/MVS Messages.

OPSPARM Return Codes

The OPSPARM command produces the following return codes and messages:

Return Code Message Number Message Text

0 OPS1250 IS THE ACTUAL VALUE OF THE PARAMETER ITSELF
4 n/a CLIST KEYWORD USED OUTSIDE OF A CLIST
8 OPS1252 CANNOT BE USED BEFORE PRODUCT ACTIVE
12 OPS1253 SET/SHOW KEYWORDS MISSING
16 OPS1254 NO VALUE KEY ENTERED WITH SET
20 OPS1255 PARM CANNOT BE CHANGED AFTER INIT
24 OPS1256 OUTPUT ONLY FIELD
28 OPS1257 INPUT ONLY FIELD
32 OPS1258 SET DATA VALUE IS INVALID
36 OPS1259 AUTHORIZATION CHECK FAILED
40 OPS1260 'ALL' OR GROUP NAME CANNOT BE USED WITH SET
44 OPS1261 KEYWORD CANNOT BE USED WITH SET/GROUPS
n/a OPS1262 USED INTERNALLY TO CREATE CLIST VARIABLES
56 n/a NO PARAMETER INFORMATION AVAILABLE
60 n/a INVALID PARAMETER NAME
80 OPS1270 TSO/E IS NOT INSTALLED
84 OPS1271 COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR
88 OPS1272 COMMAND NOT ISSUED WITH AUTHORIZATION
92 OPS1273 MASTER CONTROL BLOCK ERROR
96 OPS1274 MASTER CONTROL BLOCK NOT FOUND
100 OPS1275 AUTHORIZATION EXIT ABEND FAILURE
104 OPS1276 SUBSYSTEM DOES NOT EXIST
108 OPS1277 CONTROL BLOCK NOT FOUND
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Return Code Message Number Message Text

112 n/a MASTER/LOCAL VERSION CODE MISMATCH
116 OPS1279 CLIST VARIABLE UPDATE ERROR
n/a OPS1280 WRITE CURRENT PARM SET/SHOW REQUEST ONTO SYSLOG
120 n/a SYSTEM MOVE DATA ROUTINE FAILED
124 n/a SERVICE ROUTINE FAILED
128 n/a CROSS SYSTEM NOT ACTIVE
132 n/a MESSAGE QUEUE ALLOCATION FAILED
136 n/a LAST MESSAGE NEVER RECEIVED
140 n/a COMMAND OUTPUT ERROR
144 n/a CROSS SYSTEM SEND ERROR
148 OPS3533 SECURE/NOSECURE ACTION COMMAND

OPSQL Command Processor -- Invoke SQL Statements
Contents

The OPSQL command processor lets you invoke SQL statements from a TSO terminal, a TSO CLIST, or a TSO/E REXX
program. These SQL statements collect information about your system, organize it into tables that contain rows and
columns of related data, and retrieve data from those tables for use in OPS/REXX programs and AOF rules.

OPSQL has the following format:

OPSQL

{statement}

NOTE

 The  Using the Relational Data Framework  section describes each of the statements you can invoke through
the OPSQL command processor and explains the syntax of each statement and how to use it.

OPSREPLY Command Processor -- Compare WTOR Messages
The OPSREPLY command processor compares WTOR messages to a specified set of values and issues replies to
messages containing matching values.

This command has the following syntax:

OPSREPLY

You must choose at least one of the following keywords:

{IMSID(imsid)} {JOBNAME(jobname)} {JOBNUMBER(jobnum)}

{MSGID(mgid)|MSGTEXT(mgtxt)} {REPLYID(replyid)} {STEPNAME(stepname)}

In addition, you must specify the following required keyword:

{TEXT(msgtext)}

[CAPTURE(msgtextlist)]

[CMDECHO(YES|NO)]

[CMDLOG(YES|NO)]

[CMDRESP(destination)]

[CMDWAIT(seconds)]

[DELAY(delaytime)]
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[INTERVAL(centiseconds)]

[LOG(YES|NO|OFF)]

[MAXCMDOUT(number)]

[MAXREPLY(replies)|UNIQUE|ALL|ANY]

[MFORM(M|J)]

[NAME|CONNAME(consolename)]

[NOCLIST]

[NOSYSPLEX|SYSPLEX]

[OUTDELIM(delimstring,YES|NO)]

[OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

[PREFIX(prefix)]

[STOPEND(YES|NO)]

[STOPMSG(msgtextlist)]

[STOPRESP(msgtextlist)]

[SUBSYS(ssid)]

[SYSID|SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

[SYSNAME(sysname)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[TRACE]

[WAIT(0,waittime)]

The following list describes most of the keywords in the previous preceding syntax diagram. OPSCMD Command
Processor provides details about the other keywords.

ALL
(Optional) Specifying the ALL keyword is the same as specifying MAXREPLY(9999). The MAXREPLY, ANY, ALL,
and UNIQUE keywords are mutually exclusive.

ANY
(Optional) Specifies that OPSREPLY replies to the first WTOR message that matches the selection criteria,
regardless of other WTOR messages that can match it. The ANY keyword is the opposite of the UNIQUE
keyword. The MAXREPLY, ANY, ALL, and UNIQUE keywords are mutually exclusive. Specifying the MAXREPLY
keyword implies the ANY keyword.

CMDWAIT
(Optional) Defines how long OPS/MVS waits for response collection to complete.
Value: 0 to 300 seconds

DELAY
(Optional) Defines, in seconds, how long OPS/MVS suspends processing of the OPSREPLY command processor.
Value: 1 to 300 seconds
Default: No default value
Examples of using the DELAY keyword:
OPSREPLY MSGID($HASPxxx) TEXT(WARM) DELAY(10)

OPSREPLY MSGID(JEC107A) TEXT(U) DELAY(10) SUBSYS(OPSF)

IMSID
Identifies the IMS control region that issued the WTOR. For imsid, specify a region ID of up to four characters. For
example, you can specify the following values:
OPSREPLY IMSID(imsa)

OPSREPLY IMSID(imst)

If you do not also specify the MSGID keyword, OPSREPLY makes sure that the ID of the WTOR message is
DFS996I, DFS972A, or DFS810A before determining whether to reply to it.
The IMS ID strings are assumed to be at offsets of 25, 39, and 79.
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JOBNAME
Specifies the name of the batch job, started task, or TSO user that issued the WTOR. A jobname can contain as
many as eight characters.
Unless you specify the ANY keyword, which is described later in this section, OPSREPLY sets a failure return
code if several WTORs have the same job name and there is no other way to distinguish between them.
If the WTOR message to be replied to came from an IMS region, use the IMSID keyword instead of JOBNAME.

JOBNUMBER
Specifies the specific JES job number of the issuer of the WTOR message. Specify only the numeric portion of
the job ID; do not include the prefix (such as JOB, STC, or TSU).
Value: 1 to 5 digits

MAXREPLY
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of replies that OPSREPLY performs. The value of replies can range
from 1 to 9999. OPSREPLY replies to all WTOR messages that meet the selection criteria you specify, up to
the limit indicated by the MAXREPLY value. The MAXREPLY, ANY, ALL, and UNIQUE keywords are mutually
exclusive. Specifying the MAXREPLY keyword implies the ANY keyword.

MSGID
This keyword identifies a specific message ID, which is usually (but not always) the first token in the message. A
message ID can contain up to 10 characters. For information about message IDs that exceed ten characters in
length, see the example that follows. For example, all of the following are valid message IDs:
OPSREPLY MSGID(DSI802A)

OPSREPLY MSGID(LUK0090A)

OPSREPLY MSGID(DFS996I)

Unless you also specify the ANY, ALL, or MAXREPLY keyword, OPSREPLY sets a failure return code if several
WTORs have the same message ID and there is no other way to distinguish between them.
If the length of the message ID text is 10 characters or less, the text refers to the formal message ID of the
WTOR, as it does in AOF message rules. If the message ID text is more than 10 characters, the text is treated
as if it was entered using the MSGTEXT keyword, which allows the selection of WTORs based on a leading
substring of the message text. You can specify up to 124 characters.
OPSREPLY MSGID('DSI803A A44IM REPLY') is the same

as OPSREPLY MSGTEXT('DSI803A A44IM REPLY').

The MSGID and MSGTEXT keywords are mutually exclusive.
MSGTEXT

This keyword allows you to select WTORs based on a leading substring of the message text. You can specify up
to 124 characters. The first character of the substring comparison is always the message ID portion of the WTOR-
the reply ID and special characters are skipped. The comparison text must match exactly, including spaces
and delimiters, up to the length of the substring specified for this keyword. The MSGTEXT keyword cannot be
abbreviated.
The MSGID and MSGTEXT keywords are mutually exclusive.
Examples: MSGTEXT keyword:

• To reply to a particular NetView VTAM APPLID WTOR, specify:
OPSREPLY MSGTEXT('DSI803A NETV1') TEXT('CLOSE IMMED')

• To reply to either DSI802 or DSI803 NetView WTORs, specify:
OPSREPLY MSGTEXT('DSI80') TEXT('CLOSE IMMED')

NOSYSPLEX and SYSPLEX
(Optional) Use these keywords if your site runs in a sysplex environment:
NOSYSPLEX

(Default) The OPSREPLY command processor limits its search for matching WTOR messages to those
WTOR messages that originated on the current system in the sysplex. OPSREPLY ignores WTOR
messages that originated from other systems. NOSYSPLEX is the default.
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SYSPLEX
The search of the OPSREPLY command processor includes WTOR messages from all systems in
the sysplex. Since cross-system REPLY commands can be issued from a sysplex console, specifying
SYSPLEX permits WTOR messages that did not originate from the current system to be selected for a
cross-system reply. Specifying the SYSNAME keyword implies the SYSPLEX keyword.

REPLYID
Identifies a specific WTOR message by its z/OS reply number. Depending upon the release of z/OS at your site,
the value of replyid ranges from 0 to 9999.

STEPNAME
Supplies the z/OS job step name for the address space that issued the WTOR message. For started tasks, this
value is the ID from either the z/OS START command or the PROC name.
You can specify as many as eight characters for stepname. For instance, these step names are valid:
OPSREPLY STEPNAME(UPDATE)

OPSREPLY STEPNAME(DFHINIT)

If several WTORs have the same job step name and no other criteria distinguish between these messages,
OPSREPLY sets a failure return code.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSID/SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE

If more than one system is specified or implied, then the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied. Since
specifying more than one system results in multiple systems replying to the same reply number, it is
unlikely that you will ever specify more than one system. The capability is only included for compatibility
with OPSCMD, whose services are used to issue the REPLY command on the target system.

The SYSID/SYSTEM keywords do not imply that the OPSREPLY command is sent to another system. The
checking for a matching WTOR is performed only on the local system. WTORs from other systems in the sysplex
are only considered for matching if the SYSPLEX or SYSNAME keywords are also specified. The purpose of the
SYSID/SYSTEM keywords is to issue the REPLY command on another system in the MSF complex.
The SYSID/SYSTEM specified must be part of the same sysplex from where the OPSREPLY command is issued.
If there is a need to go to a system outside the sysplex, then use the OPSRMT command processor.
Example of how to use OPSRMT with OPSREPLY:
OPSRMT SYSA Command('OPSREPLY MSGID(ABC123) text(u)')

SYSNAME
(Optional) Indicates the name of the z/OS system that issued the WTOR message. The value of sysname can
be from one to eight characters, or * (asterisk) to indicate the current system. The SYSNAME refers to the
SYSNAME keyword specified in the z/OS IEASYSnn parmlib member.
Typically, you use this keyword to reply to:

• (In a sysplex environment) WTOR messages issued by one system and received by another
• WTOR messages issued by JES3 running on a local processor and received by the JES3 global processor

If you specify a value for the SYSNAME keyword, the SYSPLEX keyword is implied. This is true unless you
explicitly specify the NOSYSPLEX keyword.
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NOTE

If the matched system name on a JES3 system is not the current system and the current system is the
JES3 global processor, OPSREPLY prefixes the reply text with the JES3 SEND command so that it
reaches the correct JES3 local processor.

TEXT
Supplies the text of the reply to the WTOR. Use single quotation marks to enclose the text if it contains delimiters
and embedded blanks; otherwise, you can omit the quotes. To indicate a single quote in the text string, use a pair
of single quotes as shown in the following example:
OPSREPLY MSGID(RY0002A) TEXT('IN ''QUOTES''')

Reply text can contain up to 119 characters. If the reply text exceeds the maximum reply length of the current
WTOR, OPSREPLY sets a failure return code.
Here are more examples of using the TEXT keyword:
OPSREPLY MSGID(IEC107A) TEXT (U)

OPSREPLY IMSID(IMSA) TEXT('/DIS ACTIVE')

OPSREPLY JOBNAME(RYOSYS) TEXT('SHUTDOWN')

TRACE
Specify the TRACE keyword if you want messages indicating the WTOR selection criteria to appear in OPSLOG.
If a reply ID for the WTOR was found, it appears along with the selection criteria.
If the OPSREPLY command processor finds no WTOR messages that match the selection criteria, OPSLOG
contains the selection data for each WTOR message that the OPSREPLY command processor examined in its
search.

UNIQUE
(Optional) Specifies that OPSREPLY replies to the WTOR message if and only if one matching WTOR message
is found. If more than one WTOR message matches the selection criteria, OPS/MVS issues an error message.
The MAXREPLY, ANY, ALL, and UNIQUE keywords are mutually exclusive. UNIQUE is the default.

WAIT
(Optional) Specifies how many seconds pass before OPSREPLY replies to a WTOR. WAIT enables you to reply
to a WTOR that is usually (but not always) outstanding (such as a WTOR to which someone else is replying).
You can specify a wait time between 1 and 3600 seconds; the default is zero. If the wait time is greater than
zero, OPSREPLY looks once each second for a WTOR that matches the values specified with the JOBNAME,
STEPNAME, MSGID, or IMSID keywords. It continues trying to respond to the WTOR until the wait time expires.
Examples: Using the WAIT keyword:
OPSREPLY MSGID(IEC107A) TEXT (U) WAIT(1)

OPSREPLY IMSID(IMSA) TEXT('/DIS ACTIVE') WAIT(30)

How OPSREPLY Determines Which WTORs Receive Replies

OPSREPLY evaluates these message characteristics when selecting the WTOR to which it will reply:

• The message origin, specified using these keywords: JOBNAME, MSGID, or IMSID
• The job step of the program that issued the WTOR, specified using the STEPNAME keyword

You can specify more than one keyword. If you do, OPS/MVS evaluates all of their values as if you had specified them
with a Boolean AND function.

If you specify the UNIQUE keyword or allow it to default, OPSREPLY compares the selection criteria to all WTOR
messages. If more than one WTOR message meets the selection criteria, OPSREPLY issues an error message and does
not perform the reply. If you specify the ANY keyword, OPSREPLY replies to only the first WTOR message that meets the
selection criteria. If you specify the ALL keyword, OPSREPLY replies to all the WTOR messages that meet the criteria.

You can use the MAXREPLY keyword to specify the maximum number of WTOR messages OPSREPLY performs.
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Considerations for Issuing OPSREPLY

Keep this information in mind when issuing the OPSREPLY command processor:

• The OPSREPLY command processor internally calls the OPSCMD command processor to issue the z/OS reply
command when:
– You specify one or more OPSCMD command processor keywords in the text of the OPSREPLY command

processor.
– You specify a cross-system keyword (for example, SYSNAME or SYSPLEX) in the text of the OPSREPLY

command processor.
– OPSREPLY works across systems that are part of the same sysplex.
The internal call to OPSCMD provides these benefits:
– It enables OPSREPLY to take advantage of the cross-system capabilities of OPSCMD
– It permits users to specify the CMDRESP(destination,REPLY) keyword of OPSCMD to obtain the response

to the reply command that will be issued. Variable output is also available; for example, you can specify
CMDRESP(REXX,REPLY) to specify the generation of a series of REXX stem variables to hold the output.

•  OPS/MVS converts the values of all keywords, including reply text, to uppercase characters.
• In a JES3 environment, local WTOR messages appear on the global ORE chain as foreign OREs. Specifying the

SYSPLEX or SYSNAME keyword can cause these OREs to be selected. When the reply must be routed to the local
processor, the REPLY command is prefixed with the following:
*T sysname

• Whenever you specify an OPSCMD command processor keyword in the text of the OPSREPLY command processor,
OPSREPLY links to OPSOSCMD. For a description of the OPSCMD command processor, see OPSCMD Command
Processor.

• In coded automation procedures, such as CLISTs or OPS/REXX programs, always specify the complete text of the
OPSREPLY command processor and its keywords and operands. Doing so avoids syntax ambiguity in the future as
we add new command processors to the OPS/MVS product.
If you are invoking the OPSREPLY command processor online, as you would during an interactive TSO session, you
can use the shortest unique abbreviations. Be aware that the shortest unique abbreviation of a command processor,
keyword, or operand can change from release to release.

OPSREPLY Return Codes

OPSREPLY produces these return codes:

 Return Code  Message Number  Message Text 

0 OPS1300 REPLY COMPLETED NORMALLY

4 OPS1301 JOBNAME, MSGID, AND IMSID MISSING

8 OPS1302 REPLY TEXT KEYWORD MISSING

12 OPS1303 WTOR NOT FOUND

16 OPS1304 AUTHORIZATION CHECK FAILED

20 OPS1305 MATCHING WTOR COUNT GREATER
THAN MAX

24 OPS1306 REPLY TEXT LENGTH GREATER THAN
MAX

80 OPS1320 TSO/E NOT INSTALLED

84 OPS1321 COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR
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88 OPS1322 COMMAND PROCESSOR NOT
AUTHORIZED

92 OPS1323 AUTHORIZATION USER EXIT ABENDED

96 OPS1324 REPLY CONTROL BLOCK LOOP ERROR

100 OPS1325 SERIOUS SYSTEM MACRO ERROR

104 OPS1326 SERIOUS CONTROL BLOCK ERROR

n/a OPS1350 WRITE CURRENT REPLY REQUEST
ONTO THE SYSTEM LOG

OPSREQ Command Processor -- Invoke AOF Request Rules
The OPSREQ command processor invokes AOF request (REQ) rules. When OPSREQ executes, it scans the production
rule set of the AOF for a REQ rule with an event specification that matches the request code. If it finds one or more
matches, OPSREQ executes the processing section of that rule or rules.

NOTE

For more information about REQ rules, see the  Using Automated Operations Facility (AOF) Rules section.

Use one of the following formats for the OPSREQ command processor.

• This is a valid format for OPSREQ:
OPSREQ

{requestcode}

[text]

• This is also a valid format for OPSREQ:
OPSREQ

{CODE(requestcode)}

[TEXT(text)]

[SUBSYS(ssid)]

• requestcode
Specifies the one- to ten-character name of the request event, which OPSREQ compares to the request event
identifiers of any enabled request rules. The requestcode must begin with an alphabetic or national character.

• TEXT
(Optional) Specifies text that can be passed to request rules.

NOTE
When specifying the TEXT string, the sum of the lengths of the request code, the text string, and 1 cannot
exceed 128 characters.

• SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command Processor.

Security and the OPSREQ Command Processor

The security rules, security exit, or both execute whenever the OPSREQ command processor is used.

To successfully use the OPSREQ command processor, one of these requirements must be met:

• You must have TSO OPER authority.
• You must be allowed to issue OPSREQ through an OPSREQ-type security rule (which uses the )SEC OPSREQ*

format) or through the security user exit (which is called OPUSEX).
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OPSREQ Return Codes

OPSREQ produces these return codes:

0
Request completed normally

4
Required keyword missing or invalid

8
Current request did not execute rules

20
Request length greater than maximum

24
Some type of execution error occurred

84
Command buffer parse error

88
Main product address space not active

92
Parameter list error

96
Invalid command buffer format

100
Serious product control block error

104
Main product address space terminated

108
Serious system or macro error

184
Abend failure

WARNING
WARNING! Request (REQ) rules are allowed to return arbitrary numeric values using the REXX RETURN
statement. To avoid confusion, you should code your REQ rules to avoid the use of return values of less than
500. This prevents any future changes to the internal return codes of the product from conflicting with your
automation.

OPSRMT Command Processor -- Issue TSO Commands to Other Systems
The OPSRMT command processor lets you issue a TSO command to other systems from an OPS/REXX program, a
TSO/E REXX program, a CLIST, a TSO terminal, or from a console logged on to the OPS/MVS ECF component. The
command can contain up to 255 characters.

 Abbreviation: OR is the abbreviation of OPSRMT.

OPSRMT provides a positional format and an operand format for issuing a command.

1. The positional format for the OPSRMT command processor:
OPSRMT|OR {sysid|*} {command}
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You must specify sysid or * followed by the command text. When using the positional format, OPSRMT considers all
text beyond sysid or * to be part of the command text.
 
Example: The TSO command text is LISTBC:
OPSRMT SYS2 LISTBC

 Example: The TSO command text is LISTCAT LEVEL(SYS1):
OR SYSTEM3 LISTCAT LEVEL(SYS1)

2. The operand format for the OPSRMT command processor:
OPSRMT|OR

{sysid|*}

{COMMAND('cmdtext')}

[DELAY(seconds)]

[MAXLINES(1024,lines)]

[NOCLIST]

[OUTPUT|NOOUTPUT]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[WAIT(seconds)]

When using the operand format, the cmdtext that you specify on the COMMAND keyword may or may not be enclosed
in single quotes.
 
Example: The TSO command text is OI REXXPGM1:
OPSRMT SYS2 COMMAND('OI REXXPGM1')

 Example: The TSO command text is also OI REXXPGM1:
OPSRMT SYS2 COMMAND(OI REXXPGM1)

sysid
The sysid operand specifies the MSF system IDs of those copies of OPS/MVS to which the command should
be routed. The subsystem does routing on the local system, from where the command was issued, which was
specified on the SUBSYS keyword (or OPSS by default).
Values for the sysid operand are:
*

Indicates that only the local system receives the command. Specify this asterisk when you are not using
the OPS/MVS MSF.

sysname
Indicates the MSF system ID of a single MSF-connected system (remote or local) that receives the
command.

ALL
Indicates that all active MSF-connected systems receive the command, including the local system.

EXT
Indicates that all active MSF-connected systems other than the local system receive the command.
Default: *

NOTE

If more than one system is specified, the NOOUTPUT keyword is forced.

DELAY
(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds OPS/MVS waits before issuing the command. The delay is applied
before each command that is to be issued, even if OPSRMT executes in subcommand mode.
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Value: 1 to 300 seconds
MAXLINES

(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of output lines that OPSRMT can return.
Default: 1024
Value: 100 to 32767 lines
If the NOOUTPUT keyword is also specified, this keyword is ignored.

NOCLIST
(Optional) Suppresses the generation of the &SYSOUTLINEnW variables that are produced when
&SYSOUTTRAP is set. TSO still produces the &SYSOUTLINEn variables.

OUTPUT and NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Determines whether to return the command output. If NOOUTPUT is specified, then no command
output is returned. If OUTPUT is specified, then command output is returned in the manner appropriate for the
caller.
Default: OUTPUT

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE
If more than one system is specified, the NOOUTPUT keyword is implied.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Specifies how many seconds OPSRMT waits for output from the command it issues, due to MSF
network delay time between the local (source) system and the remote (target) system.
Value: 0 and 600 seconds
Default: The value that was specified on the DELAY keyword for the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF DEFINE
command issued on the local (source) system to define the remote (target) system, or the OPS/
MVS MSFSYSWAIT parameter if the DELAY keyword was not specified.
Unless the WAIT keyword is also specified, the wait time specified on the SYSWAIT keyword is conditional. That
is, the response can terminate before the number of seconds specified if the actual command response has
terminated. Contrast with the WAIT keyword, which is used to specify unconditional wait time.

WAIT
(Optional) Specifies how many seconds OPSRMT waits for output from the command it issues.
Value: 1 to 60
Default: The value of the OPS/MVS OCWAIT parameter. After the specified number of seconds elapse, OPSRMT
considers the command to have completed and ignores any additional command output.
The wait time specified on the WAIT keyword is unconditional; that is, the response does not terminate until
the complete number of seconds specified has elapsed. Contrast with the SYSWAIT keyword. If both the WAIT
and SYSWAIT keywords are specified, then the SYSWAIT time is added to the WAIT time for a cumulative
unconditional wait time.
The WAIT and NOOUTPUT keywords are mutually exclusive.

Using OPSRMT in Subcommand Mode

Using the OPSRMT command processor without specifying TSO command text causes OPSRMT to execute in
subcommand mode, which operates similar to the OPSCMD command processor in subcommand mode. The only
difference is that OPSRMT processes TSO commands and OPSCMD processes system commands. For a description of
OPSCMD subcommand mode, see OPSCMD Command Processor. When executing in subcommand mode, OPSRMT
routes all TSO commands you enter to the systems specified on the sysid operand or the SYSTEM keyword.
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OPSRMT Return Codes

OPSRMT produces these return codes:

 Return Code  Message Number  Message Text/Description 

0 n/a Command execution successful

1 n/a Command output terminated due to MAXLINES keyword (WAIT keyword not specified)

2 n/a Command output terminated due to MAXLINES keyword (WAIT keyword specified)

4 OPS3601 COMMAND GENERATED NO OUTPUT

8 OPS3602 OUTPUT RETRIEVAL MECHANISM DOWN

12 OPS3603 NO MVS/JES/VM COMMAND ENTERED

16 OPS3604 MVS/JES/VM CMD LENGTH EXCEEDS MAXIMUM

28 OPS3607 AUTHORIZATION CHECK FAILED

36 OPS3609 WAIT CANNOT BE ENTERED WITH NOOUTPUT

88 OPS3622 TSO/E IS NOT INSTALLED

104 OPS1131 MAIN PRODUCT ADDRESS SPACE TERMINATED

168 OPS3640 COMMAND INPUT BUF ALLOCATION FAILED

184 OPS3646 USER EXIT ABEND FAILURE

200 OPS3650 COMMAND SCAN AREA ALLOCATION FAILED

204 OPS3651 COMMAND SCAN AREA RELEASE FAILED

216 OPS3654 INVALID COMMAND BUFFER FORMAT

224 OPS3656 IKJSCAN ERROR

240 OPS3660 CLIST VARIABLE ACCESS ERROR

244 OPS3661 WORD TOKENIZATION ERROR

248 OPS3662 SYSOUTTRAP CONVERSION ERROR

252 OPS3663 COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR

256 OPS1127 MSF IS NOT INSTALLED

258 OPS1128 MSF NOT ACTIVE

260 OPS1110 SYSTEM ID INVALID

262 OPS1111 SYSTEM ID NOT ACTIVE

264 OPS3613 SYSTEM IS CONSERVE/VM

OPSSETV Command Processor -- Create or Update Global Variable Values
The OPSSETV command processor creates a global variable or updates the value of a global variable.

You can either update the whole variable or only a substring portion of the variable.

The TOKEN keyword provides for a serialized fetch and update sequence in which an intervening update is detected.

This command has the following format:

OPSSETV
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Specify the following two required keywords in the order shown:

{varname}

{(varvalue)}

[CMDRESP(TERMINAL|NOWHERE)]

[DELAY(0,seconds)]

[OFFSET(displacement)]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SVRULES(YES|NO)]

[SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[TOKEN(nn)]

[UPPERCASE(YES|NO)]

varname
Specify the complete name of the global variable that you want to create or update with a new value. This
keyword must precede the varvalue keyword.
You can specify an unprefixed (Automate-format) variable name as the value of varname. The OPS/MVS product
determines the appropriate stem prefix internally using the ATMLOCALSCOPEnn and ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn
parameters.

varvalue
Specify the value that you want to assign to varname. This keyword must follow the varname keyword.

CMDRESP
(Optional) Indicates how OPS/MVS should handle the response from OPSSETV. Values are:
TERMINAL

(Default) Displays the response at the terminal.
NOWHERE

Tells OPS/MVS that it should not issue any messages except error messages. This option is provided to
eliminate messages in REXX programs.

When you invoke your OPSSETV request as a TSO command, the default of CMDRESP is
CMDRESP(TERMINAL).
When you invoke your OPSSETV request as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function, the default of CMDRESP
is CMDRESP(NOWHERE).

DELAY
(Optional) Indicates the number of seconds that your OPSSETV request waits before it can be processed. You
can specify any number of seconds from 1 to 300.
Default: 0

OFFSET
(Optional) Indicates the substring displacement, relative to 1, at which the variable value is to be placed. The
length of the substring is the length of the new variable value. Undefined areas of a new or updated variable are
padded with blanks.
Default: 1

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information about the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SVRULES
(Optional) Indicates whether you want the status variable that OPSSETV sets to be processed by global variable
rules. Values are:
YES

(Default) Indicates that you want rules to process the status variable.
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NO
Indicates that you do not want rules to process the status variable.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information about the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.

NOTE
If more than one system is specified or implied, and the local system is one of the systems that receives
the request, OPS/MVS returns only the result for the local system.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) For a cross-system request, the SYSWAIT keyword specifies the number of seconds that OPS/MVS
should wait for the remote system to receive and respond to the OPSSETV request. You can specify any number
of seconds from 1 to 600.
Default: The value of the MSFSYSWAIT parameter.

TOKEN
(Optional) Use the TOKEN keyword if you want to update a variable only after verifying its current value.
For the value of nn, specify a token that is equal to the current value of the update counter of the variable. You
can use the OPSGETV command processor to obtain a current value of the variable and the value of its update
counter. The update counter of a new variable has a value of 0. The update counter value that OPSGETV returns
is the value that you should specify for TOKEN(nn).
Before OPS/MVS performs the update, it tries to match the value you specify for TOKEN(nn) against the current
update count of the variable to ensure that the value of the variable has not changed since the time you obtained
it using OPSGETV. If the values do not match, OPS/MVS does not perform the update.
The TOKEN keyword provides a serialization facility that is similar to the one provided by the compare and update
facility of the OPSVALUE function.
There is no default.

UPPERCASE
(Optional) Determines whether the variable value specified is converted to uppercase characters.
Default: YES

OPSSETV Invoked as a REXX Function

In addition to invoking OPSSETV as a TSO command, you can invoke it as an OPS/REXX or TSO/E REXX function. The
function has a single argument equal to the OPSSETV TSO command syntax. The value that is returned by the function
is either 1 (for REXX true) or 0 (for REXX false). The OPS/MVS product sets the OPSRC variable to the same return code
that would have been generated if you had invoked OPSSETV as a TSO command.

Examples: OPSSETV

• This example sets the variable to the specified value if the current update counter is 2. If the counter is not 2, the
update fails:
OPSSETV GLOBAL0.XYZ (THIS IS A TEST) TOKEN(2)

• This REXX function updates a substring of the variable beginning at position 10 in the current value of the variable. If
the current value is ABCD, positions 5 through 9 of the variable become blanks. The vrc variable is set to 1 (for REXX
true). The OPSRC variable is set to the same return code that would have been set if you had invoked OPSSETV as a
TSO command:
vrc = OPSSETV('GLOBAL0.XYZ (WORKS IN REXX) OFFSET(10)')

OPSSETV Return Codes

OPSSETV produces these return codes:
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0
The command has been executed successfully.

4
The command failed due to errors.

12
The OPS/MVS product is not active.

40
You invoked the OPSSETV request as a REXX function, and it included an invalid REXX function argument.

OPSSMTBL Command Processor -- Maintain the Directory Table
The OPSSMTBL command processor enables you to maintain the directory table that the OPS/MVS System State
Manager (SSM) feature uses to manage tables containing information about system resources. With OPSSMTBL, you
can modify the directory table, change some of the attributes of the resource information tables in the directory, and return
the names of resource information tables into variables or as messages on your TSO terminal.

Alias: STATETBL is currently an accepted alias of OPSSMTBL. This alias may be removed in a future release of OPS/
MVS.

This command has the following format:

OPSSMTBL

  [ADD(tablenames)]

  [CREATE]

  [CHANGE(tablenames)]

  [MODE(ACTIVE,mode)]

  [ACTION(actiontablename)]

  [CMDRESP(destination)]

  [DELETE(tablenames)]

  [LIST[(tablenames)]]

  [NOOUTPUT]

  [POST(tasknames)]

  [PREFIX(SSMTBL,prefix)]

  [UP(newstatename)]

  [DOWN(newstatename)]

  [UNKNOWN(newstatename)]

  [STATETBL(dirtablename)]

  SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)

  SYSTEM(msfid)

  SYSWAIT(seconds)

  TNGELIGIBLE(YES|NO)

ADD
(Optional) The tablenames you specify are 1- to 18-character names of resource information tables to be
added to the directory table of the System State Manager. If you specify multiple resource information tables,
separate them with commas. When you specify a table, OPS/MVS checks to see whether the column names and
attributes of that table conform to the System State Manager table requirements; if the table does not meet the
requirements, OPS/MVS issues an error message.

CREATE
(Optional) If any of the resource information tables specified with the ADD keyword do not exist and you specify
the CREATE keyword, OPS/MVS creates a model table with the name of the nonexistent table. The model table
contains the columns required by the System State Manager. You can then use the SQL INSERT command or
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the Relational Data Framework (RDF) table editor to insert rows for each resource that you want the System
State Manager to manage. The structure of an SSM table created by this keyword always matches the column
requirements of the SSM version specified by the SSMVERSION parameter.

CHANGE
(Optional) This keyword specifies the 1- to 18-character names of resource information tables whose processing
modes you want to change. If you specify multiple table names, then separate them with commas.

MODE
(Optional) Specified with the ADD or CHANGE keyword, the MODE keyword defines how the System State
Manager processes the resource information table that you are adding. Valid mode values are:
ACTIVE

The System State Manager is monitoring this table and acts when a resource changes state. ACTIVE is
the default mode.

NOPREREQ
Same as ACTIVE mode, but the System State Manager does not perform prerequisite resource checking.

PASSIVE
The System State Manager is monitoring this table but does nothing when the state of a resource
changes.

INACTIVE
The System State Manager is not monitoring this table.

ACTION
(Optional) Used with the ADD or CHANGE keyword, the ACTION keyword specifies the action table that you want
to associate with a resource information table.
For the ADD table operation with a specified action table, the column structure of the action table is checked to
verify that it conforms to the required standards of the version of the SSM task that is currently running.

CMDRESP
(Optional) This keyword specifies how OPS/MVS returns its response to the OPSSMTBL LIST command.
Possible values for destination are TERMINAL, CLIST, REXX, XDQ, and NOWHERE.

• If you specify the default CMDRESP(TERMINAL), OPS/MVS displays the output from the OPSSMTBL LIST
command on your terminal.

• If you issue the OPSSMTBL LIST command from a TSO/E REXX program or from a CLIST, specify
CMDRESP(CLIST) or CMDRESP(REXX) if you want the response to go only into CLIST or REXX variables.

• If you issue OPSSMTBL as an OPS/REXX function, you can specify CMDRESP(XDQ) to route all error
messages to the external data queue.

NOTE
If you issue the OPSSMTBL command from in an OPS/REXX program through the OI or OX
commands, the result is always returned to the REXX external data queue in the terminal message
format.

• Specifying CMDRESP(NOWHERE) is the same as specifying the NOOUTPUT keyword. No response is
produced.

The optional CMDRESP keyword determines whether the System State Manager creates the response variables
described here:

• Variable contains the number of resource information tables listed in the directory table
CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefix
CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix.0

• Variable contains the resource information table name
CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefixn
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CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix.n
• Variable contains the resource table mode

CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefixnMODE
CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix_MODE.n

• Variable contains the up-state name
CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefixnUP
CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix_UP.n

• Variable contains the down-state name
CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefixnDOWN
CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix_DOWN.n

• Variable contains the unknown-state name
CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefixnUNKNOWN
CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix_UNKNOWN.n

• Variable contains the action table name
CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefixnACTION
CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix_ACTION.n

• Variable contains the TNGELIGIBLE value
CMDRESP(CLIST) variable name: prefixnTNG
CMDRESP(REXX) variable name: prefix_TNG.n

NOTE

The default value for prefix is SSMTBL.

DELETE
(Optional) This keyword specifies the 1- to 18-character names of resource information tables to be deleted from
the list of managed tables of the System State Manager. If you specify multiple table names, separate them with
commas.

LIST
(Optional) The LIST keyword by itself lists the resource information tables that the System State Manager is
currently managing. The optional tablenames value allows you to list the resource information for a specific table
or tables.

NOOUTPUT
(Optional) Specify the NOOUTPUT keyword if you do not want a response from the command.

POST
(Optional) The tasknames provided are predefined names of SSM-related subtasks that typically enter a wait
state until a recognized event occurs, such as the update of an SSM-monitored column in an SSM resource table.
The POST keyword activates the specified tasks without creating a recognized event. If you specify multiple task
names, then separate them with commas. Valid task names are:

• SSM-Post the SSM main task to initiate an SSM resource scan.
• SSMSUB-Post the SSM subtask to execute the associated AOF request rule specified in the parameter

SSMSUBRULE.

PREFIX
(Optional) If you issue the OPSSMTBL LIST command with the CMDRESP keyword, OPS/MVS generates
arrays of CLIST or REXX variables. The variables contain values corresponding to the names and attributes of
the resource information tables managed by System State Manager. The PREFIX keyword supplies the prefix
for these variables. When OPS/MVS generates the variable array, it creates a variable named prefix (SSMTBL
by default), which stores a count of resource information table names (as shown in the table in the CMDRESP
keyword description).
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UP
(Optional) This keyword specifies the new one- to eight-character value that you have chosen to replace the
default up-state value of UP.

DOWN
(Optional) This keyword specifies the new one- to eight-character value that you have chosen to replace the
default down-state value of DOWN.

UNKNOWN
(Optional) This keyword specifies the new one- to eight-character value that you have chosen to replace the
default unknown-state value of UNKNOWN.

STATETBL
(Optional) Use the STATETBL keyword to specify the name of the System State Manager resource directory
table. The default is the value of the STATETBL parameter on the system that is the target of the command.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF ID on a POI Command Processor.
Note: You may specify a single system only.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Used in conjunction with the SYSTEM keyword, the SYSWAIT keyword specifies the number of
seconds that the OPS/MVS product waits for remote SQL responses. The range is 1 to 300; the default is the
MSFSYSWAIT value.

OPSSMTBL Invoked as a REXX Function

In addition to invoking OPSSMTBL as a TSO command, you can invoke it as an OPS/REXX function. The function will
have a single argument equal to the OPSSMTBL TSO command syntax. The value returned by the function will be the
same as the return code that would have been generated if you had invoked OPSSMTBL as a TSO command.

Example: OPSSMTBL Invoked as a REXX Function

frc = OPSSMTBL("LIST CMDRESP(REXX)")

OPSSMTBL Return Codes

The OPSSMTBL command processor generates the following return codes:

0
COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

4
A COMMAND FUNCTION FAILED FOR ONE OR MORE TABLES

8
USER NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE THIS COMMAND

12
AUTOMATE IS NOT ACTIVE FOR CROSS SYSTEM USE

20
LOAD OF THE AUTOMATE STATETBL COMMAND FAILED

44
SYSTEM ID SPECIFIED IS INVALID OR UNUSABLE
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48
THE OPSSMTBL OPS/REXX FUNCTION MAY NOT BE USED FOR CROSS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS IN AN AOF
RULE

80
TSO/E IS NOT INSTALLED. IT IS REQUIRED

84
COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR. BAD SYNTAX

88
OPS/MVS IS NOT ACTIVE

92
AUTHORIZATION USER EXIT ABENDED

96
THE FORMAT OF THE COMMAND BUFFER IS NOT DECIPHERABLE

100
SERIOUS ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN A SYSTEM CONTROL BLOCK

104
OPS/MVS TERMINATED DURING THE COMMAND FUNCTION

108
SERIOUS ERROR IN A SYSTEM SERVICE ROUTINE

116
FAILURE OCCURRED IN A CLIST/REXX VARIABLE ROUTINE

184
ABEND OCCURRED IN THE OPSSMTBL FUNCTION ROUTINE

OPSVASRV -- Modify SYSPLEX Variables
The OPSVASRV command processor creates and manipulates SYSPLEX variables that the CCS Common Variable
Service (CAVARSRV) component defines. These variables are independent from the standard OPS/MVS global
variables. CCS CAVARSRV SYSPLEX variables whose names begin with GLVPLXTx are only stored in main storage
of the CCS CAVARSRV component and disappear when the last system in the sysplex is shut down. Sysplex variables
whose names begin with GLVPLXPx are backed up continously to a shared VSAM KSDS and are restored when the first
system in a sysplex is restarted.

NOTE

You can only use GLVPLXPx-named variables when you set the parameter PLEXVARBKUP=YES.

The CCS CAVARSRV component is active on each system within the SYSPLEX, and it provides a tool to any OPS/
MVS automation that needs to store and manipulate data within the boundaries of a SYSPLEX through the OPSVASRV
command processor. Since the variables exist on multiple systems, they are available within the SYSPLEX as long as one
system in the SYSPLEX remains active. As a system reinitializes after an IPL, the CCS CAVARSRV address space on
that system synchronizes variables from an active CCS CAVARSRV on another SYSPLEX system.

NOTE

Updates to permanent sysplex variables may not be backed up if OPS/MVS abnormally terminates before the
updates are written to the shared VSAM KSDS file. The VSAM KSDS file is only used to restore permanent
sysplex variable values when a complete sysplex is restarted.

 

OPSVASRV has the following syntax:
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OPSVASRV function supporting keyword

Example from the TSO foreground

OPSVASRV GET NAME(GLVPLXTA.PROD.PLEXCICS.STATUS)

NOTE

With the exception of the CMDRESP() supporting keyword as described here, all functions and supporting
keywords of the OPSVASRV command processor, work as documented in the OPSVASRV() function.

 

The following list describes the supporting keyword:

CMDRESP(option)

The CMDRESP keyword specifies how to handle the output from the OPSVASRV command processor. This keyword has
the following values:

TERMINAL
Displays the first 100 characters of a message line back to the issuing terminal. A plus sign (+) at the end of the
output line indicates the truncation of the line.

CLIST
Creates CLIST variable output with the same names as the REXX variable output created from the OPSVASRV()
except for REXX stem variables. The period character in the REXX stem variables is omitted in the CLIST
variables.

NOWHERE
Tells OPS/MVS not to issue any messages except error messages.

Installation Requirements

The CCS Common Variable Service component must be installed on each system in which OPS/MVS automation will be
creating and manipulating sysplex variables. Refer to CCS Common Variable Service (CAVARSRV) documentation for
complete details on installing and utilizing this CCS component.

No special installation requirements or parameters are needed within OPS/MVS to use this function. However, the
GLVNOTIFYRULES OPS/MVS parameter needs to be set to YES, if AOF GLV rules will be created to process specific
sysplex variables.

Utilization Environments

You can utilize the OPSVASRV() function within specific AOF rules, (ARM, API, and REQ), OPS/REXX programs, TSO/E
programs, and OMVS scripts. Additionally, an OPSVASRV command processor version of this function exists that you can
utilize from the TSO foreground or within a batch, if needed.

NOTE

 For more information about invoking the OPSVASRV command processor, see the POI Command Process.

Sample Coding Statements

From TSO command line to create a variable called GLVPLXTA.PLEXVAR and set to some value:

OPSVASRV CREATE NAME(GLVPLXTA.PLEXVAR) DATAVAL('THIS IS VAR VALUE') 

From TSO command line to Update a variable called GLVPLXTA.PLEXVAR to some value:

OPSVASRV UPDATE NAME(GLVPLXTA.PLEXVAR) DATAVAL('New value')
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From TSO command line to obtain a variable called GLVPLXTA.PLEXVAR:

OPSVASRV GET NAME(GLVPLXTA.*)

From TSO command line to delete a variable called GLVPLXTA.PLEXVAR:

OPSVASRV DELETE NAME(GLVPLXTA.PLEXVAR)

From TSO command line to obtain a mask list of all GLVPLXTA.* variables:

OPSVASRV GETLIKE NAME(GLVPLXTA.*)

From batch job to create a variable called GLVPLXTB.V1 with a value of 0:

//USERIDJ  JOB (123300000),'OPSVASRV',                         

// CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=1,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSA                                         

//         SET P='''CREATE,NAME(GLVPLXTB.V1) DATAVAL(0)'''                

//RUN      EXEC PGM=OPSVASRV,PARM=&P                           

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=OPSNDVR.MOTM.OPS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB   

 

From batch job to update a variable called GLVPLXTC.PLEXCICSA to a value of MOVE:

//USERIDJ  JOB (123300000),'OPSVASRV',                         

//             CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=1,NOTIFY=&SYSUID               

//*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSA                                         

//         SET P='''UPDATE,NAME(GLVPLXTC.PLEXCICSA) DATAVAL(MOVE)'''

//RUN      EXEC PGM=OPSVASRV,PARM=&P                           

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=OPSNDVR.MOTM.OPS.BASE.P2.LOADLIB   

Return and Reason Codes

For more information about return and reason codes, see OPSVASRV Function.

OPSVIEW Command Processor -- Access OPSVIEW
The OPSVIEW command processor provides access to OPSVIEW, the OPS/MVS full-screen, interactive application for
controlling OPS/MVS itself, z/OS, and JES.

NOTE

• For information about OPSVIEW and its options, see Using OPSVIEW.
• Most OPSVIEW applications work only if the OPS/MVS started task is active.

OPSVIEW has the following format:

OPSVIEW

  [option]

  [SYSID(msfid)]

  [SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

  [COMMAND(commandtext)]

option
(Optional) Specifies the OPSVIEW option that executes first. Using this operand causes the OPS/MVS product to
bypass the OPSVIEW Primary Options Menu.
To display the Operator Server Facility Panel, issue this command:
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OPSVIEW 4.3
SYSID

(Optional) Names the system to execute all OPSCMD command processors issued by this OPSVIEW session.
You may specify a single MSF system ID only. If you specify no msfid, then the default is the local system.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

COMMAND
(Optional) The commandtext value is the text of a z/OS or JES command to be executed. If you
specify commandtext, it overrides the value of the option operand, because option 6 is implied.

OPSWAIT Command Processor -- Suspend CLIST or REXX Processing
The OPSWAIT command processor lets you suspend processing of a CLIST or REXX program until one of the following
time events occurs:

• A time interval
• A specific time of day
• An event time interval

OW is the abbreviation of OPSWAIT.

OPSWAIT has the following format:

OPSWAIT

{FOR(interval)|UNTIL(hh:mm:ss)|SYNCH(hh:mm:ss)}

[MAXTIME(hh:mm:ss)]

FOR
Use this keyword to delay CLIST or REXX program processing for a specific amount of time, either a number of
seconds or an hh:mm:ss (hours, minutes, seconds) value. The following examples show how to specify these
intervals:

• To wait for half a second, specify the following value:
FOR(.5)

• To wait for 23 seconds, specify the following value:
FOR(23)

• To wait for two hundred seconds, specify the following value:
FOR(200)

• To wait for five minutes and 25 seconds, specify the following value:
FOR(5:25)

• To wait for two hours and 15 minutes, specify the following value:
FOR(2:15:00)

NOTE

 When specifying an interval as seconds without colons, you can use up to two decimal places to
indicate fractions of seconds.

UNTIL
Use this keyword to delay CLIST or REXX program processing until a specific time of day. If the specified time
has already passed, the OPSWAIT command either terminates or waits until the correct time of day tomorrow,
depending on the value of the MAXTIME keyword. For example, suppose that the current time is 13:23:00:

• To wait for six minutes, specify the following value:
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UNTIL(13:29:00)

• To wait for 23 hours and 52 minutes, specify the following value:
UNTIL(13:15) MAXTIME(23:59:59)

• To not wait at all, specify the following value:
UNTIL(13:15) MAXTIME(2:00:00)

SYNCH
Use this keyword to delay CLIST or REXX program processing until the start of a specified time interval. This
interval can be the start of the next minute, next five-minute period, next hour, and so on. For example, suppose
that the current time is 13:23:00:

• To wait until the next 30-second interval starts (at 13:23:30), specify the following value:
SYNCH(30)

• To wait until the next minute begins (at 13:24:00), specify the following value:
SYNCH(1:00)

• To wait until the next two-hour interval starts (at 14:00:00), specify the following value:
SYNCH(2:00:00)

MAXTIME
(Optional) Use this keyword to define the maximum amount of time that the OPSWAIT command is allowed to
delay CLIST or REXX program processing by specifying either a value in hh:mm:ss format or the number of
seconds (with up to two decimal places to indicate fractions of seconds).
If the command exceeds the specified maximum wait time, then it does not wait and a return code 8 is issued.
If this keyword is not specified, then the default maximum wait time of 8 hours is used.

OPSWAIT Used Without Event Keywords

If you omit the FOR, UNTIL, or SYNCH keyword, OPS/MVS reads the first value after OPSWAIT as a wait time
(equivalent to the FOR keyword).

Example: OPSWAIT without Event Keywords

The following command causes a CLIST or REXX program to wait for 10 minutes and 36 seconds:

OPSWAIT 10:36

OPSWAIT Return Codes

OPSWAIT produces these return codes:

Return Code Message Number Message Text

0 N/A COMMAND EXECUTION SUCCESSFUL

4 OPS1201 NO WAIT EVENTS ENTERED

8 OPS1202 MAXIMUM WAIT TIME EXCEEDED

12 OPS1203 INVALID TIME VALUE

20 OPS1204 INVALID UNTIL VALUE

84 OPS19xx COMMAND BUFFER PARSE ERROR

88 OPS9521 INVALID COMMAND BUFFER FORMAT
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OPSWTO Command Processor -- Issue WTO and WTOR Messages
Contents

The OPSWTO command processor issues one line and multiline WTO, and WTOR messages from an OPS/REXX
program, a TSO/E REXX program or CLIST, or a TSO READY prompt.

WARNING
Quotes are valid only around text values, as shown here: 'messageline1'. Quotes around any other keyword
value can cause an error.

This command has the following format:

OPSWTO

Specify one keyword from the following required keywords:

{TEXT('messageline1')|TEXT('messageline1' through 'messageline 255')|

TEXTVAR(prefix)}

[AREAID(consoleareaid)]

[CMDRESP(CLIST|REXX)]

[CNNAME|CONNAME(consolenames)]

[DELAY(delaytime)]

[DESC(descriptor codes)]

[HILITE|LOWLITE]

[KEY(amrf key)]

[LINETYPE(linetype)]

[MCSFLAGS(flag values)]

[MSGID(messageid)]

[OUTDELIM(delimstring,YES|NO)]

[PREFIX(prefix)]

[REPLY]

[ROUTE|ROUTECDE(routecodes)]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SYSTEM(msfids|ALL|EXT)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[TOKEN(dom token)]

[UPPERCASE(YES|NO)]

[WAIT|REPLYWAIT(300,seconds)]

[WTOID]

AREAID
(Optional) Specifies the console area ID to display the message. You use this keyword to specify the console to
receive the message. You also must specify the DESC keyword with a value of 8 or 9.
You cannot use the AREAID keyword with the REPLY keyword.

CMDRESP
(Optional) When a CLIST or TSO/E REXX program issues the OPSWTO command processor, the CMDRESP
keyword enables you to save the response to a WTO or WTOR message in CLIST or REXX variables. If you
specify CMDRESP(CLIST), the response goes into CLIST variables. If you specify CMDRESP(REXX), the
response goes into REXX stem variables. The default when executing under a TSO/E REXX or CLIST program is
CMDRESP(CLIST). When executing under an OPS/REXX program, the default is to generate no variables.
If you specify a value for CMDRESP, OPSWTO completes the following actions:

• Generates DOMID variables when you issue a WTO message with descriptor codes 1, 2, 3, or 11
• Generates reply variables for WTOR response text.
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OPS/REXX programs ignore the CMDRESP keyword and place responses to WTOR messages in the external
data queue. For WTO messages, you can get the DOMID from the external data queue through the WTOID
keyword.
The following lists the DOMID variables that the CMDRESP keyword generates for WTO messages:

• Variable contains the number of DOMID variables created
CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name: DOMID0
CMDRESP(REXX) Variable Name: DOMID.0

• Variable contains the first DOMID returned
CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name: DOMID (equivalent to DOMID1)
CMDRESP(REXX) Variable Name: no REXX equivalent

• Variable contains individual DOMID for console
CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name: DOMIDn
CMDRESP(REXX) Variable Name: DOMID.n
(n is the count of DOMIDs)

The following lists the REPLY variables that the CMDRESP keyword generates for WTOR messages:

• Variable contains the number of reply lines
CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name: no CLIST equivalent
CMDRESP(REXX) Variable Name: REPLY.0

• Variable contains the text of the message reply
CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name: REPLY
CMDRESP(REXX) Variable Name: REPLY.n
(n is the count of reply lines)

• Variable contains the number of words in the reply
CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name: REPLYW
CMDRESP(REXX) Variable Name: REPLY.n.0

• Variable contains the mth word of the reply text
CMDRESP(CLIST) Variable Name: REPLYWm
CMDRESP(REXX) Variable Name: REPLY.n.m

CNNAME and CONNAME
(Optional) Either the CNNAME keyword or the CONNAME keyword specifies the names of the consoles that
receive the WTO or WTOR message. Specify up to 16 alphanumeric console names containing up to eight
characters each.

DELAY
(Optional) The DELAY keyword defines how long OPSWTO suspends processing before executing the current
command.
Specify any delay time from 1 through 300 seconds. DELAY has no default value.

DESC
(Optional) Use the DESC keyword to specify message descriptor codes for the current message. Descriptor
codes are numbers from 1 through 16; codes 1 through 6 and descriptor code 11 are mutually exclusive.
You can assign codes 7 through 10 in combination with any other code, but each code must be unique. If you
specify more than one code, separate them with commas as shown in the following example:
DESC(1,7)

You can also enter any of the following descriptor code words:
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• SYSFAIL - Equivalent to descriptor code 1
• IMEDACTN - Equivalent to descriptor code 2
• EVENACTN - Equivalent to descriptor code 3
• SYSSTAT - Equivalent to descriptor code 4
• IMEDCMD - Equivalent to descriptor code 5
• JOBSTAT - Equivalent to descriptor code 6
• APPLPRGM - Equivalent to descriptor code 7
• OOLMSG - Equivalent to descriptor code 8
• OPERREQ - Equivalent to descriptor code 9
• DYNSTAT - Equivalent to descriptor code 10
• CRITEVET - Equivalent to descriptor code 11
• HILITE - Equivalent to descriptor code 1

NOTE

• If numeric descriptor codes are used, leading zeros are not permitted.
• There is no support for descriptor codes when issuing a WTO with REPLY. Use of the DESC

keyword and the REPLY keyword together results in an error condition and return code 12.

HILITE and LOWLITE
(Optional) These keywords determine how the WTO or WTOR message displays on the console that receives it.
Specify HILITE to send a high-intensity, non-scrollable WTO or WTOR, or specify LOWLITE to make the message
scrollable and displayed in low intensity.

KEY
(Optional) The KEY keyword specifies a key name that can be used to display messages that the z/OS AMRF
feature retains (messages with descriptor codes 1, 2, 3, and 11). You can display AMRF messages using the
following z/OS command:
D R,KEY=keyname

NOTE

The value of amrf key must consist of 1 to 8 EBCDIC characters. It is left-justified and padded with
blanks to create an eight-character key value. The value of amrf key cannot be an asterisk (*).

LINETYPE
(Optional) Use the LINETYPE keyword to designate control and label lines in a multiline WTO or WTOR message.
Possible values for this keyword are:

• C - Message line 1 is a control line.
• CL - Message line 1 is a control line and line 2 is a label line.
• CLL - Message line 1 is a control line and lines 2 and 3 are label lines.
• L - Message line 1 is a label line.
• LL - Message lines 1 and 2 are label lines.

MCSFLAGS
(Optional) Use this keyword to enter MCS flag values, which are passed to the operating system. Each MCS flag
is a unique character string. The following lists sample MCS flags:
MCSFLAGS(REG0)

MCSFLAGS(BRDCST)

You can specify any of these flag values:
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• RESP - The WTO is an immediate command response.
• REPLY - The WTO is a reply to a WTOR.
• BRDCST - Broadcast the message to all active consoles.
• HRDCPY - Queue the message for hard copy only.
• NOTIME - Do not append time to the message.
• NOCPY - If a program in the supervisor state issues the WTO or WTOR macro instruction, do not queue the

message for hard copy. Otherwise, ignore this flag.
• CMD - The WTO is a recording to a system command issued for hard copy log purposes. You can use the

CMD flag only with MVS/XA or MVS/ESA, which are operating systems that IBM no longer supports.

MSGID
(Optional) This keyword defines the message ID that prefixes the WTO or WTOR text. If you omit the MSGID
keyword, the OPSWTO command processor uses a default message ID, OPS1371I. Other message IDs can
contain up to ten characters. Message IDs are not padded with blanks.

OUTDELIM
(Optional) Use this keyword to specify two values:

• The delimiter string that generates tokens for words in WTOR response text
• YES or NO, depending on whether you want delimiter strings to generate word tokens

A blank is always a delimiter. The defaults are YES and any of the following delimiter characters:
'( ) / = , '

Separate the two OUTDELIM operands with a comma, as shown in the following example:
OUTDELIM('@',NO)

PREFIX
(Optional) This keyword defines a prefix that becomes part of the names of variables that generate when you
specify the CMDRESP keyword, and you are issuing a highlighted message or a WTOR message. The default
prefix for highlighted messages is DOMID. The default prefix for WTOR messages is REPLY.

REPLY
(Optional) Including this keyword in an OPSWTO command causes it to issue a WTOR message rather than
a WTO. OPSWTO waits for the operator to respond (for the time that is specified with the WAIT keyword) and
echoes any reply made with the TSO PUTLINE service. This action is done so that a CLIST can pick up the reply
using the TSO SYSOUTTRAP mechanism.
OPSWTO issues a return code showing whether it timed out or it received a reply. The maximum reply length is
119 characters.

NOTE

• There is no support for descriptor codes when issuing a WTO with REPLY. Use of the DESC
keyword and the REPLY keyword together results in an error condition and return code 12.

• The REPLY keyword and the TEXTVAR keyword are mutually exclusive.

ROUTE and ROUTECDE
(Optional) Use either keyword to enter route codes for the message. You can specify as many as 16 route codes,
which are separated by commas.
A route code is any number from 1 through 128 or one of the following character strings:

Character String Description
MSTRACTN Equivalent to route code 1
MSTRINFO Equivalent to route code 2
TAPEPOOL Equivalent to route code 3
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DASDPOOL Equivalent to route code 4
TAPELIB Equivalent to route code 5
DISKLIB Equivalent to route code 6
UR Equivalent to route code 7
TP Equivalent to route code 8
SECURITY Equivalent to route code 9
SYSERR Equivalent to route code 10
PROGINFO Equivalent to route code 11
EMULATOR Equivalent to route code 12

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor and the description of the SYSWAIT keyword.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) With this keyword, you can specify a number of seconds (from 1 to 300) of wait time to accommodate
communication delays across systems. The OPS/MVS product adds the value of the SYSWAIT keyword to the
MSFSYSWAIT value.

NOTE

See also the description of the SYSTEM keyword.

TEXT
This keyword specifies the text of a one line or multiline WTO or WTOR message.
To specify a one-line message, the text must meet these criteria:

• Contains up to 124 characters for a WTO or 124 characters for a WTOR message minus the length of the
MSGID keyword.

• Uses a pair of quotes to indicate a single quote in the message text

The following lists some sample text strings:
TEXT('this is a test value')

TEXT('put quotes in ''double'' quotes')

You can insert the contents of a REXX variable into the message text. For example, the following example inserts
the contents of variable FIELDA into the message text as a text string:
TEXT('"||FIELDA||"')

To specify a multiline message, the text must meet these criteria:

• Contains as many as 255 lines of message text, each using as many as 70 characters
• Each text string must be enclosed in quotes and separated by blanks or a comma

TEXTVAR
This keyword provides a REXX variable name prefix for a set of variables, each variable containing one line of a
multiline WTO message.
OPSWTO appends an ascending index number (beginning with 1) to the value you specify for prefix.
For example, if you specify TEXTVAR(PREFIX_DATA), the names of variables storing your WTO are
PREFIX_DATA1, PREFIX_DATA2, and so on.
OPSWTO stops reading variables when it encounters a null variable value.
If the OPSWTO command processor is executing in a TSO/E REXX or CLIST environment, you can use this
keyword instead of the TEXT keyword. If you authorize the OPSWTO program you must use a textvar variable
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starting with SYSAUTH in your TSO/E REXX or CLIST, else an RC = 4 is issued. You cannot use the TEXTVAR
keyword if the command processor is executing in the OPS/REXX environment; use the ADDRESS WTO host
environment instead.

NOTE
The TEXTVAR keyword and the REPLY keyword are mutually exclusive.

TOKEN
(Optional) This keyword specifies a one- to four-character name or a four-byte hexadecimal value, such as
ABCD or X'0A204200'. This token value can be used in delete-operator-message (DOM) processing to delete all
messages with the same token value.

UPPERCASE
(Optional) This keyword determines whether the message text specified with the TEXT keyword is converted to
uppercase characters. YES is the default.

WAIT and REPLYWAIT
(Optional) The WAIT and REPLYWAIT keywords are identical. Each determines how long OPSWTO waits for a
WTOR reply or for a timer to expire. OPSWTO terminates with a failure code if it does not receive a WTOR reply
before the wait time expires. As soon as the wait time expires, OPSWTO deletes all WTOR messages.
Specify any wait time from 1 through 3600 seconds; the default is 300 seconds (5 minutes).

WTOID
(Optional) This keyword causes OPS/MVS to issue message OPS1349I, which displays the message number
that z/OS assigned. This message number is the delete-operator-message ID (DOMID) of the message in
X'01234567' format. It is also the last word of the WTO or WTOR message.

STATESET Program -- Set State Values
Use the STATESET program to change the current state and desired state values specified for a resource. For more
information, including examples, see Using System State Manager.

You can use the following keywords and arguments to invoke STATESET:

STATESET

{tablename.resourcename|resourcename}

[ACTMODE(mode)]

[CMDRESP(TERMINAL|NOWHERE|XDQ)]

[CURRENT(currentstate)]

[DESIRED(desiredstate)]

[MODE(mode)]

[PREMODE(mode)]

[PREREQ(prereqstate)]

[REFMODE(mode)]

[SUBREQ(subreqstate)]

[SUBSYS(OPSS,ssid)]

[SYSTEM(msfids)]

[SYSWAIT(seconds)]

[TNGNOTIFY(ALWAYS|NEVER)]

[WAIT(0,seconds)]

resourcename
This is the name of the resource as entered in the NAME column of the resource information table. If the
resourcename appears in multiple tables, you can specify the resource name as tablename.resourcename to
improve performance; otherwise, the System State Manager scans all tables for the resourcename that you
specify.
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The resourcename value can contain 1 to 18 characters. The tablename, if you specify one, can contain 1 to 18
characters.

ACTMODE
(Optional) Specifies the value to be placed in the ACTMODE column of the resource. Any one- to eight-character
value may be specified.

CMDRESP
(Optional) Specifies where the messages generated by the STATESET program go. When using the STATESET
program in an ISPF dialog, a NOWHERE value eliminates line mode output. TERMINAL is the default.
If you specify XDQ, response lines are put on the REXX external data queue with the QUEUE command.
Note: While the code currently only validates and uses the first character of the CMDRESP value, it is strongly
recommended that you always specify the complete CMDRESP value when using STATESET in your programs.

CURRENT
(Optional) Specifies the value to be placed in the CURRENT_STATE column. This value might be UP, DOWN,
STARTING, STOPPING, and so on.

DESIRED
(Optional) Determines the value to be placed in the DESIRED_STATE column. This value can be UP, DOWN, or
UNKNOWN.

MODE
(Optional) Specifies the type of processing that the System State Manager uses for this resource. Valid mode
values are:

• ACTIVE - The System State Manager is monitoring this resource and acts when the resource state changes.
• NOPREREQ - Same as ACTIVE mode, but the System State Manager does not check the state of

prerequisites resources. Specify NOPREREQ mode when you want the System State Manager to force the
resource to restart.

• INACTIVE - The System State Manager is not monitoring this resource.
• PASSIVE - The System State Manager is monitoring this resource but does nothing when its state changes.

NOTE

While the code currently only validates and uses the first character of the MODE value, it is strongly
recommended that you always specify the complete MODE value when using STATESET in your
programs.

PREMODE
(Optional) Specifies the value to be placed in the PREMODE column of the resource. PREMODE controls
whether prerequisite and subrequisite processing is performed for the resource. Valid values for the PREMODE
keyword are as follows:

• ACTIVE - Normal prerequisite and subrequisite processing are performed
• PREREQ - Only prerequisite processing is performed
• SUBREQ - Only subrequisite processing is performed
• INACTIVE - Neither prerequisite nor subrequisite processing is performed

PREREQ
(Optional) Defines the new one- to eight-character value to be placed in the DESIRED_STATE column of all
resources that are prerequisites for the resource specified by tablename.resourcename or resourcename. Usually,
this value is UP or DOWN.

REFMODE
(Optional) Specifies the value to be placed in the REFMODE column of the resource. REFMODE controls whether
prerequisite and subrequisite references to this resource are evaluated or ignored. Valid values for the REFMODE
keyword are as follows:
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• ACTIVE - Prerequisite and subrequisite references are evaluated
• PREREQ - Only prerequisite references are evaluated
• SUBREQ - Only subrequisite references are evaluated
• INACTIVE - Neither prerequisite nor subrequisite references are evaluated

SUBREQ
(Optional) Specifies the new one- to eight-character value to be placed in the DESIRED_STATE column of all
resources that have the resource specified by tablename.resourcename or resourcename as a prerequisite. This
value is usually UP or DOWN.

SUBSYS
(Optional) For more information on the SUBSYS keyword, see Specify a Subsystem ID on a POI Command
Processor.

SYSTEM
(Optional) For more information on the SYSTEM keyword, see Specify an MSF System ID on a POI Command
Processor.
Note: You may specify a single system only.

SYSWAIT
(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds (from 1 to 300) that OPS/MVS waits for a remote SQL response. The
default is the value of MSFSYSWAIT.

TNGNOTIFY
(Optional) Allows the TNGNOTIFY column used by the Event Manager to be set to ALWAYS or NEVER when
it exists in the resource directory table. If the column does not exist in the table, this keyword is ignored and the
current value is not changed. The default is NEVER.

WAIT
(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds that the STATESET program waits for the current state to become
equal to the desired state. The STATESET program compares the current-state and desired-state values every
three seconds; if the wait time expires, the STATESET program returns RC=2 along with a message. The default
of WAIT is 0, but you can specify a value from 1 to 300.

STATESET Return Codes

The STATESET program issues these return codes:

Return Code Message Number Message Text

0 OPS3730I  rdftbl.rsrce rscd: CURRENT=state
DESIRED=state MODE=mode PMD=mode
RMD=mode AMD=mode

2 OPS3733E table.resource NOT AT DESIRED STATE

4 OPS3731E table.resource NOT FOUND

12 OPS3732E table.resource NOT UPDATED DUE TO
ERRORS

16 OPS3736E STATESET COMMAND SYNTAX ERROR

REXX/EDQ Output from IMS Type 2 Message Responses
This section contains the following topics:
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• XML Encapsulation of Types 1 and 2 Responses
• Type 1 Response
• Type 2 Response
• Standard REXX and EDQ Output

XML Encapsulation of Types 1 and 2 Responses
All data returned from an IMS Type 2 command is encapsulated within XML framing, much of which is not pertinent to
viewing the desired results. By default, IMS Type2 command support will present only what is considered significant, thus
reducing the number of created variables.

To make the complete collection of XML frames into variables, specify XML(YES) on the ADDRESS OPER command.

Examples 1 and 2 below illustrate the difference. In both examples, the stem name prefix defaults to IMSTYPE2.

For more information on XML usage in IMS Type 2 output, see the IBM manual SC18-9967, IMS V10 System
Programming API Ref section "Descriptions of XML Tags Returned as CSL OM Response."

Type 1 Response
In the case of output from a Type 1 command issued to the Type 2 API, the ADDRESS OPER command does the
following:

• Creates a running PREFIX.n stem name for each text line.
PREFIX.0 contains the total line count.

• If XML(YES)is specified, creates a corresponding stem variable for every text line, including those which may be
considered as unnecessary, such as system information like the start time.

• Frames each line front and back with the identifying XML tags.

Specifying XML(NO) creates a considerably smaller number of REXX variables, consisting only of what would correspond
to the output of an IMS operator command. No system information is included, and the XML framing tags are stripped off
the front and back of each data line.

Example 1: /DIS ACT with XML(YES)

This example requests IMS to display the active IMS systems and create a REXX variable for each text line.

ADDRESS OPER "IMSPLEX(*) IMSID(svpa) COMMAND(/DIS ACT.) XML(YES)"

The following is a partial output sample. The actual data lines are identified by the XML tag <msg>.

IMSTYP2.0=30

IMSTYP2.1=<imsout>

IMSTYP2.2=<ctl>

IMSTYP2.3=<omname>OMTOM   </omname>

IMSTYP2.4=<xmlvsn>20  </xmlvsn>

IMSTYP2.5=<statime>2008.219 20:10:28.645491</statime>

IMSTYP2.6=<stotime>2008.219 20:10:28.646038</stotime>

IMSTYP2.7=<staseq>C2CE072AB2E7320A</staseq>

IMSTYP2.8=<stoseq>C2CE072AB3096B8B</stoseq>

IMSTYP2.9=<rc>00000000</rc>

IMSTYP2.10=<rsn>00000000</rsn>

IMSTYP2.11=</ctl>

IMSTYP2.12=<cmd>

IMSTYP2.13=<master>IMST    </master>

IMSTYP2.14=<userid>NESAS01 </userid>

IMSTYP2.15=<verb>DIS </verb>
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IMSTYP2.16=<kwd>ACT             </kwd

IMSTYP2.17=<input>/DIS ACT</input>

IMSTYP2.18=</cmd>

IMSTYP2.19=<msgdata>

IMSTYP2.20=<msg>    REGID JOBNAME   TYPE  TRAN/STEP PROGRAM  </msg>

IMSTYP2.21=<msg>          JMPRGN    JMP   NONE</msg>

IMSTYP2.22=<msg>          MSGRGN    TP    NONE</msg>

IMSTYP2.23=<msg>          JBPRGN    JBP   NONE</msg>

IMSTYP2.24=<msg>          BATCHREG  BMP   NONE</msg>

IMSTYP2.25=<msg>          DBTRGN    DBT   NONE</msg>

IMSTYP2.26=<msg>          IMSTDBRC  DBRC                    </msg>

IMSTYP2.27=<msg>          IMSTDLI   DLS  </msg>

IMSTYP2.28=</mbr>

IMSTYP2.29=</msgdata>

IMSTYP2.30=</imsout>

Example 2: /DIS ACT with XML(NO)

A similar /DIS ACT command with XML set to NO. The member name is returned as prefix.1.

IMSTYP2.0=10

IMSTYP2.1="SVPA    "

IMSTYP2.2=    REGID JOBNAME   TYPE  TRAN/STEP PROGRAM  STATUS      CLASS

IMSTYP2.3=        4 SVD10M11  TP                       WAITING       1

IMSTYP2.4=          JMPRGN    JMP   NONE

IMSTYP2.5=          JBPRGN    JBP   NONE

IMSTYP2.6=          BATCHREG  BMP   NONE

IMSTYP2.7=        3 SVD10F11  FPM   NO MSG.   DFSIVP4

IMSTYP2.8=        1 SVD10F13  FPM   NO MSG.   DBFSAMP3

IMSTYP2.9=        2 SVD10F12  FPM   NO MSG.   DFSIVP5

IMSTYP2.10=         DBTRGN    DBT   NONE

Type 2 Response
If the results are from a Type 2 command issued to the Type 2 API, the following actions occur:

1. Generates a set of prefix.n variables, one per line, as in the case above. The XML keyword has the same function as
described above.

2. Creates a REXX stem variable for each column within each row.
The stem construct gets more complex because each column must be uniquely identified. The XML keyword has no
effect on the creation of this set. The structured nature of the XML construct of Type 2 responses allows reference to
an entire line through a single REXX variable, or every column within each line can be individually referenced.

3. The VERBOSE(YES) option can be specified if tokenization by individual words is necessary. An example of this is
shown later in example 4 in Standard REXX and EDQ Output.

Standard REXX and EDQ Output
Every execution of an IMS Type 2 command will result in one overall return code and one overall reason code. If multiple
IMS systems are participating, some may encounter errors while others may not. Error information specific to an IMS
system is grouped together by that system’s name. A minimum number of REXX variables or EDQ records are always
created to allow further error analysis if necessary. The actual number will vary depending on specific error conditions and
the number of participating IMS systems.
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Every invocation of ADDRESS OPER containing the IMSPLEX keyword will always result in the creation of a number of
REXX variables. OPSCMD execution will result in EDQ records where the execution environment allows.

prefix.CTL.IMSRC
Returns with the overall return code.

prefix.CTL.IMSRSN
Returns with the overall reason code. If this is not 0, it will be followed by the following two messages:

1. prefix.CTL.RSNMSG - Returns the number of the appropriate IMS Type 2 message.
2. prefix.CTL.RSNTXT - Returns the message text of the above message.

prefix.CMDSECERR.SAF.IMSRC
Returns null, or the overall security return code.

prefix.CMDSECERR.SAF.RACFRC
Returns null, or the specific security return code

prefix.CMDSECERR.SAF.RACFRSN
Returns null, or the security reason code

prefix.CMDERR.0
Returns the number of participating member IMS systems with error information. A 0 value indicates no member
is reporting errors. If this variable returns with a positive integer, n, the following are created:

prefix.CMDERR.n.0
Returns with number of individual error lines from the member identified as n. If multiple members are reporting
errors, each will create a unique set per member, with the index n incrementing to n+1, n+2, and so on.
This sample shows five error lines, but the design allows for a variable amount.

1. prefix.CMDERR.n.TYP - Returns an error type indicator
2. prefix.CMDERR.n.NAME - Returns the member name corresponding to n.
3. prefix.CMDERR.n.IMSRC - Returns the return code specific to that member’s results.
4. prefix.CMDERR.n.IMSRSN - Returns the reason code specific to that member’s results.
5. prefix.CMDERR.n.RSNTXN - Returns the text describing the reason code above.

Example 3: REXX and EDQ Output

The following example is from an actual run. The sequence is arranged to match the description above. The indentation is
intended to show the cause and effect relationship where the creation of one variable can result in more variables. REXX
and EDQ output are very similar. In the case of REXX, the character string to the left of the first blank is the REXX variable
name, and is followed by its value. The following are EDQ records:

IMSTYP2.CTL.IMSRC   0200000C

IMSTYP2.CTL.IMSRSN   00003000

   IMSTYP2.CTL.RSNMSG   CSLN023I

   IMSTYP2.CTL.RSNTXT   At least one request was successful.

IMSTYP2.CMDSECERR.SAF.IMSRC 

IMSTYP2.CMDSECERR.SAF.RACFRC

IMSTYP2.CMDSECERR.SAF.RACFRSN

IMSTYP2.CMDERR.0   1

  IMSTYP2.CMDERR.1.0   5

   IMSTYP2.CMDERR.1.TYP   UNKWN

   IMSTYP2.CMDERR.1.NAME   IMST

   IMSTYP2.CMDERR.1.IMSRC   02000010

   IMSTYP2.CMDERR.1.IMSRSN   00004008

   IMSTYP2.CMDERR.1.RSNTXT   MU is not registered

Example 4: VERBOSE(YES) Output
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The following is an example of the granulated tokenization when the VERBOSE(YES) option is selected. Each word on
every response line results in a unique REXX variable.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

IMS2.XML = xml version="1.0"

<!DOCTYPE imsout SYSTEM "imsout.dtd">

IMS2.DOC = DOCTYPE imsout SYSTEM "imsout.dtd"

<omname>OM2OM   </omname>

IMS2.CTL.OMNAME = OM2OM

<xmlvsn>20  </xmlvsn>

IMS2.CTL.XMLVSN = 20

<statime>2008.268 18:56:31.852817</statime>

IMS2.CTL.STATIME = 2008.268 18:56:31.852817

<stotime>2008.268 18:56:31.853002</stotime>

IMS2.CTL.STOTIME = 2008.268 18:56:31.853002

<rc>0200000C</rc>

IMS2.CTL.IMSRC = 0200000C

<rsn>00003000</rsn>

IMS2.CTL.IMSRSN = 00003000

<rsnmsg>CSLN023I</rsnmsg>

IMS2.CTL.RSNMSG = CSLN023I

<cmderr>

<mbr name="SVPA    ">

IMS2.CMDERR.1.NAME = SVPA

<typ>UNKWN   </typ>

IMS2.CMDERR.1.TYP = UNKWN

<rc>02000010</rc>

IMS2.CMDERR.1.IMSRC = 02000010

<rsn>00004004</rsn>

IMS2.CMDERR.1.IMSRSN = 00004004

</mbr>

IMS2.CMDERR.1.0 = 3

<userid>NESAS01 </userid>

IMS2.CMD.USERID = NESAS01

<verb>QRY </verb>

IMS2.CMD.VERB = QRY

<kwd>IMSPLEX         </kwd

IMS2.CMD.KWD = IMSPLEX
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<input>QUERY IMSPLEX </input>

IMS2.CMD.INPUT = QUERY IMSPLEX

<hdr slbl="IMSPLX" llbl="IMSplex" scope="LCL" sort="A" key="1" scroll="NO" len="8" dtype="CHAR" align="left" /

>

IMS2.HDR.1.SLBL = IMSPLX

IMS2.HDR.1.LLBL = IMSplex

IMS2.HDR.1.SCOPE = LCL

IMS2.HDR.1.SORT = A

IMS2.HDR.1.KEY = 1

IMS2.HDR.1.SCROLL = NO

IMS2.HDR.1.LEN = 8

IMS2.HDR.1.DTYPE = CHAR

IMS2.HDR.1.ALIGN = left

<hdr slbl="MBR" llbl="MbrName" scope="LCL" sort="N" key="0" scroll="YES" len="8" dtype="CHAR" align="left" />

IMS2.HDR.2.SLBL = MBR

IMS2.HDR.2.LLBL = MbrName

IMS2.HDR.2.SCOPE = LCL

IMS2.HDR.2.SORT = N

IMS2.HDR.2.KEY = 0

IMS2.HDR.2.SCROLL = YES

IMS2.HDR.2.LEN = 8

IMS2.HDR.2.DTYPE = CHAR

IMS2.HDR.2.ALIGN = left

<hdr slbl="CC" llbl="CC" scope="LCL" sort="N" key="0" scroll="YES" len="4" dtype="INT" align="right" />

IMS2.HDR.3.SLBL = CC

IMS2.HDR.3.LLBL = CC

IMS2.HDR.3.SCOPE = LCL

IMS2.HDR.3.SORT = N

IMS2.HDR.3.KEY = 0

IMS2.HDR.3.SCROLL = YES

IMS2.HDR.3.LEN = 4

IMS2.HDR.3.DTYPE = INT

IMS2.HDR.3.ALIGN = right

<hdr slbl="IMSMBR" llbl="Member" scope="LCL" sort="N" key="0" scroll="NO" len="8" dtype="CHAR" align="left" />

IMS2.HDR.4.SLBL = IMSMBR

IMS2.HDR.4.LLBL = Member

IMS2.HDR.4.SCOPE = LCL

IMS2.HDR.4.SORT = N

IMS2.HDR.4.KEY = 0

IMS2.HDR.4.SCROLL = NO

IMS2.HDR.4.LEN = 8

IMS2.HDR.4.DTYPE = CHAR

IMS2.HDR.4.ALIGN = left

</cmdrsphdr>

IMS2.HDR.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SVD9CQS) CC(   0)</rsp>
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IMS2.RSP.1.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.1.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.1.3 = IMSMBR(SVD9CQS)

IMS2.RSP.1.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.1.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SCI1SC) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.2.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.2.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.2.3 = IMSMBR(SCI1SC)

IMS2.RSP.2.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.2.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SVPA) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.3.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.3.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.3.3 = IMSMBR(SVPA)

IMS2.RSP.3.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.3.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SCI2SC) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.4.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.4.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.4.3 = IMSMBR(SCI2SC)

IMS2.RSP.4.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.4.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(OM2OM) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.5.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.5.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.5.3 = IMSMBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.5.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.5.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(RM2RM) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.6.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.6.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.6.3 = IMSMBR(RM2RM)

IMS2.RSP.6.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.6.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SVD10HWS) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.7.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.7.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.7.3 = IMSMBR(SVD10HWS)

IMS2.RSP.7.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.7.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SVP9) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.8.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.8.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.8.3 = IMSMBR(SVP9)

IMS2.RSP.8.4 = CC(   0)
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IMS2.RSP.8.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR() CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.9.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.9.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.9.3 = IMSMBR()

IMS2.RSP.9.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.9.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SVD91HWS) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.10.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.10.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.10.3 = IMSMBR(SVD91HWS)

IMS2.RSP.10.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.10.0 = 4

<rsp>IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1) MBR(OM2OM) IMSMBR(SVDACQS) CC(   0)</rsp>

IMS2.RSP.11.1 = IMSPLX(CSLPLEX1)

IMS2.RSP.11.2 = MBR(OM2OM)

IMS2.RSP.11.3 = IMSMBR(SVDACQS)

IMS2.RSP.11.4 = CC(   0)

IMS2.RSP.11.0 = 4

</cmdrspdata>

IMS2.RSP.0 = 11

OPS/MVS Message Reference
For descriptions of the messages issued by the various components of OPS/MVS, see the OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation Messages site. You can view and download a PDF of the messages from that site (login
required).

For details about OPS/MVS messages in general, see Understanding OPS/MVS Messages.

Parameter Reference
This section describes the OPS/MVS parameters that affect the operation of the base product, its facilities, and its optional
interfaces.

 

Parameters in OPS/MVS
This section describes the OPS/MVS parameters that affect the operation of the base product.

Introduction to Parameters
These topics describe the parameters that allow you to tailor OPS/MVS operations to your requirements, to monitor the
performance of OPS/MVS, and to monitor the results of your automation rules and procedures. It also explains how to
change or display the values of OPS/MVS parameters.

The OPS/MVS product has two types of parameters:

• Parameters governing the operation of OPS/MVS 
• Parameters governing OPS/MVS facilities and interfaces
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These two types of parameter allow you to do the following:

• Tailor the operation of OPS/MVS to your requirements.
• Look at internal fields and counters that reflect the results of the operation of OPS/MVS and your automation rules and

procedures.

Parameters Governing Operation

These parameters affect how OPS/MVS:

• Browses OPSLOG contents. OPSLOG parameters determine what information about system events you can see
when you browse the OPSLOG.

• Processes commands and messages. Command parameters govern how OPS/MVS processes commands, and
message parameters affect the OPS/MVS message processing.

• Uses CPU memory and storage. Memory/storage parameters determine how OPS/MVS acquires and allocates CPU
memory.

• Responds to internal abends. Abend parameters determine, track, how many times OPS/MVS recovers from internal
abends.

 OPS/MVS also provides a set of parameters you can use, with help from Broadcom Support, to resolve OPS/
MVS operating problems.

Parameters Governing Facilities and Interfaces

These parameters, which control the operation of OPS/MVS facilities and the interface of the product to other software or
subsystems, include:

• Parameters that affect the OPS/MVS AOF, ECF, and OSF facilities
• Parameters affecting rules, global variable, and OPS/REXX processing
• Parameters controlling how OPS/MVS interfaces with basic components such as JES and TSO
• Parameters controlling how OPS/MVS interfaces with optional components such as MSF and Event Manager

These topics describe parameters that affect OPS/MVS message and command processing, memory and storage usage,
and responses to abends. For information about parameters that are related to OPS/MVS facilities, see Parameters
for Facilities. For descriptions of parameters for basic OPS/MVS interfaces, see Parameters for Basic Interfaces. For
descriptions of parameters for optional OPS/MVS interfaces, see Parameters for Optional Interfaces and Parameters for
Optional Interfaces for Separately Licensed Features.

How to Change and Display Parameter Values

You can change and display the values of OPS/MVS parameters using one of two methods:

• The OPS/REXX function OPSPRM (preferable). See OPSPRM Function to SET Parameter Values and OPSPRM
Function to SHOW Parameter Values.

• The OPS/MVS TSO command processor OPSPARM (an alternative). See OPSPARM Command Processor.

When to Change Parameter Values

You can change the OPS/MVS parameters only while OPS/MVS is active. Some parameters should be changed when
you initialize OPS/MVS; other parameters can be changed anytime. The descriptions in this guide indicate the appropriate
time to change the value of each parameter.

Obsolete Parameters

Typically, when a parameter becomes obsolete, it remains in the product for two releases. This occurs to give you time to
make any necessary modifications to your automation.
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After a parameter has been obsolete for two releases, it is removed from OPS/MVS. Attempting to use a parameter that
has been removed from the product causes an error.

About Display-only Parameters

For descriptions of some of the most important display-only parameters, see Display-only Parameters. If you need
information about display-only parameters that are not documented in this section, use OPSVIEW option 4.1.1.

YES|NO and ON|OFF

The values YES|NO and ON|OFF may be used interchangeably for OPS/MVS parameters.

Permanent Parameters
Permanent OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) parameters are stored in the OPS/
MVS Permanent Product data area. These parameter values remain in effect between executions of OPS/MVS. The
display-only parameter PERMVERSION contains the version of the OPS/MVS that first created these parameters.

You can change permanent parameter values only while OPS/MVS is active, using OPSVIEW option 4.1.1.

List of Permanent Parameters

The following table lists the permanent parameters for OPS/MVS:

 Parameter Name  Belongs to Parameter Group 

NMEPSRECID Parameter Permanent Product group (PRODPERM)

OCCONINT Parameter Programmable Operator Interface (POIPARMS) group

OCCONTIME Parameter POIPARMS

OCINTERVAL Parameter POIPARMS

OCMAXMSG Parameter POIPARMS

OCWTORINT Parameter POIPARMS

OCWTORTIME Parameter POIPARMS

QUICKREFDBASE Parameter PRODPERM group

REXXMAXCLAUSES POIPARMS

REXXMAXCOMMANDS POIPARMS

REXXMAXPGMSIZE POIPARMS

REXXMAXQUEUE POIPARMS

REXXMAXSAYS> POIPARMS

REXXMAXSECONDS POIPARMS

REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH POIPARMS

VIO Parameter General System Information (SYSTEMINFO) group

OPSLOG Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections affect the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) OPSLOG.
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ALLOWNOOPSLOG Parameter

Overrides the value of the NOOPSLOG keyword operand in the )MSG statement of AOF message rules.

This parameter is useful for auditing purposes. Before assigning a value to ALLOWNOOPSLOG, decide whether you want
to permit rule writers at your site to exclude certain messages from the OPSLOG.

Default value: YES
This value gives rule writers the ability to exclude messages from the OPSLOG.

Other possible values: NO
This value causes OPS/MVS to ignore the NOOPSLOG operand.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: ALLOWNOOPSLOG 

This function overrides the NOOPSLOG keyword operand.

OPSPRM('SET','ALLOWNOOPSLOG','NO')

ARCHIVEHLQ Parameter

This parameter specifies the dataset name for the Generation Data Group (GDG) base that will contain the archived
OPSLOG data.

 Default value:
No default

 Other possible values: 

Any dataset name from 1 to 35 characters.

 Set or modify this parameter... 

At initialization

 Example: ARCHIVEHLQ 

This function names the archive dataset.

OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVEHLQ','SYS1.OPSS.ARCHIVE')

ARCHIVEMODEL Parameter

This parameter specifies the Generation Data Group (GDG) model dataset name.

 Default value: 
No default

 Other possible values: 

 Any dataset name from 1 to 44 characters.

 Set or modify this parameter... 

 At initialization

 Example: ARCHIVEMODEL 

 This function names the archive model dataset.

 OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVEMODEL','SYS1.OPSS.ARCHPTRN')
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ARCHIVEPROC Parameter

This parameter specifies the name of the archive procedure JCL(started task) that resides in a valid proclib.

 Default value:
No default

 Other possible values: 

Any started task name from 1 to 8 characters.

 Set or modify this parameter... 

Anytime

 Example: ARCHIVEPROC 

This function names the archive started task name.

OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVEPROC','ARCHPROC')

ARCHIVESTORCLAS Parameter

(Optional) This parameter specifies the allocation of the storage class.

 Default value:
No default

 Other possible values: 

Any valid SMS storage class.

 Set or modify this parameter... 

Anytime.

 Example: ARCHIVESTORCLAS 

This function names a storage class that will be used by the archive GDG.

OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVESTORCLAS','ARCHPOOL')

ARCHIVETRIGGER Parameter

This parameter controls the initiation of the OPSLOG archive. The OPSLOG archive can be triggered by number of
accumulated OPSLOG events or by a specific time-of-day.  The OPS4403O message is issued regardless of the value for
the INITARCH parameter, but the OPS4403O message is not issued if the value of the ARCHIVETRIGGER is a time-of-
day. The issuance of the OPS4403O message controls the initiation of the OPSLOG archive that requires setup by way of
the OPS/MVS Application Parameter Manager.    

NOTE
 Use this formula to determine the approximate storage capacity (in bytes) that is required to contain an archived
OPSLOG:

The value of ARCHIVETRIGGER * 375

This value may be too low if most of the messages in the OPSLOG are long (close to 128 bytes in length).

Default value: 0

NOTE
If you use the default, the OPS4403O message never appears.

Other possible values:
Any number between 0 and 99999999
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This value should be smaller than (about half the size of) the value of the BROWSEMAX parameter so that the
archive has time to complete before the OPSLOG wraps.
Any valid time of day in the format of hh:mm.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: ARCHIVETRIGGER 

This function triggers the archive job after 50000 messages.

OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVETRIGGER','50000')

This function triggers the archive at 6:00pm.

OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVETRIGGER','18:00')

ARCHIVEUNIT Parameter

(Optional) This parameter specifies a default unit type for the OPSLOG archive GDG.

 Default value:
No default

 Other possible values: 

Any valid device unit specification.

 Set or modify this parameter... 

Anytime.

 Example: ARCHIVEUNIT 

This function names the unit type for the OPSLOG archive dataset.

OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVEUNIT','3390')

ARCHIVEVOLSER Parameter 

(Optional) This parameter specifies the allocation of the volume serial.

 Default value:
No default

 Other possible values: 

Any managed DASD volser

 Set or modify this parameter... 

Anytime

 Example: ARCHIVEVOLSER 

This function names the DASD volser that will be used for the OPSLOG archive dataset.

OPSPRM('SET','ARCHIVEVOLSER','ARCH01')

BROWSEACTIVEMAX Parameter

Limits the number of concurrent active OPSLOGs.

Default value: 0
The value of 0 indicates no limit has been set. All defined OPSLOGs can be active concurrently.
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Other possible values:
Any number from 1 and 32.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
The new value applies to future activation attempts. If set to a value less than the existing active count, all active
OPSLOGs will continue to run but activation attempts will fail until enough OPSLOGs become inactive.

 Example: BROWSEACTIVEMAX  

This function sets a limit of 12 concurrent active OPSLOGs.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEACTIVEMAX ','12')

BROWSEAPI Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting API events.

•  Default value: YES 
•  Other possible values: NO 
•  Set or modify this parameter...

Anytime

 Example: BROWSEAPI 

This function includes API events in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEAPI','YES')

BROWSEARCHIVEDSN Parameter

Specifies a default name for the OPSLOG archive data set.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid data set name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEARCHIVEDSN 

This function names the OPSLOG archive OPSLOG.ARCHV.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEARCHIVEDSN','OPSLOG.ARCHV')

BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT Parameter

Specifies a default unit type for the OPSLOG archive.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid unit name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT 
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This function names SYSDA as the default unit type.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEARCHIVEUNIT','SYSDA')

BROWSECA7 Parameter

Allows the OPSLOG to include message events created by the CA7 WA log component. Only messages where
OPSINFO(‘EXITTYPE’) = ‘CA7’ are affected.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

NOTE
Selected CA7 messages can still be included in OPSLOG using the OPSSEND(‘*’,’B’) Rexx function in
an AOF rule.

Set or modify this parameter
Anytime

Example: BROWSECA7
This function excludes CA7 messages from the OPSLOG.
OPSPRM('SET','BROWSECA7','NO')

BROWSECOF Parameter

Allows the OPSLOG to include message events created by the COF facility. Only messages where
OPSINFO(‘EXITTYPE’) = ‘CICS’ are affected.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

NOTE
Selected COF messages can still be included in OPSLOG using the OPSSEND(‘*’,’B’) Rexx function in an AOF
rule.

Set or modify this parameter
Anytime

 Example: BROWSECOF  

This function excludes COF messages from the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSECOF','NO')

BROWSECMD Parameter

Allows the OPSLOG to include messages reporting command events.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSECMD 

This function excludes command events from OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSECMD','NO')

BROWSEDIS Parameter

Allows the OPSLOG to include messages reporting disable events.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEDIS 

This function includes disable messages in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEDIS','YES')

BROWSEDIV Parameter

Specifies whether a data-in-virtual data set backs up OPSLOG on disk.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO
This value makes the OPSLOG memory-resident only, so that it is not retained after OPS/MVS terminates.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: BROWSEDIV 

This function sets the data-in-virtual flag off.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEDIV','NO')

BROWSEDOM Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes Delete Operator Message (DOM) events.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEDOM 

This function includes DOM events in the OPSLOG.
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OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEDOM','YES')

BROWSEENA Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting enable events.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEENA 

This function includes enable messages in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEENA','YES')

BROWSEEOJ Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting an end-of-job (EOJ) event.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEEOJ 

This function includes EOJ events in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEEOJ','YES')

BROWSEEOM Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting end-of-memory (EOM) events.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEEOM 

This function includes EOM events in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEEOM','YES')

BROWSEEOS Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting an end-of-step (EOS) event.
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Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEEOS 

This function includes EOS events in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEEOS','YES')

BROWSEFINDLIM Parameter

This parameter determines how many lines the FIND command will search by default in OPSLOG Browse. The value you
specify remains in effect across OPS/MVS sessions.

Default value
5000

NOTE
If the parameter display value is 0, then the default limit of 5000 is used.

Other possible values
Any number greater than 1; however, since you cannot FIND more lines than the number of lines existing in
OPSLOG, the practical maximum value is the value of BROWSEMAX

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEFINDLIM 

This function allows you to search up to 500 lines on subsequent FIND commands.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEFINDLIM','500')

BROWSEGLV Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting global variable events.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEGLV 

This function includes global variable event messages in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEGLV','YES')
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BROWSEIDFORMAT Parameter

Determines how OPS/MVS displays the two-character ID of the system (SYSID column in OPSLOG Browse) that
generated the events. You specify which two characters are extracted from the internal system name field and displayed
in the OPSLOG Browse SYSID column.

The BROWSEIDFORMAT parameter and the SYSID column in OPSLOG Browse are primarily intended for use by JES3
sites, but in some cases may also be useful to JES2 sites. For additional information about the columns displayed in
OPSLOG Browse, see How to View a List of All Possible OPSLOG Columns.

Default value
The first two characters of the JES3 system ID, in hexadecimal format: X'0001'

Other possible values
Any other two bytes in the system ID character string, expressed in hexadecimals. Each hexadecimal value in this
string must be in the range 00 to 07 for JES3 sites, and in the range 00 to 03 for JES2 sites.

NOTE
These values are zero-offset based. The first character in the string is represented by hexadecimal
value 00, the second character by 01, the third by 02, and so on.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Examples: BROWSEIDFORMAT 

This function displays the second and third characters of the system ID.

OPSPRM("SET","BROWSEIDFORMAT","X'0102'")

This function displays the third and sixth characters of the system ID.

OPSPRM("SET","BROWSEIDFORMAT","X'0205'")

BROWSEINTERVAL Parameter

Determines how often the OPSLOG message area is saved to the OPSLOG DIV data set.

Default value
15 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 300

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEINTERVAL 

This function saves OPSLOG contents every 30 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEINTERVAL','30')

WARNING

 Warning! OPSLOG messages in the message area can be lost if OPS/MVS abnormally terminates before
the message area is saved. OPS/MVS processes the events corresponding to the OPSLOG message records
before placing the records in the OPSLOG message area. Only the OPSLOG message records are lost, not the
events or automation. Lowering the BROWSEINTERVAL value minimizes the possibility of message loss but
increases overhead with additional writes of data.
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BROWSELXC Parameter

The BROWSELXC parameter must be set to YES in order to include the Mainframe Connector unsolicited message
events passed to OPS/MVS in OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: BROWSELXC
This function ensures that Mainframe Connector unsolicited message events are included in OPSLOG.
OPSPRM('SET','BROWSELXC','YES')

BROWSEMAX Parameter

Determines the maximum number of messages in the OPSLOG message area for any OPSLOG. The OPSLOG message
area resides in a data space owned by the OPS/MVS main address space. This is only the default value and can be
overridden on any ADDRESS OPSCTL “OPSLOG DEFINE” or “OPSLOG ACTIVATE” host command for any OPSLOG.

Default value
400000

Other possible values
Any number greater than or equal to 1000 but less than or equal to 2950000

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization.
However, you cannot change the BROWSEMAX value if you initialize OPS/MVS with an existing OPSLOG;
attempting to do so generates message OPS0163W. To change the BROWSEMAX value in this case, you must:

1. Stop OPS/MVS.
2. Delete the OPSLOG DIV data set.
3. Allocate a new OPSLOG data set.
4. Restart OPS/MVS, using a different BROWSEMAX value.

 Example: BROWSEMAX 

This function limits the number of messages to 100000.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEMAX','100000')

BROWSEMESSAGES Parameter

This parameter determines which copies of a message and a DOM go into OPSLOG.

NOTE
 In a sysplex environment, the value of BROWSEMESSAGES affects messages and DOMs from other systems
in the sysplex.

Default value
MVS
OPS/MVS processes z/OS messages and DOMs from the SSI.
In a sysplex environment, OPSLOG receives and processes messages and DOMs from this specific system only.
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Other possible values

• NONE
OPSLOG processes no messages or DOMs.

• MVSGLOBAL
This value is valid only for sites that are running in a sysplex environment or importing messages to OPS/
MVS through MIC.
If your site runs JES3, you must specify MVSGLOBAL on the JES3 global processor in order for OPSLOG
to receive the reissued messages from the JES3 local processors. In a sysplex environment, specifying
MVSGLOBAL causes OPSLOG to receive and process messages from other systems in the sysplex.
In an environment in which OPS/MVS receives imported messages from MIC, specifying MVSGLOBAL
causes OPSLOG to receive and process the imported messages.

NOTE
 If AOFMESSAGES is set to MVSLIST and BROWSEMESSAGES is set to MVSGLOBAL,
OPSLOG will receive local messages and messages imported from systems specified on the
MVSSYSn parameters.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEMESSAGES 

This function allows messages and DOMs from other systems in the sysplex to be recorded in OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEMESSAGES','MVSGLOBAL')

•  BROWSEMESSAGES Usage Recommendations 

We recommend the following regarding the use of the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter:

• – JES2 sites should use a value of MVS.
– JES3 sites should use a value of MVSGLOBAL on the JES3 global processor and a value of MVS on the JES3 local

processors.

WARNING

• Do not change the value of the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter without first considering the impact that the
change will have on your ability to determine what is happening on your system.

• If you use the MVSGLOBAL value in a sysplex environment, changes to the MSCOPE of your consoles may
affect which messages are logged in OPSLOG and processed by the AOF.

NOTE
 To avoid confusion between what appears in the OPSLOG and which events are processed by the AOF, give
the BROWSEMESSAGES and AOFMESSAGES parameters identical values. However, the MVSLIST option
is not available on the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter. If you specify MVSLIST for AOFMESSAGES, it is
recommended that you specify MVSGLOBAL for BROWSEMESSAGES. This will cause OPSLOG to show local
messages and messages imported from the systems specified on the MVSSYSn parameters.

BROWSEOMG Parameter

This parameter determines whether OMEGAMON event messages appear in the OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEOMG 

This function excludes OMEGAMON messages from OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEOMG','NO')

BROWSEPRINTLIM Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum number of lines you can print using the PP line command in OPSLOG Browse. The
value you specify remains in effect across OPS/MVS sessions.

Default value
5000

NOTE
If the parameter display value is 0, then the default limit of 5000 is used.

Other possible values
Any number greater than 1; however, since you cannot PRINT more lines than the number of lines existing in the
OPSLOG, the practical maximum value is the value of BROWSEMAX

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEPRINTLIM 

This function allows you to print up to 100,000 lines.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEPRINTLIM','100000')

BROWSEPROFPROMPT Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS prompts you to set a profile filter before it gives you access to OPSLOG
Browse.

If you allow the value of the BROWSEPROFPROMPT parameter to default to NO, OPSLOG Browse viewing is not
affected. Setting the value of the BROWSEPROFPROMPT parameter to YES affects OPSLOG Browse viewing only when
both of these statements are true:

• You set a profile filter for OPSLOG Browse during a previous OPSLOG Browse session.
• When you set your profile filter, you entered or changed values for the JOBNAME, MSGID, RULESET, COLOR,

SYSNAME, USER, or MSGevent options.
•  Default value

NO
•  Other possible values

YES
•  Set or modify this parameter…

Anytime

 Example: BROWSEPROFPROMPT 

This function causes the OPSLOG Browse Profile panel to appear when you select OPSLOG Browse, giving you a
chance to change the filtering before you actually enter OPSLOG Browse.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEPROFPROMPT','YES')
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BROWSEREQ Parameter

This parameter determines whether request event messages appear in the OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEREQ 

This function includes request events in the OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEREQ','YES')

BROWSESCR Parameter

Determines whether screen event messages appear in the OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: BROWSESCR 

This function includes screen event messages.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSESCR','YES')

BROWSESEC Parameter

Determines whether security event messages appear in the OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: BROWSESEC 

This function includes security events in the OPSLOG,

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSESEC','YES')

BROWSETLM Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting time limit excession (TLM) events.

Default value
NO
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Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: BROWSETLM 

This function includes TLM events in OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSETLM','YES')

BROWSETOD Parameter

Determines whether the OPSLOG includes time-of-day (TOD) event messages.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: BROWSETOD 

This function includes time-of-day messages.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSETOD','YES')

BROWSEUSS Parameter

Specifies whether OPSLOG includes messages reporting a USS message event.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: BROWSEUSS 

This function includes USS message events in OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEUSS','YES')

BROWSEUSSPROC Parameter

The BROWSEUSSPROC parameter must be set to YES in order to include the USS process event messages in
OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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 Example: BROWSEUSSPROC 

This function ensures that USS process message events are included in OPSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','BROWSEUSSPROC','YES')

DEBUGARCH Parameter 

(Optional) This parameter specifies if archive related debug messages are issued.

 Default value:
NO

 Other possible values: 

YES

 Set or modify this parameter... 

Anytime

 Example: DEBUGARCH 

This function includes archive related debug message.

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGARCH','YES')

INITARCH Parameter 

This parameter specifies if the OPSLOG archive subtask is started. The OPSLOG archive subtask controls the initiation of
the archive through the started task specified by ARCHIVEPROC.

 Default value:
NO

 Other possible values: 

YES

 Set or modify this parameter... 

Anytime

 Example: INITARCH 

This function starts the OPSLOG archive subtask.

OPSPRM('SET','INITARCH','YES')

NOTE

 You can stop the archival process by setting the INITARCH parameter to NO. If you restart the ARCH subtask
after setting the INITARCH parameter to NO, the subtask terminates immediately. If no restart is invoked, the
last archive is finished and the subtask terminates automatically. In both cases, there is no need to restart OPS/
MVS.

MVSSYSn Parameter

There are thirty one MVSSYSn parameters named MVSSYS1 to MVSSYS31. Each MVSSYSn parameter can specify
an eight-character system name. When the AOF MESSAGES parameter is set to MVSLIST, OPS/MVS will receive and
process local messages and messages from systems specified on the MVSSYSn parameters. See the AOFMESSAGES
parameter for more information.
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Default value: ' '
The default value is a blank which indicates that no system name is specified on this parameter.

Other possible values
8-character system name
This value indicates that OPS/MVS should receive and process messages imported from the specified system if
the AOFMESSAGES parameter is set to MVSLIST.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: MVSSYSn Parameter

These functions tell OPS/MVS to receive and process messages imported from MVSSYSAA and MVSSYSBB if
AOFMESSAGES is set to MVSLIST:

OPSPRM('SET','MVSSYS1','MVSSYSAA')

OPSPRM('SET','MVSSYS2','MVSSYSBB')

MVSSYSn Usage Recommendations
We recommend the following regarding the use of the MVSSYSn parameters:

• Do not ‘skip’ MVSSYSn parameters when filling in system names. For example, if you are specifying three
system names, use the MVSSYS1, MVSSYS2, and MVSSYS3 parameters. While the function will still
work correctly if you skip parameters (use MVSSYS1, MVSSYS10, and MVSSYS20 for example), the best
performance will be achieved by filling the MVSSYSn parameters consecutively.

• Use the AOFMESSAGES parameter to toggle system filtering on and off. The system names specified on the
MVSSYSn parameters persist regardless of the AOFMESSAGES value. However, the system names are not
used to filter message processing unless AOFMESSAGES is set to MVSLIST. The MVSSYSn parameters are
ignored for any other AOFMESSAGE value.

WARNING
If you specify a value of MVSLIST for AOFMESSAGES and do not specify any system names on MVSSYSn
parameters, OPS/MVS will not receive and process imported messages. Only local messages will be processed
by OPS/MVS.

OMGCICS Parameter

Sets the default display color of OMEGAMON CICS messages in OPSLOG browse.

Default value
NONE (no color)

Other possible values
BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQ, WHITE, or YELLOW

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: OMGCICS 

This function causes OMEGAMON CICS messages to display in pink.

OPSPRM('SET','OMGCICS','PINK')

OMGDB2 Parameter

Sets the default display color of OMEGAMON DB2 messages in OPSLOG browse.
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Default value
NONE (no color)

Other possible values
BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQ, WHITE, or YELLOW

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: OMGDB2 

This function causes OMEGAMON DB2 messages to display in red.

OPSPRM('SET','OMGDB2','RED')

OMGIMS Parameter

Sets the default display color of OMEGAMON IMS messages in OPSLOG browse.

Default value
NONE (no color)

Other possible values
BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQ, WHITE, or YELLOW

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: OMGIMS 

This function causes OMEGAMON IMS messages to display in white.

OPSPRM('SET','OMGIMS','WHITE')

OMGMVS Parameter

Sets the default display color of OMEGAMON MVS messages in OPSLOG browse.

Default value
NONE (no color)

Other possible values
BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQ, WHITE, or YELLOW

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

 Example: OMGMVS 

This function causes OMEGAMON MVS messages to display in blue.

OPSPRM('SET','OMGMVS','BLUE')

Command-Related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections affect OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
command processing.

BYPASSCMDECHO Parameter

This parameter determines whether message rules execute when operators issue commands.
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Default value
NO
Using this setting, an operator command executes a message rule.

Other possible values
YES
Using this setting, operator commands do not execute message rules.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: BYPASSCMDECHO

This function prevents AOF message rules from executing as a result of an operator command.

OPSPRM('SET','BYPASSCMDECHO','YES')

CMDSECREPLYTEXT Parameter

This parameter dictates whether command rules can see the text from replies to security WTORs.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CMDSECREPLYTEXT

This function prevents command rules from seeing WTOR reply text.

OPSPRM('SET','CMDSECREPLYTEXT','NO')

COMMANDHIGH Parameter

This parameter displays the high watermark that the command rate control mechanism has reached during the current
life of the product or since this parameter value was last reset. This is the highest value that the COMMANDCURRENT
parameter has ever reached since that time. Compare the COMMANDHIGH value to the value specified on the
COMMANDMAX parameter to determine how close OPS/MVS has come to the point at which it would shut itself down
due to exceeding the COMMANDMAX limit.

Note that resetting this parameter affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced by the
Automation Measurement Environment (AME).

Default value
No default

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: COMMANDHIGH

This function resets the COMMANDHIGH value to zero.
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OPSPRM('SET','COMMANDHIGH',0)

COMMANDMAX Parameter

This parameter dictates the maximum number of commands OPS/MVS can issue per second. When this number equals
the value of the COMMANDCURRENT counter, OPS/MVS terminates and issues message OPS3146S. Setting the
COMMANDMAX parameter to its maximum possible value prevents OPS/MVS from ever shutting down due to an
excessive command rate.

Default value
200

Other possible values
Any number between 100 and 10000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: COMMANDMAX

This function limits OPS/MVS to issuing 2000 commands.

OPSPRM('SET','COMMANDMAX','2000')

COMMANDRATE Parameter

This parameter sets the rate by which OPS/MVS decreases the COMMANDCURRENT counter in every elapsed second.

Default value
3

Other possible values
Between 1 and 100 per second

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: COMMANDRATE

This function decreases the COMMANDCURRENT counter by 1 per second.

OPSPRM('SET','COMMANDRATE','1')

EXTCONSPREFIX Parameter

This parameter specifies a one- to six-character prefix for OPS/MVS to use when it generates extended console names.
The prefix must begin with an uppercase alphabetic character or one of the following special characters: #, $, or @. The
second through last characters of the prefix must be alphanumeric characters or any of these special characters: #, $, or
@.

As many as 99 extended consoles may be active; the setting of the EXTENDEDCONSOLES parameter determines the
number of extended consoles OPS/MVS activates at startup. To create a unique name for each extended console, OPS/
MVS adds a two-digit suffix (01-99) to the prefix. For example, if the value of EXTCONSPREFIX is OPSEXT and the value
of EXTENDEDCONSOLES is 3, OPS/MVS activates these consoles:
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• OPSEXT01
• OPSEXT02
• OPSEXT03

When you specify a value for the EXTCONSPREFIX parameter, make sure that the value does not conflict with the values
of the EXTRAEXTPREFIX parameter. If OPS/MVS detects a conflict, it reverts to its default prefix values.

Default value
OPS/MVS uses this pattern to generate a default prefix:

• Character 1 is E, to indicate extended.
• The next 1 to 4 characters (characters 2 through 5) are the 1- to 4-byte SMFID of the current system. The

length of this string depends on the length of the SMFID.
Because some SMFIDs contain characters that are not allowed in extended console names, in certain cases
you will not be able to use the default prefix; instead, specify a value for the EXTCONSPREFIX parameter.

• The next character is the fourth character of the subsystem ID.
• The last two characters are a number from 01 through 99, depending upon the number of consoles requested.

Other possible values
Any valid one- to six-character prefix having these characteristics:

• The prefix must begin with an uppercase alphabetic character or any of these special characters: #, $, or @.
• The second through last characters must be alphanumeric characters or any of these special characters: #, $,

or @.

Set or modify this parameter
At initialization

Example: EXTCONSPREFIX

This function sets the extended console prefix to EXTCON.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTCONSPREFIX','EXTCON')

EXTENDEDCONSOLES Parameter

This parameter specifies the number of extended consoles (without MIGIDs) that OPS/MVS activates at startup. The
recommended value for EXTENDEDCONSOLES is five more than the maximum number of all OSF servers (five plus the
sum of OSFMAX, OSFTSLMAX, and OSFTSPMAX).

WARNING
Allocating an excessive number of extended, migration, and extra extended consoles may impact the amount of
time it takes to process messages.

Default value
15
This default value of 15 is equal to five plus the sum of the defaults for OSFMAX, OSFTSLMAX, and
OSFTSPMAX.

Other possible values
Any number from 0 to 99

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: EXTENDEDCONSOLES

This function causes OPS/MVS to activate 22 extended consoles at startup.
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OPSPRM('SET','EXTENDEDCONSOLES','22')

EXTRAEXTCONSOLES Parameter

This parameter specifies the number of extra extended consoles that OPS/MVS activates at startup. The
EXTRAEXTCONSOLES and EXTRAEXTPREFIX parameters enable you to allocate a set of extended consoles for the
exclusive use of particular pieces of OPS/MVS. For example, perhaps your site uses an application that issues CICS
commands, and all commands must be issued through the same console.

It is the responsibility of the client to manage these consoles in the appropriate manner. The OPSCMD command
processor selects an extra extended console only if the console name is explicitly specified through the OPSCMD NAME
or CONNAME keyword.

WARNING
Allocating an excessive number of extended, migration, and extra extended consoles may impact the amount of
time it takes to process messages.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any number from 0 to 99

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: EXTRAEXTCONSOLES

This function causes OPS/MVS to activate 12 extra extended consoles at startup.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTRAEXTCONSOLES','12')

EXTRAEXTPREFIX Parameter

Specifies a one-to six-character prefix for OPS/MVS to use when it generates extra extended console names. The prefix
must begin with an uppercase alphabetic character or one of the following special characters: #, $, or @. The second
through last characters of the prefix must be alphanumeric characters or any of these special characters: #, $, or @.

Along with the EXTRAEXTCONSOLES parameter, the EXTRAEXTPREFIX parameter enables you to allocate a set
of extended consoles for the exclusive use of particular pieces of OPS/MVS. For example, perhaps your site uses an
application that issues CICS commands, and all commands must be issued through the same console.

As many as 99 extended consoles may be active; the setting of the EXTRAEXTCONSOLES parameter determines the
number of extra extended consoles OPS/MVS activates at startup. To create a unique name for each extra extended
console, OPS/MVS adds a two-digit suffix (01-99) to the prefix. For example, if the value of EXTRAEXTPREFIX is
EXTEXT and the value of EXTRAEXTCONSOLES is 3, OPS/MVS activates these consoles:

• EXTEXT01
• EXTEXT02
• EXTEXT03

When you specify a value for the EXTRAEXTPREFIX parameter, make sure that the value does not conflict with the
values of the EXTCONSPREFIX parameter. If OPS/MVS detects a conflict, it reverts to its default prefix values.

Default value
OPS/MVS uses this pattern to generate a default prefix:
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• Character 1 is X, to indicate extra.
• Characters 2-5 are the 4-byte SMFID of the current system. Because some SMFIDs contain characters that

are not allowed in extended console names, in certain cases you will not be able to use the default prefix;
instead, specify a value for the EXTRAEXTPREFIX parameter.

• Character 6 is the fourth character of the subsystem ID.
• Characters 7-8 are a number from 01 to 99, depending upon the number of consoles requested.

Other possible values
Any valid one- to six-character prefix having these characteristics:

• The prefix must begin with an uppercase alphabetic character or any of these special characters: #, $, or @.
• The second through last characters must be alphanumeric characters or any of these special characters: #, $,

or @.

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: EXTRAEXTPREFIX

This function sets the extra extended console prefix to EXTRAC.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTRAEXTPREFIX','EXTRAC')

OCCONINT Parameter

Specifies how long OPS/MVS waits before retrying to allocate a console that it will use to issue operating system
commands (through the OPSCMD command processor or ADDRESS OPER host command environment). This process
occurs only when all consoles are busy.

Default value
25 (centiseconds)

Other possible values
Any value between 1 and 100 centiseconds

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCCONINT

This function sets the console retry interval to 50 centiseconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OCCONINT','50')

OCCONSOLENAME Parameter

Specifies the console name that the OPS/MVS OPSCMD command processor and ADDRESS OPER commands use to
issue commands when the NOOUTPUT keyword is either implied or explicitly specified.

We strongly recommend that you specify one of the following values for this parameter:

There are thirty one MVSSYSn parameters named MVSSYS1 to MVSSYS31. Each MVSSYSn parameter can specify
an eight-character system name. When the AOF MESSAGES parameter is set to MVSLIST, OPS/MVS will receive and
process local messages and messages from systems specified on the MVSSYSn parameters. See the AOFMESSAGES
parameter for more information.

Default value: ' '
The default value is a blank which indicates that no system name is specified on this parameter.
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Other possible values
8-character system name
This value indicates that OPS/MVS should receive and process messages imported from the specified system if
the AOFMESSAGES parameter is set to MVSLIST.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: MVSSYSn Parameter

These functions tell OPS/MVS to receive and process messages imported from MVSSYSAA and MVSSYSBB if
AOFMESSAGES is set to MVSLIST:

OPSPRM('SET','MVSSYS1','MVSSYSAA')

OPSPRM('SET','MVSSYS2','MVSSYSBB')

MVSSYSn Usage Recommendations
We recommend the following regarding the use of the MVSSYSn parameters:

• Do not ‘skip’ MVSSYSn parameters when filling in system names. For example, if you are specifying three
system names, use the MVSSYS1, MVSSYS2, and MVSSYS3 parameters. While the function will still
work correctly if you skip parameters (use MVSSYS1, MVSSYS10, and MVSSYS20 for example), the best
performance will be achieved by filling the MVSSYSn parameters consecutively.

• Use the AOFMESSAGES parameter to toggle system filtering on and off. The system names specified on the
MVSSYSn parameters persist regardless of the AOFMESSAGES value. However, the system names are not
used to filter message processing unless AOFMESSAGES is set to MVSLIST. The MVSSYSn parameters are
ignored for any other AOFMESSAGE value.

WARNING
If you specify a value of MVSLIST for AOFMESSAGES and do not specify any system names on MVSSYSn
parameters, OPS/MVS will not receive and process imported messages. Only local messages will be processed
by OPS/MVS.

Default value
A null string

Other possible values
Any valid 2- to 8-character console name; for information about valid console names, see the definition of
CONSOLxx in the IBM documentation.

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCCONSOLENAME

This function sets the value of OCCONSOLENAME to ZOSCD20.

OPSPRM('SET','OCCONSOLENAME','ZOSCD20')

OCCONTIME Parameter

Specifies how long OPS/MVS retries allocating a console that it will use to issue operating system commands (through
the OPSCMD command processor or ADDRESS OPER host command environment). This process occurs only when all
consoles are busy.

Default value
10 (seconds)
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Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 60

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCCONTIME

This function sets console retry time to 20 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OCCONTIME','20')

OCCONTYPE Parameter

Determines the default value that is used for the CONTYPE keyword of the OPSCMD command processor and the
ADDRESS OPER host command environment. If the CONTYPE keyword is not specified for a cross-system command,
then the value of OCCONTYPE on the target system is used.

Default value: ANY
Any console type may be used.

Other possible values
EXTCONS

Indicates that only extended consoles should be allocated.
SSCONS

Indicates that only subsystem consoles should be allocated.
Set or modify this parameter:

Anytime

Example: OCCONTYPE

This function uses only extended consoles for OPSCMD without the CONTYPE keyword specified.

OPSPRM('SET','OCCONTYPE','EXTCONS')

OCINTERVAL Parameter

Specifies how often, in hundredths of a second (centiseconds), OPS/MVS checks for output from an operator command
issued through the OPSCMD command processor or the ADDRESS OPER host command environment.

For commands to the local system issued through OPSCMD:

• If a value for the WAIT keyword is specified, that value determines how long OPSCMD waits, unconditionally, to
receive all output from the current command. In such cases, the value of OCINTERVAL is irrelevant.

• If the WAIT keyword is not specified, OPSCMD uses the value of the OCWAIT parameter to determine how long it
should wait for a response. If it receives a response in the time specified by OCWAIT, OPS/MVS checks for additional
output at the interval specified by OCINTERVAL.

For commands to the local system issued through ADDRESS OPER, the value of the OCWAIT parameter is always
the maximum wait time. If a response is received in the time specified by OCWAIT, it checks for additional output at the
interval specified by OCINTERVAL.

For cross-system commands, OPS/MVS looks for command output until the wait time (either the value specified by the
SYSWAIT keyword on the command or the default MSFSYSWAIT value) expires. If a response is received in the specified
time, OPS/MVS checks for additional output at the interval specified by OCINTERVAL.
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Default value
90 (centiseconds)

Other possible values
Any number of centiseconds between 10 and 300

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCINTERVAL

This function tells OPS/MVS to seek command output every half second.

OPSPRM('SET','OCINTERVAL','50')

OCMAXMSG Parameter

Specifies the maximum number of output lines a command issued in OPS/MVS can have. This value limits the output of
commands issued through either the OPSCMD command or the ADDRESS OPER command.

Default value
2000 (lines of output)

Other possible values
Any number of lines between 100 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCMAXMSG

This function sets the maximum number of command output lines to 5000.

OPSPRM('SET','OCMAXMSG','5000')

OCSTRICTCART Parameter

This parameter specifies whether to strictly validate the command and response token (CART) for command responses
from the use of OPSCMD and ADDRESS OPER. Historically, OPS/MVS has retrieved responses with CARTS that are
null since not all products supported the command and response token. This behavior can lead to command responses
being intermixed between a current command response, and a product that is sending unsolicited responses to one of our
consoles.        

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCSTRICTCART

This function enables strict command and response token checking.

OPSPRM('SET','OCSTRICTCART','YES')
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OCWAIT Parameter

This parameter specifies how many seconds an OPSCMD command or ADDRESS OPER command will wait for
command output. If used, the WAIT keyword of the OPSCMD command overrides the OCWAIT value.

Default value
10 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 2 and 60

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCWAIT

This function sets the maximum wait time to 10 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OCWAIT','10')

OCWTORINT Parameter

This parameter specifies, in centiseconds, how often OPS/MVS tries to find an outstanding WTOR message issued in
response to any of the following:

• An OPSREPLY command
• An ADDRESS OPER host command for which the REPLY keyword or the IMSID keyword was specified
• An OPSCMD command processor for which the REPLY keyword or the IMSID keyword was specified

OPS/MVS continues searching for the WTOR until the OCWTORTIME interval expires.

Default value
25 (centiseconds)

Other possible values
Any number of centiseconds between 1 and 100

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCWTORINT

This function tells OPS/MVS to look for a WTOR every 20 centiseconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OCWTORINT','20')

OCWTORTIME Parameter

This parameter limits the total number of seconds that OPS/MVS uses to locate outstanding WTOR messages issued in
response to any of the following:

• An OPSREPLY command
• An OPSCMD command processor for which the REPLY keyword or the IMSID keyword was specified
• An ADDRESS OPER host command for which the REPLY keyword or the IMSID keyword was specified

For example, if the OCWTORINT parameter is set to 25 centiseconds and the OCWTORTIME parameter is set to 10
seconds, OPS/MVS looks for the reply ID a total of 40 times or four times per second (100 centiseconds / 25 centiseconds
= 4 * 10 = 40).
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Default value
10 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 60

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OCWTORTIME

This function limits the total time OPS/MVS can use to locate a WTOR to 30 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OCWTORTIME','30')

OPSCMD Parameter

This parameter determines whether the OPSCMD command processor and the ADDRESS OPER host command
environment are active.

Default value
YES (enables them)

Other possible values
NO (disables them)

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: OPSCMD

This function disables the OPSCMD command processor and the ADDRESS OPER host command environment.

OPSPRM('SET','OPSCMD','NO')

QUICKREFCMD Parameter

This parameter provides OPSVIEW with the name of the MVS/QuickRef CLIST command invocation string if the
installation does not use the default command of %QW as supplied by Chicago Soft, Ltd.

Default value
A string of 9 blanks. This tells OPSVIEW to use the default MVS/QuickRef command invocation string %QW.

Other possible values
Any 1 to 9-character TSO command string.

NOTE
If the first character is not a percent sign (which indicates that the command is a CLIST or REXX
EXEC), then the string should contain a 1- to 8-character TSO command.

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example:

OPSPRM('SET','QUICKREFCMD','QWIKR')
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SSICMD Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS processes commands before or after subsystems such as JES, DB2, and
NetView. Broadcom recommends that you set the value of the SSICMD parameter to YES. When setting SSICMD, review
this information:

• If the subsystem processes the command before OPS/MVS, then command text changes specified in a command rule
are ignored.

• If OPS/MVS processes the command first, the command that the subsystem processes is the changed version. That
is, it is the command as modified by the rule.

• If SSICMD is set to YES, OPS/MVS processes commands first.
• If SSICMD is set to NO, OPS/MVS processes commands after nearly all of the other subsystems have done so

(depending on the order of the subsystems).

To effectively intercept a command before any other subsystem processes it, follow these steps:

1. Set the SSICMD parameter to YES.
2. Within the CMD rule logic, set the cmd.text environmental variable to null (cmd.text='') before exiting the rule with

a RETURN 'ACCEPT.' For an example of intercepting and processing a JES2 command, see the AOF rule sample
member JES2$TJ.

3. For a sample program that displays the names of all subsystems in use, see the SCANSSCT REXX program, which is
distributed with OPS/MVS.

Default value
YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to process commands first. YES is the recommended setting.

Other possible values
NO
This value causes OPS/MVS to process commands after other subsystems.

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: SSICMD

This function enables OPS/MVS command rules to process commands after other subsystems.

OPSPRM('SET','SSICMD','NO')

SYSPLEXSCOPE Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS command processors that use the SYSTEM(ALL) or SYSTEM(EXT)
parameters:

• Are delivered to all MSF connected systems or just those systems that are in the same SYSPLEX as the local system.

Default value
NO
The command is sent to all MSF connected systems

Other possible values
YES
The command is sent only to MSF systems in the same SYSPLEX as the local system.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime...

Example: SYSPLEXSCOPE
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This function sends commands to MSF systems in the same SYSPLEX as the local system:

OPSPRM('SET','SYSPLEXSCOPE','YES')

SUBSYSDEFAULT Parameter

This parameter defines how many subsystem consoles OPS/MVS will try to acquire. OPS/MVS uses subsystem consoles
to submit commands and to retrieve command output. For more information, see Define Subsystem Consoles.

Default value
0 (consoles)

Other possible values
Any number of consoles between 0 and 99

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: SUBSYSDEFAULT

This function allocates 20 subsystem consoles for OPS/MVS.

OPSPRM('SET','SUBSYSDEFAULT','20')

SYSTEMCPF Parameter

This parameter allows a site to add a sysplex-wide CPF prefix to the system for general-purpose use. This facility allows
console operators and automation code to use the CPF prefix as a short form of the z/OS ROUTE command to issue
commands to this system from any other system in the sysplex.

For example, if you set this parameter to S1 for system SYS1, your console operators can issue the abbreviated
command:

S1 D A,OPSMAIN

instead of:

ROUTE S1 D A,OPSMAIN

from anywhere in the sysplex that includes SYS1. The CPF prefix is available on all systems in the sysplex. Therefore,
you must use unique values on each system in a sysplex.

Once defined, the SYSTEMCPF prefix value remains available even if OPS/MVS is terminated. If you restart OPS/MVS
with a different SYSTEMCPF parameter value, the old CPF prefix is deleted prior to defining the new one.

NOTE
The difference between using a CPF prefix and the ROUTE command-the ROUTE command causes a CMD
event for the ROUTE command on the local system.

Default value
A string of 8 blanks. This blank value indicates that no system CPF value is set.

Other possible values
Any 1- to 8-character alphanumeric string.

WARNING
The SYSTEMCPF parameter can only contain characters from Characters Allowed in z/OS Commands.
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Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Examples: SystemCPF

• This example sets the CPF prefix for this system to the value of the SMFID of the system:

smfid = OPSINFO("SMFID")

T = OPSPRM("SET","SystemCPF",smfid)

• You could also use the following, or another unique value in place of OPSINFO("SMFID"):

OPSINFO("SYSNAME")

Memory/Storage Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections affect the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) use of CPU memory and storage.

CSALIMIT Parameter

Limits the amount of common service area (CSA) below the 16 MB line that OPS/MVS can acquire. Resetting this
parameter to meet a need for more CSA in OPS/MVS does not guarantee that OPS/MVS will be able to acquire the
additional storage; the available CSA storage of the operating system is still the main factor. For more information, see the
description of the IEASYSxx member-CSA parameter in the IBM documentation.

Default value
15360 (bytes); 15 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of storage between 1024 and 2097152 bytes

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: CSALIMIT

This function limits OPS/MVS to acquiring 15 KB of CSA storage.

OPSPRM('SET','CSALIMIT','15K')

ECSALIMIT Parameter

Limits the amount of extended common service area (ECSA) above the 16-megabyte line that OPS/MVS can acquire.
Resetting this parameter to meet a need for more ECSA in OPS/MVS does not guarantee that OPS/MVS will be able
to acquire the additional storage; the available ECSA storage of the operating system is still the main factor. For more
information, see the description of the IEASYSxx member-ECSA parameter in the IBM documentation.

WARNING
WARNING! If you set the value of the ECSALIMIT parameter too low, OPS/MVS may not be able to start or the
module reload facility may not be able to function.

Default value
4096 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of storage between 256 KB and 16384 KB
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Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: ECSALIMIT

This function limits OPS/MVS to acquiring 700 KB of ECSA storage.

OPSPRM('SET','ECSALIMIT','700K')

EPRIVLIMIT Parameter

Limits the amount of private storage area, above the 16-megabyte line, that OPS/MVS can acquire. Even when you
increase this parameter value, the amount of storage that OPS/MVS can acquire depends on what the operating system
allows.

NOTE

 Expansion of the common storage area may affect user private storage.

Default value
Determined by OPS/MVS based on the maximum possible size of the extended private area

Other possible values
Any amount of storage between 1024 KB and 2 GB

NOTE

The value that you specify may be overridden if it is too large.

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: EPRIVLIMIT

This function limits OPS/MVS to acquiring 1 GB of private storage above the 16 MB line.

OPSPRM('SET','EPRIVLIMIT','1048576K')

GENERICPOOLSIZE Parameter

Determines the size of the storage pool used by a number of basic and optional OPS/MVS facilities (for example,
ADDRESS USS and ADDRESS NETMAN).

Default value
1024 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of storage between 524288 bytes (512 KB) and 67108864 (64 MB) bytes

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: GENERICPOOLSIZE

This function limits the generic storage pool to 512 KB.

OPSPRM('SET','GENERICPOOLSIZE','512K')
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MSFPOOLSIZE Parameter

This parameter determines the size of the storage pool used by MSF to contain data being passed between OPS/MVS
systems through MSF.

Default value
1024 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of storage between 524288 bytes (512 KB) and 67108864 (64 MB) bytes

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

NOTE

After changing this parameter you must recycle the MSF component with a MODIFY
OPSx,RESTART(MSF) command for the change to be effective.

Example: MSFPOOLSIZE

This function limits the MSF storage pool to 2 MB.

OPSPRM('SET','MSFPOOLSIZE','2048K')

PRIVLIMIT Parameter

This parameter limits the amount of private storage area, below the 16-megabyte line, that OPS/MVS can acquire. Even
when you increase this parameter value, the amount of storage that OPS/MVS can acquire depends on the limits of
the operating system (set by the REGION parameter on the EXEC JCL card, through the IEFUSI exit, or through the
IEALIMIT routine).

Default value
12288 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of storage between 128 KB and 12288 KB (12 MB)

Set or modify this parameter
Anytime

Example: PRIVLIMIT

This function limits OPS/MVS to acquiring 256 KB of private storage below the 16 MB line.

OPSPRM ('SET','PRIVLIMIT','256K')

PROCESS Parameter

This parameter determines how many process blocks are allocated in the extended private area of the OPS/MVS main
address space when the OPS/MVS address space initializes.

NOTE

 The value of the SSEXEXITHICOUNT parameter indicates the high water mark for the number of these process
blocks.

Allocating the right number of process blocks is critical. The number cannot be too low, because each event processed
by OPS/MVS requires its own process block. However, setting the value too high has its own implications; the number of
process blocks you specify may use so much virtual storage that OPS/MVS fails to function correctly.
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WARNING
For these reasons, always discuss the PROCESS parameter with Broadcom Support before setting it to a value
higher than 150.

NOTE
During initialization, OPS/MVS may increase the value of the PROCESS parameter if it is set too low for the
current environment.

Default value
30 (blocks)

Other possible values
Any number of blocks between 10 and 350

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: PROCESS

This function allocates 50 process blocks in the OPS/MVS main address space.

OPSPRM('SET','PROCESS','50')

SQLPOOLSIZE Parameter

This parameter determines the size of the storage pool used by the RDF to contain SQL data.

The size of this pool must be at least as large as the amount of data returned by the largest SQL request.

Default value
1024 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of storage between 524288 bytes (512 KB) and 67108864 (64 MB) bytes

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: SQLPOOLSIZE

This function limits the MSF storage pool to 2 MB.

OPSPRM('SET','SQLPOOLSIZE','2048K')

STACKERROR Parameter

This parameter sets the size of the error stack space OPS/MVS uses.

WARNING
Do not modify this value except at the request of a Broadcom Support representative.

Default value
216 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of stack space

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: STACKERROR
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This function allocates 220 KB of error stack space.

OPSPRM('SET','STACKERROR','220K')

STACKMAIN Parameter

This parameter sets the size of the primary stack space OPS/MVS uses.

WARNING
Do not modify this value except at the request of a Broadcom Support representative.

Default value
512 KB

Other possible values
Any amount of stack space between 100 KB and 1024 KB

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: STACKMAIN

This function allocates 640 KB of primary stack space.

OPSPRM('SET','STACKMAIN','640K')

STACKRESERVED Parameter

This parameter sets the size of the reserve stack space OPS/MVS uses.

WARNING
Do not modify this value except at the request of a Broadcom Support representative.

Default value
256 bytes

Other possible values
Any amount of stack space, specified in units of 1 KB (the default, even though it is specified in bytes, is valid and
appears as 0 KB)

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: STACKRESERVED

This function allocates 1 KB of reserve stack space.

OPSPRM('SET','STACKRESERVED','1')

Message-Related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections affect the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) message processing.

MESSAGEHIGH Parameter

Displays the high watermark that the message rate control mechanism has reached during the current life of the
product or since this parameter value was last reset. This is the highest value that the MESSAGECURRENT parameter
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has ever reached since that time. Compare the MESSAGEHIGH value to the value specified on the MESSAGEMAX
parameter to determine how close OPS/MVS has come to the point at which it would shut itself down due to exceeding
the MESSAGEMAX limit.

NOTE

 Resetting this parameter affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced by the
AME.

Default value
No default value

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: MESSAGEHIGH

This function resets the MESSAGEHIGH value to zero.

OPSPRM('SET','MESSAGEHIGH',0)

MESSAGEMAX Parameter

This parameter limits the number of write-to-operator messages that OPS/MVS can generate in a given second.

NOTE

 By default, TRACE statements from rules or from REXX programs running in a server are written to OPSLOG
only; they are not WTOed.

The MESSAGEMAX parameter dictates the maximum value of the message counter kept by the MESSAGECURRENT
parameter. When the value of MESSAGECURRENT reaches the value of MESSAGEMAX, OPS/MVS terminates and
issues message OPS3146S. Setting the MESSAGEMAX parameter to its maximum possible value prevents OPS/MVS
from ever shutting down due to an excessive message rate.

Default value
3000

Other possible values
Any number of messages between 100 and 100000

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: MESSAGEMAX

This function limits OPS/MVS to generating 250 WTO messages.

OPSPRM('SET','MESSAGEMAX','250')

MESSAGERATE Parameter

This parameter sets the rate by which OPS/MVS decrements the value of the MESSAGECURRENT counter every
second.

Default value
100
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Other possible values
Any number between 1 and 1000

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: MESSAGERATE

This function decrements the MESSAGECURRENT counter by 5 each second.

OPSPRM('SET','MESSAGERATE','5')

MLWTOMAXLINES Parameter

The MLWTOMAXLINES parameter determines the maximum lines that can be used for input. This parameter can be
changed in the OPSSPAxx member.

Default value
1024

Other possible values
0-10000

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: MLWTOMAXLINES

This function changes the default to 100 lines.

OPSPRM('SET','MLWTOMAXLINES','100')

MSGCOLOR Parameter

This parameter sets the default display color for messages in OPSLOG browse for which the MSG.COLOR attribute
variable was not set.

NOTE

 You set the MSG.COLOR variable in AOF message rules.

Default value
NONE
When the MSGCOLOR parameter has a value of NONE, the message descriptor code (if any) determines the
message display color. Otherwise, the color specified on MSGCOLOR overrides the color set by the message
descriptor code.

Other possible values
BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, TURQ (turquoise), WHITE, or YELLOW

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: MSGCOLOR

This function sets the default message display color to green.

OPSPRM('SET','MSGCOLOR','GREEN')
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MSGDRAINRATE Parameter

This parameter with the MSGTHRESHOLD parameter, detects address spaces that issue excessive numbers of
messages. To understand what these parameters do, consider this analogy: each address space is like a bathtub with
a depth set by MSGTHRESHOLD. Each time the address space issues a message, it flows into this bathtub, which
has a drain through which the MSGDRAINRATE number of messages flows each second. When the message bathtub
overflows, OPS/MVS issues message OPS4402O.

To prevent messages from overflowing an address space and causing system problems due to looping, you can create a
message rule. This rule might cancel the looping address space or place it in a penalty performance group.

Default value
10 (messages)

Other possible values
Any number of messages between 1 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: MSGDRAINRATE

This function sets the message drain rate to 5000.

OPSPRM('SET','MSGDRAINRATE','5000')

MSGTHRESHOLD Parameter

This parameter, with the MSGDRAINRATE parameter, detects address spaces that generate excessive numbers of
messages.

Default value
3000

Other possible values
Any number between 10 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: MSGTHRESHOLD

This function sets the threshold for messages in an address space to 10000.

OPSPRM('SET','MSGTHRESHOLD','10000')

PROPAGATEATTR Parameter

This determines whether OPS/MVS propagates back to the console display color changes for messages that the z/OS
subsystem interface intercepts, when an OPS/MVS rule modified the color attribute.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime
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Example: PROPAGATEATTR

This function tells OPS/MVS to propagate message color changes.

OPSPRM('SET','PROPAGATEATTR','YES')

SSIMSG Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS processes messages before or after JES2 processes them.

Default value
NO
This value causes OPS/MVS to process messages after JES2 has seen them. Changes made to the messages
are not reflected in the job log messages of an individual, but the changes will appear in the system SYSLOG.

Other possible values
YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to process messages before JES2 does so, preventing the OPS/MVS MSG.JOBNM
environmental variable from being populated.

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: SSIMSG

This function tells OPS/MVS to process messages before JES2 sees them.

OPSPRM('SET','SSIMSG','YES')

SSIWTL Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS processes Write-to-Log (WTL) messages.

Default value
NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from processing WTL messages.

Other possible values
YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to treat WTL messages like other messages, except that it deliberately skips the
WTL done by JES2 or CONSOLE to put the message on the SYSLOG.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: SSIWTL

This function prevents OPS/MVS from processing WTL messages.

OPSPRM('SET','SSIWTL','NO')

WTODEFAULTROUTE Parameter

This parameter specifies the single z/OS route code to add to any WTO issued by OPSWTO or ADDRESS WTO when
no route codes are specified, no console is specified, and the MCSFLAG is not set to HRDCPY only. This parameter
supersedes any z/OS default route code and reduces the number of undeliverable messages.
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Default value
0
No default route code is defined.

Other possible values
A single integer route code between 0 and 128

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: WTODEFAULTROUTE

This function sets the default route code to 24.

OPSPRM('SET','WTODEFAULTROUTE','24')

Security Parameters
The parameters that are described in the following sections affect OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) security.

AUTHSTRING Parameter

The AUTHSTRING parameter allows testing of the OPS/MVS security user exit.

Typically, OPS/MVS loads the OPUSEX module in CSA. Specifying a user ID allows a particular user ID to load the
security exit from a steplib or joblib for testing purposes. To permit this, you set the AUTHSTRING parameter to the literal
TRIAL plus the user ID to be used. The resulting parameter value is TRIALuserid.

Default value
NONE

Other possible values
TRIALuserid

userid is the user ID that loads the security exit. You must specify both the literal TRIAL, and the userid.
Set or modify this parameter...

Anytime

Example: AUTHSTRING

This function allows user XYZ123 to test the security user exit (OPUSEX) from a steplib or joblib.

OPSPRM('SET','AUTHSTRING','TRIALXYZ123')

AUTHVALUE Parameter

The AUTHVALUE parameter is reserved for future use.

EXTSECCLASS Parameter

The EXTSECCLASS parameter specifies the SAF resource class of SAF resources that are used to secure OPS/MVS
operational events when the value of parameter EXTSECURITY is ON.

Default values
Defaults to FACILITY if the host z/OS is running IBM RACF.
Defaults to FAC if the host z/OS is running ACF2.
Defaults to IBMFAC if the host z/OS is running Top Secret.
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Other possible values
You can specify another resource class name that is defined to the security package you have installed on the
target z/OS system.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: EXTSECCLASS

This example specifies a SAF resource class of OPSCLS.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTSECCLASS','OPSCLS')

WARNING
The definition of the specified SAF resource class in your external security product will determine the maximum
length of SAF resource names of that class that are processed by SAF. If a resource name constructed by OPS/
MVS external security exceeds this length, multiple OPS/MVS operational features may be secured by the same
truncated resource name. For more information, see SAF Resource Name Lengths.

EXTSECPREFIX Parameter

The EXTSECPREFIX parameter specifies the prefix or high-level qualifer of SAF resource names that are used to secure
OPS/MVS operational events when the value of parameter EXTSECURITY is ON.

Default value
OP$MVS

Other possible values
You can override the prefix value with the EXTSECPREFIX parameter to meet local naming standards. Maximum
length is 8 characters.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: EXTSECPREFIX

This function sets the SAF resource name prefix to MYOPS.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTSECPREFIX','MYOPS')

For example, the full resource name for the TSO OPSVIEW security event would be MYOPS.OPSVIEW .

EXTSECSHOW Parameter

The EXTSECSHOW parameter controls whether OPS2109T trace messages for the OPS/MVS SAF calls are sent to
OPSLOG when the value of parameter EXTSECURITY is ON. When set to the value ON, trace messages are sent to
OPSLOG.

Default value
OFF

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: EXTSECSHOW

This function turns on tracing.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTSECSHOW','ON')
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EXTSECSQLSUFFIX Parameter

The EXTSECSQLSUFFIX parameter pecifies the suffix or low-level qualifer of SAF resource names that are used to
secure OPS/MVS SQL events when the value of parameter EXTSECURITY is ON.

When set to the value TBL, the complete resource name is of the format prefix.SQL.table , where table is the name
of the SQL table involved in the security event.

When set to the value TBL.CMD, the complete resource name is of the format prefix.SQL.table.cmdtype , where
table is the name of the SQL table involved in the security event and cmdtype is the type of SQL command being
performed.

Possible values of cmdtype are:

Value SQL command

CT Create table

IN Insert rows

UP Update rows

SE Select

DE Delete rows

DC Declare cursor

OP Open cursor

FE Fetch

CL Close cursor

DT Drop table

CA Alter table add column

CD Alter table drop column

CI Create index

DI Drop index

Default value
TBL

Other possible values
TBL.CMD

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: EXTSECSQLSUFFIX=TBL

This function sets the suffix or low-level qualifer of SAF resource names for SQL events to the format table.cmdtype.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTSECSUFFIX','TBL.CMD')

For example, the full resource name for the security event for the command ADDRESS SQL "CREATE TABLE MYTABLE
would be prefix.SQL.MYTABLE.CT .

EXTSECURITY Parameter

The EXTSECURITY parameter controls whether OPS/MVS makes SAF calls to your external security product to secure
OPS/MVS operational events. Specify ON to turn on calls to your external security product.
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Default value
OFF

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: EXTSECURITY

This function turns on external security.

OPSPRM('SET','EXTSECURITY','ON')

For more information, see SAF Calls to Process External Security Rules.

PASSWORDTEXTn Parameter

The PASSWORDTEXTn parameters specify character strings that may precede password text in commands or command
echoes. When OPS/MVS detects a match on the string, the text after the string (the password) is replaced in both the
OPSLOG and SYSLOG with a string of 'X' characters.

The n value is a number from 1 to 9.

Default value
NONE

Other possible values
Any valid character string

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: PASSWORDTEXTn

This function sets the string to PASSWORD=.

OPSPRM('SET','PASSWORDTEXT5','PASSWORD=')

For example, the string PASSWORD=SOMEPASSS is replaced by the string PASSWORD=XXXXXXXX in both OPSLOG and
SYSLOG.

WARNING
Care should be taken when using the PASSWORDTEXTn parameters. Specifying a common string could result
in the unintended overlay of message text that does not actually contain a password. We recommend that you
specify the longest and most specific string possible to achieve the removal of a password from the logs. Keep
in mind that the string you specify is the text that appears before a password that you want to hide.

SECRULEFAILURE Parameter

This parameter sets the return code for security rules that fail because of coding errors or because they exceed rule
execution limits.

Default value
NOACTION
This value causes OPS/MVS to ignore the failed security rule, allowing the OPUSEX security routine to control
access to OPS/MVS.
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NOTE
As distributed, the OPUSEX routine requires the issuer to have TSO OPER authority. Therefore, if you
modify OPUSEX or all your TSO users have OPER authority, a security rule failure can allow a user
improper access to a resource.

Other possible values
REJECT
This value causes the secured function to fail, so it provides maximum security. However, if you use this option
and a security rule controlling the ADDRESS AOF DISABLE command contains an error, you may not be able to
disable any rules. You can recover from this situation using a command rule that allows secured MCS consoles to
issue AOF commands. The OPSAOF rule in the OPS.SAMPLE.RULES library is an example of this type of rule.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SECRULEFAILURE

This function causes the secured function to fail.

OPSPRM('SET','SECRULEFAILURE','REJECT')

SECURITYLOG Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS logs failed requests, made through OPSECURE('R') for resources in either
the ACF2 or RACF environment. Logging of these requests always occurs outside the rule environment unless the OPS/
REXX compiler has APF authority.

Default value
YES
OPS/MVS logs security failures.

Other possible values
NO
OPS/MVS does not log security failures.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SECURITYLOG

This function prevents OPS/MVS from logging failed resource requests.

OPSPRM('SET','SECURITYLOG','NO')

SECURITYRULESET Parameter

This parameter defines the rule set name of the library from which security rules can be activated. When you set
this parameter, the specified library becomes the only library from which you can activate security rules, preventing
unauthorized users from using another rule set to override the security rule that your data center has implemented.

For more information on security rules, see Security Rules.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
The name of any security rule set

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization
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Example: SECURITYRULESET

This function defines SYSSECUR as the security rule set to activate.

OPSPRM('SET','SECURITYRULESET','SYSSECUR')

Miscellaneous Operating Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections affect miscellaneous areas of basic OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS) operation.

AAMSGTBLENTRIES Parameter

This parameter specifies the number of unique message IDs that the Automation Analyzer allows in its message table.

Default value
15,000

Other possible values
Any number of message entries between 100 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: AAMSGTBLENTRIES

This function sets the number of entries in the Automation Analyzer message table to 20000.

OPSPRM('SET','AAMSGTBLENTRIES','20000')

   

NOTE
When the value of this parameter is not set (for example, when a value of 0 is displayed), the Automation
Analyzer program uses a default value of 15,000 table entries.

WARNING
If you specify larger values on this parameter, the TSO or batch address space that is performing the analysis
requires more virtual storage. Some installations limit the size of the “above-the-line” region. Thus, if you
increase the value of this parameter in these cases, it may result in storage-related abends.

ABENDHIGH Parameter

This parameter displays the high watermark that the abend rate control mechanism has reached during the current life
of the product or since this parameter value was last reset. Compare its value to the value specified on the ABENDMAX
parameter to determine how close OPS/MVS has come to the point at which it would shut itself down due to exceeding
the ABENDMAX limit.

Note that resetting this parameter affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced by the
AME.

Default value
No default value

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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Example: ABENDHIGH

This function resets the ABENDHIGH value to zero.

OPSPRM('SET','ABENDHIGH',0)

   

ABENDMAX Parameter

This parameter dictates the maximum number of abends OPS/MVS can take per second. Setting the ABENDMAX
parameter to its maximum possible value prevents OPS/MVS from ever shutting down due to an excessive abend rate.

Default value
100

Other possible values
Any number of abends between 0 and 1000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ABENDMAX

This function sets the number of abends per second to 500.

OPSPRM('SET','ABENDMAX','500')

   

ABENDRATE Parameter

This parameter determines the rate by which OPS/MVS decreases the ABENDCURRENT counter in every elapsed
second.

Default value
0.1 (per second)

Other possible values
Between 0.0 and 1000 abends per second

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ABENDRATE

This function tells OPS/MVS to decrement the counter by 0.2.

OPSPRM('SET','ABENDRATE','0.2')

   

BYPASSDESC Parameter

This parameter, whose default value is equivalent to descriptor code 16, specifies the descriptor code used for internal
OPS/MVS WTO messages. These messages will not execute rules or be placed in OPSLOG.

For example, when the OPS/MVS IOF facility issues a WTO request for an IMS message, IOF has already passed the
message it intercepted to AOF for processing. IOF then sets the special descriptor code, so when the WTO is issued,
OPS/MVS does not reprocess it through AOF. The OPS/MVS COF facility also does the same processing to insure that
duplicate processing is not done for COF messages.
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Although you can bypass AOF and OPSLOG processing for other messages, you cannot use AOF to change the
descriptor codes of the messages because AOF already will have received those messages. You will need to use other
methods to change the descriptor codes.

WARNING
WARNING! When specifying a value for BYPASSDESC, do not specify a descriptor code that is used by any
other type of message.

Default value
X'0001'

Other possible values
Any descriptor code, expressed in hexadecimals

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: BYPASSDESC

This function sets the value of BYPASSDESC to “X'0008'” (which is equivalent to a descriptor code of 13).

OPSPRM("SET","BYPASSDESC","X'0008'")

   

LOGRECHIGH Parameter

This parameter displays the high watermark that the LOGREC record rate control mechanism has reached during
the current life of the product or since this parameter value was last reset. This is the highest value that the
LOGRECCURRENT parameter has ever reached since that time. Compare the LOGRECHIGH value to the value
specified on the LOGRECMAX parameter to determine how close OPS/MVS has come to the point at which it would shut
itself down due to exceeding the LOGRECMAX limit.

NOTE
Resetting this parameter affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced by the
AME.

Default value
No default value

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: LOGRECHIGH

This function resets the LOGRECHIGH value to zero.

OPSPRM('SET','LOGRECHIGH',0)

   

LOGRECMAX Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum number of LOGREC records that OPS/MVS can write. Setting the LOGRECMAX
parameter to its maximum possible value prevents OPS/MVS from ever shutting down due to an excessive log record
rate.
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Default value
50

Other possible values
Any number between 10 and 1000

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: LOGRECMAX

This function limits the number of LOGREC records to 100.

OPSPRM('SET','LOGRECMAX','100')

   

LOGRECRATE Parameter

This parameter determines how many LOGREC records OPS/MVS can write in a given second.

Default value
0.01 (per second)

Other possible values
Any number between 0 and 100 per second

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: LOGRECRATE

This function limits OPS/MVS to writing 4 records per second.

OPSPRM('SET','LOGRECRATE','4')

   

MAINPRM Parameter

This parameter supplies a parameter string for OPS/MVS. You can supply this parameter string using the OPSPRM()
REXX function, the OPSPRM or OPSPARM command, or through the MAINPRM substitutional parameter in the OPS/
MVS started-task JCL. In addition, you can fetch the value of this parameter from a rule or a REXX EXEC through the
OPSINFO REXX function.

Although the entire main product parameter string (up to 100 characters) is available through the OPSINFO('MAINPRM')
REXX function, when using the OPSPRM() REXX function, the OPSPRM or OPSPARM command processor, or
OPSVIEW option 4.1.1, you are restricted to setting and displaying the first 50 characters of the string.

Default value
NONE

Other possible values
Any valid parameter string, with a maximum length of 50 bytes

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: MAINPRM

This function defines TESTMODE as the OPS/MVS main parameter string.
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OPSPRM('SET','MAINPRM','TESTMODE')

   

NAME Parameter

The product security interface uses the value of the NAME parameter as the application name (for RACF security) or the
source name (for ACF2 security).

NOTE
Because you may change the value of the NAME parameter at any time, you may set it to PAUTOMAT in your
startup parameters to maintain compatibility with your existing environment.

Default value
OPS/MVS

Other possible values
Any name you want to use, with a maximum of eight characters

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: NAME

This function assigns the name PAUTOMAT to OPS/MVS.

OPSPRM('SET','NAME','PAUTOMAT')

   

NMEPSRECID Parameter

This parameter determines the name of the NetMaster EPS receiver ID that receives the alerts generated by ADDRESS
NETMASTR host commands.

NOTE
When this parameter is not set (or contains only blanks or nulls), ADDRESS NETMASTR uses the default
NetMaster alert receiver ID of $AMALERT. You should only set this parameter if you have changed the name of
the default NetMaster alert receiver.

Default value
None

Other possible values
Any valid NetMaster EPS receiver ID

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: NMEPSRECID

This function sets the NetMaster alert receiver ID name to $USALERT.

OPSPRM('SET','NMEPSRECID','$USALERT')
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OPSTART1RESVAL Parameter

This parameter enables the OPS/MVS initialization CLIST (OPSTART1), initialization REXX program (OPSSPA00), or
both, to pass a result value back to OPS/MVS.

If you specify SHUTDOWN (in uppercase characters) as the first eight characters of the value of the OPSTART1RESVAL
parameter, OPS/MVS issues message OPS0032I and terminates immediately after the completion of the initialization
CLIST or REXX program. Message OPS0032I includes the last eight characters of the OPSTART1RESVAL parameter
value, which you can set to indicate the reason for the OPS/MVS termination.

For example, in case the allocation of the SYSCHK1 data set in OPSSPA00 ever fails, you can set the
OPSTART1RESVAL parameter to SHUTDOWNSYSCHK1 to prevent OPS/MVS from initializing without the necessary
global variables and relational tables, and to identify SYSCHK1 as the problem.

NOTE
The default OPSSPA00 has been changed to do this.

You can also use the OPSTART1RESVAL parameter to set an arbitrary value during initialization that you can use during
later processing.

Default value
Blanks

Other possible values
Any 1- to 16-character string

Set or modify this parameter…
At initialization

Example: OPSTART1RESVAL

This function causes OPS/MVS to issue message OPS0032I and terminate immediately after the completion of the
initialization CLIST or REXX program. Message OPS0032I contains a reference to SYSCHK1.

OPSPRM('SET','OPSTART1RESVAL','SHUTDOWNSYSCHK1')

   

PERMDEBUG Parameter

This parameter is a debugging tool. It is not intended for general customer use; rather, it should only be used under the
direction of a Broadcom Support representative.

NOTE
The value of the PERMDEBUG parameter will not change for the life of the IPL (even if the product terminates)
unless it is explicitly changed through the OPSPRM or OPSPARM function.

Default value
X'00000000'

Other possible values
Any valid four-byte hexadecimal value

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: PERMDEBUG

This function sets PERMDEBUG to its default value.

OPSPRM("SET","PERMDEBUG","X'00000000'")
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PRODUCTNAME Parameter

This parameter is the literal name of OPS/MVS. Its value is returned by the OPSINFO('PRODUCT') REXX function, and it
is substituted into the text of product messages as the OPS/MVS name.

NOTE
Because you may change the value of the PRODUCTNAME parameter at any time, you may set it to OPS/
MVS or PREVAIL/XP-AUTOMATION in your startup parameters to maintain compatibility with your existing
environment.

Default value
OPS/MVS

Other possible values
Any name that you want to use that contains no more than 21 characters

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: PRODUCTNAME

This function assigns the name OPS/MVS to OPS/MVS.

OPSPRM('SET','PRODUCTNAME','OPS/MVS')

   

QUICKREFDBASE Parameter

This parameter sets the default name of the Chicago-Soft Ltd. MVS/QuickRef product database. Use this parameter
only if your site uses the MVS/QuickRef product and you have not specified the database name in the MVS/QuickRef
module (QWIKOPTS). For instructions on modifying the options table, see the MVS/QuickRef User's Guide. An individual
MVS/QuickRef user can override the QUICKREFDBASE parameter by allocating a different database to QWREFDD,
through either JCL in the logon procedure or through the TSO ALLOCATE command. For more information, see your
MVS/QuickRef documentation.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you allow the QUICKREFDBASE parameter to be set to its default value.

The OPS/MVS interface to MVS/QuickRef uses the ISPF BROWSE interface service. This means you can use any ISPF
BROWSE command, such as FIND, when viewing MVS/QuickRef data.

Default value
Binary zeros (indicating that no database name is specified)

Other possible values
The name you use for the MVS/QuickRef database

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: QUICKREFDBASE

This function sets the database name to CHSFT.QUIKRFDB.

OPSPRM('SET','QUICKREFDBASE','CHSFT.QUIKRFDB')
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QUICKREFTYPE Parameter

This parameter determines the location from which MVS/QuickRef extracts information about the OPS/MVS messages.

The QUICKREFTYPE parameter was designed because the MVS/QuickRef database almost never corresponds exactly
to the particular release of OPS/MVS that you are running. Therefore, it does not contain current product message
information. The TSO HELP file, which contains a HELP member for each product message, is kept current with each
product maintenance tape, and is therefore a more accurate source of information about the product messages.

We strongly recommend that you allow the value of the QUICKREFTYPE parameter to default.

The output that is displayed will be slightly different depending on which value you specify.

Default value
NONE
This value indicates that the message information should be extracted from TSO HELP file of the product.

Other possible values
MSG
This value indicates that the message information should be extracted from the MVS/QuickRef database.
TSOHELP
This value indicates that the message information should be extracted from the TSO HELP file of the product.

Set or modify this parameter…
Anytime

Example: QUICKREFTYPE

This function indicates that the information should come from the MVS/QuickRef database.

OPSPRM('SET','QUICKREFTYPE','MSG')

   

SERIALIZEEOT Parameter

This parameter controls the use of serialization for end-of-task event processing. When set to YES, an exclusive STEP-
level ENQ is used to prevent process block shortages that may arise when an address space with many subtasks
terminates abruptly

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SERIALIZEEOT

This function turns off end-of-task serialization.

OPSPRM('SET','SERIALIZEEOT','NO')

   

SMFRECORDING Parameter

This parameter determines whether SMF creates records.
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Default value
YES
This value indicates that SMF records will be created once the SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter is set to a valid
value.

Other possible values
NO, ON, OFF

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SMFRECORDING

This function prevents OPS/MVS from creating SMF records, even after setting SMFRECORDNUMBER to a valid value.

OPSPRM('SET','SMFRECORDING','NO')

   

SMFRECORDNUMBER Parameter

This parameter determines the SMF record type for records created by OPS/MVS.

Default value
0
The default value of 0 indicates that no SMF records will be created; however, 0 is not a valid value when you are
setting the parameter. To stop OPS/MVS from creating SMF records after this parameter is set to a valid value,
set SMFRECORDING to NO.

Other possible values
A value between 128 and 255 (standard SMF user types)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SMFRECORDNUMBER

This function tells OPS/MVS to create SMF records of type 128.

OPSPRM('SET','SMFRECORDNUMBER','128')

   

SQLABEND Parameter

The SQLABEND parameter determines whether the RDF SQL processor will intentionally abend with an S0C3 abend
code when an internal SQL logic error is detected.

If the SVCDUMP parameter is also set to ON, an SVCDUMP will be requested.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime after SQL initialization is complete. It cannot be set in OPSSPA00.

Example: SQLABEND
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OPSPRM('SET','SQLABEND','NO')

   

SVCDUMP Parameter

This parameter provides diagnostic data for problem resolution by initiating an SVC dump for the first occurrence of an
unexpected abend in the OPS/MVS address space. You can set this parameter dynamically using the OPSPRM REXX
function or the OPSPARM POI command at any time.

Default value
ON
Initiates an SVC dump when an unexpected abend occurs in any OPS/MVS task or in cross-memory processing
routines, such as AOF rule processing, REXX functions, and Address environments.

Other possible values
OFF
Suppresses automatic SVC dumps.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SVCDUMP

Enables SVCDUMP for the next unexpected abend.

rc=OPSPRM('SET','SVCDUMP','ON')

   

VIO Parameter

This parameter supplies the name in the Eligible Device Table (EDT) that allows VIO. This name is used in processing
ADDRESS TSO clauses to trap TSO command output.

Default value
The first VIO eligible name in the EDT

Other possible values
Any generic or esoteric device name in the EDT that allows VIO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: VIO

Specifies SYSVIO as the device that allows VIO.

OPSPRM('SET','VIO','SYSVIO')

   

Parameters for Resolving Problems
We provide a set of special parameters, as listed, for use in diagnosing OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) operating problems.

WARNING
Set these parameters only when a Broadcom Support representative asks you to do so.

• DEBUGxxxx parameters
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These parameters set debugging flags for various OPS/MVS routines. The xxxx is a set of characters specifying
which routine to trace. For example, the DEBUGSSRW parameter allows tracing for the OPS/MVS SSRW routine, the
DEBUGEXTSEC parameter allows tracing for OPS/MVS external security checks, and the DEBUGOSF allows tracing
for the Operations Server Facility (OSF).

• EPIDEBUG parameter
This parameter allows the OPS/MVS EPI facility to trace VTAM exits.

• IMSRELxCHANGEID, IMSRELxCHANGELEN, IMSRELxCHANGEOFF, IMSRELxLEN, IMSRELxOFF,
IMSRELxOFFSET, IMSRELxSTRING, and IMSRELxSVC parameters
These parameters provide information about OPS/MVS processing for IMS SVCs.

• OCDEBUG parameter
This parameter activates OPS/MVS messages that can help to determine throughput from executing commands.

• TRACExxxx parameters
These parameters activate tracing for various OPS/MVS entries and exits. The xxxx value represents the name of the
item to be traced. For example, the TRACE3X parameter controls tracing of the UX31 exit.

For more information about these parameters, ask your Broadcom Support representative.

MLWTO Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections control multiple line messages (MLWTOs).

MLWTOFAILCOUNT Parameter

The MLWTOFAILCOUNT parameter for output only, indicates how many times:

• The 64-bit buffer that contains the MLWTO lines was full.
• An MLWTO message with an associated rule was received but the rule did not fire due to the 64-bit buffer being full.

NOTE
Regardless of the number of buffers, a rogue product can overrun the buffers issuing an erroneous MLWTO
message. A rogue product is a product that uses up all available storage when issuing a multiline MLWTO
message.

Default value
0

Other possible values
0-9999999

Example: Erroneous MLWTO messages

Because of the way that MLWTO messages are issued, it is possible for the first line of an MLWTO to be seen by OPS/
MVS® Event Management and Automation, where subsequent lines are not. A product can also issue many lines of a
multiline WTO but never issue an end line.

MLWTOFAILDATE Parameter

The MLWTOFAILDATE parameter indicates the date when the last failure occurred. The MLWTOFAILCOUNT parameters
must be greater than zero for a date to be written in the MLWTOFAILDATE parameter.

Default value
None

Other possible values
Any valid date of the format yyyy/mm/dd.

Example: MLWTOFAILDATE
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2011/12/19

MLWTOFAILTIME Parameter

MLWTOFAILTIME the time where the last failure occurred indicated by MLWTOFAILCOUNT>0.

Default value
None

Other possible values
Any valid timestamp.

Example: MLWTOFAILTIME

15:38:19

MLWTORULEFIRECOUNT Parameter

The MLWTORULEFIRECOUNT parameter indicates the number of rules that fired on MLWTOs from startup.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any whole number value.

Example: MLWTORULEFIRECOUNT

555

Mainframe Team Center - Automation Parameters
The parameters in this section are used for defining how OPS/MVS connects with MTCA (Mainframe Team Center -
Automation):  

DEBUGADMINUI Parameter

This parameter defines whether or not debug messages are recorded in OPS/MVS for when messages are received from
MTCA.

Default value
Yes

Other possible values
No

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

INITADMINUI Parameter

This parameter defines whether or not MTCA is allowed to connect to OPS/MVS. A value of YES will cause this OPS
instance to be listed under MTCA's rules display on the Web UI. A value of NO will prevent this OPS instance from being
displayed on MTCA's rules UI, or removed if present.

Default value
Yes

Other possible values
No
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Parameters for Facilities
This section contains the following topics:

• Parameter Groups
• AOF Parameters
• ECF Parameters
• EPI Parameters
• OSF Parameters
• Rule-Related Parameters
• Global Variable Parameters
• OPS/REXX Parameters
• System State Manager Parameters
• Automate-Related Parameters

Parameter Groups
These topics describe the parameters that allow you to tailor the operation of OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation facilities such as rules, OPS/REXX, the AOF, and OSF.

These groups of parameters control the operation of these basic facilities:

• AOF
• ECF
• EPI
• OSF
• Rules
• Global variables
• OPS/REXX
• System State Manager
• Automate-to-OPS/MVS rules translation

Change or Display Parameter Values

To change or display the values, use either the OPS/REXX OPSPARM Command Processor.

AOF Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections allow you to tailor Automated Operations Facility (AOF) operation.

AOFACTIVE Parameter

The AOFACTIVE parameter activates or deactivates AOF.

NOTE
 The AOFACTIVE parameter must be set to ON for the AOFINITREXX parameter to take effect.

Default value
ON
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Other possible values
OFF

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFACTIVE 

This function deactivates the AOF.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFACTIVE','OFF')

AOFACTIVEREXX Parameter

The AOFACTIVEREXX parameter specifies the name of an OPS/REXX program that you have written to validate your
AOF environment and to perform any processing that you want after the auto enable process has completed and before
the OPx0123O message is issued indicating that the AOF is active. One purpose of this OPS/REXX EXEC is to validate
that those AOF rule sets and rules, which are absolutely required for your automation to function correctly, are enabled.

The program that you specify as the value of AOFACTIVEREXX must be in a PDS library that is allocated to the
OPSMAIN STC JCL under the SYSEXEC ddname.

WARNING
For the AOFACTIVEREXX parameter to take effect, the value of the AOFACTIVE parameter must be ON.

NOTE
 Using the ADDRESS AOF ENABLE command in the AOFACTIVEREXX program to enable individual rules is
slower than using the AUTOENABLE process, which processes an entire rule set at a time.

REXX execs specified in AOFINITREXX and AOFACTIVEREXX will execute in the OPSMAIN address space. They
cannot execute any Address OSF or TSO commands at AOF initialization time since the TMPs are not yet active.

For more information, see Tailor the Startup Execs.

Default value
Blanks (indicating that there is no OPS/REXX program to execute)

Other possible values
Any valid OPS/REXX program name

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: AOFACTIVEREXX 

This function names AOFACTV as the OPS/REXX program that OPS/MVS executes to validate the AOF environment,
perform post auto-enablement processing, or both.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFACTIVEREXX','AOFACTV')

AOFDEFAULTADDRESS Parameter

The AOFDEFAULTADDRESS parameter defines the default host command environment for all AOF rules except request
(REQ) rules.

Default value
MESSAGE

Other possible values
Any valid OPS/REXX host environment
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFDEFAULTADDRESS 

This function sets MESSAGE as the default host command environment for AOF rules.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFDEFAULTADDRESS','MESSAGE')

Any misspelled OPS/REXX command can cause an unrecoverable loop, resulting in OPS/MVS shutdown. Setting the
AOFDEFAULTADDRESS value to MESSAGE prevents looping because it forces you to send commands explicitly to the
OPER host environment.

AOFDELETE Parameter

The AOFDELETE parameter determines how OPS/MVS processes the return values DELETE and DISPLAY in message
rules.

Default value
YES
A return value of DELETE suppresses a message entirely (that is, the message appears neither on the console
nor in the system log); a return value of DISPLAY prevents a message from appearing in the system log, but the
message appears on the console.

Other possible values
NO
OPS/MVS processes the DELETE value as though it were SUPPRESS; it processes the DISPLAY value as
though it were NORMAL.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFDELETE 

This function allows the AOF to suppress messages entirely.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFDELETE','YES')

AOFDESC Parameter

The AOFDESC parameter specifies the default descriptor codes of messages generated in AOF rules.

You can set these descriptor codes two ways because the descriptor codes that you specify for AOFDESC are the same
as the descriptor codes specified for bytes 7 and 8 of the AOFDEST parameter value. For example, if you set a value for
AOFDEST, and then set a value for AOFDESC specifying different descriptor codes, the codes set by AOFDESC override
the earlier settings. The opposite is also true-if you set the AOFDESC parameter and then later specify different descriptor
codes through the AOFDEST parameter, the AOFDEST settings override the AOFDESC settings.

The following table will help you set the AOFDESC parameter:

• Descriptor codes 1 through 11
• The hexadecimal representation of each code
• The corresponding OPSBITS() character string of each code
• A description of each code

Code Hex Representation OPSBITS() String Description

1 X'8000' SYSFAIL System failure

2 X'4000' IMEDACTN Immediate action required
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Code Hex Representation OPSBITS() String Description

3 X'2000' EVENACTN Eventual action required

4 X'1000' SYSSTAT System status

5 X'0800' IMEDCMD Immediate command response

6 X'0400' JOBSTAT Job status

7 X'0200' APPLPRGM Application program

8 X'0100' OOLMSG Out-of-line message

9 X'0080' OPERREQ Request of the operator

10 X'0040' DYNSTAT TRACK command response

11 X'0020' CRITEVET Critical eventual action required

You can combine two or more hexadecimal representations to specify multiple descriptor codes, but keep in mind that
descriptor codes 1-6 and descriptor code 11 are all mutually exclusive.

Consider these examples:

To represent descriptor codes... Specify this value for AOFDESC...

6 X'0400'

2 and 7 X'4200'

5, 8, and 9 X'0980'

For more information about descriptor codes, see the IBM documentation.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid descriptor codes, expressed in hexadecimals

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFDESC 

This function sets the default descriptor codes to codes 2 and 7 (X'4000' + X'0200' = X'4200').

OPSPRM("SET","AOFDESC","X'4200'")

AOFDEST Parameter

The AOFDEST parameter specifies the default destination of messages (such as SAY and TRACE statements) generated
by AOF rules. AOFDEST is valid only when the message has one of these severity levels: I (informational messages), W
(warnings), E (error messages), or S (severe error messages).

Default value
X'C300000000000000'

Other possible values
Any valid destination, expressed in hexadecimals. To specify a value for AOFDEST, it may be helpful for you to
think of the value as 8 bytes of information. These 8 bytes break down as follows:

• The first byte can be either C3, which is the hexadecimal representation of the character C; or C2, which is the
hexadecimal representation of the character B.
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If you specify C3, the messages are sent to the specified console (that is, the console specified by the fourth
byte of the AOFDEST value) and also to OPSLOG Browse.
If you specify C2, the messages are sent to OPSLOG Browse only, and the second through eighth bytes of the
AOFDEST value are ignored.

• The second byte of the AOFDEST value is reserved; this value should always be 00.
• The third byte of the AOFDEST value indicates the MCS flags code. There are two values you can specify for

this byte: 00 (for X'00') indicating that the messages should be queued for the console and hard copy; and 02
(for X'02') indicating the messages should be queued for hard copy only.

NOTE
The integer value of X'02' is 7; the OPSBITS() character string that corresponds to this value is
HRDCPY.

• The fourth byte indicates the default console ID. You can specify a console ID from 00 to 99, but you must
represent it in hexadecimals (the decimal values 00 through 99 are equivalent to the hexadecimal values X'00'
through X'63').

• The fifth and sixth bytes indicate the default routing codes for the messages. The routing codes that you
specify here are the same as the routing codes that you may specify for the AOFROUTE parameter.
So, if you use the AOFROUTE parameter to set default routing codes for AOF messages and then later use
bytes 5 and 6 of the AOFDEST value to set different routing codes, the values you set last override the earlier
settings. The opposite is also true. For a list of routing codes and their descriptions, see the AOFROUTE
parameter.

• The seventh and eighth bytes indicate the default descriptor codes for the messages. The descriptor codes
that you specify here are the same as those that you may specify for the AOFDESC parameter. In other words,
if you use the AOFDESC parameter to set default descriptor codes for AOF messages and then later use
bytes 7 and 8 of the AOFDEST value to set different descriptor codes, the values you set last override the
earlier settings. The opposite is also true. For a list of descriptor codes and their descriptions, see the list of
descriptor codes in the description of the AOFDESC parameter.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFDEST 

This function sends messages generated by AOF rules to console 5.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFDEST','C300000500000000')

AOFEDQHIGH Parameter

The AOFEDQHIGH parameter displays the highest number of entries ever queued in any of the external data queues that
are used by AOF rules for the current life of the product or since the parameter value was last reset. Compare its value to
the value specified on the AOFMAXQUEUE parameter.

NOTE
Resetting these parameters affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced by
the Automation Measurement Environment (AME).

Default value
No default

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFEDQHIGH 
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This function resets the AOFEDQHIGH value to zero.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFEDQHIGH',0)

AOFEDQWARNTHRESH Parameter

The AOFEDQWARNTHRESH parameter sets the threshold percentage for the use of any AOF rule's external data queue
(EDQ), which when exceeded issues a trace message to the OPSLOG. This message (OPx4115T) will only be issued
once for each rule even if this parameter is modified. Only disabling and reenabling the rule or restarting the product can
ever allow the message to be issued again. When the value of this parameter is set to zero (the default value), AOF EDQ
monitoring is disabled and the trace messages are not issued.

NOTE
 The ADDRESS AOF LISTINST host command can be used to retrieve the AOF EDQ high used values for any
enabled AOF rule irrespective of this parameter setting.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any value between 0 and 100 percent.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFEDQWARNTHRESH  

This function resets the AOFEDQWARNTHRESH value to 80%.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFEDQWARNTHRESH',80)

AOFFIRELIMIT Parameter

This parameter limits the number of times that a single AOF rule can execute per minute.

• If AOFLIMITDISABLE is set to YES, the rule is disabled if it exceeds this limit.
• With AOFLIMITDISABLE set to NO, the rule is logically disabled until the next minute boundary if it exceeds this limit.

To override this execution limit for an individual rule, use the FIRELIMIT keyword of the OPS/REXX OPTIONS statement,
and place that statement in the initialization section of the rule. This is the best method to use if you plan to set the limit
only once.

Using the OPS/MVS LIMITCOUNT parameter, you can display the total number of AOF events that the limit set by
AOFFIRELIMIT prevented from executing. The AOF section of the OPS/MVS summary SMF record also contains this
information.

Default value
10000

Other possible values
Any positive integer greater than 0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFFIRELIMIT 

This function sets the maximum number of rule executions per minute to 50.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFFIRELIMIT','50')
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AOFFORNSSI Parameter

The AOFFORNSSI parameter tells AOF message processing whether to honor the setting of the .FORNSSI statement in
the currently active MPFLSTxx parmlib member.

NOTE

• This parameter is only applicable if the SSIMSG parameter is set to YES. For details, see SSIMSG
Parameter in the Message-related Parameters section.

• Support for .FORNSSI was added through IBM APAR OA08482.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFFORNSSI 

This function tells OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation to honor the setting of the .FORNSSI statement:

OPSPRM('SET','AOFFORNSSI','YES')

AOFINITOPEN Parameter

The AOFINITOPEN parameter determines how the AOF rule data sets are opened during product initialization
processing. In order to improve performance, the AOF rule data sets are opened only once during AOF initialization
processing. Therefore, it is necessary to open them for the least restrictive processing mode that might be needed.

Some installations do not allow the OPS/MVS main address to have UPDATE authority to some rule data sets (usually the
data set designated by the SECUITYRULESET parameter). In this case, you may set the AOFINITOPEN parameter to
INPUT, and design your automation so that no update processing through ADDRESS AOF host commands is attempted,
to any rule data set, during product initialization. AOF host commands that require UPDATE access to the rule data sets
are SETAUTO, RESETAUTO, COMPILE, and DELCOMP.

WARNING
Broadcom strongly  recommends that this parameter be left at its default value of UPDATE. If you set the value
to INPUT, but attempt to update any rules through some AOF action during initialization, abends occur and
initialization fails.

Default value
UPDATE

Other possible values
INPUT

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: AOFINITOPEN 

Open the rule data sets for INPUT processing only during AOF initialization.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFINITOPEN','INPUT')
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AOFINITREXX Parameter

This parameter specifies the name of an OPS/REXX program that you have written to set up your AOF environment.
Creating such a program allows you to logically control your AOF environment, including controlling the sequence in which
AOF rules are enabled.

The program you specify as the value of AOFINITREXX must be in a PDS library that is allocated to the OPSMAIN STC
JCL under the SYSEXEC ddname.

For the AOFINITREXX parameter to take effect, the value of the AOFACTIVE parameter must be ON.

NOTE
 Using the ADDRESS AOF ENABLE command in the AOFINITREXX program to enable individual rules is
slower than using the AUTOENABLE process, which processes an entire rule set at a time.

REXX execs specified in AOFINITREXX and AOFACTIVEREXX will execute in the OPSMAIN address space. They
cannot execute any Address OSF or TSO commands at AOF initialization time since the TMPs are not yet active.

For more information, see Tailor the Startup Procedures.

Default value
Blanks (indicating that there is no special program to execute)

Other possible values
Any valid OPS/REXX program name

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: AOFINITREXX 

This function names AOFINITS as the special OPS/REXX program that OPS/MVS executes to set up the AOF
environment.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFINITREXX','AOFINITS')

AOFLIMITDISABLE Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS disables AOF rules that exceed the limit on executions per minute set by
the AOFFIRELIMIT parameter or the FIRELIMIT keyword on an OPS/REXX OPTIONS statement.

Default value
NO
This value issues message OPS4111O and disables a rule logically until the current minute has expired.

Other possible values
YES
This value issues message OPS4110O and disables a rule after it exceeds the limit.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFLIMITDISABLE 

This function disables rules that exceed the execution limit.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFLIMITDISABLE','YES')

AOFMAXCLAUSES Parameter

This parameter determines the maximum number of REXX clauses that AOF rules (except request rules) can execute.
The REXXMAXCLAUSES parameter limits the number of REXX clauses in request rules.
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You can override this limit for an individual rule using the OPS/REXX OPTIONS statement. For details, see OPS/REXX
Built-in Functions.

Default value
10000

Other possible values
Any number of clauses greater than 1

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFMAXCLAUSES 

This function sets the maximum number of REXX clauses to 100000.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMAXCLAUSES','100000')

AOFMAXCOMMANDS Parameter

This parameter defines the maximum number of host commands that AOF rules (except for request rules) can execute.
Host commands are commands issued in all valid ADDRESS environments. To limit the number of host commands in
request rules, use the REXXMAXCOMMANDS parameter.

You can override this limit for an individual rule using the OPS/REXX OPTIONS statement. For details, see OPS/REXX
Built-in Functions.

Default value
100

Other possible values
Any number of commands greater than 0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFMAXCOMMANDS 

This function limits the number of host commands to 50.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMAXCOMMANDS','50')

AOFMAXPGMSIZE Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum size, in bytes, of a compiled OPS/REXX rule section or subroutine in virtual storage.

Default value
1048616 (bytes)

Other possible values
Any number of bytes greater than 32768

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFMAXPGMSIZE 

This function sets the maximum program size to 2000000 bytes.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMAXPGMSIZE','2000000')
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AOFMAXQUEUE Parameter

This parameter defines the maximum number of output lines an AOF rule can have in its external data queue (EDQ).

Default value
5000

Other possible values
Any number from 1 to 32768

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: AOFMAXQUEUE 

This function sets the number of output lines to 6000.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMAXQUEUE','6000')

NOTE
 Although the maximum value is 32768, if you set this parameter to a high value, OPS/MVS may terminate
during product initialization and issue a MESSAGE QUEUE GETMAIN FAILED error message. This is due
to the many factors that influence the maximum value that can be used on any given system. The maximum
values depend on the size of the extended private region in the system and on the value of other OPS/
MVS parameters. For example, the BROWSEMAX and PROCESS parameters have a big impact on the actual
limit value for the AOFMAXQUEUE parameter.

AOFMAXSAYS Parameter

This parameter limits the number of REXX SAY statements AOF rules (except for request rules) can issue. For request
rules, the limiting parameter is REXXMAXSAYS.

You can override this limit for an individual rule using the OPS/REXX OPTIONS statement.

Default value
1000

Other possible values
Any number of SAY statements greater than or equal to 0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFMAXSAYS 

This function limits the number of SAY statements to 500.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMAXSAYS','500')

AOFMAXSECONDS Parameter

This parameter defines the maximum number of seconds of elapsed time an AOF rule (except for request rules) can
execute. To limit execution for request rules, use the REXXMAXSECONDS parameter.

Default value
10 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number greater than or equal to 1

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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 Example: AOFMAXSECONDS 

This function limits rule execution time to five minutes.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMAXSECONDS','300')

AOFMESSAGES Parameter

This parameter names the source of messages and DOMs that the AOF processes.

NOTE
 In a sysplex environment, the value of AOFMESSAGES affects messages from other systems in the sysplex.

Default value
MVS
This value indicates that AOF processes z/OS messages and DOMs from the subsystem interface.
In a sysplex environment, OPS/MVS receives and processes messages and DOMs from this system only.

Other possible values

• NONE
The NONE value indicates that AOF processes no messages or DOMs.

• MVSGLOBAL
The MVSGLOBAL value is valid only for sites that are running in a sysplex environment or routing messages
to OPS/MVS using MIC.
If your site runs JES3, you can specify MVSGLOBAL on the JES3 global processor in order to automate the
reissued messages being imported from the JES3 local processors.
In a sysplex environment, specifying MVSGLOBAL causes OPS/MVS to receive and process messages and
DOMs being imported from other systems in the sysplex.
If messages are being imported to OPS/MVS using MIC, specifying MVSGLOBAL causes AOF to receive and
process the imported messages.

• MVSLIST
This value is valid only for sites that are running in a sysplex environment or routing messages to OPS/MVS
using MIC. When MVSLIST is specified, OPS/MVS will receive and process messages from the systems
specified on the OPS/MVS MVSSYSn parameters as well as local messages.
In JES3 environments, the MVSGLOBAL value would normally be specified on the JES3 global system in
order to automate the reissued messages being imported from the JES3 local processors. However, the
MVSLIST option can be used in conjunction with the MVSSYSn parameters on the JES3 global if there is a
need to specify the individual systems from which messages should be processed. For example, the MVSLIST
option can be used to specify only the JES3 local systems in a mixed sysplex containing both JES3 and JES2
systems, effectively filtering out messages imported from the JES2 systems.
In a sysplex environment, specifying MVSLIST in conjunction with MVSSYSn systems causes OPS/MVS to
receive and process messages imported from the specified system as well as the local system.
If messages are being imported to OPS/MVS using MIC, specifying MVSLIST along with MVSSYSn systems
causes AOF to receive and process messages imported from the specified systems as well as local
messages.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFMESSAGES  

This function selects the SSI as the message and DOM source. Messages from any system in the sysplex are eligible to
trigger rules.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMESSAGES','MVSGLOBAL')

•  Usage Recommendations 
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Broadcom recommends the following regarding the use of the AOFMESSAGES parameter:

• – JES2 sites should use a value of MVS
– JES3 sites should use a value of MVSGLOBAL on the JES3 global processor and a value of MVS on the JES3 local

processors

WARNING

• Do not change the value of the AOFMESSAGES parameter without first considering the impact that the
change may have on your AOF rules.

• If you use the MVSGLOBAL or MVSLIST values in a sysplex environment, changes to the MSCOPE of your
consoles may affect which messages are logged in OPSLOG and processed by the AOF.

NOTE
 To avoid confusion between what appears in the OPSLOG and which events are processed by the AOF, give
the BROWSEMESSAGES and AOFMESSAGES parameters identical values. However, the MVSLIST option
is not available on the BROWSEMESSAGES parameter. If you specify MVSLIST for AOFMESSAGES, it is
recommended that you specify MVSGLOBAL for BROWSEMESSAGES. This will cause OPSLOG to show local
messages and messages imported from the systems specified on the MVSSYSn parameters.

AOFMPFBYPASS Parameter

The AOFMPFBYPASS parameter enables you to use the MPF list as a high-speed suppression mechanism.

When the value of AOFMPFBYPASS is YES, messages that have been suppressed by the z/OS MPF facility are
not inserted into OPSLOG, nor are they eligible for AOF rule processing. Setting the value to YES reduces the value
of OPSLOG, because it no longer contains a complete log of all system messages. However, it can result in a small
reduction in CPU overhead when processing MPF-suppressed messages.

Since the small amount of CPU savings is secondary to the issue of a complete OPSLOG and the ability to consolidate all
message automation in AOF rules, we recommend that you set AOFMPFBYPASS to NO.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFMPFBYPASS 

Using this function means that MPF-suppressed messages do not appear in OPSLOG, nor are they eligible for rule
processing.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMPFBYPASS','YES')

AOFMSGIDn Parameter

The AOFMSGIDn parameters can specify a 1- to 10-character AOF special character message ID pattern. There are
three AOFMSGIDn parameters named AOFMSGID1 to AOFMSGID3.

All messages processed by AOF message rules contain a match specification that:

• Must be matched by the derived message ID of the message event.
• This message ID is normally the first word within the first ten characters of the message.
• If any special delimiter characters ( .-><= ) are encountered in the first 10 characters, the message ID is truncated to

the preceding characters unless a message ID pattern that includes the special character is specified.
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An internal table of known patterns such as PDSM**- for the PDSMAN product is already included in the product. These
parameters are provided for accommodation of any local or new commercial software that may use special characters in
the message ID.

NOTE
Notify Broadcom Support of any commercial software products that require the use of these parameters for
OPS/MVS automation so that they can add an internal table entry to OPS/MVS by normal product maintenance.

Default value
DUMMY
The default value does not contain any special characters and will not be matched by any special character
message ID.

Other possible values
A 1- to 10-character message pattern that contains at least one special character. An asterisk in the message
pattern is considered a single non-delimiter wild card character.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFMSGIDn Parameter  

This message pattern value prevents message IDs that begin with CAI-MSG from being truncated to CAI. The dash is
treated as a valid message ID character.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFMSGID1','CAI-MSG')

Usage Recommendations
These parameters replace the need to apply an SMP/E ++USERMOD to modify the internal OPS/MVS special
character message ID pattern table.

AOFNIPMESSAGES Parameter

The AOFNIPMESSAGES parameter determines whether OPS/MVS allows message rules to process NIP messages.
Since this parameter is only effective prior to starting the primary job entry subsystem, we recommend that you set this
parameter during initialization only.

Default value
NO
NIP messages are recorded in OPSLOG but are not processed by AOF message rules.

Other possible values
YES
NIP messages are recorded in OPSLOG and are eligible to be processed by AOF message rules.

NOTE
These message rules are driven at the time the NIP messages are being written to the SYSLOG rather
than at the time the messages are being generated.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFNIPMESSAGES 

This function allows the AOF to process NIP messages at the time they are written to the SYSLOG.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFNIPMESSAGES','YES')

NOTE
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• This parameter applies to z/OS 1.4.2 or higher operating environments that have applied the required fixes to
support IBM APAR OA10401.

• Since OPSINFO(“EXITTYPE”) returns a value of NIP when processing NIP messages, you can use it to write
automation that is unique to NIP messages.

• You cannot change the attributes of NIP messages or suppress them in AOF rules.

AOFPRECOMPILED Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS can compile rules without executing them.

NOTE
 Setting the parameter to NO frees data sets containing precompiled rules.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFPRECOMPILED 

This function activates the OPS/MVS facility for compiling rules and rule sets.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFPRECOMPILED','YES')

AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN Parameter

This parameter defines the data set containing compiled rules. OPS/MVS requires you to set both this parameter and
the AOFPRECOMPILED parameter if you want to precompile rules; you cannot allocate a data set to store the compiled
rules.

NOTE
 Member names in precompiled data sets are encrypted. You can access those members only
through OPSVIEW option 4.5.2.

For details about precompiling rules, see How to Maintain the AOF Production Compiled Rules Library.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid data set name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN 

This function specifies MY.COMP.RULES as the name for a precompiled data set.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFPRECOMPILEDDSN','MY.COMP.RULES')

AOFROUTE Parameter

The AOFROUTE parameter determines the default routing codes of messages generated in AOF rules.

There are actually two ways to set these routing codes, because the routing codes that you specify for AOFROUTE are
the same as those specified for bytes 5 and 6 of the AOFDEST parameter value. For example, if you set a value for
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AOFDEST, and then set a value for AOFROUTE specifying different routing codes, the codes set by AOFROUTE override
the earlier settings. The opposite is also true-if you set the AOFROUTE parameter and then later specify different routing
codes through the AOFDEST parameter, the AOFDEST settings override the AOFROUTE settings.

To help you to set the AOFROUTE parameter, the following table lists this information:

• Routing codes 1 through 12
• The hexadecimal representation of each code
• The corresponding OPSBITS() character string of each code
• A description of each code

Code Hex Representation OPSBITS() String Description

1 X'8000' MSTRACTN Master console action

2 X'4000' MSTRINFO Master console information

3 X'2000' TAPEPOOL Tape pool

4 X'1000' DASDPOOL Direct access pool

5 X'0800' TAPELIB Tape library

6 X'0400' DISKLIB Disk library

7 X'0200' UR Unit record pool

8 X'0100' TP Teleprocessing control

9 X'0080' SECURITY System security

10 X'0040' SYSERROR System/Error maintenance

11 X'0020' PGMRINFO Programmer information

12 X'0010' EMULATOR Emulator

You can combine two or more hexadecimal representations in order to specify multiple routing codes. Consider these
examples:

To represent routing codes... Specify this value for AOFROUTE...

2 X'4000'

1 and 2 X'C000'

9 and 11 X'00A0'

If you need more detailed information about routing codes, see the IBM documentation.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid routing codes, expressed in hexadecimals

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFROUTE 

This function sets the default routing codes to 9 and 11 (X'0080' + X'0020' = X'00A0').

OPSPRM("SET","AOFROUTE","X'00A0'")
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AOFSOURCETEXT Parameter

The AOFSOURCETEXT parameter determines whether the source code of a rule is saved when the rule is activated.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO
If AOFSOURCETEXT has the value NO, then:

• The TRACE command is not operative.
• Should an error occur, OPS/MVS indicates the line number but cannot provide the source text.
• The REXX SOURCELINE() function does not display source text.
•  OPS/MVS uses less storage than it does when AOFSOURCETEXT has the value YES.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFSOURCETEXT 

This function tells OPS/MVS to save the source text of a rule when it becomes active.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFSOURCETEXT','YES')

AOFSIZE Parameter

The AOFSIZE parameter determines the size of the AOF workspace (used to store REXX variables).

Using several new OPS/MVS parameters (AOFWSHIGHUSED, AOFWSHIGHUSEDPGM, AOFWSHIGHUSEDRULE,
AOFWSHIGHUSEDDATE, and AOFWSHIGHUSEDTIME), you can trace the maximum amount of workspace that rules
have used since OPS/MVS was last started. After tracing the levels of workspace use, you may wish to decrease the
value of the AOFSIZE parameter if it is set larger than the value of the AOFWSHIGHUSED parameter.

NOTE
 The AOFWSHIGHUSED, AOFWSHIGHUSEDPGM, AOFWSHIGHUSEDRULE, AOFWSHIGHUSEDDATE, and
AOFWSHIGHUSEDTIME parameters are display-only parameters.

Default value
307200 (bytes)

Other possible values
Any number of bytes greater than 32768

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: AOFSIZE 

This function sets the AOF work space to 500000 bytes.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFSIZE','500000')

AOFUSEOJOBNAME Parameter

The AOFUSEOJOBNAME parameter determines whether OPS/MVS substitutes the value in MSG.OJOBNAME for the
value in MSG.JOBNAME for branch entry WTOs.

NOTE
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• Setting the parameter to YES substitutes the value in MSG.OJOBNAME for the value in MSG.JOBNAME for
branch entry WTOs.

• The JOBNAME field in the OPSLOG also reflects this change.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFUSEOJOBNAME 

OPSPRM('SET','AOFUSEOJOBNAME', 'YES')

AOFWSHIGHUSED Parameter

The AOFWSHIGHUSED parameter displays the largest amount of REXX workspace storage ever used by any rule (and
its external subroutines) for the current life of the product or since the parameter value was last reset. Compare this value
to the value of the AOFSIZE parameter to check whether the AOF REXX workspaces are either over or under allocated.
Over allocating is not critical, but it wastes virtual storage that could be used for some other purpose. Under allocating is a
serious problem that results in rule failures.

When you reset this value to zero, the following also happens:

• The AOFWSHIGHUSEDPGM and AOFWSHIGHUSEDRULE display-only parameters are reset to blanks.
• The AOFWSHIGHUSEDDATE and AOFWSHIGHUSEDTIME display-only parameters are reset to zero.

NOTE
 Resetting these values to zero affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced
by the AME.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: AOFWSHIGHUSED 

This function resets the AOFWSHIGHUSED value to zero.

OPSPRM('SET','AOFWSHIGHUSED',0)

ARMELEMASSOC Parameter

The ARMELEMASSOC parameter specifies the element name of another Automatic Restart Management (ARM)-
registered copy of OPS/MVS running on the same system that the current copy is temporarily replacing for restart
purposes. This feature prevents a restart of the first copy of OPS/MVS when a backup or override copy of the product is
also registered and running.

Default value
None

Other possible values
1- to 16-character ARM element name
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Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: ARMELEMASSOC 

This function overrides the current ARM restart registration of OPSMVSSYSA with the ARM element name specified on
the ARMELEMNAME parameter of this copy of OPS/MVS, which also has a different subsystem name.

OPSPRM('SET','ARMELEMASSOC','OPSMVSSYSA')

ARMELEMNAME Parameter

The ARMELEMNAME parameter specifies the ARM element name that
OPS/MVS uses to register itself with ARM. This name must be unique across the sysplex.

Default value
None
OPS/MVS will not register with ARM.

Other possible values
1- to 16-character unique ARM element name that OPS/MVS uses to register itself with ARM at initialization. You
may define the restart criteria for this element in the ARM policy data set.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: ARMELEMNAME 

This function causes OPS/MVS to register with ARM at product startup using a sysplex-unique element name that is
based on the SMF ID of the current system.

OPSPRM('SET','ARMELEMNAME','OPSMVS||OPSINFO('SMFID')')

ARMELEMTYPE Parameter

The ARMELEMTYPE parameter specifies the ARM element type that is to relate the ARM element name to a restart
order name in the ARM policy. The ARM policy, in turn, determines the sequence in which the elements are restarted. The
element type is optional because it is a shorthand method for defining the restart order for groups of element names.

Default value
None

Other possible values
1- to 8-character ARM element type

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: ARMELEMTYPE 

This function assigns the OPSMVS type to the element name specified by ARMELEMNAME.

OPSPRM('SET','ARMELEMTYPE','OPSMVS')

ARMRULES Parameter

The ARMRULES parameter determines whether ARM events are evaluated by AOF ARM rules.

NOTE
 The ARMRULES parameter is valid only when the INITARM parameter is set to YES.
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Default value
NO
MVS ARM restart events trapped in the IXC_ELEM_RESTART MVS exit are not to be routed to the AOF for ARM
rule evaluation.

Other possible values
YES
MVS ARM restart events are to be evaluated by AOF ARM rules.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: ARMRULES 

This function activates AOF ARM rule processing.

OPSPRM('SET','ARMRULES','YES')

BYPASSINITEOM Parameter

This parameter controls end-of-memory (EOM) event processing for z/OS INITIATOR started tasks. When set to YES,
EOM processing for terminating INITIATORS is bypassed unless a process block is currently owned by the terminating
address space, in which case it will be freed after necessary cleanup.

NOTE
Set this parameter to NO only if you have AOF EOM rules that must be processed for terminating initiators.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: BYPASSINITEOM 

This function turns off special handling of EOM events for INITIATOR started tasks.

OPSPRM('SET','BYPASSINITEOM',NO')

CATCHUPREPLYWAIT Parameter

The CATCHUPREPLYWAIT parameter determines the maximum number of seconds AOF initialization is to wait for
a reply to either of the catchup prompts - messages OPx0142R or OPx0143R. If more time passes than the interval
specified on the CATCHUPREPLYWAIT parameter while waiting for your reply, the default action of NO is taken.

Default value
120

Other possible values
Any value between 1 and 3600 seconds.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: CATCHUPREPLYWAIT 

This function set the maximum catchup reply wait time to 300 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','CATCHUPREPLYWAIT','300')
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EOJRULES Parameter

This parameter determines whether EOJ events are evaluated by AOF EOJ rules.

NOTE
 The EOJRULES parameter is only valid when INITSMF is set to YES. Additionally, the EOSRULES parameter
must be set to YES to allow EOJ rules to populate the highest non-zero return code that occurred during
execution of the batch job.

Default value
NO
End-of-job events trapped by the SMF IEFACTRT exit are not forwarded to AOF for rule evaluation.

Other possible values
YES
End-of-job events are evaluated by AOF EOJ rules.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: EOJRULES 

This function activates AOF EOJ rule processing.

OPSPRM('SET','EOJRULES','YES')

EOSRULES Parameter

This parameter determines whether EOS events are evaluated by AOF EOS rules.

NOTE
 The EOSRULES parameter is only valid when INITSMF is set to YES.

Default value
NO
End-of-step events trapped by the SMF IEFACTRT exit are not forwarded to AOF for rule evaluation.

Other possible values
YES
End-of-step events are evaluated by AOF EOS rules.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: EOSRULES 

This function activates AOF EOS rule processing.

OPSPRM('SET','EOSRULES','YES')

EXECQUE Parameter

The EXECQUE parameter determines the size, by number of queue elements, of the execution queue of the AOF. OPS/
MVS makes an entry in this queue whenever an ADDRESS AOF command is issued.

Default value
256

Other possible values
Any number from 1 to 32768
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Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: EXECQUE 

This function sets the size of the execution queue to 250 elements.

OPSPRM('SET','EXECQUE','250')

INITARM Parameter

The INITARM parameter determines whether OPS/MVS installs the z/OS dynamic exit module OPMVAREX at the
IXC_ELEM_RESTART MVS exit point to intercept ARM restart events and to send the events to all copies of OPS/
MVS (on the same system) that have the ARMRULES parameter set to YES.

Default value
NO
MVS ARM events are not to be trapped and AOF ARM rules are not to be executed.

Other possible values
YES
MVS ARM restart events are to be trapped and sent to all copies of OPS/MVS that have the ARMRULES
parameter set to YES.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: INITARM 

This function installs the z/OS dynamic exit module to enable the trapping of ARM restart events.

OPSPRM('SET','INITARM','YES')

INITSMF Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS SMF exits required to generate TLM, EOS, and EOJ AOF events are
installed at product initialization. One copy of each SMF exit services all copies of OPS/MVS on a system. The exits are
installed dynamically using the z/OS dynamic exit facility.

Default value
NO
The product SMF exits are not installed. TLM, EOS, and EOJ events are not generated unless another copy of
the product has already installed the SMF exits.

Other possible values
YES
Install the product SMF exits if they are not already installed.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: INITSMF 

This function installs the OPS/MVS dynamic SMF exits at product initialization.

OPSPRM('SET','INITSMF','YES')

INITWME Parameter (Obsolete)

The INITWME parameter is obsolete, and will be removed in a future release.
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LXCRULES Parameter

This parameter determines whether Mainframe Connector unsolicited Linux and VM message events are evaluated by
AOF API rules.

NOTE
 This parameter is only valid when the INITLXC parameter is set to YES.

Default value
NO
Mainframe Connector unsolicited message events are not forwarded to the AOF for rule evaluation.

Other possible values
YES
Mainframe Connector unsolicited message events are evaluated by AOF API rules.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: LXCRULES
This function activates AOF API rule processing Mainframe Connector messages.
OPSPRM('SET','LXCRULES','YES')

MVSSYSn Parameter

There are thirty one MVSSYSn parameters named MVSSYS1 to MVSSYS31. Each MVSSYSn parameter can specify
an eight-character system name. When the AOF MESSAGES parameter is set to MVSLIST, OPS/MVS will receive and
process local messages and messages from systems specified on the MVSSYSn parameters. See the AOFMESSAGES
parameter for more information.

Default value: ' '
The default value is a blank which indicates that no system name is specified on this parameter.

Other possible values
8-character system name
This value indicates that OPS/MVS should receive and process messages imported from the specified system if
the AOFMESSAGES parameter is set to MVSLIST.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: MVSSYSn Parameter

These functions tell OPS/MVS to receive and process messages imported from MVSSYSAA and MVSSYSBB if
AOFMESSAGES is set to MVSLIST:

OPSPRM('SET','MVSSYS1','MVSSYSAA')

     OPSPRM('SET','MVSSYS2','MVSSYSBB')

MVSSYSn Usage Recommendations
We recommend the following regarding the use of the MVSSYSn parameters:

• Do not ‘skip’ MVSSYSn parameters when filling in system names. For example, if you are specifying three
system names, use the MVSSYS1, MVSSYS2, and MVSSYS3 parameters. While the function will still
work correctly if you skip parameters (use MVSSYS1, MVSSYS10, and MVSSYS20 for example), the best
performance will be achieved by filling the MVSSYSn parameters consecutively.

• Use the AOFMESSAGES parameter to toggle system filtering on and off. The system names specified on the
MVSSYSn parameters persist regardless of the AOFMESSAGES value. However, the system names are not
used to filter message processing unless AOFMESSAGES is set to MVSLIST. The MVSSYSn parameters are
ignored for any other AOFMESSAGE value.
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WARNING
If you specify a value of MVSLIST for AOFMESSAGES and do not specify any system names on MVSSYSn
parameters, OPS/MVS will not receive and process imported messages. Only local messages will be processed
by OPS/MVS.

TLMRULES Parameter

This parameter determines whether TLM events are evaluated by AOF TLM rules.

Default value
NO
Time limit excession events trapped by the SMF IEFUTL exit are not forwarded to AOF for rule evaluation.

Other possible values
YES
Time limit excession events are evaluated by AOF TLM rules.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: TLMRULES 

This function activates AOF TLM rule processing.

OPSPRM('SET','TLMRULES','YES')

USSRULES Parameter

This parameter determines whether USS message events are evaluated by AOF USS rules.

NOTE
 This parameter is only valid when the INITUSS parameter is set to YES.

Default value
NO
UNIX System Services (USS) message events trapped by Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS
are not forwarded to the AOF for rule evaluation.

Other possible values
YES
UNIX System Services message events are evaluated by AOF USS rules.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: USSRULES 

This function activates AOF USS rule processing.

OPSPRM('SET','USSRULES','YES')

ECF Parameters
The parameters that are described in the following sections control Enhanced Console Facility (ECF) operation.

ECFCHAR Parameter

The ECFCHAR parameter defines the one- to three-character string that the operator uses to prefix commands that are
to be sent to the ECF from a console. For example, if the value of the ECFCHAR parameter were ECF, the following
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commands that are issued at an MCS console would route the commands LOGON USER01/PASSWORD and LOGOFF
to the ECF:

ECFLOGON USER01/PASSWORD

ECFLOGOFF

NOTE
The command to be routed to the ECF must immediately follow the ECF command prefix without any
intervening blanks.

WARNING
See Command Prefixes and the z/OS CPF for important information about this parameter!

Default value
The question mark (?)

Other possible values
Any unique, 1- to 3-character string
Specify a value other than the default if you already use the question mark for some other purpose, or to allow the
operator to talk to a test version of ECF.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

NOTE

In a future release, this parameter may change so that it can be set only during product initialization.

Example: ECFCHAR

This function sets the ECF command prefix to ECF.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFCHAR','ECF')

ECFLOGON Parameter

The ECFLOGON parameter determines whether OPS/MVS accepts ECF logon requests.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ECFLOGON

This function prevents users from logging onto ECF.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFLOGON','NO')

ECFMSTR Parameter

The ECFMSTR parameter determines whether OPS/MVS allows ECF logons to the master subsystem.

Default value
YES
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Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ECFMSTR

This function prevents users from logging on to the master subsystem through ECF.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFMSTR','NO')

ECFOUTLIM Parameter

The ECFOUTLIM parameter sets the maximum number of messages the ECF can generate during every interval that is
specified by the ECFWAIT parameter.

Default value
100 (message lines)

Other possible values
Any number of message lines

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ECFOUTLIM

This function sets the number of messages per ECFWAIT interval to 1.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFOUTLIM','1')

With ECFOUTLIM set as shown and with the ECFWAIT parameter set to 100 centiseconds, the OPSECF address
space sends only one command output message every second. ECFOUTLIM also lets you tune how ECF displays
console messages; for instance, in this example, the console may show messages from other address spaces that are
interspersed with the ECF output.

ECFPARM Parameter

The ECFPARM parameter adds ECF parameter strings to the internal start commands of the address space. ECFPARM
also allows you to set an ECF parameter string to a JCL keyword=value string to change the JCL for the ECF started task
without modifying the actual procedure.

Default value
A null string

Other possible values
Any valid ECF parameter string

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ECFPARM

This function adds the string UNIT=3390 to internal start commands.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFPARM','UNIT=3390')
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ECFSECURITY Parameter

The ECFSECURITY parameter determines the level of security for ECF.

Default value
CHECKPASSWORD
This value causes OPS/MVS to select both the TSO user ID and the password that is specified in the ECF logon
command.

Other possible values

• NOSECURITY
This value makes any console eligible to log onto ECF; OPS/MVS performs no TSO user ID or password
checking.

• CHECKUSERID
This value causes OPS/MVS to verify the TSO user ID specified in the ECF logon command. The specified
password is ignored.

NOTE

• The CHECKUSERID and default CHECKPASSWORD settings are valid only when you start the ECF
under JES or when a security product is active on your system.

• If you specify either CHECKPASSWORD or CHECKUSERID, the ECF session has only the
privileges of the TSO user ID.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: ECFSECURITY

This function allows any user ID and password to log onto ECF.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFSECURITY','NOSECURITY')

ECFSTC Parameter

The ECFSTC parameter names the started task that supports an ECF user. Use ECFSTC to rename the ECF started task
to meet your initialization naming conventions or to activate a test copy of ECF.

Default value
OPSECF

Other possible values
Any valid started task name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ECFSTC

This function sets the ECF started task name to ECFTEST.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFSTC','ECFTEST')

ECFWAIT Parameter

The ECFWAIT parameter specifies, in centiseconds, how long ECF pauses after reaching the message limit set by the
ECFOUTLIM parameter before it resumes message processing.
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Default value
50 (centiseconds)
50 centiseconds = 1/2 second

Other possible values
Any number of centiseconds

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ECFWAIT

This function sets the wait interval to 30 centiseconds.

OPSPRM('SET','ECFWAIT','30')

EPI Parameters
The EPICMDLOGGING and EPIEXTENDEDATTR parameters affect the OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) EPI operations.

EPICMDLOGGING Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS logs all EPI commands to the OPSLOG or suppresses them from
appearing in OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: EPICMDLOGGING

This function suppresses the logging of EPI commands.

OPSPRM('SET','EPICMDLOGGING','NO')

EPIEXTENDEDATTR Parameter

This parameter specifies whether OPS/MVS calls the EPI extended attribute routine, which allows users to modify the
data stream before EPI processes it.

Default value
OFF
Using the default value conserves system overhead.

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: EPIEXTENDEDATTR

This function enables OPS/MVS to call the extended attribute routine.
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OPSPRM('SET','EPIEXTENDEDATTR','ON')

OSF Parameters
The parameters described here affect the operation of the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
Operations Server Facility (OSF) feature. For more information about OSF servers, see Operations.

  

BEGINCMD Parameter

This parameter specifies the text of the first OSF TSO command that OPS/MVS sends to the OSF TSO execute queue
after it completes its internal initialization (this does not mean that the AOF is active). The command is processed when
the first OSF TSO server is initialized and ready to execute transactions.

Default value
OI OPSTART2
This value indicates the name of the default OPS/MVS startup OPS/REXX program that is supplied in the
SYS1.OPS.CCLXEXEC data set.

Other possible values
Any valid TSO command, expressed as a text string containing up to 128 bytes
Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: BEGINCMD 

This function causes OPS/MVS to execute a startup REXX EXEC called KICKOFF.

OPSPRM('SET','BEGINCMD','KICKOFF')

OSFALLOWED Parameter

The OSFALLOWED parameter determines whether a source other than an MCS console can use the OSF command
prefix that is specified by the OSFCHAR parameter to send a command to the OSF server for execution. An OSF server
is a started task that can execute a TSO transaction, not unlike a TSO logon ID. This parameter applies only to OSF TSO
servers.

Default value
YES
This value allows any address space to use the OSF command character to send a command to the OSF server.

Other possible values
NO
The OSF command character can be used to send a command to the OSF server only from an MCS console.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFALLOWED 

This function allows the OSF server to receive only commands that are issued from a console.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFALLOWED','NO')
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OSFALLOWRESTART Parameter

When an OSF server fails during initialization, the setting of the OSFALLOWRESTART parameter determines
whether OPS/MVS attempts to restart it. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value
NO
OPS/MVS does not attempt to restart servers that failed during initialization.

Other possible values
YES
At 30-second intervals, OPS/MVS attempts to restart servers that failed during initialization.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFALLOWRESTART 

This function tells OPS/MVS to attempt to restart a failed OSF server automatically  .

OPSPRM('SET','OSFALLOWRESTART','YES')

OSFCHAR Parameter

The OSFCHAR parameter defines the one- to three-character string that you use to prefix commands that are issued from
a console directly to an OSF TSO server. For example, if the value of the OSFCHAR parameter is FSO, the commands
TIME , LISTD 'SYS1.PROCLIB' , and OI PROGRAMA ARG1 are routed to the OSF by the following commands issued
from an MCS console:

FSOTIME

FSOLISTD 'SYS1.PROCLIB'

FSOOI PROGRAMA ARG1

If the command is issued from an MCS console that is not logged on, the OSFMINCONSAUTH parameter controls the
minimum command authority that is required of the console, and the OSFCONSOLE parameter names the user ID that is
used by the OSF TSO server to execute the command.

The OSFALLOWED parameter determines whether a source other than an MCS console can use the OSF command
prefix to send a command to the OSF server for execution.

OPS/MVS automatically defines the command prefix to the CPF during product initialization and attempts to delete the
prefix from the CPF during termination. If some other subsystem is already using this prefix, then the prefix is not defined
to the CPF and the following message is issued during product initialization:

OPS0100W CPF DEFINE OF OSFCHAR FAILED, RC=X'00000008', REASON CODE=X'00000008'

Reason codes of X'0000000C' and X'00000010' are also indicators of this type of problem because the prefix specified
may be either a subset or superset of a prefix that is already defined.

If you change the value of OSFCHAR while OPS/MVS is active, then the CPF prefixes are not updated and the following
message is issued during product termination. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you do not modify OSFCHAR after
product initialization.

OPS0100W CPF DELETE OF OSFCHAR FAILED, RC=X'00000008', REASON CODE=X'00000004'

Default value
The exclamation point (!)

Other possible values
Any unique, 1- to 3-character string
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Change the value of OSFCHAR if you already use the ! character for something else, or if you want to allow the
operator to talk to a test version of the server.

WARNING
The OSFCHAR parameter can only contain characters from the table shown in Characters Allowed In z/
OS Commands.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you do not modify OSFCHAR after product initialization. In a future
release, OSFCHAR may change so that it can be set only during product initialization.

 Example: OSFCHAR 

This function changes the OSF command prefix to OSF.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFCHAR','OSF')

OSFCONSOLE Parameter

The OSFCONSOLE parameter names the user ID that OSF TSO servers use for commands that are issued using
the OSF command prefix (as defined by the OSFCHAR parameter) from an MCS console that is not logged on. This
parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Depending on the level of privileges that are assigned to the user ID, the commands may fail.

NOTE
The value of the OSFCONSOLE parameter is valid only if a security product is active on your system, and the
value of the OSFSECURITY parameter is CHECKUSERID.

Default value
OPSOSF

Other possible values
Any valid user ID

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFCONSOLE 

This function changes the user ID to OSFCDCON.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFCONSOLE','OSFCDCON')

OSFCPU Parameter

The OSFCPU parameter limits the amount of CPU time that a single OSF TSO server transaction can use.

Default value
15 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 1 through 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFCPU 

This function allows a server transaction to use up to 30 seconds of CPU time.
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OPSPRM('SET','OSFCPU','30')

NOTE
Setting OSFCPU to a value higher than that of the OSFRUN parameter will in effect negate the use of this
parameter.

OSFDORM Parameter

The OSFDORM parameter determines, in seconds, how long OSF TSO servers can remain dormant before they are
automatically terminated. This parameter takes effect only if the number of active OSF TSO servers is greater than the
value of the OSFMIN parameter. This parameter then decrements the servers one per OSFDORM dormant period.

Default value
60

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 60 through 16777216

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFDORM 

This function allows 300 seconds, or 5 minutes, of OSF TSO server inactivity before a server is terminated.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFDORM','300')

OSFEPRIV Parameter

The OSFEPRIV parameter allows you to control the extended private area region limit for OSF server address spaces. By
default this value is zero, which results in the OSF region size being controlled by your system installation exit (IEFUSI), or
the IBM default value 32 MB. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Changing the value of this parameter does not affect the region size for OSF address spaces that are already active. If
you change this value after product initialization, you must terminate the servers to have the new value take effect.

Default value
0 KB

Other possible values
32768 KB

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFEPRIV 

Set the extended private area limit for all OSF servers that start after this change to 32 MB.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFEPRIV','32768K')

OSFGETJOBID Parameter

The OSFGETJOBID parameter determines whether servers that are started under the master subsystem try to obtain
a job ID from JES when JES starts. Before JES is active, you cannot issue a valid SUBMIT command because JES
SYSOUT data sets cannot be allocated. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value
YES
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Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFGETJOBID 

This function prevents OSF servers from obtaining job IDs.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFGETJOBID','NO')

OSFJOBLOG Parameter

The OSFJOBLOG parameter determines whether servers that are started under the master subsystem create a JES job
log. If you change the value of OSFJOBLOG from the default (NO) to YES, a job log is created the next time that a server
obtains a new JES job ID. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value
NO
Do not allocate a JES job log.

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFJOBLOG 

This function enables OSF servers to create job logs.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFJOBLOG','YES')

OSFLOGONSOURCE Parameter

The OSFLOGONSOURCE parameter allows an installation to override the security product source (or terminal ID) string
with which OSF TSO servers log on to the security system.

Default value
SYSTEM

Other possible values
Any valid 1- to 8-character security product source (terminal ID) string

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFLOGONSOURCE 

This function sets the OSF TSO security source string to OPSSYST.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFLOGONSOURCE','OPSSYST')

OSFMAX Parameter

The OSFMAX parameter sets the maximum number of OSF TSO servers that can be active at any time.

Default value
10
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Other possible values
Any number of OSF TSO servers up to 30, but at least as many as the number of servers specified for the
OSFMIN parameter. If you attempt to set the OSFMAX parameter value lower than the OSFMIN value, OPS/
MVS sets OSFMAX equal to OSFMIN.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFMAX 

This function sets 12 as the maximum number of OSF servers.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFMAX','12')

OSFMIN Parameter

The OSFMIN parameter sets the minimum number of OSF TSO servers that can be active at any time. If the OSFMIN
value exceeds the current number of active OSF TSO servers, OPS/MVS automatically starts more servers.

We strongly recommend that OSFMIN is set to a value that is high enough to process almost all (about 99 percent) of
your typical asynchronous automation work. For more information, see Regulating OSF Servers.

Default value
4

Other possible values
Any number of servers up to 30, but fewer than the number of servers specified for the OSFMAX parameter.
If you set the OSFMIN parameter value higher than the OSFMAX value, OPS/MVS sets OSFMIN equal to
OSFMAX.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFMIN 

This function sets 7 as the minimum number of OSF servers.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFMIN','7')

OSFMSGID Parameter

The OSFMSGID parameter lets you specify whether the default for server address spaces is PROFILE MSGID or
PROFILE NOMSGID. This value takes effect when a rule or a non-TSO address space sends work to a server; when a
TSO address space sends work, the PROFILE settings of the TSO user are copied to the server. This parameter applies
to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value
NO
Equivalent to PROFILE NOMSGID

Other possible values
YES
Equivalent to PROFILE MSGID

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFMSGID 

This function specifies PROFILE MSGID as the default.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFMSGID','YES')
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OSFOUTLIM Parameter

The OSFOUTLIM parameter limits the number of console messages a transaction running under an OSF TSO server can
produce. These include:

• SAY statements from REXX programs
• Output from the CLIST command WRITE
• Output of an OPSCMD command processor that is issued outside a REXX program
•  Default value

1000 (lines)
•  Other possible values

Any number of lines greater than or equal to 0
•  Set or modify this parameter...

Anytime

 Example: OSFOUTLIM 

This function limits the number of output lines to 500.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFOUTLIM','500')

OSFPARM Parameter

The OSFPARM parameter lets you add a keyword=option string that OPS/MVS includes in the z/OS START command for
the OSF started task. OSFPARM also allows you to override the corresponding substitution parameter in the cataloged
procedure. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid keyword=option string

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFPARM 

This function adds the string UNIT=3390 to the START command.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFPARM','UNIT=3390')

OSFPRODUCT Parameter

The OSFPRODUCT parameter names the user ID whose security privileges are used by an OSF server that is processing
commands routed from AOF rules (other than request rules) using the ADDRESS TSO or ADDRESS OSF host
environments. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Depending on the level of privileges that are assigned to the user ID, the commands may fail.

NOTE
The value of the OSFPRODUCT parameter is valid only if a security product is active on your system, and the
value of the OSFSECURITY parameter is CHECKUSERID.

Default value
OPSOSF

Other possible values
Any valid user ID for OSF
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFPRODUCT 

This function sets the user ID for ADDRESS TSO commands to OSF.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFPRODUCT','OSF')

OSFQADD Parameter

The OSFQADD parameter sets the threshold OPS/MVS uses to determine whether more OSF TSO servers
are started. The algorithm that is used to add servers depends on the OSFQADDPROCESS parameter. If
OSFQADDPROCESS=AVAIL a new server is added, when the number of commands in the OSF TSO execution queue
is higher than OSFQADD and OSFMIN but lower than OSFMAX. When OSFQADDPROCESS= QADD a new server is
added when the queue depth equals OSFQADD+1 + (n * OSFQADD) until OSFMAX is reached. Where ‘n’ equals the
number of dynamically added servers.

Default value
8

Other possible values
Any number of queued commands greater than or equal to 0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFQADD 

This function sets the OSF TSO execution queue threshold to five commands.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFQADD','5')

OSFQADDPROCESS Parameter

The OSFQADDPROCESS parameter determines what process is used to add servers.

• Default value
QADD

Add servers every time the queue depth is OSFQADD+1 + (n * OSFQADD) until OSFMAX is reached. Where ‘n’
equals the number of dynamically added servers. For example: If OSFMIN=2 OSFQADD=2 and OSFMAX=5 a
new server would be added when the queue reached a depth of 3, 5, and 7. This algorithm is used to optimize
performance.

• Other possible values
AVAIL

Add servers for every request in the queue that exceeds the OSFQADD depth, until OSFMAX is reached. When
the system is under heavy workload, coding this parameter could result in performance issues.

•  Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

•  Example: OSFQADDPROCESS 
This function request sets the OSFQADDPROCESS parameter.
OPSPRM_SET("OSFQADDPROCESS","QADD")
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OSFQUE Parameter

The OSFQUE parameter specifies the maximum number of queued commands the OSF TSO execute queue can hold.
This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in OSF TSO servers. The OSF execute processor
dispatches these commands to OSF TSO servers as the servers become available to process work.

Default value
1700 (commands)

Other possible values
Any number from 1 to 32768

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: OSFQUE 

This function sets the size of the OSF TSO execution queue to 2,000 commands.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFQUE','2000')

OSFRECYCLE Parameter

The OSFRECYCLE parameter determines the number of completed OSF server transactions that can run in a server
before OPS/MVS recycles the server. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Typically, you should let the value of the OSFRECYCLE parameter default to 0, so that no recycling is performed.
However, under some conditions, private area storage in the server address space is not correctly freed at the end of
each server transaction. When this happens, storage-related abends in other transactions may result. Under these
conditions, you may decide to set the OSFRECYCLE parameter to a reasonable value that causes OPS/MVS to recycle
the servers after a particular number of transactions. Doing so alleviates the residual storage problems.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any positive integer value from 1 through 2147483647

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFRECYCLE 

This function causes OPS/MVS to recycle OSF servers after every 1000 transactions.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFRECYCLE','1000')

OSFRUN Parameter

The OSFRUN parameter determines how long OPS/MVS allows a TSO transaction to execute in an OSF TSO server.
This is an elapsed time limit; in comparison, the OSFCPU parameter limits execution time.

When any OSF TSO server transaction exceeds the time limit set by OSFRUN, OPS/MVS terminates the server with the
hung or looping transaction and starts another server to accept new commands.

Default value
120 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 1 through 604800 (7 days), inclusive
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFRUN 

This function sets a 60-second time limit for TSO transactions.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFRUN','60')

NOTE
The OSF TSO servers are intended to execute relatively short pieces of asynchronous automation. This
parameter does not enforce a maximum transaction runtime value. However, we strongly recommend that this
value not be set higher than 300 seconds (5 minutes). Long-running transactions should be run in OSF TSL
servers or in a separate address spaces (either started tasks or batch jobs). Using the OSF TSO servers to
execute long running transactions may result in other automation that is time-critical to not execute in a timely
fashion, since all of the OSF TSO servers may be busy executing long-running work. It may also result in the
OSF TSO execute queue filling up, which in turn may result in transactions being lost.

OSFSECURITY Parameter

The OSFSECURITY parameter determines whether the OSF operates with or without security checking. This parameter
applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value:
NOSECURITY
This value allows the OSF to operate without security checking in a trial or test situation. The work executed by an
OSF server address space runs using the privileges of the user ID associated with the OSF started task, whose
name is specified by the OSFSTC parameter.

NOTE
If your system has no security product that is installed, OPS/MVS ignores the OSFSECURITY
parameter setting and uses the default value of NOSECURITY.

Other possible values:
CHECKUSERID
Most sites use this value for the OSFSECURITY parameter. If you specify this value, the OSF checks a user ID
with the security product on the system by logging on to the server's TMP using that user ID. The user ID that is
checked and whose security privileges are used to execute work in an OSF server address space is determined
as follows:

• For work sent to a server from an AOF rule (other than a request rule), the user ID that is specified by
the OSFPRODUCT parameter is used.

• For work sent to a server from an AOF request rule, the user ID of the address space that issued the request
is used. This could be a TSO session that issued an OPSREQ command, or the OPS/MVS main address
space that executed an EVRULE or RULE action in the System State Manager task.

• For commands issued from an MSC console that is not logged on, the user ID specified by the OSFCONSOLE
parameter is used.

• For work sent to a server from an OPS/REXX program using the ADDRESS OSF host environment, the user
ID of the unit of work that is executing the program is used.

• For work sent to a server from a POI OPSRMT command, the user ID of the unit of work that issued the
command is used.

Depending on the level of privileges that are assigned to the user ID, the commands executed by the OSF server
may fail.

Set or modify this parameter:
At initialization
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 Example: OSFSECURITY 

This function tells OPS/MVS to operate the OSF with security checking.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFSECURITY','CHECKUSERID')

OSFSTC Parameter

The OSFSTC parameter specifies the name of the OSF cataloged procedure or started task, allowing you to use the
naming conventions of your site. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value
OPSOSF

Other possible values
Any valid started task name

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: OSFSTC 

This function specifies OSFTASK as the name of the OSF started task.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFSTC','OSFTASK')

OSFSWAPPABLE Parameter

The OSFSWAPPABLE parameter determines whether all servers started after this parameter is set are swappable. This
parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFSWAPPABLE 

This function makes OSF servers non-swappable.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFSWAPPABLE','NO')

OSFSYSPLEXCMD Parameter

The OSFSYSPLEXCMD parameter allows you to specify whether the OSFCHAR prefix string should be defined to the z/
OS Command Prefix Facility (CPF) with a scope of SYSTEM or SYSPLEX.

Default value
NO
The OSFCHAR prefix is defined to the CPF on the local system only.

Other possible values
YES
The OSFCHAR prefix is defined with a scope of all systems in the sysplex and should, therefore, be a unique
value in the sysplex.
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NOTE
Specifying a value of YES on a system that is not part of the sysplex is meaningless and is equivalent to
a value of NO.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: OSFSYSPLEXCMD 

This function defines the OSFCHAR prefix string to the CPF with a scope of SYSPLEX.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFSYSPLEXCMD','YES')

OSFTRANSSMFREC Parameter

The OSFTRANSSMFREC parameter determines whether SMF records are created to record each individual OSF
transaction. This parameter applies to OSF TSL, TSO, and TSP servers.

When the value of the OSFTRANSSMFREC parameter is YES, a new SMF record (of subtype 7) is created to record the
activity of each individual server transaction. Among other things, the SMF record contains this information:

• The length of time the transaction that is spent on the OSF execute queue before being dispatched to a server
• The length of time the transaction that is spent in the server
• The CPU time (TCB + SRB), I/O count, and number of output lines for the transaction
•  Default value

NO
•  Other possible values

YES
•  Set or modify this parameter...

Anytime

 Example: OSFTRANSSMFREC 

This function causes SMF records to be created for OSF transactions.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTRANSSMFREC','YES')

OSFTSLCPU Parameter

The OSFTSLCPU parameter limits the amount of CPU time that a single OSF TSL server transaction can use.

NOTE
TSL servers are intended for longer running transactions and therefore the default value is set higher than for
TSO and TSP servers.

Default value
150 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLCPU 

This function allows a TSL server transaction to use up to 30 seconds of CPU time.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLCPU','30')
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NOTE
Setting OSFTSLCPU to a value higher than that of the OSFTSLRUN prameter will in effect negate the use of
this parameter.

OSFTSLDORM Parameter

The OSFTSLDORM parameter determines, in seconds, how long OSF TSL servers can remain dormant before they
are automatically terminated. This parameter takes effect only if the number of active OSF TSL servers is greater than
the value of the OSFTSLMIN parameter. This parameter then decrements the servers one per OSFTSLDORM dormant
period. For more information, see OSFTSLMIN parameter.

Default value
60

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 60 through 16777216

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLDORM 

This function allows 300 seconds, or 5 minutes, of OSF TSL server inactivity before a server is terminated.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLDORM','300')

OSFTSLMAX Parameter

The OSFTSLMAX parameter sets the maximum number of OSF TSL servers that can be active at any time.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any number of OSF TSL servers up to 30, but at least as many as the number of servers specified for the
OSFTSLMIN parameter. If you attempt to set the OSFTSLMAX parameter value lower than the OSFTSLMIN
value, OPS/MVS sets OSFTSLMAX equal to OSFTSLMIN.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLMAX 

This function sets 12 as the maximum number of OSF TSL servers.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLMAX','12')

OSFTSLMIN Parameter

The OSFTSLMIN parameter sets the minimum number of OSF TSL servers that can be active at any time. If the
OSFTSLMIN value exceeds the current number of active OSF TSL servers, OPS/MVS automatically starts additional
servers.

We strongly recommend that you set OSFTSLMIN to a value that is high enough to process almost all (about 99 percent)
of your typical long-running asynchronous automation work. For more information, see Regulating OSF Servers.

Default value
0
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Other possible values
Any number of OSF TSL servers up to 30, but fewer than the number of servers specified for the OSFTSLMAX
parameter. If you set the OSFTSLMIN parameter value higher than the OSFTSLMAX value, OPS/MVS sets
OSFTSLMIN equal to OSFTSLMAX.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLMIN 

This function sets 2 as the minimum number of OSF TSL servers.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLMIN','2')

OSFTSLOUTLIM Parameter

The OSFTSLOUTLIM parameter limits the number of console messages a transaction running under an OSF TSL server
can produce. These include:

• SAY statements from REXX programs
• Output from the CLIST command WRITE
• Output of an OPSCMD command processor that is issued outside a REXX program
•  Default value

5000 (lines)
•  Other possible values

Any number of lines greater than or equal to 0
•  Set or modify this parameter...

Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLOUTLIM 

This function limits the number of output lines to 500.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLOUTLIM','500')

OSFTSLQADD Parameter

The OSFTSLQADD parameter sets the threshold OPS/MVS uses to determine whether more OSF TSL servers
are starting. The algorithm that is used to add servers depends on the OSFQADDPROCESS parameter. If
OSFQADDPROCESS=AVAIL a new server is added when, the number of commands in the OSF TSL execution queue
is higher than OSFQADD and OSFMIN but lower than OSFMAX. If OSFQADDPROCESS= QADD a new server is added
when the queue depth equals OSFTSLQADD+1 + (n * OSFTSLQADD) until OSFTSLMAX is reached. Where ‘n’ equals
the number of dynamically added servers.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any number of queued commands greater than or equal to 0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLQADD 

This function sets the OSF TSL execution queue threshold to 5 commands.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLQADD','5')
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OSFTSLQUE Parameter

The OSFTSLQUE parameter specifies the maximum number of queued commands the OSF TSL execute queue can
hold. This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in OSF TSL servers. The OSF TSL execute
processor dispatches these commands to OSF TSL servers as the servers become available to process work.

Default value
1700 (commands)

Other possible values
Any number from 1 to 32768

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: OSFTSLQUE 

This function sets the size of the OSF TSL execution queue to 2,000 commands.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLQUE','2000')

OSFTSLRUN Parameter

The OSFTSLRUN parameter determines how long OPS/MVS allows a TSO transaction to execute in an OSF TSL server.
This is an elapsed time limit; in comparison, the OSFTSLCPU parameter limits execution time.

When any OSF TSL server transaction exceeds the time limit set by OSFTSLRUN, OPS/MVS terminates the server with
the hung or looping transaction and starts another server to accept new commands.

NOTE
TSL servers are intended for longer running transactions and therefore the default value is set higher than for
TSO and TSP servers.

Default value
1200 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLRUN 

This function sets a 60-second time limit for TSL transactions.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLRUN','60')

OSFTSLWAIT Parameter

The OSFTSLWAIT parameter sets the maximum time, in seconds, which a transaction can wait for input while in an OSF
TSL server. OPS/MVS sets the server address space wait time limit based on the value of OSFTSLWAIT. The operating
system checks only every 100 seconds for any waiting address space that has exceeded the wait time limit. As a result,
the exact time when a server is terminated is unpredictable.

Keep this information in mind when using any OPS/MVS command processors that use wait times, such as OPSCMD,
OPSWAIT, and OPSWTO.

NOTE
TSL servers are intended for longer running transactions and therefore the default value is set higher than for
TSO and TSP servers.
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Default value
1200 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSLWAIT 

This function limits the wait time of a transaction to 60 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSLWAIT','60')

OSFTSO Parameter

This parameter determines whether you can issue TSO OSF commands from the console.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSO 

This function prevents you from issuing TSO OSF commands from the console.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSO','NO')

OSFTSPCPU Parameter

The OSFTSPCPU parameter limits the amount of CPU time that a single OSF TSP server transaction can use.

Default value
15 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPCPU 

This function allows an OSF TSP server transaction to use up to 30 seconds of CPU time.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPCPU','30')

NOTE
Setting OSFTSPCPU to a value higher than that of the OSFTSPRUN parameter will in effect negate the use of
this parameter.

OSFTSPDORM Parameter

The OSFTSPDORM parameter determines, in seconds, how long OSF TSP servers can remain dormant before they
are automatically terminated. This parameter takes effect only if the number of active OSF TSP servers is greater than
the value of the OSFTSPMIN parameter. This parameter then decrements the servers one per OSFTSPDORM dormant
period. For more information, see the OSFTSPMIN parameter.
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Default value
60

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 60 through 16777216

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPDORM 

This function allows 300 seconds, or 5 minutes, of OSF TSP server inactivity before a server is terminated.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPDORM','300')

OSFTSPMAX Parameter

The OSFTSPMAX parameter sets the maximum number of OSF TSP servers that can be active at any time.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any number of OSF TSP servers up to 30, but at least as many as the number of OSF TSP servers specified for
the OSFTSPMIN parameter. If you attempt to set the OSFTSPMAX parameter value lower than the OSFTSPMIN
value, OPS/MVS sets OSFTSPMAX equal to OSFTSPMIN.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPMAX 

This function sets 12 as the maximum number of OSF TSP servers.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPMAX','12')

OSFTSPMIN Parameter

The OSFTSPMIN parameter sets the minimum number of OSF TSP servers that can be active at any time. If the
OSFTSPMIN value exceeds the current number of active OSF TSP servers, OPS/MVS automatically starts additional
servers.

We strongly recommend that  you set OSFTSPMIN to a value that is high enough to process almost all (about 99 percent)
of your typical high-priority asynchronous automation work. For more information, see Regulating OSF Servers.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any number of servers up to 30, but fewer than the number of servers specified for the OSFTSPMAX parameter.
If you set the OSFTSPMIN parameter value higher than the OSFTSPMAX value, OPS/MVS sets OSFTSPMIN
equal to OSFTSPMAX.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPMIN 

This function sets 2 as the minimum number of OSF TSP servers.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPMIN','2')
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OSFTSPOUTLIM Parameter

The OSFTSPOUTLIM parameter limits the number of console messages a transaction running under an OSF TSP server
can produce. These include:

• SAY statements from REXX programs
• Output from the CLIST command WRITE
• Output of an OPSCMD command processor that is issued outside a REXX program
•  Default value

1000 (lines)
•  Other possible values

Any number of lines greater than or equal to 0
•  Set or modify this parameter...

Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPOUTLIM 

This function limits the number of output lines to 500.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPOUTLIM','500')

OSFTSPQADD Parameter

The OSFTSPQADD parameter sets the threshold OPS/MVS uses to determine whether more OSF TSP servers
are started. The algorithm that is used to add servers depends on the OSFQADDPROCESS parameter. IF
OSFQADDPROCESS=AVAIL a new server is added, when the number of commands in the OSF TSP execution queue
is higher than OSFQADD and OSFMIN but lower than OSFMAX. When OSFQADDPROCESS= QADD a new server is
added and the queue depth equals OSFTSPQADD+1 + (n * OSFTSPQADD) until OSFTSPMAX is reached.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any number of queued commands greater than or equal to 0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPQADD 

This function sets the OSF TSP execution queue threshold to 5 commands.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPQADD','5')

OSFTSPQUE Parameter

The OSFTSPQUE parameter specifies the maximum number of queued commands the OSF TSP execute queue can
hold. This queue is where OPS/MVS sends TSO commands to be executed in OSF TSP servers. The OSF TSP execute
processor dispatches these commands to TSP servers as the servers become available to process work.

Default value
1700 (commands)

Other possible values
Any number from 1 to 32768

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: OSFTSPQUE 
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This function sets the size of the OSF TSP execution queue to 2000 commands.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPQUE','2000')

OSFTSPRUN Parameter

The OSFTSPRUN parameter determines how long OPS/MVS allows a TSO transaction to execute in an OSF TSP server.
This is an elapsed time limit; in comparison, the OSFTSPCPU parameter limits execution time.

When any server transaction exceeds the time limit set by OSFTSPRUN, OPS/MVS terminates the server with the hung
or looping transaction and starts another OSF TSP server to accept new commands.

Default value
120 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPRUN 

This function sets a 60-second time limit for TSP transactions.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPRUN','60')

OSFTSPWAIT Parameter

The OSFTSPWAIT parameter sets the maximum time, in seconds, which a transaction can wait for input while in an OSF
TSP server. OPS/MVS sets the server address space wait time limit based on the value of OSFTSPWAIT. The operating
system checks only every 100 seconds for any waiting address space that has exceeded the wait time limit. As a result,
the exact time when a server is terminated is unpredictable.

Keep this information in mind when using any OPS/MVS command processors that use wait times, such as OPSCMD,
OPSWAIT, and OPSWTO.

Default value
120 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFTSPWAIT 

This function limits the wait time of a transaction to 60 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFTSPWAIT','60')

OSFWAIT Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum time, in seconds, which a transaction can wait for input while in an OSF TSO
server. OPS/MVS sets the server address space wait time limit based on the value of OSFWAIT. The operating system
checks only every 100 seconds for any waiting address space that has exceeded the wait time limit. As a result, the exact
time when an OSF TSO server is terminated is unpredictable.

Keep this information in mind when using any OPS/MVS command processors that use wait times, such as OPSCMD,
OPSWAIT, and OPSWTO.
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Default value
120 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 1 and 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: OSFWAIT 

This function limits the wait time of a transaction to 60 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','OSFWAIT','60')

Rule-Related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections affect the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) rules processing.

CATCHUPGLVPREFIX Parameter

The CATCHUPGLVPREFIX parameter is used internally for catch-up rule processing.

WARNING
Unless you are already using the default stem prefix (GLOBAL1.CATCHUP.) for other variable processing, we
strongly recommend that you do not modify the value of this parameter. Do not use this global variable prefix for
any other purpose. Do not assign values to the prefix itself or create any other subnodes under this prefix for any
other purpose. Failure to heed this warning results in abends in the AOF subtask during product initialization. 

Modifying the value of CATCHUPGLVPREFIX causes all CATCHUPYES and CATCHUPMAN rules that were active
during the previous iteration of OPS/MVS to not perform catch-up processing.

Default value
GLOBAL1.CATCHUP

Other possible values
Any prefix of the form GLOBALn.tail., where n can be either 0-9 or A-Z. However, we strongly recommend that
you avoid using the characters A-Z for the value of n, as they may result in the unwanted execution of GLV rules.
The value of tail may be any combination of the characters A-Z and 0-9. The maximum length of the prefix is 33
characters; the minimum is 10.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: CATCHUPGLVPREFIX 

This function sets the prefix to GLOBAL1.OTHER.

OPSPRM('SET','CATCHUPGLVPREFIX','GLOBAL1.OTHER.')

NORULESxxBOUND Parameter

This parameter is the time boundary, in microseconds, for the xx counter that keeps track of system events for
which no AOF rule executes. The xx value is a number from 01 to 21. Such an event is counted through the
NORULESxxCOUNT parameter if its processing time falls above the previous NORULESxxBOUND and below the current
NORULESxxBOUND.

Default value
No default
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Other possible values
Any number of microseconds

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: NORULESxxBOUND 

This function sets the time boundary to 50 microseconds.

OPSPRM('SET','NORULESxxBOUND','50')

NORULESxxCOUNT Parameter

This parameter counts the number of system events for which no AOF rule executes. OPS/MVS keeps track of the time
stamp when it detects an event for processing and the time stamp when it finishes processing the event. The difference
between these time stamps is recorded as the total time OPS/MVS used to process the event.

An event is counted through the NORULESxxCOUNT parameter if it falls in the time boundary set by the
NORULESxxBOUND parameter. The xx is the progressive number (01 to 21) that separates the counters. The separating
factor is the NORULESxxBOUND parameter.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any number

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: NORULESxxCOUNT 

This function sets the counter to 1.

OPSPRM('SET','NORULESxxCOUNT','1')

NORULESxxMEAN Parameter

This parameter is the highest recorded processing time among all events counted in the time boundary set by
NORULESxxBOUND.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any number of seconds

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: NORULESxxMEAN 

This function sets the mean processing time to 10 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','NORULESxxMEAN','10')

RULEALTFIX Parameter

This parameter sets the high level qualifiers of the alternate rule sets. You can specify only the highest-level qualifiers in
the list. If the high level qualifier specified by the RULEPREFIX parameter has multiple levels, the alternate rules data set
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names must have the same secondary levels. For example, if the RULEPREFIX parameter is set to SYS1.OPS and the
RULEALTFIX parameter to SYS2, the secondary rules data should be named SYS2.OPS, not SYS2.TECH.

The RULEALTFIX value must have the same length as the highest-level qualifier of the RULEPREFIX value; both must
contain seven or fewer characters, because the secondary rule set qualifiers must begin with the RULEALTFIX value.

For help in naming your rules data sets, see Establish Data Set Naming Standards.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid high level data set qualifier containing up to seven characters

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: RULEALTFIX 

This function sets the qualifier to MYRULES.

OPSPRM('SET','RULEALTFIX','MYRULES')

RULEPREFIX Parameter

This parameter sets the high level qualifier (up to 10 levels and a maximum of 26 characters) of the primary rule sets. For
more information about RULEPREFIX, see the description of the RULEALTFIX parameter.

Default value
SYS1.OPS

Other possible values
Any valid high level data set qualifier

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: RULEPREFIX 

This function sets the high level qualifier for rules data sets to TEST1.OPS.

OPSPRM('SET','RULEPREFIX','TEST1.OPS')

RULEPREFIX2 Parameter

This parameter sets the high level qualifier (up to 10 levels and a maximum of 26 characters) of the secondary rule
sets. This parameter differs from the RULEALTFIX parameter in that it specifies an independent prefix without the
length constriction of RULEALTFIX. This parameter is mutually exclusive with the RULEALTFIX parameter and is
ignored if RULEALTFIX is specified. This parameter will require more overhead than using RULEPREFIX alone, or
RULEPREFIX with RULEALTFIX, but adds flexibility to the rules data set naming conventions. A duplicate rule set found
using RULEPREFIX2 is ignored if a rule set with the same name is found using RULEPREFIX.

NOTE
 This parameter is mutually exclusive with parameter RULEALTFIX and is ignored if RULEALTFIX is specified.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid high level data set qualifier
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Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: RULEPREFIX2 

This function sets the high level qualifier for rules data sets to SYS3.OPSMVS.

OPSPRM('SET','RULEPREFIX2','SYS3.OPSMVS')

RULEPREFIX3 Parameter

This parameter sets the high level qualifier (up to 10 levels and a maximum of 26 characters) of the tertiary rule sets.
This parameter allows for a third level of ruleprefix, and should only be specified if RULEPREFIX and RULEPREFIX2
are already in use. This parameter will require more overhead than using RULEPREFIX alone, or RULEPREFIX with
RULEPREFIX2 alone, but adds flexibility to the rules data set naming conventions. A duplicate rule set found using
RULEPREFIX3 is ignored if a rule set with the same name is found using RULEPREFIX or RULEPREFIX2.

NOTE
 This parameter is mutually exclusive with parameter RULEALTFIX and is ignored if RULEALTFIX is specified.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid high level data set qualifier

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: RULEPREFIX3  

This function sets the high level qualifier for rules data sets to SYS4.OPSMVS.

OPSPRM('SET','RULEPREFIX3','SYS4.OPSMVS')

RULESxxBOUND Parameter

This parameter is the time boundary, in microseconds, for the xx counter that keeps track of system events for which an
AOF rule executes. Such an event is counted through the RULESxxCOUNT parameter if its processing time falls above
the previous RULESxxBOUND and just below the current RULESxxBOUND.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any number of microseconds

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: RULESxxBOUND 

This function sets the time boundary to 50 microseconds.

OPSPRM('SET','RULESxxBOUND','50')

RULESxxCOUNT Parameter

This parameter counts the number of system events for which an AOF rule executes. OPS/MVS keeps track of the time
stamp when it detects an event for processing and the time stamp when it finishes processing the event. The difference
between these time stamps is recorded as the total time OPS/MVS used to process the event.
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An event is counted through the RULESxxCOUNT parameter if it falls in the time boundary set by the RULESxxBOUND
parameter. The xx is the progressive number that separates the counters. The separating factor is the RULESxxBOUND
parameter.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any number

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: RULESxxCOUNT 

This function sets the counter to 1.

OPSPRM('SET','RULESxxCOUNT','1')

RULESxxMEAN Parameter

This parameter is the highest recorded processing time among all events counted in the time boundary set by
RULESxxBOUND.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any number of seconds

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: RULESxxMEAN 

This function sets the mean processing time to 10 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','RULESxxMEAN','10')

RULESUBSYS Parameter

This parameter identifies the subsystem under which rule sets and REXX programs are allocated. Although this parameter
is optional, sites using Librarian Base for z/OS or similar products can use the RULESUBSYS parameter to identify
affected AOF data sets. For example, LAM often identifies data sets under Librarian Base for z/OS control.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any 1- to 4-character subsystem ID

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: RULESUBSYS 

This function identifies LAM as the subsystem for rules data sets and REXX programs.

OPSPRM('SET','RULESUBSYS','LAM')

RULESUFFIX Parameter

This parameter sets the lowest level qualifier (only one is allowed) commonly shared by all rule sets.
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Default value
RULES

Other possible values
Any valid data set suffix

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: RULESUFFIX 

This function sets the suffix for rules data sets to MYRULES.

OPSPRM('SET','RULESUFFIX','MYRULES')

RULETRACE Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS inserts a message in OPSLOG each time a rule executes for a given
message. These OPSLOG messages can help you to resolve problems caused by multiple rules executing for a
message.

Default value
OFF
This value deactivates tracing for rules processing.

Other possible values
ON
This value turns tracing on for rules processing.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: RULETRACE 

This function turns tracing off for rules processing.

OPSPRM('SET','RULETRACE','OFF')

SMFRULEDISABLE Parameter

This parameter creates an SMF record (specified by the value of the SMFRECORDNUMBER parameter) when a user
disables a rule, a rule set, or both. OPS/MVS produces SMF records only if the rule or rule set is in the production AOF
environment, not the AOF test environment.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: SMFRULEDISABLE 

This function instructs OPS/MVS to create SMF records when an AOF rule is disabled.

OPSPRM('SET','SMFRULEDISABLE','YES')
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Global Variable Parameters
The parameters that are described in the following sections control how OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) processes global variables.

GLOBALBACKUPDSN Parameter

Use this parameter if you are using OPS/MVS to schedule a backup and restore of your global variable database. 

This parameter names the GDG (generation data group) data set to be used for the backup.

NOTE
 All global variables and SQL tables are included in the backup data set.

Default value
A null string

Other possible values
Any valid GDG data set name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPDSN 

This function tells OPS/MVS to use OPS.GLOBKP for the GDG.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPDSN','OPS.GLOBKP')

GLOBALBACKUPINTVAL Parameter

Use this parameter if you are using OPS/MVS to schedule a backup and restore of your global variable database.

This parameter specifies, in minutes, how long OPS/MVS waits between backup cycles of global variables. If you specify
a value for the GLOBALBACKUPINTVAL parameter, you must also specify a value for the GLOBALBACKUPPROC
parameter.

Default value
0

Other possible values
Any number of minutes from 1 through 32767. Setting this value to 0 (zero) prevents any further backups from
being scheduled.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPINTVAL 

This function tells OPS/MVS to start the global variable backup cycle every four hours.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPINTVAL','240')

GLOBALBACKUPMDSCB Parameter

Use this parameter if you are using OPS/MVS to schedule a backup and restore of your global variable database. This
parameter specifies the name of the model (or pattern) DSCB for the GDG.

For sample JCL for creating a GDG data set, see the GVBKGDG member in the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set.

For sites using SMS, it may not be necessary to create the pattern DSCB or set this parameter.
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Default value
A null string

Other possible values
Any valid model GDG data set name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPMDSCB 

This function names OPS.GLVBK.MODEL as the model DSCB.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPMDSCB','OPS.GLVBK.MODEL')

GLOBALBACKUPMGCLASS Parameter

This parameter specifies the SMS management class for the global variable backup data set (for example, OPSMGMT).

Default value
None

Other possible values
Any valid SMS management class name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPMGCLASS 

This function names OPSMGMT as the management class for the global variable backup.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPMGCLASS','OPSMGMT')

NOTE
This parameter, if used, may be used in conjunction with the GLOBALBACKUPSTCLASS parameter. When this
parameter is specified both GLOBLALBACKUPUNIT and GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER are ignored.

GLOBALBACKUPPROC Parameter

Use this parameter if you are using OPS/MVS to schedule a backup and restore of your global variable database.

This parameter specifies the name of the backup procedure. It must be a started task procedure in either SYS1.PROCLIB
or any other PROCLIB that is defined to the JES subsystem and is eligible for started tasks. If you specify a value for the
GLOBALBACKUPPROC parameter, you must also specify a value for the GLOBALBACKUPINTVAL parameter.

Default value
OPSSGVBK

Other possible values
Any valid started task name. Setting this parameter value to blanks prevents any further backups from being
scheduled.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPPROC 

This function names GVBKUP as the started task that backs up the global variable database.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPPROC','GVBKUP')
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GLOBALBACKUPSTCLASS Parameter

This parameter specifies the SMS storage class for the global variable backup data set (for example, OPSPOOL,
WORKPOOL).

Default value
None

Other possible values
Any valid SMS storage class name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPSTCLASS 

This function names WORKPOOL as the storage class default for the backup.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPSTCLASS','WORKPOOL')

NOTE
 This parameter overrides both GLOBLALBACKUPUNIT and GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER.

When this parameter is specified, the backup data set is allocated with a block size of zero. This allows System
Determined Blocksize to select an optimum block size for the backup data set.

GLOBALBACKUPUNIT Parameter

Use this parameter if you are using OPS/MVS to schedule a backup and restore of your global variable database.

This parameter specifies the generic device name for the backup data set (for example, 3390, SYSDA, and so on).

Default value
None

Other possible values
Any valid disk, tape, generic, or esoteric device name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPUNIT 

This function names SYSDA as the generic device name for the backup.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPUNIT','SYSDA')

GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER Parameter

This parameter specifies the VOLUME serial of the device for the backup data set (for example, WORK01, OPS002).

Default value
None

Other possible values
Any valid DASD volume serial

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER 

This function names OPS002 as the generic device name for the backup.
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OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALBACKUPVOLSER,'OPS002')

This parameter must be specified in conjunction with the GLOBALBACKUPUNIT parameter. When
GLOBALBACKUPSTCLASS is specified, this parameter is ignored.

GLOBALDIV Parameter

This parameter determines whether OPS/MVS checkpoints changes to global variables using a data-in-virtual (DIV) data
set allocated to the SYSCHK1 ddname. For more information, see OPSLOG and SYSCHK1 Data Set Considerations.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

WARNING
This value causes global variables to be lost when OPS/MVS terminates.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: GLOBALDIV 

This function tells OPS/MVS not to use the global variable checkpoint data set.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALDIV','NO')

NOTE

Global variable updates can be lost if OPS/MVS abnormally terminates before the global variable changes are
check-pointed to the DIV data set.

GLOBALINTERVAL Parameter

This parameter determines the number of seconds after which OPS/MVS checkpoints all changes to global variables,
including the creation or deletion of variables. At each checkpoint, OPS/MVS saves all changes to global variables to the
DIV checkpoint data set, SYSCHK1.

Default value
15 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 1 through 300

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALINTERVAL 

This function sets the checkpointing interval for global variables to 60 seconds.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALINTERVAL','60')

GLOBALMAX Parameter

This parameter determines the maximum number of global variable blocks that OPS/MVS can create.

Sizes of global variables vary, with some global variables taking up more than one block. Typically, the number of global
variables in use at a site is less than the number of global variable blocks that are specified by GLOBALMAX.
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When determining the value of the GLOBALMAX parameter, be sure to take into account these OPS/MVS facilities and
the global variables they create:

• AOF-Consider all TOD rules that require catch-up processing. This is important because for each CATCHUPYES or
CATCHUPMAN rule, OPS/MVS creates a variable with the value of the CATCHUPGLVPREFIX parameter as its stem.

• RDF-The OPS/MVS RDF and System State Manager features require space for global variables. OPS/
MVS implements its relational tables as a set of global variables. One global variable stores one row of a relational
table, which you access through SQL statements.

NOTE
 If you are using OPS/MVS to schedule a backup and restore of your global variable database, ensure you
take a new backup immediately after changing the value of the GLOBALMAX parameter. For more information,
see Configure and Utilize the OPSSGVBK and OPSSGVRS Procedures. 

Default value
10,000 (variable blocks)

Other possible values
Any number greater than 1, but the value must be higher than the current high used block in the database; if it is
not, then OPS/MVS issues a warning message (OPS0185W) at startup. To decrease the size of the database:

1. Stop OPS/MVS.
2. Delete the global variable DIV data set.
3. Allocate a new global variable data set.
4. Restart OPS/MVS and use a smaller GLOBALMAX value.

You can increase the value of GLOBALMAX if the DIV data set contains enough space.
Set or modify this parameter...

At initialization

 Example: GLOBALMAX 

This function limits OPS/MVS to generating 3000 global variable blocks.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALMAX','3000')

GLOBALREBUILD Parameter

Use this parameter to instruct OPS/MVS to rebuild its global variable database at the next checkpoint interval (or at
startup time, if you set this parameter before restarting OPS/MVS). At times, OPS/MVS itself may set this parameter value
internally to COMP; for example, if the product detects integrity problems in the global variable database.

Regardless of whether you set the GLOBALREBUILD parameter or it is set internally, OPS/MVS automatically resets the
parameter value to NONE after the rebuild operation is complete.

When invalid variables are detected during a complete rebuild, limited information regarding the discarded data is written
to the OPSLOG.

WARNING
Use the GLOBALREBUILD parameter only when a Broadcom Support representative tells you to do so.

Default value
NONE

Other possible values
TREE, to request an AVL tree rebuild; and COMP, to request a complete rebuild

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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 Example: GLOBALREBUILD 

This function requests a complete rebuild.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALREBUILD','COMP')

GLOBALTEMPMAX Parameter

This parameter determines the maximum number of temporary global variables that OPS/MVS can create. The number
of GLVTEMPn., GLVEVENT., and GLVJOBID. variables in use influences the amount of storage that must be allocated
during OPS/MVS processing. Therefore, take into account the number of expected GLVTEMPn., GLVEVENT., and
GLVJOBID. variables when you set the GLOBALTEMPMAX parameter. You should also consider the use of the GLOBAL
TEMPORARY operand on CREATE TABLE statements. Use of the GLOBAL TEMPORARY operand causes the creation
of a temporary table to store relational data.

Default value
5000 (variables)

Other possible values
Any number greater than or equal to 0

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: GLOBALTEMPMAX 

This function limits OPS/MVS to generating 3000 temporary global variables.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALTEMPMAX','3000')

GLOBALTEMPWARNIV Parameter

This parameter determines how often OPS/MVS issues a warning message when the temporary global variable database
is becoming full.

 OPS/MVS issues warning message OPS4290O:

• When database usage reaches the level set by the GLOBALTEMPWARNTH parameter
• At the interval specified with GLOBALTEMPWARNIV
• Each time database usage increases by 5 percent above the threshold (for instance, at 85 percent, 90 percent, and 95

percent of capacity)

NOTE
 When the threshold for the temporary global variable database is exceeded due to a Relational Data
Framework-related SQL operation, certain conditions prevent the OPS4290O message from being issued
synchronously.

In such cases,OPS/MVS records the threshold exceeded condition and issues the message when the next global
variable operation (either reference or update) occurs. If no global variable operations are performed, the database
may completely fill up due to SQL INSERT, UPDATE, CREATE TABLE, and ALTER TABLE operations prior to message
OPS4290O being issued.

Default value
5 (minutes)

Other possible values
Any number of minutes between 1 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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 Example: GLOBALTEMPWARNIV 

This function causes OPS/MVS to issue warnings every three minutes.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALTEMPWARNIV','3')

GLOBALTEMPWARNTH Parameter

This parameter determines how full the temporary global variable database becomes before OPS/MVS starts issuing
warnings.

Default value
80 (80 percent of blocks in use)

Other possible values
Any percentage between 1 and 100

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALTEMPWARNTH 

This function causes OPS/MVS to issue warnings when the database is 75 percent full.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALTEMPWARNTH','75')

GLOBALTEMPWSGCIV Parameter

This parameter determines how often OPS/MVS schedules the Garbage-Collection REXX to delete temporary global
variables that the osfrexx web service uses.

NOTE

• If you use the osfrexx web service to start OSF/REXX programs and those programs use the OPWSOUT
function to store their responses, temporary global variables with prefix GLVTEMP0.#OPWEBSVC# are used
to store the responses.

• Since the nature of the OSF servers is asynchronous, it is up to your site to determine how long those
responses are saved. If you never use the response feature (for example, you never call OPWSOUT), then
there is no need for this parameter. But if you do use OPWSOUT, you must determine how long you wish
those responses to remain in temporary variables before they are deleted.

• You must strike a balance between leaving them for long enough for your web client applications to retrieve
them but not so long that they use up too much of your global variable space and potentially disrupt other
automation also using global variables space.

Default value
30 (minutes)

Other possible values
Any number of minutes between 5 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALTEMPWSGCIV 

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALTEMPWSGCIV','60')
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GLOBALWARNINTVAL Parameter

This parameter determines how often OPS/MVS issues a warning message when the global variable database is
becoming full. OPS/MVS issues warning message OPS4290O when:

• Database usage reaches the level set by GLOBALWARNTHRESH
• The interval specified with GLOBALWARNINTVAL is reached
• Each time database usage increases by 5 percent above the threshold (for instance, at 85 percent, 90 percent, and 95

percent of capacity)

NOTE
 When the threshold for the global variable database is exceeded due to a Relational Data Framework-related
SQL operation, certain conditions prevent the OPS4290O message from being issued synchronously. In such
cases

 OPS/MVS records the threshold exceeded condition and issues the message when the next global variable operation
(either reference or update) occurs. If no global variable operations are performed, then the database may completely fill
up due to SQL INSERT, UPDATE, CREATE TABLE, and ALTER TABLE operations prior to message OPS4290O being
issued.

Default value
5 (minutes)

Other possible values
Any number of minutes between 1 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALWARNINTVAL 

This function causes OPS/MVS to issue warnings every three minutes.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALWARNINTVAL','3')

GLOBALWARNTHRESH Parameter

This parameter determines how full the global variable database becomes before OPS/MVS starts issuing warnings.

Default value
80 (80 percent of blocks in use)

Other possible values
Any percentage between 1 and 100

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLOBALWARNTHRESH 

This function causes OPS/MVS to issue warnings when the database is 75 percent full.

OPSPRM('SET','GLOBALWARNTHRESH','75')

GLVCHAINMAX Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum number of global variable events that can execute in response to an original global
variable event. GLVCHAINMAX and the GLVPENDINGMAX parameter together prevent runaway recursion of global
variable events. If the number of events exceeds the value of GLVCHAINMAX, OPS/MVS issues message OPS4401E.

Default value
1000
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Other possible values
Any number of events between 1 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLVCHAINMAX 

This function tells OPS/MVS to allow only 500 global variable events to result from another global variable event.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVCHAINMAX','500')

GLVDELETERULES Parameter

The GLVDELETERULES parameter activates global variable rule execution for the three delete variable function codes
of OPSVALUE. The delete function codes are R (remove), 4 (delete by name mask) and 6 (single variable delete). The
OPSDELV command or function implicitly uses the 4 and 6 codes. To execute a GLV delete rule, at least one variable
must be successfully deleted. The new GLV.FUNCTION built-in variable contains the OPSVALUE function code of the
variable operation. This variable can be used to distinguish a delete operation from an update operation.

Default
NO
This value prevents global variable delete events.

Other possible values
YES
This value activates global variable rule execution for the variable deletes.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

• Example: GLVDELETERULES

This function specifies that global variable rules for variable delete functions are executed.
OPSPRM('SET','GLVDELETERULES','YES')

GLVNOTIFYRULES Parameter

The GLVNOTIFYRULES parameter controls global variable rule execution for SYSPLEX variables that are managed by
the OPSVASRV command. Three subfunctions of OPSVASRV drive a GLV rule when this parameter is set to “YES”. They
are: CREATE, UPDATE, and DELETE. Other subfunctions do not drive a GLV rule.

Default
NO
This value prevents global variable events for SYSPLEX variables.

Other possible values
YES
This value activates global variable rule execution for the SYSPLEX variable creation, deletion, and updates.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLVNOTIFYRULES 

This function specifies that global variable rules for SYSPLEX variable functions CREATE, DELETE, and UPDATED are
executed.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVNOTIFYRULES','YES')
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GLVPENDINGHIGH Parameter

The GLVPENDINGHIGH parameter displays the highest number of entries ever queued in any of the global variable
pending queues used by AOF rules during the current life of the product or since this parameter value was last reset.
Compare this value to the value specified on the GLVPENDINGMAX parameter.

NOTE
 Resetting these values to zero affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced
by the AME.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLVPENDINGHIGH 

This function resets the GLVPENDINGHIGH value to zero.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVPENDINGHIGH',0)

GLVPENDINGMAX Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum number of global variable events that can be pending at any time for a rule. When a
global variable rule changes a global variable, the event goes onto a pending queue until the rule finishes its processing.
This queue and the GLVCHAINMAX parameter help to prevent event recursion. If the number of pending events exceeds
the GLVPENDINGMAX value, the rule fails and OPS/MVS issues message OPS4401E.

Default value
100

Other possible values
Any number of events between 1 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: GLVPENDINGMAX 

This function limits the number of pending global variable events to 40.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVPENDINGMAX','40')

GLVSHAREDDD Parameter

The GLVSHAREDDD parameter relates to the OPSHFI command processor and shared file support. The OPSHFI
command processor provides you with the capability to store global variable records on an external VSAM key-sequenced
data set that can be shared among systems. Using various OPSHFI keywords, you can WRITE variable records to the
VSAM file, or READ or DELETE variable records from the VSAM file.

The GLVSHAREDDD parameter specifies the z/OS ddname that you want OPS/MVS to use when it allocates this shared
VSAM file.

 OPS/MVS uses the value you specify to form the z/OS RESERVE enqueue name, which is used to serialize access to a
file that is shared among systems. All systems that share the VSAM file should use the same ddname.

Default
OPAMSVDB
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Other possible values
Any valid 1- to 8-character z/OS ddname

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLVSHAREDDD 

This function specifies ATMSVDB as the z/OS ddname to be used for allocating the VSAM file.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVSHAREDDD','ATMSVDB')

GLVSHAREDFILE Parameter

The GLVSHAREDFILE parameter relates to the OPSHFI command processor and shared file support. The OPSHFI
command processor provides you with the capability to store global variable records on an external VSAM key-sequenced
data set that can be shared among systems. Using various OPSHFI keywords, you can WRITE variable records to the
VSAM file, or READ or DELETE variable records from the VSAM file.

The GLVSHAREDFILE parameter specifies the name of the VSAM key-sequenced file that OPS/MVS should use for
OPSHFI requests. The VSAM file must not be in the load state.

For a sample IDCAMS definition of the file, see the OPAMSVDB member of the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set. The key
of the VSAM file is:

 This part of the key…  Contains… 

Beginning with position 1 of the key and continuing for the entire
key length, minus the last 4 characters of the key

The variable name

The last 4 characters of the key Either the SMF ID of the owning system, or blank for variables that
are shared across systems

NOTE
 If you need to perform emergency maintenance on or a reorganization of the real VSAM file, change the value
of the GLVSHAREDFILE parameter to NULLFILE or DUMMY. Then use the OPSHFI command processor to
issue a dummy file request. Doing this deallocates the VSAM file so that you can repair or reorganize it. When
the file is ready to use again, reset the GLVSHAREDFILE parameter to the name of the VSAM file.

Default
NULLFILE
All file requests become null operations and process no variables.

Other possible values
The z/OS cluster name of the VSAM file
DUMMY
All file requests become null operations and process no variables.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLVSHAREDFILE 

This function specifies that all OPSHFI requests should become null operations and process no variables.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVSHAREDFILE','NULLFILE')
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GLVSHAREDQUE Parameter

The GLVSHAREDQUE parameter specifies the maximum number of shared variable VSAM file requests that may be
waiting to be processed. Since real VSAM file input and output is being performed by the service task, this parameter may
need to be adjusted upward for heavy usage of this facility.

Default
100 requests

Other possible values
Any number from 50 to 10000

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: GLVSHAREDQUE 

Change the size of the VSAM shared file request queue to 200.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVSHAREDQUE','200')

GLVSHAREDRESERVE Parameter

The GLVSHAREDRESERVE parameter relates to the OPSHFI command processor and shared file support. The OPSHFI
command processor provides you with the capability to store global variable records on an external VSAM key-sequenced
data set that can be shared among systems. Using various OPSHFI keywords, you can WRITE variable records to the
VSAM file, or READ or DELETE variable records from the VSAM file.

The GLVSHAREDRESERVE parameter determines the number of seconds that OPS/MVS should wait to acquire control
of the shared VSAM file using a z/OS RESERVE request.

If you specify 0, no RESERVE is performed. In this case, the file must not be accessed simultaneously by another system.
If the RESERVE request times out due to contention with other systems, the file request that is being processed fails.

If the system uses a product such as MII to convert RESERVE requests to global enqueue requests, define the ddname
used for shared file allocation to the product as the RESERVE major name. Consult your local systems programming
group for the required system changes.

The z/OS RESERVE enqueue name for the shared VSAM file is:

 Name  Description 

Major name The value of the GLVSHAREDDD parameter

Minor name SVDB

For more information about the VSAM file used to store global variables, see the description of the OPSHFI command
processor.

Default
120

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 0 to 600

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLVSHAREDRESERVE 

This function specifies that OPS/MVS should wait 60 seconds to acquire control of the shared VSAM file.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVSHAREDRESERVE','60')
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GLVSHAREDRLS Parameter

The GLVSHAREDRLS parameter allows OPS/MVS to use VSAM RLS for the shared VSAM file feature instead of using
hardware reserve to serialize access to the file. z/OS, with DFSMS/MVS 1.3 and coupling facility hardware, supports
VSAM record level sharing (RLS) through the coupling facility. For information about the availability and use of this feature
at your site, see your systems programming group. Also, for information about VSAM RLS recovery considerations
and the cleanup of residual record locks for failures, see the appropriate IBM manuals regarding DFSMS/MVS 1.3 data
sharing using RLS.

To use VSAM RLS, the shared VSAM file must be managed by SMS and defined with the IDCAMS parameter
LOG(NONE). All systems that share the file must also use RLS. Using both RLS and hardware reserve causes open
failures.

To use VSAM RLS, all the following must be true:

• All the systems in the parallel sysplex that share the file must also use RLS
• The VSAM data set must be managed by SMS; therefore, SMS must be active
• The SMSVSAM started task must be active
•  Default

NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from using VSAM RLS for file serialization.

•  Other possible values
YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to use VSAM RLS for file serialization.

•  Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: GLVSHAREDRLS 

This function specifies that the VSAM shared file I/O feature is to use VSAM RLS for serialization.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVSHAREDRLS','YES')

GLVSHAREDTASK Parameter

The GLVSHAREDTASK parameter controls the availability and features of the VSAM shared file support task. This task is
attached at product initialization. Both the OPSHFI POI command and OPS/REXX function queue shared file requests to
this task and, optionally, wait for a result. If the shared file task is not used, you can save a considerable amount of virtual
storage overhead by not starting this task or by prohibiting the execution of GLV AOF rules by the READ function of the
OPSHFI command.

Default
GLVRULES
The shared file task is attached, and it can execute GLV rules. GLVRULES requires a large amount of virtual
storage, more than any other value.

Other possible values
NOTASK

The shared file task is not attached. Any OPSHFI command that is issued produces a return code of 8.
NOTASK eliminates the overhead associated with unwanted features.

NOGLVRULES
The shared file is attached, but it cannot invoke GLV rules. The system ignores any SVRULES(YES)
keyword specified for the OPSHFI command. NOGLVRULES prevents allocating all the OPS/REXX
virtual storage that the execution of GLV rules requires.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization
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 Example: GLVSHAREDTASK 

This function specifies that the OPSHFI command should not be used by this copy of the product.

OPSPRM('SET','GLVSHAREDTASK','NOTASK')

OPS/REXX Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections control OPS/REXX.

REXXDDNAME Parameter

This parameter enables you to modify the ddname that OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
uses to locate the source REXX program when using OPS/REXX command processors. These command processors
include the OPS/REXX compile command processors (OICOMP and OXCOMP) as well as other OPS/REXX command
processors (OI, OPSIMEX, OX, OPSEXEC, and their aliases).

If you set the value of the REXXDDNAME parameter to a null value or a blank string, OPS/MVS treats it as though you
set it to the default value of SYSEXEC. If you set the value to an invalid ddname, all attempts to use the OPS/REXX
command processors fail.

The value of the REXXDDNAME parameter is effective even when OPS/MVS is down, as long as OPS/MVS has been
started at least once since the last system IPL, and the parameter value was set. If OPS/MVS has never been started, the
default value of SYSEXEC is always used.

If you are using subsystems other than OPSS, always use the keyword format of the OPS/REXX command processors,
using SUBSYS(OPSx), to reference the correct REXXDDNAME parameter value for that subsystem or allocate the OPS
$OPSx ddname.

For more information about running multiple copies of OPS/MVS, see Run Multiple Copies of the Product On a Single z/
OS Image.

Default value
SYSEXEC

Other possible values
Any 1- to 8-character string that is a valid ddname

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime; however, we strongly recommend that you modify this parameter only during product initialization, and
that you do not change it thereafter.

Example: REXXDDNAME

This function defines SYSOEXEC as the ddname OPS/MVS uses to locate the source REXX program.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXDDNAME','SYSOEXEC')

REXXDEFAULTADDRESS Parameter

This parameter sets the default host command environment for OPS/REXX programs and AOF request (REQ) rules.

Default value
TSO
Has the same effect as having ADDRESS TSO as the first command issued in an OPS/REXX program.

Other possible values
Any valid OPS/REXX host environment
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXDEFAULTADDRESS

This function defines OSF as the default host environment for OPS/REXX.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXDEFAULTADDRESS','OSF')

REXXMAXCLAUSES Parameter

This parameter defines the maximum number of REXX clauses that OPS/REXX programs or request rules can execute.

Default value
1000000

Other possible values
Any number of clauses between -1 and 999999 (a value of -1 indicates that there is no limit; a value of 0, while
not prohibited, has no meaning and causes unpredictable results)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXMAXCLAUSES

This function sets the maximum number of clauses to 500000.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXMAXCLAUSES','500000')

REXXMAXCOMMANDS Parameter

This parameter determines the maximum number of host commands that OPS/REXX programs or request rules can
execute. Host commands are commands issued in all valid ADDRESS environments.

Default value
100000

Other possible values
Any number of commands between -1 and 99999 (a value of -1 indicates that there is no limit)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXMAXCOMMANDS

This function limits OPS/REXX programs or request rules to issuing 20000 host commands.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXMAXCOMMANDS','20000')

REXXMAXPGMSIZE Parameter

This parameter determines the maximum size, in bytes, of a compiled OPS/REXX program in virtual storage.

Default value
1048616 (bytes)

Other possible values
Any number of bytes greater than 32768
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXMAXPGMSIZE

This function sets the maximum OPS/REXX program size to 750000 bytes.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXMAXPGMSIZE','750000')

REXXMAXQUEUE Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum number of output lines that OPS/REXX programs can have in their external data
queues.

Default value
3000 (lines)

Other possible values
Any number of output lines between 1 and 32768. The maximum value you can specify is dependent upon your
region. When considering the amount of storage that is necessary, bear in mind that every three messages take
up 1 KB of storage.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXMAXQUEUE

This function sets the maximum queue size to 2000 lines.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXMAXQUEUE','2000')

REXXMAXSAYS Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum number of SAY statements that OPS/REXX programs or request rules can execute.

Default value
100000

Other possible values
Any number of statements between -1 and 99999 (a value of -1 indicates that there is no limit)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXMAXSAYS

This function limits the number of SAY statements to 30000.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXMAXSAYS','30000')

REXXMAXSECONDS Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum number of seconds that OPS/REXX programs or request rules can execute.

Default value
No default
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Other possible values
Any number of seconds greater than or equal to -1 (a value of -1 indicates that there is no limit; a value of 0, while
not prohibited, has no meaning and causes unpredictable results)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXMAXSECONDS

This function allows OPS/REXX programs or request rules to execute for up to 600 seconds (ten minutes).

OPSPRM('SET','REXXMAXSECONDS','600')

REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH Parameter

This parameter sets the maximum length of text strings in an OPS/REXX program. The limit set by
REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH is approximate; you cannot set an exact limit on string length.

Default value
32000

Other possible values
Any number of characters greater than 128 but not more than 32000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH

This function limits text string length to 1048 characters.

OPSPRM('SET','REXXMAXSTRINGLENGTH','1048')

System State Manager Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections control the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) System State Manager (SSM) feature.

SSMACTIVEGLOBAL Parameter

The SSMACTIVEGLOBAL parameter sets the SSM global application manager status for the local system and
immediately transmits the status to all systems that have an MSF connection to the local system. Every OPS/MVS
system has its own setting for this parameter. To programmatically retrieve the status of all systems, issue the ADDRESS
OPSCTL MSF LIST command.

This setting is intended for use by SSMGA. However, customers who do not use SSMGA can use this setting as a
configurable option for their own application that applies coordinated automation procedures to multiple connected
systems.

NOTE

If you are using SSMGA, do not use this parameter. The setting of this parameter is automatically maintained by
SSMGA.

- If you are setting SSMACTIVEGLOBAL to YES you must first set SSMPRIORITY to a value greater than 0. 

Default value
NO
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System is not an active global status manager.
Other possible values

YES
System is an active global status manager.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMACTIVEGLOBAL

This function sets the local SSM system as an active global status manager.

In the SSMGA application, the SSMGAGST REXX program would set this parameter to 'YES' when the local SSM system
has the highest SSMPRIORITY value of all other MSF connected systems belonging to the same SSMplex:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMACTIVEGLOBAL','YES')

SSMAUDIT Parameter

The SSMAUDIT parameter controls whether changes to SSM resource tables and the directory table are logged to
OPSLOG using the trace message OPS7914T. This message includes the SQL operation, the table name, key, and the
job name and program name of the address space that issued the SQL command. For SQL updates, the first monitored
column name changed and the first 16 characters of the new value are also displayed.

Default value
YES
Produce audit messages.

Other possible values
NO
Suppress audit messages.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMAUDIT

This function deactivates SSM audit message generation for SSM resource and directory table changes.

OPSPRM('SET','SSMAUDIT','NO')

SSMAUTOHOME Parameter

Use the parameter SSMAUTOHOME to enable the AUTOHOME functionality to move the resource back to their home
system once this system becomes active.

Default value
NO
AUTOHOME functionality disabled.

Other possible values
YES
AUTOHOME functionality enabled.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMAUTOHOME

Activate the AUTOHOME functionality:
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OPSPRM('SET','SSMAUTOHOME','YES')

SSMAUXTBLPREFIX Parameter

The SSMAUXTBLPREFIX parameter specifies an RDF table name prefix that causes the SSM engine to awaken from a
wait state whenever an SQL command external to the SSM subtask makes a change to any RDF table whose table name
begins with the specified prefix. Table names that begin with this prefix should be reserved for use as auxiliary status
tables for resources that are not defined on the local system or some similar support function related to SSM.

Default value
Blank

Other possible values
A 1- to 6-character prefix that complies with the RDF table naming restrictions (A-Z, 0-9, @, #, $, and _, where the
first character is any letter from A-Z)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMAUXTBLPREFIX

This function assigns an SSM table prefix for SSM auxiliary tables.

OPSPRM('SET','SSMAUXTBLPREFIX','SSM#E')

SSMDEBUG Parameter

The SSMDEBUG parameter causes the SSM engine to produce additional diagnostic messages for problem
determination. Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support. Changes to this parameter take effect
immediately.

Default value
NO
Suppress diagnostic messages.

Other possible values
YES, produce diagnostic messages.
Produce diagnostic messages.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMDEBUG

This function activates additional diagnostic message generation for all SSM resource processing:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMDEBUG','YES')

SSMGAPREREQCHK Parameter

Use the parameter SSMGAPREREQCHK to enable the premove prerequisite validation for system recovery and resource
movement commands.

Default value
NO
Prerequisite validation disabled.

Other possible values
YES
Prerequisite validation enabled.
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMPREREQCHK

Activate the prerequisite validation process:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMGAPREREQCHK','YES')

SSMGARESTXTUPDT Parameter

The optional SSMREXSTXTUPDT parameter controls the updating of the RESOURCE_TEXT column. Set the
SSMRESTXTUPDT parameter to NO to prevent the updating of the resource text in the local table by SSM resource
updates. Keep the SSMRESTXTUPDT parameter set to Yes to keep the RESOURCE_TEXT column synchronized across
all inactive copies of the resource. The active copy will not be propagated to unsynchronized copies.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMGARESTXTUPDT

This function disables SSM in order to prevent SSM resource updates making changes in the RESOURCE_TEXT column
in the local table:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMGARESTXTUPDT','NO')

SSMGAV2PSYS Parameter

The SSMGAV2PSYS parameter controls enablement of SSMGASV2 support for same-named moveable resources to
be defined in an SSMPLEX. This is accomplished by adding the primary system name to the sysplex variable naming
convention.

Default value
YES
Enable same-named movable resources by using the primary system name in GLVPLXTS variable names.

Other possible values
NO
Do not use the primary system name in GLVPLXTS variable names. Same-named movable resources are not
supported.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMGAV2PSYS

This function disables SSMGAV2 support for same-named moveable resources:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMGAV2PSYS','NO')

SSMGLOBALEXITS Parameter

The SSMGLOBALEXITS parameter determines whether the global exit facility of SSM is active while SSM executes.
The global exit facility works in conjunction with RDF SQL exits to track row inserts, updates to monitored columns, and
deletes of SSM resource table rows. When such changes occur, the table name and resource name are recorded by
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the RDF and asynchronously processed by the SSM engine during usual processing. A unique global exit action table
specified by the SSMGLOBALEXITTBL parameter is used to specify SSM actions to take in response to the detected
table changes.

Default value
NO
Deactivate the SSM global exit facility.

Other possible values
YES
Activate the SSM global exit facility.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMGLOBALEXITS

This function activates the global exit facility in the SSM System State Manager task:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMGLOBALEXITS','YES')

SSMGLOBALEXITTBL Parameter

The SSMGLOBALEXITTBL parameter specifies the RDF table name of the SSM global exit action table. This action
table allows for the specification of the BEGIN GLOBAL process and the SSM actions to insert, update, and delete SSM
table resource row events detected by the RDF engine. The structure of this action table is slightly different from the
conventional SSM action table. Only the event type, table name, and resource name form the key of this table for action
selection. If the table name specified does not exist, then the SSM engine creates an empty table of that name. Rows
may then be added to this table using the RDF table editor. This parameter is only relevant when the SSMGLOBALEXITS
parameter is set to YES.

Default value
SSMV2_GBLEXIT_TBL

Other possible values
Any valid 1- to 18-character RDF table name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMGLOBALEXITTBL

This function specifies an alternate SSM global exit facility action table name:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMGLOBALEXITTBL','SSMV2_GLOBAL_TBLEX')

SSMGLVPREFIX Parameter

The SSMGLVPREFIX parameter specifies a global variable name prefix that can be automatically added as a prefix
to variables in action table text. The SSM engine will replace a variable of the format &.var1 with the value of a global
variable whose full name is ssmglvprefix.var1. This allows for much shorter action text strings when global variables with a
common prefix are used in the action text as substitutable items.

Default value
GLOBAL0.#SSMVARS

Other possible values
A 7- to 30-character valid global variable name that does not end with a period

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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Example: SSMGLVPREFIX

This function specifies an alternate SSM global variable prefix value that is eligible for GLV rule processing:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMGLVPREFIX','GLOBALB.#SSMEVAR#')

SSMMONITOREDCOLn Parameter

There are five of these parameters named SSMMONITOREDCOL1 to SSMMONITOREDCOL5. Each
SSMMONITOREDCOLn parameter can specify an eighteen-character SQL column name. Columns specified within these
parameters are actively monitored by System State Manager. User-defined exits may be written to react to the global
events generated by changes to these columns. Changes to these columns may also be logged to the OPSLOG using the
trace message OPS7914T if SSMAUDIT is set to YES.

Default value
Blank ' '
The default value of blank indicates that no column name is specified on this parameter.

Other possible values:
Up to eighteen character column name.
This value indicates that System State Manager should monitor changes within the column specified in all SSM-
managed tables on this subsystem.

WARNING
Consider your choice of additional monitored columns carefully. Monitoring a column involves waking up the
main SSM processing cycle each time a change is detected. Frequently modified columns are unsuitable for
monitoring and may result in poor performance. Examples of inappropriate SSM columns to monitor include
MISSING_PREREQ and INTERNAL_DATA

SSMOPSWEB Parameter

The SSMOPSWEB parameter is obsolete, and will be removed in a future release.

SSMPLEXAPP Parameter

The SSMPLEXAPP parameter contains the name of an OPS/MVS supplied cross-system resource management
application for System State Manager to use. The selected application is invoked internally by the SSM subtask for
specific events such as updated states of resources. The primary goal is to manage cross-system prerequisites and
movement of resources from one system to another within a z/OS sysplex. The Common Components and Services
Sysplex Variables component (CAVARSRV) provides the communication between the systems in a named SSMplex.

Default value
NONE

Other possible values
SSMGAV2
An internal version of this existing feature that requires minimal setup. See the How to Set UP SSMGAV2 section
in the USING guide.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMPLEXAPP

This function activates an internal version of the SSMGAV2 application:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMPLEXAPP','SSMGAV2')
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SSMPLEXNAME Parameter

The SSMPLEXNAME parameter sets a visible SSMplex name for the local system and immediately transmits the name
to all systems that have an MSF connection to the local system. Every OPS/MVS system has its own setting for this
parameter. To programmatically retrieve the SSMplex name of all systems, issue the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF LIST
command.

This setting is intended for use by SSMGA. However, customers who do not use SSMGA can use this setting as a
configurable option for their own application that applies coordinated automation procedures to multiple connected
systems

Default value
NONE

Other possible values
Any 1- to 8-character name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMPLEXNAME

This function assigns an SSM group name to the local SSM task:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMPLEXNAME','PROD001')

SSMPRIORITY Parameter

The SSMPRIORITY parameter sets a global priority for the local system and immediately transmits the value to all
systems that have an MSF connection to the local system. Every OPS/MVS system has its own setting for this parameter.
To programmatically retrieve the priority of all systems, issue the ADDRESS OPSCTL MSF LIST command.

This setting is intended for use by SSMGA. However, customers who do not use SSMGA can use this setting as a
configurable option for their own application that applies coordinated automation procedures to multiple connected
systems

Default value
0

Other possible values
An integer value between 0 and 1000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMPRIORITY

This function assigns an active global priority of 100 to the local SSM system:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMPRIORITY','100')

NOTE
Setting the priority to 1000 causes the number 1000 to be added to the current 1 - 999 value of SSMPRIORITY.
This feature forces the normal highest priority selection scheme to select a specific system. SSMGA uses this
capability for designation of a global system by operator command. Once the system becomes the SSMGA
global, the system priority is reset to its original value by subtracting 1000. Thus it is possible that priority values
in the range 1001-1999 will be displayed as the value of this parameter. However the directly assignable values
of the parameter using OPSPRM remain 0 - 1000.
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SSMSUBPREFIX Parameter

The SSMSUBPREFIX parameter specifies an RDF table name prefix that causes the SSM subtask manager to awaken
from a wait state whenever an SQL command that did not originate from the local SSM subtask or SSM main task makes
a change to any RDF table whose table name begins with the specified prefix. Table names that begin with this prefix
should be reserved for exclusive use by the SSM subtask manager.

Default value
Blank

Other possible values
A 1- to 6-character prefix that complies with the RDF table naming restrictions (A-Z, 0-9, @, #, $, and _, where the
first character is any letter from A-Z)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMSUBPREFIX

This function assigns an SSM table prefix for SSM subtask manager tables:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMSUBPREFIX','SSMSU_')

SSMSUBRULE Parameter

The SSMSUBRULE parameter specifies the name of an enabled AOF request rule that will be executed by the SSM
subtask manager whenever the subtask manager is awakened by an external SQL change to an RDF table whose
table name begins with the SSMSUBPREFIX value, an explicit OPSSMTBL POST(SSMSUB) command, or changes in
SSMPLEXNAME, SSMGLOBALACTIVE, or SSMPRIORITY values in any MSF connection. This parameter also controls
the starting and stopping of the SSM subtask manager task. The default value of 'NONE' prevents the start of or causes
the termination of the SSM subtask manager. Any other value activates the SSM subtask manager task.

Default value
NONE

Other possible values
Any valid 1-8 character AOF request rule name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SSMSUBRULE

This function starts the SSM subtask manager if not already active and instruct the subtask manager to invoke the AOF
request rule SSMSUB each time a wake-up event occurs:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMSUBRULE','SSMSUB')

SSMVERSION Parameter

The SSMVERSION parameter determines what version of the SSM engine will be started when SSM initializes during
product startup or when the SSM engine subtask restarts. At this time, only the SSM version 2 and 3 engine is supported.

Default value
2

Other possible values
3

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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Example: SSMVERSION

This function uses version 2 of the SSM engine for SSM processing:

OPSPRM('SET','SSMVERSION','2')

STATEGROUPMAN Parameter

The STATEGROUPMAN parameter determines whether System State Manager automatically maintains Group Manager
tables.

If you change the value of the STATEGROUPMAN parameter from NO to YES and System State Manager is not inactive,
System State Manager builds and updates the Group Manager tables with the most current resource status information.

Default value
NO
System State Manager does not build or update the Group Manager tables. If you do not use the Group Manager,
you can save a significant amount of resources by leaving this parameter set to NO.

Other possible values
YES
System State Manager builds and updates the Group Manager tables with the current statuses of all monitored
resources. The STATEGROUPMAN parameter must be set to YES for you to be able to use the OPSVIEW Group
Manager option.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATEGROUPMAN

This function indicates that you want System State Manager to automatically maintain Group Manager tables:

OPSPRM('SET','STATEGROUPMAN','YES')

STATEIGNOREMPRE Parameter

The STATEIGNOREMPRE parameter controls whether nonexistent SSM resource prerequisites are considered missing
when prerequisite processing is performed by the SSM engine task.

When the value of this parameter is YES, all undefined prerequisites that prevent SSM actions from performing are
ignored and omitted from the missing prerequisite list.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATEIGNOREMPRE

This function tells SSM to ignore undefined prerequisite resources:

OPSPRM('SET','STATEIGNOREMPRE','YES')

STATEMAN Parameter

This parameter determines the executing mode for System State Manager.
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NOTE
If System State Manager is installed at your site but you do not use it, add an OPSPRM statement to your
OPSTART1 initialization CLIST that sets the value of the STATEMAN parameter to INACTIVE:

Default value
ACTIVE
This value means System State Manager is fully active, monitoring the state of system resources and doing
automation tasks when the state of a resource changes.

Other possible values

• INACTIVE
System State Manager is installed but is not monitoring resources or responding to changes in resource
status.

• NONE
System State Manager is not installed.

• NOPREREQ
System State Manager is active, but is not checking the status of prerequisites for system resources.

• PASSIVE
System State Manager is active but will not change the status of a resource at startup time. This setting is
useful when you change the status of System State Manager from inactive to active (such as when you restart
it).

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime (unless the value of STATEMAN is NONE because the System State Manager is not installed)

Example: STATEMAN

This makes an installed System State Manager passive:

OPSPRM('SET','STATEMAN','PASSIVE')

STATEMATCHPREFIX Parameter

The STATEMATCHPREFIX parameter controls whether SSM prerequisite and subrequisite processing uses the defined
UP and DOWN states for a resource table as states that must match exactly or as prefix values that must match only up
to the length of the state names.

For example, suppose the current state of a prerequisite resource is ACTIVEX and the defined SSM UP state for its
resource table is ACTIVE. If the value of STATEMATCHPREFIX is NO, the prerequisite resource is not in its UP state,
since ACTIVEX does not equal ACTIVE. If the value of STATEMATCHPREFIX is YES, the prerequisite resource is in its
UP state, since the first six letters of ACTIVEX are ACTIVE.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATEMATCHPREFIX

This functions tells SSM to use prerequisite and subrequisite current state matching:

OPSPRM('SET','STATEMATCHPREFIX','YES')
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STATEMAXACTION Parameter

This parameter determines how many actions System State Manager can perform on resources in a given minute.

Default value
10

Other possible values
Any number of actions between 0 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATEMAXACTION

This function limits System State Manager to 200 actions per minute:

OPSPRM('SET','STATEMAXACTION','200')

STATEMAXWAIT Parameter

This parameter determines how many seconds System State Manager waits between checks of the status of resources it
is monitoring.

Default value
120 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds between 0 and 32767

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATEMAXWAIT

This function tells System State Manager to check resource status every six seconds:

OPSPRM('SET','STATEMAXWAIT','6')

STATENOACTMSG Parameter

This parameter controls whether System State Manager issues the OPS7902H message when it detects a mismatched
state for which no action appears in the action table.

Default value
YES
Message OPS7902H is produced even when no action is found for a mismatched state.

Other possible values
NO
Eliminates the OPS7902H message for the NO ACTION FOUND condition. This may be useful for reducing
system overhead when large resource tables are in use.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATENOACTMSG

This function tells OPS/MVS to eliminate message OPS7902H for the NO ACTION FOUND condition:

OPSPRM('SET','STATENOACTMSG','NO')
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STATESCHEDEXCLUDE Parameter

The STATESCHEDEXCLUDE parameter specifies the resource effective mode or modes that are to be excluded from
desired state updates by the System State Manager Schedule Manager RESET command. A RESET command occurs
whenever a schedule is loaded or during the next scheduled change event. Because updating the desired states of
inactive or passive mode resources does not result in the initiation of any SSM actions for the resources, the setting of the
desired states can be safely bypassed. The benefit of using this parameter is the elimination of mismatched states that
can cause the System State Manager Schedule Group Manager to indicate erroneous group status values for groups that
contain inactive resources and exception condition indicators in the SSM Resource Status Monitor. The effective mode of
a resource is the mode determined by the hierarchical merging of the global System State Manager mode, the resource
table mode, and the individual resource mode. The most restrictive mode of any of the above three modes is the effective
mode of a resource.

The Schedule Manager RESET command will issue informational messages indicating that blocks of resources have
been bypassed for desired-state updating when the global System State Manager mode or a resource table mode cause
all System State Manager Schedule resources or a table of resources to be bypassed.

Default value
NONE

Other possible values

• INACTIVE
• PASSIVE
• BOTH (inactive and passive)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATESCHEDEXCLUDE

This function sets the Schedule Manager to skip the setting of desired states for resources with an effective mode of
inactive.

OPSPRM('SET','STATESCHEDEXCLUDE','INACTIVE')

STATETBL Parameter

This parameter identifies a resource directory table containing the names of resource tables that you want System State
Manager to manage.

Default value
SSM_MANAGED_TBLS

Other possible values
Any valid table name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATETBL

This function identifies the directory table as TABLLIST:

OPSPRM('SET','STATETBL','TABLLIST')

STATETBLLOG Parameter

The STATETBLLOG parameter determines whether messages are produced in OPSLOG when a change is made to the
active SSM directory table using the OPSSMTBL command.
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These messages include the MSF system and job names of the OPSMMTBL command issuer and the new values of the
directory table entry that was changed.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: STATETBLLOG

This function uses the OPSSMTBL command and OPSVIEW option 4.11.1 to log all changes to the SSM directory table
made by users:

OPSPRM('SET','STATETBLLOG','YES')

Automate-Related Parameters
The parameters that are described in the following sections support Automate.

ATMCMDCHAR Parameter

The ATMCMDCHAR parameter specifies the command character that is used to issue Automate commands to OPS/
MVS. The OPAMCMCH rule, which is enabled during OPS/MVS initialization, intercepts and performs these Automate
commands.

WARNING
See Command Prefixes and the z/OS CPF for important information about this parameter!

NOTE

• The value that you specify for the ATMCMDCHAR parameter must be different from the Automate command
character that is specified on the Automate CMDCHAR parameter, unless Automate is no longer active on
the same z/OS image. Using the same value for both parameters causes unpredictable results.

• If you have not converted from Automate or if you no longer use Automate operator commands, you should
set the ATMCMDCHAR parameter to a single blank to avoid wasting a z/OS command prefix (for example,
OPSPRM('SET','ATMCMDCHAR',' ').

Default value
(

Other possible values
Any valid z/OS command recognition character that is not being used by another subsystem; if necessary, you
may specify a 2-byte character.

Set or modify this value...
At initialization

Example: ATMCMDCHAR

This function sets the ATMCMDCHAR to !:

OPSPRM('SET','ATMCMDCHAR','!')
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ATMCOMMENTPOS Parameter

When committed Automate-format rules have been recently added to the commit list or they have been changed, OPS/
MVS dynamically translates them during initialization and enables them. To provide all user comments from the original
source rules in the output, translated rules, you must use the ATMCOMMENTPOS parameter to indicate the position of
comments relative to the major keyword of each rule.

Default value
BEFORE
Comments for a rule may immediately precede the rule major keyword and be intermixed in rule text. Comments
are to be saved in the output translated rules.

Other possible values
AFTER

Comments for a rule follow the rule major keyword and may be intermixed in rule text. Comments are to
be saved in the output translated rules.

NONE
Any source rule comments are not to be retained in the output, translated rules. At enablement time, this
parameter setting can cause insignificant storage use.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: ATMCOMMENTPOS

This function indicates that no source rule comments should be retained in the output, translated rules:

OPSPRM('SET','ATMCOMMENTPOS','NONE')

ATMCOMMIT Parameter

The ATMCOMMIT parameter determines whether Automate-format rules in the commit list are enabled during product
initialization.

Default value
MEMLIST
Enable all committed rules during product initialization.

Other possible values

• NONE
Do not enable any committed rules during product initialization.

• FASTMEMLIST
Bypass comparison select of source rule and its associated translated OPS/MVS rule.

NOTE
Any committed rule that is modified while OPS/MVS is not running must be replaced or retranslated
when you start OPS/MVS.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: ATMCOMMIT

This function indicates that you do not want any committed rules to be enabled during OPS/MVS initialization:

OPSPRM('SET','ATMCOMMIT','NONE')
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ATMLOCALSCOPEnn Parameter

The ATMLOCALSCOPEnn (where nn is 03-32) parameter determines the set of local variable scope prefixes that is used
at your site. Set the value of this parameter to the value specified in the Automate LOCALSV parameter.

NOTE
Do not set ATMLOCALSCOPE01 and ATMLOCALSCOPE02, which are reserved for the @ and LOCAL_ default
local prefixes.

Default value
Null string

Other possible values
Alphanumeric characters or any of these special characters: #, $, @, or _

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Examples: ATMLOCALSCOPEnn

The first example sets ATMLOCALSCOPE03 to the value LOCSCOPE1_, and the second example sets
ATMLOCALSCOPE04 to the value LOCSCOPE2_:

OPSPRM('SET','ATMLOCALSCOPE03','LOCSCOPE1_')

OPSPRM('SET','ATMLOCALSCOPE04','LOCSCOPE2_')

ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn Parameter

The ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn (where nn is 02-32) parameter determines the set of shared variable scope prefixes in use
at your site. Set the value of this parameter to the value specified in the Automate SHAREDSV parameter.

NOTE
Do not set ATMSHAREDSCOPE01, which is reserved for the SHARED_ default shared prefix.

Default value
Null string

Other possible values
Alphanumeric characters or any of these special characters: #, $, @, or _

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Examples: ATMSHAREDSCOPEnn

The first example sets ATMSHAREDSCOPE02 to the value SHARESCOPE1_, and the second example sets
ATMSHAREDSCOPE03 to the value SHARESCOPE2_:

OPSPRM('SET','ATMSHAREDSCOPE02','SHARESCOPE1_')

OPSPRM('SET','ATMSHAREDSCOPE03','SHARESCOPE2_')

ATMTEMPSCOPEnn Parameter

The ATMTEMPSCOPEn (where n is 02-32) parameter determines the set of temporary variable scope prefixes in use at
your site. Set the value of this parameter to the value specified in the Automate TEMPSV parameter.

NOTE
Do not set ATMTEMPSCOPE01, which is reserved for the TEMP_ default temporary prefix.
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Default value
Null string

Other possible values
Alphanumeric characters or any of these special characters: #, $, @, or _

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Examples: ATMTEMPSCOPEnn

The first example sets ATMTEMPSCOPE02 to the value TEMPSCOPE1_, and the second example sets
ATMTEMPSCOPE03 to the value TEMPSCOPE2_:

OPSPRM('SET','ATMTEMPSCOPE02','TEMPSCOPE1_')

OPSPRM('SET','ATMTEMPSCOPE03','TEMPSCOPE2_')

Parameters for Basic Interfaces
This section contains the following topics:

• JES-related Parameters
• TSO-related Parameters

These topics describe the parameters that allow you to tailor how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) interfaces to other software such as JES and TSO.

Using the OPSPARM command processor, you can set parameters to control how OPS/MVS interacts with JES and TSO.

To change or display the values of parameters controlling OPS/MVS interfaces, use the OPS/REXX OPSPARM
Command Processor (an alternative).

JES-related Parameters
The parameters in the following sections affect the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
interaction with JES.

JES2CHECKUPCOMMAND Parameter (for JES2 only)

This parameter specifies the command that OPS/MVS issues to determine if JES2 is active and processing commands.

Default value:
$DCONDEF

Other possible values
Any other valid JES2 command

Set or modify this parameter:
Anytime

Example: JES2CHECKUPCOMMAND

This function issues the JES2 $DQ command:

OPSPRM('SET','JES2CHECKUPCOMMAND','$DQ')

JES2OFFSETSUFFIX Parameter (for JES2 only)
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WARNING

JES2OFFSETSUFFIX is obsolete and should default to a blank. The OPJ2CB and OPJ2DF modules are
supplied with the maintenance stream and should no longer be modified.  Use this parameter only under the
guidance of support. Note: in a future release, this parm may be removed.

This parameter lets users share a common OPS/MVS library among multiple CPUs with different releases of JES2 by
specifying a suffix for the OPS/MVS OPJ2CB module.

NOTE
After OPS/MVS starts and you change the value of the JES2OFFSETSUFFIX parameter, the OPJ2CB module
is automatically reloaded.

Default value
If you specify no suffix, OPS/MVS uses the OPJ2CB module that is assembled at your site.

Other possible values
Any two-character suffix
In addition to specifying a suffix, you should:

• Assemble and link the OPJ2CB module with that suffix.
• Modify the linkage editor control cards as follows:

PUNCH 'ENTRY OPJ2CB'

PUNCH 'NAME  OPJ2CBxx(R)

The xx value is the suffix.

NOTE
If a value is specified for JES2OFFSETSUFFIX, then the OPS/MVS load library must contain the
OPJ2CB module that is included on the OPS/MVS distribution media and the OPJ2CBxx members that
are created.

Set or modify this parameter:
Anytime

Example: JES2OFFSETSUFFIX

This function specifies 42 as the suffix for the OPJ2CB module:

OPSPRM('SET','JES2OFFSETSUFFIX','42')

JES3SYSID Parameter

This parameter determines the MSF system ID of the system, typically a JES3 global system, to which you want to
route JES3 commands, from a JES3 local system, that are not routed by using a JES3 PLEXSYN (sysplex scope) CPF
prefix. Typically you should allow sysplex to route JES3 commands. However, it may be desirable to use MSF to route
commands from a JES3 local system in one JESPLEX to a JES3 global system in another JESPLEX in the following
cases:

• When the JESPLEXes are in different sysplexes
• When the JESPLEXes are in the same sysplex and there are no sysplex scope JES3 PLEXSYN prefixes to do the

command routing

Only commands that begin with one of the characters that are specified in the JESCHAR parameter are ever routed in this
way.

The copy of OPS/MVS that is running in a JES3 local processor uses this value to determine the JES3 global MSF ID.
Except for a few special JES3 commands (*CALL DSI, *CANCEL DSI, *DUMP, *RETURN, and *START DSI), all JES3
commands that are issued by OPS/MVS running in the local processor are sent to the global processor through the MSF.
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Default value
A null string

Other possible values
A valid MSF system ID (should be the MSFID of some JES3 global system in the MSF complex)

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: JES3SYSID

This function sets the JES3 system ID to JESS:

OPSPRM('SET','JES3SYSID','JESS')

JESCHAR Parameter

This parameter defines the JES command character.

NOTE

• In a JES2 environment where multiple copies of JES2 are running, the command character for the primary
JES2 system must be the first one listed.

• In a JES3 environment, the first character of JESCHAR is the character that you will use when writing
variables CMD.JES3PREFIX, CMD.JES3PLEXSYN, and CMD.JES3SYN.

• In a JES3 environment where the character 8 is allowed as a system command prefix, you must specify 8 as
the second character in the JESCHAR string. If not, only specify the first character of JESCHAR.

WARNING
The JESCHAR parameter can only contain the Characters Allowed In z/OS Commands.

Default value
$ for JES2 sites; *8 for JES3 sites

Other possible values
Any two-character string (based on the notes given). Typically, a one-character value is specified in JES2 sites.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: JESCHAR

This function sets the JES command character to #:

OPSPRM('SET','JESCHAR','#')

JESNAME Parameter

This parameter specifies the name of the address space for the primary JES running on your system, allowing OPS/MVS
to monitor JES startups and terminations.

Default value
JES2 or JES3 (OPS/MVS determines and sets the default automatically at initialization)

Other possible values
Any other valid started task name for JES

NOTE

The only time that you should change the default value of the JESNAME parameter is if one of these
conditions is true:
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• You use JES2, but the started task name and the subsystem name are not JES2 (for example,
JESA).

• You use JES3, but you have modified the JES3 source code so that both the started task name and
the subsystem name are not JES3 (for example, JES9).

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: JESNAME

This function identifies JESA as the name of the primary JES on the system:

OPSPRM('SET','JESNAME','JESA')

TSO-related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections allow you to tailor the OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) handling of TSO messages.

TSODESC Parameter

This parameter specifies the default descriptor codes of messages generated by commands sent to the server through
ADDRESS TSO commands.

There are actually two ways that you can set these descriptor codes, because the descriptor codes that you specify
for TSODESC are the same as the descriptor codes specified for bytes 7 and 8 of the TSODEST parameter value. For
example, if you set a value for TSODEST, and then set a value for TSODESC specifying different descriptor codes,
the codes set by TSODESC override the earlier settings. The opposite is also true-if you set the TSODESC parameter
and then later specify different descriptor codes through the TSODEST parameter, the TSODEST settings override the
TSODESC settings.

To help you to set the TSODESC parameter, the following table lists this information:

• Descriptor codes 1 through 11
• The hexadecimal representation of each code
• The corresponding OPSBITS() character string of each code
• A description of each code

Code Hex Representation OPSBITS() String Description

1 X'8000' SYSFAIL System failure

2 X'4000' IMEDACTN Immediate action required

3 X'2000' EVENACTN Eventual action required

4 X'1000' SYSSTAT System status

5 X'0800' IMEDCMD Immediate command response

6 X'0400' JOBSTAT Job status

7 X'0200' APPLPRGM Application program

8 X'0100' OOLMSG Out-of-line message

9 X'0080' OPERREQ Request of the operator

10 X'0040' DYNSTAT TRACK command response

11 X'0020' CRITEVET Critical eventual action required
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You can combine two or more hexadecimal representations to specify multiple descriptor codes, but keep in mind that
descriptor codes 1-6 and descriptor code 11 are all mutually exclusive.

Consider these examples:

To represent descriptor codes... Specify this value for TSODESC...

6 X'0400'

2 and 7 X'4200'

5, 8, and 9 X'0980'

For more information about descriptor codes, see the IBM documentation.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid descriptor codes, expressed as hexadecimal

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: TSODESC

This function sets the default descriptor codes for TSO messages to codes 2 and 7 (X'4000' + X'0200' = X'4200'):

OPSPRM("SET","TSODESC","X'4200'")

TSODEST Parameter

This parameter specifies the default destination of messages generated by commands sent to servers through ADDRESS
TSO clauses in AOF rules. TSODEST is valid only when the OPS/MVS message has one of these severity levels: I
(informational), W (warning), E (error), or S (severe error).

Default value:
X'0000000000000000'

Other possible values:
Any valid destination, expressed as hexadecimals
To specify a value for TSODEST, it may be helpful for you to think of the value as 8 bytes of information.
These 8 bytes break down as follows:

• The first byte can be either C3, which is the hexadecimal representation of the character C; or C2, which is the
hexadecimal representation of the character B.
– If you specify C3, the messages are sent to the specified console (that is, the console specified by the

fourth byte of the TSODEST value) and also to OPSLOG Browse.
– If you specify C2, the messages are sent to OPSLOG Browse only, and the second through eighth bytes of

the TSODEST value are ignored.
• The second byte of the TSODEST value is reserved; this value should always be 00.
• The third byte of the TSODEST value indicates the MCS flags code. There are two values you can specify for

this byte: 00 (for X'00') indicating that the messages should be queued for the console and hard copy; and 02
(for X'02') indicating the messages should be queued for hard copy only.
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NOTE
The integer value of X'02' is 7; the OPSBITS() character string that corresponds to this value is
HRDCPY.

• The fourth byte indicates the default console ID. You can specify a console ID from 00 to 99, but you must
represent it as hexadecimals (the decimal values 00 through 99 are equivalent to the hexadecimal values X'00'
through X'63').

• The fifth and sixth bytes indicate the default routing codes for the messages. The routing codes that you
specify here are the same as the routing codes that you may specify for the TSOROUTE parameter. In other
words, if you use the TSOROUTE parameter to set default routing codes for TSO messages and then later
use bytes 5 and 6 of the TSODEST value to set different routing codes, the values you set last override the
earlier settings. The opposite is also true. For a list of routing codes and their descriptions, see TSOROUTE
Parameter.

• The seventh and eighth bytes indicate the default descriptor codes for the messages. The descriptor codes
that you specify here are the same as those that you may specify for the TSODESC parameter. In other
words, if you use the TSODESC parameter to set default descriptor codes for TSO messages and then later
use bytes 7 and 8 of the TSODEST value to set different descriptor codes, the values you set last override the
earlier settings. The opposite is also true. For a list of descriptor codes and their descriptions, see TSODESC
Parameter.

Set or modify this parameter:
Anytime

Example: TSODEST

This function sends messages resulting from commands sent to TSO to console 5:

OPSPRM('SET','TSODEST','C300000500000000')

TSOROUTE Parameter

This parameter determines the default routing codes of messages generated by commands sent to the server through
ADDRESS TSO clauses.

There are actually two ways to set these routing codes, because the routing codes that you specify for TSOROUTE are
the same as those specified for bytes 5 and 6 of the TSODEST parameter value. For example, if you set a value for
TSODEST, and then set a value for TSOROUTE specifying different routing codes, the codes set by TSOROUTE override
the earlier settings. The opposite is also true-if you set the TSOROUTE parameter and then later specify different routing
codes through the TSODEST parameter, the TSODEST settings override the TSOROUTE settings.

To help you to set the TSOROUTE parameter, the following table lists this information:

• Routing codes 1 through 12
• The hexadecimal representation of each code
• The corresponding OPSBITS() character string of each code
• A description of each code

Code Hex Representation OPSBITS() String Description

1 X'8000' MSTRACTN Master console action

2 X'4000' MSTRINFO Master console information

3 X'2000' TAPEPOOL Tape pool

4 X'1000' DASDPOOL Direct access pool

5 X'0800' TAPELIB Tape library
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6 X'0400' DISKLIB Disk library

7 X'0200' UR Unit record pool

8 X'0100' TP Teleprocessing control

9 X'0080' SECURITY System security

10 X'0040' SYSERROR System/Error maintenance

11 X'0020' PGMRINFO Programmer information

12 X'0010' EMULATOR Emulator

You can combine two or more hexadecimal representations to specify multiple routing codes. Consider these examples:

To represent routing codes... Specify this value for TSOROUTE...

2 X'4000'

1 and 2 X'C000'

9 and 11 X'00A0'

If you need more detailed information about routing codes, see the IBM documentation.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid routing codes, expressed as hexadecimals

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: TSOROUTE

This function sets the default routing codes to 1 and 2 (X'8000' + X'4000' = X'C000'):

OPSPRM("SET","TSOROUTE","X'C000'")

Parameters for Optional Interfaces
The section lists the parameters for the OPS/MVS optional interfaces that do not require a seperate license.

NOTE
 These optional interfaces can optionally be turned off at initialization.

For a list of the parameters for the OPS/MVS optional interfaces that require a seperate license, see "Parameters for
Optional Interfaces for Separately Licensed Features".

Application Program Interface Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections determine how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) interacts with the Application Program Interface (API).

APIACTIVE Parameter

The APIACTIVE parameter enables or disables the interface that applications outside of OPS/MVS can use to provide
information to OPS/MVS rules or read information from OPS/MVS.
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Default value
YES
This value allows applications outside of OPS/MVS to provide information to OPS/MVS rules or read information
from OPS/MVS.

Other possible values
NO
This value prevents applications outside of OPS/MVS from providing information to OPS/MVS rules or reading
information from OPS/MVS.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: APIACTIVE

This function allows applications outside of OPS/MVS to provide information to OPS/MVS rules or read information from
OPS/MVS:

OPSPRM('SET','APIACTIVE','YES')

DEBUGAPI Parameter

The DEBUGAPI parameter determines whether OPS/MVS generates API-related trace messages.

Default value
NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from generating API-related trace messages.

Other possible values
YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to generate API-related trace messages.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: DEBUGAPI

This function causes OPS/MVS to generate API-related trace messages:

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGAPI','YES')

CA 7-related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections determine how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) interacts with CA 7.

INITCA7 Parameter

The INITCA7 parameter determines whether OPS/MVS detects CA 7 browse ENF events.

Default value
OFF|NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from detecting CA 7 browse ENF events.

Other possible values
ON|YES
This value enables OPS/MVS to detect CA 7 browse ENF events.
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: INITCA7

This function causes OPS/MVS to detect CA 7 browse ENF events:

OPSPRM('SET','INITCA7','YES')

NOTE
Changes take effect only the next time the OPS/MVS CAIENF interface task is recycled through the F
OPSx,RESTART(CA7) command.

If the INITCA7 parameter is set to a value of ON and CAIENF is not available, the highlighted OPx0301S error message
will be issued at regular intervals until CAIENF is started. If you want to avoid these error messages, we suggest that
rather than unconditionally setting this parameter to a value of ON in the initial REXX exec, you provide automation to set
this parameter appropriately and restart the CAIENF interface when CAIENF is available. Sample rules CAS9200I and
CAS9300E are provided to do this.

CAIENF-related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections determine how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) interacts with CAIENF.

CAIENFHIGH Parameter

This parameter displays the high watermark that the CAIENF rate control mechanism has reached during the current
life of the product or since this parameter value was last reset. This is the highest value that the CAIENFCURRENT
parameter has ever reached since that time. Compare the CAIENFHIGH value to the value specified on the CAIENFMAX
parameter to determine how close OPS/MVS has come to the point at which it would shut itself down due to exceeding
the CAIENFMAX limit.

NOTE
Resetting this parameter affects the data recorded in the product SMF records and the reports produced by the
AME.

Default value
No default value

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CAIENFHIGH

This function resets the CAIENFHIGH value to zero:

OPSPRM('SET','CAIENFHIGH',0)

CAIENFMAX Parameter

This parameter limits the number of CAIENF events that OPS/MVS can receive in a given second before it shuts down
the CAIENF interface. This parameter is designed to prevent a loop in CAIENF processing from disabling all of your
automation.
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NOTE
The CAIENF task is activated and CAIENF events are passed to OPS/MVS only if the INITCA7 parameter is set
to either ON or YES.

The CAIENFMAX parameter dictates the maximum value of the CAIENF counter kept by the CAIENFCURRENT
parameter. When the value of CAIENFCURRENT reaches the value of CAIENFMAX, the OPS/MVS ENF interface
terminates but can be restarted with a MODIFY command. Setting the CAIENFMAX parameter to its maximum possible
value prevents OPS/MVS from ever shutting down the ENF interface task due to an excessive CAIENF rate. Doing so
could impact your other automation.

Default value
1000 (if the CAIENF interface is active)

Other possible values
Any number of CAIENF events between 100 and 100000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CAIENFMAX

This function sets the CAIENF event limit to 500 events:

OPSPRM('SET','CAIENFMAX','500')

NOTE
If the CAIENF interface is inactive and has never been activated, the default value will be zero if it was not
previously set.

CAIENFRATE Parameter

This parameter sets the rate by which OPS/MVS decrements the value of the CAIENFCURRENT counter every second.

Default value
50 (if the CAIENF interface is active)

Other possible values
Any number between 1 and 1,000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CAIENFRATE

This function decrements the CAIENFCURRENT counter by 5 each second:

OPSPRM('SET','CAIENFRATE','5')

NOTE
If the CAIENF interface is inactive and has never been activated, the default value will be zero if it was not
previously set.

DEBUGENF Parameter

The DEBUGENF parameter determines whether OPS/MVS generates ENF-related trace messages. ENF is the acronym
for Event Notification Facility.

Default value
OFF|NO
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This value prevents OPS/MVS from generating ENF-related trace messages.
Other possible values

ON|YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to generate ENF-related trace messages.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: DEBUGENF

This function causes OPS/MVS to generate ENF-related trace messages:

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGENF','YES')

Netman-related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections determine how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) interacts with Netman.

INITNETMAN Parameter

Initializes the Netman interface and issues a NETMAN API SIGNON at the startup of OPSMAIN.

Default value
NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from initializing the Netman interface.

Other possible values
YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to initialize the Netman interface.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: INITNETMAN

This function causes OPS/MVS to initialize the Netman interface:

OPSPRM('SET','INITNETMAN','YES')

NETMANDATABASE Parameter

Sets the Netman database that OPS/MVS updates.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid Netman database

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: NETMANDATABASE

This function causes OPS/MVS to update the PRODDATA Netman database:
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OPSPRM('SET','NETMANDATABASE','PRODDATA')

NETMANAPIID Parameter

Sets the requestor ID and password that OPS/MVS will use when signing on to Netman. To designate a password that is
different from the requestor ID, use OPSVIEW option 4.8 to set the global variable GLOBAL1.NETMAN.PASSWORD.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid Netman requestor ID and password

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: NETMANAPIID

This function causes OPS/MVS to set the requestor ID and password to M/G:

OPSPRM('SET','NETMANAPIID','M/G')

AP-related Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections determine how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation
interacts with the AP.

APDEFAULTUSERID Parameter

The APDEFAULTUSERID parameter must be set to a valid security USERID defined to the z/OS security package (ACF2,
Top Secret, or RACF).

Default value
None

Other possible values
None

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: APDEFAULTUSERID

This function defines userid SECUID28 as the AP userid:

OPSPRM('SET', 'APDEFAULTUSERID', 'SECUID28')

UNIX System Services-related Parameters
The parameters that are described in the following sections determine how OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) interacts with UNIX System Services.

INITSYSLOGD Parameter

The IINITSYSLOGD Parameter determines whether the product activates the optional USS Syslogd Server.
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WARNING

If CCS Event Management is installed and configured to route USS messages to OPSLOG, the OPS/
MVS INITSYSLOGD parameter should be set to NO. Otherwise, duplicate USS events will appear in OPSLOG.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: INITSYSLOGD
This function activates support for the USS Syslogd Server:
OPSPRM('SET','INITSYSLOGD','YES')

INITUSS Parameter

The INITUSS Parameter determines whether the product activates the optional USS command and USS rule interfaces.
If USS support is not desired, leave this parameter set to NO to reduce overhead. The INITUSS parameter must be set to
YES for most of the other USS parameters to have an effect. The exception is for the INITUSSPROC-related parameters.
Included are INITUSSPROC, USSPROCRULES, and BROWSEUSSPROC. The INITUSS parameter should only be set
to YES if you intend to use the USS interfaces in OPS/MVS that deal with the use of the USS servers.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: INITUSS

This function activates support for USS commands and rules:

OPSPRM('SET','INITUSS','YES')

INITUSSPROC Parameter

The INITUSSPROC Parameter determines whether the USS process dynamic exit module, OPUSPREX, is installed in
the z/OS USS process exit list.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: INITUSSPROC

This function tells OPS/MVS to install OPUSPREX in the z/OS process exit list:

OPSPRM('SET','INITUSSPROC','YES')
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NOTE
Once the exits have been installed by setting INITUSSPROC=YES, they can only be removed by a system IPL
or by issuing the following z/OS commands:

SETPROG EXIT,DELETE,EXITNAME=BPX_POSPROC_INIT,MODNAME=OPUSPREX

SETPROG EXIT,DELETE,EXITNAME=BPX_IMAGE_INIT,MODNAME=OPUSPREX

SETPROG EXIT,DELETE,EXITNAME=BPX_PREPROC_TERM,MODNAME=OPUSPREX

Setting INITUSSPROC=NO will not cause the exits to be de-installed.

SYSLOGDALLOWRESTART Parameter

SYSLOGDALLOWRESTART Parameter determines whether the product restarts the USS Syslog Servers that fail during
initialization. When the USS Syslog Server task is not initializing properly under any circumstances, a slow restart loop
occurs if this parameter is set to YES.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Note: At 30-second intervals, the product attempts to restart USS Syslog servers that failed during initialization.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SYSLOGDALLOWRESTART

This function sets automatic restart of USS servers that fail during initialization to YES.

OPSPRM('SET','SYSLOGDALLOWRESTART','YES')

SYSLOGDMIN Parameter

The SYSLOGDMIN Parameter allows you to inactivate the optional USS Syslogd Server, by setting its value to 0. If you
wish to reactivate the USS Syslogd Server later, you can set it back to 1.

Default value
1

Other possible values
0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: SYSLOGDMIN

This function will stop the USS Syslogd Server:

OPSPRM('SET','SYSLOGDMIN',0')

SYSLOGDSTC Parameter

SYSLOGDSTC Parameter specifies the name of the started task cataloged procedure to be used for USS Syslog Servers.
A sample procedure that is named OPSSLGP is provided with the product.

Default value
OPSSLGP
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Other possible values
Any valid started task name

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: SYSLOGDSTC

This function sets the name of the USS server task to OPSSYSLG:

OPSPRM('SET','SYSLOGDSTC','OPSSYSLG')

USSACTIVE Parameter

USSACTIVE Parameter specifies whether USS commands are allowed to execute. This parameter should be set to ON at
initialization if USS command processing is being used.

If a problem arises, USS command processing can be dynamically suspended and then resumed.

Default value
OFF

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSACTIVE

This function allows USS command processing to proceed:

OPSPRM('SET','USSACTIVE','ON')

USSALLOWRESTART Parameter

USSALLOWRESTART Parameter determines whether the product restarts USS servers that fail during initialization.
When the USS server task is not initializing properly under any circumstances, a slow restart loop occurs if this parameter
is set to YES.

This parameter is useful when Open Edition (OMVS) is not immediately available at system initialization or for some short
timeframe.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

NOTE
At 30 second intervals, the product attempts to restart USS servers that failed during initialization.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSALLOWRESTART

This function sets automatic restart of USS servers that fail during initialization to YES.

OPSPRM('SET','USSALLOWRESTART','YES')
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USSDORM Parameter

USSDORM Parameter determines, in seconds, how long OSF USS servers can remain dormant before they are
automatically terminated. This parameter takes effect only if the number of active OSF USS servers is greater than the
value of the USSMIN parameter.

Default value
60

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 60 through 16777216

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSDORM

This function allows 300 seconds, or 5 minutes, of OSF USS server inactivity before a USS server is terminated.

OPSPRM('SET','USSDORM','300')

USSMAX Parameter

USSMAZ Parameter sets the maximum number of OSF USS servers that can be active at any time. If the number of
active USS servers exceeds the USSMAX value, OPS/MVS automatically stops the additional servers.

We strongly recommend that you leave USSMAX at the default value.

Default value
8

Other possible values
Any number of USS servers from 1 through 30, but at least as many as the number of servers specified for the
USSMIN parameter. If you attempt to set the USSMAX parameter value lower than the USSMIN value, OPS/MVS
sets the USSMAX equal to USSMIN

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSMAX

This function sets 6 as the maximum number of OSF USS servers:

OPSPRM('SET','USSMAX','6')

USSMIN Parameter

USSMIN Parameter sets the minimum number of OSF USS servers that can be active at any time. If the USSMIN value
exceeds the current number of active USS servers, OPS/MVS automatically starts additional servers.

We strongly recommend that you leave USSMIN at the default value. Do not set this parameter to a value of 1. When the
INITUSS parameter is set to NO, setting this value has no effect. For an example of how to terminate all the OSF USS
servers, see the sample STOPUSS REXX EXEC.

Default value
2
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Other possible values
Any number of USS servers from 0 through 30, but fewer than the number of servers specified for the USSMAX
parameter. If you set the USSMIN parameter value higher than the USSMAX value, OPS/MVS sets USSMIN
equal to USSMAX.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSMIN

This function sets 0 as the minimum number of OSF USS servers:

OPSPRM('SET','USSMIN','0')

NOTE
The sample STOPUSS REXX program demonstrates how to stop all the OSF USS servers. You may need to
use this procedure if you plan to shut down the Job Entry Subsystem (JES) prior to shutting down OPS/MVS.

USSOUTLIM Parameter

USSOUTLIM Parameter limits the number of server and command messages that are written to the syslog as requested
by the log keyword.

Default value
1000 (lines)

Other possible values
Any number of lines greater than zero

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSOUTLIM

This function limits the number of output lines to 500:

OPSPRM('SET','USSOUTLIM','500')

USSPARM Parameter

USSPARM Parameter lets you add a keyword=option string that OPS/MVS includes in the z/OS START command for
the USS started task. USSPARM also allows you to override the corresponding substitution parameter in the cataloged
procedure.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid keyword=option string

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSPARM

This function adds the string VER=450 to the START command for OSF USS servers:

OPSPRM('SET','USSPARM','VER=450')
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USSPROCRULES Parameter

USSPROCRULES Parameter determines whether USS process events are processed using USS AOF rules.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSPROCRULES

This function ensures that USS process events are processed using USS AOF rules:

OPSPRM('SET','USSPROCRULES','YES')

USSQADD Parameter

USSQADD Parameter sets the threshold OPS/MVS uses to determine whether more OSF USS servers need to
be started. When the number of commands in the OSF USS execution queue exceeds the value of the USSQADD
parameter, OPS/MVS checks to see if the current number of servers is less than the value of the USSMAX parameter and
equal to or greater than the value of the USSMIN parameter. If so, then OPS/MVS starts another USS server.

Default value
20

Other possible values
Any number of queued USS commands greater than or equal to 0

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSQADD

This function sets the OSF USS execution queue threshold to 5 commands:

OPSPRM('SET','USSQADD','5')

USSQUE Parameter

USSQUE Parameter specifies the maximum number of queued OSF USS commands. This queue is where OPS/MVS
sends USS commands to be executed in servers. The OSF execute processor dispatches these commands to OSF USS
servers as the servers become available to process work.

Default value
1700 (commands)

Other possible values
Any number from 1 to 32768

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: USSQUE

This function sets the size of the OSF USS execution queue to 1024:
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OPSPRM('SET','USSQUE','1024')

USSRUN Parameter

USSRUN Parameter determines how long OPS/MVS allows a USS transaction to execute in an OSF USS server.

When any USS server transaction exceeds the time limit set by USSRUN, OPS/MVS terminates the server with the hung
or looping transaction and starts another USS server to accept new commands.

Default value
600 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 1 through 604800 (7 days), inclusive

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSRUN

This function sets a 60-second time limit for USS transactions:

OPSPRM('SET','USSRUN','60')

USSSECURITY Parameter

The USSSECURITY Parameter determines which types of security check the OSF USS server performs.

Default value
NOSECURITY
This value allows the OSF USS server to operate with the security privileges that are assigned to the user ID that
is associated with OPSUSS started task.

Other possible values
CHECKUSERID
If you specify this value, OPS/MVS uses the security privileges that are assigned to the issuer of the command,
as follows:

• For work sent to servers from rules, the security privileges are those assigned to the user ID that is associated
with OPSUSS started task.

• For work sent to servers from TSO users using the ADDRESS USS host command environment, the security
privileges are those assigned to the TSO user ID.

Set or modify this parameter
At initialization

Example: USSSECURITY

The following function tells OPS/MVS to operate the OSF USS server under the authority of the Address USS requester.

OPSPRM('SET','USSSECURITY','CHECKUSERID')

USSSTC Parameter

USSSTC Parameter specifies the name of the started task catalogued procedure to be used for USS servers.

A sample procedure named OPSUSS is provided with the product.
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Default value
OPSUSS

Other possible values
Any valid started task name

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: USSSTC

This function sets the name of the USS server task to OPSUNIX:

OPSPRM('SET','USSSTC','OPSUNIX')

USSSWAPPABLE Parameter

USSSWAPPABLE Parameter specifies whether USS servers are set as non-swappable by the operating system at server
initialization. Setting this parameter to YES should only be necessary if USS commands are heavily used in a continuous
mode. The overhead of a swap event is avoided at the expense of some real storage frames.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: USSSWAPPABLE

This function makes USS servers that start after this command is issued non-swappable:

OPSPRM('SET','USSSWAPPABLE','NO')

USSUIM Parameter

USSUIM Parameter determines whether the USS commands (DOM, REPLY, WTO, WTOR) should be routed to DX
Unified Infrastructure Management. When USSUIM=YES is in effect, the WTO, WTOR, DOM, and REPLY commands
will be converted into a UIMEVENT command; options and keywords not supported by UIMEVENT will be quietly ignored
unless syntactically invalid. The CMD and PING commands will not be supported, and will generate error messages and
return codes.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: USSUIM

This function sets the value of the USSUIM parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','USSUIM','YES')
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USSCCSEM Parameter

USSCCSEM Parameter determines whether the USS commands (DOM, REPLY, WTO, WTOR) should be routed to the
existing CCS Event Manament API functions. If the CCS EM DLL is not found, error messages and return codes will
result.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: USSCCSEM

This function sets the value of the USSCCSEM parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','USSCCSEM','YES')

Hardware Services (HWS)-related Parameters
This article describes the parameters used to control OPS/MVS Hardware Services (HWS).

INITHWS Parameter

The INITHWS parameter determines whether the product activates the optional HWS interface. If hardware services are
not desired, leave this parameter set to NO to reduce overhead. The INITHWS parameter must be set to YES for the
other hardware service parameters to have an effect. This includes HWSRULES and the Address HWS host command
environment. The INITHWS parameter should only be set to YES if you intend to use the OPS/MVS® Event Management
and Automation (OPS/MVS) hardware services.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

NOTE
If you are changing the value of INITHWS from NO to YES after OPS/MVS initialization, you must issue the
following z/OS command for the new value to take effect, where OPSs is the OPS/MVS Subsystem ID (OPSS
by default):
MODIFY OPSs,RESTART(HWS)

 Example: INITHWS  

This function activates support for HWS:

OPSPRM('SET','INITHWS','YES')

HWSRULES Parameter

The HWSRULES parameter determines whether the product activates the optional hardware event notification and
associated rule interfaces. If hardware event notification support is not desired, leave this parameter set to NO to reduce
overhead. The INITHWS parameter must also be set to YES if HWSRULES is set to YES in order for HWSRULES to take
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effect. The HWSRULES parameter should only be set to YES if you intend to use the hardware event notification function
of HWS.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: HWSRULES 

This function activates support for hardware event notification and associated rules:

OPSPRM('SET','HWSRULES','YES')

NOTE
Setting HWSRULES to YES activates the OPS hardware event notification function. When this function is
activated, OPS receives hardware events as API events that can be automated through OPS )API rules.

For detailed information on the hardware event types and associated variables see Generic Event Application Program
Interface . 

Since hardware events are presented as OPS )API events, the OPS API interface must also be activated to receive the
hardware events. To activate the OPS API interface, set the OPS APIACTIVE parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','APIACTIVE','YES')

For information on coding API rules and specific information for coding hardware event API rules, see Generic Event
Application Program Interface. 

DEBUGHWS Parameter

The DEBUGHWS parameter determines whether OPS/MVS generates HWS-related trace messages.

Default value
OFF
This value prevents OPS/MVS from generating HWS-related trace messages.

Other possible values
ON
This value causes OPS/MVS to generate HWS-related trace messages.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: DEBUGHWS  

This function causes OPS/MVS to generate HWS-related trace messages:

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGHWS','ON')

HWSTYPE Parameter

WARNING
The Hardware Interface Service (HISRV) reached end-of-service 31 AUG 2019 and has been deprecated.
HISRV is replaced by the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII). For information about installing and
configuring the Hardware Services feature that uses the new OPSBCPII Server, see Install and Configure OPS/
MVS Hardware Services.
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The HWSTYPE parameter determines whether the product activates the Hardware Services Interface to use the
deprecated Hardware Interface Services (HISRV) or the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server (OPSBCPII). Specify HISERV to
use the HISRV component, or OPSBCP to use the the OPSBCPII Server.

Default value
HISERV

Other possible values
OPSBCP

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

NOTE
If you are changing the value of HWSTYPE from HISERV to OPSBCP after OPS/MVS initialization, you must
issue the following z/OS command for the new value to take effect, where OPSs is the OPS/MVS Subsystem ID
(OPSS by default):
MODIFY OPSs,RESTART(HWS)

Example: HWSTYPE

This function activates the hardware services interface to the new OPS/MVS BCPii Server:

OPSPRM('SET','HWSTYPE','OPSBCP')

BCPIISTC Parameter

The BCPIISTC parameter specifies the name of the OPS/MVS BCPii Server started task. If INITHWS is set to YES and
the HWSTYPE parameter is set to OPSBCP, the OPS/MVS BCPii Server starts automatically during initialization.

Default value
OPSBCPII

Other possible values
Any STC name

Set or modify this parameter...
Prior to OPS/MVS initialization

Example: BCPIISTC

This function specifies the OPS/MVS BCPii Server STC name:

OPSPRM('SET','BCPIISTC','OPSBCPII')

Service Desk Manager-related Parameters
The parameter described in the following section determines how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) interacts with Service Desk Manager.

INITSD Parameter

Determines whether OPS/MVS attempts to open Service Desk Manager requests for a variety of problems detected
internally by OPS/MVS.

Default value
OFF|NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from making requests to Service Desk Manager.
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Other possible values
ON|YES
This value enables OPS/MVS to make requests to Service Desk Manager.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: INITSD

This function enables OPS/MVS to create Service Desk Manager requests:

OPSPRM('SET','INITSD','YES')

NOTE
Changes take effect only the next time the OPS/MVS Service Desk Manager interface task is recycled through
the following command:

F OPSx,RESTART(ServDesk)

Linux Connector Interface Related Parameters
The parameters described in the following section determine how OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) interfaces with the Mainframe Connector.

INITLXC Parameter

Determines whether OPS/MVS attempts to connect to the Mainframe Connector in order to receive unsolicited VM and
Linux messages and issue commands to connected VM and Linux systems.

Default value
OFF|NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from connecting to the Mainframe Connector.

Other possible values
ON|YES
This value allows OPS/MVS to connect to the Mainframe Connector.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: INITLXC
This function enables OPS/MVS to connect to the Mainframe Connector:
OPSPRM('SET','INITLXC','YES')

Changes only take effect the next time the OPS/MVS Linux Connector Interface task is recycled by the following
command:
F OPSx,RESTART(LXC)

DEBUGLXC Parameter

The DEBUGLXC parameter determines whether OPS/MVS generates Linux Connector Interface related trace messages.

Default value
OFF
This value prevents OPS/MVS from generating Linux Connector Interface related trace messages.
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Other possible values
ON
This value causes OPS/MVS to generate Linux Connector Interface related trace messages.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: DEBUGLXC
This function causes OPS/MVS to generate Linux Connector Interface trace messages:
OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGLXC','ON')

LXCONMSG Parameter

The LXCONMSG parameter contains the z/OS name/token pair name whose token value is the IP port number that OPS/
MVS uses to connect to the Mainframe Connector unsolicited message server. The value of this parameter must match
the MSGTOKEN parameter of the desired Mainframe Connector.

Default value
CALINUXUNSOLMSG:
This is a common value for the MSGTOKEN parameter.

Other possible values
Any other 1-16 character string that matches the MSGTOKEN parameter of the Mainframe Connector.

Set or modify this parameter
Anytime

Example: LXCONMSG
This function causes OPS/MVS to use an alternate Mainframe Connector z/OS Name/Token designated IP port
number.
OPSPRM('SET','LXCONMSG','CALXCONMSGTOKEN2’)

Changes only take effect the next time the OPS/MVS Linux Connector Interface task is recycled by the following
command:
F OPSx,RESTART(LXC)

LXCONCMD Parameter

The LXCONCMD parameter contains the z/OS name/token pair name whose token value is the IP port number that
OPS/MVS uses to connect to the Mainframe Connector command server. The value of this parameter must match the
CMDTOKEN parameter of the desired Mainframe Connector.

Default value
CALINUXCOMMANDS:
This is a common value for the CMDTOKEN parameter.

Other possible values
Any other 1-16 character string that matches the CMDTOKEN parameter of the Mainframe Connector.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: LXCONCMD
This function causes OPS/MVS to use an alternate Mainframe Connector z/OS Name/Token designated
command IP port number.
OPSPRM('SET','LXCONCMD','CALXCONCMDTOKEN2’)
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LXCONHIGH Parameter

This parameter displays the high watermark that the Linux Connector Interface rate control mechanism has reached
during the current life of the product or since this parameter value was last reset. This value is the highest value that the
LXCONCURRENT parameter has ever reached since the last reset. Compare the LXCONHIGH value to the LXCONMAX
parameter to determine how close OPS/MVS has come to shutting down the Linux Connector Interface due to exceeding
the LXCONMAX limit.

Default value
No default value

Other possible values
The only possible value you can set this parameter to is zero.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: LXCONHIGH
This function resets the LXCONHIGH value to zero:
OPSPRM('SET','LXCONHIGH',0)

LXCONMAX Parameter

This parameter limits the number of LXCON events that OPS/MVS can receive in a given second before it shuts down the
Linux Connector interface. This parameter is designed to prevent a loop in the Linux Connector Interface processing from
disabling all of your automation.

NOTE
The Linux Connector Interface task is activated and LXCON events are passed to OPS/MVS only if the INITLXC
parameter is set to either ON or YES.

The LXCONMAX parameter dictates the maximum value of the LXCON counter kept by the LXCONCURRENT
parameter. When the value of LXCONCURRENT reaches the value of LXCONMAX, the Linux Connector Interface
terminates but can be restarted with a MODIFY command. Setting the LXCONMAX parameter to its maximum value
prevents OPS/MVS from ever shutting down the Linux Connector Interface task due to an excessive LXCON rate. Doing
so could impact your other automation.

Default value
1000 (if the LXCON interface is active).

Other possible values
Any number of LXCON events from 100 through100000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: LXCONMAX
This function sets the LXCON event limit to 500 events:
OPSPRM('SET','LXCONMAX','500')

NOTE
If the parameter is not set before the initial start of the Linux Connector Interface, the value is zero.

LXCONRATE Parameter

This parameter sets the rate by which OPS/MVS decrements the value of the LXCONCURRENT counter every second.

Default value
50 (if the LXCON interface is active).
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Other possible values
Any number from 1 through 1,000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: LXCONRATE
This function decrements the LXCONCURRENT counter by 5 each second:
OPSPRM('SET','LXCONRATE','5')

NOTE
If the parameter is not set before the initial start of the Linux Connector Interface, the value is zero.

Sysplex Variable Backup for Permanent Variables

PLEXVARBKUP Parameter

Determines whether OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation backs up sysplex variables that are permanent and
must be restored when a complete sysplex is restarted. Sysplex variables that start with the prefix node GLVPLXPx are
implicitly permanent when created. The vast majority of sysplex variables do not need to be permanent. Variables that
contain data that is valid over a long period of time are the best candidates for permanent sysplex variables and require
this backup facility. The backup and restore is performed automatically by a subtask of OPS/MVS. All copies of OPS/MVS
using the same subsystem name in the same sysplex must specify the same settings of all the PLEXVAR parameters
except PLEXVARDEBUG. If this is not the case at product initialization, the values of PLEXVAR DSN, DD, and RLS
synchronize to the values in the existing restore variable. This synchronization helps ensure that all systems in the sysplex
with the same subsystem name use the same values.

Default value
OFF|NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from backing up sysplex variables created or updated on the current system.

Other possible values
ON|YES
This value activates sysplex variable backup on this system.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: PLEXVARBKUP

This function enables OPS/MVS to start the sysplex variable backup task at initialization.

NOTE

Updates to permanent sysplex variables may not be backed up if OPS/MVS abnormally terminates before the
updates are written to the shared VSAM KSDS file. The VSAM KSDS file is only used to restore permanent
sysplex variable values when a complete sysplex is restarted.

OPSPRM('SET','PLEXVARBKUP','YES')

PLEXVARDD Parameter

The PLEXVARDD parameter specifies the z/OS ddname that you want OPS/MVS to use when it allocates the shared
VSAM file.

OPS/MVS uses the value you specify to form the z/OS RESERVE enqueue name, which is used to serialize access to a
file that is shared among systems. All systems that share the VSAM file must the same ddname.
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Default
PLEXOPSx where x is the subsystem character.

Other possible values
Any valid 1- to 8-character z/OS ddname

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: PLEXVARDD

This function specifies PLEXTEST as the z/OS ddname to be used for allocating the VSAM file.

OPSPRM('SET','PLEXVARDD','PLEXTEST'

PLEXVARDSN Parameter

The PLEXVARDSN parameter contains the dataset name of the shared VSAM KSDS used to backup permanent sysplex
variables in real time. A point to remember is that all sysplex variables for a specific OPS/MVS are always available on all
systems in the sysplex. Each OPS/MVS with the same subsystem name participates in the backup process by backing
up variables that are created or updated on the current system. This method spreads the backup responsibility among the
sysplex systems and processes the variable event close to the source.
The VSAM file must not be in the load state. For a sample IDCAMS definition of the file, see the OPAMBKUP member of
the SYS1.OPS.CCLXCNTL data set. The key of the VSAM file is the variable name which can be up to 128 characters in
length.

WARNING

Be extremely generous when you size this file. Reorganizing the backup while operations are in progress results
in data loss. The excessive use of permanent sysplex variables add significant overhead to OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation. Use external security or rules to limit access to the GLVPLXPx variable name
prefix.

Default
NULLFILE
All file requests become null operations and process no variables.

Other possible values
The z/OS cluster name of the VSAM file
DUMMY
All file requests become null operations and process no variables.

Example: PLEXVARDSN

This function enables OPS/MVS to start the sysplex variable backup task at initialization.

OPSPRM('SET','PLEXVARDSN','CAOPMVS.OPSS.PLEXVAR.BACKUP’)

PLEXVARRLS Parameter

The PLEXVARRLS parameter allows OPS/MVS to use VSAM RLS for the shared VSAM file feature instead of using a
hardware reserve to serialize access to the file. z/OS, with DFSMS/MVS 1.3 and coupling facility hardware, supports
VSAM record level sharing (RLS) through the coupling facility. For information about the availability and use of this feature
at your site, see your systems programming group. Also, for information about VSAM RLS recovery considerations
and the cleanup of residual record locks for failures, see the appropriate IBM manuals regarding DFSMS/MVS 1.3 data
sharing using RLS.
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To use VSAM RLS, the shared VSAM file must be managed by SMS and defined with the IDCAMS parameter
LOG(NONE). All systems that share the file must also use RLS. Using both RLS and hardware reserve causes open
failures.
To use VSAM RLS, all the following must be true:

• All the systems in the parallel sysplex that share the file must also use RLS

• The VSAM data set must be managed by SMS; therefore, SMS must be active

• The SMSVSAM started task must be active

Default
NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from using VSAM RLS for file serialization.

Other possible values
YES
This value causes OPS/MVS to use VSAM RLS for file serialization.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: PLEXVARRLS

This function specifies that the VSAM shared file I/O feature is to use VSAM RLS for serialization.

OPSPRM('SET','PLEXVARRLS’,'YES')

PLEXVARRESTORE Parameter

Determines whether this copy of OPS/MVS is eligible to restore the backed up permanent sysplex variables at start-up.

The sysplex variable restore operates as follows:

The backup task checks that the PLEXVARRESTORE parameter is set to YES. If so, the restore attempts to read a
sysplex variable named:

GLVPLXT0.#OPSS#.#RESTORE#.#TRACKING#

If the above sysplex variable exists, the current system sets the PLEXVARRESTORE to NO and continues normal OPS/
MVS initialization. If the variable does not exist, it is created by the current system and the sysplex variable restore is
performed. All other systems that start after the special variable exists will not attempt a restore and will also change
their PLEXVARRESTORE parameter to NO. The value of the sysplex restore variable contains the status of the restore
operation along with the restoring system name and date and time.

Default value
ON|YES
This value activates the restore of backed up sysplex variables at initialization if the backup has not yet been
started or completed by another copy OPS/MVS with the same subsystem name.

Other possible values
OFF|NO
This value prevents OPS/MVS from restoring sysplex variables during initialization of the product.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: PLEXVARRESTORE

This function disables OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation to perform a sysplex variable restore at sysplex
variable backup task initialization.
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OPSPRM('SET','PLEXVARRESTORE','NO')

 

PLEXVARQUEUE Parameter

Sets the size of the asynchronous transaction queue for permanent sysplex variable updates. This queue drives the
writing of the value changes for sysplex variables to a VSAM KSDS by the backup subtask.

Default value
5000

Other possible values
A number from 5000 to 25000

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

Example: PLEXVARDEBUG

This function creates a larger transaction queue for a large number of permanent sysplex variable changes that occur in
short period of time.

OPSPRM('SET','PLEXVARQUEUE',10000)

PLEXVARDEBUG Parameter

When set to YES, additional messages are generated for isolating backup and restore problems. Normally this parameter
should be set to NO.

Default value
OFF|NO
This value bypasses debug messages.

Other possible values
ON|YES
This value activates the issuing of debug messages for isolating backup or restore problems. Messages appear in
OPSLOG using the OPS9999T message id.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: PLEXVARDEBUG

This function enables OPS/MVS to activate the debug messages.

OPSPRM('SET','PLEXVARDEBUG','YES')

Parameters for Optional Interfaces for Separately Licensed Features
This section contains the following topics:
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• CAICCI-related Parameters
• CICS-related (COF) Parameters
• ESI-related Parameters
• IMS-related (IOF) Parameters
• MSF Parameters

These topics describe the parameters that allow you to tailor the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/
MVS) optional components CICS, ESI, IMS, and MSF.

WARNING
The interfaces discussed here are not part of the OPS/MVS base product. They are separately licensed
features.

Each of the optional interfaces has an associated parameter of the form INITxxx that controls whether the optional
interface is to be activated during OPS/MVS initialization. In order to set any of these parameters to the YES value, you
must be a licensed user of the interface, and you must have already obtained and set up an LMP key.

Using the OPSPARM command processor, you can set parameters to control how OPS/MVS interacts with optional
components such as CICS, ESI, IMS, and MSF.

You can change the values of parameters controlling OPS/MVS interfaces or display those values using the following
methods:

• The OPS/REXX OPSPRM Function to SET Parameter Values (preferable)
• The OPS/REXX OPSPRM Function to SHOW Parameter Values (preferable)
• The OPSPARM Command Processor (an alternative)

CAICCI-related Parameters
CAICCI itself is not a separately licensed feature. It is a sub-component of the Multi-System Facility (MSF), which is a
separately licensed feature. If you are not licensed to use MSF, you cannot use CAICCI.

INITCCI Parameter

Determines whether the CAICCI interface is to be activated when a remote MSF system is defined as a CCI type.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: INITCCI

This function sets the INITCCI parameter to YES:

OPSPRM('SET','INITCCI','YES')

NOTE
If you change the value of this parameter, you must restart MSF in order for the changes to take effect. For
information on restarting MSF, see Multi-System Facility.

CCIMSGQSZ Parameter

Determines the size of the CCI message queue.
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Default value
1024

Other possible values
Any number from 0 to 10,000

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CCIMSGQSZ

This function sets the size of the message queue to 5,000:

OPSPRM('SET','CCIMSGQSZ','5000')

NOTE
If you change the value of this parameter, you must restart MSF in order for the changes to take effect. For
information on restarting MSF, see Multi-System Facility.

CCITRACE Parameter

Turns the tracing of CAICCI calls on or off. Do not modify the value of the CCITRACE parameter unless you are instructed
to do so by a Broadcom Support representative.

Default value
OFF

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CCITRACE

This function sets tracing ON:

OPSPRM('SET','CCITRACE','ON')

CICS-related (COF) Parameters
The parameters described in the following sections allow you to tailor the OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation (OPS/MVS) CICS interface.

NOTE
The CICS Operations Facility (COF) is not part of the OPS/MVS base product-it is a separately licensed feature.

CICSAOF Parameter

Determines whether connections between OPS/MVS and active CICS regions that are using the CICS global exit
(XTDOUT) are permitted.

When the value of the CICSAOF parameter is NO, CICS transient data messages are not sent to the AOF for processing.
However, any existing connections to the CICS region remain in place, and you can reactivate them by setting CICSAOF
to YES. The setting of CICSAOF has no effect on the availability of the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF host command
environment.
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NOTE
If your system runs more than one copy of OPS/MVS, you can use the CICSAOF parameter to limit which
copy processes CICS messages, and as a switch to turn off CICS message traffic while AOF rules are being
modified.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSAOF

This function causes connections to the COF interface to be permitted:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSAOF','YES')

CICSCONSNAME Parameter

Identifies the console that OPS/MVS uses to issue WTO messages for messages that the CICS Operations Facility (COF)
generates. OPS/MVS uses the CICSCONSNAME parameter value only when the WTOCICS parameter is set to YES.

Default value
Blanks

Other possible values
Any valid 2- to 8-character console name. For information about valid console names, see the definition of
CONSOLxx in the IBM documentation.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSCONSNAME

This function sets the ID for the CICS console to CONS01:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSCONSNAME','CONS01')

CICSDELETE Parameter

Determines whether CICS messages that are trapped by the XTDOUT CICS exit may be deleted from the appropriate
CICS transient data queue by AOF rules.

When you are writing rules for CICS messages and the COF interface is active, you can determine the exit type by using
the OPS/REXX OPSINFO function as follows:

var = OPSINFO('EXITTYPE')

This function returns the type of the exit in which the AOF captured the event that triggered the rule. If the exit type is
CICS, the message is from the COF interface. If the exit type is MVS, either CICS issued the message through a WTO,
or the COF interface issued a WTO because the WTOCICS parameter is set to YES. When the exit type is CICS and
the CICSDELETE parameter is set to YES, an AOF message rule return value of SUPPRESS or DELETE has the same
effect, deleting the message from the CICS transient data queue. If CICSDELETE is set to NO, the SUPPRESS or
DELETE value is ignored. When the exit type is MVS, the SUPRESS and DELETE return values operate as with any z/
OS message and have no effect on the CICS transient data queue.
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Default value
NO
OPS/MVS will not allow suppression of transient data queue messages by AOF rules. OPS/MVS will not honor
a return value of either SUPPRESS or DELETE from an AOF rule, and the CICS message appears in the CICS
transient data queue.

Other possible values
YES
OPS/MVS will allow suppression of transient data queue messages by AOF rules. OPS/MVS honors the return
value from the AOF rule.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSDELETE

This function permits AOF suppression of transient data queue messages:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSDELETE','YES')

CICSDESC Parameter

This parameter, valid only if the WTOCICS parameter is set to YES, determines the descriptor code that OPS/MVS uses
to issue WTOs for COF-generated messages.

Default value
x'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid descriptor code

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSDESC

This function sets the descriptor code to 7 for WTO messages issued in response to CICS messages:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSDESC','7')

CICSMSGID Parameter

Use the CICSMSGID parameter to force a default message ID for AOF processing of CICS messages when a transient
data queue message does not begin with an ID of either DFH or OPS342. Setting this parameter has no effect on the
message text. You can write a single rule to process the unidentified messages.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any one- to eight-character message ID

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSMSGID

This function sets CICSMSG as the CICS default message ID for AOF processing:
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OPSPRM('SET','CICSMSGID','CICSMSG')

CICSROUTE Parameter

This parameter, valid only if the WTOCICS parameter is set to YES, supplies the routing code that OPS/MVS uses for
WTOs for COF-generated messages.

Default value
x'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid routing code, expressed as hexadecimals

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSROUTE

This function sets the default routing code to 12:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSROUTE','12')

CICSTIMER Parameter

Determines whether OPS/MVS automates message OPS3420O, which reports the status of CICS operations. If you
specify YES, OPS/MVS generates message OPS3420O every 15 minutes.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSTIMER

This function prevents OPS/MVS from automatically issuing message OPS3420O:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSTIMER','NO')

CICSTIMERDEST Parameter

Use the CICSTIMERDEST parameter to determine the name of the CICS destination that receives the CICS status
message (message OPS3420O). The CICS XTDOUT exit intercepts this message. You can use an AOF rule to suppress
the OPS3420O message.

If more than one copy of OPS/MVS is active, the copy with OPSS as its subsystem name controls the destination of the
message. If the OPSS subsystem is inactive, the subsystem that appears first on the z/OS subsystem control table chain
controls the destination of the message.

Default value
CSMT

Other possible values
Any one- to four-character CICS destination name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime
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Example: CICSTIMERDEST

This function specifies that the OPS3420O message is to be sent to the CSCS destination:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSTIMERDEST','CSCS')

CICSTIMERINTERVAL Parameter

Determines the number of minutes that elapse between the issuance of the CICS status message, which is the
OPS3420O message.

If more than one copy of OPS/MVS is active, the copy with OPSS as its subsystem name controls the frequency of the
message. If the OPSS subsystem is inactive, the subsystem that appears first on the z/OS subsystem control table chain
controls the frequency of the message.

NOTE
You can use the OPS3420O message as a monitoring tool for a particular CICS region. Since the message
should appear at the interval specified by the CICSTIMERINTERVAL parameter if the region is operational,
you can write an AOF rule that records the last time the message appears and places the time value in a global
variable. A subsequent time-of-day (TOD) rule can periodically check the time of the last message and notify
you if the region is no longer producing the message as scheduled.

Default value
15

Other possible values
Any number of minutes between 1 and 5,999

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: CICSTIMERINTERVAL

This function specifies that the OPS3420O message should be issued every 60 minutes:

OPSPRM('SET','CICSTIMERINTERVAL','60')

INITCOF Parameter

Initializes the COF interface for possible connections to active CICS regions that are using the CICS global exit
(XTDOUT). When the value of the INITCOF parameter is NO:

• You cannot use the ADDRESS OPSCTL COF host command environment.
• CICS transient data messages are not sent to the AOF for processing.
• Default value

NO
• Other possible values

YES

NOTE
Only those customers who have licensed the COF can set the value of the INITCOF parameter to YES.

• Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: INITCOF

This function initializes the COF interface:
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OPSPRM('SET','INITCOF','YES')

WTOCICS Parameter

Determines whether OPS/MVS issues WTOs for the CICS messages generated by the COF. Allowing the COF to
generate these messages has these benefits:

• Operators can see the CICS messages without looking at a CICS terminal.
• The CICS messages can be in the system log.
• CICS messages are available in OPSLOG on a JES3 global system even if CICS runs in the JES3 local system.
• Default value

YES
• Other possible values

NO
• Set or modify this parameter...

Anytime

Example: WTOCICS

This function prevents OPS/MVS from issuing WTOs for COF-generated CICS messages:

OPSPRM('SET','WTOCICS','NO')

ESI-related Parameters
 

The Expert Systems Interface (ESI) is not part of the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) base
product—it is a separately licensed feature.

INITESI Parameter

Determines whether the Expert Systems Interface (ESI) is initialized.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES
Sites that have licensed the ESI should set INITESI to YES.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

Example: INITESI

This function prevents OPS/MVS from initializing the ESI:

OPSPRM('SET','INITESI','NO')

IMS-related (IOF) Parameters
The parameters that are described that are in the following sections tailor the operation of the OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) IMS Operations Facility (IOF).
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NOTE
 The IMS Operations Facility (IOF) is not part of the OPS/MVS base product-it is a separately licensed feature.

DEBUGBMP Parameter

Together with the IMSnINITBMP, IMSnPSBNAME, and IMSnTRANNAME parameters, the DEBUGBMP parameter helps
you to control the activation or deactivation of a BMP region that the IOF can use to process IMS commands.

This parameter generates trace messages for BMP execution that are useful for debugging and gathering statistics.

Default values
OFF

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: DEBUGBMP 

This function turns on tracing for BMP execution:

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGBMP','ON')

DEBUGIMSU Parameter

The DEBUGIMSU parameter is used to trace installation and user exit problems. We do not recommend that you enable
this parameter unless directed to do so by Broadcom Support.

Default values
OFF

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: DEBUGIMSU 

This function turns on tracing for IMS user exits:

OPSPRM('SET','DEBUGIMSU','ON')

IMSnBMPSTC Parameter

The IMSnBMPSTC parameter identifies the IOF BMP started task JCL. For details, see Install the IMS Operations
Facility . 

Default values
No default

Other possible values
Any 1-character to 8-character PDS member name of the IOF BMP started task (STC) JCL

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMS1BMPSTC 

This function specifies IMSBATCH as the member name for the BMP:
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OPSPRM('SET','IMS1BMPSTC','IMSBATCH')

IMSnCHAR Parameter

The IMSnCHAR parameter defines the command character for an IMS control region that OPS/MVS processes through
its IMS Operations Facility (IOF). The n value is the region number. OPS/MVS allows up to 32 IMS control regions in the
IOF, each having its own unique command character.

By prefixing the IMS command with this command character, you can send a command to the n IMS region without using
a REPLY command. OPS/MVS automatically determines the WTO request of the IMS region and responds to it with the
intended command.

WARNING
The IMSnCHAR parameter can only contain the Characters Allowed In z/OS Commands. This parameter may
be set to a single or double quote (x'7D' or x'7F') by supplying the value as a hexadecimal.

NOTE
 This parameter does not modify the IMS CMDCHAR value that is defined in the IMS system generation. This
parameter is only used as an alias value, to allow an operator to issue a command to IMSn without knowing the
IMSn WTOR replyid.

Default values

• The / character
This value is for IMS region 1.

• A blank
This value is for IMS regions 2 through 32.

Other possible values
Any character, as long as each IMS region has a different command character

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMS7CHAR 

This function sets the command character for IMS region 7 to @:

OPSPRM('SET','IMS7CHAR','@')

IMSnCOLOR Parameter

The IMSnCOLOR parameter defines the display color for messages from each IMS region in the IOF. The value of n is
the number (1 through 32) of an IMS control region. The color that you specify applies only to messages displayed in
OPSLOG on color terminals.

Default value

• TURQ (turquoise)
This value is for IMS region 1.

• NONE
This value is for all IMS regions 2 through 32

Other possible values:
BLUE, GREEN, PINK, RED, WHITE, YELLOW

NOTE
Each color is valid for any IMS region.
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMS4COLOR 

This function causes messages from IMS region 4 to display in green:

OPSPRM('SET','IMS4COLOR','GREEN')

IMSnDROPDUPLICATE Parameter

The IMS DROPDUPLICATE parameter determines whether OPS/MVS attempts to eliminate duplicate IMS messages
automatically from the OPSLOG and AOF rules. The value n is a number (in the range of 1 to 32) of an IMS control
region.

Many IMS messages are simply passed to the IMS exit (IOF), while many are passed to the IOF and WTOd by IMS. You
can differentiate between these two cases in your AOF rules by using the OPSINFO("EXITTYPE") function of OPS/REXX.
If the message is simply passed to the IOF, the function returns the string IMS. If the message is also WTOd by IMS, the
function returns the string MVS.

The EXITTYPE column in the OPSLOG provides the same information as discussed in the previous paragraph. The
algorithm for eliminating duplicate messages is simplistic to avoid adding too much overhead to the process. Due to its
simplicity, the algorithm is unlikely to work well in an environment that has heavy IMS message traffic. Therefore, we
recommend that you leave this parameter set to the default value (NO) and use the OPSINFO("EXITYPE") function in
your AOF MSG rules to avoid processing messages from both the IMS and MVS exits.

Default value
NO
This value is for all IMS regions. Use this value when most of the rules automating your IMS messages simply
suppress duplicate IMS WTOs. However, when automation rules do more than simply suppression and the
IMSnDROPDUPLICATE parameter is set to NO, the rules must take responsibility for avoiding duplicate
processing.

Other possible values
YES
When the parameter value is YES, OPS/MVS does not automate the duplicate IMS message.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSnDROPDUPLICATE 

This function prevents automation for duplicate IMS WTOs from IMS region 5:

OPSPRM('SET','IMS5DROPDUPLICATE','YES')

IMSnID Parameter

The IMSnIS parameter defines the IMS ID of each region under the control of the IOF. The n value is the number (1
through 32) of an IMS region.

If you nullify this parameter, OPS/MVS automatically sets it to the ID of the first valid IMS control region it finds
active. OPS/MVS sees a region as valid when its IMS SVC number is valid.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid IMS region ID
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Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization
IMSnBMPSTC

 Example: IMSnID 

This function sets the IMS ID of IMS region 6 to IMS6:

OPSPRM('SET','IMS6ID','IMS6')

IMSnINITBMP Parameter

Together with the DEBUGBMP, IMSnPSBNAME, and IMSnTRANNAME parameters, the IMSnINITBMP parameter helps
you control the activation or deactivation of a BMP region that the IOF can use to process IMS commands. The value
of n is a number (1 through 32) of an IMS control region.

This parameter starts or terminates a BMP region. When IMSnINITBMP is set to YES, the IOF sends a subset of IMS
commands to the BMP for processing. However, the following commands are still sent to the IMS WTOR: CANCEL,
CHECKPOINT, END, ERESTART, EXCLUSIVE, EXIT, FORMAT, HOLD, IAM, LOCK, MODIFY, MSVERIFY, NRESTART,
RCLSDST, and RCOMPT.

When terminating the IMS control region, you must set the IMSnINITBMP parameter to NO to terminate the BMP-
dependent region OPS/MVS started for this application. The control region cannot terminate until any dependent regions
(including the BMP region) have terminated.

You can automate terminating the BMP region by writing a command rule that responds to IMS termination commands by
calling the OPSPRM function of OPS/REXX to set the IMSnINITBMP parameter to NO.

Default values
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSnINITBMP  

This function starts a BMP region that may be used for process IMS commands:

OPSPRM('SET','IMS27INITBMP','YES')

IMSnPSBNAME Parameter

Together with the DEBUGBMP, IMSnINITBMP, and IMSnTRANNAME parameters, the IMSnINITPSB parameter helps you
to control the activation or deactivation of a BMP region that the IOF can use to process IMS commands. The value of n is
a number (1 through 32) of an IMS control region.

This parameter specifies the program specification block (PSB) name for this BMP region. The name must match the
value that is specified in the PSB=name keyword of the APPLCTN macro for the BMP.

The APPLCTN macro must specify these values:

PGMTYPE=BATCH, FPATH=NO, SCHDTYPE=PARALLEL

NOTE
 These values are the basic requirements for the BMP.

The PSB also requires a PSBGEN/ACBGEN job that includes the following values in the PSBGEN statement:

LANG=ASSEM, MAXQ=0, CMPAT=YES, IOASIZE=132
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No other PSBGEN statements are needed.

Default values
Blanks

Other possible values
Any 1-character to 8-character PSB name; PSB naming conventions are set by your installation

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSnINITPSB  

This function specifies IOFBMP as the PSB name of the BMP:

OPSPRM('SET','IMS5PSBNAME','IOFBMP')

IMSnTRANNAME Parameter

Together with the DEBUGBMP, IMSnINITBMP, and IMSnPSBNAME parameters, the IMSnTRANNAME parameter helps
you to control the activation or deactivation of a BMP region that the IOF can use to process IMS commands. The value
of n is a number (1 through 32) of an IMS control region.

This parameter specifies the transaction name that OPS/MVS uses for the BMP region. The name must match the CODE
value that you specify for the TRANSACT macro that follows the APPLCTN macro that is mentioned in the description of
the IMSnPSBNAME parameter.

The TRANSACT macro can include these values:

PROCLIM=(10,10), INQUIRE=(YES,RECOVER), SCHD=1

NOTE
 The value of the IMSnTRANNAME parameter may be the same as the value of the IMSnPSBNAME parameter.

Default values
Blanks

Other possible values
Any 1-character to 8-character transaction name; transaction naming conventions are set by your installation

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSnTRANNAME  

This function specifies IOFBMP as the transaction name for the BMP:

OPSPRM('SET','IMS2TRANNAME','IOFBMP')

IMSAOIxOFFSET Parameter

The IMSAOIxOFFSET parameter defines which of 16 possible offsets (indicated by x) that OPS/MVS uses to determine
the address of the IMS AOI exit modules, allowing the OPS/MVS AOI exit to take control before the original IMS AOI exit.
The offset points to the VCON pointer that IMS module DFSQUE10 uses to link to the AOI exit, DFSAOUE0.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any hexadecimal number

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization
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 Example: IMSAOIxOFFSET 

This function sets the offset to X'1234':

OPSPRM("SET","IMSAOI14OFFSET","X'1234'")

IMSBMPAGN Parameter

The IMSBPAGN parameter lets you use IMS Application Group Names, or AGNs, for the IOF BMP application. You must
use the same AGN for every IMS system on which you plan to run the IOF BMP.

NOTE
 This parameter is only for use by IMS users that must have AGNs in their system generation; for more
information, consult with your systems programmer.

Default value
Null

Other possible values
Any eight-character AGN

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSBMPAGN 

This function sets the AGN to OPSBMP:

OPSPRM('SET','IMSBMPAGN','OPSBMP')

IMSCMDxOFFSET Parameter

The IMSCMDxOFFSET parameter defines which of 16 possible offsets (indicated by x) that OPS/MVS uses to determine
the address of the IMS command analyzer routine, allowing the OPS/MVS CMD exit to take control before the original
IMS CMD exit. The offset points to the VCON pointer that IMS module DFSICIO0 uses to link to the AOI exit, DFSICLP0.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any four-digit hexadecimal number

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: IMSCMDxOFFSET 

This function sets the offset to X'1234':

OPSPRM("SET","IMSCMD3OFFSET","X'1234'")

IMSCONSNAME Parameter

The IMSCONSNAME parameter determines the console name that OPS/MVS uses to issue WTOs for IMS
messages. OPS/MVS uses the IMSCONSNAME parameter value only when the WTOIMS parameter is set to YES.

Default value
Blanks

Other possible values
Any valid 2-character to 8-character console name. For information about valid console names, see the definition
of CONSOLxx in the IBM documentation.
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSCONSNAME 

This function sets the IMS console ID to CONS01:

OPSPRM('SET','IMSCONSNAME','CONS01')

IMSDESC Parameter

Supplies the descriptor code that OPS/MVS uses to issue WTOs for the IMS messages that are processed through its
AOI exit.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid descriptor code, expressed as hexadecimals

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSDESC 

This function sets the descriptor code to X'0001':

OPSPRM("SET","IMSDESC","X'0001'")

IMSMTO Parameter

The IMSMTO parameter:

• Suppresses all IMS exit type messages that are destined for the MTO if it is set to ON.
• Affects ALL IMS systems that are using the OPS/MVS IOF interface.

No message suppression rules are needed for IMS exit messages when IMSMTO is set to ON. The OPSLOG disposition
for the IMS exit message shows SUP (for suppressed) if IMSMTO is only doing the suppression. This message
displays because the IMSMTO setting does not require the AOF rules engine to do the suppression. AOF rules that are
used for IMS exit messages are still processed.

Default value
OFF

Other possible values
ON

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSMTO 

This function turns on tracing for IMS user exits:

OPSPRM('SET','IMSMTO','ON')

IMSNONE Parameter

The IMSNONE parameter sets the default value of the OPSLOG browse field IMSID for non-IMS messages, and also the
value of the MSG.IMSID variable in a message rule when the current message is not an IMS message.
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Default value
NONE

Other possible values
Any 1-character to 4-character value

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSNONE 

This function sets the default IMS ID for non-IMS messages to IMSX:

OPSPRM('SET','IMSNONE','IMSX')

IMSOUTPUT Parameter

The IMSOUTPUT parameter determines whether OPS/MVS includes the IMS WTOR message and any subsequent
message lines when retrieving output from an IMS command.

NOTE
Although most IMS commands produce no additional output after redisplaying the IMS WTOR, a few
commands, such as /DBR DB BI21PART, do generate such output.

Default value
YES
This value excludes the WTOR and any subsequent lines.

Other possible values
NO
This value includes the WTOR and more output lines.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSOUTPUT 

This function tells OPS/MVS to include the WTOR and any additional output lines:

OPSPRM('SET','IMSOUTPUT','NO')

IMSROUTE Parameter

The IMSROUTE parameter defines the routing code that OPS/MVS uses when issuing WTOs for the IMS messages that
are processed through its AOI exit.

Default value
X'0000'

Other possible values
Any valid routing code, expressed as hexadecimals

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSROUTE 

This function sets the routing for IMS messages that are processed through the AOI exit to X'0001':

OPSPRM("SET","IMSROUTE","X'0001'")
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IMSSVCx Parameter

The IMSSVCx parameter lets you predefine the IMS SVC numbers that are used in your system. Through IMSSVCx, you
supply the number of the one of 16 possible IMS SVCs that OPS/MVS supports, with x representing the number of the
IMS SVC found in the SVC table of the operating system. The x value does not correlate to the number of IMS control
regions.

If you do not set the IMSSVCx parameter, OPS/MVS scans the SVC table of the system at startup and it sets the
parameter automatically.

Default value
No default

Other possible values
Any valid IMS SVC number

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSSVCx  

This function sets the IMS SVC for the system to 6:

OPSPRM('SET','IMSSVC4','6')

IMSSVCxOFFSET Parameter

The IMSSVCxOFFSET parameter defines the offset into the SVC table of the system at which the SVC indicated by x can
be found, where x is any number from 1 through 16. OPS/MVS scans the SVC table at startup and sets this parameter
automatically. To control which SVC is used, use the IMSSVCx parameter.

Default value
Null (the recommended value)

Other possible values
Any valid hexadecimal number

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSSVCxOFFSET 

This function identifies the offset for the IMS SVC as X'0001':

OPSPRM("SET","IMSSVC3OFFSET","X'0001'")

IMSxINSTALLEXIT Parameter

The IMSxINSTALLEXIT parameter lets you optionally install the IOF AOI message and command exits. For more details,
see Install the IMS Operations Facility.

Default value
YES

Other possible values
NO

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: IMSxINSTALLEXITS 

This function installs the IOF exits:
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OPSPRM(“SET”,”IMSxINSTALLEXITS”,”YES”)

INITIMS Parameter

The INITIMS parameter determines whether OPS/MVS dynamically installs its own IMS AOI and CMD exits.

If you are a customer who has licensed the IOF but have z/OS images where IMS is never used, there is a performance
advantage (CPU and storage) in setting the INITIMS parameter to NO on those systems.

When the INITIMS parameter is set to NO, the output of the OPSPARM SHOW(ALL) command processor does not
include IMS parameters. The NO setting also inhibits the displays of IMSPARMS when you use OPSVIEW option 4.1.1.
This characteristic reduces storage and improves performance. If you set the value of INITIMS to YES, all displays are
available.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

NOTE
Only those customers who have licensed the IOF component should set this parameter value to YES.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: INITIMS 

This function causes OPS/MVS to initialize its IMS exits:

OPSPRM('SET','INITIMS','YES')

WTOIMS Parameter

The WTOIMS parameter determines whether IMS messages destined only for the MTO terminal are WTOd on the system
console. See also IMSDESC Parameter and IMSROUTE Parameter.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: WTOIMS 

This function permits IMS messages that the AOI exit processes to receive WTO requests:

OPSPRM('SET','WTOIMS','YES')

MSF Parameters
The Multi-System Facility (MSF) is not part of the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) base
product—it is a separately licensed feature.
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INITMSF Parameter

Initializes the MSF interface. If you have not licensed the MSF component, specify NO. If you are using ADDRESS MQ,
INITMSF must be set to YES.

Default value
NO

Other possible values
YES
Sites that have licensed the MSF should set INITMSF to YES. If you are using ADDRESS MQ, you must set
INITMSF to YES.

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: INITMSF 

This function prevents OPS/MVS from initializing the MSF:

OPSPRM('SET','INITMSF','NO')

MSFDELAY Parameter

Sets the default delay time for all remote MSF systems. OPS/MVS uses this parameter when the OPSCTL MSF DEFINE
command, used to define a remote system, does not include the DELAY keyword.

Default value
1 (second)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: MSFDELAY 

This function sets 10 seconds as the delay time for remote MSF systems:

OPSPRM('SET','MSFDELAY','10')

MSFLOGMODE Parameter

Specifies the default VTAM LOGMODE name for all MSF APPC sessions.

Default value
LU62

Other possible values
Any valid VTAM LOGMODE name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: MSFLOGMODE 

This function assigns the VTAM LOGMODE name LU4 to your MSF APPC sessions:

OPSPRM('SET','MSFLOGMODE','LU4')
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MSFNONVTAMONLY Parameter

Determines whether MSF uses only non-VTAM based communication protocols.

To use MSF when VTAM is not active, set the value of MSFNONVTAMONLY to YES. If MSFNONVTAMONLY is set to
NO, VTAM must be active to use MSF.

The MSFNONVTAMONLY parameter lets you either use non-VTAM MSF connections before VTAM has completely
initialized or not use VTAM at all. In the first case, if you need such non-VTAM MSF connections, and also want to use
VTAM MSF connections after VTAM has initialized, you can start OPS/MVS with the value of MSFNONVTAMONLY set to
YES, and use a message rule to set the value of MSFNONVTAMONLY to NO and activate VTAM MSF connections after
VTAM has initialized.

Default value
NO
This value indicates that VTAM must be active to use MSF.

Other possible values
YES
This value indicates that MSF will not attempt to use VTAM.

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: MSFNONVTAMONLY 

This function indicates that MSF will not attempt to use VTAM:

OPSPRM('SET','MSFNONVTAMONLY','YES')

MSFRESTARTREXX Parameter

Specifies the name of an OPS/REXX program that you have written to set up your MSF environment after the Multi-
System Facility (MSF) has been restarted. The same OPS/REXX EXEC can and should be called from the REXX
designated by the BEGINCMD parameter to set up MSF during product initialization.

The program you specify as the value of MSFRESTARTREXX must be in a PDS library that is allocated to the OPSMAIN
STC JCL under the SYSEXEC ddname.

WARNING
For the MSFRESTRATREXX parameter to take effect, the value of the INITMSF parameter must be YES.

For more information, see Configure the Multi-System Facility (MSF).

Default value
Blanks (indicating that there is no MSF restart program to execute)

Other possible values
Any valid OPS/REXX program name

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: MSFRESTARTREXX 

This function names MSFINIT as the MSF restart OPS/REXX program:

OPSPRM('SET','MSFRESTARTREXX','MSFINIT')

MSFSYSWAIT Parameter

Specifies a default wait time for OPS/MVS components that use the MSF.
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For example, if you issue the ADDRESS AOF ENABLE command but fail to specify a value for the SYSWAIT
keyword, OPS/MVS uses the wait time specified on the MSFSYSWAIT parameter. On the other hand, if your ADDRESS
AOF ENABLE command includes a value for the SYSWAIT keyword, that value overrides the value of the MSFSYSWAIT
parameter.

Default value
10 (seconds)

Other possible values
Any number of seconds from 1 to 300

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: MSFSYSWAIT 

This function sets the MSF wait time to 60 seconds:

OPSPRM('SET','MSFSYSWAIT','60')

SENDQUE Parameter

Sets the default size of the MSF send queue. The MSF send queue stores messages and commands sent across
systems.

Default value
1024

Other possible values
You can send between 0 and 10,000 queued messages to an MSF node

Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: SENDQUE 

This function sets the default size of the MSF send queue to 5,000 messages:

OPSPRM('SET','SENDQUE','5000')

NOTE
 If you change the value of this parameter, you must restart MSF for the changes to take effect. For information
on restarting MSF, see Multi-System Facility.

SYSID Parameter

Defines the name of the local system in a Multi-System Facility, or MSF, network.

If possible, we recommend that you specify either the SMF ID of your system or the SYSNAME from IEASYSxx as the
value of the SYSID parameter.

Typically, you should change the value of the SYSID parameter only prior to defining and starting your MSF network.

Default value
The SMF ID of your system. If the SMF ID does not begin with an alphabetic or national character ($, #, or @),
then the SMF ID will be prefixed by the character string @@@@. For example, if the SMF ID of your system is
1234, the Default value of the SYSID parameter is @@@@1234.
Other possible values
Any valid one- to eight-character MSF ID. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remaining
characters may be alphabetic, national, or numeric. Imbedded blanks are not permitted.
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Set or modify this parameter...
Anytime

 Example: SYSID 

This function sets the system ID to ZOS9:

OPSPRM('SET','SYSID','ZOS9')

VTAMQUE Parameter

Determines the maximum number of cross-system messages and commands that can be queued for sending across MSF
communication links.

Default value
1024
This value should be sufficient in most cases.

Other possible values
Any number from 0 to 10,000

Set or modify this parameter...
At initialization

 Example: VTAMQUE 

This function indicates that as many as 5000 messages and commands can be queued:

OPSPRM('SET','VTAMQUE','5000')

Display-only Parameters
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) provides numerous display-only parameters. You cannot
change the values of display-only parameters, but they can provide you with useful and important information. Some of
the OPS/MVS most important display-only parameters are listed alphabetically in the following sections. For information
about display-only parameters not described here, see the description of OPSVIEW option 4.1.1.

ABENDCURRENT Parameter

The ABENDCURRENT parameter keeps a count of the number of times OPS/MVS has abended.

AOFEXECUTESTATUS Parameter

The AOFEXECUTESTATUS parameter displays the current state of the AOF Execute Processor. The AOF Execute
Processor may be in one of the following states:

 State  Description 

WAITING Waiting for work (the most common state).

NORMAL Normal AOF Execute processing.

INIT AOF is initializing.
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TOD AOF is performing Time-Of-Day event processing (a TOD rule
is probably executing). If this parameter remains in the TOD
status for a long period of time, check the AOFEXECUTETOD
parameter for the name of the TOD rule that is monopolizing AOF
processing. Do not code TOD rules that wait for long periods of
time, since they prevent other AOF activity from occurring. Such
processing should be done asynchronously in OSF TSO servers.

AOFCMD AOF is processing an ADDRESS AOF host command.

TERM AOF is terminating.

AOFEXECUTETOD Parameter

The AOFEXECUTETOD parameter displays the ruleset.rulename combination of either the currently executing or last
executed TOD rule. When the AOFEXECUTESTATUS parameter shows TOD, this parameter almost always shows the
name of the executing TOD rule.

AOFRECURSIONDATE Parameter

The AOFRECURSIONDATE parameter displays the date the AOF recursion was detected. The date is in the yyyy/mm/dd
format.

AOFRECURSIONTIME Parameter

The AOFRECURSIONTIME parameter displays the time the AOF recursion was detected.

AOFRECURSIONRULE Parameter

The AOFRECURSIONRULE parameter displays the name of the rule (in ruleset.rulename format) that was running when
the AOF recursion was detected.

AOFRULESTORAGE Parameter

The AOFRULESTORAGE parameter displays the number of bytes of extended private virtual storage currently being
used by AOF rules.

AOFWSHIGHUSEDDATE Parameter

The AOFWSHIGHUSEDDATE parameter displays the date the AOF REXX workspace high watermark was reached. The
date is in the yyyy/mm/dd format.

AOFWSHIGHUSEDPGM Parameter

The AOFWSHIGHUSEDPGM parameter displays the name of the external subroutine (or rule) that caused the AOF
REXX workspace high watermark to be reached.

AOFWSHIGHUSEDRULE Parameter

The AOFWSHIGHUSEDRULE parameter displays the name of the rule (in ruleset.rulename format) that caused the AOF
REXX workspace high watermark to be reached.

AOFWSHIGHUSEDTIME Parameter

The AOFWSHIGHUSEDTIME parameter displays the time the AOF REXX workspace high watermark was reached.
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BROWSEARCHNEEDED Parameter

The BROWSEARCHNEEDED parameter contains the OPSLOG message sequence number of the message that caused
the OPS4403O message to be issued in order to start an OPSLOG archive process. The frequency of the OPSLOG
archive cycle is controlled by the ARCHIVETRIGGER parameter.

BROWSEBLOCKS Parameter

The BROWSEBLOCKS parameter displays the total number of z/OS pages included in the OPSLOG data area that were
written to the VSAM checkpoint data set as a result of the checkpointing process. The checkpoint process writes out all
changed pages periodically and all pages at termination.

BROWSEBYTES Parameter

The BROWSEBYTES parameter displays the number of bytes of above-the-line private area storage required to contain
the OPSLOG data and its associated overhead areas. The size of this data area is primarily determined by the value of
the BROWSEMAX parameter.

BROWSECHECK Parameter

The BROWSECHECK parameter displays the total number of OPSLOG checkpoint requests that successfully wrote data
to the OPSLOG checkpoint VSAM data set. If no new event data is received during a checkpoint interval, the checkpoint
is bypassed.

BROWSECHECKNUM Parameter

The BROWSECHECKNUM parameter displays the highest OPSLOG message sequence number that was included in
the last OPSLOG checkpoint. When this number is less than the current message sequence number, new data has been
added to OPSLOG and it must be checkpointed.

BROWSEDATE Parameter

The BROWSEDATE parameter displays the local date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) of the last OPSLOG checkpoint in which
changed and new data in OPSLOG was written to the OPSLOG checkpoint VSAM data set.

BROWSELASTARCH Parameter

The BROWSELASTARCH parameter displays the OPSLOG message sequence number of the last OPSLOG message
that has been successfully archived. The OPSLOG archive program sets this value after successfully completing an
archive request.

BROWSEMAXINUSE Parameter

Displays the maximum number of messages in the OPSLOG message area for the current in-use OPSLOG. The
OPSLOG message area resides in a data space owned by the OPS/MVS main address space.

The value of the BROWSEMAXINUSE parameter is determined by one of the following:

• The BROWSEMAX parameter
• The default or override value specified on either of the following host commands for the current OPSLOG:

ADDRESS OPSCTL “OPSLOG DEFINE” 

ADDRESS OPSCTL “OPSLOG ACTIVATE” 
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BROWSEMSGS Parameter

The BROWSEMSGS parameter displays the total number of error messages that would have been produced from errors
in OPSLOG processing. When this number exceeds an internal threshold value, error messages are suppressed to avoid
flooding the system consoles and OPSLOG with excessive error messages.

BROWSEPAGES Parameter

The BROWSEPAGES parameter displays the number of z/OS 4 KB page frames of above-the-line private area
storage required to contain the OPSLOG data and its associated overhead areas. The size of this data area is primarily
determined by the BROWSEMAX parameter. This number may be used to estimate the required size of the OPSLOG
VSAM linear data set, which is composed of 4 KB control intervals that are mapped to z/OS pages.

BROWSESEQ Parameter

The BROWSESEQ parameter displays the OPSLOG message sequence number of the most recent message sent to
OPSLOG. This number is increased incrementally by 1 for each new message.

BROWSETIME Parameter

The BROWSETIME parameter displays the local time (in hh:mm:ss format) of the last OPSLOG checkpoint in which
changed and new data in OPSLOG was written to the OPSLOG checkpoint VSAM data set. The checkpoint frequency is
determined by the value of the BROWSEINTERVAL parameter.

BROWSEVERSION Parameter

The BROWSEVERSION parameter displays the version of OPS/MVS that first created the current live OPSLOG in the
format 'vv.rr.00'. This value changes to match the OPSLOG that is live.

CAIENFCOUNT Parameter

The CAIENFCOUNT parameter keeps a count of the CAIENF events that OPS/MVS receives.

CAIENFCURRENT Parameter

The CAIENFCURRENT parameter keeps a count of the number of CAIENF events that OPS/MVS receives each second.
For every elapsed second, OPS/MVS decreases this counter by the value of the CAIENFRATE parameter.

CAIENFDATE Parameter

The CAIENFDATE parameter displays the date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) of the last CAIENF event that OPS/MVS received.

CAIENFTIME Parameter

The CAIENFTIME parameter displays the time of the last CAIENF event OPS/MVS received.

CMDACCEPT Parameter

The CMDACCEPT parameter keeps a count of the number of times the final command rule disposition was ACCEPT after
all AOF rules processed the command event.

CMDECF Parameter

The CMDECF parameter keeps a count of the number of commands that were directed to the ECF because they were
prefixed by the value of the ECFCHAR parameter.
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CMDNOACTION Parameter

The CMDNOACTION parameter keeps a count of the number of times the final command rule disposition was
NOACTION after all AOF rules processed the command event.

CMDOSF Parameter

The CMDOSF parameter keeps a count of the number of commands that were directed to the OSF because they were
prefixed by the value of the OSFCHAR parameter.

CMDREJECT Parameter

The CMDREJECT parameter keeps a count of the number of times the final command rule disposition was REJECT after
all AOF rules processed the command event.

COMMANDCOUNT Parameter

The COMMANDCOUNT parameter keeps a count of commands that OPS/MVS has generated.

COMMANDCURRENT Parameter

The COMMANDCURRENT parameter keeps a count of how many commands OPS/MVS issues per second. For every
elapsed second, OPS/MVS decreases this counter by the value of the COMMANDRATE parameter. OPS/MVS calculates
the COMMANDCURRENT value only when a command is issued in OPS/MVS.

COMMANDDATE Parameter

The COMMANDDATE parameter displays the date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) of the last command issued by OPS/MVS.

COMMANDSUPPRESSED Parameter

The COMMANDSUPPRESSED parameter keeps a count of the commands that were destined to be issued by OPS/MVS,
but were suppressed. OPS/MVS suppresses the generation of a command if it will cause the COMMANDCURRENT value
to exceed the COMMANDMAX value.

COMMANDTIME Parameter

The COMMANDTIME parameter displays the time of the last command issued by OPS/MVS.

CSA Parameter

The CSA parameter displays the amount of common service area (CSA) storage below the 16 MB line that OPS/MVS has
directly acquired. Compare this value to the limit defined by the CSALIMIT parameter. Note that CSA storage may be
indirectly acquired by operating system services used by OPS/MVS. Any storage acquired in this way is not included in
this value or in the ECSALIMIT value.

ECSA Parameter

The ECSA parameter displays the amount of extended common service area (ECSA) storage above the 16 MB line
that OPS/MVS has directly acquired. Compare this value to the limit defined by the ECSALIMIT parameter. Note that
ECSA storage may be indirectly acquired by operating system services used by OPS/MVS. For example, the IBM
Communication Server (VTAM) acquires ECSA storage when MSF APPC connections are used. Any storage acquired in
this way is not included in this value or in the ECSALIMIT value.
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ENFEXECUTESTATUS Parameter

The ENFEXECUTESTATUS parameter displays the current state of the ENF Execute Processor. The ENF Execute
Processor may be in one of the following states:

 State  Description 

NEVACT The ENF interface has not been activated since the product
started.

INIT The ENF interface is initializing.

LISTEN The ENF interface is active and is listening for ENF events (the
most common state).

TERM The ENF interface is terminating or has already terminated. It can
be restarted via the MODIFY command.

ENQ Parameter

The ENQ parameter specifies the ENQ major name (QNAME) used by OPS/MVS. This ENQ major name guarantees that
only one OPS/MVS subsystem with a unique OPS/MVS subsystem name (for example: OPSS) is active at any time on
each copy of the operating system. If you start a second copy, it is suspended on the ENQ until the first copy terminates
and releases its ENQ.

GLOBALALLOC Parameter

The GLOBALALLOC parameter displays the high-used watermark in the global variable workspace. Space is always
allocated from the workspace using a first fit algorithm to keep the working set to a minimum. The value of the
GLOBALALLOC parameter is the sum of the values of the GLOBALBLOCKSUSED parameter and the GLOBALFREE
parameter.

GLOBALBACKUPCOUNT Parameter

The GLOBALBACKUPCOUNT parameter displays the number of global variable and Relational Data Framework data
backups that have been completed since starting OPS/MVS.

GLOBALBACKUPEND Parameter

The GLOBALBACKUPEND parameter displays the time at which the last global variable and Relational Data Framework
data backup was completed.

GLOBALBACKUPNEXT Parameter

The GLOBALBACKUPNEXT parameter displays the time at which the next global variable and Relational Data
Framework data backup is scheduled to start.

GLOBALBACKUPSTART Parameter

The GLOBALBACKUPSTART parameter displays the time at which the last global variable and Relational Data
Framework data backup began.

GLOBALBLOCKSUSED Parameter

The GLOBALBLOCKSUSED parameter displays the number of global variable blocks in use. The global variable
database is divided into 256-byte segments. Each global variable and relational table row requires at least one block and
may require a number of additional contiguous blocks to hold all of the data. Most of the first block is not used to contain
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data, but instead contains information associated with the variable (for example, the name of the variable). The value of
the GLOBALBLOCKSUSED parameter is greater than or equal to the value of the GLOBALUSED parameter.

GLOBALCHECK Parameter

The GLOBALCHECK parameter displays the number of successful SYSCHK1 checkpoint requests. During a successful
checkpoint operation, OPS/MVS writes all changed global variable and Relational Data Framework data to the SYSCHK1
linear VSAM (DIV) data set. If no changes are made to the database during a checkpoint interval, which is defined by the
GLOBALINTERVAL parameter, the checkpoint operation is bypassed.

GLOBALCHECKUPDATES Parameter

The GLOBALCHECKUPDATES parameter displays the number of global variable and Relational Data Framework
updates that occurred from the time OPS/MVS was last started to the time the last SYSCHK1 checkpoint operation was
completed.

GLOBALDATE Parameter

The GLOBALDATE parameter displays the local date, in yyyy/mm/dd format, of the last checkpoint operation in which
all changed pages were written to the SYSCHK1 linear VSAM (DIV) data set. The value of the GLOBALINTERVAL
parameter determines the checkpoint frequency. See also the GLOBALTIME parameter.

GLOBALFREE Parameter

The GLOBALFREE parameter displays the total number of free blocks in all of the free areas. This number does not
include the never allocated blocks above the high-used watermark. For related information, see GLOBALALLOC
parameter. The value of the GLOBALFREE parameter is greater than or equal to the value of the GLOBALFREEAREAS
parameter.

GLOBALFREEAREAS Parameter

The GLOBALFREEAREAS parameter displays the total number of free areas in the allocated space. For related
information, see the GLOBALALLOC parameter. Contiguous free blocks are glued together into free areas, so each free
area may contain one or more free blocks.

GLOBALMSGS Parameter

The GLOBALMSGS parameter displays the total number of error messages that would have been produced from global
variable and Relational Data Framework checkpoint processing. When this number exceeds an internal threshold value,
error messages are suppressed to avoid flooding the system consoles and OPSLOG with excessive error messages.
Under normal conditions, the value of the GLOBALMSGS parameter is 0.

GLOBALPAGES Parameter

The GLOBALPAGES parameter displays the size, in pages, of the above-the-line private storage area that is required to
contain the global variable and Relational Data Framework data, as well as the associated overhead areas. The value of
the GLOBALMAX parameter determines the size of this data area.

GLOBALRESTORETIME Parameter

The GLOBALRESTORETIME parameter displays the time at which the last global variable and Relational Data
Framework data restore operation were completed.
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GLOBALRETRY Parameter

The GLOBALRETRY parameter displays the number of times that a SYSCHK1 checkpoint operation had to be retried. If
the update counter changed while a checkpoint was in progress, the checkpoint operation is retried in order to guarantee
the integrity of the DASD copy of the database. For more information about the update counter, see the GLOBALDATE
parameter.

GLOBALSIZE Parameter

The GLOBALSIZE parameter displays the size of the above-the-line private storage area that is required to contain
the global variable and Relational Data Framework data, as well as the associated overhead areas. The value of the
GLOBALMAX parameter determines the size of this data area.

GLOBALTEMPALLOC Parameter

The GLOBALTEMPALLOC parameter displays the high-used watermark in the temporary global variable workspace.
Space is always allocated from the workspace using a first fit algorithm to keep the working set to a minimum. The value
of the GLOBALTEMPALLOC parameter is equal to the sum of the values of the GLOBATEMPBLKSUSED parameter and
the GLOBALTEMPFREE parameter.

GLOBALTEMPBLKSUSED Parameter

The GLOBALTEMPBLKSUSED parameter displays the number of temporary global variable blocks in use. The
temporary global variable database is divided into 256-byte segments. Each temporary global variable and each row
of a relational table that was defined as a GLOBAL TEMPORARY table requires at least one block and may require
a number of additional contiguous blocks to hold all of the data. Most of the first block is not used to contain data, but
instead contains information associated with the variable (for example, the name of the variable). The value of the
GLOBALTEMPBLKSUSED parameter is greater than or equal to the value of the GLOBALTEMPUSED parameter.

GLOBALTEMPFREE Parameter

The GLOBALTEMPFREE parameter displays the total number of free blocks in all of the free areas. This number
does not include the never allocated blocks above the high-used watermark. For related information, see the
GLOBALTEMPALLOC parameter. The value of the GLOBALTEMPFREE parameter is greater than or equal to the value of
the GLOBALTEMPFREEAREAS parameter.

GLOBALTEMPFREEAREAS Parameter

The GLOBALTEMPFREEAREAS parameter displays the total number of free areas in the allocated space. For more
information, see the GLOBALTEMPALLOC parameter. Contiguous free blocks are glued together into free areas, so each
free area may contain one or more free blocks.

GLOBALTEMPUPDATE Parameter

The GLOBALTEMPUPDATE parameter displays the number of updates that were made, since OPS/MVS was started, to
temporary global variables and to relational tables that were defined with the GLOBAL TEMPORARY operand.

GLOBALTEMPUSED Parameter

The GLOBALTEMPUSED parameter displays the number of temporary global variables in use. This number includes
all of the data related to relational tables that were defined with the GLOBAL TEMPORARY operand. Each row in a
relational table that has been designated as GLOBAL TEMPORARY counts as a single temporary global variable. For
more information, see the GLOBALTEMPMAX parameter.
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GLOBALTIME Parameter

The GLOBALTIME parameter displays the local time, in hh:mm:ss format, of the last checkpoint operation in which
all changed pages were written to the SYSCHK1 linear VSAM (DIV) data set. The value of the GLOBALINTERVAL
parameter determines the checkpoint frequency. See also the GLOBALDATE Parameter.

GLOBALUPDATE Parameter

The GLOBALUPDATE parameter displays the number of global variable and Relational Data Framework updates that
have occurred since OPS/MVS was started. The value of the GLOBALUPDATE parameter is greater than or equal to the
value of the GLOBALCHECKUPDATES parameter.

GLOBALUSED Parameter

The GLOBALUSED parameter displays the number of global variables in use. This number includes all of the data
related to relational tables. Each row in a relational table counts as a single global variable. For more information, see the
GLOBALMAX parameter.

JESPVER Parameter

The JESPVER parameter, which is automatically set by OPS/MVS at startup time, is used to determine the levels of
certain operating system facilities. The value of the JESPVER parameter reflects the JESSVERS field of the JESCT
extension control block and should contain a value between 1 and 255. The value affects several OPS/MVS functions,
including its WTO message processing and whether it can access DIV. The JESPVER parameter is not intended for
customer use.

JOBID Parameter

The JOBID parameter displays the JES job ID of the product if it was started under JES (for example, STC01234), or it
displays the product job name if it was started under the master subsystem.

LEVEL Parameter

The LEVEL parameter displays a variable length string that provides the version, release, and maintenance level of the
OPS/MVS product. The format of this string is vV.rR.MM, where vV is the one or two-character version number, rR is
the one or two-character release number, and MM is the two-character maintenance level. MM is left-padded with the
character '0' if necessary. For example, OPS/MVS running at the base installation level will display the string '14.0.00'.

LOGRECCOUNT Parameter

The LOGRECCOUNT parameter keeps a count of LOGREC records that OPS/MVS has generated.

LOGRECCURRENT Parameter

The LOGRECCURRENT parameter counts the number of LOGREC records OPS/MVS writes. OPS/MVS creates these
records when recoverable abends occur during OPS/MVS processing, placing them in the SYS1.LOCREC data set. A
Broadcom Support representative may ask you to print these records for diagnostic purposes. If you have the SYSVIEW
product, you can browse and print these records online.

LOGRECDATE Parameter

The LOGRECDATE parameter displays the date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) of the last LOGREC record created by OPS/
MVS.
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LOGRECSUPPRESSED Parameter

The LOGRECSUPPRESSED parameter displays the count of LOGREC records that were going to be generated by OPS/
MVS, but were suppressed. OPS/MVS suppresses the generation of a LOGREC record if the record will cause the
LOGRECCURRENT value to exceed the LOGRECMAX value.

LOGRECTIME Parameter

The LOGRECTIME parameter displays the time of the last LOGREC record created by OPS/MVS.

LXCONCOUNT Parameter

The LXCONCOUNT parameter is obsolete, and will be removed in a future release.

LXCONCURRENT Parameter

The LXCONCURRENT parameter is obsolete, and will be removed in a future release.

LXCONDATE Parameter

The LXCONDATE parameter is obsolete, and will be removed in a future release.

LXCONTIME Parameter

The LXCONTIME parameter is obsolete, and will be removed in a future release.

MEMBER Parameter

The MEMBER parameter displays the value of the MEMBER substitutional JCL parameter of the OPSMAIN started task
procedure.

MESSAGECOUNT Parameter

The MESSAGECOUNT parameter keeps a count of the messages that OPS/MVS generates.

MESSAGECURRENT Parameter

The MESSAGECURRENT parameter keeps a count of the number of WTO messages that OPS/MVS issues each
second. For every elapsed second, OPS/MVS decreases this counter by the value of the MESSAGERATE parameter.

MESSAGEDATE Parameter

The MESSAGEDATE parameter displays the date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) of the last message that OPS/MVS issued.

MESSAGESUPPRESSED Parameter

The MESSAGESUPPRESSED parameter keeps a count of the messages that were destined to be issued by OPS/MVS,
but were suppressed. OPS/MVS suppresses the generation of one of its messages if generating the message would
cause the value of the MESSAGECURRENT parameter to exceed the value of the MESSAGEMAX parameter.

MESSAGETIME Parameter

The MESSAGETIME parameter displays the time of the last message OPS/MVS issued.
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MSGDELETE Parameter

The MSGDELETE parameter keeps a count of how many messages were targeted for deletion through the RETURN
"DELETE" statement. This parameter is useful for gathering OPS/MVS performance statistics.

MSGDISPLAY Parameter

The MSGDISPLAY parameter keeps a count of how many messages were targeted, through the RETURN "DISPLAY"
statement, for display only (that is, not for inclusion in the SYSLOG). This parameter is useful for gathering OPS/
MVS performance statistics.

MSGMPFBYPASS Parameter

The MSGMPFBYPASS parameter keeps a count of the number of messages that were not processed by the AOF
because the AOFMPFBYPASS parameter was set to YES and these messages had been suppressed by MPF.

MSGNOOPSLOG Parameter

The MSGNOOPSLOG parameter keeps a count of how many messages were suppressed from OPSLOG through
message rules using the NOOPSLOG option. This parameter is useful for gathering OPS/MVS performance statistics.

MSGNORMAL Parameter

The MSGNORMAL parameter keeps a count of how many messages were targeted for normal processing through
the MSG.DISP variable. This parameter is useful for gathering OPS/MVS performance statistics.

MSGSUPPRESS Parameter

The MSGSUPPRESS parameter keeps a count of how many messages were targeted for suppression through
the MSG.DISP variable. This parameter is useful for gathering OPS/MVS performance statistics.

OCCONSALLOC Parameter

The OCCONSALLOC parameter keeps a count of the number of times that a product console was successfully
allocated as a result of the use of either the OPSCMD command processor or the ADDRESS OPER host command
environment. OPS/MVS will not increase the counter incrementally if, in the text of the OPSCMD command processor or
ADDRESS OPER host command, you specify either the NOOUTPUT keyword or the name or ID of a console that is not
owned by OPS/MVS.

OCCONSFAIL Parameter

The OCCONSFAIL parameter keeps a count of the number of times a request to allocate a product console failed
immediately without waiting. This condition typically occurs when the CONTYPE keyword on an OPSCMD command
processor or ADDRESS OPER host command specifies a type of console that is not allocated to the product.

OCCONSWAITALLOC Parameter

The OCCONSWAITALLOC parameter keeps a count of the number of times that a product console was successfully
allocated only after waiting for one of the product consoles to be released. This count is included in the count kept by the
OCCONSALLOC parameter.

OCCONSWAITFAIL Parameter

The OCCONSWAITFAIL parameter keeps a count of the number of times a timeout occurred while OPS/MVS was waiting
for a product console to become available for allocation. A timeout occurs when all of the consoles of the type indicated by
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the CONTYPE keyword (specified on an OPSCMD command processor or ADDRESS OPER host command) were busy
at each interval defined by the OCCONTIME parameter.

PERMVERSION Parameter

The PERMVERSION parameter displays the version of OPS/MVS that first created the Permanent Parameters in the
format 'vv.rr.00'.

PROCESSBYPASSASID Parameter

The PROCESSBYPASSASID parameter displays the number of events that were bypassed because the value of
parameter PROCESSASIDMAX would have been exceeded.

PROCESSBYPASSTCB Parameter

The PROCESSBYPASSTCB parameter displays the number of events that were bypassed because the value of
parameter PROCESSTCBMAX would have been exceeded.

PROCESSBYPASSEOM Parameter

The PROCESSBYPASSEOM parameter displays the number of EOM events that were bypassed for terminating initiators.

PROCESSFAILCOUNT Parameter

The PROCESSFAILCOUNT parameter displays the number of failed attempts to allocate a process block from the
process block pool because there were no process blocks available. For more information, see more information, see
PROCESS Blocks.

NOTE
The PROCESSFAILCOUNT parameter is identical to the SSEXEXITFAILURES parameter.

PROCESSFAILDATE Parameter

The PROCESSFAILDATE parameter displays the local date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) on which the last process block
allocation failure occurred.

NOTE
The PROCESSFAILDATE parameter is identical to the SSEXEXITFAILDATE parameter.

PROCESSFAILTIME Parameter

The PROCESSFAILTIME parameter displays the local time (in hh:mm:ss format) at which the last process block allocation
failure occurred.

NOTE
The PROCESSFAILTIME parameter is identical to the SSEXEXITFAILTIME parameter.

PROCESSHIGHDATE Parameter

The PROCESSHIGHDATE parameter displays the local date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) on which the value of parameter
PROCESSHIGHCOUNT was first reached.

NOTE
The PROCESSHIGHDATE parameter is identical to the SSEXEXITHIGHDATE parameter.
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PROCESSHIGHTIME Parameter

The PROCESSHIGHTIME parameter displays the local time (in hh:mm:ss format) at which the the value of parameter
PROCESSHIGHCOUNT was first reached.

NOTE
The PROCESSHIGHTIME parameter is identical to the SSEXEXITHIGHTIME parameter.

PROCESSWAITAVG Parameter

The PROCESSWAITAVG parameter displays the average wait time, in milliseconds, that an event had to wait for a
process block to become available.

PROCESSWAITCOUNT Parameter

The PROCESSWAITCOUNT parameter displays the total number of times that any event had to wait for a process block
to become available.

PROCESSWAITMAX Parameter

The PROCESSWAITMAX parameter displays the maximum number of concurrent events that have waited for a process
block to become available.

PROCESSWAITTIMEOUT Parameter

The PROCESSWAITTIMEOUT parameter displays the number of all events that were bypassed because the value of
parameter PROCESSWAITMAX was exceeded.

SECURITYPACKAGE Parameter

The SECURITYPACKAGE parameter displays the name of the security package that OPS/MVS has determined is being
used on this system. Possible values are limited to RACF, ACF2, TSS, and NONE.

SECURITYSTRING Parameter

The SECURITYSTRING parameter displays the version and release level of RACF or ACF2 that is being used on this
system (for example, 2.60 for RACF 2.60).

SQLALTERTABLE Parameter

The SQLALTERTABLE parameter keeps a count of the number of times OPS/MVS has issued an SQL ALTER TABLE
statement since product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLALTERTABLE is reset to 0.

SQLCLOSE Parameter

The SQLCLOSE parameter keeps a count of the number of times OPS/MVS has issued an SQL CLOSE statement to
close a relational table since product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLCLOSE is reset to 0.

SQLCOMPILATIONS Parameter

The SQLCOMPILATIONS parameter keeps a count of the number of SQL statements OPS/MVS has compiled since
product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLCOMPILATIONS is reset to 0.
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SQLCOMPILEERRORS Parameter

The SQLCOMPILEERRORS parameter keeps a count of the number of SQL statement compiling errors that have
occurred since product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLCOMPILEERRORS is reset to 0.

SQLCREATETABLE Parameter

The SQLCREATETABLE parameter keeps a count of the SQL CREATE TABLE statements that OPS/MVS has processed
since product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLCREATETABLE is reset to 0.

SQLDECLARECURSOR Parameter

The SQLDECLARECURSOR parameter keeps a count of the SQL DECLARE CURSOR statements that OPS/MVS has
processed since product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLDECLARECURSOR is reset to 0.

SQLDELETE Parameter

The SQLDELETE parameter keeps a count of the SQL DELETE statements that OPS/MVS has processed since product
initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLDELETE is reset to 0.

SQLDELETIONS Parameter

The SQLDELETIONS parameter keeps a count of the SQL record statements that OPS/MVS has deleted since product
initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLDELETIONS is reset to 0.

SQLDIRECTREADS Parameter

The SQLDIRECTREADS parameter keeps a count of the number of times that OPS/MVS read directly from its SQL
database since initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLDIRECTREADS is reset to 0.

SQLDROPTABLE Parameter

The SQLDROPTABLE parameter keeps a count of the number of SQL DROP TABLE instructions that OPS/MVS has
processed since initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLDROPTABLE is reset to 0.

SQLEXECUTIONERRORS Parameter

The SQLEXECUTIONERRORS parameter keeps a count of the number of errors that OPS/MVS made in executing SQL
statements since initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLEXECUTIONERRORS is reset to 0.

SQLEXECUTIONS Parameter

The SQLEXECUTIONS parameter keeps a count of the number of SQL statements that OPS/MVS has executed since
product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLEXECUTIONS is reset to 0.

SQLFETCH Parameter

The SQLFETCH parameter keeps a count of the number of SQL FETCH statements that OPS/MVS has processed since
initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLFETCH is reset to 0.

SQLINSERT Parameter

The SQLINSERT parameter keeps a count of the number of SQL INSERT statements that OPS/MVS has processed
since product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLINSERT is reset to 0.
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SQLINSERTIONS Parameter

The SQLINSERTIONS parameter keeps a count of the number of records inserted into the OPS/MVS SQL database
since OPS/MVS initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLINSERTIONS is reset to 0.

SQLLOGICERRORS Parameter

The SQLLOGICERRORS parameter keeps a count of the internal SQL errors that OPS/MVS has incurred since product
initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLLOGICERRORS is reset to 0.

SQLOPEN Parameter

The SQLOPEN parameter keeps a count of the SQL OPEN instructions that OPS/MVS has processed since product
initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLOPEN is reset to 0.

SQLSELECT Parameter

The SQLSELECT parameter keeps a count of the SQL SELECT instructions that OPS/MVS has processed since
initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, the value of SQLSELECT is reset to 0.

SQLUPDATE Parameter

The SQLUPDATE parameter keeps a count of the SQL UPDATE instructions that OPS/MVS has processed since
initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLUPDATE is reset to 0.

SQLUPDATES Parameter

The SQLUPDATES parameter keeps a count of the number of records updated in the OPS/MVS SQL database since
product initialization. When OPS/MVS is restarted, SQLUPDATES is reset to 0.

SSEXEXITHIGHDATE Parameter

The SSEXEXITHIGHDATE parameter displays the local date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) on which the value of parameter
SSEXEXITHICOUNT was first reached.

NOTE
The SSMEXEXITHIGHDATE parameter is identical to the PROCESSHIGHDATE parameter.

SSEXEXITHIGHTIME Parameter

The SSEXEXITHIGHTIME parameter displays the local time (in hh:mm:ss format) at which the value of parameter
SSEXEXITHICOUNT was first reached.

NOTE
The SSMEXEXITHIGHTIME parameter is identical to the PROCESSHIGHTIME parameter.

SSEXEXITFAILURES Parameter

The SSEXEXITFAILURES parameter displays the number of failed attempts to allocate a process block from the process
block pool because there were no process blocks available. For more information, see more information, see PROCESS
Blocks.

NOTE
The SSEXEXITFAILURES parameter is identical to the PROCESSFAILCOUNT parameter.
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SSEXEXITFAILDATE Parameter

The SSEXEXITFAILDATE parameter displays the local date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) on which the last process block
allocation failure occurred.

NOTE
The SSEXEXITFAILDATE parameter is identical to the PROCESSFAILDATE parameter.

SSEXEXITFAILTIME Parameter

The SSEXEXITFAILTIME parameter displays the local time (in hh:mm:ss format) at which the last process block allocation
failure occurred.

NOTE
The SSEXEXITFAILTIME parameter is identical to the PROCESSFAILTIME parameter.

SSPCCOUNT Parameter

The SSPCCOUNT parameter displays the numbers of times the space switch PC was unable to process a request due to
some kind of error.

SSPCTEXT Parameter

The SSPCTEXT parameter displays a text string indicating the cause of the last space switch PC error. The most common
error is the inability to allocate a process block because there are no free process blocks. In this case, the text string
contains the string 'PRCS BLOCK POOL EMPTY'.

SSPCDATE Parameter

The SSPCDATE parameter displays the local date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) on which the last switch PC error occurred.

SSPCTIME Parameter

The SSPCTIME parameter displays the time local time (in hh:mm:ss format) at which the last space switch PC error
occurred.

STARTDATE Parameter

The STARTDATE parameter displays the local date (in yyyy/mm/dd format) on which OPS/MVS was started.

STARTTIME Parameter

The STARTTIME parameter displays the local time (in hh:mm:ss format) at which OPS/MVS was started.

SUBSYS Parameter

The SUBSYS parameter displays the z/OS subsystem name under whose control OPS/MVS was started. The value will
be the master subsystem (MSTR) if the product was started with SUB=MSTR on the z/OS START command, or the name
of the JES subsystem (usually JES2 or JES3).

SUBSYSCONSOLES Parameter

The SUBSYSCONSOLES parameter displays the number of z/OS non-extended subsystem consoles that have been
successfully acquired by OPS/MVS. The related parameter, SUBSYSDEFAULT, determines the number of consoles OPS/
MVS tries to acquire at OPS/MVS initialization.
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VERSION Parameter

The VERSION parameter displays the version of OPS/MVS in the format 'vv.rr.00'.

WebCenter Glossary

activity log

The activity log is a VSAM repository for recording messages. The log is a data set that contains information about region
activities, such as error message details, event processing details, process activities, and compiler messages. The log
can be either online or in hardcopy format. The LOGFILES parameter group specifies the log.

alert

Alerts provide the proactive notification of events.

Customizer

Customizer is a facility that helps you set up your region parameters using parameter groups.

Customizer parameter group

A Customizer parameter group is a group of parameters that are set through a panel sequence to define a subcomponent
of region configuration.

domain ID

A domain ID is a one- to four-character mnemonic used as a unique region identifier.

generic name

A generic name is a name in which an asterisk (*) is used to stand for any character.

health checker

The health checker runs under the IBM Health Checker for z/OS. The health checks identify potential problems by
checking system parameters, product parameters, and system status against recommended settings.

Inter-Network Management Connection (INMC)

Inter-Network Management Connection (INMC) is a facility that provides general-purpose data transfer between regions.

knowledge base

The knowledge base is a database for storing the policies and procedures that govern the operation of your region. The
knowledge base is also known as RAMDB.

link

A link is a logical connection between two peer communications systems.

LMP key

An LMP key is an execution key that License Management Program uses for Broadcom product license authorization.
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NMINIT

NMINIT is the NCL procedure that is automatically executed after system initialization has completed. The procedure
cannot contain commands that require the VTAM facilities because it is executed before the primary ACB is opened. The
site can change the procedure name.

NMREADY

NMREADY is the NCL procedure that is automatically executed when system initialization has completed. The procedure
can contain commands that require the VTAM facilities because it is executed after the primary ACB is opened. The site
can change the procedure name.

panel skip

The panel skip describes the ability to chain menu selection requests together without having to display intermediate
selection panels.

parameter group

A parameter group contains parameters that determine the characteristics of a region.

Primary Menu

Primary Menu is the first menu of an application.

resource 

Resources are defined to a region as part of a system image. The information is derived from the resource data that is
held in the active OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation Relational Data Framework (RDF) resource tables.

shortcut

A shortcut is a direct jump to a panel. A shortcut is entered from the prompt in the following formats:

• /shortcut-name to retain the current panel on return.
• =/shortcut-name to close the current panel and return to the primary menu on exit.

SOLVE SSI

SOLVE SSI is an implementation of IBM Subsystem Interface (SSI) that allows product regions to communicate with other
software on a system.

status monitor

The status monitor lets you monitor and control individual resources. The monitor displays resource statuses in line-by-
line mode. These statuses are color-coded to alert an operator to changes in resource status. Changes to the logical state
of a resource govern the changes in the color.

status monitor filter

A status monitor filter is a Boolean expression that determines which resources the status monitor displays. For example,
an operator uses a filter that only displays the printers in a system image.
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variable

A variable stores data that can change. A variable starts with an ampersand (&), followed by the name of the variable. For
example, &A is a variable where A is the name. When &A is processed, it takes on the stored value.

VFS (Virtual File System)

VFS (Virtual File System) is the VSAM data set used as a database to configure a region.

wildcard

A wildcard is the character (usually an asterisk) that is used when defining resources generically. No specific matching
character is required in the wildcard character position.

WebCenter Message Reference
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation Release provides the WebCenter Message Reference PDF from
Broadcom Support.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• OPS/MVS YouTube Playlist
• Mainframe Software Education
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• OPS/MVS Support (login required)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to stay up to date on maintenance:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• OPS/MVS Maintenance Solutions List (login required)
• OPS/MVS Compatibilities

Follow Us on Social Media

See what's trending:

• Broadcom Mainframe on Twitter
• LinkedIn
• Mainframe Voice Blog

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• OPS/MVS Community
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLynEdQRJawmy9As1xGwA3CxIVoWgsycKp
https://www.broadcom.com/support/education-training/specialized-training/mainframe-training
https://docs.broadcom.com/doc/accessing-broadcom-mainframe-training-quick-reference-guide
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/productdetails?productName=OPS%2FMVS%20Event%20Management%20%26%20Automation
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Mainframe-Installation-and-Maintenance-Tools/5279
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/solutionfiles?sellable=OPSJE2002&os=MVS&release=14.0&solution=OPS/MVS%20Event%20Management%20&%20Automation%20for%20JES2%20MVS&subfamily=OPS/MVS
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/CLX.HTML
https://twitter.com/CAmainframe
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ca-technologies
https://www.broadcom.com/sw-tech-blogs
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=314ccf76-ce2d-4f94-910a-9c331dd2c932
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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